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Naiman

WHEN I FIRST CAME UP with the idea for the Macintosh Bible back in 1986,
I told myself that editing and publishing it would take maybe 25% of my time,
and that I'd be happy if it sold 50,000 copies.
Eight years and more than 800,000 copies later, I'm gratified by the book's
success (to say the least). But I'm still reeling from the toll it took in my lifenot 25% but 150% of my tim e, and even more when I was working on a new
edition. So it was with great relief that I turned the editing and publishing of
this Fifth Edition over to Peachpit Press and to the small army of Mac experts
they assembled.
I've hardly seen a word of this edition, because I've been busy worlcing on my
new publishing company-Odonian Press. So far, most of Odonian's books
have been in the Real Story series, which is based on a simple idea: political
books don't have to be boring. Real Story books are short (about 100 pages),
inexpensive ($5-$6) and written to be read.
People seem to appreciate those qualities, and have bought well over a hundred thousand copies. We even have a couple ofbestsellers, both by Noam
Chomsky: What Uncle Sam Really Wants and Tbe P1·osperous Few and the Restless
Many. As I write this, we're working on a third Chomsky book, called Secrets,
Lies and Democracy. Here's a list of our other titles:

• The CIA's Greatest Hits (each described in a couple of pages and accompanied
by a cartoon)
• Gore Vidal's brilliantly written Decline and Fall oftbe American Empire
• Greenpeace's expose of Anti-envi1··onmental Organizations
• two poignant and chilling country-specific books-East Timor: Genocide
in Paradise and Burma: tbe Next Killing Fields?
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• our "assassination trilogy"-Wbo Killed JFK?, Wbo Killed Robert Kennedy?
and U/!Jo Killed Mmtin Luther King?
• and our only health title so far, Arnerim's Favorite Drug: Coffie and YoU1··
Health.
They're available wherever short, readable, nonboring books are sold. If you
can't find them, or want to buy in quantity, please contact Odonian Press,
Box 32375, Tucson AZ 85751 (602 296 4056 or 800 REAL STORY).
Well, that's about all I have to say. Thanks for your suggestions and support
over tl1e years. I've really loved the interaction and the feeling of being part
of the Mac community. I only wish I'd had the time to answer all your cards
and letters.
Whatever happens to each of us in the years to come, don't forget: This is the
Mac. It's supposed to be fun.
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Introduction
BY Darcy DiNucci

FOR EIGHT YEARS AND FOUR EDITIONS, Arthur Naiman and his team at

Goldstein & Blair have made The Macintosh Bible the most popular book about
the M ac. T hey cut through "old-age thinking," marketingspeak, and tech talk to
let people know what's Teally important to know about the Mac. Now that
Arthur's gone on to publish a whole new line of books, how can we car ry on?
By doing the same thing again.
For this fifth edition, P eachpit Press has pulled together its own cast of Mac experts (including lots of familiar names from past versions) to update the Bible. In
this edition, you'll find information on
• Power Macintoshes, the new generation of ~1acs based on the P owerPC
processor
• the 500-series PowerBooks
• System 7.5, the n ew version of Apple's operating system
• the latest versions of important software, including Microsoft Works 4,
Word 6, and Excel 5; and C larisWorks 2 (including tips for using the new
features)
• the latest in multimeilia and CD-ROM technology
• getting onto the Internet with your ~1ac and a modem
and lots more.
To pull it all together, we ilivided the book's 25 chapters (plus four appendixes)
among eight Mac experts-the eili tors of this edition. T hen we asked those editors to pull together the most knowledgeable people they could find to compile
information o n the key things to know, the best products, and the hottest tips
for each topic.
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The Mac Bible Editors

The Mac Bible Editors
Here are the editors of The Macintosh Bible, fifth edition. Look for their initials
and opinions throughout the book.
Darcy DiNucci (DD), the project editor, has been writing and editing for
computer publications, including PC World, Macworld, NeXTWORLD, Publish,
and MacWEEK, since before the Mac was born. She now runs To the Point
Publishing, a full-service publication-management company in San Francisco.
For this edition of the Mac Bible, Darcy's job was to make sure all the important
topics were covered and explained clearly somewhere, by someone, and to put
together a design and production team to turn it all into a book. She was also
the primary editor on the chapters covering Working vVith the Macintosh,
Fonts, and Sharing Files.
Elizabeth Castro (EC), the technical editor, fell in love with the Mac while
living in Barcelona, where she founded Pagina Uno, a publishing house whose
mission was to spread the Mac religion in Spain. She is the author of two books
and a frequent contributor to the Spanish edition of Macworld magazine.
In addition to editing the chapters on Working with Words, Spreadsheets,
Databases, and Utilities, as well as the appendixes on Where to Find
Information and Buyjng Macs and Mac Products, Liz pulled together the initial
outline for the book, read every chapter for technical accuracy, and contributed
lots of hot tips culled from her years of playing and working with Macs.
Aileen Abernathy (AA) went from being a desktop publisher to writing about
it for MacUser maga zine. During her four years as senior editor, she covered
electronic publishing and graphics as well as the really important stuff, such as
games. She currently writes for MacUse1; MacWEEK, Publish, and corporate
clients. She edited the chapters on Graphics, Multimedia, and Games and
Hobbies.
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David Blatner (DB) is the coauthor of several books from Peachpit Press, including Real World Scanning nnd Halftones, The Qum·kXPress Book, and Silicon
Mirage: The A11: and Science ofVi1tual Reality. He lectures around the world on
desktop publishing topics and edited the chapter on Page Layout for this book.

Connie Guglielmo (CG), a former editor at MacWEEK, is now a freelance
writer in San Francisco who covers technology for MacWEEK, Netv Media,
Wired, and many other publications. "When she's not working, she spends time
with her three-year-old daughter, who loves to talk into the microphone on her
PowerBook. She was responsible for covering Personal and Business Management, Integrated Software, Education and Reference, and Kids' Stuff for this
edition.

John Kadyk (JK) remembers proofreading the two-page plan for the first Mac
Bible at Won Thai restaurant in Berkeley in June 1986. He likes playing music
and riding bikes when he's not writing, editing, or consulting about Macs. In
this edition of the Bible (he's worked on all five), John oversaw (and wrote much
of) the chapters on The Macintosh Family, System Software, and Basic Peripherals, as well as the appendix on Staying Healthy at the Mac.

Henry Norr (HN) is editor emeritus of Mac WEEK; that means he used to be
the editor. Now he writes a weekly column for the magazine, called "The
Second Decade," about important issues facing Apple and its customers. His
checkered past includes stints as a printer, machinist, community college
teacher, researcher on Polish politics and Soviet economic history, and Mac
trainer. Henry covered Memory, Storage, Preventing and Solving Problems,
and Telecommunications for this edition of the Bible.
Bob Weibel (BW) bought his first computer, a 48K Apple II Plus, with money
borrowed from his girlfriend, and he hasn't looked back. Versed in the Mac, the
PC, and Unix workstations, Bob spent three years as writer and senior technical
editor for Publish magazine, though you'll now find him covering a range of
topics in the pages of Macworld, PC Wo-rld, 1\IIacWEEK, Photo District NeLVs, and
PC/Computing. He's coauthor, with Ted Nace and Robert C. Eckhardt, of
Desktop Publishing Secrets, and coauthor, with David Blatner, of The Qum·kXP1·ess
Book, Windows Edition, both published by Peachpit Press. Bob covered Printing
and Networking for this book.
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What to Look For

What to Look For
A look at this edition of the Mac Bible will show some major differences fromand lots of similarities to-earlier editions.
• Who wrote what. As always, you'll see the initials of the people who wrote
each entry in the enny head. In this edition, the main contributors for each
chapter are introduced on the table of contents page for that chapter.

• Icons to help you find specific kinds of information. As in earlier editions, you can use the margin icons to find hot tips, good features, and other
kinds of information. A guide to the icons is provided on page xvi .
.•• , •.• , , . , . . , · v · · . , . , . , . , ,......,,,.,,. t+·e· .. ····•••••·· ·

Products and Prices

••••A· ·•••··••·•••·•••····· t•

(DD)

We talk about lots of Macintosh products in this book, from the Mac models ~hemselves to
obscure shareware utilities: anything we think you might be interested ih or might make
your life easier (within our space constraints, of course). To make .it easier to find ~hese products, we've included ·contact information for all the products' manufacturers in Appendix D.
To make it easy to get shareware or freeware that we recommend, Peachpit has compiled a
set of floppy disks that contains many of them, available when you send the coupon in the
back of this book and $10 to Peachpit Press.
When we recommend a product, we also list the manufactu rer's suggested price, just for
comparison shopping. When looking at those prices, remember that nobody really pays the
list price for a piece of hardware or software. You can always get it cheaper- sometimes
hundreds of dollars cheaper for some high-priced products- at almost any computer retailer, and especially by mail order. (Some tips on finding good dealers and good prices are
included in Appendix C.) There are two exceptions to this rule. One is Apple equipment. At
least when this book was written, Apple had the policy of not naming list prices but instead
quoting an "ApplePrice," which is its estimate of what you would actually pay at a retailer.
(Remember that when comparing prices on Apple and other equipment; the ApplePrice already includes the inevitable discount.) The other exception, of course, is shareware, which
always costs the same (usually very low) price.
In keeping with Mac Bible tradition, w e've rounded list prices up to the nearest logical figure, just to show those marketers that we're not fooled: We know that $39.95 is really $40.
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• Editors' polls. A new feature of this edition is the editors' polls, which let
you know what the Mac Bible editors think on topics of importance-like
what's the best screensaver out there, or whether it really is important to have
a color monitor.
Each editor had a pretty free hand in determining how to approach the topics
he or she was responsible for. We just asked everybody to use the pages they
were allotted to say the most important things about that topic they could think
of. Generally, though, each chapter includes a basic introduction to the topic,
pointers to any products you should know about in that category, and hot tips
that should make your life easier. The chapter intros and tables of contents will
give you an overview of what each editor decided to highligh t.
We've included a big index and glossary in the back of the book. vVe try to
explain Macintosh terms the first time they come u p, but come on: vVho knows
what order you're going to read the book in, and we can't define every term every
time. So if you hit a term you're not familiar with (well, a Macintosh term you're
not familiar with), look it up in the glossary. And ifyou want to know more about
any topic, turn to the index first. I bet you'll find what you're looking for.
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Guide to the Icons
, •••••••••••• ' ............ 4

All those little icons in the margin of
this book aren't just for show. They're
there to help you find information you
may be particularly interested in. (Okay,
and for show, too; we especially like the
skunk and the Grim Reaper.)

••••••••••••• 0

p ••• ••••••

The information labeled with this icon
should be particularly interesting to
people who work on PawerBaoks.
POWERBOOK

Nobody can predict the future, but we
try. (Since we're not afraid to be wrong,
It's nat a problem.)
FHINGS TO
COME

Good is good, but good and cheap is
even better.
BARGAIN

This labels products that come on CDROM, or information for people who use
(or want) a CD-ROM drive.

BAD
FEATURE

We haven't used this one a lat. Since
space Is short (yes, even in 1, 100
pages), we've tended to focus mare
on recommending good products than
panning the bad ones, but sometimes
a big product does same really dumb
stuff. This warns you.

CD· ROM

HOT TIP

MAC BIBLE
DISK

Every time you see this, you 'll find out
how to make your life a little easier.
Sometimes, we have so many tips in a
row (check out Part 2 of the book,
where we describe lots of software) that
we use just one of these Icons far a
whale bunch of tips and add a rule to
shaw you haw far the tips extend.

When you see this, the product we 're
talking about is included on the Mac
Bible disks you can get from Peachpit.
(See the coupon in the back of this book
far more on how to get them.)

On the ather hand, this will help you
find features you 'll want to look far.
GOOD
FEATURE

SYSTEM
7.S

1t
WARNING

This highlights new features you'll find
in System 7.5, the system software version scheduled to be introduced just as
this book went to press. The icon will
lead you to the benefits of the new
system in each area.

You wan 't die-usually-if you ignore
this icon, but you'll be a lot happier if
you don' t.
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The (Mac Bible)
Ten Commandments
This is the Mac. It's supposed to be fun.
For years, many businesspeople treated the Mac as a toy, while those
of us who'd already had a bellyful of the deranged command structure
of more primitive computers romped happily in the fields of Macintosh. Now
the Mac has gotten some corporate acceptance and Windows has made the PC
much more like the Mac. Both developments are basically good, but there's a
risk that they'll engender a lifeless, "businesslike" homogenization of how personal computers relate to their users.
T he rigid dichotomy between work and fun-and the acceptance of that dichotomy as inevitable and necessary-is, to quote The Firesign Theatre's Dr.
"Happy" Harry Cox, "Old Age thinking." More clearly than any other computer, the Mac demonstrates that aesthetics enhance, rather than detract from,
efficient work.
So don't let them turn the Mac into an expensive version of the PC, or the PC
into a clumsy, bloodless imitation of the Mac. Demand fun as your birthright!

Easy is hard.
There's a macho attitude among some computer jocks (although certainly not among the best of them) that the harder something is to
deal with, the more advanced it is. Actually, of course, it's very hard to make
things easy. The more work you put into something, the less work the person
who uses it has to do.
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So if you find yourself beating your head against a wall erected by someone's
laziness (or greed), look around for a different wall that someone else took the
trouble to put a door in. And if anybody mocks what you're using as a toy, just
smile and say, "Easy is hard. Hard is primitive."

It's not your fault you're confused.
Over the years, manuals have gotten better and programs are designed more sensibly than they used to be, but that's a little like saying how much nicer R immler has been since his lobotomy. Often the problem
is expertosis (the inability of experts in a given field to remember what it's like
not to be an expert). Sometimes it's simple money-grubbing. In any case, the
thing to remember is this:

If you're confused, it's not because you're stupid-it's because the people who
designed that product, or wrote tl1at manual, or rushed tl1eir employees so tl1ey
couldn't do a good job, are stupid. Just make sure they, not you, pay for it.

You can't do it all.
Some experienced Mac users can make you feel like a loser because
you're not up on tl1e new products and techniques they're always
discovering. But it's really just that you have different interests. Theirs is exploring the Mac and yours- if you're like most people-is simply using it.
Each approach has its virtues and neither is inherently superior to tl1e otl1er.
So feel free to restrict yourself to a small number of Mac programs that you
master and use intensively. Remember: You can't do it all- nobody can-so
don't fee] guilty about not trying.

Make the Mac your own.
There's never been a computer you could, as Omar put it, "remould ... nearer to the Heart's Desire." So give yourself time to customize your Mac. Find the software you like best. Spend hours rearranging the
desktop or the files on your disks. The more the Mac feels like your own
creation, the more efficient and enjoyable your work on it will be.

The Mac Bible Ten Commandments

Think of the Mac as your home. You wouldn't try to move every different
piece of furniture in the world into your home, just because you could. You
have furniture you feel comfortable with, appliances you need and use, decorations and toys that amuse you. Tl·eat your Mac the same way.

@

A file saved is a file saved.

VVhat shall it profit you if you create the greatest piece of work in
the world but lose it because you forgot to save?

Despite how wonderfully easy it is to use, the .M ac has as many traps and pitfalls as any other computer-maybe more. These don't have to be a problem,
if you save your 'ZV01'k.' Of course it's a pain and it interrupts the flow of your
thoughts, but that's nothing compared to what it feels like to lose work.
People are always telling you to save, as if it mattered to tbenz. It's too bad saving has acquired this taint of moralism. Saving your work isn't something you
sbould do because some authority tells you to. The appeal here is pure pleasure
principle-you' ll be a lot happier if you get in the habit.

Two, three, many backups.
Saving is only half the battle. Disks crash all tl1e time. If you don't
make regular backups, you may as well not save your work at all.

Combat the tragedy of the commons.
In English villages, the "commons" was a piece of land on which
everyone could graze livestock. It's clearly in each villager's individual interest to graze as many head of, say, sheep on the commons as he or she
can. Yet if all the villagers follow their own best interest, the commons gets
grazed bare and all the sheep starve. This is called "the tragedy of the cornmons." It requires some social and environmental consciousness on the part of
alJ the villagers, some long-range, unselfish thinking, to avoid the ecological
catastrophe.
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Just the same thing is true on the Mac. It's no big deal if one person doesn't
pay for a shareware program, but if a lot of people don't, good shareware
stops getting written. It's no big deal if one person copies a commercial program and uses it for free, but if a lot of people do that, software developers
have trouble making money and start cutting corners. In both cases, slowly
but surely, the commons becomes a barren patch of dirt.

Allow for Murphy's Law (since you can't avoid it).
Here's a piece of trivia few people know-the origin of Murphy's
Law. In 1949, Captain Ed Murphy was an engineer working at
Edwards Air Force Base in California. VVhen a technician working in his lab
miswired something, Murphy said, "If there's any way to do it wrong, he will."
A co-worker of his, George E. Nichols, dubbed this Murphy's Law.
Murphy's Law has evolved into, "If anything can go wrong, it will," but it's interesting to note that it originally referred to incompetence, not to some sort
of impersonal malevolence on d1e part of the cosmos.

In any case, things certainly do go wrong with distressing regularity. This
happens less on the Mac than elsewhere, thanks to the care and dedication of
its original designers. In fact, the Mac's ease of use can lull you into the dangerous delusion that Murphy's Law has been banished from its realm.
No sooner do you assume this than reality disabuses you of the notion-usually more abruptly than you'd like. It works sort of like the Greek concept of
hubris: Pride-or, in tl1is case, complaisance-goeth before a fall.

That goes double for Sturgeon~ Law.

0
@
4J

In the late '50s, Theodore Sturgeon (1918- 1985) wrote a
book-review column for a magazine called Venture Science
Fiction. It was there he first enunciated Sturgeon's Law. "It's well known," he
wrote (I'm paraphrasing), "that 90 percent of all science-fiction writing is
crap. But then, 90 percent of eve1ything is crap."
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Editors' Poll: What Makes a Mac a Mac?
AA: Attitude-the idea that you can actually enjoy working on a computer. You can have
fun yet still be productive. I persuaded a friend to buy a Mac last fall, contradicting the sales
pitch of a very PC-oriented salesman. He's so thrilled with it that he sent me a big thank-you
bouquet for Valentine's Day!

DB: There's reasonable evidence that the Macintosh is not so much a computer as a religion. For those who like absolute truths, the Macintosh is a great machine for focusing one's
attention. Of course, for those of us who live in the existential quagmire of rela tivism, the
Macintosh is just one point on the wide spectrum of computing possibilities.
EC: A Mac is a Mac because you can explore as much as you want and you'll never break
anything or destroy anything. There's always a Cancel button or some other familiar escape
route at your fingertips. Macs don't bite.

DD: It's not the graphic interface; everyone's got that now. It's the Mac's insistence on an
integrated and aesthetically elegant approach to everything it does, from its interface to its
networking and, now, telecommunications. The Mac has always been the great communicator, both in its own interface and in the featu res it makes available to its users.
CG: It's that smiling face that greets you when you turn it on, the fact that you're able to
change your desktop pattern and you're hard disk name anytime you want. (Last week my
hard disk was Derybar, a lost island with buried treasure from a Sinbad the Sailor story.
Before that it was Pemberley, an estate in a jane Austen novel.) It's the whole idea that you
don't have to be deadly serious just to get work done.
JK: The Mac is set up to work with you on human terms, rather than forcing you to work
with it on computer terms. It's like the cockpit of a well-designed sports car, where all the
controls and instruments the driver needs are within easy reach, so he or she can think
about driving without wasting energy figuring out the vehicle.

HN: The Mac look and feel is what defines the platform in my mind. There are lots of other
graphical user interfaces nowadays, and some of them have features I like, but the Mac has
a consistency and elegance that none of the others can match. It's the Mac Toolbox- the
set of system services built into ROM and the operating system-that makes this look and
feel available to all applications. That's the real key to the system.

BW: Steve jobs's vision of Macintosh entailed turning personal computers into true dataprocessing appliances with simplified controls, like Low, Medium, High-easier to use than
some VCRs. And now Apple is pushing beyond the graphic user interface, for voice-activated
interfaces and other methods of adapting the com puter's power to the ways people actually
approach their work.
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Working With
Your Mac
THE MACINTOSH'S GRAPHICAL USER INTERFACE is more than just goodlooking: It's also designed to make working with a computer as easy as possible.
And while some of these features have also been adopted by other operating
systems on other personal computers, only the Mac has staked its business on
being the best at them.
The Mac may be easier to use than any other computer in history, but that's not
saying much. vVhen you first sit down to use the Nlac, you've got to memorize
some rules, the same as with any computer. The difference on the Mac is that
you need to learn those rules just once. You launch every program the same
way, and you cut and paste text or graphics, save your work, and give commands
the same way no matter what program you're using.
This chapter teaches the basic rules of working with a Macintosh. When you're
finished, you should be able to find your way around the Finder (the Mac's
desktop interface) and any Mac program. It starts with the very basics, so if
you're already familiar with the Mac's interface, you can skip most of it. Even

if you're an old hand at the lv'!ac, though, turn to the tips at the end for some
tricks you might not know about.
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Chapter 1 : Working With the Macintosh

The Macintosh Desktop <ANIJKINDISAJs~vvcRJByBIKF)
When you first turn on your Macintosh, you see a gray area with a few tiny pictures and symbols arranged on it. (If you don 't see this, jump over to the box on
page 7 titled "What to Do If Your Screen Doesn't Match the Pictures Shown
Here.") What you're looking at is the Macintosh Finde1·. You never have to start
the Finder yourself: The Macintosh opens it automatically when you start the
computer. (In fact, we're only telling you this name for it because you will see it
referred to that way sometimes.)
Since most of what you do on a Mac would be done on the top of a desk if
you didn't have a computer, this area is also called the desktop, and many of
tl1e symbols you'll see Menu bar
Help menu Application menu
there are in the form of r-•'-"""-'·~~d~"...;"~'·"';.....;;l•:;.;b•'-';:;;s••;.;;.'''-'._,.,..,.,..-.,.....-....,_--=-......-..,.-.-..,.-.;:;..;"r:l
objects you would use in
.....-- Hard disk
an office. The desktop is
the area in which you organize the contents of
your hard disk, and from
which you launch programs and open documents. In this section,
we'll describe how to
Trash
work witl1 the items you
see on the desktop.
The Macintosh desktop is what you see when you first start the computer.
From here, you can open programs and open, copy, and delete files.

The Graphical User Interlace
The Mac's way of communicating with people is sometimes referred to as a
graphicaluse·r inteifoce. You control the computer by pointing at, moving, and
manipulating little graphic symbols called icons. These icons stand for all the
things you'll work with on your computer- disks, programs, documents, and
so on.
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Icons and·What They Mean
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There!s a different icon for each kind of information on the Mac. H~r~'s aguide to the most
common icons and a description of what they stand for.

r:=J.'
H&J'I:jDisk

[d '
Untitled

~·

•

Mcrosoft Word

•
•

02.PowerPC

~

[J

READ ti'E F lAST!

untitled folder

Disks are where you store your files. (A file is simply any collection of information saved under a single name on the compllter.) They come in several
varieties (described in Chapter 5), but the most common are hard disks and
floppy disks, whose icons are shown here. The startup disk is in the upperright corner of the desktop. Other disks that you add to your system, including floppies you insert, will line up under the startup disk at the right
edge of the screen.

·programs are groups of instructions that tell the computer whatto do. Each
program h(ls its own distinctive icon, with the name of the prpgram written
underneath.
..

Documents are like paper documents, but created with a program and
stored on the computer. They usually have icons thatlook kit:ld of like the
icon for the program that made them (compare. the kon here named
"02.Pov.:er PC" with the one above for Microsoft Word, the program that
created it). If the Mac can't tell what program created the document, it displays a generic, plain-paper icon, like t he one called "READ ME FIRST!" . ·
Folders hold groups of files-documents, programs, and so on. You use
folders to organize your files. You can put folders within fol~ers to your
heart's content-whatever you need to organize your wo.rk and make it easy
to find. You create folders using the New Folder command il'] the .Finder's File
menu.

Other Icons stand for particular functions of Mac software. You ju~t get to know what they

iJ

~.~ ~

LSfet'l'lriter

At Ease St&Jtup

en I~I

Helvetica

:~~a;~:i~~eing them again

Labels

Two icons are always on your desktop: the icon for your startup disk (the disk
that has the system software on it) and a trash can, where you put things you
want to throw away. (System software is explained in Chapter 3.) Other icons
will show up as you begin to work with the computer. The basic ones are described in the box above.
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The Pointer and the Mouse
What you point at and manipulate icons witb is called, with simple elegance,
the pointer. \Vhen you're pointing at icons, the pointer takes the shape of a leftleaning arrow (~). It can take other shapes, too, depending on what you're
doing at the time (see the box "Pointer Shapes" on the next page).
The most important part of the pointer is the hot spot. That's the part of the
pointer that needs to touch the item you'r e pointing at. On the arrow pointer,
the hot spot is the tip. You're not really pointing at something unless the tip of
the arrow is touching the object you're trying to point at.
• • • • • • • 1 •••••• ' ..
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What to Do If Your Screen Doesn't Match
the Pictures Shown Here

(DD)

If your screen contains more items than the ones shown in the illustration on page 5, don't
worry. That could just mean that someone has left the desktop in a different order after they
used it. The Macintosh desktop can be customized to the user's conte nt. We'll tell you how
to work with the items you see there as you read through this chapter.
If your desktop is missing the balloon with a question mark in the upper-right corner of the
desktop, you're probably running System 6, an earlier version of the Mac's basic system software. (System software is described more fully in Chapter 3.) Some procedures are different
in the two systems, but we'll be sure to tell you about them as we go along. (If you're running System 6, you also may be missing the icon in the top-right corner of the screen, Ia-

• "'' "" "''w ''"'''
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At Ease, which comes with Macintosh Performa models,
uses this desktop.

beled Application menu in the
illustration on page 5.)
If your screen looks like the illustration
below, your computer is running At
Ease, a program th at comes with
Performa Macintosh models and may
be installed on other systems as well.
(The different Macintosh models are
described in Chapter 2.) At Ease is described at the end of this chapter. Even
if you're run ning At Ease, t hough, you
probably w ill also be using the Finder,
and you will certainly be working with
documents, which the rest of this chapter describes, so keep reading .
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Pointer Shapes

(ANIJKIDD)

The most common pointer icon is a leftleaning arrow (11-). When you're dealing
with text, the pointer takes the shape of
an /-beam (1). There are a whole slew of
pointers for dealing with graphics, including
~~ ··~ , f{ , and

t!J ,

p.

Sometimes the pointer turns into a wristwatch (~).That means the Mac is busy
carrying out a command or operation.
In that case, you need to wait until it
changes back to the pointer before you
can do anything else.

You typically control the pointer with a
mouse. (Other devices, like trackballs, are
also used; you can read about trackballs in
Chapter 6). \iVhen you roll the mouse
around, the pointer moves in the same direction on the screen. You get so used to
the mouse after a while, it begins to feel as
if you're moving the pointer directly with
your hand.

Here's a chance to clear up a very common
problem beginners run into (we vividly remember the frustration ourselves): Often
the mouse runs into something on the
desk, or gets to the edge of the desk; if the pointer still isn't where you want it to
be, what do you do?

A

~)
HOT TIP

The solution is simplicity itself. All you need to do to move the pointer further
is pick the mouse up and put it down where you have more room to roll it in the
d'
.
Ah I
Irectlon you want.
a.

Working With Icons on the Desktop

As we described in tl1e box on page 6, there are lots of different kinds of icons.
Although you'll find icons within programs as well as in the Finder, here we'll
talk about working with the icons that represent programs, documents, folders,
and other items on tl1e desktop. In all the steps described here, you will use the
basic mouse vocabulary: clicking, double-clicking, and dragging, described in
the box on the next page.
Opening icons. You open a disk, folder, or document to see what's inside. You
open a program to work with it. To open any item represented by an icon on
the desktop, you double-click on its icon.
(You can also click once on the icon to select it, and then go up to the File menu
and choose the Open command, but that's a whole lot more trouble than
double-clicking. There's even a third possibility. You can also click on an icon

Chapter 1: Working With the Macintosh
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Clicking, Double-Clicking, and Dragging

(DD)

Once you've pointed at something with the mouse, you use the mouse button to tell the
Mac what you want to do with it. There are just three types of actions in the entire mouse
vocabulary: clicking, double-clicking, and dragging.

Clicking. To click, you move the mouse pointer to the item you want to click on, then
press and release the mouse button.

Double-clicking. Double-clicking means clicking the mouse button twice in ra pid succession. (Be sure not to move the mouse between clicks or the Mac will interpret it as two
separate clicks and not a double-click.)
Dragging. To drag, you start just as you would with a click: You move the pointer to the
item you want to work with and press the mouse button. This time, though, hold the button down and move the mouse.
You'll use these mouse actions in various situations within the Finder and with other
programs.

and hit &IDQ) to open it. But why bother? In this case, double-clicking is
so much easier.)
When you open a disk, folder, or document icon, the contents of that
item appear in a window on screen. (You also get some great on-screen
zooming effects as the icon opens.) When it's open, the icon itself turns
into an outline of itself. If an icon's window is already open before you
double-click on the icon, you won't see any zooming; that icon's window
will just become active-move to the top of the screen and be ready for
action.

mmmmmJ
Hard Disk
You can tell
an icon is
open if it
shows up as
a grayed·
out outline
of itself.
Look for Its
window on
screen.

Moving icons. You can place icons anywhere on the
desktop that you want them.

[J
APPLICAT IONS

When you drag an icon, a "ghost"
of the Item sticks to the pointer until
you release the mouse button, at which
point the icon appears In the new
location.

To move an icon, you simply drag it to its new position. You can move an icon to a new folder or disk by
just dragging the icon over the icon of the folder or
disk you want to copy it to, or into the open window
of that folder or disk. (If you want to copy the icon to
the new location rather than moving it, hold down
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the !option! key as you dr ag. If the location you drag the icon to is on a different
disk, the icon will automatically be copied, rather than moved.)

Renaming icons. One of the great pleasures of the i.Vlac is being able to easily
change the names of files and folders on the desktop wh en ever the whim strikes
you. You do it by clicking directly on the icon 's n ame (not on the picture part).
When you do this, the n ame is highlighted and outlined. (If you miss the name
and click on the picture, just press !Return! to select th e name. In System 6, you can
click anywhere on the icon and the name v.rill just be highlighted, not outlined.)
\iVhen tl1e nam e is highlighted, you can type in a new name and press IReturnl (or
click outside tl1e icon) to change it.
You edit icon names the way you edit text anywh ere on the When you see the 1-beam
pointer, you can use
Mac-and this is as good a place as any to tell you about that. text-editing commands.
\iVhen you move the pointer over a highlighted icon name, it
becomes an I-beam (I). \iVherever you click the I- beam, a
flashing bar called tl1e insertion point appears, allowing you to
start typing at tl1at point, or to backspace over the characters
Click on an Icon 's name
behind it using the IDeleteIkey. If you press tl1e mouse button to select it. You can then
and tl1en drag tl1e !-beam over a part of tl1e name, you'll select change the name.
it, which means you can then delete or type over that part.
You can use any character but the colon (:) in an icon name, including spaces. T he
name can be up to 31 characters long.

WARNING

Two warnings about editing icon names. First, be careful about changing the
n ames of fil es you haven't created yourself. For example, it's n ot a good idea to
change the names of program files, font files, or system files because sometimes
other programs look for those files by name.
Second, be sure the name of the icon is outlined before you start typing. If it's
not, your typing will select another icon , rather than rename the first on e.
T hat's because in System 7 (not in System 6) typing the first letter of an icon 's
name is a shortcut for clicking on it.

Throwing out icons. \iVhen you want to delete a file, you just drag its icon to
tl1e T rash icon in the bottom right corner of the desktop.
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In System 7, things don 't get thrown out immediately;
they stay in the Trash in case you change your mjnd. If
you do change your mind, just double-click on the
Trash icon to open the Trash window and drag the
item back where it came from. (You can also click on it
and choose Put Away from the File menu.)

ffi)
Trash

IDJ
Trash

When there's something in the
Trash, it bulges (as in the il/ustra·
tion at left) to let you know it's
not empty any more. When it gets
emptied, it goes back to its normal,
straight-sided shape (right).

To permanently g-et rid of whatever's in the Trash, use
the Empty Trash command in the Special menu. (In
System 6, tl1e Trash is also emptied automatically under certain conditionsfor example, when you remove a floppy disk tl1at contains a file you've tlu-own
away or when you turn off the computer. But in System 7, the Trash empties
only when you tell it to.)
Ejecting floppy disks. There are several ways to remove a floppy rusk, but the
best way is to drag the floppy disk icon to the Trash. (Don't worry-nothing
will be erased from the rusk; it's just a way of telling the Mac you want to eject
it.) You can also use the Eject Disk command on the Special menu, but if you do
it tl1at way, tl1e Mac keeps a record of the ejected floppy and may later ask you
to reinsert it-which can get to be a headache.

Sometimes the Mac won't let you eject a disk: You'll get an alert box that tells
you that the disk couldn't be "put away" because it contains items that are in
use. In that case, make sure all the fil es and programs on the rusk are closed and
try again.

Working With Windows
When you open a rusk, folder, or document icon, the contents of that item will
appear in a window like the one shown in the illustration on the next page. If you
open a disk or folder icon, the window shows the files saved on that rusk. What's
a file? Simply any collection of information saved on the computer disk or in its
memory. You can either create files yourself or- as in the case of programs, clip
art, or other software-you can buy tl1em.

In order to do anythjng witl1-or to-a window, it has to be active. You can have
several windows open on screen at one time, but only one of tl1em can be active.
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The Macintosh Desktop
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Closing a window. To close a window,
click in the little close box at the left end of
the title bar. (You can also choose tl1e Close
command from the File menu or press
~).
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The contents of an icon always appear in a
window. Every window has the same basic
controls, described here.

Move a window. You move a window by dragging it by its title bar (click anywhere in the title bar, then, holding the mouse button down, move the mouse to
reposition the window).
Resizing a window. Drag the size box vertically, horizontally, or diagonally to
manually resize a window. To automatically resize a window to show all of its
contents (or as much as will fit on screen), click the zoom box. (In System 6, the
window expands to fill the screen, not just to show the contents.) The next time
you click the zoom box, the window goes back to its original size.
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A window has to be active before you can do anything with it. To
select a window (that is, to make it active), just click anywhere inside of it. When a window is active, It shows its scroll bars and
other controls, and Its title bar is filled In; when a window is not
active, its title bar is white and the window name Is dimmed.

Scrolling through the contents
of a window. \Vhen the scroll bars
in the active window are gray, that
means there are items in it that
aren't showing (or you haven't left
enough space around the items
that are showing). When the scroll
bars in an active window are blank,
that means everything is already
displayed in tl1e window. Sometimes one scroll bar is gray and the
other is white (as in the window
shown above)-it depends on
where tl1e missing information is
located.
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To bring hidden information into view, you can use the scroll box, the scroll
arro-ws, or the gray area of the scroll bar itself:
• Drag the scroll box to move the contents of the window up or down.
• Click in the gray area below or above the scroll box to move one screenful at
a time.
• Point to a scroll arrow and hold down the mouse button to scroll the window
continuously until you let up the mouse button.
Changing the way files are displayed. Those big, colorful icons
are great, but when you get a lot of
files in a window, it's hard to keep
them all on screen. The Finder's
View menu lets you choose other
options for viewing files. You can
view them by small icon or by
name in a number of arrangements
(alphabetically by name, by the
program that created them, by the
date they were created, and so on).
You'll learn how to use the View
menu and other menus in the next
section.
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When you view a file window by name, as shown here, you can
open the listed files and folders just as in an icon view-by
double-clicking on the little icons. In System 7, you can also view
the contents of a folder by clicking on the triangle next to the
folder name to drop down a list of its contents.

(AN/]K/ND/SA/SM/CR!ByB/KF/ DD)

There are lots of ways of telling the Mac what you want to do. So far, we've
done things by manipulating icons on the desktop. In other cases, you use menu
commands.

In the Finder, the Mac supplies two ways of giving menu commands: You can
use the mouse to choose commands from the menu bar or, in many cases, you
can use keyboard commands.
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When an item is selected, it becomes highlighted.

Select and Execute: The Grammar of Macintosh Commands
Selecting is the single most important concept for understanding how Mac software works. There are two basic principles to remember:
1 You always have to select something before you can do anything with it.
(Apple calls this the "noun, then verb" or "hey, you-do this" approach.)

2 Selecting, in and of itself, never alters anything.
Trying to do something when nothing is selected, or when something different
from what you think is selected is selected, is the cause of 90 percent of the confusion people have when learning to use the Mac.
How exactly you select an item depends on the kind of item you're selecting.
(Some general rules are presented in the box at right.) How do you tell if an
item is selected? It's highlighted, as shown in the illustration above.

Using Menus
Across the top of the desktop you'll see a line of words. This is called the menu
bm: The words you see (and the .a) are menu titles. If you put the pointer on a
menu title and hold down the mouse button, a menu pops down over the desktop. Just as a menu at a restaurant is a list of things you can order, a menu on the
Mac is a list of things you can order the computer to do.
Some menus are available whether you're in cl1e Finder or anotl1er program.
These are the .a menu (called the Apple menu since so few people can pronounce
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Rules for Selecting

••

(DD)

These rules for selecting text or objects apply in the Finder and in every Mac program.

Selecting Icons

You can select a group of
objects with a selection
rectangle. just drag the
mouse diagonally across
the area that includes the
objects you want ta select.

To select one: Click on it.
To select more than one:
• Press (Shift) as you click on objects after the
first one.
• Drag a selection rectangle around it:
Choose a location outside the border of
an imaginary square that contains all the
items and drag diagonally across the area.
A dotted line will appear on screen around
the area you're selecting. When all the
items are enclosed, release the mouse
button.

[J

Selecting Text
To select a range of text:
• Place the 1-beam pointer at the beginning of the text you want to select, press the mouse
button, and drag to the end of the text. (You don't have to follow the line of text-just
make a beeline for the end of the text you're selecting.)
• Click at the beginning of the text you want to select, and then press (Shift) while you click
at the end of the range of text.

To select a single word: Double-click anywhere in the word.

Deselecting
To deselect everything: Click anywhere outside the selected area.
To deselect one object of a selected group: (Shift~click on the item you want to
deselect.

w), the application menu, and System 7's Help menu (indicated by a balloon
with a question mark). The rest of the menu bar may change when you launch a
new program (though almost every program has a File menu and an Edit menu).
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To select a command from a menu, keep the
mouse button pressed down and slide the pointer
down the menu. As you pass a command, that
command will be highlighted-instead of appearing as black letters on a white background, it appears as white letters on a black background.
When the command you want is highlighted (as
New Folder is on the File menu in the illustration at right, you just release the mouse button to
execute the command.

HOT T I P

HOT TIP

Ge t Info
Sharing ...
Ouphtotc
Moke Alio s
Put Away

MY

Find...
Find Agoin

MF
MG

_., u

Page Setup •••
Prin t Window ..•

The File menu is what you see if you press
the mouse button down while pointing at
the word File in the menu bar.

If you slide the pointer down a menu and then
decide not to choose any of its commands, you
don't have to slide the pointer back to the top; just slide it off the side of the
menu and let go of the mouse button.

As you can see, some of the commands in this menu are dimmed (their names
are in gray, not black). Tllis means you can't use them at the present time-if
you slide the pointer past them, they won't highlight. If the command you want
to use is dimmed, it could be because you've forgotten the first rule of the
Macintosh: You've got to select the item you want to act on before giving a
command.
·t•t•·•e·•t••• eM·••• · •••··••Mtt•e••e•·e·oe···•····· · · • • • • • · · • • • • · ••···•·•••··••·••

A History of the • Menu

(AN/]KIND/SA/SM/CR/ByBIK.F/DD)

In the Mac's first several years, you could generally open only a single program at a time. The

e menu was made to hold programs, called desk accessories (sometimes called OAs), that you
could open at any time. For example, you could open the Calculator DA and add up some
figures while you were in a word processing program.
In System 7 (and under Multi Finder in System 6), you can open more than one program at
a time, and switch between them as you wish. Programs that have been designated DAs
now differ only very slightly from other programs. They're designed to be installed on the e
menu, but you can put them anywhere. Under System 7, the menu is used to hold any
items you want to get to quickly. (See "The System Folder" in Chapter 3 for more details on
how to customize your e menu and other system features.)

e
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Sometimes a menu
has so many commands on it that
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A right-pointing triangle to
the rlgl!t of a menu name
means there's a submenu .
The submenu appears when
you highlight the command.
To choose a command from
the submenu, just slide the
mouse over and down until
the command you want is
highlighted.

Check marks like the ones next to Plain
Text on the Format menu in the illustration at left mean that the checked choices
are currently in effect. For example, if you
select Bold from the submenu and then
reopen the menu, the Bold command will
be checked, and whatever you have selected or whatever you type next will appear in bold.

Menu items that take check marks are
called toggles-when they're off, choosing
them turns them on, and when they're
on, choosing them turns them off. There
are also toggles that don't take check marks; instead, their names
change to indicate what happens when they're selected. If you're
using System 7, try choosing Hide Balloons from the Help menu
for an example of this. After you've chosen it, the command
changes to Show Balloons. (Of course, if someone had already
used that command , it might have been on Hide Balloons when
you started.)

Some menu items are followed by three dots (for example, the
Typestyle Rules command in the Format menu shown above).
That means that you will need to give more information before the command is
executed. When you choose the command, a dialog box will appear. (Dialog
boxes are described below.)

Keyboard Commands
Some commands have keyboard equivalents listed next to them on the menulike (d:ll:](ill next to the New Folder command on the File menu shown on
page 16. T his tells you that instead of moving the pointer up to the File menu,
pressing the mouse button to make the menu pop down, going down the menu
to the Open command, and then releasing the mouse button , you can simply
hold down the (ax] key and hit the (ill key to get the same result. (The lo x] key,
called the Ccrmmand key, is in the bottom row of the keyboard, to the left of the
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Modifier Keys
(AN/]K/ND/SA/Si\11/CR/ByB/KF/DD)

In this book, we use a special font to show
the keys you press. Apple uses a different
one in its menus, and the keys they indicate aren't always crystal clear. Here's a
guide to the most common ones:
0

(Shift)

~

(Option )

V:::.

(Control)

on some keyboards, it has no @
on it.) Many menu commands have keyboard equivalents. In most cases, the
comman d equivalent is listed to the right
of the menu name in the menu.

(Spacebar!;

Keyboard commands are often simply
the lox! key plus the first letter of the
command name. Sometimes other modifier keys, such as (Shittl, (Option!, and sometimes (Contrail are used with (axl to allow
more options.

Dialog Boxes and Alerts
C hoosing a command with an ellipsis after it (Open, for example, or Print)
opens a dialog box (it's called that because the Mac is telling you something and
asking for a response). A couple examples of dialog boxes are shown below.
You can move from one area of the dialog box to another either by using the
mouse or by hitting (Tab ).
Dialog boxes have a number of different types of controls, shown in the illustrations below: text boxes, radio buttons, checkboxes, buttons, list boxes, and popup menus.
Text box
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The Mac displays a dialog box when you choose a command that's followed by an e/llpsis ( ... ), meaning you'll need
to supply extra information before the command is executed. At the left is an example of a Print dialog box, and at
the right is an example of the Open dialog box (exactly how these dialog boxes look varies with the application
you 're in and other conditions).
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Anytime you can't figure out what's going on, you can turn to the Help menu (only in System 7). It appears next to the Applications menu on the right side of the menu bar; its icon
has a question mark in it. Choose Show Balloons on the Help menu and, as you slide the
pointer over items on the screen, balloons will pop up that briefly explain how whatever the
pointer is on works. (How userue [dlt UU•Ll• l o!hel Spellol
~
fu
l this is depends on how well
-c
M~~
111111111
Chw'.Ktt<'\f•
70
the program's creators wrote
® t• . .~--~~ r
the help; unfortunately, it's
~;
ry
Oraoqmon1l
wrat19'
pretty useless in many cases,
including in the Finder.) To get
rid of the balloons, select Hide
Balloons from the menu. Most
newer programs, as well as the
;:
1M ( Ident ify J
Finder, include Balloon Help.
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Apple Guide, Apple's new interactive help system, guides you
through procedures step by step. Coach marks (like the circle
you see here) show you just where to take the action described
in the help window. Users con create custom Apple Guide help
using AppleScript.

If you have the newest version
of Apple's system software,
System 7.5, you will also have
another type of help, called
interactive help, available. Interactive help offers a menu of actions you can ask for help with,
and then it leads you through
the process step by step.

The last command on the Help menu when you're in the Finder is Finder Shortcuts, which
presents you with shortcuts for working in the Finder. Try them out once you feel at home
w ith the Mac. (To get rid of the shortcuts window, click on its close box.)

Text boxes. \Vhen you see a text box, you just type in the information required.
In the example, you would type in numbers, but sometimes you're asked for
words.
Buttons. Buttons are rounded rectangles with commands inside them. vVhen
you click a button, the command is executed, just as if you'd selected a command from a menu. When a button is framed by a thicker border (like the
Print button in the Print dialog box or the Open button in the Open dialog
box), that means it's the default button-you can click it simply by hitting the
!Return! Or !Enter! key.

SYSTEM
7.5
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Radio buttons. Radio buttons are little circles with names next to them (like the
circles to the left ofPrinter and File, and All and From in the P rint dialog box at
the bottom of the last page). When you click a radio button, it fills in (as with
Printer and All). Like the preset buttons on a car radio, Mac radio buttons
come in sets, and only one button in a set can be selected at a time (on the Mac,
one radio button in each set must be selected at all times). When you click one
radio button, the radio button in that set that was previously selected is automatically deselected.
Checkboxes. Checkboxes are used for lists of options that aren't mutually exclusive. All the checkboxes in a set can be selected or none can be. Clicking in a
blank checkbox puts an X in it and turns it on. C licking in it again turns it off.
List boxes. A list box (for example, the one in the Open dialog box shown in the
illustrations on the next page) has a scrollable list &om which you select your
choice. You can open a file from this list by double-clicking the file name or by
selecting it and then clicking the Open button on the right).
· t • • • • • t • • + • • t ·H·• •t·e•••· f*M+•• • e • e • · ··
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PlalnTalk

(DD)

PlainTalk is a system extension that lets you give voice commands to your Macintosh. (Who
can use PlainTalk and its advantages and disadvantages are described more fully in Chapters
2 and 3.) Instead of using the mouse to move the pointer to the close box of the active window and clicking, you can just say, " Computer: Close." You can give many different kinds of
commands this way, including any menu or dialog box command. You can also choose a

~HllHHmm~H!H§!HH!Hi!:!HiHHmmmmnmmmmmmH!iHHilill!iHHHHmm:unm¥.HIIli
leady.
Gearc:lihel!o
Hello, welcome to Macintosh.
Jk.JI"Iii

Germ:li 1mat time is it
2:06:54

Mac Bible editor Elizabeth Castro created a Plain Talk
character named Geordl. The commands you speak to
the computer are printed in italic In the PlainTalk box;
the computer's replies are both spoken alo ud and

name other than "Computer" for your
Mac, if you want to get creative and not
sound like Captain Picard.
If you' re running PlainTalk and voice
recognition is t urned on, your opening
screen won't look much different from
the o ne shown at the beginning of this

chapter. The only difference will be a
small w indow at the bottom of your
printed In plain text in the box.
screen that has a little character and some
notes about what's going on. By default
the character is an ear, ca lled Vincent (get it?), but you can choose from a half-dozen characters. When the computer is listening to you, the icon shows little sound waves In the direction of the character.
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Pop-up menus. When
you see a box with a drop
shadow and a triangle
beside the name, that's a
pop-up menu. vVh en you
point to the box and
press the mouse button,
the menu drops down ,
and you choose an option from the menu just
as you would with a pulldown menu: You drag to
the one you want, and
then release the mouse
button.

The illustrations of the
Open dialog box at right
show an example of a
pop-up menu that's a litde tricky, but it's one
you'll n eed to become
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If this is the folder you want to open a file from,
click on that file's name in the file list and then
click OK, or just double-click on the file name.
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If the document you want to open is in a different
folder, point to the pop-up menu at the top of the
file list to see a list of the folders that hold this one.
They're shown in hierarchical order; that is, the
folder that holds this one is just below it, the one
that holds that is below that, and so on.
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The file list
sh ows the files
in the last
folder you
opened or
saved a file to.

Drag the pointer to the
name of the folder you
want, or to the name
of a folder that holds
that folder. When you
release the mouse
button, the contents of
that folder will show in
the file list.
You can click Desktop
to go straight to the
highest level and start
navigating from there.

How you navigate the Open and Save As dialog boxes is probably the single
hardest port of the Mocinterfoce for beginners to understand. Here's a guide.
Don 't worry, you'll get used to it.

familiar with. Instructions for using it are in the callouts to that illustration.
In System 7.5 and on P erforma m odels, Macs can be set up so that some users'
folders are off limits for saving and opening files. If that's the case on your computer, you may not be able to navigate to all the folders on your Mac, and you
will need to save in the first folder shown in the dialog box's file list.
Executing your choices. When you're done making your selections, you just
choose OK (or whatever the default button is) to execute your command. If you
make a lot of selections in the dialog box and decide not to keep them, you can
nullify all the changes you've made to all of them by clicking the Cancel button.
(Typing (a3C]Q will usually give you the same result.)
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Working With
Documents

(ANJ]KINDISNSMJCR!ByBIKFIDD)

So far we've talked mostly about what you do in the Finder, but there are also
common rules to follow when you're working with other programs. The rules
you've learned so far about how to give commands still hold. Now we'll introduce you to some of the procedures and commands you will use to create documents with Macintosh programs.

Running Programs and Opening Files
As we mentioned before, you open a program just as you open anything else: by
double-clicking on its icon. V\Then you open a program by double-clicking on
its icon, an empty docmnent window appears on screen and the menu bar
................................................. _ changes to show that progratn's

The Launcher

(DD)

With System 7.5 and Perform a models, the
Finder includes an extra feature, called the
SYSTEM

7.5

Launcher, that makes it easy to find and launch
programs. The Launcher holds icons for any
programs or files
installed in a special
folder, called the
Launcher Items
folder, inside your
System Folder. You
can launch any proThe Launcher adds a
palette of program and fife
gram or file by clickicons to your desktop.
ing once on its icon.
You can move and close the Launcher window
just like any other window (as described under
'Working With Windows" in this chapter). If
you've closed the Launcher, you can get it back
by double-clicking on the Launcher icon at the
right side of the desktop (on a Performa) or by
choosing Launcher from the control panels in
System 7.5.

own menus. (Sometimes, the
program will display a dialog box
for you to make choices in before
it opens the document window.)
You can also open a program by
opening a document that belongs to it. That way, the window tl1at opens will contain the
document you want to work on.
Exactly how you work on the
document once it's open will depend on the rules of that program, but many of the rules will
be the same ones you learned for
working in tl1e Finder. You'll
select items and execute commands on them as you learned in
"Giving Commands." If you're
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working with text, you'll use the
same technique you used to rename an icon. You'll use buttons
and pop-up menus just as you did
in the dialog boxes we showed you.

Saving Documents
After you've worked on a document for a little while, it's crucial
to save the changes you've made.
Until you save a document, it exWhen you double-click on an application icon, the menu bar
ists only in tl1e computer's memchanges to show that application's menu choices, and a window
ory and will disappear when you
for that application opens on screen. Sometimes the document
window will have extra controls in it, like the Ruler and tool bar
close the document or turn off the
in this Microsoft Word window.
computer. (How memory works is
described in Chapter 4.) VVhen you save a document, it is copied from the computer's memory to disk, where it will be prese rved even after the computer is
turned off. Don't wait until you're finished working on a document to save it; instead, save every few minutes to guard against mishaps like a power failure or a
computer problem tl1at could cause you to lose the work you've done. (These
accidents happen more often than you would expect.)
Almost every Macintosh program
that can create documents includes
a Save command in its File menu.
The first time you save a new document, the Macintosh presents the
Save As dialog box, allowing you to
choose a name and location for the
file. After a document has been
saved once, choosing the Save command just saves the new version of
the file over the previous version.
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You type a name for your file in the Save As dialog box. You can
also choose a new location for it using the pop-up menu as d escribed for the Open dialog box on page 21.
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If you want to preserve two versions of the document on the disk, you can
choose the Save As command instead of Save. When you see the dialog box, you
just type in a new name, and the new version will be saved on disk without overwriting the old one.

Cutting, Copying, and Pasting
One of the most elegant and useful tools on the Mac is the Clipbom·d-a temporary holding place for material that you cut or copy from one place so you can
paste it in another. You can move or copy material from one place to another in
a single document, or between two separate documents-even if the documents
were created with different applications. You can cut or copy material of almost
any length. Every Mac program has Cut, Copy, and Paste commands in its Edit
menu.
ll!llll
Undo Copy
•z
Repeat TypJng X Y

Copy
Pa•le

ICC
XU

Every program
has an Edit
menu with Cut,
Copy, and Paste
commands. The
keyboard equivalents for those
commands
should also be
the same in
every program.

To remove something from its original place (either because you
don't want to use it at all anymore or because you've decided to use
it somewhere else instead), you select it and then use the Cut command. (The keyboard shortcut in every M ac program is the same:
lox)[g].) Whatever you've selected disappears from its original location and is stored on the Clipboard. (fhe Finder and many other
programs let you check the contents of the Clipboard by choosing
Show Clipboard from the E dit menu.) Copy (lox!@) works the
same way as Cut, except that the selected material stays in the original location in addition to moving to the Clipboard. Then, to place
the cut or copied material in its new position, you select its new position and use the Paste command (lox)@)).

If you just want to get rid of something, you can simply cut it and never paste
it-it will disappear the next time you cut or copy. Or you can just hit the !Delete)
key instead, and whatever's selected will disappear without even passing through
the C lipboard. Another way to delete text is to select it and then just start typing-the new text replaces the old. That's a handy feature, but watch out: It's
easy to accidentally delete something if you forget it's selected before you start
your next task. If that happens, use the U ndo command (see the box at right).
Things stay on the Clipboard until you copy something else, so you can paste
the same thing many different places- as long as you remember not to cut or
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copy anything else in the interim. But remember, as soon as you cut or copy
something else, the new material replaces the old on the Clipboard, and when
you shut off the computer, the C lipboard's contents disa ppear.
Some programs offer another way to cut and paste information, called drag and
d1·op. This lets users cut and paste without using the menu commands. After you
select the material you want to cut or move, you point to the edge of the selection and simply drag it to its new location. Starting with System 7.5, Apple has
built this capability into the system software, making this feature easy to implement for any programmers who want to include it in their programs, so expect
to see more of it in the future.
e+••••••e•t••• • M, • • t • · · ••• e tt.4..4,e e • • • • e • · · · • ••

The Undo Command

(DD)

Most Mac programs have an Undo command
in the Edit menu (lo xlzl), which undoes the last
thing you did. The first time you delete some
text you want back, you'll immediately see
what Undo is for. But be sure to use it right
away; if you've done anything at all since the
action you regret, you'll regret it forever. In
many cases, Undo only works on the last action
you completed (many programs are implementing " multiple undo" features that undo
your last actions, one by one, for several steps
back). After you've used Undo, the command
in the Edit menu often changes to Redo: Using
it again will undo your undo.
If the program you' re using doesn' t have a multiple undo feature but you really regret something you did a few steps back, there's often
another option. Look for a Revert to Saved
command in the File menu (some programs
have it, some don't). Choosing that com mand
returns your fi le to the last version you saved,
discarding all your recent changes. If it's not
there, you can just close the document without
saving changes. When you open it again, it w ill
be the old version.

Closing a Document
vVhen you're ready to stop working
on a document (at least for the time
being), you have two choices. You can
usually just close the document
you're working on (leaving the program open) or quit the program
(which closes the document automatically). You will find both commands
(Close and Quit) in the File menu of
the application. If you choose Close
or Quit before you've saved all your
changes, the Mac will display a dialog
box asking if you really want to do
that, giving you a last chance to save
before closing or quitting.

In System 6, .Nlac beginners often get
lost when they close the last document
and are left with a blank screen with
no icons on it. If you're using System
6, the thing to remember is that no
desktop is completely blank-there's
always the menu bar across the top. If
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you pop dmvn various menus, you'll see that there are lots of things you can do. So
here's something to remember-and it's a good tip for people using System 7, too:

When in doubt, explm·e the menu bar:
HOT TIP

Switching Between Applications
In System 7 (and in System 6, if you're using MultiFinder) you
can run more than one program at once; you don 't need to quit
one program before you open another. If you've got more than
one program open, you can tell which one you're in by checking the icon at the far right of the menu bar (it stands for the
Appli cation menu). When you're in the Finder, the icon looks
like a little Mac. When you're in another program, the icon
changes to represent that program.
T he Application menu not only lets you quickly figure out what
application is active, it lets you switch among the programs you
have open. You just choose the program you want from the list.
If the program you wan t isn't in the list, you'll have to open it
from the Finder.

HOT TIP

lillie Microsoft Word
lillie Others
ShOIU All

0

Finder
, . . Microsoft Word

The Application menu
lists the programs you
have open. Th e active
program hos a check
mark next to it. You
can clean up your
desktop by choosing
Hide Others (to hide
the windows of all
nonactive programs)
or Hide Finder (to hide
the Finder icons).

T here's another quick way to change bet\veen programs: Just click in a window
belonging to the program you want to get to, or on the desktop if you want to
get to the Finder.

Shutting Down
vVhen you're done working and
want to turn off the Mac, the
fi rst thing to do is get back to
the Finder. Then choose Shut
Down from the Special menu.
Depending on what Mac you
have, it'll either turn itself off,
or tell you it's OK to turn it off.
It's very important to shut down
properly, and not simp ly turn

· ••• , .. ··••• •• ·w·. ,. , . . . . . . .......,,, •. ,. , . ............ .

The Four Principles
(ANI]KINDISAJSMJCR/ByBIKF)
Here's a recap of the most important principles to
keep in mind when using the Mac:
•

You have to select something before you can do
something.

•

By itself, selecting never alters anything.

• To open icons, double-click on them.
• When in doubt, explore the menu bar.
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the computer off. Shutting down gives the i\llac time to do a little housekeeping
and make sure everything you think is stored on the disk really is stored there.
But it's OK to chose Shut Down even if you have files open-the Mac \yjlJ make
sure everything is tidily put away before it closes down.

At Ease

(DD)

At Ease is a replacement for the Find er that comes with Performas. U nlike the
Launcher, which also comes with every Performa, it's not installed automatically. You can also install At Ease on other types of Macs.
VVhen At Ease is installed, most of the screen is taken up by a stack of giant file
folders.
The front folder, called the Application folder, shows a palette of all the programs you can launch. As with the Launcher (described on page 22), you can
launch programs by pointing at Long program names are
Click on the folder tab to
the program's icon and clicking abbreviated until you move
._.

the mouse over them.

see the folder's contents .

the mouse button. Once a program is launched, it follows all
the same rules it follows on a
system without At Ease.
At Ease is designed so that whoever sets up the system can assign different levels of access to
different users, so you may have
to sign on before you even get
to the At Ease desktop. vVhile
you use the Mac, At Ease may
restrict you from saving or
opening files in certain folders.

On the At Ease desktop, all your applications are in plain sight on
the At Ease Items folder. Each user registered on the system also gets
his or her own folder, where they can save their own documents.
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Finder Tips
General Finder Tips
Finding out version numbers (JK). To find out the version number of the system software you're using:
HOT TIP

1 Select the Finder from the Application menu
(or just click anywhere on the desktop).

2 Select About This Macintosh from the

'* menu.
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You can use this same method to find the version
The System Software number is at
number of any program you're using. When you're thetoprightoftheAboutThis
in another program (not the Finder), the first com- Macintosh window.
mand in the
menu should read "About [name of program]." When you
choose that command, a dialog box should appea r with that information.

II

'*

Finding out about files (DD). You can find out a lot of information about a file or any other item on the desktop, including
how large it is, when it was created and modified, and other
useful facts by selecting its icon and giving the Get Info command, either by choosing it from the Finder's File menu or by
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hitting~.

Locking flies (SA/DC). To lock a file, select it on the desktop,
and choose Get Info from the File menu (or hit (o~JCIJ), and
click the Locked checkbox in the box that appears. Locked files
can't be deleted or modified. (You can use the Save As command to save an editable copy.)

The Get Info box tells
you basic Information
about a file. This is also
where you can lock the
file or make it read-only.

To unlock the file, just click in the checkbox again.
On the desktop, it's easy to tell if a file is locked without opening the Get Info
dialog box-if it's locked, you won't be able to select the icon's name for editing.
Alternate methods of ejecting floppies (SNC RJAN). Generally, as we've
said, the best way to eject a floppy disk is to drag it to the Trash. This erases the
disk's directory from the Mac's memory. If you don't do it that way, a ghost of
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the disk icon is left on screen and the Mac will keep asking for the disk again
when you try other file operations.
HOT TIP

Sometimes, however, it makes sense not to erase the Mac's memory of the disk.
If you're going to be reinserting a disk soon, for example, leaving its ghost on
the desktop when you eject it will save you time, because the Mac won't have to
read the contents of the disk to create its windows all over again. Another reason to leave a disk ghost on the desktop (provided its window was left open) is if
you're comparing its contents with another floppy's and you only have one
floppy drive.
To leave a disk ghost on screen, you can eject the disk using the Eject command
in the Finder's File menu. These keyboard shortcuts also do the job:
Ejects the selected floppy (or floppies). This is the keyboard
equivalent of the Eject command in the File menu.
Ejects the floppy in the (first) internal drive.
Ejects the floppy in the external (or second internal) drive.
Ejects the floppy in a second external drive.
A word of warning: Don't leave a floppy's ghost on the screen and then use the
disk in another Mac; when you bring it back, the first Mac won't recognize it as
the disk you ejected. In some situations, if you shut down your Mac or get a system bomb with a disk ghost on the screen, the floppy that it represents will be
rendered unusable for any purpose, even for being erased!
If a disk won't eject (SA/CR/Al"J). Sometimes you'll drag a disk to the Trash

and its ghost will remain on the desktop, or will bounce right back up to where
it was. This often means there's a file open on the disk that you need to close. If
you're sure there are no documents open on it, try closing any programs you
were using with files on that disk; some programs (like TeachText) suffer from
separation anxiety and won't let go of a document even after it's closed.
Escaping from disk-switching nightmares (Michael Bradley/SA/AN). If you

have left a disk ghost on screen, you may get caught in an interminable diskswitching session (the kind that makes you want to scream at your Mac, "You
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want that disk again? There's something sick about your obsession with that
disk!"). If that happens, press lo3eiO. Sometimes you have to press it more than
once and sometimes it won't work at all, but it's worth trying.
Canceling fast (AN/SA). In most places on the Mac, lo :~eJO will cancel what
you're doing (printing, for example). It will also push the Cancel button in most
dialog boxes. We've mentioned this shortcut elsewhere (because there are so
many places where it works), but it's worth repeating (because there are so many
places where it works). T he IEscl key also works, in most instances, as a substitute forl o:~eJO .
Escaping from hang-ups (AN/ByB). In System 7, l optionllo:~eiEscl will usually free
you from an application th at's hung up, without your having to restart the computer. (This is almost reason enough to use System 7.)
U nfortunately, this only works if you can still use the mouse. T hat's because it
opens a dialog box that asks you if you want to quit and lose all unsaved work,
and you can't choose the Force Quit button (which is what you 're going to want
to do if you're hung) from the keyboard. T he Force Quit button sh ou ld have a
double line around it, so you can select it by simply hitting IReturn I, but it doesn't.
Selecting icons from the keyboard GK/CRJEC). In System 7, you can find
and select any file you want on the desktop or in its windows without having to
hw1t through a zillion icons with the mouse. Just select the window (or the
desktop) and type the first few letters of the file's name. You can select items in
Finder windows and on the desktop in alphabetica l order by pressing ITabl.
(IShitt][~l wi ll select them in reverse alphabetical order.) You can also select the
next item in one direction or another by pressing the arrow key that points in
that direction.
The drag-launch (Nicholas Lavroff!JK). In System 7, you can open a document
from the desktop by draggi11g its icon onto the icon of any application capable
of opening it. This doesn't always work-if the application doesn't highlight
when you drag the file over it, you will have to open the document from within
the application. But it's useful if, say, you have a text file that you want to open
with Word (you cou ld even keep an alias of Word ready on the desktop for this
very purpose. (Aliases are described in Chapter 3.)
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Use [Option! to change move to copy (DD). \iVhen dragging icons to a new location, the icon will generally be moved if the new location is on the same disk as
the old, or copied if the new location is on a different disk. To ch ange the move
to a copy, just hold !Option) while you drag the icon.
Turning off the Trash warning (CR). Normally, when you try to empty the
Trash, the Mac will ask you if you're sure you want to do that. If you find this
tiresome, you'll be happy to know that you can disable the warning. To do that,
select the Trash icon, hit &ID]J, and uncheck the vVarn Before Emptying checkbox in the Get Info window that appears. If you like the warning in most circumstances but want to avoid it temporarily, just hold down the !Option )key when
you empty the Trash.

In System 6, you get warnings when you drag applications or system software
files to the Trash, and when you try to empty the Trash if it contains those
items. To disable th ese warnings, hold down the !option ) key when you drag the
items to the Trash or when you empty it.
The Trash and Desktop folders (CR). The Mac creates folders called Trash
and Desktop Folder to store Trash contents or items placed directly on the
desktop. They're normally invisible to the user, but you may see them on a disk
you're sharing with someone else, or you may discover tl1em while using a utility program like DiskTop. If you do see them, just leave them alone.
Restoring Clipboard contents (SA). If you cut or copy something and then
rea lize you still need what was previously on the Clipboard, ch oose U ndo (or
hit lo:!€](I)). \Vhen it undoes the cut or copy, it also restores the C lipboard to its
previous state.
Cutting and pasting PostScript (SA). To copy something from a PostScript
program like Ulustrator or FreeHand and paste it into a program that can't directly import PostScript material, hold down !option ) wh ile you choose Copy
from the Edit menu (or press lo:!€HOption@). (You don 't need to hold down !option)
when you paste.)
Accurate item counts in folders (CR!JK). In icon views, tl1e line under a window's title \vill tell you how many items it contains, but it counts a folder and its
contents as one item. The best way to find out how many items it actually
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contains, including files within folders, is to select it and choose Get Info
(la3€)[D. (This only works in System 7; under System 6, Get Info doesn't count
items within folders.)
Using labels (CRIJK). System 7 1ets you attach labels to files and folders, so you
can identify all the ones that belong to a particular project or that share some
status the Mac wouldn't normally recognize. For example, people sharing a
Mac can label their files with their own names to keep track of what belongs to
whom. You can then sort files by label using the View menu.
To give a fi le or folder a label, select it in the Finder and then choose a name
from the Label menu. If you've got a color monitor, each label has its own
color, which also gets applied to the selected item. You can change the names
an.d colors to whatever you want in the Labels control panel. (See Chapter 3 for
more on control panels.)
Shortcuts in Open and Save As
dialog boxes (SA!JK). Several keyboard
shortcuts you can use in list boxes in
Open and Save As dialog boxes are
shown in the table at right.

To move

Use

To a different drive

@:@8

Up to the enclosing folder

~ffi

Into the selected folder

@]ID[f]
ffi and 0

Up and down through the list

0
Here's another: In dialog boxes with list
boxes, hitting a key selects the first folder or file name beginning with that character (or the next nearest character). If you type quickly, you can select a name
by typing the first few letters of its name. (If you type slowly, each letter will be
interpreted as a single letter and you'll keep jumping around the list.)
To the bottom of the list

Working With Icons
Cleaning up windows and the desktop (CR/]K/SA). There's an invisible grid
in icon-view windows and on the desktop that you can use to align your icons
neatly. Use the Clean Up command on the Special menu to do the straightening. In its basic form, the command shuffles all the icons onto the nearest grid
points, without changing the basic arrangement they were in. If you don't care
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about that arrangement, you can force the icons into neat rows and columns by
holding down [Option lwh.ile you choose Clean Up.
HOT TIP

If you hold down [axl while you drag a loose item, it'll snap to the nearest grid
point when you release it. You can also use the checkboxes in the Views control
panel to make icons automatically snap to a straight or staggered pattern along
the grid.
Arranging icons by name, kind, and so on OKICR). You can sort items in
icon views by any of the categories under the View menu, including the ones
that normally give you list views (by Name, by Size, etc.).

\Nith the window selected, choose the sort order you want from the View
menu. Then go back and choose By Icon or By Small Icon. Lastly, hold down
[option! and choose tl1e Clean Up command from the Special menu. It will read
C lean Up by Name, or by whatever category you selected the first time, and
will sort the icons in that order while it arranges them in rows and columns.
Changing icons OK). In System 7, you can change the icon for any disk, file, or
folder. First, use the Copy command to copy the graphic you want to use as an
icon to the Clipboard. The go back to the Finder, select the item whose icon
you want to change, and choose Get Info from tl1e File menu (laxl(]]). Click on
the item's icon (in the upper-left corner of tl1e Get Info window) and a box will
appear around it, then paste in a new icon (you can also copy the icon onto the
Clipboard, if you want to paste it somewhere else).

You can also change an item's icon to a generic one for that type-a blank
folder, document, and so on-by selecting the existing icon and hitting~·
Don't rename active files OK/DO). Be careful to avoid moving or renaming
files on the desktop while they're open in an application. T hat goes for the disks
and folders that contain the files, too.

If you do, when you try to save the file, the application won't be able to find tl1e
folder it belongs in. It may present the Save As dialog box, even though the file's
been saved. If that happens, you'll need to go ahead and save the file under a
new name, and then delete the old file.
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Managing Windows
HOT TIP

Zooming to fill the screen (DD). In System 7, clicking a window's zoom box
generally makes the window just large enough to show all of its contents. If you
want it to fill the whole screen (leaving space for the disk and Trash icons on the
right), you can, by holding down (Option! when you click the box.
Pop-down folder hierarchy (Nicholas Lavroff). If you've got a folder's window
open on the desktop, there's an easy way to find out where it is in the hierarchy
of folders on your disk. Just hold down (o:H:I and click down on the window's
name in the title bar. A pop-down menu wi ll appear, showing all the folders that
contain the open one. (This only ifii::J
91.
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while you click on a directory window's title bar
creates a pop-up menu showing the hierarchy of folders that
holds the current one.

Automatic window closing with Ioption I (Al"l'/SA/]K). The !Option! key can help
you keep your desktop from becoming cluttered with windows. Hold it down
when you're double-clicking on an item in the Finder, and tl1e window will
close as the item you clicked on opens.

To close all the desktop windows at once, hold down (Option! while you close any
window (by clicking in tl1e close box or by using the ~ keyboard shortcut)every other window on the desktop v.rill close, too.
vVhen you're switching between applications (including the Finder with tl1e
Application menu), holding down (Option) as you select the next application
you're moving to will hide the windows of tl1e application you're leaving.
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Working in List Views
Sorting by different categories (DD). In list views, you can sort by any of the
categories named at the top of the window (Name, Kind, D ate Modified, etc.)
by just clicking on the category title at the top of tl1e window.
Multilevel outline views OK). In System 7 list views, you can see a folder's
contents by clicking the triangle next to it. If you want to also see all the levels-including the contents of folders in that folder-hold down [Option) as you
click on the top-level triangle. (If you just click the triangle without holding
down (Option), the outline will disappear, but when you expand it again, all the
contained folders will still be expanded.)
Using special characters to sort lists (SA!JK). File names are alphabetized
both in list views on tl1e desktop and in list boxes inside Open or Save dialog
boxes. If you know the Mac's alphabetizing rules, you can force any document
or folder you want to tl1e top of any list by changing its name slightly.

Numbers come before letters, so 9 is sorted before A. Punctuation marks and
other symbols are sorted before, after, or between the numbers and letters, according to their ASCII codes. The first 16 characters are shown in the box
below. Putting any one of tl1em in front of a file name will jump it to tl1e top of
the list, even ahead of numbers.

In System 6, you can use these symbols to keep groups of fi les together. For example, you might put an exclamation mark in front of tl1e names of all documents relating to one project, and an asterisk in front of the names of
documents relating to another project. (In System 7, it's easier just to assign labels to files that all relate to the same subject.)
·•••···•·••··•·w··•····t··•*t*-+•·•·t·e

Sorting Order of Special
Characters
(SAIJK)
In Finder lists, these characters will be
sorted in the order they appear here,
ahead of numbe rs and letters.
x!"#$%&'
() * + , - . /

Option characters (the ones you get by
holding down (Option) or (Shitt i! Option ) when you
type) may be sorted before, after, or between alphabetic characters, and the order is
different in desktop windows than it is in list
boxes inside dialog boxes. To make it easy
on yourself, don't use option characters in
file names.

HOT TIP
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Finder Tips

Sorting numbered file names (SA). The Mac isn 't very smart about sorting
numbers- for example, 10 comes after 1 and before 2. If you want numbers to
show up in numerical order, use a space or zero in front of the sing·Ie digits, but
none in front of the double digits:
Moving flies into list-view windows (DCIJKIDD). Be careful when you drag
a file to a window that's displayed in any list view. It's easy to accidentally select
one of the folders when you point to the destination window, and then the file
you're moving will be put inside that folder. You can have quite a time trying to
find it after that.
To avoid this problem, drag the file to the part of the window just below the
title bar (the rectangular space where the words Name, Size, Kind, and so on
appear).
Automatic scrolling inside windows QK/CRIEC). Windows in System 7
scroll automatically, so you don't have to resize tl1em when you're moving a file
from one place to another inside the same window. For example, if you want to
move a file into a folder that's out of view in the same window, just drag the file
to the edge of tl1e window and the window will scroll in tl1at direction.
The scrolling only works if you hold the pointer in the right spot, tl10ugh. To
scroll to tl1e right or down, it has to be in the scroll bar on that side of tl1e window. To scroll upward, hold it in the area below the title bar, wh ere the column
headin gs are. To scroll left, put the pointer close to the left border, inside the
window.

System 6 Tips
Using MultiFinder (DD).
You may not know that
you can run several programs at once in System 6,
just as you can in System
7; if you use MultiFinder,
you can run as many programs at once as your
memory will hold. The

Click Multi Finder only to start in
If you have programs
MultiFinder when you restart your Mac.
open when you choose
Set Startup, you can tell
(::=J Start up "Mncl los h HD" with:
the Mac to open them
automatically on startup by
clicking this radio button. " '
0\11 Finder ~~<il\ll<il Multlrlnder
""Upon ~tart up, nutomollcnlly open:

If you have selected items
in the Finder when you
choose Set Startup, you
can open them auto·
matically on startup by
clicking this radio button.

1

~ S(Ji e( ll~ll 1tt>ms

..... ouoru1d f1JtJtllcothH1S mad llfh

® Mult iFindcr Onl y

rc:::::il
~

[~]

To start MultiFinder, elide the Mutt/Finder box In the Set Startup dialog box
and restart your Mac.
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most practical advantage is that you're able to do Finder operations-ejecting
disks, finding fi les, and rearranging folders-without closing the application
you're working in.
To use MultiFinder, choose Set Startup from the Special menu in the Finder
and click one of the MultiFinder radio buttons in each set in the box that appears. (Your options are shown in the illustration on the previous page.)
You know if MultiFinder is active when you see an application icon in the topright corner of your menu bar. To switch between running applications, click
on that icon.

Switching to MultiFinder without restarting (SA). If you're running in
Finder-only mode, you don't have to use Set Startup and restart the Mac to go
into MultiFinder; instead, simply open the System Folder, hold down ! Option II a :~t:l,
and double-click on the MultiFinder icon. (If you do it cllis way, though, your
1\IIac will start in Finder mode again next time you turn on the computer.)
When an empty folder isn't (SA!JK/AN).Just because there's a folder on your
desktop named Empty folder doesn't mean there's nothing in it. Whenever you
create a new folder (with the New Folder command) under System 6 or earlier, it appears with cl1e name Empty folder. Remember that putting something
in it doesn't change the n ame. (New folders in System 7 are named "untitled
folder," wruch gets around cllis potential confusion.)
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Editors' Poll: What's Your Favorite Thing About the Mac?
AA: Its Maciness. Its attitude that you can actually enjoy working on a computer. Its ease of
learning and use, p lug-and-play setup (unpack the box, plug in a co uple of cables, and turn
it on), and its superior g raphics capabilities.

DB: My favorite thing about the Mac o nly exists in a few people's hearts anymore: It's the
dream, the love, and the desire to do cool stuff. I'm sickened by Apple's corporate marketing
strategies and highfalutin sales garbage. I fell in love with the computer next door, and when
she grew up and moved to the big city I still held a place for her in my heart. But I know
she'll never be the same.

EC: I think my favorite thing about the Mac is that it is generally consistent and logical. The
same commands and keyboard combinations, and menus and dialog boxes, and icons and a
million other things exist throughout the Mac world. Once you've learned a couple of programs, you've learned t hem all. And that means that instead of battling with an illogical,
frustrating system, you can spend your time creating, experimenting, and playing.

DD: Two things. The first is that if I can't learn a p rogram by just pulling down some menus
and trying commands, I know something's wrong with the program, and not with me. The
second thing is its customizability: Every few weeks, as the status of a project changes, I
move my files and desktop into a new setup that works best for that phase.
CG: I've always enjoyed the fact that the original Mac team had a sense of fun. I interviewed
Andy Hertzfeld [a member of the original design team and author of a lot of the first system
software] a few years ago and he told me about how he designed the puzzle desk accessory.
The powers-that-be told him that they couldn't ship it with the system because it took up
too much space (at 7K). But Hertzfeld suspected that the real reason was that the DA wasn't
"businesslike." So he went home and rewrote it and got it down to a ridiculously small number of bytes. The puzzle DA shipped with the Mac.

JK: Most of the time, you don't need a manual to use it.
HN: How crisp and neat the screens look.

BW: The best thing about the Mac is that I can forget it's there while I'm working. I'm paid
to think, and since computers can't think, I don't want them getting in my way.
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CAN BE A BEWILDERING EXPERIENCE.

It's no one-

size-fits-all computer, and with more new models appearing each year (7 in '91,
15 in '92, 33 in '93 . ..) and dozens of discontinued models on the used market, it

can be hard to decide which is right for you. The good news (unless you're trying to sell a used Mac) is that each year's new Macs nearly always do more, work
faster, and cost less than the ones introduced the previous year.
Features that were once special, like sound recording and the ability to plug a
monitor directly into the Mac, have long since become standard on most models, and others, like Et!1ernet support, voice recognition, and even video recording, are becoming much more common. But for all their new features, Macs are
still the easiest computers to set up and to use with networks, moderns, printers,
and monitors, and the basic way you use them hasn't changed.
This chapter explains what makes up a Mac, so you'll understand what makes
one mode l different from another, and what makes tl1e Power Macs so special.
That should help you find the right new Mac or better understand the one you
have.
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Branches of the Mac Family

Branches of the Mac Family
The Mac family is currendy divided into several branches: the Powe·r Macs,
Quadras, LCs, Pafornzas, and Powe1Books. Each of these product lines includes
several models, but there's some overlap between them. For example, the
Quadra 605, the Performa 475, and the LC 475 are virtually identical, except
for the names printed on the boxes, what you get with them, and the stores
where you go to buy them.

THINGS TO
COME

This section describes each line, so you can decide whether one in particuJar
suits your needs, or whether you'll want to investigate models in two or more of
them. To find out more about a particular line, read its section later in this
chapter. (If it's 1995 or later as you're reading this, much of the Power Mac section may apply to other branches' models as well.)
There are also scores of discontinued Mac models, many of which don't belong
to any of these branches. For more on them, see the end of the chapter.

Power Macs and Quadras

QK)

Quadras and Power Macs are designed for businesses and home business users,
and they tend to be the lines where Apple first introduces new high-end technologies like desktop video, voice recognition, or the ability to run PC softwa re.
The models at the top of these lines lead the Mac family in computing power

.......................................................................................
Macintosh: The Next Generation

THINGS TO
COME

(DD/]K)

Apple's new PowerPC chip family was first introduced in the Power Mac line, but Apple intends to convert the other Mac lines over to it (and may have already started, depending on
when you' re reading this).
At this writing, the plan is to include PowerPC chips in some LC, Performa, and PowerBook
models by early 1995, and to sell only PowerPC-based Macs by 1996. That doesn't mean that
buying a non-PowerPC Mac is a mistake, though, because Apple and other companies plan
to provide ways of upgrading most existing Macs to the new technology-see "Upgrading to
PowerPC" at the end of this chapter for details. To get a better idea of the differences between
these two generations of Macs, read the "Power Macs" section, later in this chapter.
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and options for expansion (see "Expandability (Slots and Bays)" below);
the ones at the bottom overlap with
models in the LC and Performa lines.
T he main difference between Quadras
and Power Macs is in the type of processor chip they run on: Quadras use
the 68040 chip-the high end of the
same basic technology used in all Macs
produced between 1984 and 1994whereas Power Macs use the PowerPC,
a new, more-powerful technology that
Apple plans to include in all Macs by
1996 (see the box "Macintosh: The
Next Generation," on the previous
page, or for more on chip families, see
the next section, "How Macs Differ
Inside").
The Quadra and Power Mac lines overlap in both price and performance, but
when Power Macs run software that's
specially written for their PowerPC
chip, they can be several times faster
than Quadras. As more of this type of
sofuvare becomes available, the Power
Mac's advantages will become more apparent, and Power Macs will eventually
displace Quadras. (Most Quadras can
also be upgraded to the PowerPC-see
"Upgrading to PowerPC" at th e end of
the chapter.)
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AV Macs

GK)

The Quadra and Power Mac models
whose names end in AVhave special features, mostly related to audio (A), video

M, and communicating over phone
lines. They can record and play back
video and CO-quality stereo sound, making them well suited to people w ho design multimedia presentations, or those
who like eperimenting w ith digital audio
and video recording. If you buy a special
adapter, an AV can also connect to a
phone line and function as a speakerphone, answering machine, or fax
modem. These features are further described in the " Support for Peripherals"
section later in this chapter.
The audio capabi lities also enable voice
recognition, which lets you actually command your Mac through spoken words
rather than the keyboard or mouse (AVs
don't take dictation, though-see "Plain
Talk" under ': Enhancements" in Chapter
3 for more on voice recognition).
Apple appears to be trying to make these
ca pabilities a more standard part of all
Macs. So far, they've included the phone
and audio capabilities on all Power
Macs-all the AV models add are the
video capa bilities (although in either
case, you still have to buy Apple's PlainTalk for Power Macintosh in order to use
the voice recognition). The latest PowerBooks at this writing-the 520, 520c,
540, and 540c-can record and play
CO-quality audio, but can't recognize
speech.

~
~
GOOD
FEATURE
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The Mac

vs. Windows

(AN)

If you're wondering whether you screwed up by paying more for a Mac than you would
have for a PC running Windows, Ron Lichty of Apple thinks you'll be interested in a recent
study by the consulting firm Arthur D. Little. It found that Macintosh users finished a range
of typical business computing tasks in rough ly half the time it took Windows users. What's
more, t hey did 85 percent of the tasks correctly, versus 43 percent for the Windows users.
In other words, with Windows, it took twice as long to work half as well. That;s why Macs
are worth the extra money. [Printed copies of a brochure about the study are available from
Starting Line at 800/825-2145, part number L00663/A.-jK]

When you buy a Quadra or a Power Mac, you're paying only for the CPU itself-the box that contains the computing hardwar e. You then have to pick out
your own software, monitor, keyboard, and other peripherals and buy them
separately. Quadras and Power Macs are sold through computer stores and
mail-order computer catalogs that have been authorized by Apple to support
the computers they sell.

Performas

QK)

Performas are low- to medium-performance Macs that are packaged with
everything you need to get started with your first computer, including a monitor, a keyboard, typical home-use software, and often a modem. (Sometimes the
monitor is actually built into the computer itself.) T hey also come with a special
version of the system software that helps novices avoid some of the mistakes
common to new Mac users.
Performas are sold at consumer electronics outlets and appliance stores like
Circuit City, Home Depot, and Sears.

LCs
LCs are similar to Performas but don't include the bundled peripherals and
software. LCs are sold only to the students and faculty at schools and universities. LC models that have Performa counterparts use the same model number-for example, the LC 57 5 and the Performa 57 5 are the same computer.
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PowerBooks

GKIDD)

The PowerBooks are portable, battery-operable Macs designed for people who
need to work on the road, but they're popular with all kinds of other users who
want the freedom to work where they want-in cafes, laundromats, or just another room of the house. They combine the computer, screen, keyboard, and
trackball or trackpad into a compact package the size of a notebook, weighing
from 4 to 7.5 pounds (depending on the model). They're popular as supplements to a desktop Mac, but many people like them well enough to use them as
their only computer. At this writing, PowerBooks offer performance similar to
the Performas and LCs, but they cost 1 ~ to 2 ~ times as much (depending primarily on the type of screen they have).

Workgroup Servers

GK)

Workgroup Servers are basically Quadras or Power .Nlacs that have been
souped up to work better as servers-Macs that provide a central location for resources accessed by a network of other Macs (like customer billing records at a
mail-order company, for example). They're sold without monitors or keyboards, through the same outlets as Quadras, Power Macs, and PowerBooks.

How Macs Differ Inside
Aside from obvious features like built-in screens, differences between Mac
models fal l into three basic categories: pe1forrnance (speed), built-in support for
peripherals (like monitors, printers, scanners , and otl1er devices), and expandability (the capacity to take add-on hardware later). Individual models can also
come with different amounts of memory and storage and sometimes include
other options iliat have a big effect on tl1e price. The charts on pages 58-59 and
98-99 summarize the features of different Mac models. Here we'll explain why
those features may or may not be important to you.
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Performance
Performance- how fast the computer responds to commands from you and
from software-is the single biggest factor in detennining what makes one Mac
better-and more expensive-than another. It depends a lot on what processor
chip the Mac uses, although other factors-such as data paths, memory caches,
coprocessors, and direct memory access-come into play as well.
The processor chip OK/DH). The processm· chip is the computer's brain: a small,

flat, square piece of silicon containing thousands or millions of transistors,
which are its brain cells. It's also called the process01'; the rnicrop1'ocessor, the CPU
(for central processing unit) or simply the cbip-although the term chip is also
used for components like RAM, which aren't processors. The processor does
most of the Mac's actual computing work, but it's really just a slave to applications and system software, whose instructions it carries out.
There are two different families of processors used in Macs. Motorola's 68000
(or 68K) series-the 68000, 68020, 68030, and 68040-was built into all models produced until1994 but are now gradually being replaced by the PowerPC
chips made by IBM and Motorola.
The 68000 chip's name comes from the fact that it contains about 68,000 transistors, but the other 68K chips have many more transistors than their names
would imply (the 68040, for example, has about 1.2 million). As you'd expect,
the higher-numbered chips are faster and more advanced: In raw processing
power, the 68020, 68030, and 68040 chips (abbreviated as '020, '030, and '040)
....... , ..... ·w............................ correspond roughly to the 286, 386,

The 68L:C040

OK)

The 68LC040 is a less-expensive version of
the 68040 chip. The two chips perform
exactly alike except for certain unusual tasks
that involve floating·point calculations (see
"Coprocessors," on the next page). Since
most people's computing doesn't involve
this type of calculation, they can save
money by getting a Mac with an 'LC040
chip instead a regular '040.

and 486 chips made by Intel for PCs.
The PowerPC uses a different, more
powerful design called RISC, which
stands for reduced instruction set computer (the 68K chips use complex instruction set computer, or CISC technology). There are currently four types
of PowerPC chips either being used
or planned for the future: the 60 1 (the
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original PowerPC), the 603 (a
low-power, low-cost version of the
601 for use in PowerBooks, LCs,
and Performas), the 604 (a faster
chip that should appear in Macs by
mid-1995), and the 620 (the most
powerful PowerPC that is currently pla1med).
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More-Compatible '040s

(fK)

Some old software won't work with the 68040
chip, but you can tell the 68040 to pretend
it's a 68030 in the Cache Switch control panel.
This lets you run '040-incompatible programs,
but it slows down performance.

Clock speed OK/DH). After the type of processor it runs on, the second most
important factor in a Mac's performance is the speed tl1e processor runs at. This
speed-called the clock speed or clock ·r ate-is determined by a vibrating quartz
crystal, which acts like a pacemaker. Clock speed is measured in megahertzmillions of cycles per second (abbreviated MHz).

Clock speed is only useful as a measure of relative speed between processors of
the same type: All other factors being equal, a Mac witl1 a 68030 chip running at
33 MHz will be faster than one with a 25-MHz '030, but a Mac with a 68040
chip running at 2 5 MHz will be much faster than either of the '030 Macs.
Coprocessors (JK/DH/KM). A copTocessor is a secondary processor that specializes in a specific kind of computation, relieving the main processor of some work
and speeding up the tasks it's specifically designed for. There are also secondary
general-purpose processors that can technically be considered coprocessors (see
"Upgrading Older Macs" later in this chapter), but in most discussions, "coprocessor" refers to a chip with a specialized function. A computer can have
more than one coprocessor.

• FPU. The most common coprocessor used on 68K Macs is the math coprocessor, also called a floating-point unit, or FPU. The FPU doesn't really
speed up the type of math most of us use in spreadsheets, adding up our
monthly bills and such. But it greatly accelerates the kind of sophisticated
calculations used in three-dimensional modeling, animation, financial analysis, scientific formulas, and computer-aided design.
The Mac II contains a math coprocessor called the 68881, and many '030based Macs come with its successor, the 68882, or can have one added. FPUs

HOT TIP
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are built into the '040 and PowerPC chips, except the 68LC040.
T he 68LC040 chips can't take addon FPUs, but you can get a shareware program called SoftwareFPU
that, in most cases, will allow you
to run programs that require one
(although very slowly). (See the
box on page 96 for more on SoftwareFPU.)
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Motherboards, Logic Boards,
and Daughterboards
(JK)
Inside a Mac's case, you'll see what looks like a
miniature city, in which t he buildings are actually chips for things like RAM, ROM, and the
processor, connected by tiny roads (which
are really circuit traces). This is the motherboard, also ca lled the logic board; which acts
as the Mac's computing center and information switchyard. A daughterboard or daughtercard is a second, smaller board t hat attaches
to either the motherboard or to an expansion
card in one of the motherboard's slots. A
daughterboard may contain a processor chip
or perform some specialized function related to
the board it's attached to.

• DSP. The '040-based AV Macs inelude a chip called the DSP (for
digital signal processor) that some
programs use to allow or expedite
the processing of certain types of
data (typically solli1ds or images, like video clips, scanned photographs, and
digital recordings). To get the full benefit of the DSP, software has to be designed to take advantage of it.

~

lCJ

GOOD
FEATURE

For example, there's a plug-in file available on on-line services called AV
DSP Power that enables Adobe's Photoshop to use the DSP chip. With the
plug-in, screen redraws and filters are from 10 percent to 300 percent faster,
depending on factors like the amount of RAM in yolli· Mac, it~ hard disk's
speed, and the size of the image being processed.
The data bus OK). Macs have an internal pathway-called the data path or data
bus-for shuttling data around while they're working. T he wider and faster this
path is for a given processor and clock speed, the faster tl1e Mac can handle tasks
that require a lot of data transfer.

~

lCJ

GOOD
FEATURE

At this writing, all 68K-based Macs have a data path that's either 16 or 32 bits
wide, while the Power Macs' data path is 64 bits wide. A Mac's data path usually
runs at the same speed as its processor, but sometimes it's slower.
Memory caches OK). A memory cache increases a Mac's performance by storing
frequently used instructions in the processor itself, or in high-speed memory
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outside the processor, so it won't have to fetch them from regular RM1 every
time it needs them. Not many Macs have one: the Power Macs have a cache
built into their processors (called a Level 1 cache), and the IIci (later models
only), IIvx, IIfx, Power Mac 8100, and the Workgroup Servers 95, 6150, 8150,
and 9150 all come with external caches (called secondaTy or Level 2 caches) installed in a slot on their motherboards.
Direct memory access OX). Processors can spend a lot of time supervising the

transfer of data between memmy and hard drives, floppy drives, and other devices. Needless to say, that's time taken away from other things the processor
could be doing. Some Macs-including the Power Macs, the AV Macs, and the
Workgroup Sen,er 95-have direct rnem01·y access (DMA) chips, which handle
this processing, either for specific types of devices (e.g., disk drives) or for input
and output (l/0) from all sources. This keeps I/0 processes from slowing the
Mac down overall.

Memory and Storage
Most of the Mac elements discussed in the surrounding sections-"Performance,". "Support for Peripherals," and "Expandability (Slots and Bays)"-vary
from model to model, but memory and storage can also vary within a given
model. That's to say, once you've picked a particular Mac, you still usually get
to choose how much memory and how big a hard disk you want in it, and you
can often choose whether or not you want a CD-ROM drive. (Floppy drives
are standard on all Macs except the PowerBook 100 and the Duos, to which
you can add an external floppy drive.)
·••·•·••··•··••v··•• · ······......,h··••·••····· ···· ····· · ··•••• ···•··· ·• , .•.••,. . ... ••

Memory/Storage in Model Names

OK)

Most Mac models are available with several different configurations of installed memory and
hard disk space, which are sometimes indicated by a pair of numbers separated by a slash
after a Mac's model name. The first number tells you how much memory is installed, and
the second number tells you how big its hard drive is. For example, a PowerBook 180 8/120
has 8 megabytes of memory and a 120-megabyte hard drive. But don't confuse these numbers with Power Mac model names, which are also made up of two numbers separated by a
slash (e.g., 61 00/60). (We'll explain those when we talk about Power M acs later in this
chapter.)
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ROM stands for read-only memory. It's like software that's hard -wired into your Mac-basic,
permanent information that tells it things like how to load up the operating system when
you turn it on. As Macs evolve, new capabilities get added to their ROMs, like the ability to
display colors (added long ago).
There are a few features (like color capability) that older Macs don't have built into their
ROMs, but you can often make up for that by adding a file to you r Mac's System Folder.
In other cases, older Macs need a special file in order to use more recent system features:
for example, some old Macs can't handle more than 8MB of memory because their ROMs
aren't 32-bit clean (i.e., they're not written to enable 32-bit addressing, which is required
to access over 8MB of RAM). (For more on 32-bit addressing, see Chapter 4.)

Memory and h ard disk sizes are measured in megabytes, and the more you can
get of each, the better off you'll be. Most Macs come with less than you'll eventually want, but you can always add more later. [Someone once told me that to sta)'
up to date with the increases in sofrwaTe's 'requirements, )'OZt have to double )'OUT Mac's
RAM and hard disle space eve1y two J'ean-looking back, he seems to have been exactly
Tight.-JK)
Everything you need to know about memory and storage is explained in Chapters 4 and 5. Here we'll just outline why they're important considerations.
Memory, a.k.a. RAM QK/ DH). A computer's RAM is the electronic working

space it gives you to run programs and do your work in. (RAM stands for random-access memory, and is often just called memory.) vVhenever the Mac is on,
it keeps at least part of the system software and any opened programs and documents in memmy. Physically, RAM takes the form of little black chips soldered
onto your computer's motherboard and green cards (usually called SIMJVls) installed in special slots; together, these function like quick-access storage bins for
the tools and information the Mac's processor uses while it works.
The amount of R.A.!\11 a Mac has determines how many files and applications
you can have open at once, and how large they can be. Having more RAM can
also keep your Mac from slowing down when you've got all those files open. All
Macs come with some RAM built in, but you can buy and install more-how
much more depends on the .Nlac.
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Hard drives QK). The hard d1·ive or hard disk is the Mac's large, permanent storage area for all your applications, files, and system software (until you trash
them). vVhen you're working, the computer copies data it needs from the hard
disk into RAM:, where the data can be accessed and manipulated much more
quickly.

Having a bigger hard drive means that you can keep more programs and files
available. Almost all Macs come with a built-in (internal) hard drive, but it's easy
to fill its capacity as you accumulate programs and documents over time; when
that happens, you can add more room by replacing your drive with a bigger one
or buying an external h ard drive, which plugs into your Mac's SCSI port.
Floppy drives OK). Floppy drives copy information to and from 3.5-inch

floppy disks, those square plastic wafers with the sliding metal shutter at one
encl. Floppy disks store files and programs just like hard disks, but they hold
much less and are noisier and slower to use. On the oth er hand, you can pop
them in and out of the Mac easily, carry them anywhere, and use them in pretty
much any Nlac (provided it has the right kind of floppy drive).
Since 1990, all Macs except the PowerBook 100 and the Duos have come with
a built-in floppy drive that can handle high-density (1.4?v1B) floppy disks. You
can add an external floppy drive to any model that doesn't have one built in, and
even some Macs with internal floppy drives allow you to add a second drive, either internally, externally, or both.
T he old Mac 512Ke, P lus, Mac IT, and some SE models' floppy drives can handle only double-sided double-density (800K) or single-sided, double-density
(400K) disks; the ancient 12 8K and 512K models can only take 400K disks.
CD-ROM drives OX). CD-ROM (compact disk, read-only memory) drives handle disks that look just like the audio CDs you use on stereos and that store as
much data as a large hard disk (more than 600 mega bytes). The difference is
that you can't copy or save fi les onto a CD-ROM (at least not using an ordinary
CD-ROM drive); you buy the disk with preinstalled files , like photos, graphics
fi les, or encyclopedias.

Most CD-ROM drives can also play regular audio CDs, either through the
Mac's speaker(s) or through headphones, and the drives built into current Macs
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are Photo CD-compatible, which means you can have a photo lab put your photos on disk, so you can modify them on screen, print copies, or paste them into
documents. (For more on Photo CD, see C hapter 15.)

Support for Peripherals
A peripheral is any device that you set up to work with a computer. VVhen a Mac
suppoTts a particular type of peripheral, that Mac is designed internally to work
with that peripheral, and usually has a pan or socket where you can plug one in
without having to add any special adapter or interface. Types of support can
vary-for example, some Macs support 21-inch monitors and some support
only up to 17-inch monitors.
Monitor support QK). Most current Macs have at least one port where you can
plug in a monitor (some Power Macs have two). Apple has begun calling these
display ports, but they're also sometimes called manito?' p01ts, and in the past they
were called video ports- which was fine until Apple introduced .Macs with ports
for connecting to camcorders, TVs, and VCRs (see "Motion Video," below).
Unfortunately, Apple and others often still use the older term, so when you hear
"video port" or "video support," you have to judge from context whether it's an
actual video port or a display port that's being referred to.
•&+eteteff6*'f
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The High-Density
Display Port

QK)

The PowerPC-based Macs-and maybe others,
by the time you read this-have a special, oversized display port called the AV or high-density
port. The AV port is actually a combination
monitor, ADB, sound, and video port that was
designed for multimedia monitors like Apple's
AudioVision 14 Disp lay, which has built-in
speakers, a microphone, and places to plug in
a keyboard and other peripherals. You need
a $30 adapter to connect any other monitor
to an AV high-density display port.

oee

Anpvay, the size of the monitor you
can hook up to a l\llac and the richness of color it will display depends
on which model it's connected to.
Many i\llac models allow you to upgrade the level of color displayed by
increasing the amount of video RAM
(VRAJ\11) installed in the Mac. To use
a larger monitor than your Mac will
support, you have to buy a display
card, which installs inside the Mac
and gives you a separa te port.
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Modem Ports, Printer Ports, and GeoPorts
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QK)

You can plug many devices into either a modem or printer port, but different Macs' ports
allow different types of connections.
• On any Mac, the modem port can handle any serial connections, which connect the Mac
to devices like label printers, inkjet printers, and modems. On AVs and Power Macs, the
modem port also handles GeoPort connections, and on Power Macs it handles LocaiTalk
connections too (read on).
• On any Mac, the printer port can handle both serial connections and Loca/Talk connections, which are how the computer hooks up to a network that's set up with LocaiTalk
cabling (see Chapter 23 for more on that). PostScript printers also require a LocaiTalk
connection to the Mac. On Power Macs and AVs, the printer port also handles GeoPort
connections.
• The GeoPort is a type of printer port or modem port that allows voice or data connections to phone lines without a separate phone or modem (see "Phone and Fax Modem
Features" below).
Except for the icon that labels it, there's usually no visible difference between the modem
and printer ports, unless one of them is a GeoPort (which has nine holes instead of eight,
but can still take eight-pin plugs). Any peripheral you buy will let you know what type of
connection it requires, so you'll know which port to use.

The Power Macs and the discontinued llsi, llci, and Portable models use regular system memory for their monitor support. This can noticeably slow down
performance on the older models because the memory is being shared between
the monitor and whatever software is running on the Mac. With those models,
it's sometimes worth getting a display card just to avoid the slowdown.
The Duos and some older Macs don't have any place to plug in an external
monitor or install a display card, so you have to rely on their built-in screens or
use a special adapter to attach an external monitor.
Networking QK). There are two main types of cabling used for hooking up

Macs into a network: LocalTalk and Etbernet. All Macs can c01mect to a LocalTalk network via their printer ports, and Power Macs can also connect to
LocalTalk via their modem ports.
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LocalTalk works fine for office e-mail and transferring small documents, but
Ethernet works much faster. The additional speed is particularly helpful in situations where one or more Macs will be working across the network on files kept
on another computer. Most current Macs have Ethernet ports, and it's getting
nearly as easy and cheap to connect that way as it always has been to connect via
LocalTalk, so Ethernet will probably take over as the main network system in
use. For more info on networking, see Chapter 23.
Sound and voice recognition (fK). All Macs have a built-in speaker, so they
can beep at you when they want your attention and play the sounds that are part
of many programs (games, especially). Some Macs (the 500-series LCs,
P erformas, and PowerBooks, in particular) have stereo speakers, so you don't
miss out on the stereo sound on multimedia CD-ROMs, for example.

All Macs also have sound output ports, so you can connect headphones or external speakers; on most current models-except the LCs and Performas numbered below 4 7 5 and the PowerBook Duos-the output is in stereo.
All current models except the PowerBook Duos also have audio input ports
where you can cmmect a microphone (a few models have mikes built-in, including the ali-in-one LC, the Perform a models, and some of the ail-in-one PowerBooks). .Nlost Macs at tllis writing can only handle mono input (the exceptions are
the Power .Nlacs, tl1e AV Macs, and LCs and Performas numbered 5 50 or over).

~
~

GOOD
FEATURE

~
~

GOOD
FEATURE

On most Macs, the sound quality is about as good as what you get from an AM
radio, but tl1e AVs and Power lVIacs support CD-quality sound. That not only
means you can record high-fidelity audio clips and get better-sounding playback through speakers or headphones, but it also means the Mac can "hear"
well enough to take voice commands, if you get Apple's PlainTalk nlicrophone
and software (see "PlainTalk" in Chapter 3 for details).
For a chart showing the built-in sound capabilities of various .Nlac models, see
Chapter 17.
Motion video (fK). The AV Macs have video-in ports that let you use the
Mac screen as a monitor for a VCR or camcorder (so you're looking through
the camcorder's lens via a window on the screen). You can also captw·e still
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How to Read Your Ports

OK)

On a Mac's back panel is an array of ports (sockets) for hooking up all the other hardware
that Macs are designed to work with. Depending on which model you've got, you'll have
some or all of the following, and maybe even one or two rare ones we haven't listed.
This
Icon

Appears above
this port

%

Modem

A serial device, such as a modem or a non -PostScript printer;
or on some Macs, a GeoPort Telecom Adapter or a LocaiTalk
connector

~

Printer

A printer, LocaiTalk connector, or serial device; or, on some
Macs, a GeoPort Telecom Adapter

0

SCSI

An external hard disk, CD-ROM or cartridge drive, scanner, or
other SCSI device

~-~

Ethernet

Ethernet network cabling

101

Display

A monitor (one that your Mac is designed to support)

::r

ADS

A keyboard, mouse, trackball, or other ADB device

IQi

Sound input

A microphone or other sound input plug

Left and right
sound input

Patch cords from a stereo or other audio device (beware though:
even though the inputs are stereo, some Macs m ix t hem down
to mono)

Sound output

Headphones or speakers (with stereo mini plug)

Video input

A camcorder or VCR that you want to record video from

tQ or 1!?,

Video output

A monitor or VCR that you want to display or record video onto

0

Headphone

Stereo headphones (this unusual port shows up on the front
panel of Macs that have it)

Floppy drive

An external floppy drive

0

and

0

qJ))

o

~·r

G

or tiD

tJirf .•

or

G

Which Is where you attach

images from the on-screen video, or record it to a movie file using Video. Fusion's FusionRecorder, which comes with these models. You can use either
composite (RCA) or S-video connectors, depending on wh.ich type your other
equipment uses. The same Macs also have video-out ports, which let you display
the Mac's screen image on a TV or record it on a VCR (you can use the same
two types of connectors). So, for example, people who design animations and
presentations can output them to videotape so they can be viewed virtually anywhere, without the need for a Macintosh. You can also display presentationswhether from tape or the 1\llac--on large TV screens, wh.ich are much chea per
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than big-screen Mac monitors. But you can't display the Mac screen on both
the computer monitor and a TV monitor at the same time.
Depending on the amount ofVRAM installed and the size of the window, the
AVs can display video at near-broadcast quality in up to 32,000 colors and can
capture full-size still images in 16 million colors. But the Quadra models can
only record video to small-frame QuickTime movies, at a jerky 10 or 14 frames
per second (although if you record to memory instead of a hard disk, you can
sometimes get up to 25 fps). The Power Mac AVs should handle this better, but
no test results are available at this writing.
The AVs can handle video input in any of three formats: NTSC (the U.S. and
Japanese standard), PAL (used by most of the rest of the world), or SECAM
(French). T hey can output video in both NTSC and PAL formats.
Phone and fax modem features OK). You can hook up a modem or fax

modem to any Mac, but some models-the Quadra AVs and Power Macs, at
tllis writing-can function as a speakerphone, an answering machine, or a
14.4Kbps fax modem, thanks to something called a GeoPo1-t. The GeoPort isn't
actually a separate port, but a special version of the modem port (and,
on Power Macs, tl1e printer port) that, with the help of Apple's $130 GeoPort
Telecom Adapter, can connect the Mac to phone lines. (Be sure to get the
.............. ·v···· ....... ...,.. ...... h . . . . _ . . . . . . . right version of the adapter for
Just What You Need:
A Videophone

your Mac.)
OK)

The AV Macs' hardware makes them capable of
videoconferencing, which lets callers using AVs and
video cameras watch each other on screen while
talking on the phone. You can't just set up a videoconference over an ordinary phone line, however
(the huge load of voice and video data requires a
special connection), so for most users, the AV videoconferencing connection will probably be limited to
people connected over an Ethernet network. The
AVs come with the software; you just have to buy
the cameras and hook them up.

The Telecom Adapter comes
with the software you need for all
of tills, including Jabra's Dialer
software, which stores 20 names
and numbers for speed dialing
and allows you to use the voice
recognition at the same time as
the phone. (The ApplePhone
software tl1at came with ilie original Quadra AVs wouldn't allow
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this, and Apple's modem software still doesn't.) Ifyou like to type while you talk, [v·~~.•-l
Jabra's $170 EarPhone provides the headset and software necessary to use any
tp 1
Mac with a GeoPort as a hands-free telephone.
GOOD
FEATURE

Expandability (Slots and Bays)
When one desktop Mac is bigger than another, it's usually because it's got extra
room inside for installing internal drives (in addition to the ones that came with
the computer) or expansion caTds. Many people never have a need for such addons and can save money by getting a 11ac without the extra bays (for drives) or
slots (for cards) that larger Macs have.
Expansion slots QK/DH). An expansion slot is a connector inside the Mac that
lets you plug in a rectangular plastic etl'rd or boaTd whose circuitry and components perform a special task, such as
accelerating your computer or recording video clips onto its hard
drive. The type and number of slots
vary between Mac models (some
don't have any). At this writing, there
are two basic kinds: pTocessor-direct
Expansion cards plug
slots (PDSs) and NuBus slots. Starting
into slots
in late 1994, Apple plans to introduce ~
Macs that use another, faster type of THINGs To
COME
slot called the PCI (for Peripheral
Component Interconnect).

A

Expansion cards are often designed to connect to external
devices, so slots usually line up with openings in the Mac 's
back panel (which are covered by removable plastic strips).

No Mac can take more than one PDS
card, and installing one often blocks
a NuBus slot. Processor-direct slots
vary from model to mod el, so you
have to be sure you're getting the
right kind of PDS card for your Mac.
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Peripheral Support on Moe Models (Through june 1994)
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Model
Desktop models

<

Power Mac 61 00

1

GeoPort, GeoPort,
LocaiTalk LocaiTal k

25-pin

Stereo

Stereo

Yes

Portrait or
midsize

AV model adds
second monitor port,
video in and out

Power Mac 7100, 81 00
and Power M ac AVs

1

GeoPort, GeoPort,
LocaiTalk LocaiTal k

25-pin

Stereo

Stereo

Yes

21 '

AV model adds
video in and out

Quadra 605

1

Serial

LocaiTal k,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Stereo

No

21"

Quadra 610, 610 DOS
Compatible, 650

2

Serial

LocaiTal k,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Stereo

Yes

21"

DOS card has m onitor
port, PC game p ort

Quadra 660AV, 840AV

1

GeoPort

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Stereo

Stereo

Yes

21"

S-video, composite
video in and out

Quadra 700

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Stereo

Yes

21"

Quadra 800

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Stereo

Yes

21"

Quadra 900, 950

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Stereo

Yes

2 1''

RCA sound in (L&R,
mixed to m ono
intern ally)

Performa 200

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

M on o

Mono

No

None

Floppy

Performa 400, 405,
410,430

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

M ono

No

14'

Performa 450, 460,
466,467

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Mono

No

Portrait or
midsize

Perfor ma 475, 476

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

M ono

Stereo

No

21 '

Performa 550, 560

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Stereo

Stereo,
No
headph one

None

Headphone

Performa 575, 577, 578

1

Serial

LocaiTal k,
serial

25-pin

M on o

Stereo

No

None

Headphon e

Perform a 600, 600CD

2

Serial

LocaiTal k,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Mono

No

14"

LC, LC II

1

Serial

LocaiTal k,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Mono

No

14"

LC III

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Mono

No

Portrait
or m idsize

LC 475

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Stereo

No

21"

LC 520,550

2

Seri al

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Stereo,
No
h eadphone

None

Headphone

LC 575

1

Seri al

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

No
Stereo,
h eadphone

None

Headphone

Macintosh TV

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

RCA
stereo

Headphone No
only

None

Video in (RCA and
coaxial)

Workgroup Server 60, 80

2

Ser ial

LocaiTalk,
seri al

25-pin

Mono

Stereo

Yes

21'

Workgroup Server 95

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Stereo

Yes

21'

Workgroup Server 6150,
8150

1

GeoPort, GeoPort,
LocaiTal k LocaiTalk

25-pin

Stereo

Stereo

Yes

Portrait or
midsi ze
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Workgroup Server 9 150

1

GeoPort, GeoPort.
LocaiTalk l ocaiTalk

25-pin

Stereo

Stereo

Yes

Portrait
or m idsize

Centris 61 0, 650

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

M ono

Stereo

Optional

21"

II, llx, llfx

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Stereo

No

None

llci

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Stereo

No

Portrait (not
16' or 17' )

Floppy

llcx

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Stereo

No

None

Floppy

llfx

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Stereo

No

None

llsi

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

M ono

Stereo

No

Portrait (not
16" or 17")

llvi, llvx

2

Serial

l ocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Mono

No

14"

llx

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Stereo

No

None

Classic

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Mono

No

None

Floppy

Classic II

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

Mono

Mono

No

N one

Floppy

Color Classic,
Color Classic II

2

Seri al

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-P,in

M ono

Mono

No

N one

SE

2

Serial

l ocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Mono

No

None

Floppy

SE/ 30

2

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Stereo

No

None

Floppy

Plus

None Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Mono

No

None

Floppy, keyboard,
mouse

128K, 51 2K, 5 12Ke

None Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

none

None

Mono

No

None

Floppy, keyboard,
mouse

1

LocaiTalk,
serial

25-pin

None

Stereo

No

RA

Floppy
Floppy

Floppy

Portable mode ls
Portable

Serial

PowerBook 100

1

None

Serial

30-pin

None

Mono

No

None

PowerBook 140, 145,
1458, 170

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

30-pin

Mono

Stereo

No

None

PowerBook 160, 165,
165c, 180, 1SOc

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

30-pin

Mono

Stereo

No

Portrait or
midsize

PowerBook 520, 520c,
540, 540c

1

None

LocaiTal k,
serial

30-pin

Mono

Stereo

yes

Portrait or
m idsize

PowerBook Duo 210,
RA
230,250,270c,280,280c

N one

LocaiTal k,
serial

RA

RA

RA

With Duo RA
Dock

Adapter or dock
allows attachment
of floppy drive

PowerBook Duo
MiniDock

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

30-pin

Mono

Mono

No

Floppy

PowerBook Duo Dock,
Duo Dock II

1

Serial

LocaiTalk,
serial

30-pin

Mono

Mono

Duo Dock Portrait or
midsize
II only

RA =Requires adapter.

Portrait or
midsize
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Which Mac for You?

(JK)

Before you look for a Mac, think hard about what you will want to use it for, to make sure
you don't close yourself off from some wonderful Mactivity that's only supported by certain
models. But don't go spending hundreds of extra dollars for capabilities you're not sure
you'll use, especially if they can be added later through upgrades.
Unfortunately, this book can't really steer you toward a particular model, because by the
time it's printed, the market will have changed. Check with recent Mac magazines, knowledgeable friends, and user groups before you take the plunge.

HOT T I P

If you're on Ziffnet/Mac (available through CompuServe, which is described in Chapter 22)
you can download a HyperCard stack called "Which Mac Should I Buy?" that will help
you narrow down your choices. It's put together and updated regularly by Danny Goodman, a true Mac guru. For technical specs on all Mac models, past and present, two reliable
sources are Harry Phillipo's beautifully designed Mac History chart (available from on-line
services) and Mark Simmons's exhaustive and endlessly useful resource, Mac Catalog,
which is available as a FileMaker Pro database or QuickTime slideshow from Ziffnet/Mac via
CompuServe or from AppleUnk or eWorld. (Both Mac History and Mac Catalog were used
extensively in preparing this chapter.)

By contrast, you can add as many NuBus cards as your Mac has slots for (up to
six on some models), and virmally any NuBus card will work in any Mac (space
permitting-some Macs can't handle cards over 7 inches long).
Some Macs have a special processor-direct slot that can also take a NuBus card,
if you get a special Apple-made adapter that's actually itself a card with a builtin NuBus slot. (Different models require different adapter cards, with
ApplePrices ranging from $70 to $150. The Ilsi has a slot that requires an
adapter for either type of card- NuBus or PDS; both types of adapters include
a math coprocessor, which the llsi otherwise lacks.
In addjtion to these basic kinds of slots, some M acs contain special sorts of slots
for adding memory, cache cards, internal modems, and so on. The AV Macs
have something called the DAV (digital audio video) slot, which is designed to
give direct access to their digital processing hardware. Boards that are designed
for this slot can provide a big increase in performance in the handling of audio
and video files.
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Storage bays OK). Storage bays are spaces inside the Mac for adding extra disk
drives, in addition to the ones that come with the computer. There are two main
sizes of bays, to match the two main sizes of drives: 3.5 inches (the standard size
of floppy drives, hard drives, and some cartridge drives) and 5.25 inches (the
size of CD-ROM drives, large hard disks, and some cartridge drives).
You don't need a storage bay to add one of these drives, though, because you can
also hook up external drives to a Mac's SCSI port (floppy drives connect to the
floppy pm-t, on Macs that have one). You'll find extra bays in only a few models,
such as the high-end Quadras and Power Nlacs (or in. any Nlac on which a CDRO?v1 drive is optional, if you don't get it with the CD-ROM drive).

Power Macs

OK)

The Power Mac line was launched in March 1994 as the first branch of the Mac
family to be based on the new, more powerful PowerPC processor chip. Even
though the PowerPC is completely different from the 68K processors used in
all previous Macs, you use Power Macs the same way you use older models
(Apple took pains to make it that way).
You can use most programs written for 68K-based Macs on a Power Mac, but
they won't run much, if any, faster than they would on a high -end 68K Mac-in
fact, they may run slower. To take advantage of the PowerPC chip's speed, you
need software written specifically for it (called native PowerPC software).
Again, this doesn't mean having to learn new and different programs from
scratch-many of the most popular Mac programs will be available in Power
Mac versions by the time you read this, and more will become available as time
passes.
A given program may have separate installation disks for 68K Macs and Power
Macs, or it may be installable in a fat binary version, which contains both 68K
and Power Mac instructions, and uses whichever is appropriate for the Mac it's
runrungon.
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At this writing, only Power Macs have PowerPC processors, but eventually all
Mac lines will be converted over to the P owerPC. So depending on when
you're reading this, a lot of material may apply to some or all current
PowerBooks, LCs, Performas, and Workgroup Servers as well.
T he extra power of the PowerPC chip not only makes Power Macs run faster, it
enables them to take on tasks that, on other Macs, are too slow to be practicallike running ~Tindows programs-or require a special additional chip, like
voice recognition.
The Power Macs running native software generally outperform Q uadras, but
whether they're one-and-a-half times as fast or eight times as fast varies a lot
depending on what you're doing. Certain basic functions, like opening native
files and applications, are always fast. Menus seem to pop down instantaneously, and using a paintbrush in graphi cs programs is more like the real thing because the screen keeps up with your brushstrokes. But some tasks will still only
run at the pace of a midlevel Quadra, even within native applications .

............................................
The 68K Emulator

(JK)

The 68K and PowerPC processor families
each have their own language for communicating with software, and neither type of
chip can, by itself, run programs w ritten
for the other type. So Apple built an interpreter (called an emulator) into the Power
Macs' ROM, w hich translates instructions
from 68K software for the PowerPC chip
and interacts with 68K software the way a
68K processor would.
The result is that most 68K programs will
run on a Power Mac, but only about as
fast as they would on an '030- or '040based Mac, because the translation slows
things down. Also, since the emulator
d oesn' t include an FPU, it won't let you
run 68K programs that require one (unless
you add the shareware control panel
SoftwareFPU-and even then they'll only
work slowly, if at all).

T here's no formula for exactly how fast a
given task in any program (68K or native) will nm, but functions that use the
Power Mac's blazingly fast FPU, QuickDraw (which calculates screen images),
or QuickTime (a native version of which
comes with Power Macs) should perform particu larly well. Even 68K programs running in emulation ca n benefit
from the Power lVlac's native system
software, particularly on jobs involving a
lot of display calculations, like font
changes or resizing graphics.
Overall, people who use native software
for animation, rendering, CAD, imageediting, sophisticated math functions, illustration, page layout, and database
management will get tl1e biggest benefit

Chapter 2: The Macintosh Family
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Acceleration by System Upgrade
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The Power Macs come with a PowerPC version of System 7, but in fact, only part of the system software has been translated into PowerPC code.
With any Mac or system version, applications make heavy use of a part of the system called
the Toolbox, a collection of prewritten routines that perform common tasks. According to
Apple, programs only use a certain 20 percent or so of them 80 to 90 percent of the times
that they access the Toolbox; so those are the routines Apple optimized for the PowerPC.
The rest were left.·in 68K code, to be translated for later releases of the system. Consequently, if you upgrade a Power Mac's system software when new releases come out-and more
of the system software has been converted to native PowerPC code-the computer should
pctually run faster.

(which is appropriate, since these are among the most notoriously demanding
areas of computing).

Special Features on Power Macs
Power Macs have many features built-in that can be expensive options on other
Macs-and some you can't get at all on other models.
Multiple monitor support. Except for the non-AV 6100, all Power Macs at
this writing have two display ports, so you can connect two monitors at oncefor example, a black-and-white one for text and a color one for games and
graphics, or one for Mac programs and one for Wmdows programs.

On the Power Mac's back panel is a bigh-density port, which, at this writing, connects directly only to Apple's AV Display; to attach any otl1er monitor, you'll
need the $30 Power Mac Display Adapter (which comes free with the non-AV
6100, since you have no alternative to using it). This port supports mid- or portrait-size monitors, but not large (19- to 21-inch) monitors. It relies on the
Power Mac's system memory rather than special VRAM-a setup tl1at slows
down operations on earlier Mac models, but shouldn't have a noticeable impact
on the performance of Power Macs.
The non-AV 7100 and 8100 Power Macs also have a standard, 15-pin display
port on an accelerated display card that comes preinstalled in their processor-

~
~
GOOD

FEATURE
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Acceleration by Cache Cord

HOT TIP

OK)

All the Power Macs at this writing-the 6100, 7100, 8100, and their AV versions-have a
special slot where you can add a cache card, which dramatically speeds up many computing tasks. (The 81 00 already has a 256K cache installed in the slot, but you can replace it
with a 512K card.)
Reports say these cards are a very worthwhile investment: in speed tests in major Mac magazines, a 61 00/60 with Apple's $300 256K Cache Card installed performed faster than a
71 00/66 without one, and a 71 00/66 got about 10 percent faster with the addition of the
card. Overall, 68K software showed more improvement from the cache card than native
PowerPC software did.
Mobius Technologies and Newer Technology may also have 512K and 1MB Power Mac
cache cards available by the time you read this.

direct slot. Thjs card redraws the screen faster than either of the other types of
Power Mac monjror support, and it support'> morutors up to 21 inches. Furthermore, its VRAM is upgradable, so your Mac can display more colors at
once (up to 32,768 on the 7100, or 16.7 mjJlion on the 8100). For all these reasons, this port gives the best morutor support on the Power Macs.
The AV Power Macs have yet another standard monitor port, in the AV card
installed in their processor-djrect slot. Screen redraw from tlus port is the slowest, but it runs on 2 megs ofVRAM (not upgradable), which allows it to support
millions of colors on small and mjdsize monitors, and thousands of colors on
monitors up to 21 inches.

GOOD
FEATURE

Sound, phone, and fax modem features. Like the Quadra AVs and the 500series PowerBooks, tl1e Power Macs come with the abili ty to record and play
back CD-quality stereo sonnd. If you buy Apple's PlainTalk Microphone ($30
ApplePrice), you can control your Power Mac by voice.
The Power Mac's modem and printer ports are extremely versatile: They're
botl1 GeoPorts, and both support LocalTalk, so either one will let you hook up
to serial devices, networks, or-via Apple's Power Mac GeoPort Telecom
Adapter-ilie phone line, for phone or fax modem communications (the Power
Macs use a different adapter than the AVs).

Chapter 2: The Macintosh Family

AV models. The Power Mac AVs
are the same as the basic models,
except that they've got an AV
card installed in their processordirect slots (instead of the accelerated display card, on 71 OOs and
8100s). The Power Mac AV card
provides a second display port and
video-in and video-out ports, so
you can view or record clips from a
TV, VCR, or camcorder or use
a TV monitor as a Mac display.

., .. ,

.............. ·······• .............. . .

Careful With Those
PDS Cards!

OK)

You can damage a Power Mac 7100 or 81 00 if
you remove the display or AV card that comes
in its processor-direct slot, and then turn the
Mac on without the card. Unfortunately, you
pretty much have to take the PDS card out
to install a cache card in a 71 00, and you
can't install memory in the 8100 w ithout removing it. So if you make one of these upgrades, be sure you've put the card back in
before you turn the Mac back on!

WARNING

You'd think Apple would offer the AV card separately, so you could upgrade a
regular Power .Mac (and maybe get some credit for trading in its display card),
but they're not planning to do that. So if you're choosing a Power Mac, be careful with your decision about whether to get the video feature.
·+•e••• ••• • · ·• eM·· ••ot•t• • ,.....,. • • • • •• • • • • ,

Power Mac Model Names
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OK)

Unlike many of the names Apple has given Macs in the past, the Power M ac models' names
actually describe some of their essential characteristics.
In each name, the first digit indicates the type of box the computer is in (what Apple calls
its "form factor"). The 6 in 6100 means that it uses the same flat, single-slot box as the
Centris and Quadra 610 and the Centris and Quadra 660AV. The 7 in 7100 refers to the
three-slot box used by the llvx and the Centris and Quadra 650. The 8 in 8100 refers to the
box used by the Quadra 800 and 840AV, which also has three slots, plus room for up to
three additional drives in addition to the built-in floppy and hard drives. (All of these Power
Macs are available with built-in CD-ROM drives as well .)
The second digit indicates the version of PowerPC chip the Mac uses: the 601 chip, in the
case of the three models mentioned above (later Macs wi ll be built around the 603, 604,
and 620 chips). The numbers following the slash give you t he clock speed (in M Hz) that the
Mac's processor chip runs at. At this w riting, they're often left off, since none of the models
is available with more than one chip speed.

••
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The AV cards on the 7100 and 8100 AV Macs also include a DAV (digital audio
video) slot like the ones in Quadra AVs, where you ca n add cards that extend
the Power Mac's audio and video processing capabilities.

GOOD
FEATURE

The ability to run PC software. Power Macs can run SoftWmdows, a program from Insignia Solutions that lets you run DOS or Wmdows applications
in a window on the Power Mac's desktop. No other Mac is powerful enough to
do that. Insignia has also made PC emulators for 68KMacs, but they don't run
Windows programs and are too slow to be usefultmless you're desperate to run
a PC program.

·••••••ft'+ttf •M • • t t · t • t • t • ....... t t • •

Don't Spread
Windows Across
Monitors

OK)

If you're using SoftWindows on
a Mac with two monitors, don't
position the Windows window so
that it's split across the screens.
Insignia Solutions says this really
slows things down.

With SoftWindows, you can work in Mac and
PC programs simultaneously and even cut and
paste between the two environments. PC applications share the Mac's keyboard, mouse, hard
disk, CD-RO!vl drive, and printer, and SoftWindows supports non-Mac network systems
like Netware, LAN Manager, Windows for
Workgroups, and TCPIIP. (Novell is also
working on a PowerPC version of Netware,
which won't require SoftV\Tmdows.)

SoftWJndows has its drawbacks, too. Like Wmdows on the PC, it takes up a lot
of memory-9 ?tzegs for version 1.0-so you'll need at least 16 megs in your
~ Power Mac to run it, and if you're going to be using large programs simultaneFE:~~RE ously, you'll want even more. Also, version 1.0 emulates a 286 processor running Wmdows 3.1, and although it operates at the speed of a fast 386 or slow
486SX PC, that's still slow compared to what you 'd get by buying a modern
PC. And because it emulates a 286 processor, it can't run programs that require
a 386, which includes many popular W mdows programs.

2

A

At this writing, Insignia is working on a new version of SoftWindows that will
~ emulate a 486 processor and should solve both the speed and compatibility isTHINGs To sues; it may be available by the time you rea d this.
C OME
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Editor's Poll: Are You Going to Upgrade to
PowerPC Right Away?
AA: Nope; I'm happy with my souped-up llci.
DB: I don't trust the first generation of anything. I'll wait a little while. Also, I bought my
Quadra not so long ago, so I need to wait until I upgrade again.

EC: I am probably going to upgrade to the PowerPC within a year, after the dust has settled
a little, and the first upgrade cards only cost half of what they did when they were released.

JK: No way. All my software is 68K and wouldn't run any faster on a Power Mac than it
does on my Centris 650. I' ll wait until Power Macs have gotten better and cheaper and
there's Power Mac software I can't live without.
HN: I placed my order weeks before the rollout and got my machine (not from the dealer
from whom I ordered it) a few days after the introduction. I love it!

Al l the Power lVIacs except the AVs are available in a configuration with SoftWindows preinstalled, or you can add it to any other Power lVIac ($500 list)provided you've got the minimum 16MB of R.AL\11. (For other ways to run PC
software on a lVIac, see Chapter 25 .)

Known Incompatibilities
\tVhenever you try to use o ld hardware and software with a new processor or
operating system, a few areas of incom patibility crop up. Here's a list of problems we already know about. In general, calling a product's manufacturer is the
best way to confirm a suspected incompatibility and get a reliable remedy.
• PDS cards designed for 68K Macs won't work on Power Macs.
• 68K programs that require an FPU won't work, because when they run on a
Power i\1ac, they're handled by the emulator, which doesn't include an FPU.
You can enable most of these programs to function by adding SoftwareFP U
(a shareware utility described on page 96), but they'll work very slowly. A better solution is to upgrade to a PowerPC version of the program in question,
since the PowerPC's FPU is one of its strongest features.
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• Software written for the DSP chip in the Quadra AVs won't work, since
the Power Macs don't have a DSP; they handle its functions with the
PowerPC chip.
• Some programs work only with the Power Mac's Memory Manager control
panel turned off (which also reduces overall performance by about 10
percent).
• A small number of programs won't work because they try to bypass the Mac's
processor to work with other components directly-but since Power Macs
have a different internal architecture than 68K Macs, the software may not
find what it needs.

HOT TIP

• Some 68K extensions have a serious impact on the performance of native applications, because tl1ey force the Power Mac to switch between the emulator
and the PowerPC chip. (Old versions of After Dark, ATM, or Tirnbuktu can
slow you down appreciably. Get rid of them or upgrade them to PowerPC
versions as soon as they're available.)
• PageMaker 4.2 is incompatible with Power ?vl acs-you 'll need to get an upgrade from Aldus.
• Third-party accelerated display cards may be incompatible with Power Macs
or may run much slower unless you update tl1eir driver software and sometimes their ROM.
• Some older hard drives whose drivers don 't support SCSI Manager 4.3 will
slow down dramatically when used with a Power Mac. If you've got an old
Apple drive, you can update its driver with HD SC Setup 7.3 or later, which
comes with Power Macs. If you've got a non-Apple drive, call the manufacturer. Failing that, use a hard disk utility like La C ie's Silverlining 5 .6, Casa
Blanca Works' Drive7 3.0, or FWB's HD ToolKit 1.5 (later versions of these
programs will work too). (For more on SCSI Manager 4.3 and hard disk drivers, see Chapter 5.)
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Just as the Power Macs introduced the PowerPC chip, the Quadras introduced
the 68040 chip, the second most powerful processor available on a Mac. Since
then, the '040 has been built into the Performa, LC, PowerBook, and Workgroup Server lines as well (as the PowerPC will be too, soon), but the Quadra
line still contains the most expandable, upgradable, forward-looking 68KMacs
on the market. Quadras will be around for a little longer, but the Power Macs
have taken over the lead at the cutting edge of Mac technology.
Apple designed the Power Macs around Quadra cases, so there's a direct upgrade path from the Quadra 610, 650, or 800 to the Power Mac 6100, 7100, or
8100, respectively. Some 68K-based LCs and Performas should soon be
upgradable to a PowerPC chip, tlu·ough a daughterboard or CPU transplant,
but only Quaclra models can be converted to actual Power Mac models.
Quadras are also the only current 68K Mac line that offers multiple NuBus
slots and extra storage bays, on its midlevel and high-end models. At the low
end, though, Quadras aren't much different from Performas and LCs, except in
where they're sold and the extras that come with them. In fact, some models are
built around identical computing hardware-the Quadra 605, LC 475, and
Performa 475, for example.
The Quadras introduced built-in Ethernet (now standard on Power Macs and
500-series PowerBooks) and the AV features (discussed in the box "AV Macs"
on page 4 3), some of which are now standard on Power Macs and are gradually
being introduced to the other lines. Some Quadra models have also introduced
improvements in the NuBus, SCSI, and memory technologies to enable the
best possible performance, given the right peripherals.
The Quadra 600s are the desktop models, offering a range of performance and
expandability that can cover the needs of most users working with 68K software,
from the 605, with its single PDS slot and 25-MHz '040 chip, through the 33MHz Quadra 650, which has three NuBus slots and a processor-direct slot. The
"tower" models- the '840AV and 950- stand vertically and are better suited for
work that demands extra capacity for various storage media-like color desktop

~
~

GOOD
FEATURE
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publishing and multimedia production-and specialized processing functions,
such as rendering. T he 840AV, which is the fastest 68KMac at this writing, is excellent for these tasks and for desktop audio and video production. The 950 (and
the 900, which died in infancy at the birth of its stronger brother) are the ultimate in expandable tower Macs, with the most expansion slots (five) and space
for additional drives (two or three) of any model except the Workgroup Server
95 and 9150, which are based on the same chassis.

LCs

OK)

The original LC was introduced as the first low-cost Mac to include built-in
support for a color monitor and a microphone for recording sounds. The current LC line still emphasizes affordability and multimedia, but it's n ow sold only
to schools, colleges, and through campus-run stores, where you have to show a
student or faculty ID to buy one .

.............. .................................
The Mac TV

(JK)

The Macintosh TV is an all-in-one Mac like
the LC 520, w ith a CD-ROM drive, a 14-inch
color monitor, stereo speakers, and a TV tuner.
To help it fit in with your stereo and VCR, the
Mac TV and its keyboard and mouse are all
colored consumer-electronics black.
It's a perfectly acceptable-but limited-Mac
for typical, undemanding home or school uses:
it runs on a 32-MHz 68030 processor, but its
RAM is expandable to just 8 megs. There's a
remote control for channel-surfing or playing
audio CDs in the CD-ROM drive while you
wait for your term paper to print out. It's also
got jacks for hooking up either a VCR or cable
TV, and you can capture single frames from
the action on the screen to save as files on the
Mac. The Mac TV is only sold through 250 or
so U.S. retail outlets and the computer stores
at college campuses.

The 68LC040-powered LC 4 7 5 and
the discontinued LC, LC II, and LC
(which run on '020s and '030s) are
small, fla t computers without space
for internal CD-ROM drives. T he
LC and LC II are fine for everyday
computing tasks; the LC ill is significantly faster tl1an the earlier models,
and the 4 7 5 is at least twice as fast as
the LC III. However, none of this
group comes standard with an FPU,
which is required for some math and
graphics programs, and you can't
even add one to the LC 475.

m

The 500-series LCs all have a color
monitor, stereo speakers, and a CDROlvl drive built right into the case,
which makes them well suited for the
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Built-in Screens
Model

Screen

Resolution

Colors/Grays

Notes

LC 520, 575

14-inch color

640 by 480

256/thousands

1

Performa 550, 560,
575, 577, 578

14-inch color

640 by 480

256/thousands

1

Macintosh 1V

14-inch color

640 by 480

256

Color Classic, Color
Classic II

1 0-inch color

512 by 384

256/ thousands

1

Compact Macs

9-inch B&W

512by342

B&W

2

Notes
1 These models require a VRAM upgrade to display thousands of colors.
2 All of these models except the SE/ 30 use regular system memory for vid eo support; the SE/ 30 has 64K of
internal VRAM.

wealth of multimedia CD-ROMs targeted for the educa tion market. The 500series LCs' all-in-one design also makes them easy to set up and to move from
one desk, classroom, or computer lab to another. (What they don't have is a display port, so be sure you like the built-in screen before buying one of these.)
LCs are, at this writing, the least expa ndable line of desktop Macs; they each
have a processor-direct slot, but none can handle a NuBus card, an extra internal drive, or more than 36 megs of RAM. But in raw processing power, current
models overlap into the Quadras' range-only the Quadra 840AV's 40-MHz
68040 is faster than the LC 575's 33-MHz 68040. By early 1995, there should
also be LCs based on the PowerPC 603 chip, and PowerPC upgrades should
become available for earlier models, either from Apple or other companies (see
"Upgrading to PowerPC" at the end of this chapter).
Although the LC line doesn't offer AV models, by the time you read tllis there
should be a more-expandable LC available that will let you use your monitor as
a TV or record videoclips to disk by adding special low-cost cards that provide
those functions.
To keep tl1eir prices down, many LCs don't come with system software installation disks or manuals (but then, if you've got a classroom full of Macs, these accoutrements tend to fill up shelves or wastebaskets pretty fast). Ifyou need a set
of manuals or system software, they're available as a separate purchase (currently about $50, but likely to go up when a new version comes out).

THINGS TO

COME
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Performas

GK)

The Performas are Apple's way of making Macs more accessible to the millions
of American households that could really use Macs but so far haven't taken the
plunge. They come prepackaged with a monitor, software, and everything you
need to start computing (including an alternative, simplified interface). T hey're
also easier to find than other Macs: They're sold through consumer electronics
outlets and nationwide chain stores like WaJ-Mart, where they sit alongside tl1e
VCRs, stereos, and other electronic gadgetry that have become standard in
American homes.
Apple also makes it easy to get service on Performas. Users of other types of
Macs are expected to get technical service from their dealers, but rather than
asking dea lers to support Performa users (who bought their Macs from the
competition), Apple offers a year of toll-free phone support to Performa buyers-and when necessary, in-home service or pickup and delivery of equipment
to be repaired at an Apple faci lity.

BARGA I N

For what you get, Performas are great buys-when you consider all the software and peripherals tl1at come with the Performa package, they're lots cheaper
than buying an identical LC or Quadra setup. On the otl1er hand, if you were to
do your own selecting, you might pick different software and equipment than
Apple picks for you. Most of what the Performas include is good, but you probably won 't use all of it, and the low-end Performa Display monitor is below
many people's minimum standards for screen quality.

Bundled Software
The Performas' preinstalled software is selected for typical home uses: letterwriting, record-keeping, doing homework, and so on. At this writing, a typical
collection includes Clari svVorks, Q uicken, America O nline, a software version
o f the American Heritage Dictionary, clip art, games, and more. Until System
7.5, the Perform as had their own slightly differen t system software, including
features designed to make applications more accessible and to protect the user
from common pitfalls. These features are supposed to become options on all
Macs, starting with System 7.5. (For more on those features, see Chapter 3.)
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Performas also come with At Ease, which allows Mac owners to set their computers to accommodate multiple users who have varying levels of ability without jeopardizing valuable or private files. (See Chapter 3 for more on At Ease.)
Although Performas come with a
lot of software installed on their
hard disks, you don't get backup
installation floppies for it in case
yoUI· hard disk crashes. Instead,
you get a pair of copy-to-floppy
utilities called Apple Backup and
Apple Restore, so you can make
your own backups. (I've also heard
that if you're stuck without any
backups, Apple will send you the
system software overnight.)

Performa/Other Mac Equivalents
Performa models

Other Mac models

200

Classic II

400,405,410,430

LC II

450

LC Ill

460,466,467

Like LC Ill, but with 33-MHz '030

4 75,476

LC 475, Quadra 605

550,560

LC550

575,577,578

LC575

600, 600CD

llvx (but slower, since it lacks a
32K memory cache)

Models in bold are current at this w riting.

Picking a Performa
Shopping around for a Performa can get very confusing because Apple gives
slightly different model numbers to tl1e same computer, depending on where it's
sold and how it's configured. For example, the Performa 460, 466, and 467 are
all tl1e same computer, but the 460 has an 80-meg hard disk, while the 466 and
467 both have 160-meg hard disks. The only difference between the 466 and
467 is that the former is sold at Wal-Marts and the latter at Price Costcos.
The chart above should help eliminate some of that confusion by showing
which groups ofPerforma models match what model in anotl1er Mac line.

As the chart shows, the Performas offer a slightly larger range of models than
the LCs, including a choice of '030 or '040 chips in both the fiat-box (400series) and ali-in-one, multimedia (500-series) body types. As with the LCs, any
of tl1ese models will work fine for home uses, but tl1e '040-based models (475,
476,575,577, and 578) are quite a bit faster than the others. If you're going to
use mathematical, CAD, or other software that requires an FPU, steer clear of
the 475 and 476.
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Workgroup Servers
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You can use any Mac as a file server, but Apple has taken a few Quadra and
Power Mac models and customized them with file-server software, adding
hardware enhancements for particularly demanding networks and calling the
results the Apple Workgroup Servers (AWS). (See the table below for their
basic hardware equivalents.)

Worhgroup Server Hardware Equivalents

The A\VS 60 and 80 are really Workgroup
Quadra/Power Mac
just the Quadra 610 and the Server
Quadra 610
discontinued Quadra800 with 60
Quadra 800
AppleShare. (AppleShare is 80
Quadra 950 with PDS card
described in Chapter 2 3.) The 95
6150
Power Mac 6100 w ith 256K cache
95, on the other hand, is based
8150
Power Mac 81 00
on the Quadra 950 but rw1s
9150
Body like Quadra 950 but with 80-MHz PPC 601
on AIUX (Apple's Mac verchip, 4 NuBus slots, 512K cache
sion of the Unix system software, which gives it the ability to execute more than one task at a time) and
includes a special PDS card that lets it handle up to 14 external SCSI devices and
6 internal ones. The PDS card also speeds up the 95 with a 128K to 512Kcache
and direct memory access to SCSI devices like hard drives and backup drives.
The PowerPC-based models at this writing are the vVorkgroup Server 6150,
8150, and 9150, which are based on the same three Quadra body types but are
built around the PowerPC 601 chip. The 68K version of AppleShare comes
standard the 6150 but is optional on the other two models, which come with
Retrospect Remote (described in Chapter 5) for backing up files.

THINGS TO
COME

Until Apple comes out with a PowerPC version of AppleShare (expected sometime in 1995), the 6150, 8150, and 9150 should perform about at the level of the
68K-based servers (except that the AWS 95 will be faster, thanks to A/UX). In
the meantime, Novell is working on a PowerPC version of its Netware, the industry-leading networking software.

If all this was Greek (or geek) to you, and you're interested in setting up a n etwork, read Chapter 2 3. If you don't need to set up a large network, forget about
it; these Macs aren't for you.
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PowerBooks are portable Macs that weigh less than 7.5 ponnds each and are
small enough to fit into a briefcase or rest comfortably on your lap, but have
computing power similar to that ofPerfonn a and LC models. They can run off
rechargeable batteries or plug into the wall, so you can use them anywhere.
T hey can all also accommodate an interna l modem, so you can connect to th e
home office via AppleTalk Remote Access (discussed in Chapter 23) or log on
to your on-line accounts. Not all models have built-in floppy drives, but those
that don't can have one added externally. Instead of mice, PowerBooks have
trackballs or trackpacls (touch-sensitive pads that do the job of a trackball) in
front of their keyboards.
T he PowerBooks' main drawbacks compared to desktop models are their small
screen size, limited expandability, and price-to-performance ratio. They've
also generally lagged behind the desktop Macs in versatility and the adoption
of new technologies. PowerBooks were the last Mac line to get the '040 chip,
and there still aren't any '040-based models with an FPU. And although Apple
has managed to fit a lot into their cases, don't expect to see PowerBooks with

PowerBook Models
The lOOs
(except the 100 Itself)

The 200s

The 500s

The original PowerBooks, about 7
pounds with an all-in-one design,
including a floppy drive and ports
for peripherals.

The "Duos," 4 to 5 pounds, de·
signed to plug into a "dock" that
adds desktop features like disk
drives and ports.

The second generation ali-in-ones,
6.5 to ZS pounds.

Based on 68030 processors.

Based on 68030 and 68LC040
processors.

Have a trackpad instead of a trackball and a fullsize keyboard with
function keys.

Use nickel-cadmium batteries.

Based on the 68LC040 processor.

RAM expandable to 8MB or 14MB.

RAM expandable to 24MB or
40MB.

RAM expandable to 36MB.

Keyboard 97percent of desktop
size.

68040 models faster than SOOs,
thanks to 32-bit data bus.

Have an extra bay for a second
battery or PDS card.

Nickel metal-hydride batteries.

Stereo speakers and CO-quality
sound.

Keyboard 88 percent of desktop
size.

Built-in Ethernet.
Screens display more than most
1 OOs and 200s.

POWERBOOK
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Editors' Poll: Why Do You Need a PowerBook?
Do You Have One?
AA: My new PeeBee 180 is a great go-anywhere tool for taking notes (in meetings, say),
and writing articles in spare moments. As note-takers, they save a lot of time because I don't
have to type up my illegible scribbles later on a desktop machine.

DB: My friend Steve proclaimed me the human on Earth "most needy of a PowerBook." I'm
writing this in a hotel room 3,000 miles from my office, after writing several business letters
on the airplane here, and I w ill work on another project next week at my folks' house (another 1,000 miles away).

EC: I can play Tetris in bed and write chapters of my books outside on the porch (with an
extension cord), and mostly, sit in my favorite chair and write letters.
DD: As a freelancer working from my home, I take every opportunity to work in parks,
cafes, and any location where I can see other humans. Right now, that only happens on the
rare days when I'm editing on paper or can think of an excuse for a lunch meeting. I don't
have a PowerBook yet, but. ..
CG: I bought my PowerBook so that I could work on stories while moving from room to
room chasing my daughter (now 3), and also for working and staying in touch while on
business t rips.
JK: I don't need a PowerBook, but without one, I get tired of being chained to the desk all
day every day. PowerBooks also have a more intimate feel than desktop Macs, and are just
more fun to work on (I love my 180's screen and trackball). The PB has also come in handy
when troubleshooting sick Macs at clients' offices.

HN: I have a 180. Having a PowerBook makes traveling for business a completely different
experience from what it used to be, since AppleTalk Remote Access lets me be on the office
net while I'm away, and I can get my e-mail and stuff from CIS and Applelink and all the
other damn services. I also use the PB a lot around the house, so I can work and still be part
of the family in a way I can't be when I descend into my study to use my desktop machine.

an internal CD-ROM drive anytime soon. PowerBook keyboards have no numeric keypad, and some people are bothered by the smallish keys on 100- and
200-series models.
Still, you can't expect such computing power in such a convenient package
without making some compromises, and once you get a PowerBook back to
your desk, most current models can connect to typical desktop-Mac peripherals
(like a large external monitor, CD-ROM drive, keyboard and mouse, or even,
in some cases, expansion cards).
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A/l-in-One vs. Dockable
At this writing, there are two basic types of PowerBooks: a/l-in-ones and dockabies. We'll describe their basic physical differences below; for more on the
different models, see the "PowerBookModels" table on page 75 and the "Comparing Power Books" section below.
All-in-ones. Ali-in-one PowerBooks (that includes the 500 sen es and the
mostly discontinued 100 series) have most of the same features as a desktop
Mac, including a built-in floppy drive and all the usual rear-panel ports for connecting to external devices. All-in-ones weigh 6.5 to 7.5 pounds (depending on
the model and whether it has one or two batteries loaded), and measure just
over 9 inches by 11 inches by 2 inches. The 500 series has a curvier, more ergonomic body design and is m olded out of lighter-weight plastic.

The discontinued PowerBook 100 was a popular early model that's unique in
several ways. Based on the 68000 processor, it has the regular set of ports but no
floppy drive, uses a long-lasting lead-acid battery, weighs only about five
pounds, and can run System 6 (all other models require System 7).
Dockables (Duos). The 200-series PowerBook Duos are slimmer and lighter
than the ali-in-ones (4 to 5 pounds, 8.5 inches by 11 inches by 1.5 inches), making them even easier to carry. But they lack floppy drives and most of the standard Mac ports; instead, they've got one port for connecting to a modem,

On their own, the
Duos ore lighter and
sleeker than stand·
alone PowerBooks,
but they lack a
floppy drive and the
ability to connect to
outside devices.

Plugged into one of the many available Mini·
Docks, the Duos gain ports that can connect
them to peripherals, including external floppy
drives and 8-bit color monitors.

The Duo can also become part of a
desktop computer when inserted into
a full-size Duo Dock, which supplies a
full range of ports, a floppy drive, NuBus
slots, and support for 16-bit color.
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printer, or L ocalTalk network, and a 152-pin connector for hooking up to various types of docks (see the box below).
Which type is best? A Duo with Apple's MiniDock and an e:x.'temal floppy
drive can do everything a regular PowerBook can, and weighs only a few
ounces more. And unlike an all-in-one, a Duo lets you leave the dock and
floppy drive at home when you don't need them.
But what about those times when you'll have an unexpected need for the floppy
drive you left at home? To be on the safe side, you may end up lugging the extras around anyway, and if you're doing that, the all-in-one makes a much
neater package.
On the other hand, for those who want their computer to be mobile and have
access to NuBus expansion cards, the Duo/Duo Dock combination is cheaper
than buying a desktop Mac and a PowerBook, and it eliminates the need to keep
track of what files are on which computer, which computer's version of a file is
th e most current, and so on. T he only problem is, if something happens to your
Duo, you can't fall back on a Duo Dock the way you could on a real desktop
computer.
·••·•·••••+• '1 'M '

Duo Docks
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Docks restore desktop-Mac capabi lities to the Duo. The ultimate model, Apple's Duo Dock
II, is basically a desktop Mac without a brain. The Duo slips into the Duo Dock like a vid eotape going into a VCR, providing the brain, and the pair becomes a desktop Mac, complete
with the full range of standard Mac ports, an internal floppy drive, and spaces for an internal
hard drive and two full-size NuBus cards. (The NuBus slots are horizontal, which makes
them harder to access than on most Macs.)
The Duo Dock II has several features beyond the original Duo Dock, including an Ethernet
port, a math coprocessor (optional on the original), a 32K memory cache, and enough
room to handle the thicker, color Duo models (the older Duo Dock has to be upgraded with
a new, higher top to handle them). The newer dock also supports monitors up to 21 inches
(1 6 inches was the biggest the older one could manage).
If you don't need all the expansion capabilities of these big docks, you can also buy various
mini-docks: smaller, portable adapters made by Apple, Newer, and o ther companies that let
you hook a Duo up to floppy drives, hard disks, Ethernet networks, monitors, and other external devices.

Chapter 2: The Macintosh Family
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Comparing PowerBooks
If you tty out vari ous PovverBook models, you'll immediately notice some striking differences-like screen quality, keyboard size, and whether there's a trackball or trackpad. But a lot of PowerBook features aren't so apparent, although
some are at least as important as the obvious ones. Tllis section gives you more
detail on both types of features, to help you distinguish one model from another.
Screen quality. All PowerBooks have backlit LCD (liqllid crystal display)
screens, with controls for brightness and contrast, but they can be black and
white, grayscale, or color, with several levels of quality in each category.

At this writing, color PowerBooks (whose names end in the letter c) are significantly more expensive (by $600-$1,500) than grayscale models. G rayscale
models, in turn, are more expensive than black and whites, which seem to be
being phased out of the PowerBook line.
The power-hungry screens on the first two color PowerBooks-the 165c and
180c-make those computers run hot and dramaticaJly shorten the amount of
time you can work on a single battety charge (later models don't have this drawback). But color screens are rucer to work on, and the screens of the 270c, 280c,
and 540c can approach the photograpllic color quality of a desktop mom tor displaying thousands of colors.
\Nhether monoclu·ome or color, the overall quality of a particular PowerBook
screen's image depends on which of two basic technologies it uses: active matrix
or passive matrix.
On active-matrix screens, everything looks crisp, shar p, and solid and keeps
looking that way even when seen from various angles and in different lighting
con ditions. The contrast is great, colors are brilliant, and some people (like me)
prefer their overall quality to desktop monitors'.
On passive-matrix screens, the pointer and other objects sometimes look a bit
washed-out and leave shadowy tra ils when you move them around. Worse, if
you move the pointer fast, it sometimes sulrmm·ines- that is, it disappears from
the screen entirely until you stop moving it. Furth ermore, passive-matrix
screens are unreadable when viewed from an angle- which can be an advantage

GOOD
FEATURE

BAD

FEATURE
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PowerBook Screens
Model

Screen

Resolution

Grays/ Co lors

PowerBook 1 00

9-inch passive B&W

640 by 400

B&W

PowerBook 140, 145, 145B

9.8-inch passive B&W

640 by400

B&W

PowerBook 160, 165

9.8-inch passive grayscale

640 by400

16 grays

PowerBook 1 65c

8.9-inch passive color

640 by 400

256 colors

PowerBook 1 70

9.8-inch active B&W

640 by 400

B&W

PowerBook 180

9.8-inch active grayscale

640 by 400

16 grays

PowerBook 1 80c

8.4-inch active color

640 by 480

256 colors
16 grays

PowerBook 520

9.5-inch passive grayscale

640 by 480

PowerBook 520c

9.5-inch dual-scan passive color

640 by 480

256 colors

PowerBook 540

9.5-inch active grayscale

640 by 480

64 grays

PowerBook 540c

9.5-inch active color

640 by 480/
640 by400

256/
thousands•

PowerBook Duo 210, 230

9 .l -inch grayscale

640 by400

16 grays

PowerBook Duo 250, 280

9-inch active grayscale

640 by 400

16 grays

PowerBook Duo 270c, 280c

8.4-inch active color

640 by 480/
640 by400

256/
thousands•

• Color d epth d epends on screen resolution.

if you're trying to prevent snooping, but it's not so great if you're showing
something to a group. Finally, color passive-matrix screens can look muddy,
particularly on older models.
However, you pay a lot more for active-matrix Power Books (roughly $700 more
for grayscale models and $1 ,600 more for color models), and the screen quality
of passive-matrix models has improved. T he faster processors help the screen
keep up with what you're doing, and the 52 0c has introduced the dual-scan
color screen, which redraws its top and bottom halves simultaneously, for twice
the refresh rate, resulting in clearer, brighter colors at a reasonable price. If you
still find yourself losing the pointer or I-beam on a passive-matrix screen, there
are plenty of programs available that make them bigger and/or darker (many
are described under "PowerBook U tilities" in Chapter 13).
Screen size. PowerBook screen sizes ran ge between 8.4 inches and 9.8 inches
(measured diagonally), but, as with desktop monitors, those measurements can
be deceiving. It's a screen's resolution-measured in pixels-that determines
how much information it will actually display, regardless of its physical size. For
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exa mple, the 8.4-inch screens on the 180c, 270c, and 280c display just as much
as most 14-inch monitors-640 pixels across by 480 vertically-things just look
much smaller. By contrast, the 9.8-inch screens on the 140, 145, 145B, and 180
display only 640 by 400 pixels-one-sixth less information vertically-but at a
more readable size. T he 500-series P owerBooks offer a good compromise: 9.5inch screens that display 640 by 480 pixels.
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T here's a trade-off between the number of pixels on a screen and the richness of
color it can display, so the PowerBook 540c, 270c, and 280c let you switch
down to 640 by 400 pixels in order to display thousands of colors, rather than
the 256 colors you get when you' re using them at 640 by 480 pixels.
External monitor suppo rt. You can hook an extra monitor to any of th e 500seri es PowerB ooks or to the 160, 165, 165c, 180, or 180c, but the level o f sup port varies from model to model. \Vhen attached to a dock, Duos can take an
external monitor too. (The P eriphera l Su pport chart on pages 58- 59 shows th e
maximum monitor size each PowerBook can support.)
Maximum RAM. PowerBook RA.i\II is more expensive th:m desktop computer
RAlvi, and you can't upgrade increm enta lly by filling in a series of slots; the
PowerBooks have just one memory upgrade slot, so if you install, say, a 4-meg
upgrade and then end up needing even more RAM, you have to replace it, not
just add to it. T hat means either trying to sell youT origin al upgrade on the used
market or throwing it away and losing whatever you spent for it ($150 or more).

So if you're going to expand your PowerBook's RAM, it's wise to get as big an
upgrade as you can afford. T his is particularly true if you ' re the kind of user
who likes to keep up to date with the latest versions of software, work with mul tiple programs at once, or use graphics or desktop publishing sofuvare. Having
a lot of RAM also enables you to set up a RAM disk, which conserves battery
power and reduces time-conswning hard disk access (see C hapter 4 for more
on memory and RAM disks).
Recent PowerBooks can handle much more RAM than previ ous models: Ea rly
models in the 100 series could only take 8 megs of RAM, while later models can
take 14 megs; early Duos could take up to 24 megs, and curTent models take up
to 40 megs; so far, the 500 series can take up to 36 megs.

HOT T IP
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Keyboards, trackballs, and trackpads. The keyboards on the 100- and 200series PowerBooks are smaller than standard desktop keyboards, which takes a
litcle getting used to. Some people with large hands find them hard to use. The
Duos' keyboard is even smaller than the 1OOs', as is their marble-size trackball,
but some people actually prefer the feel of their keys to the keys on standard
PowerBooks.

Instead of a trackball, the 500 series has a trnckpad, which uses an electric field
to monitor your finger's movement across a little rectangle. The trackpad notices your finger's speed as well as the distance it travels, and it moves tl1e
pointer further when your finger moves faster. The trackpad is also supposed to
be more accurate than a trackball, and MacUser's editors tend ed to prefer it (it
must be an acquired taste, because after a quick test-drive, I was glad to get back
to my own PowerBook's trackball).
However, if you like having a click button above your tracktl1ing (as tl1e other
PowerBooks' trackballs have), you'll be disappointed in the trackpad; it only has
a single button, below the pad.

~
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Expansion. A Duo in a Duo Dock is the most expandable PowerBook, but
that's cheating, since then it's really a desktop Mac. The 500-series PowerBooks' second battery bay can alternatively take expansion cards: either PDS
cards for things like wireless networking or AV-style video-in and video-out capabilities, or, with the help of Apple's $200 PowerBook Expansion Module,
PCMCIA cards canying tiny hard drives, modems, or other hardware. (The
acronym PCMCIA stands for Personal Computer Memory Card International
Association [-or People Can't Memorize Computer Industry AcronymsKM]). There aren't any such PDS cards yet at this writing, but there are
PClVICIA cards which were previously developed for use with PC notebook
computers and PDAs like Apple's Newton.
SCSI connections. PowerBooks and Apple's Duo docks have a different type of
SCSI port than other Macs and require a different type of cable or adapter to
connect to SCSI devices. Several mail-order companies sell this type of adapter
for about $30.

All PowerBooks except the 140, 145, 145B, and 170 also have a unique feature
called SCSI mode that lets you use them as an external hard disk on another lv1ac.
You set your PowerBook to SCSI mode in the PowerBook control panel, shut it
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down, and using Apple's SCSI Disk Adapter
($40 ApplePrice) and a SCSI cable, you connect it to the back of the other Mac. Then
you restart both machines, and voila: There's
your PB's internal hard disk showing up as an
icon on the other Mac's desktop.
With the help of the $50 SCSI Doc adapter
from APS Technologies, you can use a standard SCSI system cable for either of the
above types of SCSI connections (the adapter has a switch that lets you select which
connection you want). (See Chapter 5 for
more on SCSI devices.)
Microphones. All PowerBooks have builtin, monaural microphones except the 140,
145, and 170, which came with external
mikes; the 145B, which came without a
mike; and the 100, which doesn't support
sound input.
Adjustable clock speed. Many PowerBooks
allow you to extend the period you can work
on one battery charge by reducing their
processor's speed and restarting. (You make
the adjustment in the PowerBook control
panel.)

·••••·te·•••
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SCSI Mode, and
Alternatives

OK)

SCSI mode can be worthwhile if you
work on the same files on both a
desktop Mac and a PowerBook and
frequently go back and forth between
them. It allows you to always work
from the PowerBook's disk, so you
can avoid having to move files you're
working on between the computers
(which can, in turn, result in duplicate
files, and then confusion about which
version is most current, or worse, work
done on two separate files so that neither is fully current).
But for simply transferring files, it can
be easier to just connect the two
Macs with file sharing and a $15
lmageWriter II cable (or Ethernet if
both Macs support it); you can make
the connection, see what's on both
computers' disks, and transfer files,
all wi thout having to restart either
Mac. For that matter, you can transfer
files between the Macs on a floppy
disk (1980s technology-horrors!).
The transfer takes a bit longer, but
unless the files are quite large, it
shouldn't be a problem.

The Ins and Outs of PowerBook Batteries
PowerBook owners seem to be constantly seeking ways to work longer on a single battery charge, and an industry of third-party chargers, charge-prolonging
utilities, and long-life batteries has sprung up in response. Nor has this obsession been lost on Apple, which has added better power-saving controls to the
system software, designed the 500-series PowerBooks to hold two batteries,
and seems to introduce a new, improved type of battery with nearly every new
PowerBook release.
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PowerBook Batteries
Model(s)

Charge (hours)

Battery type

100

2 to 4

Lead-acid

1 00 series (except 1 00)

2 to 3

Nickel-cadmium (NiCad)

165c, 180c

1 to 2

Nickel-cadmium (NiCad)

PowerBook Duo 21 0, 230

2.5 to 4

Nickel metal-hydride (NiMH)

PowerBook Duo 270c, 280

2 to 4

Nickel metal-hydride (NiMH) type II

PowerBook Duo 250

2.5 to 6

Nickel metal-hydride (NiMH) type II

PowerBook Duo 280c

2 to 4

Nickel metal-hydride (NiMH) type Ill

500 series

Up to 3.5

PowerBook Intelligent Battery

T here have been six different battery types so far, and they're not all interchangeable. The length of a given battety's charge depends not only on the type
of battery, but on the PowerBook model it's being used in, the type and speed of
its processor, the brighmess of the screen, and how the computer's being used
(activities that involve a lot of disk access drain batteries particularly quickly). In
general, Apple's estimates of charge duration tend to be higher than whatyou'll
actually get without taking steps to lower power consumption. This section will
tell you a bit more about App le's batteries, third-party alternatives, and ways
you can make your batteries work longer on a single charge.

Battery types. Here are the different types of batteries used in PowerBooks at
cllis wri ring:
• The Intelli'gent Battery comes with the 500-series PowerBooks. It uses a builtin processor chip to help tl1e Power Book manage its power needs more efficiently and provide a more accurate charge reading than you get using other
battery types. It also recharges faster than earlier types.
• T he Type Ill battery comes with tl1e 280c and is supposed to last 15 percent
longer than its predecessor, the Type II. Type Ills work in other Duo models
too, with cl1e help of a System Enabler fi le that Apple packages with the batteries when sold separately ($100-$ 150).
• T he Type!!battery was introduced with the 250 and 270c, but comes wicl1 all
other Duo models at this writing except the 280c. It offers a longer-lasting
charge than th e original Duo battery.
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Don't Trust the Charge Symbol
There's a lightning-bolt symbol in the PowerBook's Battery desk accessory that's supposed to
indicate that the battery is being charged. In fact, the symbol appears whenever the AC
power adapter is plugged into the back of the PowerBook, whether or not it's carrying any
juice to the battery. So to be sure your battery is recharging, check the Battery DA's "fuel
gauge" after the adapter's been plugged in for a few minutes. (Or, if you use a PowerBook
utility program, check its charging indicator.)

BAD
FEATUR E

• The original Duos introduced Type I (though it was never called that) of the
nickel metal-hydride (NiMH) composition used by all the subsequent types
listed above. NiMH batteries last longer and recharge faster than the NiCad
type used by the 1OOs.
• The nickel-cadmirun (NiCad) batteries used by the 100s (except the 100 itself) have the shortest charge duration, and that duration gets shorter and
shorter after many recharge cycles; to get the full charge back you have to let
them run down completely and then fully recharge them. My ancient (I Yz-yearold) 180 runs down a charge in less than two hours, so I usually avoid battery
hassles altogether by working in places where I can plug in; the cafes in my
neighborhood have helped by installing outlets at nearly every table.
• The lead-acid battery used by the PowerBook 100 lasts longer than the
NiCads, but it's the most dangerous to the environment when disposed of.
Sleep mode. PowerBooks go into a power-saving sleep mode when you leave

them idle: The screen goes blank and the hard disk stops, but everything comes
back on within a few seconds when you touch the keyboard. You can also put a
PowerBook to sleep manually; in fact, that's the usual way to turn a PowerBook
"off" (ratl1er than shutting it down), because it comes back to life so quickly.
Apple recommends shutting down before carrying a PowerBook around, but
most people don't bother and don't suffer any consequences.
Switching batteries. The 500-series PowerBooks can hold two batteries at

once and switch automatically to the second battery when tl1e first runs down,
doubling the length of time you can work at a stretch. (When you plug in a
500-series PowerBook, it charges both batteries at once, supposedly in just two
hours of sleep mode or in four hours while the PowerBook's being used.)

HOT TIP
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The Duos let you swap batteries without shutting down (they have an extra
lithium battery that lets you do this without losing your work). You can get an
adapter for 100-series PowerBooks-the $20 Memory Saver, from Lind
Electronics Design-that does the same thing by letting you plug a 9-volt battery into the power-cord socket while you change.

HOT TIP

Conserving energy on PowerBooks. You can work longer on one charge of a
PowerBook's battery if you follow the suggestions in the Read Me file that
comes with the computer. Here are some of those suggestions, plus a couple of
our own:

• Keep the screen's brightness turned down.
• Keep AppleTalk turned off in the Chooser.
• Avoid using the hard disk by turning off virtual memory (if you've turned it
on) and rwming your applications from a RAM disk (see Chapter 4 for more
on both).
• Change the settings in the PowerBook control panel to maximum conservation, and if your Power Book allows it, set the processor to a reduced speed.
• vVhenever you take a short break, put the PowerBook to sleep.
• Get a PowerBook utility like Connectix's CPU or Symantec's Norton Essentials for the PowerBook, and adjust its settings for maximum battery conser.................. ·v .. .. , . . . . .............
vation. (See Chapter 13 for more on

Use the PowerBook
Battery Case

these programs.)
(SM)

lt's important to use the case Apple provides for the 100- and 200-series PowerBooks' batteries, because their contacts are
prone to accidental shorting when they
touch metal objects like keys or paper
WARNING

clips. A short could cause a fire or burns,
and it's also likely to damage the battery,
which is expensive to replace. (The 500
series' "Intelligent Batteries" have a builtin cover for their contacts.)

Alternative power sources. Severa1 companies make external power
packs that they say can provide up to

nine hours of uninterrupted battetypowered work. Two of the more wellestablished at this writing are Technoggin and VST Power Systems,
both of which make thin, long-life
power packs that fit under your
PowerBook and sell for under $200.
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Other companies, including Lind Electronic Design and APS Technologies,
make power adapters for under $ 100 that let you plug your PowerBook or Duo
into a car's or boat's cigarette lighter.

Older Macs

(JK)

Apple has released and discontinued a lot ofMacs over the years. Many of them
are still quite usable with today's software, and some (li ke the Ilfx and Centris
models) rival current models' performance. Even the oldest ones are still usable
for simple tasks like word processing, if you don't need the latest versions of software (which usually require more RAM than older Macs can handle or run too
slowly on Macs whose RA..t\11 capacity will accommodate them). Prices on new
Macs have come way down, pushing used prices even lower. But don't assume
that used prices are always bargains: It's hard for many Mac owners to accept
how much their formerly expensive, state-of-the-art equipment has depreciated, so they'll often ask prices that are high, considering new Mac prices.
A used Mac can also save you a lot of money on software, if it comes with applications already installed on it. Often, current software's demands can overwhelm older CPUs, and the easiest way to get older, more appropriate software
is to get it along with a used Mac. Earlier versions of applications are usually
perfectly good, they just lack whatever features the manufacturer has since
added to out-do the competition, or to get customers to buy upgrades.
More detailed specifications for these computers are included in the charts in
this chapter, but here's a rundown of the different groups of o lder models, along
with the features they introduced.

128K, S12K, Sl2Ke
T hese first three Macs (introduced in January '84, September '84, and April
'86, respectively) were named for the amount of mem01y they came with,
which wasn't upgradable. They introduced the compact design used for several
subsequent models, which includes a built-in 9-inch screen that's too small to
show even the widtl1 of a letter-size page. vVith no fan and no hard disk, they' re
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wonderfully silent except when accessing the floppy drive or giving alert
sounds. The 128K and 512K came with 400K floppy drives; the 512Ke had an
800K drive instead. T hese Macs won't run most current software, but with vintage applications from the mid-'80s, they can still do the simple things they always did-elementary word-processing and basic graphics-albeit slowly.

Plus
The last silent, fanless model, the compact-design Plus (introduced ~1]anuary
'86) was the first Mac with an 800K floppy drive and a SCSI port, which allowed the adclition of an external SCSI hard drive. It came with a full megabyte
of memory, expandable to 4 megs, and can run some current software, but ve-ry
slowly.

SE
Another compact, the SE (released in March '87) introduced the expansion slot,
internal fan, and internal hard clisk (though some models came with two floppy
drives instead of a floppy and a hard drive). Models sold after August 1989 came
with a 1.4MB floppy drive instead of the original SE's 800K drive. T he SE also
introduced the ADB connection used for current Mac keyboards and mice. It's
got the same software and memory capabilities as the Plus.

The 1/'s
Also introduced in March 1987, the Mac II was the first modulaT Mac- one
with no screen built in, but with multiple expansion slots for adding video
cards, networking cards, and so on. The original Mac II and two later modelsthe IIx (introduced September '88), and Ilfx (March '90)~ach have six slots,
but you need to use one slot for a display card since there's no display port. T he
Ilci (September '89) introduced the display port, the llsi (October '90) added
the ability to record sound, and the Ilvx and its non-U.S. version, the llvi (both
October '92), introduced (along with the Performa 600CD) the internal CDROM drive. The models in the Mac IT series range widely in performance, with
the original Mac II at the bottom and the IIfx the most powerful '030-based
Mac, at the top.
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SE/30
The SE/30 (introduced January '89) was the first compact Mac to use the 68030
processor chip. With its 32-bit data bus, it's still the fastest compact Mac except
the Color Classic II. With an FPU and RA.i\11 that's expandable to 128MB, it
can easily handle most of today's software.

Portable
Before there were the 7-pound PowerBooks, there was the 15-pmmd Mac
Portable (introduced September '89). The Portable has a similar, but much
larger design, with a full-size keyboard and a trackball to the right of the keyboard. It has a beautiful active-matrix screen, but only a few late units came
with backlighting. With RAM that's upgradable to 9MB, it can handle much of
today's software, at speeds close to those of a Mac II (i.e., slow, but faster than
an SE or Plus).

Classic and Classic II
The Classic replaced theSE in October 1991, but' underneath its sleeker exterior, it's just a cheaper version of the same computer, without the SE's processor-direct slot. T he Classic is marginally usable with today's software (i. e., not
recommended). The Classic II used a much faster processor, and with RAM
upgradable to 10 megs and an optional FPU, it's perfectly usable with most
software, if a bit slower than the SE/30.

Color Classics
The Color C lassic (introduced February '93) is a compact Mac with a color
screen built into a slightly larger body, an LC processor-direct slot, and a slideout motherboard that makes upgrades easy. It was replaced by the current
Color Classic II (October '93), which runs considerably faster. Eitl1er Mac can
handle most current software.

Centris 610 and 650
Named for their midlevel price and performance, the Centris 610 and 650 (introduced February '93) were the first mainstream, relatively affordable Macs
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based on the 68040 chip. Eight months later, the Centrises were given faster
processors and renamed the Quadra 610 and 650. They're still competitive
with today's 68K Macs. (The Quadra 660AV was also called a Centris when it
was introduced in July 1993; it wasn't changed when it was renamed.)

Upgrading Older Macs

(DH/]K)

If you already have a lv:Iac but it has begun to feel inadequate for your needs, or
if you've simply begun to covet your neighbor's computer, be aware that there
are plenty of alternatives to buying a whole new Macintosh. They range from
relatively simple incremental improvements like increasing RAlVl, getting a
bigger hard drive, or installing an accelerated display card , through changing
the machine into a different model via an official Apple motherboard swap, to
special-purpose cards worth several times the value of the Mac itself (which can
boost its performance to the level of a workstation computer).
But before you invest in a major upgrade, you should know that changing any
given part won't necessarily make a Mac perform at the level of another Mac
with that component. For example, a Ilci with a 33 -.NlHz 68040 accelerator
isn't the equal of a Quadra 950, despite the fact that they're both running the
same chip at the same speed; improvements in the later model's NuBus and
SCSI transfer rates (among other things) give it the upper hand. Keep this sort
of thing in mind when considering whether to upgrade your current Mac at all;
frequently, the cost of the upgrade plus the resale value of the older machine
can bring you within reach of a completely new Mac.

Upgrading to PowerPC
There are two main ways to upgrade to the PowerPC: by adding a card or by replacing your logic board. Apple has announced or released PowerPC processor
upgrades for .Macs with 68040 processors, mostly in the form of PDS cards. At
this writing, it looks like upgrades for '030 Macs may come from companies
~ otl1er than Apple. In addition, Macs whose body types match one of the Power
THINGs To Mac or PowerPC -based Workgroup Server models' bodies can be fully

A
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Editors' Poll: How Many Times Have You Upgraded
Your Mac?
AA: Oh geez. Two Macs: SE (which I got in 1987) and llci (1991 ). Two memory upgrades
to the SE (I paid $150 per MB at one point!), two to the llci. One hard disk each for the two
machines .... An accelerator card for the llci, plus a cache card. Um, that sounds like about
eight or nine times, not counting peripherals like printers (two), CD-ROM drives (two), DAT
drives (one), modems (a couple), an external floppy drive ...

DB: I used a one-disk-drive 128K Mac for three years ... and then was forced to get a second
400K disk drive. Then I bought an SE a year later, which got me through some tough times.
I even designed and produced an entire magazine on that machine. Now I upgrade every
year and a half. Regular as taking a bath!
EC: When I started my own company, I took a Mac II with me from my old job and later
upgraded it to a llfx. When I started working freelance and had to buy a Mac for myself, I
upgraded again, to my current machine: a Quadra 660AV.

DD: After two yea rs, I upgraded my SE with a Mobius 030 board and full-page monitor.
Then I went to a llci, which I upgraded to 8MB RAM when I bought it. I've since added a
340MB hard drive. Now it's time for an accelerator and about 16MB more RAM.

JK: Five times. After the 512Ke came a llsi, then a PowerBook 180, whose memory I upgraded from 4MB to 8 megs. Then I replaced the llsi with my current Centris 650, whose
RAM I've increased from 8MB to 16MB. Then there are the peripherals: two modems, a
scanner, a SyQuest drive, an ergonomic keyboard ...

HN: I count nine CPU, memory, and accelerator upgrades. I have changed drives too many
times to remember.

upgraded to that model through a logic board replacement. Several Macs can be
upgraded either way, so you can choose one or the other, each of which has its
advantages and disadvantages.
Upgrade cards. Apple's upgrade cards are much less expensive than their
logic-board upgrades, and they leave your Mac's existing 68040 processor in-

tact, so after the upgrade you can use either chip (you have to restart to switch
between them). This flexibility is a big advantage if you're going to keep using
68K applications, since they'll often run faster on your old processor than on
the upgrade card's 68K emulator.
This ability to switch is even more important if your 68K software uses a lot
of floating-point math, since the 68K emulator in PowerPC upgrades won't

GOOD
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support FPU calculations without the shareware control panel SoftwareFPU,
which merely enables it to plod. (For more on SoftwareFPU, see the box on
page 96.)

BAD
FEATU RE

At this writing, Apple is shipping PowerPC upgrade cards for all Centris and
Quadra models except the AVs and the 605. T hese cards run at twice the clock
speed of whatever Mac you install them in. That sounds good, but it means their
actual speeds are between 40 1\IIHz and 66 MHz, whereas the slowest full-blown
Power Mac at this writing runs at 60 MHz.
DayS tar's PowerPC upgrade cards aren't paced by the Mac they're installed in,
so rather than poking along at 50 MHz like some of Apple's upgrades, they rw1
at 60 MHz or 80 MHz, and faster versions will probably be available by the
time you read this. Furthermore, DayStar's own processors can be upgradedunlike those on Apple's cards-and have other advantages, but they also cost
more than twice as much as Apple's cards.
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(DH)

There are quite a few vendors currently selling accelerators, including DayStar, Newer, Sonnett, Mobius, and M icroMac, and new ones are constantly being introduced. So if you' re in
the market, try to get up-to-date information from Mac magazines or user groups.
Many accelerators come w ith, or can be upgraded with, additional memory, memory
caches, FPUs, or other specialized acceleration. It's worth paying attention to such features,
since they can have a significant impact on performance. For example, a memory cache can
add another 50 percent or more to the speed of an '040 accelerator card but cost only
about 20 percent of its price.
Speed differences between comparable accelerators from different manufacturers are likely
to be slight. More important are the cards' compatibility and expandability, and the companies' customer support and trade-up policies. DayStar has the best reputation in most of
those areas. Their accelerators are also the only ones that let you use Apple's virtual memory.
Find out whether there are known incompatibilities before you buy, particularly if you've got
certain applications or hardware (like a sound or video card) that you can't do without. A
money-back guarantee is the best protection against unpleasant surprises.
And as with all hardware purchases, there's also some value in choosing a company that's
been around for a w hile: a five-year or lifetime warranty won't do you much good if the
company goes under (as a number of accelerator manufacturers have done). (See Appendix
C for mo re guidelines o n buying Mac hardware and software.)

*A
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(DH)

As mentioned elsewhere, cache cards speed up the Mac by providing a small amount-typically 32K to 512K-of high-speed RAM, where the processor can quickly store and quickly
access data while it's working. (Don't confuse these with DayStar's PowerCache cards, which
are actually full-blown accelerators.)
Cache cards don't provide as big a speed-up as accelerators, but they're less expensive. The
Power Macs, '040-based Macs, and the llci, llsi, and LC Ill all show significant performance
improvement with the addition of a cache card. The Power Mac 8100 and later llci's come
with one already installed.

Other companies should also have PowerPC upgrades on the market by the
time you read this, so shop around before you buy anything.
Logic board upgrades. Logic board upgrades typically involve getting an
Apple dealer to move your old Mac's power supply and disk drives into the new
computer. Upgrading to a full-fledged Power Mac model is more eA.'Pensive
than a card upgrade, and you lose your 68K processor, but you get all the additional features that come with Power Macs, including the GeoPorts, CD-quality sound recording and playback, support for two monitors (on most models),
and (if you buy the PlainTalk microphone) voice recognition. If you swap up to
an AV Power Mac, you also get video recording and playback.

Power Mac Logic Board Upgrades
68K Mac

Power Mac

Price

Centris or Quadra 610 or 660AV

6100/60 or 6100/60 AV

$1 ,000

Centris or Quadra 650, llvx, llvi, Performa 600 or 600CD

71 00/66 or 7100/ 66 AV

$1,500

Quadra 800 or 840AV

8100/ 80 or 8100/80 AV

$1,900

A Speedier Processor
There are two main approaches to accelerating a Macintosh's processing abilities: 1) adding an accelerator card, which either supplants the original CPU
with something faster or adds a special~zed coprocessor d1at handles only certain specific tasks, or 2) increasing the clock speed of your current CPU.
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CPU replacements. The replacement-CPU accelerators usually come in the
form of cards that plug into a processor-direct slot or CPU socket (or, in some
cases, clip onto the original CPU's legs) and supply a new processor that takes
over aU(or nearly aU) the tasks that the original CPU would have handled.

At this writing, there are accelerators with '030 crups runrung as fast as 50 Jv1Hz
and '040 chips runillng as fast as 40 MHz (the maximum speeds these chips
were designed for). Some manufacturers are also working on accelerators built
around Motorola's 68060 crup, which has never been used in a stock Mac
model. T hese should perform somewhere between the speed of a fast '040 and
a Power Mac running native software.
Coprocessors. Like the FPU built into many Macs, coprocessor accelerators
step in only for a particular type of task that's particularly demanding of the main
processor crup-noninteger math functions, Photoshop filters, and so on. Coprocessor accelerators speciali ze in one area and do that job much more efficiently than the original CPU would (though in most cases, they'll work only
with applications that have been designed to use them). If your speed needs are
that specific and there's an accelerator designed to meet them, tills is definitely
••••••••••••••
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Some expansion cards set them selves up as completely indepen dent CPUs, in effect giving
you two (or more) computers that operate simultaneously in one box.
To add a second Mac to you r first Mac's box, you need a Radius Rocket NuBus card with
RocketShare software ($1,800-$2,000). The Rocket was originally designed to be an accelerator, but it works best when you configure it to work as a separate CPU. This approach is
particularly well suited to situations where you want to assign specific, time-consuming
processes-like rasterizing large graphics files, or long scanning jobs-to each processor.
But it's not for the faint of heart (or the thin of wa llet): You have to set up t he Rocket with
its own RAM, hard disk (or partition of a drive), and system softwa re, in addition to what
your Mac already has. Also, the NuBus architecture leads to more compatibility problems
than PDS cards have.
There are also expansion cards that let you add PC processors to your Mac-see Chapter 25
for more on them.
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Screens
Apple sells active-matrix screens for the Duo 21 0 and 230, upgrading them to the Duo 250
or 270c. They're available only from Apple.

Processors
Apple has designed the 500-series PowerBooks to be upgradable to the PowerPC 603 chip,
although the upgrades aren't available at this writing. The 500 series can also take expansion cards, so accelerator cards may become available for them . Apple makes upgrades for
the 250 and 270c to convert them to the 280 and 280c, for $900 and $1,000, respectively.

the way to go. A YARC Zuma board ($3 ,600), for example, can accelerate CAD
and 3-D rendering (in products it's compatible with) to speeds even a Mac with
a very fast CPU accelerator won't be able to touch. (FPU upgrades are discussed
separately below.)
CPU clock boosters. A few years back, some intrepid souls discovered that you
could make a Mac llsi run about as fast as a llci by replacing its clock crystal with
a faster one-a job that costs less than $10 in parts if you're good with soldering
equipment. Now you can buy upgrades-through kits or mail-in services-that
do the same thing for the Ilsi and many other Macs, including the Ilfx,
Cena·ises, Quadras, and PowerBooks. Kits for the Power Macs are also being
developed at this writing.

Such boosting depends on the fact that the processors in most of these Macs
can handle a higher speed than they're rated for. Occasionally, a boosted
processor won't work right; most upgrades allow the boost to be reversed in
such cases, and the better kits include corrections for problems that can result
from upgrades. The kits from Digital Eclipse (for PowerBooks, $380), can include replacement CPUs that have been tested at the new speed, while Newer
Technologies' Variable Speed Overdrives (for the Ilsi, Ilfx, and Quadra 700,
900, and 950, $250) allow the user to fine-tune the oscillator speed until a stable
level is reached. Such features help justify the cost of a kit, which is considerably
higher than that of putting the upgrade together yourself.

HOT TIP
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Although the kits and services cost more than putting a boost together from
scratch, you get more security from the packaged upgrades, many of which
come with toll-free tech support lines and money-back guarantees. Most kits
also proyjde a fan or beat sink (an attachment that conducts heat away from the
processor) to keep the CPU cool at its new level of performance.

lt
WARNING

CPU boosting generally proyjdes more bang for the buck than other approaches to acceleration, doesn't use up any expansion slots, and, for some
PowerBooks, constitutes the only acceleration option available. However, some
problems have been reported, particularly in the areas of networking and video.
And since it's not sanctioned by Apple, CPU boosting will void any remaining
warranty (though some boosts can be removed without a trace).

Adding an FPU
Certain programs that handle sophisticated math functions, three-dimensional
modeling, or high-end graphics perform dramatically better with an FPU, and
some even require one to run. If you use this type of software but your Mac
doesn't have an FPU, you can add one to many '020- and '030-based Macs for
well under $100. Macs based on the FPU-less 68LC040 chip can't have one
added, but some models let you replace the 'LC040 with a full-blown 68040
(these cost $250 or more). The chart on
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . e M e e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..
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As a quick, cheap, but slow alternat ive to an actual FPU upgrade, you
can get john Neil's $10 shareware
control panel, SoftwareFPU. It will
allow software that calls the 68K FPU
to run, but very slowly, because it
just routes the calls to the Mac's standard integer-based math system. At
best, it's about 2~ times slower than
a rea l FPU; at worst, it's about 20
times slower. Also, a bug in Apple's
68LC040 chip (not in SoftwareFPU)
makes the program less than 100 percent reliable with machines based on
that chip.

pages 98 and 99 shows which Mac models do and don't have FPUs built-in.
Apple provides FPU upgrades for the
Duo Dock, the LC ill, the Color Classic,
and the llsi (there's an FPU built into
the adapter cards that are required to
use the llsi's expansion slot). You can also
get FPU up-grades for earlier LCs
(about $100) and many PowerBooks
(about $230; $380 when combined with a
CPU boost) from third-party vendors,
including Dynamic Engineering, Digital
Eclipse, and Shreve Systems.
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Adding Slots and Ports
Sometimes the speed of your computer isn't the problem, it's the lack of ports
and slots for all the peripherals you want to add. Rather than getting a new,
more expandable computer, you can just add the expansion capabilities.
Serial ports. If you need more than the two serial ports standard on most Macs
(say, for example, you've got an external modem, a label printer, an inkjet
printer, and a MIDI interface box), there are a couple of ways to accommodate
all your devices. An external switching box like Momentum's $100 Port Juggler
lets you connect several devices to one port-but you can still only use one at a
time. If that's not good enough, you need something like Creative Solutions'
Hurdler cards, which fit into a NuBus slot and give you two or four new serial
ports that you can use all at once ($300 for two ports, $3 80 for four).
Expansion slots. A couple of products add NuBus or processor-direct slots to
your Mac, either by modifying its case or providing a separate box with slots.
DGR Technologies' Max and Sonnet Technologies' Twin Slot LC give an LC
or LC II extra PDS slots and a 40-watt power supply for $200 to $3 50, and
Second Wave has a whole line of products that expand PDS and NuBus options
for many Macintosh models.
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Power Mac 6 100/ 60, 6100/60 AV

3/94-

PPC 601 /60

Yes

64/ 30

1
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cache, DAV
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1, 2

Power Mac 7100/ 66, 7100/ 66 AV
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PPC 601 / 66

Yes
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Power Mac 8100/80, 8100/80 AV

3/94-

PPC 601/80

Yes

64/40

3

Cache, DAV

264

Quadra 605

10/ 93-

68LC040/25

None

32/20

None

LC Ill PDS

36

Quadra 610,610 DOS Compatible

10/93-

68LC040/25

None

32/ 20

1

'040 PDS

68

32/25

3

'040 PDS

136

Quadra 650

10/93-

68040/ 33

Yes

Quadra 660AV

7/ 93-

68040/ 25

Yes

32/20

1

'040 PDS, DAV

68

Quadra 700

10/ 91 -3/93

68040/25

Yes

32/16

2

'040 PDS

68

"'Ql
0
z

1, 3

1, 3

Quadra 800

2/93-3/94

68040/33

Yes

32/32

3

'040 PDS

136

Quadra 840AV

7/93-

68040/ 40

Yes

32/40

3

DAV

128

Quadra 900

10/ 91-5/92

68040/25

Yes

32/ 16

5

'040 PDS

256

Quadra 950

5/92-

68040/33

Yes

32/ 25

5

'040 PDS

256

Perform a 200

9/92-10/93

68030/16

Optional

16/16

None

None

10

Perfo rma 400, 405, 410, 430

9!92-

68030/16

None

16/16

None

LC PDS

10

Performa 450

4/93- 10/93

68030/25

Optional

32/25

None

LC Ill PDS

36

Performa 460, 466, 467

10/93-

68030/ 33

Optional

32/25

None

LC 111 PDS

36

Performa 475, 476

10/93-

68LC040/ 25

None

32/25

None

LC 111 PDS

36

Performa 550, 560

10/93-

68030/ 33

Optional

32/ 25

None

LC Ill PDS

36

Performa 575, 577, 578

4/94-

68040/33

None

32/33

None

LC Ill PDS, comm

36

4

Performa 600, 600 CD

9/92-11 /93

68030/32

Optional

32/16

3

Accelerator

68

5

LC

10/90-3/92

68020/16

None

16/16

None

LC PDS

10

LC II

3/92-3/93

68030/ 16

None

1 6/16

None

LC PDS

10

LC Il l

2/93- 2/94

68030/ 25

Optional

32/25

None

LC Il l PDS

36

LC 475

10/93-

68LC040/ 25

None

32/ 25

N one

LC Ill PDS

36

LC 520

6/93-2/ 94

68030/ 25

Optional

32/ 25

None

LC Ill PDS

36

LC 550

2/94-

68030/ 33

Optional

32/33

None

LC Ill PDS

36

LC 575

2/94-

68040/33

None

32/33

None

LC Ill PDS, comm

36

Macintosh TV

10/93-

68030/ 32

None

32/ 25

None

None

8

3

4

Workgroup Server 60

3/ 93-

68040/ 25

Yes

32/20

1

'040 PDS

68

1, 3

Workgroup Server 80

3/93-

68040/33

Yes

32/ 32

3

'040 PDS

136

3

Workgroup Server 95

3/ 93-

68040/ 33

Yes

32/25

5

'040 PDS

256

3

Workgroup Server 6150

4/94-

PPC 601/60

Yes

64/30

1

601 PDS, cache

72

1

Workgroup Server 8150

4/94-

PPC 601 /80

Yes

64/40

3

Cache

136

Workgroup Server 9150 ·

4/94-

PPC 60 1/ 80

Yes

64/ 40

5

Cache

264

Centris 610

2/93- 10/ 93

68LC040/20

None

32/ 20

1

'040 PDS

68

Centris 650

2/93- 10/93

68040/ 25 or
68LC040/ 25

Optional

32/25

3

'040 PDS

132
or 136

II

3/87- 1/90

68020/16

Yes

32/16

6

None

68

6

llx

9/88-10/90

68030/16

Yes

32/16

6

None

128

6

1
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68030/ 16

Yes

32/ 16

3

None

128

68030/ 16

Optional

32/ 16

3

Accelerator

68

v~

~

~

.....
Ql

0

Desktop models (continued)

llsi

10/ 90-3/ 93

68030/ 20

Optional

32/ 20

1

llsi PDS

65

llci

9/89-2/ 93

68030/ 25

Yes

32/25

3

Cache

128

llvx

10/ 92- 10/ 93

68030/ 32

Yes

32/16

3

Accelerator

68

llfx

3/90-4/92

68030/40

Yes

32/40, 20 3

llfx PDS

128

128K, 512K, 512Ke

1/ 84-9/87

68000/ 8

None

16/8

None

Plus

1/ 86- 10/90

68000/8

None

16/8

None

None

4

SE

3/ 87-10/ 90

68000/8

None

16/8

None

SE PDS

4

SE/ 30

1/89- 10/ 91

68030/ 16

Yes

32/16

None

SE/30 PDS

128

Classic

10/90- 9/ 92

68000/ 8

None

16/8

None

None

4

Classic II

10/ 91 - 9/ 93

68030/ 16

Optional

16/ 16

None

None

10

Color Classic

2/93-5/ 94

68030/16

Optional

16/ 16

None

LC PDS

10

Color Classic II

10/93- ?/94

68030/ 33

Optional

32/ 33

None

LC Ill PDS

36

PowerBook 100

10/9 1- 8/92

68000/16

None

16/16

None

N one

8

PowerBook 140

10/91 - 8/92

68030/16

None

32/ 16

None

None

8

PowerBook 145, 145B

8/92-

68030/ 25

None

32/ 25

None

None

8

PowerBook 160

10/92- 8/93

68030/ 25

None

32/ 25

None

None

14

PowerBook 165

2/ 93-

68030/ 33

None

32/ 33

N one

None

14

PowerBook 1 70

10/ 91- 10/ 92

68030/ 25

Yes

32/ 25

None

None

8

None

Portable Models

PowerBook 180, 165c, 180c

10/ 92- 5/ 94

68030/ 33

Yes

32/ 33

None

None

14

PowerBook Duo Dock, Duo Dock II

10/92-

n/ a

Optional

n/a

2

None

n/a

PowerBook Duo 210

10/92- 10/93

68030/25

None

32/25

None

152-pin connector 24

PowerBook Duo 230, 250

10/ 92- 5/94

68030/33

None

32/33

None

152-pin connector 24

PowerBook Duo 270c

10/ 93- 5/ 94

68030/ 33

Yes

32/33

None

152-pin connector 32

PowerBook Duo 280, 280c

5/94-

68LC040/ 33

None

32/ 33

None

152-pin connector 40

PowerBook 520, 520c

5/94-

68LC040/ 25

None

16/ 25

None

PowerBook PDS

36

PowerBook 540, 540c

5/ 94-

68LC040/ 33

None

16/3 3

None

PowerBook PDS

36

Portable

9/89- 10/ 91

68000{16

None

16{16

None

Portable PDS

9

Notes
1 These Macs require a special adapter card in order to accept an expansion card.

2 DAV slot on AV models only.

3 Installing a PDS or DAV card in these Macs blocks one N uBus slot.
4 Communications slot, for installing inexpensive m odem or Ethernet cards.
5 Discontinued date unknown.
6 Can't access over 8MB of RAM w ithout MODE32 or 32-bit Enabler.
7 The llfx's 1/0 bus runs at 20 MHz.

1, 3

7

6

5
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Editors' Poll: What Feature Are You Most Looking
Forward to in System 7 .5?
DD: As a concept, I really like the PowerTalk features: the ability to get all of your e-mail in
a single In Box. That sure would have been handy on this Bible project. I'm also looking forwa rd to QuickDraw GX: all those fine new fonts, and no more Print Monitor! (Of course,
I'll need a big memory upgrade to take advantage of it.) Day to day, the clippings feature
could be cool.
JK: I think the combination of AppleScript w ith the scriptable Finder could have the biggest
impact, although most users will probably ignore its potential. I think QuickDraw GX w ill be
the System 7.5 extension that brings the most important changes. But I have to admit, I
look forward to all the convenient new interface treats (like the improved Find command,
drag and drop, and so on) more than I do to any single new feature.

HN: WindowShade.

BW: Having network and telecom resources brought together under a single interface, via
AOCE, will be a real boon to a lot of people in corporations.

••
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System Software
it's the hardware that gets all the attention. But what really makes the Mac what it is-an easy-to-use and highly
customizable personal computer-is the system sojtwa1'e. The system software

WHEN YOU FIRST BUY A COMPUTER,

creates the desktop , lets you organize your files in folders and windows, and
gives you abilities, like cutting and pasting text and graphics, that work in virtually any Mac program.
Part of this basic software is written indelibly into your Mac's RONI; you never
see it and can't modify it (short of buying a hardware upgrade). The rest comes
in a collection of files and folders in your Mac's System Folde1; to which you can
add various enhancements. This chapter shows how recent system versions
have improved on older ones, describes both the basic components and some of
the major system enhancements available, and advises you on installing and
modifying system software to get the most from your .i\tlac.
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System Versions
The Mac's system software has gone through many revisions over the years,
each bujlding on what came before it. (vVh en you buy a new .lVIac, you get the
latest version installed on its hard disk.) Modern .M ac system history starts with
System 7, which took a leap beyond its predecessor, System 6. The systems released prior to System 6 are out of use for the most part and aren't really worth
discussing anymore.
.
.
Each of the two major system verWhich System's on
sions has evolved through several
Your Mac?
(JK)
millor releases that fixed bugs, added

............................................. ...

features, and adapted the system for
To find out which system version your Mac is
running, go to the Finder and select About This
new Mac models: System 6 went
Macintosh (in System 7) or About The Finder
from 6.0 through 6.0.8, and, at this
(in System 6) from the ti menu.
writing, System 7.5 is about to be released. Like the system's evolution,
the information in this section is cwnulative; the features each version introduced have carried through subsequent versions, so what you read in the System
7 section applies equally to System 7.5.
.~o
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Except where noted, assume this chapter
(and this whole book) is referring to System 7 (although much of it applies System
6 too). Information that's specific to System 7.5 is inilicated with an icon like the
one next to this paragraph.

About This Macintosh

5 12K

£J

(JK/ CR)

3 ,498K

0
1!1

The version of system software your Mac is running
appears in the upper-right corner of the box you see
when you choose About This Macintosh from the e
menu in the Finder.

From the late 1980s until the middle of
1991, all new Macs came with System 6.
Overall, it's simpler than System 7, but
you can't custorillze it nearly as much, and
it's not designed for the high-powered,

SYSTEM
7.5
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memory-hungry software that's available today. On the other hand, both System 6 and applications that came out when it was current are small enough to
allow you to work on older Macs with just 1MB ofRAi\1, two floppy drives, and
no hard disk!

BAD
FEATURE

Finder and Multi Finder. Unlike System 7, System 6 ordinarily allows only
one application to run at a time, and it hides the desktop while you're running
the program. To run multiple programs, you have to turn on MultiFinder,
which comes with System 6, and your Mac needs at least 2MB of RAM (still
just half of what System 7 requires). VVithoutMultiFinder, you have to quit the
program you're in whenever you want to open another application or even get
back to the desktop. (See "System 6 Tips" in Chapter 1 for information on how
to set up MultiFinder.)
System 6 advantages. It's usually better to use the latest version of the system
software, but most System 6 users have really old Macs and software. For them,
it may make sense not to upgrade, because:

• System 7's memory and hard disk space requirements often exceed the capacities of older Macs, so their owners would have to buy expensive hardware
upgrades to use it (see "System 7 Hardware Requirements," below).
• Older Mac programs (released before 1991) weren't written to take advantage of System 7 features like Apple events, Publish and Subscribe, and
scripting (described below), so you won't get the full benefit of the upgrade
unless you also upgrade your sofu;vare.
• Not all older programs will work with System 7, particularly if its 32-bit addressing or virtual memory featmes are turned on. (These are described more
ful ly below and in Chapter 4.)

Early System 7
System 7.0, which introduced most of the features associated with System 7, was
released in May 1991. Since then, System 7 has gone through several updatessome to add featmes to the basic system software (including 7.1 and 7.5), some
that added featmes for the Performa line (7.0.1P and 7. 1P), one that bundled
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high-end enhancements that Apple hadn't yet decided to include in the basic
package (System 7 Pro), and a couple that just updated the basic system for new
models (7.0.1 for the PowerBooks, Quadras, and Classic II; and 7.1.2 for the
Power Macs).
Most of what was added in each of these versions will be included in a single
basic system by the time you read this. But if you've got an earlier version, this
section will describe what it has and what it might be missing.

TH I NGS TO
COME

Introduced with 7.0 GK/CRIDD). Here's a quick guide to the major features

and capabilities System 7 gives you over System 6. This list covers versions 7.0
and 7.0.1; later versions offer additional features and are covered in their own
sections below.
• Aliases. You can create dummy icons for any disk, file, or folder. They let you
keep the original buried several folders deep, or even on another networked
.Mac, and still access it from the desktop, the menu, or anywhere you decide to put the alias.

'*

~

lCJ
GO O D

FEATURE

• Stationery. The Stationery option (in the Get Info window of every document) lets you turn any file into a template. Double-clicking on the original
creates and opens a new, untitled copy of tl1e document that you can use and
modify without affecting tl1e original.
• An improved file finder. The Finder's Find command gives you more ways

to look for files tl1an System 6's Find File desk accessory and fetches what it
finds, rather than just locating it. (But System 6's and System 7.5's Find File
DAs build lists of multiple finds, which some people prefer.)
• File sharing. Other Macs networked to yours can use files and folders on
your hard disk, and vice versa. (For more on file sharing, see Chapter 23.)

'*

'*
'*

• More versatile menu. You can put anything in System 7's menu-a file,
a folder, even a shared item on another Mac. (System 6's
menu was just
for DAs.)
• Easier font, sound, and DA installation. To install these files in System 7,
you just drag them onto your System Folder's icon. In System 6, you need a

~

lCJ
GOOD

FEATURE
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Publish and Subscribe works like an automatic cut-and-paste feature, allowing you to link
data in two files (or two places in one file) so that when you change it in one place it automatically changes in the other. When the information has to be transferred between files,
the first file creates ("publishes") an intermediary file (an "edition") that contains the information; the second file then sets up a link ("subscribes") to the edition. From then on, updated data is automatically transferred through the edition from the first file to the second.
For example, if you w rite a weekly managers' report that includes a summary of changes in
product inventory, you can have the warehouse manager publish a database's record of
stock-level changes in an edition that your report subscribes to. The report then updates
automatically.

special utiljty program, and the process is much more laborious. System 7
also lets you install DAs anywhere you want-not just on the wmenu, as in
System 6-and open them by double-cliclcing on their icons.
• Increased memory capacity. Macs using System 6 can handle only 8MB of
RAM; System 7 allows some Macs to use up to one gigabyte (1,024 megabytes) via 32-bit addressing (see Chapter 4).
• Smarter memory handling. System 7 uses more RAl\1, but it also handles
memory allocation better, so you get fewer memory-related problems than in
System 6.
• Virtual memory. You can increase your Mac's memory by using disk space as
RAM:. (For more about how tills works, see Chapter 4.)
• Support for TrueType fonts. Apple's TrueType font format produces smooth
characters in any size on the screen and on any printer. Truel}pe support and
TrueType system fon ts come with System 7, but you can get an extension that
adds TrueType support to System 6.0.7 or 6.0.8 (see Chapter 14 for more on
TrueType).
• Support for Publish and Subscribe and Apple events. Publish and Subscribe
all ows fi les to share data automatically (see the box "Publish and Subscribe,"
above). Apple events provide a way for applications to communicate with one
another so that one application can invoke the features of another (see the box
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"Apple Events and lnterapplication Communication," below). They show up
as special commands in applications that are designed to use them.
• Help menu. A n ew menu in th e upper-right corner of the screen lets you
turn on balloon help, giving you access to cartoon-style ba lloons containing
helpful info that pop up wherever you move the pointer. balloon help works
in the Finder and in other applications designed to support it.
• New desktop features. Various desktop features include labels for categorizing files, greater control over how fi les are displayed in windows, th e ability
to launch a file by dragging it onto an application icon, and the ability to display a folder's contents within the window that contains the folder.
Performa system software GK). Before System 7.5, the Performas came with
their own system versions (7.0.1P and 7. 1P), which were just System 7 modified
slightly to be easier for beginners to use. System 7. 1P itself went through several modifi cations, 7. 1Pl through 7. 1P6, which included many bug fixes and
••••••• 1 • • ••••• M
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Apple Events and lnterapplication Communication
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••

(JK/CR)

Apple even ts are part of Apple's overall scheme for enabling communication between applications (an Apple event is a command sent from one application to another). App le events
are an underlying t echnology through which AppleScript can control other applications, and
through which applications that have been designed to take advantage of Apple events can
control one another.
For example, you can use Word's Embedding feature to add an Excel spreadsheet to a memo
you' re writing in Word. Once the spreadsheet is embedded, it's part of the Word document,
but you can modify it at any time using Excel: You just double-click on the spreadsheet, and
it will open as an Excel file that you can work on w ith all the usual Excel commands (provided you have Excel installed on your Mac, of course). When you close the Excel window,
the changes you made are transferred back to the Word document.
Apple events even work between Macs on a network, or over modem connections, provided that the Macs have Program Linking turned on in their Sharing Setup control panels.
(Modem connections slow App le events way down, so you'll need at least a 9,600-bps connection to make it worthwhile.)
At this writing, Apple is developing Open Doc, a more powerful, seamless way of allowing
multiple applications to work on a single document. (See the box on OpenDoc at the end
of this section.)

T H IN GS TO
CO ME
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S YSTEM

added a few new features, like a Shut Down DA on the'* menu and the ability
to permanently change to your monitor's color-depth setting (earlier versions
would always reset it to 256 colors at startup). System 7.5 took most of the
Performa software's moclifi.cations and made them options you can select in the
Genera l Controls control panel on any Mac.

7.5

~
~

GOOD
FEATU RE

Some of the 7.5 options that were introduced by the Performa systems include
the Launch er (described later in this chapter), default Applications and
Documents folders, and the capability to automatica lly hide other programs'
windows (the 7.5 option hides only the Finder's windows). The choice of fancy
desktop patterns you get with System 7.5 also originated on the Performa systems. T he Performas also come with At Ease software, which allows a Mac
owner to replace the Finder with an even easier-to-use interface and to control
access to programs and documents by people sh aring the Mac (see "Enhancements," below, for more on At Ease).
Unlike most Macs, though, Performas don't come with system-installation
disks; instead, you get a copy-to-floppy uti lity called Apple Backup & Restore,
which allows you to create system-restoration disks by backing up your Mac's
hard disk, as well as the rest of your files. (But if your hard disk crashes and you
haven't backed up your system, I've heard that Apple will send you installation
disks overnigh t.)

~
~

GOOD
FEAT URE

System 7.1 (JK). For people who create multilingual documents, the most important change System 7.1 brought was support for WorldScript, which lets multiple languages and multiple scripts coexist on the same system-even within a
single document. With WorJdScript, you don't need separate versions of applications or the system software for different languages, even for languages tl1at
use pictographs instead of character-based alphabets or that read from right to
left. You just have to get the appropriate language kit(s) from Apple. Even without the language kits, 7. 1 is more adaptable to international differences than
prior versions, providing new control panels from which you can choose several
means of e::\.'Pressing time, numbers, dates, and so on.
System 7.1 also made it much easier to handle fonts: Instead of keeping certain
types of fonts in the System file and others in the Extensions folder, System 7.1
keeps all font types in a Fonts folder in th e System Folder. Furthermore, font
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suitcases you add to the Fonts folder stay intact, so it's easy to add and remove
groups of fonts by keeping them together in suitcase @es. (Previous systems
needed utilities like Suitcase or MasterJuggler to access fonts in suitcase files.)
System 7.1 was also the first system designed to accommodate M ac models introduced after it was. Before 7.1, Apple had to release a new system version to
accompany each release of new models, but System 7.1 has little files called
Enablers, so later M acs could be retrofitted to use it. Apple then went hog-wild,
introducing twice as many new models in 1993 as in the previous year, along
with a raft of Enablers. (System 7.5 is slated to come with a universal Enabler,
which will work for all M acs in release when 7.5 is introduced.)
System 7.1 also fixed some bugs in 7.0 and 7.0.1 and came bundled with the
QuickT ime multimedia system extension (see "Enhancements," below).
System 7 Pro QK). System 7 Pro (a.k.a. System 7.1.1) was Apple's experiment

with marketing two separate, concurrent versions of system software: It's a
slightly modified System 7.1 bundled with QuickTime, AppleScript, and
PowerTalk. (See "Enhancements," below, for more on each of these.) System 7
Pro increased confusion more than it increased sales, so starting with System
7.5, Apple went back to just one version of the system software, with the formerly "Pro" system enhancements included in it.
System 7 .1.2 QK). vVhen the Power Macs were introduced, they came with

System 7.1.2, a version of System 7.1 that was developed to work with their
PowerPC hardware. System 7.1.2 also came with AppleScript and PC Exchange
(described under "Enhancements," below), and added the following new
features:
• SimpleText replaced TeachText, tl1e generic text-and-graphics application
that came with previous system versions (prior to System 7, TeachText handled only text). SimpleText supports multiple fonts , sizes, and styles within
a docmnent, can record and play back sounds, and can open more than one
document at a time. If you've got P lainTalk, it can even read text files aloud.
You can also get SimpleText by running System Update 3 on System 7.1 (see
the box "Tune-U ps and System Updates," on the next page).
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• The Graphing Ca lculator shows off the PowerPC's FPU by plotting math
functions on a three-dimensional graph that rotates on screen.
• The Make AUas command got a keyboard shortcut:

l o~)~ .

Apple doesn't recommend installing 7.1.2 on a 68K Macintosh (although people have done so without complaints).

System 7.5

SYSTEM

7.5

OKIDD)

System 7.5, which should be available by the time you read this, brings together
into one version the features and system extensions from System 7.1 P, System 7
Pro, and the Power Mac system software. To these, it adds QuickDraw GX and
a number of other new features and enhancements, including many n ew ways
of handling files and data. (Because we wrote this before 7.5's release, some features and names may be slightly different than they appear here.)

If you're using an earlier system version and want a lot of what 7.5 has to offer,
upgrading may be the cheapest (or only) way to get them, but if you're interested
in only one or two of the new features or bundled enhancements, you may be
able to save money by adding th em (or equivalents) to your existing system (see
the box "System 7.5 Envy" on page 117 and the "Enhancements" section later

............., ............................................................ ··········· ..
Tune-Ups and System Updates

OK)

Apple periodically puts out Tune-Ups and System Updates-utilities you ca n get from Apple
dealers, and sometimes on-line services and user groups-that fix bugs or enhance existing
features. The improvements they bring are generally incorporated into the next release of the
system itself.
For System 7.1 and System 7 Pro, there's System Update 3, which replaces the Teach Text
application with Simp leText, fixes several problems that could lead to crashes and corrupted
files, and contains a slew of improvements to everything from the Mac's sound quality to
the reliability of its disk drives. System Update 3 handles everything covered by earlier updates (System Update 2.0.1, Hardware System UP.date 2, and Hardware System Update 1 ).
For System 7.0 or 7.0.1, Tune-Up 1 .1.1 is essential: It removes some problems that occurred w hen working w ith low memory and fixes a bug that can make files and folders disappear. You can tell if it's installed by choosing About This Macintosh from the wmenu. If
there's a • (bullet) next to the system-software version number, the Tune-Up is installed.
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in this chapter). (You'll also save memory
and disk space, which 7.5 consu mes
much more of than earli er systems.) But
some of System 7.5's major features-like
its scriptable Finder, new help system,
and others-aren't available for ea rlier
systems.

If you do install 7.5, you can keep its size
to a minimum by using the Custom
Install option (see "Custom Installi ng,"
below) and by not installing QuickDraw
GX and Power'TI1Ik if you don't need
them. According to Apple, you can set up
a no-frills version of System 7.5 on any
Mac from the Plus on, as long it has
at least 4MB of RAM. (Rea listically,
though, putting 7.5 on a Plus would be
like putting a locomotive engine in a
VW). If you'll be installing PowerTalk
and QuickTime GX, the rninimurn configuration is an '020-or-better Mac with
8MB of RAM. On Power l\1acs, double
the RAM requirements.
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Where to Get System
Upgrades

GK)

You used to be able to get system
software for free from Apple dealers,
user groups, and on-line services and
make copies for friends and co-workers. If you' re looking for a copy of
System 7.0. 1 or earlier, you can still
probably get it free from some of
these sources (user groups are probably the cheapest and easiest). But
while system software is still included
in the price of a new Mac, you have to
pay to upgrade to each new version
that comes out.

BARGAIN

Starting w ith System 7, Apple started
selling upgrade kits, though you could
still pass copies around. But since System 7.1 was introduced, system upgrades have become like any commercial software: You're supposed to buy
one copy for each Mac, and you're
not allowed to make copies for others.
You can get them from the same
places you get other Mac software
(computer stores and mail-order companies) or direct from Apple.

Bundled enhancements. System 7. 5
includes a number of major system enhancements, including QuickDraw GX,
AppleScript, QuickTime, Power'Ialk, PC Exchange, iVlacTCP, and Easy
Open. Their benefits are described in the paragraphs that follow, and most are
discussed more fully under "Enhancements," below. They are also discussed,
in some cases, in other chapters of thi s book.
Better file access. System 7.5 takes further advantage of the wmenu 's abili ty
to offer quick access to files, folders, and commands. When you turn submenus
GOOD
on in the new Apple Menu Options control panel and select a folder on 7.5's w FEATURE
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About This Macintosh ...
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System 7.5's ti menu lets you access folder contents
throug h submenus. It's also got a new Find File utility
and folders that st ore recently used documents, programs, and networked items. At the bottom, there's a
list of ready-made AppleScript scripts and a Shut Down
command.

menu, a su bmenu appears on the right,
from which you can select any item contained in the folder. If one of those items
is itself a folder, it generates its own submenu when selected, and so on, up to
five levels of menus. This lets you clig
through to a particular file without having to open and sift through a lot of windows on the desktop.

'*

The System 7.5
menu also includes
folders for applications, documents, and
networked items you've used recently, so
you can reopen them quickly, without a
lot of hunting.

Finally, there's a new Find File DA that combines features of System 7's Find
command and System 6's Find File DA. The new Find File can search on more
than one criterion at a time and builds a list of everything it finds matching the
criteria. You can sort the list in tl1e same ways you would a regular Finder window (by name, size, kind, date, etc.), and you can open or Get Info on items directly from the list.
Handling data scraps. System 7.5 introduced more and better ways of copying and storing bits of formatted text and graphi cs or taking quick notes, including the following:
• Drag and Drop lets you drag formatted text or graphics from a
document directly to anotl1er file or to the desktop. On the
desktop, it appears as an icon ca lled a clipping. 'When either the
clipping or the data itself is dragged into another file, the original text or graphic will reappear there, compl ete with its original formatting (e.g., font, size, and style, i f it's text)-provided
tl1e application you're using supports Drag and Drop, which will
probably be true for most programs that come out after System
7.5. (If an applica tion doesn 't support Drag and Drop, you can
still open a clipping with a double-click and copy its contents

System l.S's new
Drag and Drop capability lets you
drag selected text
or graphics from
files to the desktop,
where they become
clippings that can
be dragged into
other files.
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via the Clipboard-you'll lose formatting
from the text, though.)

ii lilliJlEdIt

• Sticky Memos is a new DA that gives you
an electronic equivalent to Post-its: little
windows you can arrange to any size (the
text automatically flows to the new margins) and format any way you choose. You
can create several notes and set each one's
text to a different font, size, and style. As
with the real sticky notes, you can even
choose different background colors.

Soue Rll

New Note
Close

Note Color
KN

xw
xs

..,

Import Teut. ..
Euport Teut ...

Tt ltoom loR$
Htw lccn• to P IXymbols:
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Poge Se tup ...
Print Note ... illlP
Print Rll Notes ...

1--- -- - Quit

....

TODD

II

--·
IIIlO

The Sticky Memos DA lets you odd Post-it-like
notes to your Moe's screen.

• 7.5's Scrapbook and Note Pad both support Drag and Drop. The new Note
Pad can hold much more data (up to four large pages of text) and has new
finding and printing capabilities.
File compatibility. System 7.5 bends over backwards to help you open files you
don't have the creator application for-even if they're PC files on PC floppy
disks-without losing their original formatting. PC Exchange (described in the
"Enhancements" section, below) allows Macs to automatically read PC-formatted floppies. EasyOpen (described in Chapter 24) lists all the applications on
your system that can open a file when you don't have the original appljcation.

If you try to open a generic text or graphics fiJe with earlier System 7 versions,
the Mac offers to open it with TeachText. System 7.5 comes with the upgraded
version of TeachText called SimpleText, whjch adds the ability to change the
font, style, and size of text and to read text aloud on Macs that have the PlainTalk extension. Like TeachText, SimpleText also lets you create simple text files.
Working together. 7.5's bundJed enhancements help Mac users collaborate
with others, exchange formatted fil es, and connect with the vast sources of information available from the Internet and large institutional computers.

• Power'Thlk makes it much easier to exchange files and messages with others
by e-mail, fax, or local network without spending a lot of time on the
mechanics of the exchange (see "PowerTalk" under "Enhancements," below,
for details).

GOOD
FEATURE
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• Quick.Draw GX enables Macs to save files in a format that can be viewed and
printed from any other Mac that has Quick.Draw GX, even if the second Mac
doesn't have the fi le's original application or fonts (see Chapter 24 for details).
• MacTCP gives Mac users support for the TCP/IP protocol used for connecting to the Internet and communications with Unix systems at many universities and research institutions. (See Chapters 22 and 23 for more on how
it's used.)
Automation. System 7.5's "scriptable" Finder lets y.ou create scripts that automate Finder functions and commands within applications. The new Finder is
also "recordable," meaning that AppleScript can watch you take a series of
actions in the Finder and automatically generate a script to reproduce them.
The scriptable Finder allows users to write much more powerful scripts than
they could under previous systems. The AppleScript software (described under
"Enhancements," below) also comes bundled with 7.5, so you've got all you
need to use scripts or build simple ones.

-·

GOO D
FEAT U RE

To give you an idea what AppleScript can do, System 7.5 comes I jgi) • Shut Down
with several simple scripts, available
from the 8 menu, for doing things
like putting an alias on the 8 menu
or turning fi le sharing on or off. System l.S's • menu includes
a bunch of ready. made scripts
The new Apple Guide help system that automate common Finder
You con also create
(described under "Learning/Ease of actions.
your own using AppleScript
Use," below) is also scriptable.
and the new scriptable Finder.

Rdd Alios to Rppi e Menu
Cl ose Finder Windows
Create Rlias Folder
Eject Rll
Find Origina l
Hide/ Show Folder Sizes
Monitor 1 bit (Oil'W)
Monitor 8 bit (256 colors)
Monitor moHimum depth
New Item Watcher
Shore o Drop Fol der
sound MllHimum
Sound Off
Start File Sharing
Stop File Shari ng
Sync Folders
Useful Scripts neod Me

Fonts, graphics, and printing. These areas have been significantly improved
by the release of QuickDraw GX, which comes with System 7.5. (Read about
Quick.Draw GX in tl1e "Enhancements" section, below.) The functions of
Adobe Type Manager (ATM), which lets Macs display and print PostScript
fonts smoothly at any size, on any printer, have also been included with the
system. (Adobe previously offered ATM to new iVIac users for a small processing charge.) See Chapter 14 for more on GX fonts and ATM, Chapter 15 fo r
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more on Q uickDraw GX's effect on graphics, and C hapte r 21 for mo re on G X
printing.
ColorSync, which also comes with System 7.5, helps different colo r devicesscann ers, monitors, and printers-match their colors, preventing the expensive
and time-consuming trial-and-error that's other wise necessary to match colors
between the screen and the prin ted page.

Learning/ease of use. System 7.5 builds in a couple of features from P erforma systems that make the M ac easier for novices to u se. I t also introduces a
new interactive, scriptable help system.

• Apple Guide, which shows up as a new H elp command o n the H elp menu,
teaches you how to do things by acma lly walking you thro ugh the process
rather than just tell ing you in genera l terms bow to do it. The computer
GOOD
draws "coachmarks" o n the screen to help guide you (it's a little like watch- FEATUR E
ing J ohn Madden draw diagrams of football plays on TV). At this writing,
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You tell Apple Guide what you want to do, and it shows you
how-step by step.

• You can have the !VIae automatica lly store any fi le you create in a special
D ocw11ents folder on the desktop, to avoid accidentally losing fiJes. (T h is is
optional, and even i f you've got the optio n n u·ned on, you can always tell th e
Mac to save an y given file som ewhere else.)
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• The Launcher, available before only on P erforma
systems, lets you collect programs and fil es in a
special window, where they're displayed as large
icons that you click on once to open.
• A Shut Down DA under thew menu (also taken
from the Performa system) lets you shut down
your M ac from within an application, without having to go to the Finder first.

-IJ'

I Louncher

[I] ~ ~
[i]

Ch>ptw 3/2nd

Ftltt'llktr Pro

dr~ft!Vora

The Launcher arranges files and pro·

grams you select into a window. You
can open the programs or files shown
in the Launcher by clicking once on
their icons.

Security and troubleshooting. System 7.5 gives
you ways to protect the software on your computer and control over which
extra fil es it loads when it starts up.

• You can lock your System and Applications folders to avoid accidental (or deliberate) deletion of your software.
• It includes Extensions Manager, a control panel that lets you control what system extensions, control panels, fonts , and other startup files the Mac loads
when you turn it on. T lus is particularly useful when you're trying to troubleshoot problems or free up mem01y . It also alJ ows different users on the same
computer to set up their own sets of startup files.
Desktop niceties. You can reduce the clutter on your screen by setting desktop
windows and icons to disappear automatically when ever you're using an application, via a new option in 7.5's General Controls control panel. A new control
panel ca lled VVindowShade (based on a n ea rly identical shareware program)
makes windows collapse into their title bars when you double-click on them.

You can choose your desktop pattern from a lot of exotic new textures, like coffee beans, turquoise water, or yellow straw. T he menu bar n ow displays the time
(and date, if you click on it) n ext to the Help menu.
T he niceties are more than cosmetic, too- 7.5 is also noticeably faster than 7.1
at copying files, launcrung files, switching applications, and displaying menus.

POWIRBOOK

PowerBook features. A lot of new PowerBook features were released with the
500-series Power Books a few montl1s before System 7.5 and were added to the
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System 7.5 Envy

(JK)

There's a lot to admire in System 7.5, but if you just like some of its small-and-nifty features
and don't want to upgrade your system, you can get some of them through shareware and
commercial programs. If you're interested in more than one or two, however, you're probably better off forking over the cash for the 7.5 upgrade kit. (If you're worried about using up
hard disk and RAM space, you don't have to install all the extras it includes.)
• MenuChoice and BeHierarchic (shareware) both give System 7 a hierarchical 8 menu,
and MenuChoice also keeps recently used items in a special folder. Lots of commercial
software is also available to create a hierarchical 8 menu (see Chapter 13).
• WindowShade, which collapses windows into their title bars, is available as shareware
for System 7.
• Pastelt Notes (shareware) is very similar to the Sticky Memos DA.
•

EasyPrint (shareware) gives you desktop printer icons that you can drop file icons on
top of to print, just like QuickDraw GX.

•

Find Pro Ill is nearly identical to 7.5's Find File DA, except that Find Pro Ill gives you
more things to do with files it finds-including moving them, or making aliases or
copies, directly from the "found" list. Unfortunately, Find Pro is only available from
Ziffnet/Mac (accessible through CompuServe) or on-line services like Applelink that
post Ziffnet software (which isn't supposed to be shared).

•

SuperCiock! is an old-but-good shareware control panel that puts the time and date
up on your menu bar.

• There's a freeware version of Extensions Manager that has the same name and does
the same thing; there are also several commercial alternatives. (See Chapter 13 for
more on those.)

new system. The PowerBook control panel does more of what third-party utilities like PowerBook Utilities from Conn ectLx (see Chapter· 13) have always
done, like spinning down the hard disk during inactivity and automatically
switching between high-performance mode and charge-conservin g mode when
the PowerBook switches between AC power and battety power. It also consolidates control over features such as screen dimming and processor cycling (which
reduces the CPU chip's power consumption when it's not being used); but
rather than having to adjust a lot of such settings individually, the user can still
ignore them and use a slider bar to set the performance/conservation balance.

MAC BIBLE
DISK
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. Since PowerBook users typically reconfigure their systems a lot to adjust to the
different situations they find
themselves in, Apple has
The Cont rol Strip gives you easy access to the functions of t/Je PowerBook
control panel, plus contr ol over the speaker volume, AppleTalk, file sharcreated the Control Strip, a
ing, and more.
central, convenient way of
accessing commonly used indicators and controls. The Control Strip is a tiny,
collapsible ribbon that sits in a corner at the bottom of the screen; if you want to
check the battety charge, turn fi le sharing or AppleTalk on or off, adjust the
PowerBook's speaker volume, or use any feanrre of the PowerBook control
panel, you just tmscroll the strip and select the appropriate icon.
Scroll arrow for moving
other functions into view.

System 7.5 also includes PowerBook File Assistant (formerly sold separately),
which synchronizes files between two hard disks. Synchronizing means hooking a PowerBook up to your desktop Mac-with file-sharing or SCSI modeand updating designated folders on both computers with files from the other
that are either new or more recent.

TH I NG$ TO
C OME

Support for telephone features. System 7.5 is designed to support thirdparty programs that integrate the phone with the Mac. Here are some ideas
that may appear in future applications:

·············· .............................................. ........................
,.

Unix and System 7 Together

0K)

The Unix operating system was developed for high-powered computers called minicomputers and workstations, and it's used extensively by universities and large organizations, public
and private. There will soon be several ways for Mac owners to run Unix and Mac applications side by side on one computer.
The first (which has already existed for a long time) is A/UX, an implementation of Unix that
lets the Finder and other Mac applications run concurrently with Unix programs on Macs.
Development has also started on PowerOpen, a version of Unix for processors that will allow
users to run Mac, PC, and Unix software not only on Power Macs but also on other RISCbased computers, like Sun SPARCstations and Hewlett-Packard and IBM machines.
In the meantime, Apple has released the Macintosh Application Environment, software that allows Mac applications to run under X Windows-a graphical user interface that runs on Sun
and Hewlett-Packard machines, sharing the screen with Unix programs.
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OpenDoc
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At this w riting, Apple is revising the system software to support a revolutionary new document format called OpenDoc, which takes interapplication communication a step beyond
what Apple events make possible. OpenDoc w ill allow you to use several applications to
work on different types of data within a single document (called a compound document because of the multiple formats it contains). For example, a single Open Doc document could
contain graphics elements that you work on with an art program, text that you work on
with a word processor, and video data that you edit with a video program. This way, parts
of a document that would otherwise be separate files are kept together, where they ca n be
edited in place. That eliminates the need to cut and paste between applications (perhaps
losing formatting in the process) or to reimport a part into the main file every time it needs
editing.
Apple also intends for OpenDoc to open the door for developers to create modular, customizable applications, to which specialized functions can be added as needed. Software
developers will be able to focus their products on performing specific tasks rather than
creating mammoth applications that try to do everything. But as with Apple events, OpenDoc will only work with applications that are written to support it.

• "virtual" telephones that let you place, answer, hold, and transfer calls onscreen
• receptionist programs that answer the phone and offer information or message-taking functions, according to caller input
• automatic call-out software for dunning past-due accounts
A more accommodating system. System 7.5 is better than ea rlier versions at
handling the plethora of existing Mac models and supporting drive-intensive
setups:

• It's the first system designed to support both Power Macs and 68K Macs. It
also replaces the confusing array of System Enablers that came in 7.1 's wake
with a single universal Enabl er for all l\!Iac CPUs.
• It can accommodate storage devices of up to 4GB (the previous maximum
was 2GB), improves disk performance on non-AV Macs, and is better at handling a large number of drives that are all mounted on one i\llac.

THINGS TO
COME
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Enhancements
Apple is always at work creating new capabilities for the Mac's system software.
Sometimes these enhancements are released as part of a new version of the system software, and sometimes they're sold separately so you can add them to
your existing system. Sometimes they come both ways.
Some of them-like QuickTime-don't do anything by themselves but rather
create opportunities that other programs can take advantage of. They are generally included with any application that requires them. Others, like At Ease and
PowerTalk, provide basic changes to your .Nlac's interface and are self-sufficient.
This section describes most of the major system enhancements available at this
writing-the ones that Apple has chosen to bundle with the system software or
certain lines of Macs. The enhancements listed here are avai lable as separate
products as well (except PowerTalk, which so far only comes with System 7 Pro
and System 7.5). Other enhancements, as well as some of those mentioned here,
are available as part of products that require them; they're described in the parts
of this book that deal with their special capabilities.

AppleScript

(Ken Maki/JK)

People who have to perform routine tasks on a regular basis-weekly reports,
daily file backups, hourly e-mail retrievals, and so on-can save a lot of time by
having the Mac execute those tasks automatically. That's exactly what AppleScript makes possible.

SYSTEM

7.5

Macro programs like CE Sofuvare's QuicKeys have been around for a long time,
providing keyboard shortcuts for smaller tasks such as opening files and changing fonts. For more sophisticated scripting, users have turned to UserLand's
Frontier. In 1993, Apple finally introduced its own sophisticated scripting software and then bundled it with the system software, starting with System 7 Pro
and continuing with System 7.5. (System 7.5 is the first version that can take full
advantage of AppleScript's potential, thanks to its scriptable Finder.)
You can use AppleScript, for example, to create a script to automatically prepare a weekly report by retrieving data over a network from database or spread-
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sheet files on colleagues' disks, copying it into the appropriate places in a word
processing file, saving the new report, and e-mailing copies to a list of recipients. T his whole series of tasks could be handled by one script, which you'd run
by double-clicking on its icon. You can also use AppleScript for much simpler
tasks-how you use it depends on your own needs and imagination.
Scripts are created using the Script Editor application in one of two ways (or a combination of both):
Sample Scrip~
If your application is 1·eco'rdable, AppleScript can
record your actions as you execute them and create
C!J
B III
J
Rtc:<W'd Sloe>
RIJn
a script to replay them. Or, with any application that
tell epplicetton "Scnpteble Text [dl tor·
0
octtvete
is Apple events- aware (i.e., scriptable), you can wri te
.set 'e1eet10n to ·Data to be entered...
,.1ec1 ( text rrom choroe1er 12 to chor octer 18
the script using AppleScript's programming lanset stvle or ,.lech on to ttellc
ellll tell
guage. When you use the recording method, the
~
script you create shows up as written commands in
ApploScnpt • ~r.)l
1¢'21
the Script Editor, where you can modi fy them later.
You write, edit, and test scripts in
AppleScript's Script Editor program.
If you've programmed in HyperTilk-HyperCard 's
programmmg language-you'll find AppleScript
commands familiar and easy to use.
,10

untitle d

I

O..cr1pl lon·

~

C-Soj~tiiX
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A completed script can be saved on the ti menu or anY'vhere else that's handy,
or as an application that you double-click on to run. If you design a stand-alone
script to perform a particular activity on a file (such as compressing it with
Compact Pro), you can run the script on any fi le by dragging the file's icon onto
the script icon. (This type of script is called a "droplet.")
Mastering AppleScript takes time and practice, and simple shortcuts may be
easier to create and execute with QuicKeys or Tempo IT (described in Chapter
13). This is especially true since even scriptable applications often won't allow
you to create scripts by recording, whereas QuicKeys and Tempo II can record
macros in any application.
AppleScript, though, does allow more powerful, accurate scripting. For example, when you click a button in a dialog box, QuicKeys will remember wbe·re you
clicked, butAppleScript remembers the name of the button; so even if the dialog
box shows up in a different area of the screen, the script sho uld still work. Also,
scripts transcend the language of the computer they're run on-when you put

GOOD
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a script written in English o n a computer using KanjiTaLk, it runs normally (the
script itself is actually translated and can be edited in th e new language).

As mentioned above, AppleScript comes with System 7.5, but it's also available
as part of Apple's $190 AppleScript Scripte-r's Kit, which contains extra development tools, such as a custom interface designer. AppleScript requjres System 7 to
run, and on System 7.0 or 7.0. 1, QujckTime version 1.5 or later must be instaLled.
At Ease

GK)

At Ease is a simplified version of the Finder that yon can set up to make the Mac
both easier to use and less vulnerable to getting messed up by other users. It
comes with P erform.as but ca n also be bought separately to run on regular Macs.
To the user, a 1\IIac rwming At Ease resembles the Launcher, in that they both
present appLications and documents as icons that can be opened with a single
click. At Ease also makes all other windows and icons disappear when you're
running an application. But At Ease takes a more comprehensive approach: As
a .Mac's owner (or admini strator), yon can set up At Ease to control how other
peop le use your Mac, from using passwords to restrict access to controlling
what applications they have access to and where they store their documents.

At Ease is a simplified-and ri!Stricted-envlronment that
a Moe's owner can set up for other people using his or her
computer.

For example, suppose your parents bought you a Performa to do
your term papers on, but then
suddenly they want to borrow it to
write letters and prepare their
taxes. You don't want your system
to get cluttered with files they create, and you don't want them
wasting time playing your computer games. Above all, you don't
want them messin g up your important files through their klutzy
misuse of the computer.
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By rwming the At Ease setup application, you create individual sets of privileges for Mom and Dad, so they can each access only the files, applications, and
menu commands they need to get their work done (in fact, they won't even see
the ones you haven 't specified). You set it up so that the screen says Hi, Morn/
Dad on startup. Whichever parent is using the Mac then selects his or her
n ame, enters a password, and gets access to his or her own fil es and docum ents.
To keep their fi les from showi ng up all over your hard drive, you can limit them
to saving files only in their own personal fold ers or only to a floppy disk.
As you ga in confidence in your parents' abilities and their respect for the computer, you can give them the option of using the regular Finder (they'll always
have At Ease to retreat to when things get confusing). For Grandma, who can't
read the fine print on icon labels, you can set At Ease to pron ounce icon names
when the mouse passes over them.
At Ease isn't a high-security system, though: Any user can select Go to At Ease
Setup from the Special menu and rurn At Ease o ff, so the Mac will start up with
the Finder the next time it's turned on.
For situations in which you want more control, there's At Ease for Workgroups. The Workgroups version allows you to assign privileges to groups of
users; gives you greater control over access to specific items on th e • , File,
Vtew, and Special menus; and allows for much greater security.

If you' re a teacher in some fantasy classroom in which all the students have
.Macs on their desks, and they're all networked to your .N1ac, you can set up
privileges for the entire class from your desk using At Ease for Workgroups.
You can also have At Ease for Workgroups monitor how each student is using
his or her computer-which programs and files, for how long, and so on. And
since students love to beat the system in this ki nd of controlled environment,
you can lock their hard disks so they ca n't circumvent At Ease by starting up
with a floppy disk.
Bought separately, At E ase costs $60, and At Ease for Workgroups costs $3 00.
Both versions require System 7.

GOOD
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PC Exchange
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PC Exchange makes PC floppy disks show up as icons on the desktop, as if they
were Mac disks, and lets you initialize high-density floppies in DOS format. It
can also link PC file types to Mac applications, so you can open them by doubleclicking as if they were lv1ac files. PC Exchange was included with the Performas
starting with System 7.1P and with other Macs starting with System 7. L2; PC
Exchange requires System 7 and a Mac with a 1.4MB floppy drive (which has
been standard on models since the later SEs). It costs $80 and is discussed further in Chapter 2 5.

Plain Talk

(JK/1\Ilichael Santiago/EC)

PlainTalk comes with the Quadra AVs, is available separately for the Power
Macs, and has two parts. Text-to-speech enables applications that support it to
read text aloud in a humanlike voice, while voice Tecognition works in conjunction
with AppleScript to enable you to control your Mac by voice (to varying degrees, depending on the application's support of Apple events).

~

lCJ
GOOD

.. EATURE

T he text-to-speech feature gives you a choice of voices of varying quality.
Although all of them sound like a computer talking, the high-quality voices'
pronunciation is impressively close to human speech, complete with inflections
around punctuation. PlainTalk is even smart enough to pronounce words and
abbreviations differently depending on the context. For example, "Dr." is pronounced docto1· when it's part of someone's nam e and drive when it's part of a
street address. Similarly, lead is pronounced differently when used as a noun and
as a verb. PlainTalk sometimes screws up, though-1·ead often comes out as red
when it should sound like ned.
T he voice-recognition part of P lainTalk is designed to open files and activate
menu commands, and you can also teach it special commands or set it to activate Q uicKeys macros or AppleScript scripts. Any menu item in the application
currently being used can be invoked usi ng speech; in this limited sense, all applications support voice recognition. Applications that respond to Apple events
can be more fu lly controlled by P lainTalk.
U nlike Articulate Systems' Voice Navigator (a third-party kit that gives you
voice control over tl1e Mac), you don't have to train Plain Talk to recognize your
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speech. By the same token, if your accent fa lls outside of the range of American
accents it already knows, you can't teach it to understand you (a lthough one
tester found it responded well to his Catalan-inflected speech). Apple is working on versions of Plain Talk that w-ill understand other accents and languages.
In the meantime, Elizabeth Castro found that she could use the U .S. version
with Spanish-language software if she pronounced the Spanish words phonetica lly in her "worst possible American accent."
But other users with U.S. software and American accents say they sometimes
have to repea t commands several times before the computer responds, and
wh en it does, there may be a long delay before the command is executed. The
computer may even execute the wrong command or respond when you don't
want it to, if you've got voice recognition on and are talking to someone in front
ofthe computer.

BAD
FEATURE

The PlainTalk software includes a Speech Setup control panel to help reduce
some of these problems; Speech Setup lets you set options Jjke the computer's
name (so it'll know when you're talking to it) and its listening sensitivity (so you
can either make it more responsive or avoid accidentally triggering commands).
0

Speech Se tup
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The Speech Setup control pane/lets users of
voice recognition adjust their Mac's listening sensitivity and set other options.

You can also improve the computer's response
tim e and accuracy by using the Speech M acro
Editor appJjcation to reduce the Mac's vocabulary
and make voice recognition more tolerant. \Nh en
you just use the Speech Setup control panel to increase PlainTalk's tolerance, it can do silly things
like interpret the sound of a book page turning as
someone saying cut.
W hen it's turned on, voice recognition consumes
2MB of memory, which some people find is too
much to allow them to run other applications on
'040-based AV Macs with only 81\IIB of RAM.
Also, many current applications don't fully support voice recognition unless it's used in tandem
with CE Software's QuicKeys.

HOT TIP
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The text-to-speech part of Plain Talk will work on any Mac with a 68020 processor or better (you probably need System 7, maybe 7.1, as well). Voice recognition works on fewer Macs-just the AVs and Power Macs, at this writing-and
requires a special PlainTalk microphone ($30 Apple Price). PlainTalk is supposed to come with the AVs and Power lVIacs, but some shipped without it. You
can get it by calling Apple at 800/SOS-APPL.

PowerTalk

GOOD
FEATURE

(JK)

PowerTalk puts a universa l mailbox on your desktop, from which you can exchange messages, faxes, and files with others across a network or via on-line
services. You save people's contact information (network or on-line e-mail addresses, phone and fax numbers, etc.) as "business cards." To send someone a
document, you just drag its icon onto the business card icon, and PowerTalk
sends the document automatically.
PowerTalk also comes with its own e-mail system, called AppleMail, which
doesn't require a server and allows messages to contain styled text, as well as images and video material, instead of just ordinary text.
Applications that support PowerTalk let you send documents from within the
program by attaching an address window to the document, in which you can
enter recipients' names, a message name, and even enclose other files by dragging thei r icons in from the desktop. PowerTaJk keeps track of your contacts
and the various network and on-line resources (such as file servers) at your disposal and categorizes them by means of connection (AppleTalk, phone, etc.) in
lists stored in a Catalogs icon on the desktop. You can log onto a file server or
address a message by pulling the appropriate name from these lists.
Since it's easy to undetectably alter e-mail files (compared to paper documents),
PowerTalk comes with a security feature called DigiSign that users can attach to
files they send. A recipient can verify a signed document's authenticity by clicking a button: If any attempt has been made to change the file, the verification
message will show the "sig:natw:e" as void. Apple means for the signature to be
taken seriously-to get the signing sofuvare you have to fill out an applica tion
that includes a notary public's confirmation of your identity and send it to an
outside agency (unless your company has a separate arrangement with Apple).
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Power'Talk is available only as part of System 7 Pro and System 7.5. Large networks using Power'TaLk can benefit from Apple's $1,000 PowerS hare Collaboration Server. For more on PowerTalk, see Chapter 23 .

QuickDraw GX

OK)

QuickDraw GX, which is about to be released at this writing, makes big improvements to the way the Mac handles printing, graphics, fonts, and exchanges of formatted files between lVIacs. Programs that support QuickDraw
GX can take advantage of all these features automatically. Here's a summary of
some of the main benefits:
• New "intelligent" GX fonts adjust to context (with automatic ligatures, for
example) and offer more styles and special characters. You'll also be able to
adjust font weights, tracking, and other features in applications that haven't
previously supported such powerful typographic control.

GOOD
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• Quick.Draw GX adds graphics features previously available only with PostScript. For example, programs that support GX can make any graphic or text
transparent and generate many other effects-like rotating and skewing.
• Macs with Quick.Draw GX can save files in a format (the PDD or "portable
digital document" format) that can be viewed and printed accurately from
any other Mac that has QuickDraw GX, even if the second Mac doesn't have
the file's original application or fonts. This makes it easy to e-mail documents
to colleagues who may or may not have the same software you do, and it
makes trips to the service bureau less nerve-racking.
GX also adds several capabilities for printing:
• Any printer can be shared on a network, not just AppleTalk printers.
• You can select printers in the Print dialog box rather than using the Chooser,
or you can print a file from the Finder by dragging its icon onto the desktop
icon of the printer you choose.
• You can easily preview, reschedule, and rearrange jobs waiting in a print
queue by double-clicking the printer's icon (no more PrintMonitor!).

GOOD
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• You can customize print jobs from the Print dialog box (for example, by
screening the word "draft" in the background on every page of an unfinished
manuscript). Software developers can offer printer extensions that deliver
other features accessed in this manner.
• You can mix page sizes in a single document. For example, for a subscription
mailing, you could include a letter-size page for the sales pitch, an order card,
an envelope to send the mailing in, and a smaller envelope for the reply all in
one document.
QuickDraw GX requires System 7. 1 or later and a Mac with an '020 processor
or better (in other words, any recent model). No price is ava ilable at this writing, since the software hasn't been released yet. For more details on the features
listed above, see Chapters 14, 15, 21, and 24.

Quick Time

GK)

QuickTime lets you cut and paste still or animated images, with or without
sounds. For example, if you've got an AV Mac or a video digitizing board, you
can record a video clip, paste it into a word processing file, and then send the
file to a friend as a movie-letter. (Of course, your friend will also need
QuickT ime to play the movie back on his or her Mac.)

GOOD
FEATURE

People often forget that QuickTime also lets you cut and paste sound and
music clips in the same way. Version 2.0 supports MIDI (Musical Instrument
Digital Interface) and has a built-in set of instrument sounds you can orchestrate. MIDI tracks take up much less disk space than audio recordings because
they record instructions for performing a piece (like when to play what notes
and how long to hold them) rather than actual sounds. QuickTime 2.0 will also
support SMPTE (Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers) time
code, a multimedia industry standard for synchronizing multiple tracks of
sound and video.
QuickTime requires System 6.0.7 or later and a Mac with an '020 processor or
better. It comes with System 7.1 or later and with various third-party applications. Further details are discussed in Chapter 17.
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The System Folder contains the most important group of fi les on your Mac, includ ing the System and the Finder, which the Mac needs in order to start up
and run normally (the System file is described in its own entry below). U nless
you're using System 6, most of the other files are organized into folders according to what they do.
In add ition to the software that comes with the Mac, many applications keep
fi les in the System Folder, and when you install software to go with a new external device (a scanner, printer, modem, or the like), that's usua lly where it goes.
iVlost of the System Folder's conten ts are there for the Mac, applications, and
perip herals to use-you'll rarely work with them directly. But some fi les-the
control panels, in particular-are there to help you customize your work environment, and several folders-tl1e Apple Menu Items, Launcher Items, Speakable Items, and Startup Items folders-are there to give you quicker and easier
access to almost any type of file.
Exactly which files and folders your System Folder contains depends on your
system version, tl1e Mac mod el you' re using, and what software you've installed. H ere arc some of the files and folders you'll find , and how you ca n use
some of them to custo mi ze your system:
• The Apple Menu Items folder. T his fold er stores everything that appea rs on
th e iVlac's W menu (with a few rare exceptions). Anything you put therefiles, folders, appli cations, or aliases-will immediately show up in tl1c w
menu, so you can get to it easily no matter what else you're doing.
• T he Clipboard file. Where tl1e Mac holds something you've cut or copied.
• T he Control Panels folder. T his folder stores utility programs tl1at let you
control how tl1 e Mac works. Control panels do things like set the volume
level on the Mac's speaker, create a new desktop pattern, or establish fi le
sharing with other networked Macs. There are many, many other control
panels avai lable-both commercially and as shareware- besides tl1e ones
that come with the Mac.
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The Startup Disk

(SA/AN)

When you turn on the Mac, it scans the various drives (including hard drives, CO-ROMs, floppies, cartridges, etc.) inside and attached to it, looking for a disk with a System Folder. When
it finds one (normally it's the internal hard disk), that disk becomes the startup disk. Its system
gets loaded into memory, and its icon appears at the upper-right corner of the Mac's screen.
Here's where the Mac looks for a startup disk first, then second, and so on:

1 the internal floppy drive

2 the second internal floppy drive (if there is one)
3 the external floppy drive (if there is one)

4 the disk specified in the Startup Disk control panel (called Startup Device in System 6)

5 the external serial (non-SCSI) hard disk
6 the internal hard disk (or any other device with a SCSI ID number of 0)
7 other SCSI devices (starting with ID number 6 and working its way down to 1)

8 after a 15-second wait, back to the internal floppy drive

HOT TIP

This sequence gives you several opportunities to preempt the normal, internal hard drive
bootup. If you insert a floppy with a System and Finder on it, the Mac will boot off that instead. If you want the Mac to remove the internal hard drive from the startup sequence (an
easy way to boot up from the CD-ROM drive), hold down ~! Dele1el when you
start up.

• The Control Strip Modules folder. This stores files that perform functions
on the PowerBooks' control sn·ip, on systems that have it.
POWERBOOK

• "Disabled" folders. These folders are created by extension- manager utilities,
such as the EA.'tensions Manager that comes w-ith System 7.5, to hold files you
want to temporarily exclude from the system.
• The Extensions folder. This stores extensions, which-you guessed it-extend your regular system software's capabilities by, say, enabling it to use a
particular type of printer or display QuickT ime movies. Extensions load into
memory when you start up the Mac and run invisibly in the background.
• The Fonts folder. In System 7. 1 and later versions, this folder stores the
fonts (software that creates typefaces) you've installed in your System.
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• The Finder. The Finder is the program that creates the Mac desktop, with
its menus (tl, File, Eclit, View, etc.) and Trash, disk, file, and folder i.cons.
The desktop is described further in Chapter 1.
• The Launcher Items folder. This is where you put documents and programs
that you want to have show up in the Launcher window.
• The Preferences folder. This fo lder stores the preferences files that keep
track of the options you specify in the Finder and in applications-for example, what size icons you want next to file names in the Finder, or whether you
prefer short or full menus in Word. (Unfortunately, lots of applications-especially older ones-ignore this folder and put their preferences files loose in
the System Folder.)
• T he PrintMonitor Documents folder. This is a holding place for temporary
fi les the lVIac creates when you print a document using background printing.
This folder won't appear until you start using background printing.
• T he Scrapbook file. The Scrapbook file stores the pictures, bits of text,
sotmds, and Qu ickTime movies you've pasted into the Scrapbook DA.
• The Shutdo·wn Items folder. T his is where you put files, programs, or
scripts you want to open or run automatically after you select Shut Down
from the tl menu or Special menu but before the lVIac shuts off. For example,
you could make a script that automatically backs up files you're working on
and put it in this folder.
•••••···•••··• ·w··•·······••M·•··••·•··· •• ·•·····• ···•••••··•····•···•·•••··••·••

System Folders Before System 7.1

QK)

With system versions before 7.1, the System Folder contains most of the same files and resources, as in later systems, but they're organized differently.
System 6 and earlier versions don't organize control panels, extensions, and other items into
different folders. You can't install fonts and DAs in System 6 just by dragging them onto the
System Folder icon; you need a special utility called Font/DA Mover, which installs them in
the System file itself. (See "Using Font/DA Mover" on page 135.)
System 7.0 and 7.0.1 a re like System 7.1, but without the Fonts folder; as with System 6,, bitmapped and TrueType fonts are kept in the System file. But you don't need Font/DA Mover,
since the System 7 System file is a suitcase that opens when you double-click on it.

GOOD
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• The Speakable Items folder. On Macs that have voice-recognition capability, you put documents, programs, or scripts that you want to be able to open
or run with voice commands into this fold er.
• The Startup Items folde r. This is where you put documents, programs, or
scripts that you want the Mac to open automatically when it starts up. For example, you could install a script here that downloads your e-mail automatically when you turn on the .Mac.
• The System file. The System file is the heart of the Mac's operating system
(the software that controls a computer's basic operation); you can't run a Mac
without it.
• System Enablers. Some Macs require one or more of these in order to start
up under System 7.1 or 7.5.
• Miscellaneous files and folders. Other items you see in the System Folder
are often resource files for other applications, placed there automatically
by the program that uses them. You might also see temporary, or tmzp fil es,
which sometimes become pennanent, uselessly cluttering your System
Folder.
· ••• ..•• , ••.. , ·v·• ·····•·. , • ..,,, • . •· ••. ,, . .. .. ,. ••· ··• • ,. •• ·••· ·•••·· ••·• ••···• ·•

System Software File Icons
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Sound
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AppleScript""
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Suitcase Flies
Both the System file itself and the system font files are a special type of file
called a suitcase, which is a bit like a folder-it opens a window on the desktop when you double-click on it. But unlike folders, suitcases contain only
system resources, mini file entities of things like fonts, system beeps, and
extra keyboard layouts that you can trade in and out of the System.

Control Panels
Under System 7, control panels-at least those that come with the system
software-have their own kind of icon. It's a square with a little slider bar on
the side or the bottom, like the one show here.

System Extensions
Apple's system extensions have their own type of icon, too-it looks like a
puzzle piece.
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(SA/Clair ·w hitmer)

T he System file is th e heart of the Mac system software; you can't run a Mac
without it. Most of the information it contains consists of programming instructions that work hand-in-hand with the instructions in the Mac's ROM
(read-only memory) chips on the computer's motherboard.
The System file is a suitcase file (see the box "System Software File Icons" on
the previous page) that contains the system beeps and extra keyboard layouts
that you can select in the Sound and Keyboard control panels. The System fi les
for System 7.0 and 7.0.1 also contain certain types of fonts-see Chapter 14 for
more on them.
Apple~

DAs
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T he Mac comes with a small selection of desk access01··ies, or DAs: mini-applications specialized for quickie tasks you may need access to while you're using
other applications. In System 7, DAs are usually install ed in the Apple .Nlenu
Items folder, and you usually open them by selecting them from the menu.
But you can also open them just like any other app lication by double-clicking
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Sticky Memos

These desk accessories are all included with System 7.5. Most of them were
included in earlier systems as well.

on their icons. (In Systern 6, you can only open
them from the w menu,
and you install them using the Font!DA 1\ll over,
as described below.)

If you find that there are
A
certain DAs you don't use much, take them out of the Apple Menu Items folder ~)
so they won't take up space on the menu (or consolidate them in a folder and HoT TIP
put it on the wmenu, so they'll show up as just one item).

Control Panels

(AN/SA/1\TL/D D)

Choosing Control Panels from the Wmenu opens the folder with that name in
the System Folder, giving you access to a set of utilities that give you control
over various aspects of the Mac. (You can also open control panels directly by
opening the Control P anels folder and double-clicking o n the individual icon.)
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Types of Extensions
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There are two main types of extensions: system extensions (also sometimes called inits, their
name under System 6), and Chooser extensions (or, under System 6, rdevs for Chooser devices).
During startup, the Mac loads system extensions into memory, along with the system itself,
directly extending its capabilities. (The little icons that pop up one by one along the bottom
of the screen when you start your Mac show you what extensions and control panels are
being loaded.) To work, system extensions have to load with the system, so you have to
restart your Mac when you first install a new one.
Chooser extensions show up as icons you can select in the Chooser to set up connections
through the Mac's modem and printer ports with networks or peripherals. There are also
system extensions that help the Mac communicate with certain peripherals; both these
types of external-device-related extensions are also called drivers.

The control panels are pretty self-explanatory, and when they're not, you can
look them up in the manuals that come with the Mac. (If you haven't got a manual, use the Help menu.) See "Customizing Your System" in the "System
Software Tips" section for some suggested control panel settings. Elsewhere in
this book, we also describe how to use some control panels for certain tasks,
such as adjusting your Mac's memory usage or setting up file sharing.
There are also many, many control panels created by commercial software developers other than Apple. Some of these are described in Chapter 13.

WARNING

Adding to your system (CR!JK). You can add a new DA, font, extension, control panel, sound, or keyboard layout to your System at any time. In System 7,
just drag its file onto the System Folder's icon; the Mac will automatically put
the fil e where it belongs. (Be careful when installing sounds from sound-suitcase files: If you drag a sound suitcase onto the System Folder icon, it may be
deleted, along with the sounds it contained. Instead, double-dick on the suitcase icon to open its window and drag the sounds you want from inside it out
onto the System Folder icon.
If you want to add things to the System Folder without having them wind up in
any of its subfolders, drag the files into the System Folder's open window instead of onto its icon.
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System 6 doesn't organize system files into fold ers, but you install extensions,
control panels, and printer fonts the same way-by dragging them to the System
Folder. To install screen fonts and D As, though, you need the Font/DAMover
utility that comes with the system software (see the next entry) or an alternative
program such as Suitcase or Master Juggler (described in C hapter 14). To add
sounds under System 6, you need a program like the shareware SoundMasteror you can record yoru· own, if you've got a llsi or LC (which can run System 6
and come with microphones) or Farallon's MacRecorder microphone/software
package. (Adding sounds is described in the "Sound" sectio n of Chapter 17).

Using Font/DA Mover

OK)

Font!DAMover is a utility for installing fonts and DAs in System 6 or for moving them between suitcase files. vVhen you run the program, you get a dialog
box like the one shown at right.
® ront
0

Select the Font or Desk Accessory
button at the top of the box, depending on what you wa11t to move. The
program automatically displays those
currently insta lled in the left-hand
list box, but if you 're n.ot moving
anything into or out of the system,
click the Close button below the box
and then click it again to open whatever file you do want to use (tl1e button's name changes to Open after the
first click).
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In System 6, you need Font/ DA Mover (or an alternative, like
Suitcase or Masterjuggler) to install DAs and fonts. (Font/DA
Mover comes with the System.) Version 4. 1 or later is also
usefu l for moving fonts between suitcase files in System 7.

If you're moving items between files, click the button w1der tl1e right-hand list
box to open the other fi le (or to create a new one). Once it's open, select the
items you want to move (you can !Shittl-click or drag through them to select
more than one), click the Copy button, and they'll be copied to the fil e shown
in tl1e other box.
If you 're removing items from a fi le, just select them and then click tl1e Remove
button.
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Installing System Software
The system software comes preinstalled on new Macs' hard disks, but there are
times when it's wise or necessary to install or reinstall system software yourself:
• when you upgrade to a new version
• after reformatting a hard drive
• to clean up file corruption (if you've been getting a lot of system errors)
• periodically, as routine maintenance
In most cases, all you have to do to install system software is double-click on the
Installer icon on your system software disk and follow the instructions on the
screens that follow. (At this writing, Performas, the PowerBook 145B, and
some LCs don't come with Installer disks, so you have to restore a backed-up
copy of the System Folder they came with.)
But if you want to control more closely what gets installed (to avoid swamping
your hard disk with unnecessaty files or to add only certain extensions), see
"Custom Installing," below; if you want to clean up a potentially corrupted
system, see "Clean Slate lnstaJlation (System 7)"; and if you're upgrading from
System 6 to System 7, see "Preparing to Upgrade From System 6." Whenever
you're considering upgrading to a new system (or an y new software), you should
first make sure your Mac meets the new software's requirements.

System 7 Hardware Requirements

(JK!Si\IVCR)

To install System 7, you need a Mac with a SCSI hard disk and at least 4MB of
RAM: (8MB if you've got a Power Mac). If you're installing PowerTalk and
QuickDraw GX, you'll need twice the RAlVf and at least a 68020-based Mac.

BAD
FEATURE

Judging from a prerelease version, you'll need anywhere from 7MB to 15MB or
more of hard disk space to install System 7.5, not including the major enhancements-AppJeScript, QuickDraw GX, and PowerTalk-which consume an additional lOMB or 12MB more. See "Custom Insta lling," below, for ways to keep
these figures as small as possible. (Earlier systems require much less disk space.)
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System 7 runs slowly on the P lus, SE, Portable, and the original Classic (but
not the Color Classic or Classic II), so you may be better off sticking with System 6 on these machines. If you've got a Plus or an early-model SE (with an
BOOK floppy drive), be sure to get BOOK insta llation disks. Only Macs with '030
(or faster) processors can use System 7's virtual memory and 32-bit addressing,
which allow the Mac to access more than B.MB of RA.i\1. (The only exception is
the Mac II, which can be upgraded with a PMMU chip to use virtual memory.)
The Mac 12BK, 512K, or 512Ke can be upgraded to run System 7, but it'd be
wiser to buy a new Mac instead (or even a more recent used Mac), with System
7 and its manuals included in the price.

Preparing to Upgrade from System 6

OK)

If you're upgrading from System 6 to System 7, there's a bit of special preparation you should do to minimize compatibility problems.
Check software compatibility. Run the Compatibili ty Checker (it's on the
"Before You Install" disk). It scans all the software on your hard disk, tells you
which items are potentially incompati ble with System 7, and offers to put them
in a fold er called "May Not V\Tork vVith System 7." If you choose to have "incompatible" programs isolated this way, feel free to try them out, one by one,
after you complete the installation- in many cases, you'll find they work just
fin e with System 7, despite what the Checker says. If you find that a program
you depend on could be incompatible with System 7, maybe you won 't want to
upgrade- at least until you're ready to upgrade your software.
Update your disk driver.You shmuel also update your hard disk's driver before
installing System 7 (especially if yo u plan to use virtual memory). If you have an
Apple hard disk, just restart your Mac with the System 7 Disk Tools disk, run
the HD SC Setup program, and click the U pdate button.

If you're using a third-party hard disk, you need to use the setup program that
came with it, but there's a chance that it won't be System 7-compatible. If
you're not sure, call the manufacturer to find out; if it isn't, the company should
give you one that is.
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Check for disk problems. Last, run the Disk First Aid program on the Disk
Tools floppy. It will diagnose your drive for problems and, if there are any, repair them. If there are problems it can't repair, you should back up all your data,
reformat your hard drive, and then restore its contents before you install
System 7.

Clean Slate Installation (System 7)

WARNING

GKIEA)

If your current system is behaving fine, and you know your hardware and software are compatible ·with the system you're about to install, you can just run the
Installer program, and it'll update your current System Folder with new software. But if you've been having a lot of system bombs or crashes, your old system may have become corrupted. That ~orruption can transfer to the new
system unless you disable the old one before installation as described here.
(Note: Don't use this method if you're installing System 7.1 or later from SOOK
floppy disks-the Mac can't restart from the SOOK Install! disk.)
Before installing System 7, make sure you have enough space free on your hard
disk (see "System 7 Hardware Requirements," above), and make backups of all
the programs and files you care about, including your existing System Folder.
(If you're upgrading from System 6, follow the instructions in "Preparing to
Upgrade From System 6" first.)
Then proceed as follows:

1 Disable your old System Folder by dragging the Finder out of it (to the
desktop, or somewhere you can retrieve it from if the installation fails).
Then rename the folder "Old System Stuff'' (or whatever), so a new System
Folder can be created. Make sure there aren't any other System Folders on
your disk; if there are, delete them. One way to check this is just to restartyou should get a blinking question mark after about ten seconds.

2 Restart your Mac and immediately insert the first installation disk into the
floppy drive. Then run the Installer. Click the Easy Install button, or see
"Custom Installing," below, for ways to avoiq installing files you don't need.
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3 When the Installer has finished, restart
again, and you'll be running under the
new system.
4 Drag all your non-Apple extensions,

control panels, preferences files, and (if
your old System was 7.1 or later) fonts
from the Old System Stuff folder onto
the new System Folder's icon-not into
its window-being careful to avoid replacing files that already exist there. If
you are managing your fonts, sounds,
and DAs with a font!DA program like
Suitcase (described in Chapter 14) and
keeping them loose or in a differently
named folder within the System Folder,
drag them (or the folder you have kept
tl1em in) to your new System Folder's
open window (not its icon), so they'll
stay intact and the program can still access them.
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Clean Slate Installation
for System 6
(JK)
just as with System 7, you can install
System 6 over an existing System (6)
Folder w ithout losing any of its contents. But if your old System file was
damaged, as often happens over
time, that damage will probably remain in the newly installed system.
So before running the Installer, start
up from the System Tools or System
Startup floppy, drag your System file
out of the System Folder and copy
a fresh System file into it from the
floppy. Next, bless your new system
by holding down @IDIOp1ionl and double-clicking on the Finder file. Then
restart with the f loppy and run the
Installer. Lastly, use Font/DA Mover
to copy any extra fonts and DAs from
your old System file into the new
one, and trash the old System file.

5 If you're upgrading from System 7.0.1 or earlier and had installed extra
fonts, DAs, sounds, or keyboard layouts in your old System file, doubleclick on the System file icon. A window will open, allowing you to select
such resources individually. Drag them from there onto the new System
Folder icon.
6 Drag the Old System Stuff folder to the Trash.

7 If you just installed System 7. 1, 7.1.1 , or 7.1.2, you should run tl1e System
Update 3 to get the best performance and reliability. Similarly, if you're installing System 7.0 or 7.0.1, run Tune-Up 1.1.1 (the Tune-Up and Update
are both avai lable from Apple dealers; on-line services, user groups, and
other such sources also carry the Tune-Up).
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Custom Installing
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GK)

VVhen you run the Installer, the main clialog box gives you an option called
Custom Install (or Customize), which allows you to specify exactly what system
software gets added to your Mac. You can save a tremendous amount of disk
space by installing only tl1e system software for yo ur Mac and by skipping any
networking, printing, or otl1er extras you don't need. (If you run Easy Install on
a blank hard disk, you'll get 3.5MB of printer drivers alone, few if any of which
you'll ever use!)
Custom installing lets you
decide whetl1er you want features like file sharing, AppleGuide, and AppleScript (if the
features are part of that system
version). You can also choose
whether to install a system that
will work only on your Mac or
on any Mac (the latter can take
up much more space, but it's
handy if the hard disk you're installing onto may be used by
different models). You can select which printer drivers to install (there's no reason to install
a dozen printer drivers if you've
got only one printer).
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You can save a lot of disk space by using the Installer program's
Custom Install option and choosing only the software you need.

If you change your mind in any of these areas, you can always go back later and
install just the parts you skipped tl1e first time around. Starting with System 7.5,
the Custom Install window keeps a running tally of the disk space required for
installation of the software you've selected next to a reacling of the amount of
space free on your hard disk.

jgi
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Paring Down Your System Folder

(SNCR!JK)

Depending on how your system was installed, you may have a lot of fairly large files taking
up space in your System Folder. If you've got plenty of room on your hard disk, this may not
bother you, but otherwise you'll want to get rid of them. For example, if you don't have an
lmageWriter or StyleWriter printer, you don't need their drivers in the Extensions folder. You
can also toss special-purpose control panels and DAs such as CloseView, Easy Access, Map,
Alarm Clock, Note Pad, and Puzzle if you won't be using them.
You can also remove the temporary files that applications sometimes leave in the System
Folder, provided the program that created them isn't still running. (Well-mannered programs erase their temp files when you quit, but if you crash, the temp file will remain in
the System Folder to help you recover your file.) Older versions of Word are notorious for
leaving temp files around; they're named Word temp 7, Word temp 2, and so on (versions
5 and later put temp files in the Trash). PageMaker creates files called PM001 and so on;
FileMaker creates a FileMaker temp folder and puts its stuff in there.

System Software Tips
General
Creating a disk-space monitor OX). The Views control panel's Show Disk

Info in Header option keeps you aware of how much space is on your hard disk
(information automatically supplied when you have windows set to view by
icon). But you don't need this infonnation in every window. Instead, just create
a folder called Disk Space, set its window to display by icon, and put it in the
Apple Menu Items folder. Then, whenever you want to know how much disk
space you've got, select Disk Space from the
menu and the window that
opens will tell you.

w

Replace folder contents, not folders (SNAN).lf you drag a folder ti·om one

disk to another, and the destination disk already has a folder on it with the same
name, the contents of the folder you're dragging completely replace the contents of the existing folder. This can be a big problem if the original folder (on
the destination disk) contained files that the replacement folder doesn't.

HOT Tl P
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To be safe, never replace a folder with a folder. Instead, work with folder contents. Open the folder you were going to drag, press ld3€)@ (for Select All), and
drag all the items into the folder on the destination disk. If any of the files you
drag have the same names as files already in the folder, you'll be asked if you
want to replace them-but any additional files in the destination folder won't
be touched.
Using stationery for templates (Michael Bradley/Dale Coleman/CRJ]K). All ap-

plications have default settings for things like font and type size, ruler, print
quality, spreadsheet size, and data fonnat. Sometimes you can change the defaults, but often you can't. This means eve1y new document will always start out
formatted the standard way, whether you like it or not. If you don't like it, try
using System 7's statione1y feature to create templates of the formatting that
you want.
A tenzplate is a document with a format that you use repeatedly-for example,
one containing your letterhead, so you don't have to recreate the letterhead
every time you want to write a letter. They're easy to make. First, open a new
document and choose the formatting you want. vV.hen you're done, save the
document with a name like Biz Ltr, Memo, or Standard Excel Template.
Then, on the desktop, select the document, hit ld3€)1J]
(for Get Info), and click the Stationery Pad checkbox
in the window that appears. T he next time you need to
create a document with that formatting, open the template. The Mac will create a new, identical document,
leaving the template untouched.

~[J~
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Comments :

If you want to change the template, try opening it from
within the application itself. If that doesn't work, select
its icon in the Finder and uncheck the Statione1y Pad
checkbox in its Get Info window. Then open the template and modify it the way you would any document.
After you've finished modifying it, be sure to check the
Stationery Pad box again.

._D_L•-•k•d---~ SbUon• r-y

pad

You can turn any document into a
template from which the Mac can
create new, identical documents by
checking the Stationery Pad box in
the Get Info window. (The Locked
box is far documents that you want
to protect from being changed.)
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If you're using System 6, th ere's no stationery feature, but you can still make
templates. Once you've made one, lock it with the Locked checkbox in the Get
Info window, so you won't change it by mistake. \.:Vhen you open a template,
use the Save As command immediately to create the new document. (Some applications also have an option for saving files as stationery inside the Save As dialog box.)
Running two systems OK). It's usually not recommended to keep two systems
on one hard drive, but that is a great way to try out a new system version without getting rid of the older one. (I worked that way for almost a year, switching
back and forth between systems 6 and 7 without any problems.)

If you've got nvo hard drives, you can keep one system on each and switch benveen them using the Startup Disk control panel. Otherwise, you'll need
System Picker and Switcher (both freeware programs) to tell your Mac which
system to boot up from.
Before you install a second system, drag the System file out of your current
System Folder and rename yom System Folder (otherwise, your current system
will be replaced).

Using Aliases
Making aliases (CR/]K/NL). You can make aliases (described under "Early
System 7 ," above) of documents, applications, folders, even shared files on
other computers. And since an alias isn't an actual copy, but just a remote control, it takes up only a couple of kilobyt es on disk, even though it may represent
a file or application that's several megs in size.

1\llaking an alias is simple: You just select an item and then choose 1\llake Alias
from the File menu (or, in System 7.1.2 or 7.5, hit l o ~I[M)). The alias will appear
next to the original with its name in italics. You can then rename it or move it
anywhere you want (the name stays in italics, though). You can move or rename
the original, too, and the alias will usually keep track of where it went and what
it's called. (Obviously, the original has to be somewhere accessible to your Mac,
or it won't be able to open it.)
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Since the • menu is always accessible, many people put aliases there. Even the
system software does that; the Control Panels command on the • menu is
nothing more than an alias for the Control Panels folder in the System Folder.
(System 7.5 even comes with an AppleScript file that automatically installs, on
the • menu, an alias of anything you drag onto its icon.)
T here are lots of ways to use aliases:
• You can't always keep applications out on the desktop or in your main hard
disk window because th ey often demand folders of thei r own, containing dictionaries and other kinds of support fil es. But you can sti ll access them easily
through aliases. For example, you might have the Word application file inside a Word folder inside a Word ProcessiJ1g folder inside an Applications
folder; but you can launch it without having to dig through all those folders
by putting an alias of it on the • menu or out on the desktop.
• What's good for applications is good for folders and documents, too. Keep
aliases of letterhead and envelope templates right on the • menu.

• If you like saving e-mail to a particular folder but the Save As dialog box always puts you in your on-line application's fold er instead, put an alias of your
e-mail folder there, and you won't have to navigate the list box every time
you get a message.
• If you frequently go back and forth between two folders, put an alias of each
inside tl1e other.
• You can also make aliases for the Trash so that you don't have to hunt for it
under open windows . Put Trash aliases inside any of the fold ers you use frequently. T hen you can just drag files into tl1e 'Ii-ash alias when you're in that
folder window.
Using aliases to mount shared disks (CR). Normally, to mount a shared disk
or folder on your Mac, you have to open the C hooser, choose the AppleShare
icon, select tl1e server, type your name and password, click tl1e OK button, select the shared item you want, click OK again , and then close the Chooser. But
you can make an alias for a shared clisk's icon tl1at will store most of these steps
and perform them automatically when you double-click on it.
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First, mount the shared file as you normally would. Then select its icon on your
desktop and choose .i\llake Alias from the File menu. Then you can store the
alias on the wmenu or anywhere you want. To mount the shared disk the next
time, just double-click on the alias icon (or select the alias from the menu)
and press !Return ! (or click OK) in the dialog box that appears.

'*

Using aliases to catalog files (NL). If you sometimes have trouble remembering which floppy disk or cartridge you've backed up a file onto, here's an easy
way to catalog them. Make aliases of every file on every backup disk and put
them in a folder on your hard disk (at just a couple of kilobytes per alias, they
won't take up much room).

vVhen you double-click on one of the aliases, the Mac will ask-by name-for
the disk that contains it. (Be sure to physically label your backup disks with the
same names they have on the desktop, or you still won't be able to fu1d the
right disk.)
Drag-and-drop file opening GK/DD). It's handy to keep aliases of your favorite text and graphics applications out on the desktop so that you can use
them (instead of TeachText or Simple Text) to open generic text and graphics
fi les that you get. Just drag the file to the alias icon until the icon reverses and
opens the file.

Customizing Your System
Opening files and running scripts automatically OK). System 7 can run
scripts or open files or programs automatically at startup or shutdown, if you
add their icons to the Startup Items folder or Shutdown Items folder, respectively (the latter is available starting with System 7.5).
Speeding up name changes GK/DD). If you're annoyed by how long it takes
after you click on an icon's name before a frame appears around it- indicating
that it's ready for editing-just move the mouse after you click and it'll be ready
immediately. To reduce the delay that's built into the system, open the Mouse
control panel and select the Double-Click Speed setting on the far right. That
also sets the interval between clicking on a name and being allowed to change
it. (T here are also utilities, such as the shareware Speedy Finder, that do away
with the delay.)
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Customizing your system alert (NL']K). On
Macs that come with a microphone (or have
one built-in, like the PowerBooks), you can
record your own system alert sound. Just click
the Add button and you'll get a set of controls
like the ones on a tape recorder. Click the
Record button, and start making noise.
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You can also download sound files from on-line
services and bulletin boards or buy them in If your Mac has a microphone, you can record
your own system alert using the Sound control
commercial packages and add them to your sys- panel.
tem as beep sounds by dragging them to your
System Folder icon. (If a sound is in a suitcase file, take it out first, since some
systems delete the sound and suitcase when you try to install them this way.)
Silencing the Mac (AN/SA/EA). If you don't want to hear any system beeps,
move the slider bar in the Sound control panel to 0; instead of making sounds,
the Mac will flash the menu bar when it wants your attention. It will still play
its chord when you start up or restart, though; to silence that sound, plug
something into the audio-out port (la beled c:J>))) on the Mac's back panel.
Blending your own highlight color (SA/NL/AN/]K). T he Color control
panel lets you change the color of window borders and the background that
surrounds highlighted text. (You change the pattern of the desktop itself in the
Desktop Patterns or General Controls control panels.) A list of colors appears
on pop-up menus, and you can also mix your own highlight color.

To create a special color, select Other from the Highlight color pop-up menu.
T hat opens the color wheel djalog box shown on the next page. (Yours may
look somewhat different, depending· on what system version you're using. It
will also look less like the surface of the moon, because it will show colors instead of grayscale as in the illustration.) The wheel has a dot in it that shows the
currently selected color. You can click anywhere in the wheel to move the dot,
or you can drag it around.
To change the bue (tl1e actuaJ color), move around the circle. To decrease the
satumtion (the intensity of the color), move in toward the center of tl1e circle.
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To change tl1e brightness,
use the scroll bar below
the wheel. (Wh en you
move the scroll bar all
tl1e way to the left, you
get black no matter what
the hue or satw·ation is.)

Choose o highlight color:

Original:
New:

Hue Angle:
Satura tion:

llghlness:
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ill
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In the upper-right cor[ Fe wer Choices I
[ Cancel I n OK
I)
ner is a two-toned square
of color; the lower half
You can mix your own highlight color with the Color control panel's
of it shows the cmrent color
wheel.
color and the upper half
the new color. Below that are nwneric representations of the current color. You
can work directly with them if you like, either by typing in new numbers or using
the arrows.
Click OK when you have a color you like. Keep the color relatively light-selected text doesn't invert to white against a highlight color, so dark colors make
selections unreadable.
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If you have multiple monitors,
you show the Mac how you want
their screens to intersect in the
Monitors control panel. Positioning them in a diagonal relation·
ship minimizes the problem of
losing your cursor into the neigh·
boring monitor.

Positioning extra monitors (AN). If you have more
tl1an one monitor connected to a ?VIae, tl1e l\llonitors
control panel lets you decide which one gets the menu
bar and the desktop windows, and how you want the
screens positioned in relation to each otl1er. You can position them the way they really are on your desk, or any
otl1er way you want- as long as tl1e squares that represent the monitors in the control panel are touching.

I use Monitor 1 only for color programs and usually
leave it turned off. But the pointer still travels into the
part of the desktop set aside for Monitor 1 (to get it not
to do that, I'd have to actually remove Monitor 1's video
card from my Mac). It's quite annoying to have the
pointer keep disa ppearing in to a black screen, so I position Monitor 1 so that it's just touching the least-used
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corner of Monitor 2 (away from both scroll bars), as shown on the previous
page. Amazingly, I still lose the pointer a fair amount, but less often than if I
positioned Monitor 1's desktop anywhere else.
To change which monitor the menu bar shows up in, you just drag the miniature menu bar (shown at the top of Monitor 2 in the illustration) to the other
monitor's icon. To change the Mac's startup moni tor (the one that shows the
Happy Mac and extension and control panel icons), hold dovm [Option! and drag
the Happy iVlac icon that appears.
The iVIac assigns a munber to each monitor; if you're not Sille which screen is
which, click the Identify button and the numbers will flash on the screens.
Keeping Finder windows small and fast (NLIAN/CRIJK). You can use the
Views control panel to keep your Finder windows to a manageable size by minimizing the categories of file and folder information they show. The Show
Version and Show Comments boxes come unchecked, and you should leave
them that way. Most people rarely need this information, and if you do need it
for a particular file, you can get it by selecting Get Info from the File menu.

Consider leaving the Show Label and Show Kind boxes unchecked as well;
you'll be able to get a lot more infom1ation on yoW" screen. There are much
better ways to organize fi les than by labels, and you can get the kind infonnation (telling which program created the docmnent) with Get Info.
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Ch ecking fewer options in the Views control panel can help you keep desktop windows to a
manageable size; choosing a Jot of options can
make the Mac sluggish when you're moving files
and folders around.

If you're good at recognizing the different icons that applications give their documents, you can partially compensate for
elimination of the Kind column in windows by selecting the middle-size fil e
icon; then list-view windows will sho-w a
miniature of the file's actual icon rather
than just a generic document or program
Icon.
Remember, though, that what you check
in the Views control panel also determines what shows up on the View menu
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in the Finder. So, for example, if you want to be able to vtew files by date, you
have to leave the Show Date box checked, even if you never look at that column
in Finder windows-which is too bad, really, since that column is so wide.
You're also given the choice of having the Finder calcu late and display fo lder
sizes, but unless you n eed this information all the time, leave the box
unchecked-it can really slow you down when you're moving or copying fi les.

System 6 Tips
Using the Control Panel (NLIJK). In
System 6, control panels are called cdevs (for
control panel devices) and Control Pa nel is
the name of the DA that lets you access
them. vVhen you select Control Panel from
the ti menu, you get a window, like the one
at right, with a scrolling list of icons displayed on the left side. vVhen you click on
an icon on this list, its controls appear in the
area to the right.
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In 5ystem 6, all control panel utilities are in
a single Control Panel box. To access new
groups of controls, you click on the icons in
the scro/lable list at the left.

Because System 6 h as fewer features than
System 7, it has fewer con trol pane ls. System 6 includes the speaker volume and RAM cache controls in its Genera l cdev,
whereas System 7 handles them in its Sound and lv1em ory control panels. Apart
from these minor differences, though, cdevs/control panels work the same
whether you're running System 6 or System 7.
Setting startup files in System 6 (CR). You can set your Mac to start with
specific applications, folders, documents, or other items open. You use th e Set
Startup command in the desktop's Special menu (which also lets you set the
Mac to start in the Finder or in M ultiFinder). Here's how to use it:
• To start up in an appli cation, select its icon on the desktop and then choose
Set Startup. T he dialog box that appears sh ould indicate that that application
is set to automatically open on startup. If you also choose to start up with
MultiFinder, you can set documents or multiple applications to open in this
way as well.
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• To start up with a DA open, select it from the menu, choose Set Startup,
and then click the Opened Applications and DAs button (but be aware that in
doing so, you're also telling the Mac to automatically open whatever applications you're currently rwming).
If DA's disappear in MultiFinder (SA). If you just started using M u1tiFinder
and find that there's little or nothing lmder your menu-or that you can't
open anything that appears in tl1e menu (all you get is a beep)- you need to put
the DA Handler file into your System Folder. It's on the System Tools disk; just
copy it over and restart your system.

'*

Using 6 and 7 on the same network (CRIJK). Macs using System 6 and
System 7 can share a network without any problems. System 6 ?v1acs with
AppleShare workstation software can even share tl1e System 7 Macs' files (not
tl1e other way around, tl1ough). (See Chapter 23 for more on AppleShare and
for other networking information.)

If the Macs share a LaserW riter, they must all have the same version of the
LaservVriter driver; otherwise the printer will spend two minutes reinitializing
every time it's used by a Mac with a different driver. Use the Installer on
System 7's Printing di sk to install the latest versions of the LaserWri ter driver,
Backgrounder, PrinciVIonitor, and other printing softwar e on everyone's
machines.
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Memory
LIKE A PERSON, a computer with no memory would be helpless. Before your
Mac can run a program or even display icons on the desktop, it has to load instructions into memory. Before you can edit a report, change the figures in a
spreadsheet, or retouch an image, the Mac has to read the file into memory.
And when you create a new document, it exists only in memory until you save it
on disk.
The more memory you have available, and the more efficiently you use however much you have, the more you can do with your Mac: start up more programs, open bigger files, install more system extensions, look at more elaborate
screensavers. And more memory makes many operations faster.
Fortunately, Macs are free of most of the arcane and archaic memory restrictions that bedevil users of DOS and DOS/Windows PCs. Unfortunately, the
Mac memory story has become pretty convoluted in its own right. The aim of
this chapter is to help you through this maze. You'll find out what memory is
and what it does for you, how to determine how much you need, how to make
the most of what you have, and how to add more if you need it.
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Memory Basics
Macs have several kinds of memmy, but what people normally mean when they
ta lk about a computer's memory is its dynamic random access mem01y, a term
that's generally abbreviated to DRANI or just RAM for short. When the clerk at
Sears, say, tells you the Performa 475 comes with 4 megabytes of memory, or
when you try to open a scanned image in Adobe Photoshop and instead you get
a dialog box informing you that there isn't enough memory, it's DRAM you're
dealing with.

Physical Foundations

(HN)

Physically, DRAL\1 is made up of a bunch of silicon chips designed to serve as a
temporary repository for digital information; inside these chips are thousands
of microscopic switches, which the Mac turns on and off in particular patterns
to represent words, nun1bers, pictures, sounds, and program code. This kind of
memory is called dynamic because the Mac can change what's there at any time,
adding, deleting, or moving inform ation as it sees fit.
Most but not all .lV.Iacs have some memory chips soldered onto their main logic
board at the factmy; the rest comes on small green plastic strips that plug into
special slots on the logic board. You can add memory to the Mac by plugging in
more of those cards (or replacing the old ones with new ones that have more
memmy capacity). Normally, these cards are called SIMMs, for single in-line
memory modules, but PowerBooks and a few other models require different
kinds of plug-in cards.

Memory vs. Storage

(AN/Chris Allen/RSIHN)

The way computer systems store information bears some rough resemblance to
the way we humans do. Broadly speaking, all the information available to us at
any one time takes one of two forms: Some we have in mind-typically,
important, recent, or frequently used information (plus, of course, an assortment of trivia). The rest is data we ourselves or others have stored away in more
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The Many Flavors of Memory

(HN)

It's common and convenient to call DRAM "RAM," but your Mac has other kinds of RAM
that aren't D. All Macs, for example, have a small amount of what's called parameter RAM,
or PRAM, where some basic hardware settings-like the speaker volume and other selections
you make in the General Controls control panel-are stored; PRAM is maintained by a battery, so its contents wi ll survive even when you shut down your Mac.
Some Macs also have video RAM, or VRAM, a special type of chip used to help display text
and graphics on the screen; adding more lets you run a larger monitor, choose from among
more colors, or both. High-performance Macs often have small amounts of static RAM, or
SRAM, a kind of expensive, ultra-fast temporary memory. It's used in connection with
processors so fast they'd be left twiddling their digital thumbs if they had to depend on
standard DRAM to keep them supplied with instructions and data. Some PowerBooks even
rely on something called pseudo-static RAM.
In addition, all Macs have another kind of memory that's not RAM at all: It's called read-only
memory (ROM) because t he Mac can read what's there but can't change, add, or subtract
anything- ROM chips (generally known as ROMs) are designed to hold information permanently. Without its ROMs, a Mac wouldn't be much use. It wouldn't even start up, because
code in the ROMs tells the machine what to do when you turn on the computer, and even
if you could start the machine, it wouldn't be recognizable as a Mac because the chips also
hold key instructions that the Mac operating system and Mac applications require.

permanent, if less accessible, forms-on paper, say. Before we can work with
information of that second catego1y-to include it in a report, for example-we
have to read or review it so it's fresh in our minds; in effect, we move it into the
first category.

In the case of computers, information in mem01')' is analogous to what we have
in our heads; information in stomge is like what we have on file in our desks, file
cabinets, libraries, and disks. The computer loads information-be it system
software, application code, or data-into memory while it's in use. vVhen it's
not in use, that information is put in storage: on disks or tape. VVhen you write
a letter with your word processor or draw something in a graphics package, the
new information you've created exists on ly in mem01y until you tell the computer, by giving the Save command, to put a copy in storage.
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It's easy to confuse memory and storage. They're measured in the same unitsbytes, kilobytes, megabytes, and so on (see "How Memory Is Measured" later
in thi s section). There are gray areas that mix memory and storage, such as
RAM disks and vi'rtual nzem01y (both discussed later in this chapter). And some
people and manuals even refer to storage on disk as a form of memory.
Still, the basic distinction is fundamental: In memmy, information is recorded
electronically, by turning switches inside a silicon chip on and off; in storage it's
saved magnetically on disks or tapes.
Two important practical differences
flow from that technical one.
Volatility. Most kinds of RAM are
volatile: Turn off the power and what
was there is gone. Disk storage is nonvolatile: You can shut dovm your drive,
and your documents will still be there
the next time you power up. If you've
ever tripped over the power cord, had
lightning knock out your electricity, or
just suffered a system crash in the middle of a session on your Mac, you tmderstand the distinction on more
personal level: Barring serious damage
to the disk, what you had previously
saved to it will still be there, but work
that was only in memory-what you
did after the last time you saved-is
gone for good.
Speed. G etting da ta to and from

· • • • • • • • · • • • • • eM··ttot'''tf.....,et•e••••···o··

How Come It Says I'm Out
of Memory When There~
Still Plenty of Room on My
Hard Disk'!
(HN)
That's a question almost every new computer
user poses sooner or later.
The fact is that the M ac, left to its own devices, is very clear about the distinction between storage and m emory, and it won't
substitute one for the other unless you give it
some special instructions (described in the
sections below on RAM disks and virtual
memory). The processor in the machine can't
work on information that's only on disk; it
must first load t hat information into memory
so it can have quick access to it. If there's no
room in memory for t he application you
want to start up or the big document you're
trying to open, all the disk space in the world
won't help (unless you've set up virtual memory). And if, conversely, your hard disk is full,
you can't save a fi le there, even if half your
memory is free.

memo1y is much fa ster than writing or
reading storage media. That's because storage devices involve moving mechanical parts, while the only things that move in memory chips are electrons.
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On a modern hard disk, the average access time-the time required, on average, to get to where data you're after is stored-is typically in the range of 10
to 20 milliseconds (thousandths of a second). T hat's a lot faster than most of us
get around, but it's nothing compared to the speed ofRAlVI: T he DRAM chips
in today's Macs respond in 60 to 80 nanoseconds, or millionths of a second.

How Memory Is Measured

(AN/SA/RSIHN)

In the world of computers, memory, storage capacity, and data are all measured
in the same units: bits, bytes, and multiples thereof. A bit (from "binary digit") is
the smallest unit of information. It can represent one of only two things- on or
off, yes or no, zero or one. A byte is made up of 8 bits and thus lets you represent
28 (256) different pieces of information (00000000, 00000001 , 00000011, and so
on) in the binm,y, or base 2, numbering scheme that computers use.
A kilobyte, known familiarly as a K and sometimes written Kbyte or KB, equals
1,024 bytes. Since the prefix kilo means thousand, why 1024 bytes? Because
computers, being binary-based, do things in multiples of two: 2, 4, 8, 16, 32, 64,
128, 256, 512, 1,024--a very familiar series of numbers if you've been around
computers for a while.
Personal computer memory today is measmed in megabytes. Usually called a
meg and often abbreviated Mbyte or LV!B, a megabyte equals 1,024 kilobytes or
1,048,576 bytes (2 20 bytes). Most Macs now come standard with 4 or 8 megs of
RAM; depending on the model, you can boost your memory to as much as 256
megs. (The chart on pages 178-181 shows how much memory each kind of
Mac can have, along with other details about the memory possibilities of different Mac models.)
Hard disk capacities, however, have already crossed into gigabyte (or gig, or
Gbyte, or GB) range. That's 1,024 megs, more than a billion (2 30) bytes, or the
equivalent of more than 2,600 of the 400K floppy disks used by early Macs. At
this rate it won't be long before we reach the next plateau-the te'rabyte.
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In theory, memory is one of those good things you can't really have too much
of. But your Mac will set some limits for you, and so will your budget.

How Much Memory Do You Need?
How much memory you need depends, naturally, on lots of things: what Mac
model you have, what system software and extensions you are rwming, what
applications you use, and how many of them you want or need to keep open at
once. In general, chances are you could use more memory than you think.

If you have an older .Niac with only 1 or 2 megabytes and you are happy and
productive with System 6 and the applications you got back then, there's no
particular reason to spend your money on more memory.
But if you are running or planning to run 1990s software-applications, games,
and most of all System 7-you really can't ftmction effectively with less than 4
or 5 megabytes; after all, many users nowadays find the System alone taking up
2 megs or more, and it's common for today's major programs-and even many
minor ones-to require at least that much.
In other words, on a 4-meg Mac, you'll be lucky if you can configure your system as you wish and run more than one or two programs at a time. If you want
to use big programs like QuarkXPress and Adobe Photoshop, or have several
programs open at once, you'll need 8 megs at a bare minimum.
And you don't want to run your Mac with its memory maxed out. Ideally, all
software would handle low-memory situations gracefully, but that's far from reality: In my experience crashes are much more common when memory is tight.
I like to leave at least a meg, preferably more, as a safety cushion.
A good nile of thumb, if you are buying a new Mac or considering a memory
upgrade to your present setup, is to calculate how much RAl\1 you think you're
likely to need, and then see whether you can afford one and a half times or even
twice as much. If you don't use it this year, you'll use it next year, and in the
meantime it just might give your system an extra measure of stability.

WARNING

HOT TIP
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24- and 32-Bit Addressing

·•·•••A·•••···•••·••·••••··•·•'
(HN)

To keep track of what's where in RAM, the Mac assigns each memory location a unique
address. Originally, it used 24-bit addressing, which simply means the addresses could be
no more than 24 bits long. In the binary system, that comes out to roughly 16.77 million
addresses. But the Mac reserved half of those addresses for other purposes, such as tracking
information in ROM and on NuBus cards. That left only about 8 million addresses for RAM
locations-hence an 8MB limit on available memory.
When the Mac was first designed, in the early 1980s, that seemed like plenty, but it soon
became clear that Mac developers and Mac users wou ld eventually demand access to more
memory. So in the late '80s Apple began switching its own ROMs and system software
over to 32-bit addressing and urging Mac developers to do likewise. With 32 bits of address
information, the available address space jumps to 4GB, of which 1GB is now set aside for
memory.

32-Bit Clean
But the transition raised some problems. The Mac has always worked with information organized in blocks 32 bits long, but since only 24 bits were used in memory addresses, developers-including Apple's own software engineers-often used the remaining 8 bits for other
kinds of information. If the Mac tried to read all 32 bits as an address, it would be steered in
a very wrong direction, and crashes would result.
Software that properly used all 32 bits for addressing is known, in AppleSpeak, as 32-bit
clean. To work in 32-bit mode-to have access to more than 8MB of memory- your software (including the software stored in the ROMs of your Mac) must be 32-bit clean.
Systems prior to System 7 and the ROMs in most Mac models developed in the 1980s were
not 32-bit clean, which is why they couldn't normally handle more than 8MB; many applications and utilities from that era were also unclean, which is why they crash if you run
them on a newer system using 32-bit addressing.
To preserve compatibility with old software, Apple left 24-bit addressing as the Mac's default
mode for several years after it had cleaned up its own act, but it enabled System 7 users
with clean ROMs to switch to 32-bit mode via the Memory control panel. By now, however,
virtually all current software is 32-bit clean, so switching isn't ordinarily a big problem. In
fact, in the Centris/Quadra 660AV, the Quadra 840AV, and the Power Macs, 32-bit addressing is mandatory (you don't have a choice), and that will no doubt be the situation with
future Macs.

Cleaning Dirty ROMs
Even owners of the older Mac II models and the SE/30 now have access to more than 8
megs of RAM, despite their " dirty" ROMs. The problem was solved first with a free software
patch called MODE32, which was developed by Connectix Corp. Under pressure from
owners of these machines, Apple acquired the rights to MODE32 and began distributing
it free. The company has since released its own equivalent software, called the 32-bit
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Enabler, but users have reported numerous compatibility problems with it. If you've got an
SE/30 or one of those older Mac II models, and you need access to more than 8 megs,
MODE32 remains your best bet. Both programs are widely available from user groups, online services, and savvy dealers.
Note that 32-bit memory addressing has nothing to do with another kind of 32-bit mode
you are likely to hear about and maybe use: 32-bit Color QuickDraw (the "millions of colors" option available on some Macs, described in Chapter 15). All they have in common are
similar names and binary mathematics.

Granted, you might be able to save some money if you wait and buy the extra
RAi\II next year, since per-megabyte prices for RANI generally decline over the
years. But they've been declining relatively slowly (and sometimes even rising)
over the last few years: The previous edition of this book, published in 1992,
gave $35 per megabyte as the typical mail-order price at the time. If you had
postponed a RAM purchase then in hopes of declining prices, you'd still be
waiting, and you wouldn't have had use of the extra RAM all this time.

How Much Memory Can You Have?
No matter what Mac model you have, there's a built-in limit on how much
memory you can install. You can't add extra memory at all to the originall2 8K
Mac or to the 512K or 512K Enhanced models (unless you get some unauthorized modifications made to your hardware). And the Plus, the SE, and the
original Classic are limited to a maximum of 4MB of RANI.
Ea rly Mac II models, such as the II, ILx, and Ilcx, as well as the closely related
SE/30, had the hardware to handle lots more memory, but System 6 and code
in the machines' ROMs imposed an effective limit of 8 megabytes. WJth
System 7 and some special software patches to fix the ROM problems (see the
box on 24- and 32-bit addressing on these two pages), you can now install much
more generous amounts of RAM in those models. (In the case of the original
Mac II, however, you'll need to add a special memory management chip and get
special SIMlVls.)
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The ROMs in newer Macs theoretically support up to a gigabyte of RAMmore than anyone could afford and, with current RAM chips, more than would
fit in any desktop box. That means the main limiting factor nowadays is the
nwnber of SIMM slots Apple builds into each model. Most current desktop
models allow much more memory than most users need, but the range varies
widely. While the Quadra 650, for example, can handle up to 136MB of RAM,
the 605 has only one SIL\1.1\1 slot, which can hold up to 321\IIB on top of the 4
megs soldered to the logic board .
PowerBook memory capacities are also limited by space-there simply isn't
room for a lot of extra chips inside the notebooks' cramped cases. (See the box
"Adding i.Vlemory to PowerBooks," later in this chapter.)

If you are shopping for a new Mac and expect to use memory-intensive
programs such as Adobe Photoshop, or you're hoping to hold on to your new
purchase for many years, it makes sense to give some consideration to differences in ma:cimum memory when picking out a model, even though you are not
planning to add extra memory immediately. Although 36 megs may sound like
a lot now, that's what most people thought about 4 megs back in the days of the
Mac Plus.
A summary of how much memory each Mac model can handle is supplied in
the chart on pages 178-181.

Virtual Memory

(HN)

Virtual memory, as its name implies, isn't reaJ memory-it's hard disk space
that's used as temporary memory. In effect, VM (as techies call it) enables your
machine to work as if, or anyway almost as if, it had more RAM than it really does,
so you can open more programs and larger fi les.
Virtual memory software comes free with System 7. All you have to do to turn it
on is click a few buttons in the Jv1emory control panel and reboot. But as this section wiLl show, it's got significant downsides as well as upsides. For many people, it
may be better to use one of the memory-stretching utilities described under
"Managing Your Memory," below.)
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Turn virtual m emory on
and off by clicking one
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'-The Mac will suggest
a size for the virtual
memory allocation.
You can increase it or
decrease it by clicking
these arrows.

The main good thing
about VM: is that it gives
you the functi onal equivalent of extra RAM for
much less than the real
thing. Tha t's because
disk capacity is so much
cheaper than rea l memory-as little as a dollar
per meg, as of early
1994, versus $3 5 to $40
a meg for RAM.

The downsides are several: VM can slow down
yom Mac appreciably, especially if you don't use it carefully. It can also eat up a lot
of disk space: Apple's implementation requires that you set aside space on disk
equal to the total amount of memory you want-including yom real RAM-not
just the extra virtual memory. And you can't use VM on Macs with 68000 processors (such as the Plus, SE, Classic, Portable, or PowerBook 100) or on 68020based Macs, such as the LC and LC II and stock Mac lis, which lack a special chip
ca lled a paged nzenzory-1nanagmzent unit (PMMU). Apple's VM software won't
work on most accelerator cards for these older machines, either, but Connectix
offers an alternative called Compact Vrrtual ($ 100), which does work with
most accelerators and even comes bundled with many of them.

GOOD

FEATURE

You tell your Mac to use virtual memory by turning it on and typing the
amount of disk space to set aside in the Memory control panel.

BAD
FEATURE

Setting Up Virtual Memory
VM can slow your Mac down not only because hard disks are always slower
than RAM, but also because there's a lot of extra reading and writing of the disk
when the Mac has to pnge, or swap, data between it and memory. To minimjze
these problems, be sure to designate yom fastest drive (if you have several online) as the location for the VM storage file.

HOT TIP
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Virtual Memory

Conventional wisdom (and Apple manuals) holds that performance suffers if
you try to expand total memory to more than twice yom actual RANI-in other
words, if yom Mac has 8MB of rea l RAL\1, for example, don't set total memory
to more than 16MB. T he experts at Connectix, however, call that a misconception-they contend that there's little overhead involved in keeping many programs open in the background, and that no serious performance issues arise as
long as each of your applications can get all the real RAM it requires when you
bring it to the foreground.
My own experience seems to bear out what Connectix says. You do suffer some
delay during "context switches" (when you activate a program that's been in the
background). Bu t you'd have a similar delay (probably a longer one, in fact) if
the application you want hadn't been open and you launched it directly from
disk.
Serious slowdowns are likely, tl1ough, if you use VM to load an application so
large it won't fit in rea l memory, even if it's the only one you are running. In that
situation, the program may have to stop its operations frequently to exchange
data between RAM and t11e swap file on disk-a real drag on performance.

Managing Your Memory

(HN)

You probably don't clunk much about how your Mac uses memory, and ordinarily there's no reason you should. But if you find yourself unable to open as
many programs as you think you should be able to, or if yow: programs are
crashing or telling you t11ey don't have suffi cient memory, knowing what's
going on back t11ere can sometimes help you solve tl1e problem.

How the Mac Divvies Up Its RAM
Some of yow: RAM is consumed by the Mac operating system; the rest is available for applications.
What the system takes is called the systern benp. Its size depends on many factors, including the version of the system you are running; the extensions, cards,
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and other add-ons you've installed; and the size of the Disk Cache setting in the
Memory control panel. (The disk cache setting is describednnder "The Memory Control Panel Cache," below.)
What's left over after all that is called the application heap. As you launch programs you want to work with, each lays claim to a chunk of the application heap,
on a first-come, first-served basis, and programs don't give up what they've
claimed until you quit.

About This Macintosh ...
To see where your RAl\1 is going, go to the Finder and choose About T his
Macintosh from the • menu. In addition to detailing how much total memory
is available and the size of the largest unused block of memory (see the illustration below), this screen shows with numbers and bar graphs how much memmy
the system and open applications have claimed. T he filled-in part of each bar
represents the proportion of the reserved memory actua lly in use.
Tllis screen can be a useful tool for tuning and troubleshooting your system. If
you find that an application's bar has a lot of w1fiJled wrute space-more than a
third of the bar's total length, say-when you are using the program in your
normal way (typical number and complexity of documents open, typical range
of features in use), it may be taking more memory than it really needs. Conversely, if an application's bar is almost entirely fi lled, it's running low on free
memory-a condition that can cause crashes.
WARNING

This tells you how
much total m emory
your system h as.
The memory actu ally in
use by the program in
question is represented
by the dark area within
the bar.
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The screen you get by selecting About This Macintosh from the It menu can help you understand where your
RAM is going. It forms a bar chart that shows how much memory has been allocated to the system and each
open application.
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Changing Applications' Memory Usage
How much RAM a program normally takes is determined by information provided by the developer and stored inside a part of the program caJJed the SIZE
-resoune. But if your analysis of About This Macintosh suggests that some programs should be taki ng more or less RAM, you can easily change these settings.
To do tlus, close the program (if it's open). Then click on the program's icon on
the desktop, and press~ or choose Get Info from tl1e Finder's File menu. In
tl1e lower-right corner of the Get Info box that then appear s you will see a box
called Memory Requirements containing (under System 7. 1) three items: suggested size, nlinimum size, and preferred size. The first is the developer's advice
about how much RAlvl the program needs. T he second is the nunimum the
program requires; if that much isn't available, you won't be able to launch
the program. The third item determines how much memory the program will
grab if it can. (System 6 has just one "application memory size" field, and System
7.0 doesn't display the "minimum" field.)

WARNING

You can control how much memory your applications use by editing tl1e values
in the mininmm and preferred fields. My advice is to never reduce the minimum va lue at all: Doing so would only increase the risk of poor performance
and crashes. I'd also hesitate before setting the preferred " 0~ Microso ft EHcellnfo ~
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If you've got the memory to spare, however, it's often a
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good id ea to increase the settings. I routinely increase
both the preferred and minimum memory sizes for each
new program I install by a bout 25 percent. In some
cases that's probably an unnecessary extravagance, but
in my experience it tends to reduce the number of
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Selecting an application and then
choosing the Get Info command
brings up a box where you can
specify the minimum and preferred
amount of memory that sh ould be
set aside for that application next
time it is opened
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crashes I suffer, and I'm willing
to sacrifice some RAM in the interest of stability.

Don't Let the System
Take It All!
No matter how you slice it, System 7 needs a good bit of RAMusually at least 2 megabytes, and
up to 6MB in System 7.5. But if
you want to preserve as much as
possible for applications, here are
several things to check:
• The Disk Cache setting in the
Memory control panel. T he
disk cache is a section of your
system heap the Mac operating
system sets aside for holding
(caching) information you've
recently read from dis~ so it
can be retrieved quickly if it's
needed again (how this works is
described under "The Memory
Control Panel Cache," below).
If you prefer to have the RAi\11
free for other purposes, you
can reduce the cache setting.
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Why Won't My Program Open
When About This Macintosh
Says I Have Enough Free
Memory?
(HN)
Occasionally, rf you've opened and closed several applications, you may find yourself unable
to open another program, even though you
think you should have enough RAM available
for it. That's usually because of a condition
called memory fragmentation, which can leave
parts of your free memory inaccessible.
Suppose you start a session with 4MB of memory free. You open a program that takes 1MB,
then another that takes 2MB, then a third that
takes the remaining 1MB. After working for a
wh ile you close the first and third applications.
That leaves you with a total of 2MB free, but in
two separate 1MB chunks, separated by the 2MB
allocated to the application that's still open.
If you should now try to open a fourth program, one that requires 2MB of RAM, you'll run
smack into a " not enough memory" dialog because the Mac requires a contiguous b lock of
memory for each application.
The only solution I know of is to close the 2MB
application, so you're back to having 4MB of
memory free. Then you should be able to reopen that program, p lus the second 2MB application t hat wouldn't open earlier.

• The RAM D isk setting in the Memory control panel. Memory set aside for
a RAl\1 disk (described under "RAM Disks," below) reduces the amount
available for applications. (It is counted as part of tl1e system's memory allocation in About T his Macintosh.) If you are not using your RAM disk, shut it
off and reboot so you can use the memory for other tllings.

HOT TIP
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• The amount of memory you're devoting to extensions. Unfortunately, the
Mac alone doesn't give you that information, and neither do the developers
of most extensions. But most of the leading commercial and shareware extension managers-utilities that let you monitor and control the loading of
extensions-provide information on the amotmt of memory each extension
requests as it loads. (Extension managers are described in Chapter 13.) Another option is TattleTech, a utility from Decision .Nlaker's Software that
reports detailed information about all aspects of your system. It's "goodcauseware" (the author,JolmMancino, asks you to make a donation to a nonprofit organization of your choice), and it's excellent. Each extension might
not take up a lot of memory, but taken together, they add up.
• The number of fonts you are using. How many fonts you are using can have
an effect on the amount of memory your system consumes (see Chapter 14
for more on how to handle them).

Invest in a Memory-Management Utility
1\vo innovative utilities that appeared in late 1993 and early 1994--Jurnp
Development Group's OptiMem and Connectix's RAM Doubler-introduced
new ways to get more out of Mac memory. The two programs use different
techniques, but each makes it possible to keep more applications and documents open without investing in more RAM or setting aside disk space for virtual memory.

~
~
GOOD
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OptiMem. Jump's OptiMem ($130) does its thing essentially by preventing ap-

plications from hogging more memory than they are actually using. It does dlis
by intervening when a program is launching, and allocating it only the minimum amount of memory it needs to start up. (It uses the minimum setting displayed in System 7.1 's Get Info window, except in cases where Jump has found
in real-life testing that a higher amount is necessary.)
The memory thus saved is put in a special dynamic reserve and doled out in
the fom1 of small supplementary allocations to applications when they have actual need for it; when the operation that required the additional memory is
over, the memory is returned to the central pool until it is needed again. T he
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total memory listed in About This Macintosh doesn't change, but more programs can be open because the amount of RAlv1 each reserves is reduced.
According to Jump, OptiMem works with any Mac but requires System 7.
RAM Doubler. \Nith Connectix's R.AJ.\1 Doubler ($100), applications get the
same memory allocation they wou ld ordinarily get-when possible, the ammmt
specified in the Get Info box's Preferred Size field. VVhat's different is that the
Mac system sees twice as much total mem01y as actual installed RAM. Most of
the time, RAM Doubler produces the extra effective memory by shuffling the
contents of RAM-essentially, it looks for RAM claimed but not actually used
by applications in the background (the white parts of applications' bars in
About This Ma~intosh) and temporarily gives that RAM to the program in the
foreground. If that's not sufficient, RAM Doubler uses data compression techniques to compact the contents of RAM; only if that's still not enough does it
swap memory contents to disk.

R.AJ.Vl Doubler is compatible with System 6.0.5 and up, but it requires an '030or '040-based Mac or a Mac II with an add-on paged memory-management
unit. Because R.AJ.\1 Doubler depends on the CPU to execute its on-the-fly
compression and decompression algorithms, it works best on fast Macs. (Aversion that runs on Power Macintoshes should be out by the time you read tllis.)
Which one's best? Between the two programs, I'd say go for RANI Doubler if
you have the right hardware. Connectix seems to know more about .Mac memory than anyone, even Apple, and it shows: The program couldn't be simpler to
install (one click and a reboot are all that's required). There's a slight performance penalty, but it's virtua lly unnoticeable most of the time on lvlacs with at
least 8.MB of real RAM. (Like VM, though, it's not a solution if you want to
open one large appli cation that wouldn't fit in your regular R.AJ.\1.)

If you have an older Mac that won't run RAM Doubler, OptiMem is worth
considering, but it's more complicated, it doesn't work with some applications,
and its developers had to do a lot of special tweaking to get it to work with others; be sure to check that it works with your main programs before you invest in
it, and if you do install it, stay in touch with] ump so you'll know about the frequent updates.
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If you are forttmate enough to have a surplus of memory and you're looking for
a little extra performance, there are several ways you can use some of the former to add to the latter.

The Memory Control Panel Cache
Because RA.i\1 is speedier than any disk, your !VIae should work faster when it
can get the data it needs from memory instead of storage. That's why Apple
built a disk cacbe (sometimes known also as a RAM cacbe) into the Mac operating
system.
The cache is a portion of your Mac's memory set aside to hold information you have
recently read from disk. How does this help
performance? The answer is that, statistically speaking, there's a significru1t probability that data you've just read from disk will
be needed again soon. That's not always
true, of course, but it's true often enough to
make the cache worthwhile. Under System
7 you can't even shut it off (though you can
control how much RAM it gets).
The problem is that Apple's caching algorithms are not very efficient, so th e disk
cache provides only a slight performance
boost, at best. And the la rger the cache, the
longer it takes to search it, so more time
goes to waste when there's a miss (the desired
data isn't there), and it takes longer to find it
even when it is there.

Type the size you w anl
for the disk cache here.
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You can control the size of the built-in disk cache
in the Mac's Memory control panel. System l's
Memory control panel is shown here; In System 6,
you can also turn the cache (then called the "RAM
cache") on and off. (The Memory control panel
may look slightly different on your computer-its
settings vary according to the hardware you have
installed.)
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Caches and Caches

(I-IN)

The disk cache you manage from the
Memory control panel probably isn't
the only cache in your Mac. The
68030 and '040 processors, plus the
PowerPC, have small caches built right
into the ch ip. On some systems there
is also a secondary or Level 2 cache-a
bunch of high-speed static RAM on a
card plugged into the logic board. The
Mac llci had a special slot for a cache
card, and Apple eventually made such
slots standard. The Power Macintoshes
can also accommodate cache cards,
and one comes standard with the
Power Mac 8100/80. On top of that,
many hard drives have their own
cache memory built in.
These caches are all different from the
Memory control panel cache, but they
all work on the same principle: All are
designed to boost performance by
holding data temporarily in some
nearby, high-speed repository so it can
be retrieved without going back to the
slower sources from which it originally
came.

The optimal point depends on your work
habits and the software you're using, but
most users find that a setting of 96K or 12 8K
works best; some argue for 256K. Higher
amounts slow performance, so you should
reset it even if you have RAM to burn.
It's especially important to set the cache to
the minimum level if you're using Adobe's
Photoshop, because interactions between
the disk cache and Photoshop's own built-in
virtual memory system can cause serious
delays.
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Alternate Caches
Some hard disk drivers implement their own
caching schemes, and they do a better job
than Apple does. (I lard disk drivers and what
they do are described in Chapter 5.) Spot On
from MacPeak Research and version 3 of
Drive7 from CasaBlanca Works let you turn
on caching and choose among several configuration options in their control panels.

It's hard to know just how much good all
this does, but in my experience it provides a
small but perceptible performance boost. Competitors also seem to see something in the technology. At the time of this writing several said they intend to
add caching to future versions of their driver packages.

RAM Disks
Another way to use memory to improve performance is to create a RAM diska chunk of RANI formatted so that the Finder sees it as a disk volume and can
read and write files on it. There are two principal advantages to RANI disks and
several disadvantages.

GOOD

FEATURE
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The advantages:

GOOD
FEATURE

POWERBOOK

• Speed. Because all transactions on a RAM disk happen at electronic rather
than mechanical speeds, they're much faster than similar operations on any
physical disk. Many telecommunications users in particular find that downloading files to a RAM disk before moving them to a more permanent home
can speed file transfers and thus reduce on-line charges.
• Power savings. On a PowerBook, if you can get all the system, application,
and data files you are actively using into memory (either on a RAM disk or in
the remaining main memory), you'll no longer need to access the
PowerBook hard drive-you can let it spin down or even, if you've made the
RAM disk the startup volume, unmount the real disk altogether by throwing
its icon in the Trash. Since spinning drives require constant power, this technique can prolong battery life appreciably: By unmounting the drive in a
PowerBook 170 and relying entirely on a R.ANI disk, I once made it from San
Francisco to Atlanta on one battery. (A PowerBook with a sleeping drive is
refreshingly quiet, too. )
The disadvantages:

BAD
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POWERBOOK

• Volatility. T he overriding problem with RAM disks is that they last only as
long as the power is on. If it's cut off-by a power failure, an inadvertent
shutdown, or a run-down battery-your work is gone for good. Several
RAM disk programs, however, deal with this problem by automatically backing up your files to the hard disk.
• Hassle. Once you save a file to a hard disk, it should be there every time you
turn on your system and mount that volume. In the case of RAM disks,
you have to load files onto the disk every time you create one. T here are
several programs that can automate the process, but it still takes time. (On a
PowerBook you can minimize this problem by letting your system sleep
instead of shutting it down when you are not using it; RAM disks survive
system sleep.)
• Large RAM requirements. To make a RAM disk big enough to hold an application (to say nothing of a System Folder!), you need to dedicate a lot of
memory to it-memory that will no longer be available for any other purpose,
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such as opening applications. And if you copy an application to the RAM: disk
and then open it, you are devoti ng two large clnmks of memory to it. Un fortunately, it's precisely wh ere the advantages of a RAM disk are most compelling-on a PowerBook-that RAM is most limited and most expensive.

If all of this adds up to something worth trying, there is n ow a wide selection of
utilities for creating and managing RAM: disks.
The Memory control panel
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option, and then
use the slider to
set the size of
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RAM DoskSiu
The Apple software is missing
[ Use oeroults J
two va luabl e features other
v1
RA!v1 disk programs offer: au- If you hove o recent M oe model, one pone of the Memory control
tomatic loading of preselected pone/lets you set up o RAM disk, which will appear after you restart
your machine.
files when the disk is created
and automatic backup to less ephemeral media. You can , however, add these capabilities by using other utilities in conjunction with or as an alternative to the
Apple RAM disk software.
1.1

RamDisk+. A popular $3 5 shareware RAM disk program by Roger Bates,
RamDisk+ can automatically load files you have preselected onto the RA.iVI disk

at boot-up and copy new or modified files back to the h ard disk folder they
came from at user-defined interva ls. Because the program can create its own
RAM: disk, it can be used on machines where Apple's software can't, and if
you 're running with 24-bit addressing, RamDisk+ can even use memory the
Finder can't see. If, on the other hand, you create a RAM disk with the Memory
control panel and then restart with the RamDisk+ extension also loading, the
latter will provide its file-loading and backup services for the Apple-created volwne. (It's even sma rt enough not to try creating a second RA.iVI volume itself.)
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Att icus RAMDiskSaver. Atticus RAMDiskSaver, a $70 utili ty from Atticus
Software, was designed specifica lly to work with RAM disks created with th e
Memoty control panel. It can be set to back up fi les on the RANI disk either to
a specia l folder or to thei r origina l location when you shut down, on command
or at regular intervals; thereafter, it can reload the same files onto th e Apple
R.Alv1 disk at startup.
Maxima. Connectix's $100 en try in the RAM disk category also creates its own
RANI disk and provides automatic backup an d loa ding, and it, too, can utilize
excess memory otherwise invisible in 24-bit mode. (In additi on, it can extend
the system memory limit in 24-bit mode from 81\1113 to as much as 14M B and
use the remain ing RAM as a RAM clisk.) Maxima 3.0, a new version under development at this writing, adds an on-the-fly compression feature to increase
the RAM disk's effective capacity.

MAC BIB L E
DISK

AppDisk. A $15, System 7-only sharewa re uti] ity from Mark Adams, AppDisk
lets you create a R.Alvl disk at any time, without rebooting. It also provides an
au to-save functi on (curiously, it saves data from the R.At\1 disk right into the
AppDisk application).

Adding More Memory

(HN)

T he earliest lv1acs, back in 1984 and 1985, had their meager memory soldered
to th eir logic boards and no slots for adding more. Fortunately, Apple carne to
its senses before too lon g, and since 1986 almost every new Mac has had slots
that make it easy to add more memory.
Except in the case of the Mac Portable, PowerBooks, an d some versions of the
original Mac Classic (a ll of which require specially designed memory cards),
adding memory means pl ugging in extra SIMMs.

All About SIMMs
SIMMs generally measure about 1 by 4 inch es, in most cases they hold eight
RA.i\II chips, and for some reason they are always green.
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It would be mce if you could just
walk into a dealer or pick up the
phone and order a generic SThtlM
anytime you wanted to put more
R.A.t\11 in your lVlac. Dream on. The
bad news is that SIM.Ms come in
hundreds of varieti es, and only one
or t\:vo wi ll work on your Mac.
You can narrow things down by excluding PC SIMMs, which usually
have a ninth chip for something
called parity (cleverly designed to
crash your system if a passing cosmic
ray or some other electroni c quirk
happens to mess up your memory).
T hese pm·ity SIMMs wi ll fit in Mac
SIMM slots, and some Mac owners
have successfu lly used them, but
there's really no percentage in trying.
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Though the rate of change has been slow
by computer-industry standards, RAM
chips have grown steadily faster over the
years as manufacturing techniques have
improved and system designers have
searched for ways to keep speedy processors supplied with data. The Plus and
the SE used memoly that poked along at
150 nanoseconds; the Quadra 840AV
needs RAM rated at 60 nanoseconds.
(Remember, fewer is faster.)
If you are buying add-on RAM, you (or the
vendor you are buying from) need to know
the speed your Mac requires-RAM that's
too slow w ill make your system unreliable.
Buying memory that's faster than your system requires doesn't do any harm-as long
as you don't install it in the same bank with
slower memory-but neither will it improve
your Mac's performance.

But even amon g Mac SIM.Ms there are dozens of variables: chip density (from
256 kilobit.r to 16 megabit.r, for now), total Sli\1M capacity (from 256 kilol.rytes to
32 megabytes), pin count (30 on older ZVIacs, 72 on new ones, 64 on the oddball
Mac Ilfx), and memory speed (from 150 nanoseconds on the Plus and SE down
to 60 nanoseconds on the _Quadra 840AV).
Even if you've identified the type of SIMM you need, you can't just buy one and
add it to whatever memory you already have: T here's a complex set of rules
about what amounts of total memory each Mac model will support, whether
and how you can combine different capacities in the same Mac, and, in Macs
with several banks of SIM.M sockets, which to fill first.

In short, it's a mess, and there's really no way and no reason for anyone except
memory vendors to try to keep it straight. T he only rational strategy is to deal
with vendors who know th e Mac well , check to m ake sure they have a moneyback, no-hassle guarantee, tell them exactly what Mac model you have, and hope

WARNING
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and pray they'll sell you the right SIMMs. If you want to bone up a little first,
though, take a gander at the memory configurations chart on pages 178-181.

Buying Memory
Sl.J.\1Ms are available from most of the same sources as other computer equipment, and with the same caveats: Storefront computer dealers usually have the
highest prices; discount electronics outlets and the computer superstores that
have sprung up in most fTletropolitan areas generally come next; and mail-order
vendors normally have the lowest prices. (See Appendix C for more on buying
Mac-i·elated hardware and software.)
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Adding Memory to PowerBooks

POWERBOOK
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Boosting the memory in Apple's notebook models presents some special problems. RAM for
PowerBooks tends to be mo re expensive than for desktop Macs, since the notebooks require
lower-power chips and specially designed memory expansion cards rather than standard
SIMMs. To compound the problem, the design seems to change with each new model.
Apple makes its specs available to selected o utside manufacturers, but sometimes not in final
form until just before or even after new models are released; the manufacturer then has to
design the card and find sources for the necessary components.
For all these reasons, RAM expansion cards for new PowerBook models are often scarce and
expensive when the machines first ship. Several times third-party RAM vendors, unable to
get adequate supplies of Apple-spec components (because Apple is taking everything available), have come out with alternative technologies. Sometimes they work fine, b ut there
have been cases where vendors have had to stop shipments and make changes in their
cards after problems cropped up.
I don't ordinarily advise people to buy memory from Apple, because it usually costs too
much, but if you are b uying a brand-new notebook, consider ordering it with a full complement of RAM, or else plan to wait a few months while the dust settles (and prices come
down) before buying from a third party.
Fortunately, relief is on the way. The latest PowerBooks, following the example of Apple's
Newton MessagePad and many PC laptops, have a new type of slot that makes it much easier to install extra memory (as well as tiny hard disks, modems, or other add-ons). Without
even opening the case, you can just slide a credit-card-shaped circuit board into the system.
It's known as a PCMCIA slot, because it's based on a standard set by an industry group
called the Personal Computer Memory Card International Association, but computer industry wags have come up with lots of alternative interpretations of the name-my favorite is
People Can't Memorize Computer Industry Acronyms.

++
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Before you hit the phones, ann yourself with a little knowledge about current
prices. The best way to do so is to find a recent copy of MacWEEK, the Mac
newsweekly, and check the ads. (I work at NiacWEEK, so my biases are obvious,
but most people in the industry agree that the publication's back pages have become the marketplace where prices on Mac memory and peripherals are set.) If
you can't find a copy of Mac WEEK (it's not available on newsstands), look in the
monthlies, Macworld or MacUse1; for phone numbers, but call for current prices.
They change fast.
Among the mail-order vendors, the differences in quality and service seem
smaller than they used to be, and nowadays most major suppliers are
knowledgeable about the Mac; the suggestions that follow are by no means exclusive. But when I have to buy RAM, the first place I call is Technology Works
(a.k.a. TechWorks) in Austin, Texas, because it meets all my criteria: Prices are
good (tl1ough generally not the very lowest); tl1e products are first-class; the
people are deeply committed to the Mac; the company provides a 30-day
money-back guarantee, lifetime warranty, and toll-free tech support; and it's
big enough to give me confidence it'll be around long enough to make those
promises meaningful.
Among the alternatives, T he Chip Merchant in San Diego is generally reputed
to have the lowest prices, and despite some problems in the past, service is now
said to be good. Newer Technology in Wichita, Kansas, has somewhat higher
prices, but it's a pioneer on the capacity and performance frontier and generally among the first to market with reliable support for new Apple products.
Other well-regarded suppliers include Nlicrotech International of East Haven,
Connecticut, and T he LLB Company of Bellevue, Washington.

Can You Install It Yourself?
Installing SIMMs in most Macs is not too difficult, but it can be tricky until
you've learned the ropes, and there's some risk involved: A slip of the hand and
you could snap off some little piece of plastic-next tiling you know you' ll be
faced with a bill for a new logic board. I've installed lvlac memory many times,
but I've never once done it without breaking in to a nervous sweat. I've found
Mac SEs and PowerBooks particularly hairy, just because space is so tight.
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Adding More Memory

There's no shame in paying someone to do the job for you, any more than in
paying a mechanic to do routine maintenance on your car. That said, you can
save some money and acquire a little sense of mastery over the technology if
you do it yourself. A few pointers:
• Make sure you have good instructions and read them over before you start.
Major RAM suppliers usually provide illustrated installation guides; some
offer instructional videos.
• Don't try to do the job on a cluttered desk. Set up an unencumbered workspace with room for all the parts you have to remove.
• Don't start unless you know you have plenty of time available. You sweat
more if you're watching the clock.

POWERBOOK

• You need unusual tools to open the cases of compact Macs and Power Books,
and you won't get far if you don't have them. You'll a need long-shafted Torx
T-15 screwdriver for compact Macs such as the Plus, SE, or Classic; Torx
T-8 and T-10 screwdrivers for PowerBook 100-series models; and a T-8 to
add RAM to a PowerBook Duo. Your RAiVI vendor should be able to supply
the tools you need, or you can find them at automotive parts stores.
• You should use an antistatic mat and wear an antistatic bracelet while working inside the machine. (I don't, but I sboulcl.)
• Be sure to unplug your system before opening it. If you're operating on a
PowerBook, make sure it's fully shut down, not just sleeping. Remove the
battery, too, and then wait several minutes before starting to work.

Finding Out More

MAC BIBL .
DISK

As you've undoubtedly figured out by now, the Mac memory story is pretty
complicated. Connectix Corp., in addition to developing a whole series of useful, memory-related utilities, has done the Macintosh community a major service by producing a comprehensive handbook on the subject called the
Niacintosb Memory Guide. It contains a detailed history of Mac memory, along
with tables detailing everything you need to know about memory options and
requirements for all Mac models past and present.
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Where Did All My New Memory Co?

(HN)

With the latest Mac models you don't have to do anything special to take advantage of any
amount of memory your Mac can handle. But with older machines there is a small but easily
overlooked extra step required: opening the
Memory control panel, clicking on one radio
button to switch from 24-bit addressing to
-·------·--·----·--·-·----32-bit addressing, and restarting your Mac.
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After increasing your memory to mare than 8MB,
you may need to change your system's memory
use by turning on 32-bit addressing In the
Memory control panel. If 32-bit addressing is off,
the Mac can address only 8MB of memory, no
matter haw much you actually have Installed.

The way Macs used to keep track of what
was in memory, 24-bit addressing imposes a
limit of 8MB on system memory, regardless
of how much is installed. Switching to 32bit mode removes that limit. (For more on
24- and 32-bit addressing, see the box on
page 158.)
If your older Mac came with 8 or fewer
megs of RAM, it is probably set to run in 24bit mode. If you forget to change it, you can
spend $300 for another 8 megs, install it,
and find that you don't have any more
memory available than before. (If you are in
24-bit mode, About This Macintosh depicts
any installed memory beyond 8 megs as
part of what the Mac System takes up.)

Coru1ectix used to give the booklet away free. Now it only distributes and updates it in electronic form, via user groups and on-line services. But if you prefer hard copy, you can get an up-to-date version of much of the same material
in booklet form from Technology Works, the memory vendor mentioned
above. Ask for the Menzmy Solutions Guide.
Another information resource along the same lines is SimmStack, a HyperCard
stack developed and regularly updated by Apple's Mark Hansen. It, too, is avajlable free from on-line services and user groups.
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Memory Configurations for Different Mac Models
Mac Model

RAM
soldered
on (MB)

SIMM
slots

Possible
SIMM
Sizes (MB)

Possible
RAM Conflgs
(MB)

Speed
N/A

RAM

12S*

1 2SK

0

N/A

12SK

512K/512Ke*

512K

0

N/A

512K

N/A

Plus*

0

4

256K, l

1,2.5,4

150ns

Notes

1,4

SE*

0

4

256K,l

1,2,2 .5,4

150ns

1,4

SE/30*

0

s

256K,l , 4

1 ,2,4,5, S, 16,17,20,32

120ns

4
1,2

Classic*

1

2

256K,l

1,2,2.5,4

150ns

Classic II

2

2

1,2,4

2,4,6, 10

1 DOns

3

Color Classic

4

2

1,2,4

4,6,S,l0

l OOns

3

LC*

2

2

1,2,4

2,4,6, 10

l OOns

3

LC II*

4

2

1,2,4

2,6,S, 10

l OOns

3,S

LC Ill, Performa 450

4

1

1,2,4, S,
16,32

4,5,6,S, 12, 20, 36

SOns

3, lS

Performa 200*

2

2

1,2, 4

2,4,6,10

l OOns

3

Performa 400*, 405*, 430*

4

2

1,2,4

2,6,S, 10

l OOns

3,S

Performa 475,476

4

1

4,S,l 6,36

4,S, 12,20,36

SOns

Performa 600*

4

4

256K,1, 2,
4,16

4,5,S, 12,20, 6S

SOns

Performa 550

4

1

1,2,4, s,
16, 32

4,5,6,S, 12, 20, 36

SOns

II*

0

256K,l,4

1,2,4,5,S, 17,20

120ns

1,4,5,6,7

llx*

0

256K,1, 4

1,2,4,5,S, 16,17,20,32

120ns

1,4,5,6,7

256K,l,4

1,2,4,5,S, 16,1 7,20,32

120ns

4

256K,512K,l ,2, 1,2,3,4,5,6,S, 9,10,12,
4
16,1 7,SOns

SOns

3

1,4

SOns

3,9

3,10

llcx*

0

llci*

0

s
s
s
s

llfx*

0

s

llsi*

1

4

256K,512K, 1,2,41,2,3,5,9, 1 7

1 DOns

3

II vi*

4

4

256K,1 ,2,4,16

4,5,S,l2,20,6S

SOns

3,10

llvx*

4

4

256K,l ,2,4, 16

4,5,S, 12,20,6S

SOns

3,10

Centris 6 10*,
Quadra 61 0, AWS 60

4

2

4,S,l6,
32

4,8, 12,20,36,40,44,
52,6S

SOns

3,1S

Centris 650*,
Quadra 650

8

4

4,8,16,32

4,S, 12,16,20,24,2S, 32, SOns
36,40, 44,4S,52,56,60,
64,6S,72, 76,SO, S4,SS,
92, 96, 100, 104, 1 OS,
112, 116, 120, 132

19

3,1S

4,S, 16,20,32

Centris 660AV

4

2

4,S, 16,32

4,S, 12,20,36,6S

70ns

Quadra 605

4

1

4, S, 16,36

4,S, 12,20,36

SOns

Quadra 700*

4

4

1,4

4,S,20

SOns

3

Quadra 900*

0

16

1,4

4,S, 12, 16,20,24,2S,32,
36,40,4S,52,64

SOns

3

• Product no longer being produced by Apple.
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Notes
1 Third-party 1MB SIMMs with only two chips are incompatible with these computers. Apple twochip 1MB SIMMs may be found, however, in the SE/30, llci, Ilsi, LC and Quadra 950.

2 The Classic has 1MB of RAM soldered to its logic board. Additional RAM requires an expansion
card. Apple's Macintosh Classic 1MB Memory Expansion Card has 1MB of additional RAM and
two SIMM connectors.

3 These systems have 32-bit-clean ROMs. Computers with 32-bit-clean ROMs can take advantage
of more than 8MB of physical RAM under System 7.

4 The ROMs in these systems are not 32-bit-clean, but with the 32-Bit System Enabler under
System 7.1 or MODE32 with versions of System 7 prior to 7.1, they can run in 32-bit mode and
can take advantage of more than 8MB of physical RAM.

5 The Mac II and llx require special 4MB SIMMs. Be sure to specify your Macintosh model when
ordering these SIMMs and make certain the vendor is aware of the difference. The Mac II requires
the Macintosh II FDHD Upgrade to use 4MB SIMMs.

6 To take advantage of more than 8MB of physical RAM, the Macintosh II must have a PMMU installed and the 32-Bit System Enabler (or MODE32 with versions of System 7 prior to 7. 1).

7 The Macintosh II won't start up if you install 4MB SIMMs in bank A. Install 4MB SIMMs in bank B,
and use 256K or 1MB SIMMs in bank A.
8 These systems can address a maximum of 1OMB of RAM. When the SIMM slots are filled with
4MB SIMMs, the lower 2MB of DRAM on the logic board can't be addressed.

9 The llfx requires 64-pin SIMMs.
10 Only eight-chip 16MBx1 SIMMs have been tested on the Mac llvi and llvx.

11 The Macintosh Portable has 1MB of RAM soldered to the main logic board. You ca n add more
RAM using an expansion card, which can have from 1MB to 4MB of RAM or, in the case of the
backlit Portable, 1MB to 3MB of RAM.

121f the processor-direct slot (PDS) is used for other peripherals, the maximum RAM is 5MB for the
Portable and 4MB for the backlit version.

13 The PowerBook 1 00 has 2MB of pseudostatic RAM on the main logic board and one expansion
slot. Add itional RAM requires a RAM expansion card.

14 The PowerBook 140, 145, and 170 have 2MB of pseudostatic RAM on the main logic board and
one expansion slot.

15 The PowerBook 145B, 160, 165c, 180, and 180c have 4MB of pseudostatic RAM on the main
logic board and one expansion slot.
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Memory Configurations for Different Moe Models (continued)
Mac Model

RAM
soldered
on ( MB)

SIMM
slots

Possible
SIMM
Sizes (MB)

Possible
RAM Conflgs
(MB)

RAM
Speed

Notes

Quadra 950, AWS 95

0

16

1,4

4,8,12, 16,20,24,28,32,
36,40,48,52,64

80ns

3

Quadra 800*, AWS 80

8

4

4,8,16,
32

8, 12, 16,20,24,28,32,
36,40,44,48,52,56,60,
64,68,72,76,80,84,88,
92,96,104,108,112,
120,136

60ns

19

Quadra 840AV

0

4

4,8,16,32

8, 16,32,64, 128

60ns

3, 18

Power Mac 6 100/60

8

2

4, 8, 16,32

8, 16, 24, 40, 72

80ns

21

Power Mac 61 00/60AV

8

2

4, 8, 16,32

8, 16, 24, 40, 72

80ns

21

Power Mac 7100/ 66

8

4

4, 8, 16,32

8, 1 6, 24, 32, 40, 56,
72,80,88, 104, 1 36

80ns

21

Power Mac 71 00/66AV

8

4

4, 8, 16,32

8, 16, 24, 32, 40, 56,
72,80,88, 104,136

80ns

21

Power Mac 8 100/80

8

8

4, 8, 16,32

8, 16,24,32,40,48,
56, 64, 72,80,88,96,
104,1 12.120,136,1 44,
152,160,168,176,184,
192, 200, 208, 216,
224,232,264

80ns

21

Power Mac 8 100/ 80AV

8

8

4, 8, 16,
32

8, 16, 24, 32, 40,48,
SOns
56, 64, 72, 80,88,96,
104, 11 2. 120,136, 144,
152, 160, 1 68, 176, 184,
192, 200, 208, 216,
224,232,264

21

Portable*

1

N/A

N/A

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9

1 OOns

4,11,12

Portable* (backlit)

1

N/A

N/A

1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8

l OOns

4,11 ,12

PowerBook 100*

2

N/A

N/A

2,4,6,8

1 DOns

3,13

PowerBook 140*, 145*

2

N/A

N/A

2,4,6,8

l OOns

3,14

PowerBook 1458

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8

l OOns

3, 15

PowerBook 1 70*

2

N/A

N/A

2,4,6,8

l OOns

3,14

PowerBook 160*

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8, 10, 12,14

l OOns

3,15

PowerBook 165*

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8, 10, 12,14

l OOns

3, 15

85 or1 OOns 3,15, 16

PowerBook 165c*

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8, 10, 12,14

PowerBook 180*

4

N/A

N/A

4,6, 8, 10, 12,14

85 or1 OOns 3,15,16

PowerBook 180c*

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8, 10, 12,14

85 or1 OOns 3, 15,16

PowerBook Duo 21 0*

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8, 10, 12,16,24

70ns or 85 3,1 7

PowerBook Duo 230*

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8, 10,12,16,24

70ns

3,17

PowerBook Duo 250

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8, 1 0,1 2,16,24

70ns

3,17

PowerBook Duo 270

4

N/A

N/A

4,6,8, 10, 12,16,24, 32

70ns

3,1*

• Product no longer being produced by Apple.
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Notes (continued from page 179)
16 For the PowerBook 165c, 180, and 180c, we suggest 85ns pseudostatic RAM. Use of 1OOns pseudostatic RAM results in a performance decrease of approximately 5 to 10 percent.

17 The PowerBook Duo 210 and 230 have 4MB of low-power DRAM on the main logic board and
one expansion slot.

18 These systems use 32-bit wide, 72-pin SIMMs (fast-paged mode) not previously used in
Macintosh computers.

19 These systems use "memory interleaving" when SIMM pairs are used (for example: two 8MB
SIMMs). This can improve performance 5 to 10 percent. The Centris 61 0, Centris 650, and
Quadra 800 have flexible memory systems, meaning that any supported SIMM size can go into
any SIMM socket in any order, and they can run with partially populated banks. They don't support 1MB, 2MB, or 64MB 72-pin SIMMs.

20 Some early Centris models had only 4MB of RAM soldered on the logic board. Those units cannot be configured to hold 96, 112, or 120MB of RAM.

21 Power Macs use 32-bit, 72-pin SIMMs, and they must be installed in pairs of equal capacity.
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Editors' Poll: What Kind of Mac Do You Use as Your
Primary Workstation? How Much Memory and Storage?
AA: A Mac llci, and after three years I still love it. (It does help to have a 24-bit accelerator
card, a RAM cache, and so on.) I've got 20MB of RAM, for those Photoshop-PageMakerWord-TouchBase-CompuServe days, and 600MB of storage. (Data files, like Mac Bible chapters, are on Pippin, my internal 80MB disk; applications and art fi les are on Goliath, the
external 529MB drive.)

DB: I use my 128K Mac for a hatrack, my SEas a QuickMail server for the office, and I'm
sending my llsi to my folks so they can learn how to use a Macintosh. Now I'm using a
Quadra 650 for most of my work, and on the road I use a PowerBook 170. Because I do a
lot of work with desktop publishing, I need the power of the 650, and I've also added some
cards like a SuperMac Thunder II to speed up my Photoshop work. I've got 24MB of RAM,
but now I wonder when I' ll be able to afford 64. I've got a 400MB hard drive, a 120MB
drive, a SyQuest 44 with 15 cartridges, and a handful of 128MB magneto-opticals. And I'm
ru nning out of space.

EC: Centris 660AV with 16MB of memory (which seems like enough to me, although my
Photoshop-loving husband wishes we had more). I've got a 500MB hard drive and an 88MB
. SyQuest with about 30 cartridges.
DD: A llci 8/80, with a 230MB external hard drive and a 44MB Syquest on the old SCSI
chain.
CG: I spend equal time working on a Power Book 160 (4/80) and a Mac llci with a 14-inch
Apple monitor, 17MB of RAM, an extended keyboa rd, a 21OMB internal hard disk, a 105MB
external hard disk, and a 2,400-baud external modem.

JK: Centris 650 with 16MB of RAM and a 230MB hard drive.
HN: I've got a Power Mac 81 00/80. I've got 16MB of memory and two 1-gig drives for
storage.

BW: Currently, I'm using a llsi w ith 6MB {I really should have double that).

•t
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Storage
IF YOU'RE LIKE MOST COMPUTER USERS, you aren't much more interested
in computer storage than in bookcases. Like shelves, after all, hard drives, floppies, CD-ROM drives, and tape backup units don't actually do much-they just
provide a place to leave the files you've created and collected when you're not
using them.
In fact, though, nothing is more critical to the performance and reliability of
your computer system than your storage devices. If your drive is slow, you'll be
staring at the wristwatch pointer and twiddling your thumbs when you should
be working or having fun. If your hard disk crashes, it can take hours or years of
your work with it, and if you haven't taken th e necessary precautions, you may
never get those fil es back. Problems like those can make you rue the day you
ever heard of high technology.
No one can guarantee that you'll never have such hassles. But this chapter aims
to improve your odds, by providing background information and tips that help
you manage your storage devices effectively and prepare for the worst.
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How Disks Work

How Disks Work

(AN/SNRS/Susan McCaJ]jsteriHN)

The most common Mac storage technologies, including hard disks, floppies,
tape, and most other removable media, are magnetic; that is, bits of data are
recorded by changing the magnetic polarity of small areas on the surface of the
storage media.
Magnetic media consist of an iron-oxide coating on a substrate, or foundation
layer. In the case of floppy disks, the substrate is ... well .. . floppy. It's a flexible
plastic similar to recording tape. Inside the rectangular, hard plastic case, it's
doughnut-shaped-round with a hole in the center.
WJth hard disks, the substrate is usually made of alruninum. Typically, a hard
drive actually has several separate disks, or platters, stacked on top of each other
and enclosed, together with a motor to spin them, in a sealed metal case.
On both kinds of drives, read/write heads store data by giving bits of the ironoxide coating a positive or negative magnetic charge, to correspond to the 1's
and O's of digital data; they read the data by checking to see what the charges are.
Since iron oxide is what rust is made of, you can think of the contents of magnetic media as stories written in rust with a magnet. (With The Macintosh Bible,
you don't get just information-you get poetry.)
Modern floppy drives are double-sided- the drive has heads that read and write
data on both sides of the media. Hard drives have a pair of read/write heads for
each pl~tter. The heads are mounted on arms in much the same way that needles are mounted on the tone arms of record turntables, and they move in toward the center or out toward the edge as the disk spins.
Floppy drives rotate the disk at 300 r.p.m.; in a hard disk the platters spins at
anywhere from 3,600 r.p.m. to 7,200 r.p.m. (no wonder it feels faster to work
from a hard drive). \Vhile the read/write heads of floppy disk drives actually
touch the disk, in hard drives th~y float over the platters on a cushion of air
that's thinner than a human hair. The tolerance is so fine that the smallest dust
particle can spell disaster. That's why hard disks are sealed.
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Along with the mechanism itself, Macintosh ·••••·••·••··•·v··•····•·••....,.,••··•••
(HN)
hard drives, whether internal or external,
Bits and Bytes
have a controller bom·d-the electronics that
Storage is measured in the same units
used for memory. A bit is one piece of
control the drive and manage its commw1iinformation-on/off, yes/no, 1/0, +/-.
cations with the Mac. External drives also
A byte is made up of 8 bits, and the
include a fan, connectors, a power supply (a
units we generally measure storage
device that converts the 110-volt AC from
in-kilobytes, megabytes, and gigabytes-are multiples of that. Each
your wall socket into the lower-voltage DC
unit is about 1,000 (actually 1,024)
power the drive motor requires) and, of
times the last: A kilobyte is 1,024
course, the outer case.
bytes, a megabyte is 1,024 kilobytes,
and a gigabyte is 1,024 megabytes.

In recent years several technologies that use
light as well as magnetism in the process of
reading and writing data have also become common on the Mac. For a description of how they work see "Removable Media" and "CD-ROM," later in this
chapter.

Formatting Disks

(HN)

Every writable disk-floppy, hard, removable, or optical-has to go through a
one-time setup process before you can use it on a Mac. This operation is known
as initializing or formatting the disk. (Technically speaking, these terms refer to
separate parts of the process, but for most purposes they're interchangeable.)
Instructions for formatting floppies are built into the Mac. vVhenever you insert
an unformatted (or otherwise unreadable) floppy, the machine will ask if you
want it initialized. If you select an already-formatted floppy disk in the Finder
and choose Erase Disk from the Special menu, the floppy will be reformatted.
Hard drives are usually shipped preformatted, but if you have to reformat, or
if you want to format an optical disk or other removable media, you'll need
to launch a special formatting application. (In the case of a hard drive, the
Finder's Erase Disk command just erases the data on the disk; it doesn't reformat the media.) Apple's formatter, Apple HD SC Setup, comes with the Mac,
but it works only with Apple-brand drives; third-party hardware vendors include utilities they've developed themselves or licensed from others. Several
developers also sell retail packages that can format drives regardless of brand
(see "Upgrading Your Formatter and Driver" later in this chapter).
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Sectors on floppies and standard hard disks
hold 512 bytes (half a K); floppies have 80 tracks
per side (on hard disks that number varies). The
1.4MB drives in all recent Macs, known as SuperDrives, have 18 sectors on each track. PCs use a
similar floppy disk format.

Formatting the media organizes it to receive
information. If you think of a new disk as a
blank sheet of paper, formatting is like drawing a grid that covers the surface with boxes
to put data in. What results is like graph
paper, except that since disks are round, they
have tracks (rings around the disk) and sectors
(divisions within a track) instead of columns
and rows.

Most hard disk formatting utilities (HD SC
Setup is an exception) give you the option of
dividing the disk into several pa·rtitions, or logical volumes-portions of one
physical disk that are set up so the Mac will treat them as if they were separate
disks. (For more on partitioning disks, see "Getting the Most Out ofYour Hard
Drive" later in this chapter.)

Directories and Desktop Files

(HN)

When a disk is initialized, part of it is set aside for directories, where the Mac
creates and looks up records about the name, size, and location of evety :file and
folder on the disk.
These directories are critical: If they get corrupted, as they easily can, you could
lose access to your data, even if it's actually stored safely on the disk.
Initializing also creates special invisible D esktop files; in System 6 there's only
one, but System 7 has two: Desktop DB and Desktop DF. They store icons, the
size and location of open windows, how the contents of windows are displayed
(by Icon, Name, etc.), the Get Info information for every file, and so on.

Disk Drivers

(HN)

To tell it how to read and write any disk, the Mac needs a kind of software called
a driver. A driver for Apple floppy drives is built into the Mac's ROMs, so it
doesn't have to be kept on each disk. On hard disks and removable cartridges
(not including CD-ROMs), the driver software is installed by the formatter in a
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special section of the clisk. One of the first things the Mac does when you start it
up-during what's known as the boot-up process-is to go to that location on
each drive it finds and load the driver into memory.
Ordinarily you don't have to pay attention to your hard disk driver; it should just
do its thing automatically. (In fact, you can't even see it on your disk, even with
programs that show files invisible from the Finder.) But remember that it's
there, because in some circumstances you can save yourself a lot of trouble by
reinsta ll ing or updating it. (See Chapter 7 on troubleshooting and the section on
SyQuest cartridges later in tills chapter for some examples.)

Connecting External Drives to the Mac

H OT TIP

(HN)

When Apple in the mid-1980s went looking for a way to connect hard disks to
the lv1ac, it settled on a then-obscure industry standard known as the Small
Computer Systems Interface, which is abbreviated to SCSI, pronounced
"scuzzy." (A now-defunct company called LoDOvVN Corp. used to make specialized peripherals called "write once, read many" drives. They gave their Mac
version my all-time favorite product name: the LoDOWN SCSI WORM
drive. It sounded to me like something the good guy would call the bad guy in a
classic cowboy movie.)
Aside from dockless Duos, every new Mac since 1986 has had a SCSI port (connector), and, except for floppy drives, virtually all Iviac storage devices use SCSI
to exchange da ta with the Mac. (So do most Mac scanners, many printers, and a
host of other peripherals.)
You can dnisy chain (connect in series) up to seven devices to one SCSI port; if
you want to attempt to attach more peripherals than that, you can buy an expansion card that gives your machine a second SCSI channel or "bus," or you
ca n get one of the high-end Macs, such as the Quadra 950 or the Power Mac
8 I 00/80, that have two SCSI buses built in. The ins and outs of dealing with
SCSI are described under "Riding the SCSI Bus," later in this chapter.
Over the next few years, Apple is planning to gradually replace SCSI with a new
peripheral-expansion bus it calls Fire Wire. T he new standard promises numerous advantages over SCSI: It's supposed to be capable of transferring data more
than twice as fast as SCSI on a Quadra or Power Mac (and planned future
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enhancements will make it several times faster still). It will use smaller, cheaper
cables and eliminate most of the hassles involved with connecting multiple
peripherals via SCSI (see "Riding the SCSI Bus," below). On top of all that, it
includes special provisions for real-time audio and video-you'll be able to connect a video camera to the FireWire bus and see the picture on the Mac screen.

Dealing With Floppy Disks
Almost everyone has to deal with floppies sometime. New software usually
comes on floppies, and they remain a convenient medium for moving files between your computer and someone else's.

400K, BOOK, and 7.4MB Disks

(HN)

The earliest Macs had 400K floppy drives. (That seems small now, but at the
time, PC disks held only 360K) The second generation, starting with the Mac
Plus, used double-sided, double-density disks, with a capacity of up to BOOK. In
19BB Apple introduced the Supe1D1·ive, a drive that can read and write 1.4MB
high-density disks, BOOK disks, and 720K or 1.4MB disks formatted for PCs.
1.4MB disk

BOOK disk

To lock the disk,
flip the tab up so
" ' - - - - - - - - - - ' that the hole in
this corner is open.

You can usually tell a 1.4MB floppy disk at
a glance by looking for a small hole in the
upper-left corner and the notation "HD" on
the plastic case.

Typically, 1.4MB disks cost a bit less on
a per-megabyte basis. Assuming you have a
high-density drive, there's generally no reason to buy the lower-capacity disks unless
you need to distribute data to users who
don't have a SuperDrive. [I disagree: Many
times I need to send SOK (or SOOK) files to other
people. Why spend the extra money on a highdensity disk that goes mostly unused? Also', I
don't like to jam nonrelated items on disks just to
use up all the space. In those cases, I can often fit
all the items 1'elated to one topic on a double-density disk, again saving the more expensive highdensity disks for larger files.-EC]
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(SNRS/AN)

To lock, or write-protect, a disk so nothing on it can be changed or erased accidentally, simply slide the little tab in the upper-right corner so that the square
hole is open. It's a good idea to lock the master disks you get with new applications and system software. In the Finder, locked disks have a padlock in the
upper-left corner of their directory windows.

Formatting Floppy Disks

This disk Is unreodoble:
Do you wont to lnlllollze II?

n

Eject

~

( lnlllnllze J

You'll see this dialog box when you insert
an unformatted floppy or one that has
been damaged.

/1\
ffi

This process will erose o il
lnformotion on this disk.

R

Erose

D

The next dialog box gives you a chance to
turn back, warning you that proceeding
will erase the disk.

Click Two-Sided for an BOOK disk
This is not

11

The fi rst time you insert a new floppy disk into
your drive, you'll get a dialog box that reads "This
disk is unreadable: D o you want to initialize it?" If
you click OK, you'll get a series of dialog boxes
leading you tl1rough the process (see the illustrations at left).
Sometimes when you insert a floppy that you
know is already formatted, you get the same dialog box or one that begins, "This is not a .Nlacintosh disk." Several things can cause tlus problem:
T he disk may be damaged; the drive may be dirty
or out of alignment; or you may have inserted a
high-density disk formatted for 1.4MB in an
800Kdrive.

Macintosh disk:

Do you wont to initialize It?

n Eject J (On e-Sided J

[T wo- Sid\"ill

You 'll see this dialog box only if the disk
you inserted is a double-density (not highdensity) disk.

In eitl1er case, think twice before you click OK
to initialize tl1e disk, because any information already on the disk will be truly erased (wiped
clean, not merely removed from the directory),
and fi le-recovery utilities won't be able to find it.

Next you 'll get a
chance to name the
S
lu1111tled
disk. If you don' t
type another name,
the disk will be
named " Untitled,"
but you might want to pick something more descriptive. You can
change the name later if you wish.
'

(SNAN/RS/HN)

Pleose name tills disk:

DLJ

lnlliollzotion foiled !

([

OK

D

If you see this dialog box, there's some physical problem with the disk or drive. If you see
it, throw out that disk and start over.
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If the contents of the disk are important to you, click Eject and then try the
methods described in the next entty, "Unreadable Floppies."
You can use floppy disks over and over. When you're ready to reuse one, it's a
good idea to reinitialize the disk (using th e Special menu's E rase Disk command) rather than just dragging the old contents to the Trash. Erasing the disk
reinitializes it and causes the Mac to check the entire disk. If it fin ds any bad
blocks- problem areas-it will mark them so the drive won't ay to write data
to them; if there are problems the Mac thinks it can't deal with, it will report
that initialization failed. Then the prudent thing to do is throw the disk away
and try another.

Unreadable Floppies

(H N)

If your Mac tells you it can 't read a fl oppy, don't panic-the odds that you can
recover the data on it are generally pretty good, if you have the tools.

HOT TIP

At the first sign of problems with a floppy disk, the Mac offers to initialize it.
D on 't let it; click Eject instead. T hen wri te-protect the disk (with the sliding
plastic tab) so it can 't be damaged further as you try to recover its contents.
Once it's protected, try rea ding it in another M ac- often the alignment of the
heads in two floppy drives is just different enough to make a disk that's unreadable in on e drive readable in another. If the disk was last used in a Mac other
than yours, try that drive in pa rticular, if it's nea rby. If an other drive can read
the data, copy it to the hard dr ive and then to a new floppy.

If that doesn't work, try a data-recovery application- they generally produce
good results with floppies. (Data-recovery utilities are described in Chapter 7.)

Floppy Disk Jams

HOT T IP

(HN)

When a floppy disk does not eject, you can often get it out by restarting your
system while holding down the mouse button or by inserting the end of an unfolded paper clip (use a heavy-duty one) into the small hole to the right of the
disk slot. Even i f you can see the back edge of the disk just inside the slot, do not
try to yank out the disk with pliers or another tool. Doing so could damage
your disk drive heads or pull the metal shutter off the disk. Instead, you'll have
to have the drive serviced.
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Sometimes the metal shutter on a fl oppy disk starts to lift up from the plastic
smface of the disk. If that happens, the safest course is to copy the contents of
the disk and throw it away, because it may jam in the drive sometime soon.
Many floppy jams are caused by th e distinctly low-tech problem of labels coming unglued. This seems to be a problem particularly with disks used for commercial software distribution. C heck the short side of the label before you
insert a floppy. If it is loose, lift it off the disk and either restick it or cut it off.

Caring for Your Floppy Drive

(HN)

Dust and oxide residue from the recording media can accumulate in side the
drive and cause disk errors. Several times when I have started to get frequent
"This disk is unreadable" messages, cleaning my drive with a disk-cleani ng kit
solved the problem. IG ts ar e sold by computer and office-supply dea lers. T here
are several brands, but 3M's Head Cleaning Diskette Kit (around $10) is the
only such product certified by Apple for use with SuperDrives. If yom environment is dusty or smoky, or if you're just the fastidi ous type, do a preventive
cleaning every few months.
A $60 package called DriveTech from MicroM at Computer Systems combines
the 3M cleaning materials with software described as "drive diagnostics." It's
got a wizzy graphical interface and it run s read and write tests, but it doesn't actually give you any diagnostic information-the tests are all pass/ fail. \iVhen I
ran them on a drive that was causing problems, it passed all the tests but continued to give me grief, so the whole exercise didn't do me much good.

Airport X-ray Machines

(HN)

Many people persist in beli eving that airport securi ty systems can wipe out the
data on floppies, but there's little scientifi c basis for tlus fear and tons of real-life
experience to the contrary. If there's any danger at all, tl1e experts say, it's not
from tl1e X-rays used to look inside your bags bu t from magn ets in the conveyor-belt drive system. U nless the machine is old and way out of adjustment,
though, there should be no problem.
In an y case, whenever you travel, it's always a good idea to leave a backup of any
valuable files at home.
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Choosing a Hard Drive
For several years all new Macs have had internal hard drives preinstalled, so
buying a .Mac means buying one of the drives Apple offers, like it or not. (Apple
doesn't manufacture its own drives; like other Mac storage vendors, it buys the
drive mechanisms it resells from one of the handful of actual drive manufacturers.)
Apple never offers the biggest and fastest drives on the market, but it usually
picks solid, middle-of-the-road performers, and many Mac owners are content
to stick with the original drive for the life of their computer. On the other
hand, hard drives have a way of filling up fast, and many users find themselves
in the market for a second drive, or a bigger replacement, sooner than they
anticipated.
With scores of vendors in the Mac storage business, and each offering dozens of
options, choosing a drive can be a daunting task. Fortunately, you have to go
out of your way to buy a bad drive these days: If you shop from an established
vendor and choose a mechanism from a well-knmvn manufacturer, chances are
you'll wind up satisfied. But if you want to get the most for your money, it pays
to consider the lay of the land before making a choice.

Sizes and Shapes

(HN)

From the user's point of view, the variable that most obviously distinguishes one
drive from another is capacity-80MB, 230MB, 1GB, and so on. But drives are
also commonly categorized by two physical dimensions: the diameter of the
platters inside and the height of the whole sealed mechanism. Together, these
dimensions are the basis for size standards that make units from different manufacturers interchangeable. Call them "form factors" if you want to sound like a
computer-industry insider.
(This is all pretty complicated, but it's something you might need to understand
if you ever expect to shop for a new hard drive to install inside your Mac; if not,
skip the rest of this section.)
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The earliest hard drives for desktop computers were called "full-height 5.25inch drives." Their platters were 5.25 inches in diameter and the mechanism
was 3.2 inches high, a standard agreed to by drive manufacturers and used in
designing the drive bays of the first personal computers; today only a few very
high capacity drives (such as 650MB and 1.3GB magneto-optical drives) are
built in this shape, and they don't fit inside most Mac models.
By the mid-1980s, as computer manufacturers learned to pack more data onto
fewer platters, they began to introduce "half-height" 5.2 5-inch drives, 1.6
inches high. That size now survives mainly in removable-cartridge devices such
as CD-ROM drives and 44MB and 88MB SyQuest drives. New hard drives
today are mostly 3.5 or 2.5 inches in platter diameter: The former are used in
most desktop computers, while the latter are designed for notebook computers
such as PowerBooks.
iVIost 3.5-inch drives are 1.6 inches high, but some are only 1 inch high. The
latter, called "low-profile," are the only kind that fit in some Macs, such as the
LC series and its Performa cousins. The 2 .5-inch drives come in several
heights, but they are identified by their actual height in millimeters. (Don't ask
me why they mix inches and millimeters.)

Internal vs. External Hard Disks

(AN/RSIHN)

An external drive is one that comes in its own box and plugs into the Mac via a
SCSI cable. An internal hard disk is one that's mounted inside the Mac itself.
Internal drives use the Mac's fan and power supply, and they don't require a case,
so they're typically $100 to $200 cheaper than the equivalent eA.'ternal hard disk.
They take up no desk space, they don't need a power outlet, and you don't have
to lug a separate piece of equipment around when you're moving your Mac.
But there are also several disadvantages to internal drives and advantages to externals. An internal drive makes your Mac heavier. Servicing or replacing the
drive requires taking the computer apart or taking the whole thing to a dealer.
If you are going to work at different lVIacs from time to time, it's a hell of a lot
easier to bring along an external drive than to sch.lep the whole Mac (unless, of
course, you have a PowerBook ... ). And if you trade in your Mac for a newer
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When Does 250 Megabytes Equa/230 Megabytes?
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The grid lines laid down on a disk when you format it take up space. Even more is set aside
for directories, the driver, and the map used to identify different partitions. Altogether, these
elements can fill something on the order of 5 percent or more of your disk space, even before you start loading system software, applications, or documents. The total original capacity of a drive is called its " unformatted capacity" ; what's left after initialization is called the
"formatted capacity."
Most Mac storage vendors nowadays advertise the formatted capacity of their drives, but
some talk in terms of unformatted capacity. One vendor's 250-meg drive may not actually
hold any more of your data than another's 230-meg drive if the first figure means unformatted and the second formatted.

model, it's easier to reconnect an external drive to the new computer than to
worry about transferring an internal one (if it will even fit) or its data.
There's no appreciable performance difference betw·een internal and external
versions of the same drive mechanism using the same driver, even if the external
cable is longer than the internal one-the time it takes the data to move down a
cable is negligible.

Drive Speed

(HN)

There's no single index for measuring the performance of hard drives. If you
care about maximum speed, you need to pay attention to several variables and
weight them differently depending on your Mac and what you do witl1 it.

Seek and access times. The simplest variable is average seek time or average access time. Both are measured in milliseconds (tl1ousandths of a second, abbreviated
ms), and, basically, both measure the same thing: how long it takes your drive to
get to the data you want. Technically, average seek time is how long it takes the
heads to move to the desired track; n owadays, it's usually somewhere between 8
and 20 ms. Average access tim e is the sum of that figure plus an additional,
smaller amow1t (nonnally about 6 or 8 ms) for latency, the average wait for the
desired sector to come around w1der the heads once they get to the right track.
(The odds that the right sector will be arriving just as the heads reach the track
are slim.)
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Unfortunately, many vendors are sloppy and inconsistent in their use of these
terms; some will even tell you they mean the same thing. If milliseconds matter
to you, be sure you're using the same standard when comparing products: A
drive with an average access time of 15 ms is actually faster than one with an average seek time of 12 ms.
Are such distinctions even noticeable? I can't tell the difference between a drive
with an average seek tin1e of 10 ms and one where the figure is 12 or even 15
ms. On the other hand, any of those drives feels considerably more responsive
than one with a seek time of, say, 25 ms.
Throughput or transfer rate. Data transfe1' rate is a measure of how fast a

drive can deliver dqta to the Mac once it gets to the sectors it's looking for. The
transfer rate is counted in megabytes per second (or sometimes, just to confuse
things, megabits per second). Today's drives usualJy have transfer rates between
around 1.5 and 4 megabytes per second.

If you deal mostly with smalt files or database records, transfer rate is less important than seek or access time, because your drive will spend more time getting to the datq you need tl1an transferring it to the Mac. vVhen you open a
letter created in Word, say, or look up a customer's record in a FileMaker database, you don't read in large amounts of data, so even large differences in actual
transfer rate have negligi~le consequences. But if you work with large scanned
in1ages in Adobe Photoshop, for example, or big Quark.X.Press layouts, or giant
QuickTime files, transfers actually take whole seconds, so differences in the
transfer rate matter-much more than a difference of a few thousandths of a
second in seek or access time.
Note also that there's a difference between bunt transfer rates and sustained
transfer rates. The former measures how fa st a drive can pump out a small
amount of data l~aded into memory buffers on the drive controller; the latter is
how fast it can deliver larger amounts, even after the buffers are empty. Burst
rates are much higher, so some vendors focus on tl1ose, but for most purposes
the sustained rate is more important.
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If you need a Mac in two places- at home and at work, say, or in two offices you use at different times-a PowerBook is a great solution, especially a Duo: Set up a dock or minidock
at one or both ends, stuff the 4-pound notebook in your bag w hen you leave, and you're in
business.
But what if you already have desktop Macs at both sites?
The cheapest and easiest solution, of course, is just to carry the files you need on floppies.
But even high-density disks don't seem as big as they used to, and you may soon find yourself carrying a whole pocketful. Besides, that approach invites version-control problems:
Imagine spending much of your weekend polishing up a report, and then discovering when
you get to work on Monday that the floppy you thought it was on contains only last
Friday's rough draft ...
Another strategy is setting up matching removable-media drives (described later in this
chapter) at both locations-just store the files you need on the cartridge and work on them
at either place. But that can get expensive, and it doesn't give you much flexibility, because
you can use that data only w here there's a compatible drive.
So you might want to consider another approach: a portable hard drive. Here are several
possibilities.

Small Standard Drives
Many storage vendors offer 3.5- or 2.5-inch mechanisms in floppy-drive-size cases. Some
even offer battery packs for use w ith PowerBooks on the road.
Liberty Systems specializes in tiny drives: It offers hard drives in a variety of capacities in
amazingly small cases. They aren't cheap, and the smallest units don't have fans-an omission that could reduce reliability over time. But they are very popular among Apple employees, among others.
Before you choose a standard drive, check to find out if the power supply is built in-you
don't want to carry one of those bulky black bricks every day.

Pocket Drives
One of the top Mac storage vendors, La Cie (pronounced Jah-SEE), packages 2.5-inch drives
in tiny cases; these PocketDrlves weigh only 10 ounces and tru ly fit in a shirt pocket. At
this writing, choices range from a 40MB unit priced at $240 to a 256MB version for $450.
I've used an 80MB PocketDrive for years to ca rry work between my home and my office,
and it's been great for me.
You do need a special connector for these drives, so they're best suited for use in places
you're at regularly-it's not good form to mess with your host's SCSI chain when you're just
visiting. I got an extra connector, so I ca n leave one plugged in at home and the other at
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work. I also got two of the optional external power supplies, because I couldn't always get
the drive to mount on my Mac llfx when I relied on the default power source (a little cable
that grabs some juice from the ADB port). All that added up to some extra hassle and expenditure, but once I got it set up, it's been absolutely reliable.
Other vendors now offer similar cases, but La Cie's design is elegant, and you get the company's excellent Silverlining utility software.

PowerBook Leftovers
Because many PowerBook owners eventually outgrow their original built-in hard drive and
replace it with a higher-capacity model, it's not hard to find users or dealers who have
slightly used 2.5-inch mechanisms on their hands. It's also not hard to find external cases
for these drives-APS and many other drive vendors sell them, as does Casa Blanca Works,
publisher of the Drivel formatting program (see the box "Upgrading Your Formatter and
Driver," on page 214). Pick up a surplus mechanism, order a case, put the two together
(it's simple), and you've got a portable drive for a pittance.

And no matter how fast your drive can deliver data, it won't do you much good
unless your Mac can receive the information at the same speed. The SCSI ports
on most pre-Quadra Macs couldn't handle more than about 1 to 1.5lv1B per
second (the llci got up to about 2MB per second), so drives with faster transfer
capabilities didn't do you much good. Centris, Quadra, and Power .Nlac models,
however, have improved SCSI systems that can handle about 4~1B per second,
so drives that are slower than that can become a bottleneck.

Spindle speed. The standard spindle speed-the rate at which a hard drive's
platters rotate-used to be 3,600 r.p.m., but in the last few years drive manufacturers have begun delivering drives that spin at 4,500, 5,400, even 7,200 r.p.m .
The extra rotation speed reduces latency, but its main value is to boost sustained transfer rates: The faster the disks are spinning, the faster the drive
should be able to read in all the data it's after. You'll notice the difference mainly
with big files.
If you are concerned about noise in your work environment, make sure your
vendor offers a money- back guarantee before you order a high-spindle-speed
drive. Some of them give off a high-pitched whine that drives some users crazy.
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SCSI-2: Should You Care?

(HN)

The industry committee that defined the original SCSI standard, operating under the auspices
of the American National Standards Institute, followed it up with a clearer, cleaner, and more
complete (and much longer) specification known as SCS/-2. The revision made a host of technical changes, and it defined two high-performance extensions to the original spec: Fast SCSI,
a mode that allows data to be transferred to or from disks in bursts of up to 1OMB per second,
compared with a maximum of 5MB with regular ("slow") SCSI; and Wide SCSI, a mode that
doubles the width of the SCSI bus (so it can transfer 16 bits at a time instead of 8) and thus
boosts maximum throughput to 20MB per second.
Almost all new hard drives are advertised as "SCSI-2 devices" or "SCSI-2 compatible." But
don't be fooled: Such a device isn't necessarily going to perform any better for you than
one with no such label.
It's not that the vendors aren't telling the truth; let's assume they are. It's just that most of
the changes in SCSI-2 don't make any perceptible difference in performance. And the two
that might- Fast SCSI and Wide SCSI-don't work on most Macs! (One of the two SCSI
ports on the Power Mac 81 00 does support Fast SCSI, and other high-end models may do
so in the future.) Even most third-party SCSI adapters for the Mac (cards that plug into the
NuBus or a processor-direct slot and provide enhanced SCSI circuitry) don't support Fast
mode, though some of the most recent cards do.

Reliability

(HN)

No matter how fast a drive may be, you don't want it if it's not reliable. A good
warranty might enable you to get the drive replaced eventually, but even that
won't protect you against the hassles you'll have to go through first.
Fortu11ately, today's hard drives are much less likely to experience hardware failures than those built even a few years back.
Drive mechanism manufacturers measure the durability of their drives in terms
of "mean time between failures," or MTBF-the number of power-on hours
a drive will, on average, last before some component gives out. For most new
drives the figure nms from around 200,000 hours to 800,000 hours.
Now, that first figure comes out to almost 23 years and the second to more
than 91 years, so it's safe to say that these claims are not based on actual field
experience-they're derived by running a bunch of drives simultaneously in a
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lab and somehow extrapolating from the rate of breakdown dming the test
period. Even though statisticians say the technique is legitimate, I personally
have trouble accepting the idea that running a hundred drives for a year tells
us much about what's likely to happen when you run any one of them for 100
years, or even three years.

Still, MTBF probably means something, at least as an indicator of relative reliability, so it's worth considering when you are choosing a product. But try to
supplement it with reviews in Mac publications and first-hand reports from
users (check with your local user group or favorite on-line service).
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Storage devices, like many other kinds of electrical equipment, generate radio-frequency
interference (RFI). In an effort to ensure that such equipment doesn't disrupt radio and
1V reception in surrounding homes and offices, the Federal Communications Commission
established standards and certification procedures for "computing devices." Basically, every
computer and peripheral marketed to the general public must pass a battery of tests at an
approved lab before the agency w ill grant it "Class B" certification; until it does so, and the
vendor adds a sticker to that effect, the device can't legally be sold through normal channels. (Check the fine print on the bottom of your mouse and on the inside front pages of
your hardware manual; you should see an FCC ID number and a reference to compliance
with Part 15 of the FCC rules.)
Most storage devices that reach the market carry the required sticker, but if you look closely,
it's not hard to find a drive without a sticker. Enforcement is spotty at best, and some vendors consider the whole system an example of wasteful overregulation- they say even devices that don't meet the Class B standard cause no problems in real life.
But I've personally seen drives cause problems with 1V reception, and there are occasional
reports of interference with emergency communications networks. Besides, the regulations
are the law of the land, and they're backed by criminal penalties-not only the manufacturer, but also the reseller and even you the user of an unapproved unit could theoretically
be fined or sent to jail. (That's not likely to happen, of course-even the most egregious
violations usually result in nothing more than a slap on the vendor's wrist.)
If you do discover that a storage device you've just picked up lacks an FCC sticker, I'd suggest contacting the vendor and requesting a replacemen t unit with the proper approvals. If
the vendor can't or won't provide that, I'd demand my money back. Remember, the law is
unambiguously on your side.
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Noise Level

(HN)

If you are buying a drive to use at home or in a private office, be sure to ask about
noise levels (a function of both the drive mechanism and the case design). Decibel levels you wouldn't notice in a large office could drive you crazy at home.

Removable Media

(HN)

If you are in the market for a second drive, it might make sense to consider a removnble-media drive-a SyQuest, Bernoulli, magneto-optical, or floptical drive.
These very different storage technologies have one thing in common: They all
put your data on caru·idges that can be easily removed and replaced. That
means you can lock up the data if you are worried about security, carry it with
you to a service bureau, mail it to a client, or simply put it aside while you work
on something else. And it means you ca n expand your total storage capacity just
by adding more cartridges-in many cases a much more economical approach
than buying more and more hard drives.
Another generic name for all these devices is 1'emovable-ca11:ridge drives. Some
people call them plain removables, but that term can be confusing because it's
also applied to a much less common and more expensive type of device in which
the whole drive mechanism- not just the recording media-can be removed.
(If you want to be litera l about it, floppy drives as well as tape-backup units are
removable-media devices, but the term is usually not applied to either of those
technologies.)

SyQuest Drives
SyQuest chives (or just SyQuests, in everyday usage) were the first popular removable-media devices on the Mac, and they remain the most common. They
are so named because they all incorporate mechanisms manufactured by one
company, SyQuest Technology, but virtually every vendor that sells any Mac
storage products sells them.
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The technology is close to that of ordinary hard drives, except that there's only
one platter and it's encased in a plastic ca rtridge. When you insert the cartridge,
a metal shutter (like those on floppy disks) opens up to give the rea d/write
heads access to the recording surface. Because SyQuest drives are based on hard
drive technology, their perfom1ance is almost as good. That makes them the
fastest removable-media system, though the latest Bernoulli drives (described
below) come close.
The original SyQuests for the Mac used 5 .25-inch cartridges usually described
as having a capacity of 44MB (though in fact the capacity of a fonnatted cartridge was closer to 41 or 42MB). Those cartridges remain a de facto standard
in the prepress business. But now SyQuest also makes drives that use 5.25-inch
cartridges with formatted capacities of 88MB and 200MB, and it has added 3.5inch versions with cartridge capacities of 1051v1B and 270MB. All of these are
usually sold as external drives, but some vendors also offer internal versions that
fit into many recent Mac models.
SyQuest also makes 1.8-inch versions of its drives. They come on the creditcard-size expansion cards that plug into what are known as PCMCIA slots (see
Chapter 2). Newtons and many non-Appl e laptops alrea dy have su ch slots, and
new PowerBooks and eventually some desktop Macs will, too .
Pursuing the old Gillette razor strategy, SyQuest prices its mechanisms low and
makes its money on cartridges. The drives still cost more than standard hard
drives of similar capacity, but they are among the cheapest removable-media
solutions. As this was written, mail-order prices ranged from a low of $200 for
a 44MB internal to around $650 to $700 for a 270MB external unit. Cartridge
prices ran ge from $60 to $100.
Among the various SyQuest models, the 3 .5-inch units (especially the 270MB
drive) are the fastest and, on a per-megabyte basis, cheapest; they are the best
bet if you are buying for only personal use or for exchanging data with others
who have a similar drive.
But if you plan to use the cartridges to carry yom images or layouts to a service bureau, you should go with a 5.25-inch unit, because the 5.25-inch drives
installed in most such operations can't read the smaller cartridges. Among the
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Are SyQuests Reliable? (I-IN)
In the early days many users of SyQuest
drives encountered a variety of problems:
The drives were sometimes flaky (especially low-cost implementations that lacked
proper internal shielding), cartridges were
easily corrupted or damaged (be sure to

WARNING

throw the disk icon in the trash and let
the drive spin down before you try to remove a cartridge), and you couldn't
count on being able to interchange cartridges among different SyQuest drives,
because the various vendors' drivers were
incompatible.
Most of those problems, however, seem to
be fixed in the newer models; the 88- and
200MB 5.25-inch units are much more
reliable than the original model, and the
3.5-inch drives are more reliable still. And
SyQuest has promoted a software standard that makes most cartridges interchangeable, regardless of the driver.
In general, SyQuest drives will probably
never be quite as reliable as fixed hard
drives, because movability adds some
extra strains and risks . But if you need removable media, and you take normal precautions (including regular backups, of
course), don't let out-of-date horror stories deter you from buying a SyQuest.

5.25-inch alternatives, the 200MB
version offers the best performance.
Although it costs the most in absolute dollars, it's cheaper per megabyte.
And it can read and (slowly) write
44M~B and 88MB cartridges. (The
larger-capacity drives have to make
three passes to write over a lowercapacity cart.)

Bernoulli Drives
SyQuest's arch rival is Iomega Corp.,
which ca lls its removable-media drives Be'rnoutli boxes. These devices,
marketed mostly by Iomega itself, are
not actually hard drives-the medium inside the cartridges they use is
floppy-but in capacity and performance they're more like hard disks
than floppies.

So far, all Bernoulli drives are in the
5.25-inch size, but recent versions
of the drive can accommodate cartridges with a variety of capacities,
from 35MB to 150MB; higher capacities are, as always, under development. The original Bernoulli boxes
were noisy, slow, and, most of all, expensive; Iomega didn't share SyQuest's
strategy of pricing the mechanisms low and marketing them through other
vendors. But the latest Bernoulli models are fairly quiet and fast, and the company has fina lly decided to make them more or less competitive with SyQuests
m pnce.

In a Bernoulli cal'tridge tl1e disk floats on a cushion of air as it spins, making the
media immune to the head crashes (physical contact benveen the head and
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media) that can rum a standard hard
disk or SyQuest cartridge; if something
goes wrong, the Bernoulli media falls
away from the heads, instea d of the
heads falling on the media. On the other
side of the ledger, Bernoulli drives have
some problems of their own, such as
media wear and tear, which makes regular head cleaning necessary.

Comparing Removable Media
Disk

Capacity

Floppy

1.4MB

Floptical

21.5MB

Bernoulli cartridge

35 MB- 150MB

SyQuest 5.25-inch cartridge

44MB-200MB

SyQuest 3.5-inch cartridge

105MB-270MB

5.25·inch magneto optical

650MB-1.3GB

3.5-inch magneto·optical

12BMB-256MB

T he main disadvantage of the Bernoulli drives, from a lVIac point of view, is that
they are less common than SyQuests. If you need to send large amounts of data
to a service bureau or any other company that depends on the Mac, you should
check in advance, but you can almost assume they'll have a 5.2 5-inch SyQuest
drive on hand; the odds that they'll have a Bernoulli , a 3.5-inch SyQuest, or a
magneto-optical drive are much sli1runer.

Magneto-Opticals
Magneto-optical (M.O) d1·ives-also known as erasable optical drives-read and
write 5.25-inch or 3.5-inch removable disks enclosed in a hard plastic case.
T hey look a bit like floppi es, but in terms of capacity and speed, they're more
like hard disks. The media inside consists of a rigid plastic or glass substrate
coated by several kinds of metallic alloy, in layers. One of the characteristics of
the coating is that its polarity can be changed only at very high tempera tures.
\ Vhen you write data to an MO disk, a laser heats a tiny spot on the media to
about 150° C, at which point the polarity of that spot ca n be changed by an
electromagnet located underneath it. Areas of the surface with different polarities reflect light differently, and that's how the laser reads th e information .
Some industry observers once expected magneto-optical drives to replace ordinary hard disks as the norm in desktop storage. (One of them was Apple
founder Steve J obs, who designed an MO drive and no h ard drive into tl1e original NeXT computer.) It hasn 't happened, and now doesn 't seem likely to. But
the technology has won a following, especially in the gra phics and publishing
fields, mainly because it combines removabili ty with high ca pacities.
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First-generation 1\110 drives used 5.25-inch cartridges, and most used a standard format that allowed up to 650MB of data per cartridge (3251\IIB per sideyou have to flip them over). Drives using the Maxoptix Tahiti mechanism,
however, could always hold a full gigabyte. And the latest drives from all vendors support a 1.3GB standard format (650MB per side).
The original drives were painfully slow, but the new ones alleviate that problem. The fastest of them, from the companies Pinnacle .Micro and Alphatronix,
are almost as fa st as a midrange hard drive. What they don't solve is the cost
problem: Most 5.25-inch MO drives still cost between $3,000 and $4,000 (although several .Nlac vendors do market a 5.2 5-inch Sharp mechanism that
holds 650MB per cartridge for around $2,000). Cartridges cost $200 to
$300-not bad if you need to archive gigs of data in an easily readable format.

In recent years, 3.5 -inch MO drives using cartridges only a little thicker than a
floppy have appeared on the market. The most common capacity currently is
128MB per (single-sided) cartridge, but new models holding 230MB on similar
carts have begun to appear. The drives are available from many Mac storage
vendors, at prices ranging from $800 to $1,400; extra carts are around $30 to
$50. Performance levels are in tl1e hard disk range, but barely-access times
and transfer rates are about what you'd have expected from a decent hard drive
six or eight years ago.
That's too slow to make a good primary working drive, but it's not bad as a
place to put files and projects you don't require regularly-those you open up
occasionally or might need for reference or reuse in the future. Since the cartridges show up on your desktop just like a hard disk and the files are stored in
standard format, it's easy to open them &·om the MO or drag them to your hard
disk; you don't have to nm a special program to reu·ieve the file, as you ordinarily do if you use a tape drive for backup (tape drives are discussed under
"Backing Up," below).

If SyQuest and Iomega were stiJI stuck in the under- 100MB range, 3.5-inch
MOs would have a lot of appeal. As it stands, MO's only advantage is a slight
savings in media cost; new SyQuest and Bernoulli systems are cheaper and
faster.
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Flop ticals
Floptical drives are so ca lled because they use a combination of floppy and optical technologies. T hey store 21MB of data on 3.5-inch rem ovable disks that
look just like standard fl oppies. The key to their higher capacity is a series of
optical servo tracks-concentric circles etched onto the media during manufacturing-which make it possible to position the head far more precisely than the
guidance system used in ordina ry floppy drives is able to do. P erformance is
better than a regular fl oppy but worse than any hard drive.

If you don't have a SuperDrive yet and you've finally decided you need one, a
SCSI floptical drive makes sense, since it can read and write standard 1.4MB
disks and doesn't cost a whole lot more than a regular M <lC 1.4MB drive. But
if what you're after is extra storage space, forget flopti cals-you can get a
SyQuest with much greater capacity and better performance for less.

CD-ROM

(HN)

A few years ago CD-ROM (compact disk, read-only memory) drives were a ~
specialty item mainly used in librari es; today they are well on the way to becoming standard equipment in desktop Macs, especially in the home and co -RoM
school markets.

~

A CD-ROiVI drive (sometimes called a plnye1") isn't essentia l to the functioning
of your computer in the way that a hard drive and a floppy drive are; if you are
just using your machine for things like word processing, spreadsheets, and
communications, yo u can get along fine without one. But if you hope to take
advantage of the increasing wea lth of multimedia reference and enterta inment
titles available on tl1e Mac, you' re missing the boat if you don't equip your system ·with this third kind of drive.

What 5 It For?
The beauty of C D -ROM is large capacity at low cost: The disks can hold up to
about 600MB of data-more tl1an 400 floppi es' worth-yet they cost only a
dollar or nvo to manufacture in volume.
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Editors' Poll: Do You Hove o CD-ROM Drive?
AA: Yes, because more and more of the stuff I need/want-clip art, photography, fonts,
cool games, educational software-is on CD-ROM, and it's only going to grow as a distribution medium.

DB: I have a CD-ROM drive on my machine because I'm living in the '90s. I know of several
people who are still living in the '70s and they don't have a CD-ROM drive. Look: Friends
don't let friends drive without CD-ROM.

EC: I have an internal CD-ROM drive, but I didn't always. Apple kept sending me their developer COs, but since I didn't have a drive, I couldn't read them. It was awful. And I kept
getting more and more catalogs that described all this neat-looking software. I don't buy
many disks, and I don't have time to look at even the ones I have, but at least now I can.
DO: Nope. Never could think of a reason why I needed one, though now I'm being
tempted by the font collections distributed on CD-ROM; it's often a lot cheaper to buy
fonts that way.
CG: The number of kids' titles, not to mention reference and educational stuff, that's published on CD-ROM discs makes it a necessity as far as I'm concerned. Watching my daughter
play with just Grandma and Me and The AmandaStories was enough to convince me.
JK: I have one so that I can take advantage of the huge amounts of software and information that come on Apple's developer COs. I've used multimedia COs too, but in general I'd
prefer a good video or a trip to the movie theater.
HN: Yep. I use it mainly to get stuff from the disk Apple mails to developers every month.

BW: I haven't been able to justify buying one. I spend almost no recreational time on computers.

That makes them an idea l medium for products that involve quantities of data
so vast they can't practically be distributed on floppies and stored on your hard
disk: games and encyclopedias that incorporate lots of graphics, music, and
video; collections of high-resolution images; ZIP code directories; research
databases; and technical manuals. Even ·with things that do have to be insta lled
on your hard djsk before you can use them-system software, development
tools, and major applications-it's cheaper, easier, and better for the environment to use a single CD instead of a mountain of floppies for djstribution, installation, and archiving. (For more on what's available on CD-ROM, look for
the CD-ROM icon throughout this book.)
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CD-ROM Hardware: What to Look For
As their name suggests, CD-ROM drives read disks that look just li ke standard
audio CDs. (The "-ROM" is supposed to distinguish the computer kind from
the music kind, even though both varieties are actually read-only.) The technologies are so similar that most CD-ROM drives can play audio CDs, too. In
both cases, the 5-inch disks are usually made of rigid plastic coated with a metal
alloy. Information is stored on these disks in the form of tiny dents or pi ts,
which reflect light differently from the nondented portions. CD and CD-ROM
drives read the disks by shining a laser beam on the surface and interpreting the
pattern of reflection.
CD-ROM drives connect to the iVIac via tl1e SCSI port. Drives can be installed
internally in most recent Macs (except PowerBooks, the Quadra 605, and otl1er
small-case Macs), or you can hook up an external box. As with hard drives, each
approach has its pros and cons: Internal mechanisms cost less and take up no
disk space; ext ernal drives are easier to move around.
Up-to-date CD-ROM drives ca n read Pboto CD disks, a forma t developed by
Kodak for storing digitized photographs; most drives offer multisession Photo
CD support, meaning that they can read all tl1e images on a disk even if they
were recorded on the disk at different times. You can get your family photos developed on disk, so you can use programs such as Adobe Photoshop to retouch
tl1em. If you're a graphic designer, you can take advantage of stock photo collections in Photo CD format. T here's no significant price premium for a drive
with Photo CD capabiuty, so you don't have anytlung to lose by getting it, and
it just might come in handy some day.
Until recently, CD-ROM drives have required you to place the disk you wanted
to play in a caddie-a plastic box tl1at resembles the jewel boxes audio CDs come
in but that has a metal shutter like a floppy drive. Many newer drives, however,
have a built-in motori zed tray that makes caddies 1Umecessary- just place the
disk in tile tray, give it a nudge, and the tray wm slide into the maclune. It's a
much simpler, more elegant soluti on than trying to find a caddie every time you
want to play a new disk. O ther things being equal, go for a drive tl1at has a tray.
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Brand Names
Over the years, most Apple-brand storage products have been mediocre at
best; people bought them because they came with the Mac, not because of their
merits.
That's not the case with Apple's recent CD-ROM drives, the CD 300 and its
successor, the CD 300 Plus. T hey offer excellent perfonnance (as CD players
go), they support multisession Photo CDs, and they come with good software
for playing audio CDs and manipulating Photo CD images. And in its efforts to
establish the Mac as the leading platform for multimedia, Apple has set surprisingly low prices.
Some Toshiba and top-of-the-line NEC mechanisms may be a tad faster;
NEC's low-end drives are cheaper (and slower); and many users report satisfaction with Plextor (formerly Texel) drives. But on the whole, when it comes to
C D-ROM, there's no reason not to buy Apple.

CD-ROM Drivers and Accelerators
As CD-ROM has increased in popularity, numerous CD-ROM utility software
packages-Casa Blanca Works' DriveCD ($80), CharisMac Engineering's CD
AllCache ($70), F~'B's CD-ROM
ToolKit (£80), .NlacPeak Research 's
Spot CD ($7 0), and Optical Access International's Universal Access CD
SuperCache ($ 12 5)-have appeared
Tn ok 7
on the market.

a
ED

Make sure any CD-ROM drive you are considering comes
with Mac software, including software that will let you
control the playing of audio COs from the Mac. Shown
/Jere is the AppleCD Audio player. Audio CD cuts show up
on the desktop as if they were Mac files (background).

These packages have several h.mctions.
First, they are universal drivers, enabling you to use CD-ROM drives
fro m almost any manufacturer (as long
as they are made for SCSI) on the
Mac. If you have a non-Apple CDROM drive with software that isn't up
to date aJld reliable, you are probably
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Standard, Double, and Triple Speeds

(HN)

CD-ROM technology is intrinsically slow: Access times and data transfer rates are more like
those of floppies than hard disks. As of this w riting, state-of-the-art drives offer average access times of 200 to 300 ms.
In terms of transfer rate, for years CD-ROM drives were limited to a transfer rate of 150K per
second, the standard set for music CDs. But a few years ago manufacturers figured out a
way to make their drives spin twice as fast and thus deliver twice the throughput (300 to
330K per second); they drop back to standard speeds for audio disks.
These double-speed drives are now the industry standard . (Single-speed drives are still available, and they are somewhat cheaper than the newer models, but unless you plan to use
your drive mainly to play audio CDs, I wouldn't go near a single-speed unit.)
Several manufacturers have taken the same idea a step or two further: At this writing
Pioneer markets a quadruple-speed CD player, and NEC has triple- and quadruple-speed
units; other manufacturers are likely to follow. The faster spindle speeds do make copying
files faster, but current games and other programs played directly from the CD don't benefit
appreciably. That won't happen until the software is rewritten to take advantage of the extra
speed. Someday quadruple-speed or faster drives may be standard, but for now they don't
seem to be worth the extra cost.

better off investing in one of these commercial packages than trying to squeeze
an update out of the drive vendor.
Second, most of the pa ckages include a desk accessory or other so ftware that
ena bles you to play audio CD disks on CD-ROM drives. (Apple's C D-ROM
software includes a DA that does this job nicely, but the software that comes
with some third-party drives doesn't deliver audio support.)
T hird , all of the utilities listed above, as well as SpeedyCD, a $60 control panel
from ShirtPocket Software, attempt to make CD-ROM usage faster by
cachjng-copying-information from the CD drive, which is slow, to your
hard disk, which is faster, or in some cases to memory, which is very fast. T hey
can make permanent copies of CD directories on your hard disk, then direct
the Mac to use the copies instead of the o riginals when you click on the disk's
icon on the lVIac desktop. C reating these cached directori es takes some extra
time, but they definitely make navigating the disk fa ster.
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Several of the utilities also give you the option of caching
the CD's contents, as weU as its directories. This can
make using the disk considerably faster under some circumstances.

CharisMac Engineering's CD
AI/Cache is one of several CD·
ROM driver packages that use
caching in an attempt to speed
performance. The buttons in the
lower row automatically con fig·
ure the cache to the optimal settings for specific types of disks.

Don't expect any of these utilities to make your CDROM drive feel fast by hard drive standards-no software can completely overcome the fundamental limitations of the hardware. But if you spend a lot of time
working with CD-ROM disks, even a modest speed-up
may be worth the price.
Among these programs, I've had the best luck witl1
CharisMac's CD AllCache and Casa Blanca Works'
DriveCD. The former comes with. cache options specially preconfigured for different types of CDs and in

some cases for specific titles. The latter has a simpler, cleaner interface, and it
not only caches data you've already used but also reads ahead to load nearby
sectors into the cache in case you go on to read them.

Choosing a Good Brand

(HN)

Almost all storage vend ors get their drive mechanisms from tl1e same few
manufacturers: Quantum, Seagate, Conner Peripherals, Nla>.1:or, Micropolis,
Fujitsu, D igital Equipment Corp. (DEC), and, yes, IBM. All tl1ese manufacturers provide high-quality drives, so it may not appear to make much difference where you buy, and price may seem to be the only consideration. Wrong.
Sure, tl1e mechanism is the single most important variable in a storage product. But bet:\veen t\vo drives \vith the same mechanism, the bundled driver and
utility software and, in tl1e case of external drives, the quality of the other components, such as tl1e fan, power supply, case, connectors, cables, and shielding,
can make a huge difference in performance and reliability. And even if the
hardware and software are identical, warranties, service, support, and stability
vary widely from vendor to vendor.
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The Formatter and Driver
Whether or not they ship their drives preformatted, nearly all Mac storage vendors include a formatting utility. For most users the software that comes with
their drive is good enough, whatever it is. But the va1·ious packages do differ, in
features as well as performance and reliabili ty. Most utiliti es, for instance, let
you partition a drive into separate volumes (find out why under "Getting the
Most Out of Your Hard Drive," below), but not all let you password-protect a
volume (require a password before the volume can be opened), and an even
smaller number give you the option of having your files automatically encrypted (so no one but you can read them, even if someone else gets access to
the disk). Some utilities make you run a special applicatio n to mount a new
drive on the desktop, while others offer a more convenient control panel. Some
programs also provide extensive diagnostic and benchmarking tools.
T he quality of the driver can also make a real difference in the performance you
can get out of a given disk. FWB's Hammer drives, for instance, regularly come
out at or near the top in performance benchmarks, not because FWB hardware
is much different from its competitors', but because FWB's drivers are superior.
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You can always upgrade your driver if you don't like the one you got with your
drive (see "Upgrading Your Formatter and Driver" on the next page), but if the
driver is important to you, you can get some of the best software for free with
the right brand of drive.

Recommended Drive Vendors
I won't try to recommend specific mechanisms because they change too fast.
But generally speaking Quantum drives tend to be among the best in relatively
low capacities (500MB or less)-they don't break any performance records, but
they're usually reasonably quick, quiet, and reliable. In the mid range (500MB
to 1.2GB), Quantum, Seagate, and DEC make good drives. At higher capacities, Seagate, with its Elite and Barracuda lines, has been the dominant supplier
in the Mac market, but Quantum is coming on strong, DEC and Fujitsu have
their fans, and many multimedia users recommend Micropolis's AV drives,
which are specially designed to ensure good performance with long sound and
video files.
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Upgrading Your Formatter and Driver

(HN)

If your current driver is lacking some features you'd like, or if you just want to try to squeeze
some extra performance out of your drive, you can buy a new formatter/ driver separately.
FWB's $200 Hard Disk ToolKit is the Rolls-Royce, or maybe the Ferrari, of the category,
but for most people it's overkill-more modules and options than you can shake a floppy at.
(If you're interested in learning more about storage technolog ies, though, the 190-page
manual is a fabulous resource.) A " Personal Edition," minus t he manual and some of the advanced features, is $80.
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Coso Blanca Works' Drivel has carved out a
niche as a reliable and easy-to-use formatting
package that works wit h virtually all hard drives.

Most of the other good disk utilities (except
MicroNet's) are also available to anyone. La
Cie offers its venerable Sllverllning package
for $150 (note, though, that the company's
policy of charging for most updates, even
small ones, has drawn some fire on the bulletin boards). Anubis from CharisMac Engineering ($130) and SCSI Director Pro from
Transoft ($100) are among the other full-featured alternatives. MacPeak Research's $100
Spot On isn't as well known, but it offers a
RAM-caching feature that can give your drive
an extra lift. (See Chapter 4 for more on RAM
caching.)

For ease of use, Drlve7 f rom Casa Blanca
Works ($80) has long been the champ, and the latest version also provides high-performance features such as caching. (Apple has even licensed the underlying code used in
Drivel for incorporation into a future version of Apple HD SC Setup.)
Software Architects' FormatterOne Pro ($50) is another dependable and inexpensive
choice, while the same compa ny's FormatterFive ($200) lets you create DOS partitions so
you can share a disk or cartridge w ith a PC. Software Architects also offers several specialpurpose versions of its formatter: MultiBus Manager ($95) works on souped-up systems
w ith multiple SCSI cards, while FormatterS Pro ($500) works with Scitex volumes and
other disk formats used in prepress operations.

As to brands and vendors, two of the largest and most respected in the mailorder category are APS Technologies and La Cie. APS offers a v.rider variety of
storage products and accessories, its prices are excellent (though rarely the very
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lowest), and its products are solid and well made. It provides a toll-free support
number, which is staffed by knowledgeable, friendly people (and an adequate
number of them). The company is celebrated for n ear-heroic feats of service
and repair.

GOOD
FEATURE

La Cie was bought by Quantum a few years ago and now specializes in the parent company's mechanisms (though it also markets tape drives, removablemedia devices, and other periphera ls from other manufacturers). Like APS, La
C ie provides good prices, solid if not chart-topping performance, and attractive
and innovative case designs. La Cie drives come with a superior utili ty (Silverlining), but the company's record for service isn 't as distinguished as APS'ssome customers have complained that it charges too much for Silverlin ing
updates, its support lines aren't toll-free, and its phone system seems to get overwhelmed every fe\\' years.
· • • · · .... · · · .. · .. · · · ·'" · .. · · ........ · · • • •• • • •.. · ..
At the high end, iVlicroNet and FWB
are regularly on the leading edge in
performance. Both also provide good
support, but MicroNet has a better
record for regularly updating its utility and getting new versions out to
users promptly and without hassle.
There are many otl1er fine companies in tl1 e Mac storage ma rket, so
don't take these as exclusive recommendations.just remember how depend ent on your hard drive you're
likely to become, buy from a vendor
you have reason to believe is wortl1y
of your trust, and hope the com pany
doesn't change.

Dodging the Wreckage

(HN)

The Mac storage market is a rough-and-tumble
one, marked by tough competition, rapidly
changing technologies, and razor-thin margins.
So it's not surprising that many one-time leaders have fallen by the wayside. GCC, the original Mac hard drive company, has all but
abandoned the storage field, as has PCPC, another early leader. SuperMac, which rose to
prominence with its pioneering SCSI drives,
long ago shut down its storage division. Meanw hile, a succession of once-high-flying mailorder vendors-jasmine, Maxcess, Crate, and
Ehman, among others- have crashed and
burned, leaving their customers to make their
way through the wreckage.
Bottom line: Things change fast in this industry,
so look before you leap, even if you think you
know w here you're going. And remember that
it may not pay to spring for the lowest price.
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Getting the Most Out
of Your Hard Drive
Ordinarily, you shouldn't have to think about your hard drive-just turn it on
and it should do its thing. But to get all the petformance and capacity you paid
for, you do need to pay some attention to setup and maintenance.

The Interleave Ratio

(HN)

Because older l\llacs couldn't digest data as fast as it could be read off even the
relatively slow hard djsks of those days, you had to tell your formatting software
to go through some special tricks to give the Mac a little time to catch up between each bit it read from the disk. If you didn't give the machine regular
breathers, it would essentially choke on the data coming off the disk, and that
would make it even slower than if it did take the rests. (I'm simplifying grossly,
but you get the idea.)
This process was called setting the intedeave mtio, or just the interleave. The
Mac Plus required an interleave ratio of 3:1; for the SE, the Classic, and the
PowerBook 100, the reqllisite ratio is 2: 1.
AJl recent Macs, however, have been able to handle a 1:1 ratio, which makes
performance much better. Most fom1atters now suggest or automatically utilize
the optimal ratio, so you shouldn 't have to think about the issue at all-if you
confront a choice, just leave it at 1:1 unless you are working on one of those old
models.

Partitioning Your Hard Drive

(HN)

Not too long ago I found my 300MB hard disk packed almost to the gills, so I
went out and picked up a refurbished 1GB drive. (As a computer writer and editor, I save more files than money.) I hooked up the new drive and copied all the
files on the old drive to it. Suddenly the disk had less than 400MB free-the
data that filled "only" 300MB on the old drive took up more than 600MB on
the new one.
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H ow could that happen? T he secret lies in an obscure technical concept known
as the allocation block. The M ac file system divides up the disk space it has to
keep track of on each volume into these units. For technical reasons, it can deal
with a maximum of 65,536 o f th em per disk. That means their size varies, depending on the size of the disk: O n a hard drive that holds less than 60M B, each
allocation block occupies lK; on an 80MB drive, they're each l.SK; on a
300MB drive, they're 5K each; and so on, all the way up to 32K on 2GB drives.
Now, the Mac permits only one file in an allocation block-no cohabitation allowed. So if the file is small but the allocation block is big, th e rest of the allocation block goes to waste. And if the file has both a resource fork and a data fork,
as many M ac files do, each fork of each fil e gets its own alloca tion block.
My drive had tens of thousands of small text files. On the 300MB drive, each
took up at least 5K of disk space, even though they were actually smaller than
that; on the 1G B drive, the same small files each occupi ed 16K of space! T he
30,000 files that filled about 150MB on the old drive took up almost half a gigabyte on the new one.
That's the main reason people partition big drives-as
I did as soon as I realized
what was going on. Partitioning means dividing a
single physical disk into two
or more logical volumesseparate sections that look
to the Mac, in most respects, like completely separate disks. Each volume can
have its own 65,536 allocation blocks, and since the
size of the volume is smaller,
the size of each block will be
smaller, too.
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Disk Partition Sizer, a nifty HyperCard stack by Ric Ford, can help you figure out whether it's worthwhile to partition your drive and, if so, how to
divide it up. just type in the size of the partition you are considering, and
the stack will return the minimum amount of space each file will take up.
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By dividing my drive into four volumes of 250MB each, I reduced the allocation block size from 16K to 4K. In my case that meant much more efficient use
of the space: A 3K text file would waste only the lK remaining in its allocation
block, instead of leaving 13K empty out of a 16K allocation block.

HOT TIP

If your drive is smaller than, say, 300MB, the space savings probably won't justify partitioning. Likewise, if you mostly have big files, partitioning is not necessary: Since big files are spread over many allocation blocks, and all but the last
are completely filled, tl1e percentage of your capacity going to waste will be
small. But since the average size of new hard disks gets bigger every year, while
tl1e 65,536 number doesn't change, more and more users are running into the
problem of wasted space. [Another solution I ncently experimented with, since I too
have lots of little files (3 or 4K taking up a minimum of 8K) was to comp1·ess huge
groups ofthem into a single m·c!Jive, with Compact Pro (m· Stu.fflt). Then the savings is
twofold.-EC}
Fortunately, most disk utilities now give you tl1e option to partition. Apple's
doesn't, which is one good reason to consider buying a commercial formatting
package if you have a big drive.
'Vhat's the optimal partition size? It all depends, but I usually don't make any
volume smaller tl1an about 200MB. If you make too many volumes, you'll have
too many icons cluttering your desktop, and you are apt to run out of space on
the individual volumes. (I once made a 50MB partition for my System Folder,
thinking that I was leaving plenty of room to grow. Then I started collecting
screensaver modules, and before I knew it tl1e space was all gone.)
Even if you are not worried about wasting space, there may be reasons to partition your drive: You can, for example, create separate partitions for your personal or work files and your children's games. Depending on the options your
disk utility offers, you may be able to set a volume not to automount (appear on
the desktop automatically) at bootup, but on ly when you explicitly call it up; for
even stronger protection, some formatters let you require anyone trying to
mount your volume to enter a password.
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Setting Up a Folder Hierarchy

(AN/RSIHN)

Keeping your hard disk well organized wi ll not only make it easier for you to
find things, it will also speed up your system's performance. That's because
folders with hundreds of items take much longer to open, both on the desktop
and from an application's Open or Save As dialog box. It's better to group your
fi les in multiple folders and subfolders-folders nested within folders-than to
toss them all in a few bulging fo lders. As a very rough rule of thumb, if you 've
got more than 20 items in a folder, it's time to think about making a subfolder.
(Unfortw1ately, you can't do that with the special reserved folders System 7 creates, such as the Control Panels or Preferences folders.)

Fighting Fragmentation
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(Hl\1)

When you save a new file-a word processing document, say-the program
will probably tell your Mac not only to store what you've already written, but
also to set aside some extra space on adjoining sectors in case you decide to add
more to the file later. When you save a second file, the Mac will jump over the
reserved empty space before crea ting the new file.
But suppose the first file is the opening scene of your new novel, while the second file is a short letter to a publisher summarizing your plot. Once you've fired
off the note, you go back to your novel and write some more, and before you
know it, the space the Mac left for that file is full. T he next time you save, the
system will look in the adjoining sectors, but they're already occupied by the letter. So it wi ll have to find some other location on the disk for the rest of your file.
By the time the Great American Novel is complete, it nlight be saved on disk in
dozens of segments, or fragments, even though it's all one file; assuming you are
also saving some other fi les as you go along, they'll take up the spaces between
the fragments of your novel. That means that when you open the file and scroll
through it, the read/write heads on your disk wi ll have to jump around from
place to place on the disk to assemble the whole fil e. And that takes much
longer than reading a fil e of the same size that's all in one contiguous area.
T he problem is ca lled fragmentation, and if it gets bad enough, it can slow th e
performance of your drive perceptibly. You can get rid of it by backing up your

HOT TIP
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files, erasing your drive, and restoring the original data, but chances are there
are other things you'd rather be doing than backing up , reformatting, and
restoring your hard disk. So utility software developers have invented a kind of
program that deals with the fragmentation problem for you, with no reformatting required. T he programs are called defrrqrmenters or optimizers (because they
optimize disk performance). T hey work by analyzing your disk and then, using
memory and the empty spots on your disk as temporary storage, shuffling fragments of files around until each forms a neat, contiguous whole.
The best of the bunch is Alsoft's DiskExpress II, which lists for $90 by itself or
for $130 as part of the company's Alsoft Power U tilities collection. DiskExpress can do its thing on command or whenever your Mac is sitting idle, any
time or during hours you specify. (I set it to work between 4 and6 in the morning.) Besides defragmenting, it can track what fil es you use most often and
group them at the most accessible parts of the disk. Altogether, it's a great tool
for the compulsive hard disk jockey.
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A/soft's DiskExpress II can optimize your disk when your Mac is
Idle. Tl1e control panel includes a
button that brings up a map and
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If you' re not in tha t league but might wish to tune up your drive once or twice a
year, you'll find simpler optimizers in the leading data- recove1y packages:
Symantec's Norton Uti lities and Public Utilities and Central Point Softw·are's
MacTools. D ata-recovery packages are discussed in Chapter 7. (As I wrote this,
Symantec was making plans to acquire Central Point Software, so if you can't
find MacTools under the Central Point name, it may be a Symantec product.)
Owning one of these packages is a good precaution anyway; the optirnizers are
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an extra bonus. (There's also an optimization command in La Cie's Silverlining
disk formatter.)
All of the optimization progra ms take precautions to ensure your disk won't
be scrambled if there's a crash or a power outage during the defragmentation process. But it's always a good id ea to make sure you have an up-to-date
backup before letting an optimizer loose. (Take it from me-l once lost a
150MB drive that wasn't backed up to an erra nt optimizer. That one's no longer
on the market ... )

Riding the SCSI Bus
SCSI is the standard bus, or electrical communications channel, for connecting
storage devices and other peripherals to the Mac. It usua lly works reasonably
well if you follow its rules and you have only one or two devices plugged in. But
add any more than that and odds are you' ll run into problems; if you didn't
know any better, you might think you were dealing with a PC, not a Mac.
Below are some guidelines for dealing with issues that may come up, but one of
SCSI's perverse charms is that no set of ru les always works: All too often a
"legal" setup won't work, and breaking the rules will fix it. Even the experts call
it "voodoo" (or worse). Your guiding principle should be "Whatever works."
A word of caution: Never change any SCSI settings, or plug or unplug any
SCSI cables, without powering down all the devices on the chain. Some people
do it and get away with it, but they're risking expensive hardware damage.

SCSI Connectors

(HN)

There's no single sta ndard for SCSI connectors and cables. MostMacs have 25pin DB-2 5 SCSI connectors, but PowerBooks use a variant called HDI-30 because it's smaller (even though it has 30 pins instead of 25). HDI-30 cables in
turn come in two forms, depending on whether you want to connect your notebook to a peripheral or to another .i\llac. Most peripheral devices have DB-50
(5 0-pin) connectors, so the most common kind of Mac-to-peripheral cable is

~
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Riding the SCSI Bus

SCSI cables are the ones with long flat connectors
at each end. Most have 25 pins at one end and
25 or 50 pins on the other, but o ther configurations are also common. Check the number of holes
in the SCSI port of the peripheral you want to attach before buying your cable.

called a DB25-to-DB50 cable; Apple calls it
a system cable. But some SCSI devices have
2 5-pin cmmectors, and some recent ones
use a newer, smaller 50-pin connector design ca ll ed microSCSI ormicToD. And add-on
ca rds that support \iVide SCSI have a 68-pin
connector known for some reason as a P
conuectm·.

Cable Quality

(RS/HN)

The quality of your cables ca n make the di fference between constant hassles and a bus
that hums along smoothly. I t may seem silly to spend $40 or $50 for a few feet
of wire, but if you are building a complex SCSI chain, this is not the place to
economize-especially if you are working with one of the Macs noted for its
SCSI sensitivities, such as the Quadra AV models and the Power .Macs. L ook
for double-sbielded cables-they're thick and heavy because they have lots of
shielding around the separate wires inside the cab le to minimize the possibility
of signals on one line generating noise on another. And gold-plated connectors
are recommended.

~
~
GOOD

FEATURE

T he cables Apple sells are o f pretty good quality, and some peripheral vendors
supply good ca bles. But few if any match the extra-high-quality cables offered
by a small company called Berkeley Da ta Access. It offers old-fashioned personal service and very reasonable pri ces. T he only catch is that the minimum
order is fow- cables. A n ew com petitor in the field, Granite Digi tal, charges
much higher prices but does accept small orders.

[BeTkeley Data Access bas a laTge scrapboole of testimonials from customers attesting to
tbe fact tbat si'mjJly using its bigb-quality cables can w.n tbe most vexing ofSCSI problems. Ou top of tbat, tbe company sells tbe cables fo1· mucb less tbau otber·s migbt sell
tbem for (and tbey 7L'outd be wortb tbe bigbe1·p1·ice.~. Ifyon don't need fom· cables yoU1·selj; get yourfriends to pool tbei1· onlen 'zvitb yours.- RS]
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SCSI Cable Lengths

(HN)

If your SCSI chain is too long, signals may be too weak to be received clearly
and you are likely to experience a variety of problems. Theoretically, the chain
can extend up to 7 meters (about 2 3 feet), measured from your computer to the
last device in a SCSI chain, including all internal ribbon cables. But Apple recommends a maximum of 6 meters (about 20 feet), while many vendors say 5
meters. A general rule: The shorter, the better.
If you must push the length limit, you may be able to improve performance and
reli ability with PLI's QuickBooster, a $100 device that amplifies SCSI signals
so they'll reach distant devices without retries.
As for th e length of individual cables, that's one of the murkiest areas in the
black art of SCSI. Some people have problems with long cables; still others
have trouble with very short ones (a bout 18 inches is the shortest generall y
available). Some people say all yom cables should be the same length, bu t
there's no theoretical reason that should be true. If you have a variety of cables
on hand, try them and see what happens-re member, whatever works . But if
you are buying new cables, you might as weiJ stick to the middle ground: 3-foot
lengths.

Termination

223

(I-IN)

T he electrical signals that race up and down your SCSI cables generate electrical echoes, or noise. If they're not suppressed, these re.Aections can be strong
eno ugh to confuse devices on the bus, which think they are signals but can't interpret them. T hat can cause an array of problems, including slowdowns, data
errors, drives refusing to appear on the desktop, and crashes.
T hat's why you need te17ninatm's, or resistors, at either end of the SCSI chain.
Terminators can be internal (attached inside a device) or external (plugged into
one of the device's SCSI ports).They require a small amount of electrical
power-terminati on power-which is supposed to be, bu t is not always, provided by the SCSI device. The rules for termination vary according to the .LVIac
model you've got.

H O T T IP
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Active Terminators
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(HN)

A useful feature in some new drives, and one well worth looking for, is active termination-a
terminator that automatically turns itself on when needed and off when not needed. La Cie
offers t his feature in many of its drives, including the joule f amily, its nifty new line of stackable drives. APS Technologies has built a patent-pending implementation it calls DATerm (for
digital active termination) into its SR 2000 line of cases for external drives. According to APS,
these devices not only turn termin ation on and off but also smooth out several kinds of electrical fluctuations on the SCSI bus, thus improving both reliability and performance.
AP S also offers a separate, external version of DATerm under the name SCSI Sentry. It offers
diagnostic LED lights, and because you can connect it to a wall outlet, it enables you to
place a device that doesn't provide termination power last on your SCSI chain. At $100 it's
not cheap, but some users-particularly people with very elaborate SCSI chains and users of
Macs with very fast SCSI circuitry, such as the Quadra AV models and the Power Macs-say
it's the only thing that's gotten the goblins off their bus.
Granite Digital offers a somewhat similar add-on called the SCSIVue Active Diagnostic
Terminator. It lacks the external power option, but it's cheaper: Prices for versions that fit
common connectors range from $50 to $80. And Berkeley Data Access sells an end-of-chain
active terminator for only $28 and one w ith a pass-through connector (so it can go in the
middle of a chain if necessary) for $38, but remember that you have to order at least three
other items at the same time.

For most Macs. Generally speaking-here's one of those rules that usuaUy
works-the first and last devices on the SCSI chain should be temlinated. The
first device is the Mac: If you have an internal hard drive, it should be terminated (if it's a fact01y-installed drive, or if it's dealer-installed and your dealer is
worthy of your business, it will come with terminators). If you don't have an internal drive, mostMacs require a special terminator for the internal SCSI port.
(If you norma lly have an internal drive but have to remove it for servicing, say,
don't forget to have your dealer add termination.)

T he last device-the one at the other end of the SCSI chain-should also be
terminated. In between-normally-the other devices on the chain should not
be terminated. If you have a device with internal termination, put it at the end
of the chain, if that's convenient; if not, or if you have more than one internaiJy
term inated device, you or a techJlician wi ll probably have to remove the terminating resistor from one of them.
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The Mac Plus. Because the Mac Plus has no internal SCSI connector, your first
external device (the one closest to the Mac) is consid ered the first device and
should be terminated, as should th e last device on the chain. If you have only
one drive on the chain, it should be terminated.
The Mac llfx. The .M ac llfx fo llows th e general rul es above, but it requires a
special terminator at the end of the chain. It's black, and Apple calls it the SCSI
Terminator II. One should have come with your II£x.
PowerBooks. PowerBooks are something else again. Hard-drive-equipped
PowerBooks have a small internal termjnator, but if you are connecting external devices, Apple recommends adding two more termjnators: One should go
between the HDI-30 ca ble attached to your PowerBook and the first device. If
only one external device is connected, the other should go on the device's unoccupied SCSI port; if there are several, the terminator should go on the last device in the chajn.

If you are planning to connect a PowerBook to a desktop .i\1ac in SCSI disk
mode-setting up the PowerBook's hard drive to function as an external drive
attached to your desktop machine-the termjnation rules are hopelessly complicated. Fortunately, they are very clearly illustrated in Apple's PowerBook
manuals. Check there.
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(HN)

Power up all devices that are currently attached to your SCSI chain before you turn on your
Mac. In some cases that's not strictly necessary- your system wi ll work fine even when one
or more devices are off. But more often than not, a device with no power can cause problems for others. If you really don't plan to use it in a session, consider removing it from the
chain next time you power down.
Conversely, when you are shutting down, leave your peripherals on until you have safely
shut down and shut off the Mac itself. Turning a device off while the Mac and other peripherals are on could cause a damaging power surge.

POWERBOOII
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SCSIProbe

(HN)

If I could have o nly one software utility to help me manage my SCSI chain, I'd take
SCSIProbe, a freeware control panel written by Apple engineer Robert Polic. (It's now
officially sponsored by SyQuest Technology, which puts its
name in the control panel, but it's still available from user

scsJProbe-3.5sq
VtnlOn

g roups and on-line services.)

~··

3 .34

SCSIProbe provldeJ useful information about each device on your
chain. But i ts real value lies In the Mount and Options buttons.
The former brings to the desktop any device that's on the chain
but didn 't appear when you first booted up-a SyQueJt cartridge
you've just inserted, for example. The Options button provides,
among other things, an easy way to load during the same session
cartridges that have different drivers.

SCSI ID Numbers

lhon 2'550 1-XXX 2.39
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(Michael Bradley/SNAN/Chris AJien!HN)

A SCSI chain can contain seven devices plus the Mac. Each device on the chain
gets its own SCSI ID number (also known as an addTess), from 0 to 6. The .Nlac
itself is always assigned ID number 7; an internal hard disk (if there is one) normally gets number 0. Otherwise, ID numbering has no necessary relationship
to the physical order of the devices on the chain.

WARNING

Most external SCSI devices provide switches that make it easy to change the
ID number. Before you add a new peripheral to your system, check the numbers and, with all devices powered off, make the changes necessary to eliminate
any conflicts. The stakes are real: If any two devices on the chain have the same
ID, yom system will crash, and you may even wipe out data on one or more
hard disks.
SCSI number switches are alm ost always tiny and in the back of the drive (and
therefore hard to get to). If you put the ID number on a sticker or spot of masking tape on the front of each device, though, you can see at a glance which
nwnbers are used by which devices and which are free. (You can also determine
the SCSI ID of any device with your disk formatting software or with
SCSIProbe, an invaluable freeware device-management utility described in the
box above.)
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SCSI Troubleshooting

(HN)

SCSI problems can cause a variety of symptoms, ranging from inability to boot
your system or use some of your peripherals to sporadic, unpredictable crashes
or data corruption. Symptoms like those can also be caused by software problems, however, so before you tackle the harder hardware question, it's generally
a good idea to see if a software fix can resolve the situation. See if the problems
persist when you boot up with extensions dis abled, when you reinstall your system software, or when you zap your parameter RANI-see Chapter 7 for more
on all these procedures.

If that doesn't work, here are some variables to consider and manipulate.
• First, if you've just added a new device, power down, take it off the chain, and
try again. If everything else works normally, you know the problem is with
the newcomer or its relationslups with its neighbors. Likewise, if there's a
very old device on the chain, or one you know to have SCSI problems, take it
away next and see what happens.

................... , ........................ ·•······•·
SCSI Manager 4. 3

.............................
(HN)

The component of the Macintosh operating system that handles SCSI transfers-the SCSI
Manager-used to be pretty dumb: It could deal with only one device at a time, and while
it was waiting for a drive to complete a task, it tied up the whole Mac. In 1993 Apple finally
came up with an improved version, called SCSI Manager 4.3. It's built into the ROMs of AV
and Power Macs, and it's likely to be in future models, too; eventually, Apple may release a
version for older Centris and Quadra Macs.
The main virtue of the new SCSI Manager is that it is asynchronous-it doesn't keep the CPU
tied up while it is working, and it can assign jobs, like reading or writing some data, to one
drive while another is working on a previous assignment. When disk drivers, the operating
system, and applications are rewritten to support such features, SCSI Manager 4.3 could
bring some needed improvement to Mac input/ output performance.
In the short run, however, it doesn't do much good. In fact, it can actually slow things
down appreciably if you hook up a drive with a driver that is not SCSI Manager 4.3-savvy.
By the time you read this, most drivers should have been updated, but if you've had a drive
for a while and you want to use it with a new Mac, you should update the driver or reformat with a new utility. Check with your drive vendor or drive utility publisher.
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• If those steps don't isolate the problem, power everything down, disconnect
the SCSI cable attached to the ~1ac, and try again. If you've still got a problem, it's probably not a SCSI issue but one that involves system software or
drivers. If you can boot up normally with no SCSI connection, you have confirmed your suspicions that the problem lies somewhere on the chain.
• Vary anything and everything (as long as the power is off when you are
changing things). Swap cables, reverse the order of the devices on the chain,
add an extra terminator, or take one away. If you can stand it, make these
changes one at a time, rebooting and testing after each change. You can save
time by rebooting with the Shift key down, or (better yet) setting your extension manager to skip all, so you won't have to wait for extensions to load. It
will take time, but at least you ca n tell what variable has produced a change.
• Some combinations of devices (particularly if an older SyQuest drive or a
scanner is involved) simply never work well, no matter how you orga.njze
things. In such cases, you have no choice but to remove one of the conflicting
devices from your SCSI chain, at least temporarily, in order to use the other.

Backing Up

(HN)

According to an ancient saying, there are two kinds of computer users: those
who've had a hard disk crash and those who are about to. All computer storage
devices, for now and for the foreseeable funrre, are inherently unreliablethey're susceptible to directmy corruption, electrical glitches, and mechanical
breakdown. And don't forget the risk of human error: Almost everyone who has
used a computer for any lengtl1 of time has at one time or another inadvertently
trashed some important file.

1t
WARNING

Nevertheless, most computer users don't botl1er to back up their data-tl1ey
just don't think about it, or they decide it's not worth tl1e hassle, or they say
they'll get to it later. It's your choice, of course, but remember tl1e bottom line:
If you don't have a good- i.e., recent and complete- backup, the odds are grea t
that sooner or later you will lose documents that are important to you.
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If you do decide to make backups, you need to choose backup media, software,
and a strategy.

Backup Media
Having an extra hard disk is the fastest and easiest choice-you can simply drag
files and folders to it to make a backup, and back again if you need to restore.
But this approach also has clear disadvantages: Doubling your disk capacity is
expen sive, and the second drive is as vulnerable to breakdown, fire, or theft as
the first.
Floppies are the other obvious choice, and o n the face of it the most economical, since you already have the drive. But you should factor in the cost of your
time, since backing up to floppies requires near-constant attention over at least
several hours (depending, obviously, on the size of your backup). In an era when
160 or 230 megs are standard and gigabyte drives are common, floppies just
won't do for fuJI backups. They remain a good choice for quick backups of a select group of critical fi les-your tax return, say, or your dissertation .
The other choi ces are removable cartridges and tape. Using removable
media-Bernoulli, SyQuest, or magneto-optical disks-offers many of the advantages of using an extra hard di sk: You can back up and restore directly from
tl1e Finder, and you have the added advantages of expandability (if you run out
of space, just get another cartridge) and portability (you can easily take a cartridge offsite for sa fekeeping).
The only real disa dvantage of these o ptions is the cost of media. A 23 0MB
drive, for example, will need at least six 44MB or three 88MB SyQuest carts for
a single backup-that's at least $3 00 rig ht tl1ere; if you want the added security
of duplicate copies, or your drive is bigger than that, m edia costs go up proportionately. And if you want to preserve archives of files no lon ger on your diskcopies you keep in reserve in case you ever need them again for reference,
recycling, or updating-a long with backups of your current files, the expense
can go through the roof.
T hat leaves tape. In many ways it's tl1e most un-Mac-like medium, since you
can't ordinarily mount tape drives on your desktop, and you have to run special
software to copy or restore your fil es or even to see what's on a tape. And tl1 e
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drives aren't exactly cheap: At this writing the least expensive digital audio tape
(DAT) drives-the most common type of tape backup unit on the Mac-are
about $800, while those with the latest technology (called DDS-2 d1'ives) start
at $1,400.

BARGAIN

But tape has one huge advantage: The cost per megabyte is practically infinitesimal. With DAT, you can put anywhere from 1 to 4 gigs of data, depending on
tape length and whether the drive supports compression, on a tape that costs
about $15; if you buy one of the latest models, using the DDS-2 standard, you
can put 8 or 10GB on one $35 tape.
(There are many other kinds of tape drives, most of them cheaper than DAT.
But even the cheapest cost $450 or more, the tapes are usually more expensive
than DAT cartridges, and, most important, you won't find many .Mac users
running any of those devices, so support can be hard to come by. If money is the
issue, I recommend saving up until you can afford a DAT drive. I did, and I've
never regretted it.)

.......................,.......... .
Desk Tape

(HN)

You can't ordinarily mount a tape
on the Mac desktop, but there are
a couple of software products
that make this trick possible. The
GOOD
FEATURE

outstanding entry in this small
category is DeskTape, from
Optima Technology. Used in conjunction w ith a DAT drive (or with
another, more expensive tape
technology known as Bmm), this
$300 utility lets you t reat a tape as
if it were a 2GB hard drive. It's not
fast enough for launch ing applications, but it's great for files you
don't use m ost of the time but like
to keep handy. And because it's
on the desktop, it makes ad hoc
backup of critica l files a breezejust drag them over.

Backup Software
If you are using a tape drive, you have only
a couple of choices for backup software, and
if you're li ke most other Mac tape users,
you'Uend up choosing Dantz Development's
Retrospect ($2 50 retail, but bund led free
with many tape drives). It (alone) supports almost every backup medium known to humankind, it offers an amazing array of
feanLres, it's exceptionally well supported,
and though it's not exactly uncomplicated,
version 2.0 provides an appealing interface
and simplifies things enough so it's not hard
to get done what you need to. Besides, it
probably carne bundled with your tape drive,
since almost every vendor includes it. (If you
are on a network, you can get a version called
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Retrospect Remote and have
every drive on the net automatically backed up over the
network at night.)

RETROSPECT DIRECTORY
Immedia t e Back up and Restore •..
Unscnp t ed d1sk end fl l e st orage oper ot 10ns

Back up: co py fil es to a Storag eSet"'

Backup

MiVlb tn copy of ha'"d duk contrnts for .a latrr Rutort

Scnpts

Rest ore fr om a StorageSet
Res tore
If you are using any media
you can mount on the deskRrc hlu e, Copy , or Tran sfer fil es
Copy
top- fl oppies, hard disks, or
Uie w conte nts of uolumes
Ulew
cartridges- you don't n eed
Conf i9un
Cr-u tt Br owsr rs for local and r rmot(' disk volumrs
anything except the Finder to
Tools
make copies. But you'll probably want to do incremental Dantz Development's Retrospect has long been the de facto standard
backups-backups that en- software for backing up with Mac tape drives. With version 2 (s hown
here), it's even become reasonably easy to use.
compass only the files that
have been created or modified since the last backup- between more timeconsuming full backups o f everything on your disk, and for that purpose
(a mong others) a good backup utili ty makes life much simpler.
Rtper' tS

If you've already invested in a data-recovery utility like M acTools or Norton
U tilities (covered in C hapter 7), you already own a backup utility. These programs are OK, but they-especially NlacTools' CP Backup-can be pretty hard
to use. Many users, once they get serious about backup, invest in a specialized
utility. In this category, too, the best-sellers come from Dantz: D iskFit D irect
($5 0) is the easiest to use, while D iskFit Pro ($125) offers more features. Re dux
D eluxe ($8 0) from Inline Software is another popular choice.
O ther utilities lurk in the background, always ready to back up your fil es on
command , on a schedule you set, or automatically at shutdown. Recent entri es
include SafeD eposit ($ 190) from Dayna Communica ti ons and FileDuo ($ 150)
from AS D Softwa re.
Al ternatively, with a little ingenuity you can crea te your own automatic backup
system o ut of other popular utiliti es, such as C E Software's Q uicKeys (optionally in conjunction with D iskTop, now published by P rairi eSoft) or No Hands
Software's Nlag-net. (See C hapter 13 for more on Q uicKeys, DiskTop, and
Magnet.) If you are into scriptin g, you can also create automati c backup scripts
using Apple even ts with AppleScript or UserL ancl Software's Frontier.
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Backup Strategies
The best way to get yourself to back up is to make it a routine that demands
little if any effort or attention. Many of the backup utilities have a scheduling
option, so all you have to do is set up the program and make sure media are
available.
I don't do that (why not? I don't know), but I do leave my DAT drive on my
SCSI chain almost all the time, and I keep two tapes, Odd and Even, close at
hand. When I'm winding up a serious work session, I fire up Retrospect, pop in
a tape (Odd or Even depending on the date), and let her fly. With two recent
backups, I'm pretty well protected even if one tape should get damaged or corrupted. (I've had several tapes go bad over the years.)

Ifyour backup software has a verification option, as Retrospect does, turn it on.
That way the software will read back every file it's backed up and check it
against the original to make sure the copy is accurate. It can double the time required to complete a backup, but it's worth it. (Besides, the sensible way to do a
bach1p is to start it at the end of your computing day or schedule it to start automatically during the night. That way, who cares if it takes a few extra hours?)
However diligent you are in making incremental backups, it's a good idea to do
a new full backup from time to time.
And it's plain common sense (though I don't do it) to keep a backup offsite, to
protect you from such threats as fire or theft.
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Peripherals
To OPERATE YOUR MAc, you need a few essential pieces of equipment
besides the computer itself. You need input devices (a keyboard and a mouse,
genera lly) to control the computer with, and a monitor or screen to see what
you're doing (and so the computer can communicate back to you).
Scanners aren't essential to operating your Mac, but they're getting more popular for the average user, and ... well we couldn't decide where else in the book to
put them, so they're covered here, too.
vVith some Macs (the Performas, PowerBooks, and ali-in-one models) a monitor and sometimes a keyboard are included with your computer (or built right
into it). If you buy another kind of Mac, or even if you're just thinking of
upgrading, or you just want to consider your options (how about a trackball
instead of that mouse?), this chapter will give you the lay of the land.
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Monitors
Not all monitors are made alike, and more than any other piece of your Mac's
equipment, your monitor will define how you think of your computer. Your
choice will define whether you see your work in black and white or have a
choice of millions of colors, and the quality of the screen may determine
whether you start getting a headache after an hour or work comfortably all day.
In tlus section, we'll describe what to look for in a Mac monitor, how to find out
whether the monitor you want will work with your computer, and run through
some of the many choices on tl1e market.

Finding What You Need
T lus section outlines the points to consider in deternutung what kind of mOiutor you're looking for.
Monochrome or color? GKIBB/AN). Tills decision rea lly only applies to fuU-

page and two-page monitors, since no one seems to make small or mid-size
monochrome morutors anymore (altl1ough you may be able to find a 1uce used
Apple 12-inch).

Monoch1,·ome, which means one color, includes both black-and-wrute and grayscale
monitors, wruch can display black, wrute, and shades of gray. (Many people call
all monochrome morutors black and wrute, as if tl1ey were TVs, but the ones
sold nowadays are more often grayscale. For more on tills difference, see
"Riclmess of Colors or Grays" below.
T he computer industry tries to make you feel that you must have a color momtor (and, in fact, some games won't work on monochrome morutors). But
monochrome m011itors have certain practical advantages, the biggest being that
text and figures look crisper and better on them. It's harder for color morutors
to create a crisp, solid image, because each pixel (picture element, or dot) on
their screens is composed of tlu-ee tiny dots-red, green, and blue-that your
eyes merge into a single, colored dot.
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Editors' Poll: Do You Need Color on Your Mac?
AA: I personally do, 'cause I do lots of color graphics, design colorful publications, play colorful games, and so forth. I also think color is a great visual cue in apps and in the Finder.
Color coding folders and files in the Finder, for example, makes for faster visual searches.

DB: Yes, on my office publishing system I need co lor. However, most of the work I do on
my PowerBook is in black and white.
EC: Yes, I need color for creating graphics and illustrations, for playing with video (if I ever
get around to it), for layout, and for games. Oh yeah, and my favorite screensaver doesn't
run without color either.

DD: No, most of the time I don't. I mostly do writing and page layout of one-color projects.
The only time I really used color was to design my company brochure; then it was fun to see
the second color on screen. It sure makes Shanghai more fun, though.
CG: I actually do need a color system because a lot of kids' software requires color. Since I
do word processing most of the time, color isn't really a necessity, but it's a nicety.
JK: No, but it sure is nice. I didn't have a color monitor until just recently, and I still just use
the monochrome for almost all my work because it's larger and I like it better for black-andwhite text.

HN: No, but the world is colorful and I really like having color on my computer.
BW: Color makes the Mac interface more pleasant to use.

As beautiful as color is, most of us spend the bulk of our computer time using
word processors, spreadsheets, databases, checkbook programs, and the like,
where color doesn't matter much. Also, scrolling (and other forms of screen
response) takes longer with color linages than with black-and-white ones (this
is true of grayscale images, too). Finally, a color monitor takes up more desk
space and costs more than a monochrome one of the same size (though they're
much more affordable than in the past). [They also throw out more radiation, if
you're 7vm··-ried about that. (Reasons you might be are described in Appendix A,
"Staying Healthy at the Mac. ')- DD]

So if you're mostly going to use your Mac for the typical text-and-figures purposes mentioned above, and not for graphic arts programs, games, clip art, or
otl1er color-intensive applications, consider getting a monochrome display.
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Monitor sizes QK/BB). Most monitors fall into one of four basic size categories,
based on their shape and diagonal screen measurement.

•

Small (12-inch to 15-inch) monitors are fine for typical home uses: writing
letters, using personal accounting sofuvare, playing games, and so on.

•

Mid-size (16-inch or 17-inch) monitors allow you to display quite a bit
more, but they're not quite tall enough to show the full length of a lettersize page with margins, or wide enough to show two adjacent pages.

•

Full-page or p011:rait monitors (15-inch, but shaped differently than "small"
15-inch monitors) are designed to show a full letter-size page, with a little
room next to it to leave tl1e disk and Trash icons showing. The word portrait indicates the monitor's tall, rectangular shape (the term landscape is
sometimes used to describe the shorter, wider shape of ordinary monitors).

• Two-page (19-inch to 21-inch) monitors display two full letter-size pages
side by side, so they're great for desktop publishers. They're also useful for
graphic artists and people who make large spreadsheets or who keep a lot of
documents open at once.
Pixels and resolution GK). Don't attach too much importance to a screen's
physical size (it rarely matches the actual image area anyway). \Vhat matters
more is how much information fits onto the screen, which isn't directly related
to the screen measurement.

T he image you see on a Mac's screen is made up of many tiny dots called pixels.
The amount of information tl1at fits on a screen depends on how many pixels it
displays, which is called the screen's resolution. For example, Apple's standard
resolution for small external monitors is 640 pixels across the screen and 480
from top to bottom; for mid-size monitors, it's 832 by 624; for portrait monitors, it's 640 by 870; and for large monitors, it's 1,024 by 768 or 1,152 by 870.
When you set a mid-size monitor to a resolution of 1,152 by 870, you're
putting a lot more pixels in the same area, so the monitor uses smaller pixels,
and everything on the screen looks smaller. T he size of the pixels used at a
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Standard Pixel Measurements given resolution is measured in pixels per
for Different Screen Sizes
inch, usually expressed as dpi (for dots per
inch) .
Monitor size
Standard resolution
(width by height)
12-inch to 15-inch

640 by 480

16-inch to 17-inch

832 by 624

portrait

640 by 870

19-inch to 21-inch

1,024 by 768 or

Monitors of the same general size and pixel
dimensions often have different dpi because
they have different-size image areas. Macs
are designed so that a 72-dpi screen displays
at actual size; a one-inch line on the screen
will print out as a one-inch line on paper.

1,152 by 870

GOOD
FEATURE

Many monitors can be set up to display at any of several different resolutionsdepending on the capabilities of the Mac they're hooked up to-so you either
cram more information onto the screen or blow everything up to a more readable size. Such monitors are called multisync or multiscan monitors and can usually be used with PCs as well as Macs. You generally need to get a special
adapter plug from the monitor's manufacturer- usually for free or cheaply-to
make a particular resolution work, but if you've installed a display card, you
should be able to make the switch in the Monitors control panel. Apple and
NEC make software that allows their multiscan monitors to make the switch
without even restarting.
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HOT TIP

Color or monochrome VGA monitors-the type that PCs normally use-work with all current modular Macs and most PowerBooks--all you need is an adapter (a little doo-hickey
that fits between the end of the video cable and the Mac). Some monitor manufacturers
supply them to their Mac customers, or you ca n get one for about $25 from james
Engineering. Ordinarily, VGA and SVGA monitors run at slow refresh rates (60 Hz and 56
Hz, respectively}, which can make their screens look flickery; but some adapters (like the
MacComp series from james) will bring the rate up to Apple's standards. (Refresh rates are
described under " Image Quality" in this section.)
Be sure the adapter you get is intended for your model of Macintosh and will give your
monitor the correct screen resolution. You also may need to adjust the sync setting on the
monitor (particularly if you notice a green look to the screen vyhen it's turned on).
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Richness of colors or grays OK!AN/SA! SM/Mac Number of Colors With
Keru1y). On black-and-white monitors, each pixel Different Bit Depths
can be either black or white. VVhat looks like gray- Bits per
Number of available
pixel
colors or shades
the standard desktop pattern, for example-is
1
2 (black and w hite)
actually made up of alternating black and white
256
8
dots. On grayscale monitors, however, each pixel
16
32,000
can be black, white, or a shade of gray. On color
24
16.7 million
monitors, each pixel can be black, white, or any of
over 16.7 million colors, including grays-an image of almost photographic
quality. You select which level of color you want in the Monitors control panel
(see the box "Setting Levels of Gray or Color" on the next page).

The richness of the color palette available with a given Mac and monitor setup
is called its bit depth, which refers to the number of bits of the Mac's memory assigned to each pixel. One-bit color gives you just black and white; 8-bit gives
you 256 colors or shades of gray; 16-bit gives you over 32,000 colors or shades
of gray; and 24-bit gives you over 16.7 million.
The bigger the monitor, the more pixels it has, and the more memory is required for a given bit depth. The number of colors you can actually get out of
your machine depends on the video capabilities of your Mac. So, for example, a
i\tlac's built-in video support may be able to put 32,000 different colors or grays
at once on a 16-inch screen, but only 256 at once on a 21-inch screen, because
it has so many more pixels. With a 24-bit display card installed, the same Mac
can produce 16.7 million colors on either of those monitors.
Video support, display cards, and acceleration OK). Mostlv.Iacs sold nowadays have some level of built-in video support, which means that you can connect a monitor directly to the Mac's video port. But the level of support varies
quite a bit between models, so don't assume you'll be able to plug any monitor
into any Mac. Generally, the more recent and expensive the Mac model, the
more kinds of monitors it will support; see Chapter 2 for a partial list of which
Macs support which monitors.
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·············· ....................... ,............................................. ,..
Setting Levels of Gray or Color
HOT TIP

(JK/SA/SM)

When you first hook up a new color monitor, you may be chagrined to find that everything's in black and w hite. To make it show co lors, just select the Colors button in the
Monitors control panel and then choose how many colors to display from the box to the
right (only the ones your Mac or display card can handle will show up). By the same token,
you can turn a color monitor into a grayscale one by clicking the Grays button and then
choosi ng from the list box.
:o~ Monttors
1 .0

The Monitors control panel is where you switch between
black and white, grayscale, and color, and where you select
the levels of color or gray.

If you r monitor is set to display a lot of colors or grays, you may find that scrolling
(and other forms of screen response) seem sluggish. To speed th ings up, choose a smaller
number of colors or grays, or choose Black & White (or invest in an accelerator card ... or
a faster Mac).

On some Macs, you can expand the video support by buying a VRANI upgrade
(see Chapter 2 for more on VRAM), which will allow you to hook up a larger
monitor or get more colors on the same monitor. Otherwise, you'll have to buy
a display card (which plugs into one of your Mac's expansion slots) or, if your
Nlac doesn't have a slot, get a display interface box that plugs into your Mac's
SCSI port. T he last surviving two interface boxes I found were Radius's $200
PowerView and MicroMac's SCSiview ($3 00 for monochrome, $400 for 8-bit
color), both of which support a huge variety of external monitors, including
two-page displays.

If you work with large, full-color (24-bit) images, you may fu1d that it takes forever for the screen to redraw whenever you make a change or even drag an
image a couple of inches. If that's the case, you'll probably want to invest in a display card that includes graphics acceleration. Some graphics accelerator cards can
make changes appear several times faster than they would without acceleration,
but they can also cost several times the price of a regular display card. (See the
box "The Need For Speed" in Chapter 15 for more on graphics accelerators.)
Image quality (JK/AN/BB). A monitor's 1'-efresb 1'ate-how often it redraws the
image on the screen-helps determine how steady and solid the image looks.
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(Don't confuse the refresh rate with the screen's ability to keep up with the
mouse when you move a graphic around on the screen, though; the latter depends on the speed of the Mac and its graphics acceleration, if it has any.)
T he refresh rate is measured in hertz (times per second)-abbreviated Hz. If a
screen refreshes too slowly, you get flicker (also called strobe). The larger the
screen, the more flicker is likely to bother you, so larger monitors usually have
higher refresh rates. (Actually, the refresh rate is linked to the monitor's resolution, so a given monitor can have di fferent refresh rates depending on which
resolution is in effect.)
Monitors that plug into the Mac's video port have to operate at the refresh rate
that the Mac produces, which depends, in turn, on the type and resolution of
the monitor connected to it. Generally, any monitor that's connected to the
Mac's video port and operates at a resolution of 640 by 480 pixels has to run at
67 Hz; if the resolution is any higher, it has to run at 75 H z. The main exceptions are VGA monitors and SVGA monitors, which were developed for PCs
but can run on most current Macs and are often cheaper than Mac monitors.
On the Mac they can run as low as 60Hz or even 56 Hz, although some Macs
let you increase the r efresh rate of SVGA monitors up to 70Hz or 72 H z in the
Monitors control panel (press the Options button).
Peripheral vision is particularly sensitive to flicker, so if you're in doubt about a
screen, turn away from it and see how it looks out of the side of your eye.
•••••••
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For a long time, the term video card meant just
one thing-an expansion card that you put in
your Mac to connect it to a monitor. Now there
are video digitizer cards, which can record clips
from videotape, and other video cards t hat help
your Mac display full-motion video on the
screen. So in this chapter we'll say display card
when we mean the kind of video card that drives
the monitor and has nothing to do with desktop
video-as in QuickTime and television.

0

•

Several other factors contribute to
image quality. Dot pitcb, which .is the
distance between individual dots of
phosphor on the screen, affects the
overall clarity of the image. Generally, anything below .30mm is accepta ble, and most Mac monitors
fall within that range. With color
monitors, sharpness depends partly
on the ability of the display tube to
focus the three color beams to hit
the right spots on the screen (this is

HOT TIP
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Evaluation Checklist

(AN/BB)

Monitors are a lot like speakers-you can look at technical specs all day long, but the only
way to buy speakers is to listen to them, and the only way to buy monitors is to see them
in action, ideally side by side. What you're looking for is a crisp, high-contrast, rock-solid
image-one that isn't washed-out or fuzzy, doesn't waver or flicker, and isn't distorted
around the edges. Getting that is more important than any other consideration, and worth
paying more for.
Remember- you're going to be staring at the screen for thousands of hours, and anything
less than a great image will really drive you nuts. Skimping on the quality of your monitor is
like buying an uncomfortable bed-whatever you save won't be worth it in the long run.
[Monitor reviews in magazines (and books like this) can be helpful, but they're no substitute for
seeing first-hand what you intend to buy. You can usually trust that a magazine's top pick will be
a good monitor, but I've had experiences that have directly contradicted what I've read.-JK]

Here's a checklist of things to look for when you've got a monitor in front of you:
• Is the screen image sharp? Trust your eyes.
• Is the screen big enough so that you don't have to scroll constantly? Some mon itors let
you change the resolution to get more on the screen, but that often makes text too
small to read comfortably.
• Do you have room to view the screen from a comfortable distance? This is especially important for very big screens (and older monitors-those that aren't MPR 11-compliantwhich you should sit an arm's length away from in order to minimize your exposure to
ELF and VLF emissions).
•

Is the screen image distorted? look for a lack of symmetry, and for lines that should be
straight but aren't. (Some monitors have adjustments that let you correct distortion.)

•

Does the image flicker when you're at a proper viewing distance?

• Are controls easy to reach and use?
•

rlA]
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Does the screen display's color spectrum please you? You may have noticed that some
brands of color film look redder or yellower than reality, while others are bluer or
greener. The color balance of monitors varies the same way. Is there a way to change
the color balance if you want to? For example, can you match screen color to a particular color in a 35mm slide?

called convergence, and a few monitors let you adjust for it-a very good feature).
Dist011:ion refers to a screen's tendency to misrepresent shapes-to display
straight lines as bowed, for example. It's often most noticeable at the edges and
corners of the screen, and it's more common on large monitors than small ones.
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Emissions and MPR II GK). Monitors produce electromagnetic emissionscalled ELF and VLF (extremely low frequency and very low frequency) radiation-that, according to some research, may increase your risk of cancer (for more
on this subject, see Appendix A). T here's no conclusive evidence that the risk exists, and no level of exposure that h as been determined to be safe, so the U.S.
government doesn't reguJate monitors in this area. The Swedish government
has produced a set oflow-emissions guidelines called MPR II, and most current
monitors adhere to their standards. If you wonder whether a monitor you're
considering meets the Swedish guidelines, just ask; most that do will advertise it.
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WARNING

Energy Star GK). In an effort to cut down on energy consumption, the C linton
administration set up the En ergy Star program. Energy Star requires that all
computer equipment sold to the U.S. government drop its power consumption
below 30 watts when it's not being used.

Equipment manufacturers don't want to be excluded from selling to the Feels
(they're the world's biggest customer, after all, accounting for 10 percent of all
computer equipment sales in the United States), so most of them are changing
their products to meet the standards. As a result, a lot of hardware is being designed to automatically go into a low-power mode or tum itself off when it's not
being used.
For exa mple, Energy Star-compliant monitors from Apple, NEC, and Radius
all have a screen-saver-like feature that not only dims their screen, but reduces
their power consumption by 50 to 85 percent if you stop using the Mac for a
given length of time. To bring one of these monitors back up to full power, you
just move the mouse or hit any key.

Monochrome Portrait Monitors
Timing prevented us from comparing these portrait monitors side by side, but
all of the models below are good and have been armmd for awhile. The only argument would be over which is the most outstanding (Susan likes the Apple and
Brad prefers the Mirror). Color portrait monitors are discussed on page 248.
Apple Portrait Display (SM). T his grayscale monitor ($71 0 ApplePrice) comes
the closest I've seen to the crisp, bright image on the old compact Mac's 9-inch
screen. The screen is very flat and the image is crystal-clear and rich with

GOOD
FEATURE
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contrast. It's really a pleasure to look at every
day. (This monitor's main disadvantage (besides the
pTice) is that it doesn't come on n tilt-and-swivel
stand, like most otbeTS.-]Kj
Mirror Monochrome Portrait Monitor (BB).

BARGAIN

GOOD
PEATURE

\ ¥hen my old Radius Full-Page Display gave
up the ghost after a major powcrlinc incident, I
replaced it with a Mirror grayscale portrait
monitor ($400 direct). No other monitor I've
worked with offers the sharp, bright, contrasty
image of the lv:lirror. For text, it's the best I've
seen on any display; I can use it aUday without
any perceptible eye fatigue. Nor is there a hint
of distortion-I'm simply amazed at its quality.

·•••··•••·•··•·v······•t·••+++••···

About the Monitor
Reviews

(JK)

We reviewed several monitors in
each category, based on their success in magazine reviews and in retail sales, and then wrote reviews of
our top choices. In some cases,
companies were skipped (for example, those that were changing their
product lines as we went to press).
The monitors we did review certainly aren't the only ones worth
considering; if you find something
else you like, your opinion is worth
as much as what's written here.

Ifyour Mac doesn't have a video port that will support the monitor, you can get
the monitor with an 8-bit grayscale display card for $520 (the manual, which is
well written and well illustrated, makes installation simple). The monitor also
comes with software that can increase the type size of menus and includes a nofrills screen saver.
Radius Full-Page Display GS and Radius Pivot Monitor QK/AN). T he

Radius Full-Page Display GS ($600 list, $400 mail order) is a high-qua li ty
grayscale portrait monitor that powers down when it's not being used and
comes with Radius's overnight-replacement warranty (see the box "Radius and
NEC Service" on page 248).

GOOD
FEAT UR E

The Radius Pivot is similar in quality, but it's designed to accommodate wid e
documents by pivoting from vertica l to horizontal. When you move from, say,
a letter to a spreadsheet, you just tip the monitor over onto its side. It takes just
a moment for the image to re-form in the new configuration.
T he Pivot currently lists for $700, and you'll need a display card to get the horizontal orientation to work on the Quadras 660AV and 840AV. There's also a
color Pivot, whi ch is described below.
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Monochrome Two-Page Displays
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Since many current .Macs' vjdeo ports support these large monitors, they're effectively less expensive than when you had to buy both the monitor and a $400
display card. Most of the models on the market nowadays look pretty good.

BARGAIN

SuperMac and RasterOps make very nice, almost identical 21-inch grayscale

monitors, both using the same Hitachi tube ($1,200 and $1,300, respectively).
Radius makes a 20-incher ($1,000) and a 21-incher ($1,200): Both display 1,152
by 870 pixels, b~t the 20-inch screen has tiny pixels (82 dpi) compared to those
of the 21-inch screen (74 dpi). Mirror and Mobius both make very usable, inexpensive 19-inch monitors for about $700. If your Mac doesn't have a video port,
both companies make a black-and-white versions that come with a display card.
At this writing, the Mirror combo costs $7 50 and the Mobius set $800.

Small Color Monitors

(BB/]K)

Most people opt for small color monitors-they're reasonably priced, yet they
have the advantages of color. The choices described here are the leaders in the
field, in the order of our preference.
NEC MultiSync 3FGe. NEC's MultiSync 3FGe ($600) is the best small moni-

tor in the group we looked at. The screen quality is superb: bright enough for
use in well-lighted rooms, with good contrast, sharp, clear lines, and no visible
fli cker or distortion. Images are markedly smooth and grain-free, and colors are
~atural, neutral, and life-like. Black and white text is brilliant and easy to read.

.................... ,

......................, .. ..

Older Monitors and
Display Cards

OK)

Monitors designed to work with a specific disp lay card, as many early monitors were, won't
work if you plug them into a modern Mac's
video port. Watch out for this problem if you're
buying a used monitor. Look out for flicker, too,
because these older monitors didn't conform to
Apple's standard refresh rates.

In addition to the standard brightness and contrast controls, the 3FGe
has lmobs for adjusting horizontal
and vertical size, centering, and distortion, and for manual degaussing,
which resets the screen's color adjustments. (.lVIultiscan monitors like
this one need size and centering controls to adapt to the variety of computers and boards they connect to.)

GOOD
FEATURE
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Although it's priced in the range of other 14-inch monitors, the 15-inch 3FGe
is sized squarely between the small and mid-size categories. L1 fact, things look
oversized at the normal small-monitor resolution of 640 by 480, because the
pixels are a chunky 63 dpi. But if you increase the 3FGe's resolution to 832 by
624 (which is normal for 16- and 17-inch monitors), you can fit much more on
the screen, and images are still a very readable 77 dpi (so, in effect, you're getting a mid-size monitor for about the price of a small one). NEC's DPI on the
Fly software lets you switch between the monitor's various resolutions from the
Monitors control panel, without having to switch cables and adapters.
The 3FGe meets Sweden's MPR II emissions limits and comes with a threeyear warranty. Its manual is clear, complete, and organized so that new users
can easily find and understand the information they need.
NEC also makes a cheaper, lower-quali ty 15-inch monitor called the 3V
($500), and a more expensive one called the 4FGe ($655). The 4FGe uses the
same tube as the 3FGe, but it provides a way to adjust color balance, is Energy
Star-compliant, and can be taken up to a resolution of 1,024 by 768 pixels. It
uses digital push-button controls, which are a little harder to use tl1an the simple knobs on the 3FGe.
Apple Macintosh Color Display. Apple's Macintosh Color Display ($445
ApplePrice) is ve1y much like previous small Apple monitors: compact, high·••••·•••••••• ·M·• ••

e•t• •
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Getting the Green Off the Screen

HOT TIP

GK)

Some VGA monitors, including Apple's discontinued Basic Color Monitor, often show an
overly green screen color when connected to some Centris and Quadra models. To fix this
problem with the Apple monitor, you can get a Basic Color Monitor system extension from
Apple dealers. On non-Apple monitors, also check for a sync switch; you may be able to degreen your screen by changing its position.
The extension should always work with Apple's monitor, but it may cause some non-Apple
monitors to go blank. If that happens, you need to remove it. Here's how:
1. Start or restart the Mac with @]IDIOptionl ® ® held down.
2. After you've heard the startup chime twice, release those keys and hold down (§]illll.
3. Drag the Basic Color Monitor extension from your Extensions folder to the Trash.
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Audio Vision 14 Display
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Apple's AudloVIslon 14 Display ($650 ApplePrice) follows the multimedia theme of many
recent Macs. It was designed for use with AV Macs, but it can work w ith any model that
supports an external monitor. It uses the same picture tube as the Apple Macintosh Color
Display, but includes 2.5-inch stereo speakers, a built-in microphone, volume and recording
controls, and a set of special ports.
On the side of the monitor are ports for attaching external speakers, headphones, a CD-ROM
drive, an audio CD or tape player, and a keyboa rd or mouse. There's also an S-video-in port,
so you can use the AV 14 as a monitor for a camcorder o r VCR. The AV's video ca ble has a special connector that's designed to feed all these various inputs back to one port on the back of
the Mac. But at this writing, only the Power Macs have the kind of port that can handle it;
with all other Macs, you have to use an adapter that awkwardly splits the sound, video, and
ADB signals back into separate plugs.
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Apple's AV 14 Display has a built-in micro·
phone, stereo speakers, and ports for plug·
ging in a CD- or tope-player and a VCR as
well as Mac peripherals.

Unfortunately, the AV monitor has had a number of problems (enough, in fact, that Apple has
a special section for it on its 800 SOS-APPL tech
support line). For example, the settings in its
special sound and video control panels are complicated and not intuitively arranged, and you
have to change them depending on how you' re
using the monitor. Also, the position of its microphone and speakers leads to feedback when
the monitor is being used as a speakerphone on
an AV Mac, so you have to use an external microphone or set of headphones.
Still, the AV 14 is a good-quality monitor (better
and more neutral-colored than the Macintosh
Color Display), and it performs many AV functions well, if you can avoid its rough spots.

quality, and simple to set up and use. The manual is less informative than that of
other monitors, but there's little you'll need to know. Front-mounted user controls are limited to contrast and brightness (other controls are hidden behind a
panel in back and are intended for technicians only).
Apple's image quality, which used to be the best available, has been surpassed by
NEC's, but it's still very good. Sharpness and contrast are above average,
brightness and contrast are high, and there's no distortion. Colors are strong,

BAD
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smooth, and cool, with a gray-green cast. Black-and-white text is soft, but
whites are clear. Apple meets the Swedish emissions standards and offers a oneyear warranty.
The Macintosh Color D isplay is less expensive and less bulky on the desktop
than the NEC 3FGe. But it's limited to one resolution-640 by 480-so you
can't set the screen to display more material, as you can with most third-party
monitors.

Color Portrait Monitors

(BB)

The $800 Mirror Color Portrait Monitor and the $1,000 Radius PrecisionColor Pivot Monitor are both portrait monitors, but, like the grayscale Pivot
monitor described above, the Color Pivot can also turn sideways so its long side
is horizontal. \Vhen plugged into a Mac's video port, the Pivot has a resolution
of 624 by 832-the standard resolution for mid-size monitors but less than the
Mirror's standard full-page resolution of 640 by 870. However, you can get fullpage or two-page resolutions from the Pivot using Radius' PrecisionColor interface cards: the 8XJ ($600, for full-page) and the 24XK ($1,000, for two-page).

GOOD
FEATURE

GOOD
FEATURE

Both monitors offer good image quality, with moderate contrast and brightness
and muted colors. T he Mirror's colors have a cool, greenish cast to them, but its
text looks better than the Pivot's, and it's $200 cheaper. In fact, ifl were buying
any color monitor, I'd buy the Mirror-for its price, for its black-and-white te::\.'1:
.... · .... · .... ·v .... " · .. · ........... quality, and for its portrait orientation. But I
Radius and NEC
don't need accurate colors in my work, which
Service
(JK)
is mostly writing, nor do I often work with
spreadsheets.
If I did, I'd buy the NEC 3FGe
Radius and NEC both offer excepfor its better price and image quality, rather
tiona l warranty coverage. When
you call them w ith a problem that
than tl1e Pivot or another portrait monitor.
they decide is a hardware defect,
they' ll send you a replacement
monitor overnight. Radius wi ll actually go so far as to send someo ne out to install the new monitor
for you.

Both monitors come witl1 a full complement
of controls: brightness, contrast, size, centering, distortion, and degaussing. Both have
one-year warranties, but only tl1e Radius
meets Swedish emissions standards.
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Medium-Size Color Monitors
Not only are 16- and 17-inch color monitors bi gger in screen size, but they are
also bigger in footprint (the space they take up on the desktop), weight, and bulk
than the 14-inchers, and they cost two or three times as much, although they
display less than twice as much information. And despite the fact that they generally offer more controls over color and image, their image quality usually isn't
as good as that of the smaller monjtors. But if you need one, here are a few recommendations.
NEC MultiSync SFGe (BB). Even the $ 1,045 NEC MultiSync SFGe, the best of

the group we looked at, doesn't meet the high standards set by its little brother,
the 3FGe. Still, its color quali ty is excellent, and black-and-white text is contrasty and relatively sharp. The two NEC moni tors share the same clean and
functional design, fine manual, and three-year warranty. Like the 4FGe, the
SFGe uses push-button controls to manage brightness, contrast, size, centering, distortion, and color-matching functions.
Sony Mulitiscan 17se (BB). My second favorite among the 17 -inchers was the
$1,500 Sony Multiscan17se. T he monitor's contrast, brightn ess, and overall

image quality are average. Sharpness is better than average but not as good as
the NEC's. Colors are muted but neutral. Geometry and color controls are sophisticated, even extending to hue and saturation. Black-and-white text is average. One special feature sets the monitor apart: It goes into a power-saving
mode to reduce energy consumption. T he 17se comes with a one-year comprehensive warranty, and the tube itself is covered for two.
Apple Multiple Scan 17 Display QK). As we were going to press, Apple discontinued its 16-inch monitor and introduced th e Multiple Scan 17 ($ 1,070

Apple Price) as its replacement. We weren't able to get one in time for review,
but if its screen is as beautiful as the old 16-inch monitor's, the Multiple Scan 17
should be worthy of consideration. Even more so than its predecessor, in fact:
The new monitor supports three resolutions and includes software that lets you
switch between them without restarting. Besides the usual brightness, contrast,
and centering controls, it's got an adjustment for color accuracy, and it complies
with Energy Star specifications and MPR II emissions guidelines. Like the
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other monitors listed here, it works with PCs too, but unlike the others, it
doesn't require an adapter to work with the Nlac-instead, an ada pter is provided for using it with PCs. Apple's warranty is just a year, though.

Large Color Monitors

(JK/BB)

We haven't reviewed large color monitors because most users don't need them.
If you do, you should ga ther information from recent magazine reviews and the
experiences of desktop publishing service bureaus, user groups, and anyone you
may lmow who does a lot of computer graphi cs, before decidillg what to get.
You can now buy 19-, 20-, and 21-inch co lor monitors for under $2,000, but
unless you have a high-end Mac (one of the top Quadra or PowerMac models),
you'll have to spend several hundred dollars more on a VRANI upgrade or a display card to get decent color richness. If you have an older lv1ac, it probably
won't support this size monitor at all, so you'll have to buy a display card to use
it at its intended resolution.
Buy a 20-inch monitor only if you genuinely need the large screen and have a
place to put it; you'll find its presence overwhelming unless you can sit well
back from it. (That's hard to do with a monitor that's almost 20 inches deepthere's not much desk space left for your keyboard.) [These monstrosities dominate
whateve'r 'room the-y're in; it~r like putting a clislnvasher on top ofyour desk.-JK}

Keyboards
When you buy a modular Mac, the keyboard usually isn't included. Most people will automatically buy an Apple keyboard, even though there are plenty of
others on the market that might suit a particular person's purposes much better.
Here are some hints on what to look for and which products supply it.

Evaluating Keyboards

(JK)

Keyboards may seem generic, but there are plen ty of differences to consider. To
do a worthwhile comparison, use the information here to think about what you
want. T hen find a keyboard (in the following sections or in a store or catalog)
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Editors' Poll: Do You Ever Really Use the Numeric Keypad
on Your Keyboard?
AA: Constantly!! I use it to navigate in MS Word (left, right, page down, previous editing location, etc.) and to play games such as Super Tetris.
DB: In Microsoft Word I use it to move around my d ocument. In QuarkXPress I've assigned
style sheets to each key. Mostly I use it to add up things in Excel or the Calculator.
EC: Through no fault of my great typing teacher, Mr. Berkman, I never learned how to type
the numbers in the regular keyboard without moving my fingers off the keys, and t he numeric keypad is a lot faster. I also sometimes use it to navigate around in Word or PM.

DD: I was about to say no, but then I did my taxes this weekend and was really happy to
have it there.
CG: Whenever I use the calculator DA I use the numeric keyboard (which is to say, not all
that much).

JK: Yes! Anytime I enter a phone number in my address book or use the calculator DA. Even
though I'm not really a ten-key typist, it's much faster and easier to use than the numbers
above the letter keys.

HN: I use the keypad occasionally when entering numbers in a spreadsheet or calculator.

BW: Come to think of it, No. I took typing in high school, and skipped accounting.

that seems to offer that. If you can, try it out, or get a money-back guarantee
when you buy it; you won't really be able to judge its performance until you've
used it at your own Mac for awhil e.
• Key feel. Every keyboard has a slightly different feel. Do you prefer a hard,
solid keystroke or a softer, mushier one? You'll n eed to do some hands-on
testing to decide.
• Ergonomics. Using a keyboard a lot can also put you at risk for various injuries, some of which can become permanent disabilities (see Appendix A for
more on this). If you're constantly typing, you should seriously consider getting one of the specially-built keyboards corning onto the market that are designed to avoid the main causes of these injuries.
• The numeric keypad. Most keyboards come with a numeric keypad, or at
least have an option to add one. The keypad saves a huge amotmt of time fo r
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people who enter numbers a lot and can touch-type the ten-key layout. For
people who don 't use it, the keypad is just an obstacle on their hand's way to
the mouse.
You can also assign other functions to th e keypad, though. If you hit the !ClearI
key in Word, the numbers become controls for moving the insertion point
up or down or to the start or end of a line (when you hit Iclear Iagain, they go
back to being number keys). If a disabi lity prevents you from being able to
use the mouse, you can use the Easy Access conn·ol p anel to make its number
keys move the pointer.
• Function keys and other controls. Apple's extended and adjustable keyboards, and many third-par ty keyboards, include function keys, which some
programs (Microsoft \ iVord and Excel, for example) use as shortcuts for standard commands. You can also use macro programs like QuicKeys (described
in C hapter 13) to assign any function you want to these keys. Some keyboards, Like Apple's Adjustable Keyboard, have special buttons that control
th e volume on the Mac's speaker and start and stop sound recordings.
• Built-in trackballs. Some keyboards have trackballs built in, which saves you
the expense o f buying one separately. But don't assume the keyboard's trackball will work the sa me way as others you 've used- I've n·ied some that are
virtua lly unusable (see the TrakPro review below).
• Key arrangement. Some keyboards have laxl, loption l, and lctrll keys on both
sides of the Ispacebar!, or other unique layouts you may find very convenient or
very annoying. Again, it's idea l to try before you buy, or at least get a moneyback guarantee.

Standard and Extended Keyboards

(AN/BB!JK)

Most people buy one of Apple's two basic, tried-and-true keyboards: the 81-key
Apple Keyboard or the 105-key Apple Extended Keyboard, which has a row of
fifteen function keys (including Undo, Cut, Copy, and Paste), a cluster of command keys-IHomel, lEnd I, !Page Upl, !Page Downl, ~' a nd ~ (forward delete)-and
extra laxl, !Option l, and Icontrail keys to the right of the !spacebar!. Arthur ca n't stand
the planklike size of the extended keyboard, but many people like it .
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A number of companies besides Apple make extended keyboards. DataDesk
was one of the first; Brad finds its $ 170 101E lighter yet more satisfYing to the
touch than Apple's or other companies' boards. It has a set of modifier keys at
both ends of the ISpacebar!, which some will find convenient. Jolm likes the solid,
positive tactile feel of Key Tronic's keyboards, but he had some compatibility
problems with its Ti-akPro model (see the review below).

Ergonomic Keyboards
As we mentioned above, heavy keyboard use can put you at risk for some very
serious and permanent injuries (to find out more, read Appendix A). People are
concerned enough over this issue to look for products that will protect ra ther
than harm them, and companies are beginning to develop keyboards for this
new market. Here are the main two models available for the Mac.

Apple Adjustable Keyboard (JK). If you want a keyboard that's more comfortable than ordinary models, the Apple Adjustable Keyboard ($145 ApplePrice)
is the least expensive alternative you'll find , and although it's not as thoroughly
ergonomic as the Kinesis reviewed below, it may be all you need.

BARGAIN

It's got two basic improvements over ordinary keyboards:
• It supports your hands with comfortably curved, sloping palm rests that attach to the front of the keyboard.
• It's hinged at the top so you can split it down the middle. You can adjust the
angle of the split to match the angle at which your hands approach the keyboard, so there's no sideways bend at the wrist. (The straight-line arrangement of ordinary keyboards forces your hands to bend outward, which can be
a factor in keyboard-related injuries.)
I found typing on the adjustable keyboard so much easier, more comfortable,
and more relaxed than on Apple's standard keyboard that I ordered one as soon
as the loaner had to go back to Apple.
The numeric keypad is separate, with its own palmrest, and includes the function keys and other extras found on the eA'tended keyboard. It can be attached

GOOD
FEATURE
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to either side of the main keyboard, or left off entirely. T he main keyboard has
handy extra buttons for controlling the 1v1ac's sound and for recording, if your
l\llac has a microphone.

BAD
FEATURE

The only thing I really didn't like about theadjustable keyboard was the loose, tab-in-slot way
the palmrests hook up to the keyboard. If you lift
the keyboard, they come off, so if you have to move
it around much, you'll be frustrated trying to constantly reattach those loose pieces of plastic. Other
users may be annoyed at tl1e amount of desk space
the keyboard takes up, particularly if you include
tl1e numeric keypad. But for straight typing, I
tl1ought tl1e keyboard was great, and it's actually
cheaper than Apple's Extended Keyboard.

The Adjustable Keyboard splits down the
middle so your wrists won't have to
bend sideways, and it includes detachable palmrests.

Kinesis Ergonomic Keyboard (RS). W hen you first see the Kinesis keyboard
($500, Kinesis) it looks like a piece of modern sculpture. It's actually a QWERTY keyboard that's been redesigned to correct the awkward postures tl1at
can lead to repetitive stress injuries. According to independent studies cited by
Kinesis and glowin g early reports from users, it really works. In fact, it even
helps you to sit in the correct posture, resulting in fewer backaches!

· .
-

T he Kinesis's left- and right-hand keys are
set in two concave bowls that are separated
~
by several inches of empty surface, so that
your arms project straight forward to the
keyboard ratl1er than angling in from ilie
sides. T he keys are arranged so that yom
The Kinesis separates left:- and right-hand keys
thumbs are higher than the rest ofyom hand,
and arranges them In "bowls" to let the hands
rest in a natural position.
and palms face each other slightly. The result
is that your hands and arms remain in a nanu·al position while using the keyboard, and very little finger movement is necessary to push down each key.
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Some keys have been reloca ted, so you do have to do a li ttle relearning, but th e
keyboa rd also has a built-in ability to be remapped. T he numeric keypad is embedded in th e right keyset, so you don't have to take yo ur hand off the keyboard
to use it. O verall , the I(jnesis is no bigger than Apple's Extended Keyboard , despi te its buil t-in PowerBook-styJe pa lm supports .
Using the IGn esis requires much less effort than does a standard keyboard. I
highly recommend that you try one, even if you don't (yet) su ffer from any kind
of repetitive stress injury.

Keyboards With Trackballs

OK)

I was initially attracted to the TrakPro ($25 0, Key Troni c) because it has a trackba ll built into the right end of th e keyboard. I always liked the way the trackball
is integrated with the keyboard on PowerBooks and the Mac Portable, and this
looked like a similar arrangement fo r desktop M acs. U nfortunately, it's not.

BAD
FEATURE

Th e trackba ll has th e main clicking buttons at the top of the ball , so you can't
roll with your fin gers and click with your thumb. Instead, you have to either
click with on e fin ger while ro lling with the other or use both hands to o perate
the ball, either o f which is vety awkward. There flTe buttons below the ball that
you can program to be clickers, but they're small, w1comfortable, and offer a lot
of resistance to being pushed.
It also bothered me that the T rakPr o has no bui lt- in arrow keys. Instead, it's got
page control keys that you can make fu nction as arrow keys, but you have to assign them that fim cti on every time you turn on th e computer. I ha d further
problems when I hooked up a mouse to the keyboa rd: After restarting, the
pointer would sometimes freeze, or its motion would be too slow (and not fixable using the M ouse control panel).
O n the other hand , I very much liked the solid feel of the keys themselves. If
Key Tronic could eliminate th e problems I've mentioned, the T rakPro could be
a great keyboard, instead of a good idea that didn't come off right.

GOOD
FEATURE
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The TrackBoard ($130, MicroMachines) wasn't available at the time of this
writing, but it should be when you read this. In a picture of a prototype, the
TrackBoard's trackball looks more like the one on the PowerBooks (and, for
those who remember, even more like the one on the Mac Portable). It's got a
thumb bar below the ball for c)jcking, and two buttons above the ball for
double-clicking and dragging. The TrackBoard has function keys, but a numerical keypad is optional.

Non-English Keyboards

GK)

Apple makes standard and extended keyboards for all the major Western
E uropean languages, plus Japanese, Korean, Russian, Persian, Hebrew, Greek,
Turkish, Icelandic, Finnish, and Flemish. To use them properly, you need the
corresponding version of the system software. You can order both the keyboard
and the system software through Apple dealers.

A Chord Keyboard

(Caleb Clark)

The BAT Personal Keyboard (from lnfogrip) is a seven- button keyboard that
lets you type one-handed: there's one key for each of your four fingers and three
for your thumb. You hit combinations ("chords") of the seven keys to produce
all the various keyboard characters. For example, the chord for the letter g is the
middle thumb and ring finger keys pushed down simultaneously.
Standard keyboards are faster than the BAT for straight typing, but the BAT is
convenient for things like layout or text editing, because you can keep one hand
on the keyboard and one on the mouse, and never look away from the screen. I
put the BAT to the left of my standard keyboard so I can type on either one according to the situation, and it works great.
The BAT has a palmrest and ergonomically designed keys, and it didn't take
that long to learn. You can get a left- or right-handed BAT for $300, or buy
both for $500 and use them together.
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Mice and Other Pointing Devices
Mice are one of the Mac's great innovations. They give you much more direct
control over what's on the screen than any keyboard could. The mouse controls
the pointer, which gives you the ability to select objects on the screen and control cursors in word processors, paintbrushes in art programs, and paddles in
shuffleboard games.

Mice
There's nothing wrong with the mouse that came with your .Nlac, but you may
someday have to replace it, or there may be a substitute that would better fit the
way you use your Mac. For example, some mice and trackba lls have extra buttons that lock down for dragging objects, or for other purposes that you can assign. Here are several alternative mice you mi ght consider.

.............. .............................. ·········· ..........................., ..
Editors' Poll: Do You Ever Use a Pointing Device
Other Than a Mouse?
AA: Nope, although I wish I had a Wacom pressure-sensitive digitizing tablet.

DB: I have a trackball and a pen-based tablet. I don't love trackballs, but I'm learning to like
them more than mice, and they take up much less desk space (I put mine right next to my
keyboard on a pull-out keyboard tray so that I don't have to extend my arm too far). I'm just
getting used to the tablet, but I think I'm going to like it a lot in the not-too-distant future.
EC: No, I usually use a mouse (or trackball on my PowerBook), but if I were a graphic artist,
I'd buy a pressure-sensitive pen in a second. l ess tha n a second.

DD: Never tried one.
CG: No.
HN: I never use a mouse, always a trackball.

JK: Nope.
BW: I've used pressure-sensitive digitizing tablets, especially with Fractal Design Painter.
Obviously, they're great for drawing and painting, but clumsy w hen it comes to using menus.
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Ergonomic Mice (RS). T he top of Logitech's MouseMan ($120) is molded to
fit your palm (there are different versi ons for right and left hands). MouseMan
has three buttons-one for clicking and two that can be programmed to issue
frequently used commands. [I find tln·ee buttons uncomfortable aud confusing, as do

most people (accoTding to 1·esem·cb Apple did befin·e deciding on its one-button mouse).AN]You can adjust the resolution to up to four times that of Apple's mouse (400
dpi vs. 100 dpi); this lets you move the pointer more quickly, which is especially
handy on larger monitors.

If you have an older Mac with an older mouse, and you like the idea of ergonomic but don't want to spring for a new mouse, a kit calJed Nlouse Topper
BARGAIN

($20, Contour Designs) lets you put a new top on your old mouse that will
make it as comfortable as the ergonom ic models. T he converted mouse is
rounded and wider in the area that fits in your palm, and it has a much larger
and easier-to-use button.

A cordless mouse (AN). I've often found tl1e cord
on my mouse getting in my way as I make the big,
sweeping arm movem ents so typical of people
with my particular constellation of neurological
defects. P erhaps you have the sa me problem. T he
solution is a cordless m ouse that transmits its motion to the Mac with an infrared beam, like Z-Nix's
SuperMouse ($ 110). When you're not using it,
you place it in a cradle on your desk to recharge it.

POWERBOOK
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Mouse Pads

QK/RS)

If you have a fairly smooth desk
(but not too smooth) and
your keyboard isn't constantly
surrounded with papers, sticky
food residue, and other desk
clutter, you probably don't need
a mouse pad. But having one
helps keep an area clear for the
mouse and gives it a good surface to roll on. [But watch out

A mini-mouse (RS). At first glance, the Gulliver
for those slick, hard plastic pads
($70, Appoint) looks a like the heel from a small
(often with some company's logo
boy's dress shoe. Actually, it's a miniature mouse
or other advertising on them).
Using one of them is like trying to
tl1at's ideal for u se with PowerBooks. It's small
run a 100-yard dash on a track
enough to pack in a laptop tote bag and requires
covered with ball bearings.-RS]
less space to use than an ordinary mouse (which
helps, since you never know where you'll be
brea king out the PowerBook). It isn't as comfortable as a full-size mouse, but if
you have a Power Book and only a real mouse will do for you, you might want to
check out the Gulliver.
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.......................................................................................
Fixing a Jerky, Rough-Rolling Mouse

(SAISMJANIRS/]K)
HOT TIP

Over time, gunk builds up on the rollers inside a mouse, making it feel rough and causing
the pointer to skip jerkily around the screen. Luckily, there's an easy way to fix it.
Remove the ring at the bottom of the mouse by turning it (or sliding it, on some older
mice) and drop the ball out into your palm. Then, using a penknife or pencil eraser, scrape
or rub off the track of crud that you'll see on the rollers inside. Wipe the ball with a cloth,
and put the mouse back together. [This little chore is really worth the time it takes. The difference between a gunkYt rough mouse and a clean, smooth mouse is astounding.-jK)

For a quicker, easier way to clean your mouse, there's a $1 5 kit from Curtis that's the epitome of simple yet elegant design. You put a drop or two of cleaning fluid onto a Velcrocovered ball that's resting on a Velcro pad, then put the mouse (with its regular ball
removed) over the Velcro-covered ball and roll it around. It's easy, it's hygienic and ... it's fun.
{And it's a waste of money. just follow the directions above.-RS] {It's not a waste of money if
you're taking care of 15 to 20 Macs and cleaning a mouse once or twice a week. It's much faster
and easier to use the kit.-JK}

Trackballs

(BB)

Trnckballr are like upside-down mice. You roll a ball in a stationary holder,
rather than sliding a box across the desk, so they require less desk space than
mice (and some people just like 'em better). 'Ihckballs also control the pointer
more precisely than a mouse does (which is particularly important for graphics).
T hey all have at least two buttons: one that's like a normal mouse button, and
one that can lock in the down position so you can drag objects or menus without holding the button down with your finger.
The Stingray. The Stingray ($130, CoS tar) has a small ball that's easy to con-

trol; its two buttons take the form of a pair of sloping wings, which surround
the ball. They're so sensitive you have to be careful not to click them accidentally. You can alter pointer speed a11d select which button you want to use as the
normal click and which as the click-lock-a boon to lefties. [I like the Stingray's
ball, but its huge buttons leaveyon no place to 1·est your fin geTS without 1isking an accidental click. They look stylish and justify the tradeball's name, but I prefer a fiat, even
smface wben I'm ttying to dick.-JK}
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TurboMouse. TurboMouse ($170, Kensington) is the best-known (and most

expensive) trackball; year after year, Mac magazines give it top review ratings
and "Best of' awards. Still, I prefer the Stingray, because it felt better w1der my
hand.
The TurboMouse's ball is much larger and heavier than other trackballs', so it
has more inertia, and there's a touch of grain or resistance, unlike the ultrasmooth Stingray and PowerBook balls. The two buttons' position, size, and feel
are exce1lent. They require enough pressure to keep you from accidentally
clicking (a problem with the Stingray), \.vithout making you aware of a need to
press hard.
The TurboMouse's new software has a lot of fancy features. For example, you
can select spots on the screen and make the pointer jump to them by clicking
both TurboMouse buttons and rolling the ball in the right direction. But some
of these features seem like overkill; I want my pointing device to be simple, precise, reliable, and absolutely second nature to use. Furthermore, the manual is
poorly organized and poorly written.

BAD
FEATURE

[I don't mind tbe excessive featu'res, but I just don't find tbe TzwboJV!ouse to be comf01table. Kensington touts its "la'rge, comfo1'table ball, " but ifyou ''re resting your band on a
desk in front of tbe TurboMouse, you?" band bas to bend sbmply ujYivard at tbe W'rist,
wbicb is uncomj011:able and e-rgonomically dangerous. Kensington seems to realize tbis,
because it now malus a special foam pad to elevate tbe wrist, but it~· still awkwm-d compm·ed to using tbe PowerBooks' built-in trackbnli.- JK}
Thumbelina. Thumbelina ($70, Appoint) is a tiny (H~-inch square) hand-held

trackball that fits comfortably in your palm. It's designed for giving presentations in which you use the mouse a lot but the keyboard not much, if at all.
Instead of having to stay sitting at or bent over a desk, you can sit or stand
where you're comfortable and control the Mac with Thumbelina (her cord is
nearly six feet long).
The correlation between ball and pointer movement is pleasingly precise.
Thumbelina is comfortable and has three well-positioned buttons with sensible functions: One is the click button, another gives you click-lock, and a third
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toggles the mouse speed up or down so you can get across the screen fa st or
move slowly and precisely.
[I tbink Tbumbelina is 1nnr-velous, but 1vben I tried two of tbem on a PowerBook 180,
neitbe1· worked, altbougb all other ADB devices did. Appoint says no other 180 users
bave reported tbis p1'oblem.-]K]
TrakMate. Key Tronic's TrakMate ($ 150) is based on a great idea. It's a wrist

rest for your keyboard that has a built-in trackball. The wrist rest is great-it
has a soft but firm springboardlike feel and is comfortable to work with for long
periods. I didn't particularly like the trackball, though. Like the TrakPro keyboard reviewed earlier, the Trak.Mate's ball is designed to be rolled with one
thumb, and its keys are positioned to be clicked with the other. If you work thi s
way, you may love the Trak.Mate, but I like to operate trackballs with one hand,
rolling with the fingers and clicking vvith the thumb, and the Trak.Mate won't
allow that.

BAD
FEATURE

TrackMan. As we were going to press, Logitech was about to release a new,

ergonomic version of its $140 TrackMan trackball, with three buttons at the
end of a large, curved palm rest, and the trackball off to the side for your thumb
to use.

Pen Input

THINGS TO
COME

(RS)

P en input devices are electronic versions of the tools we use to put ink on paper.
They're well suited to graphics programs. The ones we looked at use either a
roller (like a ball-point pen) or a special tablet to communicate their movement
to the Mac.
MousePen Pro. The MousePen Pro ($70, Appoint) is one of those inventions

that you look at and say, Why didn't I think of that? It's small, light, and shaped
like a pen with a small ball at the end; you move the pointer by roll ing the ball
around on almost any surface- from a sheet of paper to your pants leg.
The NiousePen is great to use with a Power Book if you don't like the built-in
trackba ll; you can put a Post-it on the handrest area below the keyboard to

POWERBOOK
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serve as a sort of mouse pad for it. It's also a natural for drawing or paintingalthough it's not as good as the graphics tablets described later in this section (it
doesn't respond to pressure and it's not as precise).
Appoint also makes less-expensive ($40), more playful versions of the
MousePe n: the Jurassic Mouse, which looks and feels like a little dinosaur; the
Cray-on Mouse, which looks like a Crayola crayon; and the Barbie Mouse.
Mac HandWriter. Mac HandWriter ($200, Communication Intelligence) is a

stylus/tablet combo that, unlike the tablets described below, is designed more
for editing text tl1an illustrations.
Like Apple's hand-held Newton MessagePad, it can recognize your handwriting and change it to type. Unlike the Newton, though, the HandWriter requires you to print letters (no cursive) on a horizontal line. This isn't easy, since
tl1e tablet is tmlined and your writing doesn't show up on the tablet itself. The
HandWriter's recognition wasn't completely accurate, but it improved when I
turned down tl1e speed of recognition in the accompanying control panel.

GOOD
FEAT UR E

T he HandWriter is better at editing existing text. For example, you can delete a
word by drawing a backslash through it, and other gestures do things like inserting spaces or carriage returns. T he HandvVriter's pen has a little button that
acts like a lcmdl key-when you push it wllile writing a particular letter, it's equivalent to typing tl1e corresponding command from tl1e keyboard. The tablet also
provides an interface that can be used within any application and includes floating windows of tools and shortcuts similar to the button bars in Word and Word
Perfect.
The Ha nd\IVriter is worth considering as an editing tool or as a nontypist's alternative to dictation or hunt-and-peck typing. But personally, I think it's wortl1
the price just to fool arotmd in a graphics program like Colorlt. [The stylus feels
mo1'e like a paintbrusb tban a mouse does, but serious m-tists will be bappier with tbe
pressu1·e-sensitive tnblets described below.-JK}
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Pressure-Sensitive Tablets
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(AC)

Pressure-sensitive tablets let you InlJtate traditional painting media, like
brushes or charcoal, by changing the thickness, color, or opacity of a lin e in
proportion to the pressure you apply with the stylus as you draw. A good tablet
can recognize at least 120 pressure levels (although a lot of software sti ll can
recognize only 60). A stylus should also be light, cord less, and responsive. Many
styluses offer lmttons to which you can assign specifi c functions.
Some tablets also let you trace images placed under a transparent sheet of plastic, control the ratio between the active area of the tablet and the screen area
where you want to draw, and create macros, which can be activated by the menu
so·ips or stylus button.
Custom Pressure:

Wacom ArtZ tablets. VVacom, the indusoy
leader for some time, has introduced the ArtZ
tablets ($440 for the 6- by 8-inch tablet), which
can interpret as many as 120 pressure levels.
T heir stylish, fea th erweight stylus h as a single
button to whi ch you can assign different functions and macros.

T he best thing about the ArtZ tablets is that you l""·•l
~,
can completely customize the performance of v"J!i
the stylus and th e tablet, and save different sets
The Wacom ArtZ's Custom Pressure Curve
GOO D
lets you adjust the tablet's sensit ivity at dif·
of preferences for each program you work with, FEATU RE
ferent pressure levels.
so you don't have to waste time switch ing them
back and forth. My favorite adjusonent is the Custom Pressure Curve, which
lets you control the tablet's response to different pressure levels, so you can, for
example, obtain a softer and more sensitive "brush. "
1"" """' 11 "" "'""" 11 "'• """' I
( Reuert l
~ (DO)

CaiCo mp DrawingSiate. T he CalComp DrawingSlate's cord less, batterycharged stylus is easy to use, and although it's a little heavier than the Wacom's,
the stylus is really responsive, and the tip has a great feel to it. T he stylus ha s two
buttons for defining actions or commands that, together with the 18-function
menu on the tablet, make DrawingSlate a useful tool for working with macros.
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DrawingSlate's ADB cable lets you c01mect both the mouse and the tablet simultaneously, which really helps when you can't reach certain zones of the
screen with the styl us. Its reasonable price ($400 for the 6- by 9-inch tablet) and
great quality make it a serious competitor for the better-known Wacom tablets.
Maybe the weakest point of the DrawingSlate is that you can't contro l the 120
input/output pressure levels with any precision.
SummaSketch FX. T he stylus that comes with Summagraphics' Summa-

GOOD
FEATURE

BAD
FEATURE

Sketch FX ($650 for the 12- by 12-i.nch tablet, which is the smallest) has the
best tip. It's got an elastic and springy touch to it that makes double-clicking as
easy as pie and painting a pleasure. Its triangular-shaped body is not very comfortable, although it minimizes the chances of your dropping the pen. It has a
couple of buttons that are used as mouse buttons. Unfortunately, the documentation that comes with the tablet isn't very good, and its installation is tedious and confusing. It comes with three separate cables (which is a drag,
except for my cats) and an ADB box, which makes the tablet a pain. Its mapping capabiljties (which determine what area of the screen is controlled by the
tablet) are limited and not very intuitive, except for one control that lets you
adjust the speed of the cursor.
Kurta XGT. T he Kurta XGT tablets ($425 for the 6- by 8-inch tablet) offer up

to 256 pressure levels. The stylus is big and heavy, but if that doesn't bother you
(I wonder if Picasso was ever bothered by heavy brushes?), then they are a good
choice. They only offer a few restricted mapping capa bilities, but on the positive side, Kurta's software has an interesting template feature that's useful for
creating layout guides and grids.

Scanners
Scanners are devices that convert images-typically photographs or other artwork- into c[jgital form so they can be stored and manipulated by computers.
When used in conjUJ1ction with OCR (optical cba'rn.cte'tTecognition) software, they
can also convert a page of text into an erutable document on your computer.
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Mac-compatible scanners range in price from a few hundred dollars to a hundred thousand dollars. The ones under $10,000 are great for jobs that don't require precise detail or color reproduction, but they can't compete with
high-end equipment when it comes to demanding jobs like color photographs
in slick publications.
There are more than a hundred scanners on the market today. T he models
change frequently and there are often variations even between one individual
unit and another. So in addition to the reviews of particular models in the next
section, we've explained, in general terms, what to look for when evaluating
scanners.

How Scanners Work

0M)

During scaru1ing, light is reflected off (or passed through) the art\vork and
focused onto CCDs (chm-ge-couplecl devices-basically, light sensors) that convert
the light energy to electricity. Color scanners use colored filters (or sometimes
a prism) to read red, green, and blue values separately, and then combine the
tluee single-color scans to yield a full-color image. T hough the principle is tl1e
same for all scanners, units differ in how many readings per inch they take (the
scanner's resolution), how much color information they capture at each reading
(the scanner's bit depth), whether they take separate passes of the light source to
read the red, green, and blue values (iliree-pass scanners) or take all the readings in a single pass (minimizing the chance for misregistration and speeding up
the scanning process), and the quality of the scanning software that comes with
the machine.
Bit depth QM). One-bit scanners read all sample points as either black or
white. There aren't very many of these around anymore. Most people use 8-bit
grayscale scanners (for 256 shades of gray) or 24-bit color scanners (256 shades
each of red, green, and blue, for a total of more than 16 million colors).

Some scanners read 36 or 48 bits of infonnation at each sa mple point, even
though their .final product is a 24- bit file. Doing tl1is reduces the amount of
noise (inaccurate data) that CCD s inherently produce. (The less noise there is
in relation to total data collected, the more usable information the scanner can
deliver.)
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Line Art, Halftones, and Resolution

G.NIIDDI]K)

The resolution you want depends on what you' re scanning. If it's line art (i.e., words or
drawings in black and white, with no grays), you want a resolution that matches that of the
printer you'll use (for laser printers, usually 300 dpi or 600 dpi). [You can usually get a better
HOT TIP

final result by using a scanner's optical resolution and blowing the result up in Photoshop than
you can by using the scanner's enhanced resolution, although the latter saves time.-ScA]
If you 're scanning a photograph or another image with a lifelike variation of colors or shades
of gray (called continuous-tone art), you'll normally end up prin ting your scan as a halftone,
which creates the illusion of an even shift between colors or grays using ink or toner dots of
different sizes or densities.
Halftone resolution is measured in lines per inch (/pi), an arcane measurement that harkens
back to photographic methods. Basically, the more lines per inch, the smaller the dot size
and the better-looking the imag e. The standard for newspaper quality is 65 lpi; for general
lithographic uses, it's 1 33 to 150 lpi.

As a rule of thumb, you should scan at a resolution of at least 120 percent of the line screen
you'll use for printing. So if you need a 150-line halftone, scan at 180 dpi or more. You can
increase the sharpness of your image by increasing the dpi you scan at, up to about 200
percent (300 dpi for a 150-line screen, say); beyond that, you get diminishing returns. If
your scans are d estined to appear on computer screens, the same rule of thumb applies, but
use the monitor's resolution (usually 72 to 75 dpi) instead of the halftone screen's.
When you scale an image up, you reduce the resolution correspondingly (doubling it, for
example, cuts its resolution in half). This is where most people come up against the limitations of their devices. For example, if you have a 300-dpi scanner and want to output a 150line halftone from a 35mm slide at a scan-to-output ratio at 150 percent, the printed image
can only be about 2 inches by 1.4 inches.

T his extra information doesn 't go to waste. A common problem when you alter
scans is that you lose information-if you brighten colors, for example, you
mi ght lose image detail. But when you scan 48 bits, you can tell the scanner to
digitally convert only the brightest 16 million colors, say, so that its final 24-bit
image contains the best information.
Resolution GM/AN). A scanner's resolution refers to the number of sample
points per inch it's capable of capturing (often expressed as dpi, although spi is
more accurate). Some sca nners are also rated in terms of total Tesolution, the maximum number of points they can sampl e. To compare these two figures, divide
the total resolution by each dimension of your intended output, then average
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the two figures. For example, a scanner whose total resolution is 2,000 by 3,000
dots can output a 5-inch by 7-i nch im age at a resolution of about 415 dpi
(2,000/5 =400; 3,000/7 =428.6; (400+428.6)/2 =414.3).

Types of Scanners

OM)

T here are three major types of scanners:

• 1-Inncl-held scanne1·s literally roll across the artwork. They're small and relatively inexpensive, but they only scan in strips of about four inches ·wide.
Some come with software that lets you piece together multiple scans to build
a larger image, but that process is annoying and imprecise. Also, images are
often distorted, because it's impossible to roll a hand-held scanner with out
wavering or changing speed.
• Flatbed scanners operate like photocopiers; you place the artwork on a glass
surface, and a scan head and ligh t source move across it under the glass.
Flatbeds can scan almost anything that has at least one flat side, even a slab of
marble . .Nlost of them can't scan transparencies or slides, but a growing number of manufacturers offer attachments for that purpose. All flatbeds will scan
up to at least 8Yz by 11 inches, and some go up to 11 by 17 inches .

.............. ........................................ ............................... .
OCR

GM)

Nowadays, most scanners can use OCR programs, w hich recognize the letters on a scanned
page of text and store them as actual characters, editable in a word processing (or other
text-hand ling) program. Make sure any scanner you buy lets you scan from within the OCR
software you want to use; otherwise you'll have to scan a page, save it as a graphic, and
then open it with your OCR software. OCR rea lly isn't worth getting involved with unless
you're going to be digitizing lots of documents. And if you're going to be digitizing lots of
documents, you'll want a scanner that's fast. (For more on OCR software, see Chapter 8.)
Bit depth is irrelevant for OCR, since you'll be scanning in 1-bit (black-and-white) mode anyway. And the standard flatbed resolution of 300 dpi is more than enough.
Some scanners pull pages through a series of rollers. This means you ca n' t scan books (or
anything else that you can't tear into single sheets) and the rollers have a tendency to mangle documents. Flatbeds are by far the best choice; the same problems that limit hand-held
devices for image scanning make them a pain for reading documents.
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• As their name suggests, trcmsprn-ency scanners scan transparent materials. (Slide
scanne·rs might be a more appropriate term, since units that can scan transparencies larger than 35mm tend to cost over $20,000.)

Evaluating Scanners

GM)

Evaluating scanners is easy if your sca nned images will only be displayed on the
screen; just do some test scans and compare the results on a monitor like the
one you'll be using. The best im ages to use for tests contain fine detail and a
mix of bright and muted colors; a human face is ideal, since small tonal shifts
can make it look totally wrong.
If your scanned images will be printed out, don't try to evaluate them on a
screen. Scans that look dull on a screen may actually contain better data for
printing than those that look bright and colorful. It usually isn't possible to
make a scan and then print it on the output device you're planning to use, but
you can at least avoid some of the most obvious and common problems by making a few test scans and analyzing them with Photoshop's Levels chart (other
image-editing programs have similar capabilities).
First, make sure that the values in the chart don't continue off the scale, and
that the chart has no gaps in it; either may be a sign that the scanner is making
brightness and contrast corrections you didn't ask for, or that it can't read pure
black or pure white. (With color images, you'll probably have to look at the red,
Leuels
green, and blue levels separately to
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The gaps in the chart and values extending beyond the
chart's range mean this auto·adjusted scan won't look as
good as it could.

see the gaps.)

In the chart below, the values spill off
the ends of the graph and there are
gaps-both indications that data has
been automatically adjusted. In the
chart on the next page, the values fit
within the sca nner's range, and the
output of this scan will contain more
image detail.
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Next, look for excessive noise (this
test works best with images that have
dark areas in them). You do this by
moving the light gray (middle) triangle (it's just above the space after
Output Levels in the windows shown
here). As the dark areas of the picture
lighten up, check them for streaking
and random mottling. There will always be some noise, but if you try a
few different scanners, you'll quickly
see how they vary.
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This scan will contain more detail; the values fit within the
chart's range.

To test the sharpness of color scanners, scan a piece of line art or text that's
printed on very glossy stock (imagesetter output works well), then zoom in until
you see the pixels. The black edges should have a faint, colored halo about two
pixels wide. If the halo is more like a rainbow four or five pixels wide, the scanncr isn't registering the red, green, and blue layers properly.
In the end, the quality of your scans will depend just as much on your skill in
processing them as on how good a scanner you used. Just about every scan
needs to be brigh tened and sharpened in software, and no scanner program can
take the place of a good image-editin g program like Photosh op (which comes
bundled with many scanners). Also remember that, for most people, differences
in quality won't matter as much as differences in convenience. Small color imbalances probably won't bother you if you're producing newsletters, but a slow
scanner will annoy you every time you use it. Check out our speed test results,
below, or those in one of the Mac magazines.
The scanner should provide a Photoshop plug-in or some other softv,rare that
enables you to scan directly into your image-editing package. Since all scans
need correction, most people find tl1js the most converuent way to work; but
for even more converuence, check out Ofoto from Light Source, which automates the correction process and comes with Apple's Color OneScanner (reviewed below).
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Color Flatbed Scanners

(SeA)

vVe chose five scanners for this review, based on their popularity (to see whether
there was a reason for it) and their success in other independent evaluations: the
Apple C olor OneScanner, the Hewlett-Packard ScanJet IIcx, the Mirror
MirrorScan 800, the UMAX UC630, and the UMAX UC840. For the test, I
scanned an 8.5- by 11.6-inch image in 24-bit color at 72 dpi and evaluated the
scanners based on their speed and output quality. All the scanners have 8.5- by
14-inch scanning areas, except the Mirror, whose surface is 8.5 by 11.6 inches.

GOOD
FEAT U RE

Color OneScanner. If you find the details of color scanning overwhelming,
you'll appreciate Apple's Color O neScann er ($1 ,060 ApplePrice). Its excellent
manual includes a clear explanation of color reproduction, and it comes with
Light Source's excellent Ofoto software, which can automate the entire scanning and correction process. (But it's one of the few scarmers that doesn't come
with some version ofPhotoshop.) T he Color O ne is a one-pass scanner (meaning that it scans the original just once, rather than once each for red, green, and
blue) with an optical resolution of 300 by 300 dpi, and enhanced resolution of
1,200 by 1,2 00 dpi.

T he Color One com pleted the test scan very quickly: A preview took 40 seconds and a ful l scan took only 45 seconds. But when using Ofoto to automatica lly analyze the original image, make any adjustments, and then give you its
final scan, the process can take from five to seven minutes (although the results
are excellent). An experienced user could get similar results from the 45-second
manual scan with a couple of minutes' work in Photoshop.
The uncorrected test scan's overall image quality was as good as the Mirror's,
but slightly below that of the HP Hex and the UMAX models (all discussed
below). Its sharpness was acceptable- about the same as the UMAX 630's- but
the other scanners did better. Grays were perfectly neutral (i.e., untinted by any
color) and tonal range was good. Dark areas cl.idn't retain all of the original's details, but they were free from tl1e grainy noise that is common in low-cost scanners. Color satmation was only average, but greens and blues were very true to
the original (the reels less so).
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ScanJet llcx. The Hewlett-Packard Scan]et IIcx (S1,180) offers excellent performance for the price-it produced both the fastest and the best-quality test
scan of this group. Its single-pass engine has an optical resolution of 400 by 400
dpi, with enhanced resolution of 1,600 by 1,600 dpi.

I was amazed by the IIcx's speed. Previews took only 15 seconds, and the test
scan took just 31 seconds, making the IIcx by far the fastest desktop scanner I've
ever used. The output was also the sharpest of the scanners I tested, slightly
sharper than the Ul\IIAX 840. Even so, tl1ere were jaggies on the Hex's scans
that made the edges of lines look slightly rough when enlarged.

GOOD
FEATURE

After a few small postscan adjustments, dark grays were neutral, but medium
and light shades carried progressively warmer tinges of color (i.e., yellow and
red crept in). Oranges, reds, and yellows were ve1y saturated, and greens and
blues were the most accurate of tl1e scanners in this review. Tonal range was also
tl1e best tested, if only by a slight margin. Details showed up well in lighter
shades and dark tones were very good, showing very little noise.
One of tl1e Hex's few weaknesses is its software . Instead of giving direct access
to the scanner from witl1in Photoshop, like other scanners, the HP's driver links
Photoshop to a separate DeskScan II application. When you start a sca n from
Photoshop, tl1ere's a pause of 15 to 30 seconds before the DeskS can interfa ce
appears and previewing or scanning can start. I found this delay intolerably
long and tmfortunate considering the speed of tl1e scanner itself. The wait must
be endured before every scan, even if you've just done one; tl1e only
workaround I found was to scan directly from DeskScan, then open the resulting fi le in Photoshop to make adjustments.
For OCR users, the Ilcx has new built-in technology that's supposed to help
OCR software recognize sma ll and unusual type.
MirrorScan 800 Plus. The M irrorScan 800 Plus ($1,100 direct, from DTP
Direct) is easy to use and comes well equipped witl1 software (including both
Photoshop and O lduvai's Read-It Pro OCR software), but it's ve1y slow, ha s a
substandard scanning area, and produces unspectacular output.

BAD

FEATURE
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The Mirror has an optical resolution of 400 by 800 dpi, with enhanced resolution of 800 by 800 dpi. At 8.5 by 11.6 inches, its scan area is slightly smaller
tl1an that of most scanners. T he 800 P lus is a three-pass scanner, so it's slowfar slower, in fact, tll<m all the other sca nners in this review. Previews aren't too
bad at 40 seconds, but the test scan took four minutes (although, oddly, a 300dpi scan of the same size took only 90 seconds longer).
The scanner's Photoshop plug-in includes a prescan gamma adjusanent, which
helps you control contrast within the tonal range of tl1e scanner's output. (The
HP Ilcx was the only other sca1mer in tl1is review whose software offers tllis adjustment.) T he manual does a poor job of explaining how to use the plug-in,
but with a little practice you can find gamma settings that can greatly improve
the quality of your scans.
The test scan looked about as sharp as tl1e UMAX 840's but not as crisp as the
HP llcx's. Medium and light grays were neutral, with a sruft toward blue in tl1e
darker shades. U ncorrected, tl1e image was generally clark and the colors were
dull rather than saturated. After a little lighterung, the overall image quali ty got
as good as the Apple's but witl1 less color purity than the UMAXes' and less
highlight detail than the HP llcx's.
UMAX UC630 and UMAX UC840. T he UMAX UC630 ($845) and UC840

($ 1, 17 5) also have three-pass engines. T he 63 0 has an optical resolution of 300
by 600 dpi and an enhanced resolution of 600 by 600 dpi; the corresponding
numbers for the 840 are 400 by 800 dpi and 800 by 800 dpi. T he 630 comes
with Photoshop LE (Limited Edition-an abridged versi on of the program)
and PhotoFlash, Apple's software that includes tools for enhancing images,
browsing through collections of scans, and placing images into documents. The
840 comes with the full version ofPhotoshop.
Both macrunes completed previews in 30 seconds and the test scan in 2 minutes, 45 seconds, which is a respectable speed for three-pass sca nners, but botl1
scanners' uncorrected scans looked dark and low in contrast. Grays were neutral on the 840 and slightly warm on the 630. The 630's scan showed about tl1e
sam e (limited) level of detail in dark tones as Apple's scan. T he 840's dark tones
showed more detail-almost as much tl1e HP IIcx's.
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Although both UMAX scanners' uncorrected scans looked bad, adjustments
made using Photoshop's Levels commands brought forth color purity and overall image quality that were close to those ofHP llcx's output. These Photoshop
adjusunents take a little extra time, but all the scans in this review benefited
from them to some extent.
Conclusions. The App le scarmer is a good choice for users who want good

scans without the hassle of having to make their own adjustments and who
don't need a copy ofPhotoshop-although if money's not an issue, you can get
the same convenience \vith the HP and UMAX scanners by buying a copy of a
LightSource's Ofoto 2 ($400). For most other users, the HP ScanJet llcx wins
for its speed and output quality, despite the armoying delay when scamung from
within Photoshop. If you can't afford the HP, but you can afford to wait a little
longer for your scan s, consider the UMAX 630. At least at press time, it had the
cheaper price. Since prices are always changing, though, comparison-shop
when you're ready to buy.

Hand-Held Scanners

(JG)

As mentioned above, hand-held scanners have major drawbacks: They only
scan in strips of about four inches wide, and it's hard to do a good job of patching these strips together. Because human hands and arms aren't as precise as a
track-mounted scanning head , the resulting image is often distorted. [I've seeu n
plastic scanning tray 'Witb a track-mounted trolle-y jo1· band-beld scannen in some obSC'U1'e catalog, but I can't say bow well it would wm-k. -JKj
But if jazzing up correspondence or simple flyers is aU you're after, then a fourinch hand-held grayscale scaru1er might be the better alternative to a $1,000
flatbed. Here are a couple, but there are others on the market.
LightningScan 400. As hand-held scanners go, T hunderware's Lightning-

Scan 400 ($500) and LightningScan Pro 256 ($650) are hard to beat. Cleverly
numbered to confuse, botl1 models scan at up to 400 dpi . For the extra $150 or
so (less at street prices), the Pro 256 generates 256 shades of gray rather than 32
(neither does color). If you want to scan photos, that's not a bad invesunent.

BARGAIN
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ThunderWorks' software allows both models to mate side-by-side four-inch
scans, and they both come with Olduvai's Read-It! OCR softvvare.
ScanMan 32. ScanMan 32 ($500, Logitech) worked just fine on small pieces of
line art-the 300-dpi output on a LaserWriter was surprisingly crisp and clear.
Scans of photos ranged from acceptable to disappointing and revealed the
problems of outputting more shades of gray than were actually scanned
(ScanMan interpolates the difference).

Like Thunderware's scanners, ScanMan can blend side-by-side scans together,
but you have to scan absolutely straight and parallel for scans to match up. To
help you do that, you can tape a straightedge to the table or spend $30 for a specially designed plastic guide (it should be included in the package, but it isn't).
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Preventing
and Solving
Problems
No MATTER HOW CAREFUL YOU ARE with your Macintosh, something will
go wrong eventually.
Even users who run strictly factory-issue hardware and plain vanilla softwarecurrent versions of a handful of mainstream applications and a System Folder
that hasn't changed since Apple's Installer got through with it-occasionally
find that their hard disk won't boot up, their cursor won't move, or doubleclicking a document won't open its application. And the more you expand and
customize your system-by installing cards, attaching peripherals, and loading
extensions and other doohick.ies-the higher the odds that you' ll face these or
other problems.
The aim of this chapter is, first of all, to prescribe some preventive medicinehabits and precautions, involving both your hardware and your software, that
should reduce the risk of problems. Then we survey common maladies and
what to do about them, focusing particularly on procedures for recovering data
from crashed disks and deleted files. Finally, we review some of the tools and
resources you can utilize to diagnose and treat problems.
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Chapter 7: Preventing and Solving Problems

Preventive Medicine: Hardware
Good housekeeping and a few painless preca utions can help keep your hardware fit and trim for years to come.

Keep It Cool and Clean

OKIHN/Lauren Antonoft)

Heat can shorten the life span of electronic equipment, so keep your hardware
away from direct sunlight and appliances that generate heat. Make sure the
vents on the top, rear, or sides of the case aren't blocked by papers, peripherals,
or anything else. And don't smoke in front of your Mac.
\iVhen dust builds up inside lVIacs, it makes a Uttle blanket tl1at traps the heat
generated by tl1e computer's electronic components. If you open a Mac and see
a lot of dust, don't just leave it there-take the case outside and blow into it
(tl1en turn your face away to avoid th e rising cloud). If that doesn't get everytl1ing clean, pick up a can of compressed air Gust a few bucks at Radio Shack
and camera stores) and give your Mac a good blast. [The fans in some desktop
lVlacs SZ/ck more dust into the case than would otherwise end up there-one argument
(besides saving electricity) few taming tbe computer offwben it's not being used.-JKJ
Dust covers are a common accessory, and they may do a Little good, especially if
you leave your machine idle for long periods. But since most dust is drawn in
while the computer is in use, don't count on a cover as a complete solution.

Warding Off Electrical Threats
E lectricity is your Mac's lifeblood, but if it arrives in the wrong form and quantities, it can dama ge virtually all the components in your Mac-in some cases
beyond repair.
Get a surge protector (ANIJKIHN/Lauren Antonoff). A sudden spike in tl1e
electrical current from a wall socket can damage any electrical appliance. Macs
are supposed to have some surge protection built-in, but as an extra precaution
add a surge protector (a power strip with a buffer to protect your equipment if the
voltage suddenly changes). P lug your peripherals into the surge protector,
too-they're at least as vulnerable as tl1e Mac.
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....... ,....., ......................................... ················ .......... , ..
Send It UPS

OJ<IHN)

If your computer suddenly loses power (due to a blackout, someone tripping over your
power cord, or whatever), you'll lose any work you haven't saved. Beyond that, some types
of documents (database files, for example) can get so badly damaged that they can't be
recovered.
To guard against this danger, some computer owners get an uninterruptible power supply
(UPS), a device that instantly switches to battery power if the electrical current stops flowing. They're not designed to keep you running indefinitely, but at a minimum they give you
enough time to finish w hat you're doing and shut down your computer safely.
A UPS can cost quite a bit, depending on capacity-the cheapest we've seen lists for $140,
while the most expensive units can cost thousands of dollars. Unless you are in a location
where power is generally unreliable, the investment may not make sense for the individual
user- just remember to save your work frequently. On the other hand, if your business depends on a network database, for example, it might be a good idea to get one for your
server. One UPS maker, American Power Conversion, even offers a Mac program called
PowerChute, which notifies other Macs on a network of an impending shutdown when the
server kicks over to the UPS. Of course, that assumes that the other machines still have
power.

Surge protectors are particularly important if you live in an area where blackouts are common (due to thunderstorms or whatever), because there's generally
a power surge when electricity returns after a blackout. If you don't have a surge
protector, immediately unplug your l\llac and all peripherals whenever the
power goes out, so the equipment will be safe when the juice comes back on.
Panamax and Best Power Technology are two leading manufacturers of surge
protectors. Thei r products can withstand much stronger spikes than most of
the surge protectors sold in hardware and discount stores-just as a Bentley wiJl
protect you better than a cheaper car. Panamax even warranties your own computer equipment- not just the surge protector- against damage by lightning!

GOO D
FEATURE

[I have a client who had the main p07Ve7·feed to his house go down dzt1'ing a tree-renwval ope-ration. Several devices not connected to Panmnax surge protecto·rs we-re fried.
One Panamax surge p1··otector 'Was toasted, but no equipment protected by a Panamax
smxe p1'otector wns damaged, and the company 1·eplaced the fi'ied unit. Afte1' talking to
Panamax representatives, I'm fully convinced that they stand behind theirwarranty.Ken JV!.nki}
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Pull the plug before lightning strikes (C.]. Weigand). A surge protector may
not be good enough during a thunderstorm, because lightning can arc across
open contacts and do extensive damage to your equipment. So if it's thunderstorm season where you live, get in the habit of pulling the plug out of the wall
whenever you shut down your system for any length of time. If you have a
modem connected to your Mac, also unplug the incoming telephone line or
disconnect the cable; your computer can be zapped just as easily by lightning
striking your telephone line.
Discharge static (Larry Pina). In the middle of a dry New England winter, just
walking across the room can build up a terrific static charge, especially around
synthetic fabrics, rubber-soled shoes, and wall-to-wall carpeting. Under these
conditions, touching anything c01mected to an electrica l ground results in a
painful shock. The static charge can be so bad that it even triggers an instant
lockup (on the computer, not you).

One solution is to use a surge suppressor with an integ ral static-draining touch
pad. A company called Systems Control offers several models under the name
MacGard; prices start at $60. VVhen you tap it, you hear the same crackling
noise that's normally associated with a painful shock, but the discharge is much
slower and completely painless. You can then touch your Mac safely. MacGard
also offers superior surge protection-in lab tests I ran, it ou tperformed several
units costing twice as much.
Power down before unplugging peripherals (HN). Turn the power offnot just to the Mac, but to every device attached to it-before plugging in or
unplugging SCSI cables; otherwise you might cause a short that could damage
the Mac or drive. It can be a pain if you have to change your hardware configuration regularly, and some daredevils don't bother-but they're putting their
Macs and peripherals at r1sk.

The same goes for Apple Desktop Bus (ADB) cables. Even though the cables
that go to your mouse and keyboard carry only a sma ll amount of power, unplugging one can blow a fuse on some .Nlac logic boards. I know-! fried a Mac
II (at the beginning of one of the busiest weeks of the year for me) by disconnecting a keyboard.

WARNIN G
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Ground yourself while working in the box GK). Even routine static electric-

ity-the kind you can get walking around the house--can be strong enough to
damage electronic components, so be sure you discharge yourself before handling expansion cards or SI.M.i\lls or doing anything else under the M ac's hood.
You can also buy grounding straps that you attach to yourself at one end and to
a grounded object at the other. If your Mac is plugged into a grounded, threehole outlet-and it should be-you can ground yourself to its power supply
(the big metal box inside the Mac, where the power cords plug in). If you don't
have a grounding strap, touch the power supply periodically while you work to
dissipate any charge that's built up.

Shut It Off or Leave It Running?

GKIHN)

There are plenty o f reasons to turn your Mac equipment off when you're not
using it (e.g., conserving energy, elirninating the noise caused by the fans, reducing the risk of problems caused by power glitches). But for the longevity of
the equipment, most serious users and tecluucians seem to agree that it's better
to leave it on, unless you are going to be away for several days or longer. (Some
people recommend leaving everything on no matter how long you'll be gone.)
When equipment is turned on, the electronic components warm up and expand; when it's turned off, they cool down and contract. T his causes stress that
can eventually wear them out.
Likewise, the motor in your hard disk has to generate extra torque (which
means extra stress) to spin up the platters from a standing start; once it's already
spinning, keeping it going is a breeze. Besides, when a drive is spinning, it's safe
from stiction-a condition in which the heads in effect get stuck on the surface
of the platters. Internal or external, drives are happier if tl1ey stay on and spinning all tl1e time; leaving the equipment on avoids these stressful changes.
T he exception to the rule, most people agree, concerns the monitor: T he benefits of turning it off when you leave (saving tube life and electricity and, in airconditioned offices, eliminating a heat source) outweigh the costs in stress on
the circuitry.
[I make it a habit to leave my Mac on, but I tum offmy monito1' at night. Fo1' years
I've been askingfor someone to tell me what the cutoffpoint is: lfl'rn leavingfo1· a half-
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hour lunch, should I sbut if off? How about a t"t1Jo-bozw meeting? Unf01runately, I've
11eve1· been able to get a straight an.we1~ My own ntle of thzmzb is that ifI'll be gone an
bom; I tum it off But yozw guess is as good as mine.- 1-IN}
[I, on the other hand, al ways tU171 off eve1ything at night. I can't stand the hum of the
disk d1·ive and fan. Besides, ifrny system were always on, I'd always be woTking. So fm;
no t1'oubles. I've bea1·d that the notion that tm11ing equipment on and off is bad jo1· it
dates from eadie1' days when computers and peripherals we·re much morefragile.-DD]
M any new monitors come with software that automatically puts them into an
energy-saving low-power mode wh en your system has been idle for a specified
period . Apple's E nergy Saver control panel, for example, will power down compatible monitors after 15, 30, 45, or 60 minutes of system inactivity. If your
monitor comes vvith such software, use it- it saves almost as much electricity as
fl ipping the switch,

GOOD
FEATU RE

Macs on the Move
Macs are pretty sturdy machines, but with the partial exception of PowerBooks,
they're not designed for rough treatmen t. When you do have to move your
1\llac around , some special precautions are in order.
Don't move drives while they're on GK). Hard drives con tain read/write

heads moving back and forth less than a hair's breadth away from furiously
spinning platters. Delicately written onto the surface of those platters are your
Mac's system softvvare, applications, and files. T he moral: Handle hard drives
carefully. PowerBook drives are designed to withstand a considerable amount
of shock, so you can safely move your n otebook around a room or use it in a
moving car, for example, while it's spinning. But if you're on a bum py road or in
some other simation in which sudden sharp movemen ts might occur, it's safest
to shut the machine down or put it to sleep. In the case of a desktop drive (or a
Mac containing one), shut down before moving your equipmen t.
Shipping your Mac GK!Paul Blood). Save the boxes and cardboard or

Styrofoam packing that your M ac equipment came in (if it's not already too
late). If you ever n eed to ship any of it anywhere, you'll wan t the box the manufacturer designed to give it a safe ride. T here ar e places that will custom-build a
box for you, but they may charge you $80 to $90 for the service. Besides that,
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you may void yow- warranty if you ship equipment in a box other than the one
the manufactmer crea ted for it (so you're both increasing the risk of damage
and eliminating your remedy if something does get damaged).
T he problem with shipping a Mac in its original box is that the box lets everyone know that a valuable computer is inside. A solution recommended in the
previous edition of this book is pulling the box apart, then reassembling it inside out. Unfortunately, that may not be such a good idea. Reader Lynne Colley
wrote to report that if a Mac shipped thi s way gets damaged, the shipping company can refuse to compensa te you on the grounds that you used a "weakened
box." As an alternative, Lynne suggests simply packing the original box inside
another box.
Carrying a PowerBook QK). P owerBooks don't have handles, but they fit
PO WERBOOK

conveniently into most briefcases, shoulder bags, and small backpacks, and as
long as you don't forget what's in there and start flinging the bag around ,
tl1ere's no reason to buy a special carryin g case. On the otl1er hand, if it cramps
your style to be that cautious and preoccupied, or if your regular bags tend to
fi ll up \vith crumbs and paper clips, a separate case might be a good idea. There
are plenty on the market, ,v]th varying levels of protection (from plain canvas
to foam-lined hard cases) and space for accessories (from slots for a few fl oppies to special compartments for a power adapter, spare batteries, and even a
printer). You can get a close l.ook at a couple of brands at most computer stores
or a see pictures of many more alternatives in the catalogs of the big mail-order
Ma c outlets.
Plugging into foreign wall sockets QK). Many Macs can take either the 110-

volt power that comes ou t of wall sockets in the U .S. and J apan or the 220-volt
power used by Europeans and Austra lians. All you need is an adapter to make
your plug fit in to the socket of the country you' re visiting. Be careful, though:
Before you leave, find out for sure what the country's voltage level is and v..·hat
yoUl' Mac can handle, and remember that electrical service can be pretty unstable in some countries.
Mac peripherals Like monitors can often handle different levels of power, tooagain, just be sure you know before you plug in.
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Software-caused problems cost Mac users far more wasted time, lost data , and
general hassle than hardware failures. We can't immunize you against bugs and
incompatibilities-they seem LObe inevitable at this stage of technological evolution. But in the software arena as in hardware, sticking to some sim ple sa fecomputing practices can help keep the glitches to a minimum.

Use the Installer
Installing new system software or a major application used to be a matter of
dragging a few icons to your hard disk; today it common ly involves copying
scores of files, decompressing them and placing them in special locations, moving or removing o lder softw·are, or even copying a new reso urce into an existing
•+*t••+•••&•tf e M • • t •
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To my mind, the worst thing about installers is that developers rarely tell you, either onscreen or in the manual, exactly what they do. That make it hard to undo the damage if
you later decide to toss out the program.
Apple's Installer, which is also used by most third-party companies, is capable of removing
what it installed-provided that the developer w rites the necessary script. Unfortunately,
too few developers do so, but you can always try this: Hold down the~ key and see
whether the Install button turns into a Remove button. If it doesn't work in the main screen,
click on Customize, select one or more specific items, then press Ioption) again and see if you
can remove them.
Installers that give few choices and little information infuriate me. Aside from the concrete
problem of preventing removal, they violate one of the defining principles of the Mac, articulated a decade ago in Apple's Human Interface Guidelines: The user should be in control.
An Easy Install option is fine for those who want it, but the rest of us should have additional
choices-and everyone should have information.
Fortunately, version 4 of the Apple Installer offers more user options than previous versions
did, and several other developers now offer competing installers that also put the user in
control. But it's still up to developers to license one of these products and take good advantage of its capabilities. If you find programs that still don't give you the control you want
over the installation process, contact the developers and give them a piece of your mind.

HOT TIP
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file. If you try to do it manually, there's a good chance you'll mess up. Many
problems users encounter can be traced back to some misstep in this complex
process.
That's why it's important to use the instnlle1· programs that now come not on ly
with Apple's system software but also with most applications and even many
utility packages. These installers carry out scripts written by the developer that
specify exactly what files need to be placed where, sometimes depending on tl1e
type of M ac involved.
Granted, installers can be a pain: They tend to clutter up your disk unnecessarily (who needs another copy ofTeachText, and what tl1 e hell is A/ROSE for?)
and put programs on the startup volume when you want them on your applications volume, or at the top level of your disk when you want them inside a folder.
Still, it's better to let the installer do its thing; you can experiment later, if you
wish, with eliminating files you think you don't need or moving things to different locations.

System Folders: One~ Enough, but a Backup~ Handy

lt
WARNING

Press [axi[EJ in the Finder and sea rch on your startup disk for system folder-how
many copies do you find? If you only find one, you're in good shape. If there's
more than one on your startup disk, you're asking for trouble: A multiplicity of
System Folders on one volume can cause system software and applications to
get confused and sometimes crash. (It also explains why users can't find some
newly installed font or control panel after rebooting: They put it in the wrong
System Folder!)
How did all those System Folders get there, anyway? Usually it's an unintended
consequence of copying floppies to your hard disk. Say you want to copy an application from the floppy, but instead of opening up its window and selecting
the relevant files you just drag the floppy icon to your hard disk. You end up
with a new folder having the same name as the floppy, and if the floppy has a
System Folder on it, you'll get an extra one of those too.

If you have some disk space to spare, it's not a bad idea to keep an extra, up-todate copy of your System and Finder (or even your whole System Folder)
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Under some circumstances you may want to keep more than one system around-you may,
for example, have to keep a copy of System 6 available so you can use some old software
that crashes under System 7. There's little risk in doing so, as long as you keep the System
Folders on separate disks. When you need to change startup systems, open the Startup Disk
control panel, selectthe disk you want to be the startup volume, and restart. (That doesn't
work on the Mac Plus.)
Alternatively, you can select (or bless) the System Folder that you want with a handy freeware application called System Picker. If you want to change startup disks at boot time,
install Startup Manager, the extension-management component in Now Software's Now
Utilities (described in Chapter 13), or a freeware extension called System Swltcher-€ither one will give you a choice among startup volumes if you hold down a specified key
during bootup.

MAC BIBLE
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If you keep System Folders in several partitions on the same physical disk, you' ll need to
use System Picker, System Switcher, or Startup Manager to control w hich folder will be
blessed. The Startup Disk control panel lets you highlight a particular volume on the disk
you choose, but that's an illusion: When you restart, the Mac will boot from one of the volumes on the indicated disk- but not necessarily the volume you've highlighted.

on- line-if your main system gets corrupted, switching to the backup is easier
than doing a comp lete reinstall. If you choose to keep a backup installed,
though, either keep it on a separate hard disk (see the box above) or compress
the backup with a utility such as Stufflt, DiskDoubler, or Compact Pro; that
way, there's no danger that it could be confused for the active system, and it
won't take up so much space. (If your original system software gets badly damaged, boot from a floppy, decompress the backup, throw away the damaged
original, and reboot.)

HOT TIP

Keep Your Extensions Under Control
By making it easy to install control panels and system extensions (known in the
System 6 era as "inits"), Apple gave users a terrific way to customize their systems and new features but also opened a Pandora's box: Extensions are the single most common cause of instability in the Mac environment.
It's not just that some (commercial as well as shareware and freeware) extensions
are poorly written and tested- even well-behaved extensions can be problematic
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under certain circumstances. That's because all of them occupy memory that
might otherwise be available for other uses, and because they make changes that
other developers could not necessarily foresee. (Sometimes two extensions even
try to modify the same aspect of the system in different ways-then you could
have some real problems.)
Some conservative users, overbearing managers, and self-centered tech-support staffers have their own solution to this issue: D on't install any extensions,
or at least none that are not Apple-standard. Like abstinence in other areas of
life, this approach does allow you to avoid some problems, but it also means
denying yourself a lot of pleasure and opportunity. Instead, my recommendation is safe computing: If you know what the dangers are and take prudent precautions, you can reduce your risk to acceptable levels and find your way out of
any problems that do arise. Here are some guidelines.
Be discriminating. A simple rule: The more extensions you install, the greater
the chance of incompatibility among them or with other programs. Don't add
an extension just because it exists or sounds cool. Make sure it delivers real
value. That doesn't mean never adding things that are just fun, such as funky
sounds or desktop decorations-after all, fun's a value, too. But remember that
there are always trade-offs, so use your judgment.

If you have a Power Mac, pay special attention. Some extensions written before
the new machines appeared slip code designed for 68K processors into areas of
the operating system that Apple has rewritten in PowerPC code. In most cases
they'll run, and most of the time they won't do any harm, but in some situations
they can slow down your Power Mac appreciably. The biggest offenders are
Adobe Type Manager 3.6.1 and earlier and After Dark 2 and earlier.
Add new extensions one at a time. D on't download a half-dozen extensions
and dump them all at once into your System Folder-it'll make debugging
much more complicated if problems do arise. Add one extension, reboot, and
try out your commonly used or most-sensitive applications to make sure everything's in order. Then go back and repeat the procedure with the next extension
you want to add.
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Use an extension manager. You can manage your control panels and extensions manually (by dragging them in and out of their special folders and then rebooting), but like most jobs, this one is a lot easier if you have a tool specialized
for the task. Fortunately, there are now several extension-management utilities.
My current favorite is Casady & Greene's Conflict Catcher IT ($80) because of
its diagnostic capabilities (see the box "An Automated Conflict Catcher" on
page 301), but Now's Startup Manager, Inline Software's INIT Picker, and oth.ers also work very well. (Some extension managers are reviewed in Chapter 13).
And if you don't want to spend money, just use Ricardo Batista's Extensions
Manager, which is distributed free and included with System 7.5. It doesn't have
quite all of the features its commercial competitors have, but it's much more
than you might expect from a freebie.

The main point is to install one of these programs, even if you don't often reconfigure your extensions lineup. It won't cause any harm if you don't use it,
and it will save you a lot of grief if trouble ever arises.
Be cautious about reordering. One of the standard techniques for managing
extensions is to change their loading order: Sometimes extension B will cause a
crash if A is already in memory, but they'll both be happy ifB goes first. Most of
the extension-management utilities now let you change the order by dragging
items around, or you can do it yourself by addjng a letter, punctuation mark, or
space in front of a file's normal name.

Personally, I'm wary of this approach. Not because it doesn't work-it often
does-but it can make your System Folder an even more confusing place than it
was before: Files no longer appear in the order you'd expect in list views, and
extension combinations that previously worked fine may no longer. (Even developers who test their products thoroughly aren't likely to test every conceivable loading order.)
If trouble arises, be heartless. You can't always have your cake and eat it too.
If two extensions you like don't get along reliably, don't just load both and keep
your fingers crossed: Pick the one you value most and toss the other. (If you want
one most of the time but another on special occasions, reconfigure and reboot.
The leading extension managers all allow you to make sets of extensions you can
select at bootup, often just by holillng down a key as the machine starts tip.)
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Know Your System

If you ever need to get tech support from a vendor or friend, the person trying
to help you may well want to know details about your !viae configuration, including both hardware specifications (model num ber, processor speed, total
memory, installed cards, etc.) and software particulars (system version, names
and version numbers of the applications you use, the extensions and control
panels you have installed, and so on).

MAC BIBLE
DISK

You can gather all this yourself and put it in a notebook, but it's much easier to
have the Mac do its own inventory. If you own Now Utilities (described in
Chapter 13), you can use the Now Pro:filer application to collect such information. The most thorough program of this kind, though, is a freeware utility
called TattleTech (formerly TattleTale).
Whichever you use, have it gather the information and print out a report. Then
file it away, so you'll have access to the information even if your computer is
down. Remember to update the profile from time to time as your system
changes-recently added files are quite likely to be the culprits when new problems arise.

Use the Shut Down Command
Always shut down by selecting Shut Down from the Special menu in the
Finder. On Mac models that then tell you to shut them off with the switch, the
command might seem like a pointless extra step. But it's not: It tells the Mac to
do some small but important housekeeping chores, including saving the contents of the disk cache (see Chapter 5) to disk. If you just flip the switch, you
may lose that data and even, conceivably, damage some open files. Besides, it
won't really save you any time: The next time you start up, the Mac will see that
it wasn't shut down properly, so it will start checking out your disks to make
sure everything is in order-a process that eats up much more time than using
the Shut Down command in the first place.

Tune Up Your System
When it finds significant bugs and performance problems in the Mac system,
Apple sometimes releases interim fixes pending the next update of the system as
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If you do shut off the power w ithout using the Shut Down command-or if you had no
choice and had to reboot because your Mac crashed or froze up-you may find only a
blinking question mark on you r screen the next time you try to start up. Or you may be able
to boot up only to have the Finder tell you that one of your other volumes is " not a
Macintosh disk."
Sometimes these problems are a result of real damage to the boot blocks-the section of the
disk that the Mac reads when you first start it. But sometimes there's nothing at all wrong
with the disk, and the blinking question mark or the dialog box is a result of a bug in the
checking routine-the Disk Check-that the Mac goes through when you restart after an improper shutdown.
The bug only shows up under some very particular circumstances that have to do with the
size of the disk or partition and the number o f fragmented files on it, but it's a big bother if
you happen to get bitten. You can ordinarily get your disk back by using some of the techniques discussed under "The Blinking Question Mark" in the "When Trouble Strikes" section
later in this chapter, but they all take time, and there's always some risk that those techniques won't work-so you're better off trying to root out the problem completely.
One way is to use an optimizer regularly to defragment your disks. (Such utilities are included in Norton Utilities and Mac Tools, whose antivirus and data-recovery functions also
come in handy for troubleshooting, as described later in this chapter.) But you can also get
an estimate of how likely it is that your disk will be susceptible to the problem by running
Disk Bug Checker, a free utility developed by Centra l Point Software and available
through on-line services and user groups. If it reports that your disk is in serious jeopardy, it's
worth your while to back up the data and reformat the disk with slightly different partition
sizes. After reformatting, run Disk Bug Checker again to make sure your new partitioning
scheme is safer. (See Chapter 5 for more on partitioning hard disks.)

a whole. In the days of System 7.0 and 7.0.1, these updates were called System 7
Tune- Ups; more recently, Apple has collected its fixes on disks known as
Hardware, Software, or System Updates.
L1 most cases the problems fixed by these patches have been relatively minor
and/or obscure. But some are significant. System 7, for example, brought out an
old bug in the Mac file system tl1at under some conditions could cause files to
disappear off the Mac desktop. (They'd be there for a while, and you could locate them witl1 the F ind command, but you couldn't see them in the Find er.)
Version 1.1.1 of the System 7 T une-Up prevented the bug from devouring
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additional files, d1ough it didn't bring back items already lost. (Version 7.1 or
later of Apple's Disk First Aid attempts to reverse the damage.)

HOT TIP

If you are running System 7.0 or 7.0.1 (the last version of the system Apple
made available free of charge), you should definitely install the Tune-Up. Ifyou
have one of those system versions and are not sure whether you have the TuneUp, check the About This Macintosh dialog box (under the ei menu in the
Finder); if it shows a bullet (•) in the system number, you are already protected;
if not, get the Tlme-Up from your dealer or user group. (Better yet, upgrade to
System 7.1, which has the fix built in.)
In general, it's a good idea to stay informed about such system updates.
Unfortunately, Apple doesn't notify its customers even about serious problems,
so the burden is on you to keep in touch via on-line services, a user group, or
Mac magazines.

Give Your Programs Enough Memory
After extension conflicts, shortages of mem01y are probably the biggest source
of instability on the Mac: The less free RAM: available, the greater the risk of a
crash or freeze. And that rule holds for individual applications as well as the
whole system. Each program you launch gets a certain memo1y allocation or
prntition, and if you fill that up, you could have problems even if there's plenty
of memory lying idle on your system-the Mac doesn't normally redistribute
memory dynamically among applications.
Here are some guidelines for minimizing memory-related risks.
Increase the preferred and minimum memory settings of your applications. Developers generally don't want their products perceived as memory
hogs, so they tend to set the minimum and preferred memory amounts (d1e
data the system uses to allocate memory to a program when you launch it) to
levels that may be too low for real-life use. You can give your programs a safety
cushion by increasing these ammmts: Simply go to the Finder, select the program's icon (when it's not running), and press~ or select Get Info from the
File menu. Under current versions of the system you can change Preferred and
Minimum values. Hit !Enter! or just close the Get Info window, and the new
numbers will be saved and used the next time you launch the program.
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As a rule of thumb, I n ormally increase both values for every new program I
install-usually by about 25 percent. That means I can't keep as many programs open as I could otherwise, but I'm glad to make that sacrifice in order
to avoid crashes.
Keep an eye on About This Macintosh. The Abou t T his Macintosh box

'*

(which you can get to from the menu when you are in the Finder) is a convenient source of information about memory usage, and it's worth watching if you
are encountering otherwise inexplicable problems. It will tell you the total
amount of memory available, the largest unused block, and the amount all ocated to the system and each open appli cation. Pay special attention to the ba rs
next to each application listed: T he length of the bar represents the size of the
program's memory partition; the darker, filled-in section represents how much
of that memory is actually in use at that moment.
D on't worry if the System Software bar is almost completely filled-that's normal under System 7, and the system should be able to get more mem ory if it
needs to (so long as some remains free). But if on e of your applications regu larly fills up its bar, it's a good id ea (especially if you've experienced crashes in
that program) to quit from it and use Get Info to increase its allocation before
reopening it. (Conversely, if there's a large amount of"white space" in an applica tion's bar when you are using it in a normal way, you could experiment wi th
reducing its Preferred setting.)
Get more memory, real or virtual. If very little free memory is availab le any-

where, try closing an application or two or turn on virtual memory (in the
Memory control panel) and reboot. If you are in this situation frequently, pick
up a copy of RAM Doubler from Connectix if you r Mac has a P owcrPC, a
68040, a 68030 or a 68020 processor witl1 an added paged mem01y 711fl17flgement
u11it; or get Jump D evelopment's OptiMem if you have an older model. Botl1
programs will let you keep more programs open without the performance
penal ty entailed with Apple's virtual memory. (See C hapter 4 for more on virtual memory and on RAM Doubler and O ptiMem.)
Of course, the best way to avoid tight-memory problems, if your budget permits and your Mac has the capacity, is to install more real RAM.
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Install SCSIProbe
If you ever have any external drives connected to your Mac, one of the smartest
and easiest steps you can take to prepare yourself in case of SCSI troubles (such
as external drives that are AWOL when you boot up your Mac) is to install a
control panel called SCSIProbe. Written by Robert Polic and now underwritten by SyQuest Teclmologies (the company that makes removable-media hard
drive mechanisms), it's free from user groups and on-line services.

~
~
GOOD

FEATURE

This 30K gem has several useful functions. It identifies all the devices on the
SCSI chain by name, type, and SCSI ID number; if a device isn't listed, it's not
conununicating at all with your Mac. The info is nice, but what's most useful is
the Mount button: If you click it, it will attempt to mount any connected device
that isn't already on ymrr desktop. On many occasions it has mounted drives for
me that otherwise refused to appear.
SCSIProbe is especially valuable if you have a SyQuest drive and use cartridges
formatted with different programs, because it can mount almost any cartridge,
even if the cartridge wasn't in the drive when you started up the machine.

Get and Use an Antivirus Utility
Because the threat of viruses has received so much publicity, many users are
quick to suspect infection if they encmmter unexplained difficulties. Actually,
though , the odds that your problem was caused by a virus are very slim.
Although early viruses such as nVIR and vVDEF spread quite widely, the Mac
community became much more alert and effective at protecting itself, and no
recent infection has gotten very far.
Still, the threat is real enough to justify taking precautions, which means installing an antivirus utility and keeping it up to date as new viruses appear.
Symantec's SAM ($100), Data Watch's Virex ($100), and Central Point AntiVirus for Macintosh (available separately for $70 or as part of the $150
MacTools) all include applications to scan your disk for viruses as well as extensions that try to protect against new infections. All three companies make it
easy to update their software when a new virus is discovered.
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The other popular choice-and the one I use, even though I have all the available commercial packages-is Disinfectant. Developed and maintained as a
public service by John Norstad, it's available through user groups, on-line services, and bulletin boards. The program is simple but effective: It includes a
command to install a protective extension, it has superb documentation covering the whole virus problem built into the application, and it is updated by
Norstad and his team as fast as any commercial developer when new threats are
discovered. The only downside to Disinfectant is that (as of this writing) it has
no update mechanism, so if you are getting it by modem, you have to download
a whole new copy each time a new virus surfaces.
Many journalists, computer novices, and corporate-computing managers seem
to think that free and shareware programs downloaded from bulletin boards are
the principal means by which viruses spread. Nothing could be farther from the
truth, despite a handful of well-publicized incidents-on-line libraries are almost always virus-free because their operators have every incentive to check
their files closely. The main danger of infection today comes from places where
computers are accessible to the public, with school and college computing laboratories highest on the list. (Service bureaus and stores that let customers copy
shareware or system software used to be big problems too, but by now most
have cleaned up their act.)

Get a Data-Recovery Package
There's a special category of utility software designed to help users avoid or recover from problems that can cause the loss of data. The leaders in the field are
Central Point Software's MacTools and Symantec's Norton Utilities for Macintosh (both $150). Norton version 3 will incorporate Public Utilities, a former
competitor Symantec added to its list when it acquired Fifth Generation
Systems. (Symantec recently bought Central Point too, but for now MacTools
remains on the market.)
\Vh.ile exact features vary, all of these packages have several capabilities in common. They all include modules that will check the directory structures on your
disks for corruption and attempt to repair them if possible; they all have undelete functions, enabling you, in many cases, to recover files that have been
emptied from the trash; and tl1ey all include optimizen tl1at can improve disk
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performance by ensuring that your files are all stored in one piece rather than as
fragments scattered around your disk. The latest versions include extensions
that can check your disks in the background when your .M ac is idle and warn
you if they detect problems.
Obviously, none of these programs can spare you from true hardware failures.
They usually can't repair individual files that have become corrupted, and even
certain kinds of directmy damage may be too much for them. Some of their
procedures are very time-consuming-things you'd do only when you're desperate. In short, they're not magic, and they're no substitute for keeping an upto-date backup of your data.
But in many cases the utility programs can detect and repair damage before it's
caused you to lose data. And if your disk has already crashed, they can sometimes
enable you to get some or all of your files back. \Vhen they work, they can save
you the hassle that reformatting your disks and restoring your data from a
backup involves. They can also recover recent files that you might not have yet
backed up. And their undelete ft.mctions are very handy-there's not much that
makes you feel worse than inadvertently throwing away an important file.
All in all, getting one of tl1ese programs is a good investment if you make
heavy use of your computer. Just don't let it lull you into complacency about
backing up.

If you choose not to invest in a commercial data-recovery program, at least be
sure to keep copies of Apple's Disk First Aid (version 7.2 or later) handy. It
doesn't pretend to address all the issues covered by its retail rivals, but it can fix
many of the most frequent forms of directory corruption. (Older versions of
Disk First Aid solved only a ve11r limited set of problems, leading some users to
dismiss it as rarely worth the trouble. Version 7.2 or later, however, addresses a
wider range of problems. It's also got a much better interface.)

Keep a Good Set of Emergency Tools Handy
Many problems that could cost you hours of work and anxiety-and even lead
to the loss of all your files-can be fixed in a matter of minutes if you have the
proper tools available. Prepare a set of disks for use in emergencies, \vrite-protect them (by sliding tl1e plastic tab in tl1e upper-right comer of each floppy so
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you can see through the hole), and don't let them get lost amid all your other
floppies-put them in a special place where you'll be sure to find them should
trouble strike. Your tool set should include all of the following (even though
you won't be able to fit them all on one disk).
A bootable floppy. If your hard disk won't start up your Mac because the system software on it is damaged, there's still a good chance you can get access to
your files-and start the work of repairing the system on the hard disk-by
booting your system from a floppy. If you got a set of Apple floppies with your
machine, you can always use the original Disk Tools disk as your emergency
disk; just make sure it's locked, so it doesn't accidentally get damaged.

Better yet, prepare your own emergency disk in advance and set it aside in case
of need. First copy your Disk Tools floppy to your hard drive, then drag the
floppy's icon to the trash. Next, insert a new or freshly initialized disk and name
it something like Emergency Disk. Drag the contents of the Disk Tools disk
from your hard disk to the new floppy. Then comes the tricky part: Doubleclick on the Emergency Disk icon, then on the System Folder icon it contains.
Drag the System and Finder icons from the System Folder window to the
Emergency Disk window. Release the mouse, then drag the same System and
Finder icons back into the System Folder window. That may seem like going
around in circles, but it gets the Mac to write boot blocks on the floppy, making
it a boatable disk. (A miniature Mac should now appear on the icon of the
System Folder of the Emergency Disk.) Then copy SCSIProbe to the floppy.
If you don't have a Disk Tools disk, you can make your own equivalent. Insert a
new or freshly initialized disk and name it something like Emergency Disk.
Copy the System file, the Finder, SCSIProbe, and (if you have a recent Mac)
the System Enabler from your hard disk's system folder to the Emergency Disk.
(Enablers are special files containing system software specific to a particular
.iVlac model. Your machine won't boot without it.) Then drag the System,
Finder, SCSIProbe, and Enabler icons from the Emergency Disk's main window to the System Folder you just created. (The miniature Mac icon should
now appear on the System Folder icon.) If there's any room left, add a copy of
Apple's Disk First Aiel utility.
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Whether you copy Apple's Disk Tools floppy or prepare an original emergency
disk, test it in advance to make sure it will really boot your Mac: Shut down
your machine, insert the Emergency Disk, then restart-the Mac should start
up from the floppy. If it does, lock the disk, label it, and set it aside to be ready
in case of emergency. Gust don't forget where you put it.)
A complete set of system installation disks. Use copies of the system floppies that came with your Mac or the disks you used the last time you upgraded
to a new system version. (If your Mac came with a CD-ROM drive, you can use
Apple's system CD instead.)
A copy of your disk-formatting software. If your hard disk fails to boot, it
could be a result of damage to the driver software on the disk. Most disk formatters enable you to reinstall or update the driver. If you can run the formatter
from a floppy, you may be able to recover the hard disk quickly.

HOT TIP

Ifyou can fit the formatter on a boatable system floppy, do so; it will save you a
lot of floppy-disk swapping. (For the same reason, if you have multiple hard
disks, keep a copy of the formatter on each volume.)
A disk-recovery utility. Recovery programs like Norton Utilities, P ublic
Utilities, and MacTools (see above) all come with emergency boot disks containing a stripped-down system and a disk-repair application. Make sure before
you need it that the disk will actually boot your Mac. Recent models require recent system software, plus an enabler. If that software wasn't available when
your recovery utility was last updated, or if it simply wouldn't fit, your emergency boot disk won't get you out of your emergency.
Central Point Software's MacTools 3 or later will build an emergency disk for
you from your System Folder. If you are using a different data-recovery package and the emergency disk that came with it doesn't boot your Mac, contact
the utility's publisher for advice.
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When Trouble Strikes
No matter how conscientiously you've maintained your hardware and how
careful you've been about software installation and usage, trouble is bound to
strike occasionally. This section details some common problems and what you
can do about them.

The Sod Moe and the Chimes of Death

(HN)

If you power up your Mac and instead of the familiar baing you hear a strange
sequence of chords and a frowning Mac icon (known as the Sad Mac) appears
when you normally see a smiling one, you may well have a hardware problem
requiring a service technician's attention. But that's not a foregone conclusion.
Before you call the dealer, there are several steps you can take.
1 Shut the machine off, check all your cables (especially SCSI), and try pow.
.
enng up agam.

2 If that doesn't work, insert a system floppy and start again.
3 If that doesn't work, and you have SCSI devices attached, shut the machine
and all SCSI devices off, disconnect the SCSI cable from the back of your
Mac, and reboot.

4 If that doesn't work, it might be time to call for help, but if you are even a
little comfortable working with hardware, try shutting everytl1ing off,
opening up your Mac, grounding yourself (by putting on an antistatic strap
or at least touching the power supply), then checking to make sure that all
cards and SIM1\1s are seated properly-that is, that tl1ey don't seem loose in
tl1eir slots. Then put everytlling back together and try again.
If you still get the chimes and the Sad Mac, call your dealer or service provider.
(The codes that appear under the Sad Mac, as well as the sequence of chords
you hear, are supposed to give some clue to tl1e nature of the problem. But you
pretty much have to be a trained technician to read these entr·ails.)
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The Blinking Question Mark

(HN)

A blinking question mark indicates that the Mac has passed its initial self-tests
but can't boot up because it hasn't foU11d a disk with boot blocks (special areas, set
aside when you install a valid System Folder on a volume, that hold critical
start-up information) and a working system. If you have external devices on
your SCSI chain, make sure they are turned on. If that's not the problem, shut
everything down and check the cables. If that does no good, try booting w-ith a
system floppy.
If you can boot from a floppy. If you can get your .M ac to start from a floppy,
cross your fingers and hope yom hard disk(s) appear on the desktop (it may take
a long time). If not, and if you have SCSIProbe or a similar utility on the floppy,
check whether it can see and mount your externa l drives. If that doesn't work,
try version 7.2 or later of App le's Disk First Aid utility (if it's not on your hard
disk, look on Apple's system CD or Disk Tools Aoppy). If the program finds
your disk and identifies a problem it can fix, let it. Then reboot.

If Disk First Aid doesn't solve the problem, run the formatting utility you
originaJJy used on the h ard disk; if it sees the disk, find and use the command
that lets you reinstall or update the driver. Then quit the program and try
rebooting.
If you see your hard drives. If you can get access to your hard drives after
booting from a Aoppy, the first thing you should do is copy (to another floppy,
a file server, or an external hard drive) any critical files that aren't already
backed up. (That will undoubtedly help you proceed more calmly through the
remaining steps).

Next, find the System Folder on your startup volume and drag the System and
Finder files out of it to the root directory of the disk (th e window that opens
when you double-click on the disk icon) or to another folder outside the System
Folder. Close the System Fold er's window, then drag the System and Finder
icons back into it. As noted above, this isn't pointless fiddling; moving the
System and Finder will make the Mac update the volUJ11e's boot blocks, and that
in itself is sometin1es enough to make it boatable again. Restart and see.
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Reinstalling System Software

(HN)

If you r Mac won't boot up or is acting erratica lly, you may be able to cure it by replacing
your system software with a clean version.
If you have a compressed backup copy of your System Folder, the process is easy: Give your
current System Folder a new name {I call it "ex-System Folder") and drag the System and
Finder files out of it into the Trash.
Then decompress your backup System Folder. Drag the System and Finder files out of the
new System Folder to another location on the disk, then back into the folder they came
from. This forces the Mac to update the disk's boot blocks and to "bless" the new folder as
the volume's primary System folder.)
If you don't have a backup of an up-to-date System Folder (or if your backup is so up-todate that it carries the same corruption as the version you just threw away), you'll need to
boot from a set of Apple system floppies (the ones that came with your Mac or a newer set)
or from the Apple CD-ROM that came with your drive. Then run the Installer.
Using the Installer correctly can be a little trickier than it seems, because it doesn't recognize
many kinds of corruption. If it finds System and Finder files already present in a valid System
Folder, it may update them (if it's installing a newer version) or just leave them alone. Either
way, the damage you are trying to get rid of may remain.
To make sure you get a clean version of the system software when you reinstall it, follow
the procedure given in Chapter 3 under "Clean Slate Installation (System 7)" in the
" Installing System Software" section. That will ensure that the Installer creates virgin, uncorrupted copies of all the required files from scratch. When copying your extra resources
from the old System Folder after reinstalling the system, don't copy over old Preference
fi les-they cou ld be corrupted. (Most programs will create new Preference files if needed;
at worst you'll have to redo some settings.)

If that doesn't work, follow the same steps listed in the section above: Ask Disk
First Aid to check and (if necessary and possible) repair your boot volume; also
try reinstalling your hard disk driver with the utility you use to format your
hard drive. If none of those measures gets the drive to boot properly, it's time to
reinstall the System Folder on your startup volw11e.
Don't be complacent. If any of these tricks get your hard disk to boot again,
give thanks but don't stop there. Something made the problem occur, and it's
highly likely to strike again, so you should take appropriate steps. If you haven't
already reinstalled the system, do so now. Update your backup and back up new
files frequently, at least until you are sure you've fixed the problem.
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Crashes During Bootup

(HN)

If you see the happy Mac and the Welcome to Macintosh dialog box, but the
machine crashes before the desktop appears, try rebooting with the [Shift) key
held down. U nd er System 7 that will disable all extensions (including control
panels that have init resources in th em).

If you still can 't complete the boot-up process, you very likely have som e kind
of system corruption. Boot from your system floppies or the system C D-ROM
that came with your Mac. (If you are booting from the CD, press [Cmd ll Shift )
[Option l Del) to bypass the the internal hard disk and boot from the C D.) Then reinstall your system softv•are, following the directions on the previous page.

If that doesn't work, try booting again from a floppy or CD , going to the
Preferences folder inside yom startup disk's System Folder, and throwing away
the Finder Preferences file. Or try rebuilding th e desktop and zapping the
PRAM (see the box on page 303).

If you can boot successfully with extensions disa bled , you've pretty well
established that the problem in volves bugs or incompatibilities among your
extensions.
Isolating extension problems. Tracking down extension problems is a major
pastime for M ac users who like to customize and enhan ce their systems. When
you have 15, 20, or even 50 extensions loading-each of them making a variety
of modifications to the standard M ac environment- it can be a challenge to determine just which one is causing crash es. But several techniqu es can make the
hunt easier.
One is to use an extension manager (described above and in Chapter 13)- don't
be without one if you are running more than , say, a half-dozen extensions. In
addition to giving you easy ·ways to turn individu al items on or off, the better
extension managers take note of crash es that occur while extension s are loading; the next time you boot up they will (if you have tllis feature activated) disable the last extension to load before the crash on the previous startup attempt,
on tl1e theory that it's most likely to have caused the problem. If you can boot
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smoothly with that extension turned off, you've already identified the source of
the problem, though you can't tell without further testing whether that extension alone is causing the problem or whether it's due to some interaction with
one or more of the extensions that loaded ahead of it.
If your extension manager doesn't solve the problem for you, try disabling the
extension you added most recently-if things used to be stable but aren't any
longer, there's reason to suspect the newcomer.

The binary method. T he real challenge comes when crashes are caused not
by a single extension but by an interaction among two or more. Many users and
even some experts and tech-support personnel will tell you this situation requires you to disable all extensions, then reactivate one and reboot, reactivate
one more and reboot, and so on, ad nauseam, tmtil you have found the conflict.

Nonsense-this approach takes forever! A much more rational and faster approach is called the binary method: Disable the first half of your extensions. If
the problem persists, you know it's caused by one or more items on the second
half of your list, and you don't have to .............. ·v .................... ..
worry (for now) about testing those in the
first half; if the problem is cured, you've
traced it to something on tl1e first half of
the list, and you can stop worrying about
those in the second half. In other words,
you've effectively put half your extensions
through testing in just one launch.
Once you've identified the half containing
the culprit, shut off half of that group and
reboot. If the problem persists, shut off half
of the remainder. And so on.
vVhen the problem disappears, you know
it's li kely to have been caused, at least in
part, by one of the extensions in the last
group you disabled. Turn half the items in
that group back on, but disable nil your

An Automated
Conflict Catcher

HOT TIP

(HN)

Conflict Catcher II, Casady and
Greene's $80 extension manager,
can automate the binary testing
process for you. When you use its
test mode, it disables half your
extensions, reboots, and asks if
the problem persists. Depending
on your answer, it will try another
group and ask again. It's nothing
you couldn't do yourself, but the
program chews through the problem with impressive speed and determination. In most cases it can
finger the culprit(s) in just a few
minutes.
It's an excellent extension manager
in other ways too (described in
Chapter 13). Highly recommended.

GOOD
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other extensions. T hen work through the small group until you have identified
the individual extension that's causing the problem.
It sounds cumbersome and time-consuming, and it is-just not nearly as cumbersome and time-consuming as testing your extensions individually.

When Programs Don't Work

(HN)

If a utility or application doesn 't work normally, first reboot with your extensions turned off and see if the problem goes away. If it does, you know you have
a conflict, and you should use one of the methods described above to isolate it.
If the problem persists when the extensions are off, either the program in question or its Preferences file may be damaged. Open the Preferences folder in your
System Folder (it's a little like lifting up a big rock in the woods-you'lllikely be
amazed at how much is going on in there), throw out the problem program's
preferences file, then try the program again. If that doesn't solve the problem,
throw away the whole program (including all standard associated files) and reinstall it from your master disks.

Corrupted Files

(HN)

At times you may get a m essage that one of your files is corrupted when you try
to open it with the application that created it or another that should be able to
read its format. There are several tri cks you can try:
• Duplicate the file in the Finder and try to open the copy.

• If the file in question is a Microsoft \Vord or Excel file, the Fi leFix module
from Central Point's MacTools may be able to fix it. Many databases and some
other applica tions also come with special utilities to repair damaged files.
• Abbott Systems' CanOpener ($125) can extract text, PICT images, icons,
and sounds from files of almost any fom1at, including many damaged files.
You can read and copy the recovered resources right in CanOpener, or you
can save and open them with an other program. The file may not look the
way it did in its native app lica tion, but at least you can recover some of its
main contents.
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(HN)

If some of your files have lost their usual icons in favor of generic document
and application icons, or if you double-click on a document icon and get a message that the application that created it can't be found even though you know
it's around, it's time to rebuild the desktop- the invisible files in which the Mac
stores information about your files, including icons, comments from the Get
Info box, and the application to be launched when you double-click on the
document.
The standard procedure for rebuilding the desktop is to hold down the [Cmd)
and (Option) keys during bootup. (You actually need to hold the keys down only
near the end of the bootup process, after extensions are loaded.) The Mac will
then ask you if you really want to rebuild the desktop, reminding you that doing
so will wipe out any Get Info comments that may be associated with files on the
disk. (If you need to preserve the comments, you can do so with the shareware
utility Commen tKeeper or with SuperComments, part of Atticus Software's
Su per 7 Utilities, described in Chapter 13).
e + * ' ' ' ' f · • • • • t • M • '+ '
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Zapping the PRAM

(HN)

Another time-honored folk remedy for Mac ills
is zapping the PRAM-clearing the parameter
RAM, a small area of memory in which the Mac
stores settings such as the preferences you select in the General Controls and Sounds control
panels. (It's nonvolatile memory, kept alive by
battery, so these settings survive when the Mac
is shut down).
just how the PRAM gets corrupted and what
effects this has is something of a mystery, but
clearing it can sometimes cure a variety of otherwise inexplicable problems. The only cost is
that you'll have to reset the Appl e control panels the way you want them.
To zap the PRAM under System 7, hold down
[IDID~(ffi as you boot up. (It's also a
good stretching exercise for your fingers.)

If you have several hard disks or partitions that appear when you start up,
the Mac will ask you about rebuilding
the desktop for each volume in succession. You see only one desktop,
but you've got a separate desktop fi les
on each disk or partition.
The (o 31:J[Option ) combination cleans
out the desktop fi les, but it does not
completely replace them with new
ones. For that reason, corruption in
the file can sometimes survive the rebuilding process. Ifyou suspect this is
happening or just want to be careful,
you can completely delete the Desktop fil es yourself- that will force the
Finder to create brand new ones. To
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do so, use a utility that lets you see invisible files, such as ResEdit or DiskTop. Find the files named Desktop DB
and Desktop DF i11 the top-level clirectory of your disk and move them to the
trash.

An easier way to accomplish the same

MAC BIBLE
DISK

result is to use one of two free utilities:
TechTool, a simple appli cation that
does nothing but delete the desktop or
zap the PRAM (see the box on page
303); or Desktop Reset, an extension
that does the same thing when you press
the laxloptionlcombination at bootup.

/lsi and LC Sound, Light, and
Fan Blackouts
GK)
On Mac Ilsi's and LCs, the speaker, fan,
and green disk-access light (the Ught on
th e case that flickers when the Mac is
accessing an internal hard drive) sometimes conk out-intermi ttently or permanently. That's because tl1ey get their
power and signals through little metal
tabs tl1at press against contacts on tl1e
logic board, and both the tabs and/or
contacts get corroded.

·••·· ·••••• · · •·M··••e·•••••.....,•·••••••··a ..

Of Dust and Drives

GKIHN)

Dust can gum up floppy drives to the point
that they no longer eject disks properly or
can't read them. If you see the message
"This is not a Macintosh disk. Do you want
to initialize it?" w hen you insert a floppy
that you know perfectly well is a Mac disk,
you might have a serious problem with the
disk, bu t there's a pretty good chance you
just need to do a little housekeeping.
You can sometimes blow the dust out of a
floppy drive yourself, but you may just end
up blowing the dust further into the drive
mechanism. A Mac repair shop can disassemble your floppy drive, clean and lube it,
and align the read/write heads to make it
work like a new drive.

[Before taking the drive in for repair, which is
bound to be expensive, try your luck with a
floppy-drive cleaning kit (available from most
computer stores and mail-order outlets).
There's been some controversy about these
kits-some people say they do more harm
than good. But if you get the kit manufactured
by 3M (it's marketed by a number of companies), you should be OK- it 's been endorsed by
Apple for cleaning 5uperDrives. On several occasions it's done wonders for flaky floppy drives on my machines. -HN]

You'll probably notice a dead speaker pretty quickly-there'll be no startup
chord , no alert sounds while you work, and no other signals. You may not notice if the disk-access light goes out, but who cares? T he fan is the one to look
out for. If you keep working witl1out it-particularly in a hot environmentyou run the risk of overheating your Mac's logic board and having to replace it.
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This is an expensive repair, so be aware of the sonnd your si's or LC's fan usually
makes. Ifyou turn it on and it's quieter than usual, check with your hand that it's
pumping air out the back. If not, shut it down. You can tty to fix the problem
yourself by cleaning the contacts on the logic board, but if that doesn't work,
take the machine in for repair .

Diagnostic Tools

(I-IN)

Several vendors-now including Apple-offer utilities designed to help you
test and monitor the performance of your Mac system and identify problems.
They're not magic, but they could save you hours of troubleshooting.

Hardware Diagnostics
My favorite among these diagnostic programs is Peace of Mind ($ 150), now
published by Diagsoft: It's got a nice graphical interface and a very thorough
suite of tests. In expert mode it gives you complete control over which tests it
will rnn and displays detailed information about the results it gets. Version 2
(not out at this writing) is supposed to include a feature that enables you to dial
the publisher automatically for technical assistance.
Another popular diagnostic program is Micromat's MacEKG ($150), but I
never fonnd it as useful as Peace of Mind.
The latest player in this arena is Apple. The company has provided a limited
directory-diagnostic and repair program-Disk First Aid-as standard equipment for many years. A few years back the company began shipping a more
comprehensive diagnostic tool called MacCheck with some P erformas and
PowerBooks. And now Apple sells a still broader program ca ll ed Apple
Personal Diagnostics ($130). Its features aren't unique-most are available in
one or another competing program-but the combination is: At least at this
writing, no other package combines hardware diagnostics and speed tesrs with
directory checking and repair.
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If you have a Power 1\llac, check with the vendor before investing money or
time in any of these programs. At press time none of them-even Apple's own
Apple Personal Diagnostics-worked on the new models.

Help!
Several companies (starting with Apple) have u·ied to deliver programs designed to help users identify possible software-compatibility problems. Only
one such offering-Teknosys's Help!- has survived and been updated regularly. Using what the company calls a "knowledgebase" that has been carefully
collected and verified with the assistance o f scores of users and vendors, it surveys the user's Mac and looks for conflicts, obsolete versions, improper installations, and oth er problems; in each case it not only nam es the problem but also
suggests a solution. It generates atu·active reports and even simulates different
iVIacs, so you can figure out which of your sofuvare is likely to have problems if
you upgrade to, say, a P ower !V.lac.
The full version, with all reporting and simulation features, lists for $150, while
subscriptions to knowledgebase updates range from $40 to $75. But for $50 you
can get a Person al Edition, and for another $25 you get two semiannual knowledgebase updates. A multiuser network version starts at $520 for 25 users.
No program like this can ever be absolutely complete and up to date, but Help!
can be very helpful, especially if you don't feel like spending hours every week
burrowing through the on-line backwoods looking for similar information (and
u-ying to figure out how much of what you see there is actually true).
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Editors' Poll: What Programs Do You Use All the Time?
AA: Top two: MS Word (surprise) and TouchBase. Both are customized to a fare-thee-well. I
take care of my finances with Quicken (which makes my accountant happy), my faxing with
FAXstf (I have a fax modem), my on-line work with CompuServe Information Manager, and
my Mac management with Disinfectant, Norton Utilities, and Retrospect. In my writing and
graphics work, I use Photoshop and PageMaker, Excel (as a glorified table- and list-maker,
rarely as an actual number-cruncher), Stufflt Deluxe (file compression), and MacEnvelope
(for printing envelope labels that include my logo and return address). I also swear by several utilities, especially Now Utilities (in particular I love NowMenus, Startup Manager, and
SuperBoomerang), ATM, Capture (for screen shots), and, of course, After Dark.

DB: I use QuarkXPress, Microsoft Word, Masterjuggler, Navigator (for CompuServe access),
and TouchBase Pro every day except Sunday (when I don't go into the office... well, usually
I don't).
EC: Word, QuicKeys, CIM and AOL, PageMaker, and Compact Pro. However, my Programs
folder is 1OOMB, and that's only after I copied most of my stuff to SyQuests. There are a lot
of p rograms I use only once in a while (generally, right after I take them off my hard disk).

DD: Word all the time; Excel for schedules and status sheets, Touch Base for my telephone
numbers, and, since I've been working on the Bible, CompuServe Information Manager is
open whenever my computer is on so that I can write an e-mail message as soon as I think
of something I need to tell an editor.
CG: I spend 97 percent of my time working in Microsoft Wo rd.

JK: Nisus, Word, Excel, FileMaker Pro, Compact Pro, various telecom programs.
HN: Word, Computer Select, Navigator, AppleUnk, AOL, MicroPhone, QuickDEX, Now Upto-Date, ARA, ARACommander, Eudora, VersaTerm-Link, TCP/Connect II, QuickMail, loads of
utilities. Retrospect, Capture, Excel.

BW: As a writer and small-time publisher I use Word, PageMaker, and QuarkXPress. I also
use the Quicklink telecommunication program that came w it h my MDS fax modem.
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Working
With Words
THE MOST BASIC TOOL for working with text is the word process01·: The term
conjures up visions of word baloney, complete with nitrates and nitrites, but
what a word processor really does, as you probably know, is let you write and
then change your mind about what you've written, reordering the words and
paragraphs, changing their fonts and styles, and then adding more. In the first
section, we'll tell you what to look out for in word processors.
Next, we'll tell you about spelling and hyphenation dictionaries, grammar
checkers, thesauruses, and writing guides that help you perfect your text.
Sometimes the problem is not how to get your text on the page, but simply
what to put on the page. The section on the new crop of brainstorming programs shows how software can help you get your ideas on paper.

If the text is already printed, what you need is an OCR program to read it into
your Mac. These are described before the final section of word processing tips.
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Chapter 8: Working With Words

Word Processors
Putting words onto a screen instea d of down on paper changes the way you
write. Most people in their pre- word processor stage say, "I cou ld never write
with a word processor, I just usc it to type th e final draft. I need to feel conn ected to the page with a pen." But once you get started, the pen is quickly fo rgotten as the word processor helps you be more flexibl e in your writing and
concentrate on your ideas.
For example, because a word processor lets you insert a couple more words (or
paragraphs or whatever) in something yo u've already written, y~m ca n work on
getting your thoughts down and not wonT about getting them in the perfect
order right from the beginning. A word processor lets you do as many drafts as
you need, from the first brainstorm to the last spelling check. Instead of spending your time typing each draft, a word processor lets you keep what was good
and just work on the new parts. And if you ever make a mistake, just find it and
get rid of it-~ nd print out a new copy.

What to Look for in a Word Processor

(EC)

A word processor's basic functions are to let you enter, edit, and format text. To
do that job well, most word processors let you:
• change fonts, font sizes, and character styles
• change th e margins
• add headers and footers
• check yotu· spelling
• count your words
• preview your document on screen
In addition, there are a few fea tures that only some word processors have, and
in fact, only some people need. T hose are discussed below.
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Multiple undo. Nisus was one of the first programs to expand on the Mac's
most beloved command, U ndo, by letting you go back more than one step.
Version 6 of\i'Vord finally includes multiple undo, as do many other non-word
processor programs, but WordPerfect 3 and WriteNow still do not.
Macros. Macros let you complete a number of actions with a single keystroke.
Suppose that after many years of typing on a typewriter you've never kicked th e
two-spaces-after-the-period habit. You might want to create a macro that replaces double spaces with singles. You can create macros with N isus, WordP erfect, and Word.
Page layout and graphics. In line with
the "one program to do everything syndrome," some word processors provide
features normally found in page layout
and in graphics program s, such as dividing text into columns, creating and placing images in a document and wrapping
text around them, or drawing and cropping images. If you need these extras,
make sure they're not too watered down
to be of use.

6rophlcs module

WordPerfect 's Graphics module lets you create and fill
basic forms, insert graphics from other programs, and
group and align objects.

Outlining. Helping you put your thoughts
in order is what outlining is all about.
AJthough there are whole programs dedi cated to tl1e task (see "Brainstorming,"
later in tlus chapter), some word processors let you outline your document right
within the same program.
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Wordj outlining Is one of its least
known but most useful features.
Applying levels automatically applies the corresponding styles.
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Generating indexes and tables of contents. If you are writing anything
longer than ten pages, you will need at least a table of contents and perhaps an
index as well. Creating a table of contents or an index involves tagging the
words or paragraphs that should be included. The program then compiles the
fi le, complete with the proper page numbers.
WorldScript capabilities. If you write in languages other than English or with
alphabets other than the Roman one, be on the lookout for word processors
that support the language or alphabet you use. Nisus, for example, supports 19
languages, 11 of them with non-Roman alphabets, and includes dictionaries
and vVorldScript compatibility for each of them. (See the box below for more on
WorldScript.
Special formatting. Apart from the basic bold, most word processors offer
some speciali zed formatting tools that let you more easily create tables, mathematical equations, footnotes or end notes, .............. ·H . . . . , ............ . . . . . . . . .

and other hard-to-format text.
Checking spelling, hyphenation, and
grammar. vVord processors can also
make sure you put the correct number of
rn's in committee, break the word mis-hits in
the correct spot, and help you decide between effect and affect, just to give a few examples. Spelling checkers should be fast
and accurate and have a large dictionary;
hyphenation dictionaries should place hyphens all at once or in individual words, as
you desire; and grammar checkers should
be fully customizable so that you can skip
the parts you deem unnecessary. If you're
not satisfied with your word processor's
checkers, there are several stand-alone
applications that can do the trick. See
"Spelling Checkers" later in this chapter.

What in the World Is
World Script?

(EC)

The Mac has been able to write in different languages and different alphabets
for quite some time. That's nothing new.
What WorldScript does is allow the Mac
to support double-byte languages (like
japanese and Chinese), w hile, for programmers, it standardizes the use of different alphabets with scripts. This means
that you can use more than one alphabet with the same system software.
For the user, however, this is a lot less
than it seems. Although WorldScript
is built into Apple's System software
from version 7.1 on, to actually type
something in a foreign alphabet, you'll
need one of Apple's Language Kits (the
Japanese Language Kit goes for
about $250 retail) and a program that
supports WorldScript, like Nisus or
WordPerfect.
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Time-savers and other little helpers. T he current crop of word processors
has button bars and extra rulers to help you get to the commands more easily.
They also feature commands like Word Count, Auto Save, and Auto Backup.

POWERBOOK

PowerBook specials. PowerBook users will appreciate a number of features
designed especially for them in most major word processors. First, there is generally a special mini-installation procedure for PowerBooks to save space on
disk. Second, many word processors offer battery indicators and clocks in their
info bars and fattened cm·sors and cursor finders to combat "submarining."
Import/ export to other formats. Most word processors a Uow you save your
documents in a variety of formats so that you can use your text with other programs. Genera lly, you don't need to save text any special way if its destination is
a page layout program. If you want to use it with another word processing program, it's probably best to save it in that word processor's native format, although the target word processor may be able to open the document directly. As
a last resort, or if you want to import your document into a database or spreadsheet program, save the document in text only format. All formatting will be lost,
but you'll be able to read the document from virtually any other program.
Styles. A style is a collection of paragraph and character formats that you can
apply in one fell swoop to selected text. T hey were introduced to the Nlac by
Microsoft Word and are probably that program's best feature.

The great thing about styles is that when you change their definition, every
paragraph tagged with that style will also change automatically. This makes
changing the formatting of an entire document as simple as changing the definitions of a few styles.
There are two basic kinds of styles: cbm,·acter styles and paragraph styles. Character styles generally include text attributes such as bold and italics, type size,
font, and color and can be applied to any amount of text, from one letter to a
whole word or sentence. Paragraph styles include the same attributes as character styles, as well as lead ing, space after and before a paragraph, justification,
and other paragraph-based attributes. Paragraph styles may be applied only to
an entire paragraph (or paragraphs).
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It's really a pain how Microsoft appropriates words that already have meanings, like
and assigns them new, contradicto ry meanings.

style,

At the beginning of Mac history, a style was something like bold or italic that you applied to
a word or two. Microsoft, however, in version 3 of Word, came up with an inspired idea:
Make a named collection of styles (like Frutiger, bold, 10 points, with 12-point leading) that
you can apply to a paragraph all at once.
It was a great idea. The only problem is that they ca lled the collection of styles a style. Then,
Aldus followed Microsoft's lead by calling their styles styles, but went one better by calling
their collections of styles style sheets. Quark didn't want to be outdone, so they called their
styles style sheets.
So. A collection of styles is a style. A collections of styles is a style sheet. And a collection of
style sheets is also a style sheet. No wonder so few people use them.

Styles may also be based on one another, allowing you to change all the styles in
your document just by changing the primary style. You may indicate which
style should be applied automatically to the next paragraph, which may save
you time by letting you format as you write.

Choosing a Word Processor
vVord processors are the programs most people use most often, so choosing
one isn't a decision to be made lightly. Several reviews follow this entry, but
you might want to also check out the reviews in Macintosh magazines (and
read the ads, too).
Word 6 (EC). Microsoft Word ($500) is probably tl1e most widely used pro-

gram for the Macintosh, although few people would call it the most popular.
While its excellent treaonent of styles and practically excessively complete set
of commands and options have made it the choice for many, Microsoft's size
and arrogance, coupled witl1 Word's inconsistent and complicated user interface make its followers somewhat lukewarm in their praises. Version 6 adds
some important and clever innovations, but it fails to make them easy to use.
Word 6's best new feature is AutoFormat, which magically applies styles to
a document so that recalcitrant users can finally take advantage of styles.
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AutoFormat looks at each paragraph and decides if it is a heading or body text
by its length. Users may (if they really want to) review the changes made by the
AutoFormat command or change the style definitions.
Word's new ghostwriters, AutoText and AutoCorrect (which replace the now
defunct Glossary), are a great idea. AutoCorrect automatically replaces typos
like teb with the. Or you can define an AutoCorrect entry to automatically type
out Woddwide Institute[o1· Resem·cb and Investigation when you type the simpler
W'lvi . AutoText completes the same function but requires you to click a button
to activate it. The idea is that you use AutoCorrect for everyday instant replacements and AutoTe:x.1: for more unusual tasks, like inserting a graphic or table.
Word 's help system has improved tenfold. What used to be a sketchy and annoyingly small help window has now blossomed into a two-window system,
with step-by-step instructions and some demos and examples. Word also provides a system of wizards that walk you through the process of creating a memo
or a report. Finally, Word offers a "Tip a day": Each time you open Word, a
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(EC)

What you look for in a word processor should depend on what you plan to use it for. If you
need to write a doctoral thesis, footnotes will be up high on your list of priorities. If you are
a writer or translator, you will need a word count feature. If you write manuals, outlining
and styles will help you out a lot. Try to get what you need without paying for a lot of features you'll never use. The table below matches up some features with some uses. It's a start
on your shopping list, at least.
If you write

Look for

Thesis/term papers

Footnotes

Manuals

Styles, outlining, index and table of contents

Translations

Word count, spelling checkers

Grant proposals

Import/export with spreadsheet program

Fiction

M ultiple undo, word count, spelling checker

Invoices

Tables, easy-to-use tabs

Commercial correspondence

Spelling checker, templates

Pamphlets or newsletters

Incorporation of graphics, multiple columns

••
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Cross-referen ce
Reference Tvpe:
Heodllllj

Bockmork
Footnote
Endoote

Equation
figure
Table
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new tip will appear on the screen. If
you get tired of seeing them, clear the
Show Tips at Sta rtup checkbox at the
bottom of the screen.

Word has also added several features
that had begw1 to crop up in the comMicrosoft Word ~ Cross-reference feature allows you to
create dynamic references to different sections of your
petition: character styles, zoom in, revidocument.
sion marks, multiple undo, and drop
caps. \ Nord's graphics capabilities have im proved substantially; you can now
group, resize, and even add captions to your graphics within Word. Unfortunately, all the added features have made vVord an w1wieldy beast. It takes up almost 17.MB on your h ard disk and is as slow as molasses inJanuary.

If you write long documents and need to make references to other sections,
tables, or fi gures, Word's cross-referencing feature will save you a lot of time.
Instead of typing PoT mo1·e infomtation, see Cbapter 6, Steps to a Pe7fect Romance,
you' ll just type For mm-e information, see Chapter and then tell Word which Chapter number and h eading you want to refer to. It will fill in the chapter number
and the h eading text an d change the reference if you change the text later.
Word has a new system of templates (which are kind oflike document styles) in
which you can store macros, styles and other formatti ng, graphics, text, and
customi zed menus and toolbars. You can create n ew documents from any of
your templates, create global templates that This is what
a:
Th is is the tab's tab.
auect
a11 new documents, or automatically Word calls a tab.
1
~~~~~~~O~pt~
update existing documents according to a li
....
•..m.. lon/~l~~~~~~
.... .,
....,.,....
·
d
k
th
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Because Word 6 has so many features,
M.icrosoft decided to create a new sort of
dialog box, which it calls a tab. Actually, the
tab is the part you click, and the part that
changes looks a bit like an index card, except that each one is practically smothered
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Microsoft Word's uses a new sort of dialog box,
which Microsoft calls a tab.

BAD
FEATURE

GOOD
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Editors' Poll: What One Feature Would You Change in
Microsoft Word if You Could?
AA: The date format that Word uses in the header when you click the Date icon. I hate that
it spells out the entire date: " March 29, 1994." Until version 5.0, it inserted " 3/29/94." I
hate it so much that I made a workaround: I put the "pri nt date short" glossary item (with
a keyboard shortcut) in my Work menu and I insert that in the header/footer instead.

DB: I'd pull out 80 percent of the features and make it a lean, mean, word processing
machine. As it is, it's a b loated pig of a program, and I'd switch to something else in a minute if I cou ld .find any other program that handled style sheet and wo rked with QuarkXPress
and PageMaker as well as Word does.

EC: I would make it easier to add columns and rows to tables. Tables are great, but they are
ridiculously difficult to change once you've set them up. From what I've seen, WriteNow
and MacWrite do them a lot better.

DD: I really hate the way Word flies in the face of Apple's interface standards and makes you
do things when a dialog box is open that you should never be able to do. I understand it
will be different in Word 6, but in Word 5, say you want to import a style sheet from another document. You open the Styles dialog box and then, with the dialog box still open,
choose Open from the File menu. I can do this every day, and I still often stare at that dialog
box and think, What do I do now? before I remember to look in t he menus. Another example: When you want to add a keyboard command in the Commands dialog box, Word presents you with an alert box (the kind where usually all you can do click OK), and you're
supposed to type your keyboard command with that box showing. It's just against all the
well-lea rned rules that make the Mac easy to use.
CG: That's a book.

BW: It's always bugged me that Microsoft has given the ugliest, most useless formats to the
outline styles (heading 1, heading 2, and so on). Why? Why?

with buttons, checkboxes, pop-up menus, and lists. Why Microsoft chose to
call this a "tab" when we finally started to understand what a real tab is, I can
hardly begin to fathom.
Next on my hit list are Word's toolbars. Word's options are available as little
buttons with darling, incomprehensible icons on ten different tool bars that you
can view, hide, turn into floatin g pa lettes, or customize. 1\IIaybe someday I'll
learn what each one means, but I doubt it. To confound things, some buttons
give an immediate response, while others make a dialog box appear. There's no
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way to tell the difference, so it discourages typical Macintosh exploring. One
nice new feature shows the name o f the option only if you leave the cursor over
the button for a few seconds. That way, you get help if you need it but won't be
distracted wh en you don't.
But what bugs me most about VVord is how it thumbs its proverbial nose at consistency-both with its own and with other programs' interfaces. For example,
when you drag and drop, you press lo~l to copy (instead of[optionl, as is used in
almost all drawing programs as well as the Finder). \Vhen you want to resize a
graphic proportionately in Word's regular window, you press [Shittl and drag a
corner handle; if you are in Word's Graphics window and press [Shittl while you
drag a corner handle, you will crop the im age. Basic M ac interface rules are ignored. And Microsoft insists on changing the default keyboard combinations
with evety version update.
T hese may seem like minor aggravations, but they are really important. They
take away your confidence and initiative, since you're n ever quite sure what's
going to happen. Even though Microsoft Word 6 can do everything except
chop tomatoes, I'd like it a lot better if it acted like a real Mac program by letting me take advantage of what I already know and not assuming that I want to
learn everything from scratch.
WordPerfect 3.0 (RS). For years users have had a love/hate relationship with

Nli crosoft Word and its amazingly complete but, shall we say, "well concealed"
features. Although Word users say they'd switch if they had the cha nce- and
with WordPerfect 3.0 ($500, vVordPerfect Corp.) they h ave an excellent alternative-those same users are somewhat reluctant to scale the learning curve
of a n ew word processor. Well, I personally have mad e the switch and want to
tell you that not only is the switch easy, but WordPerfect is a much friendlier
and more powerfu l word processor than Word. At this writing, WordPerfect is
the premier word processor for the Macintosh. At this writing, it's also the only
one avai lable in a native version for PowerPC Macintoshes.
VVordPerfect's new button bars (si milar to Word's standard toolbar) are completely customizable. There are three standard button bars, but you can crea te
your own with any of\VP's 300 functions and then place it on any border of the
screen.

BAD
FEATURE
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The rulers (which appear only at the top of the page and may not be customized), display the options for layout, font, styles, table, list, merge, and
mailer options, making them instantly accessible and eliminating the need to
hunt tl1rough menus.

lCJ
GOOD

FEATURE

You'll find an excellent feature at the bottom of the screen: vVordPerfect's status
bar. Its h elp feature instantly and unobtrusively tells you what the button that
you're pointing at is for, ald1ough it doesn't work wid1 menus and dialog boxes
(hopefully this will be implemented in the future). T he status bar can also give
you information about the time, date, current page number, the status of caps
lock and number lock, and your battery char ge, if you are using a PowerBook.
WordPerfect has a bunch of endearing features. First, it's noticeably faster than
Word. There is a preview feature that lets you see the contents of a document
in a small window before opening it so that you can be sure it is the docum ent
that you want. Like "\.Vord, it offers drag-and-drop editing capabiUty (addictive
once you've tried it, much more intuitive than cut and paste). You can have
WordPerfect automatically back up d1e document you are working on, and you
can have it show a vertical Une that projects down from a tab or margin mark
when choosing a new setting for one of these (a great aid for getting things
lined up). You can even have WordPerfect automatically compress documents
when saving them-another great feature for Power Book users- and the compression is actually on a par with the best stand-alo ne compression utilities!
T he grammar checker G rammatik (see below) integrated into WordPerfect is
about as useful as any other granunar checker (that is, it is only useful if you
have a ton of time to spend using it, weeding out tl1ings tl1at have been incorrectly fla gged and trying to understand some of the more arcane suggestions).
WordPerfect's table creation ability is no t only easier to use than Word's, but
you can enter simple mathematical equations inside of cl1ese tables, giving you
basic spreadsheet abilities right inside WordPerfect. WordPerfect's graphics
capabilities are also very powerful, offeri ng full co lor capabiUty and nice page
layout functions. In fact, if you have WordPerfect, you really don't need an integrated program (described in C hapter 12); WordPerfect is a better choice if
you need heavy-duty word processing ca pabilities.
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WordPerfect allows you to work in three virtual layers. Draw Overlay is the
layer above your normal working layer, and Watermark is the bottom layer.
Watermarks, which are things like "DRAFT" printed in large light grey letters
diagonally across your document, are a royal pain to implement in Word but a
pure joy in WordPerfect; as are overlayed graphics or editors' notes. You can
use both overlays and watermarks simultaneously in WordPerfect.
WordPerfect can automatically create tables of contents, tables of authorities
(great for attorneys, like myself), sidebars, indexes, and many other types of
lists. You can also do separate end notes and footnotes. As you can imagine,
these features make WordPerfect a delight for scientific, technical, and professional writing, as well as for writers of books and newsletters.
WordPerfect is the only word processor to fully implement all of Apple's advanced technologies: QuickTime, Apple events, PowerTalk, AppleScript (and
Frontier), and WorldScript. WordPerfect also has a powerful yet easy-to-use
macro language.
Problems? OK, there are a few. Although the style sheets in WordPerfect arc
very powerful and easy to use, they work differently tl1an Word's and so may be
a little hard to get used to at first (they were for me). WordPerfect has only very
basic importing and exporting capabilities; altl1ough it can save to and import
from Word, it cannot read or create WordPerfect 6 for DOS files. (WordPerfect says it may license DataViz translators, described in Chapter 24, to
solve this problem.) vVordPerfect's outlining features are no match for Word's.
Still, I'm sold.
Nisus 3.4 (KC). Nisus ($400) is tl1e first "large" word processor I have ever

liked, partly because the folks at Paragon Concepts paid attention to some
smaller, albeit vety important, details. Where other programs might let you
blithely print a document on the wrong size paper, Nisus will offer you a Page
Setup dialog box before letting you continue on to the Print dialog box. And if
you decide you really do want to print on that size paper, just click Print
Anyway. Nisus gives you the choice.
Nisus has some very strong formatting and editing capabilities. You can make
discontiguous selections of text, handy for producing newsletters and reswnes
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or any document that has several different styles and text sizes. I like the ability
to name the different rulers you may use in a single document. This facilitates
the copying of di fferent rulers, and thus formats, between paragraphs; you just
place your cursor by the paragraph you want to format and select the desired
rul er from the ruler pull-down menu.
O ne thing N isus does better than \Nord is search for text. Text sea rch in N isus
is augmented by a Catalog window, which is similar to the standard Open
djalog box. But the Catalog lets you copy file lists into N isus windows, and,
with the help of an Add To Search List macro, lets you search for text in files
that are located in different folders. Another thlng N isus has over Word is its
th esaurus-it makes the one iVlicrosoft uses look woefully inadequate.
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Nisus supports 19 languages and lets you combine two
or more on the same page with a minimum of grief.

N isus's WorldScript support is particularly strong. Not only can you type in
double-byte Qapanese, Chi nese), rightto-left (Arabic, H ebrew), Roman (English, Spanish, and so on), and Eastern
E uropean and Cyrilli c languages (e.g.,
Russian and Polish), but you can also
fin d and manipulate text. This may
sound like a simple task, but a quick
thought to ta bles, right-aligned and leftaligned text, tabs, and other directionsensitive formattin g will convince you
oth erwise. N isus makes it easy.

But N isus isn 't without its problems. It
has always been a memory-based word processor, meaning that all open documents are stored in RANI. Nisus djd this to make the program fast at scrolling,
typing, and saving-which it is, even vvhen you elect to display everything in
PostScript. However, it makes working with large documents a hassle. I broke
the memory barrier a few times when N isus was th e only application running
and four documents (one of whi ch was 3SOK) were open while I was doing a
lengthy find/replace. It is a shame that a memory-based word processor has so
many functions, such as multiple clipboards and unlimited undos, that are also
a drain on RAM.
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Mini-Text Editors

(LB/RC)

Text editor is a term used for word processors that work w ith plain ASCII text. The good t ext
editors w ill open text f iles faster tha n most word p rocessors (some of which insist on converting the files to their own format before displaying them), and the best include tools that
make common manipulations, such as stripping line feeds, quick and easy.
McSink
M any Macin tosh users fell in love with Dave McWherter's shareware McSink desk accessory
($ 35) and followed it to the commercial version- Vantage ($1 00), from Baseline. It will do
almost anything legal to a p lain-text file-inserting and removing line pref ixes, zapping control characters, balancing parentheses, you name it. It works like a flash with any size file as
long as RAM's available. Unhappily, Baseline hasn't done much to update it, and it's a little
long in the tooth today.

BBEdlt
BBEdit Lite is the free, stripped down version of Rich Sieg el's BBEdlt, a " bare bones" text
editor for programmers. The name no longer fits the product; even the free version will do
many of the most useful manipulations found in Vantage, and it w ill also convert those special Mac characters (curly quotes, em dashes) that will cause trouble if you're planning to
send a text file to a non-Mac user. BBEdit Lite's rock solid and slick as a greased pig, one of
t he greatest bargains in the com puter world. Programmers, or those w anting extra power,
can upgrade to BBEdit for $50, but the Lite version's faster, and if it does all you want, g o
for it.

MAC BIBLE
DISK

Tex-Edlt and SalntEdlt
Tex-Edlt is a public-domain editor (even the source code's public domain, so if you want
to hack it, you ca n). We mention it here because it's one of the few programs supporting
Apple's new Speech Manager, so you can get your M ac to read text to you. Tex-Edit is limited to 32K files Oust like TeachText or SimpleText), but it can read any part of a document,
so you ca n even work through a megabyte-size file in small chunks. Another good choice for
Speech Manager support is Craig Marciniak's SaintEdlt ($1 0 shareware), which will read almost any size text file (if there's enough RAM). SaintEdit also lets you set your preferred text
and window color. For some reason, however, the author has limited SaintEdit to displaying
in its own, custom fonts.

Eliza
Eliza is a fast little text editor t hat is great for manipulating text that rides on the Internet.
It strips or adds carriage returns and line feeds, converts tabs, trashes foreign control characters, and stupefies smart quo tes. Plus, it has one feature no other word processor is likely to
add. Eliza will psychoanalyze you. Choose Start Interview from the Eliza menu and your
computer, verging on malpractice, will challenge you with all the classic Freudian accusations. Granted she's generally lame, unlikely to make you sane, but she occasionally offers
a humorous diversion in a friendly, masochistic kind of way. Eliza is freeware, available from
most on-line systems and user groups.

MAC B IBLE
D I SK
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I also wish that the Windows tool-for now a pop-up menu under the Tools
menu-would become its own menu and that the items it listed were my open
windows. It would be a Little more consistent with other word processors like
Word and vVriteNow.
Still, Nisus gets my vote for the best "large" word processor because it offers so
many features witl1out intimidating a user.
WriteNow (KC). WriteNow ($250,

POWERBOOK

SoftKey International) has been my
word processor of choice for a number of years, and what endears it to me
most is its svelteness-it takes up a
mere 595K of RAM-particularly
since I use a PowerBook as my desktop computer. So it should come as no
surprise that my favorite feature in
the new version (4.0) is part of tl1e
PowerBook Extras. I have been lazy
about finding one of those utilities
that keep track of your cursor on the
screen. But now I don't need to worry
about it anymore since one of the
Extras is a Large Text Cursor.
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WrlteNow is fast and easy to use, yet it's undaunted by a
tfJree·column layout.

The Power Book Extras also make battery use more efficient. It will save an active document and store open documents in RAM instead of continually going
to the hard disk, a function that drains battery Life. T he trade-off is that (as with
Nisus) you co uld run into problems working with large documents. Fortunately, you can turn this feature off.
Version 4.0 lets you add tables to your documents and convert tab-delimited tables into the new WriteNow table format. 1ables are easily created and edited,
thanks to a tool palette that lets you click on buttons to add or delete columns
and rows, and you can adjust row height and colunm width on screen by pulling
on the borders with the pointer. Another welcome feature is the ability to insert
PICT, EPS, and MacPaint graphics into a document. Working with graphics in
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previous versions meant pasting them in from the Clipboard (and convertin g
them to PICT) with no real ability to perform minor editing. Now users can resize, crop, and reposition graphics.
"What should be a relief for WriteNow loyalists is that the program is basically
the same, even though it has changed ovmers (T/Maker used to sell the package). It's the same program that years ago let you add and copy rulers throughout a document-and it's also the same program that only ill the last two years
added style sheets to its feature set. The biggest relief for me is knowing that it
still has its great thesaurus-equaled only by the one included in Nisus (which
I'll swear is the same one).

~
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MacWrite Pro (LB). Mac\Vrite has always been the easiest word processor to

learn and use, but for a long time it lagged in features. The new version,
MacWrite Pro 1.5 ($250, from C laris) includes not only the standard wordsmith's tool kit (dictionary, thesaurus) but also a powerful set of formatting tools
so elegantly implemented that you'll actually use the features, not just have
tl1em. For example, most word processors support kernillg, but how many people really use it? MacWrite Pro can kern automatically. As one would expect
from a Claris product, it supports PowerTalk and includes a good suite of
scriptable events for AppleScript. (For more on PowerTalk and AppleScript,
see Chapter 3.)
MacWrite Pro's basic orientation is a page,
and what you see is precisely what prillts
(except for QuickTime movies, which always print ilie first frame). Columns
(equal or variable widili) and tables are a
breeze, though tl1e table can't cross page
boundaries. Fonts, sizes, and character or
paragraph styles can be selected from a
menu or a windoid.
\Vhen you write by hand you can go anywhere on tl1e page-scribble in tl1e margills or put a headline at the top or a
special bit of text anywhere you like. In

·••••••t·••••• · w · ·et· ·•t•·••M•· · ·••

A Couple of MacWrite
Tips
(LB)
MacWrite Pro is so easy to use that
it's hard to find useful tips, but here's
one: if you hold down the @liD key
w hile the splash screen's displaying,
you'll get an Open dialog instead of
a blank new document. Another: If
you routinely work with different
sets of preferences, standard fonts,
and styles, just save each one in a
Stationery d ocument and open the
relevant one instead of resetting the
options manually.

HOT TIP
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MocWrite lets you
create "frames" that
you can place anywhere on the page.
You can also place
tables, QuickTime
movies, and electronic sticky notes
and move them
about as needed.
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most word processors, placing that text (or picture) just where it should be is an
exercise in frustration. lVIacWrite, once again, does this right. H eaders and
footers show up in the right spot. Add a footnote, and you're typing at the bottom of the page. Fo r anything else, just insert a "frame" (which can contain teA.'t,
a table, graphics, or even a Q uickT ime movi e) and drag it where you want. In
each case, (o:H:I[ Returnl brings you back to where you were in the main teA.'t. MacVVrite Pro supports the "edi table graphic objects" (EGO) standard, so if you
use dedi cated equation editors such as 1v1athType or Expressionist to create
mathematical equations in your .MacW ri te documen ts, you can double-click an
equation to open the relevant editor.
For all its ease of use, MacVVrite Pro sti ll lacks features some want in a word
processor. It will crea te a table of contents but not an index, and there's no outliner or macro facility (although AppleScript users can script most anything). If
you don't like the keybaord shortcuts, too bad: You still can 't customize them.
And if you regularly deal with large plain-text files, you'll want to get a specialized text-file editor, since MacW rite Pro insists on translating those files to its
own format, taking time in th e process.
Still , the current version of 1v1acWrite Pro is an impressive tool, particularly
strong in ease of use and formatting power. It's ni ce to see this old standby back
in the competition.
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Writing Aids

(RC)

Every writer struggles with spelling, word choice, and grammar. vVe all make
typos. We all periodically scratch holes in our heads searching for just the right
word to use. And we all occasionally become so enamored with what looks like
sparklli1g prose that we forget the simple rules of good sentence construction.
The most familiar books on my desk are a 90,000-word dictionary, Roget's
International Thesaurus, and The Cbicago Manual of Style. Something similar to
all three of these indispensable references is available to you from your keyboard. The question is this: Do you want a dictionary designed by the team that
built your word processor? If you say "Yes, that makes sense," then you're an
idealist. Like food processors, word processors are meant to blend the concoction, rather than provide the raw li1gredients.
Look closely at old M icrosoft \iVord, the acknowledged granddaddy of M ac
word processors, and you' ll notice a toothless thesaun1s, a spelling checker that
limps, and a grammar checker with a pigheaded scowl and a paddle aimed at
your butt. Every time you click &ID:I), an idiot dialog box says, "Loading Spelling Dictionaries," and then you wait. This is Microsoft's "improved" spelling
checker. I long ago lightened the beast by trashing th e spelling, thesaurus, and
grammar modules (you'll find them in the \Nord Commands folder).
Replace them all. Go for a lighming-fast spelling checker, an enormous thesaurus that cross-references with a dictionary, and a grammar checker that
works while you eat lunch and then presents an annotated analysis upon your
return. Of course, if your writing load is light, don't bother. Most word processors provide adequate tools for these tasks, but once you experience the more
powerful writing aids, you'll understand why I'm so mde to V\Tord.

Spelling Checkers
Get a spelling checker that discreetly follows yow- typing, politely asks if you'd
like a correction, and tl1en instantly makes tl1e chan ge. The warnu1g signal can
be any system beep sound, so on a Mac with a microphone, use a recording of a
loved one softly saying your name and you may actually enjoy your mistakes. If
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you don't like the "interactive" approach, "batch check" a selection or an entire
document at lightning-fast speed while accessing a dictionary large enough to
know all but the most arcan e corners of your vocabulaty. You can add words to
a small dictionary, but your checks will be faster if it doesn't have to frequently
ask you about unknown words.
After a batch check, you can see an analysis of your document. Get a count o f
characters, syllables, words, sentences, and paragraphs. VVitl1 a couple clicks I
can know exactly how much Peach pit Press is paying me for tlus paragraph!
Exanune a spelling checker's grammar tools before investing in a lugh-end
grammar checker. l\llost stand-alone spelling checkers look for the more common usage mistakes: incorrect capi talization, hyphenation errors, double punctuation, an d double words (like "the the").

A

~)
HoT TIP
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N ever entirely trust a spellin g checker. G rammar ch eckers may ask you about
your use of two when you meant to use too or to, but spelling checkers are not
that smart. For maximum protection, you should always proofread a printed
version of a document. I don't know why tlUs works, but it does! Perhaps our
eyes become mesmerized by the screen and can therefore more easily find errors on the soothing texture of th e printed page, but it's probably just looking
at the document in a different form that lets you see tlungs you didn't previously catch.
Spelling Coach Professional. Spelling Coach Professional ($200, Deneba)
comes as cl ose as any spelling checker to doing it aiL Batch check selections or
let C oach Pro watch for errors whil e you type. A pop-up menu gives you options for correct spellings, and if none seems appropriate, you can ask for phonetic guesses. If tl1at doesn't get you to a correct spelling, request the alphabetic
list and glance ilirough a tabl e of likely words. Coach Pro includes a 95,000word spelling dictionary and legal, technica l, and medical supplements that can
bring it up to 188,000 words total. You also get an 85,000-word dictionary with
defuutions, and if tl1at isn 't en ough for yo u (a m I sounding like a late-tught
commercial yet?), Coach Pro also includes tl1e great Big Thesaurus (described
under "Thesauruses," below).
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Coach Pro signals you with a beep if you type something
wrong. If you ask it to suggest a new spelling for a misspelled word, it shows this menu. Click the appropriate

Coach Pro lets you decide whether
you want its dictionaries loaded into
RAM or accessed from the hard disk.
The RAM option speeds up checking and can also reduce the need for
PowerBooks to spin up hard disks
every time the dictionary is needed.
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The program starts you out with all
choice.
its hot keys unconfigured. Go to the
Coach Pro menu and select Preferences. C lick the Edit Hot Keys button and
then assign hot keys for the five most useful commands. Use the ! cont rol ) key as a
modifier, because it's unused by most other programs, and spelling checkers
need to be available everywhere without conflicting with other commands.
HOT TIP

Sometimes Coach Pro doesn't recognize a program, and you'll notice its menu
icon doesn't appear in the menu bar. Click the "interactive" hot key to add the
Coach menu and "teach" it to always load with that program.
Coach Pro is fast and reliable, but I do have one complaint. vVhen you check a
word that turns out to be correct, Coach Pro doesn't say "correct"; instead , it
makes you paste the correct word over itself. Even though it's fast, that's still a
waste of time.
Thunder 7. This is the only program that rivals Coach Pro, and if it had a def-

inition dictionary, I would probably throw Coach Pro away. vVith interactive
and batch checking, a "large thesaurus," and a speedy and smooth interface,
Thunder 7 ($ 100, Baseline) is a pleasure to use. The batch-checking dialog box
is a little too button-dependent, though. The buttons are cute, but I prefer
Coach's Hot Key options.
The Thunder 7 package includes lots of writing tools, among them thesaurus
and glossary tools, each described in their respective categories, below. Another
impressive extra is GhostWriter. This tiny tool ·will automatically save a copy of
all your keystrokes, allowing you to reconstruct lost work after a system crash
or power failure.

BAD
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Lookup. Lookup ($40, Working Software) is a fast and elegant little interactive

DA spelling checker. It will check a highlighted selection, but only one word at
a time-a major limitation. For more power, use the program with its bigger
companion checker Spellswell (described below). It can share Spellswell's
93,000 word dictionary, or use its own.
Spellswell. Spel1swell ($7 5, also from Working Software) is more than a
spelling checker but not quite a grammar checker. It looks for incorrect capitalization, missing apostrophes, missing or extra spaces, incorrect abbreviations,
and double words. It also looks for "poor word choices." T he Word Choice option will explain the difference between "among" and "between" or prompt you
to choose among "can't," "cant," and "Kant." Most of Spellswell's checks are
optional, so evety time you write "two" it doesn't have to ask you again and
again if you really mean "too." Word Choice was the first feature I turned off.
·••···•••·•··• ·v····e·····••..,.••··•·•• ·es .......•..

Two Special Tools

··••••.&··••··••• •· ···•••·••·••

(EC)

Two of my favorite word processing tools have no category: these are Sonar Bookends, an
index and table-of-contents creator from Virginia Systems ($130), and DocuComp II, an ingenious tool from MasterSoft ($180) that tells you exactly what the differences are between
two versions of a document.
Sonar Bookends goes about creating indexes in a unique way: You can either have it search
your entire document and pick out all the words that appear ten times or less, or you can
make a list and tell it to find on which pages those words appear. In my opinion only the
second option makes sense, and as long as your words are somewhat unique, you'll be
happy with Sonar's results. Sonar Bookends also includes an Addition and an Xtension for
creating indexes and tables of contents in PageMaker and Quark, respectively.
DocuComp is an essential program for anyone who works with various versions of a document. The program compares any two documents and then shows on screen or in printed
form exactly what text has been added, deleted, or moved. Many lawyers, for example, use
DocuComp to make sure that the changes they have specified, and only those changes,
have been made in a contract or agreement. Editors can use the program to see which
changes have been made (and which have been ignored) in a manuscript before the book
goes to press.
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Grammar School
No one I know likes grammar checkers. Writers loathe editors, computer and
human, and anyone who has tried a computer grammar checker complains
about frequently inappropriate or incorrect advice. l\!Iood swings can approach
insanity when you use the interactive mode, in which you plod through criticism after criticism, endlessly cliclci ng the Ignore button. Computers are simply
not smart enough to navigate through the aestl1etics of language (not yet), and
few of us have the patience for tedious machine-suggested corrections and uncomfortable program interfaces.
G rammar checkers can be useful , but it helps to understand the natme of this
two-headed beast. Grammar checkers are really grammar and style checkers. If
you are learning English grammar for the first time, a computer is an excellent
tool for identifying abuse of the rules. Style is another matter. Do you start sentences with "There" or "It" too o ften? Are aU your sentences long and complex? These are simple style considerations. Ana lysis becomes more complicated
when you switch from checking a business letter to examining the structure of a
short story intended for junior high school students.
All grammar checkers allow you to customize search parameters. In addition to
turning individual rules off and on, a good grammar checker lets you choose an
analysis scheme, or a "filter set," for different types of documents (fiction, technical, business, legal, newsletters, academic papers, proposals, and so on).
Considerations that may vary include passive voice, split infinitives, colloquialisms and slang, sentence length, use of technical terms, prepositions at the
end of a sentence, and more.
The an alysis can be interactive (make changes one by one while the checker
looks on), or annotative (examine a marked-up copy of the document). A summary analysis is also provided that will give you statistics on word, sentence, and
paragraph count, suggested grammar and style changes, and results from various readability tests (general readability is determined by sentence length and
the average number of syllables per word).
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lVlost checkers can read documents from popular word processors and then
make changes that retain the document's format (indents, character styles, and
so on). In some cases, however, you might have to save a document with a different format in order for the checker to even read it. If you are not using
lVlicrosoft Word or WordPerfect, or if you want to analyze the text in a program other than a word processor, it's a good idea to check compatibility with
the manufacturer.

A

Writing is an art, not a science. Don't let a grammar checker bully you. Give a
~) piece of your writing a full-blown examination to discover what areas the
HoT Tl P
checker finds as weaknesses, and then decide if you agree. After a few .tests you
should start to customize the checker's settings. Make it ignore "whatever be
total rad, man " if you consider cliches with nonstandm·d modifiers and subjectverb disagreement part of your personal style.
The top three grammar checkers have all borrowed features from one another
in their present incarnations. Here are the differences that remain.
RightWriter. RightWriter ($50, Que Software) highlights the text in question

and then prompts you to either make changes or move on to the next selection.
The Next button, however, is the window's "default" button. It has a dark line
~ around it, meaning that you should be able to just hit the IReturn I key to activate
FE:~~RE it, but you can't. Hitting !Retu rn ! replaces the highlighted selection with a paragraph return. The selected text is entirely lost because there's no U ndo for this
action! The only way to get your
..tClWWJlJVWTii !::+!fir'd Tutorlnl Document
Iii
2
selection back is to close the docTry editing the next sentence fo ll ow>ng
suggestions. Notice
ument and not save changes.
Right Writer reonolyzes the sent ence ony lime yo u moke o chenge.
Given lhol l t he present tlme2 moy posslbly3 be o good lime for these
Aside from this glaring error and
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RightWriter can check your documents in batch mode or while
you watch (as shown here).
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Correct Grammar. Serious grammarians will appreciate Correct Grammar's

13 5,000-word spelling dictionary and that the program lets you write your own
grammar or style rules to "conform to a corporate or personal standard." The
program can share Microsoft Word's User dictionary, but it does not check
Word docwnents that have been "fast saved." A tutorial button gives you rule
explanations, and a Help button turns System 7 balloon help off or on. The balloons describe the function of the program, and this two-l evel help system is
nice once you get used to it. As for that huge dictionary ... the manual states that
Correct Grammar is "based on the expertise of the publishers of the Ame1'ican
Heritage Dictionary." I'd like to put that sentence through a BS checker. Correct
Grammar is available from SoftKey International for $100 and comes included
with WriteNow 4 (described earlier in this chapter).
Grammatik. Included with WordPerfect 3 and available in its Tools menu,

Grammatik 5 for the Macintosh reads over your docwnent and alerts you to errors in style, grammar, and spelling. It has a good help system with clear examples and explanations. Unfortunately, the theory is not as good as the practice,
and, as is often the case with grammar checkers, what Grammatik considers an
error is not always what you might consider an error. If you are tired of hearing
about a certain kind of mistake, choose Ignore Class. Unless you've already got
v\TordPerfect, Correct Grammar is a better choice.

Thesauruses
I lust after an accurate computer version of Roget's International, still the best
thesaurus available. With an eye toward simplicity (and perhaps avoiding litigation), all computer thesauruses seem naked to m e without a device similar to
Roget's great association index. Listing words similar in concept to your chosen
word, the index takes up almost half of Roget's thesa urus and provid es an invaluabl e brainstorming tool. The better computer thesauruses give you a window
showing various meanings of a word followed by paragraphs of synonyms and
antonyms and related, compared, and contrasted words.
In an unscientific test I looked up several words in different thesauruses.
Alternatives for the word big illustrate the results. T he iVlicrosoft Word thesa mus gave me 9 meaning groups with a total of 60 synonyms. T hunder 7
offered 8 meaning groups with 233 suggestions. Big Thesaurus presented 10
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meaning groups with 273 alternatives. Leafing through Roget's pages gave me
16 meaning groups and 262 words and phrases, but Roget's also provided an additionaL56 cross-references to such terms as big cheese, bighearted, and big time.

GOOD
FEATURE

Big Thesaurus. This is one of the fastest and most seamlessly designed utilities
in any category. A Big Thesaurus menu automatically appears in all your programs. Highlight a word , and a keystroke (or a menu click) will instantly open
the tl1esaurus window. You can easily open additional windows for any words
you see in the first window. This multiple-window sch eme comes close to
Roget~r index in that when several windows are arranged to be simultaneously
visible, glancing from one to the otl1er increases your chances of finding just
what you need. An automatic window arranger would be a nice addition. Big
Thesaurus can be bought separately ($ 100, Deneba) or as part of Spelling
Coach Professional.
Thunder 7. Baseline says that tl1e thesaurus in Thunder 7 ($100, Baseline) can
display 1.4 million words selected from a 40,000-word list of "entry points."
Suspiciously, tllls is the same number Big Thesamus claims to display, and yet
Thunder's lists never seem as big as Big Thes's. Even so, it's big enough to satisfy anyone but a fiction writer. Like the rest of Thunder 7's featmes (see the
entries under "Spelling C heckers" and "Glossary Tools"), the tl1esaurus is fast
and trouble-free. In botl1 T hunder and Big Thesaurus, double-clicking on any
word in tl1e list will paste the word into your document.

Glossary Tools
I first encountered glossaries in Microsoft Word 3, in which typing lo:!€lDel] and
tl1en my initials instantly pasted my full name and address at the insertion point.
Glossaty entries in V\Tord can be an image (like a company logo) or any length
and format of teA.'t. Two glossaty programs (and vVord 6) have taken th e glossary concept to its next logical step. Without tl1e need for a lo:!€]-key prefix, type
any preconfigured abbreviation and yow- full entry is instantly typed for you.
MagicTypist. MagicTypist ($130, Olduvai) comes preconfigured witl1 a host
of magic guesses that cause yow- menu bar to flash distractingly. You can ignore
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the Aash and keep typing, but if you're a slow or even meclium-fast typist, a dialog box appears with magic suggestions. Keep typing and the box automatically
disappears, but the flash and box can play real havoc with your concentration.
Even though you can partially turn this feanu·e off, anyone who really knows
how to type will want to spend some time remov1ng a lot of the magic suggestions from the control panel.
MagicTypist automatically learns words that you type that are not in its dictionary. It then tries to type the word for you before you get halfway through.
This is a surprise that often made me smile and say, "How did you know that
word?" Just as often, hmvever, I was pissed that I was interrupted.
Thunder 7. G lossary control in Thw1der 7 is not as intuitive as in MagicTypist,

but maybe you don't want it to be. I like the idea that you must teach Thunder
7 all its entries except for the preconfigured date and time abbreviations.
When teaching Thunder 7 an entry with carri age returns (like your name and
address), you can't use the [Return ) key in the G lossary dialog box because it operates the box's default button. Instead, when you get to the end of a line you
must type [Option)QJ. This will appear as a delta symbol and will show up in your
document as a carriage return.

Writing Guides
Tbe Cbicago Manual ofStyle serves as the most popular comprehensive guide for
writing correctly. The less comprehensive but more poetic Tbe Elements ofStyle
by Strunk and \iVhite is the classic tiny book that because of its size probably
gets used more often. Do you need something simjlar on your computer? If you
sti ll like the feel of a real book and already own one of the above classics, save
your money. It's nice to have a style guide open on your desk while your document is v1sible on the screen. If you need a style guide on a regular basis to conform to corporate or government standards, than the speed of an on-line guide
may be a wortl1while advantage.
Correct Writing. Correct Writing ($30, SoftKey International) gives you a

choice of a DA or a HyperCard reference for style and grammar rules. T he interface is boring, but the information is extensive and easy to search through.

HOT TIP
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The $em Icolon Is used to separote '~ttments ltlet ore too
tlo.selv rehted In mttnu~ to be ._.n tttn e.s ~pertte
eentence:s It b ebo U3led in stattmen1S of ccmtr~1

I &Qrt t; that ts fl 9ht.
It b trued n pe&ee. lt hi true 1n Yar.
War Is destr uctive, peace , comtructlve.

Correct Writing offers a writing guide in an easy-to-use
HyperCard stack.

Brainstorming

Unlike my Chicago Manual, Correct
Writing offers some suggestions for
writing on a computer. For example,
in reading about proper usage of an
ellipsis, you are told the keyboard
shortcut for making one. Be careful
though-they tell you it's (Option lO
when actua iJy it's [Option)[] (of course,
that is the same key, just with or
without the (Shift) key).

(RC)

Sometimes it's not the right word or spelling you need when you sit down to
write, it's the right idea. When I'm stuck for a specific word, I hot-key Big
Thesaurus (from Deneba Software, described under "Thesauruses," above) and
browse through lists of related and contrasting words. Reverse dictionaries,
which generate root concepts from two or three user-supplied ideas, also stimulate my imagination. When I'm really stuck for an idea, however, I simply
open a window and write. I let my ideas flow and eventually my mind begins to
make connections, seemingly on its own. The more analytical left-brained approach would have me methodically generating lists of logical questions that,
once answered, \vould present an outline of the relevant neighborhood pictured on an emerging brain map. Of course, there is also the "no-brain" approach. Periodically leave the computer. Go in the kitchen and eat a banana.
Do nothing for a while. Experts say that inspiration fills a vacuum.
The software described below faiJs into two categories, both of which are
meant to fire up your imagination. E ither the program carries an interactive
database of suggestive ideas or inspirational concepts, or it simply gives you an
inspiring window within which to visualize your own ideas. Corkboard and
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Inspiration provide fri endly environm ents; you supply the ideas. To sell these as
"brainstorming tools" is a little like when freeze-dried food was invented.
People started selling Instant Water. The directions said, "Just add water."
IdeaFisher does not give you the friendliest of environments, but it does give
you the water in the form of a huge database o f phrases. Synchronicity and
C reative Whack Pack are both friendly, but they are also philosophically rich
enough that they are nearly able to "think" along with you.

Corkboard
Pinning index cards onto a corkPBESEN~~\ir NQJES
boa rd is a common brainstormBo~~
ing technique for many writers.
Write ideas on cards, pin them
on the board, and then move the
cards around the board as the
PRESENTATION NOTES
2/14/93
ideas begin to sequence themSpeechlo
Board of Directors
selves into an appropriate ord er.
Oth er Plans for 1994
o 3-D Sales Char1
The expansive space of th e cork• ·At a Glance ...
•1-tooglo s
the Slar
board lets you arrange a lot of
• Whatzlls 51a 9ea Late Year Sur ge
• Ctoarance sate t:ooo,ted Widgal Sales
'
o 1992 Sales Figures
cards into an y formation. Unfor'•·
1\iew Products for '94
nmately, your computer screen
isn't as large as the wall of your Corkboard has you put your ideas on index cards that you can
then rearrange as you need to. Convert the corkboard into an
office, but Ma cToolkit's Cork- outline ot any time.
board ($300) largely overcomes
this limitation through creative manipulation tools. Shrink the cards, click them
into rows, attach secondary cards to primary cards. Ifyou're feeling left-brained,
switch to a text- based outline view, make changes, and fi nd yam· cards appropriately rearranged when you return to the corkboard. A moderately sized tl1esaurus plus good use of color and graphics makes Corkboard fertile ground for
developing a strategy. Turn the "virtual" into reality by printing out your cards
and pinning them on the wall behind your computer. Use Corkboard as your
idea library and source for n ew cards.
0

I •

•

1

~t1l
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Inspiration
Take away the square index cards
of Corkboard, replace them with
,.
any shapes you like, add connect·····:
ing lines, and ta-da-flow charts~ I
started with a cloud-shaped box,
typed in my main idea, and then
with successive clicks (or keystrokes), I soon had a screen full of
clouds, each labeled with related
thoughts. (Use [o:Je]-click or press
[Enter! to instantly create a new idea
in its own cloud.) As with Cork- Inspiration lets you brainstorm In diagram style. Once you've
finished, you can convert the diagram into an outline.
board, Inspiration ($300, Inspiration Software) lets you switch to a text-based outline of your diagram. "With
Inspiration, however, both diagrams and outlines easily become slick visual
presentations. Use the handy templates for memos, letters, and five types of
charts, and if you are a busy planner needing word processing, simple page layouts, chart drawing, and a right-brained planning tool, you may find you only
need Inspiration.
1

tt.;'

Ideafisher
Combining thousands of idea-provoking questions and nearly SL'< megs of
words and phrases, IdeaFisher ($200, Fisher Idea Systems) is like having
Commander Data as your brainstorming partner (OK~ OK! So Data has a bigger brain!). The questions (the QuestionBank) help you clarify the issue at
hand. T he words and phrases (the IdeaBank) stimulate yom imagination and
help you make associations among ideas.
Suppose you're designing a promotional campaign, writing a story, inventing a
new product, or trying to solve a problem. Open up the appropriate
QuestionBank and let IdeaFisher grill you for ideas. The questions are not
numbered, so you don't feel the pressure of having to answer every one, but I
still wrinkle my nose at the sight of anything resembling a test. I prefer to turn
directly to the IdeaBank and browse. T he interface, basically multiple windows
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with lists of categories and words, is intimidating at first. Here's a suggestion:
The program starts up with a window called Idea Notepad. This is where you
store all the interesting words and phrases you find. Open Idea Words and
Phrases on the IdeaBank menu. C lick OK in the first window that opens. (This
is the Alphabetical Index. For now, as long as you're on the right word, just
click OK whenever it p,ops up .) F rom this point on, highlight any entry that
looks releva nt, then press lo3€](IJ or the !Enter ) key (n ot the !Return) key). This wi ll
put the en try on your Idea Notepad. Double-clicking will take you to an other
window fiU ed with relal'ted words, phrases, or cate.........,..."'"""''
gories. As you collect and coll ect, continualJy think <~~~~=:::~o~!f'... ==<•

HOT TIP

weather/cllmate/ntm<npho:eJsky/clouds

about how th ese ideas relate to your goal. Solutions
will pop into your head. T llis is the touchy-feely world
of the intellect.
The concept behind IdeaFish er is simple and yet subtly astow1ding. If, h owever, you've collected pages of
ideas and still haven't had your creative breakthrough,
follow the manual's suggestion: "Sometimes tl1e perfect solution will occu r after you have stopped working with tl1e program. T he process of concentration,
coupled witl1 the variety of idea prompts, can stimulate the subconscious an d, later, a perfect solution
pops into mind." \iVhich is, after all, the "no-brajn"
approach.

'"'~~~"'"•r''"m•••'•'m•••"•r•l•k• '"""d' -:~
1
;.~;:...;,
""'"..""'
bird -

~~f~%t~~ ::~~~~ o! ~)
falr-weather fr iend
farmer ..

rauall ty
Father Frost !Russian)
Franklin. Ben Jam in
Cod.

~~~1~~)

hiberr.a.ang animal
Humboldt, Alexar.der von
lndra (Hindu god of rain & thu."lder)
l nult~imo)

4Ck Frost
onah and the w~m !o
Luke Skywalker
meteorologist
migratory animal
migratory bird
Mother Nature

ldeafisher poses a ser ies of questions to get the j uices flowing. After
answering as many or as few as you
like, use the lists of categories and
words to help you brainst orm ideas.

Creative Whack Pack
Reminiscent of th e ancien t C hinese Book of Changes (see "Synchronicity"
below), the 64 "suggestion cards" of Creative Whack Pack ($30, Interactive
Creativity Software) Jead you to reconsider a problem o r issue from a n ew, inspired point of view. Type in your issue and then click to receive yo ur cards. All
o f tl1e cards o ffer solid inspirational suggestions, alo ng with a picture and a
short, well-chosen story. Wttl1 quotes from sages like L eonardo cia Vinci and
Lao-Tzu, tl1e cards push you to look at your issue in a new light, consider a new
technique, offer advice on decision making, or "whack" you with a suggestion
for a helpful activity. Simplicity, humor, and wisdom come together to make the
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oD

Creatluc Whack Pnck

See the Obvious

::or

Creotlue Wha ck Pock

See the Obvious
" Only the mos t foolish of mice
would hide In a eat 's ear," says
dcslantt Salll Love, "but only Uoe
wisest of cats would Utlnk Ill look
tht:rc." Don' t miss Uoe obvious.
W hnt are you ""erlook.inu?
W hnt's Uoe mos t obvious thine
you can do'l W ha t resources and
solutions are richt In front of
yo u?

Jiil

Crcntlue Whack Pock

See the ObviotL~
What's U1e most obvious resourtt
you've overlooked In " flgW'inc out
where to gu on vacation?"

Going Ill Uoe library Ill doeck out
travel books; ask.inu friends;
reading; look.fnu at tloe atlas

RECflVE 2HO
OAACL! CARD

First, Creative Whack Pack
shows you one of the cards
with the caption.

After a few seconds, the card
is flipped over and the story is
revealed.

A few seconds later, Creative
Whack Pack relates the story to
the problem you're trying to
solve (in this case "figuring out
where to go on vacation ").

Creative VVhack Pack a rewarding brainstorming tool. Bring the VVhack Pack
to a planning meeting and you'll likely get a raise. Ask a frivolous question with
a group of friends and suddenly you have a party game.
The documentation is thorough in explaining the philosophy behind the program, but it's slim in technical advice. That's OK, though, because the only
thing you really need to know is how to load the program onto your hard disk.

Synchronicity
Swiss psychiatrist Carl Jung invented the term "synchronicity" to help explain
his concept of a collective unconscious that connects all events in the world.
Visionary Software uses the term as a title for a computer version of what many
consider the oldest book in tl1e world, the Chinese I Cbing, or Book ofCbanges.
The I Cbing is an oracle that gives advice based on an ancient technique astoundingly compatible with modern theories in physics and mathematics.
Pose a question to Synchronicity ($ 50, Visionary Software) about an issue that
concerns you. Tapping on tl1e keyboard replicates the ancient process of dividing yarrow sticks or throwing coins. Based on a mathematical/philosophical
construct too complex to describe here, the answer you receive presents relevant advice from Chinese philosophy. Five thousand years of Chinese leaders
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"brainstorming" with the I Cbing is an endorsement more convincing than anytiling I could write. Purists may resent the venerable book's transformation into
lugh-tech, but tl1e divination tech1uque is sound, and the translation of the ancient text is surprisingly well written for modern times.

OCR Software

(CS)

Optical character recognition (OCR) software lets you scan a printed document
or fax and translate it into a file tl1at you can modify witl1 your word processor.
In tl1eory, you simply take a page from a magazine (for example), scan it to get
an image file, and let the OCR software interpret it into text. OCR saves you
from typing in the text manually and offers a compact solution to storing fax
images or piles of paper copies.
Your results, however, will depend heavily on the quality of the original image.
Most OCR programs recogruze letters by a scheme called feattwe analysis, looking for loops and stems and otl1er topological features of characters (the idea is
to be able to read many different fonts with a single technique). In a blurry document in which letters run together, the techruque is usually baffled; in very
light documents, breaks in letters also defeat the recogrution process.
OCR works best on copy printed at 600 dpi or above, is still usable for 300 dpi,
but pretty much falls apart at 200 dpi . Altl1ough some programs provide
smoothing and contrast utilities, if you have to spend half an hour tweaking a
scanned image-faxes are notoriously borderline cases-you often are better
off setting your fingers to tl1e keyboard right from the start. Here's the gruesome truth: Accuracy of 96 percent sounds pretty good, but it means a mistake
in just about every text line. You can spend lots of time editing (even with a
spelling checker) a file that was read 98 percent correctly.
One of the bright lights on tl1e OCR horizon is the use of grayscale infonnation, wruch, when processing letters, appears to be the best way around tlle
"breaks and blurs" problem mentioned above. Other techruques, wruch were
basically well known a few years ago but were too computation-intensive to be
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practical on a humble Mac II, have started to appear in mainstream OCR products. In fact, OCR is an area in which real progress has been made in the last 18
months-even if you can get along indefinitely with Excel 4 instead of 5, you
won't be happy with older OCR software, even as a gift.
OCR programs fall into two categories: fairly expensive professional software,
worth having if you're facing a big job (hundreds of pages), and software that's
worse than useless. Here, we're only going to discuss products that are worth
investigating.

OmniPage Professional

~
~
GOOD

FEATURE

Caere Software's OmniPage Professional was the first choice for OCR even in
earlier versions. With the latest release (5.0), Caere has addressed three key
problems. First, the program can now use grayscale information from a scan to
improve accuracy on less-than-perfect documents (it supports every scanner
you're likely to encounter). Second, it can improve the quality of received or
scanned faxes by guessing at missing fax codes (a fax transmission is actually a
series of on/off codes of different lengths, and it's possible to "reconstruct" degraded faxes somewhat by experimenting with the most likely codes). Finally,
the new product includes phrase-level language ana lysis and statistical analysis
of three-letter groups to push reading levels past 99 percent. This version of
OmniPage actually does work the way people have been led to eA..'Pect OCR
software to work.
OmniPage Professional ($700) tends to give better results than its companion
product from Caere, OmniPage Direct ($300); OmniPage Direct has, as you
would expect, a smaller feature set, but it also has a somewhat detuned statistical processing agent.

If you have large collections of documents generated in the same font,
OmniPage Professional's training feature can make significant accuracy improvements. On three standard JVIac fonts (Geneva, Times, and Chicago) at
600 dpi, trained accuracy is essentially 100 percent. Ambitious users can, with a
bit of programming, manage automatic operation of OmniPage Professional
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from within word processing or other applications with OmniPage Pro's Apple
events hooks.

TypeReader
TypeReader ($700) from ExperVision has a snappy, no-nonsense interface and
the best documentation of any OCR product, ·with tips for optimizing the output of each type of popular scanner. In tests, it runs a very close second to
OmniPage Professional, in fact edging it out on typed documents and goodquality faxes.

TypeReader lacks the ability to rotate scans, which means you can't work with
text documents printed in landscape mod e unless you use an image editor like
Adobe's Photoshop to rotate the scan file first. If you have lots of scanned documents, you won't want to do this.

WordScan and WordScan Plus
These generally competent programs ($300 for WordScan, $600 for WordScan
Plus) from Calera Recognition Systems offer many interface convenience features, and their overall accuracy on key documents rates just behind the Caere
products. They're quite good at certain dot-matrix scans, so they're worth a look
if you're trying to scan and read older computer-generated documents.
WordScan Plus has additional nice touches, such as a pop-up verifier window
that flags likely errors in an easy-to-see, moving text box, and movable "job separators" that delimit document sections and save them to separate files.

TextPert
TextPert ($700) from CTA has a special set of strengths. The program supports an awesome array of foreign alphabets, and it has special facilities for dealing with tables and spreadsheets, so you may find it a first pick for some
financial applications. For plain old text documents, it isn't as accurate as
Caere's OmniPage Direct, though, and it costs more.

GOOD
FEATURE

BAD
FEATURE
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General Word Processing Tips
Two basic word processing rules (SNAN). No matter what program you're
using, here are a couple of basic rules to follow:
HOT T I P

• Only hit the !Return ) key at the end of paragraphs, not at the end of each line.
• Don't use spaces to align words horizontally; they won't line u p straight on
paper, even if they look straight on th e screen. Instead, use tabs to create
columns, the Center command (or whatever it's called in the program you're
usin g) to center text, and margin or indent settings to move text in from the
marg1ns.

Apply the most-used style first (EC). If you've got to format a big, or even
medium-size, document from scratch, first apply the style that you use most to
the entire document. Then you can concentrate on formatting just the headings. In Word, after you apply the first style, you can use the Repeat command
(lo:l€1[]) to format the rest.
Keeping only some of the local formatting (EC). Im agine that someone (not
you, of course) has littered your text with unwanted boldface. Ifyou elimina te all
the local formatting, you'll lose the italics that you want to keep. But there's a
clever little trick that will let you keep some of tl1e locaJ formatting and rid yourself of the parts you don't want: C hange tl1e style's defini tion so that it includes
the local formatting you don't 'want. T hen change it back. Your unwanted local
formatting will have disappeared, and what you want will stay put.
Em dashes, en dashes, and hyphens (AN). Em dash is the technical name for
what people normally just call a dash- there's one right there. (It gets its name
from tl1e fact that it's more or less the same widtl1 as a capital M .)
An en dash is half the lengtl1 of an em dash and is used to indicate ranges of
numbers (1926- 66) or as a minus sign. (It gets its name from the fact that it's
more or less the same width as a lowercase n.)
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Hyphens are shorter than either. Here's a comparison of the three:
em dash
en dash

HOT TIP

-

hyphen
On the Mac, you get an em dash with [Optionl(Shitt][::J, and you get an en dash by
holding down [Option][::J.
The option space (Ai'J). T he option space character (generated by holding
down the [Option] key while pressing [Spacebar!) has two unique features. The first is
that it's always a hard (or nonbreaking) space-which means that if it falls at the
end of a line, it won't break; instead, it will drag the word before it down to the
next line, along with the word after it. This is useful when you want to keep
phrases like~ II and]. B. S. Haldane all on the same line, bu t it can make
for a very uneven right margin (or, if your text is justified, for lines with very
loose spacing).
The second feature is that, in some fonts, the option space is wider than a regular space (but narrower than two).
Smart quotes (SA). If your word processing program doesn't automatically
give you left- and right-leaning ( " and " ) quotation marks (also called cudy
quotes or snzart quotes), and if you're not using a separate smart-quotes utility,
you can use your word processor's find-and-replace fimction to substitute curly
quotes for all your straight quotes ( ' and " ).
To do that, you have to assume that eve1y open (or leading) quotation mark will
be preceded by a space-whi ch is almost always the case. (Close, or trailing,
quotation marks aren't necessarily followed by a space, since the next character
may be a punctuation mark-or, in programs like Word, a paragraph marker.)
Given that assumption, you just replace every instance of the straight quotation
mark that's preceded by a space with an open quotation mark ([optionJCO). Then
replace every remaining instance of th e straight quotation mark with a close
quote ([Option J( Shift ](D).
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Dumb quotes (C. J. Weigand). Using smart-quotes utilities can be a1moying, because backspacing over or selecting a quote or aposn·ophe and th en retyping it
can leave it facing the wrong direction. I prefer the "dumb quote" approach.

Using QuicKeys (from CE Software, described in Chapter 13), I reassign the
cu rly apostrophe (')to the straight apostrophe key and the curly quotes("") to
the left and right braces keys ({ and }, i.e., IShi!tiOJ and lshif1 j[D). That way I'm always sure of typing the correct sym bol. HI ever need to type a strrught apostrophe or braces, all I have to do is temporarily turn QuicKeys off (which you do
by hitting lo:ll:l~).

[C.J. conve'rted me to this approach, but I did him, one better-] assigned the curly
quotes to the unshifted OJ and CD keys to make them even easier to get to. I found relearning the new key positions virtually effortless, even though I'd been touch-typing on
the old key positions for almost 30 year'S.
vVhile I was at it, I made IShirtiO and IShirt!Oprint out as, and. instead ofas< and>.
I1noved < and > to the CD key and moved [and J to where the braces (and) nonnally
are dshittiOJ and IShift!OJ). I even thought of getting 1·id of the letter Z, since I hardly
eve1· use it. But then I thought, zees may be fooleesh. So I relented and decided to let Z
stny.-Al\ry
Low-rent glossary substitutes (DC/AN). Many word processors don't have
glossaries (often-used words, phrases, paragraphs, or even graphics that you can
recall with a keystroke and paste into your document). But there's an easy and
obvious way around that:

Just use two or three unique characters as abbreviations for the longer text. For
example, you might type tmb every time you want the phrase The Macintosh
Bible to appear. T hen, when you've finished entering your text, just before you
check the spelling in the document, you do a global search for tmb and replace
it with The Macintosh Bible everywhere it appears in the document. Some people
find this technique of using abbreviations more convenient than permanently
setting up glossaries.
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{But renumber to check the Whole Word option wben doing tbis kind ofglobal cbange.
I forgot to wben changing all tbe RWJ afteT entries in ChapteT 17 to the full name,
Rich Wolfson, and wound up ·with dozens of LaseRich vVolfson riter J, several
oth eRich Wolfsonise ~-and one straightfoRich W olfson ard. -SA]
Text markers (DC). Some word processors have a specific fm1ction that lets
you mark places in a document so you can return to them later. But it's easy
enough to do that in any program simply by inserting unique characters (Li ke
##1 , ##2 and so on, or any other combination of characters that wouldn't appear in normal text). Then you just use the Find command to move to these
points in your document quickly.
Removing returns from imported documents (DC/PH). Som etimes when
you transfer a document created on an other computer into your word processor, you'll find carriage returns at the end of each line. (You may need to select a
special command to show the carriage-return symbols.) Since most word
processors use carriage returns only to mark the ends of paragraphs, you'll need
to remove all the ones that fall elsewhere. H ere's h ow to do that:

Select the entire document. Now choose Replace from the E dit menu and
change each occurren ce of two carriage returns (in Word type /\pAp) to some
unique characters th at don't appear anywh ere in the document, such as ##.
Click the Replace All button.
Next, choose Replace again and change each occurrence of a single carriage return to a single space. Click the Replace All button. Now choose Replace for a
third time and change each occurrence of ## (or whatever you 're using) to a
single carriage return. Again, click on the Replace All button. All the carriage
returns in your document sh ould now be at the ends of paragraphs.
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All of these tips work in Word version 6. Some may also work in earlier versions.

General Word Tips
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Making sense of Word's new tabs (EC).
vVord has implemented a new sort of dialog
box in Word 6 called a tab. Actually, the tabs
are what you click on to get an index card- like
dialog box to appear, but Microsoft merri ly
uses the word tab to refer to both the index
card and the tab that you click on to make it
appear.

This is what

Word calls a tab.

This is the tab's tab.
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To get to the options cards (which is what
we'll call them), you generally have to select
Word's General tab Is roughly equivalen t to
Options from the Tools menu a11d then click anyone else's General Preferences dialog box.
the name of the options that you want to
modify (what you click on is a tab). In the tips, tha t process will be summarized
by something like "select This Option in the General options card," instead of
"select This Option in the General tab, which you got by selecting Options in
the Tools menu and clicking on the General tab."
Creating a new document (EC). You wouldn't think that you'd need a tip to
create a new document, but that's what you get with a 17MB word processor. If
you select New from the File menu, you'll get a dialog box that lets you pick
what template you want to base your new docwnent on. If you click New (or
press l o~J[EJ) on the standard toolbar, Word will just quietly open a new document and not ask so many questions about it.
Using shortcut menus (EC). One of Word's cool new features is the shortcut
menu. You hold down !o~JI Option J and click, and depending on what you've got
selected, you get a special menu with the options you need.
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Documentation for the blind (EC) If you need non printed documentation,
you can find Microsoft software documentation on audiocassettes and floppy
disks from Recording for the Blind (800/22 1-4 792).
The footnote window (SA/PH). To review or edit text in the footnote window,
press [Shirt! wlule you drag the split bar, or press (o ~JioptionllshiftJ[ID. To close the
footnote window, drag the split bar to the top or bottom of the window, or press
lo ~JIOption J@.

You don't have to close the footnote window after typing text
into it. You can just click in the
main part of the window to continue working on your document,
or hit [o ~Jioption i(IJ or@] (zero) on
the keypad (to place the insertion
point immediately after the footnote reference mark in the main
document).
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When you create a footnote, Word opens a separate window
in which you type the information.

Annotations (EC). If you need to make comments about a document to a colleague (or to yourself), you might try to style your text in a special way or set it
in 48-point Times, but the easiest way is to create "annotations." Place the cursor where you want to place the note, and then select Annotatio n from the
Insert menu. You'll be able to enter your comments in the bottom pane of the
window (or in a separate window in Word 5). Your initials (if they appear in the
User Info options card) will appear next to your comments.
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Word's Annotation feature helps workgroup members communicate
with each other about specific parts of a document.

The real trick is this: W hen you
place the cursor m an mmotation, Word highlights but does
not select the text in the document, allowing you to comment
on the text without replacing it .
To really select the text , press
IOption nF11 ].
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Supercharging Replace (PH/1\TD/EC/DD). In vVord 5 and 6, you can search for
and replace text in specific fonts, type styles, and sizes. You can even search for
any text with a given font, type style, or size, or for a particular style from the
document's Style sheet. So, for example, you can search for alll l-point Optima
plain text and change it to 10-point Dom Casual italic.

There are still a few Limits. The
Find vVhat and Replace With
boxes have a limit of 255 characters, and the text in each box
must share the same font, type
style, and size.
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text to contain more than one
You can use Word's pop-up menus in the Find and Replace dialog
of these attributes (or more box
to search for line breaks or tabs or to paste in something
than 255 characters), type and you 've copied from the document itself.
format the text as you wish it to
appear, and then copy it. Then select Clipboard Contents from the Replace
With Special menu (or type "c, that is,~ and then @)).
You can also look for (or replace text with) special characters-like paragraph
returns, spaces, or tabs-by selecting them from the Special menu. You can also
select regular text or special characters or a combination of both, copy your selection, and paste it into the Find VVhat or Replace With boxes.
The Repeat command (SA/PH/EC). The Repeat command (~)repeats the
last command, your last edit, or the last thing you typed. For example, if you've
just applied a style to a paragraph, you can click in another paragraph and use
Repeat to apply the style there too.

If you want to use Repeat to apply a group of character or paragraph formats
(bold, outline, and italic, say, or justified, indented, and double-spaced), use the
Character and Paragraph dialog boxes rather than the keyboard or the Format
menu. T hat way the Repeat command will apply to all the formats in the dialog
box, instead of just the last one you applied.
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T he old keyboard combination for the Repeat command was ~ - From version 5 on, it was changed to laxi(Y] to accommodate the new Select All command. But you can select all by triple clicking in the selection bar, so if you
want, change the Repeat command back to lax)@, where it's much easier to get
at. [It really bugs me when they change keyboard combinations on me. Seerns like I fi-

nally commit one to memory when they decide to make it do something completely diffe1·ent.-EC]
Finding again (SA/PH). To fu1d another occurrence of the word, phrase, or format you last searched for, you don't have to open the Find or Change dialog
boxes again- just press la xlloption)@, or use the G key on the numeric keypad.
Combining this with the general Repeat command (lax![)) lets you search for
something, apply a format to it, and then search for the next occurrence, all
from the keyboard and without using dialog boxes. [Ifyou've changed Repeat back
to Ia x )[K), it~· easier still.-EC]
Searching for case (EC). If you are searching with the Match Case option
checked in the Find or Replace dialog boxes, you should be aware that you may
not find text that has been formatted with the All Caps or Small Caps options.
This is because these two options do not actually change the text (as does the
Change Case command); instead, they simply change the outward appearance
of the text.

Selecting and Navigating in Word
Moving stuff around (EC). vVord invented drag and drop, the ability to select a
word or paragraph and then (with the pointer facing to the left), simply move it
to a new location. No cutting, no pasting, and it leaves your Clipboard alon e. If
you want to drag and copy, hold down the Ia x) key while you drag.
T here's one special use for it: vVhen you're outlining, you can't drag (to promote or demote) more than one heading of the same level at the sam e
time ... that is, unless you use drag and drop.
Here's an added move trick: To move a paragraph up or down, select it and hit
IOption JI Shitt)(!J or loption][Shitt)(±).
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The selection bar (AN/EC). You can select rows of text quickly by putting your
pointer in the selection bar- a n arrow, invisible co lumn to the left of your text.
(You know you 're in it because the pointer changes from an 1-beam to a rightpointing arrow). W hen you see that arrow, you can click once to select the line
the pointer is next to, double-click to select a paragraph, and triple-click to select the entire document.
Toggling window sizes (SA). T h ere are four ways you can toggle between the
size and shape window you've created and on e that fi lls the whole screen:
• Click on the zoom box (at the right end of the title ba r).
• Double-click on tl1e title bar itself.
• D ouble-click on the size box in the lower-right corner.
• Press lo:~t:IOption ]OJ .

Window splitting (SA). Word
lets you view your docum ents
in three ways: outline view, nor mal view, and page layout view.
You can also view part of your
documen t in one view and part
in another, or two noncontigu-

Double-click here to toggle between
split windows and one window.
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ous parts of your document in
the same view. Just split your
You can divide a window in two to see two different pieces of one
windows by dragging tl1e black document. Eac/1 piece can be view ed in a different way.
box in the right scroll bar. Or
press lo:~t:]IOplion ]@ for the sam e effect. (The comm and works as a toggle, so you
can use it to put th e wi nd ow back t ogetl1er as well.) You can also double-click the
black box to split or reconstitute a window.
lut:•~cmKOCH

m~lDC~

Navigating backward (RS). !o:~~:]loption lffi moves you to the last position of the
insertion point; in \ iVord 5, the@) (zero) on the num eric keypad does tl1e same
tl1ing. Say you' re typing and see a mistake. You can go to tl1e mistake and correct it, then press the keypad@ or (d:H:]~ to jump right back to where you
were. (\iVord remembers your last four positions, so you can use tl1ese keypad
commands for complicated sets of jumps around your document.)

I
I

Ill
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Basic selection commands (SA/ND/EC) Word offers severa se ection shortcuts, as shown in the table below.
HOT TIP

And, of course, as with
virn1ally all Mac programs-you can select
any amount of text either by dragging across
it or by clicking at one
point and then IShitt)clicki.ng at another.

To select

Do this

Aword
Asentence
Aline
Aparagraph
The entire document

Double-click anywhere in it
~ -click anywhere in it
Click in the selection bar
Double-click in the selection bar
@]!)-click in the selection bar, press @liD@,
or triple-click in the selection bar

You can also select text by combining the !Shift ) key with the arrow keys.
Using loption l to select (SNPH/ND). Holdjng down the !Option] key as you drag
1992
1993•
1994
lets you select any rectangular area of the screen. •
T his is a great way to select individual co lumns, as Peas•
zoo
245•
276
shown at right.
Carrots+
125
150..
120
!Beano•

In earlier versions of Word, if you wanted to delete
an loption]-key selection, you had to cut it (lax](KJ) you couldn't use !Delete). (The Mac would just beep at
you if you tried.) In Word 6, you can use lax)(KJ or
!Delete).

300<

350..

700

You can select a column in Word,
even if it's not part of a table, by
holding down the ~ key and
dragging.

Note that if any part of a graphic is selected this way, the entire graphic is affected by the deletion or formatting.
Special deletes (SA). As you no doubt know, the !Delete] key erases the character
to th e left of the insertion point, and you can also qse it to delete whatever
amow1t of text you've selected. But vVord has other delete commands as well:

• laxlloption )(f] erases the character to the right of the insertion point (only in
Word 5). If you have an extended keyboard, the §] key does the same thing in
both Word 5 and 6.
• laxJI Delete ] deletes the previous word-or, if you're in the middle of a word,
everytl1illg from the insertion poi nt to the beginning of the word. (In Word 5
use lax)IOptionKDeletel).
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• lo xllopuonl@ deletes the next ·w ord-or, if you're in the middle of a word,
everytlung from the insertion point to the end of the word.
HOT T IP

Scanning a long document
(SA). When you switch to Outline
mode, only the first line of each
paragraph in your document is
displayed. This makes it very easy
to skim through a long document
when you're looking for something. (If you see whole paragraphs, click the Show First Line
Only button.) Unfornmately, only body text is abbreviated in this
way, not long headings.

12.WordProreuing. Onal edll r;; ,

"t'!!t

-·
•
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Click the Show First Line Only button in Outline view to show
only the first line of your body text.

Using Formatting and Styles in Word
Get Word to do your styles (EC). If you can't stand the thought of figuring
out what styles are but wish your documents looked just a little bit classier, try
selecting AutoFom1at from the Format menu. vVord will apply styles as it sees
fit and won't bother you much about it. You can review the changes if you're really interested and even change the style definitions if you want to, but if you
prefer not to know, nobody will be the wiser.
Telling character from paragraph styles (EC). Word combines both th e character and paragraph styles in a single
menu. How do you tell them apart? Paragraph styles are in
bold and character styles are not.
Use outlining to apply your styles (EC). Word's outlining is
probably one of its least well known features, but it does two
things extremely well. First, when you promote or demote
levels in outline view, Word automatically applies the corresponding heading styles to your text. Second, it uses that information if you later wish to create a table of contents. You

DtfMJit Pv•or•ph Font

Foo tnot• Rtftr •ne•
Foo t no te Tex t

Heed i n g 1
Heeding Z
tteedl ng 3
ll.1lles,8 pt s:

Nor mel

In Word 6's Style menu,
character styles are
shown in plain text
and paragraph styles
are shown in bold.
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can change the style definitions that Word uses (which are hideous), but just
don't touch the names: heading 1, heading 2, and so on.
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Applying styles from the keyboard (EC). You've always been able to apply
styles from the keyboard by pressing la3€)Shittlffi) and then typing the first few letters of the style in the status bar in the lower-left side of Word's window. Inversion 6, la3€l!Shitt)@ takes you directly to the Style menu, where you again must
type the first few letters of the style to apply it to the selected text. Word 6 also
lets you use tl1e arrow keys to go through the styles once you are in the Style
menu.
Speedy bullets (EC). Are you still typing your bullets (or dashes) by hand?
vVell, you're done. From version 5 on, \Nord lets you select your text, and then
click the Bullets button on the Formatting toolbar. In version 6, if you prefer
numbers, click the Numbering button. You won't be able to select the bullets
(or numbers) once they're formatted, so to get rid of them, click the con·espo nding button a second time.
Picking the best style names (EC). Just when you think life kind of makes
sense, vVord comes at you with a really goofy feature, like style names that can
be up to 2 53 cha racters long. You could use this whole paragraph as a style nam e,
although you'd spend more time typing its name than you did thu1king it up!

This is one of those times you growl and then ign ore Word's intriguing interface: Give your styles short descriptive names. Then, preface the name with a
unique 2-letter abbreviation and a space; an example might be "bt Body text."
Now to apply the style, you just have to type 2 letters instead of 9 (or 253) .
.Make sure you make the abbreviation lowercase; style names are case sensitive,
and you don't want to waste your time fussing with the !Shift) key.
Printing your style definitions (EC). If you want to make sure that you have
defined your styles correctly, say, according to your designer's specifications,
you can print a list of the styles by selecting Print in the File menu and selecting Styles in the Print pop-up menu in the lower-left corner of tl1e dia log box.
(L1 Word 5 and earlier, open the Style dialog box and select Print from the File
menu.)
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Displaying your style names (EC).
If you would like to see the style
names to the left of your document as
you fonnat it, enter a number larger
than 0 in the Style Area Width box in
the View Options card. To hid e the
style names, change this value to 0.
Creating default styles (SNPH/
SM/EC). There are default styles that
v\lord always uses, like the Normal
style and those used for automatic
page numbers and index entries. You
can change their definiti ons and add
new defaults of your own.
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Enter a number larger than 0 In the Style Area Width box in
the View Options card to view the name of the style next to
each paragraph.

Why should you want to add your own defaults? Because nondefault style sheets
are stored with the docum ent in which th ey were created. So ifyou create a style
for one document and fo rget to define it as a default, you'll have to import it into
each document you want to use it in.
To make a style a default, just click the Add To Template box in the New Style
dialog box and then cljck OK

Changing default styles (SAIPH/SM/EC). ModifYing default styles is easy. Just
select All Styles (it's a button in Word 5's Style dialog box and an option in the
List pop-up menu in the lower-left corner of Word 6's) and then double-click
the style you want to chan ge. (In Word 5 and earlier, the names of the default
Styles have a bullet in front of them.)
Prin1e candidates for changes are:
• the Normal Style (the default for a new document)
• page number (used for the automatic page number)
• line number (used when you want the lines of your document numbered)
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Page number and line number are based on the Norma l Style, so if you change
Normal to 10-point Times, the page numbers and line numbers wi ll also be in
that font and size.
Remember to dick the Add to Template box in the Modify or New Style dialog
box so that you will be able to use the new default styles with the new documents you create.
Retroactive default styles (SA/EC). vVhen you change the definitio n of a default style, pa ragraphs defined as that style automatically reflect the changesbut only in the current document and future ones. A preexisting document
using that style normally will not show the changes-unless you either open the
documen t, Select All, and paste it into a new, empty window or import the new
style sheet into it (see the next entry for how to do that).

To make sure that the documents based on a common template maintain consistent styles, select Templates in the File menu and then click the Automatically Update Document Styles checkbox in the Templates and Add-Ins dialog
box that appears. vVhen yo u open a document, the template's styles will override any styles with the same n ame and any extra styles will be copied to the
new document. Any styles found in th e document that are not part of the template will be left unchanged.

.

Moving styles from one document to another (EC). Remember the Font!DA
Mover? vVell, Microsoft has crea ted a style mover for \ ;\ford 6 that works almost exactly tl1e same way (of
....__
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Word 's Style Organizer bears a striking resemblance to the Font/DA
Mover. just click on the style you wish to copy to the new document
and then click Copy.

If you want to copy just one
style from one open document
to anoth er, the fastest way is to
copy th e <jJ sym bol from the
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desired paragraph and paste it into the new document. The style will be automatically copied to the Style dialog box. However, if a style w"ith the same
nam e already exists in the new document, the original style wi ll remain
unchanged.

In ear.lier versions of \ Nord, copying styles from one document to another is
much less intuitive. You open the Styles dialog box and then select Open from
the File menu (which you wouJdn 't expect to be able to get to). T hen select the
file from which you want to copy the styles.
Next Style override (SA). This tip doesn't work in Word 6, but it's so good we
left it in. \Nhen you defin e a style to have a Next Style, pressing !Return) to start a
new paragraph switches to that next style. \Nhen you want to stay in the current
Style, you can override the Next Style opti on by pressing Ia XIReturn I instead.
Leading control (SNPH). To con trol leading (line spacing) in Word, go to the
Paragraph dialog box (the keyboard shortcut was lox)~ in Word 5, but Word 6
has no keyboard shortcut), select Exactly under Line Spacing, and tl1en type the
number of points of leading you wa nt into the Line box. You don't need to type
pt or anything after the number; Word knows you mean points if you don't
specify inches or anything else.

So, for example, if you want to print out text 11113 (11-point type on 13-point
leading), you first select the text, then go to the C haracter dialog box and type
11 in the Size box, tl1en go to tl1e Paragraph dialog box, choose Exactly, and
type 13 in the Line box.
Copying character formats (SNEC). You can copy existing combu1ations of
character formats (font, size, and styles) and apply them to
existing text or at the insertion point, so they affect whatever you type next.

vVith Word 6, select the original text and then click the
Format Painter button. \ Nhen the cursor changes into tl1e
Format Painter icon witl1 an I-beam, click on the text
where you want to copy the formatting.

Use Words Format Painter but·
ton to "grab" the format of one
piece of text and apply that for·
mat to another piece of text.
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If you double-click the Format P ainter button, you'll be able to apply the
formatting to as many other paragraphs as you wish. Press [Esc) when you 're
finished.
vVith earlier versions ofWord, try this:
1 Select some text formatted the way you want and press [a!)€JI Oplion )~ . The
words Format To appear in the status box (in the lower-left corner of the
window).

2 Select the text you want th e formats appli ed to. (This second selection is
underlined rather than highlighted.)
3 Press [Return) or !Enter).
4 Continue typing if you wish.
Soft and hard hyphens (SA/EC). vVord gives you a choice of three different
kinds of hyphens. Regular hyphens are what you get when you hit the G key;
they're always displayed, and the words they connect split when the hyph en
falls at the end of a line.
A soft hyphen (also called a discretionary hyphen) is printed only when it fall s at
the end of a line (and the letters it connects are split). If the so ft hyphen doesn't
divide a word, you'll oaly be able to see it on screen if you have chosen the
Show~ option (in the toolbar or from the View menu in Word 5), in which case
it will appear as a hyphen with a tiny dot underneath it. To enter a soft hyphen,
type [a!}€)8.
A hard hyphen (also ca lled a nonbrea king hyphen) is always displayed, but it
won't let the words it connects be split across two lines. To enter hard hyphens,
type [a!}€)1Shitt)[).
If the keyboard combinations given here do not work for you, someon e may
have changed them (including Microsoft!). To find out how to enter a soft or
hard hyphen, open Microsoft vVord Help from th e Help menu and search for
1-Iyphenation in the li st. If vVord were a normal program, you'd open the
C ustomize window and select the command, but since you 'll find them (or not
find them) in a very peculiar order in vVord 6, it's rather a waste of time.
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Embedding TrueType fonts (EC). If you want to send a document with
Tt·ueType fonts to a colleague but are not sure whether she has the fonts you
used, you can embed the fonts so that she can read and print the document correctly. Just check Embed TrueType Fonts in the Save options card.
Using the ruler (SA/PH). T here are two
triangular markers at tl1e left end of Word's
ruler. The bottom one controls the left
margin and the top one controls the indentation of the first )jne. If you drag the bottom marker (the margin), tl1e top one (the
indent) moves ·with it, but the top marker

Word 6's ruler looks a bit different but works essen·
tially the same as in earlier versions.

can move separately-tl1at's how you change the distance between the two.
(You can move the bottom marker separately as well, by holding down the !Shirt)
key while you drag it.)
If you want to set a margin or indent to the left of the zero mark on the ruler,
just slide the marker to the left; after an initial hesitation, the window scrolls so
you can get to the negative num bers. (To scroll to tl1e left of the zero mark
witl1out moving anything on the ruler, just hold th.e !Shift) key down while using
tl1e left scroll arrow at tl1e bottom of the window.)
The default unit on the mler is inches, but you can change it with the General
window of the Preferences command (on tl1e Edit menu). To change the default tab stops, use the Document command and type the new distance you
want in the Default Tab Stops box.
Tab tricks (SA). When you have a series of tabs on the ruler, moving one tab
doesn't affect the others-wu ess you hold down !Shift), in which case all the tabs
to tl1e right of the one you're dragging move together. T his is very useful when
you have tabbed columns set up and want to shi ft them all, but unfortunately it
only works in \Nord 5.

For Word 6 users, hold down th e !Option) key while you drag a tab to see its precise distance from the left and right margins.
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Using Graphics in Word
Saving space (EC). A Word document in which you p ace many Illustrations
may balloon in size. To keep it svelte, you can just link the graphic to the original dbcument by clicking the Link To File box and clearing the Save Picture
In Document
box when
r
Sel11t I a Pit lure to lnurt:
1
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You con cut down on file sizes by saving links to graphics,
rather thon the graphics themselves, with a document.

Quicker scrolling (EC). If you find that you could go out for coffee between
clicks as you scroll through a document, you may want to temporarily replace
your i~ lustrations with placeholders (click Picnrre Placeholders under Show in
the View options card). You'll be able to scroll much more quickly, and the illustrations will print as usual.
Quick printing (EC). If your graphics take their sweet time coming out of the
printer and you just need to proof the text, check the Draft O utput box in the
Print options card. Your document wiU print a lot faster- but without graphics.
Resizing graphics (EC). In typica l Microsoft style, Word uses some standard
and some nonstandard (and contradictory) commands for resizing graphics. See
the table below.
Action

With the drawing
tools hidden

With the drawing
tools showing

Drag side, top, or bot tom handle

To resize in that di rection

To resize in that direction

Drag corner handle

To resize proportionately

To resize in that direction

Shift and drag a corner

To crop

To resize proportionately

Press ~

No effect

To resize from center
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Restoring a graphic (EC). If you make changes to a graphic:S size (in Page
view), you can restore the original size by selecting Picture in the F ormat menu
and then clicking the Reset button.
Typical drawing shortcuts (EC). vVord
uses many of th e same drawing shortcuts
used throughout most Mac graphics programs. See the table at right for a quick
refresher.

Do this

To

Hold down [§MD
w hile drawing

Constrain to perfect
squares and circles

Double-click

Complete free-form objects

Press ~

Cancel drawing or
complete free-form objects

(Backspace ( Or (Dolelo(

Delete last line segment

Choosing your graphics editor (EC). If
or selected object
Draw from the center
you need to edit a graphic, just double- Press @W
Double-click
Lock on that tool for
click it. '.Vord automatically assumes that on a tool
more than one action
you want to use its drawing tools to make Press ~
Copy selection to
n ew location
the changes and wi ll open a new window w hile drag ging
for you. If it's an object-oriented graphic,
Word will let you make changes, and if it's a bit map, you'll be able to add to the
graphic or change its size.

But that's not the tip. If you want to use another program to edit your graphics,
you can set that program as the default (with the Picture Edi tor menu in the
Edit options card). Then when you double-click a graphic, Word will launch
that program automatically (as long as you have enough memory).
Reshaping free-form shapes (EC) . If you create a free-form shape and then
click on it, you select the whole shape, as if it were grouped. To move the individua l anchor points, whi ch vVord in its infinite desire to re-crea te terminology
calls ve1"tices, click the Reshape button in th e Drawing toolbar. Then drag those
babies where you want them to go.

To add a new vertex, hold down [a:~~:] while you click on the line where you want
it to go. To get rid of an existing vertex, hold down [a:~~:] while you click on it.
Rotating text (E C). Even though Word has a Rotate command, it won't let
you rotate text. If you have a text box selected when you click Rotate, the box
rotates and leaves the text behind. Seems pretty bogus to me. To get around
that, create the text in an external graphics program, input it, and then rotate
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away. Alternatively, you can copy the text as a picture, using laX) Shift@), and then
paste it in and rotate it.
HOT TIP

The invisible grid (EC). You can u se Word's invisible grid to help align objects
in the drawing area. But if you hate grids like I do, you'll be happy to hear that
you can turn it off by clicking the Snap To Grid button in the Drawing toolbar
and then clearing the Snap To Grid checkbox in the dialog box that appears. To
get rid of the grid temporarily (or to bring it back if you've banished it), hold
down lax] whil e you drag. (Hallelujah, Word follows the standard; this is the
same way that grids are activated and deactivated in the Finder and in
FileMaker.)
Labeling pictures the easy
way (EC). If you want to create labels, or cnllouts, to describe the different parts of
an illustration, don't use regular text and laboriously
draw lines back and forth.
Instead , click the Callout
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where you want the indica- k •
tor line to start, and then
Word's Callout button makes it easy to link text with a specific
drag to where you want to area of an illustration.
write the text. A box will appear in whi ch you can enter and format the text.
~

~

Creating a watermark (EC). If you want a graphic to appear in the background of your page (say, the word draft, for a lawyer's brief), you' ll need to
click the Send Behind Text button. If you want to place an imported graphic or
text behind the text in your document, you' ll have to place it in a text box in the
drawing area and then click the Send Behind Text option.

If you want th e watermark to appear on every page, place it in a header or
foote r. Position it where you want; it doesn't necessarily have to go at the top or
bottom of the page.
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Keeping captions with graphics (EC). T he best way to keep a caption with a
graphic is to select them both and frame them together by selecting Frame
from the Insert menu.

If you want to add a caption to an existing graphic that is already framed, position the cursor inside the graphic and press [Enter] (or select Caption from the
Insert menu). Then type.
You can also set up dynamic cross-references to these captions, which will, for
example, keep track of what page Table 1 is on.
Stylish frames (EC). If you use frames a lot, create a style defined as a frame.
Then select your text and format it with the appropriate style and you're all
done.
Resizing a frame (EC). You can change a frame's size in the Frame dialog box,
but it's much easier to switch to Page Layout view and then drag the frame's
boundaries that show up in the mlers.

Working With Columns and Tables in Word
Combining different numbers of columns (EC). If you want only part of
your document to be laid out in two columns, you'll have to divide it into sections (select Break from the Insert menu). Then place the cursor in the section
that you want to format in two columns, and press the Columns button. Each
section must have the same number and same size coltunns throughout, but you
can create as many sections as you need.
Creating a banner headline (EC). You could use the technique described in
the previous tip to create a banner headline-one that is centered and goes
from margin to margin-by typing the headline text at the top of the left column, pressing [Enter], selecting the headline, clicking the Columns button, and
dragging to select a single column. Center and format the headline as desired.
Creating uneven columns (EC). When you drag the column markers on the
ruler, you don't just change one column, you change them all. How do you create two columns that have different widths? You have to open the Columns dialog box and check Left or Right for the automatic settings, or click Two or
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T hree Columns and then w1check E qual Column ' iVidth below. Finish off by
entering the widths you want for your columns. Now when you drag the column markers in the ruler, you'll only affect that one column.

Adding lines between columns (EC). OK, this isn't really a tri ck, but since
you might spend a while using the Borders comman d or some such thing to
place lines between yo ur columns, I'll give you this hint: Use the Line Between
option in the Columns dialog box.
Creating column breaks (EC). If you wa nt text to appear at the top of the column, use a column break: Place the cursor before the text and press

Ia:lllJ[Shift J[ EnterJ.
Adjust for double indenting (EC). If your columns seem narrower (or ,...,ider)
than they should be, check that your columns don't have extra formatting such
as indents.
Using tabs inside tables (EC). Since the !TabI key will take you to the next cell
in a table, how do you enter a tab in a table? Well, if you're doing it a lot, you
probably need another colum n. But for just on ce in a while, try IOptionJ[TabJ.
Selecting and editing tables (PH/EC). Word 6 finally has a decent way to select parts of tables. 'Ib select one cell, place the cursor just inside its left border
and click. To select a row, place the cursor just outside its left border and click.
Selecting columns hasn 't changed; place the cursor just above the column unti l
it turns into a downward-pointing arrow. You can drag and drop colwru1s and
rows and use lo:lllJto copy as you drag, but don't try to copy or paste the normal
way-it doesn 't work.
Although W ord makes adding rows to the end of tables easy Gust put the insertion point in the last cell and press 1!~1), inserti ng rows in the midd le or removing rows and colwn ns is a pain-you have to u se the 'Thble Layout command
from the Format menu an d then make the appropriate choices.

If you edit tables much, you' ll be happy to see that Word 6 has a new button for
inserting cells, rows, and colum ns (depending on what you've got selected).
W hat do you select to add a column on the end o f your table? All of the end -ofrow marks.
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Since \iVord still makes you go tlu·ough a dialog box to delete cells, rows, or
colunms, you might want to add keyboard shortcuts if you do a lot of table
editing.
Word does let you select a whole row (click the little box to the left of it) and
then move it to a new location witl1 drag and drop . (Don't cut and paste, it
won't work like you expect.) If you hold clown la31:] (not !Option], which would be
too similar to standard Mac interface design for tl1e folks at lv1icrosoft), you'll
place a copy of the selected row or column.

Using the Word Dictionary
Checking words in the d ictionary (EC). Word lets you look up words that
you don't know how to spell by letting you use an asterisk in place of tl1e letters
you're not sure of. For example, if you want to look up Teceive, but can't remember that i comes before e, and all that, then enter Tec*ve in the Spelling dialog
box. All the words that begin with nc and end with ve will appear, and you'll be
able to pick 1'eceive from among them.
Excluding words from the dictionary (EC). There are several words with
two correct spellings, like col01· and colou1; gray and grey, and many more. If you
want Word to flag any of these words, you have to enter them in the Exclude
dictionary, which is a kind of anti-dictionary: Word will question any word it
contains, even if it is part of another dictionary.

Working With AutoText and Auto Correct in Word
Ghostwriting with Word (EC). Make sure you don't define AutoCorrect entries with rea l words; since Word automatically replaces tl1e word with tl1e
AutoCorrect definition, you'll never be able to use that word again in your text!
For example, to have Word enter Tbe N!acintosh Bible, 5th edition, I created an
AutoCorrect definition called tmb. Every time I type tmb, vVord changes it into
The Macintosh Bible, 5th edition. HI used tl1e word Bible as the name, I would n't
be able to type Mnc Bible witl1out \¥ord changing it into Mnc The Macintosh
Bible, 5th edition.
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And don't limit your Auto Correct definitions to text. You can have Word introduce graphics, tables, or whole paragraphs as you type (see the next tip). If you
don't want Word to insert things automatically, use AutoText instead.
AutoCorrect graphics and formatted text (EC). To include graphics or formatted text in your AutoCon-ect definitions, select the item before opening the
AutoCorrect dialog box, and it will automatically appear in the With box.
Check Plain Text or FonnatteJ Text as desired and enter the name, or trigger,
that you wish to use to have Word type out the selection. Remember not to use
real words as triggers; you won't ever be able to type them without Word replacing them with th eir AutoCorrect definition.
Unusual AutoText entries (SNPH ). The AutoText feature (formally the
Glossary) can store anything that you can select in the document. Here are
some entries that may not have occurred to you but that can be quite useful:

• Graphics. You could, for exa mple, automatically insert a logo or letterhead.
• Section breaks. All the section definitions (number of columns, page-number position, and so on) are stored in the section-break symbol (a double line
that runs across the page). Keeping th em in the collection of AutoText entries lets you apply section-formatting options quickly.
• Character format combinations. To do this, select a sin gle character with a
variety of formats-14-point Times bold ita lic, for example-and store it in
the AutoText box. vVhen you retrieve it, hit @EillJ8 to select it and then type
whatever you want-the new typing will have the retrieved form at. (If yo u
have Word 6, it's probably easier to use a character style.)
• Paragraph formats. First press [o 3€IQJ (or choose Show 'II from the View
menu [tbis is tbe o11e tbat used to be IC3€l[YJ-EC]). Then select a paragraph
marker (ell) and open the G lossary window. (Why retrieve paragraph form ats
from the Glossary instead of using a style sheet? Because the style sheet includes character formatting, and sometimes you won't want that.)
• Tables. Create tables with the number and size of rows and columns you
need, and store them in the G lossary for quick retrieval.
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·············· ...................................................................... .
Editors' Poll: Do You Always Upgrade Your Software
When a New Version Is Released?
AA: Yes, if it's stuff I use every day in my work and has new features I need. For instance, I
got FAXstf 3.0 right away. Other times, no. To wit: I'm a fanatica l TouchBase user, but I still
haven't upgraded to TB Pro because I hate the new interface w ith its multipage layouts; the
current version does most everything I wa nt (except for the bug that corrupts the
Comments field).
DB: I have so much software sitting about my office, I'd need a 40 database just to keep
track of what needs to be upgraded. In fact, I'm embarrassed to admit that I often don't
even register many of my programs, so I sometimes don't know when an upgrade is available. I wish I did, though. Maybe that'll be my New Year's resolution.
CG: Sure, and I also still believe in Santa Claus. Anyone w ho has had anything to do with
technology knows that people who latch onto new, just-released, first iterations of hardware
or software are not early adopters-they're crazy fools with a death wish.

DD: Hardly ever. Often I' m upset at the new version, usually for adding much more than I
need, at a great cost of memory and hard disk space. I don't need all that stuff. Sometimes,
though, I need to upgrade because I need to be using the same version others in the field
are using to make sure we can keep exchanging files. Don't even get me started on that.. .

JK: Not immediately; I usually upgrade when I start craying the newer version's featu res,
from using them on someone else's machine or hearing a lot about them. But I still keep a
copy of Word 4 on my PowerBook because it boots up quicker and takes up less space in
memory and on the hard drive than the current version.

HN: I usually upgrade promptly, but not always. I check out new stuff ASAP, but hold off on
installing it and using it regularly if I know of or have reason to suspect reliability problems
or incompa tibilities with other software I value (depending, of course, on how appealing the
new features of the upgrade are). I' m particularly conservative in the area of telecommunications. I stuck with Red Ryder, then White Knight, for years after they had fa llen behind the
feature curve, relative to the competition, because they did what I needed and the ca pabilities added to the newer revisions weren't of any value to me.

BW: I'm timid about immediately diving on a new major rev, generally waiting for the fabled X.O.l maintenance release. I don't have the time or inclination to beta test products for
which I've paid good, hard-earned money. If the old rev is serving adequately I don't risk my
deadlines by changing horses in midstream.
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Spreadsheets
THE FIRST SOFTWARE PACKAGE

for the personal computer, VisiCalc, was a

spreadsheet program. It became wildly successful and made people realize that
perhaps there was a money in selling software. Twenty years later, spreadsheets
have grown up quite a bit. Not content to just add and subtract, they can now
solve complex financial analysis problems, create three-dimensional graphs,
and generate automatic monthly reports. We'll tell you just what you can expect from today's spreadsheets and give you a new collection of tips for the
Macintosh's most popular spreadsheet, Excel.
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Chapter 9: Spreadsheets

Who Needs a Spreadsheet?
If you climb to the base camp of Mount Fuji, you'll be rewarded with an amazing view. For most people, that's enough. Only a few will put on their crampons
and ropes and OA'Ygen bottles and make the hike to the summit. Working with
spreadsheets, though perhaps not so beautiful, is quite similar. A short trek to
the base camp of sums and tables may be sufficient for most, while only a few
will undertake the arduous trip to macros, financial analysis, and three-dimensional charts.
Spreadsheet Base Camp

(SA/AN/SM)

A spreadsheet is a grid of cells (little boxes) that are arranged in (horizontal)
rows and (vertical) columns. (The term spreadsheet is used both for the software
and for the grid of data you create with it, though sometimes the grid is also
called a woTksheet.) You put numbers in the cells and tell the spreadsheet to perform mathematical operations on them.
Let's say you create a column that represents your monthly budget, with the
first cell for rent or mortgage, the next for utilities, the next for food, and so on.
Then you put twelve of those columns next to each other, one for each month
of the year. Such a spreadsheet can calculate your budget for each month (the
total of each colunm) and how much you spent-or plan to spend-in any
given category in the course of a year (the total of each row). You can also have a
total calculated for all categories in the entire year, and averages for categories
or months.
The great strength of spreadsheets is that if you change a number in one spot,
every other number that depends on it is recalculated automatically. So if you
change the utility cost for May (when your lover will be in Italy and you'll be
making many long, passionate international phone calls), the total for May will
change, and so will the yearly total for utilities, the yearly total for all categories, the average monthly budget, and any otl1er calculations you've set up.
That's the key to the spreadsheet's "what-if'' capability-you can change a
number or two and see what effect it has. For example, you can figure out how
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This table was formatted w ith Excel's
AutoFormat tool and the Colorful 2 option.
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The Savings/Loss
value is made up of
formulas th at subtract each value in
row 1 7 from the corJ66'!+ - -*+- responding value in
row 2 3. For example,
the formula for this
cell is = F23 - F1 7.

't;r~~~==~C:::!!:~=~~2!~=~~~~~~~-Jl

W

Here we use a
similar formula,
=SUM(G5: G16}, to
add the columns of
numbers.
The Savings/Loss value
is m ade up of formulas
that subtract each value
in row 17 from the corresponding value in row
23. For example, the
formula for this cell is
= F23 - F1 7.

A simple spreadsheet might sum up monthly expenses ond Income. (Microsoft Excel is shown here.)

large a mortgage you can afford at various rates of interest, or how much profit
yo u'll make if you sell 1,000, 5,000 or 10,000 units of a product.
Spreadsheets have other uses as well. Since you can put text as well as numbers
in cells, spreadsheets provide an easy way to lay out complicated tables, even if
you don't have them do any ca lculations. And most spreadsheets can also create
charts, which can be very useful, since numbers are more easily understood
when presented graphically.

The Spreadsheet Summit

(MS)

As you've seen, this rectangular grid of cells is a simple, useful tool. But use your
imagination-and some less-obvious features-and its possibilities eA'tend to sophisticated data analysis and presentation. For an example of some more advanced uses, let's look at a day in the life of Bob, a large company's Excel guru.
9 a.m.: Worksheet consolidation. T he director o f marketing calls to say he

is an alyzing sales by individual salesperson and by the company's various selling
regions. H e maintains a separa te worksheet for each region with the different
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salespeople's mon thly figur es. H e wants to combine the totals from the individual worksheets onto a single worksheet. Bob suggests using the Consolidate
command to create a new worksheet with the summarized information from
the various worksheets.
9:30 a.m.: Financial functions. T he planning department is reviewing plans
for future projects and wan ts to compare the projected profits of specific projects in order to choose the best ones. Bob suggests several financial functions,
bui lt into Excel, that let users calculate present and future cash flows and rates
of return. Once the people in the planning department do these calculations,
they can rank the projects by rate of retur n using the Sort command.
You can paste addi·
10:30 a.m.: Function macro
Februory Cor Sol on - Eontcrn Roglo' / 1 tional art Onto the
creation; charting. T he
#1
graph to point out
498 500
~
the best salesperson.
sa les department calls Bob
450
400
349
370
with a couple of questions.
350 ~
320
tt!f ~ ~ 300
• 1oo
.-.
You can also specFirst, can Bob au tomate the
~ !~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ &-+- ify clip art or other
, 50 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
graphics to be used
calculation process to let a
•oo - • • • • • • • • • • •
in the chart's bars.
so ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~
Excel automatically
data entry clerk easily and
0
e 'l
~
calculates the height
qui ckly enter data into cells on
s
~
::
~
~
of the bars and divides
s.,
..
,,, pl c
the cars accordingly.
a worksheet and have the
proper sales commission auto- Excel can quickly ch art spreadsheet information in a number of
matically appear in other chart formats, such as the bar chart shown here.
cells? Bob suggests creating a
fun ction macro-a custom fun ction that compl etes calculations not available
with the regular set of Excel functions. The data entry person doesn't need to
lmow the details of the calculation- he just en ters in the sales data and presses
IReturn!. Bob prepares the COMMISSION function macro and saves it in Add-in
fo rmat in the Excel Startup fo lder (so that it will load whenever the user
launches Excel). Now the COMi\11SSION function can be used like any other
built-in fun ction.
A

c

Next, the sales manager wants to graphically display monthly sales figures so
that the best salesperson's result stands out. After Bob shows Excel's numerous
chart options, th e sa les manager decides that a column chart with monthly
figures for each salesperson will show th e information she wa nts. She also
wants a big #1 with an arrow pointing to the best performance. Bob does this
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by pasting a picture onto the chart and drawing an arrow using Excel's drawing tools. Now there is no question who had the month's best sales figures. As
Bob starts to go back to his office, the sales manager makes one additional request. She would like to make the chart more interesting by changing the chart
columns into a stack of cars to represent the product being sold. Bob quickly
formats the chart with a clip art image of a car.
1 :00 p.m.: LOOKUP function; linking worksheets. The people in the inventory deparunent call to ask whether they can type a product code into a cell
and get the corresponding product name, cost, and selling price to appear in
adjacent cells. Bob explains how to set up a worksheet with product codes and
product information and then use the LOOKUP function with another worksheet (e.g., the Parts List) to automatically retrieve desired infonnation when
someone enters a product code.
1:30 p.m.: Command macro creation. The billing deparunent needs help
creating a monthly Receivables Aging report. Since the format is the same each
month, Bob suggests a Command macro to automate the report creation.
Though he can have the macro create a new worksheet and do detailed formatting on it, Bob knows it's easier and fa ster to use a previously created template
as the basis for the report. T hen, he creates a macro that
1 opens up the report template
2 requests an "as of' date for the report

3 activates a document listing customer sales and payments

4 finds the first sale for which full payment hasn't been received
5 compares the sale date (corresponding to the selected balance) to the re-

port date, to see whether it is 30, 60, or 90 days past clue, then places the
desired information in the proper loca tion on the report template
6 finds the next sale for which payment hasn't been received

7 repeats steps 4 and 5 until all sales are processed
8 saves the report with the "as of" date in the title

The billing manager is happy. In the future, when he needs to prepare a Receivables Aging report, he will just run the macro.
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4:00 p.m.: Using the Solver command for "what-if" analyses. The accounting department ca lls with an emergency. T hey h ave ru1til the end of the
day to decide whether to accept a special Aeet order for I ,000 cars at a price I 0
percent less than normal. The company is already producing at near capacity
and must determine if there is enough profit at the lower selling price to cover
the higher costs of overtime pay and placing additional plant operations on-line.
T here may be a number of uni ts less than the full order that will maximize total
profits. Bob uses the accounting departm ent worksheets that contain profit calculation formulas. Using Excel's Solver command, he determines the number
of units that gives the maximum profit within the constraints of labor and plant
costs. H e shows the accounting department that for the maximwn profit the
com pany should limit the sale to 450 cars.
Column A contains the actual
commands that the macro will
perform, one after the other.
A macro sheet is identical to a reg·
ular worksheet, but instead of
numbers and formulas, it contains
commands (and sometimes, de·
script ions of those commands).

Column B contains a
brief explanation of
what each line does.
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5:00p.m.: Still more ways to use Excel. It's time to go home. Bob didn't get
any ca lls today for help with statistica l data analysis using Excels specialized
fun ctions, or outlining, which would allow a user to automatically hide rows
and columns and summarize data on a worksheet. He was especially sorry that
he didn't get any requests for database analysis, beca use Excel 5.0 greatly improves database handling and summarizin g witl1 a tool ca lled the Data Pivot.
Few companies ca n afford to have a Bob on their payrolls to work on Excel all
the time. Yet tl1e individual data analysis and presentation n eeds mentioned
above happen often, even in small busin esses. I t pays for the average user to
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make the effort to learn how to use a spreadsheet program for data analysis and
presentation.
Other spreadsheet programs do not do eve1ything that Excel does (and conversely, some do things that Excel doesn't). However, all major Macintosh
spreadsheet programs provide a way to place and summarize information in
cells, draw charts, and create macros.

Choosing a Spreadsheet
Microsoft claims that Excel 5 is the best spreadsheet for the Macintosh, but I
think that's rather like saying that Apple makes the best Macintoshes. Of course
it's true, but until there's real competition, I think it says rather more about
their marketing clout than their product's excellence. If you want an industrialstrength spreadsheet, Excel is indeed the only game in town, but if you intend
to stay mostly at the base camp, with occasional forays into tougher terr-itory,
some of the less ambitious entries are worth a look.

Microsoft Excel

(EC)

Since its early versions, Excel has offered many important features: macros, formatting, notes on cells, access to every command from the keyboard, outlining,
and much more. Perhaps the most striking difference in the latest version,
Excel 5 ($500), is that each document is now made up of 16 worksheets. (The
group is called a workbook.) T his makes it easy to organize all the information in
one document, without having to put it all into one worksheet. Unfortunately,
the added scroll bar and sheet tabs at tl1e bottom of the window take up precious monitor space.
Version 5 also lets you edit the contents of a cell right in the cell-which means
no more trips to the formula bar. Also, since you can select a portion of a
cell, you can format it independently of the rest of the contents; you can, for
example, put just one word of a title in italics instead of the whole thing.
However, there's still only one level of Undo.
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Excel 5, like Word 6, adopts Microsoft's latest alternative to dialog boxes, the
new system of tabs, or option cards. Tab is a confusing term since the options
are not actually contained on the tabs, but rather on the cards that they are attached to. At any rate, you can click on the tabs to see the plethora of options
that Microsoft Excel 5 now offers.
I love Excel's new Auditing toolbar, an ingenious tool for analyzing spreadsheets and figuring out which formulas are based on which values. You can view
(and then hide) tracer arrows that graphically point to a cell's precedents and
descendants. T he Notes button is now found on the Auditing toolbar.

GOOD
FEATURE

ExcelS also has a new Scenario Manager that lets you look at different possibilities in a "what-if" situation and then print them all at once. The PivotTable
\ Vizard helps you chart cross-table data and then extract exactly what you need.
Excel, like its cousin \Nord, has an AutoFormat tool that converts plain tables
into formatted beauties. Unfortunately it doesn't use styles to make the
change, so it's a real pain to make even a small change in the formatting.
Finally, perhaps one of tl1e simpler tools will be the one to warm most Excel
users' hearts: The AutoSum button nov.r works on more than one cell at once
an d can also calculate grand totals. (See the Excel tips at the end of this chapter
for more on how it works.)
Excel is a complete spreadsheet program whose advanced features have no rival
in the Macintosh world. It's also demanding on your computer's storage and
memory (requiring 8MB of storage and 2MB ofR.Al\1), as well as on your pocketbook. If your needs or resources are more limited, read on.
· • • • • • * 1 1 ' ' ' ' 1 ' M • • t t · t ' \ ' • 4 ..... t•e · ••t& · ·e . . · · · • e · · · · · · • • • t . A • • • • • · · • • · •t&•tf..tt ••• •••

Ready-Mode Spreadsheets

(EC)

Several companies offer spreadsheet templates that you can use even if you haven't figured
out how to use every function in your spreadsheet program. You simply enter the information in the spaces provided and the rest is done for you. Freemyers Design offers the A-Z
Forms Templates for Macintosh, and Heizer Software has a complete catalog, from tax forms
templates to invoicing. Although these spreadsheets are almost always in Excel format, you
can often open them with other spreadsheet software.

BAD

FEATUR E
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..................................... ,..................... , ..........................
What Ever Happened to ...

(EC)

Perhaps Excel's earliest and best competition came from Full Impact, a powerful spreadsheet
from Ashton-Tate that disappeared when Ashton-Tate was eaten up by Borland International
in 1991. Wingz, from lnformix, despite an expensive promotio nal campaign, came and
went quietly d uring 1991. Claris brought out Resolve in 1992 but bowed out shortly thereafter. Pro bably Lotus 1-2-3, which was able to secure 10 percent of t he market in its heyday,
was Excel's most important challenger. With 14 million users on the PC, Lotus had the name
recognition, the user base, and the resources to make a lasting impression. And although
the Mac version of Lotus 1-2-3 got rave reviews, Lotus says it w ill not continue to upgrade
the product past version 1 .1 . Who's next?

Integrated Software

(EC)

Although Microsoft is clearly the spreadsheet king, the spreadsheets included in
integrated softwa re packages like ClarisWorks and lvlicrosoft \iVorks are nothing to be sneezed at. They include basic spreadsheet capabilities, a limi ted set of
functions, formatting, and two-dimensional charting. Take a look at Chapter 12 ,
Integrated Software, for more information.

Biplane

POWERBOOK

(EC)

Who's afraid of the big, bad wolf? Not Biplane, the fast, light spreadsheet from
Night Diamonds Softw·are ($60). Biplane fits on one 800K disk and takes up
only 500K RAM, which makes it idea l for PowerBook users. Although it
doesn't let you customize to the nines or outline, its 102 built-in functions and
eight chart formats allow you to do practically everything you need. And
Biplane can read and save Excel4 fil es.

MacCalc

(SA)

T his gem of a program fills the bill for lots of personal spreadsheet users. It has
no charting capa bilities and its worksheets are small (999 rows by 124 columns)
compared to Excel's (16,384 rows by 256 columns). It lets you assign different
fonts, styles, and even notes to cells-all for just $140 list. If you need a basic
spreadsheet program but have no use for the other mod ules in an integrated
program, Bravo Technologies' MacCalc is the answer.
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Microsoft Excel Tips
All of these tips work with Excel 5. Many also work with earlier versions.

General
Dividing spreadsheets logically (EC). If you use only one worksheet for several areas of data, place the second area below and to the right of the first (in a
diagonal line). If you later need to add columns or rows to the first area, the second area will remain unaffected.
Open worksheets automatically (EC). If you generally work with the same
worksheets, place them in folder called Excel Startup Folder (5) in the
Preferences folder in the System folder. (Whew.) Every time you open Excel,
these worksheets will open automatically.
Getting used to Excel 5 (EC). If you just started to get the hang ofExcel4 and
want to make the change to version 5 gradually, select the Microsoft Excel4.0
Menus in the General options card . You can use the menus that you're accustomed to, and Excel 5 will interpret your choice in terms of what's available for
the n ew version. vVhen you're ready to use the options in Excel 5 that aren't
part ofExce14, you can deselect the o ption.
Windows vs. Macintosh (EC). Microsoft has created just one manual for both
Excel for Macintosh and Excel for vVindows. Although the programs are practically identical, there are some options available only for Wmdows users. Keep
that in mind as you read the manual.
Second, the keyboard shortcuts are slightly different. In general, what is Icontrol!
in Wmdows is loa:]in Macintosh, and what is 0] in Wmdows is Ioption] in lVIacintosh. (!Shift] is !Shift], around the globe.) Generally, but not always, the manual
points out which keys are used with which type of computer.
What do those cute little buttons mean? (EC). Icons are great, but like
many other things, only in moderation. Microsoft has filled its programs with
icons that are sometimes hard to distinguish.
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Microsoft Excel nps

To cheat, select Show Balloons in the Help
menu and point to the button in question.

rs

Macro

Window

~ 1-l•l'~~l~t ~I.~IEI~~~ ~~

HOT TIP

\\.

=
Cf.ottr Across Columns Tool
Taking advantage of the Tip Wizard (EC).
E
Ctottrs tht tt-xt from ont
otll horizonblll,l Uf"oss tht
vVhile you're working with Excel, it watches
colurrtl s to tht right .
you and gives you the opportunity to find out
if there is a simpler way to achieve your objec- If you can't remember what an icon is far, select
tive. When it has a suggestion to make, a light Show Balloons in the Help menu and point to
the button in question.
bulb appears in the button bar. Click it if you
want to see the suggestion, or ignore it if you've already had enough suggestions that day.

:=:!

Worksh eet

s:~tltct til

Quick previews (EC). Since the top left corner of your worksheet is the part
that is shown in the preview window in Excel's Find File dialog box, this is a
perfect spot to put information about what the worksheet does. To see the preview, select Preview in th e View dialog box.
Treating numbers like words (EC).There are times when you'd like Excel to
just leave your numbers alone and not format them. Imagine that you're entering a list of part numbers or postal codes. The last thing you need is Excel lopping off your leading zeros or trying to interpret your text. The best solution is
to select the area and then add an @sign in front of the number. (@ tells Excel
to treat the number as text.) You can also precede the number with an apostrophe to have Excel treat it as text. Watch out, though: When numbers are
treated as text, you cannot perform calculations on them.
A bouquet of Excel sho-:-tcuts (SA/Bob Umlas/MS).

•

la~I[Y)

•

[a~I(Q)

repeats the last thing you did. This is especially useful for repeating
something you did in a dialog box, without having to open the dialog box
agam.
activates the formula bar and places the insertion point at the end of
the data there.

• There are three ways to cancel any change in the formula bar: clicking on
the X icon to the left of it, or hitting [a~IO or [Esc!.
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• The Calculate Now command on the Options menu affects all open spreadsheets, but if you hold down !Shift] before you open the menu, only the current spreadsheet is recalculated.

Selecting and Moving
Edit directly in the cell (EC). If you want to change the contents of a cell
directly in the cell (without having to point at the formula bar), double-click the
cell.
Moving a cell (EC). You can drag a cell by its border to move it to a new location. Hold down !Shift] to insert it between other cells. Hold down !Option] to copy
it to the new location. Hold down !Shift] and Ioption] to insert it and copy it.
Navigating from the keyboard (EC). You can use the keyboard to move
around your document. Here are tl1e keyboard shortcuts you might need:

Left, right, down, or up

EEEJ[!)

Up or down one window

[§]2)~

To the beginning of the row

!Home]

To the beginning of the sheet

lcmd J( Home]

To the last cell containing data on the sheet

lo~]I End ]

To next sheet

IOption JE] or IOption 18 or
l o~]~orlox]~

From pane to pane

(fiJ

Moving and copying sheets (EC). You can move a sheet by selecting its tab
and dragging it to a new location-even in another workbook (just make sure
the tabs are visible in both workbooks). If you want to move the sheets to a new
workbook, drag them outside the workbook window and release the mouse
button. Add the !Option] key to those actions, and you'll copy one or more sheets
inside a workbook to another workbook, or to a new workbook.
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Shortcuts for inserting columns and rows (SA/At'J/EC). There are faster
ways than the Insert command to insert a row or column.

HOT TIP

•

[a:~t)(J]inserts a new row above, or a new column

to the left of, the selected one.

• [option)-click.ing on a row number inserts a new row above that row, and [Option )click.ing on a column letter inserts a new column to the left of that column.
• [Option)-click.ing in a cell inserts a new cell above it.
• [Shirtl[option)-click.ing the leftmost or bottommost cell in a selection inserts,
above or to the left, as many cells as there were selected.
Creating new sheets (EC). When you open a new workbook in Excel 5, Excel
automatically creates 16 sheets. You can change this setting by modifying the
number in the Sheets In New Workbook box in the General options card. If
you want to insert n ew sheets in an existing workbook, choose Worksheet from
the Insert menu, or press [Shitt )[BD. To delete a sheet, click its name tab and
press [Delete).
Renaming sheets (EC). You can change the name of a worksheet by selecting
Sheet in the Format menu, but it's much easier to double-click the little tab at
the bottom of the sheet. The Rename dialog box will appear, and you can enter
the new name.

Entering Data and Formulas
Entering the same info in several cells (EC). If you want to enter tl1e same
data (perhaps a constant) into several cells, select the cells, type the info, and
then press [ControliiReturn). For more complicated or after-the-fact fills, read tl1e
next entry.
Filling cells (EC). Excel's AutoFill feature lets you enter data into several cells at
once. Generally, you enter that data into the first cell and then drag the fill box
(tl1at teeny square in the lower-right corner of tl1e cell) to the last cell desired. If
you want Excel to recognize a series (5, 10, 15, etc.), enter the data in tl1e first
two or tl1ree cells, and then drag the fill handle. You can also double-click the
fill box to fill in the series-Excel will look at the adjacent cells to decide how
far the series should extend.
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Excel adds
these formulas
aut omatically.

Excel automatically increments
some values, like Jan and Qtrl,
but it doesn't automatically increment individual numbers. If
you want Excel to increment
those values it normally leaves
alone, or leave alone those values
it normally incremen ts, press
[Control) while you drag the fill
handle.

If you often type the same listsay the list of departments in
your company-you can create
a custom list so that after you type the first division, you can use the fill box to
fill in the rest. 10 create a new list, click New on the Custom Lists options card.

Double click the fill box . .. and Excel will look at the contents of the
adjoining cells to see how far it should carry the series.

Entering fractions (EC). If you type 112 into a cell, Excel will think you mean
J an uary 2 of the current year, even if that cell is not formatted as a date. To
make Excel understand you're talking about the fraction one-half, type 0 112.
Quick time (EC). You can enter the current time in an Excel cell by pressing
[a :tt:)c:J . To enter today's date, press~ ·
Watch that punctuation! (EC). If you're having trouble with a formula , check
whether you've used one of the following punctuation marks and symbols incorrectly:

Parentheses

If you type a number in an Excel cell between parentl1eses,
Excel understands that tl1e number is negative. If you use
parentheses in a formula, Excel will calculate the contents of
the parentheses before completing the formula .

Commas

Since Excel uses commas to separate arguments in a formula, you should not use them to separate the thousands in
a number in a formula.
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Dollar signs
HOT TIP

Since Excel understands that the dollar sign designates absolute references, you shouldn't use it to indicate dollars and
cents. Instead, you can format the number so that the value
shows in dollars and cents, if you wish.

Displaying formulas (EC). If you're working on a particularly vexing spread-.
sheet, it's often helpful to be able to quickly see which formulas do what and
where they come from. Press lo31:l +apostrophe to view the formulas on screen.
Press it agai n to see the resulting values. You can see where a formula comes
from by displaying the precedents and descendants.
Looking at both values and formulas (MS/SNAl\T). There's an easy way to
simultaneously view the formulas in your spreadsheet and the values that result
from them. Choose New Wmdow from the Wmdow menu, format the second
window that opens to display formulas, and format the window you were working on to display va lues. Then just display both windows side by side.
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Those Darned Error Messages
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(EC)

Until Excel's error messages are a litt le more descriptive, here's a table that should help you
decipher them:
#OIV/0!

Your formula is trying to divide by zero, which is not allowed.

#N/A

There is a value that is not available for some reason.

#NAME? You've used a name (say, of a range) that Excel doesn't recognize; if you're not
using ranges, this message almost always means that you've misspelled a function
name.
#NULL!

Specifies an invalid intersection of two areas, t hat is, an empty set.

#NUM!

Uses a number incorrectly.

#REF!

Refers to a cell that is not valid. This usually happens when you cut or move a
cell. To avoid this error, use ranges instead of direct cell references.

#VALUE!

Uses an incorrect argument or operand (check your formula for extra or missing
commas and parentheses and that all your functions are spelled correctly).

#####

This isn't really an error, it just means that t he result is too long to fit in the column. Double-dick the right border of the column to adjust.
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Using a comma as a placeholder (EC) Ifyou are usmg a fwl CtlOn W I 1 severa
arguments and want to leave one bla nk, insert a conuna in its place. O therwise,
Excel will have a fit and think you've forgotten to give it some yjtal information.
Using constant s in yo ur f ormu las (EC). If you want to use certain constants in
your fonnulas, you can set off an area in the top left corner of yom worksheet to
hold those va lues and then use absolu te references to that area in your formulas.

If you prefer to have th ose constants hidden from view, you can create invisible
n amed constants ·wi th the Name com mand on the I nsert Menu. First, choose
D efin e. Th en type in the name uncler Names in Workbook and tl1e definiti on
under Refers To. You can use this n amed constant in yom formulas the same
way you use named ranges.
Using AutoSum (EC). AutoSum is that button witl1 the L.-a sigma, to you
G reek fans-the symbol that mathem aticians use to denote a sum. Excel uses it
for sums too ; select a cell at the bott om of a list of numbers and then click the
Au toSum button, an d Excel will crea tea sum formula for you. Press [Return] if it
selects the range correctly.

AutoSum has been improved with ve rsion 5. Here are a couple of nea t tricks:
Select more than one cell (in your
totals row) and click AutoSum to
calculate the sum for all of them at
once. If you prefer, you can select
the cells you want to total and then
click AutoSum-Excel will add the
cells in the appropriate row.
To sum both rows aml columns at
the same time, select a range th at
includes tl1e rows and columns
that you want to sum, along with
the row and column tl1at will con tain the sums. T hen click the
AutoSum button.
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Select the rows and columns that you want to sum, along
with the row and column that will contain the sums, and
Excel will calculate the sum fo rmulas in both directions.
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If your tables contain subtotal data (like the Vegetables and Fruits subtotal lines in this example), the
AutoSum tool is smart enough to add up just those values to arrive at the correct grand total.

If you have already entered sum formulas within the area that you wish to sum,
AutoSum will calculate the grand totals COITectly and won't add the subtotals
together with tl1e individual numbers.
Getting a hand while you're entering a formula (EC). If you get stuck
while entering a formula and need help, press ICtrtl@ after typing the functi on
name. The Formula \.Vizard will appear and will explain which arguments are
needed and what the formula does.

If you just want to paste the names of the arguments, press I Ctrt l~ after typing the function name.
Checking the spelling of functions (M S). If you type the name of a function
in the formula bar rather than using the Paste Functi on command, you run the
risk of misspelling it. The trick is to type the name in lowercase letters. Correct
function names are converted to all caps when you hit !Return! or !Enter!, so if a
lowercase name doesn't convert to all caps, you know it's wrong.
Calculating part of a formula (MS/SM). You can calculate part of a formula
by selecting it and hitting lox![;). That part is immediately converted to a value.
If you want the value to remain, hit !Return ! or eclit it further first. If you only
want a sneak preview of that part of the formula, cancel the calculation (by hitting loxlO, lo xlm, or IEscl, or by selecting Undo Typing from the Edit m enu)
before you do anything else, and it will return to its original state.
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From relative to absolute (EC). If you've alrea dy entered a cell reference in a
formula and want to change the reference type (relative, absolute, or mixed),
you can type the dollar signs where needed or select the cell reference and press
Ia ~ IITl until Excel places the dollar signs where you want them.
Using ranges (EC). You probably know what a regular range reference looks
like: a couple of cell references divided by a colon. For example, A3 :D7 means
all of the cells from A3 to D7. It's a great way to select a whole colwnn or block
of cells at once.

If you use a comma to separate the cell references (for example, A3,D 7), Excel
understands that you want A3 and D7 but not the cells in between. If you put a
space between two references, Excel determines the intersection; A3 D7 would
gen erate the NULL! response, since there is no cell that is both A3 and D7.
However, A3:D3 B2:B4 would select B3, since that cell is common to both
ranges. (See "The great intersecting ranges trick," below.)
To reference a range or cell in a diffe rent worksheet in d1e same workbook,
simply precede the cell reference with the name of the sheet and an exclamation
point, Sales92 !A3 :D7.
Now that I've told you all this, you should know that the easiest way to refer to
a set of cells is to give them a name you won't forget, such as Profits, Z ipcodes,
or whatever. Simply select the cells and then ty pe a new name in the Reference
area to the left of the formula box. Now you can use that name in other fonnulas to refer to the selected cells.
The great intersecting ranges trick (EC). Intersecting ranges always seem
just a tad too complicated, but h ere's a great use for them. Imagine that you
have built the following worksheet:
The range jan-94 refers to
cells C7:C9, Feb-94 refers
to cells 07:09, and so on.

If you enter Mar-94 Profits in any cell on the w orksheet,
the value returned w ill b e the intersection of the two
ranges, in this case, the value of cell E9: $3,000.

Sa~Je:_slJjjiiiiiijiiiiliiijiijijilli iiiJiiijiil

Similarly, the range
refers to cells C7:F7,
Expenses refers to cells
CB:FB, and so on.

You can use the column and row titles to name your ranges.
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Now select the entire table, choose Name from the Insert menu, and click
Create. T llis creates n amed ranges for each column and row. Now type into any
empty cell Ma1·-94 Profits (that's a space between Mar-94 and Profits) and Excel
will perform th e intenection of the Mar-94 and Profits ranges-the cell that is
common to both ranges, which, nliracle of miracles, is exactly the cell that contains tl1e profits you had in March. N ifty, huh?
Using the range pop-up menu (EC). To the left of the formula entry box,
you'll find me Nam e box. To select a range, type it in this box, or select it from
the pop-down menu.
Notes about notes (Bob Umlas/SNAN/EC). Excel lets you attach notes to cells,
to help you remember what you were thinking of when you wrote the formula
(sort of like comments in a program). To attach a note window to the cell you're
in, use the Note command on the Formula menu or press ! Shitt lo~J(ffi.

Once a cell has a note, you will see a small red dot in the cell's upper-righ t
comer. Double-click a cell witl1 a note to see its note. You can hide the little red
dots by d earing the Note Indicator check box in the View Options card.
Pressing !Return I closes the Notes dialog box. To move down a line witllin it, use
loptioniiReturnJ. When the Notes window is open, you can scroll your spreadsheet
in the background-but only if the insertion point is in the Cell and not if it's in
the Note!
!Shitt llo:!i:l@ selects all the cells in tl1e spreadsheet that have notes. To review
them, choose Show Info and Arrange All (botl1 are on the Windows menu).
Click on the spreadsheet window and use !Return! to jump from one cell to the
next. As you do, the notes you made will be displayed in the Info window.
You can also print your notes. Select the Notes checkbox in th e Sheet Options
card in the Page Setup dialog box. Check Row and Colunm Headings to print
the cell references along with the n otes.

Formatting
Adjusting column widths and row heights (EC). If tl1ere is not enough
room to display the contents of a cell, Excel will display a series of number signs
(#####). You can adjust the widtl1 of a column or the height of a row with the
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Column and Row options in the Format menu But why bother? Just doubleclick the right border of the column or the lower border of the row to adjust the
cell sizes to automatically fit in the contents.
Making more columns fit (EC).
One of the things that really gets on
my nerves is long titles above relatively narrow numbers. You want to
see several columns on tl1e page, and
tl1ose long titles rea lly screw you up.
Your first option is to try wrapping
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If your column titles are too long, either abbreviate them

or set them vertically with the Alignment dialog box.

the text (select Alignment from tl1e
Format menu and Wrap text in th e Alignment dialog box).

If that doesn't work as you'd like, try rotating tl1e text 90 degrees (in the Orientation area of the Alignment dialog box). Altl1ough the titles will be slightly
harder to rea d, you'll be able to fit many more columns on a page, and on a
screen.

Place the pointer between the
two columns until it turns into
a double-lined pointer, and
then drag to reveal the hidden
column.

Hiding rows, columns, and individual cells (EC).
Sometimes you don't want to display all the information
you have. The easiest way to hide a column or row is to
drag its right or bottom border until it coincides with tl1at
of the previous column or row. To reveal tl1e hidden data,
place tl1e cursor at the border of the column or row until
it changes into a double-lined pointer and tl1en drag.

If you want to hide a single cell, fom1at it witl1 three semicolons. Its contents
will be visible in tl1e formula bar when tl1e cell is active, but it will not prin t.
Use text boxes to point out important
data (EC). If you want to call attention to one
part of your data, use a text box. Click the Text
box button and then drag the mouse to draw a
box on the sheet. You can format the te.A1: as
needed and then rotate it to point to the desired area. T his is a great way to explain where
your data ca me from. You can link a text box to
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Enter;;; in the Code box of the Number
Format dialog box to make the cell's
contents invisible.
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a particular celJ by selecti11g the text box, clicking the formula bar, typing an
equal sign, clicking the cell you want to link to, and then pressing (Returnl. vVhen
you move the cell, the text box wi ll be moved with it.

Charts and Graphics
Creating a separate chart sheet (EC). You can create a chart right on the
same sheet as the data it comes from, but if you prefer to have the chart on its
own sheet, select the data and then press [ill.
Selecting hidden objects in a group (EC). Whereas in most drawing and
desktop publishing programs you use (oxl to cycle through the layers in a drawing, in Excel you must use the arrow keys. (As usua l with Microsoft products,
the possibilities are there, you just have to learn how to use them from scratch.)
Hiding graphics to speed scrolling (EC). You can temporarily hide the charts
and graphics in an Excel spreadsheet to speed up printing and scroll ing. Use
(o x i@J to move through the three options.
Creating a chart from rectangular data (EC). If you're trying to create a
chart from a table, make sme that the top left cell-which is usually empty-is
also selected. Excel gets nervous and will create very su·ange charts if you don 't
give it rectangular data with which to work. This is especially important if you
are selecting nonadjacent cells.
Modifying charts (EC). To change a chart's formatting or type, double-click
the chart and then select the appropriate option. Once a chart is activated in
this way, you can select the different elements of the chart with the arrow keys.
Press (Esc! to deselect the chart.

To change a chart's size or location, click it once and then resize, move, or
delete it.
Where page breaks start their work (EC). The easiest way to designate what
should print is to select what you want to print a11d then select Set Print Area in
the Option menu. If you prefer setting page breaks, remember that the break
occms so that the selected cell will be at the top left of the new page (not the
bottom right of the last page).
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Personal &
Business
Management
WHEN IT COMES RIGHT DOWN TO IT, managing your life and your busi-

ness is about getting access to the right information when you need it, in a form
that is instantly usable. Welcome to personal and business management software, designed to help you manage, among other things, your time, your
schedule, your projects, your workload, your money, and your personal and
business contacts.
A lot of those tasks belong to a relatively new genre o f software called personal

information managers, or PINis. They combine the functionality of address
books, calendars, schedulers, and to-do lists, among other things.
For financial management, tl1ere are a number of accounting packages for the
.Macintosh, including Quicken, a personal accounting program iliat is ranked
among tl1e best-selling software of all time. \Ne've divided this category into
software that makes sense for individuals and for small businesses.
And for managing aspects of your personal lega l information, you'll also find
prepackaged forms that ask only for your time and input.
Get to it!
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Until recently, programs lumped under the rubric of personal information
managers (also known as PIMs) consisted of a hodgepodge of little programs.
Your choices fell into these categories:
• address books, which were basically electronic versions of your Rolodex
• calendars, which allowed you to view a month or an entire year, fully colorcoded so you could visualize upcoming project deadlines, meetings, appointments, and important family events (not to mention your dental checkup)
• to-do lists, which took tl1e concept of the old bulleted list on paper to new
heights by allowing you to, among other things, rank tl1e priority of things to
do and remind you with visual and audio alerts when it was time to do something

In recent years, though, Pll\1s have grown. Now a single program is designed
to tackle the all-encompassing job of keeping track of your working life.
Take address books. For the most part, these handy electronic card files have
been superseded by a new genre of PIM software called contact managers. Not
content to simply track names and numbers, contact managers are n·ue databases that let you organize, sort, and arrange every person in your life by
whatever criteria you choose. Most also let you write letters, create faxes, and
print on a variety of envelopes and labels. No wonder, then, that many people
consider contact managers their most important software.
Calendar programs also have assumed larger roles-scheduling and reminding
you of weekly meetings, appointments, and to-do items.
The latest twist in Pll\1s, though, is a merging of contact managers with schedulers that have been linked with System 7's Publish and Subscribe feature to
automatically update and attach shared information. So when your calendar
tells you tl1at you've promised to have a conference call with Wilma and Fred
on Friday, a mouse click not only finds their phone number but also dials the
number for you.

GOOD
FEATURE
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Try Before You Buy
PIMs are supposed to simplify your life. But with a product definition like that,
just what are you supposed to look for? With calendars, you want views you can
read without eye strain, to-do lists you can set up without poring over a manual,
and events you can reschedule in less time than it took to find out that your
meeting's been changed. Contact managers? Ifyou manage lots of names, you'll
definitely want different ways to categorize and view the people in your life.
\Vhen it comes to Pll\1s, feature lists are practically irrelevant. It's not what
these products do that counts, but how they do it. The reasons are twofold:
First, the current features war means that practically every product offers variations on a theme. Does your calendar display multiday projects ·with banners
across the days? You bet. But the real question is what you have to go through
to put that banner where you want it.
The second reason is that the "personal" in personal information manager
should be taken seriously. A series of steps that will seem annoying to some are
the height of simplicity to others. You've heard the adage, "try before you buy"?
Well, if you don't try out these products- really run them through their
paces-there's a good chance you'll be disappointed. \Ne turn to these programs to make sense of our disordered lives. To do that, though, they must
· work seamlessly with the way we think.

Your Choices
The Pll\1s described here-the most popular in the market according to the
editors at the major Mac magazines-range in price from $80 and $3 50 and
from simple address-book managers to programs designed to help you define
your life and goals.
DateBook Pro and TouchBase Pro. Aldus's Consumer Division (now part of

Adobe) sells the industry's top calendar/datebook duo, DateBook Pro and
TouchBase Pro, available together for $150 or separately for $80 each. Each
unit is strong on its own, and together they're unbeatable. The problem? Such
power doesn't come for free: Expect to spend a lot of time with the manuals before getting down to work with these two.
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DateBook Pro lets you slice,
dice, and mince your days into bite-size chunks. And since
DateBook Pro rw1s on a network, you can let your already over-stressed assistant
(if you're lucky enou gh to
have one) manage your day.
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vides alarms, reminders, todo lists, and a calendar. But DateBook Pro's calendar shows at a glance how many meetings you've
unlike other programs, Date- booked and projects you've got due on a monthly, weekly, daily, and
even hourly basis.
Book Pro manages your day
as if it were a fine piece of art to be crafted and molded. For instance, its " busyness" feaUlre lets you see at a glance which parts of your day (morning, midday,
afternoon) are swamped with meetings or deadlines and which have room for
one more meeting. The Gantt cbart (a visual representation o f a project) is
atu·active, but it has some drawbacks. For one, it will display only Events (a day's
occurrence with a beginning and an end) but not to-do items-and only in
Day and vVeek views. That's not terribly useful for projects d1at, for exa mple,
involve research for two weeks, three days of writing, and then a deadline-with
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TouchBase Pro provides an e/ega11t interface for its electronic Rolodex.
From within each Rolodex-style card, you can also create a fax cover
sheet or compose a letter with address and salutation in place.
Everything is just a mouse click away.

tion of some programs that
create them better are described in th e box on page
404.) Still , this mother of all
datebooks is outstanding for
people whose days are actionpacked and who need help
over the network to keep their
lives in check. Now you just
have to find th e time to learn
the program.
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TouchBase Pro is an elegant electronic Rolodex. U nlike some other contact
managers, it has a fairly rigid structure for entering information-names, numbers, and addresses must be entered in their respective fields. But it does provide
a handy way to search for contacts. From within each contact's Rolodex-style
"card," you can create a fax cover sheet; compose a letter (with address and salutation in place before you type); dial the phone; maintajn a phone call log; and
print a range of envelopes, labels, and address books. Built-in shortcuts let you
enter information via pop-up or pop-down lists, or simply by typing abbreviations-TouchBase Pro fills in the rest. If you've got D ateBook Pro, a simple
double-click brings up a history of all events and to-do items associated with the
person you're looking up. vVhen used onMacs equipped with System 7, the Pro
twins link and update each other.
Arrange. This program ($3 50 from Common Knowledge) is a graphically ele-

gant program that suggests bare-bones simplicity. Don't be fooled. On top of
the usual assortment of contact management features (including call tracking,
multiple contact lists, and a plethora of ways to fi lter and sort those contacts), as
well as calendars and schedulers that are linked (automatically), i.t comes wi.th
GOOD
FEATURE

other goodies. T hese include a Grabber, which lets you capture information
from other apphcations as well as from on-line services, e-mail, and CD-
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~ Henry Clone roo - HUD

( 202) 708- 1420

~ Br ute Bobbitt - lnlerlor

d
d

~ Coral Brw ner- EPA

(202) 208-641 6

(202) 208-6956

Robert Retch - Lobar

(202) 2 19-73 16

(202) 219-8699

Warren Chr istopher - Slota

(202) 6 47-6575

( 20 2) 6 47-7 120

I> Jenet Re no- Attorney Generel

(20 2) 5 14-2007

(202) 5 14-533 1

(j ~
(j ~

( 202) 366-5580

Arrange doesn't
fee/like a database for nothing.
It's built around
a database, allowing you to
create records for
each of your projects, including
descriptions, categories, and lists
of people (of
course, stored in
the program's
contact list) who
will be working
with you on the
project. You can
also assign a priority level to each
project.
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ROMs; file synchroniza tion for PowerBook users who need to reconcile files
on the road with those back at home or in the office; and the ability to launch
files and applications from outside the program. Over a network, Arrange lets
users link to documents stored on a server, marks who last had their hands on a
networked ·document, and shares information over an e-mail system (it supports most of the popular e-mail systems, described in Chapter 23).
Here's the catch: The database that drives Arrange is both the program's
strength and its weakness. Everything about Arrange screams "database," from
its infinitely customizable fields and topics, to its interface, up through the
manual. Common Knowledge even offers a developer's tool kit for crafting custom database applications. But don't expect to turn this puppy into a show dog
without some training. Yours, that is. Still, if you already understand databases-or are at least willing to invest some sizable up-front effort-you can
arrange Arrange in whatever way suits your fancy.
0
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Dynodex is a simple-to-use contact manager that includes templates for
tries to anticipate commonly
writing short memos ond letters. Of course, the address information on
the let ter can easily be culled from the contact manager.
typed words-filling in CA
when you type C in the State
field, for example. D efinitely a nice touch. (Unless, of course, you live in
Connecticut or Colorado, in which case you can select the appropriate state from
the pop-up list.) T here's also a new control panel device, called Dynofind, that
lets you look up information in multiple Dynodex files without rwming the
Dynodex softwa re.
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The interfa ce has three dimensions, and not just for show: Press [Option ) while
clicking on any raised box, and up pops a list of commonly used words and
abbreviations for that field. For instance, if you click on the Title box with [Option)
pressed, you'll see a list of titles such as President, E ngineer, and Vice P resident. Click on the Edit option in every pop-up menu to add and delete shortcuts. Type p, and tl1e word "president" instantly appears. P ortfolio promises a
calendar in the summer or fail of 1994 th at will lin k to Dynodex.
FirstThingsFirst Proactive. Imagine a cross between a calendar and an out-

liner that lets you jot down thoughts, ideas, and goals. You've just envisioned
FirstThingsFirst Proactive from Visionary Software ($149)-a weird hybrid of
appoinnnent keeper and thought organizer. T he core of the program is a fullfeatured outliner that lets you develop your ideas and plans (I really need a better handle on expenses), n am e your goals (reduce costs for next month), and
tl1en develop related tactics to meet them (buy less Scotch tape). Then, when
you're ready to put deadlines to those goals, you can drag the pertinent item
over to the calendar. It's odd, but it works.
VVhile the outliner is this program's main attraction, the calendar is no afterthought. In fact, you can create as many interconn ected calendars as you can
think of, if that will help you organize your day. (Maybe a special calendar for
when to add chemicals to your hot tub, even .) What's more , you can schedule
events, set up reminders-just about everything that you can do in every other
calendar program. And because Proactive can run over a n etwork, you can even
distribute a calendar tl1at delegates tasks to someon e else.

~
~
CiOOD
FEATURE

In Control. Attain's entry, In Control ($130), is the ultimate to-do list manager,

making ch anging or adding or deleting anything easy: As tl1e commercial says,
Just do it. It's a dream to figure out, easy to format, and attractively laid out. You
can immediately start filling out lists of tl1ings to do, places to go, and dates on
which those things must be accomplished. The resulting lists can then be displayed automatically in the program's calendar. Moving tasks to different days of
the month is just a matter of drag and drop-from the list view onto tl1e calendar or from one day to anotl1er. And it's all made even simpler by a remarkably
easy-to-understand manual. With the latest version, In Control3, Attain has extended that ease to managing simple projects: Its to-do list lets you track events
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Project Managers: The Real Story

(RG)

Do you ever get the feeling that a simple scheduler can't handle all the tasks involved in
your important project? Do you contemplate using a project manager instead? Well, maybe
you should, but proceed with caution. Project managers-programs such as Micro Planning
International's X-Pert, Lucas Management Systems' Artemis Schedule Publisher, and
Welcom's OpenPian-are big, complex programs intended for managing huge numbers of
people and tasks.
How huge? Welcom's OpenPian ($4,200 for the single-user version), for example, was an invaluable tool for managing construction of the now-defunct Supercolliding Superconductor.
Artemis-another major name in project management-is a big supplier to the aerospace
industry. You'll find its mainframe, VAX, PC, and Mac versions of Schedule Publisher
($2,000) used throughout the Space Shuttle project.

Project Scheduler 5 ($700), from Scitor; Manager ($700), from Micro Planning International; Project ($700), from Microsoft; and MacProject II ($600), from Claris, are all intended for less-daunting tasks-like building a house. And it's possible that one of these
programs will, in fact, offer the kind of resource management (resources in this arena are
defined as people and material) you need for that Excedrin-size project. But don't expect
to just pick up and run with the program-not even with the acknowledged ease-of-use
leader, MacProject II.
That's because project management is a complex discipline in its own right, developed by
the U.S. Navy in the early 1950s to help build the Polaris submarine. Think about that for a
minute: The discipline grew out of the government, never known for taking the easy approach to anything. And that discipline is the foundation for all these programs. So don't
blame the product if it seems obtuse in its approach to project management. Its philosophical foundation started off that way.

that have a date but not a set time when they must be done. Its daily schedule
displays a handy little graph of your day's activities-with bars showing your
most heavily booked times. It also has an integrated calendar with daily, weekly,
and monthly views, with a nice implementation of banners that don't obliterate
text you've already typed in. And through its use of Apple events, In Control
works directly with FileMaker Pro databases-eliminating duplicate databases
for you FileMaker Pro users who, for instance, may have been using your customer database as your contact list. Like Arrange, InfoDepot, and many other
programs in tlus arena, In Control lets you link information to other documents
or applications. Time to update Fred's employee eva luation? Just click on the
linked word processed document and it's on yom screen. Now get to work.

GOOD
FEATURE
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lnfoDepot is being tested
by the Gannett Newspaper Croup as a storytracking program that
would allow editors to
assign reporters, photographers, and deadlines
to each story. The key is
that the program presents
the editor with a visual
look at who's working on
what and what status the
story has; because it's tied
Into other programs via
Apple events, that status
is constantly updated.

0

lnfoDepot. Think of lnfoDepot (formerly FairWitness, $300), from Chena
Software, as a kind of information overseer. In many ways, InfoDepot is for the
professional whose job is time management. P eople just wanting to organize
their appointments and to-do lists would probably find this program overkilL

The program starts you off in outline view, letting you put down ideas, events,
and things to do or manage in a kind of free-form fashion. From there, you can
transform that view into a timeline, an assortment of tables, or a form of your
own design. But that's just the beginning. T he neat part about InfoDepot is its
support of Apple events; InfoD epot can automatically link and update other
Apple event-aware applications, including the Aldus and Now bundles, Microsoft Excel, QuarkXPress, PageMaker, and WordPerfect. On the simplest level,
that means you develop an outline of things to do in InfoDepot, and then reach
out to other calendar- and contact-managers that you might prefer. It also
means that InfoDepot can be set up to stretch well beyond the personal information category. The Gannett Newspaper Group, for instance, is testing InfoDepot as its story-tracking program. Cbck on an image of a photograph, and
InfoDepot takes tl1e photo editor to the actua l electronic image. (Apple events
and how they can be used are described in Chapter 3 .)
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lnfoD epot takes some getting used to, since it does things in a way that isn't immed iately obvious. (Exampl e: When in table mode, you ca n click your mouse
outside a colunm to create a new column.) But it does h ave some nice features.
J ust set up a column for elates, then type in a string aIa 111 7; 1124. Hit!Returnland
those numbers automatically transform into Janumy 1 7, 1994 to Janumy 24,
1994. That elate string will automatically place itself on an lnfoD epot calendar
or in a ca lendar from Aldus or Now. Everything works over the network, allowing users to share and make changes to the sa me documents.
lnTouch and DateView. You want simple? T h e venerable little address book
from Adva nced Software, lnTouch ($100), fits that description. You bring up
the old-style address book from the'* menu. T hat approach buys you speedfor quickly calling up that phone number you need while working on your research report. What you see when you call up InTouch is a Rolodex-size screen
that now, with version 2.0.8, sports a colorful, imm ediately graspable interface
for working with names an d addresses. lnTou ch lets you type in free -form
information, an approach that's comfortable to use, although it poses problems
if you want to export your information into another program that uses fields.

BA R GA I N

Beyond th e address book, it also sports a handy search facility, a calendar reminder, a phone dia ler, and a print facility set up for a vari ety o f enve lopes.
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U ntil earlier this yea r, lnTouch
was one of the last stand-alone
address books on th e market.
Now, though, lnTouch has an
appointment and to-do list companion- DateView 1.0 ($100),
which works with InTouch or by
itself.
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DateView is a simple and easy-to-use appoin tment book and to-do
list companion to In Touch. Need to look at your schedule for the
week ahead? DateView 's got it for you, da y by day.
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A5 with InTouch, figuring out DateView is simplicity itself. Buttons and dialog
boxes are self-explanatory. Cr eate events by double-clicking on a day or by
clicking and dragging to the displayed beginning and end times. Reschedule
events just by grabbing and draggin g. And like the other offerings that pair contact and appointment managers, InTouch an d D ateVi ew share and update mutual information over System 7.
U nfortunately, D ateView comes off as a decidedly wimpy relative to its hefty
calendar competition. It doesn 't have a zillion ways to change fonts, format layouts, or cut up your day. W h at it does offer is a fast way to call up and peruse
your week's schedule so you can retur n to the task at h and.
Now Contact and Now Up-to-Date. Entering information in N ow Contact

($100) from Now Software is a simple matter of tabbing through different
fie lds. Once you enter infom1ation, you can decide how the program will
arrange and display it. One nice fea ture with N ow Contact: You can edi't information while in List view (nearly every program has one-which lists and
sorts all your contact :files-but few programs let yon modify contact informaF::T0u0RE tion from that view). Later, you can scan lists of your different contacts, organized by category. There's also a bare-bones word processor for drafting form
letters and faxes, and a document logger that lists all correspondence for each
contact. Perhaps the best part of Now Contact is Q uickContact, a pull-down
3[J
MyContocts: De toll Ulew : ~
!ill
menu (added to the Finder)
Smi th, carol ...... ................................. .................................................. 3 10- 123-4567
that shows your most-oftenJ¢ J¢ J1 of 1 Found
18J.,t I8J "B' C. ttgol'1j I Businoss • l
Ud
d h
ca e contacts an p one
numbers. It's available at any
time from any app.
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Now Contact gives you insta nt access to your contacts; simply click
on a contact in the List view and up pops a Ro/odex-style card with
complete details.

I!J

Bu t while Now Contact is a
pretty good contact manager,
its real strength is its in tegration with N ow U p-to-Date
($ 100). Like the Aldus Pro
twins, the Now bundle ($150)
links to fonn a serious information manager. With both
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programs on your hard disk or
network server, for instance,
you can see all events and todo items for each person on
your contact list. You can even
create new Events in Now
Up-to-Date from within Now
Contact. Both programs are
server-based (they can be accessed by anyone on your network), openi11g up schedu les
and contacts to your work
group or smalJ office.
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Want to set aside a few days to work on a special project? Putting a
banner across a few days in your calendar to remind you when you
need to work on that project Is a breeze with Now Up-to-Date. Of
course, a mouse click brings up a window with complete project
details in case you look at the calendar and forget what the project
is all about.

While powerful, Now Up-toDate offers fewer options for
dissecting your day than does
Aldus DateBook Pro, its closest rival. But from its beautifully laid out calendars to its color-coded to-do Lists,
Now Up-to-Date really does everything you'd want from an appointment program. Events can be set to recur with a dizzying range of frequencies (from
every day to the first vVednesday of each month). To-do items can be scheduled
for specific days or whenever you get around to them, and items can be sorted
and organized according to a variety of categories.

Now Up-to-Date is an absolute breeze to learn and use. Unlike Aldus's Pro
twins, you don't have to be tied to th e manual to find your way around. You can
quickly add to-do's, events, and holidays to the calendar just by typing. Want a
banner across several days? lo31:l(ID does the tri ck- then just grab and stretch to
fit. And if an event or to-do involves someone in your Contact database, just
double-click on the item in the calendar, tell who in Contacts should be associated with that task, and attach it. If you want to parse your days, weeks, and
months into a million facets, turn to Aldus DateBook Pro. If you want a more
limited set of features that you don't have to be a pro to learn, you'll find Now
Up-to-Date more your style.

GOOD
FEATURE
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(RG)

When an a appointment keeper/calendar does too little, and a project manager does too
much, you might find that a Gantt chart program is just right. These programs include
Varcon Systems' Great Gantt! ($200), Mainstay's MacSchedule Plus ($400), AEC Software's FastTrack Schedule ($280), and Micro Planning International's KeyPian ($400).
Gantt charts are essentially
timelines that show you important milestones, as well as those
important task dependencies.
They give you an instant view of
the project status. Of course, to
be useful, you must constantly
update the programs-otherwise you're working with yesterday's news.
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Unlike full-blown project man,._.,now,
...........
COl
·a
agers-which can track virtually
unlimited numbers of calendars,
hDII I
'"'
people, and tasks- these proGantt charts, such as tills one created by Great Gantt!, are
grams are aimed at people man- essentially visual tlmelines that show you important deadlines
aging smaller projects, with up
and milestones for the projects you're working on.
to maybe 30 tasks. They are also
much simpler to grasp and use than their heavy-duty counterparts. Within them, you can
define start and finish dates, define dependencies (task B requires the completion of task D,
for instance), and see important milestones.
'1/t rtlll,

I I

What distinguishes these programs from the simple schedulers listed in the PIM marketplace
is their ability to show you how the project is going and whether you'll make your deadline.
If you need to manage projects in addition to managing your busy day, consider adding one
of these Gantt makers to you r management arsenal.

POWERBOOK

Rae Assist. For PowerBook owners whose workaday li ves depend on the Filofax, you have a friend in Rae Assist ($200). ln fact, Rae Technology pushes that
day-minder metaphor throughout its program. Every page, every form, every
calendar looks like an electronic facsimile of those pervasive little binders. Like
its leather-bow1d brethren, Rae Assist is set up to keep track of business and
personal contacts; handle to-do l.ists and projects; and help plan your activiti es
by the day, week, or month. Its electronic foundation lets you link people and
companies to projects, as well as categorize each lead and customer.

Chapter 10: Personal and Business Management

Rae Assist's drawbacks stem from
an interface that manages to stress
ease of use over simplicity. Case in
..... ...,. '· ,.,
point: With every item you enter,
f!•
,.,.Oil
o o....
you must first click New, and when
you're finished, click OK It's an noying. W orse, there's no sense of
bein g able to reach in to organize
the information the way you want
it. T he simple act of jotting down
Rae Assist mimics the look of paper-based leather-bound binders
that we're so used to carrying around. The contact manager
projects, to-do lists, and names represents information In a simple and easy-to-read interface.
quires more patience th an I possess. (It doesn't help that Assist makes a mechanical "clunk" sound when you
switch views.)
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Financial management applications rw1 the gamut from low-cost programs,
design ed to automate your checkbook and help you prepare your taxes, to multimodule in tegrated applications, for managing th e books of companies ranging
in size from mom-and -pop stores to large cor porations.
Personal acco unting programs, designed to help individual users get a grip on
th eir personal expenses, generally rely on a very simpl e interface (usually a
check or check register). Once entered an d categorized, information can be
retrieved and viewed in a variety of ways. Every time you write a check, for
instan ce, you can assign it a ca tegory (such as food, rent, or entertai nment).
W ith a few clicks, you will see how much you've spent on food that month, for
a few months, or for the year to date.
T he small-business programs are the n ext step up, based on th.e doubl e-en try
accounting system o f debits and cred its and offering more sop histicated
account-tracking and reporting capabilities, including balance sheets, profit
and loss statements, and amortization schedules.

BAD
FEATURE
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T he programs selected and described here were chosen after sifting through
product reviews in the major maga zines, and, of course, talking to lots of users.

Personal Accounting
Wlth just a little bit of time and effort (and a relatively small outlay of cash),
you'll be able to get your finances in order using one of the programs in this
category. Don't let the low prices fool you; you'll fi nd a myriad of fancy features
here-from tools for budget planning to creating and analyzing investment
portfolios.

BARGAIN

GOOD
FEATURE

Quicken (SB/CG). Quicken ($70), a checkbook p rogram from Intuit, gets high
marks for ease of use. T he screen looks just ljke a check. Qllicken keeps all your
accounts-checking, savings, credit cards, loans, investments, and cash-in a
single file. T h e program pri nts checks (on standa rdized ch eck forms you can
buy from Intuit), pays bills, updates your register, and reconciles your bank accmmt. (\Nhen your account doesn't reconcile, tl1e program offers to make an
entry of the difference so it will reconcil e next time. You decide if that's a good
practice or not.)
Version 4 adds QuickFill, a feature designed to simplify data entry. As you start
typing an entry fora transaction, Quicken does a quick search to see if it matches
a tran saction you've entered before and automatically fills in tl1e rest of ilie text
for you. Improved 2-D and 3-D graphs give you a qwck overview of your
income and expenses. As you record a transaction, identify ,.vhat it was forgroceries, phone, utilities, new
.: r ue
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create graphs sh owing your net
worth and your budget plan versus
actual income and expenses.
Version 4 also offers a slew of feanrres for tracking investments, includjng things like stocks, bonds,
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Perhaps one of the reasons that Quicken is one of the bestselling packages o f all time is because the personal financial
manager is so simple to use. Entering information is as easy as
writing a check.
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mutual funds, CDs, and IRAs, and
for creating reports shmving you the
status of yom portfolio. There's even a
feature for importing stock prices from
Prodigy's QuoteTrack on-lin e stock- information service. (Sec Chapter 22 for
more on Prodigy and other on-line services.) Loan amortization tools allow
you to calculate changes in principal
and interest as you make payments, and
create payment schedules. Quicken also
allows you to export cia ta to spreadsheet
and tax programs.
MacMoney (CG). Survivor Software's

·············· .............................. .
Keeping Up On All
Accounts

(CG)

Like every other category of Mac software,
there are new entries in the accounting market on an ongoing basis. One way to get a
handle on the range of programs available is
to contact the Macintosh Accounting
Consortium (MAC), a nonprofit organiza tion
sponsored by Apple, major software developers, and a network of consultants and CPAs
who use these programs. The consortium will
provide you with product information as well
as make recommendations on products. If
nothing else, MAC is a good place to start
gathering product literature. Based in
Campbell, California, MAC can be reached
by phone at 408/366-8330 or by fax at
408/364-1662. You ca n also reach them via
Applelink at MACACCT.

MacMoney 4 ($80) is also a low-cost
and easy-to-use record keeper and financial management program geared
toward individua ls. You enter data in a
window resembling, yes, a check, and you can also print checks using the program. MacMoney tracks bank accounts, credit cards, cash, assets, liabilities, income, and expenses. It has an optiona l budgeting feature and P lans Menu for
planning loan , savings, and retirement stra tegi es.

You'IJ also find elaborate reports; the capability to categorize your accounts, expenses, and income into 1,000 categories (things like entertainment, mortgage,
food , and gifts) that are easily accessed from a scrollable window; and support
for exporting data as a tab-d elimited text file to spreadsheets, databases, and
other programs.

If you have a home- based or sma ll business and rea lly don't want to make the
leap into small-business accounting programs, Survivor offers an $80 add-on
module, called Invoicit 1.41, that adds invoice and accounts-receivable functiona lity to Maci\tloney. Invoicit can hand le up to 2,000 clients with name, address, telephone, billing terms, and year-to-date totals for each account.
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Managing Your Money (SB). Both Quicken and MacMoney do a better job of

managing your checkbook than Managing Your Money ($40) from MECA
Software. What made MYM different from its competitors was its tools for
managing stock portfoljos and planning and tracking life insurance needs, retirements savings, kids' college funds, and taxes, but both Quicken and
MacMoney now offer similar featw:es.
With MYM, you have to spend a lot of time learning the program and entering
your financial statistics. Most users probably never get modules in operation
and are haunted by their vows to enter more data "next weekend." Once you
get MYM up and running, though, all the parts work together well. For instance, if you sell some stock, entering the sale in your portfolio also updates
the ba lance of your checking account, your net worth, and your tax files.
T he clearly written m anual and extensive on-screen help make the program
fairly easy to use. And you can aJso get the CheckFree electronic bill-paying
service as a built-in option.
MYOB Accounting (SB/CG). MYOB (which sta nds for Mind Your Own Busi-

ness) is a low-cost integrated application that offers general ledger, accounts receivable and accounts payable, inventory, and checkbook modules. Although
For small-business
owners who want a
program that's easy to
set up and use, MYOB
is a good choice. Entering financial information Is simple and
straightforward, with
electronic invoices, for
instance, that look like
the invoices you 're
used to seeing.
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Best!Ware (formerly Teleware) designed the program specifically for smallbusiness owners, it can be used for personal financial management and is considered a Quicken competitor. Two versions are available: MYOB Accounting
($100), and MYOB Accounting with Payroll ($200) for, obviously, small businesses with employees.
MYOB is a good choice for people who don't know much about keeping books
and don't particularly want to learn. The manual even offers three ways to set
up, for users who have different expectations: those who are starting a new business and want to do things right, those who are migrating from some other way
of doing books (another program or doing books by hand), and those who want
a quick-and-dirty start (rather like an electronic checkbook), with the option to
later expand their use of the program.
MYOB offers a card file that automatically keeps track of customer, vendor, and
employee information, and it can serve as an electronic phone and address book
with auto dial. The to-do list automatically alerts you to overdue receivables,
payables discounts about to expire, and inventory items that need to be reordered. As if that's not enough, MYOB also automatically prompts you to
make recurring payments, such as your rent, on a timely basis. AJJ in all, it's one
of the easiest small-business accounting packages to set up and use.
MaclnTax Tax Planner (SB/CG). An ovenvhelming favorite since its introduction in 1985, MaclnTax ($80), from Intuit, helped define tax planning on the
Macintosh. The easy-to-use program, continually updated to reflect changes in
tax law, helps you fill out your tax forms. To simplify the whole process of
putting your financial information in digital form, Intuit provides good on-line
help, and a feature ca1led "The EasyStep Interviewing Systems" guides you
through the process of setting up your tax forms. You can import financial data
from Quicken into the program, which shou ld save you some typing time if all
goes well.

On screen, you see an exact replica of the paper tax forms, but there's an important difference: The forms do calculations for you, and they're linked so that a
figure you input (or that is calculated) on one form automatically appears where
you need it on other forms (and changes if the first figure changes). With the
W-4 withholding allowance calculator, you can determine how much you need
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lfyou dread figuring out your taxes and filling out tax forms, MaclnTax
may be fo r you. Although you still have to enter the financial information In your 1040, at least the program does all tile calculations for you.

to withhold from your earnings so that you don't end up
owing money at the end of
the year. The estimated tax
calculator computes your estimated tax payment based
on the IRS's 1040 form. The
1040ES and \tV-4 forms are
IRS-approved and can be
printed and submitted as tax
documents. (For another $50,
you can buy Intuit's MacinTax State Supplements, which
provide tax forms for individual States.)

Not everyone may need tax
software. If your tax situation is vety simple, it may take longer to insta ll
}.1acinTax than to do your retmns by hand. However, if you're interested in
doing "what-if' tax scenarios for periods up to five years, or if you want to see
the difference in dollars betv,reen submitting "married filing jointly" and "married filing separately" statements, or if you have a fair number of entries on
Schedules A, C, D , orE, you're a good candidate for MaclnTax.

Small Business
Keeping a good set of books can sometimes make the difference ben;veen survival and fai lure for a small business. Remember, though, that someone has to
be responsible for learning the software, setting it up, and using it on an ongoing basis. There's also n o benefit in having the data in electronic form and
generating lots of reports if no one uses the reports to make informed management decisions.
Small-business accounting packages are aimed at companies that have to keep
track of the finances and costs associated "vith a few employees and num erous
suppliers and clients. These applications provide the kinds of reports that
investors, banks, and, of course, the IRS require of businesses, including com-
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prehensive balance sheets, profit & loss (P&L) statements, tax and benefit calculations for employees, client records (including billing and receivables), inven tory reports, cost of goods sold, and the li ke. You'll also find that the
functionality needed to do these tasks is relegated to various m odules, which
are designed to work in an integrated and seaml ess envi ronment (changes in
one module for one accoru1t are reflected in the account records in other modules when necessary). Most companies offer free demo versions of their programs, allowing you a chance to see what you're getting yourself and your staff
into ahead ofti me-something to take adva ntage of. If you don't take the time
to investigate first, it could end up costing you time and money later on.
Peachtree Accounting 2.0 (SB/CG). Peachtree is a solid small-busin ess
accou nting package, modestly priced at $170, tha t boasts an instaJl ed base of
nearly one million businesses. Its modules include General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll, Inventory, Job Costing, Bank Reconciliation, Purchase Order, Budgeting, and C ustom Forms Design. All the modules are integrated, meaning that infom1ation entered or changed in any
module is automatically updated in all the oth er modules. The program is designed to handle companies of all sh apes and sizes, supporting an ru1limited
number of transactions, customers, vendors, accounts, items, jobs, and employees. It also includes an interactive HyperCard tutorial, an on-line accou nting
• ,,,. '"" ••••• ,.,.. '''"' ••••"• M••••
•
basics textbook and glossary, and
'"'"'''"'""'"""'
many
handy checklists that help
I nhu lm••r. t<lt " Putt haw\ raur 1

One of the most popular small· business accounting packages
on the Mac, PeachTree integrates a variety of modules for
tracking your business. Entries are straightfo rward, and an in·
teroctive HyperCard tutorial provides you with on-line ac·
counting basics.

Each accounting period can be
open, closed, or locked. A locked period can be viewed with all transaction deta il, but it can 't be edited; this
prevents accidental changes to the
wrong period. T he program also offers multilevel password security to
protect your business information.

BARGAIN
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Multiledger and Payroll (SB). CheckNlark Software's MultiLedger is the
small- to medium-size-business package that accom1 ta nts prefer. For them, it's
straightforward and elemental, but if you aren't an accountant, its professional
accounting practices may be somewhat opaque.

For $400, you get General Ledger, Accounts Receivable, Accounts Payable,
and Inventory modules; a multiuser version is available for $700. CheckMark
also publishes the highly respected Payroll (priced at $300), a payroll system for
managing salaried and/or homly employees that can be used by itself or as a
module within lvlultiLedger.
The program is rather conservative-each month must be closed (although
adjustments can be made to any month in the current year). \iVhile it provides
a wide variety of reports, the reports can't be customized. And screens have a
plain-Jane look, though pop-up menus speed data entry. T he bottom line:
MultiLedger is a good choice fo r those confident about keeping books.
·•••·······•·• ·v· • •• ·· •t• ·••M· ··•e •e···· .. ·· · ······ ·••••••···•···••·•·•·•••••••·••

The High Rood

(CG)
I

Many small-business managers decide they don't have the time or expertise to thoroughly
research which accounting package would be best for them, so, saying they want "the
best," they ask for recommendations from dealers or consultants. Or they ask their accountant (who probably doesn't use a Mac). In either case, the answer is likely to be. one of the
multimodule, sophisticated packages. But a high-end accounting system makes sense only
for those who have industrial-strength needs-a networked environment, thousands of
transactions per month, and two or more full-time employees working on the books. Get
the picture?
Some of the names you'll come across in t his category include A4 ($2,000 to $6,000), from
Softek Design; FlexWare ($700 per module), from Manzanita Software System s; and
Connected Accounting ($1,000), from EveryWa re Development.
One of the best-selling, high-end packages, and a name you're likely to hear over and over
from the professionals, is Great Plains Accounting fro m Great Plains Software. Great
Plains has more modules than p robably any other Mac accounting system (modules range
in price from $500 to $1,000). What it doesn't have is a great Mac interface. The company
has sold a Mac version of its PC product for years, but it still looks and acts like an MS-DOS
program.
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(AN/CG)

Nolo Press, publisher of a variety of self-help law books, also offers a host of
software applications designed to help you get your legal life in order.
WillMaker 5 ($50), for instance, comes with a book giving background information on the various choices that you will face when making a will. Or you can
just let yourself be walked through the program and only consult the book
when you want. When you're done, VVillMaker prints out a will that's a legal
document in any state except Louisiana (whose laws are based on the
Napoleonic Code rather than English common law). VVillMaker costs a small
fraction of what a lawyer will charge to draw up a will for you, or of what the
probate court will extract as tribute if you're foolish enough to die intestate
(without a will).

BARGAI N

Nolo also offers Living Trust ($56), which is estate-planning software. It h elps
you create a living trust, which lets you will property to people \vithout having
to go through probate. The program has enough flexibility to accommodate
life's complexities (djfferent assets, for example, can have different custodians
and beneficiaries). You can't preview a trust document until you have completed
all the steps of the program, though you'll find it's fairly easy to edit a completed
version before you print and sign it. Living Trust comes with on-line help and a
comprehensive manual; it pays to study the manual or you might make a mistake
that could invalidate your efforts. Conveying property properly can be tricky, so
you probably should have an attorney review the living trust you produce. But
even if you do consult an attorney, the software should save you money and educate and inform you about th e entire process of managing your estate.
Organizing your person al records isn't something you plan a weekend around,
but like making a will, it's something worth doing. To help you get your fin ancial, legal, and personal information in order, Nolo offers a useful product
called Personal RecordKeeper ($30). The program has more than 200 categories and subcategories to orga nize and store information. For instance, you
can compute your net worth and create inventories of all your insured property
Qust remember to take the disk with you in case of a fire). You can also protect
your records with a password and print all or selected records.
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Editors ' Poll: Have You Ever Used Apple Events Scripting
to Tie Applications Together?
AA: If you mean AppleScript, no. If you mean have I taken advantage of Apple events, yes.
PageMaker uses Apple events to supply hot links to FreeHand and other programs. So does
Fetch, TouchBase Pro (if I ever install it), and a bunch of other programs.

DB: I think Apple events scripting is one of the coolest features to come out in a long time,
and I think that Apple is doing a really poor job of promoting it. Yes, it's programming, but
it's so easy and so powerful! I'm using it to script QuarkXPress and FileMaker Pro together.
Next I'm going to create little stand-alone applications using the FrontMost utility that
comes with AppleScript 1.1. It lets you make buttons and pop-down menus and so on.
Very impressive work.
EC: I think AppleScript is cool. I've never learned to program, but it seems like I could use
AppleScript to create my own programs, or to make the programs I have do exactly what I
want, sort of the next step up from QuicKeys. I just bought The Too of AppleScript from
BMUG and plan to do some summer reading ...

DD: I'm not a real tinkerer: I mean, I haven't even tried QuicKeys yet.

JK: No, I don't. I've never had enough of an ongoing need for this kind of linkage to make
it worthwhile to set up.

HN: No, but once the scriptable Finder arrives, I expect to see a lot of neat utility functions
appearing as scripts.

BW: Currently, my projects vary too greatly, but if I found myself performing ongoing,
repetitive computing tasks that incorporate predictable stages, I'd AppleScript the hell out
of them.
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Databases
ONE OF THE NICEST PARTS ABOUT having a Mac is that you can make it do
all the things that you hate to do. Databases are a perfect example: You may hate
fi ljng, but ask your Mac to put your collection of 15,2 46 baseball cards in order
of each player's average RBI over the last ten years and you'll make its day.
In this chapter, we'll show you how databases organize in formation, from fields
and records, to reports and mai ling labels. We'll also give you a rundown on the
most popular software ava ilable so that you can decide which database manager
is right for you. Finally, at the end of the chapter you'll fi nd a whole new coll ection of tips and tricks (mostly for FileJv'laker) so that you can get the most out of
your database.
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Chapter 11 : Databases

What Is a Database?
A database organizes information by dividing it up into smaller, labeled pieces.
An address book might be divided into names, addresses, and phone numbers; a
checkbook into check numbers, payees, and amounts; a dictionary into entry
words, types of speech, and definitions. A computer can use these labels to help
it quickly sift through huge amounts of data, perhaps in order to find a certain
name (or check number or entry word) or to list clients by ZIP code (or some
other criteria).
The database managers described in this chapter allow you to organize information in your own way or organize a kind of information that is not covered
by an already-existing program. Some examples of home-grown databases are
recipe books and videocassette catalogs, but many people also create contact
managers, checkbook registers, and accounting programs.

Databases, Databases, and Databases

(EC)

The address book, checkbook, and dictionary that I mentioned above are all
databasefiles-groups of information divided into labeled pieces. You create, manipulate, and view database files with a database application, such as Now Contact
or Quicken. You can also create custom database applications (I have one called
"Biblebase") with a database manager like FileMaker Pro, 4th Dimension, or
Ornnis7. The tricky part is that most people refer to all three- database files,
database applications, and database managers- simply as databases.
Furthermore, the line between database files and database applications is very
thin indeed. So thin that the two may even be embodied in the same icon on the
desktop. Take my Biblebase database application, for example. I created it with
FileMaker Pro to hold all of my contact information for this project. The database fil e is the information, that is, the names and addresses themselves. The
database application is the way that I have set up how to enter and p·rocess that info1-mation. Both are contained in the icon Biblebase.
Stand-alone database applications like Now Contact or Quicken, usually marketed not as databases but as "information managers" of one kind or another, are
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~

FileMak.er Pro

~

Recipes

Fi/eMaker Pro is a database manager; Recipes includes t.he database
application and the database file
in one icon.

~

4D FirsFM 1.0
40 First is a database manager, Music Collection is the
database application, ar:J
Music Collection.data is the
database file.

Wl

Music Collection

~

Music Collection.data

perfect for people who don't want to design the system but would rather just
enter the information. (Personal in formation managers were described in detail
in the prev1ous chapter.)

What Can You Do With a Database Application?

(EC)

Of course, word processors and spreadsheets can also hold i.nformation such
as names and addresses, recipes, or glossaries. vVhy would you want to use a
· ·• · ...... • · ...... · .. " ... · ................... _... database application to organize that

Spreadsheets vs.
Databases

(EC)

Spreadsheets and databases are two similar
ways of looking at information and, in fact, can
perform many of the same functions. Each row
of a spreadsheet contains a collection of pieces
of information, each with its own label (the column label). You can think of columns as fields
and rows as records. (If you don't know what
fields and records are, don't worry, we'll explain
them later in " Parts of a Database File.")
And although you can create a database file with
a spreadsheet program and can search and sort
without problem, you will be severely limited
with respect to reports, entry forms, and other
types of specialized layouts.
On the other hand, you can use a database as a
spreadsheet, keeping track of monthly and yearly totals, for example, but you will have limited
means of charting and creating "what-if" scenarios, a spreadsheet's most powerful feature.

informati on? The an swer lies in the
way info rmation is stored in a database. Each piece of information is labeled, perhaps as a "first name" or
"check number" or "ingredient." This
labeling allows the database to access
and manipulate the data veqr quickly,
which in turn allows you to consult individual parts of your data, order it,
and then output portions of it (or the
whole thing).
Storing information in an electronic
database lets you see the same information in a number of ways, selected
and ordered according to your emrent needs. For example, suppose you
have a list of names and addresses. A
database will allow you to order (that
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is, so1-t) the list by last name, in order to create a printed phone directory, and
later by ZIP code, to print labels for a bulk mailing. You can also quickly find
the portions of your data you want to work with, say; all of your clients in the
Northeast, or all those that haven't ordered in the last six months. T hese tasks
would be much more difficult with a static list in a word processor.

Parts of a Database File

(SA/AN/SM/]K)

Here are some basic terms you n eed to know when using a database program.
To help make them clearer, we' ll compare each with a concrete, rea l-world example that you're undoubtedly familia r with-a Rolodex file.
Field:
A single item of
information, like a name
or a ZIP code. It's the
equivalen t of a single
line on a Rolodex card.

--~,..,..-+->Inn;_

A Ro/odex is just another kind
of database. Th e labels here show
the terms used for the parts of a
database in a database management program.

Flat-File vs. Relational

Record:
A grouping of related
fields, like a person's
name, address, phone
numbers, and so on.
It's the equivalent of a
single Rolodex card.

..._....__ Database file:
A collection of related
records. It's equivalent
to all th e cards in a
given Rolodex file.

(EC)

T he main difference between the two major kinds of database programs-fiatfile and Telational-is the way they share information. Suppose you have a database to do your invoicing. In order for the name and address of your client to
appear on your invoice, there wi ll have to be a li nk between the Clients file and
the Invoices file.
In a flat-file database, you will create fi elds in the Invoi ces file in which to copy
the information from the Clients file, using a lookup function. You can automate
the copying process, but it is important to realize that the information now resides in two separate places. C hanging the information in one file will not automatically update it in the other.
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In a relational database, the information in the Clients file is not copied but, instead, a link is created-usuaUy with a key word like an ID number-that connects the Clients information to the invoice. \iVhenever you look at or print the
invoice, the program consults the Clients file and displays the latest information available. In addition, when you look in the Clients file, you can list what
invoices have been made to that client. Finally, if the Invoices file is linked to
other files, like Products, Payments, or whatever, the client information is automatically linked to those files as well.

Choosing a Database Manager
In this section, we'll review the two leading flat-fil e database managers and one
easy-to-use relational database manager.

FileMaker Pro

(SN]KISMIAN/EC/Charles Rubin)

FileMaker ($400, C laris) has been the flat-file database of choice for Mac users
ever since the program first came out in 1985, perhaps due to its clever use of
lookups, which have since been incorporated into the competition. FileMaker is
like a good strategy game: It's easy to learn, but it will keep you interested for a
long time. This means it lets you start right away, but it can still perform relatively complex database tasks.
Lookup Unlue for rleld "'II em Ooscrlpllon"
current File
"lnuolces"

Lookup File

.. Products"
Copy the c ontents of:
)11om Nnme
...)
... when the unlue In:
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... )

If no eHoc t mntch, then
® don' t copy

0
[

... Into th e field :

-J

"' Item Oescrtptlonto
.•. mntches • new en try In:
Jllem Nu ...... )
Ill] Don't copy contents If emp ty

copy ne11t lower uGiue

0 copC~~~~~~~-~~~~-----

[ Sot Lookup File ... )

O use

[ Concel

I

Jl

OK

J

FlleMaker makes even complicated features like lookup functions
easy to use.

The newest scnptmg features,
added to version 2.1, expand FileMaker's powers even further. A
script may contain almost any command in FileMaker's menus and
may be defined to act on a specific
field, fi le, or layout, or to pause and
wajt for user input. You can also
send (or receive) Apple events in
order to share information with
files created with other software or
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to take advantage of features in anoth er program (like using QuicKeys to dial the
mm1ber in your Telephone field through your modem). Finally you can assign
scripts to buttons, making them easy to get to and use.
Perhaps one ofFileMaker's best features is the ease with which you can design
views or layouts. You use MacDraw-like graphics tools (and the same keyboard
shortcuts) to design data entry windows, lists, reports, mailing labels, and form
letters. Adding fram es and rules in various colors and thicknesses helps to divide
the layouts visually and makes the information easier to enter and understand.

GOOD
FEATURE

You can generate a wealth of reports ·with FileMaker, once you've conquered
the rather difficult concepts of "parts" and "summaries." Unfortunately, many
users never do. Hopefully, the next version of FileMaker will include a
QuickReport function like 4D First's or a CrossTabs function like Panorama's.

In addition to Text, Number, Date, Time, Calculation, and Summary fields,
you can also create Picture/Sound fields in your FileMaker database. FileMaker
is clever enough to save only one copy of each picture, sound, or QuickTime
movie on the hard disk and then refer to it when necessary, saving time and disk
space.
Most flat-file databases are made to be used by one person, but FileMaker Pro
has strong multiuser features. You can share a file with any number of people on
a network (even if you don't have AppleShare or System 7), and you can assign
passwords to different users to control their access to various layouts or fields.
To sum up: Unless you need a fully relational database, FileMaker is a very
good choice. It is chock-full of features that even begiru1ers will be able to sink
their teeth into.

Panorama

QK/AN/EC/Byron Brown)

Panorama ($400, ProVue) is a flat-file database with lookup capabilities and a
useful feature, called Clairvoyance, that is a great help in entering data. If what
you're typing matches data in existing records, Clairvoyance finishes the entry
for you. (If it guesses wrong, you can just continue typing over the guess.) You
can even use Clairvoyance with lookup fields, which is especially helpful for entering ID codes from less-active clients.

GOOD
FEATURE
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Panorama keeps your entire
--""""'
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Panorama's CrossTabs feature helps you quickly analyze numerical
open them. Panorama's size on data In spreadsheet fashion, comparing rows and columns.
disk, a mere 584K, will make
cramped PowerBook users even happier. And the documents it creates are typically two to three times smaller than the equivalent files in FileMaker.
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Panorama's macro language, PanTalk, lets you assign keyboard shortcuts to
any command or sequence of commands. You can completely customize your
windows, menus, and dialog boxes. In addition, you can use the macro recorder
to watch you as you work and remember your actions for later.
Panorama's CrossTabs feature, which compares two sets of data in spreadsheet
fashion, and its automatic Graph function are ideal for analyzing numerical data.
And Panorama offers advanced drawing features like magnification, pixel-accurate drawing, and a wide selection of tools.

If you plan to work from a PowerBook or are especially worried about speed,
Panorama is the right choice.

40 First

BARGAIN

(EC)

For a truly relational database at a reasonable price, try 4D First ($300, ACI
US). Designed as an entry-level database with many automatic features, 4D
First is a pared-down version of 4th Dimension (see the box on page 424) that
can stand on its own or be used as a run-time version to open 4D files. This
means that you can not only use the hundreds of4D database templates that are
already available, but you can also create new database applications as you need
them.
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Although 4D First is slightly more difficult to learn than a flat- fi le database
such as FileMaker or Panorama, the relational strength and automated features
it offers may be worth tl1e trouble. For example, 4D First automatically creates
input and output layouts, and its QuickReport and Graph features make analyzing your information easier tl1an with FileMaker.
4D First's general interface and design tools are not nearly as iVIacintosh-like as
they should be. Everyday keyboard shortcuts such as [Shittl for restraining or
[Option ! for copying simply don't work. The Search dialog box doesn't let you tab
from one area to anomer or select fields wiili the arrow keys . On ilie other
hand, 4D First lets you view the database application while you're designing it,
saving you endless trips back and forth to make sure your modifications have
worked as you hoped.
4D First has two nice features that help you prepare your database for other
users. First, you can add balloon help to the fields in a layout. If you (or your data
entry operator) forget what goes in a field , simply activate balloon help and
point to the field with the mouse. Second, you can create a whole set
-- New cuent. .. ..
"""" . •0
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I Phon•l43-6675
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You can add your own balloon help to any field in any 40 First
layout, to help remind you or your data entry operators what and
how information should be entered in each field.

Finally, if you ever need a really
powerful database, you can upgrade directly to 4th Dimension, and from there to a Sybase
or an Oracle system. And every
database you've developed so
far will still work.

GOOD
FEATURE
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If You Need a Programmable Database Manager

QO!RL)

As Robert constantly tells embarrassed new computer users, there's no such thing as a
wrong question. However, t here are questions that let you know something's wrong. One
of the worst goes something like this: "We need to buy a relational database. Which one
is best?"
Why does this question mean something's wrong? If you really needed to buy a relational
database manager, you'd already have a strong opinion about which was best-because
you' d be an experienced database programmer.
Learning t o program a high-end database is a serious undertaking, co mparable to learning to
program in Pascal o r Basic. You can't learn to design database applications by messing around
w ith 40, FoxPro, or Helix, any more than you can learn to w rite C programs by using a compiler. If you want to learn database programming, you'll either need to take classes or spend
many hours studying books.
Here we give you an idea of the strengths and wea knesses of the most pop ular high-end
databases so you'll know which class to take!

4th Dimension
40 ($900, ACI US) is probably the most widely known of the Macintosh relational database
products. The big sister of 40 First, ACI's easy-to-use relational database product, 4th
Dimension, or 40, gives the developer the most control over the user interface, with a full
programming language. 40 can be used to develop a variety of applications ranging from
single user to departmental and, w hen coupled with database server products like 40
Server, enterprisewide database applications.

Helix Express
Helix Express ($450, Helix) is probably the most unconventional of the bunch due to the
method it uses to create database applications. Where most relational database developm ent
systems rely on procedural languages, Helix Express has taken a more visually oriented approach to creating applications- relying on tiles that you fill in with the appropriate build ing
blocks. There is no code per se to a Helix application. Its proponents insist that it allows you to
create applications much more quickly and intuitively. Helix is great for database neophytes,
though it takes some getting used to if you're accustomed to the "old way. "

FoxPro
Microsoft's Fox Pro is worthy of consideration by virtue of t he vast number of d Base and

BARGAIN

FoxBase applications that can be used w ith it. This includes a number of mature, verticalmarket applications written for lntel-based PCs. In addition, FoxPro for the Mac, unlike Helix
and 40, allows you to create applications that ca n be transferred to and from Macintosh,
DOS, and Windows platforms w ithout a lot of hassle. And at least while FoxPro is being introduced, you may be able to find it fo r under $100, as Microsoft attempts to grab a share
of the market.

• •
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Omnls7
Finally, Blyth's Omnis7 is more a professional application-development system than a relational database product. Though you can create stand-alone applications with Omnis7, its
hefty price tag of close to $3,700 (for the development system) puts it beyond the reach
of many database hobbyists and budding developers. It, too, excels in the creation of crossplatform database applications. Omnis7 applications are unique in that both Macintosh
and Windows users can share the same program and data files. This makes it the best
product for creating applications that will be used in environments w here a mix of PCs
and Macs are found.

Working With a Database Manager

(EC)

Work with a database manager is generaUy divided into two parts: designing the
database application and using the application to enter and view the information.

Creating a Database Application
When you create your own database application, it is up to you to decide how
to divide up the information, how it wiU be entered, and how it will be output.
If this is done carefully and well, entering and using the information should be
easy tasks, requiring very little training.
Defining fields. The fields in a database serve to divide the infom1ation up
into smaller pieces so that the database can sift through the information more
efficiently. You should create a fi eld for each category of information-that is,
each piece of information that wi ll be similar among many records but different
in some way from the rest of the information within the record .

.The classic example is a Last Name field. In an address database, all your
records will have one, and the last name is clearly distinguishable from tl1e
other information in the record (Street, ZIP code, Telephone, and so on).
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Should You Do It Yourself, Buy a Canned Application,
or Hire a Programmer?

(RL)

For simple tasks like address books and recipe collections, it's fairly easy to make your own
applications using FileMaker Pro or Panorama. For more complex tasks, like tracking inventory, accounts receivable, and payroll for a business, however, the DIY approach may be
crazy, since even professional database developers may need weeks or months to create
such complex applications.
When a job's too big to do yourself, the main decision is whether to buy an off-the-shelf application for the task (such as Great Plains for accounting), or hire a developer to build a custom
database application. If you can find a canned application that meets your needs, it's likely to
be a lot less expensive than a custom job. On the other hand, it may not do e~actly what you
want, and you may end up having to figure out workarounds for those limitations. Ask other
people in your line of business what applications they use and how satisfied they are, or check
trade publications for ads. Check out the vendors' on-line support forums on CompuServe
and America Online to get an idea of the problems their users might be facing.
If you can't find an appropriate off-the-shelf solution, check the same sources for referrals to
database programmers. You want to find people who understand not just programm ing but
also the needs of your particular business. Before hiring anyone, check their references carefully. It's best to choose a programmer or company with a long history of customer satisfaction. Make sure your developers fully document their work, including extensive comments
in the database code itself so that you are not dependent on them for any necessary future
modifications.

Another example might be the Kind field in a Recipe database. Each recipe will
be of a certain kind (say, D essert, Main Course, Appetizer, etc.), and this
information is clearly different from the other fi elds (Ingredients, Directions,
Prep Time, Cooking Time, etc.).
Creating layouts. The second step in creating your own database application
is designing layouts. You should create different layouts for different purposes:
one for data enuy, on e for viewing lists on screen, one for mailing labels, one
for the annual sales report, and so on. You'll have to decide which fields to put
in each layout and where to place them. You will often put field labels next to
the fi elds so that you can remember what information is contained (or needs to
be contained) in each field .

Chapter 11 : Databases
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Creating layouts is quite similar to
using a graphics program; it involves
dragging elements around the screen,
making them bigger and smaller,
drawing lines and aligning objects
(constantly). It is important that your
database manager be flexible and easy
to use.

Using a Database Application
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Different layouts present the some information (or parts
of the some information) in different ways. Information
viewed in a check register layout (top) looks completely
different when viewed as an individual check.
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Once you've defined your fields and
created the layouts, you can begin
to enter information, search or sort the
information that the database contains,
and output it in practically any way you
need.

Entering information. Of all the tasks involved with databases, actually enter-

ing the information is by far the easiest-and the dullest. You simply create a
new record and start typing. \iVhen you have filled in the information for one
record, you create a new record and start again. l\1ost databases save your data
automatically each time you create a new record.
To enter data in a
database file, simply
click on a field (the
white spaces in this
example) and type
away. Hit t he(§] key
to move to the next
field.
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Database Templates

(EC)

If your heart doesn't skip a beat at the thought of calculated fields, procedures, and subtotals, but you'd still like t o be able to take advantage of a database, consider letting someone
else set up your application. The PIMs discussed in Chapter 1 0 are ready-to-use database applications that keep track of names and addresses, meetings, and to-do lists. You can't modify their structure, but if you're just looking for a contact manager or an address book, you
probably won't need to.

A more flexible solution is to buy a database template-a database application that someone
has already created with your database manager. Sometimes the application includes a database file t hat already ho lds information you can use or add to; other times you simply enter
your own data. In most cases, you can modify the application, adding fields and layouts.

BARGAIN

If you have a limited budget, try finding freeware or shareware templates on"line. Claris, for
example, offers a FileMaker fo rum on America Online (Keyword: Claris) that is chock-full of
database templates. There's one that catalogs baseball cards and one that tracks deductible
gas mileage. There's even one with over 40,000 U.S. postal codes and their corresponding
cities and states, which you can use to automate your data entry.
There are developer associations for almost every database program, where you can find out
about templates for your program. For FileMaker database templates, call the Claris Software Alliance (408/727-8227). For Panorama templates, contact ProVue (71 4/892-81 99).
There are more than 1,200 40 developers; ca ll ACI US for a catalog (408/252-4444).
(Many database managers come with a few templates included with the software, and
though they might be useful for looking at and getting a feel for the program, I haven't
found them very useful in " real life.")
Database templates created with FileMaker Pro tend to be for home and small-business use
and usually cost less t han $500. Here's a sampling:
Name

Price

Description

BizBasics
Working Solutionz Software
FireForms
Richard Carlton Consulting
Hoops
Joe Huber and Associates
MemberTracker
Creative Software Solutions
Party/Event Planner
Graphic lmaginations-GIP
TrialMaker
TraiiMaker Softwa re

$400

Tracks sales orders, work orders, invoices, products and services, inventory, employees and shipping
Automates various tedious forms that must be routinely
written by the Ca liforn ia Department of Forestry and Fire
Allows a basketball coach to keep and print team, player,
and opponent statistics
Records membership status, personal data, and meeting
attendance
Tracks invitations, RSVPs, seating assignments, gifts, and
more
Allows litigators to store information as it is gathered from
sources during the preparation of a trial and then generate
fact summaries, lists of witnesses, law and evidence summaries, marked exhibit lists, and much more

$100
$50

$130
$30

$300
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Database templates developed with 4th Dimension (which can also be used, but not modified, with 4D First) tend to be aimed at larger businesses and often cost upwards of $5,000.
Here are some of the mo re unusual (and less expensive) offerings:
Name

Price

Description

BizBasics
Working Solutionz Software

$400

Tracks sales orders, work orders, invoices, products and services, inventory, employees, and shipping

Curator of Birds
$700
AuiComp Macintosh Solutions

Provides complete histories of individual birds, pairs, and
colonies upon which systematic evaluation of procedures,
bloodlines, etc., are to be based

Grass Roots Lobbying
Advanced Laser Graphics

$2,500

Gives complete legislator biographical data, including committee and subcommittee membership (complete mail
merge included)

MacParish
Hoffmann Software

$600

Maintains complete demographic records of all families and
family members in a church as well as their involvement in
church ministries and activities

M otorcycle Maniacs
ISIS International

$900

Maintains inventory, outside-sou rce searching, shipping information, payment, credit, collection, and other information about motorcycles and motorcycle repair

Pulley Designer
Footprints

$1,000

Calculates optimum pulley-shaft size, sizes all associated
components, creates a bill of materials, and produces a dimensioned engineering arrangement drawing

Resource Scheduler
Desert Sky Software

$800

Schedules rooms and other limited resources and invoices
customers for usage. Also tracks items needed, such as AV
equipment, special setup requirements, and food

Many database managers allow you to import information from word processors, spreadsheets, and other databases so that you can keep the typing to a minimum. The original information must be divided into fields (usually by commas
or tabs) and records (generally with returns) so that the database knows where to
put each piece of information.
Sorting. All databases allow you to put your records in order, according to the

criteria you give it. For example you can sort your address database by last name
(or by ZIP code, or by ZIP code and last name). Sort your recipe file by ingredients (or prep time needed, or category). In addition to using any criteria (or
combination of criteria), you can usually sort in ascending, descending, or in a
custom order (like high, medium, and then low).
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Searching. Searching lets
you instantly find a client
after entering his or her ID
code, or find all of the recipes
tl1at use, say, fresh salmon
and heavy cream. Searching
yields all tl1e records tl1at satisfy all or part of the given
criteria, depending on the
logical operators used.
Outputting data. The sim plest way to output data is to
show it on your screen. For
example, you might search
for an individual record to
view or modify the information it contains on screen.

Data bases are especially use-
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FileMaker's Search " dialog
box" looks exactly like
the same layout in Browse
view. You type the information you're looking for
in the appropriate field
and click Find.
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layout for). You ca n create
mailing labels, directories, monthly summaries, individual charts and histories,
form letters, and any number of custom lists and reports.
Summary reports are one of the more complicated but more powerful features
of a database. (Ain't that always the case?) For example, you can list your baseball cards by Card Type and tl1en by Year, and then have tl1e database calculate
tl1e value of each year's collection.
Using macros or scripts. Most database managers let you create macros or
scripts to speed up and automate your work. For examp le, to create your
monthly mailing labels, suppose you search for all your active clients, put tl1em
in order of ZIP code and last name, and then output them with a layout called
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Mailing Labels. You can create a macro with the name "Print monthly mailing" to perform all of these steps automatically. The next time you need to
print your mailing labels, just choose Print Monthly 1\1ailing from the
appropriate menu.

Database Tips
Database Design
Use all the data entry control available (EC). Almost all databases offer
some help in keepiJi.g your data as accurate and consistent as possible. Use data
entry control options to let you select values from a list, mark checkboxes or
radio buttons, automatically enter data, resu·ict data to a certain value or range,
or insist that a field contain at least something.
Different layouts for different uses (EC). Even if your monitor is so big it
touches both sides of your room, you shouJdn't try and put every single field in
each layout. Instead, create a different layout for each use: one for data entry,
one for creating a phone book printout, one for address labels, and so on.

If you do have many fields in a layout, use background color (or gray shades)
to distinguish different areas.
Formatting ZIP code and telephone fields (SA/Al\TfEC). Make sure your ZIP
code and telephone fields are set up to treat entries as text and not as numbers.
A numeric ZIP code field will strip the leading zero from 07461 and may perform a subtraction on 07461-8976. FileMaker actually ignores any nonnumeric
characters you may have entered, such as hyphens and parentheses, but it is nice
enough to leave them where they are. You can even display them, as long as you
haven't changed the Number format of the field.

Formatting ZIP codes and telephone numbers as text fields also makes it easier
to find a group based on the first few numbers. If you search for 9 in a ZIP code
field formatted as text, you'll get all those that begin with a 9 (a good piece of the
West Coast). Ifyou search for 9 in a ZIP code field formatted as a number, you'll
get all those ZIP codes that are equal to 9, which wouldn't yield you very many.
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Duplicate files before working on them (Steve Michel). It's good practice to
keep at least two copies of any database file, and three of any active one. But if
you're too lazy to do that, at least do yourself the favor of duplicating a database file before launching the appli.cation to work on it. Most databases keep
their files on disk and automatically save changes to them while you work. So
the file you had on disk when you began to work is not the file you'll return to
when you're done.
Annotating databases (Steve MicheVEC). It's easy to forget what a particular
report, sort, or calculation is supposed to do-it's hard to explain very much in
a two- or three-word layout title. I have one file I use at least three times a week,
but recently when I went to make some changes to it, I lost a couple of hours'
work because I couldn't remember what each layout was for and how it worked.
Some programs let you add comments directly to a layout (select Form
Comments in the Setup menu in Panorama and create Balloon help for fields in
4D First), but even if they don't, you can still get around the problem. If the
program allows you to include nonprintable text (like FileMaker does), you can
put a detailed note formatted in that way right on the form itself.

FileMaker nps
Getting around (EC). You can use the
keyboard shortcut (a~)(Tabl to go to the
next record, search petition, layout, or
page, or (a~I(Shitti!Tab l to go to the previous
one.
The number below the little book, in the
upper-left part of the window, tells you
how many records (or search petitions,
layouts, or preview pages) you have created. Go directly to the record you need
by selecting the number and typing the

tl

tEoier
You can selec t
the number
below the bo ok
and type in th e
number you
want to go to ...

:s'

._..
250

FOW)d:
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...or pull the
lever down or up,
as needed.
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~1

<Rtcords:
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Or you ca n click
on the bottom
page to go forward and the
top page to go
backward.

Unsorttd

Use FileMaker's "little book" to pass through the
records, search requests, or pages in Preview mode.

appropriate one. This is an especially
good trick in Preview mode when you know what page you want to go to.
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Assets
[gJ T:a11

0Dark

0

Handsome

[gJ Inte11igent

ORich
[gJ Funny

0

Other ...

Use checkboxes when
you want to be able to
select more than one

ISex:

I Selecting from a list of values (SNSM/
EC).\Vhen a field is formatted to display a set
Use radio buttons
of values, either in a list or with checkboxes
when you want to be
or radio buttons, you can use the(!], (±], EJ,
limited to one choice
or another.
and G keys to move through the values, or
you can type the first few letters of the word you want. Then hit
IReturn I (not IEnter I) to accept the entry. The moral of the story? Set
up your lists so that each value begins with a different letter, and
don't ever use pop-up menus-they can't be accessed from the
keyboard but are identical to lists in evety other way.
• F

0

4JJ

M

With radio buttons and checkboxes you can deselect an alreadymarked option in the same way-typing the first letter and then pressing !Return!.

option.

If you're trying to find something based on a radio button or checkbox, you
won't be able to use !Return! to select or deselect a value since !Return ! would activate the search. In this case, you'll have to (gasp!) click the box manually.
The choice between radio buttons and checkboxes directly affects data entry.
Use radio buttons when you want to be able to choose only one of the options.
Use checkboxes when you might want to select more than one.
Choosing "none of the above" (EC). FileMaker version 2.1 lets you add an
"Other" option to pop-up menus, checkboxes, and radio buttons (select Field
Format and then check Include "Other. ..'' Item). However, if you format your
field as a pop-up list, you don't need an Other option. Simply press !Enter! or lEse I
instead of selecting a value from tl1e List, or press IDelete I if you've already selected
sometlling, and type a new value or leave it blank.
Bypassing the Delete alert (SAIJK). \Vhen you use Delete Record to remove
a record from your file, FileMaker asks you if you're sure you want to delete it.
This is a normal Mac touch-giving you a chance to change your mind before
an irreversible operation is performed. But if you're sU1··e you want to delete the
record, IOption I~ will avoid tl1e dialog box.
Looking for empties (and nonempties) (EC). The best way to find empty
fields is by typing an equal sign(=) in the field in Find mode. To find nonempty
fields, type an equal sign in the field, check the Omit box, and then click Find.
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On the other hand, the fastest way to find empty records is to sort your file in
order of a field that should never be empty-like a client's name. All the empty
records will appear at the top of the list.
Eliminating duplicate records

r.Zil~-=wm==:---------:::t!I!!OjO=.---:::
Ii.!ml::--:i:g]!=
Qm'f:-------,
~laheson

(EC). First and foremost, don't use

01042 2l17 W. Rlver Ooulevard
o1a.2 542 W. River B1'11.

the duplicate operator to look for

.!!J 000-nfir'I'IJ2'l11UI;J:dlelJr.le:rcor'lr
- o - -, - - _ - : : Jclitiilo_[UI!!l!•lit ===--J

duplicates. Because of the way
FileMaker creates its index, by analyzing each individual word of a
field, it would flag C/aris Corpora-

01060 1:12 Mldlollo Orl•o
0101J(J 46 1Aolt1S1.

Miler

811
James

Malhoson Consdllng

Mltroo~usA

SUJlDr S~ Inc.

loulson

ChrlsUno

Milor

James TochS1orProdutls

~~....-_ __ _ __ _ __ __ _ _ __ __,
By sorting your database In order of ZIP code and then address
and viewing them in list form, you can quickly find, and then
eliminate, the duplica te records. (Note that the two james Millers
are not duplicates, and this method helps to keep that clear.)

tion and Microsoft Cotporation as
duplicates, but not MS Co1'p and Microsoft C01poration.
A good way to find and eliminate duplicates in an address database is to order
your data by ZIP code, street address, and name, in that order. View them as a
list. The real duplicates are those that are at the same address, with almost the
same name but not quite. You'll be able to identify and get rid of them quickly.
Ask for a little and you'll get a lot (EC). You're Ronald Reagan and you're
looking up your old friend , the former leader of the Soviet U nion, in your database. You know his name is Gorbachoff or Gorbichef, or something like that.
Don't tax yourself, just search for "Gorb." Any name that begins with those letters will appear in the found set. Even if you know how to spell it, you should
search for as little as possible. This saves you the n.-ouble of entering more than
is necessary, and it gives you a better chance of finding the information, even if
it was entered incorrectly.
Special pastes (EC). You can save a lot of time by using FileMaker's special
paste functions.

Current date
Current time
Contents of field in last record
Current user name
From the index

~
@]RJ

lax)+ apostrophe
!Shift )~

(@]]
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Holding on to a tool (EC). GeneraUy, after ~ Click once on a tool to use
you use a tool in Layout mode, it switches
it once and then 9° back
to the pointer. Doubleautomatically to the pointer. File.i\tlaker has
click on a tool if you want
always let you hang on to a tool indefinitely ~ to use it more than once
in a row. (Its colors will be
by double-clicking to select it. If you want
O inverted to show that
You've "locked" on to it. )
too1s to be bl ocked wi ti1 a singIe c1ic k, ch eck,
"Always block layout tools " in ti1e General Preferences dialog.
Fast sizing and styling in layouts (SA/]K). Create a copy of any object on a layout by holding clown [Option ) and dragging. This is a fast way to create text labels with
the same fonts, size, and style-just make several copies and then edit the text.

When you drag a single field this way, you get a dialog box that lets you choose
which field you want to appear in the new spot-it doesn't have to be the one
you moved. This is an easy way to add new fields to a layout, with ti1e same size
and attributes.
Dotted lines and fat radio buttons (EC). You can create dotted lines by selecting a zigzag line pattern. They're great for separating subsummaries.

You can make your radio buttons and checkboxes stand out more
by changing ti1eir line
thickness and color.
You can use FileMaker's line patterns and widths to add color to
your buttons and boxes.

••

542 Y/. RMlr Blv.t

~m her st

MA

01042

132 Michelle OrM!

Nortlmlp(on

MA

01060

~6-~~~ ~

_N_a~~~o-n_

••••••••••• _ • ••

• _ ••••• _ ••

Total Number of Clieuts in Massachusetts:

Create a
dashed line by
selecting a 2-

-~~A-. _o~ ~~ ~~:!~~~wide
~7

If you're using big type, use big,
Paid? 0
fat, colored radio buttons. Make
~Part
them thicker by adjusting the line~
JO None
width. Color them by choosing a
line color (not a fill color).

zigzag pattern.

Paid? 0

o Part

O None

Command selecting (EC). Press Iax jwhile selecting and anything ti1e selection
marquee touches will fall into its grip. Without[oxjyou will have to completely
enclose the objects you wish to select.
More selecting tricks (EC). C lick any one of the tools before choosing Select
All to select all ti1e objects created with ti1at tooL

Select one fi eld, press [option ), and then choose Select All to select all the fields of
the same type (all the text fields, all the date fields, etc.).
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Restraining yourself in one or more directions (EC). You probably lmow
that if you hold down [Shittl while resizing an object or field, your movement is
restricted to just one direction: horizonta l or vertical.
If you hold down [Option!, your movement is restricted in both directions, and the
object becomes a perfect square or circle.
Overriding grids and magnets (SA). To move something in a layout grid
without the movement being affected by the grid or the magnetized T-squares,
you don't have to turn them off-just hold down Ia:~~:! while dragging.
A database with moving parts (EC). You can delete any empty parts (that's
Part with a capital P, as in Body, Footer, etc.) in a layout by dragging the bottom
border up to the next part or by selecting the part's tag and pressing IDelete 1.

If the part contains any objects or fields, hold down [Option! to drag the bottom
border past the objects or fields without deleting them, or select the part and
press [option iDeletel to delete the part and anything it contains.
You can change a part's identity by double-clicking its tag and selecting a different part type. This won't affect its contents.
Get rid of the body (EC). I wish there were
space to talk at length about FileMaker reports.
You can do some really amazing things. Here's
one little tip to whet your appetite: When you're
creating summary reports-say, to count up your
baseball cards and check how much the collection is ·w orth-don't forget that you don't need a
body. The body contains information about each
card (say, Mike Schmidt, Philadelphia Phillies,
1972-1978, .2 55) that may distract you from the
totals that the report is designed to show (like the
fact that your Topps collection is worth $26,45 7).

Total value for Bo.ton Red Sox

-

$0.20

Total value for I<Msa:: Clty Royals

$0.75

Total value for New York Mots

$1 90

Total valu e for New York Yankees

$3.65

Total value for Oakland A's

$2.75

Total value for 1979

$9.25

If your list is designed to give subtotals

and grand totals, get rid of the body
so that the individual records do not
distract you from the big picture. In
this body-less report, there are two subsummary parts, a header and a footer.
(In this example, the subsummary
parts are defined to print "below.")

Cheat sheets (EC). Since FileMaker lets you
create these incredible scripts, you don't have to remember how to sort, search,
or print your report. But how do you remember what it was for? Write a short
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description at the top of the report, format it in red, and then select "Do not
print the selected objects" from the Slide objects dialog box (select Slide
Objects in the Arrange menu). And no, Virginia, nobody knows why they put
this option in the Slide Objects dialog box.
Copying layouts (EC). Technically, you can 't copy a layout from one FileMaker Pro database to another. The best way to take advantage of an existing
FileMaker database, with all its fields, layouts, and scripts, is to clone it, and
then adapt it as needed. (Select Save a Copy in the File menu.)

You can, however, copy a layout, including all text, fields, lines, and other illustrations (but not page or column size), as long as the database into which you
want to paste the information alrea dy has definitions for the fields you wish to
copy. How? Believe it or not, just copy and paste.
Relookup of just some of the records (SA/EC). If you've changed information in a file that's used as a lookup (say, you've updated names and addresses
that are looked up by your invoicing file), the Relookup command in the Edit
menu can update all, some, or just one of your records.

To update all your records, choose Find All in the Select menu, place the cursor
in the lookup field and select Relookup. If you want to update a group of
records, select those records with the Find command before using the Relookup command.
To force an update for only the current record, move to the field that does the
lookup. Make a minor change to it-say, add a space and then delete it. vVhen
you move out of the lookup field, the "new" information in it will force a
lookup and the rest of the record will be updated.
Searching and sorting repeating fields (SA/EC). FileMaker's special repeating field option (which gives you multiple entries in a single field) is great, but
it's sometimes also confusing. For example, if you sort by a repeating field, only
its first entry is sorted on. But if you search for something in a repeated field,
all its lines are searched.

The only way to sort a repeating field is by importing the records to a clone of
the original fil e and selecting Add New Records and Splitting Them Into
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Separate Records when appropriate. (This is the first step in creatin g an
inventory file.)
HOT TIP

Creating automatic serial numbers with letters (EC). If the serial nurn hers
in your company happen to start with a letter, you can still get FileMaker to fill
the information in automatically, by combining an Auto-enter serial number
with your code.

Create a field called Autonumber, checking the Auto-enter Serial Number option in the Options dialog box. Create a field called Code for your code. Use a
pop-up list if you have a couple of different codes.
Then create a calculated field (Coded Serial, not to be confused with Sugar
Coded Serial), that adds the two together, perhaps with a hyphen to separate
them visually:
Coded Serial= Code & "-" & Auton umber

If you are adding serial numbers to a group of records that are already in the
database, use the Replace With Serial Numbers option (Select Replace in the
Edit menu), ·which is new to version 2.1.
Checking for length (EC). When entering names and addresses into your
database, your assistant often puts in the first three digits of the ZIP code but
sometimes forgets to look up the rest. You want to check and make sure each
record in your database has a five- or nine-digit ZIP code. Create a field
(Ziplength) with the following formula:

Ziplength =Length (Zip code)
Now search the Ziplength field , omitting all those records with five or ten (nine
digits plus a hyphen) characters. You'll irrunediately find whjch ZIP codes have
been entered incompletely. Sort the records you find in order of State, City, and
then Address, pull out the ZIP code directory, and hand it to that assistant!
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Integrated Software
IF YOU'RE LOOKING FOR THE EQUIVALENT of the Vegematic among Mac-

intosh applications-one program that does it all-integrated software is it. All
the programs described in this chapter package together, under one application
icon, some combination of the basic software tools most people use day to day.
These tools include a word processor, page layout tools, a spreadsheet, a database, drawing tools, and a communications program.
vVe'll spell out why you might choose an integrated application instead of investing in several separate, specialized applications. You'll find out who's who in
the market and get a quick overview of which combination of tools each program offers.
If you've already bought one of the two most popular integrated applications
on the Macintosh, Claris Works or Microsoft Works, check out our list of word
processing, database, spreadsheet, communications, and drawing tips, tricks,
and shortcuts that should help you get the most out of those programs.
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(CG)

Integrated applications offer one-stop shopping to Macintosh users who may
not want or need separate specialized applications for some of the basics. The
basics we're talking about (each of which is usually called a module in integrated
applications) are word processing, database management, spreadsheets, telecommunications, and drawing. All of the programs in this category (which are
descendants of the granddaddy of integrated software, AppleWorks for the
Apple II computer) combine a word processor with some of these other tools.
Integrated applications offer several advantages over a collection of individual
programs:
• Price. These programs range in price from $250 to $300; you don't have to
be a financial wizard to figure out that buying an integrated application is less
expensive than buying a stand-alone word processor, drawing program,
spreadsheet, and so on.
• Program size. If you want or need to keep the number of applications on
your hard disk to a minimum, then having one application rather than several
saves you space (an integrated application may be ideal if you have a
PowerBook or Duo and want to pack a lot of functionality in limited hard
disk space).
• Integration. Because all the tools or modules are integrated, sharing data between each of the modules and moving among the modules is, for the most
part, a snap.
The trade-off is that these programs offer a limited set of features compared to
the stand-alone applications. Yes, the basics are here, but if you need to automate your accounts receivable department or plan to write a textbook complete
with footnotes and indexes, then you may need the more specialized features
the stand-alone applications offer.
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Choosing an Integrated Package

GOOD
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(CS)

W hich program you choose will depend on d1e combination of basic modules
you need (the chart below shows what featmes the leading integrated packages
offer). T here are clear market leaders in this category: ClarisWorks (which was
bundled free with Apple's Performa Macs) and Mi crosoft Works are ranked as
the two best-selling integrated programs for the Mac. vVhat does that mean to
you? Well, in addition to the comfort of lmowing your choice is backed by the
opinions of thousands of other users, it means there's extensive support available for both products, including books, training services, libraries of macrosand the tips at the end of this chapter.
Although Microsoft Works owned this category for years, ClarisvVorks, introduced in 1991, has leaped ahead in popularity in the past two years. In fact,
C larisWorks was d1e best-selling business application for much of 1993, a
tribute to its elegant integration, fully featured modules, and trim application
size. Microsoft floundered badly with a pallid Works 3 release in 1992, but it
is now fighting back with a major rewrite , Works 4, which should begin shipping in micl-1994.
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ClarisWorks was the only integrated package at press time to have a native version for Power M acintoshes. Feature for feature, the PowerPC versi on is identical to the version for Macs built on the 1\ll otorola 68000 family of chips, but it
runs much faster due to the improved performance capa bilities offered by the
PowerPC processor. The makers of .Microsoft Works, vVordPerfect '-''orks,
and RagTime and H andi'-''orks also say they plan versions of their programs
(descri bed below) for the new PowerPC processor; those versions are expected
to ship sometime in 1994.

ClarisWorks

(CS)

ClarisWorks 2 ($300) gets high marks for integration. All of its modules can be

called from a single page; you don't have to quit one module and start anothera definite speed advantage. For example, you simply drag a rectangle onto the
page to drop a graphic into a word processing document; the tools and menus
immediately change to refl ect that you are now drawing. C larisWorks also has
many advanced features, like an option for creating slide shows, Bezier dr awing
tools similar to what you'd find in a high-end illustration program, a huge thesaurus (more than 600,000 words), a fast spell checker, built-in macro capabilities, more than 100 built-in spreadsheet functions, automated log-on scri pts for
popular on-line senrices, and more than 20 file translators (the more translators
you have, the easier it is to share files with people who use other programs).

GOO D
FEATURE

The Shortcuts palette offers 150 different shortcuts that give you one-dick access to commonly used features. The palette is context-sensitive, m eaning it
will only show the icons appropriate to the environment you're working in.
T he palette is also editable; you can include the shortcuts you want and exclude
those you don't want, and you can make yom own 16-color icons.
Claris also has one of the best reputations in the business for on-line support.
T he ClarisWorks support forum on Ameri ca Online is a thing of beauty, offering a complete Tech Info database. You can also post questions for the tech support folks; they'll respond on the same day, sometimes within the hour.
Claris\iVorks lets you anch or blocks of text and graphics to particular locations
on a page, move them around, and link them. This means that, with a little
practice, you can substitute C larisWorks for a page layout program (at least

GOOD
FEATUR E
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for documents of about five pages or less; for longer documents, it's not worth
the trouble). If you had to pick one piece of software to stay with for years,
ClarisWorks offers a great combination of tools in a well-integrated environment.

Microsoft Works

(CS)

By the time you read this, Microsoft will have shipped Works 4 ($250), which
addresses some major problems with the previous version. In fact, some users of
Works 3 "backtracked" to version 2 because they preferred the way some of the
features in that version worked. Works 4 integrates its modules using
iVIicrosoft's Object Linking and Embedding (OLE) 2.0 technology. This approach works well; you simply click a button and draw a rectangle to, say, insert
a spreadsheet in a word processor. You can then edit the embedded object by
double-clicking it, and you can also embed objects from other OLE programs
within Works. (OLE is Microsoft's version of the same type of technology Apple
is introducing with OpenDoc, described in Chapter 3.)
Microsoft beefed up the software with plenty of new features, such as a slide
show; a tool for creating tables; an equation editor for editing equations with
mathematical symbols and subscripts; an AutoSum button for calculating totals
automatically; multilevel database sorting for doing complex searches; and dragand-drop editing, which lets
Microsoft Works St artup
you move or copy a .selection
Create n New Document
f New l) by just dragging it to the de( Cancel )
~ ~
~ SprudshHt Communio1tlons
sired location. It ships with a
'Word
Oahbut
On"
Proc ..uor
selection of clip art and a GalOth er Choices
lery for organizing clip art im.
& ~ ~
~
ages, and it now comes with
(xistinQ
W'orks
C.lltnd.,.
Book
Vinrds
about 36 file-conversion filters.
Description

~

.

4

11

'w(orks

Docum.nt s

A<JO-tss

S t<~tiorwry

Crtat•ltUffs, mtmo s, or tNnuscripts:, thtn tdit, form1t, and prfnt yolr
work. You u n 11~ ust data from thf. Oat•bast 1o erutt ptrson<~liztd
form ltth r s:.

To choose a module in Microsoft Works 4, you click on an option in
the opening dialog box. Because all the modules are integrated, it's
easy to share data among the word processing, database, spread·
sheet, and drawing modules and to make sure that changes made to
information In one module are reflected in the others.

Works 4 also adds a new calendar and address book, as well
as new paint tools supporting
gradient fills, rotation, filters
for creating special graphics effects, and support for Adobe
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Photoshop plug-in tools and filters (described in Chapter 15). Microsoft's \NordArt feature includes TrueType fonts and provides tools for different shadow effects, shapes, and text and line rotations. You can also use WordArt to create
fancy headlines and banners.
Works 4 offers some features that simplify common tasks such as writing letters,
generating reports, and designing newsletters. A feature called WorksWizards
helps create documents such as greeting cards and newsletters by posing simple
questions that users answer. Almost 40 AutoS tart templates (called "stationery
documents" in Works) provide a quick starting point for creating different types
of documents (such as a Grade Book, Cash Flow Projection, and Home Inventory) designed for teachers, business users, and home users.

GreatWorlcs

(CS)

Symantec Corp.'s GreatWorks 2 ($3 00) is the most System 7- savvy integrated
package. While other programs also use Apple's Publish and Subscribe technology, GreatWorks' implementation lets you make automatic copy-and-paste
links between different GreatWorks documents. Users I've talked to say this is
somewhat clunky because you're going through as many steps as you would to
publish and subscribe between separate programs; unlike the other programs in
this categmy, which offer seamless (and in most cases automatic) integration
between modules, there is no integration advantage. GreatWorks also has a
long list of file translators.

If GreatWorks' modules aren't as smoothly integrated as those in ClarisWorks
or the new Microsoft Works, many of its modules are strong as individual applications. Its paint module is a pretty fair color paint program its own right.
(It supports 8-bit painting, offering up to 256 colors in its color palette.) And
the word processing module offers outlining functions, which is particularly
useful for preparing long docum ents or presentations.

WordPerfect Works

(CS)

WordPerfect Works ($2 50; formerly BeagleWorks from Beagle Bros. Software)
also uses Apple's Publish and Subscribe technology to integrate its modules.
From any module, you can double-dick on data created in another module to
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edit it; the appropriate toolbar and menus automatically appear. The program
also has a floating toolbar common to all modules.
The word processing module is strong, supporting paragraph styles, irregular
text wrap, and mail merge. The draw and paint modules, on the other hand, are
limited, offering only a few text colors and no gradients (smooth transitions
from one color to another). The spreadsheet module is decent, and the buttons
for commonly used functions are nice, but the database is poorly designed and
cumbersome to use.
WordPerfect says version 2 will ship in 1994 for about $150, a $100 price reduction. None of the new features had been determined at press time.

RagTime and HandiWorks

(CS)

By virtue of price, intention, and execution, MacVONK.'s RagTime doesn't
really belong in the "works" category. At $600, it costs more than twice as much
as the other integrated packages, and since it lacks a database and draw/paint
modules, it's not really comparable to them. RagTime is most appropriate for
people who need its heavy-duty page layout features and links to heavy-duty
SQL databases. (For more on RagTime's uses as a page layout program, see
Chapter 16.)
But RagTime was a pioneering attempt (it hit the market in the mid-1980s) by
a European company to merge spreadsheet, word processor, and page layout
functions, and from RagTime, HandiWorks was born. HandiWorks ($175) is
a trimmed-down version of RagTime, with a word processor, spreadsheet, and
basic drawing and page layout tools, that aJso sports a phone book module and
a good list of file translators for reading in data from a variety of other .Mac
programs.
Unfortunately, neither program has kept pace with the competition. But by the
time you read this, a complete rewrite called RagTime 4 should be out. According to MacVONK, a page laid out with RagTime 4 wiJI be able to contain objects
of all types, such as spreadsheets and graphics, which will remain fully editable
and live linked to the original files (live linked means that any changes made in the
original files are automatically updated in any documents those files are placed
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in). Version 4 should also add such features as support for AppleScript, enhancements to business graphs, automatic table-of-contents generation, and better
drawing tools. One of RagTime's strengths is that it supports links to other programs; for example, you can buy software to connect it to a SQL database or to
C laris's FileMaker Pro. Its layout features are also strong, and the new version's
object-oriented approach promises smooth integration.
At press time, ~1acVONK had not decided if it would also release a new version
of HandiWorks based on RagTime 4.

ClarisWorks Tips
General
Saving memory (CR). ClarisWorks runs in as little as one megabyte (under

System 6) or two megabytes (under System 7) of memory, but you can rw1
short of memory during long communications sessions or when using tl1e paint
program. Here are a few ways to maximize memory when using these document types:
• Use the Communications pre ference option to change from an unlimited
scroll back area to one of a small fixed size, and use the Capture Text command
to store commu nications data in a fi le on your disk instead of in memory.
• To free up more mem01y for paint documents, use tl1e Resolution & D epth
command to set the pixel deptl1 to Black & \Nhite, 4 colors, or 16 colors, instea d of using thousands or millions of colors.
• Since C larisWorks' Paint module demands a lot o f memory, C laris recommends increasing memory allocation to at least 2,048K before using it.
Recycle macro keys (CS). If you create lots of macros and find yourself rwming

out of macro keys, try assigning macros to specific C larisWorks document types
instead of creating macros that work everywhere. For example, you could use
[cHcl option l0 to double-space a word processor document, and use the same keys
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to choose a fixed number format with
two decimal places in the spreadsheet.
Just be sure to check the docum ent
type you want in the Record Macro dialog box as you define each macro.

;: O;!HH! S hortcuts 'HeHH§ B !
Open

Which shortcut is which? (CR). If
you can't remember what each button
on the Shortcuts palette does, you can
display the shortcuts as names instead
of icons. Just change the Palettes Preferences to Show Names. To find out
what one specific button does, choose
Edit Shortcuts, click the button in the
dialog box, and look in the Description area.

Save

Print
Undo/R~do

Cut
Copy

Past•
Bold
lt~llc

Underline
Show/Hide lnvis. ('liP)
Make Tabl9 ('AlP)
Makt CUstom Sill k> ('w'P)
Copy Rultr ('w'P)
Apply Ruler ('tiP)
Inc. Font Sizt ('tiP)
Dec. Fcnt Sizt ("l!r'P)
Align Ltft ('w'P ISS)
Align Ctnltr (YIP ISS)
Align Right (\r'P ISS)

ClarisWorks' Shortcuts
palette (top) gives you
access to commonly used
functions, represented by
icons, with one mouse
click. In case you can't remember what each button
on the Shortcuts palette
does, you can view the
Shortcuts palette as names
instead (le ft).

Wrapping text around a graphic (CS). You can wrap text around a graphic
even when you're not in the word processing program. Turn Frame L inks on for
the frame with your text. ClarisWorks will wrap text around graphics that were
created with the drawing tools or pasted in PICT format. If you need to wrap
around other objects (e.g., bit-mapped graphics, EPS files, and so on), draw a
borderless white object that is slightly larger than your graphic and move it behind the pasted-in graphic (using Send to Back).
Fast help (CS). The on-screen Help system u·ies to guess what you need information about when you call it up with lo:tJ:I[1], but it's often wrong. Click tl1e asterisk button to go right to the index and select the topic you need help with
from there.
Creating predefined formats (CS). You can create predefined document formats such as a fax cover sheet, standard memo, or presentation. T he format will
have all tl1e type styles and other formatting you've defined. D o a Save As and
select Stationery on the pop-down menu. This will save a template witl1 your
formatting; you can then select it whenever you create a new document.
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Creating slide presentations
(CS). A nice feature in ClarisWorks is the ability to create
on-screen slide presentations.
T here are several different ways
to do this; in fact, any environment in ClarisWorks can be
turned into a slide presentation.
Some of the less obvious ways
to do this include:
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'rtsenl•tloQ.u lDRl

Makin gE.r.es_eni.ati_oJlS...
in ClarisWorks
Use the outliner to s~t up bullets your
way
Reorder bullet points by just selecting:
and dragging
(lry hi)
Use the shln-retum to add blank lines
ratherthan
new bullet points ·

Change fonts. font sizes and colors
Just use Edit CySlom under Q.ull1m.
Glo.eort• • h

E2rmill ..

. .

.::lll. llr>lr.Ha I lU ll
• From the Draw program, in81'11'!'1A AliJIWi illll
sert text frames. Switch them ...
to Outline view. Use the cus- This presentation was set up in C/arisWorhs' draw module by
inserting text frames in Outline view.
tom Outline form at to define
the fonts, sizes, and styles for each level in your presentation. (You can have
multiple levels, so, for example, the first level could be 36-point Times bold;
the second level 30-point Times I ta lic, and so on.)
c51 ~lo
~IIH

• From th e Database program, set up a Database layout with a title and a few
bullet points. You can then en ter data to create a very quick presen tation.
Creating default formats (CS). You can create a default document for each
of the programs; then every time you open that module it will automatically
default to your predefined formatting. To do this, create a Stationery document
and, for tl1e word processor, name it ClarisWo1·ks WP Options (for tl1e draw
module , substitute DR; for the paint module, PT; for the database module, DB;
for tl1e spreadsheet module, SS; and for the com munications module, CM). In
C larisVVorks 2, you must keep tl1ese documents inside th e Stationery folder;
in C larisWorks 1, keep tl1em in the C larisWorks folder.

Word Processing
Define character styles by example (CR). You can name custom character
styles and apply them by choosing the Define Styles command and selecting options in the D efine Styles dialog box. But if you want to name a style that already
exists in your document, it's faster to select a ch aracter that has that style before
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you choose Define Styles. \IVhen you select a character, that character's style options are preselected in the Defu1e Styles dialog box, and all you have to do is
name the style. Faster yet, use the Outlined S shortcut in the Shortcuts palette.
Faster merging in form letters (CR). If you know the names of fields whose
data you want to merge in a word processor docwnent, you can type tl1e field
names inside special merge markers rather tha n using tl1e M ail Merge command. ClarisWorks merges data from field names specified inside the markers «
and » so you can type the fi eld name to be merged enclosed in these markers.
For example, to merge data from a Firstl"'Jame field, type «FirstName». To produce the marker characters, press~ (for «) and IShittl Option][I) (for»).
Inserting graphics (CS). There are two ways to bring in graphics:

• If the cmsor is an I -beam and you have a blinking insertion point in your
document, Pasting will bri ng in the graphic as a (usually) large character in
the line with the previous characters.
• If you select Show Tools and select the graphic tool (the arrow) and then
Paste, your graphic will appear as a completely separate object above the text.
Inserting or changing text will not affect its position. Ifyou have ClarisWorks
2, you cou ld then choose Text Wrap and wrap the text arow1d your graphic.
The second option is preferable if you're trying to do any kind of page layout;
use the first option if you want to make sure the graphic stays tied to a particular text section.
Printing envelopes (CS). U nder the Page Setup dialog, you can select a popup list for various envelope formats. The Envelope-Center Fed and the
Envelope-Edge Fed selec- LoserWriler
Setup
7.1.2
II OK ~
Poper: ® US Le tt er 0 A<l Letter
tions simplify specifying an en0 US Legol 0 05 Letter 0 v'Tabloid
~
R3 Tabloid
velope layout.
Reduce or lii!I!Jl'Prin t
,,
.
., ~
Po~e

Or you can make a template
that works with envelopes of
certain sizes. You can then use
it over and over with just a few
keystrokes.

En Iorge:
Orientollon

Ull!B

!2!l Fa
!2!l Te

Enuelopc - Edge Fed
LoserWrller I I B5
(2!] Gr"'"'" ~ o ou u" "'"'!l
l8l Fos t er Ditmop Printing?

C/ar/sWorks offers preformatted envelope formats from a pop-up
menu in the Page Setup dialog bax.
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• Open a new Drawing/Graphics document. Use Page Set U p in the File menu
and select Envelope.
HOT TIP

• Drag out a Text frame and type in an address for testing. Place it in the
bottom-righ t quadrant. (You could also include another fram e for a return
address on the upper left, and yet another for a graphic.)
• When all is working, leave three Xs where your address was and save the file
as a Stationery document in the • menu Items fold er (in System 7).
• To use it, select the name and address in your letter and copy it to the
Clipboard. Open the Envelope Template in the • menu. Then just doubleclick the three Xs, paste, and print!
Toggling invisible characters on and off (CS). lo3€l(J will toggle invisible
characters, such as paragr aph and return symbols, on or off.
Creating tables (CS). Instead of using the table tool, you can easily create a
table in a word processing document by using spreadsheet frames . Like a
graphic, the table can be free-floati ng (easily moved around within the document) or tied to a specific section of text.

Paint and Draw
Selecting images precisely without the p (CR). Using the P tool is the
most common way to select an image without selecting white space around it.
But you ca n do the same thing more quickly by holding down the lo~l key
while dragging the selection rectangle around the image(s) you want to select.
To select all the images on a document without any white space around them,
double-dick on the selection recta ngle tool whi le holdi ng down the [o ~l key.
Using a draw document for page layout (CR). It might seem best to use the
word processor for newsletters, but creating text frames in a D raw document
gives you much more flexibility about how you arrange blocks of text and graphics on a page. Once you've crea ted text frames, you can link them (so text flows
from one frame to another in the sa me story). And, since frames are objects, you
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can select them and use the draw
document's alignment commands to
precisely line up columns and
graphics.
Using draw documents for multipage printing (CR). Paint documents in ClarisWorks can be only
one page long. To create a multipage paint document, open a draw
document and add the number of
pages you want, then create one or
more paint frames on each page.

Newtle.tter~Or6w

fURl

CLARJSWORK
COMPANY

You can use text frames In a ClarlsWorks draw document to
create page layouts.

Spreadsheet
Saving paper (CS). Before printing your spreadsheet, drag through to select
just the range you want printed, select Print Range under the Options menu,
and cljck OK. At this point, it's helpful to select Page View under View to see
how it will print out. Since you can keep working in this view, you can adjust
the column widths so pages break the way you want them to.
Making big chart changes (CR). If the chart formatting options in the
spreadsheet aren't flexible enough for you, copy the chart to a draw document,
select it, and then use the Ungroup Picture command to break up the chart into
its components. After you use Ungroup Picture, you can select different chart
elements like the legend or a group of bars, and then use the Ungroup command to break up elements further. For example, you could ungroup a series of
bars to select and change the fill pattern in one bar. Unfortun::.tely, once you
paste a chart into a draw document, · it becomes unlinked from the original
spreadsheet, so make sure the chart shows exactly the data you w~mt before
modifying it in a draw document.
Inserting multiple rows or columns (CR). The Insert Cells command in the
spreadsheet takes a while to work, and using it repeatedly to insert several rows
or columns seems particularly slow. You can speed things up by selecting as
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many rows or columns as you want to insert and then using the Insert Cells
command. ClarisWorks will then insert as many rows or columns as you have
selected.
Moving data between databases and spreadsheets (CS). You can move
data from a database to a spreadsheet-or vice versa-by selecting all of the
records (by using that command in the Edit menu) and copying that data into a
new spreadsheet. You can go the other direction as well, but you'll need to recreate the field names and definitions.
Shortcuts for formatting spreadsheets for presentations (CS). After you
put data in a spreadsheet, you can do a lot to dress it up and fom1at it exactly the
way you want. In tl1e Shortcuts palette you can access commands to automatically size rows and columns, turn on and off row and column headers, and specify whether grid lines should be solid or dashed, for example. Since it's still a
spreadsheet, you can also make a chart out of it.

Database
Creating forms (CS). The database program is your best bet for creating forms
·with ClarisvVorks. In addition to allowing you to print out the form, this will let
you enter the data for each form in to a separate record in your database so that
if you want to sort or do any database analysis, your data is already entered. To
sem~'" ... "''!on
create forms, go into a new layout
and drag to create a laTge text
frame. Type in the "background"
of your form, and tl1en create a
field for each fill-in blank and drag
each field box into place. Switch
back to Browse mode, and you're
ready to enter data.

+

For better-looking spreadsheets, suitable for presentations, use
the Shortcuts palette to turn grids on and off and to automatically size rows and columns. You can also insert graphics and
text balloons.

Setting up labels (CS). When
setting up labels, getting .fields to
line up next to each otl1er can be
tricky. Say you _have two fields:
First and Last. You'd like Last to
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slide next to First when it prints. Three things must be true: the tops of the fields
must be exactly lined up (use 400% view so you ca n see what you're doing, or
use the Align Objects command in the Arrange menu), the fields can be very
close but tl1ey cannot touch , and the height of the fields cannot increase as you
go from left to right.

Communications
Capturing sessions (CS). Capturing information in a session is most reliably
done with Capture Data rather than by saving tl1e Comm document itself.
Saving the Comm docum ent is best used only to retain the settings (phone
number, etc.) for ca lling a particular service or bulletin board. To keep tl1e file
small, save it before using it. Note that ClarisWorks 1 defaults to screen capture
(saving everything that you type and that appears on the screen), whereas
ClarisWorks 2 defaults to port captrn·e (saving every byte of information coming from the tim e you contact the service). Ch eck Preferences under the Edit
menu to confirm which is being used.
Minding your macros (CS). Never use more than one lVIacro Wait command
within a macro, tl1at is, if you want things to go smootl1ly. To maximize reliability, select Record Pauses wh en creating tl1e macro.

Microsoft Works Tips
These tips are for Microsoft Works 4, tl1ough many o f them will also work in
Works 3.

General

HOT T IP

Embedding objects (CS). You can add a graphic, spreadsheet, or table to a
document without ever leaving the word processor (actually, the same holds
true for any document- not just word processing documents). From tl1e tool
palette select the appropriate tool by clicking on it, and then draw out a rectangle where you would Like the obj ect to appear in your document. The appropriate tools for th e object you have chosen "vi ll appear. To edit that object later,
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simply double-click on it. Using th e same steps, you can add any number of
OLE 2.0 objects, including a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet or chart, a Microsoft
Word document, vVordArt, ClipArt, or Equation Editor.
Fast searches in Address Book (CS). If you type a name in the word processor
and then open the Address Book, th e nam e will au tomatically appear in the
Match Records dia log box, ready to be matched to a record in the database.
Opening multiple documents as one Workspace (CR). If you regularly
work with tv..·o or more Works documen ts at a time, you can save the documents as a set, ca lled a Workspace, so they're easier to open. Just open all the
documents you need to work with (a data base file and a form letter, for example), and then use the Save Workspace command on the File menu to save the
documents with a project name. \Norks creates a workspace "document." T he
next time you double-click on the workspace document, all the documents
saved with it will open at the same time.
Getting to balloon help (CS). H old down lshifl llaxlloption] to get instant access
to Ball oon Help for descriptions of the items on the toolbar and palette.

Word Processing
Zooming (CS). Formatting changes and alignment of graph ics and text will be
a lot easier to see if you zoom in on your document. It can be magnified up to
800 percent using the magnifying glass buttons on the ribbon, or zoom to a
particular percentage by clicking on the down arrow at the bottom of the window. The percentage will show next to the arrow.
Automatic entry of search text (CS). To speed search and replace, select text
be fore you bring up the Find or Replace command (both on the Search menu).
T he selected text is automatically entered into the Find \iVhat text box.
Speed spell checking (CR). You can make \Norks' spell checker run a little
faster by resettin g some of th e standard spelling options. First, choose the
Spelling command from the D ocument menu and click the Options bu tton.
T hen, cl ick the Ign ore Words In All Caps and Ignore Words Witl1 Digits boxes
(so an X appears in each of tl1em). If you don 't n eed Works to help you witl1
alternate spellings, click the Always Suggest box to remove the X from itit takes extra time for Works to look up and display alternate spellings.
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Faster access to the thesaurus (CR). You can use Works' built-in thesaurus to
find synonyms whenever you want, not just when you select a word in a document. Just choose the Thesaurus command from the Document menu, type the
word whose synonyn1s you want to look up into the vVith box, and click the
Look Up button.

Paint and Draw
Resizing paint frames (CS). While resizing a paint frame (with the frame handles), hold down the (o:~~:] key. This resizes the frame without scaling (and distorting) the contents.
Making a discontiguous selection (CS). If you need to change the colors, for
instance, in some but not all parts of an image, you can select several different
(discontiguous) sections of a paint frame by holding the [Shift] key down while
using the selection tool.
Selecting colors (CS). Hold down the (o :~~:] key and click on the paint selection
with the wand tool to select all occurrences of a particular color throughout an
unage.
Rotating text (CS). You can rotate text created in the Draw tool by any degree
by clicking on the Rotate Text button on the toolbar and selecting the number
of degrees for rotation.
Rearranging pages (CS). Instead of using Copy, Cut, and Paste to move pages
of text in a Draw document, you can easily rearrange pages by dragging and
dropping them in the Page Sorter. T his view shows all the pages in a Draw document side by side in a thumbnail preview.
Select Views from the View menu and drag
Do you went to lnchHfe eny of
thtu cpllont on
title s11ae
of your prutnto\lon?
to choose Page Sorter.
\ r.e

® l oplt

Creating master slide elements (CS).
Use the Master Slide feature to automatically insert a graphic or title onto all slides
in a presentation. Access the Master Slide
through the toolbar, or in the Format menu
select Master Slide Attributes. In the View
menu, scroll to Views.

181 Pun en le r•s narne
®Ont e
C&) MDIIO

When creating a slide-show presentation, use the
Master Slide feature to place elements, such as your
name or logo, on every slide.
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Working along straight lines (CR). You can force W orks to draw straight
lines at 45- or 90-degree angles by holding down !Shift) as you draw with the
Straight Line tool. To move an object along a straight 45- or 90-degree line, select the object and hold down !Shift ) as you drag it.
Embellishing lines with arrows (CR). You can add an arrow to one or both
ends of any straight line you draw in Works. To move an arrow from one end of
a line to the other, just flip the line around: Select the line, choose Rotate from
the Draw menu, click the Horizontal Flip and Vertical Flip checkboxes, and
then click the OK button.
Creating identical columns (CS/CR). Instead of trying to re-create similarsize columns one a time (and then spending time trying to align them), you can
create multiple (one, two, three, or four), identically sized colunms by clicking
on the N ew Columns button (in Works 4) on the Column tool in the floati ng
tool palette. After you've selected the num ber of columns you want, drag out a
rectan gle on the page and Works will automatically create the desired number
of equally sized columns within that rectangle.

To crea te a group of identical columns in Works 3, make one colurnn the size
you want, select it, duplicate it, and then drag the duplicate to the proper location. T his is much faster than tryin g to draw identical colurnns from scratch.

Spreadsheet
Selecting areas to be printed (CS). If you have more than a single cell selected in the spreadsheet when you choose the Print conm1and, \Vorks will
print the range you have selected, not the entire spreadsheet.
Moving spreadsheet cells in groups (CR). By taking advantage of the dragand-drop functi onali ty added in Works 4, you can move a range of cells faster
and more easily than you can with the Move command: Simply select a range of
cells, click near the edge of the selection when the cursor becomes a pointer,
and then drag the selection to the desired new location. To move a group of
cells from one place to another in Works 3, select the cells, hold down la x ) and
!Option) at the same time, and click on the upper-right cell in the area where you
want the selection to move.
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Using ranges In formulas (CR). After you begin a formula , you can specify a
range of cells by simply holding down the mouse button and dragging the
mouse pointer across a group of cells. As you do this, the range address appears
in the formula.
Getting to cell notes (CR). Cell notes are incredibly handy for inserting backup or explanatory information about numbers in your spreadsheets. To open a
cell note quickly, hold down the loxl key and double-click on the cell whose
note you want to display.
Creating new charts (CR).lnstead of using theNew C hart command to make
a chart, select the data you want in th e chart, click the Chart tool in the tool
palette, and then hold down the mouse button as you drag an outline where you
want the chart to appear. \iVhen you release the mouse button, the chart will be
drawn inside the outline.
Handling charts (CR). Having a lot o f charts can clutter up your spreadsheet.
To neaten things up, resize all your charts so they're about an inch square and
move them all to one blank area of your document. When you need to view or
print one of the charts, resize it and move it to its own separate page.

Database
Record counting (CS). You can automatically count the number of records in a
field by creating a "serialized" field. To do that, choose Field from the Insert
menu and click on Serialized in tl1e dialog box that appears.
Preformatted labels (CS). If you've always found label-making cumbersome,
you'll be happy to know that Works contains database forms for 22 of the most
common Avery label formats. To access tl1em, choose Form from the Insert
menu. In the resulting dialog box, click on La bel, and then select whichever
label type you want.
Printing records (CS). Use the Mark Records for Printing option (in the Tools
menu) to print records that can't be fi ltered. For instance, if the printer misprints a few labels (or you put them on the wrong envelope), you can mark
those records to be reprinted.
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Creating new fields (CR). \Nh en you're in D esign VIew and need to add a new
fi eld to your file, hold down Ia :~e) and th en press the mouse button to drag out an
outline where you want the field to appear. \iVhen you release the mouse button,
the New Field dialog box wi ll appear, and you can then type a name for the new
field. (In \Norks 3, oddly enou gh, you don 't have to hold down the Ia :~e) key).
Changing field names and formats (CR). T he fastest way to make fi eldname or format changes is to double-click anywh ere on the field in List or
Design view. This brings up a F ield Format dialog box in which you can change
the fi eld name o r format. In Works 3, changing the field name and its format
requires that you go to tv,ro different dialog boxes: You'll need to double-click
on the field's name to display the Field Na me dialog box and doubl e-click on
the fi eld's data space to display the Field Format dialog box.
Entering data in a form (CR). W hen you enter data on a D ata view form, the
selection moves from on e field to another in the order in which you added
fi elds to th e form. In Works 4, to change th e tab order all you have to do is
choose Ta b O rder from the Format menu. In other versions, make a new form
and add th e fields in the tab order you want.

Communications
Automatic sign-on (CS). Microso ft
\Narks will record your sign-ons to
automatica lly log onto commonly used
services. To record a sign-on sequence,
select Sign-On from the Tools menu
and then select Record from the su bmenu. \Nhen you finish you r recording, you will be prompted to name
your sign-on sequence and save it. In
future communi ca tions sessions, you
can simply select P lay an d your script
name, and W orks will automatically
sign onto the service.
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If you use on-line ser vices a lot, you might find it easier to record and save the sign-on sequence. When
you need to sign on, just chose Play and the program
executes the sign-on script for you-including dialing
the number, entering your name and password, and
even going directly to your favorite on-line forum.
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Tracking time and costs (CS). Works now has a timer that will keep track of
time spent on-line and the charges for the session. Make sure to reset the timer
and charges log whenever you begin a new session; you can also reset the timer
at any time.
Faster communications (CR). It takes forever to close a communications
document when you have Works set to use an overflow area. To speed up communications documents, choose Preferences and click N one in the Overflow
Area Size box, and then click the Always Capture Text option.
Continuing to work during file transfers (CR). W orks can maintain a
connection during a long file tra11sfer even if you activate another Works document. Just start sending or receiving, and then switch to the other document and
continue working. VVhen the file transfer is complete, Works will beep twice to
let you know so that you can return to your communications document.

Calendar
Changing appointments (CS). Move appointments quickly by using drag and
drop (instead of deleting and retyping the information). Select the appointment
to be moved, hold down the mouse button as you move th e selected text to the
new loca tion, and then release the mouse button to move the appointment.
Keeping track of To Do items for individual projects (CS). Display all the
To D o items for a particular project by assigning each item a key word (such as
Report, Meeting, etc.), which you can then sort on.
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Utilities
A UTILITY USED TO BE a program that didn't create its own documents but,
instead, expanded the capacity of other programs. Although some utilities now
create their own documents, their main purpose-helping another program (or
the System)-remains. Common early utilities were file finders, spell checkers,
and memory adjusters. Now, thanks to the efforts of countless hackers and
shareware authors, you can find a timesaving utility for practically every task on
the Mac, from changing the number of colors displayed on your monitor to
seeing when the sun will rise tomorrow morning in Calcutta.
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A Tool for Every Job
Since this book has a finite number of pages, we can 't mention each and every
utili ty, or even every category of utilities: There are just too many. You'll find
discussions of some important utilities in other chapters. .Nlemory management
utilities are discussed in Chapter 4, "Memory." Look for a guide to backup, recovery, and virus detection in Chapter 5, "Storage." And font-management
utilities are covered in Chapter 14, "Fonts." In this chapter, we've limited ourselves to commercial utilities in a few general-interest categories that you won't
find covered elsewhere.

What Do They Do?

(EC)

If there's something about the Mac's interface that bothers you-the folder
icons seem a little boring, you want to be able to work on other things while
·•·· .......... ·v .. ·· ..... · . ....,. .... •• ..... .. ... you're copying a disk, you don't

Shareware Utilities

MAC BIBLI
DISK

(DD)

We didn't have room to cover even a fraction of
the great shareware utilities cooked up by public·
minded programmers, but it would be a shame
to miss out on them. Many of the shareware and
freeware utilities mentioned in this book are included on the Macintosh Bible Floppy Disks (see
the card at the back of this book for information
on how to get them), but these and many others
are also easy to get through on-line services and
user groups. (See Appendix C for more on those
sources.) On America Online alone, there are
over 5,000 shareware and freeware Macintosh
utilities to choose from. While shareware utilities
are sometimes not as rigorously tested and well
supported as the commercial offerings, they are
often of high quality and well worth a test drive.

want to have to answer all those
questions every time you format
a disk-there's probably an inexpensive utility that will fix it
for you. Likewise if there's a
task you find cumbersome, like
sorting out which files are the
most current between your
PowerBook and your office
computer. And doubtless th_ere
are utilities that do things you
never would have dreamed of
asking for-like one that adds
Tarzan swinging from your w
menu.
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The Power of Utilities
Here is a rundown of the main types of utilities discussed in this chapter.
Type

Function

Extension m anager

Controls w hich extensions and control panels are active, to avoid conflicts
(which cause bombs)

Utility collection

Generally includes three or four of those described in this table, along w ith
a few extras

File finder

Locates files on your hard disk that match a given name, type, date ereated, or other specification

Text retrieval

Locates files that contain text that you specify

Synchronization

Keeps versions of files on different Macs (often a home PowerBook and an
office desktop model) in sync

Compression

Reduces file sizes

Security

Protects files, folders, or an entire hard disk from prying eyes

PowerBook utility
package

Package special ly designed for PowerBook tasks such as mon itoring b attery
and hard·disk use and finding elusive cursors, among o ther things. Often
incl udes a clock.

Desktop tools

Souped up versions of tools already in the Mac system (clocks, scrapbooks,
and calculators are covered here)

Macro utility

Lets you create keyboard shortcuts to execute a given command or
sequence of commands

Desktop diversion

Changes the desktop pattern, icons, and cursors, or adds amusing characters to the desktop

Screensaver

Protects the monitor from "bu rn in" by periodically changing the image
on the screen (say from Mickey to Goofy)

Screen capture

Takes a snapshot (or movie) of your screen so you can use it in a manual or
boast about your latest high score in Tetris

Resource editing

Lets you customize the interface of Mac software by changing the text in
menus and dialog boxes, the color and shape of icons, and other attributes

What They Do That They Shouldn't

(EC)

A utility may either be an application (including a desk accessory), an extension,
or a control panel (and sometimes a combination of two of these). Since extensions and control panels may take up a bit of the System memory heap and occasionally rewrite parts of the System in order to work correctly, they often
conflict witl1 otl1er extensions and control panels using th e same stretch of
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memory, creating a system hang in the
process. Applications, on the other hand,
manage their memory independently and
do not affect the System, th.ereby causing
fewer problems.

What's /nit for You?

(EC)

Back in the days of System 6, all the files
that loaded at startup, including system
extensions, utility extensions, printer
drivers, and control panels were called
inits. Now each type of file gets its own
name, although they're often referred
to generically as extensions. Control pan-

Unfortunately, the vast majority of the
utilities on the market are extensions and
control panels (you expected tl1at, didn't
els are also sometimes called cdevs, for
control
panel device. And Chooser extenyou?). When you boot up your average
sions (generally printer drivers), are someMac, a parade of icons marches across the
times called rdevs, from Chooser device.
screen, showing you what is being loaded
into your System. Aside from tl1e possible
conflicts tl1at may occur, thi s takes time; restarting a Nlac that has 10 or 15
extensions may take several minutes longer than sta rting a Mac that has just one
or two.

HOT TIP

So, if you can choose between two utilities, and one is an extension or control
panel and the other is a stand-alone application, choose the application. And
when a utility application includes an extension as an addition to the program,
you might decide to use just the application.
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How Can You Tel/If a Utility Is an Application?
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(EC)

There are several ways to tell whether a utility is an application or an extension.
Application

Extension or control panel

You can double-click its icon to open it,
and (almost always) see a File and Edit
menu when you do.

When you double-click it, you see the message
"This file adds functionality to your Macintosh"
(if it's an extension), or (if it's a control panel), a
small window w ill open but you generally won't
see either a File or Edit m enu .

When open, you see the utility's icon in
the Application m enu (on the upper right
corner of the screen).

When open, the utility's icon d oes not show in the
Application menu.

You can install it anywhere on the Mac
(including the Startup Items folder in
the System folder).

You m ust install it in the Extensions folder, in the
Control Panels folder, or in the System folder itself.

No icon app ears during bootup.

An icon may or may not appear during bootup.
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Extension Managers
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(EC)

If extension managers lived in a monarchy, they would be the king. While they
are utilities themselves, their main goal is to organize and control all the other
utilities (their subjects).

Sorting Out Extension Conflicts
Extension managers help to solve conflicts at startup by letting you define which
files should load and in which order. You can also define sets of extensions and
control panels for individual projects or tasks and then press a key at bootup to
load only that set, thus saving time. Most programs also offer reporting options
that tell you which extensions and control panels are installed and how much
memory they are using.

Choosing an Extension Manager
You have four principal choices when selecting an extension manager. As in
many utilities categories, there is a high-quality freeware program, as well as
several commercial ones that have a few more extras.
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EM's main window is very similar
to windows in other extension
managers. You click on an extension or control panel to add it to
the active list.

Extensions Manager. O ne of the best extension managers is simpl y named Extensions Manager, or EM for
short. D eveloped by Ricardo Batista, an engineer at
Apple, it was later released as freeware and can be found
on BBSs and through user groups. It is a no-frills package that does the basics well, even letting you activate (or
deactivate) fonts and startup items (in the Startup Items
folder), although you can't change their loading order.
T he only way to have a set load automatically at reboot,
however, is to choose the set from the EM control panel
before closing down- and if you can remember to do
this, you're a lot better organized than I am. Version 3.0
of Extensions Manager is included in System 7.5.

BARGAIN

SYSTEM
7.5
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Conflict Catcher. If you are having problems with your extensions but don't
know which one is the culprit, try Conflict Catcher II ($80, Casady & Greene).
Conflict Catcher can change the loading order of extensions and assign keys to
sets to invoke them at startup. Conflict Catcher has one more advantage: a special detective system that helps you sleuth out which extension may be causing
problems by enabling and disabling the extensions in controlled groups.
lnitPicker.lfyou wish to define various sets of extensions that you can invoke at
startup according to the task at hand, !nitPicker ($70, Inline Design) is the best
option. Although it can't enable or disable fonts, I found its interface, and especially its system for defining sets of extensions, the easiest and clearest to use.

GOOD

FEATURE

Now Startup Manager. Startup Manager is one of the components of Now
Utilities (see "Utility Collections," below), and like the other extension managers mentioned here, it can create sets of extensions, change their loading
order, and enable and disable each one individually. Now's Startup Manager has
one ~pecial feature: It lets you change the startup disk (as well as the extensions
you want to load) even after your ]VIae has started to boot up-just press the
[Spacebar) when you see Welcome to Macintosh and then select the startup disk in
the pop-up menu.
•4&eteteettt•f
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Tips for a Quiclc Startup
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(EC)

• Does your fax modem only ring when your computer is turned off or hung? Do you sit
there tensely urging your 27 extensions to load as fast as they can so that your Mac
can boot up and answer the phone? Mine does, and I do. The solution is to create an
extension set with just the fax-modem software extensions. Then, if you need to reboot
quickly to answer a fax, you can press the corresponding key, reboot, answer the fax,
and then reboot with the complete set of extensions at your leisure.
•

Most extension managers will let you open them up before the startup process begins
so that you can change the configuration after a bomb. For Now Startup Manager and
Conflict Catcher, hold down the [spacebar) while booting up; with InitPicker, hold down
the &@ key.

• If you want to restart your Mac without a single extension or extension manager, hold
down the [Shltt) key until the Welcome to Macintosh sign appears. To keep just your
startup items (in the Startup Items folder) from opening, hold down the @iliD key after
your inits load but before you reach the desktop.
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Utility Collections
Since utilities tend to be small programs, many software developers package
several of them together. We've divided the main utilities packages into general-purpose and PowerBook utilities.

General Purpose

(EC)

It's practically impossible to compare utility collections, since most of them include disparate combinations of programs. Instead, we'll explain what each collection contains, and if it's worth your trouble.
·••••·••·••••• ·M··•••••••·••Mot•·•·••· ·· ··e ····o ·• ••••+•A••••···•+ ••+•t&•··•• ••

Minor Utilities You 'II Find in Many Collections

(EC)

There are common elements in many different utilities collections. Here's a quick description
of the minor utilities that often form part of a collection. The most important ones are discussed elsewhere in this chapter and in other chapters in this book.
Type
Hierarchical

Function

c menu

Adds submenus to the Apple menu that give you access to the
contents of folders (or folders inside folders)

Custom or WYSIWYG m enus

Shows Font menus w ith the fonts they n ame or in the sizes
and/or color you choose

Automatic save

Saves your work after a particular amount of time or number of
keystrokes

Disk diagnostics (system analysis)

Gives a full breakdown of the state of your computer system,
from chips to monitors to extensions

Control panel management

Lets you change monitor bit depth, printers, time, and/or colors from a m enu in the Finder instead of with the control panel
(or Chooser)

Launchers

Quickly opens commonly or recently opened applications, documents, or control panels without making you sift through the
Finder

Key Caps or Key Finder

Helps you find what keyb oard combination is necessary to produce lesser-known symbols such as accented ch aracters

Disk-use indicator

Gives visual feedback when the computer is accessing information on disk
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Keeping Items In the
Launch Menus

HOT TIP
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(EC)

Now's launch menus change to reflect the
documents and applications that you use
the most. To make sure an item stays on
one of Now's launch menus even if you
don't select it very often, press the Ispacebar!
while selecting the item with the mouse.
The item will be underlined, and when you
release the mouse, it will move to the top
of the list and stay there until you tell it to
move (by selecting it once again with the
lspacebarl held down).

Now Utilities. Now Software's Now
Utilities ($130) includes a scrapbook
organizer and clipboard editor, hierarchical and VVYSI\VYG menus, an
extension manager, a file finder, an
automatic save function, and a system
analyzer. The installation was quick
and easy and didn't conflict with anything already in my bursting System
Folder.

Now's file finder, SuperBoomerang,
was surprisingly clever at figming
out what I wanted and when, but it
was too slow (on my Centris 660 with a 500MB hard disk to search) to be worth
using. The extension manager is ve1y good and the scrapbook organizer is the
best I've seen (they are described in more detaiJ in the sections covering similar
utilities la ter in this chapter). Now Menus' hierarchical menus let you choose
options from control panels without opening them. It also tacks on two more
menus to each side of the menu bar: one of recently used applications and the
other of recently used documents.
Connectix Desktop Utilities. Connectix Desktop Utilities (CDU) from
Connectix ($ 100) provides keyboard shortcuts, a cursor locator, control panel
management, desktop beautifiers, file synchronization, limited security, and a
screen dimmer. CDU is something of a jack of all trades and master of none: It
includes many utilities, but none is particularly spectacular. The screensaver
onJy dims the screen (no fun pictures here); the security system can be overridden by booting from a floppy, and you can't customize the desktop beautifying
schemes (except for the background pictme).

~OOD

FEATURE

CDU does, however, have one option that I haven't found in any other utilities
package: hide background applications (in tl1e AppManager). It will automatically hide each application as you open the next, keeping your desktop free of
clutter. Also handy is its Keyboard Power featUTe, which lets you choose any
menu or dialog box option from tl1e keyboard by typing one of the letters in its
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name (usually the first letter, but CD U underlines it so you know). T he synchronization module (E asySync) is described with other synchronization tools
later in this chapter.
WizTools. WizTools ($130, ASD Software) has so many utilities in its collection that its hard to remember them all. It has a color-depth switcher, special
tools for the Finder, a keystroke recorder, a file/program launcher, simple
macros, PowerB ook tools, hierarchical menus, backup and synchronization
tools, a world clock, and a "mailbox folder" (that signals you when something
has been added, say, via System 7 file sharing). I fell in love with YVizTools because of PopUpFolder- hold down the !control] key (or whichever modifier you
choose) and click a folder on the desktop to see-and get to-its contents.

vVizTools also lets you add a Quit
command to the Finder to free
up memory, view the itemS On
the desktop in small icon view,

27 items

O

419.7 MB m d !sk
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FEATURE

76.1MB avrulable

DtskDouble r Utihties
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and add an InternatiOnal menU N lntem et
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for switching between keyboards.
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Its division of the E mpty Trash
orovidrrsdblxl
Slu ffll Exoandor30 .....
command into disk drives is ideal With WizTools' PopUpFolder, click on a folder in the desktop with
a modifier key held down to reveal the contents of that folder. This
W hen you on IYwant to empty the
means you can select items several/ayers down without leaving a
trash of one disk or the other, and trail of open windows behind you.
the .Mailbox folder is a perfect way to set up a simple mail system with System 7.
A
(A mini tip: Ifyou're looking fo r a time-zone map, click the WizTools logo in the ~)
HOT TIP
control panel and then click the Customer Support button.)
_-:- I

Norton Utilities. Symantec's Norton Utilities ($ 150) includes great backup
and data protection tools (see Chapters 5 and 7, respectively, for more information on those), but it also includes encryption tools as well as several general
system enhancements: a file finder, a Key Caps substitute, hot keys for the
Open and Save dialog boxes, a disk-use indicator, and for System 6 users, a way
to customize the desktop that is somewhat similar to System 7's View control
panel. Consult the respective sections in this chapter for more information
about the encryption and file- find er modules.
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Alsoft Power Utilities. The Alsoft Power Utilities package ($130, Alsoft) includes a wide variety of utilities, the most important of which ar e a font manager
(Mastel]uggler, described in Chapter 14) and disk optimizing, partitioning, and
diagnostics (described in Chapter 5). It also includes a couple of smaller system
enhancements, including a disk-activity indicator, hierarchical menus, and a
screen dimmer.
Magnet. Magnet ($130) is a unique, intuitive tool from No Hands Software
that is designed to perform automatic backups, synchronization, and fi le
searches. Most of its modules are described in other sections of this chapter.
Super 7 Utilities. Super 7 Utilities ($100, Atticus) turns your regular menus
into tear-off menus that you can position anywhere on your screen and supplies
a printer menu, an alias trasher, a sound manager, and a comments manager (for
the Get Info window), as well as a file find er that I was unable to make work on
my Mac. I love break-off menus, and Super 7's work quite well, and being able
to choose a printer from a menu in the Finder instead of the slower-than-molasses Chooser is always a welcome respite. But are two-sevenths of the product
really worth the price tag?
·••••·•••••··· eM·······•··•....,.••••••••··· ·········• ·••••••·•·•····•···•·•••··••·••

This little utility with the strange
name from lnline Design ($80)
lets you set up a group of prog rams and documents that you
can launch with a single keystroke.
HAM also remembers how you left
your Mac before shutdown and
automatically opens each document so you can pick up where you
left off. HAM stands for Hierarchical
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Many programs con ereate hierarchical menus
out of the contents of
your Apple Menu Items
folder. (These are the
menus created by HAM.)
This capability Is also
built Into System 7.5.
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folders, it lets you reorder items in
the Apple menu w ithout changing their names and remembers what you've opened
most recently.
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4.

(EC)

SquareOne (Binary Software, $75) is a little program with one mission-launching programs-that it completes well. Imagine making aliases of all your most commonly used programs and then pasting them onto a little card so they won't get lost. Square One simplifies
the process and then makes the palette readily available whenever you need it. If all you
want is a program launcher, Square One is a good place to start.
Square One Jets you create (J floating palette
with your most-often-used programs, in any
shape you wish.

Click on an icon
to get m ore information below.
Click and hold to
get a submenu
that lets you open
related documents.

PowerBook Utilities

(RC)

Dare I say it? PowerBooks are like the stereotypical jock-powerful but not
very bright. Apple gave us power in a small box but left it up to software developers to add the brains. T he best of the bad Apple examples is the puny Battery
program that floats on your desktop like an anemic traffic hazard. (Some of tlus
changes with the 500-series PowerBooks and System 7.5, as described in the
box on the next page.) An ideal tool for battery health should be accurate, unobtrusive, and smart enough to control the power consumption it monitors.
Fortunately, four products accomplish this and other desirable management
tasks. The question then is how to choose among the four.
T he four general utility PowerBook programs we looked at track the charge
level of your battery and allow for a variety of settings to control power consumption. All four are serial-port-aware, meaning they won't let your PowerBook fa ll into sleep mode while communicating with other computers. They
all offer tl1e minimum in security measures, just enough to keep your files
safe from the eyes of the mildly w1scrupulous curious idler. And all of them
offer solutions to the problem of cursor su/mzm-ining, which is when the cursor
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Going Mobile With 7. S

SYSTEM
7.5

(EC)

New software introduced with the 500series PowerBooks and included with version
7.5 of Apple's system software includes
many of the utilities offered in the com mercial programs reviewed here. One of its principal features is a customizable Control Strip
that can be moved around on the screen
and adapted to fit the user's needs. It allows
you to monitor battery usage, file sharing,
hard disk spin, sound settings, video mirroring, and AppleTalk. The PowerBook Assistant
also synchronizes files between the PowerBook and a desktop Mac, either manually or
automatically, making sure you've always
got the most up-to-date documents where
you need them . Finally, you can set up your
PowerBook to automatically send queued
documents to a printer, once you're connected to one.

"submerges" or disappears form
view when moving because some
PowerBook screens (any except the
active-matrix screens) cannot keep
up with the speed of the cursor.

Power consumption is controlled by
turning off or down various powerhungry components after a userspecified period of inactivity. You
can trust your power management
utiJity to turn off the backlight, rest
the processor, spin down the hard
disk, or put your precious PowerBook to sleep. Spimung down the
hard disk while working in a progra m that doesn't regularly access
the hard disk will save power and
give you more time on your current
battery charge (you can hear the disk drive spinning when a program is accessing the hard disk).
But maybe you don't want to wait for the hard disk to spin back up again every
time you need it. You don't wa nt to lose performance just to gain a little extra
battery time. Perhaps you don't want it to spin down at all when you're plugged
into an AC outlet. It's not difficult to learn to adjust the various "timeout"
controls, and all tl1ese programs let you set separate timeouts for battery versus
AC use.
All of the four programs reviewed here have lost any major bugs that may have
once plagued them, so my preference for T he Norton Essentials for PowerBook is based on its interface, and tl1e other factor that will occupy the rest of
tl1is section-the extra features tl1at tl1e four software companies determined
would round out tl1e ideal PowerBook utility package. Read all four product reviews for descriptions of the tanta lizing extras offered in different combinations
in each of these programs. For a quick comparison, check out the chart at right.
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The Power in PowerBook Utilities

(RC)

.Many PowerBook utility collections have similar features, but their quality varies from product to product. Here's a guide to what's where and how good it is.

PBTools
Airport ease

0

Caps Lock help

•
•
•
•

Cursor finder
Custom cursors
Discharge help

Power
To Go

•

•

•

•
•

File sync

0

0

Hot keys

•

M enu autodrop

0

Processor speed shift

0

•
•
•

Remaps arrow keys

•
•

User sets
o Not available

•
0

•

•

0

Security

Norton

0

•
•
•
•

0

File compression

Screensaver

CPU

0

•
•
•

• Th ere, but could be better

•

•

0

0

0

•
•
•

•
•

•
•

0

•
•

•

0

0

0

•
0

• Present and generally delightful

PBTools. A serious geekhead workplace lurks beneath PBTools' appealing sim-

plicity of design. One control panel offers easy access to battery analysis, security, and power and sleep adjustment. A compact menu-bar icon displays more
information than seems possible in such a tiny space. With a glance you can
check the battery-charge level, AC connection, hard disk spin, and AppleTalk
and Caps Lock status.
Enter battety nerdhood with PBTools' Power\¥atch station. Use adjustable
graphs and diagnostic logs to track voltage thresholds, charge/discharge curves,
and other health matters for up to four different batteries. Deep Discharge
Battery easily reconditions nickel cadmium batteries. Logic doesn't seem to dictate how any of the four software companies made their choices on the extras
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they includeds, but I like PBTools'
key rernapper: vVhile pressing the
lcontroil key, you can use the arrow
keys as !Page Down!, !Home!, !Page Upl,
and lEnd Ikeys. PBTools is by Inline
Software and retails for $100.
Power To Go. You might easily

Click on the PowerWatch button to
chart battery voltage and usage.
_ . POio ols,..

PBTools'~

..... " .........

te,voltU

e ltU·3 lit itN.~frt

Click on the
Deep Discharge Battery
button to fully
discharge your
battery (for
more efficient
recharging).

argue that Power To Go ($1 00,
Claris) offers too many extra features, especially while you watch just one of PB Tools' four settings windows, the PowerControl
its installer place files in seven dif- window lets you set the timeouts for system sleep, drive sleep,
and other power-saving features.
ferent locations on your hard disk,
but the real problem is that its many features aren't well coordinated. Take the
included SpaceSaver file compression program (developed by Aladdin, makers
of Stufflt). It may be a great program on its own, but you can't access it from
FE:~~RE any other module, and you can't even get tech support for it from Claris!
Luckily, C laris didn't forget about the normal PowerBook concerns. Among
many well-designed features, Power To Go lets you create what I call User Sets.
Configure one set of timeouts and settings for yourself and another for your
spouse, or create different work environments for office and home. If you can't
bear the idea of adding one more item to your menu bar, you'll appreciate
Power To Go's user-configurable floating palette. Design the palette to show
only the battery charge level or lengthen the palette to include a variety of indicators plus a sleep button and a travel clock. The clock can display as many
cities as you want. A hot key will pop the palette off and on the screen. Menus
pop down without a click (although they won't pop back up until you click elsewhere). Password security in Power To Go is the strongest of all four programs
because it can't be defeated by simply starting up with the extensions turned off.
Connectix PowerBook Utilities. Connectix PowerBook Utilities, also called

CPU ($1 00), vies with Norton Essentials for the position of most-recommended
PowerBook utility, perhaps because the others haven 't been around as long.
CPU is loaded with features, and it gives you a choice as to how cluttered with
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Click on the fine-tuning
button to adjust
settings individually.

Define separate sets of
preferences for Office use,
Home use, or for individual
users by clicking h ere.

POWER MANAGEMENT
Futtr

Computt r

SECURITY

various power indicators you want
your menu bar to be. L ike Power To
Go, CPU gives you menus that drop
without a click-a nice feature because
the trackball makes you use two fingers
to press and drag. Unlike Power To
Go, CPU 's menus disappear without a
click (and correctly so) if you take the
mouse away from the menu witl1out
selecting an option.

To fiM-11Xlt u ttinos, cl ick tM icoo ln thtloW't,.
'k>ft. FOf" • list of CPU's ktiJbo.ar d shor-tcuts. etick
U~ Command Kt y icon . To Sho"' ¥'IV it+m's: Ht~

CPU also includes Keyboard Power:
Use key combinations to select menu
items and buttons in dialog boxes. Get
CPU has a general control panel (shown here) as well as
used to Keyboard Power and you'll
a fine-tuning control panel for each group of settings.
wonder how you did without it! CPU
addresses a major PowerBook concern with the inclusion of EasySync, a file
synchronization extension (synchronization software is described under "File
Synchronization," below).
Balloon , hold down -ill four modifitt" ktys (dtf•vit).

The Norton Essentials for PowerBook. vVith my particular work habits and

my PowerBook Duo, I don't need discharge help, processor-speed shifting, or
the few other features missing from Norton Essentials for PowerBook ($130).
Norton has its own appeal, based on well thought-out features, such as its fil e
synchronization, but I especially like it because it does the basic power management work effectively, and I'm a sucker for clever gadgets, of which Norton has
its share.
c~ps

Lock control makes decidedly "up and down" sounds when the key is activated. You can free up menu space by making the balloon help icon disappear.
Select from a variety of battery gauge types, from "gas tank" to percentage figures. Power Cursor allows you to customize all of the five common cursor
shapes, and it's the only program of the four that lets you fatten the arrow cursor. If you sometimes lose your cursor, Norton's cursor locator is quite an entertaining beacon.
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Going Through Airport Security

(RC)

Both Power To Go and Norton Essentials provide special hot keys for interrupting the Mac's
long startup sequence and then shutting down very quickly after showing airport security
personnel that your PowerBook isn't hiding a collapsible Uzi. PBTools has to be applauded,
however, for not encumbering its program with yet another module, and instead offering
a couple of strategies. "Hold down the lsh~tl key at startup, bypassing all your extensions.
There's no need to irritate the people behind you whi le you wait for all your system extensions to load." Of course, the only person you irritate is yourself. Everyone else walks past
you. Walk with them by using the second strategy. Arrive at the X-ray machine with your
PowerBook in sleep mode. Startup from sleep is very fast. Use a sleep hot key to pu t the little guy back to sleep instantly, and stroll off to your gate.

GOOD
FEATURE

Finally, Norton allows you to define different settings for different programs.
You can h ave Norton automatically turn off the hard disk timeout for a program like vVord, for instance, that frequently accesses the hard disk.

Compression
Anyone with a hard disk stuffed to the gills is faced with tl1e same problem:
finding more disk space. An inexpensive alternative to buying another hard disk
is to purchase a compression program.

What Is Compression?

(KC)

Compression is the act of making a file smaller. It is common to hear how a
compression package will increase your disk size, but that's just marketing hype;
the files get smaller, the disk stays the same size. Compression sofuvare comes in
two flavors: file-level and d1-iver-level.
File-level packages offer numerous choices as to how the package will work for
you. Compression in file-level programs can either be initiated immediately or
set up for a later time when tl1e Mac is not in use: a specific hour, at shutdown,
or after a specified period of idleness. Some packages also let you set up a "sleep"
corner, a place where you can move your cursor to activate the compression
scheme.

Chapter 1 3: Utilities

You have fewer such choices with a driver-level utility. Driver-level utilities
compress your entire hard disk at installation. You may have some choice as to
how the program will compress your disk-faster versus tighter-but, mostly,
the choice is limited to installing or not installing these programs.
\Vhether file- or disk-level, these packages use lossless compression, meaning that
files retain all of tl1eir information after compression. You can compact and
then extract a file as many times as you need to, and you will always have exactly
the same file. Lossy compression, on tl1e other hand, is employed by utilities that
performJPEG compression and otl1er such methods used in compacting video
files, for example, where some information is lost during compression.
It is not necessary to compress your whole hard disk, of course. You may wish to
compress only one file, say, to send it more quickly to a friend via CompuServe,
or a group of files that you don't work with vety often, in order to save disk space.
Since file level and driver level packages work so differently, we will discuss
tl1em separately.

File-Level Packages

(KC)

A file-level compression package lets you select individual files, folders, or
groups of files and folders to compact. Several features are becoming quite
common among tl1ese programs:
• choosing between compressing your files quickly (and compressing less) or
compressing to save more space (and taking more time)
• selecting files by tl1eir labels, types, prefixes or suffixes, and among a list of
applications for inclusion or exclusion from compression
• creating some form of a self-extracting archive (which can be recomposed
without the compression software)
• determining the amount and type of idle time that needs to occur to activate
idle-time compression
• translating files compressed in a variety of compression formats, not just the
program's own
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• adding passwords to restrict access to compressed files
• compressing documents directly from the Finder using a special menu added
next to the Special menu, or by drag and drop
• segmenting large files into pieces (to fit them on floppy disks, for example)

Stufflt Deluxe (KC/EC). Even ifStufflt Deluxe 3.0.7 (Aladdin Systems, $ 120)
weren't the most powerful compression program for the Mac, which it is, it
would still be the sentimenta l favorite: first, for having been around so long,
and second, because it started out as a shareware program written by high
school student Raymond Lau. Its age is something of an advantage: The majority of tl1e files you find on-line have been compressed-and, more important,
can be decompressed-with Stufflt.

HOT TIP

Stufflt compresses your files-eitl1er manually with the main program or automatically with tl1e included SpaceSaver module when your Mac is idle-in
m·c/Jives, separate documents that may contain any number of your original files.
As with other programs, you can segment tl1e archives into two or more pieces,
say, to fit on floppy disks. The ingenious View option lets you peek at text and
PICTs inside your compressed files. And you can protect your archives from inquiring minds with encryption and a password. One quick tip: In the main
Stufflt window, hold down the [o 31:] key to make Add the default button, the one
that [Return] or [Enter] will activate .

............................................. ....... ... ...............................
Tips for Using Self-Extracting Archives

HOT TIP

(DD/EC)

• Often, older versions of compression software cannot read files that have been compressed w ith newer versions of compression software. If you're not sure whether the recipient will be able to open the file, make it a self-extracting archive, which can decompress itself.
• A self-extracting archive is actually an application, and it uses memory like any other application. If you get an "insufficient memory" message w hen you double-click on a selfextracting archive, give it more memory (with the Get Info box).
•

If you are compressing a very small document (say, under 25K), it usually doesn't make
sense to make it self-extracting. That is because compression programs add from 18K
to 25K of instructions onto the file so it knows how to decompress itself. Instead, use a
program that you know the recipient has, or send the file uncompressed.
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Stufflt lets you add files to an archive according to the
criteria you set. (You can also look for them yourself, if
you prefer.)
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Smfflt's Magic Menu, which appears
next to the Special menu in the
Finder, and its drag-and-drop compression let you compress fil es right
from the desktop. MagicMenu also
includes a set of scripts that can automate such operations as Smff and
Mail, where a file is automatically
stuffed and then enclosed in a QuickM ail or Microsoft Mail document
and sent from the Finder.

Smfflt's completeness comes at a price-it costs almost twice as much as DiskDoubler (see below) and occupies 2i\llB on yoW" hard disk. A shareware version,
Stufflt Lite ($25), limits you to smffing and unsmffing but may be all you need.
T he automatic compression module, SpaceSaver, can also be purchased separately for $60.

MAC BIB L E
DISK

Now Compress (KC). Now Compress 1.0.1 ($ 100, Now Software) offers a lot

of the features of Stufflt Deluxe without overwhelming you. The program
gives you several ways to run the compression utilities depending on your preference for using menus, keyboard equivalents, or a control panel. Under
System 7, you can even compress, expand, a11d archive files by dragging the file
to one of three icons: Compress Now, Expand Now, or Archive Now. And it
lets you segment an archive to make it fit on several floppies.
Now Compress is fast, and it ca11 work automatically or on call. Unformnately,
it cannot decompress Smfflt archives, although since the software for many online services, such as America Online, offers automatic decompression ofStufflt
files, this may not be a problem.
DiskDoubler (KC/EC). What I most like about DiskDoubler ($60, Symantec)

is that you can choose from among four different compression methods ranging from the fastest compression/decompression to the tightest compression. If
you're unsure which method you should use, the program offers two additional
options that look at a file and guess which of the four methods would offer the
smallest compression in the shortest amount of time. T he program also comes

GOOD
FEATURE
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with a small set of tools like DD Verify/Repair, which can repair disks that have
not been accessed for months-something not unusual with archived files.

BAD
FEATU RE

Liz has always found DiskDoubl er a bit inflexible: C lick on a self-extracting
archive and it will generally expand the fil e in that same location even if the disk
is already full (it depends on whether the person who compacted the fi le clicked
d1e Prompt When Expanding check box). And instead of offering to place d1e
expanded file in anod1er location (as Stufflt and Compact Pro do), DiskDoubler
just gives up. Similarly, when DiskDoubler tries to expand an item and finds an
existing item in d1e same location wid1 the same name, it doesn't let you choose
between replacing th e file or skipping d1e expa nsion, it simply shuts itself off.
Compact Pro (EC) . .Nly personal favorite in this fie ld is Compact Pro, a share-

MAC BIB L E
DISK

ware program by Bill Goodman. Although it is neid1er automatic nor has a
Finder menu , Compact Pro's main program can compress and expand, add
passwords, and split large fil es with the best of them. Compact Pro is fast and
reliable and worth every one of the $25 it costs.
More Disk Space (KC). More Disk Space ($ 100, Alysis) gives you a lot of flexi-

bility in how you can compress your fil es, but it doesn 't distinguish itself much
from the other programs mentioned here except fo r its operation along a network. Network administrators will be happy to !mow d1atMDS can be installed
onto other Macs on d1e n etwork from a central location. MDS can also be set
up on a server to automatically compress files that are added to it.

Driver-Level Compression

(KC)

Driver-level compression utilities are supposedly easier to use than file-level
packages because they compress your en tire disk as part of the installation
process and carry out expansion and recompression without any user intervention. All files remain compressed and are decompressed only when the Mac
reads them from the disk.

WARNIN G

Use caution when using driver-level compression utilities. They rep lace your
Mac's hard disk driver, which controls how the Mac and all its applications handle fil es. Before installing any driver-level utility you should make sure your
hard disk is completely backed up.

Chapter 13: Utilities
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Stacker. I am not a fan of disk-level compression packages, but ifl were to use
one, it wou ld be Stacker 1.0 ($150, Stac Electroru cs). Stacker is the least intrusive of these disk-level utilities, since it merely attaches itself to your existing
disk driver instead of replacing it. As with other disk-level programs, Stacker
includes a checker utility that examines the data structures of your ha rd disk to
make sure they are in order and offers to repair them if it finds a problem. It
also lets you use other programs like Disk First Aid and Norton Utilities.
eDisk and TimesTwo. Alysis's eDisk ($ 150) and Golden Triangle's TimesTwo
($150) are much more intrusive than Stacker, and I don't recommend either
one. Both replace your hard disk's driver, and in the case of eDisk, it must erase
your hard disk in the process. This means that you have to spend tim e reinstalling your system software and applications once the disk is compressed. In
the case of T imesTwo, the program partitions your disk into one tha t is a
Macintosh disk and another that is a TimesTwo disk. So, in a sense it is reformatting your disk, but it is not erasing your files. Should you want to remove
T imesTwo from your disk, however, you will be stuck with restoring all of your
files and applications because it will reformat your drive.

Security

(KM)

Unfortunately, we live in a world where everyone must be concerned about security. Quite simply, there v,rjlJ be times when yo u want to safeguard your data
and keep your information from fa lling into the wrong hands.
Many screensaver programs offer a low amount of security: You can define a
password that must be entered to exit the screensaver and see what was on the
screen. This may be useful for short-term antisnooper prevention, but a wouldbe prowler will only need to restart the Mac with the IShitt l key held clown to
override this limited security system.
Levels of Security

As with all things i\llacintosh, there are several different ways to secure your data,
each of which may be available separately or as part of a larger software package.

BA D
FEATU RE
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Security

Invisible files. The simplest method for securing data is to make the folder or
file invisible. This can be done quickly using a utility such as ResEclit or DiskTop (both discussed in this chapter). Invisible files and folders can no longer be
seen in the Finder, but they are visible from the open dialog box of some applications. This is a very simple means of security and will deter only the laziest
prowler.
Locked folders. For a little more security, try a utility that can lock a folder.
The contents of a locked fold er cannot be accessed without a password, but the
information in the folder is not encrypted. This is a very good method for keeping people from browsing through your data while keeping it available for you.
Data encryption. The next level of security is to use a simple data encryption
program that requires a password. Encryption programs secure your data by
scrambling the information and unscrambling it when you provide the proper
password. Basic encryption programs are generally secure; only someone who
is very knowledgeable and determined could get to your data once it's been encrypted.
T:here are several data encryption methods, but the most secure is called DES,
which stands for Data Encryption Standm-d. DES was established by the National
Bureau of Standards (an arm of the NationaJ Security Agency) and is supposedly
impossible to break l.lnless you possess the encryption key, that is, the password.
(See the box on the next page, however, for the other side of the story.)
Locked hard disks. The finaJ way to secure your data is to lock your hard disk
so only you or someone with the password can access its data. ~lith utilities that
lock a hard drive, your data remains, but the drive cannot be accessed without
the password. The more secure programs can also encrypt the drive's data.

Security Choices
Since many software compani es develop more than one package to address different security ne~ds, we've grouped tl1e following reviews by developer.
FileGuard and TrashGuard. ASD Softw·are makes a couple of security packages called FileGuard ($250) and TrashGuard ($80). FileGuard is a comprehensive security package that provides disk-, folder-, and file-level security. It

Chapter 13: Utilities
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Big Brother May Be Watching You

(KM)

If you think that DES encryption is secure, think again. Developed by the NSA (National
Security Agency), many believe the code was written to be broken, at least by NSA agents.
Bell scientist Michael Wiener introduced a paper at Crypto93 (a conference for cryptographers) describing a microprocessor chip that will enable the NSA to break any message
encrypted w ith DES in two minutes.
There is, however, a solution called Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), a public key cryptography
application. Our government and others are unhappy about the existence of this program
because when you use MacPGP to encrypt a message, it is unbreakable-or as close as
you can get without spending a whole lot of money to decipher it.
MacPGP is freeware, but you w ill have to search for it because anyone who posts it on a
bulletin board risks being prosecuted by the federal government for violations of export law
or sued by PKP, a company that holds the patent on some of the technology used in PGP.
Despite the opposition, MacPGP wi ll be available from Viacrypt in Phoenix, Arizona, as a
commercial program sometime around the end of the summer. If you want secure communications that are truly private (remember the right to privacy?), then MacPGP is the
only option.

will automatically encrypt your data as it is saved to the hard disk. You can also
use it to prevent files from being copied off your hard drive. For Macs that are
lJSed by several people, you can set up a security system that allows access using
an AppleShare-like privilege setup.
Trash Guard is a simple utility that completely erases a file when it is placed in
the trash. The space the file occupied is overwritten, making it unrecoverable.
CryptoMatic, FolderBolt Pro, NightWatch, MacSave, and Quicklock.
Kent Marsh makes a family. of security products that can be used to lock up
your hard drive, encrypt files, lock folders, and prevent casual access to your
Macintosh.

Al l of the Kent Marsh products are developed with the idea that you should
only purchase the product that provides the level of secmity you need. Yet each
of the products is made to work with the others to provide a complete security
system. One of the unique features of the Kent Marsh system is the use of an
Administrator's disk, which wi ll allow access to yom data even if you forget
your password. The Administrator disk or program that comes with your Kent
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Marsh product will work on your machine only; someon e else with a Kent
Marsh Administrator disk cannot gain access to your data.
NightWatch II ($ 160) is Kent Marsh's hard disk security software. I t does not
encrypt files, but it does prevent access to your hard drive. Access to the hard
disk can be gained with a password or with a key disk. NightWatch II also includes a security screensaver that prevents someone from accessing open files
on yo ur l\1ac when you leave it w1attended.
FolderBolt Pro ($130) is used to manage access to folders. You can determine
the level of access someone has to your folders by making them read-only,
write-only, or completely locked. FolderBolt also lets you lock th e trash (in
System 7) so only someon e with the password can delete files.
CryptoMatic ($100) is a complete encryption package that lets you use a variety of encryption standards to encrypt files or folders.
If you have to send a file to someone else,
you can create a self-deciphering fi le that the
recipient can open without the CtyptoMatic
extension-as long as h e or she has the
proper password. In addition to en ctypti ng
files, C ryptoMatic also allows you to se-
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CryptoMatic gives you a wide variety of security
options in its Preferences dialog b ox.

curely erase files so that they are unrecoverable-even with data recovery software like the Norton Utilities.
QuickLock ($30) is a screensaver that prevents others from using your Mac
without the proper password. In addition to preventing someon e from accessing your data, QuickLock can be set to periodically ask for a password even
whjJe the computer is in use, acting as a timed sentinel.
AME. Access Managed Environment, or ANIE ($280, Casady & Greene), is a
multilevel security package providing va1y ing levels of access to different users
and an automatic user log. Ai\11E offers disk- , folder-, or fil e-level securi ty and
can even be set up to reject flo ppy disks so that n othing can be copied from
your disk. AME includes a secure delete feature so that trashed files caru1ot be
recovered.
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The problem with encryption and data protection is that your data will only be as secure as
your password. If your password is easy to guess, or if you've written it down next to your
computer (don't laugh, I've seen it happen), your data is not secure, regardless of the encryption method. Also, if you forget your password or if your drive should crash, retrieving
your information will be almost impossible. Keep an unencrypted backup in a secure place
such as a safety deposit box.

WARNING

Finally, if you are installing disk-level security, then the boot blocks of the hard drive will be
modified by the program, making recovery of any files next to impossible. Make backups
before you install the software.

M1E is very comprehensive, providing tools for almost every security need. It
can even be used to prevent desktop modification and setup-ideal for multiuser access where each user has his or her own secure folder. With Ai\1E's
tracking features you can also delete files that belong to specific users. Ai\1E can
also be used in an AppleShare environment to restrict access to AppleShare volumes or other AppleTalk devices.
Critical warning! Do not use any hard disk utility programs or update the hard
disk drivers on a drive protected by AME. Doing so will destroy the data on
your hard drive or cause your hard disk to crash.
Disklock. Symantec's DiskLock ($190) is a general-purpose security package.
that includes hard disk locking, an activity log for tracking user access, a folder
lock, and file- encryption capabilities. It also has a built-in screensaver to prevent unauthorized access while you are away from the Mac. DiskLock is a good
choice for comprehensive security.
CDU and CPU. The multipurpose packages Connectix Desktop Utilities

(CDU) and Connectix PowerBook Utilities (CPU) provide security features
for your Macintosh along with a suite of other feanrres (see "Utility Collections," above). Each of these packages has hard disk locking and screensaver
featmes that require a password for access to the Mac.

~
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File Synchronization
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(KM)

VVhat do you do if you have two hard drives and you want each drive to have
the same data files? One option is to open up each folder and compare the files
one by on e, but it'll take you a long, long time. (System 7.5 offers file synchronization, but only through its PowerBook File Assistant. See the box "Going
Mobile With 7.5" on page 474 for more details.) Synchronization utihties come
to your rescue and update files on two disks quickly and automatica1ly.

How Synchronization Works
Synchroniza tion utilities operate by comparing t\.vo folders (or hard drives),
named, say, Office Stuff and Horne Stuff, and reconciling the contents of each.
First, the program checks each file's name and modification date in Office Stuff
and then looks to see if a similar fil e already exists in Home Stuff. If no such fil e
exists, the progra m copies it over automatically. If the file with the sa me name
does exist, the program ch ecks to see which fil e is more recent. Depending on
how you've configured the program, it may copy the more recent version into
the appropriate folder (whether it be Office Stuff or Home Stuff) or ask you
which version you want to keep.

Getting in Sync
vVhen you go shopping for a synchronization utility, one of the features you'll
want is a merge function. Performing a merge means mmrjng the fi les from
Home Stuff to Office Stuff, for example, but not the reverse. T he merge capability is important when you have more fi les on a desktop Mac than on your
PowerBook and you only want the new files you've created moved to the desktopMac.
Magnet. Magnet ($130, No Hands Software) is a fu ll-featured file organiza-

tion utility that not only synchronizes your files but is also usefu l in managing
all of your fil es. O f all the programs listed here, Magnet is probably the most
powerful , clue to its built-in find capabilities, which can be used in conjunction
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with its backup and synchronize tools (see the description of those features
under "Finding Files" later in this chapter). Also, it can automatically mount an
AppleShare volume and perform a scheduled syn chronize, backup, or merge.
(See C hapter 23 for more on AppleShare.)
Twins (WizTools). WizTools' set of System 7 utilities (see page 471) contains
a very complete synchronization tool ca lled 1\.vins. You can schedule when
1\vins will perform its task and use scripts to control what is backed up or synchronized.lt is an impressive utility.
EasySync (CPU and CDU). E asySync is included with both Connectix utilities
collection s, CPU and CDU (see a more complete description under "Utili ty
Collections," above). It is an efficient utility that lets you quickly synchroni ze
folders from the desktop . vVhen you move a fil e or fold er into a folder that contains an item with the sa me name, you will be asked if you want to synchronize,
merge, replace, or cancel the copy o r move. You ca n also create predefined
merge or synchronization templates for future use.

($100, MBS Technologies) can be used for backups
in add ition to file synchroniza tion. With File Runner you create specification
documents that tell File Rwmer which files to back up or synchronize.
U nfortw1ately, File Runner does not have a fil e merge option.
File Runner. File Runner

lnline Sync. Inline Sync ($ 130, Inline Software) has a w1ique system that lets
you link the folders and files you want to keep synchronized. The links are automatically maintained, and they make it easy to schedule updates. Inline Sync's
intuitive interface makes the synchronization process easier than with some of
the other packages.
PowerMerge. PowerMerge ($ 130, Leader Teclmologies) is specifically made
for reconciling files on a PowerBook with those on a desktop computer.
Although it is not as fea ture-rich as some of th e other utilities, PowerMerge
does have the most complete manual. T he curTent version does n ot have an
automatic or timed synchronization capability.
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T he Finder, that program that represents the contents of your hard disk in the
form of a desktop with folders and files, gets its name from the fact that it was
supposed to help you find things. Early versions of the Finder, ironically
enough, had no Find command at all-the user was th e real finder. Later, a desk
accessory was added to the system software that showed a little man running
around finding your stuff. He was useful but n ot pa rticulady powerful, and soon
there were many utilities on the market designed to sift through your hard disk
in more ways than you can imagine, as we describe below. For those of you who
depend solely on Apple's System software, you'll be happy to know that System
7.5's Find command has been greatly improved (a lso discussed below).

File Finders

(EC)

A<> hard disks get bigger and bigger, more files burro·w their way down into the
deptl1s of your folder organization-or is that disorganization? (OK, so I had
the same problem with smaller hard disks, but it's a grea t excuse!) The solution
to finding those errant files is the file finda; which will search using criteria such
as the fi le's name, creation elate, modification elate, and other basic external information. Some advanced file finders include the ability to search for text inside
the document, although they don't do it as well as the dedicated packages,
which are described in the next section, "Text Retrieval."

SYSTEM

7.5

System 7.5's Find command is really an alias that points back to the Find File
desk accessory that's automatically installed in the Apple menu. At first glance it
looks quite similar to the F ind command offered by System 7. 1, but it offers two
important improvements. First, there are more criteria to base a search on, and,
perhaps more important, you can base a search on more th an one criterion at a
time. T lus mea ns you can search for those files that begin with Bible and that
were also modified after June 6, 1994, for example, something that was n ot possible tmder System 7.1. Second, Find File displays all of the files that match
your criteria in a scroll window so that you can quickly choose the one you want
and either open it, print it, get info about it, or open the fo lder that contains it.
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You can open successive folders
in each pane of MasterFinder.

Masterfinder. This great lit-

Click here to access MasterFinder's
powerful search function.

tle utili ty does everything a
little better tl1an the Finder itself and is so easy to use that
you don't mind adding a new
program to your reper toire.
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test on my 500MB hard disk,
MasterFinder ($150, O lduvai) took only 4 seconds to
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MasterFinder is a great substitute far the Finder's own Find command.
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find a set of files, while the System 7.1 's Find command and DiskTop (described
below) took 20 and 60 seconds, respectively. MasterFinder remembers where
you've been, includes a launcher menu for often-used applications and documents, and automatically shrinks to a mini-window when you switch to another
application.
Magnet. Magnet ($130, No Hands Software) can search for files based on

practically any criteria (including limited text-content searches) and is just as
fast as MasterFinder. It also h as one important advantage over tl1e oth ers discussed here: You can define "triggered" sets so tl1atMagnet automatically starts
up at the specified time (or after the specified action), searches with the specified criteria, and tl1en copies, moves, or creates aliases of tl1 e files it find s, even if
they're on a remote server. Th ese features make it a great backup and synchronization program as well as an excellent fi le finder.
Click here to assign the find criteria.
You can set a
magnet to start
working when
you shut down
your Mac or
at certain times
or days. This
is called a
" trigger."
The magnet's
definition is
described in the
lower portion
of the window.
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Magnet first asks you to define a search and then lets
you move, copy, or create
aliases of the files found,
either manually or at a "trigger." Shown here is an example of a backup magnetit searches for all the documents in my current project
that have been modified
today and then copies the
files ta an external disk at
shutdown.
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One last thing I can 't h elp but add: Magnet's way of helping you find documents created by a certain application-giving you a scroll box of applications
to choose from- is the right way to solve the problem. Never again will I have
to remember Microsoft Word's fil e type code (\NBDN? WBND ? WDNB?).

DiskTop. DiskTop ($100, PrairieSoft) used to be the best Finder substitute
around. U nfortunately, DiskTop seems to have been n eglected by CE Software,
and its n ew owner, PrairieSoft, has yet to make any marked improvements,
even with version 4.5, released inJanuary 1994.
Fast Find (Norton Utilities) . Fast Find (the file
finder included with N orton U tilities, described
above under "U tility Collections") is not nearly as
fast as Jv1asterFinder, but
it has a few special options
you might like. You can
quickly view a document's
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Double·
click here
tO edit the
item 's icon.

Fast Find is not the fastest file finder, but it has two special features: an icon
editor and a text document "peeker."

text contents to see if it is the one you 're looking for (click the magni fying glass
icon), and there is an icon editor hidden in the Get Info box (double-click the
item's icon in the Fast F ind window).

Text Retrieval

(KC)

T he basic function of a text-retrieva l package is to fin d a document stored anywhere on your system by searching the text that it contains. To do that job well,
most text retrieval packages will let you:
• search for part of a word, a word, or a striJ1g of words
• select a disk or specific folder to search
• add other information to a search, such as the creation date of a file, and use
Boolean operators (see "Winnowing T h ose Files" on page 514)
• save your search criteria for use in later searches
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• use your M ac for something else while it searches for your text in the backgrmmd
• create and maintain an updated index of the files and folders on your disk, to
expedite file searches
• read the contents of found files from within the search program
• search over a network
Alki Seek. If it weren't for th e fact that this program doesn't generate an index
and doesn't search in the background, I'd tell you that Seek 2.1 ($40, Alki
Software) was the best search package available for individual users. I have a soft
spot for this program because it has so many ways to narrow down a searchwithout bogging clown the user in the process.

The strongest feature of Seek is its "banter box." vVith so many options available for building a search string, this box is a necessity. It answers the question,
"\\That was I looking for again?" by giving you a plain English description of
what you had set up as your search criteria.
Seek has a very elegant interface. T he majority of the program's operations are
handled in two main windows-one to set up a search and one to show the results. The search window has icons representing the differ ent criteria you can
select to define your search, and Seek lets you search for files and folders by location, elate, size, and application as well as by content.
Onlocation. Despite its weak search criteria, OnLocation 2.0.1 ($130, On

Technology) is the best search tool available on the Mac, mainly because of its
speed (it creates indexes) and its ability to work in the backgrmmd.
OnLocation's search criteria are paltry at best. The program offers text searching with the Boolean operators AND and OR as well as a half-hearted wildcard search- it can match the root of a word to find related fil es. I harp on the
lack of search criteria so much because OnLocation has the potential of returning a daunting list of files-particularly since it can work over a network and
search remote volumes.

BARGAIN
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Retrievelt! Retrievelt! 1.0 ($90,
Claris) uses Boolean operators and a
couple of other qualifiers to help you
find what you need. Retrievelt! has
numerous proximity operators, letting you look for words before or
after other words, for instance. You
can searc11 severa I vo1umes, an d. you
can look for files according tO when
they were created and modified and
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you want.

Retrieve It! offers the best qualifiers, including proximity
and Boolean operators.

by which application. Like Seek, Retrievelt! is best suited for searches through
small amounts of data, since it does not crea te an ind ex. If you do wind up in a
long search, however, you can send Retrievelt! to work in the background.
To me, the nicest feature of this package is that you can stop a search in
progress, which is particularly usefuJ if a search is taking too long and you wish
to modify your criteria. Just the same, I'd have a hard time choosing it over
Seek, since Retrievelt! costs more.
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(KC)

Although they're supposed to simplify your computing life, text-retrieval programs can give
you a headache by returning with never-ending lists of files containing your designated text.
To help save time, retrieval programs offer search criteria to help pare dow n the number of
files the program will search and return.

Boolean and Proximity Operators
Most text-retrieval programs have Boolean operators-words like AND, OR, and NOTthat you place between words and text strings in your search. Other programs, such as
Retrievelt!, offer a more extensive set of operators, including proximity descriptions that
let you zoom in on text. So, for example, a search for Spanish Within 50 Cuisine will return
only those documents that contain the words Spanish and cuisine if they appear within
50 words of each other.

Wild Cards
Some programs, such as Seek, let you use wild cards instead of some of the letters of a word
to help you find words you don't know the spelling of or to look. for several related words at
a time. For example, you could type something like tech* and the program could return files
containing the word s technology, technique, or Technicolor.
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Fetchlt. Fetchlt 3.0, from CRA Z Software ($40), is an extension that enhan ces the functions of the standard Save and Open dialog boxes by installing a
pop-up menu containing several functions-most notably text retri eva l.

Fetchit's Look 'Fer command lets you sea rch for text strings in fil es in a given
fo lder (a nd only in that folder) and is smart enough to automatically narrow the
scope of the search to files the active program can read. A successful Look 'Fe r
wil l bring along a Context \i\Tmdow that shows you the part of the file where
Fetchit fow1d the match. The utility also lets you continue your search with
Look 'Fer Next, which picks up where Look 'Fer left off, using the sam e criteria.
Fetchit also includes other utilities, such as Find , which looks for text in fi le and
folder names. Fetchit also lets you change disks and rename, delete, copy, and
move fi les and fo lders-all from within an application .

Desktop Tools
Never content to just accept things straight out of the box, the programmers
behind the so ftware in this section offer souped up versions of the tools that are
included with Apple's system software.

Scrapbooks

(EC)

In 1984, Apple's C lipboard was revolutionary. It let you copy and then paste as
many times as you wanted. But once you copied or cut another item, the first
disappeared forever. App le's Scrapbook was designed as a safe place to store
those images and text that you might want to place from day to day, but still ,
you could only have one Scrapbook. Several developers have improved on both
Apple's C lipboard and its Scrapbook. If you do a lot of copying and pasting,
they may be worth your while.
KopyKat. KopyKat (CRA Z Software, $90) lets you copy up to ten items and

store them in temporary clipboards. Paste the last item copied with [o~I(YJ as
Llsua l, or hold down lo :~t:)IOption J and click to have a pop-up menu appear with
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each of the items currently stored. The best thing about KopyKat is that you
don't even notice you're using it-it is fast and works exactly like the regular
System (with the !Option ! key added). One minor problem: In Microsoft Word,
KopyKat doesn 't copy and paste formats correctly. (If you want to drive your
cats really cra-z, click the CRA Z logo in the connol panel a few times. My cat,
Coolcie, came running into my office, convinced I was hiding a renegade cat inside my Mac.)
ClickPaste. ClickPaste ($ 100, Mainstay) lets you paste text, images, sounds,
and other items from a pop-up menu that appears on the screen when you press
any two modifier keys. This Scrapbook substitute stores the items in a fol-der
right on your desktop, malcing
Fir"m, Ut
it easy to organize them in a
Soue Clipboard ...
way that helps you find them -·· - - - - - - - ·
Cl HyperCord Buttons ~
later. Putting new text, PICT Cl PogeMoker
~
Cl Ph roses
~
files, or sounds within C lick08 elm l og
>
Cl Screen Coptures
Paste's reach is just a question Cl Sounds
0 8 Fun
Cl Tent Files
0 8 Mop
of putting them in the
0 8 Memo
08 Picture 2
C lickPaste folder. For morecomplex copies, such as EPS Press the two user-assigned modifier keys (I use @iilllop!lonl) and click to
make the ClickPaste menu appear. Then select the item you wish to
or PageMaker files, you use paste from the submenus. If you have selected Show Balloons in the
the Save C lipboard command ClickPaste desk accessory panel, you will see a preview of each object
you can paste.
in ClickPaste's pop-up menu.

!A'<

MultiCiip. MultiClip ($150, Olduvai) nies to do so much more than the simpler KopyKat (or the still simpler Clipboard from Apple) that it loses the most
important battle: nansparency. Each time you copy, tl1e Mac goes "brrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrrz." It only takes a few seconds, but more seconds than I'm willFE:~:RE ing to wait. It's just not worth it.
Now Scrapbook. Slightly less immediate, but much more powerful, is Now

Scrapbook (part of the Now Utilities package described under "Utility Collections," above). You must open Now Scrapbook (it's an application) to access its
images, but once you do, you'll be greeted with three different ways to view your
images; the ability to import and export Paint, EPS, PICT, TIFF, sound, text,
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and QuickTime files; and
a clean interface that you
can mouse around in
without looking at the
manual. Now Scrapbook
has a superb printing feature, which lets you print
catalogs of your scrapbooks, either in full size or
in miniature.

Macros

The Individual With Keywords view button
offers a text box in w hich you can type notes
or categories to help you find images later.
Click on the
Individual View
button to see
each item in
the Scrapbook
individually, at
full size.
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The Now Scrapbook window gives you three ways to view the
items in a catalog.

(EC)

A macro program lets you assign a keyboard combination to one or more actions or commands. (QID]) (to save) and @:ID9) (to quit) are probably the most famous built-in macros on the Mac, but they barely scratch the tip of the macro
iceberg. Imagine opening any program or document, choosing a printer,
choosing any command in any menu or dialog box, or setting up a series of actions to perform-like applying Photoshop's Sharpen filter to every file in a
folder-all with a single keystroke. i.Vlacros let you do all this and more.
QuicKeys. I've used CE Software's QuicKeys ($170) macro-creating control
panel for years to generate "dumb quotes" and to create keyboard equ ivalents
for menu commands. It's performed flawlessly, and I've gotten so I can barely
work without it (as I realized when I upgraded my system software and didn't
have a compatible version of QuicKeys for a few days).

I found earlier versions of QuicKeys a bit complex and hard to use, but the current version, QuicKeys 3 .0, is pretty intuitive. I don't doubt that there are more
powerful macro programs around, but I don't use ten percent of QuicKeys'
power and neither will most Mac users.
QuicKeys 3.0 has a whole slew of extensions, which let you, say, dial your telephone through your mod em or select a printer from the Chooser. It also supports Apple events and AppleScript (described in C hapter 3).
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Editors' Poll: What's Your Favorite QuicKeys Shortcut?
DB: I use it in every application. For instance, I often have to do mind-numbing tasks in
Microsoft Word, such as adding a bullet to 50 different paragraphs in a list. I just make a
QuicKey that adds a bullet, jumps to the next paragraph, adds another bullet, and so on.

EC: There're so many. At work I used to have a shortcut for chang ing from one printer to
another, and then to the fax modem. But my favorite QuicKeys are those that I set up for a
specific project that do several things in a sequence. like, select a line, erase the first word,
style the line in Headline 1, go to the next line, make the first word bold, and then move
the cursor to the beginning of the next paragraph, where I start typing.

JK: The three I use most often open my address book and change fonts and font sizes.
HN: Mostly I use QuicKeys for simple text strings, but I guess my favorite is a sequence that
changes Applelink from my personal account to the MacWEEK account. Switching involves
resetting a couple of obscure things in dialog boxes, so it was a big pain. I was very pleased
w ith myself when I got it automated.

Tempo II Plus. Tempo IT Plus ($180, Affinity Microsystems) is the most pow-

GOOD
FEATURE

erful macro utility you can get (short of AppleScript or UserLand's Frontier,
which are more like programming environments). One of the most important
benefits it has over QuicKeys is that it is interactive-it can assess the contents
of a field in a database, the codes that precede paragraphs, or part of a file's
nam e in order to decide what action it shou ld perform next.
For example, suppose you want to sharpen a group of Photoshop fi les. You'll
need to open each one, apply the filter, gaze off into space as the fi lter is applied,
save the document, and open the next one. Since Tempo can choose files by
name, you can have Tempo process each file sequentially, while you either find
something better to do or just gaze off into space the enti1,·e time.
Tempo has an incredible array of "Externals." You can use them in a macro to
check how much free space you have on disk, assign and use variables, find out
how long a particular string is, repeat a macro a given number of times, and
much more. You can automate practically any Mac function with Tempo.
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TempoEZ. If all you want to do is assign keyboard shortcuts to a few menu
commands and programs, you'll find all you need in TempoEZ ($80, Affi nity
Microsystems), the scaled-down version of Tempo II Plus, discussed above.
TempoEZ also lets you play more complicated macros created with Tempo
II Plus.

Clocks
There are probably 50 different clocks that you can place in varying locations
on your .Nlac desktop, from the menu bar, to a floating clock, to part of a
screensaver. Unless you have System 7.5, with its built-in clock that appears in
the menu bar, you should know about the two described here.

SYSTEM
7.S

SuperCiock! (Chris AJien). SuperClock! is a control panel that puts a small clock
on the right side of your menu bar. It has a number of customizable features, including a timer with an alarm and the ability to sound on the hour. SuperCiock!
was written by Steve Christenson and is freeware- but if you like the program
and want to pay something for it, Steve asks that yo u send a donation to Packard
C hildren's Hospital at Stanford. System 7.5's clock was based on SuperCiock!.
Sun Clock (EC). If you'd like to know at what time the sun will rise in Calcutta
(as I promised at the beginning of this chapter) try out Sun Clock (Pa lo Alto
Softwa re, $40), the progra m that shows where the sun is shining (or would be
· t • • t • t f • ' ' ' t ' e M = • t • · • • t • • f ..... h h * ' t • t • • • • . . e • • • • t • e •

Remembering the Reminder

•+At•tA••••••••+·••t•t6&6**f•**

(EC)

One of t he trickiest things about macro programs is remembering which keyboard combination you've assigned to which action. Using a mnemonic system (P fo r PageMaker, Q for
Quark) is only the beginning. Try to use the modifier keys (lcontro«l, ~' [Op1ion l, and [Shifi J) as
consistently as possible. Perhaps you'd use ~ for simple operations within a program (in
line with the keyboard combinations already in use in most programs) and [contro«J for Macwide actions like opening programs or documents. Second, don't define a shortcut for every
single action; you won't be able to remember each one's keyboard combination. If you
need to consu lt a macro template or "quick reference guide" on screen, you might as well
select the command from the menu .

HOT T I P
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shining, if it weren't covered by clouds) throughout
the world. It seems kind of
silly, but if you do business
(or pleasure) with people in
other tim e zones, you can
see in an instant if it's the
right time to call, without
having to add and subtract
time zones.

Calculators

(RaC)

Sun Clock shows you where the sun is shining throughout the world.

vVhile Apple's Calculator,
preinstaJled on your Apple menu, works just fine for the basics, several developers offer souped-up alternatives. When you go to buy one, evaluate carefully
which one matches yow· style of data entry (conventiona l or reverse-Polish notation) and provides th e features you n eed without taking over your screen.
Many of the ca lculators described below include a Print command.
Calculator Construction Set. Dubl-Click Software's versati le Calculator
Construction Set ($ 100) has been around for years, and its longevity may
largely be attributed to its flexibi lity: You can create your own custom calculators with a too lbox similar to those found in a painting program. CCS contains
emulations of popular scientifi c and business ca lculators (such as those from
H ewlett-Packard and Texas Instruments), but you can modify them with n o
~

J:J

Stair Moste r

-

IF.:

0

Dubi·Ciick's Calculator
Construction Set lets you
build your own calculator,
without programming.
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programming or create your own task-specific calculators to run within the
program or as stand-alone applications.
CAL. Thought I Could went more than a little beyond the realm of ordinary
calculators when it created CAL ($80), the talking calculator and calendar. On

Macs that support PlainTalk, Apple's speech-recognition software, you can simply tell it what to do. On all Macs, it can read out both the numbers you enter
and the results, helping you verify data entry without looking at the screen. It
also sports an animated, scrollable, printable, selectable, copyable, exportable,
and importable electronic tape, user-configurable buttons, scientific functions,
and a built-in calendar with reminders!

GOOD
FEATURE

zCalc. Pixel City's new scientific calculator ($70) supports reverse-Polish and
regular notation, pop-up grids with scientific functions, 100 user-labeled data
storage registers, a stack, and hexadecimal calculations. zCalc includes a unit
converter; statistics functions; a financial calculator; and PixelProbe, which
measures color settings at any screen location. Graphic artists could take advantage of the latter feature to pick up or determine colors-the scientific way.
CalcuPad. Tuesday Software's CalcuPad ($30) can save and print its calculations as docwnents. The application takes a unique approach: first you enter the
calculations, and then the program returns the results, spreadsheet-style. The
program includes 63 arithmetic, math, conversion, logical operation, and progratruning functions. You can customize the math symbols and use different
languages, such as C programming, to operate the calculator.

Screen Capture
Have you ever wanted to take a snapshot of what's on your Mac? Perhaps you
want to show someone how beautifully you've organized your hard disk, or
prove that you really did score 25,413 in Tetris. One of the most peculiar features of the Mac is that it has a built-in "camera" for just this purpose. Hold
down lo~JI Shittlill and you'll create a document titled Picture 1 (or 2 or 3.. .) in
the main level of your hard disk.
If you double-click the file, you'll be able to open it with TeachText, which, surprisingly, will let you crop th e picture. Just click and drag witl1 the cross-hair to

HOT TIP
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select the portion you want to save and then select Copy. You won't be able to
paste the image directly in a TeachText file (since it won't accept pasted PICTs),
but you can paste it into the Scrapbook (on tl1e Apple menu) or in most drawing, layout, and even some word processing programs.

If you're looking for more sophisticated screen capture, read on.
Exposure Pro (EC). The best screen capture program, without reservation, is

GOOD
FEATURE

Exposure Pro ($140, Baseline Publishing). If you've ever spent long hours cropping and cleaning up th e edges of dialog boxes and menus, you'll quickly agree
that Exposure Pro's automatic clean-up commands are worth their weight in
gold. Just click a button and the active window or menu appears pristine before
you, ready to save. In fact, Exposure Pro has a whole slew of graphic-editing
options, including lines and frames of differing weights, shades, and colors and
a text tool so tl1at you can fake menu items and sample text on the fly.
Exposure Pro lets you save your screendumps in PICT or paint fom1at, either
in a separate file (with a default name that you set) or directly to tl1e clipboard
or scrapbook of your choice. For the grand finale, Exposm e Pro's manual is
complete, and it's full of keyboard shortcuts. If you need to create more than
one screendurnp, this program's for you.

WARNING

The readme file on Exposure Pro's installation disk says that if you upgrade
your system with the Apple System Installer while Exposure Pro is installed,
your Mac will lock up during startup and "the only fix" is to reformat your
drive. You'd think the competition had written tl1at note! Although it's true that
Exposure Pro won't work w1til you reformat tl1e drive, you can boot up safely
holding down the [Shirtl key and won't have lost a clung. I know. It happened to
me. (The better solution is to temporarily remove Exposure Pro from the
System folder before you upgrade tl1e system softwa re.)
Capture (EC). Holding a respectable second in the screen-capture Olympics is

~

lCJ

GOOD
FEATURE

Capture ($130, iVIainstay). In fact, Captw-e boasts three features that are missing from Exposme Pro. First, it lets you save screendumps in two different
TIFF formats. Second, it has a clever repeat feature that lets you captme exactly
the same area as the previous dump. If you want to create a series of shots that
illustrate the changes in a specific area or window of the screen, this option will
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save you the tro uble of selecti ng and cropping each image. Finally, Capture has
a timer that lets you take a shot without h olding down any keys. This is the only
way I could ever have taken the shots of screensavers later in this chapter (since
screensaver images disappear when you type the keyboard shortcut to shoot the
image).
Spectator and CameraMan (M.ichael Murie). Ever need to show oth ers how to
do something on the Mac but ca n't make a personal appearance? How about a
training video or a product demo? Use CameraMan ($ 150, Vision Software) or
Spectator ($150, Baseline Publishing) to capture your on-screen activity as a
QuickTime movie, and send it instead. Both utilities let you add n arration (a
sound track) while watching the movie, and Camera.Nlan Edit (my favorite)
even lets you adjust the placement of sounds by cli cking and dragging.

Both programs are constrained by the Mac's performance and the amount of
information being captured. For best results, use 8-bit color (or less) and limit
the capture area to half the screen. You will still get fewer than 10 frames per
second (4 is typical), so work slowly and deliberately when recording-move
the cursor, pause, and then perform the action.

Desktop Diversions
"The desire to ndd pu'reiy aesthetic enhancements to the desktop is either a measzwe ofa
higher 01'der ofcivilization or a neurotic compulsion to keep busy even when we're doing
nothing. "-Rnsn Pelorin
vVhy not add aesthetic improvements, even whimsical ones, to your workplace?
Our real desks (the ones with legs and a wooden desktop that yom· Mac sits on)
would be less than comfortable without a colorful sheet of blotter paper, a
handsome pen holder, a nicely framed photo of the spouse and kids, and tasteful
art\vork hanging on a nearby wa ll. So go ahead and make the Nlac desktop into
a personalized mural , animate the icons on your menu bar, turn the mouse cursor into a spinning globe, and when you insert a disk, have your Mac respond,
"Ahhhh , I needed that!"

HOT TIP
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Screensavers

(EC/AN)

M ost computer monitors (like most TVs) use ca thode ray tubes. They're
coated on the inside with phosphor that glows when a beam of electrons hits
it, creating the image on the screen. Leaving the same image on the screen for
a long period o f time can exhaust the phosphor in certain areas, causing it to
shine less brightly, or not at all. That's where screensavers (also called scTeen
blcmken) come in.
Screensavers keep track of how long it's been since you hit a key or the mouse
button and automatically black out or change the image on the screen after a
certain amount of time (which you specify), and they continue changing it so
tl1at no single image gets burned in. Hitting any key or moving the mouse
brings back the image that was there before the screensaver kicked in.
After Dark

The Disney Collection (SSO) from After Dark features
scenes from Disney's best cartoons. Two of the best ore
The Sorcerer, from Fantasia ( top; as the buckets keep
emptying, the water keeps rising .. .) and The Beauty
(left), which tells the story of Beauty and the Beast
through a series of beautiful stained-gloss window pictures that ore colored in, bit by bit.

In addition to having the most varied collection
of modules, the best animation, and the largest
collection of shareware odd-ons, After Dark also
lets you combine modules. Here, for example, we
have Boris the cot (the first module) in the
M eadow (the second module). Bucolic, ain 't it?
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Bliss Saver

Pyro
Showing screen shots
of Bliss Saver's writhing,
fluid screensavers is like
trying to describe a sym·
phony by playing a single
8 flat. You can change
the colors, waveforms,
and shapes from the keyboard as the screensa
ver "plays " to make your
own "compositions. " This
Is one of the best screensavers I've seen in a lang
time ($50, lmaja).

Pyro (S40, Symantec) was one of the
first screensavers, and it remains one of
the plainest. One of the modules I like
best is Clock, shown here. Most of the
remaining Pyro modules are inferior
knockoffs of the competition.

Wallpaper

Hot jots
• You cnn crente
mo re than one
note at 4 time, in

different styles,
• fonts, s izes, etc.
I like this
notebook paper
sty le.

The Wallpaper in the Dark program ($60, Thought I Could) is
a great way to show off all your Wallpaper samples at once.
It lets you combine varying sizes of swatches of wallpaper in
horizontal or vertical bands or individual squares.

Snoopy Screen Saver

Want t o leave yourself a couple of Post-its
without sticking them to the outside of your
Mac? Hot jots ($45, Component Software) is
the perfect choice.

Image Smith depends
too much on the
charm of the Peanuts
gang to pull off The
Snoopy Screen Saver
($50). The drawings
are true Schulz, but
the animation is
shoddy, the music is
choppy, and there are
way too few modules.
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You can turn most screensavers on immediately-the "sleep now" feature-by
moving the pointer to a particular corner of the screen, which is useful when
you're working on something you don't want everybody to see. And you can
temporarily tum most screensavers off as ·w ell-the "never sleep" feature-by
moving the pointer to a different corner of the screen, which you might want to
do if you needed to watch something on the screen but weren't going to touch
your keyboard or mouse for a while.
In the old days, most screensavers disrupted printer or modem activity. Modern
screensavers are more respectful , and they either adjust themselves automatically to make sure other activities proceed as normal or let you do it.

Just as Greek drama arose out of religious choruses, so a whole new art form is
rising out of the pedestrian task of protecting the phosphor on monitors. There
are times when I sit hypnotized by my screensaver, unable to move the mouse
to get back to work. And I'm sure the best is yet to come.
Rather than explain how cute Boris (After Dark's cat) is and what Bliss Saver
does, I'll just show you (see the illustrations on th e prevous two pages).

Interior Decoration

(RC)

The Macintosh system uses an 8- by 8-pixel square that, when tiled (repeated
again and again), form s a seamless pattern across the desktop. The 8-by-8 restriction, however, limits the creativity of the overall effect. Increase the square
to 128 by 128, and you may not even notice the repetition . The larger format,
and the addition of more colors (Apple's General Controls control Panel allows
only eight colors at a tim e), creates impressive backgrounds that can simulate
the rich warm feeling of marble, wood, rice paper, a field of clover, or a pool of
water. Desktop pattern programmers seem to feel that some people want to be
rudely distracted by their desktops, so you could also make your desktop look
like plastic, dirt, a pool of coffee beans or jelly beans, or some eye-bending optical illusion that can fry the cerebral cortex in about two seconds. Any pattern
program you use will likely have one or two patterns that you love, and dozens
more that are just fun to see on your screen. All of them allow for importing another program's patterns or selecting from among the several shareware pattern
collections that are available.
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Wallpaper, Chameleon, and Screenscapes. Wallpaper ($60, T hought I
Could) has to be my favorite pattern program, even though I fell in love with a
pattern called Artbeats Agean that comes with Chameleon ($60, Logical
Solutions), and another pattern call ed Raking Nightmare from Screenscapes
($45, Kiwi Sofuvare). All three programs include more patterns than n ormal
people can look at in on e sitting, plus pattern editors that let you modify existing patterns or make your own from scratch (or by sampling and tiling anything
you find interesting on your desktop). Chameleon's patterns tend to be conservative, whi ch means you will probably find more that you'll want to use. (The
desktop is supposed to be in the background, isn't it?)

Wallpaper offers a lot of soothing
patterns as well, but you can also
ch oose from a fantastic array of animals, mazes, famous faces, flags,
and more. Check out but never use
their Patterns from H ell; those fill
your screen with a host of phantom
arrow pointers, folders, or trash
cans!. Screenscapes offers a variety
o f styles, but adds an artistic polish
with patterns that have a handDesktop patterns can be distracting or soothing, depending an
the tastes of the viewer. Most programs let you change patterns
painted feel. Th e big extra from
automatically with each bootup.
Vla llpaper is a screensaver caJled
Wa llpaper in th e D ark, whi ch runs a slide show of patterns when your computer
sleeps and will also run After Dark modules (although, for some unknown reason, not the Sta r Trek collection).
Chameleon and Screensca pes arc appli cations that act once on the system and
then qujt, whi ch means th ey do their thing without hogging memory or risking
system conflicts. vVallpaper works the same way, unless you want to use its randomizing fea ture, whjch changes the desktop pattern you're greeted with every
morning. Then it has to sit in the System Folder and function as a control
panel. Screenscapes rotates patterns without mucking with the system.

GOOD
FEATURE
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Some customizing effects are available without the addition of any new software.
HOT TIP

New Desktop
Patterns
Use the General Con
trois control panel to
choose a new desktop
pattern or create your
own.System 7.5 includes
some patterns that are
more interesting than
those offered with earlier
versions of the system
software, but it doesn't
let you create your own
anymore, and that really
bites.

Create your own
pattern by clicking
in the 8- by 8-pixel
edit window to the
left of the sample
desktop.

Click the arrows above the tiny desktop sample to
cycle through
factory-installed options.

Click on the

~-+---.;:,~____:--+-- ~~~p~en~w
Fast

Double-click on the
row of color boxes
to reach the Color
Wheel if you want
to change any of
the pattern colors.
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10·52:56 AM

~
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® 121-r. 0
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Off
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pattern.
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Dalt
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In System 7. 7 and earlier, you can edit your d esktop pattern in the
General Controls control panel.

A New System Beep
If you get tired of having your Mac signal you with the normal "beep," open the Sound
control panel and select a different sound as your system alert. If you don't like the sounds
provided and your Mac has a microphone, click on Add and create your own. You can also
buy collections of sounds, copy them to the System Folder, and then choose them from the
Sound control panel.
New Icons
In System 7, you can easily replace or
modify the icon of any element on the
desktop. Simply select the item, choose
Get Info from the File menu, and then
click on the icon in the upper-left corner.
Then you can paste in a new icon from
the Clipboard, copy that icon to a new
location, or cut the current icon to revert
to the default icon.

0~

To copy an icon,
open the Get
Info box, select
the Icon, and
choose Copy
from the Edit
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To replace an
item's icon, you
select the Icon
and paste one
from the
Clipboard.

0 Lockod
0 St~t1onert~ pH
You can also design a new icon with any
paint program and then paste it into the
item's Get Info window. For best results, make sure that the entire icon w ill fit in the Get
Info window's icon box (a 32- by 32-pixel square). System 7 w ill take any oversized icon
image and try to make it fit, but it will usually smoosh it into unrecognizability. Also, make
the outer edges of your new icon black (or any dark color). Light colors on the edge of an
icon often get lost in the transfer process.

f
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Desktop Textures and Before Dark. D esktop Textures and Before Dark are

two solid sharewa re applications that don't have pattern editors but do let you
choose patterns from an easy-to-access list-an excellent feature none of the MAcD IBSKI BLE
comm ercial programs offer. Also, both shareware programs have easy-to-find
ways to virginize your system and · • •• ..... · • • .. · v · • · •" · • · · · • .._. .. • · · · • • · .. - • · · ...
return your General Controls

Back to Square One

control panel back to normal (see
the box "Back to Square One,"
above). I even used Before Dark's

Pattern programs usually rewrite the system code

fast virginizer to repair my system
after Now Ftm! ate my system colors. (Now Fun! has an easy way to
restore system colors, but it's not
well documented in the manual.)

Icon Editors

(RC)

to install a new pattern. If the new pattern is larger
than Apple's eight color 8- by 8-pixel standard (and
most good patterns are), then the new pattern will
erase the eight color boxes normally available in
you r General Controls control panel. All three programs address this effect in the back of their manuals and show you how to get your color boxes back
if you want to stop using the program.

(RC)

Each icon you see on your screen is actually a family of eight icons. Every icon
has two color versions ( 16 and 256 colors), a black-and-white version, and a
mask to highlight the icon when it's selected and to blacken it completely when
it's open. These four versions come in both small and regular icon sizes. vVhen
you make an icon from scratch in a paint program, you end up pasting only one
regular-size version into the Get Info window, and the Fi11der approximates the
rest. Icon editors allow you to custom-design nil the members of the fami ly. You
can modify any existing icon or easily create new ones. Icon editors should also
all ow you to maintain icon libraries and simplify the process of replacing one
icon with another.
Icon 7, I Like Icon, and Icon Mania. The cost of an icon editor may seem

prohibitive co nsidering the tiny piece of art you get out of it, but hand-crafted
icons can look like little jewels on your desktop. The tl1ree commercial icon editors currently avaj]able have similar editiJ1 g features but different approaches
to operating. I Like Icon ($60, Baseline Publishing) and Icon Mania! ($70,
Dubl-Click Software) are applications. Simply drag an icon onto tl1e I Like
Icon's application icon and the program launch es, bringing you directly to the
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Welcome To "Your"

Macintosh

(RC)

I've learned to live with the little, overly
cute Mac happy face as the first thing that
greets me every time I turn on my computer, but that boring gray "Welcome to
Macintosh" screen has no place in my
gallery of computer art. I'm not even sure
the grammar is correct. You can easily replace that opening screen if you have any
one of a number of paint programs that
can save documents in the StartupScreen
format-Canvas and SuperPaint come to
mind, and some utility programs, such as
GIFConverter (shareware) can also save
documents as StartupScreens. Check the
options in your paint program's Save or
Save As dialog box. Name the new document "StartupScreen" (capital S in Screen,
and no space between the words) and
simply drag it to your System Folder.

edit window. Icon lVIania! opens like
a regular program and presents you
with a handy three-column window.
T he first column displays icon libraries. T he second column displays
the icons on your computer, and the
third column is a pasteboard for temporary storage while you're working.
Double-click on any icon to reach
the edit window. Icon 7 ($80, Inline
Design) is a system extension. Open
any icon's Get Info window and double-click on the icon 's pictme to
open Icon 7's editor.

Icon 7 gives you a seamlessly integrated way of operating, and even
th ough I loath e to add any more extensions to my System Folder, I like
Icon 7's overa ll simpler approach to
editing, and its text tool (it's nice to be able to emblazon a folder with a big letter or a short word). I Like Icon has some better traditional painting features (a
paintbrush with variable lin e widths, for example), but because icons are so
small I end up doing most of my painting with just the pencil and paint bucket
(fill) tools. I Like Icon lets you make animated icons, but even though they're
fun to watch once or twice, they soon become tiresome.

GOOD
FEATURE

Icon Mania blows away the competition by integrating icon selection, editing,
and library storage into an easy-to-navigate single-window display. Like
Adobe's Photoshop, Icon Mania lets you create thumbnail icons of any graphic
file. You can even select just a part of the file to be the representative icon. My
favorite Icon Mania feature is its ability to customize the system's default icons.
New Folders and Alert Icons can be enhanced, and you can choose from 30
new Trash icon styles or make your own. Now when I throw away a file, Ronald
Reagan pops out of the trash can with the lid on his head.

511
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All three programs come with icon
libraries. I Like Icon has the more
extensive and imaginative collectionsurprising, because Inline, th e maker
[illlt1D
16Co10f"f
of Icon 7, produces a variety of great
games populated by a host of icon-size
~
[ill
Bltd &Vtntt
characters. In fact, many of the li ttle
plants and creatures from Inline's game
Muk
Darwin's Dilemma are includ ed in
Icon 7's library. Icon iVIania! has the
best variety in its well-organized li- The I Like Icon icon editor offers a lot of painting tools,
braries, including custom folders for but it might be overkill: The icons are so small that you do
all your editing with the pencil tool anywoy.
most of your favorite programs, as we ll
as celebrity, classic art, and business icons.

.[IJ

lconBoss and iContraption. C heck out tl1e shareware editors lconBOSS and
iContraption for a ch eaper inu·oduction to creating icon art, although neither
program is as slick and trouble-free as its commercial cousins.
Icon Collections. Icon Gallery ($60,
Component Software) is a commercial
co ll ection that grew out oflcon Factory, a
utility created for adding icons to HyperCard stacks. The 850 icons in tl1e collection were a little too cute for my taste, and
because tl1ey are all created by one twoperson art team, they all seem too sim ilar.
(I wns dazzled by the collection.' The icons are
well-crafted, 11zake good use ofco/01; nnd m·e n:nlly useful. I didn't find the-m cutesy o1· repetitive.- EC) At tl1is writing, Component was
preparing to release volume 2 of the Icon
Gall ery.

·············· ........................
Icon Antics

MAC BIBLE
DISK

(RC)

Here's a cool little trick for monitors
running 16 colors (PowerBook owners take note). When an icon is selected, its black-and-white version is
displayed. Using an icon editor, select an icon showing a person's
face. Change the black-and-white
version of the face to show a different expression. With some creative
mouse clicks you can raise the eyebrows, open the mouth, even flare
the nostrils. Now when you click
once on the new icon, the selected
version w ill look quite surprised!

Many shareware icon collection s are ava ilable on-line, but the quality of tl1e
artwork va ries greatly. I've seen a version of Star Trek's Mr. Data that looks no
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different than Barbie's Ken, but I've also seen renditions of the Simpsons and
Fred Flintstone that are as bright and appealing as the stars themselves.

Total Makeovers

(RC)

Change the colors of everything: menu bar, windows, text, scroll bars, buttons.
Then change the design of all those elements: round corners, emboss, add double arrows on your scroll bars, even make your Mac look like an IBM PC if
you 're feeling particularly perverse. T hen customi ze or even animate all your
cursors (perhaps turn the wristwatch cursor into a spinning Earth). Change the
desktop pattern, and then make your Mac respond with a wacky sound every
time you insert a disk or restart. Dubl-Ciick, the makers of ClickChange, used
to describe this process as "taking your Finder to a party."
ClickChange and Now Fun! If you are platming on to-

;cnr::;::~:J cuckchnnge'"

tapy redecorating your Mac, it's probably not a bad idea
to reduce the chance of system confJjcts by having one
program make all the changes. ClickChange ($90,
Dubl-Click Software) and Now Fun! ($70, Now
Software) can do all the tricks described above, plus
more. Now Fun! follows C lickChange's lea d in most respects and offers a vali d alternative to C lickChange's
well-designed customizing. ClickChange offers a menubar clock, substitutes icons for menu titles on yo ur ClickCIIonge's desktop decorating
menu bar, and gives you a handy way to shrink open schemes are centralized in one
control panel.
windows to show just their title bars (a feature also included in System 7.5 witl1 its Wmdow Shade control panel). Now Fun! includes
a screensaver module.
Aside from these differences, the two programs vary greatly only in how they
deal with changing tl1e desktop pattern. ClickChange gives you a system
tweaker similar to the one found in Chameleon or vVallpaper. Now Fun! lets
you place one or more pictures on your desktop. You can crop, resize, and tile
the graphics to cover tl1e entire desktop or place several pictures in different
places at the same time.
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The screensaver in Now Fun ! seems like a cheap knock-off of After Dark, but it
does have one great module. With VoiceWaker you can walk up to your sleeping Mac and wake it up by nonchalantly saying something like "Screen, please."
(Your iVlac must have a microphone.) That impressed my fri ends who tl1ought
they had seen everything.
Neither program adequately addresses the issue of losing system color control
from Apple's General Controls control panel after you make color changes.
Virginize your system witl1 tl1ese programs by clicking on "System Default,"
"Standard," or "Factory-issue" settings in the various control panel windows.

And Now for Something Completely Different

(RC)

A couple of decorator utilities defy categorization. They're weird and they're
fun, but don't expect tl1em to boost your production.
UnderWare. The most verbal

fun I've

had this week was calling up Bit Jugglers and saying to their tech support
guy, "I have a technical question about
UnderWare." UnderWare ($60) is two
programs in one-a screensaver and
something Bit Jugglers calls the Dynamic D esktop. After a user-definable
period of time (usually just a few seconds), your desktop comes alive with a
great variety of animated events. Un like
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UnderWare creates scenes right on your desktop, while
you're working.

with a screensaver, your open windows in applications remain unaltered so that
you can keep working.
My favorites include Billy Bounce, a little guy who bounces in three dimensions
inside your monitor, periodically smacking up against the inside of your screen;
Jindak the wizard, ready to cast a spell; and Robber, a little crook who breaks
tlu-ough your desktop and reappears later witl1 you r processor chip in his hands
and the computer police hot on his u·ail. You may tire of UndervVare rather
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Shareware
Desktop Toys

(RC)

The following is my list of great shareware
toys for the desktop.
MAC B I BLE

DISK

Aurora. As in ClickChange or Now Fun!,
add color to every part of your desktop.

Eyeballs. Eyes in the menu bar follow the
cursor.

FolderPICT. Open a folder, and instead of
icons, view a picture of your choice.
Fun House. Opens a goofy fun house
"mirror" on your screen.

Globe. A tiny application puts a beautiful
spinning globe on your. desktop.

Invisible Clock. A female voice automatically announces the time.
Melt. Double-click to melt the entire
image on your screen.

Momentum. Laws of physics make your
windows glide around the desktop.
MultiDog. A ghost dog runs around your
icons.

Sound Extracter. Make system sounds
out of the sounds imbedded in any program.

Soundmaster. Assign system sounds to
accompany Finder actions.

SplnNit. Windows spin into view when
you open icons.
TaiiDragger. The arrow cursor turns in
the direction it's moving.

quickly, and not everyone has room
for the 5.5 megs of space the 2 6 desktop dynamos require (you can always
remove the ones you don't use), but
UndervVare gets my vote as the best
new addition to the world of desktop
procrastination.
Star Wars Visual Clips. Instead of
Darth Vader merely saying "Yes,
Master" when you command your
Mac to empty the trash (a trick possible with Soundmaster, described in
the box "Shareware Desktop Toys"
at left), you can watch a QuickTime
movie of old Darth himself being polite. VisualClips Featuring VideoBeep ($60, Sound Somce Unlimited)
lets you assign clips from the original
Star liliars movie to your system beep,
disk insert, restart, hourly chime, and
eight other Finder actions. The fullcolor clips appear in a tiny window
that pops into view just long enough
to display the clip. The sound quality
is wonderful, and the image quality,
although a bit grainy, is far superior to
most QuickTime clips I've seen.
Expect to use more than 12 megs of
disk space if you want to store all 32
clips. Also, this program could really
use an installer. It takes a good half
hour to load.
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One of the nicest th in gs about Macintosh software, and something that sets it
apart from most P C software, is that the code th at makes the program run is
separated from the interface that's presented to the user-the dial og boxes,
alerts, menus, options, icons, pictures, sounds, and so on, collectively known as
nsources. T hat means you don 't have to be a programmer to futz around with
the interface; all you need is a reso urce editor.
There are two good resource edi tors available for the Mac: Apple's ResEdit and
?vfathemaesthetics' excellent Resorcerer. Although both programs can do the
job, Resorcerer offers many time-saving options that programmers will love.
Resorcerer can find and replace text in resources, decompile th e text in resources for spell checking or prin tin g, and it has a great icon editor, just for
starters. Resorcerer is also more stable, more flexible, and genera lly more
powerful.
U nfortuna tely, the difference in price-ResEdi t is freeware, while Resorcerer
costs a binary $256-makes ResEdit the only choice for most home edito rs.
Used incorrectly, ResEdit or Resorcerer can make your program (or your sys- ........
tern) inoperable. M ake sure you always work on a copy, and in the case of system
resources, make sure you have a disk you can boot up your M ac with, in case wARN I NG
you damage the installed System.

I/IJ

ResEdit 5 Potential
You can chan ge (or just copy) resources from practically any appli ca tion (including desk accessories), extension, control panel, or otl1er nondocument fi le.
A few programs, most notably those from Microsoft, cannot be looked at or
tinkered with. (Spoilsports.) Remember that you are working v.rith other people's crea tions. Any changes you make to copyrighted software are theoretically
ill egal- at the very least, don 't distribute tl1e modi fied software. H ere's a list of
some things you can do.
Change the text. P ersonalize yo ur programs and the System itself by changing menu commands, keyboard shortcuts, dialog text, an d even alerts.
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Grab pictures and sounds. Open a
program with ResEd.it to copy out
its icons, pictures, or so unds for use
in any other program or as a decOI·ation. Use th e Scrapbook to store any
interesting items you find (including
sounds); paste them later wherever
you want.
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Add a little life to your menus with icons. Select Choose icon

Use Get Info. If yo u have an "or- from the Menu menu to make the dialog box appear as
shown here. Then select New and either create your own icon
phaned" document on your Macor paste one in (the one selected is from Icon Gallery).
one with a generic icon- and you
want to know what program it was created with, open ResEd.it and use the Get
Info command in the File menu. It will tell you the Type and C reator of the
document, which will often clue you in to which kind of program you'll be able
to use to open the document.
Take advantage of your big screen. If you've got a big screen, you probably
get awfully tired of eve1y program that is designed for the old nine-incher of
:;o
om 10 . 5000 rrom FlleMokc rP ro CO Pl
th e Mac Plus. vVith ResEd.it, you
Denne fields for '" I ''
· o fields
Can make SCrOll boxeS longer and

scratch palettes bigger-to give just
two examples-to take advantage of
the added space.

Cr ea l e
Chonge
Dele te

I ( Op llons ... I
I [ Oupll ce t e I
I [ Done I

In regular FileMaker, you can only see 10 fields at a time in
the Define Fields dialog box. Make the scroll box a little bigger
in ResEdit as shown here (DITL, DLOG 5 000) and you can fit
18, or as many as you 've got room for on your screen. (Then
make the calculation box bigger!)

Remap the keyboard. Open the
System fi le and hold dmvn the !Option !
key while you drag out the "U.S.
System 6" keyboard file. A copy will
be placed where you leave the
pointer. O pen cllis file with ResEdit
and check out the KCHR resource.
You can remap your key- board by
dragging letters to cl1e desired location on the keyboa rd in tl1e lower
part o f tl1e screen. Once you're
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done, change the resource's name, save the file, and drag it to the System Folder.
Then use the Keyboard control panel to select the new keyboard layout.

Three Steps to Happy ResEditing
If you follow these three steps (along with general Mac hygiene, like regular
saves and backups) you should be able to modify your resources without fear.
1 Always, but always, work on a copy. I've already said this, but it bears re-

peating: Never work on your sole copy of a program or the System.
Instead, make a copy of the program and make changes to it. It is quite easy
to damage a file so that it will never run again, and unless you have a clean
copy, you will have lost it forever.
2 Be careful what you touch. You'll find dialog box contents in DITL, with
the window size and title in a corresponding DLOG or ALRT. Menus are
in MENU and CMNU, and often in STR#, where you'll also find otl1er
text used in dialog boxes. Look for icons in icl8, ICON, ics4, and so on.
Pictures are in PI CT. Cursors are in CURS. You'll find some stray buttons
in CNTL. You generally won't have much reason to touch anything else,
and you probably shouldn't.
3 Don't create, just modify. Don't erase anything and don't create anything:
You should only modify what's already there. Generally, you should stick to
cosmetic changes-modifying a button's text, size, color, and shape is fine;
changing it from a button to a checkbox will probably cause the program
to hang.

ResEdit Tips
Jumping around. Since lox]@ is used to open files, ResEdit lets you use

and [Enter] to open practically everything else. Tiy it while you have a resource item selected in a list, or while you have a button selected in a dialog
box, just to name a few spots. You can use [ox]@ to close, and the arrow keys
to move up and down the lists. You can also type in a resource item number
(or a name if it has one) to jump to that resource item.
(Return)
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Use the Get Resource Info command. Many programmers don't bother to
name their resources. Wh en you open a resource type, you may just see the
number and size. You can give a resource item a name (or a better name), to help
you find it later. Simply press [o:ll:)OJ and type in a name. \Nhen you close the
Info box, the name will appear in the list. You can change an item's name without problem, but don 't touch anything else in the window; the ID number and
type should not be modified. (On rare occasions, an d almost never with DITL,
DLOG, NIENU, or STR# resources, a resource item name is used as teA.'t in
the program itself. Changing the resource item's name will change the text in
the software.)
Aligning. If you're really picky about aligning things, which most people '"'ho
bother with ResEdit usually are, you'll find that entering values in the Top,
Bottom, Left, and Right boxes is the fas test way to align items. The numbers
entered refer to the number of pixels from the given edge. The arrow keys also
work nicely for moving one pixel at a time.
Hidden objects. Sometimes you'll find that various objects are piled up one on
top of another in a DITL. To see all the objects in a dialog box, hold clown the
[Option ) key. Each item's ID number will be revealed. To select an object that's
below another, use the Select Item N umber command in the DITL menu,
enter the appropriate number, and press [Enter).
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Fonts
IT MIGHT NOT BE TOO MUCH TO SAY that fonts made the Mac what it is

today. In addition to its graphical user interface, what reaUy delighted the Mac's
first users was that they could create something on a computer that didn't look
like it came from a computer. The Mac's first typefaces, limited as they were,
were far better than anything anyone had seen before on the desktop. People
soon learned that the typefaces they used for a document had a big impact on
the way it was received. And fonts made the Nlac fnn.
The Mac took that promising beginning even further when it adopted PostScript in its first LaserWriter, and desktop publishing was born. Desktop publishing made the Nlac respectable and brought it into a lot of offices. And today,
it's sti ll the fonts-in a number, quality, and variety that the first Mac users
never dreamed of-that can make people really passionate about their Macs.
Now, as Apple introduces QuickDraw GX, type on the Nlac enters a wh ole new
dimension, as designers dream up animated fonts and other surprises.
In this chapter, we'll talk first about the technology of lVIacintosh fonts, then
get into the fine points of using them. If you need help with type terminology,
there's a quick-reference gu ide on page 55 5.
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GF)

Glad you asked. Alphabets come in different designs: skilmy, fat, formal, casual,
ghastly, and gorgeous. An alphabet (accompanied by a slug of numbers, punctuation marks, and so on) with a particular design is called a typeface. A font on the
Mac is a jumble of computer code that creates text in a specific typeface, say
Times or Helvetica.
A typeface and a font are not th e same thing, any more than a cookie and a
cookie cutter are the same thing. So when you want to set some type in a specific typeface, you choose the corresponding font, and your .M ac will make the
letters and numbers you type appear in that typeface.
V\Then you see a printed page then, you can say "V\lhat typeface is that?" or
"V\lhat font did you use to make that?" But you can't say "V\That font is tl1at?"
because tl1e font is in your computer, not on the page.
The next term you need to leal'n is fontfamily, which is a group of typefaces that
are designed with similar features so they'll look good together on the page.
Like most families, font families all go by a single family name (such as Times
or Helvetica). A typical font family consists of four members: a regular version
(usually used for text) plus a heavier bold version, a slanted italic version, and a
bold-italic version. V\Then you're shopping for a font, tl1en, you normally get a
disk containing four of them, one for each typeface in the family.
But font families, like hwnan families, come in all different sizes. The Helvetica
family, for example, contains over 50 members, varying by degrees of boldness
and character width, among other features. On the other hand, some typefaces
are one of a kind, woeful orphans with no family to call their own.
With these three bits of type jargon-fonts, typefaces, and font fomilies-1rnder
our belts, we can wade into the wild world of Mac typography.
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(DD/jF)

A5 the Mac has grown up, its techniques for handling fonts and type have gotten slicker and more sophisticated. Font technology has followed suit. There
are now at least four kinds of Mac fonts out there-four distinct font formats,
each with its own way of digitally encoding how letters should be drawn on
your screen and on your pages. It can get a little confusing, but it's not as bad as
it sounds. A Uttle history will h elp sort out tl1e story.

Bit-Mapped Fonts
When the Mac was introduced in January 1984, it had just one font format. It
used bit-rnapped fonts to display type on screen and to print to the only available
Mac printer, the ImageWriter. The Macintosh screen and the ImageWriter
both had the same resolution- 72 dots per inch-and bit-mapped fonts were
built to match them.
A Mac font consisted of a set of 72-dpi
dot-by-dot drawings of each letter in a
typeface. A printed Image\.Vriter page,
then, was essentially a dot-for-dot replication of what you saw on screen, so the
font that created your screen type also
created your printed type.

Manhattan 12

Ivla.t1l1a.ttat1 2 4
For bit-mapped fonts to be really readable, a separate
72-dpi font must exist for each size you 'll be using. If
the right size isn 't installed, the Mac will stretch the installed size to compensate. The example shows the difference between the screen versions of Manhattan at 12
points (for which a font is installed) and at 24 points
(for which it's not).

But because the position of each dot was
predefin ed in the font, you needed a separate font for every size of type you
wanted to create. If you requested a type size that wasn't installed, the Mac
would just stretch or squash letters from an existing font-adding or subtracting bits here and there-which tended to produced some odd and very hard-toread shapes.

These days, 72-dpi bit-mapped fonts for printing are still available from only a
couple of sources (most notably Dubl-Click Software, with its V\Torld Class
Fonts line). For the most part, it's an outmoded format, superceded by the formats we'll talk about next.
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(DD)

As of this writing, 20 fonts come with System 7. Your Mac only needs three of theseChicago, GeneYa, and Monaco-which it uses for the text that appears in dialog boxes,
menus, and so forth. The others are a few basic fonts for use in documents. All of them
are loaded into your System Folder automatica lly w hen you install your system software,
where they're available to any application you use on your Mac. These could be all the fonts
you'll ever need. But you probably wouldn't be reading this chapter if you Were that kind
of person.
Here's a description of the fonts you get with System 7-the fonts every Mac owners has.

Fonts you need to have Installed so that your system works properly:
Genev a

Geneva is the font normally used for file and folder names on the Mac
desktop. It started out as a bit-mapped version of the classic sans serif
typeface Helvetica.

Chicago

You look at Chicago so often on menus, in the titles of windows, and
in dialog boxes, that it's easy to forget how gorgeous it is. {That's only
fitting, since it's named after the Garden City, where virtually all the
streets are tree-lined and where the lake front, fri nged with parks and
beaches, stretches for 30 miles.)

Monaco

A problem with a monospaced font like Monaco (in which all the letters
are exactly the same w idth) is that when it's made bold, letters in small
sizes-€specially m's and w's-look like blobs on the screen. You'll spot
it here and there in dialog boxes and other parts of the Mac interface.

Basic Fonts, Included because everyone needs a serif, a sans-serif, and a couple
of special-purpose fonts before they feel like getting out of bed in the morning:
Times

limes is t he standard, boring serif typeface that everyone tells you to
use if you don't want to go out on a limb and pick another. It's used a
lot, mostly because it's built into the system .

Helvetica

Helvetica is the standard, boring sans-serif typeface.

Cour ier

Courier is an excellent choice if you want to make your laser printer
look like a typewriter. (What were these people thinking of?)
That is, Symbol, supplies Greek characters, math symbols, and other
cha racters you might need to supplement your other fonts, such as
primes for inch and foot marks (' ''), and playing card suits (• + "' •)
for typesetting your bridge column.
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New York

New York was the Mac's original serif font, created to complement the
sans-serif Geneva. Bigelow and Holmes radically redesigned it in creating the TrueType version. TrueType New York's large x-height and
lively variation in stroke weight capture the Big Apple's energy, making
it a classy alternative to the sedate Times, on which it was originally
based .

Palatine

Classy, elegant, readable Palatine was designed by a titan of 20th-century typography, Hermann Zapf.
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GX fonts you get with System 7 .5:

'AyyfC Cfimrcery

This ca lligraphic italic type was included by Apple to show off
TrueType GX's skills in automatically substituting alternative characters.
This font contains over 1,000 characters (you get four alternates for
just about every character).

Tekton +

Tekton, a font created by designer David Siegel to mimic architects'
hand lettering, is one of Adobe's most popular fonts. This GX version
provides ligatures, fractions, small caps, and all the programmable behavior of GX fonts (described on page 530). Only the regu lar weight
is included with the system.

I loefler T ext

Designed by jonathan Hoefler, this is an elegant text face family w ith
beautiful modeling and a distinctly Old World style. Hoefler describes
his creation as a marriage between the design styles of Garamond and
Kis. The complete Hoefler character set numbers over 500 cha racters.

Ski a

Skia is a thoroughly modern sans-serif design created by Matthew
Carter. From the single Skia font you can generate weights from
light to black and widths from narrow to extended-and anything
in-between.

PostScript
Almost exactly one year after tl1e lVIac debuted, Apple introduced the LaserWriter printer and Adobe System's new PostScript font format. T he LaserWriter and its 300-dpi resolution not only produced beautiful pages, it also
changed the relationship between the Mac and its printer. Instead of simply
passing off its screen images for printing, the Mac now passed off files (written

SYSTEM

7.S
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in the PostScript programming language) that were
reinterpreted by yet another computer inside the
LaserWriter, a computer that rebuilt the images at
300-dpi resolution.
PostScript fonts broke the link between screen resolution and printer resolution. The Mac still used 72-dpi
bit-mapped fonts to create the type on screen, but
when you sent the file to the printer, the Mac substituted matching PostScript fonts for use on the page.
Instead of storing images of letters as distinct pattems
True Type and PostScript fonts are
outline fonts: The font information
of dots, PostScript fonts stored those images as mathedescribes the shape of t/Je letter,
which can be scaled to any size and
matically described outlines-electronic stencils that
output at any resolution.
could be scaled to any size and then "colored in" by a
printer imaging at any resolution. To do the required computations, you needed
a PostScript inte·rp1·eter-a computer inside the printer-a feature that makes
PostScript printers relatively expensive.
T he practical effect of this for Mac owners (in addition to getting snappierlooking print) was that now they had to reckon with two kinds of fonts-72-dpi
screen fonts plus resolution-independent p·rinterfonts (also sometimes called outline fonts). This created (and still creates to this day) a lot of confusion. Only
~with System 7.5 and QuickDraw GX is the need for bit-mapped screen fonts
~ for PostScript fonts finally eliminated (see "QuickDraw GX and GX Fonts,"
svsnM below). With earlier systems, the only way for your Mac to make a PostScript
7.S
font available to your applications is for you to install a corresponding bitmapped screen font.
PostScript Type 1 and PostScript Type 3 fonts. A few PostScript fonts were

included with the LaserWriter, but soon Adobe (in conjunction with Linotype
Corporation) began producing PostScript fonts in large numbers. Adobe created its PostScript fonts in a high-quality format known as Type 1. For a fee,
font manufacturers could license the techn ology.
At the same time, Adobe released the recipe for a similar but not-quite-as-good
format called PostScript Type 3, which other type makers could use to produce
their own PostScript fonts without paying a licensing fee. (Type 2, by the way,
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PC Font Formats

(DD)

IBM-compatible PCs ca n use both TrueType and PostScript fonts. But PC TrueType and
PostScript fonts are actually different from Macintosh TrueType and PostScript fon ts. If you
are using a PC as well as a Mac, you need to convert your Mac fonts to PC format before
you use them on the PC (or vice versa) using a utility such as Ares Software's FontMonger or
FontHopper, o r Altsys's Metamorphosis Pro. (FontMonger and Metamorphosis Pro, which
also provide other font-editing features, are described on page 574.) [For converting PC
True Type fonts to Mac TrueType fonts, I recommend TT Converter, a shareware program you
can get on any on-line service. TT Converter just changes the headers on the files so they can be
used by the Mac, the simplest and least-intrusive way to make the conversion.-KT]

was a short-lived format that never rea lly made it into circulation.) Type 3 fonts
didn't have binting, special instructions that optimize the characters for low-resolution printing and display, and T)rpe 3 fonts tended to look lumpy and unclear
at laser printer resolutions.
After Adobe released the Type 1 recipe in 1991, however, the Type 3 format
was pretty much dropped, and everyon e began malcing all their PostScript fonts
in the Type 1 format. By that time, though, there were already hundreds of
thousands of Type 3 fonts in circulation, and most of them are still around
today (fonts don't wear out very fast).
Adobe Type Manager. In 1989, Adobe announced Adobe Type Manager

(AT.lvf), which turned the Mac into its own PostScript interpreter for type.
\iVith ATM, when you set type in a size for which you don't have a bit-mapped
screen font installed, you don't get those nasty lumpy letters on screen; you see
much smoother sh apes, much closer to
what you get from a PostScript printer.
The catch is that ATM works only with
PostScript Type 1 fonts, not Type 3 fonts.
ATNI also interprets type for printers, making it possible to get better-quali ty type out
of chea per (n on-PostScript) printers. In
this scenario, when you hit Print, ATM will
create images of all the type on the page at

Janson48
Janson 48

The top example shows what 48-point ]anson looks
like on screen without ATM (the 12·point bitmapped screen font has simply been quadrupled in
size). The bottom example shows what it looks like
with ATM installed. Quite a difference, eh?
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300 dpi (or whatever the resolution of the printer is) and pass the images on to
the printer. You get PostScript type without the expense of a PostScript printer.
~In System

7.5, ATM is installed right along with the system software. Ifyou have
~ an earlier system, you can get ATM for $60 from Adobe (or free with many
svsTEM
other Adobe products).
7.5

Multiple Master fonts. In 1991, Adobe introduced a variation on Type 1 fonts
called Multiple Mnsterfonts. A Multiple Master font, as the name implies, is several fonts in one. A single font, for example, could contain master outlines for a
very thin version and a very fat version of the same typeface design. You can
then build new fonts for custom typefaces by creating blends between the two
extremes. A single Multiple Master font can have several such "design axes." In
addition to light and bold, it could have narrow and wide versions, upright and
slanted versions, or serif and sans-serif versions. You can blend these features as
you wish to create an infinite number custom instances of the font.

You can manipulate type in some similar ways using page layout and graphics
programs, but a custom .iVIultiple Master font has the advantage of being an interpolation between two versions created by the typeface's designer-you're
never far from what the designer intended. The Multiple Master font generator
(the program that actually builds the new fonts for you) adjusts the proportions
of the letterforms appropriately for the size and weight you've specified, with
larger openings inside the letters in small sizes, or thinner lines in large sizes,
for example.
Unfortunately, Multiple Master fonts are difficult to create, which has made
them fairly rare and ratl1er costly.

True Type
Also in 1991, in an attempt to wrest conu·ol of type away from Adobe, Apple introduced a new font format called TrueType. Like PostScript fonts, TrueType
fonts use outlines that can be interpreted for any size and any resolution, on
screen or for a printer. And like PostScript fonts with ATM, TrueType doesn't
need an interpreter in the printer; for TrueType, the interpretation is done by
the Mac's own system software. Unlike PostScript fonts, though, TrueType
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The newest trend in font formats is a concept called synthetic fonts, a concept being pioneered by Ares Software with its FontChameleon (described on page 574), and by ElseWare,
with its Font Works software, which at press time was announced only for the Windows platform (although there were some indications that it would be brought to the Mac soon).
Both of these synthetic-font technologies rely on a sort of master proto-font outline that can
be pulled and stretched in any direction according to external font descriptors: instructions
that come from you, your application, or your operating system. For the user, this means a
big reduction in the hard disk space required to hold fonts. FontChameleon, for example,
uses a single outline that can be instructed to assume the form of almost any typeface that
uses standard letter forms (in other words, not specialty faces such as a longhand script face
or a black letter face). The instruction sets are only 5K to 6K in size, and you can create the
fonts you want on demand, almost instantaneously. Font Works uses highly abstract font descriptions of 5K or so that can be elaborated ("inflated," so to speak) into fully formed fonts
in the blink of an eye. With such technologies, your system will be able to create the fonts
you need when you need them, dump them when you don't, and not have them cluttering
up the place in the meantime.
FontChameleon also lets you customize its font descriptors- the instructions that give the
outlines their shape-allowing you to build custom fonts by changing the x-height, weight,
and other factors of the basic typefaces they've built into the product. In principle, a TrueType GX font should be capable of similar variability, if the typeface designer builds in the
instructions to define how the face should appear at different weights, x-heights, character
w idths, and so forth. (These terms are defined on page 555.)
But synthetic-font variations can't match the quality of hand-designed typefaces. Even if the
font carries very elaborate instructions for how it should appear after it's been altered,
there's no substitute for having a good designer supervise the formation of each shape and
curve of each character.
For those who send electronic documents, this technology can be quite a boon. When these
products are installed, you can send an electronic file to you r colleagues without worrying
whether they have the fonts-the fonts can be generated automatically as they're needed.

fonts have never needed screen fonts to operate on a Mac, which has made
them easier to install and manage.
TrueType runs automatically on Macs with System 7. Mac owners running
System 6.0.5 or later can use TrueType fonts if they add a TI-ueType system extension to their System Folder. (Apple does not sell the extension directly, but it
is included with some QuickDraw printers such as the StyleWriter II.)

THINGS TO
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For typophiles, TrueType offers some sophisticated capabili ties that potentially
place it a cut above the PostScript format. We say potentially because most of
these Epicurean features are strictly optional and don't always find tl1eir way
into the TrueType fonts you buy. But TrueType fonts are theoretically capable
of crisper resolution at low resolutions (such as on screen) and are built to take
advantage of the Line Layout Manager feature of System 7.5, which can provide more professional-looking typesetting in heretofore typographically inept
applications such as word processors and spreadsheets.

Almost every font manufacturer now sells its fonts in both TrueType and
PostScript Type 1 formats (Adobe, of course, sti cks strictly to PostScript), and
this has made tl1in gs more compli cated for font users·. (More about the problems in choosing one font format over tl1e other, or in using both, are described
under "Do You Have to C hoose?" below.) Ironically, TrueType hasn't been vety
successful on the Mac-its real success has come on IBl\11 PC compatibles running vVindows, which also uses tl1e format.

QuickDraw GX and GX Fonts
The next shoe is dr opping right about the time this book is going to press.
Apple has just started shipping
QuickDraw GX, a system extension
tl1at changes (among other things)
In this example of Skia, I've chosen to
ligatunes, automatic kenning, and
tl1e way tl1e Mac handles fonts,
fonm s of the lowencase nand t
gono tell you, tho ugh, all this backg ma~~~~~~
and it clears the way for a whole computation
slows down typing somewh
new font format: GXfonts. Quick- on my I lei.
Draw GX will be included witl1 H oefler Text includes some interelling
s:
optional ligatures such as the S\: and Cl:
System 7.5 and with some prod- combinations. And that fB is nothing to
sneeze a c. C heck out the way d1e tail of
ucts, such as GX fonts , th:o~ t rethe Q_curls around the n ext let ters
I choose to use the alternate featw·es.
quire it (the developer must license H ere's what it looks like without: Q.J
GX from Apple). You need at least
This screen shows some of the special typographic features b uilt
System 7.1 to run it.
into two of the GX fonts that ship with System 7.5: Skia and
Hrt halt lOII!J

SYSTEM

7.S

GX fonts can include conditional
instructions that allow fonts to
decide for themselves when to use

SW tiU'I

Hoefler Text. In order to access such capabilities, you must have
an application that recognizes them. At press time, there were
none (GX wasn't yet released), so here we used GXWrite, an
application Apple built specially to show off GX features.
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alternate characters-or even to change their
shapes at programmed intervals. GX fonts
will come in both PostScript and TrueType
formats.
One important effect of QuickDraw GX is
that it puts PostScript and TrueT)rpe fonts on
equal footing in the ?viae's operating system.
Like TrueType fonts, PostScript GX fonts
will be recognized directly by the 1\!Iac, so
Much like Multiple Master fonts, GX fon ts can
you'll no longer need to load the bit-mapped
use their programmability to vary design features of the font. Shown here are variations on
versions of the fonts into the system. You'll inCrank, a GX font creat ed by David Berlow of
stall and use TrueType and PostScript GX
Th e Font Bureau. You would select the variation
of the font you want to use in a particular case
fonts just li ke you use TrueType fonts-just
by selecting it from a menu such as the one
drag the font suitcase onto the System Folder
shown in the illustration on the previous page.
icon. The only difference will come when you
print. At that point, the printer driver will send TrueType fonts to the M ac's
QuickDraw interpreter, while PostScript fonts will be sent to ATM or to the
printer's PostScript interpreter.
T his all sounds like sweetness and light, but there will be some rough edges during the transition to font utopia. For example, if you use the QuickDraw GX extension with a pre-7.5 version of the System, you'll have to "enable" PostScript
fonts for GX using a special utility-tl1e Type 1 Enabler-that Adobe provides
along with tl1e GX extension. (The Enabler basically adds some whoosis to the
whatsis so the thingamaj ig doesn't blow a gasket and your fonts will work.)
W hen you install System 7.5,
all the PostScript fonts in your
System Folder are automatically enabled for QuickD raw
GX. GX will exact a cost in GX's programmability can also be used to animate fonts. Here we
system memory, as well; you'll show an example from a Font Bureau GX font called Zycon. Th e
bicyclist is a single character from the font; the GX programming
need about two extra m egs of causes t he ch aracter to move across the screen, the cyclist pedaling
RANI if you plan to use it; all the way. Such animated fo nts mig ht be used for on-screen or
video presentations.
Apple recommends a mmimum ofSMB.
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CX and the Future of Fonts

(DD)

As this book goes to press, it's unclear exactly how important QuickDraw GX will be for

. THINGS TO
COME

fonts. (It also has important effects on printing and in graphics in general, as described in
Chapters 21 and 15, respectively.) Anyone who buys a new Mac after System 7.5 is released
will have it automatically. Others will need to upgrade, either by buying the new system
software from Apple or by getting the GX extension along with a product, such as a GX
font, that uses it. At this writing, Adobe, Bitstream, and Linotype-Hell had all introduced
GX font designs.
GX allows amazing new capabilities in fonts, such as t hose shown in the illustrations on the
previous pages. Since GX fonts can contain up to 16,000 characters (up from 256 in earlier
TrueType and PostScript formats), they can contain designed fractions, true small capitals (as
opposed to the mutant dwarfs created by the Small Caps option in the Style menu), and
other characters you needed an expert set for before. And because these typographic niceties are included at the system level, they will be available in any program that supports GX.
Judging from past experience with Apple system-software upgrades, though, a lot of people
w ho already have computers won't be upgrading right away, and that means there are
going to be a lot of people out there for a long time who are running their Macs without
GX. Because not everyone will need or value the special features GX fonts ca n offer, and because building those features into a font takes a lot of trouble, GX's typographic features will
probably be reserved for a fairly small and relatively expensive category of fonts.
There's also the question of application support. Users can get access to all those features
only t hrough applications that support the technology, and at press t ime, it was unclea r
whether biggies--Quark and PageMaker-were going to sign on, although a dark horse in
the page layout sweepstakes--Ready, Set, Go-had pledged to support it.

Does It Motter Which Format You Use?
T here's no argument t~at TrueType and PostScript fonts provide better-quality
printed output than do bit-mapped fonts. '\Nluch of the tv,ro outline formats is
better, however, is a source of much controversy. But if you judge tl1e quality of
a font format by the type you see on the page, there's little debate: Both formats
are capable of producing great-qua li ty type at an y output resolution.

If you're not using QuickDraw GX, Tt·ueType h as a11 edge in simplicity.
TrueType fonts require you to install only one file, compared to PostScript's
two. And if you use PostScript fonts, you'll also n eed to get Adobe Type
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Manager to see clear screen type at all sizes and to get good quali ty type from
non-PostScript printers.
On the other hand, for jobs that will be printed on high-resolution imagesetters, PostScript has the advantage. Because it had such a long head start on
TrueType, PostScript became the standard for use in professional publishing
applications. The result is that imagesetters have built-in PostScript interpreters. On those machines, printing using TrueType fonts can be very slow,
because all th e image processing has to be done by the Mac, in software-th e
TrueType image-processing program can't take full advantage of the PostScript
computer. Most service bureaus, then, won't let you near their imagesetters
with a Truel}pe font, although this is changing slowly.
A fina l problem with TrueType is that can't use TrueType fonts at all if you're
running a System version earlier than 6.0.5, or if yo u're using 6.0.5 or 6.0. 7 but
cjon't have the TrueType extension.

Do You Have to Choose?
Most people end up with a variety of font formats in their systems because they
tend to shop for specific typefaces, that is, specific designs, regardless of forma t.
Even if you opt for PostScript as a standard (perhaps because most of your work
is eventually output to PostScript imagesetters), you usually end up with a few
TrueType fonts, if only because Apple's basic TrueType and bit-mapped fonts
are installed automatically each time you install or reinstall your system .
This generally causes a problem on ly when you have PostScript and TrueT)rpe
versions of the same typeface installed. T he Mac has built-in methods for
choosing between font versions at print time (described under "Fonts and
Printing," later in this chapter), which cou ld result in your ending up with one
version of the font when you expected the other. This could produce unexpected line endings or other untoward changes in your printed pages. In some
cases, the printer can get so confused it doesn't print anything at all.
T he best advice is to pick one font format to work with and stick with it-it just
reduces confusion. If you do mix font formats, try not to have different versions
of the same typeface installed. (If you buy a font that supplies both TrueType
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and PostScript versions on the disk, copy just one onto your system.) The
greatest confusion will arise with the most common typefaces-the ones supplied with the system (including Times, Helvetica, Courier, and Symbol) and
the ones built into most PostScript prin ters (which are often supplied with
Adobe Type Manager).

Font Files
vVhen you open a font disk, you may be greeted by an alarming array and variety of icons and files. Because each font form at is handled differently by your
Mac, each kind of font requires a different set of font fi les, and each vendor may
organize its fonts differently on the disks it provides. T he following is a guide to
wha t you're looking at on a font disk, and what to do with it al l.

Buy 'em by the Family

GF)

As discussed above, fonts generally come grouped in families, variations on a
basic typeface design that are mea nt to be used together. There will usually be
fom: a plain (used for text), an itali c or oblique, a bold, and a bold italic or bold
oblique. The name of the plain, text version is usua lly also the n ame of the family. W hen you buy a disk of Bodoni fonts, then, you can expect to find Bodoni,
Bodoni ltaJic, Bodoni Bold, and Bodoni Bold Italic. But, as pointed out above,
Los nngeles
1:!1
some typefaces have very extended
262 1
2
famili es, with dozens of members.
"""sl!!m1
':':!~------~~~~~~-~
L£L1)
0
S~<• Lu t Mod•fiod
Los Angt> lt>s
a los Arl<jt..S 12
a los Arl<jtl. . 24
7K Bit-mapped
What You See Is What You
fonts come in a
0
single suitcase
Bought
GFIDD)

T

31(

Cl~

The kinds of font files you get and the
way they are arranged on tl1e disk depends on their font format and tl1e
way tl1e vendor has chosen to se rve
them up. Here, arranged by fo nt format, are all the fi les (with tl1eir vari-

-

Los Ongel es 12 1:;:;:

- SMnplt -

t

· - - - - - - - - ----·-- -----:

How razorback - jumping frogs can
lfl\lel six p1qued gymnast s/

I
---------- ________________j
To uu this font ,

dr"~

It onto !JOUr"" Systtm Fold..-

(top), which
opens to reveal
separate files for
a different sizes
(top left). If you
click on a font
file, you can
see a sample
of the typeface
at that size
(bottom left) .
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ous icons) that you might find on a font
disk and all of the guises in which they
may appear.

TrueType and PostScript GX fonts.

TrueType and PostScript GX fonts are
usually packed into a single suitcase that
includes the outline fonts and may include some bit-mapped screen fonts as
well (see the illustration above right).
PostScript fonts. If you buy PostScript

fonts, you usually get an outline font file
for each family member, plus a suitcase
containing bit-mapped screen fonts in
various sizes. You may also get one or
more folders of tl1ings called AFM files.
For the most part, you can ignore the
AFM files-just leave them on the disk
tl1ey came on. If an application needs
them (it's rare), the program's documentation will tell you so and will tell you
where to put them in your system.

~

Timts (italic)

~

~

~

Times

TWnts (bold) Tfmu (bold, it.11lc)

Bit-mapped fonts. If you buy a bit-

mapped font, you'll probably get a single
suitcase, which holds various sizes of the
font. Its name will simply be the name of
the typeface family. Alternatively, you
might get a number of suitcases, one for
each member of the family.

Timts

~ ~ ~

Timu: 9

Timts 10

TWnts 12

~ ~

Timts 19

CJ

Tlmu 24

Time s

::;:;::;:~::;-;;:-;.::;;;;;:;~::;--]

[- - - - - - -

J

u••~

t

2 poW.t
ow
mor~k-Jwnpmg ~ can le11el six

Jqued gymna>ts I

--------------·-·-·-·---·---·

I

r- I B point --·-------~

How razorback-jumping
s can level six piqued

E

gynmasts !

__
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True Type fonts also
come in single suitcases, but when
you open it (top
left), the suit case
includes outline
fonts (marked with
a set of receding
A's) as well as (usually) bit-mapped
fonts for different
sizes. Clicking on
the icon of a TrueType font file
reveals samples
of the typeface
in several sizes
(bo ttom left).

PostScript font
disks usually conT imts BitrNppt d Fonts AFM F1\ts
tain three different
types of files (top
left): bit-mapped
TtmtsRom Timulta Timu:Bol Timu8o11b
screen fonts (in
the suitcase),
l1liJii Times Dltmopped Fonts !i\F.ll!;
printer fonts
O& ittms 262.6 H B In disk
6 1.5MB •
(shown here with
Q
Adobe's striped
logo), and a folder
Tim+s 9
Ttmts: 10
TirM I 12
of AFM (Adobe
Font Metrics) files.
Double-clicking on
Tlmu 14
Times IS
Timts 24
0
the suitcase file
¢ 1!]
¢
would sh ow the
screen fonts it holds, and clicking on one of those
would show a sample of the typeface in that size, as
for the bit-mapped font shown on tl1e opposite page.

D

rAJJ

~~

~

~

~

~

~

~

~

PostScript font files may be arranged in a
number of different ways. Some vendors put all the PostScript fonts in one
folder and all the bit-mapped screen fonts in another. Some leave tl1em all loose
on disk. Some put tl1e bit-mapped fonts in a suitcase, some don't.
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If you're looking at your files in
icon view (as shown in the illustration), also note that PostScript
printer font icons may look different than the ones shown here.
Adobe's icon is shown, but font
makers often use their own icon
designs for their printer fonts
(see the box "Printer Font Icons"
at right.)
Suitcase Files

GF/DD)

ttL e .Aete+f•f+••• • H e e t t •f*' ' ''4zM • • • t t t t + •• t

Printer Font Icons

#t' '

(DD)

Font makers usually create their own distinctive
icons for their printer fonts (a sampling is shown
below). If you can't interpret the icon, you can always select t he icon and choose Get Info to see
whose font it is.

~
Adobt>

1;=;]

~

Agfa
Compugraphic

~ [M]

Bitstrt>am Monotype

l!i!J I]

Lazy Dog Castle Systt>ms FontHaus Generic
In System 6 and earlier versions,
all bit-mapped fonts had to be
packed in suitcases for the System to recognize them. Since System 7, you don't
need suitcases anymore-they're just a housekeepin g convenience. In either
system version, you can use them to package screen fonts or TrueType fonts
into a neat family bundle. L ikewise, you can stuff into a single suitcase a set of
fonts you always use together, such as those for your monthly budget report.

With System 7, it doesn't make any difference whether font files are in a suitcase when you get them, or how they're arran ged. You can pack and repack
them to your heart's content.
With System 6 (which uses suitcases only for bit-mapped fonts), you create,
open, pack, and tmpack suitcases with the Font/DA mover, as described under
"Installing Your Fonts," below. In System 7, it's easier; suitcases act just like
folders. You can double-click on them to open them, and you can add files to
them by dragging a file icon onto them in the Finder. Since Apple doesn't ship
Font!DAMover with System 7, though, you'll need a program like Suitcase or
Master Juggler (described below) to create new suitcases or, as Robin Williams
suggests in her book How to Boss Yow· Fonts ATound (Peach pit Press), you can reA cycle your suitcases: Just duplicate an existing suitcase (select the suitcase icon
~) in the Finder and press (ani@), empty out the duplicate (by double-clicking on
HoT TIP
it and dragging its contents to the Trash), repack it with the fonts you want
there, and rename it.
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Installing Your Fonts

(DD)

How you install fonts on your Mac depends on what System version you have:
The technique seems to have changed with every System update in the recent
past.

Installing Fonts in System 6
If you're using System 6, you load fonts directly into your System file using a
utility called the FontiDAMover that came with your system software. It's interface is pretty straightforward, as illustrated below. The fonts you install with
Font!DA Mover won't be available for use until you restart your Mac.

In the case of PostScript fonts, Font!DA mover installs only bit-mapped screen
fonts, which your applications will use in building your documents; your
PostScript printer fonts go loose in the System Folder. (i.Vlake sure they're not in
folders, or tl1ey won't be found at printing time.) Unless you're using Adobe
Type i.Vlanager, you won't need the PostScript printer fonts until it's time to
print.
Click Remove to remove the selected
font from th e suitcase or System .
Make sure the Font
button is clicked.
This list shows the
fonts installed in yo ur
System file.

II

@ Font
O Desk Acce ssory

«Copy « ' ]

CIJicngo 12
Courier 12
Geneuo 9
Gcneuo 12
Monaco 9

:!,!;" Remoue
l

7\

You can close the
System file and open
another by clicking
this button.

Sy stem
on Ma cinto sh HD
4767K free
[ Cl ose

-·-

Bell MT 10:

l

I~

J

1 1698 byte s
sel ec t ed
Help
Quit

·-

I

Mouer
;·

~I
-

I

Dell
Dell
Bell
Bell
Dell
Bell

MT 12
MT t 4
IN
MT 18
MT 24
MT Bd 10
MT Od 12
Bell MT
on Macint os h liD
4767K rree
( Close

ll.,; czuil:k \.own b x j.&nlp• over tlw. l lr;l)' do,

"'n-vr'-.

iff!:

~

-w-

.

""

Click Copy to install
th e selected font in
the suitcase the
arrows are pointing
toward.
Select the font you
want to copy or
remove from the list.

l

~--w·~

~~•·w-•-•

When you're done,
click Quit.

When you open Font/DA Mover, the fonts already installed in your System Folder are displayed in the box at
left. You open the new font suitcase with the Open button at the right, select the font you want to install, and
click Install.
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Why Do We Still Need Bit-Mapped Fonts?

OF)

In Macs without QuickDraw GX, the system will only work w ith PostScript fonts if bitmapped screen fonts for those fonts have been installed. In those Macs, the system still
looks for the bi t-mapped fonts to determine w hich fonts are available for use. But w hy are
bit maps included with PostScript GX and TrueType fonts? Two reasons:

HOT TIP

•

It's quicker for the Mac to use the ready-made bit maps on screen than it is to ask TrueType or ATM to create screen ty pe from the outline printer fonts. Also (and more importantly), below about 16 points, the bit-mapped screen fonts are more legible than
type generated from outlines (they're hand-drawn, so they just look better). Bit-mapped
screen fonts are simply easier on the eyes, which can mean a lot after a long day of
gazing into the screen.

•

If a document created w ith TrueType fonts finds itself in an environment that lacks those
fonts (a PostScript printer, for example, or a different Mac), PostScript fonts representing
the same typefaces can be substituted for them . Sometimes, however, line endings and
layouts may change w hen th is font substitut ion occurs unless the Mac that created the
document was using bit-mapped screen fonts. Why? Don't ask (the answer is a technonightmare). just use the TrueType screen fonts if you've got them-it's cheap insurance.

Installing Fonts in System 7
Installing and managing fonts has gotten a lot easier with System 7. Instead of
opening the System file with the Font/DA Mover, you can now just dra g your
fonts onto the System Folder icon. T he Mac system software :figures out what
:files go where, politely asks if you want them where it figures th ey should be,
and after you click OK, it just does it. You
Fonts n eed t o be stored in the Fonts fol der
in order to be auoilable to the Macintosh.
don't even need to restart your computer
Pu t "Bookman" into the Font s fold er?
before you can use the fonts (although
you do need to close and restart any open
programs).
Wh en you drag font files onto the System Folder, the
Where exactly tl1ose fon t fi les go depends
on what version of System 7 you're using:

system determines where the files should go but asks
your permission before placing them there.

• In System 7.0, the bit-mapped fonts go into the System file itself, while the
outline fonts go into tl1e Extensions fold er. To de-install a font, you simply
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drag the font icon out of the Extensions folder and put it somewhere else (a
Fonts fold er outside of the System Folder is a logical option). To de-install a
bit-mapped screen font, you open the System file (by double-clicking on it)
and then drag out all the screen fonts for the face you want to get rid of.
• In System 7.1 and 7. 5, things get simpler yet: All font files go in a single Fonts
folder inside the System Folder.
~Then

installing fonts in System 7, it's best to drag the fi les onto the System
Folder icon and let the Mac take care of stowing the fonts in their proper place.
Alternatively, you can drag the font files right into the Fonts folder. But if you
just drag them into the open System Folder wiJ1dow, the Mac will simply copy
them there, trusting (in all its innocence) that you know what you want.
·•••••••t•t••f •H,•••• ·•• •··• ...... •••t••&&···
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How Many Screen Fonts Do You Really Need?

OFIKT)

There are lots of opinions on how many sizes of screen fonts you should install with PostScript fon ts, and whether you need to install them at all with GX or TrueType fonts. Here's
a sample:
Jim suggests installing all your screen fonts, at least fo r sizes .below 16 points: Since screen
fonts munch very little hard disk space, and they consume virtually no memorr- there's no reason
not to use them. Do your eyes a favor.
Kathleen agrees: If you do most of your work in a word processing or similar application that
doesn't support zooming, you need to work with type in its actual size. At 10 and 12 points, a
well-made bit map is still easier to read on screen than the image of a letter cooked up by ATM
or TrueType. She goes on, however, to state exceptions to t he rule: If you're working in applications that allow you to magnify text for editing, you'll rarely be using the screen fonts anyway,
so giving good disk space to what is actually a random set of sizes is a waste.
Kathleen also discards the italic screen fonts: When working with Adobe's own PostScript fonts,
ATM converts italics from the printer outlines whether the screen version is present or not, so
italic screen fonts are excess baggage. She recomme nds keeping the bold screen fon ts,
though, especially for faces that come in more than two weights, because when choosing
typeface weights from the Style menu, it's not always obvious which weights are derived
from which other screen fonts (see "Using Font Styles," later in this chapter).
If you have a relatively slow system like a Mac Plus or a n SE, keeping you r screen fonts installed may speed up your system, since the Mac won't spend its e ne rgy using ATM or
TrueType to generate screen type for the insta lled sizes. On fas ter systems, the slowdown
may be barely noticeable.
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Managing Your Fonts
Install ing fonts in the ways described above is easy enough, but depending on
how many fonts you have, loading all of them directly into your system can start
slowing you down . For one thing, every font you instaiJ takes up a small, but
perhaps significant, amount of memory. T he larger your system grows, the less
memory you have to run programs, and because every time you launch a program it has to take inventory of all cl1ose fonts, your Mac will be slower starting
up, slower opening programs, and slower executing some commands. And another thing: If your system is full of fonts you rarely use, you're probably wasting a lot of time scrolling clll'ough mi le-long font menus to get to the one or
two you fonts you generally want.
In either case, it's time to start thinking about managing your fonts.

Slimming down your suitcases (DD). One way to simplify your font menus
and pare down tl1e amount of memory your fonts use is to be more selective about what font files you install. Dragging all the icons on a new font rusk
over the System Folder will install every fi le on the disk, but you may not need
them all.

If you're using True'I}rpe fonts or PostScript fon ts with QuickDraw GX, you
don't need to install the bit-mapped fonts at all (but see the box "Why Do We
Still Need Bit-Mapped Fonts?" on page 538). If you're using P ostScript fonts
with ATM, you need to install just one screen fon t for each typeface (any size
will do, so pick the smallest). ATM will use tl1e printer fonts (which you do need
to have available) to create type for the screen and for non-PostScript printers.
That's the technical minimum. For opin ions on tl1e optimal minimum, see tl1e
box "How Many Screen Fonts D o You Really Need?" on the previous page.
Using Suitcase and Master Juggler (DD). If your font library contains more
than about 20 font families, it's likely that you don't actually need all those fonts
at tl1e same time. So why not offload a few of them? If you do, both you and
your Mac will be able to work more efficiently. Two all-purpose font-management programs have made themselves almost indispensable for people who use
a lot of fonts, letting you pop files in and out of your system in a trice.
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Suitcase ($70), from Symantec, and
Master Juggler ($80), from Alsoft, both let
-o- (New Se t .•. 88Nj
( Ren ame ... 88El
you easily install and de-install fonts
Su1tc.aseo TJot 2.1 .2
b\j Sttvt Br.ehtr
through a desk accessory (there's no need
Cop<j nght 1992
-o- Fifth
Suit coses:
Syst t>ms , Inc.
to run back to the Finder). Both also in0 All Rights Rt-urvt d .
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ment tools, such as utilities that let you
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!I internal ID numbers can confuse some
~
( Inspect :l' l l
to 0 Open Shored stupider programs- see "Solving Font
Problems," later in this chapter), compress
In Suitcase from Symantec, you can create separate
your font files, and perform other useful
sets offonts for each publication you're working on
and open all the fonts In the set with a single click.
chores. Both programs offer similar capabilities, but Suitcase has an extra that can
prove invaluable: It lets you divide your fonts into sets for individual projects,
allowing you, for example, to open at once all the fonts need for a newsletter.
This feature alone makes up for the program's rather confusing interface.
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Of course, System 7's easy-in, easy-out method of font installation makes it a
snap to both install fonts when you need them and de-install them when you
don't-without a separate program. (Tips on how to manage this are supplied
under "Font T ips" at the end of this chapter.) The main drawback of working
this way is that you have to retreat to the Finder to perform your font swapping.

Fonts and Printing

QF)

V\lhether you print using PostScript or TrueType, fonts play the same role:
T hey supply character outlines used to create printable text. Generally, documents don't really contain any fonts-they simply call for particular fonts to be
used and describe how the text should be sized and positioned. (The exception:
There are some pure PostScript files, which you can use to deliver your documents to off-site printing services that don't have your fonts in-house. For details on that, see "Using Service Bureaus" in Chapter 21.)
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You can create a document perfectly well using only bit-mapped screen fontsyour application needs to know only how much space the letters take up (information stored in the screen fonts), not what the characters in the typeface
actually look like. But at printing time, the printer fonts for every typeface
called for in a document have to be available.

PostScript Printing

vs.

QuickDraw Printing

vVhether you use PostScript or 11-ueType fonts, the font information in your
doctmlent must be interp7'eted, that is, rendered into a printable image. If you
print using QuickDraw, this image processing is done inside your Mac, while
PostScript printers use their own built-in image-processing computer. If you're
printing with PostScript fonts on a QuickDraw printer, ATiVI does tl1e interpreting inside your Mac. (ATiVI is described on page 527; the difference between PostScript and QuickDraw printers is described in Chapter 21.)
In either case, tl1e interpreter has to have access to the fonts you used to create
tl1e original page. This is simple for QuickDraw printing, because everything is
done in your Mac. The entire ima ge of each page is assembled there and passed
to the printer, which needs very little in the way of brain power to reproduce
tl1e page image being spoon-fed to it by you r iVIac.
But when printing with PostScript, you may need to get fonts from your Mac
into the printer-a process called downloading-where the printer's on-board
computer can get to them . (Downloading is described in more detail below.)
Not all fonts need to be downloaded to the printer, because PostScript printers
always come with some 7'esidentfonts-fonts built into the printer's ROM. This
is usually a set referred to as the LnserWTite7' 3S, shown in the box at right.
Every PostScript printer has at least tl1e Tin1es, Helvetica, Courier, and Symbol
fonts built in, to provide a common set of fonts that all PostScript users can
share, regardless of which program or printer they use. You can also attach a
hard disk to some PostScript printers for permanently storing large numbers of
fonts, in effect adding to the number of resident fonts.
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The LaserWriter 35:
Fonts Almost
Everybody Has
(DD)
Most PostScript printers come with
a set of PostScript typefaces, often
referred to as the "LaserWriter 35"
(they first appeared together in
Apple's LaserWriter Plus), built into
their ROMs (the printer manufacturers usually also provide the bitmapped versions of these fonts on
disk for loading into your operating
system). They're also available as
part of Adobe's Type Basics pack
($200). Except for Symbol, Zapf
"Chancery, and Zapf Dingbats, all
these fonts come in full, four-member families, including plain, bold,
italic, and bold-italic versions (that's
why they add up to 35 instead of
the 11 shown here).

PostScript Versions of Basic
System Fonts

Cour ier
Helvetica

Pa latino
Symbol (2:\(/~L~oA.)
Times

Additional Fonts

lTC Avant Garde Gothic

lTC Bookman
Helvetica Narrow
New Century Schoolbook
I'TC Zap/Cfiancery

-tt*-+ -:. ,o:::J:!:

Automatic PostScript Font
Downloading

OK!] F)

vVhen you click OK in the Print dialog box, the
Mac calls down to the PostScript printer, "Yo,
file coming! You got Palatine down there?"
T h e printer, co nsulting its list of built-in fonts,
might answer, "Always! Send that fi le!" Whereupon the Mac might say, "You got Frutiger,
too?" and get th e answer, "Never h eard of it;
send it down ." In which case the Mac downloads Frutiger to the printer, where it's stored
in memory. It takes about l5 seconds to download a font.
T his Mac/printer dialogue and download ing
continues until all th e n ecessary fonts are in
the printer (in whi ch case your pages print), or
until the printer nms out of memory (i n which
case the printer freaks out, sends an error message to the Mac, and quits in a huff).
T his way of getting the fonts you need into the
printer is called automatic downloading, and
fonts sent to the printer this way stay in the
printer's memory only until the document has
been printed, after which the fonts are dropped
to make room for those in the n ext print job.
Automatic downloading is the easiest way to
handle fonts because you don't do anything
special-just choose Prin t. It's also th e logical
strategy for a workgroup that uses many different fonts-on e person's down loaded fonts are
automatica lly cleared out to make room for
those needed by a comrade's job.
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Off-Site Printing

(JF)

If you create files for printing elsewhere, you need to make sure that the remote site has all
the fonts your job needs. With professional service bureaus, this is usually not a problem, because they maintain up-to-date font libraries. To be safe, though, send a list of all the fonts
you've used, including their full names, manufacturers, and formats (TrueType, TrueType
GX, PostScript, or PostScript GX).
If the people you're sending your files to don't have the necessary fonts (down to the right
manufacturer and format), you've got a problem. It's a violation of your software licensing
agreement (you did buy your fonts, didn't you?) to give copies of fonts to anyone else unless you stop using them yourself for the duration of the loan and also get those fonts back
without leaving any copies behind.
There are two ways to get around this. The first is to mutter "Take a hike, capitalist running
dogs" and send the fonts anyway. This makes you a criminal. A more acceptable approach is
to create Encapsulated PostScript (EPS) versions of your files, embedding the fonts need ed
to print them. (Instructions for doing this are in Chapter 21 .) Many font vendors' licensing
agreements, however, also prohibit this (Adobe and Linotype-Hell are exceptions).
Typesetting shouldn't create moral challenges, but there you are. I'm sure you'll do the
right thing.

If you use the same fonts over and over again, though, it's a waste of time to
have them downloaded and deleted every time you print. It's smarter to download the fonts so they stay resident in memory, a process called manual or pe7··manent downloading.

Manually Downloading PostScript Fonts

OF)

Manual downloading copies fonts into the printer's memory so they stay there
"permanently" (until the printer is turned off). You manually download fonts
with a special program, such as Apple's LaserWriter Font Utility (included with
tl1e System) or Adobe's Downloader (free witl1 Adobe fonts). If your printer has
a hard disk attached, these programs can also copy your fonts permanently onto
it, where they'll stay until you erase them.
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The benefit of manual downloading is that your pages print faster because you
download the fonts just once (in the morning, say, when you start your printer),
not every time you print. Manua l downloading also helps your printer pack
fonts more efficiently into memory. (Tips for manually downloading fonts are
included in Chapter 21 under "Laser Printer Tips.")

The Case of the Missing Font

GF)

The Mac and PostScript printer have a li'Xed routine when it comes to findin g
the fonts they need to print a page. Here's how tl1e search proceeds:

1 check the printer's ROM (where built-in fonts are kept)
2 check tl1e printer's RAM (which temporarily stores downloaded fonts)
3 check the printer's hard disk (if it's got one)
4 check the Nlac's System Folder

If your system doesn't find the required PostScript font in any of those places,
the Mac wi ll look for an equivalent 'HueType font in the System Folder.
But what happens when your printer or Nlac can't find a font it needs for printing? One of two tl1ings:
• it will use the screen font to print lumpy-looking screen-resolution type
• it will substitute another font, usually Courier, which is so ugly you can't miss
tl1e substitution

If you're using Adobe's Super ATM (described in Chapter 24), the program will
create a substitute for the missing font using a generic Multiple Master serif or
sans-serif typeface. The substitute won't look exactly the same as the missing
font, but at least it will have the correct character widths (also know as font metTics) so that your layout will be preserved, with all original line endings intact.
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Special Characters and Specialty Fonts
With the fabulous variety of fonts and styles on the Mac, you can get text to
look just about any way you want it to. But what if your imagination-or your
business-extends further than the Latin alphabet? Not to worry; the wide,
wide world of fonts has something for everyone, and the special characters you
need are often lurking right in the fonts you already own.

The Standard Special Characters

(AN/SNJK)

T h ere are some characters on computer keyboards you won't find on typewriter keyboards-the backslash ( \ ), the vertical bar (I), the less-than and
greater-than signs (< and >), and so on. But when people talk about special
characters on the Mac, they mean ones that aren't shown on the keyboard at all.
Some fonts have iiliosyncratic special characters of their own, but there's a set of
standard special characters that nearly all fonts share. No bit-mapped font contains all of them-Geneva and Chicago seem to have the most-but most outline fonts have the full set.
The diagrams at right show wh ere they appear on the keyboard w1der System 7
(some of them are different under earlier system versions).
To get one of these special characters, you
hold down th e [Option ) key (with or without
the [Shift) key) while pressing another key.
(Note that on some iVIac keyboards the
[Option) key is labeled @D.)
Let's say you want to type: Hein, mec! Prl1'lezvou.rfranfais? To get the special character f in
fmufnis, you hold down (Option) while hitting
@] . To get certain oth er special characters,
you have to hold down the [Shift) key as well.
For example, if you hit [Shift)[Option)@J you get
an uppercase r; instead of a lowercase one.
(In this case, the t\.vo characters are related,

Almost any font will have the special characters
shown here, mapped to these positions on the
keyboard. The top Illustration shows the charac·
ters you get when you press the loptionl key. The
bottom one shows the characters available with
IShtlt II Option ~
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but sometimes the (Option ) and (Shift)
(Option) characters have nothing to do
with each other.)
Other characters (mainly accented
ones) require a three-keystroke sequence. For example, to set the acute
accent in cafi, you hold down (Option),
type riD, and voila! You see absolutely
nothing! But release [Option) and hit ([)
again, and the accented character will
appear. The [option )-whatever keystroke
combo tells the 1v1ac to get the accent,
and the ne:x.' t single keysn·oke tells it
what letter to put it over. This same
two-step technique works for creating
characters topped with a dieresis ("),
accent grave('), caret C), or tilde C).

Expert Sets

(EF)

• t + t t e A 1et t • • f • M • • f 6
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Mnemonics for Special
Characters
(SA/AN!JK)
Understanding why certain special characters are placed on certain keys can help
you remember where they are. (If the
logic isn't obvious, look for a connection
that means something to you.) The bullet
(•) and the degree symbol ( 0 ) resemble
the asterisk; all three are on the* key. The
dagger ( t ), which you get with~
looks like a T. The diamond (0) and the
square-root symbol (..J), both of which incorporate the V shape, are on the [2) key.
The copyright symbol can't be on the @)
key, since f and ~are already there, but
its shape is similar to a G and that's the
key you'll find it on. The ellipsis ( ... ),
which has three dots, is on the same key
as the colon (:), w hich has two. Other
easy connections are 1t and
on ® ®
on ® JJ (mu) on @ 11. on the dollar sign,
and ¥ (the yen sign) on (Y).

n

Expe1t sets, or expert collectio11s, are
companion fonts for certain typefaces
that provide special characters such as sma ll caps, fractions, old-style numbers
(the kind that dip below the baseline), and ornate alternate letters.
U nfornmately, they exist for only a handful of fonts. The larger character sets
allowed by TrueType GX will do away with the need for expert sets; all variant
characters can be included in the main font. But it's not clear how you'll be able
to get at them all unless Apple adds some additional access keys beyond the
(OptionV~ and [ax) keys.

Pictorial and Decorative Fonts

(DD)

Fonts aren't limited to letters and numbers, either. There has recently been an
explosion ofpictm·inlfonts, which assign images to the different keys of your keyboard. They're available from almost any font vendor, and several font design-
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ers, such as]uclith Sutcliffe at Electric Typographer, specialize in such fw1 and
decorative images. A sampling of them is supplied on page 566 and 567.

Foreign-Language and Special-Purpose Fonts

(DD)

Some fonts are made just to supply those characters that the standard Latin alphabet fonts don 't include. These include foreign-language fonts, such as
Kanji, Arabic, Cyrillic, and other non-Latin alphabets, and pi fonts that include
such utility characters as mathematical symbols, map-making symbols, musical
notation, credit card logos, and other useful and decorative shapes. A sampler
of special-purpose and foreign-l anguage fonts is supplied on pages 568 and 569.

Finding the Character You Need
It's often hard to remember which key combination to hit to produce the character you need, or even whether the font you're using has that character. There
are a couple of handy programs that you can use to quickly find what you need.
Key Caps (AN/SA/EF/]K/DD). Key Caps is a desk accessmy included in the sys-

tem software of every Macintosh. You' ll find it in your ti menu.
vVhen you choose Key Caps, the Mac displays a representation of a keyboard
and puts a new menu title, Key Caps, at the right end of the menu bar. The keyboard shows what characters are mapped to what keys on the keyboard. In the
Key Caps menu, you can choose which font you want to look at.
When you hold down tl1e !Shittl key, Key Caps darkens the !Shittl keys on its display
and shows you the characters available on the keyboard when you press !Shittl.
: ::c~
When you hold down !Option!, it displays a keyboard like the one shown at
left. System 7's version also shows
which keys give you accents that you
can apply to other letters (they're outlined in gray).When you hit one of
those keys, tl1e display changes to
The Key Caps display shows which characters are mopped
to which keys on the keyboard. (This display shows what
show which letters you can apply the
you 'll get with the !Option) key pressed In the Adobe's
selected accent to (they're outlined in
PostScript )anson font.) Th e keys outlined In gray are
accent keys.
black).

•
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You can enter text in the sa1nple text area
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at the top of the display by typing on your
The Missing-Character
Box
(ANISA!]K)
real keyboard or by clicking on keys in the
Key Caps window. You can cut or copy
When a font doesn't have a given special
character, it will produce the missingthis tex't from Key Caps into any docucharacter box (as shown, for instance, on
ment. (It won't appear in the font you
the Enter key in the Key Caps illustration
chose in Key Caps, but it's easy enough to
on the previous page) when you type
change the font once you're back in your
the character. The missing-character box
w
ill only print on dot-matrix printers
document.) If you need a string of special
(which get their letter images directly
characters, it's usually easier to type them
from the screen), not on laser printers.
in Key Caps, copy them to your document, and then change the font, than it is
to remember where each symbol is on the keyboard and type them djrectly into
your document.
Other ways to do the same thing (r\TD/DD). Key Caps is handy, but it's not
the perfect answer to the problem. When you n eed a character but don't know
which keys to press to produce it, do you want to labor to decode a little picture
of the keyboard layout? No! You just want to find the character right away.
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Gunther Blaschek's freeware PopChar puts a display like this at the top of your
screen when you touch a hot spot on your menu bar. You just click on a character to insert it in your document. Th e keystroke you would use to get the
character is shown in the upper-right corner.

Our favorite tool for
this job is a nifty freeware control panel from
Gi:intl1er Blasch ek called
PopChar. Once installed, PopChar inserts a
tiny hot SpOt On the menu bar. When you want

to find a special character, you point to that spot and an array sh owing every
character in the current font appears at the top of your screen. Drag the pointer
to the character you want, let go of the mouse button, and the character is automatically inserted into your docwnent. If you don't want to insert it directly in
the open fil e, drag the pointer below the character box, and ".M ore .. ." appears
in the top right. C lick there to turn the box into a window with an area into
whjch your chosen characters are placed.
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You might also already have utilities that act as Key Cap substitutes. In Microsoft V\Tord, you can call up an array of all the Macintosh characters by pressing
lo~Hoptionl@). As with PopChar, clicking on a character inserts it into your document. Dubl-Ciick Software packages BigCaps, another Key Caps-like utility,
with its World Class Fonts. If you have Norton Utilities (described in Chapter
13), you've got a little utility, called KeyFinder, that shows all the characters in
a font, but it doesn't insert them into your document when you click on them. If
you already have one of these utilities, give 'em a try.

Using Font Styles
F rom the beginning, the lVlac included not only different fonts but different
ways you could style them. Like its font formats, though, the Mac's styles have
come a long way since then, resulting in (as usua l) both more possibilities and
more confusion for users.

The

Mac~

Basic Styles

(KT/AN/EF)

The bit-mapped fonts that the first Macs came with were drawn in just one
style- the plain (roman) style-at each size. To add variety to these fonts you
used an application's Style menu. To get Geneva Bold, you selected the Geneva
typeface, styled it Bold, and then the i\1ac mathematically rendered the new
version by applying a formula like "increase the width 20 percent" (to create a
bold face) or "slant right 12 degrees" (to create an italic).
The early Style menus offered at least
these styles: Plain, Bold, Italic, Bold
Italic, Outline, and Shadow, so any font
could thus be rendered in 16 possible
variations (including combinations of
two or more styles). In addition, some
applications added other styles, such as
Striketlu·u, Underline, and Condensed.

../Pla in TeHt

Bold
I folic
Underline

mmfiDDrn@
~[i)[)(il(!)lllJ

Condensed
EH t ended

Most Macintosh applications will include a set of
styles, like these, that you
can apply to your text, regardless of what styles are
Included in the font family. If tl1e appropriate font
style is not installed (or if
the font is not properly
linked), the Mac will create the style by applying
a mathematical formula
to the basic font specs.
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How Styles Should Work

(KT/DD )

\A/hen Adobe introduced P ostScript outline fonts, things became more sophisticated. Most PostScript typeface fami li es consist of a number of fonts, each
one representing a distinct design , differing from its cousins in terms of weight,
character width, slant, and otl1er featm es. Th is means tl1at the type desig ner,
and not ti1e computer, makes tl1 e decisions about how much bolder than a plai n
(or roman) typeface its bold style should be, and the itali c isn't just a slanted
roman, but a true italic typeface. As described under "What Is a Font,
Anyway?" at tl1e beginning of tlus chapter, most typeface fan1ili es consist of at
least four different font files-different ones for the plain (or roman), italic,
bold, and bold-italic styles. TrueType fonts have followed suit, providing different outline fonts for each basic style (a lti1ough tl1ey're often rolled togetl1er into
a single suitcase).
W hen Adobe introdu ced its PostScript fonts, it linked its family font styles so
they worked like the Mac's native fon ts. In other words, you get tl1 e same result
whether you select Helvetica and style it as Bold or choose the Helvetica Bold
font.
T he Outline and Shadow effects, though , are still added by the iVlac-tl1ey're
not part of tl1e font. And for tlUs reason, the rendering isn't always success ful ,
and results vary from printer to printer. Shadow effects printed on a rugh-resolution imagesetter, for example, typically appear so faint that they're almost invisible-if they appear at all.
To complicate matters, not all font famili es have their styles internally linked.
\A/hen working witl1 such a gro up of fonts, choosin g italic, for instance, will just
add a slant to tl1e roman style. The only way you can tell whetl1er the fa ce is
correctly linked or not is by comparing tl1e printed resu lts of tl1 e two methods-what you see on tl1e screen won't necessarily appear on the printed page.

Applying Styles

(KD

So assuming tl1e members of your font family are correctly linked, should you
apply your styles using the Style menu (or its keyboard shortcuts) or by choosing a specifi c font? I personally tl1ink you should use the Style m enu, for a co uple of reasons.
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Reasons to use the Style menus.
First, it makes your files using
PostScript fonts more portableusing the explicitly nam ed fonts
means that anyone you send your
files to (including a service bureau)
must have screen fonts for all the
family members installed as wel l.
If you use the Mac's styles, it doesn't make any difference how th e
recipient's lVIac is set up, as long as
the screen font for the "plain" version is installed and the printer
fonts are available. (Of course, all
output services should always keep
screen fonts for all tl1eir typefaces
installed as a matter of course, but
you can't count on that.)
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(SAIEF/AN)

The weight or style of a typeface supplied by a
particular font is often indicated by initials preceding the font name. Here are some of the initials
you' re likely to see, and what they stand for:

8

bold

L

light

8k

book

N

narrow

8/k

black

0

oblique

c

condensed

p

poster

D

demibold

s

semi

E

extended

Sf

slanted

H

heavy

u

ultra

italic

X

extra

Sometimes you' ll see them in combination-XBO,
for example, stands for extra bold oblique.

Another advantage to using menu styles is that it makes changing typefaces easier. If you used Garamond for a job and then decided to reset it in Caslon, all
you'd have to do is change all the text to Caslon, and all the Garamond bolds
and italics would automatically be changed to Caslon bolds and italics.
Reasons to apply individual styles. T here are conditions, though, under
which applying styles via the menu can cause problems. The first is when a font
has more tl1an the four styles listed in the Style menu. Jake Helvetica, for example. If you style Helvetica to be Bold, you'll get Helvetica Bold. But what do
you get if you Style Helvetica Light to be Bold? Logically, you might think that
you'd get the version of Helvetica that was one step bolder, namely Helvetica
Regular. Wrong! You actually get Helvetica Black (which is bolder than
Helvetica Bold). This is because font makers have had to cram styles actually
designed as "light," "thin," "medium," "heavy," or "extrabold" into two arbitrary Mac weight categories: Regular and Bold. In large typeface families, it's
impossible to predict which font is linked stylistically to which other fonts.

e

ee
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Organizing the Font Menu

(SA/EF/AN/DD)

If you have large font families installed on your
Mac, the first thing you notice when you go to
the font menu is how messy it is. Because the
letters that indicate the font's style are often
placed in front of the font name, and since the
fonts are alphabetized in the menu, the different members of a single typeface family can be
strewn all through the list.
There are two ways to avoid this: The first is
to use a system extension such as Adobe Type
Reunion ($65), Dubl-Ciick Software's MenuFonts ($70), or Eastgate System's Fontlna
($70), which reorganize your font menu so that
all the members of a font family appear under a
single submenu named for that family.

Helue llta
HO rutura HeeuyObllque
L rutur a Llghl
LD futuro LlghtDbtlqu e
M 0 Gill Sans Bold
M Dt Gilt Sons Dold llollc
M Gill Sons
M I Gill Sons llollc
M l Gill Sons Llghl
M Ll Gill Sons Light It otic
M anhalten
Monnco
New CcniUr!J Schlbk
New York
0 Fu t uro BookDbllquo
o ruture Ob lique
Pete Uno
PIHymllol sCommond
.I'Sallon
Sijmbol
Wolboum Bk -Md ~
HB rutura [H iroOold
HBO ru turo [HtraBoldObllque
Zopf Chancery
Za 1f Ulnqbats

Before: The letters
in front of some
font names that
specify their
weights or styles
make a mess of
your type menu,
spreading the different members of
a single typeface
family (such as
Futuro in this example) throughout
the menu and
making style
names hard to
read.

The other solution is to "harmonize" your fonts using Font Harmony, a utility that comes
with Suitcase from Fifth Generation Systems. (Suitcase is described on page 541.) Once
your fonts are harmonized, you'll see only the typeface name in the font menu. You get the
bold, italic, and bold-italic styles by using keyboard shortcuts or the Style menu.
Which program you use is a matter of preference. If you don't like the effect you get with
one of the system extensions, you can just remove the extension from your system to put
everything back to normal. But "harmonizing" your fonts is for keeps: to pull them apart
again, you'll need to reinstall all your fonts.
Bookmnn Li ght
Chlcogo
Courter
rutura
ruturo Condensed
Geneun
llolu otlco
Humnnl st 531 DT
nomon
Manhattan
MGIII Sans

Mono co

1111/lr
Bold
l•llllt•llc

New York
PfHymboh Command
.I'Seb on

Stone Sans
Symbol

nme s
Walbeum rc Ooot

Adobe Type Reunion is a nononsense fix-it just organizes the menu, putting all
the members of a single family in a submenu under the
family name.
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Menufonts goes a step further, putting the font names
In the typefaces they name and Indicating whether the
font Is True Type, PostScript, or bit-mapped.
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You should also watch out for cases where a style is applied to a font already designed with that style-for example, holding a bold face or italicizing an italic.
T his can easily happen when, for example, you've set all your italics by selecting
a specific italic font, and then at the last minute you 've gone through and
changed the basic font to the italic style via a search-and-replace operation.
T he results are generally pretty ugly- if bold characters are large enough, you
may even see two images superimposed, and all the italics will seem too inclined. Most font manufacturers design their fonts so you can't inadvertently
create double holds or double italics, but because it takes an exu·a programming
step, many smaller font producers don't do it.

Typesetting Basics

(AJIDD)

Working from the Style menu is just tl1e beginning of what you can do to style
type. Macintosh software that's designed to work with type (word processing,
page layout, and graphjcs programs) usually offers lots of features that let you
precisely control tl1e look of type on the page. T here are two important things
to remember about using these controls: 1) the default settings aren 't necessarily the best for every situation, and 2) to badly apply th ese programs' controls
over tracking, word and letterspacing, and leading can be worse than not adjusting them at all. 10 get you off on tl1e right foot, here's a crash course in m e
principles behind good typesetting. (If you are unfamiliar with the terms used
here, see "Type Terms" on the next page).

Basic Concept: The Ideational Unit
Children's books are often set in large sizes of type. Why? Not because kids
have poor eyesight. It's because children read words letter by letter. Ad ults, on
the other hand, read whole words at a time, recognizing tl1e words by their silhouette ramer than by examining each letter. T hese letter clusters (called
ideational units) have to fit together well in order to be easily legible. T he bestquality fonts are designed with the proper letter fit to create smooth, easy-toread ideational units.
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Type Terms

(AJ)

When choosing and using fonts, you'll run into terminology that may be unfamiliar. Here's a
guide to the basic vocabu lary of typography:
Type size is measured from the top
of the ascenders to the bottom of the
descenders. It is measured in units
called points. (There are 72 points per

Ascenders are the parts of
lowercase letters that extend

Counters ore the open

frp~~k~~S~~~~f~m)·~!~~~~~:.:
t

The space from line to

[if~V~J--_-:biiii!i-liEd~~~J~~:¥I£:£[
::.oDescenders are the parts that
extend below the baseline.

size, it is generally
measured in points.

y__:fix
_ _ _ ~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::1: s~;;:,~:;:::

m,
/

~

Serifs are the small strokes that fin·
ish the ends of letters. Typefaces
without serifs are called sans serif
typefaces.

cenders or descenders.

A ligature is a character that ties together
two or more letters that otherwise don't set
well together. The fi ligature, shown here,
prevents the dot of the i from overlapping
the hook of the f.

Tracking
For the reasons stated above, you shou ld never idly tinker with the letterspacing of the typefaces you are using, a setting controlled by the "tracking" feature
in most applications. Jamming letters together or spreading them apart to fi ll a
justified line are common errors that impede legibility and usually ruin the appearance of the page. Another typographic crime is trying to get th e type to fit
a predetermined space by manipulating it in a drawing program such as
FreeH and or altering its character widths in programs such as PageMaker or
QuarkXPress. A smarter alternative is to choose a different size type or a different typeface.
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Tracking too tight

Now is the time fur all good men to rome to the aid ofthe party.
Yes, we're having a party, and you are rordially.invited to attend.To
get here: Take the Valley exit heading west: and rollow the signs
marked SIMPKINS PARTY to SEMlRAMISWAY.

Tracking too loose

Now is the time for all good m en to come to
the aid of th e party. Yes, we' r e h aving a party,
and you are cordia lly invit ed to att end. To get
h ere: Take t he Valley exit heading west and
follow the signs marked SIMPKINS PARTY
to SEMIRAl\1IS WAY.

A

~)
HOT TIP

A
~)
HOT TIP

[That said, I've got to speak up f01· the tracking control in at least one situation:
Sometimes the only ·way to fit that last woTd onto a page is to cbar'tge the tracking by just
•
•
a bai1·-maybe -2 pene11t. It ~·not even notrceable, and lt saves a lot oftrouble.-DD}
[Alte1·ing tracking bas rmotbe1· pm-pose, too: It~· a ztsefitl and legitimate way to overcome a basic typogmpbic optical illusion: that type appear-s to be moTe loosely spaced the
fm-ge1· its point size. In the days ofmetal type, we bad diffennt veTSio77s of typefaces joT
use in faTge display sizes, and these foces had a much dose1·jit to compensate joT this appm·ent looseness. These days, when proper titling faces an still a raTity, we have to make
due in display setting-s with faces tbrtt have been designed to space cor~rectly at text sizes.
The solution? Tighten the tmcki11g as point size ine1·eases, stm1:ing at about 18-poim,
and continue tightening p1·ognssiveLy inlm-ge1· sizes; at 72-point, tracking can be tightened by 10 percent or m01·e in 1nany faces.-JF]

Leading
T he space between lines of type-ca lled leading (pronounced Ledding) by typesetters and in page layout programs and ca lled line spacing in some word processors-is often automatically set at 120 percent of the type size. (For 10-point
type, for instance, the leading wou ld be set at 12 points.) v\lhile this setting may
work fairly well in a lot of cases, its often worth experimenting with to determine what looks best for the typeface and line length you're using. Typefaces
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Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid
of the party. Yes, we're having a party, and you are
cordially invited to attend. To get here: Take the .
Valley exit heading west and follow the signs marked
SIMPKINS PARTY to SEMIRA1\1IS WAY.
Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid
of the party. Yes, we're having a party, and you are
cordially invited to attend. To get here: Take the
Valley exit heading west and follow the sign s marked
SIMPKINS PARTY to SEMIRAi\1IS WR!.

No extra leading:
14-point type on
14 points leading
(14/ 14)

Three points leading:
14-point type on
17 points leading
( 14/ 17)

with small x-heights (and longer ascenders and descenders) genera lly need less
leading than do faces with comparatively large x-heights, and pages with short
lines of text need less leading than do pages with long lines. (The white space
between lines serves as a highw~y for your eyes to follow when moving from
the right-hand margin back to the left.)

justified or Ragged Right?
People often consider a justified right margin (making all the lines exactly the
same length, as in tl1is book) the hallmark of professionally typeset text, probably because this feature was all but impossible to achieve with a typewriter. The
truth is, though, that when you ask yam Mac to justify your type it has no
choice but to mess witl1 tl1e spaces between the letters or between tl1e words in
each line, making for inconsistent spacing that can make reading a chore. Many
word processing and page layout programs allow you to con trol the maximum
and minimum amounts you'll all ow tl1e program to stretch or compress the
spaces, but the best amount is none at all. Remember, then, that if you must justify the right margin, you'll need to spend some time adjusting line breaks-and
even rewriting sentences if necessary- to get your lines to set smoothly, with
consistent-looking spacing.

~

~)
HoT TIP
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Kerning
Kemiug is the act of adjusting the spacing between individual letters. This
makes up for th e fact that the Jetterspacing built into the fon t just can't work
with every possible letter pa ir. Some fonts have built in tables o f keming pniTSpairs of letters that require special letterspacing adjustments-but the software
you use must also be sophisticated enough to put those adjustments into effect.
(Most page layout programs are.) In addition, most page layout and graphics
programs offer fea tures th at let you manually kern pairs of letters individually.
Manual kerning must be clone carefu lly: It's possible to kern too much as well as
too little. An d once you start kern ing, it's hard to stop, because changing the fit
of one pair of letters changes the relative relationships of eve1ything else on the
line. T he best rule is to kern only when the line appears unsightly, when there
are eye-catching gaps between letters, or when pairs o f letters appear pinched
together. It's also importa nt to proof your hand-kerning work on a high-resolution printout; it's hard to judge kern ing on screen.

Letterspocing
Lette1·spncing is loose tracking taken to the extreme: spreading letters apa rt to
imp rove the airflow between tl1em. It's anotl1er fine art that requires diligence
and an experienced eye to practi ce effectively. Letterspacing is most useful
when you're working with lines in all capita ls, because capital letters were really
designed to be set with lowercase letters and not with all other capitals. lVIost
programs let you space out letters in tiny increments: You just keep pushing or
pulling until tl1e line looks right. As with kerning, the time to employ letterspacing is when tl1e line just looks ·wrong witl1out it, and it always takes a few
tries to get it just right. [And Te7Jle'lllbeT to rnnke yo111· wo1·d spaces big enough i11 letter-spaced lines-in widely spaced text, they often have to be exaggemted to stand out
sufficiently.- JF]
Neither kerned nor
letterspaced

Kerned and letterspaced

SEMIRAMIS WAY
SEMIRAMIS WAY
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Buying Fonts
You can buy fonts from a dizzying variety of
sources. Any given font is usually available directly from the m anufacturer or from any
number of retailers who have licensed it from
its original maker. Software discounters such
as Comp USA, MacConnection , Mac\Varehouse, Egghead, and The MacZone all sell
fonts, and so do some office supply stores. (In
fact, I saw PC font packages at a Price Costco
last summer. Can coin m achines at airports
be far behind?) You can even download fonts
from a new commercial service on CompuServe. You can find the names of vendors in
books like this one, in design and computer
magazines, or by word of mouth from your
friends.
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Shareware Fonts

(DD)

Almost every bulletin board serviceCompuServe, America Online, and
others-has a desktop publishing
forum that features hundreds of
shareware or freeware fonts. These
are usually rather goofy designs created by nonprofessional designers,
just for the fun of it, but the work
of some serious type-hounds is also
available there. Download the font,
and if you like it and want to use it,
send the creator t he asked-for fee,
anything from a fan letter to $15
or so. The quality of these fonts
ranges from down-and-dirty to
pretty impressive.

vVhat sometimes m akes things confusing is that a company you tend to identify
as a font maker-Adobe for instance-also licenses fonts from other sources.
The thing to remember is that just because you buy a font from Adobe (or
Linotype-Hell or Monotype) doesn't make it an Adobe (or Linotype-Hell or
i\1onotype) font. All of these companies, and many more, license each others'
fonts (though not all sell them at the same prices). We're also seeing a new phenomenon: font vendors, such as Precision Type, that make no fonts of their
own but seU (usually at a low price) only fonts licensed from others.
How do you find out what typefaces each vendor offers? For starters, you can
contact font vendors and ask for th~ir catalogs. If you want to see font samples
from many companies, combined with articles on various facets of typography,
we'd suggest three publications. x-height is a quarterly newsletter/catalog ($18
per year) from FontHaus. U&lc, ITC's quarterly journal ($14 per year), just celebrated its 20th anniversary. ITC also publishes The ITC Directory of New
Typefaces, specimen pages of new faces from leading foundries and designers
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($ 190 including quarterly updates). The DiTecto1y 's three-ring-binder format
allows you to insert updates, and an index helps you locate faces by category,
name, or designer (See Appendix D for information on how to contact these
companies.)
In addition to selling fonts singly, most of the major manu facturers offer package deals that significantly reduce the cost per font. Adobe sells its Type Basics
pack (the 35 basic PostScript printer fonts described on page 543, plus 30 more
faces "specially chosen to complement tl1e 35 prin ter fo nts") for $200. Adobe's
Value Pack, including 30 text, script, decorative, and display faces, sells for just
$60, which works out to a couple dollars per font. And those are the list prices:
You can get these packages and similar ones from otl1er vendors through mailorder companies for about 40 percent less.
Adobe, Monotype, Agfa, and the other vendors witl1 large libraries also offer
tl1eir entire libraries on CD-ROM. The CD itself is available for a nominal
cost, and most of the fonts are unavailable until you call the manufacturer with
your credit card num ber. In return, the vendor tells you the secret codes that
unlock tl1e fonts you want. Most of the font vendors offer bargains to customers
who buy fonts th is way, charging $25 or so for fonts that may normally retail for
$ 100 or more. Most also offer unlocked CDs, giving you access to an entire library on your desktop. The price leader at press time was the Bitstream CD offered by Precision Type, delivering 1,085 top-quali ty fonts for $1,090. Other
font libraries, such as FontHaus and URW, offer their entire libraries for as little as 20 cents per font.
Ares and ElseWare, with their synthetic font teclmologies, have a new twist on
font sales. T heir programs each create more than 200 fonts from compact font
descriptors, so you buy a whole li brary of fonts when you buy tl1e sofuvare. (See
tl1e box "Synthetic Fonts" on page 529 for more on these programs.)
On the following pages, we've pulled together a small sampling of fonts in four
different categories: text fonts, display fonts, pictorial fonts, and special purpose
fonts. They shou ld at least give you a taste of what's out there. Happy hunting.
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Font Sampler: Text Fonts

(AJ)

A good text font should be basically invisible. If you read a book all the way through and
don't notice the typeface, the typographer has done a good job. If, however, you keep
noticing a weird g or odd swash capitals, your mind wanders and the author loses his or
her grip on your attention.
That's not to say that text types are boring. In fact, they' re some of most beautiful typefaces
around, and without getting in the way, an appropriate text face can impart an appropriate
character to the text. For short copy such as advertisements, you can afford to get a little
more allusive and experimental with the text type.
Text fonts can be divided into several categories, based on the historical period in which
their basic design emerged. A flexible font library should include one or more from each
category to accommodate all kinds of work.

Old Style
Sabon (Linotype-Heii/Monorype, various prices ), designed by J a n Tschicho ld
in 1966, is a quiet a nd refined ve rsio n
of the classic Garamo nd mode l.
Adobe Garam ond ($27 5, expert ser $ 185) is
an excellenr example of O ld Sryle rype char's
a lirrle lighter and appears slighcly smaller
than Sabon.

Old Style types begin with the romans of
Francesco Griffo, cut fo r Aldus Manutius
in Venice in the late 1490s. Griffo refined
earlier models by increasing the contrast
between vertical and horizontal strokes, reducing the height of the capitals, straightening the crossbar in the eye of the e, and
substituting round dots (like that over an i)
for diamond-shaped ones. The Old Style
model was perfected in France by the
mid-16th century by two men: Claude
Garamond and Robert Granjon.

Dutch Old Style
Kis (Bitstrcam, $50 per weight) is a condensed and tight-fitting version of Kis
Janson.
Monoty p~.: 's

Ehrhardt ($ 160), redrawn in
1937, is a condensed type, more interesting

than its Janson.

Dutch Old Style began when Christopher
Plantin hired Granjon to design a type that
wou ld be more economical to print with.
To make the type sturdier, the face was
made bolder. To fit more on a page,
Granjon shortened the descenders and
condensed the type somewhat. Then, because the tiny counters of the more-condensed e and a tended to fill with ink, he
enlarged them. Dutch Old Style types
make good workmanlike text faces. (This
book is set in Adobe's ]anson Text, a classic
of Dutch Old Style.)
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Transitional
Monotypc's Bell (S 160, exper t
set$ 105) is an elegant cho ice as
a basic text type th at al so lool>s
g reat in large, display sizes.

ATF Bulmer (BilsLrcam, $50 per
weight) has COIItrastlhat points
the way to modern types.

Transitional types w ere inspired by the Rococo copper-engraved lettering popular in the 18th century.
The French were first to lighten type and restore
some of its calligraphic modeling. This g roup of
types has high contrast and a primarily vertical stress
(that is, the narrow parts of letter strokes in characters such as o and e are at the top and bottom of the
letter, not off-center, as is the case with Old Style
typefaces).

Modern
Walbaum is a German type
that is lighter, wid er, more
curvaceous, and more r·eadable than mos t mode l'lls. The
Berthold vers ion (licensed by
various ve ndor·s) is less severe than o U·1ers.

Designed to reflect improvements in type cutting
and printing technology, including smoother paper,
modern types are generally hard on the eyes, having
a strong vertical emphasis with marked contrast between thick and t hin portions of the letters, and thin
hairline serifs. Bodoni is the best-known example of
this style.

Sans-Serif
Paul Renner's Futuro (Eisner +
Flake via FontHaus, $40 per
weight, or Fundici6n Tipogranca
Neufville via Adobe, $275 for
three styles) is a clean, modern
type that works well in a ll its
weights and styles.
Gill Sans (Monotype, $240 fo r
the text weights) is a humanist
type with a bit more personality
than Futura.
Hans Ed Meier's Syntax (Linotype -Hell, $40 per w eig ht) is
another fami ly group with great
flexibility and readability.

Although any book o n typography will tell you
that sans-serif typefaces are difficult to read for long
stretches, they are increasingly popular for setting
text. The best of them (like the faces shown here)
have a lot of variations for setting work that requires
different levels of headings and different kinds of
emphasis.

Chapter 14: Fon ts

Ahistorlc Faces

l!:lectra (Linotype-1-l ell, $40 per weight) is an elegant type from W.A. Dwiggins with an understated
calligraphic quality.
Eric Gill's Joan na (Linotype-Hell, S+O per weight) is
his grt.>atest typeface. Its slab serifs make it appear
flashy and angular in large sizes. (Also available in
Adobe's Value Pack for $40. )

Bitstream Charter (£50 per style), designed by
Matthew Carter, is a quiet type, constructed to
be legible in extreme variations of weight.

Many 20th-century designers
have devised faces that have no
particular historic model in mind.
Eric Gill, jan Van Krimpen, and
W.A. Dwiggins produced many
wonderful types around midcentu ry that are still popular.
Contemporary designers such as
Gerard Unger, Matthew Carter,
and Sumner Stone are also producing enduring models.

Swift (Elsner+ Flake via FontHa us, $290 for
the family or $60 per weight) designed by
Gerard Unger in 1985 for newspape r work.
h as a ch iseled look, condensed capitals, and
a large x-height.

Fancy Text
Cochin (created by Monotype in 19 17, d igitized
by M a tt hew Carter in 1977 for Linoty pe- Hell, $90
from Adobe) manages to look simulta neously li ke
an engraved ty pe from th e Rococo period a nd an
Art D eco lace from the early 20th century.

Michael Harvey's 1990 Ellington (Monotype, S290)
has Ute consnnunate confidence and control one
would expect from a stonecutter. Its bold weights
are also vet}' distinctive.
Ko.:l, Anttquo (Alplookt,, $7o per wco3l.t '""" r.,,.tl L...,) or L ••A nuqu., (,I,.,... ., locrc), """'d on Kocl.~ Ew crrom Spi<<C G rapi.K,
"'~" fontl- f., u,, $6o per \'\\~isltt) i\rc
Gcrn~.>ny In

rccc.nt

rc-..:r~;,tlons oi t~s ~ut

m

tl,c IWos tl,,,l sl1ow tl,c locnlo1gc ol pen-drawn lc llcrlng.

Some text faces are a little too
fancy for book work but have
great appeal for dust jackets or
display work. Texts shorter than
books, like greeting cards, announcements, even works of
poetry, could use one of these
fancier types. You could also use
these in headings to contrast
with a more sober text type.
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Font Sampler: Display Fonts

••

(AJ)

These are types designed to be used at large sizes to break up blocks of text and grab your
attention. They range from quiet, enlarged versions of text types to the wildest faces a type
designer can dream up. The strong personalities of display faces can instantly bring a sense
of a time and place. Remember, the more personality a typeface has, the less versatile it will
be-but the more appropriate for some specialized use.

-

The traditional categories are decorated, engraved, script, slab serif, a nd sans serif. When
building a library, it's good to have some reliable sta ndbys (like the Smaragd shown here) as
well as some more goofy ones (like the Xavier Black or Ad Lib).

Smaragd (Linotype-Hell)

§IEIE THIE
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Gudrun Za pf von Hesse's Smaragd, from LinotypeHell ($40), is a classy, all-caps in-line face, the subtlest kind of decorated type, which features a white
line inside the stroke, making the type appear incised. From here the "decorated " ca tegory branches
out to letterforms made out of other things, like cactus, banana peel, Band-Aids, w hatever.

Poetlca (Adobe Systems)

Tne Pfeasure ofYour
Cornyany

As a rule, scripts are hard to read and should be restricted to short bursts of text. Sometimes script capitals used with a text face can create a nice effect.
Adobe's Poetica ($275, $185 for the expert sets),
shown here, is a beautiful calligraphic face with lots
of va riant forms.

Eglzlano Classic Black (FontHaus)

15Menona
DeadMan's
Chest

Dennis Ortiz-Lopez's Egiziano Classic Black, from
FontHaus ($60), is one of the best re-creations of a
historic slab serif: a style based on geometric letter
shapes with bold flat serifs grafted on. The style,
which was popular in the late 19th century, can
sometimes be extremely dull and heavy.

Bernhard Gothic (Splece Graphics via FontHaus)

Fly to New York

Spiece Graphics' Bernhard Gothic, from FontHaus
($70 for one weight, $40 for additional weig hts), is
an elegant sans serif dating from the 1920s. It has
unusual variant characters, including swash italics
and a Greek e and works well at all weights.

,

\
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avle• B;ack (Castle System•)

II

RHUMBA TO
CUGAT'I
ORCHESTRA

The wacky Xavier Black, from Castle Systems, is a
type you'll want to use for display work at least
once. It comes by itself for $50.

Ad Ub (Bitstream)

Phil Silvers
as Bilko

ATF's goofy Ad Lib ($50, Bitstream) looks something
like Ben Shahn's lettering for "What's My Line?" It is
extremely informal and very evocative of the fifties
(it dates from '61).

Goudy Stout (Castle Systems)
Fred Goudy claims that his Goudy Stout ($50,
Castle Systems) was a typographic lapse, but I think
it's one of his best types. This all-caps face looks
like it was conceived after a night of drinking and
tango-dancing.

EE~AAE

OF THE
EVLL
Berthold Lo-Type (Adobe Systems)

I \

\

Serenade in
Raatime

Berthold Lo-Type (Adobe, $190) is a quirky German
poster letterform from the turn of the century. Some
very unusual characters, like the f, g, and t, add to its
charm. Its quirky details are best appreciated at large
sizes. The Adobe package has several weights and
styl~s.

Willow (Adobe Systems)

.,

-\

Willow is a highly condensed type, a member of
Adobe's best-selling Wood Types package ($185).
(They're called wood types because they're based on
late 19th Century American typefaces, which were
carved from wood rather than forged in metal.)
I -
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Font Sampler: Decorative and Pictorial Fonts

(EF)

Pictorial fonts can be practical (pictures of credit cards, telephones, or cut-on-the-dottedline scissors to use in ads), silly (kids' drawings or wacky birds), or simply ornamental (borders, fleurons, and other decorative elements). The following samples show just a few of the
dozens of pictorial fonts available. 01'/e didn't have the space to show a complete character
set for every font, but the sample characters will give you the flavor of each.)

Adobe Wood Type Ornaments 2 (Adobe Systems)
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Adobe's Wood Type Ornaments collections provide lots
of old-fashioned ornaments. This font is included in the
Adobe Type Basics package, which offers 65 fonts for
$198, or sold with the Adobe Wood Type package for
$185.
Adobe offers other pictorial fonts as well, including the
popular Zapf Dingbats font (one of the LaserWriter 35 illustrated on page 543), in the Plus Pack, as well as fonts
containing audio symbols, map symbols, ornaments, and
yet more dingbats.

Credit Cards (Agfa)
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If your business welcomes popular credit cards, you'll find
this font handy for creating ads, menus, and the like. It
costs $50 from Agfa.
Other pictorial fonts from Agfa illustrate astrology, animals, borders, ornaments, business, communications,
games, sports, medicine, military, music, transportation,
TV listings, logos, dingbats, and symbols.

DlngBRATS (DS Design)
These dingbats from some of America's youngest type
designers are a refreshing change of pace. The font includes 100 charming drawings by kids for $55.

Tommy's Type (The Electric Typographer)
Electric Typographer judith Sutcliffe based this playful line
o' type on some lettering sent to her by Santa Barbara
historian Wa lker A. To mpkins ($45, includes Catastrophe,
a font made up of cats). Other pictorial fonts from The
Electric Typographer depict masks and petroglyphs.

Chapter 14: Fonts

Birds (FontHaus)
This an tic aviary ($50) is just the thing for adding a spot
of whimsy to a document. I like a font that makes me
laugh.

FrankenFont (Handcraftedfonts Company)

*
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Now you can create your own people without all the
muss and fuss of stealing body parts from graveyards.
FrankenFont ($65) consists of 74 parts that can be combined to make 1,000 human figures; each figure is assembled by typing a three-character combination.

Vine Leaves, Volume 1 (Lanston Type Co.)
The Lanston Type Company has brought many classic
faces from Goudy, Caslon, and other respected d esigners
into the digital age. To augment these traditional faces,
Lanston offers old-style borders, initial caps, and ornaments, including the 128 vine leaves in this font ($75).

Organics (Letraset)
Letraset's Fontek Design Fonts series ($90 per font, $350
for six fonts) offers several pictorial fonts in a variety of
styles, inspired by everything from woodcuts to paper
cutouts. (Note: Although Letraset has improved the font's
performance, placing too many of the intricate Organics
on a page might hang up a printer with less than 4MB of
memory.)

Linotype Game Pi (Linotype-Hell)
This set of game fonts ($ 145) includes chess, checkers,
dice, dominoes, and playing cards (French and English
styles).
Other pictorial fonts from Linotype-Hell include dingbats,
ornaments, maps, warnings, audio symbols, holiday motifs, astrology symbols, and borders.
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Font Sampler: Special-Purpose Fonts
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(EF)

Macintosh fonts aren't limited to the Latin alphabet. If you speak a non-European language,
chances are you can find a font for that language. For that matter, Mac fonts aren't even
limited to words; you can find fonts for the languages of music, mathematics, and other
symbolic systems. This section presents samples of several special-purpose fonts along with
information on where to look for others (see Appendix D for company addresses and phone
numbers). Because of space constraints, we haven't shown the complete character set for
each font.

Mathfont Series (Automated Graphics)

7
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This font is specially designed for setting elementary-level
math equations. Numbers and symbols are overlaid on a
grid (which d isappears w hen you print the font), so you
position and type characters on the grid lines, rather than
manually adjusting the numbers to create equations.
If you're not setting mathematical equations but just
need fractions that match a particular font, try one of
Adobe's Expert Collections (extensions to selected fonts,
wh ich include fractions and other special characters) or
Adobe's New Century Schoolbook/Helvetica Fractions.

Petrucci (CodaMuslc Technologies)
Petrucci includes basic music notation symbols. Other
fonts available from The CodaMusic Fo nt Series are
Seville (guitar-chord symbols), Newport (jazz and percussion symbols), Midicom (symbols for MIDI data and
events), and Rameau (theory and composition symbols).
The fonts sell for $70 apiece.

Torah Sans Script (Font World)

rt~,P\~:"):J
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Font World doesn't simply offer Hebrew fonts; it offers
hundreds of Hebrew fonts in a va riety of styles. The company's designers have created 36 custom faces that are
being used to typeset a new edition of the Talmud
(which has been photographically reproduced until now).
Font World provides many other fonts as well, including
Arabic, Cyrillic, Georgian, Greek, Thai, Vietnamese, and
many Western European and Central/Eastern European
languages ($1 00 to $400) .

e

eJ
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Cyrillic (Linguist's Software)
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Linguist's Software offers many language fonts, including Cyrillic (shown here), Arabic, Cambodian, Coptic,
Georgian, Greek, Gujarati, Hebrew, Hindi, Inuit, Korean,
Laotian, Persian, Punjabi, Thai, Tibetan, and Vietnamese.
(Prices ra nge from $80 to $200 per font.)

Stone Phonetic (Adobe Systems)

at:?GDCP A bb
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Adobe's Stone Phonetic ($1 85) provides the symbols and
diacritical marks for the International Phonetic Alphabet
(IPA), w hich represents the sounds of a wide number of
languages (or 'WgwKDes, phonetically speaking). The
font comes in a serif and a sans-serif version.

DruScott and Custom Handwriting Fonts (Lazy Dog Foundry)
Remember the days w hen letters were written by hand?
You can revive that quaint custom without abandoning
your trusty word processor- just order a custom font
made from your own handwriting from Lazy Dog.
Depending on how many characters you want (you can
probably live without most of the characters invoked by
~ or (Shift (Optionl ), t he font will run you between $200
and $500. (Signature Software will also make a custom
font from your handwriting, for $80 to $500 per font.)
If your handwriting isn' t worth immortalizing, you might
consider buying one of Lazy Dog's prefab hqndwriting
fonts ($ 100 each). The DruScott font is shown here.

TF Crossword (Treacyfaces)
Create your own crossword
puzzle (with or w ithout the
solution) w ith this clever
font.
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Creating Special Typographic Effects
T here are lots of ways to get type to do crazy th in gs. T he PostScript outlin e format uses tl1e same Bezier curves tl1at create PostScript graphics in such programs as Aldus FreeHand and Adobe illustrator. You can import your type into
such gra phics programs and stretch it, bind it to a path, or otherwise distort it.
Programs specifically designed to manipulate type do a whole lot more (and
mor e easily, too), as the following programs demonstrate.

TypeA!ign

BARGAIN

(D D)

TypeAlign ($100, Adobe) lets you place ty pe along paths of any shape, kern it,
shape it, and add colors and some special effects to it, all from an inexpensive
and easy-to-use desk acces:; : :
" Untitled " a t 1 0 0~ =
li!l
Q
sory. A special "snapshot" feature lets you make Type~
Align's window transparent, r;:
so you can design your typo- 7=)
~
Open 9-9
,Q--0
~
graphic creation right on tl1e ~
~
~·
\~
background it will be pasted ~
~
into. TypeAlign creations can ~
be exported into other docu- ~
I
'o
)I
IC:, '2J
ments as EPS, PICT, or lllustrator fi les.
Type Align is a desk accessory that lets you quickly position type along

~

~~--G~

-

~

~

unusual baselines and then kern, letterspace, and color your creation.

TypeStyler

(EF)

TypeStyler ($22 0, Bm derbru1d) lets you get right to work (or play) w.itl1 a library of 35 sh apes (called envelopes) in which to stretch, squeeze, twist, or rotate
PostScript or TrueType fon ts. You can make text larger or small er, fatter, or
skinnier by changing the size o f tl1e envelope it's in. You can edit the basic shapes
in tl1e library by dragging handles to change a shape's curves. Reshaped text can
be printed from TypeStyler or exported to a graphics program.
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The newest version at press time,
TypeStyler 2.0, adds support for 24- noust.t: JUICH
bit color, spot color separations, and
trapping. (These terms are described
more fully in Chapter 16.) Version
2.0 also provides more precise control over reshaping text envelopes,
offering two sets of handles (rather TypeStyler's "envelopes" let you push and pull type in to
than one) for editing curves, and it new shapes. The n ew version supports color separa tions
and trapping.
provides a feature called Letter
Fusion, which turns the letters in a word into a single fused object, so you can
apply effects (a color blend, for example) across the entire object rather than
just to individual letters.
Effects Specialist

(EF)

Rather than providing shapes, Effects Specialist ($200, Postcraft International) comes with a library of 120 special effects you can apply to PostScript
fonts. They range from the mundane (outlining characters or adding a drop
shadow), to the exotic (a chrome finish , text on a musical staff, text in a spiral
shape), to the bizarre (text made out of railroad tracks, run over by tire treads,
or filled with piano keys). You tailor them by specifying qualities such as character color (or gray shade), outline shade and width, character fill pattern, and
shadow angle.
Although many of the effects are wacky enough to make the underlying text
downright unreadable, I had a lot of fun playing with them (one of my favorites
is Shaky). Effects Specialist also offers effects with names like Earthquake,
Crash, Cracked, Split, Tumble, Twist, Vibrate, Knock Out, Panes, and Fire.
(The fact that Postcraft's offices and
,~~!
-- ~ ~~ r;~,-;~: ,!'L?,J 4
· ~ warehouse are only a few miles from the
1.__, \!~-~
'-.1 {:_··T
~:n.~ :..- C~~~J'
=-· -l""r· ~_) 1t
epicenter of the big Northridge earthquake makes me a little nervous about its
other effects-Hydro, Windy, Bunker,
and Glow.)
Shaky, Crash, and Fireworks are j ust three of the 120

(.;. . .,,·.'

Flre\ltcrk.s

effects you can apply to type with Effects Specialist.
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LetraStudio

(EF)

Like TypeStyler, Letraset's LetraStudio ($250) lets you place TrueType or
PostScript text into "envelopes" of various shapes. You can reshape an envelope
to get the effect you want on a particular selection of text and save the modified
envelope for later use.
You can also embellish text with color graphics or artwork imported from
Illustrator or FreeHand, and Let:raStudio's effects can be applied to these
graphics as well. LetraStudio provides a limited set of drawing tools (including
a line, a circle, and a rectangle); for more complex work, you can paste your text
effect into a graphics program and work on it there.

StratoType 3d

(EF)

StrataType 3d ($200, Strata) transforms PostScript or TmeType text into 3-D
shapes, letting you then add te:x.wres (marble, wood, chrome, or ones you create
yourself from scanned PICT images), adjust the size and shape of beveled
edges, position text (on an arc or in a circle, for example), rotate letters, set a
vanishing point, add a background, and position a li ght source. Then you sit
back while the program renders the image.

You can save the image as a PICT, TIFF, or EPS file and transfer it to a graphics
application or page layout program. (Note: StrataType 3d does some hefty calculations for rendering, so 8MB of RAM is suggested.)

Pixar Typestry 2

(EF)

Like StrataType 3d, Typestry ($300, Pixar) converts characters from PostScript or TrueType fonts into three-dimensional objects, allowing you to add
textures (glass, gold, marble, an d so on), adjust lighting (19 light sources are
available), rotate your creations, and apply other effects.
It's the "other effects" that make Typestry stand out. For example, you can animate a block o f text (either as a series of frames or as a QuickTime movie), making it spin, scroll, or zoom toward the viewer, for example, complete with
professional effects such as motion blur. My favorite command is Particle
Physics, which lets you specify just how a letter will blow to smithereens.
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Typestry 2 is not only impressive, but it's fun to
use as wel l. For example, to create the effect at
A
left-a frame from a Typestry animation-! typed
§
a letter from Ca usti c Biomorph, one of my
tJr.
PostScript fonts; selected the Moldy C ue Ball texl:t
ture (whjch resides in the F loofy folder, of
course); and chose the Sky background. Then I
activated the Particle Generator and tweaked
controls such as Pa rticle Life Span and Ejection
Speed. Finally, I used the program's arumation
Typestry specializes in 3·0 shapes and ani·
module to produce a puff of spores from the
motions, letting you add textures and
greenish letter. But don't worry-Typestry lets
lighting effects.
you create beauti ful effects, too. (Note: Like
StrataType 3d, Pixar Typestry has a big appetite for memory-Pixar suggests at
least 8MB.)
spore s 3 P ICT I
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LogoMotion

(Ben Long)

LogoMotion (Specu lar, $150) is the type program to use for qillckly producing
simple an imations. LogoMotion's sim ple Gouraud shading results in less realistic images than Typestry or StrataType, but it allows you to quickly create arumations of extruded and lath ed type. LogoMotion can also rnorph one 3-D
shape into another over time.

Designing, Editing, and
Customizing Fonts
T he programs described here let you customize your fonts in a variety of ways.
Some let you translate fonts into new forma ts, for use on PCs or in illustration
programs. Others let you add characters to existing fonts, remap your keyboard , or add graphics to your fonts. Yet others let you redesign the fonts you
already have or make your own fonts from scratch. (These are the same programs used by many professional type designers to create conunercial fonts.)

GOOD
FEATURE
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Metamorphosis Professional

(KT/EF)

Metamorphosis Professional (or M eta Pro, as it's familiarly called) from
Altsys ($150) converts fonts to and from common Mac and PC (and Nextstep)
formats. It will also open many older Type 3 fonts, enabling you to convert
them to Type 1 fonts. Metamorphosis also has the useful abiHty to fetch outline
data from certain PostScript printer ROMs and hard disks (for modifying fonts
that aren't even in your .iVlac). It also lets you convert font outlines into PICT
or EPS graphic outlines so you can treat characters as graphic elements in programs like Canvas, FreeHand, or Illustrator.

FontMonger

(EF/KT)

FontMonger ($150, Ares Software) is even more versatile than Metamorphosis
Pro (as long as you don't need to convert a PostScript Type 3 font). Besides the
standard Mac and PC TrueType and Type 1 formats, it will open fonts in
Nimbus Q, Intellifont, Corel, and LaserMaster formats.
One of Fonti\ llonger's main uses is in adding characters to a font. Say you're
writing a scientific paper in Palatino and you find yourself frequently needing
certain Greek letters from the Symbol font. Rather than constantly switching
between the two fonts, yoll can add the Symbol characters you need to Palatine
and then type both the text and symbols from your new combination font.
FontMonger can alter characters in any font to create fractions, small caps, superscripts, subscripts, and narrow, wide, or slanted characters. Of course, these
algorithmic alterations won't look as good as characters created by a living,
breathing type designer, but if you don't happen to have a type designer lyi ng
around, this is an excellent alternative. Fonti\1onger can also import Illustrator
or FreeHand art\vork into a font or cha nge the positions of the characters on
the keyboard.

FontChameleon

(DD)

Ares Software's new FontChameleon ($3 00) doesn't let you wreak havoc on
your own fonts. Instead , it provides raw data from which you can create new
fonts that are variations on a host of classic type styles (200 are included). 'Wben
you're satisfied with the results, you build your creations into newTrueType or
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PostScript'I}rpe 1 fonts. Once you've picked
a base font to work with, you simply manipul ate sliders to change attributes such as the
weight, width, slant, and x-height of the font
along a continuous scale. FontChameleon
moves from the sublime to the ridiculous
with its last slider: It lets you blend between
two typefaces. vVhy? I dwmo.

fontographer

(SA/KT)
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Fontographer ($500, Altsys) lets you creFontChameleon includes raw data for 200 fonts,
ate you r own P ostScript or TrueType fonts , which you can build into TrueType or PostScript
Type 1 fonts as you need them, customizing their
letter by letter. If you don't want to start designs
along the way.
dra\vjng from scratch, Fontog rapher offers
many automatic creation tools (including autotracing of printed or hand-drawn
artwo rk) or allows you to import an existing font and modify the character outlines individually or en masse.
vVith the current version (4.0.4), you can create Multiple iVIaster fonts, interpolate between weights or other featu res of two separate fonts, automatically
-; Al 65l from c1u11 p e
li!l
cl ean up extra Bezier control
IJ
...... ~
-o.j737:
~ ~
points (often the result of auto·37.373
-otracing), and accept in put from
pressure-sensitive graphics tablets to create calligraphic fonts .
It also offers excellent automated production tools for adjusti ng font metrics (which
define the way the characters
fit together), hinting (to make
the type clear and readable on
the screen and on low-resolution printers), and building extensive kerning tables.
Fontographer's editing window (shown here), lets you change the
shape of individual/etters using Bezier curves. Its professional-level
features include tools for hinting and creating Multiple Master fonts.

GOOD
FEATURE
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FontStudio

(KT )

Like Fontographer, L etraset's FontStudio ($500) lets you import and alter existing font outlines or draw new fonts from scra tch (in either P ostScript or
TrueType format). It can also save characters as PostScript graphics for modification in Illustrator or FreeHand.

~
~
GOOD

FEATURE

Although it's gone a long time without an update, FontStudi o still works, and it
has a few advantages over Fontographer. It allows you, for instance, to create
anti-aliased graysca le screen fonts, which use pixels of varying brightness to
give them fuzzy edges, paradoxically making them easier to read. FontStudio
also helps make the mysteries of font hinting understandable through a slick visual interface.

lkarus-M

(KT)

Ikarus-M ($600, URvV) is the new Mac version of a font-buildin g program
that was used by professionaJ font designers long before the Mac made the
scene. It's for people who are really serious about commercial fon t production
and are willing to spend some time learning its r ules.

In contrast to the Bezier curve editing used by Fontographer and FontStudio,
Ikarus-M relies on a carefu lly drawn paper-based design with data points
marked out in advance and entered by means o f a digitizing tablet.
Alternatively, you can use the autotracing companio n tool (Linus-M) for handling automatic input of scanned images ($350, or Ikarus and Linus together
for $900). Because one person can lay out the points, and another, less-skilled
person can enter them into the computer, Ikarus is an excellent tool for big production enviromnents.
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Solving Font Problems

(DD/KT)

Let's be honest: Fonts are bmmd to cause you some trouble. Constant loading,
unloading, and reloading of resources from lots of different manufacturers into
your precious system is bound to cause some funny business once in a while.
T he problems are rarely insoluble, usually consisting of getting one typeface
\.vhen you want another. Careful font management is the an swer to most of
them. (For a good, no-nonsense guide to that, look for Ho1.v to Boss Your Fonts
Around by Robin vVilliams, from Peachpit Press. In the meantime, take a peek
at the "Font Tips" section at the end of this chapter.)
The fo llowing is a summary of the font problems we've run across most often,
along with advice on how to solve them. We'll start with the easy ones.
Where~

My Font?

(SfVANZJK)

Sometimes you know you have a font insta lled, but it doesn't appear in the Font
menu. The first thing to do is not to be so sure of yourself-double-check to
see that the font is really installed correctly (this is the most common source of
the problem). Remember tl1at in !Vlac systems prior to System 7, fonts you install don't appear in the Font menu until after you've restarted the computer.

If you're using Suitcase or Master Juggler (described on page 541), fonts may
not appear in the m enu as expected because you opened the suitcase file the
font is in after you launch~d the applicati on you're using. If that's not the case,
the problem may arise because you have different fonts with the same ID numbe r (described below) in separate open suitcases.

Bit-Mappy Fonts When Printing

(DD)

Sometimes you' ll get output that looks almost right, but tl1e ch aracters in certain typefaces look a little shaky-jagged around the edges, bearing an eerie resemblance to screen type. T his problem typica lly happens when you're using
P ostScript fonts, and it usually means that your system had the proper screen
fonts on hand, but it couldn't find the corresponding printer fonts. In that case,
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your .Mac will often simply copy the bit-mapped version of the type from your
screen onto your printed page.
To solve the problem, just make sure the printer fonts are installed correctly before you try printing again. Remember that fonts from different manufacturers
(or in different formats) may have identical names, so you can have a Bodoni
screen font from one manufacturer and a Bodoni printer font from another
manufacturer, and they may not work together.

Font ID Conflicts

(KT)

"When the Mac was first introduced, with its impressive collection of 11 bitmapped fonts, Apple allowed for a total of256 different ID numbers to identify
all the fonts on tl1e Mac. The Mac System and existing Mac applications used
these ID numbers (ratl1er than the fonts' actual names) to specify fonts in tl1e
documents you created. Apple reserved the first 128 of these numbers for its
own use, anticipating that there would never be more than 128 Macintosh fonts
from other vendors. Since there are tens of thousands of fonts out there today,
this was, in fact, an underestimate.
You can guess what happened next: As fonts proliferated, many of tl1em appeared with the same font ID numbers. The result was that a trip to the font
menu was like a spin of the roulette wheel.
To solve the problem, Apple introduced a new numbering system in 1988. It replaced its old FONT resource (a gob of code deep inside the font) witl1 a new
one called NFNT (for "new font"), which allowed 16,000 different numbers
(still not enough to provide each font with a unique number, but enough to reduce tl1e odds of someone using two identically numbered fonts at the same
time). Apple also assigned a range of font numbers to each font developer and
started asking Mac application developers to have their programs ask for the
font by name instead ofiD number. For their part, font manufacturers settled
on unique naming conventions for their fonts .
ID conflicts still exist, but tl1ey're much rarer, and if you use Suitcase or Master
Juggler, tl1ose programs will automatica lly (and temporarily) renumber your
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fonts as you call for them if their ID numbers conflict with those of other fonts
that are in use.
vVhat happens more often are conflicts on screen, conflicts between numbers for
maybe just one size and one style of a screen font. Even when the screen display
is wrong, however, your printout shou ld be fin e. (You can usually get rid of this
problem by reinstalling your fonts.)

It Looks Like the Right Typeface, But
My Layout Has Changed

(00 /KT)

Many fonts are published by more than one company; Brush Script, for example, is available from seven publish ers. Not all font names are trademarked,
however, so although fonts with the same nam e may look a lot alike, they're not
always identical. vVhen you print your documents on someone elses system
(say at a service bureau), you've got to be sme your fonts not only have the same
name but that they are also from the same manufacturer.
This is further complicated by th e fa ct that fonts from a single mamifact!/1'er
may be sold by different vendo1'S tmder their own labels. Companies that crossli cense each others' fonts may not be selling exactly the same font. \Vhen you're
telling an output service what fonts you've used in the documen ts you're sendin g them, give tl1em the name of tl1e typeface, the name of the vendor, and the
creation date, if available. (You can get this by selecting the printer font fi le in
tl1 e Finder and choosing Get Info from the File menu.)
Printed pages sporting the wrong version of tl1 e right font can be hard to spot,
unless you're an ace typographer. You may noti ce, though, that the line breaks
of the new output may be different from those on a proof print you created on
your own printer, or that the type looks more crowded or more loose than in
your original version.
The only way to be really sa fc is to bring copies of your own fonts to the service
bureau or otl1er printin g site. There, we've said it. (See the box "Off-Site
Printing" earlier in tlus chapter to learn the legal lowdown on this kind of criminal caper.)
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Surprise Bit Maps

QF)

Even though you've installed ATM and your fonts are all properly installed,
you can still end up with crude bit-mapped type on screen. "'Why? Because
you're using an old 'I}rpe 3 PostScript font, which doesn't work with ATM.
This may not be apparent at smaller point sizes, especially if you have a full set
of bit-mapped screen fonts installed, but it becomes dreadfully apparent at
larger sizes. For this same reason, avoid using Type 3 fonts if you're using A1M
to drive a non-PostScript printer-you'll wind up with the same ghastly type on
tl1e page as you see on the screen.

Font Tips
HOT TIP

Never rename printer fonts (SA/EF). Screen fonts can be renamed in programs such as Fontographer or ResEdit. You might want to do this if tl1ere's a
particular font you want at the top of the menu for quicker access, or if you find
the regular font name hard to remember. If you rename the screen font, the
right printer font will still be found when you go to print. If you re11ame a
printer font, though, it won't be found , and you'll get crununy, bit-mapped type
on your printed pages.
Managing fonts without Suitcase (DD). System 7.1 's easy-in, easy-out
method of font installation makes font handling a breeze. Just create a folder on
your hard disk outside your System Folder and store all your less commonly
used fonts mere. (Put each family in its own folder to make iliings easy on yourself.) Then, when you need a font, open your fonts folder, grab the icons you
need, and drag tl1 em over the System Folder icon-the system will put them
where tl1ey belong. When you don't need a font any longer, open the Fonts
folder inside your System Folder and drag out the fonts you want to de-install
(remembering, of course, that you can't do tl1is when any application programs
are open), and pop them back into th eir storage folder.
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\Nhen you install them, your fon ts show up in your Font menu right away, although you'll have to quit any open applications and open them again before
they become accessible there.
Create font sets with suitcases (DD). Using System 7, you don't need to pack
your TrueType fon ts and screen fonts in suitcases at all, but it sure makes life
easier. Packing all the members of a single font fam ily into a single suitcase lets
you install all the fi les with a single mouse click (if you're using Suitcase or
M aster Juggler) or with a single drag-and-drop (if you're not). It also cleans up
your font folders.

But there's no need to stop there. Say you've got a set of fon ts that you always
use together -you bought them specificaUy to use in a newsletter project you
do, or you just always like to use Sa bon with Futura. Packing those screen fonts
into a single suitcase lets you move and install the whole set easily.
Another reason to pack those suitcases is to override the limit on the number of
fonts you can have installed at one time. You can have only 128 screen-font files
or suitcases install ed at once, but each of those suitcases can have up to 256
screen fonts in it, raising the limit to a number sufficient to sate the appetite of
the most voracious font monster.
Use ATM's font caching (KT). ATM uses a caching system for the screen type
images it derives from printer font outlines-once it draws a letter in a particular size, it stores that image in memory so it can simply copy it rather than redraw it the next time it's called for. ATM is perceptibly slower when it has to
draw a character in a new cypeface and a new size for the first time.

You can define the size of this memory cache in th e ATM control panel. If your
cache is too small, ch ar acters already drawn will be dumped to make room for
new ones, whic~1 defeats the purpose of having a cache in the first place. Adobe
recommends allotting about 50K for every font you expect to be using at any
one time. The size of your cache should be relative to the number of fonts you
use as well as the amow1t of memory your system has. You don't want to boost
the size of th e cache high er than necessary, because the space it sets aside for
caching fonts will not be available for your other applications.
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When working with service bureaus, provide your screen fonts (KT).
Even when you and your service bureau seem to be using the same fonts, you
could still run into n·ouble with incompatible versions. Font companies often
upgrade their font libraries by adding extra kern pairs, tweaking designs, or updating to current technology standards, leaving multiple versions of the same
fonts in most font libraries. To ensure that you and your service bureau are
using exnctiy th e same font, provide a sui tcase holding all your screen fonts
along with your job. T his, by the way, is perfectly lega l. It's tl1e distribution of
p1·inter fonts tl1at the font compani es worry about.
Using TrueType fonts with service bureaus (KT).1l~ueType fonts will defer
to corresponding PostScript Type 1 fonts und er many circumstances. If you're
sending a fi le to t he printer that has Type 1 fonts in ROM (Times Roman,
Helvetica, Symbol, and Courier are in virtua lly all PostScript printers, including imagesetters), tl1ere is no way to print the TrueType versions of those faces.
If it is imperative tl1at you output in Truel)rpe and tl1e work isn't set in any of
the printer's ROM faces, you'll n eed to supply the fonts to the service bureau
and advise tl1em to remove all n·aces of any PostScript version of tl1e same face
from the hard disk of their irnagesetter before attempting to print your job.
Don't bury your fonts (KT). Fonts included in EP S files often create problems, especially EPS fil es created in QuarkXPress or PagelVIaker and then included in another document. Manually downloading the font solves the
problem, but if a font is buri ed two levels deep (within an EPS fi le that is in tw-n
part of another EPS fi le), all bets are off. (See the next tip for another alternative.)
Outlining fonts (KT). If you're creating an EPS file in a drawing program such
as Illustrator or FreeHand, it's tempting to convert fo nt characters to editable
outlines. If you do this, there will be no problem printing the shape (which has
become a simple drawing and is no longer part of a font that n eeds to be fed to
th e printer), but it may also wreak havoc on the type. PostScript uses a fill routine that allows the edges of the drawing to be softened, which may blur tl1e fine
details of a letterform. T his option is reasonable for some typefaces with simpler design features, thou gh, especially bold sans-serif faces.
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Graphics
MacPaint and MacDraw, to today's photorealistic 3-D images, the Mac has always dazzled us with its graphics prowess.
You can see evidence of the iVIac's digital artistry everywhere you look: magaFROM ITS FIRST PROGRAMS,

zine ads, product packaging, posters, audio CDs, technical schematics, book
covers, even TV commercials and hit movies.
While a computer graphics program won't automatically make you an artist, it
will let you do things that are time-consuming, expensive, or even impossible
with traditional tools. With the appropriate software, you can easily draw infinite variations on a design, test different color schemes for a business logo, make
an eye-catching chart for a presentation, adjust the sharpness and contrast in a
scanned photograph, or create a 3-D mock-up of your latest invention.
Whether you're a first-time artist, business presenter, or professional designer,
there's a graphics package to meet your needs. In this chapter, we'll show you
the different kinds of graphics you can create on the Mac, help you pick the
right applications, and reveal some tricks for getting the most out of your favorite programs.
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Graphics Overview

(A.A.)

Graphics programs for the Mac fall into three basic categories:

• Pniut programs create images made up of different-colored pixels (picture
elements). Each pixel is described by on e or more data bits, so paint images
are referred to as bit-mapped graphics. You can create digital paintings from
scratch or scan images (such as photographs) and save them as bit-mapped
graphics. Paint programs can often be identified by their names: DeskPaint,
Pi.xeiPaint, P ainter.
• Dm1v programs treat each item you create as a discrete object, rather than as

a collection of pixels, so their drawings are call ed object-oriented graphics.
Some draw programs are based on PostScript, allowing you to create images
that look great printed at any size on a PostScript printer. T here are specialized draw programs for charting and CAD (computer-aided design). As ·with
pai nt programs, some draw programs have revea ling names: Expert Draw,
lntelliDraw, Cricket Draw.

• 3-D graphics programs let you simul ate a three-dimensional im age on your
two-dim ensional computer screen. vVhen you move and rotate 3-D objects,
they look and behave like objects in the real world.

• Animation software adds motion to images created in paint, draw, or 3-D graphICS programs.
Some programs- such as SuperPaint, artWorks, Canvas, and ClarisDrawprovide both draw and paint tools, and many 3-D and presentation programs
offer animation capabilities. But no matter what type of graphics program you
use, the resulting artwork wi ll be one of two types: bit-mapped or object-oriented. If you do much graphics work, you'll probably want programs for producing both types of graphics, as they have different strengths and weaknesses.

Bit-Mapped Images
The lv1ac stores bit-mapped graphics (also called mster images) as a map, or
grid, of pixels, with. each pixel identified by its location and color value. Painting
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(AAIBL)

If you plan to work with 24-bit images, 3-D graphics, or animation, you' ll need a fast Mac,
lots of RAM, a capacious hard disk, and a 24-bit display. If time is money, you'll also want to
boost the computer's performance with a graphics accelerator board, particularly if you
don't have a Power Mac. There are two basic types of graphics accelerators: QuickDraw
boards (also ca lled accelerated video cards), which speed up screen redraws, and DSP (digital
signal processor) cards, w hich ramp up certain processor-in tensive operations.

QuickDraw Acceleration

BARGAIN

A QuickDraw accelerator speeds up display tasks such as scrolling and zooming-particularly
important if you're working in 24-bit color and/or on a large monitor. (The acceleration isn't
limited to graphics-you'll also be able to scroll through a spreadsheet or word processing
document much faster.) Prices vary, depending on the Mac model, monitor size, screen resolution (pixels per inch), and accelerator features. If your monitor is 16 inches or smaller,
Radius's $600 PreclsionColor Pro 24XP is a good buy. If cost isn't a factor, however, and
you wa nt superfast screen redraws and goodies such as high resolution, CMYK acceleration,
and an on-board DSP chip, SuperMac's Thunder II GX•1360 ($3,300) is the way to go.

DSP Acceleration
The most time-consuming part of graphics work isn't screen redraw, however, it's the number-crunching routines used in special-effects filters, image resizing and rotation, ]PEG decompression, and color-mode changes. Happily, DSP accelerators are tailor-made for those
operations. Painter and Photoshop can use the DSP chips in AV Macs to boost performance,
but don't despair if an AV Mac isn't in your future. DayStar Digital, Radius, and SuperMac
offer DSP accelerators that make specific operations five to ten times faster on other Macs.
SuperMac's $500 ThunderStorm for Adobe Photoshop is arguably the best (and most
economical) choice. At this writing, DSP accelerators are available only for Photoshop, although the optimized filters bundled w ith the cards will work in most programs that accept
Photoshop plug-ins (see "Plug-In Power" on page 594). Some 3-D packages also can use
specialized accelerator boards to rev up the rendering process; see the "Three-Dimensional
Graphics" section later in this chapter.

Power Macs

THINGS TO
COME

For the ultimate speed boost, however, get a Power Mac. A graphics application running in
native mode on a Power Mac performs two to six times faster, on average, than it does on
an '040 Mac such as the Quadra 800. And that's overall, not just for specific operations.
Accordingly, companies are racing to upgrade their paint, draw, 3-D, and multimedia programs for the Power Macs. Many of the heavyweights mentioned in this chapter and in
Chapter 17- Painter, Photoshop, Illustrator, FreeHand, Clarislmpact, Canvas, DeltaGraph,
and more-should have Power Mac versions available as you read t his. The increased computing power also will allow companies to add features to Power Mac programs that were
not practical before. For example, look for more 3-D programs to offer motion blurs and the
ability to paint textures directly onto objects.
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on a bi t-mapped ca nvas is like painting o n a rea l one: W hatever color or image
you place on the ca nvas replaces what was there before, and th e new image becomes a perman ent part of the canvas and is no longer editable as an individua l
element. You can't easily change the shape o f a curve, for example, becau se th e
Nlac doesn't think of it as a curve, just a coll ection of pixels. The bit-mapped
nature o f a digital painting or a scanned photo can ca use problems when you
move, resize, o r rotate it. W hen you select and move part o f a bit map, you rip
pixels from one location and put them somewhere else, leaving a hole behind.
Enlarging or rotating a bit map can cause a bad case of the jaggies-a blocky,
stair-stepped look.
Bit maps

A bit-mapped image is a mosaic of pixels in fixed locations. Moving a
bit-mapped shape means ripping out pixels, leaving a hole behind.
Enlarging and distorting the shape accentuates its jaggedness.

Objects

In contrast, each element of an object-oriented graphic remains a discrete entity, so you can move the shape without affecting other parts
of the image. And no matter wlwt editing changes you make, the
shape retains its crisp appearance.

\Vhen you print a bit map, the
printer reproduces the image
exactly as it's stored. An image
saved at a resolution of 72 dpi
(dots per inch) will be rough
arotmd tl1e edges compared to
a 300-dpi grapruc. But each
image will look the sa me
whether it's printed on a 300dpi laser printer or a 1,2 00dpi i magesetter, because a bit
map never varies from the resolution specified within the
pajnting program.
Bit-mapped graphics do have
on e key advantage, however:
You ca n edit the image pixel by
pixel. T his makes them a perfect medium for retouching
scann ed images and lets you
achieve painterly effects that
mimic those of natural media.

GOOD
FEATURE
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Object-Oriented Graphics
Object-oriented graphics (sometimes called vecto1· graphics) store information
about an image as a series of mathematical equations. T his data can be encoded
either in QuickDmw (the Mac's native graphics language) or in PostScript
(Adobe's page description language).

GOOD
FEATURE

Object-oriented images are easy to edit beca use each object remains a discrete
entity. You can select any object-a circle, say-at any time and change its line
width, fill, color, or transparency. E nlarge, reduce, rotate, or reshape an object,
and it retains its crisp appea rance. Moreover, you can move objects around in a
drawing as if each were on a separate, transparent sheet. Stack and hide objects
as necessary-the obscured parts won't be erased as with bit-mapped gra phics.
(Some newer paint programs offer similar features. See "Painting \iVith Layers"
on page 599.)
When you output an object-oriented image, the program tells the printer, "a
rectangle, two inches wide and one inch tall," and Jets the printer render the
image at the best possible resolution. T hus, unlike bit maps, object-ori ented
graphics are resolution-independent. A drawing printed on a 1,200-dpi imagesetter looks far superior to the sam e image output on a 300-dpi la ser printer.

An object-oriented graphic is composed of mathematically defined
paths and drawing instructions. The object prints at the highest resolu·
tion available, so its lines and fills always look sharp and smooth.

Object-oriented graphics are
excellent choices for detailed
work such as logos, maps, diagrams, and technica l illustrations. Because of their
clean, sharp appearance,
however, these images often
scream "computer generated" and don't have the naturalistic look of traditional
media such as paints and
pencils.
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(AA)

Every graphics program saves files in its native format, which may or may not coincide
with one of the basic file formats used to transfer images among programs. For instance,
Photoshop defaults to its proprietary Photoshop format, and to open its images in another
program you must save them in a format such as TIFF. (See Chapter 24 for more on sharing
graphics and other files among programs.) Most graphics programs can open and save files
in several formats. (Some can even read PC graphics formats such as BMP or PCX.) Here are
the graphics file formats you' re most likely to encounter.
•

Paint is the oldest and most limited format, holding only black-and-white bit maps at 72
dpi. Paint files (file type PNTG) are limited to 8 by 1 0 inches.

• TIFF (tag image file format) files are also bit maps, but they can be any size, resolution,
or color depth. TIFF is the most versatile, reliable, and widely supported bit-mapped format and is the standard format for saving scanned images. The format does have several variations, however, which means that occasionally an application may have trouble
opening a TIFF file created by another program .
•

P/CT fi les are sometimes called metafiles because they can contain both bit maps and
QuickDraw-based objects. PICT is t he standard format for graphics that are cut or
copied to the Clipboard and for drawings that won't be output on PostScript printers.
This format is ideal fo r on-screen presentations, but page layout programs sometimes
have problems with PICT files.

•

EPS (en capsulated PostScript) files are the standard way of storing high-resolution PostScript illustrations. An EPS fi le usually has two parts: a PostScript (text) description that
tells a PostScript printer how to output the resolution-independent image, and (optionally) a bit-mapped PICT image for on-screen previews. (An EPS file without a PICT preview is usually displayed as a gray rectangle.) EPS files generally can't be edited, even by
the program that created them (Illustrator files are exceptions).

• }PEG Uoint Photographic Experts Group) is a sophisticated technique for compressing
full-color bit maps. A 24-bit image saved in JPEG format can be reduced to about 1hoth
of its original size with no apparent image degradation.
•

PICS, the standard form at for animations, is essentially a collection of bit-mapped PICT
images in sequential order, much like movie frames.

• DXF (drawing interchange format) is the standard file-exchange format for 3-D and CAD
programs.

•t
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Painting
Paint programs can be loosely divided into two categories: painting and imageediting. This division is becoming increasingly blurred as each assumes more
features of the other, yet they still have distinct differences.

• Painting programs are primarily for creating original artwork from scratch.
They offer tools for creating primitive shapes (such as circles, rectangles, and
polygons), paint buckets (for coloring objects), lots of brushes and pencils,
and natural-media effects (such as watercolors, chalks, and paper textures).
• Image-editing applications make it easy to clean up and alter preexisting images, such as those captured with a scanner or digital camera. Instead of tools
for making circles and squares, image editors provide tools for color correction and contrast adjustment, sharpening and smudging, and eye-catching
special effects.

The Tools

(BLIAA)

Painting and image-editing applications do have many features in commonsuch as selection marquees, erasers, and paint buckets-but each has specialized
tools to call its own.

Painting. In addition to the painting tools shown in the tool palette at the top
of the next page, look for the following features, many of which are also found
in image-editing programs:
• image distortions, such as resize, rotate, flip, and skew.
• fill patterns, which you can customize or apply as-is to any area of an image.
• custom color palettes, for saving special colors you want to use for particular
jobs.
• multiple levels of undo, so you can backtrack to earlier stages of an imageotherwise a difficult maneuver in paint programs.
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1. Selection tools, for selecting
parts of an image

8. Eraser, for erasing parts of an
image

2. Text tool, for adding bitmapped text

9. Paint bucket, for filling a selected area with a color or pattern

3. Spray can, for creating airbrush
effects

10. Eyedropper, for picking up a
specific color from an image

4. Brush, pencil, and line tools,
for freehand painting

11. Graphic primitives, for creating
rectangles, circles, polygons,
and curves

5. Line-width control, with separate indicators for horizontal
and vertical wid th
6. Color and pattern pop-up palettes, for specifying colors and
patterns for the foreground,
background, and lines
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12. Brush-shape selector, for specifying the size and shape of
brushes

13. Anti-aliasing control, for
smoothing lines created with
other tools

7. Grabber hand, for navigating
around an image
Brus/JStrokes' tool palette resembles that of most paint programs.

• nawra l-media tools that emulate oi ls, watercolor, cha lk, paper textures, and
other traditional media and let you adjust p::~rameters such as brush size, opacity, and number of brush hairs. Many programs support pressure-sensitive
digitizing tablets, which provide an even more realistic painting experience
(those are described in Chapter 6).
• anti-a li ased tools for combatting cl1e jnggies, cl1e stair-stepped look you get
when you draw a diagona l or curved line in a bit-mapped image. Ami-alinsing
is a process that blends the colors of adjacent pixels to minimize these rough
edges. When you paint with an anti -a liased brush, for example, cl1e edges of
your strokes are automatically blurred to produce smooth lines. Some programs also let you anti-alias (or fenth eT) cl1e edges of a selection so you ca n
paste one image into another without mmatw-al-looking sharp edges. (If your
program doesn't have anti-aliased tools, you can smooth away the jaggies
after the fact wicl1 Ray Dream's $ 130 JAG IT utility.)
• variable resolution, so you can print artwork with a resolution higher than
the o n-screen 72 dpi. Many programs can save bit-mapped images at any
resolution, ensuring sharp, crisp o utput eve n when you sen d files to a highresolution printer or im agesetter.
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In choosing a graphics program, color depth is no longer a major factor. The era of 8-bit
color-which limited graphics to 256 colors and prevented us from creating photorealistic
images-is (almost) gone. Today even entry-level programs offer 24-bit color, allowing us to
work with millions of colors and produce images ranging from photographsto drawings
with smooth blends. (Sometimes 24-bit color is called 32-bit color, which is actually more
accurate. Those extra eight bits per pixel don't give you more colors; they're reserved for
special operations such as masking or transparency effects.)

Color management- the consistent matching of color from scanner to screen to printer- remains a persistent problem, however. Many companies, from Apple to Kodak, offer colormanagement strategies, but if you use Photoshop or QuarkXPress, one of the best (and
cheapest) solutions is EfiColor Works ($200, Electronics for Imaging). This system-level
software has direct hooks into t he two programs, allowing you to achieve accurate image
colors across a w ide range of scanners, monitors, and output devices.
Still working with shades of gray? No worries. Graphics programs work just as well with
black-and-white or grayscale images, and your color artwork will print fine in grayscale.

Image editing. Image-editing programs are famous for letting you alter reality-literally changing a zebra's stripes, for example, or creating the ultimate
paparazzi shot, say, Madonna out on the town with Burt Reynolds. They offer
specialized selection tools that let you isolate part of an image based on its
color, shape, or texture, then alter those attributes or move the selected element
to another location. These tools also make it easy to create composite imagescombining two or more images into a single seamless graphic.

Besides the image-editing tools shown in the tool palette at the top of the next
page, look for:
• color-correction controls, which let you adjust the hues, saturation, brightness, and contrast of images-particularly useful for tweaking colors and
fine-tuning shadows and highlights in scanned linages.
• support for scanner drivers (usually in the form of Photoshop plug-ins), so
you can scan linages directly into the program.
• special-effects filters and/or support for Photoshop plug-ins (see "Plug-In
Power" on page 594). Filters let you enhance or transform an entire image,
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1. Selection tool s, including marqu ee,
ellipse, lasso (freehand selections),
and magic wand (selects areas
with sim ilar color values)
2. Croppi ng tool, for changing the
size of an image
3. Grabber hand, for scrolling an
image in the win dow
4. Paint bucket, for filling selected
areas with colors or patterns
5. Line tool, for painting straight lines
6. Eraser, for changing pixels to the
background color (usually white)
7. Airbrush, for pain ting a diffuse
spray of the current color
8. Rubber stamp, for cloning parts of
an image and placing exact copies
elsewhere
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10. Type tool, for entering bit-mapped
text
11. Zoom tool (mag nifying glass), for
magnify ing or reducing an image's
size on screen
12. Gradient tool, for making blends
between two tints or color

13. Eyedropper, for selecting a specific
color in an image
14. Pencil, for add ing single pixels or
painting freehand lines
15. Paintbrush, for painting soft-edged
(anti-aliased) strokes of variable
opacity
16. Smudge (fingertip) tool, for smearing painted areas
lZ Dodge/burn tool, for lightening or
darkening part of an image

9. Sharpen/ blur (water drop) tool,
for sharpening or diffusing part of
an image
Most image-editing programs have tools similar to those found in Photoshop, shown here.

or just selected areas, with a couple of mouse clicks. With the right filter, you
can sharpen a subject's facial features, emboss your corporate logo, despeckle
(remove dust and dirt) from a scanned photo, or make the photo look like a
watercolor painting.
• masking features , which let you isolate part of an image and apply color
changes, filters, or other effects to that area alone. Conversely, you can use a
mask to protect an area from changes applied to the rest of an image. At its
simplest level, a mask works like a stencil: Some parts are opaque, others are
transparent. Several programs provide 8-bit masks (also called alpba cbannels),
which have 2 56 gray levels that let you vaty the degree of mask transparency
to create subtle gradations and shadings or to seamlessly composite one
image with another.
• color-separation capabilities, for professional output of color images. T he
program should automatically separate image files into the four process colors (cyan, magenta, yellow, black) used in printing.
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Choosing a Paint Program
Painting packages range from simple programs for general users to artistica lly
inclined applications that let you imitate real-world oils, watercolors, and papers. There are even one-stop programs that provide both drawing and painting tools.
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If your paint program doesn't have that fancy-schmancy special effect you want, chances
are you can find it among the plethora of Photoshop plug-ins. Adobe's plug-in architecture,
originally developed for Photoshop, has become a de facto industry standard and nearly
every paint and image-editing program- as well as some 3-D packages and QuickTime editors-lets you add capabi li ties via Photoshop plug-ins. The list includes SuperPaint, Color It!,
PhotoFlash, Painter, PixeiPaint Pro3, Canvas, StrataVision 3d, and Premiere. just pop the
plug-in files into the appropriate folder, and your program's menus will sprout new scanner
drivers, export capabilities (such as JPEG compression), or special-effects filters. The list of
Photoshop p lug-ins is too extensive to cover, but here are some highlights.
If you're looking for nifty special effects, Kai's Power Tools 2 ($200, HSC Software) is a
sophisticated package that can generate endless streams of textu res, gradients, and fractals.
Volume 1 of Aldus's Gallery Effects series ($1 00 to $200 each) is easier to use and offers
a good selection of filters that simulate traditional media, incluaing Graphic Pen, Watercolor,
and Smudge Stick. (The package includes a stand-alo ne utility in case you don't have a
program that supports p lug-ins.) Also take a gander at Paint Alchemy ($1 00, Xaos Tools),
which uses a unique paintbrush technology to transform an image into organic-looking
brush strokes.
Two other plug-ins worth consideration are PhotoMatic and PicturePress.
PhotoMatic ($230, DayStar Digital) lets
you au tomate almost any task (or series

A ldu~ e
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You can easily turn a photo into a painting with
Gallery Effects, a Photoshop plug-in that provides
natural-media filters such as the Poster Edges effect
shown here.

of tasks) in Photoshop by recording your
activities as an Apple events script. You
can then run the script on individual images or batch-process entire folders of
images--€ven over a network. PicturePress ($100, Storm Technology) uses
lPEG compression to reduce bit-mapped
images to a fraction of their original size,
saving vast amounts of storage space
and network transmission time.
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Budget offerings (AA). Thanks to the popularity of home-based color Macs,
the low-end paint market is booming, with at least half a dozen programs in the
under-$1 00 range. All offer the basic complement of painting tools and
features-plus a few extra fillips-and work well in black-and-white and lowmemory situations, making them good choices for PowerBook and monochrome Mac users.

Expert Color Paint ($50, Expert Software) combines simplicity with a wellrounded tool set, including a magic wand, brightness/contrast controls, antialiasing, and simple special effects (Blur, Sharpen, Invert). You can define
custom tool sets and color palettes, and it offers multiple undos-a feature conspicuously missing in Photoshop. Another long-time favorite is Zedcor's
DeskPaint, always bundled with its companion product, DeskDraw (see the
"Drawing" section, below). For a mere $30 (if you order directly from Zedcor),
you get features similar to tl1ose in Expert Color Paint, albeit witl1 a less elegant
interface. DeskPaint has some nice special effects (such as Oil Painting and
Mosaic), simple masks, and autotracing, which lets you convert a bit-mapped
graphic into an object-oriented one. Version 4 ofZedcor's dynamic duo, due in
fall1994 for $100, is a major overhaul tl1at adds capabilities such as image cataloging and support for QuickDraw GX, scanners, and Photoshop plug-ins.
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If you'd like to mix fun with practicality, get Prism ($60, Delta Tao), the successor to the whimsically named, critically acclain1ed Color MacCheese. It invites
playful exploration with a water drop (for blurring), paint roller (for gradients),
rake (for scattering pixels-say, to make a tree look more realistically leafY), and
snowflake and tree tools (for instant doilies or fractal forests). Best of all,
tl1ough, is the transmogrifier, which sprays color change, adding texture to solid
colors. On the downside, Prism can't handle TIFF files.
BrushStrokes (AA). If you're new to computers and digital painting-or just
want an elegant, full-featured program at an entry-level price-Claris's
BrushStrokes is a good bet. Trampling all over the memory of MacPaint
(Claris's previous budget paint program), BrushStrokes has an astonishing array
of features for $140, including gradients, some clever selection tools, and simple masking. Its attractive, easy-to-navigate interface is supplemented by an impressive on-line help system (the manuals are good, too). Handy feedback
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There are two inexpensive programs that provide both paint and draw tools in a sing le
package: the perennially popular SuperPaint and its upstart competitor, artWorks. Both offer
niceties such as autotracing, Quicklime compatibili ty, and proprietary plug-in architectures
for adding new capabilities, as well as support for Photoshop plug-ins. (For details on autotracing, Bezier curves, and other drawing featu res, see the "Drawing" section, later in this
chapter.)

SuperPaint ($100, Aldus Consumer Division) implements drawing and painting as two overlapping layers; while you see both layers at once, you work in only one at a time. The paint
tools include a copy brush that lets you paint with a selected portion of an image (similar to
Photoshop's rubber stamp tool). The draw layer provides auto tracing, gradient fills and textures, and custom lines and rulers, but it lacks a Bezier curve tool (although you can convert
objects into editable Bezier curves). Version 3.5 supports scanner drivers and pressure-sensitive
tablets, which work well with pressure-sensitive tools such as a calligraphy brush, charcoal,
and a variable-size eraser. SuperPaint's
performance is sluggish, however, and
despite many upgrades, it still doesn't
support the TIFF or EPS formats, and
the zoom tool retains an annoying
bug: Enlarged drawings display jagged
lines rather t han smooth shapes.
Deneba's artWorks ($150) is the
younger sibling of Canvas (a combo
program that's weighted toward the
drawing side; see t he " Drawing" sec-

SuperPaint provides both paint and draw tools In a sin·
gle program. In this Image, for example, the text, pencil,
eye, and gradient-filled hand were created with drawing
tools, while the background patterns and airbrush effects
were added in the paint layer.
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tion, below. Accordingly, it has many
similar tools and capabilities-and the
same complex interface. While it may
not be as easy to learn as SuperPaint,
artWorks does have features-anti-

aliasing and a Bezier curve tool, for
example-the former doesn't offer.
artWorks also provides constant access to both paint and draw tools, rather than making
you move back and forth between layers. artWorks supports unlimited document layers,
which may contain both draw and paint objects and can be hidden or rearranged at will. Its
bag of tricks also includes an Alignment command, the ability to blend from one shape to
another, and a variety of plug-in tools (such as a t hree-color airbrush).

features take the guesswork out of painting: Preview windows let you see the
results of filters before you apply them; the Tools pa lette shows current color
and line settings; and when you use a brush, the cuJ.'sor changes to reflect the
I
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color and brush shape you've selected.
Furthermore, when you save custom tool
settings, they appear as thumbnail icons in a
special palette for one-click retrieval-a
novel approach.
Painter (BL/AA). Fractal Design defined

na tural-media painting (digitally speaking)
with its Hagship product, Painter. A mu sthave program for experienced or would-be
digital artists, Painter 2 ($400) gives you a
palette of pencils, charcoals, chalks, inks,
BrushStrokes packs a lot of power far a budget
oils, crayons, markers, and other specialized
paint program. Here, the toucan is being tweaked
with the Brightness/ Contrast controls (a feature
tools that mimic the char acteristics of their
borrowed from image editors), which include a
real-world coun terparts. Its digita l dyes
handy preview window and an·line help. All image
elements are from BrushStrakes ' bundled clip art
bleed, spill, and absorb just like real paints.
collection.
Papers reveal their textures when you draw
or paint on them, strokes show brush bristles, and watercolors stay smearable
untiJ told to dry.
You can paint on a blank canvas or turn
an existing image (a scanned photo, say)
into an Impressionist painting or pencil
drawing (among many possibilities).
You can edit the tools-perhaps altering the shape and angle of a brush tipand there are predefined brush-es that
imitate the styles of Van G ogh (multicolored strokes) and Seurat (patterns of
dots). Painter does have a fairly complex
interface, however, and its naturalmedia tools fairly scream for a digitizing
tablet, because it can translate pen pressure into color opacity, stroke width,
and other attributes.
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Artist Glenn Mitsui used Painter, the naturaJ.media wan·
der, to create this arresting image. Painter's watercolors,
chalks, and ather tools mimic their real· world counter·
parts, dawn to their ability to interact with digital pa·
pers, brushes, and inks. You can minimize screen clutter
by tearing off just the tools you need.
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Despite cribbing by its competitors, Painter still has features you can't find anywhere else. Its liquid-media tools, for example, let you create glass distortions
and marbling effects. You can use its lighting controls, which resemble those
fmmd in 3-D programs and photography studios, to produce effects such as billboard or splash lighting. Painter also moves in on Photoshop's turf with a range
of image-processing features, from posterization and blurs to sophisticated
masking capabilities (called frisleets). Painter ca11't draw geometric shapes, such as
circles and rectangles, but you can import EPS images created elsewhere.
As if all this weren't enough, for another $150 you can get PainterX2, an addon that endows Painter with unlimited floating selections (see "Painting vVith
Layers," on the opposite page). T he X2 extension can store floating selections
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Perhaps you don't just want to use a paint program, you actually want to learn to paint (or
draw). A digital tutor does have advantages over traditional media: Making and matching
colors is easier, you don't have to w ait for oils to dry, there's nothing to spill, and you can
delete mistakes w ithout ruining the rest of your masterpiece.
If this appeals to you (or to a
young acquaintance), check out
Fractal Design's Dabbler ($1 00)
or Delta Tao's Apprentice
($60). The programs have several similarities, including natural-media tools (pencil, cha lk,
oils), the ability to create original
artwork or draw over reference
pictures (such as photos), and
the option to play back your
drawing sessions stroke by
stroke.
Dabbler's simple interface may
seem a bit precious to adults,
but it's the more polished program, with a greater variety of

Dabbler's learn-to·palnt tools are organized into four " drawers. "
Click on one, such as Papers (shown here), to see its contents.
You can p lace frequently used tools on the front of the drawer
for easy access.

painting tools as well as paper
textures (both borrowed from big brother Painter). Precreated brush variants let you mimic
artists such as Seurat and Monet, and it supplies animated drawing lessons and a how-todraw manual from Walter Foster Publishing, a leading purveyor of art-instruction books.
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The latest advance in painting programs is the concept of object-oriented editing-the ability to manipulate bit-mapped images as if they were objects in a drawing program . Instead
of a single digital canvas, you turn pieces of a painting into layers (a Ia FreeHand or Canvas),
allowing you to select and manipulate them at will.
Say, fo r example, you import a sca nned photo of
a cat into a picture of a cozy cottage. Instead of
the cat becoming a permanent part of the underlying painting as soon as you deselect it, you make it
a discrete layer. Now you can reselect it at any
time, perhaps to resize it and add a shadow. Then,
by shuffling the image layers, you can place the
crouching cat behind some flowerpots. All this, in
a painting program.

Collage lets you import and manipulate
bit-mopped images as if they were objects
in a drawing program. You can move, re·
size, or rotate any element at any time or
apply special effects. The Element palette
lets you change tile layering of image elements by repositioning them in the list.
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Specular Internationa l created Collage ($350)
specifically to composite photos and other images
into seamless collages. So, wh ile it lacks painting
and image-editing tools, Collage offers excellent
masking features and object-oriented handling of
imported graphics. And because you work with a
72-dpi screen proxy for each image, Collage is
faster than working with large, high-resolution files.
PainterX2, PixeiPaint Pro3, and Photoshop 3 also
offer object-oriented editing; see their write-ups
elsewhere in this section.

in a library (for dragging into any document), and it also gives you the abili ty to
create custom color palettes within Pa inter. Version 3 of Painter, clue out in fa ll
1994, will have a new interface that in tegrates the X2 eA.'tension plus a raft of
new features, such as the abili ty to make Q uickTime animation s. Finally, if
you 're still viewing the Mac world in black and white, note that Fracta l also offers Sketcher, an $80 grayscale version of Painter.
PixeiPaint Pro3 (BL). If you want natura l-media and image-editing tools in a
single package, consider PixelPaint Pro3 ($380, Pixel Resources). Besides supplying many (but not all) of the capabilities of those two genres-from an
Impressionist brush and paper textures to contrast and brightness controlsPi.xelPa int has a few tricks of its own. It's the only pain ting program, for
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example, with built-in floating layers for object-oriented edi ting (for more
on this capability, see "Painting \Nith Layers," above) and support for Apple
events scripting, allowing you to automate tasks such as applying filters or
color corrections.
PixelPaint also has an unusual half-drawing/half-painting mode called Wet
P aint that provides an easy way to paint specific shapes. As in a drawing program, you can create lines, curves, and shapes by clicking and dragging out objects. Once you've shaped an object to your liking, PixelPaint strokes it with the
selected paint tool. If the resulting brush stroke doesn't look quite right, you
can reshape the path and stroke it again. On the downside, Pi.xelPaint can't handle 8-bit images, multiple undos, CMYK editing, or EPS images.

Image Editors
In the image-editing arena, Photoshop is king. If you don't have a royal budget
or the hardware to spare, however, there m·e alternatives.
Photoshop (ANBL). T he Cadillac of image editors and a swell paint program
to boot, Adobe's Photoshop 2.5 is the standard against which other programs
are judged. Considering the program's scope, its interface is straightforward
and it has nearly every tool and function you could possibly ·wish for.
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Most tools have a variety of options,
such as opacity, anti-aliasing, and pressure sensitivity. You can, for example,
create a brush with up to 999 pixels
and define its shape, angle, and softness. T he pen tool lets you create precise selection areas by tracing them
with Bezier curves (see the "Drawing"
section, below), but the magic-wand
tool is a wimp compared to its elegant
counterparts in Color It! and Painter.
(Sing along now: A (Shittl-click here and
a (Shitt!-click there, here a click, there a
click, everyw·here a click, click.)

Photoshop's powerful image-editing tools include the rubber stamp, which lets you clone a piece of an image. It
works like a brush, but instead of painting with a color,
you select part of the image (say, a parrot) and paint with
that. You define the size and shape of the rubber stamp
via the Brushes palette, shown here.
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Photoshop's tools for readying images for four-color (CMYK) printing are superb, ranging from the ability to edit in CMYK mode to the creation of custom
color palettes. The Variations dialog box lets you visually adjust color and
brightness by comparing thumbnail images-great for novice color users-and
you can correct the exposure of specific image areas with the dodge (lighten)
and burn (darken) tools.
Sophisticated 8-bit masking features let you work with multiple alpha channels
(masks) to create complex composites and special effects. The Quick l\1ask
mode simplifies the process of making a single mask-look Ma, no alpha channels. And, of course, Photoshop has the most robust set of image filters available,
ranging from Gaussian Blur and Unsharp Mask to Emboss, Pointillize, and
Shear. If you still aren't satisfied, Adobe's plug-in architecture lets you choose
from a smorgasbord of third-party filters (see "Plug-In Power" on page 594).
Version 3, due in summer 1994, will support multiple layers (see "Painting \iVith
Layers" on page 599) and let you apply lighting effects to images.
Photoshop can directly operate most scanners via plug-in drivers, and it's
renowned for tl1e variety of file formats it imports and exports, including ]PEG
(compressed images), BMP and PCX (PC-side formats), DCS (preseparated
images for placement in Quark.XPress), and Kodak's Photo CD format (see the
box "Photo CD" on the next page). Photoshop also offers extensive control
over output. It's the only program that generates duotones, tritones, and quadtones, and it also lets you adjust the resolution, edit color separation tables, control ink coverage, and more.
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All tlus power has a price: $900 to be exact (tl1e street price is around $600). You
also need at least 8MB of RA.J.\1 to run P hotoshop effectively, and it prefers
more. Even with a RAM glut, some operations, such as special-effects filters,
take time to apply. Fortunately, Adobe provides special plug-ins tl1at boost performance on AVs and Power Macs, and some hardware companies offer
Photoshop accelerator boards tl1at speed up processor-intensive operations (see
"The Need for Speed," on page 586).

If Photoshop's price and features seem a tad overwhelming, consider getting
Adobe's Audition package instead. For $2 50 Audition supplies Limited Editions
of botl1 Photoshop and Premiere (Adobe's video-editing software), plus a
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CD·ROM

Maybe you've heard the hype: Eastman Kodak's Photo CD technology is a fast, inexpensive
way to create and access digital photos. just drop off a roll of 35mm film at a Photo CD outlet-anywhere from the corner drugstore to a professional photo lab-and a few days later
you get back a CD-ROM containing high-quality scans of all your photographs (including
those unfocused shots of your feet). The cost? About $1 per image.
For once, it's all true. Photo CO-Kodak's way of ensuring its longevity in a future film less
society-is a great way to get pictures into the compu ter. You don't have to own a scanner
or pay a service bureau $40 apiece to scan your photos, because Photo CD does a fine job
of capturing the color and detail of the original images. (To find a Photo CD out let near
you, call 800/242-2424, ext. 36.) Each image is stored on the disc in five different resolutions, from a thumbnail-size preview to an 18MB scan suitable for high-resolution magazine
work. (The larger images are compressed.) Each Photo CD holds about 100 images; if a disc
isn't full, you can take it back with your next roll of film and have more images added. You
also can put previously developed slides and negatives on a Photo CD for under $2 per
image-a great way to archive favorite photos, as CD-ROM is a more permanent medium
than film.
If you have a Photo CO-compatible CD-ROM drive and appropriate software, you can view
electronic thumbnails of the images, open the image files, edit them just like any other digital photograph, save t hem in other formats (such as PICT or TIFF), and place them into
page layouts o r presentations. Hardware-wise, you need a color Mac with 8MB of RAM and
a multisession CD-ROM XA drive such as the AppleCD 300. (Other companies, including
NEC and Toshiba, also offer compatible drives.) On the software side, a few programs- including Photoshop 2.5, PageMaker 5, Painter 2, TeachText 7.1, and image-cataloging utilities such as Fetch and Shoebox-can directly open or import the Photo CD format. Kodak
naturally offers several means of handling Photo CD images, including Photo CD Access
Plus ($50), a utility that can rotate and crop images and convert them to other file formats.

HOT TIP

With the right system software, however, you can access Photo CD images without any special programs. All yo u need are System 7, Quicklime 1.5 and its accompanying Apple Photo
Access extension, and version 4.0.1 of Apple's CD-ROM drivers (Foreign File Access and so
forth) . When you insert a Photo CD disc, the system software automatically does some magic
that lets you see and open each resolution of each image as if it were a PICT file. This means
you can import the images into any program that supports PICT files or drag an image from
the CD-ROM onto your hard disk for later use. (The pseudo-PICT files even have color icons of
the images.) The system software also creates a Slide Show file and viewer utility, which lets
you browse the images within a Quicklime movie frame.
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CD-RONI of stock photos and movies. Photoshop LE doesn't provide highend fea tu res such as color separations and CMYK editing, but you get most of
th e features and flavor of the full version, and you can always upgrade later. ·
Color It! (AA). Mi croFrontier's Color It! 3 is essentially a poor man's Photoshop.

T his $150 program provides a plethora of versatile tools for painting and image
retouching, including 8-bit masking, customizable settings (for things li ke
brush size, o pacity, and anti-aliasing), numerous filters (it also supports
P hotoshop plug-ins), and CMYK separations. Nloreover, it has two features
P hotosho p should im plement: 16 levels of undo and a dynamite magic wand
tool, which makes it easy both to select like-colored image areas and to remove
unwanted portions from the selection range. U nfortunately, Color It! is tmduly
difficult to learn and use, a situation not remedied by its poor docum entation .

BARGAIN
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PhotoFlash (Neil i\IIcManus). Apple's $280 PhotoFlash was developed for fo lks

who need nothing more than a qui ck-and-easy way to scan an image, clean it up,
and place it in a page-layout program. PhotoFlash lets you capture an image
with a P hotoshop scanner p lug-in, straighten it, sh arpen or blur it, change its
color depth, and save it in a number of formats. If you're feeli11g rambunctious,
you can remove dust and scratches, apply Photoshop plug-u1 filters or use Apple
events scripting to automate tasks
such as processing multipl e images or placing them in QuarkXPress or Page.lVlaker.
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PhotoFlash is an easy-to-use utility that lets you quickly scan images and perform basic clean-up chores such as sharpening. You
can store images in a rudimentary catalog (top right) or use
Apple events scripts to place them directly into a page layout
(lower left).

PhotoFlash comes with an integrated browser for ca talogu1g and
retrieving images, bur you can 't
save separate collections of images
(everything is lumped u1to one unwieldy library). Its lame browser
notwithstanding, PhotoFlash is so
elegant I found myself gnunbling
when a touch-up task forced me to
open Photoshop. (For a look at
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Managing Your Media
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(AA)

The Mac's graphics bounty does have a downside: Trying to track hundreds (or thousands)
of images scattered across hard disks, floppies, CD-ROMs, and SyQuest cartridges can be a
major time-waster. The solution? A media-cataloging program-a specialized database that
lets you create a master catalog of all your graphics, no matter what their format or location. A single catalog can hold 32,000 images or more; each cata loged image is represented
by a thumbnail-size preview (which is linked to the original file) and identifying text. Using
filenames, keywords, or other criteria, you can q uickly find and retrieve graphics ranging
from EPS illustrations to scanned photographs to Quicklime movies.
For individual users, Aldus's Fetch ($150 single user, $300 multiuser), Cumulus Powerlite
($200, Canto Software), and Multi-Ad Search ($250, Multi-Ad Services) are all good
choices. They have excellent features, catalog a wide variety of file formats, and let you
place cataloged images directly into PageMaker and QuarkXPress documents-with
Cumulus, you simply drag and drop images from a catalog directly into a page layout. If
you work with Photo CD images, both
Fetch and Eastman Kodak's Shoebox
($140) provide special support features.
If you're managing graphics over a network, however, get Canto Software's
Cumulus PowerPro. This client/server

GOOD
FEATURE

database is easy to use and-best of
all-fast, even on a busy network. It can
automatically cata log files dropped into
designated folders and lets you automate tasks with Apple events scripting.
Pricing starts at $1,500 for five users.

A media-cataloging utlllty such as Fetch lets you
quickly find, view, and retrieve graphics.

full-fledged image-cataloging programs, see the box "Managing Your Media,"
above).

General Paint Tips
These tips should work in most paint and image-editing programs and in the
painting components of programs such as SuperPaint, Canvas, HyperCard, and
C1arisWorks. Some will even work in draw programs. But remember: Life has
no guarantees.
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Tool palette shortcuts (AN/SA/AA).
Double-clicking on icons in the tool
palette usually produces some handy
shortcuts. For examples, see the chart
at right.

Double-click on

To

r: Jor p

Select the entire w indow

@

Erase the entire window

.6

Bring up a palette for
changing brush size and
shape

Zoom to 8x m agnification
Preselect your tools (AA). Be sure to tJ
(or back to n ormal view)
choose all the parameters-color, pattern, line width, brush size, and so on-you want before you begin painting.
Unlike a draw program, you can't change your mind about these things after
the fact; your only choice is to undo or delete the area and start over.

[Shlftl effects (AN/SA). Holding down
[Shift) while

you use a tool usually constrains its movement and forces shapes
to be of equal length and width. See
the chart at right for some examples of
its actions.

IShittl

.L

.:J

tJ

+

Lets you
Paint straight horizontal or vertical
brush strokes
Draw straig ht horizontal or vertical
lines

~

Shift the w indow contents horizontally or vertically

@

Erase in straight h orizontal or vertical

swipes
Lasso tricks (AA/AN). The lasso tool
Create squares (instead of rectangles)
lets you select an irregularly shaped D orr:J
area (such as a flower) by tracing
around it. (Sometimes you can select
an object simply by double-clicking it v.rith the lasso.) In many programs, you
can choose whether the lassoed selection will shrink to exclude any surrounding
background (the same is often true forth e selection rectangle). Some programs,
such as BrushStrokes and SuperPaint, 1et you opt to exclude all background
areas- such as the interior of an 0-fro m a selection; this is often called the
transparent or X-ray mode.

Note that you don't have to draw a complete loop with the lasso to select an
area. The program will automatically do se the loop with a straight line between
where you start and end the lasso drag.
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Painting
Eraser alternatives (AN/Af\). T he eraser deletes parts of an image, changing
erased areas to the background color (usually white). Here are three other ways
you can erase bit-mapped artwork:
• To quickly erase large areas, use a selection tool (the selection rectangle or
lasso, for example), then hit !Delete!.
• Use th e paintbrush-in any convenient size and shape-to pajnr over the desired area with white paint (or whatever the background color is).
• For detailed, pixel-by-pixel erasing, go to a magnified view and use the pencil
with white paint (or the background color).
Preventing paint bucket spills (AA). W h en you fill a selected area using the
paint bucket, it fills the entire contiguous area. T his can produce unexpected results if there's a pixel or two missing from the border of a supposedly enclosed
shape. The paint will spill out tlu-ough tl1e gap into the surrounding area. If this
happens to you, immediately choose Undo, then locate the gap in the outline
and use tl1e pencil to close it up.
Duplicating an image (SN ANI
AA) . The easiest way to copy an
image isn't tl1e cut-and-paste routine. Nope, all you have to do is
press !option! while dragging a selected area. Instead of moving tl1e
original image, you'll peel away an
In most graphics programs, you can clone an image by pressing

exact copy. If you also hold down leotionl and dragging (left). If you hold down !ru!] as well, you'll
Ia :~~:1, you'll leave a trail of images leave a trail of images (right).
behind as you drag the selection. The more slowly you drag, tl1e more copies
there'll be. Holding down !Shirt) as well (which means lo:~~:l[optionl[Shirt ) li1 total)
keeps tl1e dragged copies in a straight line. In some programs, you can adjust
tl1e spacing between copies by changing the current line width.
Resizing bit-mapped images (AA). Enlarging a bit-mapped image is gen erally
a Bad Thing, because tl1e image deteriorates into a jaggy mess. Instead, make
the original image as large as possible, th en sca le it do'wn to whatever size you
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Shareware Extras

(GW)

Most of this chapter covers commercial software, but on-line services and user groups also offer
a variety of shareware (and freeware) graphics programs. If you aren't ready to ante up for a
commercial paint program, for example, the freebie ColourPalnt provides a color alternative
with simple MacPaint-like tools. Stuck with a monochrome Mac? The black-and-white LlghtnlngPalnt ($14) has the painting basics plus some mondo coo l tools (spiral, starburst) and
special effects (fish-eye lens, gradients). NIH Image, a freeware image-editing program, rivals
some commercial programs. It was created for use with medical scans and X-rays, but you can
easily use it for more artistic pursuits. I've also been dazzled by the freeware MandeiTv, an
entertaining DA that generates Mandelbrot fractals and saves them as PICT files.

MAC BIBLE
DISK

On the drawing side, DesignerDraw (free) comes in handy if you need to produce simple
organization or flow charts. Like some commercial products, it preserves line connections if
you drag linked text boxes around. AppleDraw ($30) has most of MacDraw's tools and is a
good choice for basic drawing tasks, such as logos, although it doesn't have the oomph for
sophisticated illustrations.
There are also a few nifty utilities that can enhance your graphics experience. Super Ruler
($1 0) is a clever DA that displays a vertical or horizontal ruler on-screen. It's great for pagelayout measurements in word processors that lack vertical rulers. Creating perfect gradient
f ills with smooth transitions between colors is something of an art; the $5 Blender DA

MAC B IB LE
DISK

calculates the minimum
number of steps you need
to specify in programs such
as Illustrator or FreeHand to
attain that perfect smoothYou can quickly measure columns of copy with Super Ruler, a
shareware utility that displays this ruler horizontally or vertically.
ness. And if you have a lot of
graphics to keep track of,
lmageCatalog (free) lets you organize, annotate, and access PICT, TIFF, MacPaint, and

some

EPS graphics.

need. Reducing the size of a bit map effectively increases the resolution, thus
improving its appearance. For optimum results, use a multiple of the original
size-half or one-fourth the size, for example. (This approach is mandatory if
you insist on enlarging the image.) Here are four ways to resize a bit map:
• Select the image, hold down !Shift ), and drag to shrink the image proportionally. This works in most programs, including page layout and presentation
documents.

HOT TIP
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• Import the full-size image into a draw program (or the drawing component
of a combination program) and reduce it there. This will minimize the loss of
detail, particularly if there's text in the image.
• Boost the image's resolution in a program such as Photoshop. VVhen you increase the resolution-say, from 72 dpi to 300 dpi-the image size will shrink
proportionally.
• Open the Page Setup dialog box (File menu) and change the Reduce or
Enlarge percentage to less than 100. The on-screen image won't change, but
when you select Print, the image-along with everything else on the pagewill be scaled down to the specified size. (Remember to return the percentage to 100 when you're finished.)
Global nudge commands (SNAN/AA). Every graphics (and page layout) program should let you move selected objects pixel by pixel (called nudging). But if
yours doesn't, here's how to make your own nudge commands that will work in
any program-paint, draw, page layout, you name it.

You need the Easy Access control panel in your Control Panels folde~. (If it's
not there, install it from your original system disks and restart the Mac.) Press
[axl!Shittllclearl to activate one of its handiest features, Mouse Keys. Tap@] on the
numeric keypad twice to lock down the mouse button. Now you can use[]], G),
@),and (ID on the keypad to move any selected object down, left, right, or up one
pixel at a time. (Press the keypad's 0 twice to release the mouse button and
press [ax!IShiftllCiearl to turn off Mouse Keys.)

Photoshop Tips
Most of these Photoshop 2.5 tricks work in earli er versions as well. For the ultimate in tips and techniques, get The Pbotosbop Wow! Book ($3 5, Peachpit Press).

HOT TIP

Changing views (EC). Photoshop has several shortcuts for zooming in and
out. Double-click the zoom tool to see an linage in 1:1 view (one image pixel is
equal to one screen pixel). Keep in mind that the 1:1 view may not correspond
to the image's actual dimensions. For example, if the image resolution is higher
than the screen resolution (typically 72 dpi), the image will appear larger on
screen than it actually is.
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To instantly zoom part of an image to fill the screen , use the zoom tool to drag
out a selection rectangle arow1d m e ar ea you want to magnify.
HOT TIP

Some viewing shortcuts don't use tl1e zoom tool. D ouble-click tl1e grabber
hand , for example, to make m e image fit in tl1e window. To change me magnification and simultaneously change me window size, press Ia:~~:!@ or ~G 
To zoom in or out whil e you 're using anotl1er tool, press lo3C][Spacebar) or
(Option)( Spacebar)and click in the window.
2 18K

~ 1<~1

I

Printable area

or page

Width : 493 pi xels <7. 145 inches)
He ight : 452 pi xels ( 6 . 551 inches)
Channe Is :
1 <Graysca Ie )
Reso luti on : 69 p ixels / inch
In Photoshop, clicking on a window's file-size indicator
(top left) brings up 0 page preview (middle) thot
shows you whether your image will fit on the printed
page. !Optlon)-c/ick to see other pertinent image details
(bottom).

Quick page previews (AA). The fil e-size
indicator at tl1e lower left of a window
has two po p-up screens of document details. C li ck and hold on the indicator to
see a page preview that shows your image
size relative to the printable page area.
D epending on tl1e options selected in m e
P age Setup dialog box, you may also see
registration marks, labels, and oilier elements. (Option)-click to see data about the
image's dimensions, resolution, and color
channels.
Precision editing (EC/AA). Each tool has
a cursor m at looks like its icon. VVhile
CUte, th ese CUrSOrS don't lend themselveS
to precision editing. If you want to know

exactly where tl1e paint bucket will drop its load, you can change the cursor into
a crosshair by pressing (Caps Lock). T his trick works for aU the tools, including the
magic wand and rubber stam p. (Press (caps Lock) again to restore the o rigi nal cursor.)

Multiple views (AA). The New Window command (\Vindow menu) lets you
create one or more duplicate windows for an image. You can change tl1e magnifi ca tion and channel information for each window independently, giving you
different simultaneous views of your artwork. VVhatever editing changes you
make in one window show up instantly in the otl1er(s).
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Fine-tuning selections (EC/AA). Photoshop's selection tools (the selection rectangle and lasso) are more robust than those in most paint programs. You can
eliminate part of a selection, for example, by pressing la:~~:l while dragging with
the desired selection tool. !Shittl-dragging adds to a selection, even if it's in another part of the image. You can make a polygonal (straight-sided) selection
area with the lasso by holding down !option! and clicking at the desired corner
points. You move a selection by dragging it, of course, but you can move just
the selection marquee instead if you hold down la:~~:)optionl as you drag. Choosing
Inverse from the Select menu switches the selected and unselected parts of the
image-particularly handy since it's sometimes easier to first select the areas
you don 't want to change.

The Grow and Similar commands (Select menu) let you extend a selection
based on color values. The color range they add depends on the tolerance value
specified in the Magic Wand Options dialog box (double-click the magic wand
icon to open it). The Grow command adds areas adjacent to the selected area
that have similar color values. The Similar command enlarges the selection by
including all areas in the im age that are similar in color.
Hiding the palettes (EC). Tired of the toolbox and other palettes obscuring
your handiwork? Press !Tab I to hide them all. Pressing IJif?:l again will make them
reappear.
Selecting colors (EC/AA). The eyedropper tool lets you select a color in the
image that you want to be the foreground or backgrmmd color. Normally, a
click with the eyedropper changes the foreground color. If you hold do·wnloptionl
while clicking, however, the eyedropper will change the background color instead.

If you're using another tool, you can change the foreground color on the fly by
pressingloptionl. This turns the current tool into the eyedropper. Click the color
you want to use, let go ofloption l, and continue painting using the newly selected
color.
Fast fills (EC). You don't have to use the Fill command or the paint bucket to
paint a selected area with the foreground color. J ust press loptionli Deletel. To fill a
selection with the backgrow1d color, press !Delete!.
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Dialog box shortcuts (EC). In several of the image-correction dialog boxesincluding Levels, Curves, Color Balance, Brighmess/Contrast, Hue/Saturation,
and Posterize-a Reset button will appear if you press !Option I. By clicking Reset,
you can restore the original image settings without having to close the dialog
box with the Cancel button.
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You can also reposition the image with these dialog boxes open by using keyboard shortcuts. You can zoom in or out with (a3€lSpacebarl or loption iiSpacebarl, and
press !Spacebar! to move around with the grabber.

Magic eraser (AA/BL). The Revert command (File menu) lets you undo all
changes made to an image since the last time you saved it. But if you hold down
!Option) as you drag the eraser, you'll restore just the underlying area to its previously saved condition.
•t+tteteet&•tf tMeett
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Ready-Made Patterns and Textures
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(AA)

Need a nice marble background for a book cover? How about some knotty pine for a 3-D
model or fabric swatches for an architectural rendering? Numerous companies offer packages of predesigned patterns and textures that you can use in artwork and presentations or
wrap onto the surfaces of 3-D objects. Most are 24-bit images in PICT or TIFF format and
will tile seamlessly, meaning that if the image isn't large enough to fill the area, it repeats itself without showing any joints.
Form and Function provides everything from paper and bricks to shrubbery and jelly beans
in its Wraptures series ($130 each on CD-ROM). Fresco ($200 on CD-ROM, Xaos Tools)
offers classy abstract designs, while Pixar's $300 One Twenty Eight CD-ROM has photographic textures and Artbeats' Marble & Granite collection ($350 on CD-ROM) includes
beveled buttons and mortises, seamless tiles, and bump maps for 3-D renderings (see
''Three-Dimensional Graphics" later in this chapter).
If you want to try your hand at texturing, check out Pattern Workshop ($50, MicroFrontier), a Photoshop plug-in that lets you edit its 160 premade patterns or make your
own. Another plug-in, Terrazzo ($200, Xaos Tools), provides 1 7 symmetry effects for
turning any section of a bit-mapped image into a tilable texture, while Specular's $200
TextureScape program generates seamless, high-resolution textures from EPS images
created in Illustrator or FreeHand. The latter two programs let you add complexity to a
texture by adjusting properties such as gloss, transparency, bumpiness, and color. TextureScape also has sophisticated lighting controls and can animate textures over time.

CD -ROM
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You can use the magic eraser to give an image a hand-colored look. Open (or
save) a color image, then convert it to black and white by choosing G rayscale
from the Mode menu. Then select RGB Color to switch back to color mode for
editing. N ow you can use the magic eraser to paint the origin al color back onto
selected areas.
Controlling letter spacing (AA). Working with text in Photoshop can be difficult, since the characters are just a collection of hi t maps, but here's a quick way
to adjust the spacing between individual letters (called kerning). Type some text,
and while the type tool is still active, press Ia :!€] . T he cursor will turn into the
lasso. Now you can deselect any of the letters by circling them, then use the
arrow keys to push the remaining letters closer to (or farther from) the deselected ones. By doing this several times, you can precisely control l.etter spacing. (Alternatively, you can press [o:!€JIShitt] and drag the lasso around the letters
you want to remain selected.)
Filter previews (AA). Photoshop 2.5 has an
undocumented checkbox that lets you turn
on (or off) wireframe and thumbnail previews
for nine distortion filters, including Pinch,
Spherize, Twirl, and Zigzag. To reach the
checkbox, hold down [Option] and select any of
the distortion filters' names from the list
under About Plug-in (w menu). N ow whenever you use one of the filters, its dialog box
will let you preview the effect before you
apply it. (In version 2.5.1 , the default setting
is to show the previews.)

Amount:

~ '7.

(~]
[ Cancel J

Molle:
@Normal

0 llorlz onl ol only
0 Ue rlicol only
An undocumented feature in Photoshop lets you
turn on (or off) previews in several of its filter di·
alog boxes.

Applying filters to individual channels (BL). You can achieve some interesting, subtle effects by using a filter on individual color channels rather than on
the entire image. For example, try applying the Noise filter separately to each
channel- R (red), then G (green), then B (blue)- in an RGB document. (You
can selectively edit channels via the Channels palette.) Rad1er d1an the grainy,
colorful noise you get by applying Noise to the entire RGB image, you'll get a
film-grain-Eke effect.
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Paint and draw applications have been doing some feature swapping lately, but
a drawing program, with its underlying object-orientedness, is still your best
bet for the following types of graphics:
• finely detailed drawings with precise dimensions, such as technical illustrations and architectural renderings
• artwork that needs to be changed frequently
• illustrations with lots of text and/or type manipulations
• maps, diagrams, and charts

Tools of the Trade

(BLIAA)

All draw programs offer tools for creating geometric shapes (rectangles, ovals,
polygons), straight lines, arcs, freehand shapes, and text. They let you scale,
measure, group, and align objects to create precise drawings, and they supply
color controls for adding sophi sticated shading and blends. Note that although
draw programs have some features (such as rectangle and line tools) that seem
similar to those in found paint programs, functionally they're quite different. A
1. Selection tools, for selecting an
entire object or just one segment

8. Reflection tool, for mirroring an
object across an axis

2. Grabber hand, for scrolling an
image in the window

9. Magnifying glass, for zooming in
and out

3. Pen, for drawing straight lines and
Bezier curves

10. Scissors, for splitting a line or curve
into two pieces

4. Blend tool, for creating graduated
blends between two colors or
shapes

11. Freehand tool, for drawing irreg·
ular lines

5. Oval, for drawing circles and ovals

12 Rectangle, for making rectang les
and squares

6. Measuring tool, for measuring the
distance between two points

13. Type tool, for entering fully edit-

7. Rotation tool, for rotating objects
around a fixed point

14. Scale tool, for resizing an object

Illustrator's tool palette contains tools common to most draw programs.

able text

15. Shea r tool, for shearing or skewing
an object
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rectangle drawn in DeskDraw remains a fully s~lectable and editable object,
while one painted in DeskPaint becomes an uneditable part of the underlying
bit-mapped painting.
The tool palette on the previous page shows typical drawing tools. Top-notch
illustration programs also offer the following features:
• Precise drawing controls, ineluding rulers, grids, and the
ability to numerically specify
an object's dimensions.

Bezier curve
Handles

• A Bezier-curve tool, which
lets you easily create and edit
complex curves. Bezier curves You draw a Bezler curve by clicking to establish a starting point,
then clicking elsewhere and dragging to shape the curve. Each click
contain straight or cunred line creates a new curve segment. The orientation and length of the two
segments connected by con- handles attached to each control point determine the curve's slope
and size (curvlness). In this case, by pulling the right handle down,
trol points. By moving these we're pushing the curve up.
points or their attached handles, you can individually adjust the shape of each line segment.
• Object-management controls, including reordering, alignment, grouping,
and locking. Move Forward and Move Backward commands are essential
when you're dealing with objects stacked on top of each other. Alignment
controls let you align and/or distribute objects along a particular axis. A
grouping command helps you organize complex illustrations by allowing you
to link several items-all the pieces of a bicycle, say-so you can move, scale,
rotate, and copy them as a single object. Lock and Hide commands let you
make selected objects uneditable so you don't accidentally edit them.

~
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• Layering controls, which let you segregate parts of an illustration on different levels, or layers, that behave like transparent overlays. With layers, you
can work on one part of a complex illustration without disturbing other parts.
If you're drawing a map, for example, you could put the roads on one layer,
the towns on another, geographic features on a third layer, and text on a
fourth. That way, when you need to add a road, you don't have to worry
about accidentally obliterating a town or filling in a lake. You also can shuffle
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the layer order and selectively turn layers on and off-you could hide every
layer but the one you're working on, or just print selected layers.
• Good text handling. All draw programs let you enter and edit text just like a
word processor. lVIost provide formatting controls such as kerning, leading,
alignment, and tabs. Because generating special type effects is a popular use
for draw programs, you can often add automatic drop shadows and fill characters with colors or blends, as well as stretch, rotate, skew, or bind text to a
path (such as a curve).
• Autotracing, which lets you convert font characters or bit-mapped graphics
into outlines that can be reshaped and edited just like any other object.
• Strong color controls. Most programs let you create custom colors, tints,
and gradients. Some provide palettes for spot-color systems such as P antone
and 1hv\1atch, and/or let you assign colors using percentages of CMYK
(cy<m, magenta, yellow, black) or HLS (hue, lightness, saturation) instead of
tl1e default RGB (red, green, blue) mode.
• Color-separation capabilities. If you're doing high-end color work, you'll
want to separate images into tl1eir CMYK components before going to press.

Drawing Partners
After ten yea rs, Claris has discontinued the hugely popular MacDraw, the Mac's
first drawing program. But have no fear: There are plenty of candidates to take
its place-from drawing programs aimed at generalists to those for professional
illustrators- including MacDraw's successor, ClarisDraw.
Drawing on the cheap (EF) . If you're more concerned about the potential

dent in your bank account than sheer number of features, consider Expert
Draw or DeskDraw. Expert Draw ($50, Expert Software) offers tl1e drawing
basics, plus advanced goodies such as unlimited drawing layers (memoty permitting), object libraries, text on a path, and the abili ty to blend one shape into
another. Its main drawbacks are the lack of a Bezier-curve tool and autotracing,
and it's not quite as simple to use as Zedcor's DeskDraw ($30, bundled with
D eskPaint). D eskDraw is a reljable, no-frills program tl1at retains the simplicity
and compactness of its original incarnation as a desk accessory. [Syste'm 6 users
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QuickDrow vs. PostScript

(AA)

Drawing p rograms are based either on QuickDraw (the Mac's native graphics language) or
PostScript (Adobe's page description language). Traditionally, business users favor QuickDraw-based programs, while professional illustrators prefer PostScript. QuickDraw programs
are more numerous, less expensive, and easier to learn and use. QuickDraw images can be
printed on more (and less-expensive) printers, and no matter how complex the drawing,
you never get output errors.
PostScript-based programs, on t he other hand, can manipulate images in ways that are difficult (or impossible) in QuickDraw. PostScript is famous for producing sophisticated illustrations with fine lines (called paths), complex curves, seamless blends, special text effects,
rotation, skewing, and transparency effects. PostScript illustrations are infinitely scalable, but
for best results they must be o utput on a PostScript-compatible printer-and if a drawing is
too complex (too many blends, for instance), it may not print at all. At this writing, there
are four programs that offer PostScript features: the two heavyweights, FreeHand and
Illustrator, plus CA-Cricket Draw Ill and Canvas (a polyglot program that also supports
QuickDraw).

THINGS TO
COME

The wind may have shifted by the time you read this, however, thanks to the release of
QuickDraw GX, Apple's next-generation imaging technology that will expand the Mac's
built-in support for graphics, fonts, color management, and printing. A full-blown page description language, QuickDraw GX should bring many of PostScript's traditiona l strengths to
every graphics program that supports it. For example, the QuickDraw GX extension will add
system-level support for rotation, scaling, skewing, and image transparency. The new font
architecture will allow any application to provide typographic capabilities such as kerning,
tracking, fractions, and ligatures. And unlike PostScript, QuickDraw GX lets you output these
complex images on a wide variety of printers, even inexpensive models. If you have an older
Mac, however, you may miss out on QuickDraw GX-Apple recommends running it on at
least an '030 machine with 8MB of RAM.

can still install the DA.-AA} It doesn't have drawing layers, though, and you
can't mix smooth curves and sharp angles in a freehand shape. On the plus side,
DeskDraw's easy to learn-and you can't beat the pdce.
Both programs have comparuon painting products, or for a bit more money
you ca n get SuperPaint or artWorks, which provide drawing and painting tools
in a single package. (For details on all these programs, see "Painting," earlier in
this chapter.)
Business graphics (KP/Carolyn Said/SC).There's a relatively new subcategory of
drawing programs that targets the general business user, who's presumably
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more interested in producing organization charts than fancy gradient fills. If
this sounds like you, check out lntelliDraw 2 ($ 100, Aldus Conswner Division)
or ClarisDraw ($400, Claris). The programs have many things in common, including "intelligent" tools that simplify the creation of business graphics such as
forms, floor plans, maps, and diagrams. Their object-linking features let you
easily control the relationships between objects, including shape, size, alignment, distribution, and drop shadows. For example, if you enlarge one object in
a linked group, the other objects also grow. Move one, and the others follow.
And connector lines stay attached when objects are moved-a handy feature if
you're making family trees or org charts.
Both programs provide substantial libraries of templates and clip art, allowi ng
you to assemble drawings quickly. You can also save your own drawings into the
libraries for future use. A ni fty shortcut: You can drag and drop objects across
document windows or from the library palette into a drawing, avoiding cut and
paste entirely. Their shared-features repertoire also includes good text handling, some arty extras (such as grad ient fills and text-on-a-path), basic slideshow ca pabilities (with QuickTime support), and file compatibility with thei r
Windows versions.
The programs aren't complete clones, h owever. C larisDraw, the successor to
the MacDraw dynasty, is the more versatile player, providing basic painting and
image-editing tools (not unli ke SuperPaint) and simple page layout features
(linked text frames, text wrap, style sheets). And yes, yo u can import documents
created in iVIacDraw II or Pro. IntelliDraw, on the other hand, offers the cleverly named symmetri gon tool, which mirrors whatever you draw (making it
ClarisDraw is aimed at folks who
mainly do bread-and-butter draw·
ings such as floor plans, forms, and
organization charts. It provides
easy access to tools and numerous
built-in drawing aids. For example,
its SmartSymballibrarles (upper
right) contain thousands of precre·
ated images, which you can drag
and drop into your drawings, and
the SmartA/ign palette (lower right)
simplifies object alignment.
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easy to create symmetrical shapes), and special effects such as 3-D perspective
and warping.
For an even more business- oriented approach, try Clarislmpact (~400, Claris).
This hybrid drawing/presenta tion package provides specialized tools for drawing seven common business graphics: graphs, tables, org charts, time lines, flow
charts, network diagrams, and calendars. To create any of those, you simply select the 'appropriate tool and drag out a selection rectangle. A dialog box asks
you for details, such as the number of levels in an organization chart. T h en
C larislmpact draws the graphi c, complete with text placeholders that you replace with your own information. Wtt:l) its integrated word processing and slideshow capabilities, the program resemb,les its sibling ClarisWorks (see Chapter
12), allowing you to complete many projects without ever leaving the program.
CA-Cricket Draw Ill (KP/AA). vVay back when, Cricket Draw was the first
PostScript drawing program for the Mac. vVhile it has long since been eclipsed
by Illustrator and FreeHand, the cmrent incarnation-whjch Computer
Associates h as cleverly named CA-Cricket Draw III 2.0-still offers solid
drawing capabilities, plus a few unique features, for $130.

Cricket Draw's tools are Bezier-based, so evety object (even rectangles and
circles) can be ungrouped and edited as Bezier curves. You can create simulated
3-D objects with its exo-ude tool-this produces particularly cool effects with
gradient-filled type- and the Tweening command lets you blend one object
into another in more complex ways than in FreeHand or Illustrator. Cricket
Draw has a wealth of text-handling features, from tabs and kerning to a spelling
checker and text-on-a-cunre. There are some ni fty P ostScript special effects,
such as fountain fills, and you can directly edit a document's PostScript code.
Unfortunately, Cricket Draw also has some serious shortcomings. For instance,
it's the only m~jor program witl1out drawing layers.
BAD
F E ATURE

Canvas (DM). No one can accuse Canvas of lying dormant. If the folks at
Deneba so much as smell a feature in another program, they glom it. As a result,
Canvas 3.5 ($400) has enough drawing, painting, PostScript, text, specialeffects, and p~inting capabili ties to satisfy just about anyone-indeed, it's often
called the Swiss Army knife of graphics programs-and it looks great on featmes-comparisonlists, even surpassing FreeHand and lllustrator.
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Many drawing, presentation, and spreadsheet programs offer decent graphing capabilities,
but sometimes decent isn't enough. Maybe you need a less-common chart type (histograms, anyone?). Or you'd like more control over formatting and labeling. You might want
to graph a complex mathematical function, or fit a curve to a set of points. If so, you need
a dedicated graphing program, which lets you import data in a variety of formats (or directly type the data in spreadsheetlike cells), tweak the chart's appearance till you're satisfied, and export the finished graph in PICT or EPS format for use in your favorite word
processor, spreadsheet, or presentation program.
Name a chart type, and DeltaGraph Pro 3 ($200, Delta Point) is likely to have it, plus a
dozen others you've never heard of (but someone else uses constantly). In all, it has 57 graphing options, including 3-D, pie,
pictograph, bubble, spider, and high-lowopen-close. If that sounds overwhelming,
there's a Chart Advisor to help you pick
and create the appropriate graph for your
needs. The interface can be a bit confusing, but it offers a plethora of customization options-from color to imported
graphics-and over 40 mathematical and
statistical functions. DeltaGraph Pro can
even turn your finished graphs into a slide
show, complete with transition effects.
DeltoGraph Pro offers the ultimate In chart design,
with 57 chart types, extensive customizing options,
and decent presentation features.

For a quick and easy way to generate
basic, respectable-looking graphs, consider CA-Crlcket Graph Ill 1.5 ($130,
Computer Associates). It lacks DeltaGraph's multitude of graph types (it has just ten, and
none are 3-D) and presentation features, but it's a solid program that requires only 1.5MB
of RAM, half of what DeltaGraph needs. If you need sophisticated data analysis, KaleldaGraph 3 ($250, Synergy Software) offers chart types and mathematical functions aimed at
scientists, engineers, and financial analysts.

Technical illustrators and architects appreciate its precision-drawing tools, multiple overlapping layers, and ability to add dimensions and labels to drawings. Its
robust text handling-from kerning and style sh eets to a spelling checker and
multiple columns-make it suitable for short page layout jobs. Special effects include an envelope tool that lets you distort objects as if they were reflected in a
funhouse mirror. vVhen applied to text, you can generate type effects previously
available only in dedicated logo editors such as Letraset~ LetraStudio (see
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Chapter 14). In addition, Canvas has Bezier
curves, compound paths, "smart" connector
lines, pressure-sensitive pens and brushes,
slide shows, color separations... the list goes
on and on (and on) .

...:~~u

This treasure trove of features comes at a
cost: Canvas is complicated to learn and use,
with tools tucked in weird places, and it is
occasionally slow and a tad buggy. Because Like its competitors, Canvas can produce technical
some tools are provided as plug-ins, you can drawings and perform a variety of type tricks, but
dimensioning capabilities give you a precision
simplify things a bit by not loading them, Its
normally found in CAD packages. For example, you
but personally I prefer a program with fewer can attach dimensioning data to a selected object
using the Information Manager's pop-up menu.
bells and whistles and an interface I can navigate without scrambling for the (unwieldy) manual.
Illustrator and FreeHand (BL/AA). Adobe's illustrator and Aldus's FreeHand

sit astride the M ac drawing world. Botl1 are powerful PostScript-based programs that let you do seemingly magical things with illustrations. They cost the
same ($600 list; about $400 by mail order) and require the same level of hardPoworonu <66.67't> .,; %W
;;;;;yw··
ware (an '020 CPU, 8MB of RAM,
•
and System 7). So which should you
choose? Although each has a fanatical fo llowing, in truth the programs
are so evenly matched that they
r2io • lll· ~~e differ only in small details. If you
have a CD-ROM drive, though,
Illustrator 5.5 is a particularly good
deal because it includes a CDROM containing tutorials and tips,
180 PostScript fonts, and clip art.
Illustrator's Layers palette lets you view or hide pieces of
But whichever program you buy,
an Image ( the background Is hidden here), select a la yer
for editing (we're editing the Motor layer), and rearrange
expect to spend some time learning
layers by changing their order In the list. The shading on
to use it effectively.
the chuck, drill bit, and motor was created by filling
shapes with gradient fills using the Paint Style palette.
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T hese PostScript powerhouses can produce complex, detailed illustrations with
smooth curves and subtle blends that print at the highest resolution available on
a PostScript printer or imagesetter. The current versions remedy previous
competitive djfferences, providing drawing layers, multiple undos, excellent
color controls, gradi ent fills , robust text-handling features, column and tab
controls for creating tables, special effects (rotate, skew, text on a patl1, and so
on), pressure-sensitive pen tools, and editing in preview (WYSIVVYG) mode in
both programs. Their cool compound-path tools make it easy to split and combine shapes. You can create new shapes by cutting pieces out of existing ones
(the backgrow1d will show through th e holes), or add several shapes together to
make a new object.
T hat said, there are a f ew differences. Illustrator uses fewer tools to do the same
jobs; for instance, it has one tool for creating both lines and curves, while
FreeHand has several. Illustrator
5.5 has better charting options, a
plug-in technology that lets you
add new filters and features (no,
tl1ese aren't Photoshop-compatible plug-ins), and the abiUty to import, edit, and produce the PDF
files used by Adobe's Acrobat software (see Chapter 24). Unlike its
competitor, however, Illustrator
still can't import TIFF or ]PEG
fil es.
FreeHand's Inspector palette is a one-stop location for changing
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the attributes of any element. To switch from t ext attributes
(some of which are shown here) to those for objects or fills, you
just click the appropriate button. The natural·looking brush
strokes in this image were created using the freehand tool with a
variable-stroke setting and a pressure-sensitive drawing tablet.

FreeHand 4 lets you apply colors
simply by dragging them from a
color palette and dropping them
onto an object, and it has multipage capabilities that-combined with text tricks such as column balancing,
paragraph formatting, and copyfitting-actually surpass PageMaker for smalldocument design. You can, for instance, create pages of different dimensions, so
you can create an entire set of related documents (business cards, envelopes,
stationery) in a single FreeHand file.
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Footnote: At press time, Adobe and Aldus had annow1ced plans to merge.
Adobe (which is, in reality, acquiring Aldus) says it will support both programs,
but it's a good bet FreeHand won't get the same attention as home-grown
Illustrator. Realizing this, FreeHand's developer, Altsys, is trying to grab the
program back from "its most feared competitor." Keep your fingers crossed.

General Draw Tips
These tips should work in most programs, but there's no accounting for programmer idiosyncrasies. Also see "General P aint T ips," above, for m ore shortcuts that work in draw programs.

effects (AN/SA/M). As with paint
programs, holding down !Shift ) while you
use a drawing tool usually acts as a constraint. For example, to force an object (or
group of objects) to move only hori zontally or vertically, hold down (Shift) while
you drag them. (See the chart at right.)

[Shift)
HOT TIP

IShill)+
'-......

D

0
~

Lets you

Draw lines that are horizontal, vertical,
or diagonal (45°)
Create squares (instead of rectangles)
Create circles (instead of ovals)
Resize a selected object proportionally

Drawing from the center (EC/AA). Shapes such as D and 0 are normally
drawn from one edge to the other. If you press !Option)while dragging, h owever,
you can draw the shape from the center instead (this also works in Photoshop).
This is especially useful for drawing circles that you want to center around a
particular o bj ect. (Exception: C larisDraw and MacDraw Pro make you click a
special icon to switch between drawing modes.) Sometimes, pressing loption )IShift)
will both draw from the center and constrain tools (see "!Shift )Effects," above).
Faster screen redraws (tWBL). Color, blends, and lots of layers can really
slow down scr een redraws, especially in PostScript programs. To speed things
up, work in black and whhe as much as possible, use the outline (as opposed to
preview) mode if one's availabl e, and hide any layers you don't need to see. If
you're using custom blends (made by blending one shape into another), put
them in their own layer and turn it off w henever possible. And Illustrator users,
take note: If a screen redraw in Preview mode is taking too long, you can interrupt it with lo:JgJO , which returns you to outline mode.
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Pasting EPS images into other programs (AA). Many programs, such as word
processors, can't directly import EPS images. But you can still get PostScript
images into these programs with this clever workaround: Select tl1e illustration
in your draw program and ho ld down !Option ! while choosing tl1e Copy or Cut
command. This copies the PICT screen image as welJ as the internal PostScript
data to the Clipboard. When you paste the graphic, the receiving program
thinks it's a PICT image and accepts it. Since the pasted graphic retains all the
PostScript data , however, it will print as a P ostScript linage.

6:Z3

HOT TIP

Turning text into outlines (AA). Most programs let you make text any color
you want, but you can't add gradients or other special effects to tl1 e letters. The
solution: Convert the letters into editable outlines, which you can then fill with
• + • t • • * f • * + ' t f t M • • • • · • • t t • f 6 M•t•tb6•+•••

Cool Tools
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Illustrator, FreeHand, and Canvas can perform almost any drawing trick you might need.
Sometimes, however, a specialized utility still does the job better. For example, all three programs offer autotracing tools, which let you turn bit-mapped images into object-oriented
line art. They're fine for occasional use, but if you have a library of drawings or blueprints
you'd like to scan and convert to EPS line art, spend $200 on Adobe's Streamline 3, an autotracing utility that's fast, simple to use, and more accurate in its renderings.
Streamline can generate editable PostScript artwork from photographs, sketches, and illustrations, whether they're in color or black and white. You ca n scan artwork directly into
Streamline and use its draw ing and image-editing tools to clean up images before and after
tracing. The program can posterize traced images and automatically fill in up to 256 colors
or 16 grays, then save them as Illustrator, FreeHand, PICT, or DXF files.
Some drawing programs offer extrude tools, which let you create simulated 3-D objects
(turning, say, a circle into a cylinder), but they're no match for Adobe's Dimensions ($200)
or Ray Dream's addDepth ($150). Both utilities can take 2-D illustrations generated in
drawing programs and give them a third dimension, complete with realistic perspective,
shading, and highlights. They also have drawi ng tools for creating 2-D artwork from scratch.
addDepth is faster and simpler to use, letting you extrude text and objects with a minimum
of fuss. Dimensions offers lathing (spinning an outline around a central axis) as well as extruding, so it can produce more complex 3-D artwork (such as bottles).
Dimensions and addDepth let you move and rotate the resulting 3-D objects in 3-D space,
add lights and specify surface colors, and save the finished 3-D artwork in formats editable
(if you so desire) in Illustrator or FreeHand. You can also map artwork onto 3-D objects-an
invaluable feature for package design. For example, you could create a 3-D soft-drink bottle
in Dimensions and then w rap a FreeHand-generated label around it.
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gradients. Since the letters are now
drawing objects, you can also
change their shapes-great for creating custom logos-or paste pictures inside them. The approach to
converting text into outlines varies
from progra m to program. Claris- By turning text into editable outlines, you can change the letter shapes and fill them with gradients, just as you would any
Draw, Canvas, Tilustrator, and Free- other object.
Hand have specific commands; after
converting the text, remember to ungroup it before editing individual letters.
In other programs you have to be more circuitous, for example, first autotracing text in DeskPaint and then bringing the outlines into DeskDraw.

Editing EPS files (M). An EPS file generally can't be edited after it's created;
you usually can't even open it by double-cljcJcing the file icon. The image can be
imported into a page layout or other document and resized, rotated, and
cropped, but you can't edit the actual contents-a recipe for disaster if you later
need to change something. (lllustrator and FreeHand are exceptions; they can
open and edit their own EPS files. Photoshop also can open EPS files, but converts them into bit-mapped images.) To avoid problems, be sure to also save the
in1age in the program's native file format. For instance, if you create a drawing
in Canvas and save it in EPS format, save it as a Canvas document as well. That
way you'll always be able to edit the original image, wruch can then be reexported as an EPS file.
Publish and Subscribe to yourself (AA) . .Most draw programs have Publish
and Subscribe features, which ca n greatly streamline chores like designing
business cards or tickets. All you have to do is make the original item, publish
it, and then subscribe to it enough tin1es to fill a page. Now you have a bunch
of linked copies wicllln the same document so that whenever you change the
original design, the copies are all updated automatically. (See Chapter 3 for
more on Publish and Subscribe.)
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Canvas Tips
Canvas is so feature-rich that we could fill this book with tips on it alone. But
we'll restrain ourselves to these essential how-to's for versions 3 and 3.5.
Turning off unnecessary tools (David Pogue/AA). Canvas takes up a lot of disk
space and memory. Fortunately, you can save some m emory by not loading
tools you don't need. Just press (spacebar) while th e program is starting up; this
brings up the ToolPicker, which displays a list of external tools that you can
tmn off (or on). Ifyou're in the middle of a project and discover you need a tool
that's deactivated, version 3.5's Tool Loader lets you activate it while Canvas is
runnmg.
Tool shortcuts (AA). Canvas normally switches back to the graphics selection
tool ( ~) after each object you draw. To keep using another, h old down [ax) and
keep drawing. To disable the automatic selection tool, click the Retain Selected
Tool checkbox in the Genera l Preferences dialog box.
You can use keyboard shortcuts to switch temporarily to other tools. To access
the grabber, hold down (Spacebar!. For the dropper, press (Option )u . For the text
tool, it's laxl! option )Cf). And no matter what tool you 're using, you can quickly
magnify an object by ho lding down (Option)I Tab) and clicking. To zoom out, press
I Option )IShitt U~l while you click.
Many tools in the toolbox h ave a pop-up menu that you access by pressing the
relevant icon. The text tool actually has three palettes. Normally you see a list
of text styles.[ax)-click the icon , however, and you 'll get a pop-up ljst of fonts.
[Shift)-click for a list of font sizes.
Double-click for quick editing (David Pogue/AA). "While a single click selects
an object, double-clicking usually places you into eiliting mode. For exampl e,
no matter what tool you're u sing (even the graphics selection tool), doubleclicking on a text block will switch you to text-editing mode. (To return to the
previous tool, hit [Return).) Double-clicki ng on polygons, Bezier curves, 3-D objects, and parallel lines also puts them into editing mode. D ouble-clicking other
objects, such as rectangles, brings up the Object Specifications dialog box.
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Using different Prefs flies (AA/DM). Canvas lets you switch between multiple
Prefs files, which can save loads of time on document setup. You could use one
set of preference settings for business forms, for example, and another for technical drawings. You can save customized settings to a new Prefs file by choosing
Save As, selecting Canvas Prefs from the dialog box's pop-up menu, and giving
the file a new name. To choose a different Prefs file for a new document, use the
Open command. To switch Prefs files on startup, hold down !Shift) until Canvas
asks you to locate the file you want to use; you can restore all settings to the
original defaults (ignoring the current Canvas Prefs file) by clicking the No
Prefs button.

FreeHand and Illustrator Tips
The tips in this section work in FreeHand 4 and Illustrator 5 .5, and most work
in earlier versions as well.

HOT TIP

Changing tools (BL). The most-used tools in Illustrator and FreeHand are the graphics selection tool,
the grabber for moving the page arormd on screen,
and the magnifying glass (zoom tool). Happily, you
can temporarily switch to these tools at any time by
pressing the keys shown at right in either program.

To get

Press

~

~

f?

!Spacebar)

~

@!)I Spacebar!

~

!QR~I Soacebar I

If you have the magnifying glass selected, holding down Ioption] changes the plus
sign (enlarge) to a minus sign (reduce). To zoom an area by an arbitrary
amount, use the magnifier to drag a selection rectangle around it.
Nudging objects (BL/AA). You can move objects in 1-point increments by selecting them and pressing the appropriate arrow keys ((!)088). (A point is a
graphic-arts and typographic measurement that equals about 1/12 inch.) You can
adjust the nudge distance in either program's Preferences dialog box. To adjust
the spacing betw·een text characters-two letters or entire sentences- select the
text and hold down !option ) while pressing 8 (tighten) or 8 Ooosen). This is a
great way to nveak type to fill a certain width.
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FreeHand shortcuts (SNBL/AA). You can quickly switch to
any of FreeHand's basic shape tools by pressing a munber
key (see the illustration at left). These keyboard commands
work even if you 've hidden the tool palette to save screen
space.

You can select many
of FreeHand's tools
by pressing a number
on tire keyboard or
numeric keypad.

And don 't forget that you can select a sma ll object that's
lying behind a larger one by holding down Icontrail while you
click on it. On a similar note, you don 't have to w1group a set
of objects to select one of its members. Just loption)-click on
the item you want to edit. You can combine th ese two tricks:
IControiJIOption )-click selects one member of a group that's hidden behind other objects.

Editing basic shapes (SNAA). V\Then you draw a simple shape (such as a rectangle, ova l, or polygon), you've actually drawn a series of lines and curves that
are automatically grouped. Both FreeHand and Ulustrator let you ungroup the
object and edit its component parts. For insta nce, to quickly create a perfect
half-circl e, use the oval tool to draw a circle (press !Shift) to keep it round).
T hen, if you're in FreeHand, choose the U ngroup command (la:!€l(Q)). Four
points will appear on the circle. Usi ng the knife tool, !Shitt)-click two opposite
points and then deselect eve1ything. Select the half of the circle you don't want
and hit !Delete).

In Illusn·ator, choose the direct-selection tool (hollow arrow) and either !Shift)click or drag out a selection marquee to select the two quadrants of the circle
you don't want. Hit !DeleteI and you're left with a half-circle.

Text on a path (SNAA). FreeHand and Illustrator let you bind text to a path
(line), which means you can place text on cUlves, create borders made up of
dingbat characters, or do whatever else strikes your fa ncy. In Illustrato r, th e
type size changes automatically when you resize a path, but resizing a path in
F reeHand normally chan ges only the path, not the font size. If you want the
text to be resized as well, use the Group command to group the text to the path .
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Painting shortcuts in Illustrator
(BLIAA). The paint bucket and eyedropper let you copy illustrator's fi ll and
stroke attributes from one object to others. To customize which attributes the
eyedropper picks up and the paint bucket
applies, double-click on either tool icon
to bring up their Options dialog box.
While dramng, you can toggle between
the two tools by pressing (Option), which
makes it easy to grab colors from one
area to fill another. You also can change
the cursors for the paint bucket and
paintbrush into crosshairs for precision
editing by pressing (Caps Lock).

Palntbuckei/Eyedropper
Pnlntllucket opplle s: 181 Fill
181 Co lor
C8l Ouerprinl
C8l Stroke
C8l Color
C8l Ouerprinl
181 Weight
181 Cap
181 Join
181 Miler limit
181 Oosh pot t ern

Eyedropper picks up:181 Fill
[81 Color
[81 Ouerprin I
l8l Stroke
181 Color
C8l Ouerpr inl
181 Weight
C8l Cop
[81 Join
181 Miter limit
C8l Oosh po It ern
(Cancel J

~ OK

~

You can use Illustrator's paint tools to copy fill and
stroke attributes from one object to another. This dia·
log box lets you specify which attributes the eyedropper
picks up and the paint bucket applies.

Quick transformations in FreeHand (SA/AA). Trying to get the right effect
when you're rotating, scaling, or skewing an object with the mouse is often a
case of tria l and error. For faster, more accurate results, choose a transformation
tool and (Option)-click on th e desired object. The Transform palette will open, al lowing you to specify exactly the parameters you want.
Blends vs. gradients (A1VBL). You can create smooth color shadings using either blends or graduated fills (gradients), but there are important differences
between the two. A graduated fill is a linear or rad ial transition between two or
more colors. Blends are actually a series of objects that produce a smooth
progression between two colors or shapes (or botl1 at once)-say, from a red
star to a blue square. Because tl1e component elements can gradually change
shape as well as color, you should always use bl ends to make color fills that
follow tl1e contours of an object. Blends also make fewer demands on the computer and printer than do graduated fi lls, so use blends when possible to save
time and memory.

Another reason to use blends instead of fills is if yo u want to import the illustration into Photoshop. Photoshop can't import Illustrator 5's gradi ent fills, but if
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you choose Save As in Illustrator and then select Illustrator 3 from the Compatibili ty pop-up menu, Illustrator converts all gradi ents into blends, which
Photoshop can handl e.
Simple 3-D shapes (BL). You can create basic 3-D buttons and obj ects with FreeHand and Illustrator's blend
tool s. This effect works best with circles, although it
works to a lesser degree with any shape. Draw a circle,
then draw a smaller circle inside it. Fill the outer circle
with a graduated fill that goes from a light color at the top
to a dark color at the bottom. Fill the inner circl e with a
gradient of the same colors going in the opposite directi on. (Ma ke sure the small circle is on top of the large circle.) Voila-the illusion of 3-D.

You can use simple shapes
filled with blends to create 3-0 buttons. For the
illusion to work, the
blends must progress in
the directions shown here.

Illustrator's handy helpers (EC/AA). Here are two more neat things to know:

• Just as in page-layout programs, you can drag guide lines out from the r·ulers
to help you position object'> and text. If you press [Option ! while dragging a
guide, it will flip from vertica l to horizonta l (or vice versa). To move a guide
once you've dropped it (if it's locked), hold clown [controiJ(ShiHl and then drag it.
Wish you could have a di agonal guide? It's easy: Just select the guide, then
rotate or skew it with the appropriate tool.
• You can choose what's displayed in the status line (lower left of the window)
via its pop-up menu. The choices include current tool, amount of free memo ry, and number of remaining undos. Hold down [Option! while you click on
the status line to access some Teally weird stuff, including a pair of eyeballs
that wi ll watch your cursor's movements.
Turn arrowheads into icons with FreeHand (BL). U nlike illustrator, FreeHand lets you create arrowheads from scratch if you don't like the predefined
line endings. T h e Arrowhead editor also has an unintended side benefit: It's a
great storehouse for simple o bj ects such as symbols and icons. Tlun a frequ ently
used icon into an arrowhead and it's always accessible for use in any illustration.
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Drawing

To create a new arrowhead-cum-icon:
HOT TIP

• Draw an object as a single path and copy it to the C li pboard.
• Select the path icon in the Inspector palette, and then choose New from the
Arrowheads drop-down menu.
• In the Arrowhead editor dialog box, click the Paste In button to insert the
object as an arrowhead.
• Scale and position the object, and then click the New button to save it as an
arrowhead.
To use your "arrowhead," click a single point with the pen tool and then select
the arrowhead style. To resize it, just change the line width.
Transparent colors in FreeHand (AA). FreeHancl4 has a great undocumented
feature: the ability to create transparent colors-that is, when two colors overlap, you can make the top one appear transparent. All you have to do is select
two overlapping colored objects, hold down (Option! and choose the Intersect
command from the Path Operations submenu (Arrange menu). Ta cia! A
Transparency dialog box appears. Move its slider to change the topmost color's
degree of opacity. vVhen you dick OK, FreeHand creates a new object that's
the same size and shape as the overlapping area and contains the new color you
just created-which gives you the illusion of transparency. (This effect only
works with flat co lor fills. You can't make lines and graduated fills transparent
or see them through other objects.)

Three-Dimensional Graphics
Part drawing, part painting, and part CAD, three-dimensional graphics software gives you an illustration tool that's racljcally different from conventional
paint or draw programs. Although they're represen ted on a two-dimensional
computer screen, 3-D graphics behave like objects in the real world. If you rotate them, you see the back ofthem, and if you move them, you see what's behind them. \\That's more, when you move and rotate 3-D objects, the computer
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automatically handles the redrawing of such things as lighting, shadows, and
perspective.
Three-dimensional graphics are ideal for a range of uses. illustrators and animators can create photorealistic illustrations. Designers can do comprehensive
drawings of proposed products and packaging. Engineers and architects can visualize products and buildings, even to the point of simulating walkthroughs and
substituting construction materials (how would that wall look with wood paneling instead of stucco?). Three-dimensional graphics can even help educators
teach children about an eclipse.

If you're interested in exploring the world of 3-D graphics, be forewarned:
Rendering photorealistic 3-D images takes practice, and you'll spend a lot of
time twiddling your thumbs. Even a Quadra 950 packed with R.A.i\11 can take
hours to render a photorealistic 3-D picture, which may be many megabytes in
size. The good news: vVith a Mac and off-the-shelf software, you can produce
high-quality 3-D artwork that would have been impossible ten years ago on any
computer. For optimum performance, you need at least a 68030-class Mac,
12MB of RANI (preferably 24MB), and lots of hard disk space.

The Components of 3-D
Creating a 3-D graphic has five basic steps: modeling, texturing, scene building,
rendering, and (optionally) animation. Not every 3-D program does all of these
things. Some packages are just modelers, some are just renderers, and some do
everything except animation. Here's an overview of the components, followed
by a look at how different products implement them.
Modeling (BL). The first step in 3-D graphics is to create the objects. In 3-D,

everything in your scene is an object. If you're modeling a boat floating down a
river, then the boat (and each of its component parts) is an object. So are the
water, river banks, trees, and clouds.
Modeling tools let you create P1'imitives (basic shapes such as a sphere or cube)
or add a third dimension to a 2-D outline via ext1"Ztsion (extending the outline
into three dimensions) or lathing (spinning the outline around a central axis).
Some modelers also have special warping tools that let you stretch the model's
"skin" to create more curvy, organic shapes.
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Most 3-D programs display a model as a wh·eframe-you only see the lines connecting the object's vertices (sort of complex chicken wire). A few modelers,
such as auto•des•sys's form•Z (a professional-level program described below),
let you work with solid forms rather than hollow skeletons. Tllis means you can
actually sculpt an object: Crup away at a sphere to slowly reshape it into a face.
You can save your models in a variety of formats, but if you want to transport
images to other modeling programs (to take advantage of their unique
strengths, perhaps), be suTe your 3-D program supports the DXF file format.
DXF doesn't retain featuTes such as linking and joint infonnation, but it's the
only universal format for importing and exporting 3-D images.
Texturing (BL). OK, you have a wire-
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If you're a novice modeler, Ray Dream Designer's Model·

ing Wizard can lead you through the process of creating
3-D shapes (even complex ones). Once you've described
the object you want to build, the Wizard creates it for you.

frame boa t floating down a wireframe
river amongst wireframe trees. Hardly
photorealistic. To remedy this, you assign surface attributes (textures) to each
object. For inst:.:m ce, you nlight stipulate
that the boa t's huJI is fibergla ss, the river
is full of water, and the tree trunks are
made o f (you guessed it) wood. Assigning textures doesn't actually make the
wireframe boat look like wood; that happens later, during the nnde·ring process.

Most 3-D packages come with predefined textures-everything from granite and oak to handmade paper and reptile rude. You can also use textures from
clip art collections (see "Ready-Made Patterns and Textures" on page 6 11) or
create your own using a scanner (digitize a chunk of marble, perhaps) or paint
program. Some 3-D programs even let you import QuickTime movi es and
place them on an object's surface.
Whatever texture you use, note that wood doesn't look like wood just because
of its color. It also needs that woody texture: the grain, dents, and abrasions. To
get that look and feel, 3-D programs supply a second set of images, called bump
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............................................ ·························+•············ ..
Calling All CADs

(ANBL)

The high-end drawing arena is called CAD (computer-aided design). Primarily used by engineers, architects, and designers, CAD packages are renowned for their finely detailed drawings, high degree of precision, and steep learning curves. They supply specialized tools that
let you easily create complex objects such as walls, wiring, plumbing, and "circuitry. Most
provide precise numerical control (called dimensioning) over their drawing tools, intelligent
cursors (which provide constant feedback on their location and relationship to other objects), symbol and object libraries (doors, windows, cabinets, furniture, and so forth), and
support for PICT and DXF files (the latter being the standard file-exchange format for CAD
and 3-D programs).
CAD is generally divided into 2-D (lower-end programs used to draft blueprints and diagrams), and 3-D (high-end packages for producing complex models). If you're interested in
2-D CAD, Blueprint ($300, Diehl Graphsoft) is a general-purpose drafting tool that offers
that unbeatable combination: excellent performance and a good price. MacDraft ($450,
Innovative Data Design) is easier to use, albeit more expensive. PowerDraw ($800, Engineered Software) costs twice as much and has a frustrating interface, but it's the most versatile
of the bunch, thanks to its specialized plug-in tools and Pascal-based programming language.

BARGAIN

Three-dimensional CAD programs offer even more sophisticated tools, including, of course,
3-D modeling. You'll find programming languages (for creating custom tools and applications), support for databases and spreadsheets (for generating cost estimates and shopping
lists), and the ability to see your designs from various viewpoints (such as elevation or perspective). Autodesk's AutoCAD ($3,750) is the industry standard, offering solid-modeling
capabilities that are ideal for designing engines and other mechanical contraptions. Ashlar's
Vellum (2-D version, $2,500; 3-D version, $3,000) has an innovative, easy-to-use interface,
while MlniCad ($800, Diehl Graphsoft) is the bargain buy, with a feature set that goes
head-to-head with AutoCAD. If you need a super-specialized architectural package, we
recommend ArchiCAD ($4,450, Graphisoft).
Want to put your ideas in perspective without spending a fortune in time and cash on a
high-end program? The hottest area of CAD software is 3-D visualization, popularly called
walkthroughs. A walkthrough program lets you create a model, such as a house, and then
navigate through it simply by dragging the mouse. They're cheaper and easier to use than
AutoCAD and its brethren, and although most don't offer sophisticated texturing or lighting, walkthroughs do provide a good feel for spatial design and are useful tools for client
presentations. Virtus's WalkThrough Pro ($400) is the leader in this category, combining
ease of use with fast rendering, texture mapping (add wallpaper and carpeting, say, or show
a Quicklime movie on a wall), and furniture libraries. Another good choice is SketchTech's
UpFRONT ($300), which provides excellent modeling tools and robust import/ export capabilities, although its interface takes time to master.

GOOD
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maps, that you also apply to the
model's surface. The bump map
tells the program which parts of
a texture are higher or lower
(bumpi er) than other parts.
Scene building (BL). Key ele-

men ts in creating realistic 3-D
scen es are positioning and lighting the models and choosing
your vantage point (called the
camera) . Packages for 3-D
To help you position and lig ht your 3-D models, lnfini-D provides
graphics offer different options
four views of the scene: top, front, and right, as well as from the
for lights and cameras. Lighting
viewpoint of your virtual camera. You can reposition objects by
dragging them in any of the four views.
choices might include Distant
(mimics sunlight), P oint (radiates light in all di rections, like a light bulb), Spotlight (casts a cone of light onto
a particular area) , and colo red filters. With your virtual camera you can pan,
zoom, and (sometimes) switch lenses (to wide-a ngle, telephoto, or fish-eye).
Rendering (BL/AA). After yo u take a snapshot of the

final scene with your virtua l camera, th e program ,.vill
1·endeT (draw) th e final image, adding th e specified textures, shadows, refl ections, and highlights to your wireframes. T he renderer may also let you add effects such as
depth of field or fog to blur parts of the scene that are
farther away. You can render an image at various quality
levels, each of which has benefits and trade-offs, so be
sure your renderer supports the approach you need.
Pbong shading, for example, ca n create good-looking images in a reasonable am ount of time, but you can't use it
to make your boat cast reflections in the river. For th at,
you need a renderer that ca n perform my tracing, a much
slower process.

Textures, shadows, and other
attributes are added to 3-D
models during the rendering
process. Here, a wireframe model
created in Sketch is being rendered using the program 's excellent ray-tracing technique.
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If you're serious about 3-D graphics, investigate Pixar's MacRenderMan (bundled with
Showplace for $500, or $400 on CD-ROM). As its name implies, RenderMan is a renderingonly application, but it can achieve a photorealism that no other program can touch-and
Pixar has the Oscar to prove it. If you've seen jurassic Park, Terminator 2, or The Abyss, you've
seen RenderMan's rendering techniques, called procedural shaders, in action. Procedural
shaders are little programs that define the way light should interact with a model's surface,
allowing you to generate effects ranging from stretching, flexing dinosaur skin to flowing
liquid-metal cyborgs.

GOOD
FEATURE

RenderMan is an application-independent, stand-alone rendering system-in fact, it works
much like a PostScript printer driver. You select its renderers from the Chooser, and it uses a
language, RIB (RenderMan Interface Bytestream), that's essentially PostScript for 3-D images.
Several 3-D applications provide RenderMan support, including Macromedia Three-D,
Swivel 3D Professional, Presenter Professional, and Pixar's own Showplace and Typestry.
These programs let you apply RenderMan shaders to your 3-D models, then send the finished scene (as a RIB file) to RenderMan for output.

Because rendering the finished 3-D im age can take hours (even days), you'll
probably first want to do a faster, low-quality rendering to preview the scene.
Three-dimensional packages also employ several strategies to speed up the
rendering process. If you're on a network, several companies provide software
that lets you distribute rendering tasks across several Macs; of course, each
computer must have enough RAM: and disk space, as well as the software.
Some programs, such as Infini-D, MacRender.iVIan and Presenter Professional,
support YARC Systems' Zuma board, a $3,000 RISC-based accelerator that
can render images up to ten times as fast as a Quadra 950. The most economical option, however, might be to buy a Power Mac.
Another way to speed up rendering is to turn off anti-ali asing, one of the most
time-consuming parts of the rend ering process. You can then run th e finished
image through Ray Dream's JAG II, a $130 anti-aliasing utility that smooths
away rough edges in mere minutes.
Once your image is rendered, you cou ld have a 3-D scene that's almost indistinguishable from a photograph. T he completed picture can be saved as a PICT or

HOT TIP
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TIFF file, which you can then place in another program or open in an imageediting program for further touch-ups.
Animation (BL/AA). Creating three-dimensional graphics has one other, optional step: After you've built and textured your models, but before you render
them, some programs let you add animation. To animate 3-D objects, you define key points in space that the objects will move through. The software then
draws (or tweens) the in-between points to create continuous movement. Good
animation software provides powerful tools for defining motion paths (Bezier
curves, for example), the ability to animate an object's attributes (size, scale, texture, and so on) as well as its position, and good lighting and rendering capabilities. Optional features include motion blurs, morphing, and automatic banking
and smoothing controls, which create more realistic motion when an object
rounds a corner. (For more details, see "Animation," later in this chapter.)
VIDI's Presenter Professional even lets you attach sounds to objects and generate acoustic effects as they move. For example, you could assign a whistle sound
to a train model and place a microphone in the scene beside the tracks. As the
train approaches and passes the microphone, the sound will change automatically.

Once your paths and motions are defined, it's time to render the final graphic.
But remember: If your Mac requires ten minutes to render a single frame, it
will take four hours to render one second of24-frame-per-second animation!

Choosing a 3-D Package

(BL)

As with categories of software, picking a 3-D program depends on what you
want to accomplish (and what you can afford). There are excellent 3-D packages available at every price level, but if you're really 'really serious about 3-D,
you're probably going to want several programs, because each 3-D program
does one or two things very well or has a unique feature.

GOOD

P:.ATUR.

Entry level. An excellent starting point for the novice 3-D user, Ray Dream
Designer (Ray Dream, $350) provides full-featured modeling and renderingperfect for still images-but lacks an animation module. The program's
Modeling Wizard lets beginning modelers easily build complex models out of
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simple shapes, and it has a few features 3-D veterans will appreciate. For example, it's the only program that lets you paint pictures, colors, and textures directly onto your models.

If all you want to do is create 3-D type or flying logos, LogoMotion, StrataType, and Typestry are inexpensive programs specifically designed to turn text
into 3-D obj ects and, if you like, add special effects or animation. See Chapter
14 for details.
Midrange. If you have $700, you can choose between two popular 3-D pro-

grams, Strata's StrataVision 3d and Specular International's lnfini-D. Botl1 of
these ali-in-one solutions provide modeling, rendering, and animation, making
them good starting points for 3-D , but they also offer enough power to do professional-quality work. StrataVision shines in modeling and rendering, while
Infini-D has a more intuitive interface and better anin1ation features, including
automatic banking, smoothing, and velocity controls. Pixar's Showplace ($500,
bundled with MacRenderMan) has reasonable scene-building and texturing fea tures, but it's really a glorified front end for RenderMan (see "The Ultimate
Renderer" on page 63 5).
Another $700 option is Alias Research's Sketch!, one of the best modelers in any
price range. Besides its simple-to-learn interface and powerful tools for creating
just about any shape, Sketch! also has one of the best ray-tracing renderers out
tl1ere. If you're creating still images (it has no animation module)-particularly
smooth, curvy, organic shapes-Sketch! is a bargain.

CiOOD
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High end. If you're looking for a professional-level 3-D package, tl1e best value

is Strata's $1,500 StudioPro, which combines powerful, intuitive modeling and
rendering with an excellent animation interface. The renderer has naturalmedia effects such as ch alk and watercolor, giving you traditional-looking
artwork in full 3-D. Anin1ation effects include Explode and Atomize (for those
Lawnmowe1· Nfan jobs), and the plug-in architecture lets you add more capabilities, such as cloud generation or morphing. (For an example of the realistic
results you can produce with StrataVision 3d and StudioPro, check out Myst,
an awesome game reviewed in Chapter 20.)

CiOOD
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StudioPro hos an excellent animation component, allowing
you to create movies of 3-D objects moving, spinning, and
flying. In this Image, a banana Is being "flown " through a
scene of marble columns. Using the Animation palette, we're
defining the path (the curved line) we want the banana to
take by specifying key frames (the white circles) and time Intervals. StudioPro will use a tweening process to generate
the Intervening frames.

VID I's Presenter Professional
($2,000) is an excellent modeler, renderer, and animator. Its powerful
sculpting tools and MacRenderMan
support make it an ideal choice for
professional illustrators, and, as mentioned, it's the only program that can
generate sound effects based on object movement. A $1,200 sibling,
ModelerPro, offers Presenter Pro's
modeling power minus its rendering
and animation modules. If you want
to try your hand at solid modeling,
get auto•des•sys's form•Z ($1 ,500),
which has a great modeler and is easy
to use.

Animation
An animation creates the illusion of motion by displaying, in rapid succession, a
series of pictures (called fi,·ames) in which an image's position changes incrementally from one frame to the next. In jlipbook or cm-d-based animation, each frame
is drawn from scratch. But since the background and other elements may not
change for many frames, it's more efficient to draw each element on a separate
transparent layer, called a eel (short for celluloid, the traditional animation
medium), and only redraw those elements that change from one frame to the
next.

Digital Animation

(BL)

Many Mac-based animation programs imitate traditional techniques. You draw
key frames, which show the background and characters at specific points in a
scene, then define the paths the characters will take during the scene. Wben
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you're done, the software draws the intervening frames-tweening-to create
the ill usion of continuous movem ent.
Most animations are more complex than simply moving a shape along a path,
however. If you want to animate a bird £lying through the air, it's not enough to
show the bird moving forward-you must show its wings flapping as well.
Consequently, most programs let you assign a series of pictures- one for each
wing position of the flying bird, say- to a path. The finish ed animation will
play tl1e images in sequence along the predefined path.
Some 3-D animation programs also can mimic film and video's tendency to
blur movi ng objects. Study a video of a moving car, for example, and you'll see
that tl1e car is slightly blurred in each frame. In a traditional animation, however, the car would be perfectly clear in each frame , an effect called strobi11g.
Programs that offer motion blurs can blur each fra me based on the direction
that objects are moving, producing more realistic-1oolcing animations.
Programs usually save animations asPICS or QuickT im e files, allowing you to
use th em in other applications that support those formats. PICS is the standard
format for animations. QuickTime is increasingly popular, however, because it's
supported by so many applicati ons, always plays animations at the correct speed
(even on slower comp uters), and has an Animation compressor that reduces fi le
sizes. (For more on QuickTime's capabilities, see Chapter 17.)
\iVhile tl1e Mac is a great tool for creating and editing animations, it isn 't necessarily the optimmn playback device, because it can't always get the frames onto
the screen fast enough. At less tl1an 15 frames per second, an animation will
fli cker. To watch animations at higher frame rates, you' ll need lots of RAM and
a fast Mac (eitl1er a Power Mac or one with an accelerator card). If you want to
output animations on film or videotape, you'll need specialized hardware and
software; see "High-E nd Vid eo" in Chapter 17 for details.

Animation in Action

(BL)

There are few stand-alone animation programs becau se most animations are
created as part of videos, multim edia presentations, or 3-D graphics sequences.
No matter where you find it, however, animation software can be divided into
three general categories: frame-based, warping and morphing, and 3-D.
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Animation

Frame-based animation. This approach most closely resembles the traditional techniques described above. Good software will have powerful paint
tools (for drawing the elements in your key frames), tweening controls, and
QuickTime support for output. In addition, look for an easy-to-use interface
for creating and sequencing eels, as well as the ability to map out your characters' motions both over time and in relation to each other (does one character
pass in front of or behind another, for example).

BARGAIN

Animation Works ($200, Gold Disk) is one of the few programs that does nothing but generate animation. It has path-based animation tools for defining characters as well as onionskinning (d1e ability to trace a previous frame to create a
new frame), and it is ideal if you already have multimedia or video-editing software and simply need to create animations to include in presentations or videos.
Macromedia Director ($1 ,200, Macromedia) is the program most commonly
used for serious animation work on d1e Mac. If your needs are less hard-core,
consider Cinemation ($500, Vividus), an animation-based presentation program; MotionPaint, part of Motion Works' $250 Multimedia Utilities package;
or ADDmotion ll ($95, Motion Works), which lets you create animations
within HyperCard. For more details on rl1ese products, see "Presentations" in
Chapter 17.
Morphing and warping. Morphing is the smooth transformation of one
shape into another, like a pop star turning into a panther. Warping lets you
stretch and distort an image as if it were made of digital Silly Putty. The increasing popularity of these special effects is partly due to the excellent morphing software now available on the Mac. For product details, see the "Video"
section of Chapter 17.
Three-dimensional animation. Three-dimensional animation has been used
to create everything from the dinosaurs in J urassic Pa,rk to opening titles for the
SuperBowl. Adding a third dimension to animation can produce more realistic
results than a 2-D approach; for instance, you can usually create motion blurs
and add shadows and reflections that shift with movement. To do 3-D animation, you generally need a 3-D graphics program. To get the scoop on features
and products, see the "Three-Dimensional Graphics" section, above.
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If you don't have the time, talent, or software to create graphics from scratch,.
take heart: There are literally tens of thousands of predesigned images-from
simple line art to full-color photographs-that you can use, royalty-free, in
your publications and presentations.
Ifyou can imagine it, there's probably clip art to cover it. Subject matter ranges
from the commonplace (people, sports, business, holidays, nature, flags, transportation, food, logos, borders, backgrounds) to the specialized (medical, military, teddy bears). Some packages cover a range of subject matter; others focus
on a single topic, such as maps. You likewise can choose from a variety of illustration styles, from contemporary and high-tech artwork to art deco, digital
woodcuts, and Celtic designs.

Clip art comes in both bit-mapped and object-oriented file formats (TIFF,
PICT, EPS), and many companies now supply color images, which also look
and print just fine in black and white. The resolutions of bit-mapped images
range from 72 dpi (suitable for newsletters and on-screen presentations) to 300
dpi (magazines, posters, ads). CD-ROM collections are increasingly popular
because they hold more images (640MB worth) and are more convenient than
piles of floppies. Due to their file sizes, stock-photography collections are available only on CD-ROM.
You can plop clip art images into your documents as-is, or you can open them
in a draw or paint program and edit them to meet your needs. (EPS images are
usually lllustrator files, so you can edit them.) Delete unwanted elements, select
and use just one piece of an image, add or change colors-it's up to you.
A sampling of the many companies, subjects, and drawing styles available in the
clip art realm is shown on the next three pages. You can also get clip art from
on-line services and user groups, although it's often of lesser quality.

~
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Clip Art Sampler

ARRO International

3G Graphics

Series: ARROglyphs
Packages: Environment (left), $7 SO;
Wildlife (right), $70
Formats: EPS, TIFF

Series: Images With Impact
Packages: Places & Faces (left), Accents & Borders 2
(right), $ 730 each; 6-volume series $500 on
CD-ROM
Formats: EPS, PICT

.....r.,

,,,

Creative Media Services

C.A.R-

Package: Megatoons Part II, $7 SO
Formats: TIFF

Series: Clip ables
Packages: Clipables (left), $250; Statements (rigllt), $130
Formats: EPS

Dream Maker Software

DS Design

Series: Cliptures; MacGal/ery
Packages: Cliptures 4: World Flags (left), $90;
MacGaller y V: Holidays and Special Occasions
(right), $50
Formats: EPS (Ciiptures), Paint (MacGallery)

Series: KidBAG
Package: Art by Kids, $80
Formats: EPS, TIFF
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Metro lmageBase

Series: Dig/tArt
Packages: Celebrity Caricatures (left), SlO;
Sports & Leisure (Fight), S 700; 30-volume series
SBOO on CD-ROM
Formats: EPS

Packages: Metro Food CD (left), SBO;
Metro lmageBase on CD (right), S1 50
Formats: EPS, TIFF

PhotoDisc

RT Computer Graphics

Series: PhotoDisc
Packages: Business and Industry (left),
Retro Americana (right), BOO each
Formats: TIFF, P/CT; /PEG

Package: Santa Fe Collection, S7 80
Formats: EPS

Totem Graphics

T/Maker Company

Series: Totem Color Clip Art
Packages: Fish (left), Domestic Animals (right), S40
each; 18-volume series $395 on CD-ROM
Formats: EPS

Series: ClickArt
Packages: Beastly Funnies (left), $50; Studio: Business
Art (right), $100
Formats: EPS, PICT
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Clip Art Sampler (continued)

Cartesla Software

TechPool Studios

Series: MapArt
Packages: Countries & Continents (left), U.S. States
(right), $180 each; four-volume series $3280 on
CD-ROM
Formats: EPS, PICT

Series: LifeART
Packages: Emergency (left), S200;
Super Anatomy I (right), S230
Formats: EPS, PICT
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Page Layout
IF YOU THINK OF CONSTRUCTING A DOCUMENT in

terms of constructing a building, then a page layout program is the construction site, and its
palette of text and graphics tools would be the hammers and saws you use to
shape the pieces and knock them together. Instead of cement, !-beams, and
sheet rock, you're working with electronic fonts, graphics, lines, and colors.
Word processing programs handle text (with some graphics handling tossed
into the best ones), and graphics programs handle pictures (though they usually
include some basic text tools, too), but page layout programs are designed to
handle all the elements of a document. The tools of a page layout program are
designed to help you combine text, graphics, and colors in ways limited only by
your imagination.
Although the most sophisticated page layout programs can handle any professional-level task they're handed, including fine typographic adjustments and
color separation for offset printing, page layout programs aren't just for professional designers. Some of the most popular programs make the task of building
a page as easy as dropping your own text and pictures into ready-made layouts.
In this chapter, we'll talk about how to choose a page layout application that
suits your needs.
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Page·Layout and Desktop Publishing
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<DB)

D esktop publishing-the ability to lay out documents for print on a persona l
computer-was born in 1985, when AJdus introduced PageiVIaker, the first
page layout program. Before that, all type for publicati on was set photomechanically at professional type shops and returned to the designer in long
strips that would be cut apart and pasted on boards, which were, in turn, photographed to make film for the printing plates. A5 the layout evolved, the type
might be reset repeatedly-sometim es at grea t expense. vVhen the layout was
finished, the colu mns of type were glued onto sheets of cardboard marked with
the page dimensions-a laborious, time-consum ing task.
Page layout programs changed publishing forever. Now you simply construct
your document on screen, then print it out on a laser printer or imagesetter to
create your final pages. No more gluin g paper strips, no more messing with wax
A pasteboard holds items
until you're ready to place
them on the page.

You can place text,
graphio, and rule~ (lines)
freely on each page.
Toolboxes supply tools for
selecting text and pictures,

~~~~~-fT adding and rotating
~

=-

boxes, adding rules, and
performing other tasks.

JQ~~~~+i- Color palettes let you

A page layout program provides tools for placing and manipulating words,
pictures, and text on a page. PageMaker version 5 is shown here.

color text or boxes with
preset or custom colors.

GOOD
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or rubber cement and T -squares. Professional-level publishing tools are no
longer locked in type shops manned by a guild of specialized workers. They're
right in your .Nlac, ready to be wielded by any designer, or editor, or anyone who
cares to learn to use a program.

The Right Tool for the Job

(DB)

Having lots of tools available makes work easier-if you know what to do with
them. But if you don't, they just get in the way (and could even be dangerous!).
If you're building a shack in the backyard, you don't need the most expensive,
precision-tuned, highest-grade tools to get the job done. It's the same with page
layout software. If you're putting together the company or church newsletter,
you probably don't need to use the same tools as someone who's creating an ad
for Vogue magazine or laying out a 300-page book on Renaissance art. A less expensive and easier-to-use program may do just fine.
You can think of page layout programs in three categories: design-based, suitable for commercial or graphic design use (fine carpentry); document-based,
for long, often technical documents (the Trump Tower); and lmv-end, for small
businesses or home use (that toolshed you've been wanting).
T he low-end, economy packages typically cost less than $300 and are suitable
for much of the basic page layout that's done today. You can easily put text,
graphics, and rules on your pages and move them around. T he next level-document-based applications-are ideal for businesses handling long, text-heavy
documents. If you work doing documentation for Boeing or General Motors,
there's a good chance that this is what you should be using. The designer page
layout programs often don't handle long documents as well as the documentbased programs, and they leave out some of the simpler or low-end features of
the economy programs. In their place, you get high-end tools for working with
color, printing, and typography.
We'll discuss each of these categories in more detail, as well as why you'd want
to use them, below.
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Designer Page Layout
T he first programs most people think about when you say "desktop publishing"
are Aldus PageMaker and QuarkXPress. They're the primary competitors in
the designer version of the "battle of the stars," although we'll see later why
there are also plenty of reasons to use other programs.

In this section we'll first take a hard look at QuarkXPress and PageMakerhow they're different and why you'd want to use one or the other-and then
we'll look at a lesser-known program that has a lot of potential, Multi-Ad
Creator.
·+ • t t ••t· ••••• · v · · e t e · ••• •f+M t t e • e • t • · · · ·ee·•·•ee ·
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If You're Not o Designer

(C.J. Weigand)

Having a page layout program won't make you a good designer any more than having a
saw and a hammer will make you a good carpenter. When you're just getting started with
page layout, the temptation is to try every trick in the book. Here, as in most of life, however, moderation may be best. The following are a few general design guidelines I've found
usef ul:
•

Mixing more than three typefaces or styles on a page is something a professional designer will do only rarely.

•

Use color to set your publications apart from others, but don't be gaudy. Spot color
tastefully applied might be all you need to catch a reader's eye. And in a market where
color predominates, the absence of color can also be used to good effect.

•

Leave plenty of white space to balance your compositions. A cluttered page is likely to
be overlooked as being too "busy" to spend time w ith.

•

Organize you message around a dominant visual element. A single large headline or
graphic can help to focus your readers' attention; several w ill probably confuse them.

•

Use subheads to break up your text and sustain interest. You can also separate large
blocks of text by using well-placed pull quotes. Set them in a different font or type style
from the main text.

• Additional emphasis can be given to text and graphics by accenting them with boxes or
frames. Drop caps can further heighten interest but should be used sparingly.
•

Design facing pages together. Two pages that look great separately can clash terribly
when placed next to each other.

• Above all, be consistent. Consistency lends credibility to your message.
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QuarlcXPress vs. PageMaker

GOOD
"IATURI

(DB/SR)

We consistently hear rumblings about how eitl1er PageMaker or QuarkXPress
is so much better or easier to learn than the other. The truth (at least the way we
see it) is that this is balderdash. QuarkXPress and PageMaker used to play
leapfrog regularly, with each new version jumping way ahead of its competition.
Over the past few years, tl1ough, the two programs have evened out somewhat
and they're now in a state of semiequilibrium. The latest versions of both
(PageMaker 5.0 and Quark 3.3) let you add text, graphics, and rules to documents of any length. Both offer an amazing array of sophisticated typography,
graphics, and color tools that can meet the most exacting professional standards.
Perhaps the biggest difference people note is that QuarkXPress has text and
picture boxes, while PageMaker doesn't. We maintain that this, too, isn't quite
true: PageMaker has boxes-they're just invisible! Click on a picture or block of
text and you can clearly see its bounding box. Both programs have floating
palettes that let you control objects on the page; both programs let you style
• • • • • • • , • • • • • • •H,·· · · · · · · · ' . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • ·

., .....................
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Editors' Poll: Which Is Better, PageMaker or Quark?
AA: PageMakerl This one of those religious issues (you tend to stick with the faith you were
weaned on). For high-end users, QuarkXPress had the upper hand for a few years, but now
the playing field's level. For non-high-enders, PageMaker is easier to learn and use. I love
being able to load a story or picture into PageMaker's cursor an'CI just put it anywhere I
want, drawing out the "box" and placing the element at the same time.

DB: I usually don't follow trends, but when almost every major newspaper and magazine in
North America uses QuarkXPress, it's hard to argue with them. I side with XPress, though I
think RageMaker is more useful for some things, like indexihg.

EC: PageMaker, by a long shot. I hate Quark's text and imagJ boxes' and I hate its inflexibility. PageMaker lets me do exactly what I want, in the quintessential Mac way: just click on it
and move it around. Make it bigger, make it smaller, change its color, whatever. It's completely intuitive. For me, using Quark is a punishment.

DD: To be fair, I h(!ven't used PageMaker since about 1986, When I trieq it then, though, I
was really upset at some of the crazy ways it handled text. I turned to Quark, found everything I wanted, and have never looked back.

BW: I would sooner have to choose between Allah and jehovah. I use both, depending on
the project. Often, a single layout requirement will dictate which way I go.
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text and offer very precise typography; and both programs
enable you to create flyers ,
magazines, books, newsletters, and newspapers. So next
time someone tells you "this
one is better than that one,"
just walk away. Neither is inherently better. The one you
choose depends more on
which program has the one
feature you can't do without.
That said, though, tl1ere actually are significant differences
between tl1e two programs.
Because talking a bout how
the two programs are the
same doesn't really get us
anyvvhere, we'll focus here on
the sometimes subtle, sometimes obvious ways the two
programs differ.

In Quark XPress, you first create a text or picture box, either on the page
or on the pasteboard area surrounding each page. You can then modify
the boxes and import text and graphics into them.

-

--

Warning: These two progra ms are made for professional designers, and the
discussion here may seem
pretty esoteric-even like
gibberish-to the uniniti ated. We've tried to explain In PageMaker, graphics and text are placed directly on the page or
pasteboard instead of inside boxes.
terms as we use them here,
but if you're in above your head, keep reading. You may feel more at home with
the low-end packages described later in the chapter.
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The workspace. In QuarkXPress you can see as many pages at once as will fit
in the window, and each page or spread has its own pasteboard (an area you can
use to temporarily store elements you haven't placed yet). In PageMak er, you
view one spread at a time, and the pasteboard is common to all pages . Each
program also has a Library palette for storing items common to a number of
pages, which you can u se as a document-wide-or even a multi-documentwide-pasteboard.
Building pages. Quark-XPress pages consist of text and picture boxes (plus
rules)- you draw a box and then fill it with text or a graphic. PageMaker page elements seem to be clifferent but are actually quite sirnilar. You don't have to create picture or text boxes before you add pictures or te:x.'t in PageMaker, an
approach that some people think makes PageMaker simpler and more intuitive.

GOOD
FEATURE

~
~

GOOD
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XPress's text-box approach allows for multiple-column text boxes; you change
the number of columns in a dialog box, and the text reflows accordingly-a tiresome task in PageMaker.

Templates. PageMaker's templates are ingenious little scripts that create publications (including style sheets) based on dialog box selections (page size, label
template, etc.). Surprisingly, XPress's few in-th e-box templates are for special
purposes a11d lack style sheets (preset text formats), so they aren't of much use.
Palettes, tools, and controls. Both programs have a floating palette that lets
you precisely modify elements on your page, such as object placement, text formatting, picture formatting, and so on. PageMaker's Control Palette has
leapfrogged XPress's Measurements Palette, offering more flexible control, in
addition to both character and paragraph text formatting (yes-paragraph styles
are available from the palette).
Both programs let you create libraries of objects, images, and text. However, in
PageMaker's Library Palette you can search by keyword, description, and author name, and you can import libraries from Aldus Fetch, an image-archiving
program (see C hapter 15). XPress's Library doesn't provide the sea rching (you
can only select by the items' names), but you can have multiple libraries open.
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Color: The Final Frontier

(DBIDD)

One of the most important differences between the designer-level page layout programs
and the others is the ability to handle color for offset printing (printing on a printing press
rather than a desktop color printer). Here is a guide to some of the issues.

Color Separation
On a printing press, each color is printed separately. To create color for printing, a page layout program must be able to separate the colors onto separate pages for output. Those separations are usually printed to film, from which the different printing plates can be made.

Spot vs. Process Color
How the colors are separated depends on whether they will be printed with process color or
spot color. Spot color is printed with an ink of the specified color, in a single pass through
the press, and is generally used when the document includes just one or two colors, for decoration. You typically choose spot colors out of a swatch book, such as a Pantone Matching
System (PMS) book, and some page layout programs include on-line versions of the
Pantone and other color matching system palettes for easy color specification.
With process color, all colors are created by printing the image with different tints of four colors: cyan, magenta, yellow, and black (CMYK). Process color is more economical to use when
the piece you're printing includes more than four colors, and it is always used to print color
photographs.

Trapping
When paper is flying through the printing press, it often gets misregistered, and each color
isn't printed exactly where it should be. This can cause gaps at the edges between colors
where the white paper shows through (read: " really ugly"). Trapping is the process of
slightly overlapping colors at their edges so that when misregistration occurs, there won't be
an ugly gap. This is an area that even the best page layout programs haven't really mastered
yet. Even though some programs (like QuarkXPress) let you trap from within the program,
the best solution is often to have the service bureau that outputs the job take care of the
trapping for you.

Pages and master pages. In XPress you can view and scroll through multiple
spreads (and spreads can include more than two pages), drag pages between
documents, view thumbnails, and easily rearrange page order (this is possiblethough very slow-with PageMaker's Sort Pages Addition (see the box
"XTensions and Additions," below). Also, QuarkXPress offers 127 master
spreads per document, compared to PageMaker's one. Each master page can be
a template for a type of page in your document. For instance, your table of contents can be based on a TOC master page, your opening spread can be based on

~
~
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Both PageMaker and QuarkXPress let you add functionality by adding plug-in modules (PageMaker uses "Additions," XPress uses "XTensions"). Some of these modules are free (PageMaker
comes with a whole mess of them), though most cost between $20 and $300. Some specialized XTensions cost even more than the program itself. (You can get a catalog of XTensions,
as well as the XTensions themselves, from XChange, a Colorado-based cooperative.)
Although similar on the surface, Aldus Additions are ultimately less powerful than Quark
XTensions. Some XTensions fundamentally change XPress's feature set (for instance,
SketchPad, which adds full drawing tools-including Bezier curves and putting text on a
curve). With some well-implemented exceptions, Additions are often more like sophisticated
macros aIa QuicKeys, but with dialog boxes. For example, the Bullets and Numbering
Addition simply sets indents and types characters, w ith no real intelligence.
This discrepancy is partly due to the paucity of third-party Additions developers (PageMaker
started using Additions only a year or so ago; Quark had a head start of several years). But it's
also due to PageMaker's underlying technology for Additions, which doesn't give program mers the flexibility that Quark does with its XTensions. Additions all reside in a big list on the
Additions menu, for instance, while XTensions can add to or modify any menu or dialog box.

the Opening Spread master page, and so on. You can edit master items on document pages in XPress, and control whether they're replaced when you apply a
different master page to a document page.
Measurements, rulers, and guides. In almost every instance, XPress offers
finer measurement increments than does PageMaker-often ludicrously fine.
However, more important, in QuarkXPress you can use arithmetic operators
(+,-,I, and*) and mixed measurement systems (3p5+1cm, for instance) in all
the palettes' dialog boxes. In PageMaker you can use only + and -, and those
orily in the Control Palette, and you can't mix measurement systems.

On the other hand, in PageMaker you can specify a custom vertical ruler increment, and objects and guides will snap to ruler increments- both great when
you're working with grids based on leading.

GOOD
FEATURE

Long documents. If you spend much time producing longer, text-intensive
documents, PageMaker is the hands-down choice in this category (see also
"Handling Long Documents: FrameMaker," later in this chapter). It gives
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more options for importing and appending styles, and its style sheets don't wipe
out local formatting as easily as XPress's do. It also creates tables of contents for
multiple documents, renwnbers pages for multipl e consecutive documents, and
it has the best indexing system I have ever seen. QuarkXPress can create indexes and tables of contents with an XTension (which will cost you another
$ 100 or so), but not as elegantly as PageMaker.
Objects and object relationships. vVith QuarkXPress's box-oriented
approach, you can create oval and polygonal graphic containers. Page.Nlaker
only supports cropping pictures witl1 rectangles. (If you want a polygon in
PageMaker, you have to draw it in an illustration program and import it.)
XPress's other object formatting features-especially graduated fills- put it
well ahead of PageMaker in tlus category. XPress also creates editable wraps
around irregular shapes-such as circles or pictures-automatically. In PageMaker you have to create and resize irregular text wraps manually.

QuarkXPress's Group command groups items so that they act as a unit when
you move or otherwise manipulate tl1em . PageMaker groups items via an
Addition, converting the objects to EPS (slowly-it can take more than 30 seconds to group two objects on a Quadra 650). Ungrouping the text and graphic
items is possible (which is sort of amazing, when you stop and tl1ink that they're
EPS files), but grouping eradicates text wrap settings and breaks links (permanently) between ilireaded text blocks. Plus, you can't edit items within the
group, as you can with XPress. And, to top it all off, color objects in PageMaker
get rurned into black and white unless you have a color printer selected in the
Print dialog box when you run the
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QuarkXPress's ability to create graduated blends, polygons,
and manual text around polygons make It a powerful
design tool.

~

PageMaker's inability to automatically align items (a feature available in MacDraw since 1985) is just
plain ridiculous. XPress provides
comprehensive controls for aligning objects or distributing them
evenly across a space.

BAD
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On the other hand, PageMaker has the added benefit of letting you wrap text
on both sides of a picture; QuarkXPress doesn't.
Anchored objects. Anchoring boxes (also known as "inline graphics") is a way
to attach graphics and/or blocks of text to a certain spot in the text so that they
flow along with the text as changes are made. The way QuarkXPress handles its
boxes means you can use inline text boxes in addition to inline graphics (which
PageMaker also supports). In XPress you can automatically align anchored
boxes to either the baseline or the cap height, which you can't manage as easily
with PageMaker.
Word processing. \Vhile XPress's word processing feature list looks more impressive on the surface, PageMaker's Story Editor-a pop-up window displaying text in an easy-to-read format- makes editing much faster and more
convenient. It opens a separate text window in which you can make your
changes without waiting for the text to reflow with each new line. Both programs insert curly quotes for you while you're typing, but XPress offers five
methods for different languages. .

Both programs offer reasonable filters for importing and exporting text to and
from Mac word processors, but PageMaker also includes filters for PC word
processors. The XPress Tags filter is great for transferring and manipulating
fully formatted text using straight text coding. It's far superior to PageMaker's
Smart ASCII and Rich Text Format (RTF) filters .

BAD
FEATURE

Typography. QuarkXPress has long been known as a typographic powerhouse, but the truth is that both programs are quite powerful and impressive in
this department. On the other hand, there are a few niggling little points that
drive us crazy. Drop caps, for example. QuarkXPress's drop cap feature is easy
and powerful. PageMaker comes with a crude Addition for creating drop caps
that has two big problems: line-ending hyphens disappear, and if you edit the
paragraph, line breaks get all messed up.

And, while QuarkXPress has the lead in kerning ability (PageMaker has a
relatively coarse kerning increment), PageMaker definitely pulls ahead in tracking. It provides five editable tracking levels per font, applicable on the para-
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graph level. XPress offers one editable track per font, applicable on the document level.
QuarkXPress has a bunch of other cool typographic features, too. For instance,
the Indent to Here character (type la xl[D) indents the rest of the paragraph to
the Indent character's position. And the (wonderful) automatic ligature generation replaces fi and fl characters with ligatures (like those shown here), breaking them into separate characters when letterspacing increases beyond a
specified amount. See Chapter 14, "Fon ts," for more on tracking, kerning, and
ligatures.)
Windows versions. Both programs are available on the (shudder!) Windows
platform, and both let you move documents between the two platfom1s relatively easily. And, although there are some issues surrounding consistency of
fonts and graphics, most of the problems have fortunately been worked out.
Support. Both Quark and Aldus offer 90 days of free support (but you pay for
the call). Quark starts the clock when you register the product, but Aldus only
starts counting after your fi rst call, and unlike Quark, Aldus also offers another
30 days of free support after you upgrade. After your time runs out, Quark offers a single month of tech support for $2 5, and Aldus offers a 900 line ($15 per
call). Both companies also offer a year of tech support- for a price: $150 per
year for Quark, $100 for PageMaker. Aldus also offers a few extras under the
one-year plan: It picks up the toll charges, sends you minor program updates
automatically, and gives you a 25 percent discount on major upgrades. Under
Aldus's $179 Premier plan, you get the year of toll-free support and a 40 percent discount on upgrades.

Quark sends you its helpful XPressions newsletter only if you pony up for the
one-year plan. You get the really great A ldus Nfagazine for free, as soon as you
register your copy ofPageMaker.
Which one's for you? There's no doubt about it: You can produce consummately professiona l publications of almost any type with either PageMaker
or QuarkXPress. T he differences lie in how easily you can produce those
documents.
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(DB)

just before I finished this chapter, I saw two programs that I had to at least mention here:

VIva Press Professional and 382. These are both dark horses, could-be contenders in the
THINGS TO

COME

GOOD
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high-end page layout market. Viva Press Professional (VPP) is from TechWare in Germany
and at the time of this writing is only being distributed in the United States by lnterpress
Technologies in New York. 3B2 is from Advent in the U.K., and is distributed in the U.S. by
XyVision. Both handle color separations, tables of contents, index generation, and object
grouping-in some cases better than any other program.
VPP has all the makings of strong competition for PageMaker and QuarkXPress. It uses
palettes for document pages, style sheets, and object formatting like other programs.
However, it also has some really innovative features, such as aliases (objects or pages that
are linked to other objects or pages; change the original, and all the aliases change, too),
object guides (any object can be a guide), and Bezier curve drawing tools. You can impose
your pages for printing directly in t he program and create style sheets for pictures, lines,
paragraphs, and even words or characters (most other programs only let you create paragraph styles).

As of this writing (mid-'94) Viva Press Professional is clearly a 1 .0 program with a lot of room
to improve. However, it TechWare continues to upgrade its product regularly, there's little
doubt that you'll be hearing more about this program.
If you come from a traditional typesetting background, you should take a serious look at
Advent/XyVision's 3B2. This program is a feature-packed powerhouse, but the user interface
is horrendously complicated (of course, like everything, once you get familiar with it, it's not
so bad). It's especially powerful for longer documents (see " Handling Long Documents:
FrameMaker," below). In fact, perhaps the best reason to work with 3B2 is its cross-platform
compatibi lity with PCs (there's a DOS-not Windows-version) and Unix systems.
There have been several good programs from overseas that failed in the United States, but
their failures are typically the resu lt of marketing and distribution problems. Whether these
two can cut it remains to be seen.

For longer and more text-intensive documents, PagelVIaker's superior style
sheets and book tools give it the edge. For more design-intensive work
(brochures, ads, fliers), XPress's grouping, locking, alignment, and distribution
tools make it a better choice. In its latest version, PageMaker handles color EPS
fi les and the mechanics of color separation better (making it a good choice for
production work), willie XPress has EfiColor color management (a plus for design work and if you want to separate RGB files directly).
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If your needs go beyond laying out single-page designs, you can skip this section entirely. On the other hand, if you'd love to have the ultimate single-page
design and layout program, read on. Multi-Ad Creator (from Multi-Ad
Services, $1000) is probably the best-kept secret in professional l\llacintosh
publishing software. vVhile it's used by a zillion newspapers, magazines, and inhouse ad departments, Multi-Ad's marketing is so bad that most people still
don't know about tlus very cool program.
Multi-Ad Creator is clearly designed to make ads, but you could make any onepage piece witl1 it. Let's look at some of the features (I can only touch on my
personal favorites for lack of space). First of all, importing graphics is a snap, either with a command key shortcut-no special bounding boxes needed-or by
grabbing them from a floating palette that lists files. You can easily make 1-bit
TIFFs transparent or colorized. Then, you can make an automask for any imported image-quickly blocking out areas of an image you don't want to see or
act upon with a command. Multi-Ad creator also has an automask feature that
can trace areas in an image automatically.
Multi·Ad Creator can
handle only single pages,
but boy, can it handle
those. It includes some
of the best graphics and
file-handling tools of
any page layout program
available.

COMEON IN
FOR BIG SAVINGS ON
ALL ESCORTS,
ASPIRES AND F·SERIES
PICKUPSl

555 -1111

GOOD
FEATURE
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(DB)

Ragnme, a page layout program in an integrated package, made a big hit in Europe, but
for some reason Americans never got too interested in it. I don't know why, because it's really a pretty cool program that more people should know about.

RagTime is not really design-oriented- it gives you little control over typography and
color-and at a list price of $600 it doesn't fit into the home-business or economical-package category. It's not really designed for long, text-heavy documents, either. It's really a
business page layout program, suitable for Interoffice memoranda, notices to investors, or
even a business newsletter.
RagTime lets you create spreadsheets, graphs, pictures, and text on the same page, without
ever leaving the program. Then you can link them all together. For example, you might
have a spreadsheet on one page that lists inventory prices and cost of sales figures. Then
you could link those numbers to the text on another page so that when you change the
spreadsheet, the numbers in the text would also change. Same thing goes for the dynamic
graphs. In fact, you can even link text to a spreadsheet in another document on your hard
drive.
Because RagTime is not well known, you often have to get information about it directly
from its North American distributor in Canada, MacVONK (what a name!). (Ragtime is also
covered as an integrated package in Chapter 12.)

If you don't like how the mask turned out, you can use the Edit Mask floating
palette; it contains sophisticated pen tools like FreeHand and Illustrator. You
can even mask an image with a polygon or a starburst (Multi-Ad Creator's
Starburst tool has no peer, even among drawing programs).
But wait-there's more! If you can't find your linked graphics on disk, you can
tell the program to go find them for you. Or, you could use the accompanying
program, Multi-Ad Search. T his database lets you keep all your graphics and
M ulti -Ad Creator documents organ ized-a must if you're surround ed by
thousands of files. You can use Search's thumbnail images to find something,
or, even better, you can use its sophisticated searching features.

GOOD
FEATURE

Text hand ling is incredibly powerful. Especially so are lvlulti-Ad Creator's style
sheets. They are beyond- far beyond-anythi ng you've ever seen, including
not only character styles, but also algorithmic styles ("the first line of the para-
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graph should be in Helvetica, then change to Palati.no; put a ZapfDingbats bullet at the beginnjng of the paragraph;" and so on).
Multi-Ad Creator's printing and color control is also rugh end, giving you precise control over color separations. Perhaps best of all, you can export your entire ad (or just a portion of it) as an EPS or DCS (separated EPS) file so that you
can bring it into your larger multipage layout program.
T1ying to describe all of Multi-Ad Creator's features in a piece trus long is just
plain cruel. Instead, if this is something that might make your life better, try a
demo version Gust write to Multi-Ad at the address in Appendix D).

Handling Long Documents:
FrameMaker

(DB/SR)

If you're not uying to create a fancy design but rather are attempting to present
a lot of content (text and graprucs) in a straightfonvard form, you probably
want to look into a document-based program. On the Mac, trus category belongs to FrameMaker, from Frame Technology.
If you've struggled with long docum ents in Microsoft Word, PageMaker, or
QuarkXPress, you'll find FrameMaker a joy to use. You can use it for short documents and brochures, but it's not really designed for that. It's set up for documents that have a pretty consistent layout from page to page. It ca11 handle
graplu cs and rules, but it doesn't have the typograpruc and graprucs-oriented
bells and wrustles that PageMaker or Quarlv"'X.Press have.
For long but relatively simple documents like technica l manuals or in-house
guides, you really need sometrung more like an exalted word processor than a
page layout program. FrameMaker fits the bill. At $800 it does a lot more than
Word, but using it feels more like word processing than page layout: Its talents
are geared more toward handling words than pictures.
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Framei.Vlaker's built-in word processor has an excellent spelling checker, extensive find-and-replace features, automatic index and table of contents generation, footn otes, and so on. FrameMaker has the best table-handling of any M ac
program I've seen, plus w1ique features like automatic cross-referencing and
conditional text (that is, inse11 if .., which lets you include or exclude certain
text and different versions of a document, if, for example, you're doing documentation for a product that has two slightly di fferent versions). It's also got a
very impressive equation edi tor, for doing things like matl1 texts.
Also, because FrameMaker is available on so many different platforms-including V\Tmdows-it's also grea t for large corporations that need to move documents around among Macs, P Cs, and U nix-based systems. You can even use a
Reader utility to read Fram eMaker files over networks or on CD-ROMs.
Once you've learned tl1e program, it's easy to use, and it's also well documented
in a reference guide. The information is not organized well for learning tl1e program, though. And, unfortwlately, I haven't yet found a good book on
FrameMaker to recommend to beginners.

"It's the Economy, Stupid"

(DB/SR)

In the industry, we tend to call this last type of page layout program "low-end,"
but perhaps a better term would simply be "inexpensive," because these applications are often incredibly powerful and up to many everyday page layout
tasks. Let's take a quick look at each of these programs and why you might want
to consider using them.

Ready, Set, Co!
We've always thought that the arguments people get into over whether
PageMaker or Q uarkXPress is better are rather silly. Ultimately, it becomes
sort of a religious preference. But we didn't know the extent of religious preference until we met people who use Ready, Set, Go! This impressive page
layout program has appeared under two names: Ready, Set, Go! and
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DesignStudio. Letraset sold it for awhile,
but now Manhattan
Graphics-the original developers-have
taken the product
back.

Users of Ready, Set,
Go! appear to be incredibly happy with
it, but I can't tell
whether it's because
they love the program
or they're happy that
Ready, Set, Go! offers a full complement of designer page layout tools at an
they got such a poweconomy price.
erful program for
such a low price. In fact, Ready, Set, Go! offers almost all the functionality of
P ageMaker or QuarkXPress but at only half the price (it retails for only $400,
and if you have a previous version of the program you can upgrade for betw·een
$70 and $90, depending on which version you own).
RSG is customizable in a number o f ways. If you want a pasteboard, you can
have it; if you want a tool bar, you can get one. The word processing features
are great (many people write documents within RSG instead of a word processo r), and the graphics capabilities are strong. You can rotate, scale, and crop
graphics and text in various ways, and then make the text run around a picture
automatically. You can even make text boxes in strange shapes.
Manhattan Graphics implemented style sheets in RSG on a character level but
not on a paragraph level, which makes using them somewhat nonintuitive if
you're used to programs such as Microsoft Word, PageMaker, or QuarkXPress.
P lus, they've included a very powerful tab feature (though it's rather difficult to
fi gure out, and the documentation doesn't help much). Then there are the bells
and whistles, such as gradient fills and QuickTime support. RSG also handles

d@
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color very well; you can do separations of both process and spot colors. RSG also
offers free techrllcal support on a toll-free line (if you're calling from the United
States), so if you're stumped they can probably help you quickly and cheaply.
GOOD
FEATURE

Perhaps the biggest problem with the program is that it's not supported by consultants, service bureaus, and trainers as widely as is PageMaker or QuarkXPress. Service bureaus are often not familiar with it, so they don't like
supporting it; training is difficult to find; and even finding other users to talk
about the program with can be a chore.
Ready, Set, Go! is clearly not a perfect program, but there's no doubt that if
you're makjng magazines, brochures, or newsletters on a budget, it's one you
should look at.

Publishlt! Easy

(SR/DB)

Many people refer to Publishlt! Easy (TimeWorks, $200) as the Swiss Army
knife of desktop publishing, and since it includes robust tools for page layout,
text editing, drawing, and painting, that moniker is appropriate.

ColurM Stvl•...
HtJcflint Sty1f'...
I ColJmn

2 Col!mns
3Col.ltMS4 Collrm s

Publishltl Easy from TimeWorks includes tools for
drawing and pointing as well as page layout. The
Library Palette makes it easy to quickly odd text in
preset formats.

SWltch £d1t

Pl.:.Cokmns...

There's good text editing
(including a relatively robust
Find/Change), spell-checkjng,
and even a thesaurus. Text
formatting includes most of the
controls that casual users need,
plus some ruce extras, such as
automatic and manual kerning
(only in full-point increments).
Although hyphen ation is a
batch process-you have to
select the text you want hyphenated and use the Insert
H yphens command-it's quite
speedy and pretty smart.
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Publishlt! Easy's tools for offset printing are not powerful: Color options are
limited, and color separation is nowhere to be found.
More than anything, Publish-It! Easy stands out for its interactiveness. It's great
for casual users who often find themselves trying things out on the page. As you
resize a text frame, for instance, the text reA.ows inside the frame interactivelyit doesn't wait for you to release the mouse button (very cool).l\llost of its dialog
boxes let you see the results of your changes before you click OK in close the
box. And several palettes make it easy to get at the profuse number of tools.
So what's wrong with Publishit! Easy? Not a whole lot, especially considering
the low (and often heavily discounted) price. There are limitations-like its
restriction to integral point sizes-that aren't a great problem for general business or home users, but some other things are more than annoying. For instance, there are no style sheets (something we use every day).
One of the great things about this program is how small it is. The whole thing
weighs in at under 300K on disk (plus space for the dictionary, thesaurus, and
so on). This makes it not only easy to use even on a pared-down system, but
also quite fast to run. This program is more than enough to keep most nonprofessional page makers very happy.

Aldus Home Publisher

POWERBOOK

(SR/DB)

When Aldus Corporation-the creators ofPageMaker-bought Silicon Beach
Software a few years ago, one of the properties the company picked up was a
page layout program called Personal Press, designed for beginning and occasional page makers. Now, Aldus has bundled Personal Press along with a bunch
of templates, TrueType fonts, clip art, and "specialty" paper-in a package
called Aldus Home Publisher for $50.
One notable interface innovation is Personal Press's use of proxies. Almost
every dialog box lets you see a representation of the changes you're making on
the actual text or graphic you're working on, so you can try things out before
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you click OK. Another innovation is the facility for placing Notes that contain
the date, tirpe, and any remarks you want to pass on to your workgroup cohorts.
You can hide or show the Notes and print them out as well.

GOOD
FE ATURE

T here are other cool features, too, like an E quals tool that makes two objects
I.
the same size and shape, and a Replicate function with options for replicating a
page element a given number of times.
Text is handled relatively well-you can either type directly on tl1e page or import text into a text box-and tl1ere's a weU-designed spelling checker and tl1esaurus to polish your prose. On the other hand, tl1e type formatting controls are
rudimentary, whi ch is perhaps to be expected in a low-end page layout program. You can specify a number of typographic settings, but there's no automatic kerning, which would be an obvious way to help novice users create
good-looking publications.

BAD
.. I! ATUR E

And although you can apply a wide variety of line and fill patterns, you can't
specify a simple percentage tint or a line thickness smaller than 1 point, which
almost guarantees that publica tions will look amateurish .
P ersonal Press's AutoCreate feature is designed to let novices build documents
quickly based on tl1e provided templates. A separate manual describes the templates (''you need four stories and three graphics for tl1is newsletter"), and you
just choose the text and graphics to fill the boxes. Personal Press then builds tl1e
publication, pulling the files into the template. The templates have one key
flaw, however: T hey don't include style sheets (and even if they did, style sheets
in P ersonal Press don't include paragraph formats). So once you've flowed tl1e
text in, you'~~ on your own for spec'ing the type.

If I were choosing between Aldus Home Publisher and Publishlt! Easy, I would
definitely opt for the latter. Publishlt! Easy may not have style sheets or come
with clip art and paper sam ples, but it's generally easier to use and has a more
snazzy design.
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HOT TIP

No one ever learns all this desktop publishing stuff by themselves. Hiring a consultant, a
trainer, or attending classes is usually my first recommendation. But there are two problems
with that tack. First, classes take time and money (sometimes lots of both). Second, your
teacher can't be there for you at 11 p.m. on the night before you r deadline. So her~'s a list
of just a few publications that you might find helpful when you need an all-night consultant.
Books
Roger Parker's Looking Good in Print ($25, Ventana) does a good job of covering design essentials, offers help in selecting typefaces, and provides hints for effective use of the tools of

the trade. Lots of graphics make it a quick read .
The 208 pages of Gray Book ($25, Ventana) are crammed with clear, detailed, and relatively
sophisticated discussions of contrast, lighting, shading, scanning, and many other important
topics for people working in black and white. Plus it contains lots of terrific illustrations.

Real World PageMaker ($28, Random House) was originally written by Steve Roth and Olav
Martin Kvern, and the newest edition added Bruce Fraser to the list. This is the first musthave book if you're using PageMaker. It covers why PageMaker works the way it does, more
than simply how.
Robin Williams's renowned PageMaker Easy Reference Guide is being updated (with the help
of Barbara Sikora) for PageMaker 5 and renamed Peachpit's PageMaker 5 Companion
(Peachpit Press, $35). The last version of this book was packed with every tidbit you'd ever
need to know about PageMaker. The new version should also be a must-have.
I'm a little biased about The QuarkXPress Book ($30, Peachpit Press) because I wrote it.
However, I really do think it's the best reference book on QuarkXPress out there, and Quark
agrees with me-they even use it to train their technical support staff!
I also wrote the Desktop Publisher's Survival Kit ($23, Peachpit Press), which covers a lot of
the material that you already have in your hands (plus even more) and focuses on the essential information you need to know to be efficient in desktop publishing.

Magazines
Publish is the most well-known desktop publishing magazine, though I often find it less useful than others. It's the kind of magazine that you can usually pick one or two gems out of
every issue, making it worth the subscription price.
If you own and register any Aldus product, you already have a subscription to Aldus
Magazine. This little monthly is packed with goodies, from basic information to power-user
tips and tricks. Unfortunately, it only talks about Aldus products, such as PageMaker and
FreeHand.

ThePage is a handsome almost-monthly newsletter from The Cobb Group that does a good
job of covering the field. However, at $70 per year, the subscription price is a bit steep.
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HOT TIP

Seeing what you're moving (DB). When you drag something in QuarkXPress or PageMaker, what you see is an outline of the item; when you stop
dragging and let go of the mouse, the item itself appears in the new position.
But when you're trying to align something carefully, that just isn't good
enough. However, if you h old down the mouse button for about half a second
(until the cursor flashes once), you can actually see the object move instead of
just a box.
Grabber hands (DB). One of the coolest subtl e features of both PageMaker
and QuarkXPress is the grabber hand. Instead of clicking on tl1e scroll bars all
the time to move around your document, hold down the [Option! key while clicking and dragging somewhere on your page. A little hand icon appears and
moves your page in the direction tl1at you're dragging. This seems like a really
little feature, but it speeds up life a lot!
Selecting through objects (Byron Brown). "When you have elements lying on
top of one another, you often need to click through one to get to tl1e object
below. In PageMaker, you can [Cmdl-click to grab tl1ough tl1e top item. In
QuarkXPress, you use [Cmd J[OptionJ[Shittl-click. In either program, tl1e first time
you click you move one layer down, tl1e second time you move another layer
down, and so on. Once a buried item is selected, you can bring it to the top
using Bring to Front, or you can move it out of the way by giving it a different
origin in the Measurements/Control palette. In QuarkXPress, you can then
press the ru key for Bring to Front an d [Shift ![[) for Send to Back; [Option RFS I is
Bring Forward a layer, and [ShittiiOptioniFs I is Send Backward a layer.
Copying paragraph formats (DB). In QuarkXPress you can copy all tl1e para graph attributes of one paragraph to another by first putting tl1e cursor in the
n ew paragraph (the one you want to copy to), then [ShittJ[Optionl-clicking on the
old one (tl1e paragraph you want to copy from). Tabs, indents, and even style
sheets are copied.
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Shrinking PageMaker files (SA/AN). PageMaker files get bigger as you work
on them. That's because the program appends changes to the existing file when
you save, rather than replacing it with the new, ed ited version. You can often cut
the size of a PageMaker fil e in half (or more) by choosing Save As instead of
Save from the File menu. When you Save As with the same file name, the old
fi le is completely replaced by the current one, ridding yourself of all those old
appendages and reducing the file size.
Returning from th'e Story Editor (EC). To enter the Story Editor m
PageMaker, triple click any text block or press Ia :~~: I[ID.

The way in which you leave the Story Editor determines what you see when
you get back to layout view. If you type lo~I§J or click the close box to leave the
Story Editor, you'll return to the page you were in when you entered the Story
Editor, that is, the page you see behind the Sto1y Editor window. But if you select Edit Layout from the Edit menu, you'll go to the place in the layout that
contains the insertion point.
Viewing the whole pasteboard (EC). lf you want to see the whole page at
one time, you select Fit in vVindow from the View menu of either PageMaker
or Quark.XPress. However, if you want to see the whole page, the spread, and
even the surrounding pasteboard, you can hold down a modifier key while selectin g Fit in \iV1ndow. In PageMaker you hold down !Shirtl; in Quark.XPress,
you hold down !Option!.
Finding and changing more than one character style (EC). Did you know
that in PageMaker you can look for more than one character style (bold, italic,
etc.) at a time using the Find dialog box? Just select the first style and then select the second. When you let go of the mouse button, you'll see one of the
styles with a plus sign, indica ting that there is more than one style selected. To
deselect either style without deselecting all of them, click it. To deselect all of
the styles, select Any from the pop-up menu.
Automatically deselecting objects (DB). You can deselect any object or objects in QuarkXPress 3.3 by pressing[§~] when the Item tool is selected. I find
this really helpful , especially when yo u're zoomed in and you can't find a blank
spot on the page to click on. In PageMaker, there's no auto-deselect command,
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but you can do the same thing by typing l o~)lspacebar), which switches to the
Pointer tool and deselects evetything.
HOT T IP

Moving files between platforms (DB). If you need to move either graphic
files or documents between the Macintosh and Wtndows, you should typically
use the lowest common denominators for everything. That means, use PC EPS
and TIFF files (most graphic programs on the Macintosh can write them). And
all your file names should be eight-dot-three (eight letters or numbers, followed by a period, followed by a three-let1:er extension). For example, you
could use 8LTRBLUS.TXT.
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Multimedia
MULTIMEDIA-

THAT SEDUCTIVE BLENDIN'G

of graphics, sound, video,

animation, and text-isn't just a buzzword anymore. The reality is all around
us, in attention-grabbing business presentations, in interactive kiosks at shopping malls, in the latest CD-ROM games, and in electronic encyclopedias that
take us on guided tours of the Louvre or teach us about Mozart's music.
Multimedia isn't just the domain of high-end professionals, either. A plethora
of Mac-based software lets even fl edgling computer users take advantage of
multimedia's promise. Businesses can produce on-screen slide shows, complete
with sound and video, and computer-based training systems. Schools can use
multimedia tools for class projects and interactive learning applications.
Individuals can create concert-quality music performances and digital home
moVJes.
In this chapter, we'll explore three key components of multimedia: sotmd,
music, and video. Then we'll look at the latest in presentation programs and
authoring tools, which let you pull all the pieces together into a multimedia
extravaganza.
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The Multimedia Machine

(AA)

"I'm glad to be out of that bag!"
The Macintosh has come a long way since those words were uttered by the
12 8K Mac during its introduction. But even in 1984, the Mac had some of the
primary ingredients of that as-yet-uncoined term, multimedia. With its first
sentence, the Mac showed off its built-in sound chip and internal speaker. (It had
an external speaker jack, too.) The first Mac also provided graphics capabilities,
albeit on ly in black and white. It took a few years for the Mac's multimedia personality to be fully realized, but the die was cast.

Fulfilling the Promise
Over the past ten years and innumerable Nlac models, Apple has continued to
add multimedia features to the basic Nlacintosh hardware and system software.
No matter which model you have, you've got sound and graphics features that
set the Mac apart from DOS-based machines, plus plug-and-play access to additional hardware. The current high-end Macs offer CD-quality sound, and the
AV models add video-capture hardware. Here's a guide to the multimedia features you already have in your Mac.
Sound. Every Mac model can record and play 8-bit mono sound. AV Macs,
Power Macs, and the 500-series PowerBooks support 16-bit stereo input and
output. Owners of older Macs (the IIfx and earlier) must input audio through the
serial port using additional hardware, but current Mac models have built-in recording capabilities (an audio input jack andlor a microphone). Ifyou have System 6.0. 7
or greater, you don't even need extra software to record (digitize) sound; the Sound
control panel has (limited) recording capabilities. (For a complete list of the sound
options for various models, see "The Mac's Built-In Sound Capabilities" on
page 682. The AV Macs have more sophisticated sound (and video) recording
capabilities, thanks to their FusionRecorder software.
Graphics. Photorealistic color images, 3-D graphics, and animation require
more processor power than the early Macs could deliver (not to mention a
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color monitor). Apple addressed this problem with the Mac IT family and 32-bit
QuickDraw. The ?v1ac IT and its siblings supplied better performance, color capabilities, more memory, and a larger storage capacity (essential for those huge
graphics files), plus expansion slots for the accelerators, video display cards, and
digitizer boards we'd need. Then 32-bit QuickDraw (later incorporated into
System 7) brought 16 million colors to the desktop and supported the special
effects used in photo-retouching and multimedia applications.
Multimedia software. Apple's next contribution was HyperCard, arguably
the Mac's first multimedja application. Originally bundled with every Mac,
HyperC ard let you combine text, graphics, sound, and interactivity (via programmable buttons) in on-screen presentations. Unfortunately, today's Macs
only come with a run-time version, the HyperCard Player; if you want to create
new presentations, you must buy the full version.

In 1991 Apple supplied the final ingredjent of multimedia-video support-in
the guise of QuickTime. Trus system-level support for video, auilio, and graphics enables anyone with at least an '020-class machine to make and play movies
(with soundtracks!).
Video. The AV Macs come with everythjng you need to record video. Using
the digitizing hardware built into an AV machine, you can capture and ilisplay
............ " '""" ........ .... ....... 16-bit digital audio and video without hav-

The AV Monitor

(AA)

Apple's AV monitor, which can be used
with any Mac that supports an external monitor, is the only Apple hardware that can play true stereo. In fact,
the AudioVision 14 Display is a multimedia powerhouse all by itself: It has
two bass-reflex speakers, a built-in microphone, audio in and out ports, and
a video port for hooking up a camcorder or VCR. If it had a CPU we
wouldn't need a Mac! (See Chapter 6
for more on the AV monitor.)

ing to buy separate digitizing boards. Just
plug an audio or video source (such as a
camcorder, VCR, or videoilisc player) into
the AV's video ports, fire up the bundled
FusionRecorder software, and start recording. The AV Macs also have a DSP (digital
signal processor) chip, which provides huge
performance gains for processor-intensive
operations such as the special effects used in
graphics and video applications. (The
Power Macs build the functions of the DSP
into the CPU.)
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You don't have to be an artist, video producer, or musician to put together professionallooking multimedia presentations. Dozens of companies offer royalty-free collections of clip
art, photography, movies, and sounds. If you have $400 and a CD-ROM drive, Volume 1
(Business and Technology) of Macromedia's CllpMedla series can supply almost everything
you need for a complete multimedia experience: movies, animations, graphics, sound effects, music, backgrounds, and buttons. WraptureReels ($130 on CD-ROM, Form and

CD - ROM

Function) is an excellent disc of broadcast-quality animated textures and backgrounds (such
as clouds, waves, and fire), while Backgrounds for Multimedia 1 and 2 (Artbeats, $230
and $290 on CD-ROM) provide tasteful backdrops. For more art and photography options,
see "Clip Art" in Chapter 15.

As for prepackaged sound libraries, our favorites include the officially licensed Star Trelc,
Star Wars, and 2001: A Space Odyssey collections from Sound Source Unlimited ($60
each, floppy disks); Sound Library 2000, a $50 CD-ROM of sound effects from Wayzata
Technology; and A Zillion Sounds-actually, more like 2,000 sounds ($25 on CD-ROM,
BeachWare).
Finally, for multimedia presentations requiring a little license-free background music, try

Killer Tracks, three CO-ROMs tailored for sales, training, and education (Killer Tracks, $70
each or $175 for the set). Other good musical choices include Clip Tunes ($200 on CD-ROM,
Digidesign) and MuslcBytes ($1 00 on CD-ROM, Prosonus), which offers tunes performed
by famous musicians such as jeff "Skunk" Baxter of Steely Dan and Doobie Brothers fame.

What Else Do You Need?
The Mac's native hardware and software provide the foundation for building a
mul.timedia system of any complexity. Your experimentation with the ~1ac's
multimedia features might be limited to adding a QuickTime movie to your
Startup Folder or adding voice annotation to your e-mail. With a presentation
program and some clip media (see the box above), you could build and present
a whiz-bang sales pitch or quarterly report. As you'll see in the following sections, the possibilities are limited only by your ambition.
Besides tools related to your specific interests (the sound, music, video, presentation, and authoring products described below), you'll probably want a few
other gadgets. First and foremost, buy all the memory and storage you can afford. These days even mainstream presentation programs such as Persuasion
and PowerPoint want an '020 Mac with 5MB to 8MB of RANI, and audio and

CD-ROM
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video files are notorious storage hogs, requiring capacious hard drives. And
you'll need a color moni tor, o f course, preferably with a 24-bit accelerator
board.

Also give serious consideration to a CD-ROM drive. More and more com pa-

BARGA I N

nies are taking advan tage of the 640lVIB capacity of CD-ROM discs to distribute their software-in fact, it's about the only way you can buy collections of
movie or sound clips. T here are several speedy, reasonably priced drives on the
market, or you can get the attractively priced AppleCD Multimedia Kit ($630,
Apple), which includes Apple's excellen t AppleCD 300 CD-ROM drive, a pair
of AppleD esign Powered Speakers, and several CD-ROM titles.

Sound

(CB)

To really put the multi in to multimedia, a presentation must stimulate more
tl1an the optic nerve. T hese days, sound on tl1e Macintosh encompasses everything from digitized laughter to a dedi cated Q uickTime audio track to 16- bit,
CD-quality audio recording and editing systems. Every user- from multimedia
novice to professional producer-can easily add sound to presentations and applications by exploiting the !VIae's native sound capabilities, coupled with such
tools as sound-editing applications, microphones, digital audio boards, and
CD -ROM drives.

Digital Sound
T he Mac records and stores sound digitally. Di gital recording is like making a
movie, but instead of taking a series of photos that become frames in a moving
picture, you're taking samples (audio snapshots) of a sound wave at regular intervals and translating them into numbers for storage on the computer. VVhen
played back at the sam e rate, the samples reproduce the original sound.
T he number of samples taken per second is called tl1e sampling rate. T he higher
the sampling rate, the greater th e accuracy of the recording and the better it'll
sound when played back. D igital sound fil es can be 8-bit or 16-bit and may be
eitl1er mono (one channel) or stereo (two discrete channels).
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The difference between 8- and 16-bit sound is sim.ilar to the difference betw·e en
8- and 16-bit color: It's a matter of resolution. The 256 colors used in an 8-bit
color palette can't represent an object in a truly realistic way, whereas the
65,536 colors used in 16-bit images can approach photographic quality. This
principle also applies to sound. An 8-bit sound sample is broken down into 256
parts that represent the sound wave; a 16-bit sound sample is represented by
65,536 parts. Sure, you can tell the 8-bit sound coming out of your Mac represents a saxophone, but the low resolution won't fool you into thinking Branford
MarsaJis is tootling in your ear.
T he 8-bit sound chip in most Macs (ali but the AVs and Power Macs) can
record or play back up to 22,254 samples per second (abbreviated as 22 kHz),
which yields sound quality comparable to an Ai\11 radio. The Mac also can
record sound at 11 kHz, but th.is lower sampling rate is generally reserved for
narration or for situations where file size is crucial.
·•••··••··•··• ·v·····e···••+++••··•·••··· ········•• ··•••••· ······••· ··• ··•••····••

Sound Manager 3

(CB)

Sound may be an integral part of the Mac experience, but that doesn't mean it's always well
implemented. For example, the Mac II family has a stereo speaker jack, but the machines
only play the left channel of stereo sound through the internal speaker (the llsi is an exception). And the LC II and many Performa models only play mono sound, period, from both
the speaker jack and the internal speaker. (For a complete list of the Mac's sound options,
see "The Mac's Built-In Sound Capabilities" on page 682.)
Happily, the Sound Manager 3 extension addresses some of these inequities. It mixes stereo
sound to mono and shoves it through the internal speakers of Macs with mono-only capabilities, and it plays both channels of stereo sound on the LC II and Performas. Sound
Manager 3 also provides other audio goodies:
•

It plays 16-bit sounds through Apple's 8-bit audio chip. (Sound Manager converts the
sound to 8-bit files for playback.)

•

It plays 16-bit sounds at their full fidelity through a 16-bit audio card.

•

It takes on the sound chores of Quicklime, allowing movies with soundtracks to play back
at a higher frame rate. (Quicklime becomes less choppy.)

The Sound Manager 3 package (which includes version 8 of the Sound control panel) is
freely available on-line and is often included with audio-hip games and CO-ROMs. To use it
properly, you also need System 7 and Quicklime 1.5 (or greater).
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If you have an AV .Nlac, Power Mac, or 16-bit audio board (see "Affordable 16bit sound cards" in this section), the Mac can handle sampling rates of 44.1 kHz
(the standard for audio CDs) and 48 kHz (the standard for digital audio tape
[DAT]). The higher sampling rates better preserve the live sound's pitch and
dynamic range (loudness) and virtually eliminate distortion.

HOT TIP

Of course, the higher the sampling rate, the larger the file size. One minute of
22-kHz sound takes up about 1.2MB of hard disk space, and a minute of 16-bit,
44.1-kHz stereo audio requires 10.5MB. Some applications let you compress
sound files, but while this makes your files substantially smaller, the sound quality suffers enormously. Due to these constraints, it's a good idea to use 8-bit
audio when possible. Not only does it reduce file sizes, but it also improves performance when the Mac is processing other tasks-such as animations-at the
same time.

Sound Hardware
If you want to record sound, you'll need either a microphone or a sound digitizer, depending on your Mac model (for the specifics, see "The Mac's Built-In
Sound Capabilities" on page 682). A good pair of external speakers can vastly
improve the quality and volume of your audible output-particularly useful if
you're playing to a crowd. And if you want superior, CD-quality sound, you'll
need tl1e 16-bit capabilities of an AV Mac or a digital audio board.
Microphones. The .Nlac microphone situation is a bit confused. In the beginning, there was no audio input jack and therefore no microphone. When Apple
released i\llacs with audio input jacks, it included tl1e Apple Microphone, a
jumbo-lozenge-shaped mic. Later, App le quit bundling the microphone but
still offers it separately for $20. Some models have a built-in microphone,
which is hidden beneath a couple of perforations in the case and picks up the
computer's noise as well as your dulcet tones. N ow Apple is equipping Macs
with an audio input jack tl1at supports a less noisy line level (the same kind of signal that goes into and out of an audio CD player, tape deck, or VCR) and no
microphone-but for $3 0 you can get its PlainTalk microphone.
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Sound File Formats

(CB)

just as there are various graphics file formats, sound files also come in a va riety of (oftincompatible) flavors. Here are the most common file types.
Icon

Kind

File
Type

Notes

~

System 7 sound file

sfil

Stored in the System file and appears
in the Sound control panel. To hear it
double-cl ick the icon. Put one in the
Startup Items folder and it will play
each time you start the Mac.

[d

Sound Edit Pro AIFF file

AIFF

Audio Interchange Fi le Format is the
industry standard for audio files.
QuickTime, Audioshop, and Premiere
save in AIFF format.

~

Sound Edit file

FSSD

Older file format produced by the
original version of macromedia's
SoundEd it.

~
~

SoundEd it Pro file

jBl

Native file format of SoundEd it Pro.

Audiosh op file

snd

System resource found inside applications and HyperCard stacks. You can
suck them out of programs with a
conversion utility.

Kaboom .WAV file

BINA

A format generated by Microsoft
Windows applications. Nova Development's Kaboom ! Factory can convert these files to Mac formats.

e

Apple's motive for changing the audio-input configuration isn't as capricious as
it may seem. It's indicated by the name PlainTalk: T he cleaner line-level input
should help the speech-recognition capabilities being implemented in the AVs
and future .Macs. This design switch does mean, however, that you can't use an
Apple .Microphone with the newer, PlainTalk-ready M acs. Likewise, the
PlainTa lk microphone isn't backward-compatible.

If you want a non-Apple mic, there are numerous and better-sounding alternatives to the Apple Microphone. Sound maven Craig O'Donnell recommends
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Radio Shack's $2 5 Tie-Clip Omni. However, you have onJy two alternatives to
the PlainTalk mic:
• GetJabra's $170 Ear Phone, which combines a microphone and speaker and
supports speech recognition.
• Connect your Mac to an audjo mixing board-all the cool cats dig the
Mackie 1202 mixer ($400)-and use the microphone of your choice.
MacRecorder. If you have an older Mac that lacks an audio input jack, you'll

need a serial port recording device-a digitizer-to capture sound. The most
·t••••••e•ttt' · v · • t • e t • t • · • • M e t • e e • • • · · ·
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Sound Conversion Utilities

(CB)

Every sound format isn't recognized by every program (surprise, surprise). To import your
favorite sound bite into your favorite program, you may have to convert it to a different
format using one of the utilities below.

MAC BIBLE
DISK

Program

Import Formats

Export Formats

SoundExtractor
shareware

FSSD, snd, System 6
sui tease sounds,
Sound Edit Pro

sfil

SoundConverter Pro
shareware
$20

sfil, snd, FSSD, Sound
Mover suitcase

sfil, FSSD, System 7 suitcase,
Sound Mover suitcase

Sound Mover
shareware
$25 for Sound Manager package

sfil, snd, FSSD, System 6
sounds, SoundEdit Pro

snd, Sound Mover
suitcase

Balthazar
freeware

Windows .WAV files

sfil

Movie2Snd
freeware

MooV (Quicklime)

sfil

Soundtrack
freeware

MooV

AIFF

Audioshop 2
Opcode Systems
$150

sfil, snd, FSS D, AIFF,
MooV, Macromedia
Director

sfil, snd, FSSD, AIFF,
MooV, Macromedia
Director

Kaboom!
Nova Development
$50

sfil, snd, FSSD, AIFF,
MooV, .WAV

sfil, snd, FSSD, AIFF,
MooV, .WAV

SoundEdit 16
Macromedia
$380

sfil, snd, FSSD, AIFF, MooV,
.WAV, SoundEdit Pro, Sound
Designer II, Studio
Session Instrument

sfil, snd, FSSD, AIFF, MooV,
.WAV, Sound Edit Pro, Sound
Designer II, Studio
Session Instrumen t

$5
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popular digitizer is Macromeclia's MacRecorder ($100 alone, or $350 as part of
the MacRecorder Sound System, which includes SonndEdit Pro, an 8-bit
sound editor). MacRecorder includes a volume control and two input jacksmicrophone and line level-for recording with the microphone of your choice
or from other electronic sources such as tape or CD players.
Affordable 16-bit sound cards. Mac-Recorder's 8-bit capabilities aren't
going to thrust you to the top o f the charts. If you want CD-quaJjty sound, you
need an AV Mac or a 16-bit digital audio board.

Musicians seeking the cleanest sound will appreciate the superior signal-tonoise specs and powerful sound-editing software in the Audiomedia ll package
($1,300, Digidesign). The stereo, 16-bit sound card features analog as well as
digital input and output jacks and 44.1 and 48kHz sampling rates. Bundled with it
is Sound Designer II, a top-of-the-line sonnd editor. T he $ 1,000 Audiomedia
LC brings the same power-minus the digital jacks-to LC, Performa 400, and
Color C lassic owners.
Multimedia types looking for AV compatibility, a shorter NuBus board that will
fit in the Quadra 6H), or the chance to save a few bucks should check out the
NuMedia board ($700, Spectral Innovations). It uses the same DSP processor
fonnd in the AV Macs to record and play 16-bit sow1d and is bundled with
Passport Producer 1.2. For $500 you can get NuMedia 2, which lacks the digital jacks and includes Opcode's Audioshop 2.
Speakers. The Mac's internal speaker is fine for delivering system beeps, but
its output quality is too wimpy for a multimeclia project. The speakers built into
Mac AV monitors are a vast improvement, but they can't be repositioned for
use with an audience. Ifyou want to really hear the sonnds emanating from your
Mac, plug a pair of speakers into the Mac's eA.'ternal speaker jack. Computer
speakers come in various prices and sizes, but they share two characteristics not
common to stereo speakers: They're shielded (if you stick one next to your monitor, it won't look like your Mac has suddenly ingested peyote), and they're powered (they have a power cord).
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The Mac's Built-In Sound Capabilities

(CB)

Mac model

Internal speaker

Speaker jack

Audio Input

128, 512, 512Ke, Plus,
SE, Classic

left channel

left channel

serial port

SE/30

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

serial port

Classic II, Performa 200

left channel

left channel

Apple Microphone

Color Classic

left channel

left channel

PlainTalk microphone,
built-in microphone

II, llx, llci, llcx, llfx

left channel

stereo

serial port

ll si

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

Apple Microphone

llvi, llvx

left channel

left channel

Apple M icrophone

LC, LC II, LC Ill

left channel

left channel

Apple Microphone

LC 475

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

PlainTalk microphone

LC 520, Performa 550

left channel

stereo

PlainTalk microphone,
built-in microphone

Perform a 400, 405, 410, 4 30,
450, 460,466,467,600

left channel

left channel

Apple Microphone

Centris 61 0, 650

stereo m ixed
to mono

stereo

Apple Microphone

Quadra 605; Performa 475, 476

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

Quadra 61 0, 650, 700, 800,
900,950

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

Apple Microphone

Quadra 660AV, 840AV

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

PlainTalk microphone
(16-bit)

Workgroup Server 60, 80, 95

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

Apple Microphone

Power Mac 61 00, 7100, 8100

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

PlainTalk microphone
( 16-bit)

Portable

leh channel

stereo

serial port

Power8ook 100

leh chan nel

left channel

serial port

Power8ook 140, 145, 1458,

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

Apple Microphone
{optional on 1458)

Power8ook 160, 165, 165c, 180
180c

stereo mixed
to mono

stereo

Apple Microphone,
built-in microphone

Power8ook 520, 520c, 540, 540c

stereo

stereo

built-in microphon e,
PlainTalk mic (16-bit)

Power8ook Duo 210, 230,
250, 270c

left channel

left channel
(w ith dock)

built-in m icrophone

Power8ook Duo 280, 280c

stereo mixed
to mono

left channel
(with dock)

built-in microphone

Power8ook Duo Mini Dock,
DuoDock, Duo Dock II

-

left channel

Apple Microphone

.

PlainTalk microphone
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For personal use and small-scale presentations, give a listen to Altec Lansing's
$130 ACS lOOs, Labree's $150 CS-1400s, Yamaha's $150 YST-MlOs, or Apple's
$180 AppleDesign Powered Speakers. If you require the really big sound and
could use extra inputs for audio CDs and MIDI (discussed in the "Music" section, below), take a gander at the $400 Pattern lOOs from Atlantic Technology.

Recording and Editing Sound
There are numerous ways to get sound into tl1 e Ma c, which you can use to add
voice annotation to programs that support it (including Microsoft Word and
Excel and CE Software's QuickMail) or to create special effects for a multimedia show. Here are our favorite techniques for capturing and playing with
smmds.
Using the Sound control panel. System 7's Sound contro l panel provides a
mini recording sn1dio for sound effects up to 10 seconds long. The only equipment you need is a microphone. Here's how you do it:

• Open tl1e Sound control panel.
• Click the Add button, which brings up a recording dialog box.
• Say something and watch th.e lines coming from the speaker icon. If you see a
straight vertical line, the input is too loud. Either move the microphone further away or restrain those strident tendencies.
• Click the Record button and have at it for up to 10 seconds.
• Click the Stop button (or press !Return ]).
::CJ
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If your Mac has a microphone or d ig itizer, you
can record sounds with System l's Sound control
panel (left). Just click the Add button, which brings
up a dialog b ox with VCR-Iike contro ls (above). If a
vertical line appears after the speaker icon, as
shown here, you're talking too loud.
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• Give a listen by clicking the Play button.

• If you're satisfied, name and save your new sound. Otherwise, re-record it.
Your new sound is automatically stored (in sfil format) inside the System file. To
use it elsewhere, open the System file (by double-clicking it) and drag it out.

HyperCard's Audio Palette. You can't edit sounds with the Sound control
panel. You're also stuck with a 22-k.Hz sampling rate, no compression, and a
10-second recording time. However, if you have HyperCard 2 (sorry, not the
HyperCard Player shipped with the .M:ac), you 've got a nifty sound utility at
your fingertips. The built-in Audio Pal ette lets you record at either 11 or 22
kl-fz with 3:1, 6: 1, or no compression; provides some basic sound-editing tools;
and expands recording time to available memory.
Before beginning your audio explorations, make sure the Audio Help stack is
cohabiting with HyperCard. To record, open a stack and select Audio from the
Edit menu. Up pops a recording console that works much like the Sound control panel. To muck with a particular Click here to see a pull·down menu
A selected
audible tidbit, click the Edit button. of all sounds in the HyperCard stack.
section of the
C lick and drag across the graphic representation of the sound wave to select a section; you can use standard
commands such as Cut, Copy, Paste,
and C lear. When the sound is saved,
HyperCard places a button titled Play
[yow· sound's name] in the stack from
which you chose Audio. To export the
sound (which is a snd resource) for
use elsewhere, you'll need a conversion utility (see tl1e table "Sound
Conversion Utilities" on page 680).
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sound. The
larger the wave,
the louder the
sound. u se the
cursor to select
a portion, then
play, copy, paste,
or delete it.

Overview of the
entire sound. By
moving or
resizing the
rectangle, you
can change the
portion shown in
the larger display.
HyperCard's Audio Palette is a hondy utility for both
recording and editing sounds.

Sound editors. HyperCard isn't the only tool available for basic sound editing.
There are several shareware utilities, such as Sound Mover (part of the $2 5
Sound Manager package), as well as commercial utilities like Kaboom! Factory
(part of Nova Development's $50 Kaboom!; see Chapter 13) and Sound.Mate
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(part of Motion Works' $250 Multimedia Utilities, see "Editing Movies" in the
"Video" section, below). For full-bore sow1d editing, however, you'll need to
look a bit further.

Audioshop 2 ($150, Opcode
Systems) is a moderately featured sound editor that lets
you record and edit 8- and
16-bit sound and add effects
such as reverb and echo. You
can play audio CDs from a
CD-ROiVI drive from within
the program and capture
Audioshop has an attractive interface, and its editing controls let you
and edit their music tracks.
add reverb, echo, and flanging (among other things) to your sounds.
Audioshop can record 16-bit
For that authentic Beatles sound, you also can play sounds backward.
audi o from AV and Power
Macs and machines outfitted with Spectral Innovations' Nui\lledia sound card
(see "Affordable 16-bit Sound Cards," above). Audios hop also can create a
playlist of-and then play-every sound, from every application, on your hard
drive.
Macromedia's SoundEdit 16 is a more complete (and at $380, much more expensive) 8- and 16-bit sound editor. You can mix audio tracks (including
QuickTime audio tracks) in a single recording and apply a slew of special effects. It supports SMPTE time code for synchronizing audio tracks to other
sources, and you can import and edit Windows .WAV files. SoundEdit 16 can
record 16-bit audio from AV Macs, Power lv:Iacs, and Spectral Innovations or
Digidesign sound cards. Macromedia's venerable 8-bit sound editor, SoundEdit Pro, is also still available as part of the $3 50 MacRecorder Sound System
(described under "Sound Hardware," above).
A standout application for serious 16-bit multitrack digital audio recording is
OSC's $400 Deck II. You can record and edit four audio tracks with a
Digidesign sound card, six tracks with a NuMedia card or Quadra 660AV, and
eight tracks with a Quadra 840AV D eck II sports many professional features,
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including nondestructive editing, automated rnixdown, and support for both
SMPTE and MIDI tin1e code (which lets you synchronize it with a MIDI sequencer, giving you a virtual recording studio).

HOT TIP

Capturing sound from audio CDs. If you don't have one of the programs
mentioned above, you can still pluck your favorite Lyle Lovett tune off of an
audio CD and save it as an audio-only QuickTime file. All you need are System
7, Sound .Manager 3, Quick-Time 1.5 or later, a Quick-Time player utility, and
an AppleCD 300 or 300i CD-ROM drive. Here's how:

• Load an audio CD into the AppleCD 300.
Audio

co lmporl Options

• Fire up a QuickTime utility such as MoviePlayer
or Popcorn (see "Simple Editing" in the "Video"
section, below).

···Settings -------------------

• Open the CD from the utility and double-click
on an audio track.

-- Audio Selectlon ·---·-·-- - - - -

• A Save dialog box will appear. Click the Options
button.

Rate:

I

44.1 oo kHz

Size: 0 0 bit
Use:

0

Mono

®

...

I

16 bit

® Stereo

Track: "Track 1"

Start:~

End:~

~

• In the Import Options dialog box, choose the parameters for capturing the audio track. You can
capture just a piece of the track by setting start
and stop times. To hear your selection, click the
Play button.

QuickTime utilities such as MoviePiayer
have a special dialog box that Jets you
capture music from an audio CD and
turn it into an audio-only QuickTime
file. (You also need an AppleCD 300
CD-ROM drive.)

• Remember that digital audio files are huge. Higher sampling rates, more
bits, and stereo tracks gobble up more disk space.
• Press OK, name your track, and save it. Since it's an audio-only QuickTime
file, you'll only see the Standard Controller bar during playback, without an
accompanying movie frame.
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To create and manipulate synthetic music on the l\llac, you need MIDI (1\1usical
Instrument Digital Interface), a technology that enables the computer, in concert with electronic instruments, to record and play musical performances.
Using 1\1IDI-compatible hardware and software, you can compose, reproduce,
and score music for a single instrument or an entire orchestra. And MIDI music
is now more accessible to nonmusicians, thanks to the plug-and-play ease of
General MIDI instruments and the incorporation of a music track in
QuickTime 2 (see the "Video" section, below).
Throwing together a l\lllDI system is remarkably easy to do. To make the Mac
warble, you need just three things:
• A MIDI-compatible instrument. Options include synthesizers, samplers,
controllers, and sound modu les.
• A MIDI interface. This external box connects to the serial port and translates between your MIDI instrument(s) and the l\llac .
• MIDI software, usually a sequenw; which lets you build multitrack recordings. You can also
create sheet music from MIDI
input using notation softwm·e.

............t.
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Sharing the Serial Port
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The Mac communicates with MIDI devices via
the serial port. If you'd rather not dedicate your
precious modem or printer port to M IDI, you
have three options:

All of these items, including the software, can be found at a good musical
instrument store.

• Buy a General MIDI instrument, such as
E-mu's SoundEngine Music Module, wh ich
has an additional serial port for con necting
to a modem or printer.

Synthesizers and Samplers

•

A synthesize·;- is a device that can recreate a variety of sounds electronically, while a sampler doesn't create
sounds but instead plays back digital
recordings (samples) of natural

Buy a switchable M IDI interface that, w ith a
push of a button, directs serial information
either to MIDI or to your modem or printer.
Prices start at $60 for Opcode's M IDI
Translator II.

•

Buy a $20 serial switch box at your local
electronics shop.

.
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The MIDI standard, adopted by musical instrument makers in the early 1980s, provides a
common language and interface (a five-pin plug), so that hardware from different companies can reliably connect and communicate with one another. MIDI's language is sort of a
musical PostScript. Instead of sending instructions to a printer, however, MIDI transmits musical instructions-such as "play middle C" or "sustain that note" (digitally, of course)-between the Mac and MIDI hardware.
A MIDI file thus contains the instructions needed to play a piece of music, rather than the
actual sounds produced by a performance. It records when each note was played, what the
note was, how hard it was played, and for how long. Basically, it's like the roll of paper that
tells a player piano what to play, as opposed to an audio tape you play back on a stereo.
And because MIDI files contain only musical instructions, they are teensy in comparison to
digital audio files.
~ore recently, companies adopted General MIDI, a subset of the MIDI standard that (among
other things) standardizes the order of sounds within MIDI instruments. For example, selecting program 1 always produces an acoustic piano sound on any MIDI device that incorporates the General MIDI specs (not all of them do). Likewise, the violin sound never strays
from program 41, and applause is always program 127.

sounds. Both devices are often incorporated into keyboards, but they can take
other forms-for example, Digidesign's $2,000 SampleCell IT is a NuBus card.

Controllers
If you want to play music into your Mac for recording or notati11g (turning into
sheet music), one of your MIDI instruments should be a controller. These
devices-which include keyboards, guitars, basses, violins, wind instruments,
and drum pads-make absolutely no sound on their own. Instead, they control
the sound generated by an external synthesizer or other MIDI device. You'll
want your instrument to play more than one kind of sound-say, a piano, bass,
and trumpet-simultaneously for that full orchestral effect. So be sure your
synthesizer or sound module is multitimbral, allowing you to play 16 different
sounds at once.
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The MIDI Interface
MIDI instruments communicate with the Mac through the MIDI inte?face, a
small box with MIDI input and output ports. You can pay up to $1,000 for a
professional interface, but Opcode Systems' $60 MIDI Translator II, with
hookups for three instruments, is fine for the casual MIDI musician.
BAR GA I N

Sound Modules
Not everyone can sit down at a synthesizer keyboard and plunk out a dynamic,
ten-minute soundtrack for a multimedia presentation. That's why there are
sound modules (plug-and-play MIDI synthesizers), which play prerecorded sequences sent to them from sequencing programs, games, or multim edia applications. In fact, a sound module doesn't bave a keyboard or any other means of
inputting sounds. Just hook it up to the Mac's serial port (you normally don't
need a iVIIDI interface) and use a program such as Passport Producer Pro (described in the "Presentations" section of this chapter, below) to synchronize a
sequence with your presentation.
"When selecting a sound module, let your ears be the judge. You can always buy
new software, but you can never make that piano sow1d less cheesy. Also look
for units that incorporate the General NllDI specs, so you'll be assured of always hearing the same sounds, no matter what software or hardware you use
them with .
•••

•

••••••••

••

. . . .

•

•

•

0

...........

••••••

Prerecorded Sequences

•••••

(CB)

You can add new sequences to your sound
module's repertoire by purchasing them at
music stores or via mail order. Look for ads in
magazines such as Keyboard and Electronic
Musician. Expect to pay between $7 and $10
per sequence, $20 or more for collections.
Prerecorded sequences are also included with
each issue of Nautilus, the CD-ROM magazine. (For more on Nautilus, see Appendix B,
"Where to Find More Information").

0

The choices include the SoundEngine
Music Module ($600, E-mu Systems),
Audio Gallery ($500, Korg), Hello!
Music! ($500, Yamaha), and SC-7
Sound Module ($400, Roland). Each
package contains a General MIDI
sound module, which uses digital samples as the basis for its sound, and software. SoundEngine contains the finest
software of the bunch: Opcode's EZ
Vision (see "Sequencers," below) and

HO T TIP
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Edit One, an editing application. The SoundEngine and Audio Gallery modules sound the best to my ears. Roland's SC-7 module is a good choice for musicians on a budget, but the sound module that comes with Hello! Music!
sounds tinny, and the included softwa re, Passport Designs' Trax, is nothing to
write home about.
BAD
FEATURE

Sequencers
MIDI is popular among composers and musicians because it lets them dosequencing, that is, record music instrument by instrument (track by track), then
play back the entire composition with perfect synchronization. They compose
and edit their performan ces in programs called sequencers. The resulting MIDI
files are naturally called sequences. \.Vh en saved as Standa1·d MIDI Files-a format that allows sequences crea ted by one program to be read by another- they
can be imported into notation programs or another sequencer.
Sequencing programs let you manipulate MIDI data in ways that are impossible with tape. After you record a piece of music, you can use the sequencer to
change the pitch, stress, or duntion of any note; align notes to beats automatically; copy and paste sections; increase or decrease the tempo of the piece; or
transpose the piece to another key. Unlike a digital sound editor, in which you
work with a picture of a sound wave, a sequencer displays individual MIDI
events such as notes, velocity (how hard you hit the key), and duration (how
long you play th e note), so you can work with the events directly.

BARGAIN

Entry-level sequencers. T h ere are a half-dozen entry-level sequencers tl1at
don't include such arcane capabilities as time-code synchronization or extensive
lVllDI data editing. Of them, EZ Vision ($100, Opcode Systems) packs the
most bang for the buck. Along with th e usual features, such as graphic and
event-list editing of n ote data, you'll find graphic editing of MIDI controller
data, color support, and publish-and-subscribe integration with Galaxy,
Opcode's $150 librarian program, and Galaxy Plus Editors. T he latter is a $400
program that lets you edit as well as archive synthesizer patches (sounds) and
tl1en have their names appear inEZ Vision or Vision sequences for easy reference. If you want to edit your tunes using standard music notation, you have
two wortl1y $150 choices: Opcode's Musicshop- EZ Vision with n otationand Steinberg's Cubase Lite.
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Like most professional sequencers, Vision displays
music data in two ways.
The graphic editing window
(left) displays notes as
dots; the longer the dot,
the longer the note will
play. The event-list window
(right) displays notes as
MIDI data. The selected
line indicates that an E
was played on the 4th beat
(453rd tick) of measure 317
and that the key was struck
with medium force (53 out
of a possible 128).

Pro sequencers. For years the two big guns in professional sequencers, Ma rk
of the Unicorn and Opcode ahve battled for supremacy. At press time, Opcode's Vision 2 ($500) had the upper hand over Performer 4.2 (also $500).
Prior to the release of version 2, many musicians liked Vision's proprietary
publish-and-subscribe relationship to Galaxy and its superior graphic-editing
capabilities, but Performer users admired its more intuitive interface and the
ability to edit sequences via music notation. Version 2 has silenced the critics,
however, with its notation editing, colorful redesigned interface, and free copy
of Gala>..y. That is, until the release of Performer 5....

Of course, there a're other pro sequencers. OSC's Metro, for example, doesn't
have the expansive features of Vision and Performer, but for $225 it packs
enough power to make it a serious contender. In addition, tvm European heavyweights have sloshed to our shores: Notator Logic ($400, Emagic) and Cubase
($500, Steinberg). Both are powerful and complex MIDI packages that not only
offer sequencing but also notation, patch-editing, and MIDI-programming
modules. While they don't rival dedicated notation and editing programs, these
modules do make Performer's and Vision's efforts look weak.
Un fortunately, every professional sequencer except Metro and Master Tracks
Pro ($400, Passport Designs) is copy-protected. We hate it, you hate it, and the
companies claim to hate it, too. These programs have become so complex that
the casual scumbucket with a pirated copy, no manual, and no access to tech
support is unlikely to glean much benefit. So, developers, cut the paranoiaand the copy protection.

DAD
FE ATUR E
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Notation Programs
Turning musical ideas into legible sheet music used to be a time-consuming
and expensive task. Today anyone can turn out good-looking musical scores,
thanks to the meshing of computers, laser printers, lvliDI, and notation software (also called seaTing p1'ograms). These programs let you create and edit a
musical score, using standard music notation. You can compose a score in one
of four ways:
• Point and click to compose directly onto a standard music staff.
• Enter notes via tl1e Mac's keyboard. (Typing @[IJ, for example, gives you a
quarter note in Finale.)
• Enter notes by playing them on a MIDI keyboard or other controller.
• Import .MIDI files created with a sequencer. T he notation software automatically transcribes the data onto the score.
The first serious notation software to appear, Coda's Finale, used to be the program everyone loved to hate, thanks to its four-figure price and hundreds of
A notation program
such as Finale lets you
create professional-looking sheet music. The easiest (and most tedious)
way to enter music is to
click rhythmic values in
the note palette (top)
and place them directly
on the staff. Most notation programs also offer
Mac keyboard and MIDI
input.
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nested dialog boxes. Version 3 has changed all that: The nested boxes are gone;
the price is now $750 ($275, academic price); and the documentation has been
rewritten. In short, the program has become almost a pleasure to use (after you
devote a bit of study to it). Just about anything you can think to do with music
notation can be done with Finale. But if you're on a budget or looking for an
entry-level program, plunk down $3 50 for Finale Allegro (formerly Music
Prose) instead. It contains many of Finale's features but limits you to 32 staves
(lines of music) and doesn't provide Finale's specialized-some may say
arcane-editing tools.
Despite its refinements, Finale is still neither the most accessible nor the fastest
notation program. Temporal Acuity's Nightingale ($500; academic pricing
available) doesn't pack all of Finale's power, but it's easier to use and speeds
right along. Coolest feature: You can scan in a preprinted score and then edit it.
You might also check out Songworks ($130, Ars Nova), a composition/notation
package that lets you enter a melody line on a single musical staff (called a lead
sbeet), then generates harmonies for your tune. Or you can build your song the
other way 'round by entering a chord progression and asking for melodic suggestions. Because Songworks doesn't require a MIDI device in order to make
sounds- it contains internal sounds that can be played from the Mac's keyboard-it's a terrific aid for PowerBook-toting composers.

Music Training
If you're not quite ready to score a digital orchestra or go onstage with a MIDI
rock band, you can still take advantage of the Mac's musical talents by training
yourself with one of the programs below.
Practica Musica. This .MIDI-compatible $130 program from Ars Nova is the
best thing going on a floppy disk for ear training and the study of traditional
music theory and harmony. You work through exercises that test your powers to
sight-read notes, to play intervals and chords, and to notate pitches that the program plays. Version 3 adds rhythm-tapping exercises, exercise customizationyou can, for example, focus ear-training exercises on the harmo.nic minor scale
in D-and, as programmer Jeffrey Evans puts it, "more richness of stuff."

~
~
GOOD
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In years past, musicians w ithout a 24-hour backup band had to settle for lonely hours of solitary practice. Now you can have a virtual band at your beck and call with MIBAC Jazz Improvisation Software ($1 25, MiBAC Music Software) or PG Music's Band-In-a-Box ($60,
standard edition with 24 accompaniment sty les; $90, professional edition with 75 styles).
Both products give you a small backup band-drums, bass, and piano (Band-in-a-Box also
throws horns and strings into some arrangements)-that can play in any key, at any tempo,
and is generous enough to let you have all the solos. You simply type in the chord changes
you want it to play. MiBAC focuses entirely on jazz and is a fine choice for musicians interested in this hep genre. Band-in-a-Box contains a more versatile band that, in addition to
jazz and rock, ca n handle everything from reggae to a polka.

Claire. T his $ 130 Opcode program is a real boon for microphone-equipped
Mac users interested in honing their intonation ski lls. Claire leads you through
a customizable series of singing exercises based on the European solftge (do, re,
mi) system, listens to what you sing, and offers fri endly feedback regarding your
ability to sing on key. It also provides an excellent introduction to sight-singing.
The Miracle Piano Teaching System. One ben efit not listed on the cover of
this book is that the three secrets to mastering the piano are hidden within its
pages. Here they are:

• Play the right notes.
• Play them at the right time.
• Play them the right way.
The Software Toolworks' highly hyped Miracle Piano Teaching System might
help you with the first two tasks, with its cute gam es and precious exercises, but
no one except a living, breathing teacher can help you with the third. My advice
as a piano teacher: Use the $ 500 to enroll in a jtmior college course.
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Video
Movies on the Mac? Once upon a time, it clidn't seem possible, considering that
a single second of TV-quality video requires 30MB of data. ('ATh ew.) Then along
came QuickTime, Apple's remarkable technology that lets you manipulate digital movies almost as easily as text and graphics.
With QuickTime, you can make, play, and edit movies and combine them with
other elements to create anything from a business report to a multim edia
extravaganza. Stick a hom e movie of your kids into a letter written in M icrosoft
Word and e-mail it to your friends. Prepare a sales presentation in Persuasion
with a video that shows your hot new product in action. Combine movies,
audio, and animation to create the next hot-selling CD-ROM game. It's all
doable, using off-the-shelf software, thanks to QuickT ime.
Two quick notes on tem1inology: As used h ere, video mean s the electronic signal normally produced by television, not by the Mac's video display (the monitor and board). Andfullframe,fu/lmotion means 640 by480 pix:els at 30 frames
per second (fps)-equivalent to the NTSC television broadcast standard. In
most cases, you won't attain this size or speed on your .Mac.
3. Play/Pause button
4. The Slider indicates where you
are in a movie. Drag its thumb
to move around in the movie,
or click a spot on the Slider to
jump to that point in the movie.

1. Movie frame

2. To adjust a movie's volume, click
and hold the Volume Control
button to bring up the Volume
Slider.

5. Step Backward and Step
Forward buttons. )controi~click
either button and a shuttle
control will appear that lets
you play a movie backward or
forward at just about any
speed. Dragging the shuttle's
thumb adjusts the speed of
playback as well as the direction.

6. The Resize Window button lets
you click and drag to resize the
movie frame. For optimum
playback, use a mu ltiple of the
original frame size-twice as
big, for example, or half the
size. The frame automatically
resizes in the appropriate incre·
ments if you hold down )Option)
wh ile dragging the button.
7. To restore a movie's original
frame dimensions, click the
Zoom box.

The Standard Controller provides a VCR-Iike interface for playing Quick Time movies.
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Quick Time

(lvlM)

QuickT ime isn't a piece of software;
rather, it's a broad-based technology
for storing and displaying time-based
data. T here are four key components:
system software, a special fi le format,
a standard user interface, and compresswn.
The system software. To use Q uickT ime, you must have System 6.0.7 or
better, a color-capable Mac (an '020
or better), an d at least 2MB of RANI.
Physically, Q uickTime is an extension
that goes in the Extensions folder inside the System Folder. (System 6
users should put it directly in the
System Folder.) It comes with the system software and with most applications that require it. It's also freely
available from user groups and online services.
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Quick Time Controller
Shortcuts
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The Standard Controller has several shortcuts
for movie playback:
Play

Press (Spacebar! or IReturnl,
or double-click in the
frame

Pause

Press Ispacebar! or !Return),
or click once in the
frame

Mute the sound

( Op~ on) -cli c k

Step forward

8

Step backward

8

jump to end

lopuon)-click the Step
Forward button

jump to beginning

@e!§l-click the Step
Backward button

Play in reverse

lcmdl-click the Step
Backward button, or
@!ilil-double-click in
the frame

the Volume
Control button

Play every frame
Hold down lopuon)and
With Q uickT ime installed, you can
begin playback
copy and paste movies as easily as you
can text and graphics. You can open
(or place) and play movies in any application that supports Q uickTime, an evergrowing list that includes word processors, spreadsheets, graphics programs,
and presentation packages. Some applications also let you create and save
Q uickTim e movies.

The file format. QuickTime adds a new file form at, M ooV, to the system's
repertoire. M ooV stores the synchronized tracks of a QuickT ime movie, including a con trol track and one or more tracks each for video, audio, and text.
Any application that recognizes th e MooV forma t can open and play
Q uickTime movies, and movies you make are saved as M ooV files.
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The user interface. QuickTime supplies a VCR-like interface for playing
movies, which appear in a small window, or movie frame. Most applications that
support QuickTime movies display the Standard Controller during playback.
(Aud io-only QuickTime files display the controller only, without a movie
frame.) \¥hen a movie isn't playing, the controller is often replaced by a badge (a
small filmstrip icon) in the lower-left comer of the frame. Click the badge to
produce the controller and play the movie.
QuickTime compression. There are no two ways about it: Movies are multimegabyte affairs. A single 24-bit full-screen image (640 by 480 pixels) is about
1MB in size, and as mentioned, the Mac would have to display 30 of these images each second to emulate TV-quality video.

Shoving around this much data is beyond the scope of existing Macs, so
QuickTime uses several ploys to make computer-based movies feasible. One
concession is to reduce the movie's screen size-a typical fram e in QuickTime
1.6 is 240 by 180 pixels. Another workaround is to reduce the frame rate during
playback (see "Playback Speed," below).
Compression Se ttings
--Compressor------······----········-
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The key strategy, however, is compression.
QuickTi..me has built-in compressors that can
make file sizes 10 to 20 times smaller, usually
with little effect on image quality. (Your mileage
may vary!) During playback, QuickTime (via
the compressor) automatically decompresses the
linage before displaying it. See "QuickTim e
Compressors," above, for a list of the common
compressors.

)J

In most programs that save Quick Time
movies, you choose a compressor and adjust
its parameters in the Compression Settings
dialog box.

Playback speed. One of QuickTime's major
achievements is its ability to play movies at the
correct speed on any QuickTirne-compatible
M ac. Run a 240-by-180-pi.xel movie on a
Quadra 840AV and it smoothly plays at 30 fps.

GOOD
FE ATURE
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Quick Time Compressors

(MM.)

Most programs let you choose a compressor and specify its parameters when you save a
movie. Each compressor is optimized for a particular image type and produces a different
trade-off between image quality and file size. If you don't specify a compressor and compression ratio, the default is usually Video at Normal quality. QuickTime has several built-in
compressors:

• VIdeo. Good general compressor for 16-bit video sequences. Fast enough to compress
video as it's captured, but compression is relatively low, resulting in large fi le sizes.

• Clnepak. Most efficient compressor-makes the smallest movies w it h the smoothest
playback. However, compression takes an extremely long time (often overnight). So
movies should first be saved with the Video o r None compressor, then recompressed at
the end of the editing process with Cinepak.

• None. Usually best for capturing live video because data is saved directly to disk without
compression. (Be sure you have lots of storage available.) Because capture rates are limited mainly by hard disk speed, None often produces higher frame rates than Video does.
Files are huge, however, and should be recompressed w ith the Video or Cinepak compressor to red uce the file size.

• Animation. Best for computer-generated animation.
• Graphics. Good choice for 8-bit still images. Not an efficient compressor for animations
and movies or for 24-bit images.

• Photo-JPEG. Ideal for compressing photographic images; can achieve high levels of
compression. Compression/decompression is slow, however, making it unsuitable for
video sequences without additio nal hardware (see "High-End Video" in this section).

• MPEG. Available with QuickTime 2, this video-compression standard was developed by
the Moving Picture Experts Group. It should offer good performance (perhaps better than
Cinepak), but compressing a movie with MPEG may requ ire a lot of processor power.
Finally, although it doesn' t appear in the compressor list, QuickTime has a Photo CD decempressor that converts images from Kodak's Photo CD d iscs into PICT files. (For more on Photo
CD, see Chapter 15).

Run the same movie on an LC 475 and you'll see a jumpier 15 fps, but it plays
in the same amow1t of time and all elements, including audio, remain synchronized: T hat's because QuickTime skips frames as necessary to keep the video
synchronized with the audio. (Faster playback is on the way; see the box
"QuickTime 2" on page 700.)

Chapter 1 7: Multimedia

In general, a movie begins looking smooth at 15 fps. l\tlovies can be captured
at varying frame rates, but if your movie came from NTSC video, it will play
better if the frame rate is evenly divisible into the 30 fps NTSC standard-15
fps will produce better results than frame rates such as 13 or 16 fps.
When making movies, you must balance frame rate against other factors, including compression scheme, color depth, video-capture frame rate, and content. (Pans, zooms, and frequent cuts don't compress as efficiently, for example,
because QuickTime can't use temporal compression. For more on tl1is, see
"More QuickTime Tips," below.) One limitation you can't overcome, however,
is the data-transfer rate of storage devices. The relatively slow transfer rates of
CD-ROM drives, for example, reduce frame rates, although this problem is diminishing as newer, faster drives appear.

Making Movies
To play a movie, all you need are a QuickTime-compatible l\tlacintosh and a
QuickTime-savvy application. To create a movie, however, you need special
software and/or hardware. (If you don't have the time or inclination to make
your own movies, see tl1e box "Clip 1\lledia" on page 675.) There are three ways
to make QuickTime movies:
• Generate movies using presentation programs, animation and 3-D packages,
spreadsheets, or screen-capture utilities.
• Capture audio and video using digitizing hardware.
• Edit existing movies using a video-editing application.
Creating animations (.iVL\tVAA). A \vide variety of applications can generate and
save animations as QuickTime movies. For example, Excel 4 can animate its
charts, allowing you to fly around a 3-D bar chart or show a chart series growing over time. (To play the animation, you'll need a QuickTime utility such as
MoviePlayer.) vVith Canvas 3 and Kid Pix, you ca n create QuickTime animations that play back a series of drawings as a slide show. You can also capture your
on-screen activities as a QuickTime movie-for a tutorial, say, or a product
demo-using CameralVlan or Spectator; see "Screen-Capmre" in C hapter 13
for more details.
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By the time you read this, QuickTime 2 should be available, offering bigger, faster moviesperhaps double the performance available w it h QuickTime 1.6-and more support for professional multimedia endeavors. Apple claims that QuickTime 2 w ill allow an LC 475 to play a
320-by-240-pixel m ovie at 30 fps (that's up from 240 by 180 at 15 fps), and that full-frame
(640 by 480) movies w ill run at 15 fps. The new MPEG (Moving Picture Experts Group) compressor w ill provide the video-compression standard that's touted as a necessary step for interactive television, and QuickTime 2's built-in support for SMPTE time code will benefit those
producing broadcast-quality video.
Quicknme 2 wi ll also have a music track, complete with a built-in subset of General MIDI
instrument sounds. It will let you create and play music through the Mac's internal speaker
o r send MIDI data out the serial port to external MIDI devices. Although the music track
has a nonstandard file format, it w ill be General MIDI-compatible, allow you to import a
Standard MIDI File into a movie, and let you record directly into a QuickTime file w ith a
MIDI instrument.

Presentation, animation, and 3-D programs are especially QuickTime-adept:
C inemation, Typestry, and Macromedia Director are good examples. (Typestry
is described in Chapter 14; the other programs are described later in this chapter.) Infini-D and Virtus vValkThrough Professional (described in Chapter 15)
can use a QuickTime movie as a modeling surface on an object-for example,
as a moving picture on a wall.
Apple's QuickTime CO-ROMs (MM). To get a feel for what QuickTime can do,
CD·ROM

GOOD
FEATURE

buy Apple's QuickTime Starter Kit. For $100, you get a CD-ROM of sample
movies and images plus floppy disks containing five QuickTime utilities. One
of them, MoviePlayer, is a good player utility, but you can get it free elsewhere
(see "Editing Movies," below). Another, Movie Recorder, is a basic videocapture program, although most digitizing boards come with such a utility.
T here's also PixelPlay, a screensaver utility that plays QuickTime movies.
But it's the other two utilities that make the package worth the price. Movie
Converter can turn a series ofPICT images into a QuickTime movie, recompress or resize an existing movie, or convert it into a PC-compatible file.
Picture Compressor compresses still images and, although slow, it's handy if
you want to use the Photo-JPEG compressor on photographic images.
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Serious movie-makers should get the QuickTime
Developer's Kit ($200, APDA). This CD-ROM includes
the utilities found in the Starter Kit, plus sample code,
XCl\1Ds (for adding QuickTime capabilities to
Some Quick Time programs, such
as Combo Walker, can create a
HyperCard), MovieS hop, and ComboWalker. You
custom file icon (left), which is
should use MovieShop to recompress any movie destined
more informative than a generic
movie icon (right).
for a CD-ROM, because it will optimize the movie for
best playback. ComboWalker can flatten a movie (reduce ,
it to just a data fork, making it playable using QuickTime for Windows) and turn
a movie's poster frame into a custom file icon. (Baseline Publishing's $2 5 I Like
Icon can go a step further: Double-click a movie's file icon and it plays a teenytiny version of the movie.)
Digitizing video (MM). To capture video from a camcorder, television, VCR,
or videodisc player, you'll need a video-digitizing board (unless you have an AV
Mac, which has a built-in digitizer). Plug your camcorder into the board and
turn it on, click Record in the on-screen software, and the board converts the
incoming video signal into a QuickTime movie and saves it to your hard disk.

There is a wide array of digitizing boards to choose from, but if you're just
starting out, VideoSpigot ($430, SuperMac) and Movie Movie ($350, Sigma
Designs) provide good quality at a low price. Both boards achieve reasonabl e
frame rates (depending on your Mac), aJthough they're limited to maximum
frame sizes of about 320 by 240 pL'(els. Movie Movie is slightly faster and also
captures audio. If you use VideoSpigot, capture your video with the bundled
ScreenPlay application; its proprietary compression software boosts frame rates
by about 30 percent over programs such as Premiere.

If you're more ambitious, both SuperMac's Spigot II Tape ($ 1,000) and Radius'
VideoVision ($2,000) can capture full-frame stili images and output movies to
videotape. VideoVision also captures 8-bit stereo sound and doubles as a 24-bit
display board (saving an extra purchase and a CPU slot), but surprisingly, its
capture rates are slower than the low-cost boards unJess you add pricey compression hardware (see the box "High-End Video" on page 705).
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Editing Movies
Once you've made a few movies, you'll probably want to edit them. Video-editing software lets you cut and paste movies, add transitions and special effects,
optimize image quality for playback on different machines, and, in some cases,
record video (if you have a digitizing board).

BARGAIN

Simple editing (lvL\IVAA/Greg vVasson). For basic cut-and-paste movie editing,
all you need is MoviePlayer (also ca lled Simple Player), Apple's freebie
QuickTime utility. Besides letting you shorten movies or add cl ips to an existing movie, lVIoviePlayer can loop movies during playback, instantly double or
halve tl1e frame size, and change the poste1fra1ne (tl1e still image that represents
the movie when it's not playing).
EasyPlay, a $2 0 shareware utility, lets you view, ed it, and catalog movies. Each
ca talog can contain 4,000 entries. You might also enjoy Theater Maker ($ 10),
which creates stand-alone QuickT ime applications tl1at display a movie within
a larger background (for example, an image of a TV set). You can get all of tl1ese
utilities, plus others such as Aladdin's Popcorn, from user groups and on-line
services.

HOT TIP

BARGAIN

There are two ways to copy or cut a piece of a movie. You can position the
Slider thumb at tl1e beginning of the desired section, then hold clown IShittl and
begin playing the movie. When you release IShittl, the movie stops and the
played portion is selected. Alternatively, you can press !Shift! while dragging tl1e
tlmmb in tl1e Slider. You can then copy or cut the selected portion. To insert it
into anotl1er location in the same movie (or anotl1er movie), move the tl1um b to
tl1e desired point and paste.
Producing movies on a budget (AA/.iVIM). If you want a more robust movieedjting solution but are short of cash, consider these ·wallet-conscious packages.
QuickFLIX! ($150, VideoFusion) has an intuitive interface that walks you
tl1rough every step of tl1e movie-making process, from video recording to editing, titling, and special effects. Ain1ed at novice users witl1 LC-class machines, it
eschews the advanced video-editing features of Premiere and VideoShop, while
offering many of the special effects in big brotl1er VicleoFusion (described
under "Special Effects," below).
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Motion Works' $250 Multimedia U tilities covers the movie-making gamut.
MovieEdit lets you add sound, titles, graphics, and additional video to QuickTime movies; SoundMate records and edits sounds; Trans.M orph does simple
warping and morphing of images; l\!lotionPaint creates animated eel sequences;
l\1ovieClick adds "hot spots" (programmable buttons) to movies; and CameraMan records your on-screen activity as a QuickTime movie.
Premiere (MF/AA). Adobe's Premiere is the leading video-editing package,

with good reason: It has tl1e most flexible interface for editing movie clips, the
heart of most multimedia projects. Premiere 4 handles up to 99 video and 99
audio tracks, letting you adjust motion, filters, and transparency separately for
each track. T he Trimming window makes it easy to edit the heads and tails of
video clips, and previewing your creative progress, especially repeated previews
of the same segment, is relatively fast. Premiere has robust title-making tools,
and it provides a good selection of filters and transition effects, altl1ough not as
extensive as those in dedicated special-effects programs (d escribed under
"Special Effects," below). Many filters, including some for Photoshop, incorporate a time factor-the Photoshop Tivirl filter actually nvirls, for example. You
can digitize video from witl1in Premiere, and high-end users can generate
SMPTE time code and edit decision lists (EDLs) for broadcast-quality work.
The Play button lets you
preview the compiled movie.
The time ruler shows the
elapsed time in the m ovie.
You assemble a m ovie by
dropping clips into the
A and B video tracks,
transitions into the T track,
and superimposed clips
into th e S track. A movie
can have up to 99 of th ese
video tracks.
Premiere has a separate set
of tracks for audio clips.

_,--- - - - - -- - -- - - - - -7-H+-+- This convenient row of
tools h elps you arrange
and trim your clips.
In Premiere, Adobe's popular video editor, you perform most editing tasks in the Construction window, a
timeline with multiple tracks for video and audio.

GOOD
FEAT URE
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Most of Premiere's tools are usable by beginning movie-makers as well as video
pros. Ifyou don't receive Premiere bundled wid1 a digitizing board, however, its
$800 price (which includes a CD-ROM of movies and tutorials) is steep for
novice use. In mat case, consider the Limited Edition of Premiere that's bundled with Photoshop LE in Adobe's Audition package ($250), which also includes a CD-ROM of stock photos and movies. Premiere LE has most of the
full version's essence (minus higher-end features such as EDLs and titling), and
you can upgrade later if you want.
Like Photoshop, Premiere Jets you add new capabilities via plug-in modules. It
supports many popular Photoshop plug-in packages, such as Kai's Power Tools
and Aldus's Gallery Effects series (see "Plug-In Power" in Chapter 15). Or
check out Dynamic Effects ($120, Gryphon Software), a set of 20 Premierespecific filters tl1at includes time-distortion, ghosting, and vintage-movie effects. If you're working with videotape, Abbate Video's VTK Plug-In Pack
($100) lets you control virtually any VCR or camcorder from wimin Premiere.
VideoShop (MiVI). If you don't need the bells and whistles of Premiere,
VideoShop 2 ($500, Avid Technology) offers a simpler approach to editing a
movie. In Premiere, you drag video clips into separate A and B tracks, align
tl1em, and then drag a transition filter into a third channel. VideoShop lets you
simply drag clips one after the other into its Sequencer window and apply transitions by clicking and dragging at the border of t\vo clips. VideoShop offers
similar (albeit less robust) features to tl1ose in Premiere-from special effects to
titling to audio support-and its tools for combining and layering movies make
VideoShop a good choice for creating composite-video effects. T he program
won't satisfy hard-core video mavens, however. For example, it can't convert
digital edits into an EDL for videotape editing, although by the time you read
this Avid may have released an add-on module that adds time-code support.
Special effects (MM/AA). Premiere and VideoS hop have good selections of filters and transitions, but for advanced special effects you'll also need a program
that specializes in compositing, filtering, morphing, warping, motion control, and
color manipulations.

GOOD
FEATURE

VideoFusion ($650, VideoFusion) is speedy and easy to use, with excellent tools
for d1e mid-range user, including dynamic morphing, image warping, and a
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Video Fusion lets you choose between a timeline window (bottom)
and a storyboard format (top left) for adding special effects to
movies. You can preview the results in a player window (upper
right). QuickFLIX!, the budget-priced video editor, offers this
same interface.

nifty Pan Zoom Rotate effect. If
you have a wad of cash and the
desire for broadcast-quality special effects, CoSNs After Effects
($2 ,000) is the way to go. It can
animate movies or still images
over time, altering their position
and layering them with other
movies. None of the effects are
final until the movie is output, so
you can build effect upon effect,
yet still go back and edit the first
one.

You '11 need an '040-class machine
to use Video Graffiti ($400, Neil
Media), but it's the first program to offer rotoscoping-the ability to paint on
frames of a QuickTime movie, individually or while it plays-within a single
·+••t•••·••••t •++•••t
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(MM)

If you're serious about capturing and outputting NTSC-quality video, you'll need more-a
lot more-than QuickTime. Even w ith its built-in compressors, Quicknme can't display fullframe, full-motion video without a very fast processor (at least a 33-MHz, '040-class machine), a compression board, and a large, fast hard disk (with at least a 1OMB-per-second
transfer rate).
A compression board, which has a special chip that runs the compression algorithm (usually
Photo-JPEG), will dramatically increase video-capture rates, giving you full-frame, fu ll-motion
video. The boards to consider come with DigitaiFilm 1.5 ($4,000, SuperMac), MoviePak2
Pro Suite ($4,200, RasterOps), and VideoVision Studio ($4,500, Radius). All can double as
video display boards, capture both video and audio, and perform RGB-to-NTSC conversions
for video output. RasterOps also has a mid-range package, MoviePak Presenter ($1,500),
and it offers daughterboards that add compression capabilities to some of its video cards.
If you want to edit and/or catalog material on videotape, a couple of budget-minded
products let you do it directly from the Mac. VideoDirector ($200, Gold Disk) and VideoToolkit ($280, Abbate Video) give you on-screen controls fo r operating most VCRs and
camcorders. Once you've finished making you r edits, the programs use the edit decision
list (EDL) to automatically assemble the final tape (you'll need two VCRs).

BARGAIN
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application (finally, an easy way to add light-saber effects to your sci-fi movies!).
Previously, you had to export movies from Premiere or VideoShop and paint
them frame by frame in Photoshop or Painter.
Morphing (M.M, Ben Long). From Ternzinator 2 to lVIichael Jackson videos to
razor-blade commercials, morphing is hot stuff. This unusual transition uses
stretching and blending techniques to create the illusion that one image has
melted into another. For example, a woman's face could turn seamlessly into a
lion's head. VideoShop, VideoFusion, and Motion Works' Multimedia Utilities
offer some morphing capabilities, but for the best results consider a dedicated
program. Morphing is a limited effect, however, so be sure you'll use it before
whipping out your credit card.

GOOD

FEATURE

Morph ($240, Gryphon Software) lets you morph either t\vo still images or two
videos, creating a QuickTime movie as output. You define the morph by applying reference points to each image and arrangi11g them so Morph knows what
part of the first image maps to which part of the second image. Some people
think Elastic Reality ($3 50, Elastic Reality) produces better results, because it
uses Bezier curves to let you more precisely define the morphing areas, and you
can morph different image areas at different rates.

If your needs are more warped, Flo' ($200, The Valis Group) lets you create
digital Silly Putty, stretching and distorting an linage as if it were made of rubber and then saving it as a graphic, animation, or Quick.Time movie. With th.e
more robust MetaFlo' ($600), you can work with multiple images and apply
morphing and transparency effects.

More Quick Time Tips

HOT TIP

Startup and screensaver movies (AA). \iVant your Mac to play a favorite
movie during startup? Rename any MooV file Startup .Movie and put it in the
Startup Items folder (il1side the System Folder). How about when your .Mac
goes to sleep? Two free utilities, Movies 'Til Dawn and Movies After Dark,
can automatically play movies as screensavers if you also have After Dark (see
"Screensavers" in Chapter 13).
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Trading color for speed (MM). For the best trade-off of color vs. speed, record
and save movies in 16-bit color. (In the Monitors control panel, that's
Thousands or 65,536 Colors.) A 16-bit movie looks almost identical to a 24-bit
movie and it plays much faster, because the lv1ac is only processing two- thirds as
much data. In recognition of this, QuickTime's Video compressor only stores 16
bits of data, even if the movie was captured in 24 bits.
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You can make a movie self-contained-without
links to other movie files-by choosing Save As
in MoviePiayer and then clicking the appropriate radio button. Note the enormous size difference between the two options.

Self-contained movies (MM). Beca use of the
large ammmts of data involved, the iVIac doesn't usually copy the actual movie when you
paste or place one into a presentation , text fil e,
or composite movie. All that's stored in the
document is a 1'eference (a pointer to the origin al movie's location). This strategy is faster and
greatly reduces file sizes, but it mean s the original movie (with its original name) must remain
accessible to the document. Otl1erwise, when
you open tl1e fil e the movie won't play-a potentially embarrassing situation.

If you're using a video-editing program (Movie-

P layer, Premiere, et al.), you can minimize problems by saving movies with out
references (also called dependencies). W h en you choose this option, th e program
incorporates all movie data in to the main fil e and severs the links. The result is
a completely self-contained-albeit larger-file.
Playing movies backward (MM). If you've tried this trick (see the box
"QuickTime Controller Shortcuts" on page 696), or jumped to an arbi trary
point in a movie, you 've probably experienced delays and poor playback. The
culprit is tempm-al compression, a technique QuickTime u ses to furth er reduce
movie size. Instead of saving every frame, QuickTime saves the diffe rence between consecutive frames. This means that to display frame 4, QuickTim e
must first read frames 1, 2, and 3. An entire movie frame, or key frame, is saved
only at specific intervals (say, every 15 frames).
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If you want to play a movie smoothly in reverse or quickly jump to any frame,
recompress the movie with different settings. Open the Compression Settings
dialog box and reduce the key-frame number or set the Temporal slider (accessed with the More button) to Low or Least. Remember that these strategies
will increase file size.

Premiere Tips

HOT TIP

(MF)

Managing Premiere's transitions. Premiere 3 has more than 60 snazzy transitions-a bounty of digital riches. But what if you're unsure which one you
want and need to compare a few alternatives, such as several kinds of dissolves?
Or what if you can't remember the name of a desired effect? Scrolling down the
long Transitions window to recall (or find) an effect is tedious, but there's a solution: Rename the transitions.

Each one is a separate file in Premiere's Plug-Ins folder. Open the folder and
rename the transitions to change their alphabetical order. This little secret lets
you:
• Put favorite transitions first. Add a space or two in
front of the names of transitions you rely on most frequently. They,ll appear at the top of the Transitions
window.
• Group transitions by category. Insert a category
name before each plug-in's name. For example, transitions that "peeP' an image to revea l the next image
(such as Center Peel) can be renamed Peel; [Name]
(e.g., Peel; Center). All peel effects will then cluster
together in the Transitions window.

Peel; Poge Comer

""•CJt A c~.rls: "''th • shadtd buk to
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Locating a transition in Premiere's
Transitions window is much easier
if you change the names so thol
related effects, such as peels,
appear together.

To make your editing even more efficient, use the same
renaming technique to sort tl1e contents of tl1e Filters dialog box.

Filter-size sensitivities. Several Premiere fi lters have an annoying quirk:
vVhen you previev,r tl1e filter in a smaller window than your movie's final frame
size, the effect appears at an inaccurately large scale. This can mislead you into
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Certain Premiere filters don 't always preview correctly, which can
mislead you into choosing the wrong filter settings. In a half-size
Preview window, for example, the Pointillize filter produces results that are twice as large (middle) as the actual effect that appears in the finished movie (right).

choosing the wrong filter settings. The built-in previews with in Premiere's filter dialog boxes
unavoidably suffer from this
quick. \iVhen preview accuracy
counts, here's an alternative.

In version 3, set the Process At
option (in the expanded Preview
Options dialog box) to your final
output size. T hen use another preview command, such as Snapshot, for vVYSIWYG results. An extra benefit: The correctly sized temporary preview files that
Premiere creates may reduce tl1e compiling time for your final movie.

Earlier versions of Premiere don't h ave tl1e Process At option. In that case, set
tl1e Preview window to your final frame size (at least temporarily) before triggering a preview. (To quickly snap to standard frame sizes, hold down loptionl as
you drag the lower-right corner of the Preview window.)
Unfortunately, all of these methods require extra compi ling time. So if you have
a slow Mac, stay aware of th e filter-si ze problem when you preview. For future
reference, here are tl1e filter culprits: all Blur filters, all Sharpen filters,
Convolution Kernel, C rysta llize, Mosaic, Pointillize, Stylize, Tiles, and ZigZag.
Freezing a frame. Inevitably, one of your video clips will be slightly too brief
for your needs. Premiere has a Speed command tl1at can stretch a clip's duration, but it also slows the pace of action and any attached sound .

If tl1e clip is followed by a transition, here's another approach: Create a PICT
image of the clip's last frame, using tl1e Clip Window and the Frame as PICT
command. Then place the PICT immediately after tl1e too-short cup so that it
overlaps the last second or two of your transition. (Drag tl1e PICT clip's edge, if
necessary, to adjust its duration.) Few viewers will notice a frozen image in the
final frames of most transitions because it's sufficiently obscured by the u·ansition's effect.
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Presentations
If multimedia is defined as the blending of different types of media, then presentation software is its very essence. That's r ight: Those slide-making programs that marketing and business folks use every day for sales, education, and
training are actually powerful multimedia tools. With a presentation program,
you can combine text, charts, and illustrations-and, if you wish, animation,
video, and sound-into eye-opening visuals that keep the audience awake and
get your points across in style. You can choose from a variety of output options,
including on-screen presentations, 35mm slides, overhead transparencies, audience handouts, and videotape.

What to Look For

(SC)

Presentation software comes in two basic flavors. Traditional p1·esentation p1·ograms, such as PowerPoint and Persuasion, are essentially slide-making tools
for business presentations chock full of charts and bullet points. If you're doing
an on-screen slide show, you can add QuickTime movies and sounds.

Multimedia p1·esentation programs output only to the screen (or videotape), but
they offer more pizzazz. Not only can you combine elements from a variety of
sources-including sounds and movies-but you also can define precisely when
and how they will come and go over time. For example, you could have a pie
chart roll onto the screen and break apart. Then each slice twnbles off the
screen in a different direction while theme music pow1ds in the background.
Two seconds later, the company logo fades in while a nan·ator adds a pithy
comment. Most mu ltimedia programs also offer rudim entary interactivity, allowing you (or a client) to jump to different poin ts

iJ1

the presentation anvil!.

Whether you opt for an old-fashioned or new-fangled presentation program,
here are some key features to look for.
Import capabilities. You'll probably create most of your media elements elsev.rhere, so be sure the program imports the file formats you need for text,
graphics, animation, video, and sound. Typically, traditional programs offer
better support for spreadsheet data, while multimedia programs can handle
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The Tools
palette contains
common
drawing tools,
plus tools for
making charts
and adding
navigational
controls to a
presentation .
Click on a
placeholder
and replace the
contents with
your own text
or graphics.
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Click these
icons to switch
between the four
views: outline,
slide (shown),
speaker's notes,
and h andouts .

Persuasion
provides several
master sl ides for
each template.

Presentation programs such as Persuasion provide a variety of templates- predesigned slides with colorcoordinated backgrounds and formatted text.

mo re sound and animation formats. F or a peek at some prepackaged art,
movi es, and sound, see the box "Clip .Media " on page 675 and "Cl.ip Art" in
C hapter 15.
Media creation and editing. You don't want to import everything, so look for
text-formatting features (incJuding a spelling checker!) and basic drawing tools.
Tradition al programs can crea te graphs from scratch, wrule some multimedia
presenters have sound editors. But if, for example, you require a truly sophisticated chart, you'll have to produce it in a dedicated program such as
DeltaGraph Pro (see "G raph-ica lly Speaking" in C hapter 15).
Run-time player. This is critical if you want to hand out copies of presentation s. A run-time player is a limited version of th e program that plays back presentation s but can 't create them. You can freely distribute it with your
presentations, so that clients can view them without the full progra m installed
on their computer.

D on't forget to include external source files (such as QuickTime movies) when
you distribute the presentation. And stick to core fonts such as H elveti ca and
Times so the text will look good on everyone's M ac.

HOT TIP
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(SCIAA)

The text is in place, the charts are drawn- now it's time for the finishing touches. Here are
some clever utilities that can help you pick a pleasing color scheme and smooth the rough
edges on your graphics.
If you aren't using a template, Pantone's $100 ColorUP can take the guesswork out of selecting colors that work well together for slide backgrounds, text, graphs, and so forth. Tell
ColorUP your target output medium-screen, slides, and so forth-and it helps you choose
coordinating colors that won't make people flinch or squint. When you import ColorUP's
palette to Persuasion or PowerPoint, the palette colors are automatically assigned to specific
presentation elements, such as titles or pie chart slices.
Let the ugly truth be known: Digital graphics often have jaggy edges, a problem that's magnified when they're projected on a large screen. Smoothle ($150, Peirce Software) antialiases the edges of PICT images, vastly improving the image quality of graphics created in
drawing and presentation programs. JAG II ($130, Ray Dream) works the same magic on
3-D images, animations, Quicklime movies, and bit-mapped (TIFF, PICT) graphics.

HOT TIP

If you don't have Smoothie or JAG, here's an alternative that works pretty well: Make the
original image as large as possible, then scale it down to the proper size when you place it
in the presentation program.

Templates. A healthy selection of predesigned slides or scenes makes creating
consistent, professional-looking presentations faster and easier. The backgrounds, color schemes, text placement and formatting, charts and graphics,
and (in some cases) animation are already i11 place. Just substitute your material
for the placeholders, and away you go.
Transition effects. For on-screen presentations, you can vary the way one
slide or scene is replaced by another. Wipes, fad es, and dissolves can add subtle
interest. Some programs offer funkier effects such as checkerboards and vertical
blinds.

HOT Tl P

Tip: Use a program's build feature to reveal bullet points or chart elements one
slide at a time. It adds drama and helps ensure that the audience will be listening to you instead of studying the slide.
Cross-platform compatibility. If you work in a mixed-platform environment,
look for programs with Windows versions that allow users to open and edit
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presentations created on the Macintosh, and vice versa . M ost slide-based presentations should convert with only minor changes, such as text reformatting
(due to font differences).
Traditional tools. Slide-making programs have a few more key feanu·es:

• The outline1·- a defining feature of these programs-lets you quickly enter or
import text. Outline entries should be linked directly to sli des, so th::tt any
text changes you make show up in the slide, and vice versa . I t also should be
easy to change the order and hierarchy of items in tl1e outline.
• A mnste1· slide acts as a guide for individual presentation slides. Backgrounds,
text placeholders, and graphics (such as a company logo) tl1at you put on a
master appear on any slide tied to tl1at master. This lets you quickly format a
large number of slides and ensure a consistent look fo r the presentation.
• A slide so1ter lets you quickly rearrange a presentation by clicking and dragging thumbnails.

• Audience brmdouts and speaker's notes often contain thumbnails of the slides
along with explanatory text.
Multimedia tools. Mu ltim edia programs have specialties
of tl1eir own:

• A timeline lets yo u control
the comings and goings of
each element-logos, movies, sounds, and so on- in
the presentation by specifying start and end times.

• Slide-import capabilities h elp
convert a traditional slide
presentation into a multimedia extravaganza.

Multimedia presentation programs use timelines to let you control the
comings and goings of movies, graphics, titles, and sounds. In Action/
(shown here), each element Is represented by a bar. Drag the bar to
change when an object appears on screen and stretch the bar to
lengthen the time it stays there.
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• Basic animation tools let you add motion to text and graphics. For example,
you could direct a circuJar corporate logo to bounce around a scene, then
come to rest on top of an i.

• lnteractivity means you can add buttons that let you (or another viewer) decid e where to go in a presentation or when to play a QuickTime movie. This
makes multimedia presentation programs good choices for producing training material s and kiosk displays.

Traditional Presentation Programs

(SC)

Slide-making applica tions are the workhorses of business presentations, meeting the needs of most of th e people most of the time. You can't go wrong with
either Persuasion or PowerPoint (described below). Both offer good outliners
and text handling, drawing tools, robust charting capabiliti es, numerous templates and n·ansiti ons, a run-time viewer, and hot links to other programswhich means yo u could , for example, do uble-click on a table imported from
Excel to open it directly into Excel for editing. If you 're presenting mostly
charts and graphs, also consider D eltaGraph P ro, a super graphing program
with decen t presentation features to boot (see "Graph-ically Speaking" in
Chapter 15).

GOOD
FEATURE

Persuasion. After a couple of years in PowerPoint's shadow, Persuasion
($500, Aldus) is again king of the hill, at least temporari ly. Version 3 is easier
to use, with floati ng palettes and better navigation icons, and its improved
color handling ensures that color slides convert nicely to grayscale or black and
white, so that audien ce handouts are now legible. [I like the nudge controls nnd
automatic kemi11g. - AA] Beefed-up options for on-screen presentations include
bare-bones anim ation; more control over transitions; and an autojw11p feature
that lets you branch to otl1er slides, presentations, or programs. And , unlike
PowerPoint, Persuasion can juggle severa l master slides in a single presentation. For exampl e, you could use on e master for buJlet-point slides, another for
charts, and a third for titles. Persuasion's biggest drawback is its clumsiness in
exchanging presentations with tl1e Windows version.
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PowerPoint. The original pre-

sentation program has that familiar Microsoft look and feel:
a handy toolbar up top and hot
links to other programs. PowerPoint 3 ($500) has only a single master slide, but the ability
to format slide text in outline
view is a real time-saver. A versatile shape tool lets you
quickly draw perfect stars, arrows, and triangles, and th e
PowerPoint is a full-featured traditional slide-making program with
a variety of tools neatly arranged around the window. It offers exartistically challenged will apcellent graphing capabilities, and a handy shape tao/ (left) helps
preciate the color coach, which
you draw perfect polygons.
helps you select coordinated
colors for your presentations. PowerPoint's near-flawless ability to transfer
presentations to and from its Windows version is a definite advantage over
Persuasion. Watch for version 4, which will sport more production aids and
design features, such as improved toolbars, easier creation of organizational
charts, and limited interactivity.

GOOD
FEATURE

CA-Cricket Presents Ill. At $130, Computer Associates' presentation program

costs hundreds less than its competitors, and it shows. It's hobbled by an outliner that isn't part of the main program-you must generate outlines in a separate (bundled) utility and import them, a cumbersome process. Menu
arrangement is clumsy and charting options are limited, but it does have one
nifty feature: You can edit QuickTime movies, adding titles, sounds, animation,
and objects to individual frames. You can also export an entire presentation in
QuickTime format, which lets you place (and run) it in otl1er applications.

Multimedia Presentation Programs
Multimedia programs have a steeper learning curve than their traditional
cousins, but take heart: They're aimed at business folks , not multim edia gurus,
and they're 'tJZuch less complex than full-fledged authoring programs such as
Macromedia Director (described in the "Authoring Tools" section, below).

BAD
FEATURE
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Some programs are based on the familiar slide metaphor, while others treat
presentations as movies.

BAD
FEAT URE

GOOD
FEAT URE

Action! (SC). The prototypical multimedia presenter, Macromedia's Action!
uses a slide-based interface and represents time-based events with horizontal
bars in a Timeline window. Drag a bar to change when an object appears on
screen and stretch the bar to lengthen the time it stays there. This leaner,
cheaper ($500) sibling of Mncromedia Director provides all the basic multimedia-presentation tools, but it doesn't have any standout features to push it above
the competition. Converting slide presentations is also a pain, because each slide
must be imported separately as a PICT file.
Astound (SC). You don't have to choose between a traditional and multimedia
presentation program: Get Astound ($400, Gold Disk), the only program that
offers the best of both worlds. Like traditional programs, it uses a s]jde-based
approach and supports outlines, 35mm slides, overheads, and speaker's notes.
You can even create charts and edit text (including spelling checks). Yet
Astound also provides a full range of multimedia tools, including a timeline,
rudimentary animation tools, interactive buttons, and a sound editor. To top it
off, Astound has a well -designed interface tl1at's relatively
easy to use, and its n·ansition effects are positively stunning.
Cinemation (SC) . If you want a
program that's easy to learnparticularly if you only create a
few presentations a yearchoose Cinemation ($500, Vividus). It treats presentations as
movies: The Filmsn·ips window
displays tl1umbnails of each
frame in your movie, and tl1e
currently selected frame is displayed in the main window,
where you add graphics, movies,

Instead of using a t imeline or slide-based approach, Cinemation
treats presentations like movies. You select a frame to edit in the
Filmstrips window (bottom). The frame then appears in the large
drawing window, ready for you to add text, graphics, animations,
and sounds.
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and sound and set up animations. This approach makes it difficult to time events
precisely, but sequencing events relative to each other is a snap. You can export
finished presentations as QuickTime movies. Best featu re: Cinemation can
quickly convert and animate an entire slid e-based presentation (from, say,
PowerPoint) by importing it as a Scrapbook file (see the box "Instant
Presentations'' on page 718).
Passport Producer Pro (i\11\II). A
precise timeline, intuiti ve interface, exceUen t lVIIDI fea tures,
cross-platform capabi li ties, and
Appl eScript support are what set
Passport Producer Pro apart
from the competition. You build
presentations by dragging and
dropping media elements into
tracks along a timeline. You can
add ))ath-based animations and
To create a presentation in Passport Producer Pro, you drag
media types-such as text, sound, movies, and interactive
interactive buttons for branching
buttons-from the toolbox (left) into tracks in the Time Sheet
h
·
·
to ot er secnons or executmb(T an
window. You can preview the presentation with the VCR-Iike
controls at the top.
AppleScri pt script. Passport D esigns also makes music software, and accordi ngly, Producer Pro has the best
features for playing and editing MIDI files. Video professionals will appreciate
the support for SMPTE time code and the abili ty to conn·o] extern al hardware
such as VCRs and videodisc players. Producer Pro's biggest drawback: its
$1,000 price tag.
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GOOD
FEAT UR E

GOOD
FEATURE

Presentation Tips
Keep it simple (AA). Transitions, animations, movies, and sounds li ven things
up, no doubt about it, but too many will disn·act, in stea d of impress, your audience. Too much activity m ay also overstress your Mac, ca using the presentation
to become slow and jerky. Try using just one or two eye-catching effects to
guide viewers to specific points.
Color concerns (AA). Use 8-bit colo r whenever possible, because the i\1ac can
process it much faster than 24-bit color. For instance, create 8-bit animations

HOT TIP
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Instant Presentations

1

••

(SC)

In a hurry? A real hurry? The fastest way to create an animated presentation is to combine
two products: a traditional program (such as PowerPoint o r Persuasion) and Cinemation.
Excluding typing time, you can complete a text-oriented, 20-scene presentation in a halfhour. Here's how:
•

Create an outline in PowerPoint's Outline view.

• Apply a template.
• Add any master slide items, such as a logo or date.
•

Save the presentation in Scrapbook format.

• Launch Cinemation and import the Scrapbook file. Each slide will become a separate
frame in Cinemation.
•

Apply a Cinemation AutoMation template to each frame.

• Play it back, then tweak as needed.
• Save it, hand the disk to your boss, and demand a raise.
Even if you have more time, it can still pay to base a multimedia presentation on a traditional
one. Unlike their flashier siblings, traditional programs offer better backgrounds, streamlined
text entry, find-and-replace features, spelling checks, and bodacious charting options. You can
create a traditional presentation, then import it into a multimedia program and jazz it up.

and save them with the QuickTime Animation compressor set at highest quality (this also reduces file sizes). (For more on QuickTime compressors, see the
box on page 698.)
File management (AA). Keep all the source files in the same folder with the
presentation so they'll be available when you run it. This is important because
many programs create a link to movies, sounds, and graphics instead of importing them. If you're distributing the presentation, keep in mind the space limitations of floppy disks and don't forget the run-time player!
Presentations to go (SC). If you plan to take your show on the road with a
PowerBook, here are a few tips:

• Several programs provide templates specially designed to look good on a
PowerBook screen.
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• Keep it simple. QuickTime movies, jazzy sounds, and intrica te drawings ~ ~~
-~
won't cut it on most P ower Books.
~)
HOT TIP

• If you don't have a colo r P owerBook, test-drive the presentation in black and
white or grayscale to be sure contrasting colors and text show up well.
(Persuasion 3 has a built-in grayscale preview.)
• Stick to core fonts (see "Fonts Everyone Has" in Chapter 14). You ' ll save
hard disk space and, in an emergency, won 't have problems running the presentation on someone else's Mac.
• Bring backup-Power Book batteries and some floppies v.rith an extra copy of
your presentation and the run-time player.
• A P ower Book screen works only for a handful of viewers. For larger groups,
hook up an external monitor, video projector, or L C D projection panel.

Authoring Tools
Traditional presentation programs are great for producing on-screen slide
shows, and their multim edi a cousins even provide limited interactivity. But what
if you want users to type in infonn ation and, based on what they enter, have the
program respond in different ways? If your multimedia needs are this complex,
you n eed an authoring pTogram such as HyperCard , M acrom edia Director, or
the Apple iVIedia Tool. Authoring packages are more difficult to learn and use
than presentation programs, but
they also give you more flexibilon mouseUp
ity and control over the fu1ished
go to next card
product, which could be an input the date into card field "The Current Date"
teractive sa les lciosk, on-lin e
end mouseUp
training system, simulation, educationa l program , or a C D- This simple HyperTalk script could be attached to a button that,
when clicked, goes to the next card (screen) and displays the current
ROlv1-based gam e (to list just a date in the appropriate field.
few possibilities).
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What to Look For

(lviMIAA)

Authoring programs range from simple point-and-click software to full-blown
programming environments. Here are some key featmes to consider when
picking a package.
Scripting. In addition to the usual features found in multimedia presentation
programs, most authoring programs offer some kind of scripting lanffllflf!,e,
which lets you write sim ple programs, call ed so·ipts, to perform specific activities. HyperCard, for example, has a scripting language called HyperTalk.
With scripting, you can add a level of interactivity beyond mere button-pressing, greatly expanding the kinds of projects you can create. For example, you
could produce a real estate advisory program that asks home buyers to enter information on their price range and desired location. Based on this data, the program would display digitized photos with details about houses tl1at match their
criteria. Depending on the scripting language, you could also write scripts that
play QuickTime movies, call on other programs to perform certain tasks, or
operate a device, such as a videodisc player, from within the presentation.

~
~

GOOD
FEATURE

Scripting has two advantages over a programming language such as C or Pascal.
First, a scripting language such as I-IyperTalk is easier to learn because its syntax
is more like standard English. Second, HyperCard and other authoring programs simplify scripting by including prewritten script segments that you can
use to quickly add graphics, text fields, and buttons to your multimedia project.
Expandability. On the down side, most scripting languages don't do everything a full-fledged programming environm ent can. Happily, in most cases you
can use plug-in modules to add capabilities not intrinsic to the program.

~
~

GOOD
FEATURE

HyperCard, for example, doesn 't provide native support for color and can't access a device via the serial port. You can add these features, however, by using a
HyperTalk script to access the appropriate eA'ternal command (XC/v1D). In fact,
XCN!Ds have become a standard approach for adding functionality and most
authoring programs support them- particularly useful since XCNlDs are a key
way of adding control for external devices such as VCRs and videodisc players.
There are a wide variety ofXCNIDs available from user groups and on-line services, and Heizer Software is a good source for commercial packages.

Chapter 17: Multimedia
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Multiplotform Multimedia

(i'vli\1{)

One day soon you'll be able to create presentations that run-without further modification-on multiple platforms. The key is Script X, a cross-platform multimedia scripting language, due for release any day from Kaleida Labs, a joint venture of Apple and IBM.
While you could write your production in Script X from scratch, most folks will probably
wait for companies to update their products to save in Script X format. (Several companies,
including Macromedia and Apple, have announced plans to do so.) This means you'll still
create multimedia productions as usual, using existing programs such as Macromedia
Director or the Apple Media Tool. But you'll save the presentation in Script X format, and
the resulting file will play on any computer that has a Script X player (expect Mac and
Windows versions first).

Many programs are also adding support for AppleScript, Apple's systemwide
scripting language (see Chapter 3). AppleScript enables applications to talk to
each other, adding a great deal of programming power. You could, for example,
create a kiosk presentation in HyperCard that uses AppleScript to save entered
data to a FileMaker data base.
Run-time player. If you want to give your multimedia projects to others to run
on their machines, be sure to evaluate the run-time player, a limited version o f
the program that lets people view presentations but not edit them. Some companies let you freely distribute the run-time players with projects. Macromedia,
however, requ ires a 1 to 2 percent royalty for commercial distribution o f
Authorware-based productions, and Apple charges $500 per title for commercial distribution of projects produced with the Apple Media Kit. (Educational
and nonprofit organizations can distribute Media Kit projects for free.)
Cross-platform compatibility. If you're a serious multimedia developer,
you'll soon start thinking about developing for that other operating system,
Windows. Both of Macromedia's products, Macromedia Director and
Authorware, have Windows versions that are compatible with their Mac counterparts, allowing you to open, edit, and run lVIac-originated projects.
Developing cross-platform projects may soon be easier, however; see the box
"Multiplatform Multimedia," above.

THINGS TO
COME

722
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Authoring Programs
Mac-based multimedia has been around (and over-hyped) since 1987, so it's
surprising how few products for multimedia authoring are available.
HyperCard (.i\tLVI/AA). Apple origi-

nally developed HyperCard as a
do-it-yourself construction kit to
let Mac users easily create custom
applications. It soon became the
darling of multimedia developers,
however, because it was easy to
use, had a scripting language, was
easily extensible via XCMDs, and
came free with every Mac.
HyperCard presentations, called HyperCard, the Mac's first authoring tool, is a good choice for
stacks, are made up of individual beginners, but it also can produce more sophisticated presentations. Version 2.2 finally lets you assign colors to buttons, fields,
screens called cards. These cards and backgrounds and apply transition effects between cards.
can contain text, pictures, sounds,
buttons, and-with appropriate XCMDs-animations and QuickTime movies.
Scripts can be attached to cards, buttons, or text fields and triggered in anumber of ways: when a card is displayed, when the cursor is over a button, or when
you click in a field or on a button. To make new stacks, you can copy selected
cards and buttons from existing stacks, or you can design new cards with
HyperCard's text and paint tools and then use HyperTalk to create and attach
scripts that make the stack do exactly what you want.
A run-time version of HyperCard, called the HyperCard Player, comes with
every 1\!Iac, allowing you to play existing stacks. To create stacks, you need
HyperCard 2.2 ($250, Apple). The package contains the HyperCard programming environment plus sample stacks, stack templates, XCl\IIDs, ready-made
buttons, and the QuickTime Tools stack, which lets you insert and play movies
in stacks. Version 2.2 corrects a long-standing HyperCard deficiency-no color
support-with Color Tools, an XCMD that lets you add 256-color images to
cards and colorize buttons, fields, and backgrounds. Opening Color Tools takes
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seve ral seco nds, however, and th ere are no color paint too ls. And, when you
first open a colorized stack, no color appears for a few seconds as HyperCard
loads the XCi\IID. (You can remedy this by having a black fi rst card and then
moving to a colored one once HyperCard opens the XCMD.)
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HyperCard 2.2 is also more extensible, add ing support for AppleScript and
\iVorldScript (which lets you create multilingual stacks) to its repertoire. T hi rd
pa rties offer their own enhancements , too. ADDmotion II ($95, !v1otion
Works) is an XCMD that lets you create and animate characters on a card; at
press time it was included in the HyperCard 2.2 package. Fast Pitch Pro ($80,
OBjectic Systems) can convert HyperCard stacks into sli de shows-complete
with color graphics, movies, and sounds-without using HyperTa lk scripting.
W hen to use it: HyperCard is a good choice for beginning mul timed ia authors,
beca use it's cheap and you can qui ckly produce simple projects. It's particularly
good fo r presentations involving lots of text. Because support for color, animation, and Q uickT ime movies isn't part of the core software, however, it doesn 't
handle these featu res as well as, say, Ni acromedia Director. But don 't be fooled
into thin ki ng HyperCard can't handle complex projects-it was used to create
Myst, the best CD-ROM game yet invented (see C hapter 20).
If you're a budding Hyper Talk user, you ca n learn a lot by looking at other people's scri pts. To see (or edit) the scripts behind a stack, first set th e user level to 5
(Scripting) by choosing it on the Preferences card (I-Iome menu). T hen select
the Button or Field tool, double-click on the desired o bject, and click Script in
the resul ti ng Info dialog box.
1\.vo more quick ti ps: To keep two (or more) stacks open at the same time, hold
clown (Shift] each time you open a new stack. And if the menu bar isn't visi ble in a
stack, Ia 3t: ( Spacebar ] will make it appear, allowing you to access menu comman ds.
SuperCard (.VL\rl/AA). SuperCard (5500, Allegiant Technologies) is basically an
upsca le version of HyperCard. Its scripting language, SuperTa Lk, is a superset
of Hyp erTa lk and it can convert H yperCard stacks and use XCiVIDs.
11·aditionally, SuperCarcl has h ad two key advantages over HyperCard: built-in
color support and multiple on-screen windows. (As noted, HyperCard lets you

..

HOT TIP

HOT TIP
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open several stacks simultaneously, but switching between them is slow and
cumbersome.) It also offers color dravv:ing tools and can create cards of an y size.
Unfortunately, SuperCard spent several years in limbo and lost its momentum.
In early 1994, however, Aldus sold SuperCard to Allegiant Technologies, a
startup company that includes members of the original development team. A
long-overdue upgrade, version 1.7, provides integrated QuickTime support,
enhanced sound capabilities, new scripting features, hyperteA't links, and greater
support for HyperCard XCMDs. Allegiant also plans to release a Wmdows
run-time player for SuperCard.
When to use it: SuperCard has most of HyperCard's strengths, and th en some.
It's an excellent general authoring tool, particularly in the educational arena.
Macromedia Director (MM/AA). Macromedia Director 4 ($ 1,200) began Ufe

as an animation program, then Macromedia added scripting, making it possible
to create interactive presentations. Today Director is the most popular multimedia authoring program, used to create everything from sales presentations to
on-line help systems. Several popular CD-ROM games, such as Iron Helix,
were developed in Director.

·,J..A
tip

1

'1/
coooo

FE ATURE

Director creates frame-based anirnations and provides rich tools
for generating artwork, anima.
. kT'1me moVJes.
.
tlo
ns, an d Q u1c
Using a timeline, you can combine and synchronize up to 32,000
elements to create sophisticated
multimedia projects. Scripts can
be attached to any frame or onscreen object; the scripts are executed when the frame is displayed
or when the user clicks the object.
Lingo, Director's scripting language, is simi lar to HyperTalk,
yet it's different (and complex)

Macromedia Director Is the most popular authoring program, in
part because of its animation capabilities. Individual elements,
such as graphics and Lingo scripts, are stored in the Cast win·
dow (lower left). You arrange these cast m embers on the Stage
(main screen) and record their position in each fram e in the
Score window (upper right).
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enough to cause confusion if you use both languages. Director can use
XCMDs and also has its own plug-in modules, called XObjects, for controlling
external audio and video devices. On the down side, Director is a complicated
and expensive program and can be intimidating for new users. It's also memory-intensive-it prefers to load an animation into memory before playing itand it doesn't handle text-based data very well.
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BAD

FEATURE

Wh en to use it: If yo u want lots of animation and graphics, choose Director.
Authorware Professional (.i\IL\1).
Macromed ia's other authoring tool,
Authorware Professional 2, is '17mch
more expensive ($5 ,000). It's designed primarily for computer-based
training and educational courseware
and includes functions for asking
questions and recording the answers.

=¥ Periodic Tobie
Level I

E\tmtnt T\jptS 3

Eltrtwnl T!JpU 4
Eltmtnt TIJPf'S 5
Eltmtnt T!JPtS 6
Eltmt nt Typts 7

Alk•H m• lJ ls
Athll u r 1h mt bls
TI"'.,SIUon Mtta1s
Rt pt'tStntJ itvt non l"tWt~ls
Rtpr"tStnt l liYt mtU1J

Authorware doesn't have a scripting
language. Instead, you orgaruze
icons-which represent elements
and actions, such as a graphic or test
of user input- into a flowchart that
shows how the components wi ll work Instead af supplying a scripting language, Authorware
together. This approach is faster and lets you create a multimedia project by arranging Icons
in a flowchart. The icons represent different presenta·
easier to use than scripting. You can tion elements, such as animation or user input.
create simple animations in Authorware and import Director presentations and scripts. It includes built-in support
for videodisc players, and you can run the same presentation on both Mac and
v\Ti ndows machines from a single netw·ork server.
When to use it: Consider Authonvare if you're doing training or educational
projects.
Apple's multimedia tools (MM). Finally, if you can't face scripting and or the
cost of Authonvare, consider the Apple Media Tool. This $800 authoring program eschews scripting, offering instead an object-oriented approach that

GOOD

FEATURE

6
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resembles that of presentation tools such as Action! and Passport Producer Pro.
You import med ia elements and arrange them into screens, applying transitions
and defining how users will interact with buttons. The Media Tool has three
key advantages: It's easy to use, it can save your production in formats playable
on vVindows or Power Mac machines, and a future version will support Script
X. It won't replace 1\tlacromedia D irector, however, because it doesn't animate,
paint, edit video, or record sound.

~

v

CD-ROM

If you need more control (such as tracking user responses) and you're ready to
try some real programming, Apple also sells the Apple Media Tool Programming Environment ($1 ,000), a high-level language that lets you customize your
production to the nth degree. And, last but not least, you can get both products
bundled togeth er-along with VideoFusion 's FusionRecorder and a CD-ROM
of sa mple projects with somce code-as the Apple Media Kit ($ 1,500, Apple).
All three products are available from APDA, Apple's developer group.
\iVhen to use it: T he Apple Media Tool is a good choice for kiosks or simple interactive presentations. C hoose th e Programming Environment for complex
customized presentations.
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Education&
Reference
ONE O F T H E E ARLIEST P ROMISES O F C O MPUTERS was that they would

put a vast amount of information at your fingertips. Wtth the advent of CDROM technology, that promise has come true on the Macintosh.
Millions of megabytes of information-covering a vast array of subjects- have
been collected, compiled, sorted, indexed, annotated, and condensed for your
reference. Digital reference materials offer one great advantage over their paper
counterparts: You can quickly search for and retrieve the information you need.
But what's more exciting is that developers have taken advantage of multimedia
technology to enrich and en liven their material with graphics (including illustrations, drawings, and photographs), sounds (including voice-overs and music),
ami moving pictures (including videoclips and animations). This multimedia
data is not merely adornment; it's designed to provide added understanding and
insight to the information you' re reviewing.
You'll fi nd an abundance of titles and topics to choose from in the market; this
chapter, which introduces you to more than 160 titles within six broad categories, only scratches the sur face.
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Compendiums vs.
Interactive Experiences

(CG)

You'll find a mixture of products h ere, and not only in terms of subject matter.
To me, reference and education titles can be broadly defined in two categories:
compendiums and interactive experiences. Infonnation compendiums are
products that provide a compilation of facts , or the complete text of some book
or reference tome in digital form at. Although there may be some multimedia
data included (sound, animations, or the like), these products are mostly textbased and designed to provide quick, easy, and random access to information.
Interactive experiences, on tl1 e other hand, are those products that use multimedia tecl1J1ology to bring a subject or topic to life by allowing you to look at
the information in a way not possible in a static book format. These titles use
sound, an imations, video, graphics, and even text to maximum effect.
Take digita l books as an example. You'll find the complete works of William
Shakespeare (and other authors) in digital format. Compendiums are tl1ose
products tl1at contain the complete text of his plays, poems, and sonnets, with
annotations, indexes, and a good searching engine. For a graduate student writing a thesis on how the word 17fltun is used by Shakespeare, such a product is a
dream; just type in the word and all references are fow1d for you.
But you' ll also find digital books that provide the complete text of one or a few
of Shakespeare's works, and then delve more deeply into those works by including a biography of Shakespeare, a historical summary of the times he lived in, illustrations and artist renderings of how the plays were originally staged at the
Globe Theater, and maybe videoclips from a movie of that work. For a student
just discovering Shakespeare, this presentation provides insight into the autl1or
and his work.
So when you're looking into these titles, remember to ask yourself what you're
after: a compendium or an experience.
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(CG)

Although you'll find lots of products on floppy disk, the majority of reference works are
being published on CD-ROM discs. Why overwhelmingly CD-ROM? The bottom line is that
CD·ROM

CD-ROM discs are currently the m ost cost-effective way to store massive quantities of data
(upwards of 650MB on a si ngle disc, compared to 1.4MB per floppy). If you're serious about
using multimedia-enriched reference materials on a frequent basis, you' ll need to consider
getting a CD-ROM drive, if you haven't already.
Some educationa l titles that use video at the center of their presentation are distributed on
laserdisc, the same format used to distribute high-quality movies for home use. (Beware,
though: Not all laserdisc players are created equal. Only certain players have the computer
hook-up necessary to work with your Mac, so don't assume that the laserdisc player you've
got hooked up to your TV set will work with your Mac.) These products usually come with
HyperCa rd stacks that you install on your Mac and that control the laserdisc. You click on
icons or buttons (which usually resemble a video camera) w hen you wa nt to play a video
segment, and the stack automatically queues the laserdisc player, searches the laserdisc, and
then displays the videoclip either on a TV screen or (if you have the appropriate video cards
installed) on your Mac monitor.

Literature

(CG)

Most of these titles bring another dim ension to the reading experience by
adding supplemental material in the fonn of sound, graphics, and animations.
Sometimes, though, the add itional material you'll find will just be expanded
pop-up footnotes.
Voyager~

POWERBOOK

Expanded Books

In the same way paperbacks revolutionized the publishing market by making
books available in small, lightweight editions, Voyager's Expanded Book series
of fiction and nonfiction books on disk (originally designed with PowerBook
and Duo users in mind) have redefu1ed portability for the digital age. Click on
the arrow to turn the page, or use the search tools to trace a character through
a novel: T he thoughtful layout and design make these books highly readable,
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and after a while, you forget that you're
reading a book on di sk rather than one on
paper. The more than 60 titles in tl1e series
sell for under $30, with the majority carrying a $20 list price. The range of titles
(including many current best-sellers) is
impressive: Jurassic Park, The Autobiography of Malcolm X, The Pelican Brief,
Conduct Unbecoming, Of Mice and Men,
the complete works of J an e Austen, lots of
science fiction (including everythin g ever
wri tten by Isaac Asimov), and even children's favorites such as A Wrinkle in Time.
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flllhful ttlendt n l• o! Mu lllvH
" e ll 11 tny h umul
btl nSf could.. tl:.e-tl.r..tt whet l•ybthl nd th•rold.
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Voyager 's Expanded Book series puts best-sellers
and classics in digital form. But they're more than
just disk-based versions of the books: You'll find
an elegant Interface and pop-up annotations that
enrich the text. If you want to look up a previous
passage or go to your favorite scene in the book,
the fast search tool will find it for you.

Classic Literature
We'll never know whether William Shakespeare would have been even more
prolific with a Mac, but developers have lin ed up to make sure that his words
live on. Many of tl1ese works are compendiums, including Creative Multimedia's Shakespeare on Disc ($30), a CD-RO.M containing 37 plays and 159
sonnets and poems; and Shakespeare's Works ($5 0) from Books-on-Disk,
which gives you quick text access (on floppy clisk) to tl1e plays and sonnets.

CD·ROM

For an interactive look at the plays, check out Shakespeare on Disc's (that's the
developer's name) Shakespeare and the Globe Theater ($13 0), a HyperCardbased presentation that provides a comprehensive introduction to the playwright (his life and times) and the historical setting in which his plays were
staged. Intellimation has also developed a HyperCard-based look at old WJll
with Shakespeare's Life and Times ($80), designed for 11th and 12th graders.
Thanks to HyperCard, you'll be able to jump from one topic to related topics
by clicking on the buttons (or lin ks) plotted out by each developer.
To study a single play in deptl1, look for titles such as The Voyager Co.'s CDR OM-based version of Macbeth ($ 100), an intera ctive experience that offers
annotations, commentary, and the complete performance of the tragedy by the
Royal Shakespeare Company. Learning Tomorrow has also spent lots of development time creating HyperCard-based interactive multimedia presentations

CD-ROM

Literature

of Macbeth ($70) and Romeo and Juliet ($70), each
providing historical information about the plays and
times they depict as well as full text. MacBeth, for example, is built arorn1d the script of the play, allowing
you to read the text, look up selected words in the glossary, or play through an animated version of the action.
There's also a section that has a "director" leading you
tlu-ough an analysis of the four main characters from an
actor's point o f view.
For other classics compendiums, look into Shakespeare
on Disc's floppy-disk- based version of Oscar Wi lde's
T he Importance of Being Earnest ($60) or Milton on
Disk, a floppy-disk-based package containing the complete works of the 17th-century poet. ($130).

CD·ROM

~

u

CD·ROM
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An interactive version of Shakespeare's Macbeth from Learning
Tomorrow is built around a script
of the play, allowing you to,
among other things, play thro ugh
an animated version of the action.
The synopsis view Is shown here.

If you are interested in classic literatme but don't have the time to read, Bmeau
of Electronic Publ ishing publishes the ultim ate compendium: Monarch Notes
on CD-ROM ($70), containing more than 200 summaries and notes on authors ranging from Shakespeare to Kafka to Woolf.
And for literary commentary in a somewhat more interesting and interactive
form, check out The Voyager Co.'s Poetry in Motion ($3 0), a CD-ROM with
audio, graphics, and over 90 minutes of QuickTime video that gives 18 modern
poets (includin g Al len Ginsberg, William S. Burroughs, and Tom \\Taits) a
chance to recite/perform their work and comm ent on it (interviews with some
of the authors are also included).

Mysteries and Ho"or
CD· ROM

If you're into mystery, Creative Multimedia publishes a CD-ROM offering Sir
Arthur Conan Doyle's complete text with Sherlock Holmes on Disc ($30).
Discis Knowledge Research will get your heart thumping with an interactive
CD-ROM version of Edgar Allan Poe's classic short story, The Tell-Tale Heart
($60), or turn to Queue's compendium of classic horror: a color CD-ROM ($50)
containing tl1e text, with graphics, narration, and questions, called T he
Frankenstein, Dracula, and Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde CD.
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Religion
Even the oldest texts have found new life on CD-RO!VI. D avka publishes the
Judaic Classics Library ($500), which is interactive C D-ROM stOiytelling, as
well as floppy-disk-based compendiums such as Tahnud Tutor ($60) and
HyperHanukkah ($40).
The Time Warner Interactive G roup offers the C D -ROM-based New Family
Bible ($50), with co lor painting and audio dramati za tions of 40 stori es from the
Bible covering Biblical events from the Garden of Eden to M oses' journey to the
Promised Land. T here are also maps of Biblica l lands, family trees of the characters, and audio pronunciation of
names and places in both En glish
and Hebrew.

Time Warn er 's New Family Bible contains 40 st ories from the
Bible, covering events starting with Adam and Eve 's misadven·
tures in the Garden of Eden .

Classic References

For the complete text of the Bible,
there's the H oly Bible ($60) from
Linguist's Software and The King
James Bible ($5 0) from Bookson-Disk. i.Vl edina Software offers
several text- based compendiums related to the Bible, including MacGospel ($13), which presents the
gospels of Matthew, Mark, L uke,
an d J ohn.

(CS)

E lectronic media 's ability to quickly fi nd a particular word is perhaps nowhere
more useful than in the books created just for th at purpose: di ctionaries and encyclopedias. M ost o f the big names in reference books-Webster's, Random.
House, Compton 's, and even the venerable OxJ01·d English D ictionmy-have seen
that advantage and have jumped on the electronic bandwagon. Some of them
have depended on the benefits of the search feature alone to get you to spend

CD-ROM
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your money, but others-especially the encyclopedias-take more advantage of
the medium, bringing words and concepts to life with colorful and detailed
graphics such as illustrations, maps, animations, and even QuickTime video.
And many companies take advantage of the massive storage power of CDROM to bundle several reference works in a single package.

Dictionaries
In the beginning was the word, and it was written down by Noah vVebster (and
a few others). You'll find several versions ofWebster's dictionary in electronic
form. What's the difference among them? A matter of deciding which words
make the final cut as the core set of terms considered fundamental to our language today. In addition to the text, you'll find these works enlivened by graphics and illustrations.
WordPerfect publishes the Random House Webster's Dictionary & Thesaurus, College Edition ($100). It gives definitions for more than 180,000 words
and offers the added benefit of linking those words to more than 2 7 5,000 synonyn1s. 'VordPerfect also offers the Random House Webster's School and
Office Dictionary ($30), which contains 60,000 definitions. Highlighted Data,
meanwhile, sells Webster's Ninth Collegiate Dictionary ($200), which includes 200,000 definitions.

If Webster's way of defining the language doesn't appeal to you, electronic versions of other popular dictionaries ar e also on the market, including Random
House's Unabridged Dictionary, Second Edition, offering 315,000 entries on
CD-ROM for $80; packaged with the hardbound book, it's $160.
SoftKey International has brought the American Heritage Electronic Dictionary to market in two editions: the Deluxe Edition ($130) includes 310,000
definitions; the Standard Edition ($60) has 116,000 definitions.

~

v

CD· ROM

But real word mavens will want The Oxford English Dictionary, Second
Edition from Oxford University Press ($900). The CD-ROM contains more
than 500,000 definitions (including word origins) and 2.4 million illustrative
quotations.
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More Help for Writers
Having conquered the application-softwa re market, Microsoft is ready to tackle
the reference market with a heavyweight reference C D. Its l\1icrosoft Bookshelf pa cks seven books onto one disc, including an encyclopedia, a dictiona1y ,
a thesaurus, a book o f quotations, an atlas, and a world almanac, all for the low
price of$100.
Microlytics offers botl1 Word Finder Plus ($40), which has 1 milLen syn onyms
and 50,000 definitions, and an electronic version of The Elements of Style
($30), with all the text from Stnmk and vVhite's classic book.
For poets and others who care, A Zillion Kajillion Rhymes ($5 0) from
Eccentric Software that can generate rhymes for almost any word.

Encyclopedias
E ncyclopedias seem like a natural for the i\tlac, whi ch can add multimedia extras
such as videoclips of historic events, animations to illustrate concepts, soundbites o f famous speeches, and, of
course, fast searches and hypertext buttons that can take you to
related material with a click of the
mouse. T he differentiating fa ctors seem to be the number of
ways you can search tl1e encyclopedias (Compton 's for instance
I
5Do1n onCI Portugal le o tht
will narrmv the search to only enthe first globe-clrcllrg tm:urn
Colurrb.a&
tries with graphics, if that's what
lne Cano: ean ISiefl!:s
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they slice and dice the data for
you with timelines and topic and
thematic outlines. Of course, for
For the price ($150), Compton's Interactive Encyclopedia puts a lot
mos t people, price may be the
of information at your fingertips. In addition to the text articles
overriding sell , and the good
(about 34,000 of them), this CO-ROM-based multimedia encyclopedia has lots of graphics, sounds, videoclips, and an impressive
news is that street prices put tl1ese
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tomes of wisdom at a price point well below what you would have to pay for
their paper-bound counterparts.

~

v
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Compton's New l\1edia offers Compton's Interactive Encyclopedia ($ 150), a
CD-ROM based on Compton's Encyc/opedin that boasts an elegant interface,
34,000 articles, 7,000 pictures, more than 50 minutes of sow1d, 89 videos, a
timeUne, a topic outline, and a browser path to related subjects. A few years
ago, this CD-ROM would have cost you about $300, but the company decid ed
to drop its price after Microsoft ann ounced it was getting into the reference
market with Encarta.
Microsoft's Encarta ($140) features 26,000 articles organized both alphabetica lly and thematically (based on Funk & vVngnnll's Encyclopedia, but significantly
e>rpanded by Microsoft), as well as more than 100 animations and videoclips,
thousands of photos, interactive charts and simulations, more than eight hours
of audio, a timelme, an interactive atlas, and a game called Nlind.iVIaze.

~

v
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The New Grolier Multimedia Encyclopedia ($400) from Grolier Electronic
Publishing provides tl1e complete text of the 21-volume Acne/ernie A11ze7'ican
Encyclopedia (3 3,000 articles), tl1ousa.nds of illustrations, pictures, and maps, plus
four hours of videoclips, animations, a.nd sound. The disc also offers a timeline
and an outline arranged by branches of knowledge.
Last but n ot least, Microlytics publishes the Random House Encyclopedia
($70): 20,000 text-on ly articles distributed on Aoppy disks.

History and Current Events

(CG)

T he past and not- too-distant past keeps getting rewritten-and repackagedin digita l form. From the Civi l War to tl1e Persian GulfWar, from Columbus
to iV.Iartin Lutl1er King, Jr., important hi storical events a.ncl people have come
under tl1e scrutiny of developers eager to package history for you in multimedia
presentations.
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Military Confrontations
vVar is a popular topic for multimedia reference works, designed to appeal to
history buffs or teachers who need supplementa l material for their classes.
The battles, people, and events of the Ovil Wa r have been packaged in Point of
View: The Civil War and Reconstruction ($2 50), a laserdisc presentation witl1
graphics, audio, and video designed for 8tl1 to 12th graders and distributed by
Scholastic Software.
Using photos and text that appeared in Time magazine, the Time
\ -Varner Interactive Group has put
together two CD-ROMs about
relatively recent events: Desert
Storm: The War in the Persian
Gulf ($40) and Seven Days in
August ($60), which traces tl1e creation of th e Berlin Wall and tl1e
esca lation of tl1e Cold vVar. T h e
photos are compelling, tl1e writing
straightforward, and the interface
Using its rela tionship with Time magazine as a source of stories
and photographs, the Time Worner Interactive Group put tothought-fu lly designed; me fact
getller a CD-ROM entitled Desert Storm : The War in the Persian
that botl1 titles ca me out relatively
Gulf.
soon after tl1e events is a sure indication tl1at T ime Warner will continue to repackage news and photos in an
interactive medium.
CD-ROM publisher Q uanta Press wins the war of titles with its USA V./ars series, which includes text and graphic-based compendiums of the Civil War,
Desert Storm, Korea, and Vietnam ($70 each), and World War IT ($80).

World History
More sweeping views of history are offered by a variety of publishers who recognize that reading about th e past can be, well, boring. T hat's why these CDbasecl titles strive to create interactive eA.rperiences.

CD - ROM
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Bureau of E lectronic Publishing has picked no less than the History of the
World as the subject matter for its CD-ROM ($ 12 5, with annual updates). T he
company also offers The Multimedia World Factbook ($30), a CD-R01VI that
profiles 248 countries using text, statistical data, and lots of imagery.
T he Time Traveler CD also takes on a large chunk of history: This interactive
CD-ROM ($160) from Orange C herry/New Media Schoolhouse covers
human hist01y from 4000 B.C. to the present tlu-ough words and pictures and is
designed to bring history to li fe for students.
For information on the M iddle East, Quanta Press offers its Middle East Diary
($100), a CD-ROM containing reports on both events and people tl1at shaped
the region, as well as European Monarchs ($80), a CD-ROM witl1 stories, images, and the family trees of Europe's kings and queens.

Special Interests

CD - ROM

Among special-interest historical works, Quanta Press publishes a CD-ROM
($70) containing a text and image database about North American Indians,
while MroLink Software's HyperCard-based Who We Are ($122 black and
white; $144 color) tackles the subject o f black world history.

U.S. History
Great Wave Software offers American Discovery ($50), an interactive look at
U.S. geography and hist01y with maps, photos, illustrations, and a basic overview of American history that might appeal to students reluctant to spend time
witl1 their textbooks but who might be willing to explore with tl1eir computer.
For an unusual look at the U nited States, you might look into (or convince your
local school to look into) GTV: A Geographic Perspective on America H istory
($800, Optical Data), a beautifully designed laserdisc-based presentation put
together by the National Geographic Society. Filled with two hours of video,
1,600 still images, and200 maps, it does a great job of enlivening learning about
history and geography by showing you ratl1er than telling you about the land,
and the reason settlers settled where they did on their westward move from tl1e
Atlantic to the Pacific.
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In addition, The Voyager Co. offers Who Built America?, a thoughtfully designed CD-ROM put together by the American Social History Project that explores through words and pictures the people and events that shaped U.S.
history from 187 6 to 1914 ($1 00; $3 50 for the education edition with teaching
guide). With its background audio and stylized photographs, this presentation
has the look and feel of a PBS documentary-a good one.

~
~
CD - ROM

U.S. Presidents
Forget what the polls say; presidents are popular people. The approaches to
them range from the respectful (deep-voiced narrators explain their lives and
achievements) to the playful (a learning game for kids). Applied Optical Media's
Atlas of U.S. Presidents is a CD-ROM ($40) containing biographies, portraits,
and information about 41 presidents, with audioclips from public speeches
made this century.

~
~
CD-ROM

Facts & Faces of U.S. Presidents ($50) is a HyperCard-based floppy disk
presentation from Vlsatex for schools (ages eight and up). Tanager Software
offers The Secret Codes of C.Y.P.H.E.R.: Operation U.S. Presidents ($60,
with school lab versions available), which takes a game approach to presidential
history.
And if you're interested in learning more about FDR, Multi-Educator offers a ~'~~.,
CD-ROM called Franklin Roosevelt: History Maker ($55) that delves into his ~
life (and famous wife), and the particular challenges he had to tackle during an cD-RoM
unprecedented four-term reign at a time when the country was facing crises
such as the D epression and World War II.

Other Lands and Languages

(CG)

Visit exotic locations and learn the customs and languages of people from
around the world with these guides, which rely heavily on your interaction to
get their message across, whether you're learning a new language or honing
your geography skills with an electronic atlas.
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Learning New Languages
If you've given up on books and tapes but are still interested in perfecting your
Spanish or learning French, interactive language learning tools might inspire
you on your quest to master a foreign language. And you'll find that when it
comes to foreign languages, Mac developers are verbose.
Language basics. HyperGlot Software covers the globe with a sweeping line
of software for a variety of languages using several approaches. There's the immersion techniques of Berlitz in the Berlitz Think & Talk series ($200 each).
French, German, Italian, Russian, Japanese, and Spanish Word Torture ($50
each) are HyperCard-based stacks that present you with vocabulary quizzes.
You'll also find products that emphasize one aspect of language learning, such
as reading skills or grammar, including French Reading Lab 1 ($3 0) for improving your French reading skills, and German Passive Voice ($60) for learning Gem1an tenses.

~
~
CD·ROM

Gessler Educational Software has its own approach to teaching French,
German, Latin, and Spanish, which has developed into a line of products called
the Transparent Language series ($140 each), while Fairfield Language
Technologies offers a series of multimedia CD-ROl\lls ($400) as part of its
Rosetta Stone Language series desi gned to immerse you in Spanish, English,
French, or German. Lingo Fun, on the other hand, has developed th e Computerized Grammar series, including introductions to French, German, Italian,
Latin, and Spanish grammar ($60).
At least two developers have become lmown
for specializing in Japanese-language learning
aids: Anonae Software, wh ich offers Japanese
Language Instruction: Kanji Exercises No. 1
($65) and Hiragana!Katakana Exercises ($45);
and Qualitas Trading Co., which developed
KanjiCard ($200) and JapanEase, Volumes 1
and 2 ($100 each).
Learning languages with pictures. Language Discovery ($50) from Appbed Optical

K:uak:uu
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Learning a new language can be easy with
one of the many interactive learning programs
available on the Mac, including japan Ease, a
japanese-language program from Qualitas
Trading Co.
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Media offers you a visual guide to learning 1,000 words in English, French,
German, and Spanish. Each word is accompanied by a picture of the object, put
in the context of everyday scenes from life (picture the rooms in your home
with everything labeled in a foreign language).
If you like learning through association with pictures, there's also Picturelt!
($70), a foreign-language picture dictionary from Penton Overseas.

Maps and More
Applied Optical 1\lledia offers two CD-RONI-based atlases: The American ~
Vista Atlas ($80) charts out the United States using maps from Hammond and ~
incorporates data from the 1990 U .S. Census, The World Vista Atlas ($80), an cD-RoM
international atlas based on maps from Rand McNally, contains standard
phrases in the major languages of each of the more than 200 coru1tries included.
Educorp Software also offers a series of CD-ROM-based maps (each $60), including the USA Relief Map, which gives you an atlas of the United States and
aerial photographs of major metropolitan areas; and tl1e World Relief Map,
created from satellite data an d showing topographic detail. Both use color to
maximum effect.
For an unusual perception of the world, there's the CIA World Factbook and
tl1e KGB World Factbook ($50 each), CD-ROMs from Quanta Press.
And The Software Toolworks offers its popular World Atlas ($80 for disks; $70
for the CD-ROM version), an atlas, almanac, and fact book vvitl1 more tl1an 250
detailed maps that has become a de facto standard for Mac-based atlases because it's so easy to use and understand.

GOOD
FEATURE

Travel Guides
Always dreamed of seeing the Great Barrier Reef or visiting the Amazon
Rainforest? You can with 7 Natural Wonders of the World ($70), from lnterOptica Publishing, a color CD-ROM that lets you explore the Seven Wonders
through QuickTime movies, digital video, animations, graphics, maps, photographs, and interactive text. lnterOptica also offers other CD-ROM explo-
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rations, including tours of the Great Cities of the World ($50), Great Wonders
of the World ($70), and The Orient-Multimedia Guide to the Far East ($5 0).

"CD· ROM

T he Voyager Co. offers an introduction to Japanese customs and language with
the CD-ROM-based Exotic Japan ($60), which provides enough lessons and
quizzes (and the chance for you to record and replay youT voice as you go
through the pronunciation guide) for you to feel like you're ready to visit the
counuy.
If you're interested in underwater adventures, you can jomney through the
Atlantic with a humpback whale and learn about more than 100 otl1er species in
A World Alive ($50, Voyager), an interactive documentary on CD-ROM that
also includes a game to test what you've learned. T he disc is built around a 30minute documentary (that you can play from beginning to end if you're not
into interacting) that was compiled in collaboration with the St. Louis Zoo and
narrated by that man with the great voice, James Earl J ones.
And Amazing Media has put together diving toms of undersea locations including the Galapagos, tl1e Red Sea, the Sea of Cortez, and the Caribbean in its
Oceans Below ($50) CD-ROM
(which is distributed by The Software Toolworks). The disc contains more than 200 videoclips and
125 photographs of animal and
plant life, and plane- and shipwrecks. T he images, especially the
close-ups of underwater reefs, will
make you long for a vacation, but
you may find the two scuba diving
guides slightly annoying as tl1ey
prattle on and suit up at each new Oceans Below takes you on diving tours of undersea locations in
locale while the QuickTime videos the Caribbean, among ather exotic places. Discover shipwrecks,
meet the animal and plant life, and just get away from it alland images load.
without leaving your desk.
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(CG)

Since the early days of desktop publishing on the Mac, creative professionals
have been using scanners and page layout and photo manipulation sofuvare to
create digital versions of coffee-table and illustrative art books. You'll find these
titles filled with beautifully rendered digita l versions of photographs and otl1er
works of art and vitalized by sound, animations, video, and other media.

Finding Out About Art
For a wealth of art-related titles, a good starting point is T he Voyager Co. It offers more than 200 high-quali ty, interactive laserdisc presentations (starting at
$60), including interactive tours of the art holdings of The Louvre, The
National Gallery of Art, and The Art Institute of Chicago, and looks at the
works of artists such as Michelangelo and Vincent van Gogh. T he HyperCard-based presentations contain historical, biographical, and art commentary,
as well as broadcast-quality video tours of the museums and full -color photographs of the works being discussed.
For a detailed look at Impressionism, Quanta Press publishes Coate's Art
Review-Impressionism ($80), a CD-ROM containing images created by
Impressionist artists as well as a database containing background information
on tllis period in art llistory and lists of museums and their collections.

Coffee-Table Books
Photography and coffee-table books have also gone digital. Instead of a minimalist caption describing the photo, photographers are now using ilie medium
to bring more context to the work and to create mood, tmning what would have
been just static presentations of their photos into true interactive experiences.
From Alice to Ocean ($ 140, C laris) is a book and CD-ROM package created by
Rick Smolan, well-known ph otojourna list and cocreator of ilie A Day in the
Life series of photography books. The disc contains photographs and an interactive presentation tl1at d ocuments the one-year trek of Robyn Davidson
ilirough the Austra lian Outback, where she was accompanied by iliree camels,

CD-ROM
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her dog, and (intermittently) photographer Smolan, who was on assignment for National Geographic. For a
while, Apple was bundling a QuickTime-based CD-ROi\1 version of this
title witl1 all its CD-RONI-equipped
Macs, so you might already it in your
CD-ROM library.
There's also I Photograph to Remember ($40, Voyager), a CD-ROM presentation of Latin American photo- From Alice to Ocean is a book/disc bundle that takes you
along on a trek across the Australian Outback with Robyn
grapher Pedro Meyer's family memoir Davidson, her dog, and three camels.
and intimate recollections of the last
years of his parents uves. The disc is narrated in Engli sh and Spanish by Meyer.

Studying Music
If you're interested in learning to play an instrument, tw-n to the reviews of
some of the music instruction programs listed in the "Music" section of
Chapter 17. vVhat you'll find here are programs designed to increase yom understanding and appreciation of composers and their music. Although there are
severa l small publishers offering products in this subject category, twu publishers rule this market: T he Voyager Co. and the Time \Varner Interactive Group.

CD-ROM

One piece, between the notes. Voyager's CD Companions (built using
Apple's HyperCard) lets you listen to an entire composition as the text commentaiy scrolls by, or click to bring up a glossary of music terms and tl1eory, or
click again to read about the life of the composer. Four of the titles in the series
are annotated and research ed by Robert Winter, a pianist and instructor at
UCLA; these include Ludwig van Beethoven: Symphony No. 9, Igor Stravinsky: The Rite of Spring, Antonin Dvorak: Symphony No: 9 "From the New
World" (each list for $80), and Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart: The Dissonant
Quartet ($60). Other CD Companion titles include Franz Schubert: The
Trout Quintet ($60) and Richard Strauss: Three Tone Poems ($60).
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Time Warner offers a series of HyperCard-based CD-ROMs that also let you
explore a specific piece in depth. This series includes Brahms's A German
Requiem, a two-disc set filled with musical and historica l background; and The
String Quartet, ($66 each) which features a recording of Beethoven's String
Q uartet No. 14, with lots of additiona l information about string quartets in general. As -with the Voyager series, you can just play through the music, but the real
fun begins when you sit down and get involved in the intricacies and subtleties
of the compos ition and explore the li fe and times of the composers.

FEATURE

Musical samplers. Orchestra: The Instruments Revealed ($80, Time Warner) shows you what instruments look and sound like and how they are played,
using graphics and audio examples. T he disc features the London Symphony
Orchestra's performance of"The Young Person's Guide to the Orchestra."

GOOD

CO·ROM

T he titles in Voyager's So I've Heard series ($2 5 each) are designed to be music
samplers, offering you commentary and soundclips from an array of composers.
T hree volumes are currently available (and several more were in the works as of
tl1is writing): Volume 1: Bach and Before takes you from the music of ancient
Greek rituals to Bach; Volume 2: T he Classical Ideal is an earful of the work
of 18th century composers such as Mozart and Haydn; and Volume 3:
Beethoven and Beyond explores Beethoven's impact
on the classical music scene.
INTRODUCTION
On May 29, 1913 in Paris, S<!rgci
DiaghilcV's Ballets Russcs presented the
prcminre of a 35·minutc ballet, The Rffe
of spring. Along with the primitive
painted backdrop, the exotic cost umes,
and groups of dancers who stomped up
and down rather than soared, the score
by 30-year-old Igor Stravinsky emitted a
series of musical jolts whose effects arc
still felt almost eighty years later.

I PLAY MUSICAL JOLTS I

Voyager 's CD Companion series does more than introduce you to some
music by great composers. It allows you to listen to the music as text·
based commentary scrolls by, click on a particular phrase to learn more
about the composers' technique and music composition in general, or
learn more about the composers' lives and times.

T he great thing about all of
Voyager's offerings is tl1e
time and thoughtfulness the
company puts into designing tl1e interface to its products: You'll find the screens
easy to read, punctuated with
elegant illustrations, and designed with search tools and
icons that make it a pleasure
to explore the topic at hand.

GOOD

FEATURE
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Science, Health, and Nature
vVhether you need to know more about animals, vegetables, minerals, Earth, or
beyond, you'll find that many topics have been well researched by enterprising
Mac developers.

Health

(CG)

You won't find a cure-all in these works, but you will find well-researched and
well-intentioned products designed to educate you about specific health issues.

~

v

CD·ROM

The Mayo Clinic Heart Disc ($60), a CD-ROM distributed by Interactive
Ventures, tells you everything you could possibly want to know about heart
health and heart disease, including videos of medical procedures that have been
performed at the renowned Mayo Clinic. For a broader view of health matters,
the company also distributes the Mayo Clinic Family Health Disc ($100), a
home medical reference also on CD-ROM that describes symptoms and treatments for a variety of health problems ranging from the flu to tuberculosis.
Parents: If you've still got questions after consulting Dr. Spack, there's Personal
Pediatrician ($60) from Lundin Laboratories, a diagnostic program designed
to help you identify children's medical problems and offer guidelines for treatment. Still, as a parent I have to say a call to your pediatrician still seems the
fAST fOOOS
best diagnostic tool Of all.
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Still don't know what all the worry and talk about
cholesterol is about? Take Control of Cholesterol
from the Lifestyle Software Group is an inexpensive
program loaded with lots of practical information,
but unfortunately the questionnaire format leaves a
lot to be desired.

If you 're interested in lowering your cholesterol count, you'll find lots of practical
suggestions in Take Control of Cholesterol ($20) from the Lifestyle Software
Group. But be prepared to pay a toll for
that information- this text-based program
is a series of not-very-well-laid-out questionnaires and checklists on screen, making
it a rather sterile (maybe that's the point?)
and uninviting way to explore the topic.
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For straight talk on AIDS, there's ABC News
InterActive's Understanding Ourselves:
AIDS HyperCard-driven laserdisc presen tation ($400, distributed by Scholastic Software), a well-design ed and compelling study
of AIDS and its causes, treatments, and ramifications on the lives of people touched by the
it. Your narrator is C. Everett Koop, the former U.S. Surgeon General.

Flora and Fauna

(CG)

Wha t h A IDS?
~"', Your hnm unnust!!rn U•l AlPS

How ) lJU ca n bocpme Jn fv, tpd
How you c pnnol bocon!O Infected
l.i9:tt..!!W1rOh JC1 \'UUU91f

~
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Il:!:lUn&UI V infection and ;\JI)S

ABC News InterActive offers a HyperCard-driven
laserdisc presentation that explores the AIDS
epidemic, including causes, prevention, ond the
impact the disease has had on real people infected with it.

You never know when you'll n eed to be conversant in cow talk; that's when you 'll be glad that Quanta Press offers About
Cows ($30), a fulJ-text database, with good searching tools, on CD-RONI.
Audubon's i\1ammals ($100) from C reative Multimedia offers the illustrations
that J ohn James Audubon (known for his bird prints) produced in 1840 Lmder
th e title Quadrupeds ofNartb Ame'ricrr. Creative lVIultimedia has added text describing the habitat of each mammal, as well as sounds. For bird watchers, the
publish er also offers a CD-ROl\.1 called Birds of America ($ 100) that contains
the complete text (and 500 color bird lithographs) from the 1840 editi on of
Audubon's book of that n am e.

Creative Multimedia Introduces you to the mammols of America
using the 1840 edition of j ohn james Audubon 's Quadrapeds
of North America as its reference point. Added text and sounds
enliven digital versions of Audubon's drawings.

For an authoritative overview of
animal (and plant) life, Educorp
(one of the largest distribu tors of
CD-ROM titles) offers The Encyclopedia of Life ($130). The
easy-to-use interface lets you delve
into 3, 700 text entries, launch
130 Q uickTime videoclips, choose
from among 600 color images, and
search through the glossary covering the millions of plants and animals that inhabit the planet.

~

u
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The Expert-Center for Taxonomic Identification (ETI), based at the University
of Amsterdam, has put together a series of well-researched and well-crafted
multimedia CD-ROMs dealing with some unusual animal life. Birds ofEurope
($150) is very well designed and beautifully illustrated: The colorful drawings
and illustrations were clearly chosen by someone who really loves and appreciates birds. ETI's enthusiasm for its subjects also extends to the design of its other
programs, including North Eastern Atlantic & Mediterranean Fish ($200);
Linnaeus Protist ($32), which describes microscopic plants and animals living
in the North Sea; Pelagic Molluscs of the World ($500), a study of clams and
other related ocean life; and Turbellaria of the World: A Guide to Families and
Genera ($100), a look at aquatic flat:\vorms.
Operation: Frog ($1 00), from Scholastic Software, dissects a frog for you. Pick
a body part, and you get to cut through the various layers and organs in exquisite (and annotated) detail. At least you don't have to smell the formaldehyde.

CD-RON\

Meanwhile, endangered species are the topic of a CD-ROM version of
Douglas Adams's (better known for his Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy) and
photographer Mark Carwardine's book, Last Chance to See ($60, distributed
by Voyager). Adams reads the entire text on the disc, which includes more than
700 color photos and information about the status of each species.
And although they are no longer around us except in museums and at the
movies, dinosaurs are a popular topic for multimedia presentations. The three
described here seem designed with kids (say eight and up) in mind: The interfaces are very simple, the text is big, and the carefully drawn color illustrations
show how fearsome some of the dinosaurs might have looked. Choosing among
them may come down to preferences on how the screens are designed, since
they're all comparably priced.

CD· RON\

Disc-0-Saurus ($70) from timebox inc. has nicely rendered illustrations and
well-written descriptions. Dinosaurs! The Multimedia Encyclopedia ($80)
from Media Design Interactive includes maps, interviews with the world's leading paleontologists, and shots of dinosaur skeletons filmed at museums around
the world. The Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs ($65, distributed by Educorp), has
information on 400 dinosaurs, with pop-up maps that show where each species
has been found. There's also a video tour of important excavation sites.
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(CG)

For anyone interested in learning about ecology, the ECODISC ($300, Educorp) is an amazing experience (it works in nine languages). You explore and
learn by wandering through tllis beautifully designed simulation of a real nature
reserve (in summer or winter).

~

~
co. RoM

Earthquest offers colorful and animated explorations of the world and ecology
in Earthquest and Earthquest Explores Ecology ($60 each), both of which
contain lots of easy-to-follow information and compelling images. Educorp
distributes The Big Green Disc ($45), a fully narrated documentary filled witl1
color video, animated diagrams, and photo essays about issues affecting our
planet. The program lays out the problems-global warming, acid rain, ozone
depletion, and then lets you decide whether you want to explore their causes
and effects.

Outer Space

(LS)

Astronomy programs-from desktop planetarium software that can display depictions of tl1e night sky as accurate as anytlling you can see in a science muserun, to interactive multimedia explorations of space-let you travel to the
stars without ever having to leave your desk.
Studying astronomy. Carina Software's Voyager IT ($160) displays celestial
phenomena, including stars, planets, galaxies, and constellations, on any given
date in rustory, as viewed from any point throughout our solar system. It is
among the fastest astronomy programs available, displaying accurate renderings in seconds. Star trippers will enjoy exploring the universe while serious
students of astronomy can call on the program's extensive database to locate a
particular star or planetary object on a star chart. The database seems complete,
and yet the program takes up just three megabytes on a hard disk.

Redshift ($100), from London-based Maris Multimedia, is tl1e ultimate in astronomy software. Instead of the line drawings used in other programs, it displays awe-inspiring 3-D planetary models; detailed surface maps of the Earth,
Moon, and Mars; and more than 700 colorful photographs of a high enough
quality to be used for scientific analysis. Hypertext links in the photo gallery

~
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take yo u directly to entries
from tl1e Peng1t.i11 Dictionmy of
Astrouomy. The program also
lets you record your travels
through space and save tl1em
as a movie that can be played
back within any program that
supports QuickTime. Orbita l
data provided by the Jet Propulsion LaboratOLy en sures
scientific accuracy.

Exploring space. Sumeria's
Space: A Visual History of Redshift, the ultimate in astronomy programs, displays 3·0 planet
models and makes use of scientifically accurate orbital data provided
Manned Spaceflight ()50) by the j et Propulsion Laboratory.
'
contains more than 90 minutes of footage taken from tlle NASA video and fi lm library, provided in
Qu ickTime form at. Also included are mission histories for tl1e Mercury, Gemini, Apollo, and Space Shuttle projects, and descriptions of space-based science
experiments, life in zero gravity, satellite deployment, and space stations.
In Multicom's Americans in Space ($60), 500 photographic im ages and one
hour's worth of full-moti on vid eo in Q ui ckTime format tell th e stoty of
America's efforts in space, begirming with early experimental rockets and the
X-1 5 progra m and ending witll plans for space stations still on the drawing
board. An interface modeled on a M ission Control room serves as command
center for accessing tl1e di sc.
How about an interactive tour of our solar system based on tl1e Time-Life
Books series Voyage Through The U niverse? T he View From Earth (S56),
from tl1e T im e Warner Interactive G roup, presents an easy-to-use interface tl1at
takes you immediately to tl1c planet of your choice. U nique to the disc is tl1e extensive information it provides on the so lar eclipse. Astronomers interested in
tracking a solar eclipse can use tl1e program to determine the best possible location for viewing any singl e eclipse. T he program's E clipse Tracker consi sts of a
world map and a schedule of past, present, and future eclipse occurrences.
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Kids' Stuff
SET KIDS, NO MATTER WHAT AGE,

in front of your Macintosh and see if

you can pry them away. The conventional wisdom was that titles and games for
kids had to be packaged under an "educational" label; well, we say phooey to
that. Any parent or teacher will tell you that kids are born learning machines. If
they're having fun and engaged, th ey're learni11g something, whether it's handeye coordination as they maneuver the mouse and cursor, a few new vocabulary
words after reading through an interactive story, or even just getting comfortable using a computer.

In the pages ahead, you'll find a sampling of some of the hundreds of titles available for kids. Deciding what to include was difficult because there's so much
great software for kids, and new titles are arriving every day. According to one
industry research group, kids' softw·are is the fastest growing market segment,
so we've included information on how to get to the source of these new titles.
How did we settle on the titles described in this chapter? We talked to parents,
educators, and, of course, kids to come up with a list of popular titles. You'll
find six main categories of products, including interactive stories and adventures and pai11ting, drawing, and math programs. Have fun!
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Interactive Stories
Interactive stories are more than just books in digital fom1; with sound, animation, and the ability to let kids interact with the characters, interactive titles let
you and your child become part of the adventure. You'll find stories for kids of
all ages, witl1 both familiar titles re-created in the new medium and new titles
designed specifically to be "read" on a computer.

The Living Books Series

(AM)

If you have a CD-ROM player and young children, Living Books from
Bmderbund Software should be part of your CD collection. The current four
............. ·v· · ..........u........... ..... titles are all well produced, with
good use of color, animation, and
CD-ROM Is for Kids
(CG)
sound, and they're faithful to tl1e
Because of their large storage capacity and the
original titles (a paperback version of
relatively low cost of the discs, CD-ROM is beeach book is bundled witl1 the CD
com ing the medium of choice for kids' software.
If you're interested in having your kids play with
discs). They're also fwmy and engagtitles on the Mac, then you should think seriousing, and they get to the opening page
ly about buying a CD-ROM drive. If your Mac
of each story quickly and easilydidn't come bundled with a CD-ROM drive, not
to worry: Drive prices are coming down fast,
important considerations when dealand you should be able to easily find drives that
ing with the attention span of
cost less t han $200 (compared with $400 to
five-year-olds.
$500 just one year ago).

GOOD
FEATURE

Each interactive book is set up the
same way: You can choose to have the story "read" or you can choose to "play."
In play mode, each page is read aloud as the words read are highlighted; then
the child (or you) clicks on just about any character or object on the page and
sometlung delightful and silly happens. Only The New Kid on the Block has a
slightly different scenario (see below). Each CD can be read in English or
Spanish; Just Grandma and Me offers J apanese as well.
Just Grandma and Me. The original title that broke ground in tllis genre, Just
Grandma and Me ($40) holds its own as one of the best. It's based on tl1e same
title by well-known cluldren's author and illustrator Mercer Mayer and captures
tl1e playful, appealing nature of his books. The large, boldly drawn illustrations,

CD-ROM
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just Grandma and Me, the premier interactive book in
Braderbund's Living Books series, takes you along as Little
Critter spends a day at the beach with his grandmother.

~
~
CD-ROM

The Tortoise and the Hare. Also designed for three- to five-year-olds, The
Tortoise and the Hare ($40) is simply told and the brightly colored illustrations are childlike, although the graphi cs lack the finesse and artistry of Mercer
Mayer's work. The same goes for the retelling of the story-it's good, but it's
just not simple in the artful way of Just Grandma and Me. The antics will
please kids for sure, but I (the critical adu lt) tl1ought they lacked some of the
spontaneous silliness of Just Grandma and Me. But the Tortoise definitely has
his plodding charm, and the old 1-Iare .... · ...... ·" ....... '"" · "•.w" ..... .....

outwits himself and a lesson is indeed
learned. The production of the paperback book wasn't up to par with the
otllers in the series, and the illustrations looked like they were printed on
a laser printer.

CD· ROM

with each page relatively uncluttered,
are just right for three- to six-yearaids. The text is spare with a nice,
large, readable font. The story is
simple-Little Critter spends the day
at the beach ·with his grandmotherand the added adventures don't stop.
C lick and a cow moos; click again,
and the Little Critter gets caught in
the beach umbrella; click once more
and the starfish dance. My threeyear-old son, Tomas, chortled at the
antics and pretty much learned the
story by heart.

Arthur's Teacher Troubles. \Vhile
younger kids (under five) can-and
do-enjoy this, the longer, wordier
text of Arthur's Teacher Troubles
($50) will work best with slightly older

Educational Discounts

(CG)

You'll find the suggested retail price of products listed throughout the chapter (of course,
street prices are much lower). But educators
should know that most companies offer educational pricing on those products, with even
greater discounts when products are purchased in quantity. Some developers also
offer additional educational material, such as
classroom editions or curriculum support. Be
sure to call the publishers and ask about
these specials if you're interested in using
these products in a classroom setting.
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11) Then Mr. Ratburn went to U1e microphone. "I'm very
proud or Arthur.• he said. "In fact. I'm proud of my whole
class. They worked very hard."

Arthur has lots of problems on his hands: a troublesome teach·
er, an annoying kid sister, and a 1OO·word list to memorize for
the school spelling bee. Marc Brown's Arthur's Teacher Troubles

755

kids. Based on the misadventures of
Arrl1ur, the hero of a series of stori es by author Marc Brown, this
story sees poor Arthur stuck with a
demanding teacher named M.r. Ratburn, a list of 100 words to memorize for a spelling contest, and an
irrepressible litde sister who won't
let him forget how much he has to
study. But silliness abounds here,
too: C li ck and a dragon toy spits
fire, the fire extinguish er goes

berserk, and the little sister falls off
has been made into an interactive book by Brederbund.
d1e bed in the midst of taunting
Arthur. T he story is well written and well illustrated (Arthur's woebegone face
is sympathetic and funny at the same time). T he goofy antics simply add to the
fun already there.

GOOD
FEATURE

The New Kid on the Block. Jack Prelutsky is an oxymoron-a successful

poet. School kids love his rhymes about the trials of home and school life, and
Living Books has brought them to life in The New Kid on the Block ($40).
James Stevenson's illustrations differ gready from the pictures in the previous
titles-the more sophisticated black-and-white cartoons will appeal to older
kids, but probably not as much to the littler ones. T he poems are fabulous and
the narration is excellent, as are rl1e little animations that happen in the "read"
part of d1e package. The letdown for me was d1at rl1e animations in the "play"
pa rt don't offer that much more than what's in the read section. In tl1e title
poem, when rl1e narrator gets tweaked in the read part, he gets a little pull on
his sleeve; in play, h e gets a big pull. You can read the lines over and over again
in play, however, and that's proba bly a big plus for the kids who are rea l
Prelutsky fans. I suspect this tide may work very well in a classroom.

CD·ROM
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Interactive Stories

Zoom Books Series

CD-ROM

(AM)

T/Maker Comapny has gotten into kids software with a planned series of interactive stories, the first title of which is Four Footed Friends. By the time this
book is published, ex'Pect more titles in the series to be out on the market.
Four Footed Friends ($30), based on a 1914 children's book, captures the
artistry of interactive stories while letting go of some of the comic qualities of
the Living Books titles. This adventure can be read in English, Spanish,
French, and J apanese. Both a CD-ROM and a floppy disk version are available.
T~e

GOOD
FEATURE

book has an exceptionally long introduction; I was greatly relieved to discover I could bypass it. But once I got into the book, I was immediately impressed by tl1e artistry and crafting of tl1e package. The original drawings of
carefully drawn animals in costume, the accompanying background drawings,
and the QuickTime animations are simply top-notch.

Each anima l has a charming four-line poem describing it. Then the added fun
begins: Click on a bookwonn to get a scanned photo of the real animal with
some information about it and maybe a little game; click on anotl1er animal for
the spelling and definition of a related word-like hay in the cow section. The
next worm gives you a watercolor set and a black-and-white drawing to color
in. Another button lets you naviga te through the package, allowing you to go to whatever animal
you want.

Here's General Rhinoceros,
He's much bigger than all of us;
Hewears J coat ofarmor, too,
Which almost nothing can get through.

In T/ Maker's Four Footed Friends, each animal you meet is in full
costume and accompanied by a four-line poem describing it. But
there's more than meets the eye in this interactive retelling of a
1914 children's book.

Altl1ough some kids might want to
go for the quick laughs to be
found in the Living Books series,
Four Footed Friends is tl1e kind of
title I have been dreaming abouta superior, complex crafting of a
multimedia title. Many of us have
been wondering when some original art would find its way into this
medium. I just found it.
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Discis Book Series
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(DRITR)

Discis Knowledge Research has put together electronic story books ($40 per
title; 12 titles available) designed for kids over six. By combining the text of the
original work with dramatic narration, color illustrations, music, and sotmd effects, Discis has provided a rich learnmg experience for beginning readers:
Besides listening to the narration, you can click on items in tl1e accompanying
illustrations to learn the correct spelling and pronunciation. Unlike electronic
book titles from other companies, the Discis books do not include animation,
so while tl1e titles are useful for teaching voca bulary and spellillg, tl1ey have limited appeal for kids who can already read. The series includes classics such as
Aesop's Fables, Cinderella, and The Tale of Peter Rabbit, as well as contemporary titles such as Heather Hits a Home Run, A Long Hard Day on the
Ranch, and Scary Poems for Rotten Kids.

AmandaStories

(SM/CG)

Charming and fun. That's the best way to describe these wonderful creations by
Amanda Goodenough (published by The Voyager Company), a must-have for
any parent of a toddler. The disc ($60) contains ten stories, featuring the exploits of Your Faithful Camel and a mischievous black cat named Inigo (who is
named after the sword fighter Inigo Montoya, a character in the book The
Princess B1·ide). Inigo gets into all sorts of trouble, but always manages to find his
way out of it-and a few friends along the way-and live happily ever after.
The stories are co lorful picture books made into HyperCard stacks, with
several hidden buttons behind each picture so a story can be "read" several
different ways. Each adventure includes very basic sound and animation, and
the drawings are simple, tmcluttered, and delightful, making them perfect for
toddlers. But even older kids (and adults) can be easily drawn into tl1e stories.
The AmandaStories are also a great example of what you can do with
HyperCard, Apple's interactive authoring environment (a reader version is
bundled with every Mac).

CD· ROM
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Interactive Adventures
If you've always been envious of Alice journeying through Wonderland, then
make sure your kids have Wonderlands of their own to explore. Some of the
worlds re-created in these adventures are imaginary places, but you'll also find
familiar settings such as backyards and houses where, of course, unexpected
things happen.

The Treehouse, The Playhouse, and The Backyard

(CS)

Chock-full of things to do, Bn>derbund's The Treehouse ($40) is the ideal
clubhouse, the one you wish you'd had as a kid. P layers pick an opossum playmate with whom to explore a bevy of activities: a musical maze, a theater where
you make up silly sentences, and a counting game, to name a few. Clicking
around T he Treehouse turns up plenty of interesting reactions: clouds change
shape and the opossums and birds can be fed. At my house, even children older
than the targeted ages of five through eight were occupied for hours. From an
educational standpoint, the musical activities are particularly strong: Children
can learn facts about the different insn·uments and hear their sounds, compose and play short songs, and learn
music-reading skills.

With Th e Treehouse, you get a clubhouse unlike anything
you could build in your backyard.

Bear in mind that some of the activi.ties
req uire reading; if your child is preli terate, Bmderbund's T he Playhouse
($35) or T he Backyard ($35) offer similar environments full of fun activities
for children ages three to six. The Playhouse features a clock that teaches how

to tell time, an ABC book, and a counting board game. T he Backyard offers activities that teach animal habitats, mapping and directional skills, strategy, and logic. As in T he Treehouse, clicking on
scattered objects produces interesting resu lts-a radio plays music,a balloon
pops. Either game would make an excellent first introduction to the Mac.
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A Silly Noisy House and Rodney's Wonder Window

(S.M/CG)

These colorful CDs from The Voyager Co. will lead your kids on adventures
through worlds beautifully conceived by their creators. A Silly N oisy House
($60), created by Peggy Wei!, is an imaginative adventure designed for tlu·eeyear-olds and up. As in The Playroom, when you click areas o f the screen or
objects in a room , things happen. T he game begins with a cross-section of a
large house: Just cl ick on a room to zoom in. Each room has several different
views and is loaded with objects that- as promised- do silly, noisy things. A
pitcher fills glasses with water, a rocking horse makes galloping sounds, a pie
erupts witl1 bl ackbirds as you hear Sing n Song of Sixpence. Some objects are
unpredictable, responding to clicks in di fferent ways at different times. T he
animation is great, and the sound is im pressive.
You really don't have to be a kid to enj oy the colorful, fun, andrumsual scenarios
you'll find behind Rodney's Wonder Wmdow ($40), crea ted by artist Rodney
Alan Greenblatt. There are 24 interactive episodes filled with animations
and sounds. If yolli' chi ldren like to pick out their own clothes, have them order
"Data Shorts" in tl1eir favorite fabric (plaid, knotty pine, or X-ray, among
others). Or take a trip to the "Probe and Poke Pet Shop," then maybe watch
a movie of Chip and Peg's adventures in ShapeLand. It's wacky, weird, wild,
and fun.

Scooter's Magic Castle

759

(DR!TR)

Kids explore a castle full of games and activities in this entertaining collection
from Electronic Arts ($50) designed for five- to eigh t-year-olds. Upon en tering
each room of the castle, kids discover a new challenge that teaches such skills as
memorization, pattern recogniti on, logical clunking, and crea tivity. Since each
learning activity is packaged with colorful graphics and amusing animations,
the kids think they're just having fun . Each activity is available in three levels of
difficulty, so Scooter's Magic Castle remains interesting for more than a short
time. But since the progr am doesn't provide an overall goal for winning, th e
video-game generation may lose interest with the wander-around-and-lookfor-something-new approach.
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Paint, Draw, and More
Creating art on the Mac can be quite an experience for someone who has never
played with a paint and draw program . In these kids' programs, you'll not only
find many of the familiar tools you'd see in the grown-up programs- brushes,
erasers, shapes-but also so much more: brushes that make sound effects, rubber stamps, animated tools, and the like. The only problem you may have with
these programs is that you can't leave them alone long enough for your kids to
have a turn. Be nice and shar e!

Kid Pix

GOOD
FEATURE

(CS)

Kid Pix ($40) is a joy. A paint program designed especially for children (former
Apple CE O John Sculley once demo'ed it at a trade show, proving that anyone
can use it!), it brims with magical and sometimes mysterious features. A Wacky
Brush tool offers dozens of delightful ways to paint, ranging from splattering
paint to flinging galaxies of stars to spawning crawling caterpillars. Rubber
Stamps let children festoon their creations with more than 100 items, including
dinosaurs, ice-crea m cones, light bulbs, bugs, bikes, and traffic lights. The
Electric Mixer tool lets artists transfonn their drawings in crazy, mixed-up ways,
swapping colors, highlighting, splashing paint or burying the drawing in snowflakes. Goofy sound effects, such as paint that gurgles when it's poured and exploding firecrackers, add to the feeling that you have entered an enchanted
parallel universe.

The E raser tool o ffers dramati c dooms such as a Firecracker that clears the
screen in one big, satisfying blast; a Black Hole that swallows up everything; or
Hidden Pictures that appear as you erase.
But wait, there's more: Bm derbund also offers Kid Pix Companion, a $3 0 addon to Kid Pix that spins the paint program into motion with multim edia
features such as Wacky Tv, which is a Q uickTime movie player complete with
silly special effects and a selection of daffy small movies. Companion includes
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a separate program called
SlideShow, which provides a
nice, simple interface for creating slide shows, complete with
graphics, sound, and transition
effects. Companion adds gobs
more rubber stamps to Kid Pi'< ,
several new I-Iidden Pictures,
and new features that let kids
color in line drawings or get inspired by funny voices suggesting weird and wild ideas for
drawings ("I am Commander
Salamander with a set of sharp,
crooked toenails, and I float in
the ocean.")

Art Center

The premier drawing program for kids, Kid Pix lets you create pictures
using an assortment of unusual tools, including rubber stamps and
animated brushes. There are sound effects, tao, and several really fun
ways to " erase" your pictures.

(DR!TR)

If Bmderbund's Kid Pix set the standard for children's paint programs,
Electronic Arts (with its new EA*I(jds line) extends the con cept by providing
five modules for creating images in a single package. The Art Center ($50), for
three-year-olds and up, contains a sticker book, a costume designer, a paint box,
a co loring book, and a geomeu·ic shape assembler. Each module offers delightful sounds and a library of premade images. The interface of tools panel, color
picker, and brush effects is intuitive.
Younger kids will catch on quickly with the beginner level and should be
entertained for h ours. But older children may find themselves confined by the
limited sizing and rotation options. They may also be frustrated by the inability
to move their work between modules. There is no way to place a sticker on a
costum e or use a paint-box tool in the coloring book. Also missin g is any kind
of move-to-front or move-to-hack function , which often makes it difficult to
achieve the desired effect.
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Fine Artist

THINGS TO
COME

(CS)

M icrosoft's Fine Artist ($65) wasn't out in time for us to play ·with, but it
pronused a bevy of features to help kids create everything from animated
pictures and multimedia slide shows to posters, comic strips, buttons, and stickers. A Drawing Tricks Floor offers basic tutorials on art techniques such as
drawing with a grid. Other features include more than 125 clip art stickers, 76
custom colors ami patterns, 72 paintbrush styles, dozens of wacky sounds, and
lots of special effects.
· t • t • · • · · • • • • f •M·• • • · ••&• •4 ...... • • • • • • • • · • · · o · · · · · •e• · · • • +'4• · • • · · · • • • • •• · · • • • •••· ••

Sharing Your Computer With Kids

(CG)

You'd really love to give your child access to all the kids' games and titles yo u've loaded
on the Mac, but you're concerned they might inadvertently get access to your files, and,
in the worst-case scenario, trash something important. Mac software developers are a step
ahead of you, offering programs that let you configure your system so that kids can access
only the files and folders you want them to access.
Apple, for instance, offers At Ease, a simplified version of the Finder that comes with Performas but can also be bought separately for other Macs. Among other features, At Ease
Jets you determine w hich fold ers and applications your child can gain access to and automatically saves all fil es into personalized document folders.
(At Ease is described more fully
in Chapter 4.)

KidDesk, from Edmark, may become one of your favorite pro·
grams: It allows you to set up a special desktop that gives kids
a ccess to only certain files and folders. And that means no more
worries about what files your children might accidentally trash.

Edmark developed KidDesk
($40, or $54 for a school edition). It lets you set up a special
desktop showing only the icons
you've selected, as well as utilities that kids can play with,
such as a talking clock, a working calculator, a calendar, and
even a screen saver. A parentsonly password must pe entered
in order to gain access to the
" grown-up" desktop.
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Making Up Stories
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(CS)

All these programs are based on the same solid premise: Children love to make
up stories and illustrate them. Each provides a rudimentary word processor,
paint tools or prefabricated graphics, and some som1d effects.

Storybook Weaver and My Own Stories
?viECC's Storybook Weaver and My Own Stories ($50 each) rely on clip art
graphics. They offer hundreds of images and dozens of sounds and background
scenes. Storybook Weaver
draws its ima ges (knights,
trolls, treasure chests) from
folklore; My Own Stories
offers contemporary symbols
(shopping malls, Frisbees,
fire trucks).
·· ..~~\

Kid Works 2
Davidson & Associates' Kid
Making up your own stories is easy to do with My Own Stories from
Works 2 ($60) comes with MECC. Choose from hundreds of clip art images of modern-day images to
ready-made picture elements illustrate the stories you and your kids think up.
too, but it also includes a
paint program, giving children more room to express themselves in their illustrations. Children can substitute any of numerous pictures for some words in
their story. A text-to-speech feature lets children hear their stories read aloud.

Creative Writer
Microsoft's Creative Writer ($65), new this year, packs more features than the
three other programs I looked at. In fact, I was exhausted after playing with it.
It places users in the fantasy world oflmaginopolis, where they can create projects like banners, newsletters, or greeting cards, as well as stories. The word
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In lmaginopolis, brought to you by Creative Writer from Microsoft, kids can create amazing stories using special fonts, special
effects, and lots of images, borders, and backgrounds.

processor has tons of fonts, type
styles, and such special effects as
"shape" words; zany sounds and
other special effects liven up both
writing and drawing; and a "Splot
Machine" brims over with 8,000
kooky story ideas. It includes
about 100 clip art images and
dozens of borders and backgrmmds. One handy feature more
kids' programs could use is an
Undo that goes as far back as 20
steps. The program has exhaustive conte}..'t-sensitive help.

Geography, History, and Beyond
If you're looking for interesting and innovative ways to get your children interested in history and geography, you'll find lots of titles. But like everything else
in this chapter, tl1ese programs offer a lot more tl1an just histoty lessons on disk:
T hey're games, stories, and interactive adventures designed to engage your kids
while they explore tl1e world and its history.
Carmen Sandiego Series

~

v

CD· ROM

(MaryToth)

Br0derbund's wildly successful Carmen Sandiego series started with Where In
the World Is Carmen Sandiego? ($30) and now includes titles that take Carmen
(and your kids) to Europe, the U.S.A., and space, with both regular and "deluxe"
(CD-ROM) editions packed with sound effects, music, graphics, and animations. Titles range in price from $30 to $60, and, depending on the title, you'll
also get a paperback edition of the WoddAlmnnac and Book ofFacts, Fodm·'s U.S A.
travel guide, the New A1ne-rica11 Desk Enryclopedia, or 'What Happened Wben, a
1,300-page encyclopedia of American history and culture.
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In case you've somehow missed
out playing Carmen Sandiego (or
watching the TV ga me show for
kids that airs on public television), I'll explain: You learn about
history and geography by trying
to track down Carmen and her
band of thieves as th ey journey
through the world (and through
time). You're assigned a mystery
case, and you have to collect
enough clues to get an arrest
warrant and find the suspect before time runs out.
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You're on the lookout for the brilliant and elusive Carm en
Sandiego and h er band of thieves in this series of geography ad·
ventures created by Brederbund. Follow the clues as you follow
the thieves around the globe and through time.

You call on informan ts and witnesses who offer clues about who the crook is
and hints about the best time and place to track the suspect. For example, if a
clue says the suspect stole something from Francisco Pi zarro, you'd know to
travel to 16th-century Peru. And just on the off-chance you wouldn't know,
you'd turn to the encycloped ia that's included.
T he whole series is a great way to teach reading skills and improve knowledge
of history and geography, but it's also great for teaching kids (and their parents)
how to use reference materials.

Eagle Eye Mysteries

(CS)

If your child is hooked on Encyclopedia Brown, Nancy Drew, or the H ardy
Boys, he or she might enjoy exploring Eagle Eye Mysteries ($60) fro m
Electronic Arts (part of their new EA*Kids label). T he player joins with a couple of young detectives to solve mysteries in the small town of Richview. T he
sleuths visit various locations around town to ga ther clues and interview people.
\ Vhen they're done investigating, they review the information collected, select
pertinent clues, and accuse a suspect. Cases are organized into three levels, each
progressively more dj fficult.

GOOD
FEATURE
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The concept is great; the actualization is adequate but not enthralling. In fact,
the interface looks like a straight port from the IBM PC. The program helps
children sharpen their wits by learning abou t deductive reasoning, but its attempts to teach facts abou t science, history, and other topics are somewhat
heavy-handed. Eagle Eye Mysteries kept my kids interested, but after running
through the 50 included mysteries (each takes about 10 to 20 minutes), there
was nothing new left to do.

MECC's Trail Books

(CS)

MECC has taken to heart the saying, "The journey is its own reward. " The
company offers educational games in which players "n·avel" a route packed with
advennu·es, information, and colorful characters.
The Oregon Trail. The Oregon Trail ($50 for the disk-based version; $70 for

the CD-ROM edition) replicates the covered wagon route followed by westward-bound pioneers in 1848. Players select a name, a profession (such as a
schoolteacher or blacksmith), and traveling companions. They are assigned a
certain amount of money and offered a chance to stock up on supplies before
em barking on th e 2,000-mile trek from Independence, Missouri, to Oregon's
Wulamette Valley. FollowConditions
ing an animated route, the
pioneers must contend with
hazards such as river crossings, disasters such as illness
or wagon breakdowns, and
day-to-day decisions such as
1, 1848 •
how much food to consume.
•caned 40'111\ 1lle tru1 vl!h 4 oxen, 6 ..., ot
cbthin&, 800 bulletl, 1 "'"iOn v hee1, 1 VI(On
ule, 1 VI(On 10111ue. 600 pouro• of tool!, m1
T he travelers encounter
$1,230 00.
other emigrants and local
residen ts along the way, and
they can stop to trade or buy You'll fee/like you're port of the wagon trail as you journey along
The Oregon Trail as a member of a covered wagon expedition in this
supplies, as well as to hunt.
interactive geography/ history adventure from MECC.
GOOD
FEATURE

This is a top-notch educational title. The simulations are realistic (especially in
the CD-ROM version), the scenario is gripping, and there is a substantial
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amount of historical information ski llfully interwoven throughout. Children
playing the game seem to gain a real understanding of the pioneers' experience
and get caught up in the excitement of the journey. VVhen my son plays it, a
friend or n.vo or three usually crowds around the !VIae and calls out advice and
opinions on what to do next-or jostles for control of the mouse!
The Amazon Trail. With The Amazon Trail ($60), MECC switches the journey to a canoe trek up the Amazon River. I ts scenario is that a mysterious
disease has afflicted a hidden Inca village; a secret medicinal plant hidden in
tl1e rainforest is the villagers' only hope for salvation. The player must find tl1e
plant and then tl1e people, along the way stocking up on other items the Inca
king might desire. T he trip weaves in and out of time, allowing the traveler to
meet up with explorers, naturalists, scientists, and others who shaped tl1e
development of the Amazon. Players can stop to explore the rainforest, clicking
on plants or animals to identi fy them. They have to spear fish out of tl1e river
for food (my children thought this was the best part). A guid ebook gives
detailed information about the flora and fauna, and pronounces n ames aloud.
Players visit landmarks along tl1e way, where tl1ey can talk to people (many of
them actua l historical figures) and trade for supplies.
The Amazon Trail contains a wealtl1 of beautifully presented information,
touching upon history, ecology, geography, and cu ltures of the rainforest. The
color animations are absolutely stunning. Digitized photographs and speech
and authentic South American music provide nice touches of reali sm.

Headline Harry and the Great Paper Race

(CS)

Headline Harry ($60), from Davidson, pairs the player with ace reporter
Harry, who's racing to scoop tl1e competition on important news stories circa
1950 to 1990. In addition to lea rning U .S. geography, players get the lowdown
on important historical events and pick up some n ews-gathering skills.

Swamp Cas

(Cameron Dunn)

Swamp Gas ($50) , from Inline Software, helps kids eight years o ld and up
(reading is required) learn U .S. geography as they guide a little ali en and its
UFO through missions around a map of the U nited States. After you complete
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each trip, you get to play one of three silly arcade games (they're all fun) that
use slapstick maneuvers (banana peels, pies in the face) rather than fighting.
I like to play at the beginner level-finding states by shape-because there the
game gives hints if you ask. Kids (or grown-ups) who know more can try to find
cities. To make it tougher, you can set the game to ask multiple-choice
questions about the state, or you can choose more stops per mission-up to 50!
P lay by yourself or with up to three people.

Math and Reading
A great many kids' programs set out to teach math and reading-perhaps more
than any other subjects. You'll find that some developers offer a series of math
and reading programs (a ll built arow1d the same character) designed for different age groups. But even the best programs can't do it alone. Be prepared to
spend time with earlier learners and they'JI eventually get so good at using the
programs that they'll ask you to go away so they can work through the problems and learning games on their own.

Kids Time

(SA/ND/SM)

KidsTime ($50), from Great Wave, was one of the first Mac programs for
young kids, and it has stood the test of time. It includes five activities, the first
three of which teach skills to kids who can't read yet: ABKey builds character
recognition, Match-It teaches recognition of identical and similar objects, and
Dot-to-Dot teaches number recognition and sequencing.
Although recommended for ages three to eight, KidsTime's two other activities can keep a ten-year-old involved. StoryvVriter lets you type a story, interspersing pictures from a special font. The program then reads the story back
to you in a robotic computer voice, saying the word for the picture. KidsNotes
is a terrific music program-no surprise since the same company publishes a
professional-level music program called ConcertWare+.
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Reader Rabbit
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(SA)

Reader Rabbit 1 ($60), from The Learning Company, is a program for early
readers (ages three to six) that uses three-letter words exclusively. The program
has four activities, two of whi ch I like. In one, a letter appears on one of tlu·ee
blank spaces, and you have to choose words that have that same letter in the
same position. V\Tords that don't match get dwnped into the gar bage. And once
you've come up with enough correct words, a rabbit does a dance-with good
sound and animation. In the other activity I like, you have to fill the cars of a
train with words that share two out of three letters with tl1e words in the preceding car. When the cars are filled, the train drives off the screen. If you like
the program, you might check into the many other (age-appropriate) Rabbitbased adventures for learning reading and math skills.

Super Solvers OutNumbered!, NumberMaze,
and New Math Blaster Plus

(ND)

I looked at three math games from different developers; each program is designed to teach math fundamentals and is geared toward similar age groups.
Super Solvers OutNumbered! Anytime a new user signs on to Super Solvers

OutNumbered! ($60) from The Learning Company, the game goes into
beginner mode, explaining the rules on-screen as you play. My eight-year-old
installed it himself and started playing without one look at the instruction
booklet. It's a great game that combines arcade-style action and logical
problem-solving, and unlike many educational games, it induces you to drill by
making tl1at a prerequisite for more play. V\Then you solve aritlunetic problems
(you can control how hard tl1ey are), you win clues that help you find out wh ere
the bad guy is hiding. T he problems are interesting-more like puzzles tl1an
drills- and there's even an on-screen calculator to help make sure the focus
isn't on arithmetic. I enthusiasti ca lly recommend tlUs titles for kids seven to ten
who can read pretty well.
NumberMaze. In NumberMaze ($5 0, or $70 for the color version) from

Great Wave Software, you guide a playing piece-a galloping horse, a roadster,
and a mouse-through a maze. You have to solve problems to get around obsta-
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More Fun!

(CG)

Where do you go to find out about and buy titles for kids? Fo rtunately, there are lots of
sources and developers.
According to the Software Publisher's Association, an industry group that puts out all sorts of
statistics and figures, the three largest developers of educational (a.k.a. kids) software are The
Learning Company, Davidson and Associates, and Bn~derbund Software. Each of the compan ies publishes catalogs (yours for the asking) describing the titles they offer in va rious subject
categories and for different age g roups.
But the Mac market is also po pulated by hundreds of other companies offering dozens of
titles. Among those companies you'll find Ed mark Corp., which offers creative learning programs such as Thin kin' Things and Millie's Math House for teaching kids numbers, shapes,
and patterns; Optimum Resource, w hich offers the award-winning Stickybear series of prog rams teaching math and reading; Ventura Educational Systems, w hich offers more than 35
titles for kids and teachers covering math, science, geography, and history; and the Chariot
Software Group, which also offers software programs and tools for both kids and teachers.
But there are many more developers, some offering just one or two titles, and many subject
categories we didn' t get a chance to cover in this chapter (such as astronomy programs for
kids). Chances are, t heir products w ill be available from one of the distributors specializing in
kids' and educational titles, such as Educorp, Educational Resources, and Learning Services
(you'll find them listed in the resources section at the end of this book).

cles. Beginners count objects like turtles or toy sailboats. The problems gradually get harder, through 48 levels of difficulty, which include all types of computation and word problems. You can get hints if you're having difficulty (the
program concentrates on trouble areas automatically). My son started using it
as toddler just learning to count, and he still likes it in third grade.
New Math Blaster Plus. I found this program ($60), from Davidson, the
weakest of the three math games I looked at. Three of its four modules are
arithmetic drills, in six levels, from single-digit problems to fractions (no word
problems), mixed with some arcade play. Only the fourth requires reasoning,
rather than instant recall of math facts. Math Blaster's strength is its variety of
games, but the math is monotonously dull. My 8-year-old couldn't start this
one up on his own, and the manual didn 't help because it's directed to teachers
rather than players. Davidson says it's appropriate for ages 6 to 12, but I think
kids older than 10 would get bored with it pretty fast.
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OK, 'FESS UP. We know you don't spend all those hours in front of the Mac
crunching spreadsh eets. T he rapidly growing market for personal software
proves that a lot of you also use your computers fo r recreation and relaxation.
In fact, Mac users spent more than $40 milli on on ga mes in 1993, a number

that's growing rapidly as more sophisticated software-replete with color, interactive play, and stereo sound-captures the imagination (and pocketbooks)
of digita l gamesters.
In thi s chapter you 'll find our takes on some of the best Mac games, from arcade hi ts to epic adventures, plus some game-winning strategies. But ga mes
aren't the only desktop diversions. You'll probably be surprised by the variety of
hobby softwa re that's avai lable in categories such as gardening, sports, coolcing,
crafts, collectibles, and gen ealogy.
So take a break, kick back, and turn the page. This chapter's for your off-duty
hours.
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Games
Mac gaming ain't what it used to be-and that's great news for the recreationally challenged. Faster, cheaper color Macs and CD-ROM technology have
combined to bring us stunning new arcade hits, science fiction and fa ntasy adventures, strategic conquests, brain games, flight simulators, and head-to-head
network challenges. There's also edutaimnent, a term coined for children's titles
tl1at blur the line between games and education (for more on educational
games, see Chapter 19).
Games are at tl1e forefront of multimedia technology. Titles such as iVIyst and
The J ourneyman Project blend photorealistic 3-D im agery, animation, video,
and CD-quality sotmd. P lus, tl1ey're interactive-you have control over tl1e
characters' movements and the order in which goals are accomplished.
So, what's your addiction?

Rules of the Games
Before we look at our favorite playthings, here are a few things to keep in mind.
Free (and cheap) games (AA/CB). Some of tl1e coolest games are 1~enll)'
cbenp-even free. A wealth of shareware and freeware is available from on-line
services and user groups. Many commercial games covered here also have older
shareware versions and/or demos that you can try before you buy. One good
foraging area is the Macintosh Entertainment Forum on CompuServe, and
Educorp offers the $50 Game Room CD-ROM, which contains more than 800
such games. We supply our own selection of recommended shareware titles
(sorry, there arc just a couple of small games) on the 1Vfnc Bible disks, available by
sending in the ca rd at the back of tlus book, or on tl1e CD-ROM that came with
this book, if you bought tl1at edition. And please, pay the (negligible) shareware
fees to th e authors so they will continue to develop and support iliis stuff.
System requirements (AA). As their complexity increases, more and more
games require color, multimegabytes of memory and hard-disk space, and CDROM drives (see "Everythjng's C oming Up CD-ROM" in this chapter). But
that's not true of all games, including some of the best ones, so if you're a Mac
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Classic or PowerBook owner, don't despair (see "PowerBook Gaming" in this
chapter). To avoid disappointment, though, find out the minimum system requirements-including Mac model, system version, RAM, and disk space-for
a game before you buy it.

HOT TIP

B AD

FEATURE

Som e games use fancy programming tricks that may cause memory conflicts
with your extensions or applications. If you have trouble, turn off wmecessary
extensions and quit any open programs. Still having problems? Call tech support; a newer version of the game (or application) might help.
Copy protection (AA). Some compallies ny to minimize pirating by copy-protecting their games. One approach-favored by titles such as Prince of Persia,
vVordtris, and Lemmjngs-reqllires you to supply arcane infonnation from the
instruction booklet each time you start the game. Other ga mes, such as Spectre,
use a serial-number-based system that prevents you from latmching duplicate
copies over a network. We hate copy protection of any sort-you lose the booklets, network checks sometimes cause system hang-ups-which is why we applaud companies such as Delta Tao, which refuses to copy-protect its games.
W hat it loses in stolen copies ofSpaceward Ho!, Strategic Conquest, and Eric's
Ultimate Solitaire it more tl1an makes up in customer goodwill.
·&••••+t·•+t'f t M · • f t · t ' ' ' t f • M • t • t t • • & · · · e · · · · • · • • • • ·•••+A.A••& & • · · • ' : · &t+•t++•• tf

The Ultimate joysticks

~
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GOOD

FEATURE

(CB)

Let's face it, mice are lousy tools for piloting planes or maneuvering past slobbering bogeymen. For more agility (and less wrist strain), Advanced Gravis offers two excellent alternatives that plug into the ADB port: the MouseStlck II ($1 00), a five-button fl ight joystick,
and the GamePad ($50), a Nintendo-style game controller. Both products ship with preconfigured settings for many popular games, but you can change them or create your own
sets from scratch. You can also make game sets "application-aware," so they will automatically load whenever you launch the corresponding game.
For arcade games, the best thing about the GamePad is that you can have one bu tton fire
repeatedly without lifting your finger. Not only does this make you a more deadly adversary,
but it also relieves the potentially damaging finger fatigue.
If you' re a flight-sim fanatic, check out ThrustMaster's line of mouse alternatives, all of which
plug into the ADB port. The Flight Control System ($1 50) and Weapons Control
System ($1 00) aren't cheap, but they are studded with buttons that provide you with maximum control over your aircraft. For another $1 SO, you can get your feet into the action
with the Rudder Control System.

4'
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Arcade Action
Limber up those fingers, because this category has something for everyone: traditional shoot-' em-ups, games of skill, hyperkinetic run-'n-jumps, and the latest in digital pinball.
V\Tarning: Arcade games are addictive, and constant play can strain your trigger/ducking/flipper fingers (and the attached wrist). If you spend hours rat-atatting on the keyboard, we recommend you purchase a GamePad (see "The
Ultimate] oysticks" on the previous page).

WARNING

Prince of Persia (CB). Ever
since the days of Dark Castle,
Mac garners have shown a proclivity for catapulting their di gital alter egos off high perches
and across deep chasms. Prince
of Persia ($3 5) from Bmderbw1d is a superior example of
the rw1-'n-jump genre. You (tl1e
Prince) have been locked in tl1e
dungeon by the evil Grand To win the fair princess in Prince of Persia, you must escape from a
filled with deadly spikes and gnashing steel blades, not to
Vizier Jaffar. To win the big dungeon
mention bottomless pits, poisonous potions, and enemy swordsmen.
smooch from the Sultan's Could a kiss really be worth all this?
daughter, you must scale walls,
leap deep chasms (in a single bound), battle scimitar-swinging thugs, and tiptoe
through the steel jaws of death.

T he graphics are excellent and character movement is quite lifelike. You'll find
yourself gasping as you propel the Prince across a seemingly impassable void.
You might also find yourself groaning as you are rw1 through for the 57th time
by the fat guard on Level 6, which makes the game an excellent candidate for
Axis tl1e Gamecheater (see "Cheaters Anonymous" on page 778). This is one
color game that also looks and runs great on a PowerBook or Mac SE, and
there are patches posted on-line to circumvent the annoying copy-protection
scheme (look for PoP Patcher). V\Tatch for Prince of Persia 2: The Shadow and
the Flame, which has an expanded story line and even more challenges.

THINGS TO

COM.
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Crystal Crazy (CB). This is the long-awaited sequel to that hugely popular
grab-the-goodies diversion, Crystal Quest. This time around you're a space
cow, piloting a flying bedpan among the stars. Along the way you gather crystals, shoot annoying critters, and, once the crystals are in hand, get out while
the getting's good. But Crystal Crazy ($50, Casady & Greene) also has you
smashing breakable objects, piecing together puzzles, and sinking pool ballsall while facing down new adversaries, such as the predatory space bunny and
the ZinkleAashoxicationizer. T he game runs nicely in black and white and is a
good choice for PowerBookers, but use your headphones on the plane-the
sounds are super but could provoke a humorless seat mate.
Firefall Arcade (CB/AA). Remember Centipede, the arcade game where you
shot at a multisegmented insect that, with each hit, broke apart in infuriating
ways? It's back, in the guise of Firefall Arcade, a $50 bug killer from Inline
Software. FiTefallnot only includes most of the charms of our old friend (although we miss the cans of DDT), but it also offers glorious improvements.
Your targets are fireworms that weave down the screen and, when shot, form
colored barriers. New hazards lurk, such as slideworms and a relentlessly pursuing cube. Fortunately, bonus pieces containing tempora1y shields, invincibility,
and double shots occasionally rain down from destroyed barriers. Our fun came
to an abrupt halt, however, when the game suddenly ended after nine levels.
Arcade games aren't supposed to end; the whole point is to eternally chase after
higher scores and progress just one more level. Most games of this genre have
100 levels, not 9. Argh.
Maelstrom (CB). For a mere $15, you can enjoy this '90s update to that '80s hit,
Asteroids. The current Grand Poobah of space-arcade sharewa re games,
Maelstrom has a simple setup: You pilot a spaceship amidst a field of asteroids,
blasting them into nothingness while fighting off alien spaceships and gathering goodies. Author Andrew Welch has produced a stellar (pardon the pun)
product, with professional-quality graphics. If you tire of the built-in sounds,
you can download alternate sound files from an on-line service. U nfortunately,
Maelstrom won't run in black-and-white mode, but color users can set their
Mac's clock to D ecember 25 for a holiday treat.
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Two other shareware titles wortl1 mentioning are Space Junkie, a $15 space-invaders game reminiscent of Ga lax.ian , and Cyclone, a $ 10 diversion that hearkens back to Atari's Star Castle. Like iVIaelstrom, botl1 are color-only games.
Also, if you have More After D ark, one of your screen-saver o ptions is Lunatic
Fringe, a mildly entertaining space shoot- 'em-up.
Tetris (AA). The r ules are
simple, the game is addictive. Blocks composed of
four squares in various
configurations fall randomly from the top of the
screen, and you manipulate them to form complete lines at tl1e bottom.
From this basic premise,
Spectrum HoloByte (and
Russian developer Alexey
Tetris has a simple premise: Maneuver the falling blocks to plug holes
Pajitnov) built a dynasty. Super
and form complete lines. See how many lines you con form in five minutesThe original Terris be- but don 't get distracted by the antics of the Moscow Circus.
came an instant classic
when it was released in 1988; the current iteration, Super Tetris ($45), features
scrolling pits, falling bombs, and hidden treasures, plus you can play games
against the clock or a live opponent.

Another favorite, Wordtris ($40), rains letters tl1at you must arrange into
words. The lower levels are too easy (but great for kids); the advanced levels demand that you pluck words from your brain at lightning speed. If you h ave a
CD-ROM drive, however, the best deal is Tetris Gold, a $50 CD-ROM that
contains the entire Tris clan, including the lesser- known Welltris and Faces.
Tetris is an excellent game for Power Books and low-end l\llacs. If you're more
miserly, Steve Chamberlain's freeware version, Tetris Max 2, has larger pieces
and (unlike the commercial version) music that doesn't immediately get on
your nerves.

CD-ROM
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(CB/M)

My name is Chris, and I'm a cheater. I admit it, there's nothing I like better than seeing my
SimCity 2000 funds skyrocket. (fype porntipsguzzardo in version 1 . Version 1.1 users must
bring the Map window to the front, type pirn, click on the floating Status window, and then
type topsguzzardo.) And I hate running out of ammo in Lunlcus ($70, Paramount Interactive). (Stay on the top floor, use all the ammo in the lockers, then enter the elevator and
push the Up button. When you emerge, all the lockers are restocked!) I'd feel ashamed-if
there weren't millions of other people just like me. How else do you explain the success of
Axis the Gamecheater and the Universal Hint System?
Axis ($40, Baseline Publishing) is a control panel that lets you add lives, money, shields,
time, and more in dozens of shareware and commercial games. You can repair a damaged
Hellcat, improve the Prince of Persia's health, or add extra Gliders. To add new cheats, just
dow nload a fresh collection of GEMs (Game Enhancement Modules) from an on-line service
or o rder a disk from Baseline.
The Universal Hint System ($1 0, shareware) is particula rly helpful for adventure games
such as Might and Magic or Wizardry, in which a simple hint or glance at a map can speed
you on your way. Need more explicit instructions? Prima Publishing has excellent, fun-toread walkthroughs for Myst, Prince of Persia, and SimCity 2000 ($20 each), while Osborne/
McGraw-Hill offers strategy guides for SimCity Classic, SimCity 2000, and King's Quest
($20 each) and for Wizardry ($28).
For more game goodies, check out t he monthly electronic magazine Inside Mac Games {IMG
Publishing). You'll find an abbreviated version on major on-line services, or you can get the
full version on disk ($28/year) or as a 1 .3MB file over Internet ($18/year).

Diamonds (CB). For a fresh spin on the break-out genre, try Diamonds 2 ($50)
from Varcon Systems. You remove wall after wall of different-colored bricks by
banging a ball agai nst them. T he catch is that you can only remove bricks that
are the same color as your ball. T hat means bmmcing the ball against special
Paintbrush bricks while contending with Lock, Reverser, and Trap bricks. It's
not as easy as it sounds-if you get complacent, try More Diamonds ($20). In
black-and-white mode, it's tough to distinguish among the different patterns
that mark the ball and bricks, so if you have a monocluome .Mac, try the $20
shareware version, Diamonds 1.6, first.
Glider (AA/CB). Your mission: to pilot a paper airplane through a very large and

wacky house while avoiding obstacles such as balloons, faulty electrical sockets,
'copters, and paper shredders.lVIaintaining airspeed means guiding the hapless
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plane over poorly placed (player's perspective) air vents. Glider 4 ($50, Casady
& Greene) is a lot of fun, and if 60 rooms aren't enough, the Room E ditor lets
you devise your own tortures. More Glider ($20) contains six additional houses
and a level of challenge that may tempt more unscrupulous rea ders to cheat
(again, see "Cheaters Anonymous" on the opposite page). G lider is another
good PowerBook game, and if you're budget-minded, a black-and-white
shareware version, Glider+, offers 15 rooms of fun for $8.
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Pinball simulations (CB). First there was Tristan. T hen came Eight Ball
Deluxe. Now pinball developer Little vVing has given us the ultimate cha llenge: Crystal Calibum
($60, StarPiay). T he
To rack up big
bumper points,
ga me has a Holy Gra il
nudge the table
(with the (SpacebO· i)
theme and sports two
~~1+- when the ball is
ramps, multiball play,
in this area.
and a bewildering array
of bonus targets. A wonPractice using the
left flipper to shoot
de rful simulation, but
the moving ball up
the
Camelot Castle
the table is slower than
ramp (right). To bring
home the Grailthat of Eight Ball Deand a huge scoreluxe ($50, Amtex), a reyou must hit th is
ramp on the fly.
creation of th e class ic
Bally machine. Both
To make the Glass
Island ramp (left),
games capture th e feel of
trap the ball with the
a real pinball ma chin e,
right flipper, release
it, and then flip when
with realistic bumpers,
the ball reaches
the center of the
sounds, gravity (a lorange line.
though the ball "floats"
too much in Crystal Crystal Caliburn is the next best thing to a real pinball machine, with realistic
ball movement, three·dimen sional ramps, and a plethora of bonus targets.
Caliburn), and the abn- Your goal is to fill the Round Table with deserving knights and then retrieve the
ity to give the machine a Holy Grail. Warning: This is one tough table!
strategic nudge (via the

ISpacebarI).
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Strategy and Brain
Games
Do you prefer mental gymnastics to physical ones? These
puzzlers will give your brain a
good workout.
Cog ito and company (CB/ AA).
Imagine a particularly diabolical
version of Rubik's Cube, with
cool graphics and a soundtrack
reminiscent of bad German syn- Cogito makes Rubik's Cube seem easy. The idea is to restore the
thesizer music from the mid- marbles to their original design (shown at the lower right), using
the arrows around the edge of the board to move rows and
'70s (yes, you can turn it off). columns. Level 1 is easy, but only a master strategist will make
That's the basic idea behind it through the remaining 119 levels.
L1line Software's Cogito, where you must return a scrambled set of marbles to
their original configuration. Unlike the Cube, though, the designs and moves
become more complex ~ith each of the 120 levels.

B ARGAIN

HOT T I P

Cogito costs $50, but don't waste your money-get Three Great P lays instead.
F or the same price, you get Cogito plus two more of Liline's brain-teasers,
Tesserae and 3 in Three. Tesserae is a mosaic scrambler similar to Cogito,
while 3 in T hree follows the amusing adventures of a number 3 who's lost in the
M ac's irmards. To return her to her spreadsheet, you must solve dozens of puzzles. Big fun. Plus, all of th ese award-winlling perplexers look and run great on
memory-constrained monochrome Macs.
Lemmings (CB/AA). The origin al Lemmings ($5 0, Psygnosis) and its sequ el,
Oh No! More Lenunings (also $50), are two of the cu test action/ puzzle games
arow1d. You're responsible for safely guiding a load o f little green-haired mammals tlu-ough more than 100 levels of hostile territory. To succeed, you must
put the brainless creatures to work. If, for example, you ar e confronted by a
steep pinnacle followed by a pit of fir e, you would select one lem ming to claw
through tl1e pinnacle and, once tlu-ough, convert him into a bridge builder for
crossing the pit. Meanwhile, don 't forget to transform the critter directly behind him into a blocker, lest the idiot hordes merri ly march into the flaming
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pits of hell. Once the bridge is built, you can nuke the blocker (our favorite
part!) and proceed to the next baffling level.
Kids will find the creatures irresistible but the higher levels too taxing. Adults
will quickly tire of looking up access codes in the manual each time they play.
Fortunately, you can send the master disk to Psygnosis along with $5 and receive a version without the annoy1ng copy-protection scheme.
· •·t · · · • · · · · v · ·e ·
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Editors Poll: What Game Do You Play Most Often?
AA: I'm addicted to Super Tetris and Shanghai, w hich I use as free-association tools when
I need to give my brain a break. When I want something even less mentally taxing, I play
Maelstrom, Crysta l Caliburn, or Spectre VR. And I can spend hours (and hours) on tanta lizing puzzles such as Myst.

DB: I think there's something wrong with me. I'm the only computer tweak I know who
doesn't like computer games. I look at a computer screen enough already. There's got to be
people like me out there, right? Right?
Excuse me, I have to go play another game of ping pong in our rec room.

EC: I generally play the same game maybe two or th ree hours a day for weeks on end, only
to abruptly give it up and never play it again. Tetris is a special case: I played it so long and
hard that eventually everything I saw (including the bricklike sidewalks of Barcelona, where I
lived) seemed to be falling into Tetris formations.

DD: I'm completely addicted to Shanghai. It switches me to right-brain mode (you have to
think visually, not logically, to make the matches), and since I can (after lots of practice) finish a game in about four minutes, I can always kid myself that I'll play just one game and
then get back to work.
CG: Tetris (personal best: 114 lines) and Klondike, a simple little game of solitaire that you
can play into the night!

JK: Scott Macneil's Minesweep. When I'm starting to get fuzzy-brained, it wakes me up to
solve a straightforward logical problem (or to have a bomb explode if I'm not being so logical). Each game only takes a few minutes, and it ends with a sense of accom plishment, not
frustration (which is what I get from playing games like Tetris).

BW: My favorite, believe it or not, is the Microsoft Word speller and thesaurus, which I play
for about an hour a week. The spell checker is only really so-so when it comes to figuring
out the suggested spellings of misspelled words, so it's really a riot to give it a few choice
misspellings, on purpose, and see what it comes up with.
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Oxyd (CB). Oxyd is a brain-teaser-and partially a game of skill-that forces
you to devise ingenious solutions to seemingly insurmountable obstacles. The
idea is to navigate a black marble through 100 levels of perplexing landscape.
Along the way, you encounter such difficulties as marble-swallowing quicksand,
laser traps, and crumbling floors. The original Oxyd is freely available on-line.
To play beyond the first 10 levels, however, you must send $40 to Dongleware
to obtain a code book that unlocks the remaining 90 levels. An additionallOO
levels are available for cooperative play over a network. If you're not all puzzled
out, there's a commercial sequel, Oxyd Magnum ($60).
Pax Imperia (CB). You're out to conquer the galaxy, and all you have to do is

build a fleet of spaceships, impose colonies on other worlds, provide a strong
defense, and maintain a stable economy. And those are the easy tasks. In addition, you must design your ships, spy on the neighbors, and assassinate troublesome dignitaries. Pax Imperia ($70, Changeling Software) is a very complex-but ultimately satisfying-space odyssey. On a nen.vork, you can vie ·with
up to 16 opponents for ultimate control of the universe.
1\.vo other conquer-the-galaxy games that aren 't quite so feature-laden are
Spaceward Ho! ($60, Delta Tao) and Galactic Empire ($15, shareware).

Space Operas

~

v

CD-ROM

~

v

CD·ROM

(CB/M)

The first successful Mac CD-ROM game, Reactor's Spaceship Warlock ($95),
eschewed arcade action for pure exploration and won raves for its state-of-theart 3-D graphics. Following in its footsteps, several companies have thrown
their best minds (if not their best storytellers) at space operas. You know what I
mean: Hostile superior intellect from far-off galaxy threatens frolicking, peaceful Terrans, and it's up to you to save the world. If you like this genre, and have
an 8-bit monitor and 5MB of memory, here are nvo games you'll enjoy.
Iron Helix. This is the best of the sci-fi sagas. Your $7 5 mission is to disable a

biological weapon (code-named Iron Helix) in the belly of a renegade spaceship
bent on the destruction of a planet of frolicking, peaceful Terrans. To accomplish this, you remotely control a robotic probe through the dark and eerie passages of the ship, collecting genetic codes and studying the crew's video
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You view the world of --~
Iron Helix through this
video screen.

This screen shows you
the relative positions
of your probe and the --jfi;~~~~~~~~ry.~-;.~ftdefender robot.

Click on these controls
to propel your robotic
probe around the ship.

---+-~----"~~~

Iron Helix is a classic space opera: To protect a planet of frolicking, peaceful terrans, you must disable a biological
weapon on a renegade spaceship while being relentlessly pursued by a hostile robot.

messages. Hot on your heels is the ship's defender robot and you, darn the luck,
haven 't a single weapon at your disposal. (If yom pursuer gets too close for
comfort, cluck into an elevator- the robot can't use it- or hide in the secret
shaft in engineering.) Rendered entirely in 3-D an imati on, Spectrum
I-IoloByte's Iron Heli-x is a good, hi gh-tech cat-and-mouse game that, for CDROM, runs at a fa irly brisk clip.

HOT TIP

The Journeyman Project. You belong to a .culture of frolicking, peaceful

Terrans threatened by a hostile superior intellect-in this case, a time-traveling
saboteur. As a member of the Temporal Protectorate, you must prevent said
I-ISI from revising history by traveling back in time yourself and repairing his
temporal rips. To achieve your goa l, you must solve several puzzles (some a bit
far-fetched for my taste). More th an one solu tion exists for each, and you get
extra points for nonvio l.en t responses. Unlike Iron Helix, which forces you to
complete tasks in a particular order, J oumeyman is unstructured, allowing you
to proceed as you sec fit.

CD·ROM
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Journeyman ($80, Quadra Interactive) exhibits the kind of slick graphicsincluding 30 minutes of video shot with professional actors-and sound quality
we've come to expect from CD-ROM titles, but drive-access times can be
glacially slow.

Adventuring We Go

(CB)

Fantasy and role-playing games are longtime gaming favorites (see "Oldies But
Goodies" in tl1is chapter), and they're improving with age.
Myst. If you still need a reason to buy a
CD·ROM

~

hCJ
GOOD

FEATURE

HOT TIP

CD-ROM drive, here it is. Myst ($60,
Bmderbund) is a breathtakingly gorgeous
adventure with a compelling plot from
Myst is a must-have adventure far any owner of a
brothers Rand and Robyn Miller, the cre- CD-ROM drive. You'll be spellbound for hours (days,
ators of three award-winning children's weeks ... ) as you explore surrealistic worlds and try to
solve Myst's intriguing mystery.
titles (The Manhole, Cosmic Osmo, and
Spelunx and the Caves of Mr. Seudo, $3 5 each from Br0derbw1d).
You begin tl1e game on deserted Myst Island. As you wander around, you
w1cover an intriguing but disturbing mystery involving the absent landlord,
Atrus. To unravel the mystery and find Anus, you must solve a variety of original, clever puzzles that require close attention to detail. This may sound like
standard adventure fare, but lVIyst is a seminal work, forever changing our expectations of what a CD-ROM game should be. Every scene has a surreal, photograph-like quality; the QuickTime movies are seamlessly integrated into the
3-D graphics; the soundtrack and environmental sounds add just the right touch
of atmosphere; tl1e plot is believable; and tl1e puzzles are tough but fair. And, unlike many adventure games, lVIyst is nonlinear and nonletl1al. You are welcome
to try any boneheadecl snmt at any time without fear of an lmtimely end.
Tip: Keep your ears as well as your eyes open, because many of Myst's clues are
aural in nature. You could easily spend hours banging your head against the
screen until you realize that when you made that last turn, tl1e Mac went
bawang instead of poing. It's worth your while to fi.gure out why.
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Might and Magic Ill, Isles of Terra. Most role-playing games for the Mac are
converted DOS products that appear to have been ported during someone's
lunch break-and I do mean you, Strategic Simulations, and your officially licensed Advanced Dungeons & Dragons series. Fortunately, New World
Computing took more care with the Might and Magic series. If you like assembling a group of magical creatures and leading them through dark and scary
places in an epic quest for gold and glory, Isles of Terra ($60) is for you.
Pathways Into Darkness. Warning: This is a terrific game, but it's not for the
squeamish. Bungie Software's $70 adventure asks you to march into the bowels
of an ancient, maze-filled Yucatan pyramid and prevent an alien presence from
destroying the world. And wouldn't you know it, the place is crawling with icky
creatures that want to cut your mission short. (Tip: T he key to survival is ducking-a lot.) Despite the overhead of 3-D texture-mapped graphics (which reveal evety gruesome detail), game play is remarkably smooth. Blood-curdling
stereo sound clues you in to the location of the next beastie, and the graphics
are just that: graphic.
Modern mysteries. If you prefer more traditional software sleuthing, the
tlu-ee volumes of Sherlock Holmes, Consulting Detective ($70 each, Viacom
New Media) let you tag along with Holmes and Watson through the streets of
Artl1ur Conan Doyle's London. To solve the murders, you interview suspicious
characters, track down leads provided by Scotland Yard and the Baker Street
Irregulars, and scan the London Times for clues. Each CD-ROM volume contains three original mysteries that feature 90 minutes of live-action video, with
fine performances by the actors. Creative M ultimedia's Virtual l\1urder
CD-ROM series employs more modern investigative techniques. In Who
Killed Sam Rupert? ($40) and T he Magic Death ($50, or $70 for both games),
you run forensic tests on the evidence, review QuickTime testimony from
prime suspects, comb through the victim's personal effects, check your suspects'
alibis, and suffer tlu-ough press conferences.

Simulated Reality
Ever wondered what it would be like to play God? How about something less
nervy (relatively speaking), like flying an F/A-1 8 Hornet into battle? Here's
your chance to find out.

~
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The City tool bar contains
the resources for building
and runn ing your city.
These enormous structures
are arcologies-cities ...,---4
within your city.

You don't need a ballot
measure to build a downtown ball park. just com e
up with the funds, select a
site, and click it into place.
If you're an extra-terrific
mayor, the populace will
reward you with a fine ----l!!!:il
home, a City Hall, and a
commemorative statue.
In SimCity 2000, you 're the mayor of a futuristic city populated by demanding citi-sims who want it all: industry and clean air, convenient housing and open space, low taxes and low crime rates. Can you strike a balance
and turn your city into a thriving metropolis?

Maxis's Sim Series (CB/AA). Each of Maxis's awa rd-winning Sim products elevates you to Most Exalted Person on High and lets you throw your weight
around in matters ranging from urban planning, to the development of life, to
the successful nmning of an ant colony. In SimCity 2000 ($70), you don the hat
of an ambitious mayor responsible for controll ing the myriad factors-from
taxes to crime to the environment-that make a city grow and prosper. New
features include 3-D landscapes, subways, an tmderground water system, humongous arcologies (cities within cities), prisons, marauding aJ~ens, and the
ability to create yow- own terrain. For another $20, you can get SimCity 2000
Scenarios, Vol. 1: Great Disasters, which tests your mettle against real and
not-so-real natural disasters, including i.Vlidwest flooding, California earthquakes, and rioting lawyers in Washington, D.C.

The Sim series also includ es SimEarth ($50), Sim.Life ($70), SimAnt ($50), and
the one that started it all, SimCity Classic ($40). (Someone missed the, uh, boat
when naming the $70 A-Train.) SimEarth and SimLife, in particular, are entertaining exercises in evolution, where you tinker with the environment and gene
pool, respectively, to tailor life to your liking. Intelligent, lion-headed salamanders, perhaps?
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While there aren't any points to rack up, the Sim series has a fair dollop of
humor-watch for Santa on Christmas Eve in A-Train, listen to the delighted
oo-la-LA when animals mate in SimLife, or type the word joke in just about any
game. Maxis also offers tips on CompuSenre's Game Publishers Forum B. Plus,
these products have the finest, funniest, and most enlightening manuals around
(essential, considering the complexity of these games).
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Civilization (CB). From small things, big things one day come. Never was this
statement more true than in i\llicroProse's $50 epic god-game, Civilization. As
the name implies, your job is to take a small tribe wandering about in 4000 B.C.
and nurture it into a booming, global civilization of the future. You achieve this
goal by acting as a gad-in-training who, with each success, gets more complex
assignments. Initial responsibilities entail setting up a functional village and
providing a small defense force to protect the citizens. As your tribe prospers,
you must establish trade routes, barter or war with neighbors, deal with global
warming, and fling groups of your citizens into the cosmos to establish spacebased colonies.
Flight simulators (CB). It's no contest: Graphic Simulations makes the best
flight sims on the Mac market. Hellcats Over the Pacific ($70) is a vVorld War
II prop-fighter operating in the Pacific Theater, and F/A-18 Hornet ($80) is a
modern-day jet-fighter complete with electro-optical weapons, Sidewinder
missiles, and advanced radar. Chair-jockeys are routinely amazed when they
strap in and find how smoothly the scenery scrolls by and how quickly their aircraft responds. Both simulations let you plug in additional theaters of war, such
as Hellcats: Missions at Leyte Gulf ($3 5).

Chuck Yeager's Air Combat ($60, Electronic Arts) features aircraft from
W\VII, Korea, and Vietnam and, as the name implies, this sim focuses on dogfighting. The frame rate isn't as smooth as that in Graphic Simulations' products, but the wealth of missions and aircraft make CYAC a worthy contender.
At press time, Parsoft Publishing's A-10 Attack! was still in development (and
unpriced), but it looks to be the most happening game on two wings. It was created by Eric "Hellcats" Parker, so check it out if you have the slightest interest
in lounge-chair aviation. (And yes, I did intentionally exclude Microsoft's longin-the-tooth Flight Simulator 4.)
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Electronic Board Games
Not so long ago, we had to amuse ourselves with cards, board games, and crossword puzzles. Then came computers. Then came digital versions of our favorite B.C. (Before Computers) pursuits.
Chessmaster 3000 (CB). For players

who yearn to strengthen their chess
game or learn a lesson in humiUty,
Chessmaster 3000, from Software
Toolworks, is more than happy to
oblige. The attractive $50 game has a
powerful artificial-intelligence engine and offers a host of features, including a library of 150,000 opening
moves, an interactive tutorial, and Besides providing a tough and tireless opponent, Chesstournament play for as many as ten master 3000 can recreate classic chess matches, such as
this 1876 game from Henry Edward Bird.
players. By folluwing the guidelines
provided in the on-line help file-a necessary inclusion, since the printed docs
are on the skimpy side-you can even create customized chess pieces.
Monopoly and Risk (CB). For years Parker Brothers fended off shareware au-

thors attempting to clone its intellectual property. Then Virgin Games finally
secured the digital rights for Monopoly ($40) and Risk ($50). These are faithful
renderings of the originals, which you can play with friends or against the computer (or both). You may get eyestrain from squinting at the 9-inch game
boards, however; Virgin didn't program the games to resize for larger monitors.

~
~
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Scrabble (CB). VIrgin also offers the official Scrabble release ($40), but the
Sheppard Company's Maven beats the pants off it. Not only does lVIaven fea-

ture a larger board and play at a more advanced level (my cat could beat
Scrabble's Levell), but you also can put premium squares anywhere you likescatter Triple Word Scores to your heart's content-and the Simulation feature
reveals how a game will play out over several moves. The $7 5 price is a bit
steep, but true Scrabble aficionados will feel richly rewarded.
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Shanghai II: Dragon's Eye (AA).
Shanghai IT ($30, Activision) is deceptively simple and completely
adclictive. The idea is to remove
tiles from a decoratively arranged
pile by snapping off accessible
matched pairs until you run out of
moves, tiles, or time. Shanghai II
offers eight different tile sets (from
Mah-Jongg to Sports), a variety
of game layouts based on the

Chinese zodiac (from the simple
Snake to the practically impossible
T" ) d L
C
·
Iger ' an a ayout onstruction
from seven other tile sets.
Set for creating your own formations. Play solitaire (as I do) or against an opponent in the special Dragon's Eye
challenge. A freeware offering, Gunshy, offers a much simplified version of the
game.

It sounds simple: just remove accessible tiles from the pile in

matched pairs. But the Ox is one of the toughest layouts to win
in Shanghai, an addictive game favored by Mac Bible editors. If
you don 't like the Mah·Jongg tiles shown here, you can choose

Card games (CBNvB). Digital versions of solitaire are favorite time-wasters for
computer jockeys everywhere. Eric's Ultimate Solitaire ($60, Delta Tao) contains 17 playing-card hits, including Klondike, Canfield, and Forty Thieves.
Sure, you could get most of them as shareware, but you'd miss the on-line help,
clever graphics, cheatability, and digital sound. For shareware groupies,
Klondike ($10) is the long-time champ of addictive solitaire. A shareware newcomer, Hearts ($15), can liven up a slow Saturday night for you or a network of
lonely hearts. You can ensure a win by choosing from three skill levels (Smart,
Average, or Dumb as a Stump), giving yourself a hefty handicap, or using the
tutorial mode.
Crossword puzzles (AA). Do you do crosswords in ink, only to regret your
bravado when you reach 41 Down? Welcome to the world of digital puzzling,
where you can delete rash wordplay with a keystroke. The Premium Edition of
Lyriq Crosswords ($30) is all a serious word lover could want, with more than
250 puzzles from The Washington Post, Penny Press, and Crossword iVI.agazine, and
four levels of play (from Kids to Expert). Lyriq provides optional hints, timed
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tournament play, and puzzle printing for die-hard inkers. The interface is elegant, with nifty touches such as automatic skipping of filled-in squares when
you enter a word. Additional puzzle packs are $10 to $25. For more casual puzzlers, Take a Break! Crosswords ($50, Dynamix) supplies 750 puzzles developed with Dell Magazines, while CrossPro ($40, Aspen Gold) has 250
crosswords from Stavrolex. Both Lyriq and CrossPro have low system requirements, making them great PowerBook companions.

Network Gaming

(CB)

Ever daydreamed about getting even with that joker in Accounting who keeps
losing your expense reports? If you're on a network, challenge him to one of
.......... • • • ...... · .. " .. " · ............ "' ..... these friendly games. (Oh sure, you

PowerBook Gaming

(CB/AA)

The point of owning a PowerBook is to
travel light and travel smart. Therefore, the
POWERBOOK

perfect PowerBook game will not require
the following:
• a refer-to-the-manual copy-protection
scheme
• more than 2MB of hard disk space
or memory
•

color

•

a keypad

• a CD-ROM drive
Most of these guidelines also apply to
games that will fit (and run) comfortably
on the Mac Classic, Performa 200, and
old warhorses such as the Plus and SE.
This needn't limit your playtime (much)check out Tetris, Oxyd, Cogito, 3 in Three,
Shanghai, Prince of Persia (once you remove the annoying copy protection), card
games, crossword-puzzle software, and
reissued classics such as Zork and
Shadowgate.

could play cooperatively, but where's
the fun in that?) You can also set up
network showdowns with Pax 1mperia and the flight simulators F/A-18
Hornet and Chuck Yeager's Air
Combat.
Spectre VR. Velocity Development

was a pioneer in network shoot-'emups with its futuristic 3-D tank game,
Spectre. Three years and two sequels
later we have the $60 Spectre VR
(virtual reality, get it?), boasting a
dozen network scenarios (for up to
eight players) plus a terrain editor,
VRchitect. As you race (or fly~) the
tank around the playing field, you
must not only avoid the deadly love
taps of your friends, but also keep an
eye peeled for intelligent acid pools
and cybermud. Fortunately, you have
several new we apons at your disposal;
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unfortunately, the controls are confusing and you may be a1mihilated while
fumbling for the right one. \tVarning: Some users have reported sluggish game
speed on less-than-sprightly machines. [Spectre is also an excellent single-playeT
game.-AA]
Super Maze Wars. \ iVh at the concept lacks in originaLty-racing around a
maze, grabbing goodies, and blasting your buddies-Super Maze Wars ($65,
Ca llisto) makes up for in execution. Its 3-D graphics aren't as detail ed as those
in Spectre VI~, because it uses the computer's processing power for raw speed
instead. T hrow in well-designed controls, radar, and some ButtKicker missiles,
and you have the makings of a fine search-and-d estroy network game.
Bolo. A5 many as 16 people working in teams can play this $25 shareware tank

game, which stresses strategy over brute firepower. T hat's correct: The point is
not to mindlessly careen about, blowing up wh atever passes before yom gunsight, but rath er to work in tandem witl1 your buddies in order to achieve a
common goal (such as ambushing the opposing team).

Oldies But Goodies

(CB/AA)

Once upon a time, the Mac had a whopping 512K of mem01y and adventure
games were text-based. Because tl1ey couldn't distract you witl1 glitzy animation, graphics, and smmd, the games had to have compelling plots. You know
the routine:
• Character finds him/ herself standing about empty-handed .
• C haracter wanders around collecting odd items.
• C ha racter employs items to solve puzzles ("Use the lucky cham1 to frighten
the rabbit").
• Character enters maze and gets lost.
• C haracter meets sad encl.
• Player buys graph paper and starts over.
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Some of the best titles from this era have been updated and make perfect playtoys on low-memory monochrome Macs. Remember the Zork series? Infocom
sold 3 million copies of these fantasy games in the 1980s. Well, they're baaack.
Activision has released The Lost Treasures of Infocom I, which has all 5
games, along with 15 other favorites such as Planetfall, Deadline, and The
Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy All in all, weeks (or maybe years) of
frustrating fun for just $50 ($60 on CD-ROM) . Another $30 gets you volume
II, which has 11 lesser-lmown games (the $40 CD-RO.L\11 has 14). Sadly, neither volru11e contains my favorite Infocom title, Leather Goddesses ofPhobos.
Not to be outdone, Viacom New Media has reissued three classic .Nlindscape
ticles-Shadowgate, Uninvited, and Deja Vu I & II-for $40 apiece. T hese
were the first adventure games to have a graphical inter face, eclipsing the days
when you typed seemingly reasonable commands only to be confounded by the
computer's stubborn "Huh?"

Hobbies
Hobby software is a relatively unknown software niche. Its products are (usually) inexpensive and aimed at nonprofessionals, do-it-yourselfers, collectors,
and enthusiasts of all stripes. On the following pages we've gathered a plethora
of programs (and a few tips) for personal pursuits such as genealogy, gardening,
home remodeling, sports, movie watching, cooking, baseball-card collecting,
sewing, and model railroading.

TH I NGS TO
CO ME

Much of tl1is software comes from small companies, often written by the hobbyists themselves to meet cl1eir own needs. As a result, some programs are superb, while ocl1ers leave a lot to be desired. In some categories, the shareware
offerings are better (or at least cheaper) than the commercial products. But take
heart: T he booming home-software market has developers working overtime,
and we expect higher-quality hobby progran1s to appear in tl1e near future.
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(SC)

Need to remodel the kitchen? Hate the backyard? You can sketch a better home
or garden with a few clicks of the mouse, thanks to a spate of home-design programs aimed at amateur architects and landscapers.
Architecture. The programs for would-be architects aren't as sophisticated as
computer-aided design (CAD) programs (see Chapter 15), but they cost mucb
less, are easier to learn, and meet the needs of most nonprofessionals. Design
Your Own Home: Architecture ($100, Abracadata) lets you create both floor
plans and elevations, complete with wiring, plumbing, and insulation. It offers
several predrawn windows, doors, bathroom fixtures , and other design elements. It needs just 512K of application RANI and can run off a floppy, so it's a
good choice if you're hardware-constrained.

If you've got 1MB of RAM and a hard drive, however, opt for Expert Home
Design ($50, Expert Software) instead. Expert covers the basics as well as

~c~~;g~~~~~~~~~~~·i-~
~ DYOH: Architecnrre does, plus it's
~
.. cheaper and offers more feanu·es. For
example, you can draw different parts
of a design (such as wiring and carpeting) on different layers, and it includes
a furniture library for basic interior design (but see below). It also lets you rotate walls and furnishings to any angle,
which could be handy if you're designing bathrooms for the Pentagon.
•
IID==========================:E<>~lll
Expert Home Design makes i t easy to sketch your dream
house, complete with wiring, plumbing, carpeting, fixtures, and even furnishings.

Interior design. If you're interested in
furnishing a home rather than building
one, pass up DYOH: Interiors ($1 00,
Abracadata), which is basically DYOH:

Architecture with different clip art. Its
simplistic features are good only for a
quick-and-dirty evaluation of whether the bed, dresser, and bookcase fit against
the wall, a scenario for which a tape measure or muscular cousin Leo could do
just as well.
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Instead, get Maclnteriors ($130, l\1icrospot), which offers a full-color, 3-D approach to space planning. It has basic tools for sketching walls, windows, and
doors, but the real fun begins when you start fussing with the furniture. The extensive library contains fairly realistic looking objects, from sofas and tables to
potted plants (tall or short), computers, and bunk beds. You also can draw your
mvn furniture and attach descriptions and prices. A standout feature is
Maclnteriors' perspective view, which lets you do a walkthrough of your redesigned habitat, giving you a real feel for what the rooms will look like.
Landscaping. Both Abracadata
and Expert Software offer landscaping programs to round out
their home-design suites, but
give them a pass. For landscaping an entire yard, Mum's the
Word Plus ($120, Terrace Software) combines a detailed, 600plant database (which you can
add to) with a well-designed To design a garden with FLOWERscape, just select a blossom from
planting scheme. Mum's helps the plant strip (top) and click it into your plot. Once you 're done
planting, you can see what the realistic-looking flora will look like
you select flowers, shrubs, trees, in any given month using a pop-up menu.
grasses, and ground covers according to specific criteria-such as shade or drought tolerance-then places
colored symbols where you've planted them. Once you've decided on the plants,
Mum's creates a shopping list for your nurse1y visit.

If you're a vegetable gardener, another Abracadata product, Sprout! ($80), offers carrots as well as kohlrabi in its well-stocked database. Sprout! has a planting and harvesting calendar, plus it can tell you how many people your garden
will feed if everything grows as planned. Tips about planting are geared to
novices, making it easy to mind your queues of peas.

GOOD
PIATURE

Do you value beauty over sustenance? FLOWERscape ($75, Voudette) helps
you design flower ga rdens. FLOWERscape is incredibly easy to use andunlike other programs discussed here- it uses scanned photographs to provide
realisti c images for the 150-plus flowers in its database. FLOWERscape
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suggests flowers based on your criteria-height, color, climate, and so fo rth. You
pick the fl owers you want, then plant them with a mouse click. FLOWERscape
can even show you what your garden will look like, barren or blooming, in any
given month.

Growing a Family Tree

(VvB)

If you're more interested in cultivating your family tree than the one in the
backyard, you know that genealogy is a serious business, requiring long hours
of research, meticulous record keeping, and the sleuthing skills of Sherlock
Holm es. \i\Thile the quality of much genealogy softw·are is poor, two programs
stand out, and both are fim1ly endorsed by Mac-based genealogists.
T ip: Whichever genealogy program you buy, make sure it imports and exports
files in GEDCOM format (both programs mentioned below can do this). T his
will let you trade files with other genealogists or use the files in other genealogy
programs.
Personal Ancestral File. PAF is distributed by the Church of]esus Christ of
Latter-day Saints (better known as the Mannon Church), which oversees the
world's largest genealogical data collection at its Family History Library in Salt
Lake City, Utah. T his easy-to-use, HyperCard-like database can store your research notes and lets you create printable pedigree charts (family trees) and
other custom-designed reports. PAF is a steal at $35, and alth ough it's an ideal
entry-level program, it's powerful enough to do almost anything a genealogy
buff could want. And don't worry about being swamped in religious arcana:
Ford l l nk Record s
PAF was developed to help MorlndluhJuel
Cit ~Father
Thomoo Moln Oeocon -l U
mons apply for LDS ordinances,
Phobc Meln -2
1700
16 NOU 1747
t--- Stontngt on, NL, Connect iCUt
Ston ington, Nl. Conn ec1fcut
but you can omit all references to
(ram ll y: 3 0
Mother
l
[ramlly: 1
Spouse
the church.
Anna Br own -11 2
1 9 ~UL

1

Samuel Meacham · 1
15

tmv

I FEB 1700

1739 / 17 4 0
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Norwi ch, NL, Con nectic ut
Childr e n
I- I ..Joshua Meacham -3

2
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Wm~ld u ol's
i)o
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Spou 5e s
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Originally developed by the Mormon Church, Personal Ancestral
File is easy to use, inexpensive, and powerful-an ideal choice
for genealogists of all stripes.

Reunion. At $ 170, Reunion 3 IS
considerably more expensive than
PAF, but users rave about the program and Leister Productions'
technical support. My version was
HyperCard-based, but an upgrade

~
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due in mid-'94 will be a faster stand-alone application. Reunion includes a
drawing program for creating pedigree charts and descendant's charts, and you
can add digitized photos to charts, as well as explanatory text under each individual's name.

A Couch Potato 5 Guide to the Movies

(VvB)

If you've ever wandered around a video store w1decided between 8~ and Don't
Tell Mom the BabysitteT's Dead, help is here. CD-ROM gwdes to the moviescomplete wi.th QuickTime fi lm clips-are a hot commodity. But don't despair if
you don't have a CD-ROM drive: There's even a program on old-fashioned
floppy disks.
Cinemania '94. Despite its price tag, Microsoft's $80 CD-ROM is likely to be
CD-ROM

the front-runner in this increasingly crowded field . [When has Microsoft eve1·
come in second?-AA] Not yet released at our deadline but extremely popular in
its Windows incarnation, Cinemania boasts 20 film clips, 160 snatches of dialog, and thousands of stills from 19,000 films. Fi lm reviewers Pauline Kael,
Roger E bert, and Leonard Ma ltin
offer their o pinions, plus there are
articles on fi lm genres and history,
as well as th e contents of E lu·aim
Katz's Emydopedia of Film. Even
c......c.• . ..... , ..
c-..,
,. _
the interface looks good.
toat--•tr-••
c..•v....
. . . . . . . .1(0 . . .

Criterion Goes to the Movies.

c..~ .. .,..
c.... o..,.r.
er.,..,_.
er... , ..,.._,,...,__.

~·-'-""'*"

~dt Cv.tw l

enu.,.,.o. ...:-.,
Voyager's $25 enuy in the movie
eu.u., c.... n..
derby is an exquisite compilation
o...
.,,,... ,_,, ..
.....
of highli ghts from its Criterion
Collection of laser discs, ranging
Movie guides are a popular CD-ROM offering, but only Moviefrom Citizen Kane and Lawrence of Select
con make recommendations based on personal taste.
Arabia to 2001: A Space Odyssey and just select a movie category (such as Comedies), then choose three
favorites from the scrolling list. When you're done, MovieSelect
Boyz N the Hood. T he CD-ROM will display a printable list of suggestions from Its database.
has essays on each of the 150 movies, cast and cred it lists, sti lls, plot synopses, and- best of aii-QuickTime
movies of memorable scenes. This disc doesn't have information on thousands
(<#~ . . .
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Because of their size and complexity, many hobby and game applications now ship only on
CD-ROM. Hundreds of titles are now available, ranging from hobby discs such as Virtual
Tarot, Cinemania, and Baseball's Greatest Hits to hot games like Iron Helix and Myst. In fact,
CD-ROM may be the dominant way of distributing games by the time you read th is.
CD-ROM drives are cheaper and faster than ever, so if you don't already own one, consider
the investment. Those silver discs are going to multiply exponentially as users' appetite for
high-quality graphics, animation, movies, and sound continues to grow. (For more on CDROM drives, see "CD-ROMs" in Chapter 5.)
Tip: CO-ROM-based software needs Jots of RAM to run effectively. Even if you copy an application to your hard disk drive from a CD-ROM, chances are it will still need to access files on
the disc. So allocate as much RAM as possible to the program by selecting its icon, choosing
Get Info (ICmdi(D), and bumping up the Preferred Size in the Memory Requirements box.

HOT TIP

of film s, but it's a must for true movie buffs. [It's also an extended cornmercial fm·
Criterionlaserdiscs.-AA}
MovieSelect. This $60 CD-ROM from Paramount Interactive has one really
cool feature: It can suggest movies you might like based ort which movies you've
enjoyed in the past. Just pick three favorites from a list of representative titles
and MovieSelect displays a list of recommended videos culled from its database
of 44,000 movies. You can even print the list and take it to the video store.
Movies, Movies, Movies. Finally, for Mac users wicl1out a CD-RO.i\11 drive,
there's Movies, Movies, Movies ($35, MacKay Associates). This no-frills set of
text fi les gives you the cast, director, year released, quality rating, and plot for
around 2,800 movies. You can view the files with a word processor or import
them into HyperCard or a database manager. Updates are (usually) available
each spring for $15 (MacKey is a one-man operation).

Sports

(AA)

The Mac might seem an odd piece of athletic equipment, but if you're serious
about staying (or getting) in shape, it could prove more useful than a fancy
sports watch. Sports-related programs can help you monitor your training
progress or teach you some new moves. And if you're a fan instead of a player,
there are CD-ROMs chock-full of sports trivia.
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The Athlete's Diary. Developed by a triathlete, this versatile sports log ($50,
Stevens Creek Software) h elps you plan, track, and eva luate a fitness regimen for
up to eight sports of your choos- ]3 - ; : ! I 1993 log: 1361136 Sel ect ed
ing, from cycling and swimming Dat e: 107125/ 95 1 Sport: lnunnlng
I Cat egory: I Training I
to aerobics and weights. You can Dist ance: 11O.'IM I Time: 11:20:24 I Pace:~mpm
Route / Workout: !M ontebello l oo~
I
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Ui th Hick
charting feature gives you visual
feedback on your progress. En- The Athlet e's Diary helps you plan and track a physical fitness regitering post-exercise data takes men for up to eight sports. Entering workout data is a snap, and
you can monitor your progress in a variety of ways.
seconds and the program requires just l.i\1B of RAM. Put it on your PowerBook and you'll have no excuse for
not exercising during road trips.
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The Outdoor Athlete. For the price of a month at Na utilus, you can get The
Outdoor Athlete ($40, Jolmson Books), an excell en t cross-training guide for
backpackers, climbers, ski ers, mountain bikers, and water-sports enthusiasts.
Based on personal trainer Steve Ilg's book of the same name, the CD-ROlVI
contains step-by-step techniques for achieving peak physical form, advice on
nutrition and cardiovascular health, and a healthy dollop of "holistic" wisdom.
How do you actually do an abdominal crunch or a back squat? A QuickTime
movie provides an enlightening show-and-tell. T he only weak lin k is the journal-keeping feature.
Sports trivia. If you prefer the sidelines to th e playing field, these CD-ROMbased collections of sports trivia will make you the envy of the bleacher section.
The Sports Dlustrated 1994 Multimedia Sports Almanac ($60, StarPress
M ultimedia) supplies video and audio highligh ts from major 1993 sporting
events (such as the Super Bowl, the World Series, and th e NCAA Final Four),
an entire year of Sp011s Illustrated on disc, and loa ds of statistics for collegiate
and pro sports. Baseball's Greatest Hits ($80, Voyager) captures 65 of the most
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memorable moments in America's P astime in QuickTime movies, photographs, interviews, statistics, period writings, and six hours of play-by-play
audio clips. You can hearTy Cobb give base-stealing advice, watch H ank Aaron
hit No. 715, or play the m ost arcane trivia game yet devised.
But the most entertaining compendium of sports trivia, hands down, is The
Great Golf CD ($80). The full-color interface uses pictures, movies, anecdotes-even songs about golf!- to take you on an oft-humorous tour of the CD·ROM
sport from A.D. 1400 to the present. By clicking the animated
icons (Lee Trevino's wagging head
is my favorite), you can learn about
golf's history, courses, events, people, and equipment. This is the
second superb multimedia title
from Eden Interactive, which previously released Greg LeMond's
Bicycle Adventure ($60, also available on floppy disks), an awardwinning look at the cycling world The Great Golf CD provides a humorous and informative look at
from Leonardo da Vmci's crude life on the links. Click on one of the animated icons, and you'll
uncover anything from golf's debut in the Olympics, to footage
sketches to today's road racers.
of great shots, to jokes you can share with your favorite foursome.

Mac Can Cook

(VvB)

It's not cool to admit you use the Mac to file recipes, but I don't care-I've been
doing it for years, and until recently it wasn't easy. U nlike PC-based foodies,
Mac gounnets haven 't had access to decent recipe programs that let you scale
recipes, create shopping lists, and search for recipes by different criteria.

If you're tempted to buy a cookbook on CD-ROM-lured by such high- profile
names as the Better Homes and Gardens Healthy Cooking CD Cookbook
($60, Multicom)-put away your credit card. These CD-ROMs are slow and
tl1e quality of the software is (so far) poor. But keep your eyes on this category,
because higher-quality cooking CD-ROMs should appear in tl1e near future.
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Mangia! In 1993 Upstill Software
released Mangia! ($50), the first
truly powerful cooking program.
You can enter recipes and keep tabs
on what's in your pantry, so that a
quick search through the recipes
will locate one you can make for
dinner without having to go shopping. It lets you categorize recipes
by course, season, main ingredient,
or nationality. You can design a series of menus (for the week or a special occasion, for example), and then
print a shopping list based on what
you don 't have in the pantry. Plus,
you can rate recipes based on criteria such as low fat, good for crowds,
or family favorite.
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Forget the Cuisinart; Mangia! is the best kitchen aid of the
'90s. This powerful cooking program Jets you store, search, and
view recipes in a variety of ways (by course or cooking method,
for example). It places asterisks next to ingredients you already
have, and you can print a shopping list with items sorted by
their location in the supermarket.

Mangia! can't import or export recipes, however, which means painstakingly
typing every single ingredient in every single recipe (you can cut and paste notes
or djrections from a text document, which is some help). Its idiosyncratic entry
mode requires you to enter the ingreilient, amount, and any notes (chopped or
grated, for example) in separate fields. Annoying, yes, but doing it this way does
make the program's search function more powerful. Version 1.1 , which should
be out by now, will solve the import/export problem, and version 2 is due in
early '95 .
Tip: Create a new category in the Ingredients dictionary called Nonfood Items
and in it put such thjngs as dish-washing liquid, toothpaste, toilet cleaner, and
paper towels. Now when you compile a shopping list, you can add these items
as l\lliscellaneous Ingredients so you don't forget them.
MasterCook Mac. While it isn't as pretty as Mangia!, MasterCook Mac ($40,
Arion Software) has some excellent features. First, it calculates d1e nutritional
va lue of your recipes. Second , you can swap files with the Windows version,
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MasterCook, and version 2 (due out in late 1994) will import Windows formats
such as Meal.iVlaster. T hird, the shopping list tallies quantities for the same ingredient used in several recipes (so you don't get five entries for onions), an d
the program adjusts measurements for scaled recipes (if you double a recipe
that calls for 4 ~ teaspoons of yeast, it will appear as 3 tablespoons of yeast in the
doubled version). Finally, MasterCook includes a wine-list manager and bartender's guide.
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Tip: If the 1,002 recipes included with MasterCook Mac aren't sufficient, you
~
can call Arion's free BBS (512/327-9814) and download any of its 10,000 or~)
HOT Tl P
so recipes.

The Nutritionally Correct Mac

(VvB)

T he Aip side o f eating and drinking is dieting. Most nutrition software has a
database o f foods and records what you eat, supplying a running tally of calories
consumed as well as nutritional information and statistics. U nfortunately, many
programs are badly executed and surprisingly expensive.

The Diet Balancer ($80, Nutridata Software) asks you basic questions-age,
sex, height, weight, special medical conditions (including pregnancy and lactation), and exercise regimen-th en guides you in recording food choices and
helps you plan meals. Optional disks contain brand-name foods and sa mple
week-long meal plans for low-calorie, high-fiber, low-sodium, diabetic, and
other diets. You also can plot your weight loss on a chart. T he Diet Balancer has
an edge in interface and ease of use over a similar progra~, Nutri-Calc Plus
($160, Camde), but the latter has on e sensible feature: You can use a Recipe option to add the grouped ingredients of a dish (such as a soup) to the database, so
that inputting foods is a bit easier. You also can customize the food lists in both
programs, so if, for example, you 're fo llowing a Weigh t Watch ers diet, you can
record the required exchanges.
O ne drawback to nutrition programs is that they are time-consuming to use
properly, because you must scroll tlu·ough long food lists to locate every item
eaten, then record the amount and when you ate it. As a result, you might think
twice before gobbling that Pop-tart (2 10 calories) or swi lling a Brandy AJexander (196 calories). O n the other hand, you might just not record them.
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Collectors' Additions

(AA)

A computer is the ideal tool for organizing and tracking the data associated with
hobbies, such as stamps, coins, sports cards, and comic books-both for personal pleasure and for insurance, tax, and investment purposes. One approach is
to create your own database from scratch, using a program such as Filei\!Iaker
Pro (see Chapter 11). You can save time and effort, however, by getting a specialized database that already contains information on thousands of issues. You
enter a few identifying details about each item in your collection, and the program automatically inserts prices and other data into the record. You can view,
search, sort, and print your collections according to a variety of criteria.
Unfortunately, even though each of these hobbies has tens of millions of participants, there's little decent software available-with the following exceptions.
Baseball cards. Ever wonder if the baseball cards you collected as a kid are
worth anything? To find out, dust off those shoe boxes and boot up The Card
Collector ($50, AbleSoft), which contains data for 70,000 baseball cards from a
dozen companies, including Donruss, Fleer, and Topps. The database covers
1948 through 1993 and includes names, card numbers, prices for varying card
conditions, and preset rookie flags. The Card Collector, which has sold more
than 60,000 copies in its DOS incarnation, has an attractive interface and nice
touches, such as checkboxes for flagging special subsets of your collection and
· report fortns for in''e11tories and user-defined \Vant lists. The database doesn't
00
F::T u RE include team information, though, so you're out of luck if you want to find
.'J!I
~
The tordtollector(Single l e l <l
every card for the 1969 New York i\llets.
- Current Card:
corn., ,
Able Soft offers price and data updates via
1
Nome: ""''"''' J' ••
~ :Ef.:'
disk or its 24-hour bulletin board, and card
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The Card Collector is an elegant solution to the
problem of baseball management-cards, not teams.
just enter the quantity for each card you own and
the program fills in the value, special flags, and
premium status.

junkies take note: Databases are also available for football, basketball, and hockey
cards.
Bird watching. If you're an avid bird
watcher-the type who maintains a life list
of every bird ever seen-get Bird Brain, a
$125 labor of love from Ideaform. Espied
the elusive marbled murrelet? Enter the
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Getting It On-Line

(VvB/AA)

No matter what your hobby or gaming preferences are, you really should hook up with
an on-line service such as CompuServe or
America Online. These services have sections
devoted to every genre covered here, where
you'll find the latest shareware goodies as
well as thousands of people who are dying
to share their knowledge with you.
On CompuServe, for example, forum names
include Cooks Online (the place for Mac
foodies to hang), Genealogy, ShowBiz,
Health & Fitness, Crafts, Collectibles,
Gardening, and the Garners Forum. (Heck,
there's a separate forum just for flight-simulator freaks.) For more on on-line services
and bulletin boards, see Chapter 22.
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details in Bird Brain's well-designed
database and it automatically adds the
bird to you r ABA, AOU, and World
Life lists. The program contains common and scientific names for more
than 1, 900 birds of North and Central America and Hawaii, and provides
many sh ortcuts fo r data ent ry and
searches. You could, for example, retrieve all sightin gs of great blue herons
at Pescadero A1arsh or the birds you
saw in Tennessee in A1ay 1994. You can
also create custom list types and formats for printed reports. For ornithologists with a larger flight range, World
Bird Brain ($ 17 5) has a database of
10,000 birds.

Stamps, coins, and comics. Ninga Software offers a trio of $50 products for
philatelists, numismatists, and comic-book lovers. A lifelong stamp collector, I
installed the U.S. version ofHobbySoft Stamp Keeper with high hopes of converting my Nlicrosoft \Vorcl-basecl records into something more practical. Alas,
the program is an ugly DOS port, difficult to navigate and missing key features.
Stamp Keeper automaticaJly supplies pricing and descriptive data, but the 3,000
stamp issues in its database don't include envelopes, pos tal cards, or revenues.
There are no prices for first-day covers, and the Comment field is limited to 13
characters. And you can't flag individual issues, so there's no way to create custom want Jjsts.

Ninga's HobbySoft programs for coins and comics share the same awkward interface and limited feature set; the only difference is the accompanying database. Comic Keeper's database, for example, includes cover elate, strip title, and
artist names. The I-IobbySoft products may be more useful than researching
an d entering all the data yourself, however, especially if you're computeri zing a
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large collection. (Besides, you can always export the finished catalog as a tabdelimited text file and then work with it in the more friendly environs of Word,
Excel, or FileMaker Pro.) Annual updates are $30 and other versions (such as
Canadian) are available for the stamp and coin programs.

A Stitch in Time

(VvB)

Until recently, I didn't tl1ink a Mac could be much help when it came to handson activities such as sewing, knitting, crocheting, and embroidering. Au contraire. The programs below can actually enhance the creative experience by
letting you design your own patterns or adapt existing designs.

Sewing. Anyone who sews (I'm reluctant to call them sewers) will find
Fittingly Sew or Dress Shop a godsend. Both programs let you design and fit
clothes on screen and then print the altered pattern so that (theoretically)
everything you sew fits perfectly. As a ham-fisted, albeit enthusiastic, personwho-sews, I was a little intimidated by these programs, but if you know your
sewing basics, botl1 are easy to use and have good docmnentation.
LivingSoft's Dress Shop ($130 complete, or $30 per component) is aimed
at Mac users who have little sewing experience. The program includes 40
basic patterns- including dresses,
blouses, pants, a cape, and leggings-and guides you through
You can choose
whether or
the task of fitting and adapting denot to display
such things as
signs. Fittingly Sew ($170, Bartley
measurements,
Software) is aimed at the more exseam allowances,
and darts.
perienced tailor who wants as
much flexibility as possible. Fewer
These numbers
boilerplate garments are included,
correspond to
but you have more leeway in
the pagination
of the printed
adapting tl1em. You can get demo
pattern and
appear on each
versions of both programs from
page so you can
the developers or from Compueasily assemble
your patterns.
Serve's Crafts Forum.
Fittingly Sew lets you tweak paper patterns on screen, ensuring
the best possible fit for your clothes.
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Knitting. ColorKnitis a $1 5 gem that lets you design grid-based patterns-in-

cluding ama zingly complex Fair Isle-type designs-that can be printed or exported as PICT files. A well-designed sharewa re program, ColorKnit uses
standard Mac painting tools, and the on-screen docum entation is clea r and to
the point. If you don't have a color monitor, don't be put off by the name-you
can use Colm·Knit with a monochrome Mac, too.
Stitch Painter ($85, Cochenille Design Studio) is similar to Colo rK.nit, only
more sophisticated and more expensive. This program also can be used by embroiderers, crocheters, weavers-anyone who designs patterns using a grid. It's
essentially a specialized paint program that lets you create a repeated motif,
which can be flipped, rotated, recolored, and resized. An enhanced version
(Stitch Painter Gold, $ 165) adds an editable texture palette and other features.
Cochenille sells two other handy products: Bit Knitter, a $250 hardware and
software package that lets you hook up your Mac to a Studio, Brother, or Passap
knitting machine, and Stitch E ditor ($ 110), which lets you turn scann ed or
computer-generated images into patterns.
Finally, serious knitters will enjoy Knit One ($80, Penelope Craft Programs),
which lets you alter knitting and crochet pattern s so they can be used with different thicknesses of yam s and wools and varyin g need le sizes.

Special Interests
But wait, there's more: programs that didn't fi t in the other categories but are
too neat to ignore.
Design Your Own Railroad (AA). An indispensable tool for model railroaders,

Design Your Own Railroad ($80, Abracadata) lets you forgo the trial-and-error
approach to crea ting a railroad that fits in the den. W.th this simplified CAD
(computer-aided design) program, you can plan an entire to-sca le layoutincluding stations, depots, overpasses, and scenery-before laying a single piece
of track. DYORR also has a full-bl own simulator, aLlowing you to assemble and
run trains on the completed design. You can test a layout before buying materials or-if you don't have the space or budget for a real model rai lroad-just
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The Railroad
Toolbox contains
tools for laying
track and adding
stations, switches,
depots, and
scenery.

Drive your t rains
using the Traim
palette, which
includes controls
for braking, uncoupling, and loading.

Design Your Own Railroad is the ideal Mac toy for model railroaders. You can design and build precision,
to-scale layouts, then barrel down the tracks In a custom-built train.

enjoy being an armchair modeler. And if you want to challen ge your operating
ski lls, DYORR will let you race against the clock to complete switching maneuvers or freight moves. Toot, toot!
Handwriting Analyst (AA). According to graphologists, your handwriting reveals your personality, warts and all. So if you'd like to ch eck your compatibility
with a potential mate or choose the right boss (or employee), get their J ohn
Hancock and a copy of Handwriting Analyst ($80, Wintergreen Software).
Answer a series of multipl e-choice questions about the signatw-e or writing sample, and the program produces a detailed profile of the writer's personality. My
signature generated some mixed reviews: "She tends to be both creative and methodical in her approach to problem-solving." Oth er remarks, however, were
quite specific: "Sh e is inclined to talk out loud when alone" (oops). T he manual
has a fascinating section that explains the personality n·aits associated with each
letter formation-faty loops, for example, mean you strive to accum ulate money
and possessions. (Nope, not me.)
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Wine and spirits (VvB). O eno phil es will appreciate Wines of the World ($60, ~
1\lfulti com), a delightful CD- ROM that supplies infom1ation on wine quali ty,
wine appreciation (storing wine, readjng a label, judgiJ1g quality, and so on), and cD-RoM
wine-m<t king regions of the world. It ha s color photographs and QuickTim e
movies, but its best feature is the 20,000-win e database. You can search for a
wine by type, producer, vintage rating, and/or price; catalog your own wines;
and en ter tasting notes-not a bad idea, as some of the ratings are rather idiosyncratic. If you just want to ca talog wines witho ut a lot of fuss, two popular
sharewa re o fferings are CellarKeeper (free) and Le Sommelier ($15).

~

If you pre fer hard liquor, MacCocktail ($80, Black:fire) contains

Oenophiles will appreciate Wines of the World, a CD-ROM that
lets you search a 20,000-wine database for just the right vintage.
You can also enter your own wines and tasting notes-not a bad
idea, actually, as some of the ratings are rather Idiosyncratic.

more than 200 drink recipes, each
with a full-color photo, as well as
Q uickTime videos illustrati ng th e
basics o f mixology, such as how to
prepare a layered drink. You can
add new recipes and comments to
the database or figure out what
drinks can be ma de wi th the
liquo r that you've got on hand .
Blackfire is also develo ping C DROMs covering specialty coffees
and microbreweries.

~

~
cD-RoM
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Editors' Poll: What's Your Favorite Shareware?
AA: Disinfectant, an indispensable utility for safeguarding your disk against viruses. It's freeware and regularly upgraded by the author! I also use Compact Pro and MoviePiayer fairly
often and indulge in an occasional game of Maelstrom.

DB: I can't say I have one favorite shareware program any easier than I can say I have one
favorite movie or music group. I figure I need them alll Compact Pro is indispensible. Zterm
is quite good. I also commonly use Add/Strip for processing text that I get off on-line systems and Disinfectant to protect myself from viruses. I can' t do without SCSIProbe (you
know you're a computer geek w hen you start complaining that the Mac allows only seven
SCSI devices).
EC: David Rakowski's fonts. They are beautiful and well-crafted, and I've never seen commercial versions available. And his readme's are worth the shareware fees all by themselves.

DD: There are a few I really depend on. The one that saved me the most troulbe is probably
Ziplt, a Mac utility that compacts files in the PC-standard PKZIP format. That finally let me
send Mac files to PC users by e-mail without a problem. Compact Pro is great, too. I also
really like MenuChoice, which lets you get to your control panels from the Apple menu (by
making the menu hierarchical) and SmartKeys, w hich automatically fixes one of my main
typos: typing two capital letters in a row. And SpeedyFinder, for one essential feature: a keyboard command for emptying the Trash. (I know it's just me, but I ca n't stand to have a
bulging Trash can.)
CG: Klondike, my favorite Solitaire game.

JK: Compact Pro is the most essential. Runners up: MenuChoice, which makes your C menu
hierarchic; WindowShade and WindowRanger (which are only available on ZiffNet/Mac).
System 7.5 w ill actually make all these, except Compact Pro, obsolete.

HN: SCSIProbe. It's freeware, not shareware, but I can't imagine how I'd live without it.

BW: I like GraphicConverter by Thorsten Lemke, which is very good at converting image
and drawing files between formats.

••
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Editors' Poll: What On-Line Services Do You Subscribe to?
Favorite Forums?
A.A: CompuServe (90 percent) and Applelink. On CompuServe, I frequent the MacUser and
Desktop Publish ing forums (although not frequently these days; it's too addictive!). In researching our Mac Bible chapters, my contributors and I found several other CIS forums to
be invaluable resources due to their knowledgeable, friendly participants and wealth of
shareware.

DB: I' m on CompuServe almost every day, America Online every other day, and Applelink
a couple of times a week. I tried Prodigy and decided it was a cruel joke. I canceled my subscription after two days.

EC: I'm on CompuServe (721 02,242) and AOL (LCastro). I fell in love with CompuServe's
Crafts forum right from the beginning, though it's been a while since I've been around. I
thought it was so cool that nobody talked much about computers. And the people are so
nice! The Internet forum on AOL is pretty hip, as is the Sports forum, which is the only place
I've found since I've been back in the States that has up-to-date scores of the Barcelona
football team (that's soccer to you).
DD: I got CompuServe just because I needed an e-mail address, and most people I knew
seemed to have CompuServe. Now that I'm working on the Bible, I use AOL and Applelink
to receive mail, too. I'm also beta-testing Apple's eWorld program, which seems like it could
be fun. Mostly, I want to be where most people can reach me most easily. I was thinking of
switching to AOL as my primary address just because I could be DarcyD@aol.com instead of
71332,3264, and everyone seems to be on AOL, too. CompuServe is where the forums are,
but I don't use them much, except ZiffNet Mac, where I go to download shareware.
CG: I'm on line with Applelink, MCI Mail, and CompuServe (ZiffNet). I really don't have a
lot of time to spend logging on to any forums. I use the services primarily to send and receive (lots) of e-mail.

JK: America Online and CompuServe. I don't spend much time on the forums.
HN: CIS, Applelink, AOL, MCI, and eWorld. Favorite forum: M acWEEK Forum on ZiffNet
via CIS.
BW: I originally started with MCI Mail, and after a few years moved to harder stuff, like
CompuSerye and AOL. I live in a small town, so CompuServe has been my professional window on the world. Many of the contributors to the Networking chapter, for example, are
people I met on CompuServe. I'd like to find the time to hang out on a given forum and
sustain a relationship, but I'm spread too thin these days.
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Printing
paper remains the Main Street of information
exchange. Far from creating a paperless office, personal computers have made
it cheaper and easier to print things on paper.

FoR BETTER OR WORSE,

The Mac and PostScript brought graphically cool printing to the desktop, and
time has only made it better. Inkjet printers costing less than $300 have practically relegated the ear assault and coarse printing of dot-matrix printers, like
the old $600 Apple ImageWriter II, to the humble task of printing multiple
forms and labels. Inkjets are now the happenin' thing at the low end.
As for laser printers, 600 dots per inch is the new standard for resolution, finally
putting some teeth in the concept oflaser-based "typeset quality." Bargain basements are now stuffed with 300-dpi PostScript printers costing less than $1,000.

In fact, prices have come down on all classes of printers, creating more choices
than you've ever had before. Do you need to print photographic quality in
color? Are inkjets the best for printing presentations? Or do you need a color
printer at all? We'll answer those questions for you and show you how to take
advantage of the various types of industrial-strength printing equipment found
in service bureaus.
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How Printing Works

How Printing Works
You've seen it on screen, now you need it on paper. T he Mac makes printing
easy, hiding the otherwise complex task of integrating your software with the
printer hardware to produce the results you want. VVhen you select a printer
from the Chooser and print, the M ac has to convert its method of storing and
representing text and graphics into a form th e chosen printer expects. P rinters
differ in their graphical capabilities, and each generation of Mac system software offers new ways o f printing. Here are the basics.

Print Drivers

OKISNANINDIRSIBW/Susan McCallister)

Printer drivers are programs that tell the M ac how to prepare print data for
your printer. Without them, each application would need additional programming to handle all the types of printers you might use.
So, in addition to physically connecting your printer to the Ma c, you also need
a printer driver to coru1ect your softwa re to the printer. Appl e suppli es drivers
for the ImageW riter, the StyleWriter, and the LaserWriter. Some third-party
printers have their own drivers, although man y are designed to use Apple's
drivers.
You may not need a separate driver for each type of printer you use; sometimes
a single driver works for several related printers. For example, Apple's
LaserWriter driver works for any PostScript laser printer.
Printer drivers go into th e EA.'tensions folder in your System Folder; if you drag
them on to the System Folder icon (not the window), the Finder will put them
in the Extensions folder automatically. (In System 6, printer drivers go in the
System Folder, but not into any folder within it.)
Once your printer drivers are installed in the Extensions folder, you still have to
tell your Mac which one to use. The standard way to do that is to select
Chooser from the menu and click on the printer you want to use (Apple'!>
QuickDraw GX, which we discuss later, offers alternate scenarios). T he printer
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driver you select in the Chooser generates Page Setup and Print dialog boxes
relevant to the capabilities of the printer. Many applications substitute their
own dialog boxes for these basic ones to give you even more printing options.
vVhen you use the Chooser to switch from one type of printer to another-from
a StyleWriter to a LaserWriter, say-you need to let any open applications
know that. That's because different kinds of printers use different print areas on
the page, even different Click on the icon If the printer driver you've chosen
character spacing. To hip of the printer you allows background printing, you
want to use.

an application to the
change, open its Page
Setup dialog box and
then close it again (you
don't have to change any
settings). You should also
do the same thing to activate a newly installed
printer driver. (A dialog
box will warn you when
you need to do this.)

Background Printing

turn it on or off here.
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If you've chosen a
printer attached
directly to your Mac,
you' ll need to tell the
Mac whether it is
attached to the phone
port or the printer
port. If your Mac is on
a network, a list of all
the printers of the
chosen ty pe will
appear in a list here.
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You use the Chooser to tell your Mac what printer you want to use.

(RS!BvV! SA!AK/JK)

Macs can send out print jobs faster than printers can process them, which often
leaves the computer waiting for the printer. A print spooler is a program that
temporarily stores print jobs on disk and takes over feeding the printer in the
background. Since the Mac creates this print file quite quickly, you can get back
to work and leave the computer and the printer to talk to each other in the
background. (Spool is an acronym for simultaneous print operations on-line.)
Most Mac printer drivers let you simply click an On or Off radio button to turn
background printing on or off. 1\vo system fi les are at work behind the scenes
during background printing: Printi\1onitor, for System 7 (which installs as both
a Control Panel and a System Extension), and Backgrounder, which is required
for background printing under System 6. (The Apple installer for the
LaserWriter driver should do this automatically, although the System 7 installer will also work.)
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PrintMonitor keeps track of which document is printing, how many pages are left to
go, which other documents are waiting to
be printed, and so on. It is launched automatically when a print job is started, and
you can check the status of a print job by
choosing PrintMonitor from the Application menu. When the printer needs attention (because it's out of paper, for example),
PrintMonitor flashes its icon in the upperright corner of the screen, alternating it
with the Application menu icon. (In System
6, it does the same with the • menu icon.)

QuickDrow and PostScript Printing

PrlntMonltor

I £

Printing
Editors poll E.' IBM ColorJetprlnter PS 4079

I

Walling

C11ncel Printing

( Set Print Time ... )

Printing Stat us: Editors poll
Poges To Print: 2
Slolus. stortlng job

You can view PrintMonitor by selecting it from the
Application menu. Here you can check on the status
of a print job, cancel it, or set a time for It to be
printed later (handy for printing long documents
after hours, among other things).

(BvV)

QuickDraw is a graphics description language, the part of the Macintosh operating system that handles the screen display-drawing lines, managing color,
controlling windows, basically handling ali the graphics. The PostScript page
description language is also a graphical programming language, used mostly for
imaging on printers (it was introduced with the first LaserWriter printer).
PostScript handles a greater variety of graphical fw1ctions, and with greater
precision, than QuickDraw.
Macintosh printers can be divided into two types: tl1ose tl1at rely on QuickDraw's description of the image to be printed and those that use PostScript information, translated from QuickDraw by a PostScript printer driver.
In either case, the QuickDraw or PostScript information must go tlu·ough one
more translation before it is printed: It must be converted to a raster-a pattern
of dots that can be printed. For QuickDraw printers, this translation is done by
the Macintosh's own processor. For most PostScript jobs, it's done by a computer, ca lled a raster image processor or PostScript interpreter, within tl1e
printer itself.
You can print QuickDraw graphics to a PostScript printer, but you can't print
PostScript graphics to a QuickDraw printer (the special interpreter is missing).
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A special exception is made for fonts. By using ATM (available from Apple or
Adobe, or installed automatica lly with System 7.5), you can turn the Mac's
processor into a PostScript font interpreter, as described in Chapter 14.

Printing Under QuickDraw GX
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7.S

(B\tV)

QuickDraw came up the river, had a child, and Apple ca lled it QuickDraw GX.
It grew strong and came of age in 1994 with gra phical imaging and typographic
features that put it more in league with PostScript. Apple provides it as a
System extension with System 7.5, and it can be used with any System version
after 7.1. We discuss the basics of QuickDraw GX in Chapter 3, "System
Software," and how it affects typograpy in Chapter 14, "Fonts." It also has lots
of repercussions for printing, introducing, among other things, a new Chooser,
new drivers for Apple printers, and PrinterShare GX, which replaces
PrintiVIonitor. Here are some of the new features you'Ll see:
• A desktop icon will appear for each printer you select using the new GX
Chooser. After that you can print a file by dragging it onto a printer icon.
• Any printer connected to your Mac, even via the serial port, can be shared
over a network.
• U nder the new drivers, the GX Print dialog box lets you select, at print time,
any printer for which you 've created a desktop icon, as above-no lastminute trips to the Chooser.
• The GX Print One command (lo x)!£)) prints a single copy of your document
using your latest Print dialog box settings.
• Printing software extensions will add custom print tools, such as the ability to
print the word Copy screened across each page. Third-party vendors can also
develop printer extensions.
• Each desktop printer has its own print queue, which you can move to a different printer if you want. Double-clicking on a job name will let you see a
print preview.
• The myriad new graphics fun ctions of QuickDraw GX will translate into
greater graphical potential for QuickDraw printers.

SYSTEM
7.S
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Types of Printers
You need the right printer for the job. Picking the wrong type of printer is a
waste of money, no matter how good a deal you got. Here's what's out there.

Black and White

(BW/RS)

Elegant, basic black: still the cheapest, most common form of printed matter.
Even people who own a color printer use black-and-white printers to cheaply
print copy for proofing and informal communications.

Print head
moves
across
paper

Inkjet printers (RS/B\·V). Inkjet printers form
characters out of little dots created by tiny jets
of ink. Inkjet technology has largely taken over
the market once occupied by dot-matrix impact
printers: They're inexpensive, quieter, often
faster, and produce better-looking text and
graphics than dot-matrix impact printers.
Apple's StyleWriter II and Hewlett-Packard's
DeskWriter are two inkjet printers that are
compatible with the Mac.

Laser printers (RS/BW). Printers like Apple's
LaserWriters print images by beaming flashes
of laser light onto a photo-electric drum. A dry
ink powder (called toner) sticks electrostatically to the imaged portion of the
drum, as in a photocopying machine. A hot fuser roller presses and bonds the
toner to the paper. Laser printers are bigger, heavier, and more expensive than
inkjet printers, but print quality is usually better.

Inkjet printers squirt tiny drops of ink from an
array of tiny nozzles that pass back and forth
across the paper.

Thermal fusion (RS). Thermal fusion printers employ tiny heated elements in
the print head that push a ribbon against the page, bonding a waxy ink to the
paper. Desktop and portable varieties of thermal fusion printers compete with
black-and-white inkjet printers. Cost per printed page is generally higher than
for inkjet printing, but there's no liquid ink to run or smear.
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Laser printers print indirectly. They first create an image on a photo-sensitive cylinder (drum) . Electrostatic
toner powder sticks to the image on the drum and is then bonded to the paper.

Dot-Matrix Impact Printers

(AN/]K/BWIRS)

Dot-matrix impact printers form characters out of a pattern of dots crea ted by a
row of pins hammering on an inked ribbon lying against the paper. The number of pins can vary, with 9-pin and 24-pin being two common configmations;
the more pins, th e better the print quali ty. If you're printing multiple forms that
use carbon or NCR paper, neither laser nor inkjet printers wHI do the job. You
need an impact dot-matrix printer, like Apple's Image Writer ll.

Color Printers

(B\N/RS)

In the past you were lucky if an affordable color printer cou ld handle up to a
dozen colors. Fortunately, that's changed, thanks to improved technology and
the economics of mass marketing.
Color inkjet (B\iV). It didn't take long for engin eers to design inkjet printers
sporting three or four separate print heads, each spraying a different color of
ink. Typica lly, these are the three primary colors, cyan, magenta, an d yell ow,
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with black often included for improved text and image printing. Cheaper models print only a handful of colors, good for simple charts, diagrams, and graphs.
More expensive models include PostScript interpreters for printing elaborate
color text and graphics for presentations and design camps. To approx.jmate
different colors and shades, the printer driver must dither (that is, create patterns of dots, or halftones for each color. At 300-dpi resolution, these patterns
can have a rather coarse appearance, like cheap comic books.
Thermal-wax transfer (RS). Using rolls of plastic film coated with four different colors of wax-based pigments, these printers lay down each of three or four
primary colors when printing a page. Heating elements melt the wax and transfer it to the paper. (There are also "phase-change" thermal-wax printers that
melt sticks of wax pigment and apply it much as inkjets do.) Both trPes apply
each color in a separate pass, which means that the page being printed must go
through the printer several times. Like color inkjet printers, thermal-wax printers must also use halftone or dithering techniques to simulate a wide range of
colors and shades.

Thermal-wax printers create atn·active, glossy prints that are slightly raised
from tl1e page. The wax-transfer variety usually requires special paper, tl1ough
some companies, like Tektronix, have options that allow you to use plain paper,
which the printer primes during printing.
T hermal-wax printers are popular for printing hard-copy and overhead-transparency presentations and color design camps.
Dye sublimation (RS/B"W). Dye-sublimation printers work in much the same
way as thermal-wax printers, but instead of melting wax-based pigments, dyesubli mation pigments become gaseous (sublime) when heated by the print
head. The sublimed dye then penetrates the paper's special coating. Dye-sublimation printers don't have to use dithering or halftones to create different colors or shades of colors. They can blend the correct amount of each primary
color (cyan, magenta, yellow, or black) to create just the right color at each
printed dot. That's why they're called continuous-tone printers. A good dyesublimation print looks like a color photograph. Not too long ago $40,000 was
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cheap for a dye-sublimation printer. Now many cost less than $10,000, and
some are below $5,000.
Color laser @W).The least expensive color laser printers, like the QMS

ColorScript Laser 1000, are still over $10,000. QMS markets it as a "business"
machine, although most studies show that genera l business users aren't willing
to spend much rpore for color than they are for black and white. You can hook
your Mac to a $40,000-plus Canon CLC copier, as some big-budget firms do.
With sufficient mem01y, the Canon CLC can print continuous tone images, a
benefit of the transparent toner the machines employ. Lower-priced color
lasers, like the ColorScript Laser 1000, use opaque toner, so continuous-tone
images and tints are printed as halftones. At 300 dpi, they look rather rough,
anything but photographic.

What Type of Printer Do You Need?
T here's what you want, and there's what you need. Your transaction printouts
might look nice in color, but can you afford the expensive inks, and possibly
slower printing? Can your software easily format the reports in color? If you
need only four colors, then there's little point in paying for a printer that prin ts
mi ll ions. This section should put your basic options in perspective.

Color or B&W?

(B\t\1)

T his used to be a simple question to answer: "You wanna print color picmres,
charts, graphs? Get a color printer." T here's no question that good color design
makes information graphics easier to comprehend while putting a slick spin on
your 1mage.
But the interest in color is spilling over into a hybrid area now dominated by
black-and-white desktop printing. In the glut of sales and promotional documents competing for attention these days, a document sporting colored headlines, caUouts, illustrations, and charts is more likely to catch someone's

GOOD
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attention. T hat requires a printer that's good at both black text and color, but
that isn't too pricey.
While most of us choke at the sticker price on color laser printers, inkjet technology is coming to the rescue. (See our picks for color inkjet printers below.)

Print Quality

(BVV)

Although it's ultimately a subjective judgment, print quality is usually rated in
terms of nsolution. All the printers we discuss in tlus chapter use tightly packed
arrays of dots to crea te the shapes we see on paper. T he tighter the array of
dots, that is, the more dots per inch (dpi), the higher the resolution, and the
finer the ima ges appear.
Inkjet printers produce 300 or 360 dpi, a res pectable resolution that comes
close to laser printing in qua lity. (The di fferent types of inks used make some
difference in quality, too, as described later in tlus chapter.)
Nlost laser printers print 300 by 300 dots per inch, but some give you 400 by
400, 600 by 600, 800 by 300, 1,000 by 400, 1,200 by 600, and even hlgher. The
dots per square inch range from 90,000 to 720,000- which means that at tl1e
high end, they provide more than five times the resolution of the best inkjets.
Some laser printers also offer various form s of enhm1ced 1·esolution, which
smooths jagged edges and/or sharpens grayscales to give the appearance of
higher-dpi output.
Even 720,000 dpsi is nothing compared to the 1,270 dpi of a Linotronic 300
imagesetter-1.6 million dpsi, nearly 18 times the resolution of a LaserWriter
and almost 70 times that of an ln1ageWriter. The 3,386-dpi Linotronic 330
produces about 11 .5 million dpsi- more than 125 times the LaserWriter's resolution and almost 500 times the ImageWriter's.

Portability

POWERBOOK

(BvV/RS)

T he PowerBook has liberated Mac users from tl1eir desktops, and fortunately
battery-powered portable printers are affordable companions. T he best of these
are inkjet printers, like Apple's $440 Portable StyleWriter or Hewlett-Packard's
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$380 DeskWriter 310, and their print quality is practically indistinguishable
from that of laser printers. But road warriors pay a penalty for portability since
these printers tend to be quite a bit slower than equivalent desktop options.

PostScript

(RS/AN/]KIBW)

As previously mentioned, there are two basic kinds of printers-those with
PostScript (Adobe's page description language) built into their processors, and
those without. PostScript used to be a very pricey luxury, but now the difference between the PostScript and non-PostScript versions of a printer can be as
little as $500. You'll find many color inkjet, thermal-wax, dye-sublimation, and
laser printers that use PostScript.

If you're creating pages ultimately destined for a high-resolution imagesetter,
you'll need a PostScript printer for proofing your pages. The same holds true if
you intend to use EPS (Encapsulated PostScript) format clip art or other
PostScript-based graphics.
You can also print PostScript graphics on a non-PostScript printer by using an
interpreter program like TeleTypesetting's T-Script Basic ($85) but it tends to
really slow printing. For professional desktop publishing and graphics work,
there's no substitute for a PostScript laser printer. But if you mainly print text
and non-PostScript graphics, a less expensive QuickDraw printer wm probably
give you everything you need.
One more issue to consider when deciding between PostScript and QuickDraw
printers is speed. The fact that QuickDraw printers rely on the Mac's own
processor to rasterize the image means that you and your printer are both sharing the Mac's processor, slowing down both of you. The on-board computer of
a PostScript printer relieves the Mac of that task.

Cost

(BW)

You get what you pay for: a fast, high-resolution, PostScript, color printer can
cost upwards of $5,000. But trade off one or more of those qualities, and you
can do quite respectably for under $1,000. The best buys are inkjets, with 300dpi resolution for under $3 00. The tradeoff there is speed. The graph on page
825 shows the basic price points for different kinds of printers.
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(RS/RW)

Software support for PostScript Level 2 has been slow in coming, but the new Mac PostScript drivers finally take advantage of it. That means having to install Apple's LaserWriter
driver version 8 or Adobe's functionally equivalent PS Printer version. (Both companies
worked together to develop the drivers, which though cosmetically different to a slight
degree, function identically.) Postscript Level 2 has many advantages over Level 1; here
are a few:
• generally faster operation
• caching of forms that wi ll be printed repeatedly
•

better control of the unique capabilities of individual brands and models of printers

•

easier print-job setup for paper sizing, multiple trays, and scaling

• color support with color matching between screen and printer
• data compression/decompression to speed jobs to the printer
• improved memory allocation
These features aren't critical for many printing tasks, so don't necessarily ignore a great
deal on a Level 1 PostScript laser printer.

GOOD
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Aside from exploiting Level 2 features, the Apple and Adobe versions of the Level 2 driver
take better advantage of your printer's features-everything from installed RAM, to pageimage size, even the number of paper trays. These details are stored in PostScript Printer
Descriptions (PPDs). The Apple driver package includes PPDs only for Apple printers, while
the Adobe version includes all currently available PDFs, almost 5MB worth-certainly the
way to go if you use a non-Apple PostScript printer.

In almost every category, you'll find bargains ifyou look in the PC section of the
store. It's actually fa irly easy to adapt a P C printer for a lv1acintosh, as described
in the box on page 826.

Speed

(B\IV)

Most printers have some sort of rated speed, but those textbook figures rarely
factor in th e time the printer spends processing the print data prior to actually
spitting out paper. This is especially true for PostScript printers, which bear the
awesome task of crunching complex PostScript programs. A four-page-per-
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This chart gives some idea of the relative prices of different kinds of printers.

minute laser print engine, for example, with a high-speed PostScript processor,
may well outpace an eight-page-per-minute model with a slow processor.

Inkjet Printers
Inkjet printers have become the personal business printer of choice, given their
low price, small size, crisp print quality, and the other traits we discussed in the
"Types of Printers" section above. Inkjet speed is typically rated in characters
per second, like dot-matrix printers, though Hewlett-Packard has started rating its high-end color printers, like the DeskJet 1200C/PS, in pages per
minute. But if you can afford a dot-matrix printer, you can definitely afford an
inkjet, as you' ll see below. Some people prefer the inkjets' output to that of
laser printers because the blacks are blacker-although ·the output is also less
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Adapting PC Printers
for the Mac
(RS)
You can use a PC printer with a Mac;
you just need a Macintosh driver and a
serial-to-parallel converter cable. The
best kit is GDT Softworks' PowerPrlnt
($ 149 list, $100 mail order). It includes
a serial-to-parallel converter, intended
for printers that only have a PC standard Centronix parallel port. The converter draws power from both the
printer and from your Mac ADP port,
no wall plug needed. The PowerPrint
software has print drivers for just about
every dot-matrix, inkjel, and laser
printer. The latest version of PowerPrint
has a built-in spooler, grayscale capability, color printer support, multiple
feeder trays, text rotation, scaling, multiple paper sizes, and so on.

crisp since the ink tends to bleed into the
paper (for more on this, see the "Laser and
Inkjet Paper" box below).
Keep in mind, though, that despite advances in ink formu lation, no printout from
an inkj et printer is as smearproof as prints
from a laser printer. If you print envelopes
with these printers, don't get caugh t in the
rain on your way to the post office! (If your
inkjet print absolutely must be smear resistan t, you can spray it with artists' fixative,
available from art supply stores, but this is
not an economjcal practice and overspraying will also cause it to smear.) Ifyou use a
fixative, make su1·e you 1/Se it in a wellventilated m·ea. Lost time I tried one, the room
smelled like overripe bananas for a couple of
weeks. It probably causes cance1·; too.-DD]

DeskWriter vs. StyleWriter II

QIULarry Pina/RS)

Hewlett-Packard's $400 DeskWriter and App le's $360 Style Writer IT are now
the most popular printers for personal and light business use. T hey're fairly
quiet and inexpensive, with print quality that rivals a laser printer's (at 300 dpi
for the D esk\tVriter and 360 dpi for the StyleWriter).
Since these aren't PostScript printers, neither can print PostScript text or
graphics without some help. For ways around this drawback, see the
"QuickDraw and PostScript Printing" section above. T he DeskWriter comes
with 35 TrueType outline fonts. T he StyleWriter comes with a total of 39
TrueType fonts, although if you use System 7, you alrea dy have most of them,
which you can use with either printer.
Both printers have spoolers to let you keep working whi le your files print in
the background. (If you have an older, nonspooling version of either printer's
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driver, see your dealer about getting a free update.) But using these spoolers involves a tradeoff: You get your desktop back sooner, but your pages will print
more slowly and might display more bandin g (thin white lin es through an entire line of print).
C hoosing between these two printers is tough , since both manufacturers have
continually released updated drivers that add features and increase speed. The
D eskWriter is easier to use on a network, since it's a true AppleTalk/LocalTalk
device that can be networked directly in the normal Mac way.

GOOD
FEATURE

T he StyleWriter, on the other h and , is simply a serial device that uses Apple's
G rayshare software to network in a backassward way. Grays hare allows the M ac
to which tl1e printer is attached to act as a server for the printer. Other Macs networked with tl1at Mac can access the printer attached to it. But the printer itself
is not part of the network; instead, it is dependent on its host Mac for access to
tl1e network. If that iVl ac is tmned o ff, the upshot is no printing for the rest of the
network. T his setup will also create a performance hit on the loca l/host Mac
because of the processing it must do to direct print jobs to the printer.

Inkjet Printer Ink Supplies

(B\tV/ RS)

P rinting witl1 inkjet ink costs more per page than with laser printer ton er. An
ink cartridge for Apple's StylevVri ter ll, for example, costs around $25 and
prints about 466 pages of text. T hat's more tl1an five cen ts a page, compared to
about two cents a page from a $90 LaserW riter printer cartridge. Printing high
volume or lots of high-ink- coverage graphics could empty a cartridge every tv,ro
or three days.
iVIail-order ink-cartridge pricing is typically about 20 percent less than list, not
nearly as dramatic as discounts on many ton er cartridges. T here are ways to cut
ink costs furtl1er, though, as we explain below.
Refilling inkjet cartridges (RS). You can save a lot of money by refilling your
printer's ink cartridges instead of buying new on es. M ost ca rtridges are good
for ten or more refills. J etFill and Am erican L1k J et Corp. sell syringelike
devices (the eponymic J etFill and the CompuJe t, respectively) that come with
smear-resistant black ink ($ 10) or co lored ink ($ 11), about $10 Jess tl1 an buying
a new D eskW riter or StyleWriter cartridge.
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If you want to save even more money, you can make your own refill kit. The
method described below is for the DeskWriter, but you can probably also use it
with the StyleWriter, even though it has a different type of ink reservoir.
All you need is a syringe and some ink. A medical syringe with a needle works
best; otherwise a hobby syringe (meant for model airplane glue) ·will do. Hobby
stores sell them for around $1.50.
For ink, I recommend Sheaffer Skrip (about $2 for two ounces; if you want
black ink, get the jet black). It's water soluble and smears more easily than HP's
ink, but it's a lot cheaper and shouldn't clog the print head as much. One bottle
will fill the cartridge about five times. (DeskWriter cartridges have a sponge in
them tl1at holds some black ink even after they're empty, so don't try to refill
tl1em with colored ink.) You might also want to try the ink that's available from
iVIacFriends. It's more eArpensive, but it's made expressly for inkjet printers.
To refill the cartridge, take it out of the printer (if the print head is clogged,
soak it in alcohol to clear it). Remove the plug that covers the filler hole on tl1e
side of the cartridge, and put 12 cc's of ink in the syringe. If your syringe isn't
graduated, measure the ink separately, or gradually fill the cartridge with small
amounts of ink.
Put the tip of the syringe over the hole in tl1e top of the cartridge. Seat it as well
as you can, and then inj ect the ink. You can expect some overflow from botl1
ends of the cartridge, so do this over a sink.
The manufacturers of inkjet printers haven't stood still for this, though. The
latest cartridges for the Desk\Nriter and the StyleWriter now have unremovable plugs. (I know; I've mangled several of them beyond recognition, but iliey
still refused to come out!) Fortunately, the inkjet refill kits include needles for
piercing iliese seals. Just keep tl1e filler from one of iliese kits and use it to refill
your cartridges with ink in tl1e future.
Remanufactured inkjet cartridges (B\iV). If refilling sounds too scary,
Cybersight sells fully guaranteed remanufactured inkjet cartridges. (They even
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guarantee your printer!) A Cybersight Renew cartridge for th e Apple
StylevVriter II, for example, costs only $14 ($13 if you buy a six-pack), or about
48 percent less than new. Cybersight also offers bulk rates for 20 or more cartridges of the same or different types, which can shave 50 percent off
Cybersight's own pricing.
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Don't let cartridges dry out (ND). Try to avoid opening a new ink cartridge if
you know you're not going to be using your printer for awhile-the ink may
dry up before you get a chance to use it. Standard D eskWriter cartridges normally print about 300 pages, but my friend Tom's newly opened cartridge languished for six months and then ran out of ink after only 50 pages. Take his
advice and change the ca rtridge afte'r your vacation.
Unclogging ink cartridges (ND). Sometimes ink clogs some of the fine holes
in inkjet print heads, so you see blank stripes in whatever you're printing. To
clear the holes, you can try using the Prime feature on the D eskWriter or
Style\iVriter, but that doesn't always work-and it shortens the life of the
cartridge.

Instead, try printing a heavily inked page one or more times. You can make a
suitable page to print by going into a graphics program, drawing a box that fills
a whole page, and filling it with black (or a dark pattern). It this fails, you can try
soalcing just the print head (not the whole cartridge) in some alcohol.
Prime mechanism upgrade (ND). Early D eskWriters have prime pumps that
can malfunction and create a messy ink spill inside the printer near the ink cartridge. These defective pumps sometimes make clogged print heads worse,
rather than fix.iJ1g them. HP offers a free upgrade kit to owners of D eskWriters
with serial numbers whose first four digits are lower than 2937.
Updating the driver of the StyleWriter I (RS). When Apple discontinued
the StyleWriter I and introduced the StyleWriter II, it unfortunately stopped
updating the driver for the StyleWriter I. T he StyleWr.iter II, which is virtually
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the same printer only with a slightly revised and faster print engine in a sleeker
case, kept getting faster and better at gr~yscale printing with each driver revision. A few inquisitive souls tried out the driver for the StyleWriter II on the
StyleWriter I and found that it worked, but tl1at certain features of the
StylevVriter II driver, such as the print head clearing command, would seriously
damage tl1eir StyleWriter I's.
Igor Livshits cured cross-driver problem with his freeware StyleWriter I+ Hack
(available from on-line services and user groups), which helps you remove dangerous features of the StyleWriter II driver. The StyleWriter II driver isn't free,
though, so you must buy a set of Apple's latest system software to get it legally.
A better solution is to get WonderPrint ($60) from Delta Tao Software. This
little extension gives you even faster printing and better grayscales than using
the StyleWriter II driver on a StyleWriter I.
DeskWriter drivers (LP/RS/ND). Early versions of the DeskWriter driver

didn't work well with System 7's memory features. If you tried to print with
virtual memory on, you'd get an alert that said, "Datacomm buffer overrunno DTR handshaking." If you had 32-bit addressing on, you'd get a system
error when you issued the Page Setup or Print commands. HP fixed these
problems in version 2.2 of the driver. Version 2.2 also made it possible to use
fonts like Sonata (for music notation) that use negative kerning to make characters overlap.
Recent versions of the DeskWriter driver increase printing speed, use better
dither patterns for printing grayscales, and include a spooler for background
printing. You can get the latest driver from user groups, on-line services, and
bulletin boards.
Networkable DeskWriters (Larry Pina). Ifyou're buying a used DeskWriter to

be shared by Macs on a network, make sure it's the newer model, HP22 79A,
which has a blue DeskWriter label. The original model, HP2278A (its
DeskWriter label is red), isn't networkable.
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Proofing on a StyleWriter (RS). If you want to proofread on a StyleWriter before printing on a laser printer, get the BetterW riters print driver from GDT
Softworks. This driver lets you scale the printout in 1 percent increments.
Setting the printout to 97 percen t approximates a laser printout, and it also lets
you use a StyleWriter with some applications that expect you to have a laser
prin ter. (This tip may work on any inkjet, but you may have to experiment.)

Laser Printers
Steve Jobs decided that Apple's first laser printer should also launch Adobe
System's PostScript page description language into the consumer sphere. The
first LaserWriter listed for over $6,000 in 1985, but people paid it. For graphi c
artists and publish ers, PostScript was probably tbe best reason for buying a iVIac
(and, o f course, Pagelv1aker).

Choosing a Laser Printer

(BVl! RS)

T he Macintosh laser printer market has expl oded, with more models on the
market than we could possibly describe here. Prices continue to free-fall, while
printing speed, resolution, and convenience have soared. Before we talk about a
few specific printers, we'll take an overview o f laser printer features and the
issues surrounding today's laser printer market.
PostScript clones (BW). Some printer manufacturers felt shut out of the
P ostScri pt printer market because of Adobe's initially stringent licensing poli cies. That, or they wished to add features (like resolution enhancement) that
Adobe's PostScript hardware/so ftware designs had failed to address. As a result
they developed or licensed P ostScript-compatible interpreters that performed
li ke Adobe's patented P ostScript. Over the yea rs they've gotten pretty reliable,
certainly for Level 1 PostScript.

vVh en a printer has th e price and fea tures you want, and it's a clone, don't hesita te to buy it unless th ere's a genui ne Adobe-li censed equivalent. lvlost of the
inexpensive, B-size (11- by 17-inch tabloid) laser printers on the market are
clon es, for exampl e, and we know many satisfi ed customers. The same holds
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The Engine

(B"W)

There are hundreds of laser printers on the market, but the print engines driving them are
made by only a few companies. Canon is the main supplier by far, with IBM/Lexmark,
Fuji/Xerox, Sharp, Ricoh, Minolta, and Kyocera playing catch-up. This situation maintains
healthy com petition and avoids dealers having to stock hundreds of different brands of
supplies and components.
For most prin ters, the toner reservoir, drum, and developer are incorporated into a single
cartridge that you can throw away or recycle wh en the toner's gone. Other engines, no tably
from Sharp, Kyocera, and Ricoh, have separately installed toner, developer, and drum units,
w hich you replace individually as they wear out. Going by the manufactu rer's replacement
ratings for these expendable parts, neither approach seems dramatically more economical.
Since printers that use the same engine are more alike than differen t, laser printers are often
classified by the type of engine they use. Here's a guide to t hose currently in common use.

Common Cartridges or Component Systems
Engine

Cartridg e /
compo nent name

Printers

Duty cycle In
pages at 5 perce nt
cove rage

Canon CX

EP cartridge

LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus

3,000

Canon SX

EP-S cartrid ge

LaserWriter II, liNT, llf, llg

4,500

Canon NX

lllsi cartridge

HP Laser]et lllsi

6,000

Canon LX

EP-L cartridge

Apple Personal
LaserWri ter NT, QMS 410

3,000

Canon EX

EP-E cartridge

HP Laserjet 4,
LaserWriter Pro 600, 630

6,000

Canon BX

EP-B cartridge

Xante 8100,
NewGen TurboPS 660B,
QMS 860

6,000

M inolta

Imaging Cartrid ge 2

NEC SilentWriter II 9 0

8,000

IBM 4019

4019 cartridge

IBM 4019 printers

5,600

Fuji/Xerox

EP ca rtridg e

Datap roducts LZR 1560

12,000

Sharp 9500

three-component

Sharp )X 9500,
Tl Microline

Sep arate ratings for
developer, toner,
and drum

Ricoh 4080

R4080 three-com ponen t

Ricoh 4080,
QM S 1500,
DEC Scriptprinter

Separate ratings for
developer, toner,
and drum

Ricoh

R6000 three-componen t

Ricoh 60 00,
IBM PagePrinter

Separate ratings for
developer, toner,
an d drum
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true for high-resolution (over-600-dpi) lasers. Companies like Laser.iVIaster,
NewGen, and Xante make it easy to upgrade the PostScript-compatible interpreter, and they generally stay on top of compatibility problems. Adobe-licensed
PostScript printers have had bugs, too!
Resolution and resolution enhancement (RS/BW). The new standard in
quality is the 600-dpi resolution provided by relatively inexpensive laser engines
like the Canon EX found in printers like the Apple LaservVriter Pro 630 and the
Hewlett-Packard Laser] et 4M. Once costing over $10,000, some 600-dpi printers are now less than $2,000, not much more than 300-dpi printers. Some even
threaten to break the $1,000 price point. You'll definitely notice the difference
between 300-dpi and 600-dpi printing. The jaggies almost disappear from text,
and it's even more dramatic when printing graphics and scanned-in photos.

GOOD
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Vendors such as Apple, LaserMaster, NewGen, Xante, and others sell printers
with controller circuitry that manipulates the laser beam to create a higher apparent resolution, beyond the 400 dpi or 600 dpi of a standard laser engine. For
comparative purposes, "enhanced" resolutions are hard to quantify because different vendors use different electronic techniques. One vendor's "800 by 800"
enhanced resolution may look as good as another's "1 ,000 by 1,000." If you're
looking for better text quality, start looking at l-IP's LaserJet 4 printers based on
the Canon EX engine, which combine true 600-by-600-clpi resolution with
l-IP's resolution enhancement technology, and compare it with higher-resolution models from Xante, LaserMaster, NewGen, and so on.
Resolution enhancement that improves text and graphics doesn't always
improve grayscale images, so vendors now provide additional grayscale
enhancement. Apple's PhotoGracl e grayscale enhancement, introduced with
LaserWriter llg, is quite good; in fact, it's better at 300 dpi than most grayscale
printing at 600 by 600. Other vendors have been upgrading their grayscale enhancements quicker than we can test them, so if grayscale's your game, check
out the current models.
Just remember that 1,200 dpi on a toner-based printer doesn't compare with
the sharpness of a 1,200-dpi photoimagesetter. T he laser-drum-toner process
produces a rather sloppy, nonuniform clot in comparison to the photo-chemical
process of imagesetters. Also, it's very important to test different toner density

GOOD
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settings on "enhanced-resolution" printers, since density, which tends to wander, can make a huge difference in print quality.
Speed (RSIB\iV). Laser printers' rated speeds range from about 4 pages per
minute to 40 and beyond. That speed indicates how fast the printer can push
through blank pages. But it doesn't account for th e time it takes to process the
page prior to printing-and for PostScript printers, that can be considerable.
Vendors are now incorporating fast RISC (Reduced Instruction Set Computer)
processing chips, which are optimized to execute one or more instructions per
computer clock cycle. Compare that to general-purpose processors like the
68000 series, which use several cycles to execute more complex instructions
that aren't easily optimized for printing. The faster RISC chips help printers
process pages for printing at a rate closer to the actual page-per-minute speed
of the printer engine-especially important for complex graphics and large
scanned images.
RAM QF/BW). PostScript printers need a lot of memory. They use almost a
megabyte to hold the image of a page before it's printed and nearly another
half-megabyte to do the calculations creating those page images. Any leftover
memory is used for storing fonts and for caching images of letters it has already
drawn, so it doesn't have to draw them from scratch again next time they're
needed. In a PostScript printer with 2MB of memory, less than 400K is available for font storage-enough for perhaps ten typical PostScript fonts (less for
the porkier 1rueType variety). If you use many fonts, your best bet is a printer
that has more than 2MB of RAM (for a letter-size printer). Adding a hard disk
to your printer is an expensive option, but it's popular mainly among graphic
arts and publishing pros.

\iVith enough RA?v1 to hold all the fonts and forms for a print job, your printer
won't waste time automatically downloading them during printing (see
"Automatic PostScript Font Downloading" in Chapter 14). Some printers will
also use additional R.Al\1 for double-buffering, wherein one page gets ready while
a previously processed page is fed to the print engine.
You can now add RAM to most printers, usually by installing RAM Sll.\lliVIs
(Single In-line Memory Modu les). There are several types of SI.MiYls on the
market, so check out which one your printer accepts before buying any.
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Network connections (BVV). Although LocalTalk has been the
standard connection for Mac
printers, Ethernet cabling typically moves print data at least four
times faster than LocalTalk, a big
advantage when printing bitmapped image files and other
large job files. That's why your
new laser printer purchases should
have an Ethernet interface built in
or provided as an option. Make
sure the printer's Ethernet interface handles AppleTalk protocols.
Some can also handle TCPIIP,
DECnet, or Novell Net:ware, if
you also want to let networked
Unix workstations, DEC \!axes, or
PCs, respectively, print directly to
cl1e printer. Some printers can
handle several protocols at once.
You can use LocalTalk-to-Ethernet bridges or routers to connect
LocalTalk-based printers to Ethernet networks, but if you do, you
lose the speed advantage of Ethernet. (For more on all cl1ese networking terms, see Chapter 23.)
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Emulation and Context
Switching

(B\N)

Many printer controllers can determine the
appropriate language interpreter, PostScript or
PCL, for example, for a given job coming over
a printer port. Simple context switchers
search the first part of a job for some known
PostScript codes, particularly the % 1 character
pair that's part of the PostScript header commonly placed on PostScript print jobs. If it
doesn't spot %! or other clues, it assumes the
job is PCL and switches to PCL emulation.
Trouble is, your printer may run out of paper in
the middle of a PostScript job, for example,
causing the job to "time out" while you reload.
When you resume, the printer doesn't recognize the PostScript codes from the middle of
the job and mistakenly switches to PCL. For
that reason, LaserMaster's Unity line of printers
maintains a special print buffer designed solely

BAD
FEATURE

to accept one byte of a job every few minutes
so that the printer doesn't time out and switch
context inappropriately.
QMS, which pioneered context switching,
takes an even more sophisticated approach.
Its ESP (Emulation Sensing Processor) goes
beyond checking for a few common PostScript codes and instead uses statistical analysis to determine the probability that the job is
PostScript. QMS maintains a database of PostScript jobs, especially those known to confound ESP. QMS periodically processes this
database into refined upgrades of ESP, which
have consequently " learned" to recognize
PostScript more reliably.

PCL support and automatic
port switching (BvV). Most laser
printers now sport LocalTalk,
Centronix parallel (common on PCs), and RS-2 32 serial ports, and a few include
Ethernet. In the old days you had to throw a switch or fiddle with some buttons
and sometimes even restart the printer in order to switch between ports. These

GOOD
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days, that's retro; many printers now automatically switch to whichever port has
a job coming in. Some can even automatically switch from a PostScript processing mode to a LaserJet PCL (Printer Control Language) mode (common on
PCs). Some, like QMS printers sporting their Crown architecture, can even
switch between PCL and PostScript without erasing downloaded PCL or
PostScript fonts.
Resident fonts (BvV). Most PostScript laser printers come with at least 13
built-in fonts, typically Times, Helvetica, and Courier (each in regular, bold,
italic, and bold italic weights), plus Symbol. Many come with 35 fonts, adding
Bookman, Avant Garde, Palatino, New Century Schoolbook, and Zapf Dingbats to the basic 13. A few come with more. T hese fonts are coded into ROM
(Read-Only Memory) chips inside the printer.

GOOD
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Some printers, like the LaserMaster U nity models, may include more than a
hundred fonts stored on a hard drive mounted inside the printer, which you can
add to or delete. Most Accel-a-vVriter printers from Xante have 512K of
flashROM (expandable to 1MB) to which you can download your own set of
fonts that are then stored as though they were built in.
Paper handling (BW). A heavily used shared printer should have at least one
paper tray holding at least 240 sheets (see the following box about paper-tray
options). Most of the faster (12-ppm to 20-ppm) printers on the market have
ample paper-handling options.

And consider paper size. Laser printers capable of printing tabloid-size (B-size)
pages were once beaucoup pricey: $15,000 and up. Now they start at around
$5,000, thanks to Canon's 600-dpi EX laser engine. Even if your final production is letter-size, you'll want a B-size printer if you need to show crop marks
and bleeds that extend off the page.
The Best Buys

(RS)

T here are so many brands of laser printers on the market now that it's hard to
know which is best for your needs. One surprising thing, though, is that the
same companies keep producing the best values over time. Apple, with its recent tactic of coming out with new models about every three mon-ths, often has
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Paper-Handling Enhancements
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(BW)

If you're constantly racing to add paper or feed an envelope to your shared laser printer, it's
time to consider some paper-handling options and upgrades.
First, see what your printer vendor offers. Apple's Personal LaserWriter LS and NTR, for example, came with only a 50-sheet multipurpose paper-input tray. But Apple still sells the
$100 Personal LaserWriter 250-sheet cassette base, wh ich adds another 250-sheet cassette
feed to the bottom of the printer. That feeder also accepts Apple's $75 Personal LaserWriter
envelope cassette or legal cassette, in addition to providing a second 250-sheet feed for
Personal LaserWriter NTs.
The LaserWriter Select accepts a $150 optional 250-sheet feeder, and a $300, 500-sheet
feeder. You can also get a 500-sheet feeder for the LaserWriter Pro models and an envelope
feeder holding 75 envelopes, both priced at $400.

~
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Third-party vendors also sell humongous paper feeders for many Mac-compatible laser
printers. Jet Tray 1500, from Genesis Technology, is a single-bin, 1,500-sheet feeder costing only $495. Its Model LCS 15-SX, for example, works with LaserWriter ll's, QMS
PS81 0/ 815's, and other SX-engine printers. The $495 Genesis .Jet Tray 250E fits 250
Commercial 10 envelopes.
If you common ly pri nt using a mix of papers and envelopes, consider a multibin sheet
feeder like one from BOT Products. With BOT's $3,300, six-bin feeder, for example, you can
load letterhead, second-page, plain bo nd, and legal papers, plus envelopes. Each paper bin
holds 220 sheets, and the envelope bin holds 50 envelopes. BOT also sells three-, four-, and
five-bin feeders. Macs connect to the printer as normal, wh ile the sheet feed connects to the
p rinter via its RS-232 serial port. BOT's LaserStation software initializes the printer's serial port
and lets people choose different bins from their Macs.

some of the most attractive printers available, at least until the third parties
catch up. But you often can't go wrong with models from Hewlett-Packard,
NEC, or Texas Instruments.
\iVe can't cover them all, but here are some recommendations.

A dirt-cheap PostScript-compatible printer (RS). The Star Micronics
LaserPrinter 4 StarScript isn't the best 300-dpi laser printer on the Mac market, nor the most compact (though it does have quite a small footprint). It's even
hard to find. But it is the cheapest PostScript-compatible laser printer cwTently
available for tl1e Mac. The brochures don't give a list price, but at press time it
was going for as little as $560 at local computer stores. For that you get a
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10-MHz RISC processor, Star's own PostScript emulator, 2MB of RAM, 35
resident fonts, and a four-page-per-minute print engine, in addition to Hewlett-Packard LaserJ et Up compatibility. Being a PostScript clone, it might not
suit a graphic arts professional (give it a try in the store), but I couldn't trip it up.

BARGAIN
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A good, cheap PostScript printer (RS).T he 300-dpi Texas Instrument microWriter PS23 is the heir apparent to Texas Instnunents' long-standing popular
bargain, the microLaser PS17. It has a list price of $800 and is often sold for well
below $700. It has a lot of nice features, including true Adobe PostScript Level
2 (not a clone), HP Lase!]et compatibility, and a 2 50-page feeder tray. Its 13.8by 14.8-inch footprint leaves plenty of work space on your desk.

T he microWriter PS23 actua lly uses light-emitting diodes (LEDs) instead of a
laser. T I claims they are more reliable and slaps a five-year warranty on the
print head to back it up. The printer's software even lets you switch between
paper trays or the envelope feeder within a single document, all from the Print
dialog box. T he PS2 3 comes with 21v1B of RAM, which you can upgrade to
4NIB . .i\llake sure you order the PS23; the plain microvVriter from Texas
Instruments isn'tMac-compati ble.
A 600-dpi bargain (RS).It's no secret that the popular Texas Instruments laser
printers are based on Sharp engines. Sharp now has its own line of Mac-compatible laser printers-hot values all. The 600-dpi Sharp J S-9460PS laser printer's 16-MHz RIS C processo r pumps a six-page-per-minute print engine, with
enhanced grayscale technology and the reliable P hoenixPage PostScript emulator. It's got the same small footprint as the Texas Instruments microW riter.
Sharp's SoftBand technology stretches its 2NlB ofRA.l\ 1. The SharpJS-9460PS
lists for $1,200, though it is heavily discounted by mail-order vendors such
as Mac.i\llall to as low as $800, making it limbo-lowest among the 600-dpi
PostScript crowd.
The best personal 600-dpi laser printer (RS). In the hotly contested 600dpi, light-duty laser printer class, Apple, Texas Instruments, and NEC have
wortl1y entri es. One high-value standout is tl1e $1,73 0 H ewlett-Packard
LaserJet 41\tlP. A four-page-per-minute engine and true Adobe PostScript
Level 2 interpreter are driven by a 20-Mhz RISC processor, using a caching
scheme to speed printing. T he printer comes with a whopping 6MB of RAM,
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upgradable to 22MB, 3 5 PostScript internal fonts, and a 2 50-sheet paper tray. It
has several energy-saving features, which can save you quite a bit on your electrical bill (most laser printers consume enough wattage to light a small home).
T he 41\llP consumes only about 5 watts per ho ur when in dormant mode and
15 watts per hour in powersave mode.
And let's not forget HP's resolution-enhancement technology (REt). As with
the other 600-dpi LaserJ et 4 models, the combination of 600-dpi resolution
and HP's REt produces breathtaking print quality you must see to believe.

Toner

If you've been paying close to list price for brand-new toner cartridges down at
the corner store, you can probably guess why we're offering a few smart buying
and conservation teclmigues. U se 'em and cut yom toner costs in half.
Adjusting toner density OF/RS/BV\1). If you print mainly text, you can crank
the print density way down on your laser printer. O nly at the very lowest setting
does type start to look pale, although large, solid areas of black will begin to suffer below a mid-range setting. T his can extend the life of your toner caru·idges
considerably.

vVorking Software makes a neat product called Toner Tuner ($25 list) that lets
you adjust the darkness of a print from the Print dialog box prior to printing.
It's not only more conveni ent than most utiliti es, but it's also a good option for
printers lacking toner-density adjustment. Toner Tuner works with any type of
printer, even inkjets.

If you're shopping for new printers, be aware that special hardware in HewlettPackard 's LaserJet 4ML and 4MP lets you select an "Econol\ll ode" that saves
toner by printing 50 percent fewer printer dots. Somewhat more refined than
Toner Tuner, EconoMod e prints solidly along the leading edge of text and
graphics, more lightly for the remainder. I tried this but found it unacceptably light,
even fo1' dmfts. H oweve1; the H P L am]et Utility offen a P1·int D ensity setting that
lets you choose bet'UJeen five density levels, and I've found the lightest one to be just
right.-DD]
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Getting the last drop QF). As your toner cartridge approaches the end of its
useful days, there are a couple of ways to extend its life.
HOT TIP

• When the "low toner" light comes on, open the printer, remove the cartridge, and give it a few brisk shakes from end to end to jog the remaining
toner around. Don't turn the cartridge upside down; just make motions like
you're sifting flour. You should be able to this a dozen times or more before
the "low toner" light refuses to turn itself off and the cartridge is really getting empty.

• If you're num.ing out of toner when stores are closed, you can use a can of
aerosol acrylic fixative from an art supply store (it's used for fixing pastel and
charcoal drawings) and spray any pages on which the image is becoming
faint. The spray dissolves and darkens the toner, resulting in richer blacks.
It'll do until you can buy more toner.
Discount toner cartridges (BVV). The Canon SX toner cartridge in your old
LaserWriter liNT prints about 4,000 text-based pages and lists for $130. At
100 pages per business day, that amounts to ·around $750 a year in toner.
Fortunately, without much effort you can get that figure down to around $300.

BARGAIN

First off, don't end up buying cartridges one at a time from corner retailers; buy
at discount stores, if you insist on new cartridges. My local Connecting Point
computer store, for example, charges $100 for a brand-new SX cartridge,
whereas OfficeMax office supply superstores sell it for $74. Mail-order SX cartridges cost around $85 each, down to about $80 if you buy a dozen, including
shipping.
Apple-brand cartridges are often more expensive than identical ones from
Hewlett-Packard or Canon, so buy the equivalent HP or Canon brands indicated in the chart below.

Hewlett-Packard Equivalents for LaserWriter Toner Cartridges
Printer

Cartridge Name

Printer Engine

HP Equivalent

LaserWriter, LaserWriter Plus

EP

Canon CX

Laserjet, Laserjet Plus

LaserWriter II, liNT, llf, llg

EP-S

Canon SX

Laserjet II, Laserjet Il l

Personal LaserWriters

EP-L

Canon LX

Laserjet li P, IIIP

LaserWriter Pro 600, Pro 630

EP-E

Canon EX

Laserjet 4
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Recycled toner cartridges (BvV). If you really want to save on toner, you
should consider recharged (refilled) or remanufactured cartridges. Recycled SX
cartridges, for example, price out at $40 to $70, instead of from $70 to $100way less than new, and better for the environment.

Not all reused cartridges are the same quality, however. Here's the rundown:
• Recharging. Recharging a cartridge means simply re filling an empty cartridge with fresh toner. Nothing is done about worn or damaged parts and, as
a consequence, print quality and reliability after recharging aren't usually
guaranteed. That's a bit dicey in our view. .. ..... , ... ., ·v· · . . . . . . · ............ ·

Before third-party manufactures began
providing replacement cartridge parts,
drill 'n' fill was the only game in town,
and a bit risky.
• Remanufacturing. Remanufacturing entails much more than refilling. The cartridge is disassembled, cleaned, and
inspected. vVorn parts, including the
imaging drum, are replaced as necessary.
As a result, remanufactured engines commonly come with guarantees. Even
H ewlett-Packard is remanufacturing SXengine cartridges, offering a $95 mail-in
replacement kit for its high-quality
Optiva 95R.

But how do you know exactly what you're
getting from a remanufacturer? Call and
ask. Do they have a clean, modem facility,
or are they operating out of a garage? Do
they replace worn drums witl1 new ones, or
do they simply polish or recondition them
by spraying on a photo-sensitive coating?
vVhat's the guarantee lifetime, six months,
or just 60 days?

Super Cartridges

(BW)

Some remanufactu rers, such as Code
and Black Diamond produce rebuilt
cartridges w ith superior long-life
drums and magnum loads of toner.
Code's PERMAJET Plus double-capacity cartridge has a long-life drum
and double the toner of orig inal cartridges, with a rated page yield (5 percent coverage) of 8,000 as compared
to the 4,000-page yield of original SX
cartridges. It sells for about $89
through mail-order firms like Richard
Young Products and others. Codo
rates another of its super SX cartridges, the Toner Tank, at 20,000
pages. It comes with a standard
4,000-page toner load, plus four additional refills, selling for about $250.
Either option works out to about a
penny per page.
Black Diamond conservatively rates its
Supercartridge at 12,000 pages. ISSI
Data Products, a corporate office supplier in Seattle, sells the Black Diamond
for $150 for a single unit (about a
penny a page), $130 each in volume.
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Quality varies on remanufactured cartridges, so test a brand out before ordering it in bulk.
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Disposing of toner cartridges (RS/BvV). Our best advice is: Don't throw out
toner cartridges, even if you buy only new cartridges. Many cartridge recyclers
will buy CX, SX, LX, NX, EX, and other cartridges. Apple not only has a cartridge recycling program, it'll donate one dollar to a conservation charity for
each empty cartridge you return.HP has my loyalty. New HP ca·rt:ridges come with
a prepaid UPS shipment label in the box. You just pack your old cartridge in the new
wrapper and box, slap on the sticke1; and hand it to a UPS driver.-DD]
Since not all used cartridges are in demand, you may have to throw one away.
Place the cartridge back in its shipping bag or another plastic bag (ZipLocks
are handy) and tie or tape it completely shut to prevent residual toner from
escapmg.
Some cartridges may be hot when they come out of the machine, so let them
cool down in the printer before removing.

WARNING

Loser Printer Tips

HOT TIP

Manual PostScript font downloading (JF). Manual downloading copies
fonts into the printer's memory so they stay there until the printer is turned off.
You manually download fonts with a special program, such as Apple's
LaservVriter Font Utility (included with the System) or Adobe's Downloader
(free with Adobe fonts). If your printer has a hard disk, these programs can copy
your fonts permanently onto it, where they'll stay until you erase them.
The benefit of manual downloading is that your pages print faster, because you
download the fonts just once (in the morning, say, when you start your printer),
not every time you print.

If you're going to print several times using the same fonts, you'll save time by
manually downloading them, even if you'll be using other fonts later in the day.
V\lhen you've finished using one set of fonts, restart your printer to clear its
memory; then download the next batch. The time it takes to manually download the fonts is paid back each time you print using those fonts by saving about
15 seconds per font used in each document.
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If you're stuck with a 2MB-or-less printer, your best strategy is to manually
download each day the handful of fonts you most commonly use (four to sLx
fonts for a 2.NIB printer, one to two for a 1.5MB model). This will leave enough
memory for printing most typical jobs (using tlu·ee fonts or fewer) using automatic downloading. If you're starved for printer memory, avoid Truel}rpe
fonts, which munch more RAM than PostScript fonts do.
Only in the most desperate circumstances should you select "Unlimited
Downloadable Fonts in a Document" in the Page Setup dialog box. This causes
tl1e .Nlac to download only a single font to tl1e printer, deleting it when anotl1er
font is called for. This means a 30-second delay for every typeface change, even
if it's only for italicizing a single word.
PostScript printer memory madness GF). Managing limited memory in a
PostScript printer can m ake you nuts. It's hard to know exactly how much
memory is available, because Apple's LaserWriter Font Utility cleverly won't
tell you tl1is vital information. For tl1at, you need Adobe's Downloader.
Avoid ghosting GF). If you're using your laser printer to make many copies of
a page, you may notice that you get a ghost image of one part of the page invading another part of the page, especially in large areas of solid black. You can
avoid this ghosting by cranking up the print density setting to near its maximum.
Cleaning out paper dust GF). A photographer's can of compressed air is useful for blowing away all tl1e paper "dandruff' tl1at accumulates inside your laser
printer.
Printing envelopes GF). To minimi ze paper jams when printing envelopes, use
your fingernail as a brayer to flatten out all the seams of tl1e envelope before
printing, particularly the edge of the envelope that first meets tl1e rollers.
Feeding single sheets on the LaserWriter II (ANIJK). T he L aser\Vriter II
and many other Canon-engine printers will pull a single sheet of paper from
the slot on tl1e top of the paper tray, whetl1er you tell it to or not. So if you're
working on a nonnet:worked Laser Writer II, all you have to do is put a sheet of
paper in the slot; you don't gain anything by clicking the Manual Feed button
in the Print dialog box.
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Try this on a shared network printer, though, and someone else's print job may
use the single sheet first. So click the Manual Feed button, and your Mac will
tell you to insert the sheet when the printer is ready for your job.
Protect cartridges from light (BvV). Even though toner cartridges look lighttight, they're not. Stuffing them back into their light-proof shipping bags will
prevent damage to the photo-electric drum inside. Once overexposed to light,
the cartridge may start showing one or more bands of overly light printing
across the page, caused by exposure lines on the drum. All you can do then is
send it in for remanufacturing.
Laser printer hang-ups (AN/RS). Laser printers sometimes get confused and
hung up (just like the rest of us). \Nhen this happens, restart the printer with
the LaserWriter Utility (or some similar program). If that doesn't help, restart
your Mac (with the Restart command on the Special menu).

If there's still a problem, turn both the Mac and the printer off and wait five
minutes before turning them back on (check all the cable connections while
they're both off). If that doesn't help, replace your printer drivers. If that doesn't
help, reinstall your system software as described in C hapter 3.
If it's still no-go, you may actually have a hardware problem.
Faster bitmap printing (AN/SAZJK). The LaservVriter driver gives you anumber of useful options in the Page Setup dialog box. One of these is Faster
Bitmap Printing, which preprocesses bit-mapped images before they're sent to
the LaserWriter. Apple states that "in rare cases, some documents may not
print with this option turned on," but we've never experienced that. If it happens to you, just turn the option off and try again.
Graphics smoothing (AN/SA/]K) . The Graphics Smoothing or Smoothing
Bitmap option in the LaserWriter Print dialog box reduces the jaggies on bitmapped graphics- for example, the stair-step effect around curves turns into a
slightly squiggly line. This option only works for Apple's LaserWriters, not for
other brands of PostScript printers. Some programs (like PageMaker) have
smoothing routines of their own that work on all PostScript printers.
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Better bitmaps (AN/SA/]K). Do the MacPaint images you placed in your docwnent show distracting crosshatch patterns when printed on your laser printer?
The Precision Bitmap Alignment option in the LaserWriter Page Setup dialog
box improves bit-mapped graphics by reducing the entire image on the page to
96 percent of its normal size. This gets around the incompatibility between the
72 dots per inch of the Mac's screen and the 300 dots per inch of a laser printer's
output (300 divided by 72 is 4.1666, but 96 percent of 300 is 288, into which 72
goes exactly 4 times).
There's a neat trick tl1at avoids having to reduce tl1e whole document-just enlarge the graphic to 104 percent of its original size (of course, this only works in
programs that give you that precision). But be aware that neitl1er this approach
nor Precision Bitmap Alignment will work if tl1e graphic has already been reduced or enlarged from its original size. PageMaker's ((magic stretch" feature
ensures that you scale bit maps to tl1e percentages compatible with your printer's resolution.
Labels and envelopes for laser printers (AN/SNDD). Unless it's made especially for laser printers or copiers, don't print on any material that contains
glue. The heat in tl1e printer can cause labels to peel off inside the printer and
can seal envelopes. If you've got to print envelopes in your printer (of course
you do), just make sure to be waiting at the output end, to peel tl1em open before they seal permanently.
Avety makes labels specifically designed for laser printers. Because a special adhesive is used, the labels don 't peel off when subjected to the high heat inside
the printer. We've used them at the office and haven't had any problems with
jamming. They come in three sizes: 1 inch by 2 Ys inch (product codes 5160 and
5260), 1 inch by 4 inch (product codes 5161 and 5261) and 1 ~ inch by 4 inch
(product codes 5162 and 5262) and are available at most office supply stores.
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Dot-Matrix Impact Printers
No, we're not talking visual impact here, but the impact of steel on paper used
by dot-matrix impact printers. As we mentioned previously, the print quality,
low price, and relative speed and silence of inkjet printers leave only one reason
for buying an impact printer: printing multiple forms.

Choosing an Impact Printer

(BW/RS)

In printing multiple form, checks, and so on, most people aren't splitting hairs
about priilt quality (resolution). Speed, price, and Macintosh compatibility are
the relevant issues.
Resolution. Dot-matrix print resolution is determined by the number of pins
in the print head. Apple's 9-pin ImageWriter II dot-matrix printer prints text
at 72 dpi, although at Best quality the pins overstrike to generate 160 dpi across
and 144 down. This mode of printing is lmown generically as "near-letterquality," or NLQ, a feature of most dot-matrix impact printers. Dot-matrix
printers sporting 24-pin print heads achieve over 300 dpi, but since the dots
are larger than inkjet or laser dots, print quality isn't as fine. Apple also used to
make a 27-pin version of the ImageWriter, the ImageYVriter LQ, for "letterquality." The LQ had a lot of problems and has been discontinued.
Speed. Dot-matrix printers are rated in "characters per second," or cps. The
ImageWriter II is rated at 250 cps, although that's only in draft mode. At Best
mode it prints less than half that fast. This holds true for most models sporting
a "near-letter-quality" mode.
Compatibility. Nlost dot-matrix printers on the market aren't compatible with
the Macintosh. Mac-compatible dot-matrix printers imitate the 9-pin ImageWriter II and use Apple's ImageWriter driver. At this writing we don't lmow of
any Mac-compatible 24-pin dot-matrix currently being sold.
Price. There are lots of nine-pin dot-matrix printers on tl1e market selling for
less than $200. Trouble is, tl1ey're not Mac-compatible. Factor in tl1e cost and
hassle of a conversion kit like GDT's PowerPrint described in "Adapting PC
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Printers for the Mac" on page 826, and you may feel like spending a little more
for a compatible model.

Your Choices

(BW/RS)

Stores still sell Image Writer II's for about $450, but some nice ImageWritercompatible printers are also around. Seikosha's nine-pin, 150-cps SP-2400AP
lists for $400 (only $250 from MacWarehouse). The wide-carriage SP-2415AP
lists for $570. GCC's Writelmpact nine-pin, 192-cps dot-matrix is a bit pricey,
though somewhat faster, listing at $600.
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Color Printers
L1 the "Types ofPrinters" section above we covered the basic technologies em-

ployed in color printers. Now we're going to name some names as we offer up
some good deals and further buying considerations.

Color Inkjet
For low-cost color printing, color inkjet is the way to go. It provides 300-dpi
resolution on plain paper, for street prices as low as about $500.
Hewlett-Packard DeskWriter C (RS/BW). Hewlett-Packard pretty much has

the low-cost (read: under $1,000) color printer market to itself. The $500
DeskWriter Cis basically a black-and-white printer, but you can swap out the
black ink cartridge for a three-color cartridge. However, because there's no
black ink in the color cartridge, black areas are printed using a composite black
made by overprinting all the colors. Trouble is, the resulting black is really
more of a greenish dark gray. This is especially rough on text, although you can
set the printer to pause bet\veen text and graphics so you can pop in the black or
color cartridge. If this sounds lmacceptable, you'll need to pay more for a color
inkjet that includes true black ink in its color array. See the description of the
HP550C, below.
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Hewlett Packard DeskWriter 550C (RS). The HP DeskWriter 550C is much

improved over the DeskWriter C. In fact, it may be HP's best value in a color
printer. It doesn't require any cartridge-swapping in order to print color, and it
will print true blacks, for text, since it accommodates two ink cartridges-one
for black ink and a second that contains cyan, magenta, and yellow inks.
There's one drawback, though: The SSOC uses the color cartridge exclusively
to produce al l the colors in a graphic, including black (with mediocre results, as
with the DeskWriter C). Fortw1ately, if a page contains teA.'t and graphics, the
SSOC automatically switches to the true-black ink to print the text.

~
(fJ)
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Notwithstanding the above, the HP 5SOC is one hell of a buy, with a list price
of only $600. This printer is especially nice for doing business graphics like
charts and graphs and the odd flyer that has colorized fonts . It's even good for
proofing color output before taking the final product to a service bureau. Of
course, it isn't fast, being both a QuickDraw printer and an inkjet, with the
complex computation necessary to interpolate color, but at this price you can
afford to wait.
At press time, HP had just introduced the $720 DeskWriter 560C, sporting
600- by 300-dpi black printing, using a superior formulation of black ink in addition to a three-color cartridge like that of the SSOC. Color control has been
further automated with ColorSmart drivers (compatible with Apple's ColorSync) that adjust color on the fly to get the best color out of the different text,
graphics, and image portions of a single page. ColorSmart drivers are also available at no charge for the DeskWriter 500C and 5SOC.
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Canon BJC-600 and 820 (RS). The Canon BJC-600 is a four-color, 360-dpi

inkjet printer that lists for $720 and has a street price of well under $500. Its
color and resolution are excellent.
vVhat's the catch? The B]C-600 is not a Macintosh-compatible printer. But with
the addition of a GDT PowerPrint package (see the box on page 826), it will
work perfectly with your Mac. In fact, this is more or less what Apple did to
come up with the stillborn Apple Color Printer, based on the wide-carriage
Canon BJC-820. You can have the equivalent package (minus the option to use
extra-wide paper) for around $1,000 less with the BJC-600/PowerPrint
combination.
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Acmally, for some reason, the BJC-600 has much superior output quality compared to the BJC-820 or the Apple Color Printer. This wouldn't seem to make
sense, since they are basically the same technology from the same company, but
there it is.
Apple Color StyleWriter Pro (B\tV). Perhaps for that reason, as we went to
press Apple announced a $630 Color StyleWriter Pro based on the Canon
BJC-600 engine. Like the StyleWriter, the Color StyleWriter Pro uses Grayshare to share the printer over an AppleTalk netw·ork. Unlike the HewlettPackard 550C, the Canon engine doesn't have problems with the black ink
reacting with the color ink since it uses individual cartridges (which you can replace separately).
Good, but more-expensive, inkjets (RS). HP's hot new $2,400 PostScript
DeskWriter 1200C/PS has an advanced 104-nozzle print head that puts it at
the head of the color inkjet pack for both color graphics and text, with a speed
and low cost per page that are clearly tempting.

If you need to print tabloid, 11- by 17 -inch pages, there are a couple of other
PostScript color inkjets we like: the HP PaintJet XL300 ($4,000 list) and the
Lexmark!IBM Color Jetprinter PS 4079 ($3,200). The XL300 may nudge the
Jetprinter slightly in terms of color quality, and it's got Adobe PostScript Level
2 compared to the Phoenix Level 1 clone used in the J etprinter. But it's also
ratl1er large, heavy, and noisy in comparison to the cheaper, sleeker, lighter
Jetprinter. TheJetprinter controller actually stores its interpreter code in aremovable ROM SIMlv1, making for easy controller upgrades. In fact, a recent
upgrade seemed to boost both speed and color balance.

Thermal Wax
Until recently, the cheapest thermal-wax printers were priced in the $3,000 to
$4,000 range-too high for many small businesses and certainly out of the
question for home use. This has changed in a big way, as you'll see below.
A great thermal-wax printer (RS).Tektronix's Phaser 200e (list price $2,000)
is top quality, the first thermal-wax printer (a long with the Phaser 220i) to
achieve 600- by-300-dpi resolution. It has a 16-MHz RISC processor, PostScript Level 2, 4MB of RAM, and 17 resident fonts. And it's fast compared to
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Laser and Inkjet Paper

(BWIANIRS)

Printer vendors naturally recommend paper and other media that show off print quality to
best effect. Trouble is, top-quality paper doesn't come at everyday prices. We'll explain a few
things about laser and inkjet paper and show you how to find good paper that won't break
your budget.

Laser printer paper
Since laser printers work similarly to photocopiers, it's no surprise that they use the same
kind of paper-often labeled as "xerographic."
Laser printer vendors recommend the more expensive brands of 24-pound laser/copier papers that are smoother, whiter, and more opaque than cheaper brands. QMS, for example,
recommends premium laser bonds like Hammermlll Laser Plus, or Weyerhaeuser First
Choice ($13 .50 and $8 per ream, respectively, from Paper Direct mail order). But frankly,
we can rarely bring ourselves to pay that much. You'll usually find us lined up at office supply discount stores buying 20-pound bond for $19 a case ( 10 reams). It's amazing what
you'll find, so buy a lot when you find it.

Recycled laser paper
Recycled 20-pound laser/copier paper has also gotten pretty cheap. Local stationers typically
sell Weyerhaeuser's Recycled Laser Copy for $4 a ream. You can get it for as low as $27
a case at paper-supply retailers. Weyerhaeuser Recycled is 50 percent waste paper, including
25 percent postconsumer waste. "Postconsumer" is key here, referring to the paper we drag
to the curbside instead of throwing away. By EPA standards a paper stock can be labeled
"Recycled" if it contains 50 percent recycled paper with 10 percent postconsumer waste.
But the most environmentally correct recycled papers are t hose like Unity DP, a European
paper that's 100 percent recycled with at least 50 percent postconsumer magazine and
newspaper waste. Another big point: It's made without use of chemical bleaches. This reduces cost and water pollution levels but produces a grayer-looking paper-an attractive,
natural appearance, we think. It's priced around $3.50 a ream. Hammermill also produces
a Unity DP entirely from de-inked newspapers and magazines.

Color Inkjet paper
If you look closely at any inkjet printer's output, you'll notice that the ink spreads a bit into
the fibers of the paper, creating a fuzzy edge around everything. Absorbency is the key factor in choosing paper: the less, the better.
In general, color inkjets tend to look better on special coated papers because the ink stays
at the surface. On uncoated papers the color inks sink into the paper, leaving the surface
slightly uncovered and producing a low-saturated, washed-out look. Also, different colors
sink in differently, causing color shifts.

••
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HP color Deskjets, for example, look terrific on HP's LX JetSeries Glossy stock-colors are
vibrant and accurate (it's more of a plastic than a paper). We can't quite swallow the buck-apage price, though: $60 for 50 sheets! (We've seen it mail order for $48.) Randy's found
something cheaper and equally good if not better: Super Color Ink Jet Paper from Micro
Format, at $19 for 150 pages. Randy turns his printer's ink output way down, since this
paper really keeps the ink from sinking in and from spreading.
Cheaper alternatives compromise quality. Bob hasn't found a good alternative to IBM's
coated stock for his Lexmark jetprinter, although Hammermill's Laser Plus and Strathmore's
Legacy aren't bad for preliminary prints.

B&W Inkjet paper
For black-and-white inkjet, on the other hand, Canon and others recommend an uncoated
ultra-white, 25 percent cotton paper like Crane's Crest fluorescent white (typically $12 for
100 sheets). The ink contrast against the white looks good and the fiber structure minimizes
ink spread. (It's OK for the ink to sink in rather than spread out.)
With some experimentation you can find good, two-sheets-for-a-penny alternatives for B&W
inkjets, since many bargain bonds work well. It's hard to guess wh ich, though, since many
national brands are manufactured at different mills using different formulations.
Black-and-white text may actually look worse on coated paper since the ink spreads more
than it does on uncoated paper. For example, on Bob's Lexmark jetprinter, colors look best
using the IBM coated stock, but black text looks sharper on 25 percent cotton bonds and
even cheapo laser bond.

other color printers, about two pages per minute. Plus, it prints on plain paper,
using Tektronix's ColorCoat option, and it handles transparencies with ease.
Prints from the Phaser 200e are sharp; the blacks are deep black and small lines
are rendered crisply. Like other thermal-wax printers, shading and various
color tones are dithered or halftoned, not photo-realistic. It's good for technical
illustration, design comps, and advertisements, though disappointing when
printing scanned-in photographs. Tektronix backs its printers with on-site service and toll-free technical support.
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The cheapest thermal-wax printer for the Mac (RS). Fargo Electronics
manufactures a small thermal-wax color printer that's sold under several different brand names. Fargo sells it as the Primera Color Printer for only $1,000
list. It's also sold as the NU Design Color Printer by DTP Direct for the same
price. Both also require a $250 Macintosh interface kit. Though the resolution
on these printers is only 203 dpi, the output is distinguishable from that of
300-dpi thermal-wax: printers only when compared side by side.

Dye Sublimation
There are two classes of dye-sublimation printers on the market: those designed primarily for rendering retouched photos and computer-generated art,
and those designed primarily for proofing pages containing continuous-tone
images, type, and graphics.
Photo only (BvV). The venerable Kodak XL7700 and newer XLT7720
($25,000) and the Sony UP-07000 ($9,000) are three examples of dye subs favored by photographers and computer artists. Resolution is typically 150 to 200
dpi (203 dpi for the Kodaks, 163 dpi for the UP-D7000). They lack built-in
PostScript interpreters and LocalTalk interfaces, using SCSI or GPIB connections instead. The accent is on high-quality media and color balance, so they're
typically used to get a photo-quality proof of an edited color photo or computer-rendered scene, or a hard-copy version of a computer video presentation
or multimedia display, rather than for full -PostScript publications.
Proofing (BVV). For the document-proofing market, dye-sublimation printers
like the Tektronix Phaser ITSD, GCC ColorTone, or RasterOps CorrectPrint
300 sport built-in PostScript processing, 300-dpi resolution, and typical Mac
interfaces like LocalTalk, in addition to SCSI. The higher dpi rating makes for
better text and possibly a crisper image in a few cases.

PostScript is important if you're going with imagesetter color separations as
your final production process.With type and graphics as well as scanned photos
supported by PostScript, this type of printer is also very good for camping
package design and color point-of-sale displays that employ all three elements.
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A dye-sublimation bargain (RS). Would you believe dye-sublimation printing
for less than $1,300? For $250 you can upgrade the Fargo Primera Color
Printer (discussed under "Thermal vVax," above) to be a true dye-sublimation
printer. DTP Direct sells the NU Design with upgrade for only $ 1,200, and the
dye-sublimation output of these printers is beautiful.

BARGAI N

The only drawback (and there has to be one at this price) is that prints lack the
brightness you'll see in more expensive dye-sublimation printers like the Kodak
XLT7720. This is probably because these Fargo printers use a composite black
in dye-sublimation mode. But at this price it's forgivable. If you are considering
a color printer, it is highly recommended that you call one of the two companies mentioned above that sell this printer and ask them to send you a sample of
both the thermal-wax output and the dye-sub limation output.

Color Printing Tips
Glossy blacks from thermal wax (B\ V) . Sometimes the straight black from a
thermal-wax transfer printer may have a matte texture or tiny gaps in coverage.
You can get a glossier, more soUd looking black by specifying 100 percent of
cyan, magenta, and yellow, in addition to black (provided your software lets you
specify colors that way).
Single-ink text (BW). \iVhen you're printing color text in small point sizes,
you're better off using a single color ink: cya n, magenta, or yellow. Most other
colors use a halftone or dither pattern made of different-color ink dots, which
makes small type look unacceptably coarse.
Monochrome proofs (BW). This may sound obvious, but use a monochrome
printer to proof th e basic text and graphic layout of your color documents. The
cost per page is invariably cheaper than tha t of a color printout, and you'll spot
a lot of errors that don't relate to color.
Keep track of good colors (BW). Because of peculiarities in ink formulations
or color dithering and halftone techniques, some colors and shades simply look
better than others on a given printer. If a specified color just doesn't come off
well, experiment with slightly different values. vVhen you find one that works,
record its color specs so that you can re-create it, or save a sample of the color
in a document to retrieve later.
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Special-Purpose Printers
Beyond the mainstream you'll find some interesting breeds of printer, designed
for special tasks and circumstances. Check 'em out.

Label and Address Printing

(Karen Faria/]K/BW)

CoStar's AddressWriter sells for around $300 mail order, and for that you get
an eight-pin printer designed specifically for printing addresses directly onto
envelopes or postcards (or, with an optional $75 attachment, labels). It's compatible with Macs and PCs, and a $200 LocalTalk upgrade lets you share it on a
Mac network.
Its bundled so ftware stores up to 1,600 addresses, and the addresses can even
include PICT graphics. It also generates and prints a postal bar code for each
address. The bar code not only speeds up delivery of your mail, but it can also
save you up to 20 percent on bu lk mailings.
For quick, quiet label printing, CoStar makes tl1e LabelWriter TI and LabelWriter II Plus thermal-fusion printers, available mail order for around $185
and $240, respectively. The ll prints standard 1Ys-inch-wide shipping labels,
while the ll Plus prints wider, 21.;-inch labels for shipping, floppy disks, video
cassettes, and so on.

Bob, you'd spend money on these? Word and WonlPe1fect have good templates for standard labels. Plus there crre great utilities like DynoPage and DynoDex for easy label
p1"inting 011 any printe1: TouchBase also includes excellent templates fo.,.- labels. I pe1-sonally recommend the shm-eware package Easy Envelopes by Andrew Welch for
doing envelopes with bar codes. It~ dead easy to use, and cheap.-RS] Randy, anyone
who does a variety of co1nspondence 01' fulfillment during the day 7Vants push-button
labeling. I use templates and addnrsing utilities myself, and I still end up fiddling with
the damn things instead of getting work done. I only send t:"t.Vo 01' three letters a day,
otherwise I'd blow my next 1·oynlty check on nn Addn'iTW'rite1~-B WJ
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(RS/]K)

If you'd like to print a report from your PowerBook while airborne over the
Rockies, you'll want a lightweight, compact, battery-powered printer. Even if
you don't need battery power, these small prin ters are perfect for those accidenta l tourists traveling ligh t. There are two types: inkjet and thermal fusion, both
equally quiet.

rn1
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Two portable inkjets (RS/]K). Apple's Portable StyleW riter, at $440, is quite
slick, alth ough it's simply a Canon Bubble Jet portable printer using a GDT
driver and a serial-to-parallel converter. You can get the same printer, without
the li ttle Apple logo, for much less money, as you'll see.

T he Canon BubbleJet BJlOex, the Canon BJ-5, the Star lvlicronics StarJet
SJ-48, and the Brother HJ-lOOi are essentially the same inkjet printer sold
under different names and model numbers. T hey're also the same printer as the
360-dpi Apple Portable StyleWriter, except they're PC-only. Add a GDT
PowerPrint package, and they become well-priced Mac-compatibles. At less
than five pounds, they fold up into notebook size (a bout 12 inches by 8 Yz inches
by 2 inches), use plain paper, and are unusually quiet (a bout 45 dB). All of these
Canon-based portable printers list for $500 and commonly sell for a lot less
(often for less than $200). Add about $50 if you want the optional rechargeable
battery.
Another popular inkjet portable printer is the Hewlett-Packard DeskWriter
310. Unfortru1ately it is more expensive than the above portable inkjets (list
$3 80, battery not included), though sma ller (12 inches by 5 ~ inches by 2 Yz
inches). You can upgrade it to print in color, however. (Unfortunately, like the
DeskWriter Cit will only print composite blacks in color mode.)
Thermal-fusion portables (RS). The $400 Citizen Notebook Printer II uses
thennal fusion, bonding a wa..\.'Y ink to the paper. The wa.A'Y ink doesn't spread on
the page like that of inkjets, giving its 360 dpi an impressive laserlike crispness
(i f you use the higher-quality ribbon).

T he $1,000 lvlannesmann Tally MobileWriterPS is decidedly more expensive
and less portable than the rest, but it provides Adobe PostScript, six-page-perminute printing, and print quality indistinguishable from a desktop laser
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printer. At eight pounds it's about the sam e size and shape as a PowerBook, has
a built-in 80-sheet paper feeder, and its battery and one ribbon are good for
about 150 pages. This printer can double as both your desktop business printer
and a portable. At $15 per ribbon, though, you're paying about ten cents per
page, compared to two cents per page or less for toner-based laser printers. Nor
does it print as well as laser printers on cheaper bond paper.

Using Service Bureaus
When you need better-quality printing than you're equipped to handle, you
can often get the job done at a service bureau. M ost service bureaus offer laser
printing, dye-sub, and large-format color printin g as well as high-resolution
(1,200 to 3,600 dpi) imagesetter output to fi lm or paper. Some offer do-it-yourself access to their equipment, while others ask yo u to drop off your files for
processmg.

Before You Deliver Your Files

(BW)

Getting files printed at a service bureau isn't quite as casual as dropping off your
laundry. You've got to make sure that the service bureau has the fil es it needs,
that it has the fon ts and softwa re you need, and that everyone is clear on what to
expect. H ere are some guidelines and tips.
Setting up your files. When you deliver your fil es to a service bureau, make
sure to include not only the document files, but also any graphics files included
in the documents.
Fonts and software. Services bureaus usually have the major applications installed-PagelVIaker, QuarkXPress, Photoshop, and so on- with which to load
and print your documents. T he service bureau also needs to have the fonts you
used in your document. The assmnption is, of course, that they, too, own those
fonts. If they don't, you're fa ced with a moral dilemma. You'd be violating your
license agreement to copy a font for your service bureau to use, but circumstances often force people to do it.
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Always let the service know the exact font name, version number, and vendor of
the fonts you've used. It's a good idea to include a suitcase o f the screen fontscritical if you're using any custom kerning-pair adjustments.

If a service bureau you want to use doesn't have the fonts and software you
need, there is a way around it: Print your file to disk as described below.

A
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Filling out the form. U nless you're renting the equipment by the hour and

doing the output yollrself, most service bureaus require you to fill out a form
that describes the fi les you are supplying and the type of output you want.

If you're asking for fi lm, confirm how your print shop wants it-film positive or
negative, right-reading emulsion up or down-and make sure the service
bureau knows what that means.
And one more thing: If a service bureau has more than one type of laser printer
and/or imagesetter, make sure you know the rate for the one you want to use.
Rates may be higher for higher-resolution imagesetting, fi lm, complex (longrunning) jobs, and faster turnaround, among other things. So ask, don't
presume.

Printing to PostScript Files

(SA/}K/L arry Pina/AN/B\V)

You can turn any Mac document into a PostScript text file that can then be
printed on any PostScript device without using the application that originally
created the docum ent. Since the PostScript file can include font, graphic, and
image fi le data, this process saves you from having to provide all those files
separately-a nice tidy package, though possibly a huge one.
Generating a PostScript file in version 7.0 o r later of the LaserWriter driver is
easy. Just open the document and choose Print from the File menu. In the Print
dialog box, click the PostScript File button (the F ile button in the Destination
options for version 8.0 of the Apple and Adobe drivers). The Print button becomes a Save button. C lick on it and you'll get a dialog box that asks you where
you want to put the fi le and what you want to ca ll it.
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Version 8 of the Apple and Adobe drivers give you additional options:
• You can choose to capture the job as a PostScript print job or as an EPS file
with standard bit-mapped, scalable PICT, or no preview image.
• You can select between PostScript Level 1 or Level 2 compatibility.
• You can elect to include or not include fonts, or to simply exclude the basic
13 fonts built into most PostScript printers.
• You can choose between ASCII and the more compact binaty-encoded
PostScript formats.
With earlier versions of the LaservVriter driver, there was no PostScript File
button to click; instead, you had to click the OK button and press lo:M:)[Ij within
about a second. (If you didn't press lox][I) fast enough, the docum ent would
print rather than be saved as a PostScript file.)
The PostScript file created by either of these methods can be opened (and altered, if you're a PostScript programmer) in any word processor. To print it,
you don't open it and then choose Print; that will just give you a printout of all
the PostScript commands in the file. Instead, you download the PostScript file to
the printer the same way you do fonts, with the LaserWriter Font Utility or a
similar progran1.

Service Bureau Tips

HOT TIP

Proof your pages on a laser printer before getting high-resolution
output (B\i\1). Remember, you're spending $7 to $ 15 or more for each page of
image-set paper or film. It's always worth it to get a laser proof, and check it
carefully, before you send your files for fina l output.
Set up the page for PostScript output (BW). On your own ma chjne, open
the Chooser and select the LaserWriter icon (or whatever printer driver icon
corresponds to the laser printer you'll use). Select Page Setup from the File
menu, make any changes you want (or no changes), and click OK. Now go
through your document to make sure it still looks right. Remember that different printers use different margins from the LaserWriter, and there are other incompatibilities, so you may need to make some changes.
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Lock your floppies (B\V). Service bureaus are notorious sources of viruses.
Make sure your djsks are locked when you deliver them to avoid any accidenta l
contamination.
Optimize the document (David Van Ness/]K/AN/Dale Coleman). To keep the file
size down, delete any extraneous art from the pasteboard margins. Simjlarly,
check illustrations for undefined colors or unnecessary placed art by choosing
the Select All command, IShitt)-clicking to deselect everything you recognize and
then investigating any remaining objects.
Ask for help with trapping (David Van Ness/]K/A.J.'-J'/Dale Coleman/DD). If your
job has color separations, find out from the company that's going to print the job
how much color trapping it needs (that's making darker colors overprint lighter
colors by a certain distance, to avoid unsightly gaps where they meet). It sounds
easy, but it's really complicated; if you don't know what you're doing, ask for
help.
Avoid the lmagesetter RIP killers (BW). PostScript imagesetters have a far
tougher job than laser printers given their rugher resolution, and consequently
they work differently inside. What's hard for a PostScript printer to swallow
will likely choke an imagesetter's raster image processor. Be kind, in the followmg ways:

• Don't embed one EPS file within another if you can avoid it, especially when
there's a font specified within. The font spec can get lost or the resulting
PostScript code may get too convoluted to process.
• Don't drastically scale down a large scanned image to obtain a thumbnail
size. Resample the image to the proper pixel resolution.
• Beware of complex PICT graphics. PICT is a notoriously ambiguous fil e
format and its PostScript processing has caused many tears.
• Avoid long paths and excessively large, complex masks. T he calculations involved may simply overwhelm the processor. Break complex curves into simpler ones and/or remove unnecessary control points. Use several simpler
masks instead of one complex one.
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Avoid scaling and rotating complex EPS graphics in yom page layout
program. Doing so can lengthen print time or choke the imagesetter processor. Do the required scaling or rotating in your graphics program, and then
reimport it into your layout.

Getting negative, right-reading film (AN/SA/]K). If you need to adjust a
PostScript printout to conform to a print shop's requirement of right-reading
film with emulsion up, or down, and so on, clicking on the Options button in
the Print djalog box gives you several relevant choices. (A dog of indeterminate
breed-with a very thick tail-demonstrates the effect of each option as you select it, though a lowercase n does it on Adobe's PSPrinter driver.) For example,
you can flip the entire image on the page vertically or horizontally, and also "invert" a printout, changing whites to blacks and blacks to whites to create a negative linage.
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Telecommunications
TELECOMMUNICATIONS-the transfer of information between computers
over telephone lines-take you and your Mac beyond the confines of your
desktop and your office. Just plug in a modem, fire up some communjcations
software, and you're headed onto the information superhighway.
The n·affic regulations and road signs may be confusing at first, but with a little
patience you'll be on your way. Whatever your destination- be it a colleague's
computer or the global Internet, a local bulletin board or a national on-line service, or maybe just tl1e office network-odds are you'll soon find your Mac and
modem an indispensa ble way to keep in touch. Before long you could be chatting fami liarly witl1 electronic friends you've never seen, trading messages and
files with associates around the world, getting answers to your computer questions (and maybe even offering a few tips to others), and decking out yow- Mac
witl1 the latest free and shareware software.
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Chapter 22: Telecommunications

All About Modems
To telecommunicate, you need a modem ("MOE-dem"), a small piece of hardware that lets you hook up your computer to a phone line and u·ansmit and receive data. The name is short for modulator-demodulator. On the sending end, a
modem translates (modulates) digital information from your computer into
sow1ds, which then travel over telephone wires; the modem on the receiving
end translates (demodulates) the sow1ds back into digital data.
iVIodems can be either external or internal (installed in expansion slots insid e
your Mac). Internal modems are the norm among PowerBook users because
that way you don't have to carry around another device when you're on the
road . They are common on PCs too, but on desktop M acs they are extremely
rare. Unless you have some special space constraints, go with the crowd.
(There's more on buying modems below.)
A modem won't do anything until it receives instructions from software running on your Mac. Virtually all modern modems are Hayes-compatible. T hat
means they are built to obey the Hayes command set, a modem-control language
originally developed by Hayes Microcomputer Products, one of the pioneering
manufacturers of modems for microcomputers. (It's also called the AT command
set, since Hayes used AT at the beginning of each command as a signa l to the
modem to pay ATtention.)

The Killer Vs

(I-IN)

The Hayes comman ds are the standard for how computers talk to modems, but
we also need sta ndards for how modems talk to each other. For that reason the
manufacturers of modems and the chip sets they use spend vast amounts of time
hashing out standards, both among themselves and through an international
organization now called the ITU- Tor JTU-TSS, for Internati onal Telecommunications Union-Telecommunications Standards Sector. (You may sti ll see
this body referred to as CCJ7T, after its old French name, which was trans lated
as the Consultative Committee International Telegraph and Telephone.
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T his group has addressed three main aspects of telecommunications: transmission speed (measured in bits per second), error checking, and data compression.
Its standards are identified by a V followed by a number (and sometimes the
word his or ter, which are French for "second" and "third"). Here's what they
mean, and why you do (or don't) need tb pay attention to them.
Speed. The speed at which modems transfer data is measured in bits per second

or bps, as in "Don't buy a modem that doesn't do at least 9,600 bps." You'll often
hear the word baud used instead of bps, as in "2, 400-baud modems are just too
slow," even though that usage is technically incorrect-baud properly refers to a
related, but different, aspect of modem performance.
T he major standards regulating data and fax
modem communications at different speeds are
listed in the table at right.

THINGS TO
COME

Telecommunications
Standards
OKIRSIHN)
Standard

By the time you read this, V34 (also known by V.22bis
its nickname, VFast) should be an official, ap- V.32
proved standard, but at this writing it is not; the V.32bis
V.32terbo*
companies involved have been haggLing for
V.34, V.Fast•, or V.FC*
more than two years about the final details.
V.17
Since customers always want better perforV.29
mance, two groups of modem makers have set- 'Unofficial interim standards.
tled on m1official interim standards for hi gher
speeds while they wait for the final ITU-T documents.

Speed In bps
2,400
9,600
14,400
19,200
28,800
14,400 fax
9,600 fax

One of these semistandards, V32terbo, allows communications at up to 19,200
bps-provided that both sender and receiver are V32terbo devices, because,
like other modems, they can't communicate faster than the highest common
denominator. Companies supporting V32terbo include AT&T, Global Village
Communications, and Apple (in its Express Modem II for the PowerBook 500
series).
A rival industry faction, including Hayes and several other leading modem
makers, has rallied around a different quasi-standard. This one, known as
VFastCiass or VFC because it's based on the working draft of the V.34 or VFast
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Figuring Actual Transfer Rates

(HN)

When you are shopping for a modem, it's important to pay attention to the speeds and
standards supported by the various models-a 14,400-bps modem really is a lot faster than
a 9,600-bps model. But many other factors influence the transfer rates, or throughput, you'll
experience in real-life telecommunications.
A 2,400-bps modem, for example, can transfer 300 bytes per second-in theory. But there
is always extra overhead involved in telecommunications-setup negotiations between the
two modems, special stop bits that sometimes mark the beginning and end of bytes of data,
and occasional retries when some data is not received properly. All of this reduces real datatransfer rates. As a very rough rule of thumb, assuming no data compression and normal
amounts of line noise, divide the bps rate by 10 to approximate the actual transfer rate in
bytes or characters per second. (Remember that in the binary system computers use, it takes
eight bits, or one byte, to represent a character.)
In other words, two 2,400-bps modems will typically transfer about 240 bytes per second,
or around 14K per minute; with 14,400-bps modems, you can expect to average
1,400-1,500 bytes or characters per second (84K-90K per minute).
Remember, though, your mileage may vary. A noisy line or bad connection can drastically
reduce your throughput. And if you download a file from a BBS or on-line service at a time
of day when the system is crowded, expect lower-than-optimal transfer rates even if the
connection is clean, because the computer at the other end of the line may sometimes leave
your modem sitting idle while it services other users.
On the other hand, you can boost effective throughput to significantly higher levels by
using data compression: If you can compress a 1-meg file down to, say, 500K, you can send
it over the phone in half the time. (see " Data Compression," on the next page).

specification, supports speeds up to 28,800 bps. Most makers of these modems
have promised buyers that if a hardware or software upgrade is necessary to ensure compatibility with the final V.34 specification, they'll offer it free or at
nominal cost.
V.32terbo modems will generally not be upgradable to V.34.
Error correction. Today's modems are amazingly accurate, but they do make

mistakes. (How would you like to try to interpret 14,400 sounds a second that
have been transmitted over a noisy copper wire?) That's why they need erro'r detection and e-rror c01-rection-ways to verify that the receiver received what the
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sender sent and to request a retry if that didn't happen. File-transfer protocols
(described below) incorporate their own software-based error checking, but
with high-speed devices it makes sense to have hardware help carry the burden.
The current error-correction standard, called V42, incorporates several technologies, including several parts of the Microcom Network Protocol (MNP) Levels
2, 3, and 4, a scheme originally developed by modern-maker Microcorn. Most
modems that don't support VA2 do support NINP 2, 3, and 4, since Nlicrocom
has put them into the public domain.

POWI RBOOK

An additional error-correction technique not included in V.42 is Microcorn's
MNP LevellO. It's especially designed for adverse conditions, such as exceptionally noisy lines and cellular connections. In normal home or office use, it
shouldn't be necessary, but look for it if you are shopping for a cellular modern
to connect to your PowerBook.
Data compression. To the extent that data can be compressed before transmission, you can get more effective th·r oughput-in other words, send andreceive your files faster-with any modem, whatever its transmission speed.
That's why most Mac files in on-line libraries are compressed with software like
Aladdin's Stufflt or the shareware Compact Pro (see Chapter 13). T he idea behind hardware compression is similar, but it's simpler because it requires no effort on the part of either sender or receiver-the modems should compress and
decompress the data automatically.

~
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But hardware compression only works if both devices are using the same technology, so modem vendors have agreed on a standard-although, in an apparent
effort to maximize confusion as well as throughput, the CCITT named the standard V42bis even though it's quite distinct from the V.42 error-correction protocol. Exactly how effective it is depends on many factors, including tl1e namre
of your data, but V.42bis generally seems to increase throughput by 50 to 100
percent. (And most V.42 bis modems are smart enough not to waste time trying
to compress data you've already compressed with a utility.) Microcom's alternative compression scheme, NINP L evelS, is less efficient, and it apparently wastes
time trying to squeeze a few extra bytes out of data that is already compressed.
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Vendors regularly imply that compression is much more efficient than it really
is. For V.42bis, for example, they generally assume a 4:1 compression ratio. In
ads for 2,400-bps (v.22 bis) mod ems with V.42bis support, for example, you'll
often see claims of "throughput up to 9,600 bps" (or some such), while 14,400bps modems with compression are supposed to transfer up to 57,600 bps.
Buyer beware: These claims may not be literally false, but they are bogus because they are based on ideal conditions-you'll probably never achi eve those
levels of throughput, and certainly not on a regular basis. In particular, don't
ntistake a V.22bis modem with compression for a real V.32 modem, no matter
how often the number 9,600 appears in the ad.

How Much Speed Do You Need?

(HN/RS)

Simply put, telecommunicating is slow. In fact, it requires more waiting than
most anything else most of us do with our Macs. Worst of all, when you log
onto a commercial on-line service or dial a long-distance number, you have to
pay to wait!
T hat's why there's no such thing as a modem that's too fast-provided that you
can use and afford the speed. For most users, it doesn't m ake sense to be too far
out on the cutting edge in performance, because the very fastest modems command a premium price, and odds are that most of the colleagues and services
you connect to don't have modems that match. (And some on-lin e services
charge extra for their highest speeds, so even if they can keep up with your
modem you might not be getting as big a bargain as you thought.)
But once a new modem technology has been available for a year or two, prices
for it typically plummet. At the same time, on-line sen rices add reasonably
priced support for the !1ighcr speed, and the faster modems are likely to start
showing up at other organizations you do business with. At that point it's foolish not to make the leap to the new performance plateau.
T hat's the stage we have reached ~rith V.32bis-14,400 bps-fax modems in
1994. It simply doesn't pay to buy anything less; slower modems may still be a
bit cheaper, but the savings are small. If you can't afford a V.32 bis modem now,
wait until you can, or borrow against the money you'll save in on-line time. On
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the other hand, at this writing, VJ2terbo and V.FastCiass modems still command a premium and aren't yet widely supported; they probably don't make
sense u11less you regularly send large files to someone else who's prepared to
buy a similar modem.

THINGS TO
COME

But keep an eye on V.34 modem prices-modems based on the draft versions
of the standard are already sliding down the same price cunre V.32bis devices
followed.

Fax Modems

(Steven SchwartzJ]K/HN)

More and more modems at lower and lower prices come with fax capability.
They enable you to send memos, press releases, or anything else you create
with any application on the Mac, to any fax machine without first printing it on
paper. Instead of printing to a printer, you "print" to the fax modem and enter
the phone number of the fax machine you are sending to; the fax modem software converts your document to an image in fax format and sends it over the
phone line.
Some low-end fax modems are "send-only" when it comes to faxing-though
they can send and receive computer data, they can't handle incoming faxes. But
most fax modems nowadays can receive as well as send. As long as your Mac
and modem are on (and the fax-modem software is installed and set to autoanswer), receiving a fax is automatic; incoming faxes are stored on disk, and
software lets you know when they arrive.
F~x software

usually comes in at least three parts: a Chooser driver for sending
faxes; an extension or control panel for receiving them; and an application for
viewing faxes you receive, maintaining a phone directory, setting your preferences, and so on.
Fax modems vary in the speed at which they send and receive faxes, and these
speeds don't necessarily match the same modem's data-transfer speed. Don't
buy a fax modem that doesn't support fax speeds of at least 9,600 bps, the rate
supported by most stand-alone fax machines. Many of the latest fax modems
support the VJ7 protocol, which allows f~x speeds of 14,400 bps. This won't do
you any good if you are communicating with a standard fax machine, but it will
if you are communicating with another V.l7 fax modem.
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(RS/HN)

In terms of sending faxes, fax modems can be fabulously convenient, at least if you create
most of what you want to send on the Mac. They're cheaper to buy than regular fax machines (especially if you are buying a high-speed modem anyway-nowadays there's almost
no premium for faxing capabilities). They save paper, since you don't have to print a copy
just to put in the fax machine. And if you're running Adobe Type Manager or TrueType on
your Mac, your documents will look much crisper and cleaner than standard faxes (causing
the receiver to wonder how you did it!). The only downside, with respect to sending, is that
you can't easily send material you didn't create on the Mac. (You need a scanner to get
other info into your Mac first.)

GOOD
FEATURE

For receiving faxes, however, the picture is much more complicated. On the plus side, there
is still the cost savings. You can save paper by reading some faxes on screen, and when you
do print, if you have a laser or inkjet printer, you get much better quality than from most
fax machines. And if the fax was sent to you in high-re~olution mode and you have opticalcharacter-recognition (OCR) software (see Chapter 8), you can convert the contents into
text that you can edit in your word processor.
The disadvantages of fax modems for receiving, though, are significant. Your computer has
to be on to receive faxes. Processing a fax in the background strains the capabilities of all
but the fastest Macs-you might notice your machine getting painfully sluggish while receiving. Received faxes take up a lot of room on your hard disk, and they are much harder
to read on the Mac's screen than as hard copy from a fax machine; fax machines, after all,
print at 200 dpi, compared with the Mac screen's 72 dpi. Besides, scrolling through a document is slower and more cumbersome than flipping through actual pages. Sure, you can
print it out, but that ends up taking much more time and effort than just grabbing the incoming copy off a regular fax machine. (Though the new 3.0 version of FAXstf, with it's optional AutoPak, can be set to automatically print out all incoming faxes, just like a regular fax
machine.)
The ideal arrangement, of course, is to have a fax modem for outgoing messages created on
your Mac and a regular fax machine for incoming messages or other outgoing items. And
then, of cou rse, you'll want a scanner and OCR software in case you want to convert anything incoming to digital text.. ..

Reliability, Compatibility, and Support

(HN)

Specs and standards don't tell you everything about a modem-between two
units with seemingly identical features, subtle differences, especially in tl1eir
ROlv1s, can make the difference between smootl1 sailing and constant hassles.
Some modems work fine with others of the same brand and with many other
prands but have major problems with certain other manufacturers' units.

BAD

FEATURE
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Unfortunately, it's not easy to get a handle on such issues; magazine reviews usually aren't much help. Your best bet is talk to others who are already using the
model in question. Ask around among friends or at a user group, or go on-line:
Most major modem makers have their own BBS (bulletin board service) and/or
a customer-support forum on CompuServe, America Online, or other service.
[Of cou1:re, ifyou don't have fl modrmz yet, it's hrwd to get on-line to find out which one
to buy.-RS] Scanning such forums provides invaluable insight-both in terms
of the problems users may be reporting and the attitude the company's representatives display. Tech support is important-odds are you'll need it sooner or
later. An on-line forum with knowledgeable reps providing prompt and friendly
••••••• ,
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A Fox Modem That's Also on Answering Machine?!

(RS)

Yep, it's true. Many modems can now answer you r phone like an answering machine and
store your messages on you r hard disk; some even provide comprehensive voice-mail capabilities comparable to an expensive business voice-mail system. Modems that feature various
levels of this capability are the Linelink 14.4 from MacWarehouse ($ 100 for the modem,
p lus $40 for the voice upgrade), the Prometheus Ultima Home Office ($31 0), the
SupraFAXModem V.32bis ($250, plus $100 for ROM and software upgrade), various
models from ZyXEL, and my favorite, WaterMark Message Central from High Tide
Software, a $500 package that includes a modem, cables, and software.
The least expensive of these products act just like a simple answering machine. Some provide individual mailboxes (a personal message area for each member of your household or
business.) The High Tide product is at the high end and has voice-mail capab ilities similar to
those of other commercial products costing three t imes as much. WaterMark Message
Central is truly Mac-like in its operation and spectacular! Along with impressive voice-recording-quality and security features, it allows an unlimited number of mailboxes and an unlimited number of choices in the outgoing message tree (i.e., you can give a caller the choice
to push, for example, 1 for sales, 2 for tech support, etc., and then can give an unlimited
number of choices for numbers to push on the next level, and the next, that they get to).
This nesting capability is what makes the High Tide product so special. It allows the user to
set up this system to route any call correctly. It can allow a business of almost any size to
free its reception ists from phone-answering duties.

[Sounds like voice-mail hell to me. Don't get carried away, or you'll free up your staff but lose
your customers!-HN] {Actually, the product is so sophisticated that it can eliminate voice-mail
hell. Each caller can create his or her own password-protected outgoing mailbox from which to
pick up messages.-RS]

••
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support is both a valuable resource in its own right and a telling sign about the
company's culture; if it doesn't offer on-line support, or messages go unanswered for days, I'd stay away.
And don't forget to find out in advance about the vendor's return and warranty
policy.

Tester's Choice

(RS)

Listed below are what I consider the best three modems currently available for
use with the Macintosh, rated 1-2-3, along with some pros and cons for each.
Price, as well as performance, was definitely a consideration in choosing these
modems. They are all external fax modems and come with a hardware handshaking cable. (For more on handshaking cables, see "Flow Control" under
"Setting Up the Connection," below.)
Keep in mind that prices-both for these modems and their competition-are
likely to have declined since this was written, and new models supporting the
final VJ4 standard should be appearing. These recommendations are not cast
in stone.
#1 . AT&T Paradyne DataPort 14.4. This modem (the Macintosh version is
model #3 710-Al-202) can be purchased directly from AT&T for $240, but you
may be able to find it for less. It comes with Smith lv1icro Software's QuickLink
IT software for data and fax. T he software is junk, in my opinion, but the
modem is quickly approaching legendary status among BBS operators. It will
happily connect with any other brand of modem, and it seems to be impervious
to line noise (a big problem with many high-speed modems). Other features include a proprietary technology for handling problems associated with connections over cellular phones, a toll-free number for technical assistance, and a
lifetime warranty!
#2. U.S. Robotics Sportster 14.4/Mac & Fax. T he Sportster comes with a
stripped-down version of Software Ventures' MicroPhone and STF Technologies' FAXstf software for fax transmissions. USR recently dropped the ·suggested retail price of this modem to $330, and I've seen it selling for as little as
$150- an incredible deal. The construction looks cheap, but I have yet to hear

GO OD
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of an ovvner having a reliability problem-and it performs better than many
modems costing twice as much.
#3. Global Village Communications' TelePort Gold. Global Village's

GOOD
FEATURE

modems come with ZTerm (with the usual shareware fee waived) and Global
Village's own fax software, which includes optical character recognition. Suggested retail price at this writing is $400, but I've seen it selling for $260. This
modem is the closest thing there is to a plug-and-play high-speed modem for
the Macintosh. The fax software may be the besf in the industry, and ZTerm,
though not flashy, is solid. If you plan on heavy faxing, the quality of Global
Village's software may make this modem almost as good as AT&T's.

Penny Wise?
Here are some other modems that illustrate both the benefits and the risks in
choosing economy modems.
SupraFAXModem V.32bls (Steven Schwartz!RS). When the SupraFAXModem
V:32bis hit the market a couple of years ago, it was one of the first of a new gen-

eration of high-speed modems available at a reasonable price (now $2 50, including cable and software). It offered 14,400-bps performance for fax as well as
data; support for the V42, V42bis, and MNP 5 protocols; a wugue alphanumeric LED status panel; a stripped-down version of MicroPhone and FAXstf;
and an answering-machine option via a $100 ROM and software upgrade.
This modem sold in huge numbers, and many buyers loved it. But a significant
number of users found that line noise often made it hang up suddenly when trying to connect, or caused it to connect at less than full speed. It also didn't like
to connect to certain brands of fax machines or with other Supra modems.
Supra came out with several ROM upgrades to try to cure the problems;
they're available from the company for $20, and upgrading is definitely a good
idea if you've got an older unit. (To find out what version of the ROMs you
have, open your telecommunications program and, when not connected to a
service, type AT! and hitiReturn).)
Supra has since come out with a less-expensive version of its V32bis modem,
called the SupraFax:Modem 144LC. At a list price of$190 it is cunently one of
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the better buys in the high-speed modem market. Unlike its more expensive
sibling, the LC has just the usual indicator lights on the front panel instead of
an alphanumeric readout.
Technology Concepts Linelink 14.4 (RS). The LineLink 14.4 is a VJ2bis
14,400-bps f~x modem priced at only $100 from the mail-order house MacvVarehouse. Fax software is an additional £30, but it's the excellent MaxF~-x
from Prometheus; for $40 you can get both MaxFax and voice capabilities! A
poorly kept secret is that this modem is made for 2\1acVV::1rehouse by Prometheus, a well-known and respected company.

The modem works well when set up properly, but the case, speaker, and on/off
switch are of cheap construction. In addition, the manual is even poorer than
most. Though the optional MaxF~-x software is excellent for faxing, the bund led
data software, MacKnowledge, is too complicated for most users.
This is not a modem that I would trust for use in a business environm ent, but at
$100 it might be a reasonable gamble for home use. Personally, I would spend
the extra money for a USR Sportster. I advise that you buy only with a gold
credit card, which will double the length of the warranty.

Communications Software

(Hl\T)

As with everything else you do on the Mac, good teleconununications hardware
won't get you far without matching sofu:vare. The modem determines your
maximum throughput, but even that depends on the software to configure it.
And in 101 other ways, software determines how easy and convenient it is to
telecommunicate. A program with clear configuration screens, a comprehensible menu structure and graphical interface, support for the leading file-transfer
protocols, a built-in address book, and an easy way to automate frequently repeated operations can make the whole process fast and nm; conversely, cumbersome software can make all communications a drag.

BARGAIN
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General-Purpose Packages
Most communications programs are general-purpose, which means that they
can communicate with most other software and on-line services; in contrast,
some services, such as America Online and eWorld (both described below), require and provide their own service-specific sofu:vare. General-purpose programs are also called tenninal emulaton because the first such programs were
developed to dial in to mainframes or minicomputers, and they worked by fooling these hosts in to thinking the computer calling in was just another terminal
of the sort normally attached to such systems.
Mac telecommunicators can now choose among a number of powerful and polished general-purpose communications packages. For most purposes any of
them will do the job, but here are some considerations to bear in mind:
• If you use the same serv.ices at all regularly, scripting can save you a lot of
time and hassle, because a script can automatically choose the proper settings, dial the call, go through the log-in procedure, and take you to your favorite areas.
• If you plan to download files, look for a sofu:vare package that supports the
fastest protocol in use on the systems you ca ll: For most local BBSes, you'll
want to be able to use ZTerm, but if you call CompuServe the most, don't
worry about ZTerm-CompuServe doesn't use it. Look instead for support
of CompuServe's own B+ protocol.
• If you'll need to log into a host computer at work or school, check to make
sure the sofuvare you buy provides the terminal emulations you need. (That's
ordinarily not a problem, but some systems do require unusual emulations.)
• If you plan to get into the Internet, you'll want to smooth your way on the information superhighway with a package that includes special networking
software and graphical tools specifically for Internet. (Right now MicroPhone Pro is the only one of the programs listed below that includes Internet
software, but others are likely to follow suit.) Of course, if you expect to
spend a lot of time surfing the Internet, you should consider a package designed specifically for that purpose-see the section on "Internet Applications" and the box "Easier Ways In" later in this chapter.
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The Communications Toolbox

(HN)

If you look into a lot of recent Mac commu nications programs, you may notice that the
configuration dialog boxes in many of them look suspiciously similar. Is this evidence that
developers are simply copying each other's look and feel?
Not exactly. What you are seeing are dialogs created with the help of the Macintosh
Communications Toolbox (a.k.a. the Comm Toolbox, or CTB), a piece of Apple system software
that was introduced as an add-on to System 6 and then rolled into System 7. It provides a uniform framework for communications (including nicely designed dialog boxes) and a set of
basic communications tools, all of which are available to any application that supports the
toolbox. The goal was to make it easier for developers to add communications capabilities to
their software, enable multiple applications to share the same tools, and spare users from having to confron t a new interface in each program. {The unfortunate reality is that if a program
utilizes the CTB, it often has inferior performance to one that does not.-RS] {Actually, every one of
the programs listed below, except ZTerm and White Knight, make some use of the CTB, and White
Knight will soon join the crowd. It's true that the CTB by itself provides only basic capabilities, so
developers still have to do their own work to deliver more sophisticated features. It's also true that
Apple is planning a major overhaul of the whole way the Mac operating system handles communications and networking; eventually that will make the CTB obsolete.- HN]
In addition to standard dialog boxes, the
Comm Toolbox defines three standard types
of tools:

• Connection tools, which define how the
Mac is to be connected to another computer. In addition to the Apple Modem
Tool, there's a Serial Tool for direct connections, a Telnet tool for TCP/ IP connections, and several other tools for different
kinds of network connections.
• Terminal tools, which define the types of
termina ls that communications programs
can emulate-TTY, vn 02, or VT320, for
example.
•

Connr.t tlon Se l lings
Mt lhod:

I

Apple Mode...

•I

Most Macintosh communications programs now
incorporate Apple's Communications Toolbox
(CTB). Although different programs implement the
CTB interface differently, most have settings
screens that look more or less /Ike this one, taken
from ClarisWorks' communications module.

Transfer tools, which implement file-transfer protocols such as X modem or Zmodem.

Under System 7 these tools get installed in the Extensions folder, and you have access to
them from any Communications Toolbox-based application. If, for example, you install
Aladdin's SITcomm program, you'll have a Zmodem tool that's also available for use in, say,
ClarisWorks' co mmunications module, even thoug h that program did not come with
Zmodem support.
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Here are capsule descriptions of several of the most notable programs:
MicroPhone Pro (1-ll\1). Software Ventures now offers several versions of its
MicroPhone package, with varying feature sets and prices to match. The topof-the-line Pro package, priced at $300, is the most versatile and feature-filled
of all the Mac communications programs; some have begun to deride it as
a bloated hodgepodge. In addition to the feature that made it famous-a powerful but easy-to-use script editor-it now offers support for a half-dozen
terminal types and all maj or file-transfer protocols (including Zmodem,
CompuServeB+, and Kermit, described in the box on page 881). It also includes
software for setting up your own dial-in BBS, as well as custom graph ical front
ends to CompuServe, GEnie, and MCI Mail. For Internet users, the box includes Apple's essential MacTCP and MacSLIP, a driver that makes it possible
to establish a full TCP/IP connection over a phone 1ine, plus Internet news and
mail readers, a Telnet tool, and the Fetch file-transfer application. (For more on
BBSes, on-line services, and the Internet, read on.) Software Ventures once
promised to add fax software; for now it continues to bundle FAXstf.

BAD

FEATURE
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White Knight (I-ll\1). The FreeSoft Co.'s $140 White Knight (previously Red
Ryder) once reigned supreme as the most powerful of Mac telecommunications
packages, with an extensive scripting system-really a programming language-built-in. But the program has stagnated in recent years: It's one of the
few that (at least as of this writing) provides no support for the Mac Communications Toolbox (see the box on the previous page), and its manuals and menus
remain cluttered and confusing. It supports Zmodem transfers but offers no
Internet tools. Many veteran experts continue to rely on it, but it's hard to see
what would attract new customers.
Smartcom II (HN). Another favorite with many Mac old-timers is Hayes's
Smartcom IT ($150). It's lean and fast but provides a wide range of scripting and
protocol options and a customizable, button-based graphical interface. The latest release integrates Apple's PowerTalk electronic-mail system, so you can mail
material clipped from an on-line session straight to colleagues on your local
network or anywhere else PowerTalk can reach. The new version also provides
full support for Hayes's blazingly fast VFastClass modems.
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SITcomm (HN/RS). The $120 SITcomm comes from Aladdin Systems, devel-

oper of the Stufflt series of data-compression utilities, and the connection is
easy to see: Not only does the first part of the program's name come from the
file-name extension commonly used to indicate a Stufflt archive, but automatic
fi le compression and decompression is built-in. The program makes it easy to
log on to a variety of services, and it comes with its own Zmodem tool, but the
only other scripting capability it offers is by way of AppleScript-a system that's
too complicated for most nonprogrammers. (Besides, neither AppleScript nor
documentation for scripting is included in the package.)
CrossTalk (HN). Long among the best-selling communications packages in the

IBM PC world, CrossTalk ($ 195) from Digital Communications Associates
(DCA) finally reached the M ac in 1993. Its ancestry might make some suspect a
PC port lacking th e graphical character and elegance Mac users expect, but
that's not the case. The Mac version makes extensive use of Apple's Communications Toolbox (DCA developed its own Z modem tool, as well as terminal
tools for several unusual terminal types). Scripts developed with the program's
sophisticated scripting language can be launched by clicking on icons, buttons,
or other objects placed in custom QuickPads (floating palettes); predefined
QuickPads for a dozen on-line services, including the Dialog information service and the Official Airline Guide, are included. Best of all, users in organizations that have both Macs and Wmdows PCs can use the very same scripts and
QuickPads on both platforms.
ZTerm (RS). The shareware program ZTerm has become a de facto standard,

appealing not only to cash-strapped Mac telecommunicators but also to everyone who appreciates lean, focused, and inexpensive software. It uses Zmodem,
supports all baud rates, includes a basic scripting facili ty, and measures only
about 250K-compared with over 1 meg for a basic MicroPhone II setup! You
won't find many bells and whistles you don't need, but it does some things better than even the most expensive communications programs- for example, it's
excell ent at handling color ANSI graphics and PC-based bulletin boards, which
competitors have only recently begun to figure out. With a registration fee of
$30, ZTerm is a bargain, and it may be all you ever need, or want, in a corrununications program.

MAC B I BLE
DISK
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Fax Alternatives

(RSIHN)

The best fax software available today comes only with certain vendors'
modems. The very best is Global Village's, which is included with the company's TelePort and PowerPort modems. MaxFax, which comes with Prometheus fax modems, is also excellent, though it lacks an OCR option.

If you have a different modem, neither of these packages will work with it, but
that doesn't mean you're stuck with the software that came with your own
modem: At least two vendors market fax software that works with most fax
modems on the market today.
The best, and most popular, of these is FAXstf 3, which STF Technologies sells
for $60. (An older and less elegant version ofFA.Xstf comes bundled with many
modems). FA.Xstf includes many components, and sometimes it's hard to remember which does what, but perhaps that's the price of having so many features. In addition to the normal fax features , FA.Xstf lets you add new
phone-book entries on the fly and comes with a DA you can use to quickly
compose short faxes. A $90 add-on package, previously called FaxManager Plus
but now rechristened STF AutoPak, provides optical character recognition,
automatic printing, and other advanced features that the basic version lacks.
The other contender is Delrina Fax Pro, a new Mac package from the leader in
the Windows fax-software market. Fax Pro costs $130, but it includes OCR.
Like FA.Xstf, Fax Pro provides an wide variety of features, including a DA for
faxing quick notes, automatic retransmission of pages that did not get through,
and extensive logging and fax-management options. On the other hand, it's
slower than FA.Xstf, the graphics it generates are not as good, and as a relatively
new Mac program it's still a little rough around the edges.

GOOD
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Users of both products have reported a number of bugs and glitches. But
Delrina provides excellent support. (The day after I requested an update to
Version 1.5 on CompuServe, it arrived free of charge on my doorstep.) The
same can't be said of STF's customer support-many users report receiving no
response to repeated toll calls seeking assistance.
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Setting Up the Connection

(HN/RS)

Because there are multiple standards in telecommunications, any versatile communications program has tp offer an array of configuration choices-most
telecommunications programs need at least minimal fiddling with their settings
to get everything working correctly. (That's what
I
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The good news is tl1at once you have your software
set up and running properly, you can normally forget about most of tl1ese settings and put the manual
on the shelf-at least until you get a new modem,
switch to anotl1er program, or try a new on-line serVlce.
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Telecommunications programs typically
have complex screens for setting parameters. Even with a relatively simple
program such as ZTerm, the popular
shareware package, you have to go
through several dialog boxes to get
everything configured.

Bits per Second
Most modem s are capa ble of handling not only tl1 eir rated top speed but also
several slower speeds; a 14,400- bps modem, say, can transmi t at 9,600, 2,400,
and 1,200 bps. vVhen two modem s connect, they negotiate to detem1ine the
highest transfer rate they share; if line noise or other problems make it impossible to carry on at tl1e rate originally determined, they sho uld drop down automatically to a lower rate. Some (but not all) modems are even smart enough to
move back up to a higher rate if line conditions improve.
But no modem will use a higher speed than your software is set for, so be sure
your software is set to tl1e speed you want.

Flow Control
Modems genera lly can't transmit data over the phone Line as fast as your Mac
can send it to the modem over a serial cable, and sometimes the computer can't
keep up with the data the modem is trying to deliver. If either device feels it's in
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danger of gagging on excess data, it can signal to the other to stop sending data
until the backlog has been processed. This coordination process is called flow
control or handshaking. (The latter term is also used for what the negotiating
modems do when they're first connected to determine the speeds and protocols
they have in common. If your modern's speaker is on, you can hear them
screeching at each other.)
Lower-speed moderns (2,400 bps and slower) usually rely on a flow-control
technique called Xon!Xoff (pronounced "ex-on ex-off'): They can send the
computer on and off signals between chunks of data. If you are dealing with
such a modern, make sure to turn on the Xon!Xoff switch that you're sure to
find in some settings dialog box or menu in your communications program.
Modems that work at 9,600 bps and faster, however, support ha,rdware handshaking-a scheme that uses special circuitry in the modern and computer, plus
dedicated lines inside the cable, for signaling. (In some programs the control
for hardware handshaking is labeled RTS/CTS, or Request to Send/Clear to
Send, after the names of the special flow-control signals.) Hardware handshaking is faster and more reliable than Xon/Xoff, so be sure to turn it on if you
have a high-speed modem-assuming, of course, that you have the required
hardware handshaking cable.
Cables that come bundled with high-speed modems are generally the hardwarehandshaking type; if you have to purchase a cable, specify that you need hardware handshaking. If you upgrade from an older (2,400-bps) modem, you
probably don't already have a hardware handshaking cable, so be sure to get one.

Other Terminal Settings
Depending on the program or service you are communicating with, you may
need to send and receive data in chunks of either seven or eight bits; your software should offer a choice under the heading data bits. Stop bits mark the end of
one byte and the beginning of another. Parity is an old-fashioned way of checking that the other computer received exactly what you sent. Far and away the
most common setting is eight data bits, one stop bit, and no parity. Those are
the default settings in most Mac telecommunications programs; don't change
them unless you know what you're doing.
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File- Transfer Protocols
You can send plain-text (Ascm files via modem with no special protocol or
error checking: Any communications program can send an unforma tted text
file character by character, as if you were typing it out. That's sometimes necessary if you are sending data to an old device, such as a Tandy lvlodellOO laptop,
that doesn't use protocols. But there are lots of problems with text transfers:
Characters may get dropped or garbled, and unless you go through some special tricks, you can't send a formatted document or a graphic image that way.
To send anything but plain text, or even if you just want to make sure a text file
arrives intact, you need to use a file-transfe7· protocol-a set of conventions for
·••••·•••••··• ew···· · e•t··• ..... •·•·e•e··ee ···e··•·••

Xmodem, Ymodem, Zmodem

··•••••·e••···••···•·•••e · •• ••

(HN/RS)

Here's a guide to some commonly used transfer protocols, ranked roughly in order of
preference:

• Zmodem should be your choice whenever possible. It's the fastest, can send multiple
files in a batch, includes the files' names and other information about them, and can resume interrupted transfers right where it left off, so you won't have to cover the same
ground twice.
• Ymodem (and an even faster va riant called Ymodem-G) also supports batch transfers and
file names. Ymodem-G contains no error-checking protocol. It's a very fast way to transfer files, but use it only with modems that do error correction in hardware or when two
computers are hard-wired together directly.
• CompuServe 8+ is the latest in a series of proprietary "B" protocols the CompuServe
Information Service developed for its use on its own network. It's useless anywhere else,
but it's your best choice if you are downloading from CompuServe. (It's not quite as fast
as Zmodem, but CompuServe doesn't support Zmodem.)
• Xmodem is an older protocol that is still w idely used, in part because it's supported by
virtually all communications programs, while its Y and Z cousins are not. But because it
sends data in smaller packets it's relatively slow, and, unlike Zmodem and Ymodem-G, it
waits for acknowledgment of a packet before starting to send another. It uses an errordetection technique called checksumming, but some implementations give you another
option called CRC, for cyclical redundancy checking. Choose the latter if available.
• Kermit works with a wide range of computers and telecommunications equipment, including mainframes that don't support newer protocols. Because of its versatility and
easy configuration, it's still a favorite among many government and university users. Bu t
it's generally slower than the alternatives, and it's not supported on most services.
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Zmodem for the Comm Toolbox

(RS)

Zmodem has long been a sore spot for users of applications that rely on the Mac Comm
Toolbox. That's because Apple in its wisdom chose to deliver an Xmodem tool rather than
one implementing the superior Zmodem alternative, as standard equipment in the CTB. A
few developers, such as Aladdin and DCA (developer of Crosstalk, a PC favorite recently released for the Mac), have created their own Zmodem tools but don't sell them separately;
that means users of CTB-based integrated packages, such as ClarisWorks, Microsoft Works,
and Symantec's GreatWorks, haven't been able to use Zmodem unless they shell out for a
specialized communications application they may not otherwise need.
Fortunately, a better solution has recently materialized: A small company called Mark/Space
Softworks now markets a Zmodem tool that works with any CTB-based application. just drag
it to your System Folder, and it will be put in the Extensions folder. It's called-surprise!-the
Mark/Space Zmodem Tool, and it costs just $30. In addition, the company distributes a
demo version free of charge through user groups and on-line services. The demo version
doesn't support uploading but works fine for downloading. You might also want to check
out Mark/Space's own simple CTB-based application, Communicate Lite ($50).

how much data will be packaged, sent, and verified. These protocols are independent of the computer, the modem, and even the communications software
you are using: When a Mac user sends a fi le using the shareware program
ZTerm, the Zmodem protocol , and a Zoom or ZyXEL modem (for instance),
any modem connected to any computer running any program that can handle
Zmodem transfers should be able to receive the file correctly. Not all communications programs and services support all protocols, though, so you may not
be able to stick with only one.

The MacBinary Imperative

(HN)

Virmally every .i\1ac telecommunications program has a setting for enabling
sometl1ing called MacBinary. It should be on by default, and you should leave it
on lmless you have some very special reason to mrn it off.
lVIacBinary is not a protocol but a file format. It wa s devised by Mac telecommunications pioneers to deal with some unique Mac features, including the fact
that the Mac divides files into two segments (called the data fork and the resource
fo-rk) and stores some information about fi les, such as type and creator codes,
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creation and modification dates, and icons, in the Finder rather than the file itself. MacBinary solves these problems by combining both forks in a single
block and adding a 128-byte header with the Finder information; when receiving a file, MacBinary-aware applications recognize the header, decode the file,
and restore it to standard format.
vVhen MacBinary is turned on and you initiate a file transfer, your software will
convert the file into the .i\!IacBinary format. If it's sent to a PC or a mainframe, it
will stay in .i\!IacBinary format, but if it reaches a Mac via a Mac communications program, it will automatically be converted back to its original format. If
you download a Mac file to a PC and take it to a Mac on a floppy or over a network, you'll have to convert it yourself before it's usable. (To find out how to do
that, see Chapter 2 5).

On-Line Services

(HN)

An on-line service is like a combination electronic post office, user group, debating society, newsstand, library, and shopping mall. lVIembers of a servicecomputer users who have obtained accounts on the service by agreeing to pay
the required fees-can get access to these features by using a modem to connect their computer to the service's mainframes over phone lines. Odds are that
the service's central computers are far from you, but major services have local
nodes or access numbers in every metropolitan area, so unless you live in the
boonies, you shouldn't have to pay long-distance charges.

What They Offer

(HN)

Each of the major services- CompuServe; America Online; AppleLink and its
new heir apparent, evVorld; GEnie; Prodigy; and the others-has some unique
features, but they are similar in many ways. You'll find most of the following
features on all of them.
E-mail. Once you've dialed in and logged on (entered your name and password

or account number), you can exchange files and private messages-electronic
mail, or e-mail for short-with others who subscribe to the same service. More
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and more, you can also communicate with subscribers of other services. For an
extra charge, some services will even convert messages to fax format or hard
copy, and then forward them (in the latter case by overnight mail) to clients and
associates who don't regularly sign on to any service.
Forums. Besides private, person-to-person communications, most services
provide forums on which subscribers can give and get advice, share tips and rumors, and debate issues large and small. Messages are posted for all to see, so
anyone can join in or read the message traffic without participating (that's
called lurking). Forums usually have moderators-called sysops (pronounced
SIS-ops, for system operators)-to answer questions, direct traffic, and maintain a bit of order.

Forums are also known as round tables or SIGs (for special interest groups).
Sometimes they're called bulletin boards, but that usage is confusing when
you're talking about a commercial on-line service: Most people use the term
bulletin board service, or BBS, to refer to smaller-scale, typically noncommercial
dial-up services. (See "The BBS Alternative," below).
Tech support. Many computer hardware and software companies provide support to their customers through on-line services. In addition to enabling you to
ask questions, report problems, and get authoritative advice at any time of the
day or night without spending hours on hold, on-line support forums are great
places to compare notes with fellow users and download software updates, sample files, scripts, and other goodies.
Software libraries. All of the services maintain electronic libraries from which
you can download software- mainly freeware and shareware, but now also
some commercial products. The major services have tens of thousands of
downloadable files-utilities, pictures, sounds, movies, HyperCard stacks, even
full-blown applications.
News and information. On-line services also let subscribers browse up-tothe-minute news, weather, sports reports, stock prices, and other information.
Specialized databases posted on or cmmected to the services offer access to statistics, bibliographies, legal cases, and articles originally published in hard copy.
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Chat. On some services you can chat-type messages back and forth in real

time-with others who happen to be on-line when you are, either in private
conversations or in open conferences.
Shopping. Nowadays you can even shop in electronic malls-not only for computer hardware and software, but also for airline tickets, books, gifts, and even
grocenes.

How Much Does It Cost?

(HN)

Depending on what you do, where you do it, and how long it takes, getting online costs something between a pittance and a fortune, and figuring out where
on that spectrum you'll fall isn't always easy.
Broadly speaking, the services generally charge by the hour-or more precisely
by the minute. But some have a monthly base charge, which may or may not include a certain number of hours on-line or mliimited access to selected services.
Some services charge more during business hours than for access at night and
on weekends and holidays. High-speed connections often cost more than
slower ones. AppleLink, in addition to billing for time spent on-line, charges
extra for material you download. On some services a few areas are free, while
other sections, notably some of the research databases, carry steep surcharges.
Fortunately for users, prices overall have declined steadily, thanks mainly to
increasing competition. If you're careful (and you don't get too much mail),
you should be able to maintain an accOlmt and use it actively-checking your
mail regularly, browsing a few forums and even downloading occasional filesfor $10 a month. At the other end of the spectrum, the sky's the limit. And be
careful- getting on-line can be as addictive and expensive as a drug habit.

On-Line Options

(HN/RS)

No one service is right for everyone-each has longtime users and enthusiastic
champions as well as harsh critics in the Mac commmuty. Since most of them
offer free introductory subscriptions, your best bet may be to try them all until
you find one d1at feels comfortable.
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America Online. Ifyou haven't used an on-line service before, America Online
(AOL) is a good place to start. It's got a nice graphical interface for both Mac and
vVindO\~'S, large libraries of downloadable software, electronic versions of many
leading newspapers and magazines, support forums for many Mac vendors, and
a pioneering Internet Center, which offers access to selected features of the
worldwide Internet. AOL is also relative- .............. ·v· · .. · ... · .......... ., . . . . .

ly cheap. Currently the monthly charge is
$10 for five hours of access, any time day
or night; additional time is $3.50 per
hour, and there's no extra charge for "premium" services.

BAD

FEAT URE

On the other hand, the service has some
serious deficiencies. Its interface, though
pretty, requires so much mouse clicking
tl1at it can get tiresome. Its message
boards don't support real threading of
messages (displaying messages and any
replies to them together to make it easier
to follow a discussion).

Mac Bible On-Line

(ANIRS)

The Macintosh Bib/e/Peachpit Press has
its own forum on America Online. just
choose Departments from the Go To
menu, then cl ick the Computing & Software button, then on the Books & Magazines icon, then on the Macintosh Bible/
Peachpit Press item. A faster way to get
there is to simply choose Keyword in the
Go To menu, type in macbible and then
hit !Retuml. Once there, you can (among
other thihgs) leave messages for your favorite Peachpit authors and ask questions
in the Message Center.

CompuServe. CompuServe, a larger and older service than AOL, offers access
to more information on more subjects than any other service. It serves users
witl1 all kinds of computers, and it's got plenty of Mac software and discussions,
botl1 in a group of forums known as MAUG and in MacUser and MacWEEK
forums on ZiffNet (a separate service accessible through CompuServe). Many
Mac hardware and software vendors also maintain support forwns or an informal presence on CompuServe.

Until recently, CompuServe was expensive compared with AOL, but recent
rate cuts have made it much more reasonable. Under tl1e standard plan, a
monthly fee of $9 provides unlimited access to dozens of news, sports, reference, shopping, travel, and entertainment services, plus the right to send the
equivalent of 60 tl1ree-page e-mail messages. For otl1er areas, such as the Mac
forums, hourly rates are $4.80 per hour for 2,400-bps and slower speeds or
$9.60 per hour for 9,600- or 14,400-bps access. ZiffNet membership costs $3
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per month plus standard hourly connect charges, but a few services, such as
downloading 1Vf.acUrer's utility of the month, are free of all charges.
Perhaps because it's been more expensive, the clientele on CompuServe and
ZiffNet Mac forums is more heavily weighted toward computer professionals,
journalists, and business users than on AOL (though many such people turn up
there, too!). You can usually get an authoritative answer to any Nlac question in
a matter of hours.

G OOD
FEATURE

CompuServe runs on ancient character-based software, which you can (i f you
wish) navigate DOS-style by typing in cryptic commands. But the service now
offers two applications that create graphical shells enabling you to point and
click your way around.
CompuServe Information Manager for Macintosh, a.k.a. MacCIM ($25),
takes an interactive approach similar to AOL's. It lets you read mail and prepare
replies off-line, but it's really designed to make it easier to navigate the service
while you are on-line.
CompuServe Navigator ($70, with a $25 credit for on-line time) lets you create
completely scripted (automated) sessions that reduce your on-line time: Once
you tell it which forums to visit, message threads to rea d, libraries to search, or
fi les to download, and so on, the
program will dart on-line, carry out ~i..'~.;;;';;;--"'~· ~
your instructions at full speed, and
then log off-all without intervention on your part. You can read them
and prepare replies to mail and
forum messages off-line, at your
leisure and without hourly fees.
Creating Moil -

I ~a s~"'\ IV ~- l rl fcr'WJ\1 ""' ~ b<J .rld
CGI'I\jOUOO 1\1

Navigator's interface can be confusing, and some functions aren't as reliable as they should be in a product
that's been on the market for more
than seven years. But on the whole
it's a terrific boon for heavy users.

ot <»,

,,III

...

CompuServe Information Manager gives a graphic user inter·
face to the CompuServe Information Service. You can also log
on and use text commands with any communications soft·
ware. The icon bar gives one-click access to common services
such as mail and stock quotes. Mail message windows, like
the one shown here, can draw on personal address books.
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CIM's a better choice for new or occasional users of CompuServe, and for anyone who likes to explore the service on a whim. Nav's a better choice if you regularly visit the same areas and simply want the process automated.

Applelink and eWorld. AppleLink, Apple's own original on-line electronicmail and information service, was once just for Apple employees, dealers, developers, user groups, and universities, but in recen t years the company has made
accounts available to anyone who can afford them. eWorld is a new Apple-run
service that just got off the ground in mid-1994.
T he main value of AppleLink is access to Apple informa tion, such as product
spec sheets, press releases, tech notes, and system-software updates. T he system 's structure, however, is chaotic, and many sections are not maintained with
any regularity. Worst of all, it's fabulously expensive: up to $3 7 per hour for
9,600-bps access.
T here's probably no reason for anyone to join AppleLink at this point because
Apple plans to phase it ou t in favor of eWorld. T he latter is a vast improvement.
Its in terface is attractive and easy to use, though like the AOL interface it's
based on, it involves constan t mouse-clicking and a clutter of windows. [Wbich
I pe·rsonally p·refer to a bunch ofkey-tapping and a plethora ofcrypticconzmands.-RS}
At $9 a month (including two off-peak hours) and $5 or $8 (off peak or prime
time, respectively) per hour, e\iVorld will at least be in the ballpark as far as pricing goes. Apple says it will make the data now on AppleLink available on
eWorld, and the company is recruiting lots of other vendors and information
providers, including ZiffNet Mac, to set up their own sections on the senrice.
Apple will bundle e\iVorld user software with all of its products, so the service is
almost guar anteed a huge user base.

BAD
FE ATUR E

Pro digy (SA;JK/RS). Prodigy is an on-line service sponsored by Sears and IBM;
there's a special version of the software for Mac mvners. Despite its name,
Prodigy is no wunderkind. It won't run in the background, the .a menu isn't
available when you're in it, and it's hard to get 9600-bps service outside of
major cities. Even worse, the bottom of every screen is reserved for ads-for
things like mouthwash.
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Prodigy does have at least one valuable feature: You can look up politicians' biographies and voting records, and the campaign contributions congressional
and presidential candidates have received. But access to this information alone
doesn't make Prodigy worth signing up for, even at $13 per month (extra for
special services).
Anyone even thinking about signing up should know one more thing about
Prodigy: They read and censor user's posts! (Their explanation is that this is a
family-oriented board.) Another stroke against them: They started charging for
excess e-mail messages (after advertising that all such services would be free),
and then deleted all public messages discussing and/or complaining about this
action! This type of behavior did wonders for America Online's growth . .And
the difference between the look of Prodigy and that of America Online is the
difference between artwork created in an early version of MacPaint compared
to the same artwork created in Adobe lllustrator.

The BBS Alternative

(HN)

An electronic BBS is sort of a home-grown, low-rent on-line service. Your local
BBS won't have all the latest news, and you probably can't order your airline
tickets on it. But what you get, you get for free (more or less): BBSes generally
don't charge for on-line time, though some require a modest annual membership fee. [Some "chm,-ge" in the form of requiring you to participate in discussions by
posting at least once every certain number ofcalls.- RS]
Like their commercial cousins, BBSes typically have libraries of downloadable
software and forums for discussion of computer matters and other subjects.
Most boards also let members exchange private e-mail; since many BBSes are
now linked to each other and/or the Internet (see below), you may be able to
send messages anywhere, even to correspondents on commercial services.
Some BBSes are focused on the Mac or on computers more generally; others
are defined by their members' interest in a particular hobby. Some are open to
anyone; others are sponsored by a particular organization and limited to its
members or set up by a company for its customers.

BAD
FEATURE
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One disadvantage of most BBSes, compared with commercial services, is that
they can't handle as many callers at once. If you're calling a popular board, particularly in the evening, you are likely to get a busy signal-a rarity with commercial services. Most BBSes also limit the length of each call or the amount of
time you can spend on-line per day. Commercial services, for better or worse,
are happy to have you ringing up a bill24 hours a day.

fT]
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Another traditional disadvantage of BBSes is that they've usually had textbased, rather than graphical, user interfaces. That's begun to change, though, as
many BBSes have switched to graphical software systems such as TeleFinder
($425) from Spider Island Software, NovaLink Pro (starting at $100) from
ResNova Software, and especially FirstClass from SoftArc ($95 per server with
a variety of multiclient software packages starting at $395). One of the great
things about FirstClass systems is that even if you don't have the graphical
client software, you can still log on. If you then download the free client software, you'll have a much nicer experience the next time.
Thousands of individual BBSes around the world have linked together to form
a loose metanetwork called FidoNet. The BJVIUG Guide to Bulletin Boards and
Beyond ($20, or $15 for members) explains how to access the BBSes that are part
of FidoNet and even can help you start your own BBS.

The Internet

(HN)

Unless you've had your head in the sand for the last couple of years, you've undoubtedly heard about the Internet-or just "the Net," to those in the knowthe amorphous digital network that already connects millions of computer
users around the world and is widely heralded as a prototype for the emerging
information superhighway.
Until recently, it wasn't easy to get access to the Internet unless you were connected to a large government, educational, or corporate institution that was
wired into the Net. You had to go through a· system administrator to set up your
account and configure your machine And once you got an account, you had to
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master a bunch of cryptic Unix commands before you could even begin to find
your way around.
All that has changed in the last few years. A suite of excellent shareware and free
Mac software has made the Net manageable (if still not exactly friendly) , and
commercial Mac developers have followed with several packages of high-quality access tools. Most commercial on-line services have set up gateways to the
Internet, so you can easily exchange mail with Internet users even if you don't
have your own account. America Online has begun to offer a wide array of
Internet services, and other services are likely to follow with similar arrangements. And for those who want a direct Internet account and don't have access
through work or school, local-access providers all over the country now offer
relatively inexpensive individual accounts.

What Is It?
The Internet is not a specific service, with its o-wn organization, central computers, and fee structure. Rather, it's a loosely structured network of networks, a
worldwide digital web. It began as a way to cormect Unix networks at research
labs, universities, and defense contractors to each other and to the Pentagon and
other government agencies, but ~t's grown to encompass thousands of corporate
networks, nonprofit groups, and dial-up service providers who sell accounts to
individuals. And in recent years the major commercial on-line services have tied
their systems into the Internet so their users can communicate with anyone on
the net, and vice versa.
· t • • • • • • · • • • t f • M • • • • · · • t • • f . . . . ••••e•e&•e·

More Info About the Internet
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(HN)

The Internet is much too big and diverse to be covered in depth here. If you want more details, bookstores are now bulging with Internet titles. Two excellent Mac-oriented titles, both
of wh ich provide Internet-access software, are Adam Engst's The Internet Starter Kit for
Macintosh (Hayden) and Michael Fraase's The Mac Internet Tour Guide (Ventana).
There are also dozens of electronic guides to the Internet. My favorite (I'm giving myself
away here) is one called The Big Dummy's Guide to the Internet, wh ich is available in both
plain text and HyperCard formats; you can find it on any of the major on-line services.
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All of tlus has meant exponential growth. No one knows for sure how many
people are connected to the Internet, but at this writing the total is generally
estimated at some 20 to 30 million people. T hat figure is clearly somewhat inflated because it includes many people who work at organizations tied into the
net but don't actually use it. But there's no doubt that the number is huge and
growing fast.

What It Offers

GOOD
FEATURE

As the Internet grows, new services keep emerging: Among other things, you
can now explore hypertext databases that link documents in libraries around the
world, send faxes without paying long-distance charges, download digitizedmusic recordings, and tune in to radio-like audio programming. Most Internet
users, however, do the same things that others do on commercial networks and
local bulletin boards-exchange e-mail, download files, and share news and
ideas with otl1ers interested in the same topics. But the very size of the Internet
means there's more of all that-more potential correspondents, more data libraries, and more topical forums (known on d1e Internet as newsgroups).
E-mail. The most obvious allure of the Internet is iliat it allows you to exchange messages with people all over the world, regardless of the lcind of com-

GOOD
FEATURE

puter they use, the software they run, or the particular network d1ey connect to.
As long as they are part of an organization that's got an Internet connection, or
a member of almost any on-line service, you should be able to put a message in
their mailbox in a matter of nlinutes.
Newsgroups. One of the most compelling features of tl1e Internet is access to
Usenet newsgroups- sometlling on the order of 5,000 forums focusing on topics
ranging from floating-point math to football to pllilosophy. (There are at least
four newsgroups devoted to various aspects of StarTrek, and about 20 dealing
with the Mac.) T hough the term "newsgroup" may make them sound authoritative, in most cases they are just discussion groups-like forums on CompuServe or AOL-in which participants with varying levels of knowledge share
their insights and their ignorance. Some groups have moderators, wllich usually
ensures a certain level of focus, wllile otl1ers are completely freewheeling.
Usenet is actually a separate Unix-oriented network, but it's linked to the
Internet, so once you're on the latter, you can get access to the newsgroups.
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(HN)

Several different addressing schemes are used in different parts of the Internet, but the standard format is username@domain.top domain. The@ (or IShHtl([)) is pronounced "at," and the
periods are pronounced dot. Spaces and commas are not allowed, but you can use extra periods, dashes, or underscore characters instead. The entire address is normally written in
lowercase because that's the fashion on the Net; aside from the password schemes on some
Internet systems, most of the Net is actually not sensitive to case.
Most users choose their last name, with or without t heir first name or initial, as their username, but some people use abbreviations, nicknames, numerica l IDs, or titles. (Bill Clinton's
username is president.) If you get an account through your company or university, you may
have to follow its naming conventions.
A domain is basically the name of a particular organization or network. Some domain names
have of several words, separated by periods; at some large organizations there are mid-level
domain names identifying different parts of the organization or even different machines.
In the U.S., a top domain is a three-letter code that identifies the type of organization: .com,
meaning commercial, signifies a private business; .edu means an educational institution; .gov
means- guess what? And so on. Non-U.S. accounts, as well as a few in this country, use a
two-letter country code as the top domain.
By this writing, all the major on-line services have Internet gateways, so you can exchange
mail via your favorite service with anyone anywhere on the Internet (including subscribers to
other commercial services that also have gateways). The format and procedures for sending
messages to Internet addresses vary depending on which service you are starting from . In
some cases there are length limits on messages sent through a gateway, and often you can't
enclose files with messages. Check with your on-line service for details.
If you are on the Internet already and want to send a message to someone on a commercial
on-line service, you must use his or her account name or identifying number on that service
before the @ sign, with the service's domain and top domain following- for example,
HenryNorr@aol.com or 76117.1770@compuserve.com. (The comma in CompuServe addresses
has to be changed to a period.)

Fetching files. Hundreds of thousands of files-shareware and freeware for
every platform, updates for Apple system software, satellite images, digitized
sotmds, government reports, great literature in text form at, and almost anything else you can think of- are available for downloading over the Internet.
T he phrase to know is ftp . It stands for file-tran.ife1· protocol, but the acronym has
become an adjective iftp sites are computers on the Net from which you can
download files using the protocol) and even a verb (you ftp the files you want).
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Many sites, or anhives, allow anonymous ftp-that is, anyone can log on to the
archive just by entering the username anonymous and any text as a password
(though it's considered good form to use your e-mail address as the password).
Browsing information. The mail systems, libraries, and forums of the commercial on-line services are roughly analogous to the Internet senrices mentioned so far, but there's no real equivalent to the information-browsing options
the Internet offers. Thousands of universities, libraries, government agencies,
private organizations, and individuals have put millions of pages of information-databases, directories, statistics, images, even the full text of research reports and books without copyrights-on hard disks accessible through the Net.

Finding your way through this vast mass of data is a major challenge. Several
different, overlapping schemes for indexing, linking, searching, and retrieving
information are in use on the Internet. These are the best-known systems:

• Gophe'r, a system of interconnected databases (known as Gopherspace) listing
files, directories, images, sounds, and just about anything else the people who
maintain Gopher servers want to incorpor::~te.
• WAIS (VVide Area Information Servers), a system for indexing and searching
text data. WAIS and Apple's AppleSearch product evolved out of the same research, and AppleSearch will soon be able to search WAIS libraries.
• World- Wide Web, an ambitious scheme for creating hypertext links among a
variety of kinds of information located all over the world; clicking on a word
in the file you are reading can take you automatically and almost instantly to
a file halfway around the world with more information on the subject.
Fortunately, there are now first-rate Mac programs offering point-and-click
access to each of these information-retrieval schemes (see "Internet Applications," below).

Getting on the Net
Before you can start to use the Internet, you need to get an account established,
and depending on how you're connecting and what kinds of services you require, you may need to install some special networking software.
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For mall-only dial-up access. The simplest kind of Internet connection is a
dial-up linl{. If you don't have one through your business or school, you can get
a basic dial-up account relatively cheaply (many providers offer them for $20 a
month or less, with unlimited access), and they require no special hardware or
software- just a modem (the faster the better) and any Mac telecommunications program.

In most cases, these accounts work only for sending and receiving mail; you
probably won't be able to join newsgroups, download files, or browse remote
databases.
For full dial-up access. To get access to all Internet services via modem, you
need software that lets your lVIac speak TCPIIP (the networking protocol used
on the Internet) and extra sofu.vare for creating a TCPIIP connection over a
phone line. And you need an account configured to support this kind of connection.

MacTCP (an Apple system extension that Macs need in order to join TCPIIP
networks) currently comes bundled w1th many Internet-oriented software packages (including the free version of Eudora, described below). Starting with
System 7.5, MacTCP will become a standard part of the Mac operating system.
To establish a TCPIIP connection by phone you need a driver that implements
either SLIP (Serial Line Internet Protocol) or PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol).
The latter is newer and apparently somewhat faster and more flexible, but for
most people the deciding issue is which one is supported by the system you intend to dial in to. (Not all organizations and service providers offer these options, but the number that support one or both is increasing rapidly.) The main
commercial Internet communications packages (described below) include SLIP
drivers, and Intercon System allows its InterSLIP sofu.vare to be distributed
freely. PPP drivers are harder to come by, but I.ntercon now offers InterPPP
for $100, and there's a free package called MacPPP.
Configuring MacTCP and SLIP or PPP is definitely a pain. YouT best bet is to
get help from an expert-your service provider, your network administrator, or
a friend with lots ofTCPIIP experience.

SYSTEM
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Scores of companies-some with local nodes all over the country, some limited to particular
regions-now offer dial-up Internet access. One way to get a list of providers in your area is
to check your bookstore or library-most Internet books include such lists. But more
providers spring up every month, and options and rates change, so the lists in books soon
get out of date.
Two regularly updated lists of providers-called PDIAL and nixpub-are widely distributed
on the Internet. Of course, that won't do you much good if you need the list precisely because you don't already have access, but you may be able to get a copy through a user
group or commercial on-line service.
The best bet is probably to inquire through a local BBS or user group. That way, you'll get
not only names and numbers but also warnings about such problems as local nodes that are
always busy or tech-support staffers who snort contemptuously because you don't know
Unix inside and out. {I have an account with one of the larger providers, Netcom. When I
sent a note to tech support because the system was refusing to let me log in about one call
out of every three, I got a curt message back saying "any timeout or delay problems need
to be resolved by software on your end.")
Remember that not all providers support SLIP or PPP. Choose one that does, if you want the
option of full access to all lhternet services.
The rate structures for these services can be complicated. Be sure to factor in not only
monthly fees, but also setup charges, access limitations, and hourly rates, if any. Rates for
SLIP and PPP accounts are usually higher than for simple dial-up access, and it's more likely
that there w ill be an hourly charge.

POWERBOOK

Look for a provider with a local number near you to avoid phone-line charges. If you travel a
lot and take a PowerBook, try to find a provider that also has local nodes in the places you
are apt to visit.

Internet Applications
Once you've got the plumbing taken care of-your account's established and
the necessary networking software is installed and configured-you'll need to
choose one or more applications as your front end to actual Internet services. If
you're comfortable with the Unix command line, any terminal program will do.
But if you'd prefer a graphical interface, you have lots of excellent optionssome free, some shareware, and some commercial.
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Free and shareware programs. The last few years have brought an array of
nifty free or low-cost products that put a Mac interface on Internet senrices. For
mail, the standard is Eudora, by Steve Dorner. There's a freeware version, but
now there's also a $65 commercial version published by Qualcomm. For now,
·•••••t•·••·••·w··te·••••·•t.+.+•e••••••··· ······ · ··· ·••••••·•·•····• •••··•••·•• ••

Easier Ways In

(HN)

There are now a couple of neat ways to bypass most of the hassles of getting on the Internet while getting access to many of its services.

America Online
America Online, like other commercial on-line services, now offers a variety of Internet services, including mail, newsgroups, and Gopher and WAIS searching, as part of its regular
selection of features. That means anyone with an AOL account can now cruise the Net
just like the heaviest Internet jocks (they're sometimes called net heads). You don't pay anything extra-just AOL's standard monthly and hourly rates-and you work through the
service's standard graphical interface. It's hardly speedy, and there's an annoying lot of clicking though folders and dialogs, but it sure beats the Unix command line. If you're a net
novice, AOL is great place to get your feet wet. just go to the icon called Internet Center
and you're on your way.
Delphi
Delphi, another national on-line service, offers access to the Internet through its regular dialin service, which you can log into with any standard communications program. The list of
Internet features supported is much more extensive than AOL's, and rates are at least competitive. It costs $10 a month with four hours' access and $4 for each extra hour, or $20 a
month for 20 hours' access and $1 .80 for each extra hour. With either plan, there's also a $3
monthly surcharge for Internet access. The problem is that you have to use Delphi's sometimes-cumbersome menu-based system; there's no point-and-click GUI, ~s on AOL, and you
can't use the cool, graphical Mac applications you could if you had your own connection.
World Link
Another easy option is lntercon Systems' Worldlink. The $30 package includes an account
with a major Internet service provider (Performance Systems International, or PSI), which
has local numbers in 70 cities and 17 countries. Worldlink doesn't require MacTCP, SLIP, or
PPP, yet, starting with version 2.0, it lets you participate in newsgroups and download files
via anonymous ftp. The service charge is only $9 per month, regardless of how much time
you spend on-line, if you can tolerate a 2,400-bps connection; for 9,600-bps access, the
fee is $19 per month-no more than most service providers charge for a mail-only dial-up
account. Remember, though, that Worldlink won 't give you access to all Internet services. If,
for instance, you want to use Mosaic, the much-ballyhooed graphical interface for the
World-Wide Web, over the phone, you'll need a SLIP or PPP account.

~
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the core capabilities are the same in both versions, though the commercial release includes some useful extra features, such as a filtering scheme that can set
priorities and automatically rename or file your mail on the basis of the subject,
sender, or other variables.
For reading and replying to newsgroups, there are at least three good options:
Newswatcher, Nuntius, and InterNews. For downloading files, use a program
called Fetch if you already know what you want and where it is; if you are
browsing, the best bet is TurboGopher. All of these are freely distributed, but
Dartmouth College, where InterNews and Fetch were developed, requires a
$25 fee for each copy in use at for-profit enterprises.

Welcome to TI1e BBC Networkins Club

Mosaic provides a colorful and easy-to-use interface
to the World-Wide Web, a hypertext system linking
text, images, and other data around the world
via the Internet. Any organization setting up a Web
server can create Its own custom "home page. "
This one is at the British Broadcasting Company.

A free program called Mosaic, developed
by the National Center for Supercomputing Applications, has recently caused a sensation in Internet circles. It provides a slick
graphical interface to the World-\Vide Web
hypertext system linking resources at Internet sites all over the world. Just click on
something you are interested in and you are
automatically connected to the source. It's
hard to explain just what it is, but it's definitely slick. (So is John Hardin's MacWeb,
another free World-Wide \ iVeb browser
that appeared just as this book was going
into production.)

Commercial programs. Overall, the
quality, stability, and range of the freeware
and shareware tools listed above (and many others not mentioned here) is excellent, but some users may prefer a commercial package with a single interface,
printed documentation, and professional tech support. The granddaddy in this
category is Intercon System's TCP/Connect IT, which is available in several
versions starting at $200; the fuJI version, which includes MacTCP, SLIP software, and fa cilities for mail, fil e transfers, and news, is $500.
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A less expensive option (and one I've found much easier to set up and use) is
Synergy Software's VersaTenn-Link, which is now included with three other
Synergy packages: VersaTilities, a $145 coilection of networking utilities;
VersaTerm, a $200 terminal-emulation package; and VersaTerm-PRO, a
$300 version that includes some terminal emulations for high-end graphics.
VersaTerm-Link lets you run any TCPIIP application, but it also has its own
array of built-in features for mail, file transfer, and news, including one unique
news feature of special value to users paying by the hour for SLIP access: It can
download newsgroup messages direct to your disk without making you open
each one. You can read them later at your leisure, without worrying about online charges.
The latest developer to add Internet access tools is Software Ventures, which
now bundles separate Internet news and mail readers, plus Fetch for file transfers, with its lvlicroPhone Pro (described along with other general-purpose telecommunications programs, above). The news and mail programs lack some of
Versa Term-Link's features (including news downloading), but they work fine.
TCP/Connect II, VersaTilities, and .MicroPhone Pro all now come with
MacTCP and SLIP software.
Several other comprehensive Internet software packages are currently under
development and should be available by. the time you read this.

Telecom Tips
Pay attention to that garbage (SNRS). Intermittent garbage (bizarre characters that have no apparent meaning) on the screen when you're communicating
with another computer usually means you've got a noisy phone coru1ection or
line noise. If you're just typing messages back and forth with someone, don't
worry about garbage as long as you can read through it. But if you're transferring files, hang up and try again for a cleaner connection. Dropping the bps rate
(from 14,400 to 9,600 or from 2,400 to 1,200) sometimes helps, too.

HOT TIP
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If you're getting nothing but garbage on the screen, it may be because you and
the computer you're connected to are trying to communicate at different bps
rates. Most programs let you change the rate right in the middle of a session, so
try that and see if it eliminates the garbage.
Closing the serial port (RSIHN). Sometimes, when you switch from one commw1ica ti ons program to another, or even if you try to start the same program
after a crash while it was on-line, you get an error message that the modem port
is in use and that the program you are Iaw1ching caimot use it; under some circun1stances the program may even crash. T hat's because the first program told
the .Nlac operating system it was using the port, and the system, for obvious reasons, won't let two program s try to send data out the same port at the same time.

Restarting your Mac will solve the problem,
but an easier solution is to run CommCioser
(or the similar Gremlins), a tiny utility available from most user groups and on-line services. Click the Modem button and the program will quickly close the serial port; you
can then start up your telecom program.
Russ N elson, author of CommCioser, asks
only for a donation of any form or kind; even
a postcard will do.

-CommCioserPort:
(Modem ) ( Printer ) ( None
@

1991 Russ Ne lson

Russ Nelson ~ CommCioser makes it easy to close
a serial port that's been left open by another
application.

Disabling Call Waiting (Dale Coleman/]K/AN). Call vVaiting- the phone service that interrupts calls with signals when someone else is calling and lets you
switch between the 1:\vo ca lls-disrup ts data transmissions. Most phone companies let you temporarily disable Call Waiting for the duration of any outgoing
call. Just precede the number you're dialing \vjth *70 (on a tone lin e) or 11 70
(on a pulse line). vVhen the call is over, Call Waiting returns automatically.

If you're using a Hayes-compatible modem, type *70, (include the comma) in
front of whatever number the modem's set up to dial in your communications
software. \.Vhen you tell the modem to dial, it will disable Call Waiting, pause
for a second or two to allow the dial tone to return, and then dial the phone
number (the comma after *70 generates the pause).
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Saving time and money on-line (SAIJKIHN). H ere are five things you can do
to make your on-line sessions more efficient:
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• Although many services have higher hourly fees for higher bps rates, you
should still use the highest rate your modem can handle when sending or
downloading files. Few services charge twice as much for a 9,600-bps connection as for a 2,400-bps one, even though transmissions take less than half
the time.

• If you are sending files to a friend or colleague, be sure to compress them
first.
• If your communications software lets you create scripts or otherwise automate on-line procedures like posting and retrieving messages, use that capability. Scripts nm faster than you can work in real time.
• Prepare your m essages and fiJ es off-line. W hy pay for on-line time when all
you're doing is writing?

• If you have to interrupt your work while on-line, try going into a customerservice or help area; the hourly charge is usually waived there. You'll save
yourself the time and trouble of logging on again and won't have to pay for
the connect tim e (but if you're away too long, the service may hang up on you).
Traveling prepared (I-Th.l). A few tips for staying cormected while you're on the
road \:t.rith your PowerBook:

• If you think you migh t need access to your home machine or office network
while you're gone, install Apple Remote Access (ARA) be fore you leave ($70
for the Client software, $250 for the Personal Server). It puts all the services
you're used to- printers, file servers, e-mail, and so on- right on your desktop, no matter where you are. A useful adjunct is Trilobyte Software's ARACommander ($30), which adds a slew of useful conveniences missing from
Apple's package. It enables you, for example, to create "connectors"- simple,
memory-saving mini-applica tions that can create an ARA connection, then
automatica lly open files you've preselected on th e remote computer.
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• If you intend to log on to on-line services during your travels, you can save
yourself a lot of hassle by looking up the local access numbers for the places
you'll visit before you leave, instead of trying to do it after you reach your
destination.
• Need a printer when you're stuck in a hotel room with only a PowerBook?
Easy-if you have a fax modem. Just fax the document to the hotel fax, run
down and pick it up, and you're all set.
• A company called Konexx makes some telecommunications accessories that
can help you make your connection when nothing else will, including an
adapter that lets you communicate through digital PBX systems, adapters
that you plug into European and Asian phone systems, and even an acoustical
coupler that lets you transmit at rates up to 9,600 bps even if the only phone
arow1d is a pay phone. It's not always easy to find the Konexx products, but
APS Technologies, the mail-order storage vendor, carries them, as does
modem-maker G lobal Village Communications (under its own name).
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Networking
BACK \VHEN A PC NETWORK INTERFACE CARD cost a luxurious $700 to

$ 1,000, the Mac P lus had networking built-in. That bu ilt-in l\1ac network,
known as AppleTalk, couldn't do much more than connect a LaserWriter
printer, but it's grown by staggering proportions.
vVhether you only need to connect to a printer, share a few files among a small
workgroup, or connect a global corporation, the pieces are all here now. In this
brief chapter we'll show you what's possible and provide a framework for understanding Mac networking.

If you're tired of scampering from Mac to Mac, sharing files via disks, you
should know that, with System 7 file sharing, there's little reason to, as tlus
chapter explains. You say your Mac workgroup has tripled in size and now your
LocalTalk network creeps along? vVe'll show you what's involved in speeding
up and enlarging your network. Is your staff on the road a lot, or just tired of
commuting? In tl1is chapter you' ll find out how to set up your network for remote network access by roving PowerBooks or hom e-office Macs.
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Who Needs a Network?

(BW)

Sure enough, you're getting a lot more work done with your new Mac, and
now, you're working with new partners or handing out Macs to the rest of yqur
staff. Suddenly your old, informal system of sharing documents and ideas isn't
up to the new pace. Plus you've got new printers, modems, and other relative~y
expensive pieces of equipment to share. It's time to get nen;vorked-time to
connect those M acs so that someone can send a document or just a brief reminder to someone else, get easy access to companywide docwnents, or maybe
just print something without leaving their seat. If any of the features described
below seem attractive to you, it's time to set up a local a'rea network (LAN) for
your Macs.

File Sharing
If the interoffice mail tray next to your Mac still bears interoffice memos with
attached routing slips, you need to ask why. Everything you need in order to
share files is built right into System 7. \iVhen you've finished your part of a project you can quickly invoke file sharing so that others on the production line can
use their Macs to read or copy the file from your hard disk. No more sailing
disks between cubicles.

E-Mail
If file sharing is the network circulatory system for docwnents, e-mail is the
nervous system, serving to trigger activity, to stimulate, to light fires or put
them out. \iVhen, for example, your contribution to a group project is complete
and the file is ready for sharing, you still need to notify your next-in-line salary
slave before you can put your feet up. A simple electronic mail system might
only flash a message on someone's screen. More sophisticated systems store
messages in electronic mailboxes and notify people to check and retrieve their
mail. Many even allow you to attach document files to messages, and thus serve
as a means of file sharing as well.
.iVlemos and reminders are perfect fodder for e-mail: no more slips of important
paper blowing in the wind or getting buried in the heap on your desk. You can
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quickly nudge a single individual or a whole department, checking electronically to see if everyone has received the message. 1\!Iost mail systems make replying to a message quick and easy-a great catalyst for decision making.

Sharing Resources
There's more to computer networks than sharing fi les and e-mail; you can also
share equipment such as printers and moderns. AppleTalk's primary function on
early Macs was to connect expensive LaserWriter printers, and most
Macintosh-compatible printers come with the same built-in LocalTalk ports as
do Macs. Connect the printer to your Mac with LocalTalk, and it should appear
in your Chooser, ready to use, even if it's down the hall.
High-speed moderns are also commonly installed as shared resources. 1\!Iost
people on a network don't use a high-speed modem often enough to justify
buying one for each, but with a little specialized hardware and software, you can
access the modem as if it were connected directly to your Mac.
And shared resources don't have to be hardware. Centralized information directories and databases are other examples of valuable resources that can be
shared over a net.

Growing a Network

GNBW)

Once you decide you need a network, you 've got to decide on what kind of network to install, and tl1at depends on many factors. Let's look at an example of
how Mac networks form and grow. Let's say you're starting out in your grandmotl1er's basement. You have a credit card and no capital except a few ideas that
you think could take you and your equally broke partner into the Fortune 500.
You start off with a pair of Mac IIcx's, using the venerable "sneaker net" to share
fi les. But when you buy a LaserWriter Pro networkable printer, it's time to
net\vork.
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Loco/Talk Daisy-Chain Network
Your cheapest network option is LocalTalk, which has been built into every
Mac since the P lus. All you need is a LocalTalk connector for each device (including the PostScript laser printers) and some cabling. You plug them in, go
into System 7's control panels to set up file sharing, buy an inexpensive e-mail
package, and voila. You're sharing files, the printer, and e-mail.

Ethernet Daisy-Chain Network
As soon as you start telephone .marketing with your new multiuser order-entry
database, your network bogs down. You need more speed, and Ethernet is the
ticket. The price of E thernet connections have plummeted, and Ethernet is
even built into many new Macs, making LocalTalk networks obsolete for all but
the smallest installations, where performance isn't a concern. This means you'll
need some kind of Ethernet adapter for each device, as we discuss below.

If you have a LaserWriter II, you can invest in a LaserWriter IIG upgrade card,
which provides the Ethernet connection. (A few other brands have optional
E thernet interfaces, so check.) You can purchase one of the many LocalTalk-toE thernet adapters for the printer, but although these devices make it easy to
connect a LocalTalk device to the Ethernet, they still limit communications to
LocalTalk speeds. From now on, all future devices should be Ethernetequipped.
Your next decision is which kind of Ethernet cable will best serve your needs.
Thick-wire, or lOBase-5 Ethernet, is primarily used for large campus and corporate backbone networks. You're not that big yet. Instead, you could get
Ethernet adapters for all the Macs, and daisy chain thin-wire Ethernet,
(10Base2) where the LocalTalk/PhoneNET cabling used to be.

Structured Ethernet Wiring
vVhen your burgeoning empire moves to a new three-story building, with more
growth on the way, it's time to rethink your network and go with a "structured
wiring" approach. At this point, unless you got a Masters in computer science
along with your MBA, you'll want to hire a consultant to help you properly
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plan and install this phase of growth. The stakes here are high-we're talking
tens of thousands of dollars in equipment.
A structured wiring plan should be modular and logkally organized to make expansion easy. In a typical setup, each floor of the building would have a wiring
closet containing an intelligent hub (described in our "Network Hardware"
section, below). T he hub's chassis would let you add network adapter cards of
varying types.
Each hub is in turn connected vvith fiber-optic cables to a multi port AppleTalk
router in a master wiring closet. Like the hubs, the router also offers several
slots for adding various network adapters, providing the flexibility and room for
expansion that's key to this setup. By using fiber to connect the three hubs,
you'll leave the door open for FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data Interface) or some
other high-speed networking method.
You'll want to create AppleTa lk zones to organize the network services.
Typically, you'd create three zones: First Floor, Second Floor, and T hird Floor.
Each router port should be configured with its own unique Apple'Thlk network
range and zone name.
As your traffic increases, you can install FDDI cards in your backbone routers
and each of their network hubs. That way, instead of a lOMB Ethernet, you'll
have a 100MB-per-second transmission speed to accommodate the additional
traffic loads you'll encoun ter.

Starting Simple
As you can see, networking Macs can be both very simple or very complicated,
depending on the size and range of your network. In the next section, we'll describe the factors that would influence the decisions outlined here and define
some of the terms we just threw at you.
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Putting Together a Network
In some ways, networking Macs is easier done than said: It's easier to plug your
Macs together in a simple AppleTalk nenvork and start sharing files and printers than it is to even begin explaining what's actually going on. That's because
the AppleTalk nenvork technology is designed to handle many network issues
automatically, behind the scenes. That plug-'n' -play beauty of the Macintosh is
the honeymoon glow of young, uncomplicated Mac nenvorks, however. As
your organization grows, you'll need more speed and range than the built-in
LocalTalk/AppleTalk Mac nenvork provides. That's when you'll have to actually know something about AppleTalk and other forms of networks. We hope
this section will at least help you ask the right questions.

Network Protocols

(RC/B\ i\1)

In local area networks, all the computers are strung along a single wire, a sort of
"party line" over which all the digital communication takes place. T hat saves on
cabling, but it creates the potential for incredible chaos. Just picture things if all
the phones on your block were connected in a single, huge party line. Picture
the interruptions, the eavesdropping, the total jam you'd be in. Sooner or later
you and your neighbors would start developing rules and procedures (let's call
them pTotocols)-hang up if the line is busy and try again later, keep calls short,
hang up if an incoming call is not intended for you, and so on-to guarantee at
least a semblance of orderly communication.
Solving this "party line" problem is the cnLx of networking. Although you can
see and touch network cabling, it's the invisible sets of complex rules and digital
procedures-the protocols-that really make a network run. In fact, for any
netw·ork there may be dozens of separate protocols at work, many operating in
different ways at the same time.
Protocol layers and functions. I once overheard this snippet of conversation at
a truck stop on I-5: "What kind of network they got, anyway?" "I think it was
Ethernet," came the frank reply. I later asked a magazine art director what kind of
networksbe had. The answer: "AppleTalk." Soon after, someone on the elevator
was talking about a specific kind of network in bis office, called lOBaseT.
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Protocol Hierarchy
If you've followed this discussion so far, you'll gather that different kinds of protocols function in layers, with each layer serving the one above it. Picture the shipping department of
an office building. The cabling scheme, such as 1 OBaseT, would serve as the streets and
roads. Ethernet, or some other access scheme, might then be the truck or other vehicle hauling the load. Various layers of AppleTalk protocols on the management floors might then
define how the truck is loaded, how the messages are addressed, how they're packaged,
how they're tracked and insured, and how they're created in the first place. Apple's
EtherTalk, for example, is simply a scheme that runs AppleTalk protocols over Ethernet.
Now suppose we replace the 1OBaseT cabling with another kind, such as 10Base2 coaxial
cable. We can still run our Ethernet trucks down the newly specified streets (maybe with just
a change of tires). Nothing else changes; the AppleTalk folks upstairs still handle things as
they did before.
Suppose again that our shipping department also serves another organization in the building known as TCP/IP. The TCP/IP people have their own way of creating network messages,
packaging, and addressing. Fortunately, their stuff still fits int o our standard Ethernet trucks.
With a little dovetailing, we can, in many instances, mix and match protocols, as long as we
pay attention to the different layers they occupy.
One of the best ways to understand this hierarchy is to look at a standard conceptual framework known as the OS/ (Open Systems Interconnection) reference model, which describes an
overall network architecture in terms of seven hierarchical layers (illustrated below). Apple
designed AppleTalk with this 051 model in mind, and much of Apple's network documentation refers to it.

The OSI Reference Model
Layer

Name

Example

7

Application

PageMaker, Chooser

6

Presentation

PostScript format (from LaserWriter driver)

5

Session

Establish printer connection

4

Transport

Get printer name for Chooser, ensure reliable data transmission

3

Network

Package and address the print messages

2

Data link

Network adapter (EtherTalk, Token Ring), cable access

1

Physical

Network cable (locaiTalk, 1OBaseT, Thin Ethernet)
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But here's the point: All these people could have been talking about the same
network. These three terms, Ethernet, AppleTalk, and IOBaseT, could actually
describe different parts of a single network. How? The functions they name are
all separate, each only describing a part of the whole network. Network folks
tend to think of these different parts as occupying separate "layers," based on
their function (see the box "Protocol Hierarchy" on the opposite page).

1OBaseT, for example, is a wiring scheme, using twisted-pair cabling similar to
phone wire. Ethemet, on the other hand, is a somewhat broader term, defining
how computers and other devices should access the wiring. Ethernet can and
does run on other types of wiring, not just IOBaseT. And AppleTalk refers to an
entire group of protocols created by Apple that governs almost every other aspect of networking, that is, how computer messages are organized and sent so
that they arrive where they're supposed to without error.
If you've got a Mac-only network, you can pretty much safely stick to AppleTalk (lucky you). If you've got to connect with other kinds of computers, however, you'll need to know about-and coexist with-other protocol suites.
AppleTalk. As mentioned above, when we say "AppleTalk protocol" we're re-

ally talking about a large group of protocols that govern AppleTalk networks.
(The term "AppleTalk" once also referred to cabling, but the cabling is now
called Loca/Talk.) AppleTalk achieves its plug-'n'-play nature by automatically
handling a lot of techie things like assigning workstation and net\vork addresses, routing messages between networks, and so on. Instead of dealing with
cryptic numbers, you can assign names to workstations, or to sections of your
network called zones. These things are unique to AppleTalk and are part of why
it's so easy to use. In fa ct, you won't know how good you have it until you have
to deal with systems using other protocols that aren't as friendly.
TCP/IP. If you're using a Macintosh in a multivendor environment including

Unix workstations- DEC VAX, Sun SPARCstations, and so on-99 percent of
the time TCPIIP will be the commonly supported protocol. TCPIIP stands for
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol and was designed over many
years to support the Internet, the largest computer network in the world (described more fully in C hapter 22). Although other protocol standards have

~
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been put forward, TCP/IP has become the de facto internetworking standard.
We'll get into it in more detai l later.

~
~
svsTEM
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If your Mac is connected to an Ethernet network, you ca n make it talk TCP/IP
by installing Apple's TCPIIP Connection for Macintosh software (about $100
on the street). If you've got System 7.5, you've already got the main component
of this product, MacTCP. O nce one of th ese products is installed, and you selectTCPIIP from the Networks control panel, your Mac starts talkingTCPIIP
as well as Apple11dk. T he problem with TCPIIP in a Mac environment is that
you have to explicitly specify a lot of network settings, such as device addresses,
that simpler Mac systems handJe automatically.
IPX (Netware). IBM and Microsoft were so slow in coming out with a decent
network operating system for PCs that a third company, Novell, came up with
Netware. Created from the ground up without using DOS, Net:ware's speed
and relative reliability made it the most widely insta ll ed network operating system in businesses. T he main networking protocol used by Netware is IPX,
which stands for Internetwork Packet Exchange.
DECnet. The modular, high-performance design of Digital Equipment Corporation's VAX minicomputers has made them popular in business, research,
and academic environments. While many VAX computers also run the Unix
operating system with TCP/IP network protocols, others run proprietary VAX
operating systems with network protocols calJed DECnet. Apple and DEC
formed a technical alliance that eventually produced a product from DEC
called Pathworks for Macintosh ($3 05), which includes DECnet for Macs.
This allows Macs to act as VAX terminals and take advantage of VAX printing,
file transfer, printing, e-mail, and other services.

Topologies

GNB\N)

The network protocol you use has an effect on the layout, or topology, you
choose for your LAN. Certain types of networks require certain layouts,
though some can run on a variety of schemes.
Daisy chain. A daisy-chain setup-the topology used for LocalTalk networkssimply strings computers and other devices along using a series of separate cable
links, fomung a chain. T he chain can be straight or tw1sted into a pretzel, as long
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as you don't connect the tv.ro ends together-no circles or loops. The network
connector at each computer provides two
connector jacks, one for the computer or
device on one side and one for the computer or device on the other. For the computers at each end of the wire, there's only
one cable connection; a te1minating plug is
sometimes fitted into the remaining empty
connector.

In a daisy·chain connection such as that used by
Loco/Talk networks, a separate piece of cable runs be·
tween each node. In Loco/Talk networks, the wires
plug into Loco/Talk connector boxes, which plug into
each Mac's printer port.

Bus. In a bus topology, network devices
are strung linearly along a single cable,
not chained together with separate
lengths of cable. Each device requires a
tap, which actually penetrates the cable insulation to contact the live wire. A bus
often forms a backbone connecting separate networks.
Ring. Networks based on Token Ring and

FDDI protocols, which we discuss below,
use a ring-shaped topology. In this setup
the cable makes a complete loop back to
where it started, forming a circle, or ring.
Star. In the stat; or radial, topology, sev-

era l separate runs of cable converge at a
central hub or concentratm; usually with
only a single device connected at the end
of each cable run. (Hubs are described
under "Network Hardware," below.)

A ring topology (used with Token Ring networks) uses a
continuous loop of coaxial cable. Each node requires a
plug· in board, which connects to the cable via a trans·
ceiver and a tap.

A bus topology uses a continuous length of cable.
Connecting computers use a transceiver and some
form of tap to hook into the bus. Terminators at each
end of the bus minimize signal reflections.
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A star topology connects separate runs of cable to a
central hub or mutt/port repeater.

There are two types of networks using star
topology: passive stars and active stars. A passive star connects cable runs at a central
hub, but it doesn't do anything to boost or
direct signals from one cable to another.
Consequently, the passive star starts running out of steam after you've connected
half-a-dozen or so devices. Active stars,
however, use concentrators or multipart repeaters (also described below) to amplify (repeat) the signal coming from any segment
to keep it from getting too weak (attenuating). Consequently, these active hubs can be
designed to handle a large number of cable

runs; the signal repeaters keep the whole thing struttin'.

·
0 0
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Stars provide two main benefits over other topologies. First, they're more modular, making for easier, more logically organized network expansion . Second,
it's easier to diagnose network problems at the star hub, where all the separate
legs come together. \Vhen a problem occurs on one leg, it's easy to isolate that
leg and fix the problem without bringing down the whole network. T he downside, of course, is that when the hub itself goes down, so does the entire network that's dependent on it. Bus and daisy-chain networks are less centralized,
hence less prone to total failure.

The Cable

OA)

T he next decision you'll have to make concerns the type of wiring you'll use.
Once again, if you're sticking with LocalTalk, your job is simple. "With Ethernet, however, you have a number of options. T he type of wiring you choose has
an effect on how long each network segment can be (see the table on the next
page) and can lay the foundation for future network growth. T he wrong choice
can result in costly replacement when you're ready to extend your network.
LocaiTalk. The original version of Apple's LocalTalk cable supported only up

to 1,000 feet of total wiring with a maximum of 30 nodes. LocalTalk always uses
a daisy chain topology.
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Speed, Length, and Node Limits for Different Types of Cable
Cable Type

Maximum number
of nodes per segment

Maximum
cable run

Maximum
transmission speed

Apple LocaiTalk

30

1,000 feet

230.4K/ second

PhoneNET LocaiTalk

30

3,000 feet

230.4K/second

1 OBaseT Ethernet
(twisted-pair)

1

100 meters

1 OMS/ second

1 0 Base2 Ethernet
(thin-wire)

30

189 meters

1OMB/ second

1 0Base5 Ethernet
(thick-wire)

100

500 meters

1 OMS/ second

FDDI
multimode optical fiber

500

1 00 kilometers

1OOMB/second

Phone-type LocalTalk (PhoneNET) was originally developed by Farallon to
use standard telephone cabling (and telephone RJ-11 connectors) instead of the
more expensive LocalTalk cabling. PhoneNET extended AppleTalk's total
wiring limit to 3,000 feet, and through the use of star repeaters and quality
wiring, it is possible to put 50 or 60 nodes on a PhoneNET network without
too much distortion.
If you have a network of any size, PhoneNET-type h ardware can save you lots
of money, and imitations of it can save you even more. At the college where
Rich teaches, they use an inexpensive and reliable PhoneNET clone, Trimar's
CompuNet, which costs just $ 15 per connector, or $ 10 each if you buy ten or
more. Focus Enhancement sells its LocalTalk TurboNet Connectors for about
the same price as the Trimar product. (If you already have LocalTalk cabling,
just switch over to PhoneNET-type hardware for any additional needs.
Fara llon makes an adapter for connecting LocalTalk to PhoneNET systems, so
you won't lose whatever you have invested.)
Ethernet. Ethernet-a set of protocols that describes how digital signals are

transmitted and how computers access the cable-is not specific to any one
kind of cabling, and several kinds of cable are currently used, as we describe
below. Ethernet isn't specific to any particular set of protocols eitl1er. It's purposely designed to handle multiple protocols, includin g AppleTalk, TCPIIP,
Net\vare, and others.

BARGAIN
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There are three main types of Ethernet cabling currently in use:

BARGAI N

lOBaseT (twisted-pair) Ethernet. 10BaseT, the newest type of Ethernet
wiring, has gained rapidly in popularity because it uses unshielded twistedpair wiring (a kind of telephone wire), which is cheaper and easier to install
than the earlier types we discuss below. (The Tin I OBaseT stands for telephone.) Unless you're using the new daisy-chainable Farallon E therWave
units (discussed below), you're talking an active star topology (see "'lbpologies," above) that uses a 10BaseT hub to connect many separate runs of
cable. On a lOBaseT star network, each run of wire is limited to a maximum
of 100 meters, or just over 300 feet. The number of devices depends on the
make of tl1e hub; high-end hubs can support more tl1an 100. Daisy-chained
EtherWave networks are limited to a maximum of 100 meters, and each
EtherWave daisy-chain can support up to 7 devices.
When shopping for IOBaseTwiring, look for Level S, the highest grade. Call
~lack Box Corporation for its nifty networking catalog and order a spool of
it. It's no~ much more expensive than lower-rated cabling and could be used
for future higher-speed wiring such as tl1e twisted-pair copper variant of
FDDI known as CDDI (discussed below).
• 10Base2 (thin-wire) Ethernet. 10Base2 Etl1ernet allows up to 30 daisychained devices per each 189-meter segment of coaxial cable (a type that
uses a single-wire conductor surrotmded by layers of electrical shielding).
(The 2 in 10Base2 stands for the 200-meter maximum cable length; they
rounded up.) Thin-wire Ethernet can use a daisy-chain topology or with a
multipart repeater, ~n ~ctive star layout. The use of thin-wire star topologies is
rapidly declining due to the arrival of the newer, more flexible twisted-pair
Ethernet.
• 10Base5 (thick-wire) Ethernet. 10Base5, or thick-wire, Ethernet is a stiff
twin-axial (one wire inside another wire) cable about 3fs inch in diameter,
with a 15-pin D-style connector. (The 5 in 10Base5 stands for the 500-meter
maximum cable length.) The cable is terminated at botl1 ends with special fittings that minimize sig11al reflections that would otherwise degrade communications, so it permits a m~mum of 200 devices on a 1,640-foot segment.
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Thick-wire Ethernet is often used as a central backbone connecting secondary networks throughout a building, although fiber-optic Ethernet and
FDDI (see below) are rapidly replacing thick-wire as a backbone media.
Token Ring. Ethernet devices listen to the cable before transmitting. Token

Ring devices, on the other hand, wait their turn until an electronic tokensomething like a baton in a relay race-comes their way. Because of this fundamental difference, Token Ring networks can be faster than Ethernet networks
when there's lots of network traffic. Most decisions to use Token Ring technology, though, are made because of IBM's adoption ofToken Ring as its preferred
LAN cabling. There are currently two implementations of Token Ring, one
rated at 4 megabits per second and the other at 16.
FDDI and CDDI. Likely to succeed Ethernet, FDDI is an ANSI and ISO stan-

dard netw·ork based on dual-fiber-optic rings. FDDI has a bandwidth (or data
tlu-oughput rate) of 100 megabits per second, 10 times that ofEthernet. FDDI
networks can contain 1,000 nodes, no more than 2 kilometers apart, for a total
aggregate distance of 100 kilometers. Apple offers FDDITalk drivers, though
FDDI cards are still a bit on the expensive side at over a $1,000 per card; but
just as the cost of Ethernet cards dropped several years ago, expect the same to ~
happen to FDDI cards as well. FDDI cards are currently offered by several TH I NGs To
COME
companies, Cabletron, Codenoll, and Spectra Systems among them. VVhile
FDDI is still rare on the desktop, it's becoming more prevalent as a backbone
cabling system.

A

Although FDDI is gaining in popularity, tl1ere are other upcoming standards
vying for acceptance. A proposed CDDI (Copper Distributed Data Interface)
standard would offer the performance of FDDI using less-costly copper
cabling. HP and AT&T are proposing an upgrade to the Ethernet standard to
achieve FDDI performance levels (100 Mbps) using lOBaseT twisted-pair
wiring. Instead of two twisted pairs, this approach requires four twisted pairs.

Network Hardware
As long as you stay within the limits of a 30-node, 3,000-foot AppleTalk network, LocalTalk cabling is all you need to create a net. Once you outgrow that,
however, tl1ere are a few other devices you'll need so you can adapt your
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Dial-Up Connections

(PHJBvV)

One thi ng about a good network-it's awfully hard to leave behind. Whether you're roving
with your PowerBook or handling some office business from home, you can still reach your
file servers and e-mail over the phone lines. AppleTalk dial-in access has been around for
years. The Hayes lnterBridge, Shiva NetBridge, and Solana S-Server were early products
using proprietary drivers to send AppleTalk protocols over the wires via modem. Now Apple
has set the standard with the Apple Remote Access protocol, w hich finally integrates dial-in
access at the Mac System level.
The first product, AppleTalk Remote Access 1, originally shipped with early PowerBooks. It
then became a separate product, and has now been superseded by Apple Remote Access
2.0. Whereas version 1 was a server-client combination under one price, ARA 2.0 sensibly
breaks those functions into two separate p roducts. Now you buy the ARA Personal Server
for $225. It comes w ith client software for one user. Additiona l client copies are $30 each.
St ill, it could get a little expensive using a dedicated Mac for each AppleTalk network dial-in
line, and ARA needs too much computing power to reside on somebody's workstation.
Fortunately, you've got some options. We're sold on Shiva's LANRover/E (for Ethernet), an
ARA-compatible box that serves four ($2,300) or eight ($3,300) separate modem lines. It's
got great software for managing the lANRover from a remote computer, and it goes beyond remote access, also letting your local Macs dial out through the modem lines. Plus, it
supports Internet Protocol addressing, so if you're connected via a lANRover/E and have an
IP address, you can access the Internet without using an AppleTalk-to-TCP/ IP gateway. (See
Chapter 22 for more on getting on the Internet.)
Another option is Apple's ARA MultiPort Server, a $1,800 combination of a NuBus fourport serial card supporting four modems and some fairly comprehensive management software. You can add up to three additional $1,500 four-port expansion cards to control a
maximum of 16 dial-in modems (there's no dial-out as of this w riting).
Each of these server solutions requires a separate modem for each line. To simplify configuration and troubleshooting, we recommend settling on one manufacturer for your modems
and selecting the fastest modem possible. At this writing that means modems that follow
the V.32bis and V.42bis standards (described in Chapter 22). When the new V.34 standard
(also known as V.Fast) becomes more widely available, it should make a great ARA modem.
Remember, in order to take advantage of the server modem's speed and error correction,
yo ur client modem should also follow the same standards.

HOT TIP

Whichever way you go, ARA is easy to use. Where Paul works he shows the staff how to log
on and mount a file server, or even their own Mac, from their laptops. Then they simply
make an alias of the remote volume. From that point on, all they have to do is double-click
the alias, which has stored the dial-in phone number, their user name (but not their password), and the network path to the volume they've mounted.
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Ethernet connection to the type of cable you've chosen, strengthen the digital
signal over longer stretches of cable, create a hub for a star topology, and connect separate LANs into a larger network.
Adapters (RT/RC/B\iV). Once you go beyond the LocalTalk circuitry built into

your .Mac, you'll need some kind of adapter in order to take advantage of
Ethernet, Token Ring, or some other type of cabling.
Even Macs with built-in Ethernet require an external adapter, which fits them
for the specific type ofEthernet cabling you're using. Here's a rundown of your
options:

• Ifyou have built-in Ethernet circuitry on your Mac, you can use FriendlyNet
adapters from Apple, Asante, Dayna, and others to adapt the built-in
Ethernet to a particular form of Ethernet cabling. (Such devices are called
transceivers.) The $175 Apple Ethernet AUI Adapter comes in thick, thin,
and twisted-pair varieties.
• NuBus and LC Ethernet adapters provide Ethern et for Mac models lacking
built-in Ethernet. T here are scads of them on the market, some priced below
$100. Apple lists a lOBaseT NuBus adapter for $180. Some boards, like
Apple's Ethernet LC Card and Ethernet NB Card, require an additional
transceiver adapter (the Apple Ethernet AU1, cited above, for example), but
Apple now sells them bundled for $180 and $280, respectively. You'll only
need a new transceiver if you change to a different kind of cabling.

• If you want to daisy-chain lOBaseT Ethernet, try Farallon's EtherWave
products. If you've already got Ethernet on youT Macs, a $130 EtherWave
Transceiver (AU1 or FriendlyNet [AAUI]) will let you daisy-chain them over
1OBaseT wiring. EtherWave NuBus and LC cards list for $2 30. Newton and
SCSI adapters run $380, and there's even a $420 EtherWave adapter box for
LocalTalk printers.
Tut Systems' Silver Streak E thernet transceivers and adapters let you daisy
chain up to 30 devices, using ordinary, flat telephone cable. Silver Streak isn't
10BaseT-compatible, although Tut offers a $200 10BaseT converter. AU1
and FriendlyNet transceivers list for only $100. NuBus and LC adapters list
for $250.
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• SCSI Ethernet adapters give your slotless Mac Plus, Classic, or PowerBook,
for example, a chance to get out on the Ethernet. One of the cheapest is
Focus E nhancements' EtherLAN SC ($200, for twisted pair). Asante's $460
Mini EN/SC works with both thin Ethernet and lOBaseT.
Repeaters GNBW). Repeate-rs take the electrical signals that represent the l s
and Os of the digital transmission and retransmit them to another network segment, allowing the signal to carry over longer distances. They don't filter or direct network traffic in any way.

In the Macintosh networking realm, there are many LocalTalk repeaters. An
example is Farallon's StarController ($1,400), which is a multipart repeater
that supports multiple cabl e segments. Many vendors also offer Ethernet repeaters, the most corrunon being 1OBaseT hubs, which are multi port repeaters
using twisted-pair Ethernet connections.
Bridges GNBW). B1-idges are one step higher than repeaters on the network
evolutionary scale. Bridges examine the source and destination of network
frames and can minimize traffic by passing only those frames that are destined
for nodes on the other side. This way, you can increase the size of the network
without bogging the whole thing down with additional traffic. Unlike routers
(discussed below), however, they don't know or care about network addresses
and zones. Ethernet bridges have long been used to interconnect LANs over
long distances. With Ethernet bridges, organizations can conn ect two geographically remote E thernet LANs and make them appear as a single connected entity.

Currently there's only one company offering LocalTalk-specific bridges: Tribe.
Its LocalSwitch ($2,500) and TribeStar ($1 ,800) use the Loca!Talk-specific
node number to keep track of node locations. They then use those numbers to
limit traffic to only those segments containing the valid nodes.
Routers GNBW). Routers make decisions on how best to route traffic between
networks. Since they actually look at the network source and destination addresses of a specific protocol's message structure, they are fundamentally different from bridges, which generally process network frames wicl1out concern for
the networking protocol used within.
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Routers are the fundamental building
blocks of large AppleTalk networks.
Without routers, you'd be restricted
to 30 to 50 devices on a LocalTalk
network and several hundred deyjces
on an Ethernet or Token lling network. Also, AppleTalk routers create
and maintain AppleTa1k zones and
multiple networks. You can't have
zones or linked networks without
an AppleTalk router. (See the box
"AppleTalk Network Numbering and
Zones," on the next tvvo pages for
more on those.)
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Network Hardware: Not
Always What It Seems

(TA)

Early AppleTalk "bridges," like the Hayes InterBridge, were technically routers. Vendors also
use the term "bridge" for certain low-cost
LocaiTalk-to-Ethernet devices, like Compatible
Systems' Ether•Write, Dayna's EtherPrint, and
AsimtePrint, used to cheaply connect LocaiTalk
printers, shared modems, or PowerBooks to
EtherTalk-based LANs. (Unlike routers, these
cheaper devices don't create or maintain
AppleTa lk networks and zones, and they handle
only a limited number of LocaiTalk devices.)
When shopping for network connections, pay
attention to what the device does, not what it's
called; the terms can get confusing .

There are AppleTalk routers, DECnet routers, TCP/lP routers, and Netware routers. There are even routers that
can route muJtiple protocols concurrently. Many AppleTalk routers have a
LocaiTalk port and an Ethernet port. A good example of a multiprotocolrouter is
the Shiva FastPath ($2,000), which handles LocaJTalk-to-Etl1ernet AppleTalk
routing but can also route DECnet and TCPIIP protocols. A multiprotocol
router does not convert one protocol into another; it simply routes each protocol according to its protocol type. It's as if three separate routers, for AppleTalk,
DECnet, and TCPIIP, were merged togeilier as a single unit.
Gateway s OAJB\i\1). Gatewa)'S proyjde protocol translation services on the net-

work and can be used to connect different kinds of networks. Most gateways
also function as multiprotocol routers.
Gateways proyjde a centralized alternative to placing a "foreign" protocol, such
as TCPIIP, on your Macs. Cayman's GaterShare software, for example ($995
for the software, $2,800 for the GaterBox router/gateway it runs on) converts
Network Filing System (NFS) protocols, common on Unix workstations, to
AppleTalk Filing Protocol (AFP), letting a 1\llac access workstation fi les as if
they were on an AppleShare server. (NFS was developed by Sun Microsystems
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AppleTalk Network Numbering and Zones

GA)

If you've got more than 30 nodes on your AppleTalk network, chances are you' re using an
AppleTalk router to divide it into a couple of subnetworks. This keeps network traffic more
localized to each part of the network, and it makes it easier to organize a far-flung network.
Each subnet of your internetwork has a unique number. AppleTalk is alone in also letting you
apply a name to a subnet or group of subnets. These names reflect "zones," a logical organization designed to make the net easier for users to navigate. The network numbers are
used by AppleTalk; the zones are there for you.
AppleTalk networking actually comes in a couple of "flavors," the original, known now as
Phase 1, and a newer, Phase 2 AppleTalk. This is important to know because network numbering and zone naming work differently depending which version you're using.

AppleTalk Phase 1
Phase 1 networks can have only a single network number per cable segment. Since
AppleTalk supports only 256 potential nodes per network number, each cable segment is
limited to 256 devices. Actually, the limit is 254 devices, since 0 is unused and 255 is
reserved for broadcasts heard by all devices.
The 254-device limit isn't a problem on LocaiTalk and PhoneNET since LocaiTalk has a recommended limit of 32 devices. But EtherTalk clearly hit the wall at 254 nodes per cable (including cable segments added via bridges or repeaters)-bad news for large organizations
that want to start planking Macs onto their Ethernets.

Phase 2 vs. Phase 1 Network Number Assignment
Phase 2 breaks the 254-node address limit by letting you have more than one network number per cable. You can, in fact, assign a whole range of network numbers to an Ethernet or
Token Ring cable segment, dramatically increasing the number of potential addresses. In a
Phase 2 network, the network numbers can range from 1 to 65,534. A special range, called
the startup range, runs from 65,280 through 65,534. This leaves the numbers 1 through
65,279 for general assignment.
Here's how the node and network numbering work under Phase 1 and Phase 2, depending
on whether a router's installed:

• Phase 1 with no routers. (Applies to LocaiTalk and the now extinct first version of
EtherTalk.) The network number is always zero.

• Phase 1 with routers. The network number is a number between 1 and 65,536. Each
network segment, either LocalTalk or the old EtherTalk, must have a single number assigned. No duplicates are permitted.

• Phase 2 without routers. (Applies to the current version of EtherTalk and TokenTalk
[AppleTa lk over Token Ring wiring).) The network numbers fall in a range between
65,280 and 65,534. This is known as the startup range. There are 254 numbers in this
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range that are used by AppleTalk nodes as they come onto the network. This means
that for a single, logical segment of Ethernet, there can be 254 networks, each having
253 nodes. This multiplies for a total of 64,262 AppleTalk devices per segment. If you
need more than that, an AppleTalk router will be requ ired. Network numbers, like the
node number, are chosen at random. One Macintosh could be node 23 in network
65,288 and an adjacent Mac could be node 23 in network 65,500.

• Phase 2 with routers. In this case network numbers range between 1 and 65,279.
Zero isn't used and 65,280 through 65,534 are reserved for the startup range. Still, with
253 nodes per network number, you could have 16 million nodes per network segment.
Although you could use the entire range of numbers for a single segment, it would be
wasteful. You're better off assigning a modest range of numbers to a cable, leaving
room for growth and expansion.

Assigning Network Ranges
It makes sense to assign fixed network number ranges to the various divisional locations.
One location could use 1 to 100 and another could have 101 to 200. That way, local network managers could add routers by using network numbers in their preassigned range. For
example, the network numbers could be allocated so that the network on the first floor
would be networks 1 to 20, the second floor would be 21 to 40, and the third floor would
be 41 to 60. The numbers 61 to 100 would be reserved for future growth.

to provide enhanced file-transfer services and to support network-savvy applications. AFP is Apple's file-sharing system for Macs.) The Mac doesn't have to
run NFS. This approach may not be as fast as running the same native protocols on each machine, but it can be a simple and cost-effective way to share dissimilar network services.
Hubs GNB\N). A network hub is the central device on any active sta r network

(which we discuss in the "Topologies" section, above). We mentioned that hubs
are often called concentrators or multipon 1·epeaters. T hey may have 8, 12 , 16, 24,
or more ports. Each run of cable composing the star topology connects to one
of these ports. The hub amplifies the signal coming into a port before sending it
out onto the rest of the network.
Since hubs amplify a network signal, they e:A1:end the distance the signal can
travel. Also, hubs break networks into shorter lengths of wire, and the shorter

HOT TIP
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the wire, the less chance of signal error. Some hubs also process the signal toresynchronize its timing, while others add sufficient intelligence to recognize disruptive signals and automatically close down the offending port. The term
"intelligent hub" applies to hubs that perform extra diagnostic and maintenance
functions, or also provide bridging and routing.

Are You Being Served?

(Martin Labelle!James Reynaldo/B"W)

T here are two ways to set up network services. In a peer-to-peer arrangement,
say for file sh aring, each networked Mac is capable of sharing files. In a serverbased setup, all shared files must be kept on a central file-sharing computer.
Before your co-workers can access your file, you must copy it from your computer to the file server, which then shares the file. System 7's file-sharing feature
is peer to peer. Apple's AppleShare file-sharing software represents the serverbased approach . (Both approaches are described under "File Sharing," below.)
Since "service" is the raison d'etre of computer networking, whether it's print
spooling, file sharing of centralized data bases or documents, e-mail, or shared
modems, your n etwork is likely to require at least one type of server. Although
you can run several services from a single Mac if you have to, matching the
right Mac with the right server software is a tricky business. You need to consider the number of people accessing the server at any one time, how many and
what kind of services you've installed, the kinds of files you're sharing, and the
speed of your cabling (LocalTalk vs. Eth ernet, for example). G iven the number
of interrelated factors, we'll throw out a nonlinear potpourri of considerations
to help you weigh the alternatives:

~·
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If you store thousands of 1OOK or smaller files on a file server, then the server
should be able to complete file requests quickly. If, on the other hand, you're
storing multimegabyte image files, you'll want a dedicated Mac with a fast
CPU and faster netv.rork cabling than LocalTalk. Still, if people don't use the
server a lot, then you won't need the fastest CPU.

• In our experience, AppleShare version 3 running on a 68030 (LC III, IIci, IIsi)
with at least 8MB of RAM is the minimal setup for a workgroup of25 users.
If you have a 68040-based Mac as a server, there's no reason not to go with
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AppleShare 4 (it's faster). And get the
biggest, fastest hard drive you can afford-you' ll never regret it.
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The Apple
Workgroup Servers

(BW)

Apple now offers some Mac server package
• You usually know your server setup is
"deals," consisting of network-ready Macs
too slow when users start consisbundled with the latest AppleShare versions.
tently complaining about it. If only a
Dubbed the Apple Workgroup Servers,
they're at least an object lesson in the kind
couple of people tend to complain,
of server hardware Apple thinks you might
find out whetl1er they're inadvertentneed. Turn to Chapter 2 for a description of
ly doing hog-city stuff. Launching
the different models.
applications from a server will definitely slow you down over Loca!Talk,
as will clouble-cliclcing a Word document from a mounted server drive or
A
sharing font suitcases. LocalTalk just can't take it. It's good practice to always ~)
.
HOT TIP
copy fi les to your desktop before operung them.

• Different types of server software can often work togetl1er on the same Mac.
Martin runs Apple's Apple Remote Access on the same machine as his
AppleShare file server, no problem. (And tl1at way, ARA can just tap into tl1e
AppleShare user list, so he doesn't need anotl1er utility to create a user's account for the ARA server.)
• It's not a good idea to allow the file server, such as AppleShare, to also act as a
print server on a Loca1Ta1k LAN. The aggravation of having to restart the
server every time the spooler hangs up isn't worth it.

• In James's experience, you're better off upgrading (for example, pmchasing
faster drivers or CPU accelerators) for the server hardware you already own
and handing the cream of newly purchased Macs over to individual users.
Any network-whether it's 5 users or 5,000-is only as good as the people on
it. The real work is done by the workers, and it is clone better with better
tools.
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File Sharing
We introduced the concept of file sharing back in the "\Vho Needs a Network?" section. It's worth pointing out that Apple didn't provide any means of
file sharing when it introduced AppleTalk with the Mac Plus. Sneaker-net ran
rampant until a company named Centram Systems West introduced TOPS
(Transcendental O perating System), peer-to-peer file-sharing software for
Macs and PCs. TOPS is now history, and Apple itself provides for both peerto-peer and senrer-based file sharing, through System 7 and AppleShare, respectively.

System 7 Peer-to-Peer File Shoring

System 7's file sharing lets Macs on a network access each others' files. It's a great way to copy files
from one .iVIac to another-much easier and
faster than carrying floppies back and forth. You
can also work on a file located on another Mac
without copying it to your own, but that generally slows down both Macs.
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Making use of System 7 file sharing starts
with a trip to the Sharing Setup control
panel. Click the Start button to activate file
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The Users & Groups control pane/lets you
grant sharing privileges to different users or
groups of users.

Your fi les are private until you turn on file sharing
by clicking the Start button in the Sharing Setup
control panel. Then you select a disk, folder, or
file to share and choose the Sharing command
from the File menu. In the dialog box that appears you can set up access privileges for other
users on your network, restricting them to
merely looking at your files, or allowing them to
make changes, rename, move, or delete them.

If you want to assign different degrees of access to
different users, you'll have to register each user's
name (and give them passwords if you want) in
the Users & Groups control panel. You can also
organize users into Groups, so you can set access
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privileges for several of them at once. The File
Sharing lv1onitor control panel lets you keep track
of who's using which of your shared items.
To access shared files on someone else's Mac, you
open the Chooser, click on the AppleShare icon,
select the Mac's name in the box on the right, and
click OK. In the next couple of dialog boxes,
you'll be asked to enter the name under which you
were registered and your password (if any), and to
select the shared item you want to use. \Vhen
you've clicked OK in the last dialog box, the shared
item's icon shows up on your desktop, just like another disk.

In the same way, you can access all the contents of
your own Mac's hard disk from another networked
Mac; just enter your owner's name and password
(you entered them in the Sharing Setup control
panel when you turned fil e sharing on).
Although only System 7 Macs can share their files,
Macs running System 6 can access files on other
Ailacs- all they need is the AppleShare workstation
software , which comes on System 6 installation
disks since version 6.0.4. To share files from a
System 6 Mac, you need Pubhc Folder (described
in the box by that name on the next page).
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Once you've set up file sharing on your
Mac, you can use the File Sharing Monitor control panel t o see which files, folders, or disks you've shared, and who's
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To gain access to files on a server or
another user's Mac, select the shared
volume in the Chooser.
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To set up access privileges for a file
folder, or disk volume, select it on the
desktop and ch oose the Sharing command in the Finder 's File menu. This
dialog box will appear.

File sharing's main costs are that it uses up memory
in the host Mac (the one that's sharing files) and slows it down. Here are a few
tips on how to minimize that tendency:

• You can bypass most of the procedure for getting a shared item onto your
desktop by making an alias of it once you get it there the first time. T he next
time, just double-click the alias and click OK in the dialog box that appears.
(See "System Software T ips" in Chapter 3 for more on setting up aliases.)

~
"'·
HOT TIP
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Public Folder

(B'\V/]K!Rich Wolfson)

Public Folder provides basic file-sharing capabilities to System 6 Macs. Available free from
Claris if you've got one of their other products, and downloadable from most bulletin
boards and on-line services, it allows anything that's placed in a root-level folder named
Public to be seen and copied by any other Mac on the network {provided it has the Public
Folder init running) .
Transferring files is much faster with Public Folder than using a file server as an intermediary.
But Rich's favorite use for Public Folder is to accomplish something that would otherwise be
impossible with System 6 Macs-copying the contents of one hard drive to another.
Normally, you'd need a spare hard drive or file server for an intermediary transfer. With
Public Folder, you just hook an lmageWriter cable into the printer port of both Macs and
run Public Folder on both machines. With Apple Talk turned on in the Chooser, the machines
can communicate with each other and can copy files from each other's Public Folder.

• You can share up to ten separate items (files, folders, or disk volumes), but
unless you're setting up different access privileges for each of them, it's much
easier to gather everything you're sharing into one folder and share it.
• The fewer people with whom you share files, the less time your Mac will
spend responding to their requests. Ask the people with whom you share files
to free up your Mac by disconnecting as soon as they've copied what they
need.
• Share as few files as possible. The fewer files you share, the fewer opportunities there will be for someone else to accidentally delete or rename your files
or see something they shouldn't.
• Use as little security as possible. You should be able to control access to your
sensitive files by being careful which folders you share. As soon as you start
creating users and groups and setting privileges for them, you'll find yourself
tangled in a web of security that you'll constantly be asked to change. A lot of
people will forget tl1eir passwords, and there's no place to look them up-you
can only create new ones.

• If you do register users, make sure all owners of fi le-sharing Macs on tl1e network register users with the same names. If someone named Margaret were
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registered as Meg on one Mac, Peggy on another, and Maggie on a third,
she'd have to remember which Mac had her set up under which name.

AppleShare File Sharing

(BW/SA/SH/]K)

AppleShare, Apple's file-server sofuvare, can turn any Mac on a network into a
dedicated file server. With AppleShare running, the file server's hard disk appears to everyone on the network as another icon on the desktop, with its own
window, folders, and files. AppleShare predates System 7 file sharing (described
above) and has some similar security features; each file or folder can have an
"owner" and only someone with appropriate access privileges can get at it. A
network administrator can set up work groups ·with various levels of access privileges. AppleShare also includes the AppleShare Print Server, which spools
print jobs (see "Background Printing" in Chapter 21).
AppleShare 3 now shares the lineup with two beefier products: AppleShare 4, a
speed-optimized version that only runs on 68040 and higher Macs using
System 7.1 or later; and AppleShare Pro, which runs only on A/UX (Apple's
Uni.x-based operating system, discussed in Chapter 3. The table below gives
you an overview of their comparative price and performance.

Comparison of AppleShare Versions
Concurrent
log-Ins

Recommended number
of concurrent users

List price

AppleShare 3.0

120

15

$1,200

AppleS hare 4.0

150

30

$1,900

AppleShare Pro

200

50

$2,400

Electronic Mail
Nothing glues a workgroup together better than electronic mail, as we discussed in the opening section of this chapter. E-mail, in its classic "store-andforward" form, consists of e-mail server sofuvare running on a server computer,
and a client (or front-end) portion running on each individual's Mac. The mail
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server acts as a sort of electronic post office where messages come in, are sorted,
and are then stored in each individual user's personal mailbox. Using the frontend client software, you can open your mailbox at your convenience and retrieve your mail. An alternate, "broadcast" form of e-mail shoots messages
straight to individual desktops, often a good option for small (five- to-ten-person) networks or for network conferencing.

E-Mail Features

(PH)

Given the number of features competing vendors have added to the basic mail
packages of yesteryear, there's more to e-mail than you might realize. Here are
some of the things you can expect to find:
• Mail messaging. This is the typical posting of messages to one or more electronic mailboxes.
• Transport medium for files. You can attach one or several document files
to a single message, which means your mail system can also serve for file
exchange.
• Conferencing. Some e-mail packages provide a message-passing system with
a conference screen. Several people can get an interactive conference session
going, not unlike what you'd find on CompuServe or America Online (described in Chapter 22).
• Remote mail access. Some e-mail packages let you hang a modem off the
mail server, letting remotely located Macs dial in to send and receive mail
messages.
• Gateways. The boundaries of your e-mail activity may extend beyond your
local network into the realms of public e-mail services such as AppleLink,
CompuServe, MCI lVIail, and America Online. Some e-mail packages provide gateway software that lets you automatically exchange mail with these
services. \Vith a gateway, you don't have to quit your local e-mail to log on to
the outside service.
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It's e-maill It's groupware. No, wait, it's an application development system. No, it's a state
of mind! Well, whatever it is, the Apple Open Collaboration Environment (AOCE), which first
showed its face at the debut of System 7 Pro and now ships with System 7.5, will change
the way you communicate via your Mac.
PowerTalk is the client portion of AOCE, bringing e-mail and other forms of messaging
down to the Finder level. If you find yourself having to check QuickMail, CompuServe,
Internet, and Applelink throughout the day, for example, PowerTalk, with the help of thirdparty software, will let you combine these and other types of communications into a single
desktop mailbox called the In Tray.
PowerTalk initially provided only a bare-bones e-mail program called AppleMail, for AppleTalk networks. But you can purchase "personal gateways"-Apple may eventually bundle
some-that link PowerTalk to other e-mail packages or public and private mail carriers. Mailgateway vendor StarNine Technologies offers Maii*Link Internet for PowerTalk, for example, starting at $100 per user, enabling e-mail exchange with Unix mail systems and the
Internet. StarNine also sells PowerTalk gateways to Microsoft Mail, QuickMail, and others. CE
Software sells QuickMaii-AOCE, $100 per single user, $600 for the ten pack. The FAXstf
3.0 AutoPak gateway from STF Technologies ($50 for the AutoPak, $40 for the basic
FAXstf software) lets your PowerTalk mailbox send and receive faxes.
Some vendors are building PowerTalk compatibility into their applications so you can e-mail
documents from w ithin your application as easily as you can print them. Claris's MacWrite
Pro 1.5 and WordPerfect were a couple of early adherents. Another example is Caravelle
Networks' NetWorks 3.0.2 network monitoring software ($300}, which will send you
PowerTalk mail at the first sign of network trouble.
A key aspect of PowerTalk is the Information Card. You create an Information Card for each
person with whom you communicate. It lists the e-mail address they'd like you to use, the
street address, and other particulars. Drag a document onto an information ca rd, and PowerTalk knows where to send it. A group of Information Cards is called a catalog, although other
kinds of network resources can be developed as catalogs as wel l. Catalogs can be used to
develop groupware applications.
What about passwords for all your e-mail and file-server connections? PowerTalk's "key
chain" lets you type in just a single password, which in turn will automatically handle password negotiation for your server and e-mail access.
PowerTalk will handle these store-and-forward mail functions w ithout a server, but Apple
is shipping software called PowerShare Collaboration Server ($1 ,000), which adds centra lized mail management and store-and-forward messaging and shared cata logs, plus
encryption and public-key-based message authentication.

SYSTIM
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The Shrinking World of E-Mail

(PH/B\V)

The Apple Open Collaboration Environment (AOCE) has sparked some
changes in the e-mail scene (see the box "AOCE and PowerTalk" on the previous page). l'vlicrosoft announced that it would no longer develop the Macbased mail-server portion of its popular MS Mail product. Instead, Microsoft is
recommending that users move to a new i\IIS iVIail server that will run on PCs
using the Wmdows NT multitasking operating system. Microsoft will, however, develop Mac e-mail service as an AOCE PowerTalk module. That'll all
take awhile to get rolling, so for now MS Mail is in a state flux.
Many of the popular mail products for the IBM PC, including Lotus's cc:Mail
and Da Vmci eMAIL, now are including a Macintosh desktop front-end client,
as well as front-end clients for DOS, Windows, and OS/2. Note, however, that
these products require a PC to run the mail server.
That leaves QuickMail, which we describe at length below, as the main Macbased e-mail server, though some economy-class e-mail packages such as
WordPerfect Office (described in Chapter 12) and Casady & Greene's Snap
MAIL may fill some needs.
In fact, Snap MAIL ($200 for five users) may be poised to move into the vacuum created by Microsoft's repositioning of MS iVIail. It has many of the features of full-blown packages, including message encryption for information
privacy, but it currently lacks external mail gateways and compatibility with
non-Mac systems. C&G plans to add tl1ose, however. The package is easy to
administer, and it doesn't necessarily require you to dedicate a Mac as a mail
server. At $200 for a five-user package, it also costs only about half as much as
programs like QuickMail.

QuickMail

(PH)

In CE Software's QuickMail ($450 for five users), you'll always have a Mac as
the mail server, even if you have PCs connecting via QuickMail's PC client software. It's a natural choice for Macintosh nets that have a few PCs attached. And
thanks to the Macintosh interface, QuickMail is very easy to administer and so
is a good overall mail package even if half the connected machines are PCs.
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QuickMail is a full -featured mail system, which means that it includes all the
bells and whistles outlined under "E-Mail Features," above. On tl1e network I
manage, QuickMail does more than handle mail messages. For example, we can
attach up to 16 fi les to a single QuickMail message, allowing us to send the
fil e(s) along with a message that explains what to do with tl1em, and when.
We're also using the QuickMail message-passing system, which lets us call up a
QuickConference screen, select tl1e person or persons we want to beam a message to, type in a message, and shoot it directly to their Mac, where it pops up
on screen.
Several people can also get an interactive conference session going in QuickMail. vVe find it useful in conferencing between offices located in different
cities, since they're connected via a high-speed backbone network. Everyone
can follow tl1e conference, selecting and saving relevant text from tl1e screen.
(QuickMai l won't log the entire conference.)
Remote dial-in mail. When someone doesn't have his or her own e-mail account but wants to get onto our network, the Quick.Mail dial-in feature lets us
set them up wiili a QuickMail mailbox tl1at they can access via a modem. They
dial in, enter a password, and with standard terminal emulation (and Xmodem
or Zmodem fi le-u·ansfer protocols), tl1ey can send and receive messages and attached documen ts using standard telecommunications software. If tl1ey're usin g
an IBi\11 PC, Unix workstation , or any system sporting the required terminal
emulation and fil e-transfer protocols, all tl1ey see are simple ASCII screen
prompts. If the person remotely connecti ng to QuickMail has a .i\!Iac, the standard QuicklVIail package includes an excellent program called QM Remote,
which provides tl1e same interface as the standard Quickl.\llail client software. As
an added advantage, QM Remote lets you create your QuickMail messages offline and then send and receive all your waiting mail messages at once, in the
evening, for example, when phone rates are cheaper.
E-mail gateways. With QuickMail's built-in e-mail gateways you can send or
receive elecu·onic mail from MCI Mail, AppleLink, and CompuServe witl1out
leaving QuickMail to log on to these services directly. T hird- party gateways
from StarNine Technologies are also available for linking e-mail systems for
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Novell MHS, IBM AS/400 systems and mainframes, and even the Internet.
The gateway software automatically connects to the outside mail system, appropriately reformats the message, and handles enclosed files. You can set it to
automatically connect and exchange mail once a day or every few minutes, as
you wish. My firm uses QuickMail's AppleLink gateway quite frequently, so instead of signing onto AppleLink we just create a normal Quickl.\llail message,
enclose a document if necessary, and then sent it to our AppleLink account.
It is also very easy to exchange QuickMai1 messages between remote QuickMail sites. vVe use a QuickMail-to-QuickMail gateway to exchange messages
with several of our clients who use QuickMail. To address a message to a remote QuickMail site, you simply include the person's name and his or her
QuickMail phone number.
You'll need to set up a gateway mail center on your QuickMail server. That
setup does require you to run the QuickMail administration software all of the
time, because it's that software that actually controls the modem. It runs as a
separate task under System 7, so you'll need to have sufficient RAM for it.

HOT T I P

If you have several QuickMail servers (we have 12, in order to handle our 200
local users, since each QuickMail server can handle up to 32 active users at one
time), pick one to handle tl1e gateways. In my office, the one tl1at's least busy
has the modem attached, and that's the one that communicates with the outside
world.

Network Management Tools

(DC/B\V)

Your network is now spread over three floors, and lately, just before lunch time,
people complain that tl1ey can't print or reach their e-mail. To find out what's
going on you'll need a network management and troubleshooting utility. There
are several management issues to consider, and there are good products to handle all of them. The problems and solutions are described in this section.
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Performance
Is the problem that everyone is simply hopping on th e network before lw1 ch,
grinding performance to a halt? A program like Neon Software's $495
T rafficWatch IT (originally from Farallon) checks the L ocalTalk or Ethernet
traffic on your netw·ork, giving you a graphical analysis of overall traffic patterns
and error levels, right down to the node. Thus informed, you can decide how to
reconfigure your network to remove the bottleneck.

Fault Finding
vVhen your users complain that their laser printer has vanished from the
Chooser, you have a fault. T he question is, where? You can start looking with
Apple's venerable $130 Inter• Poll utility. Inter• Poll shows you who and what's
on tl1e network: what System, Finder, and printer drivers tl1ey're using; the
name and ID number of each device; and what type of computer it is and its
zone name. You 'll soon notice if it's just the printer or tl1e whole network zone
that's gone down.
You can also find out who's resetting the LaserW riter as a result of using an old
printer driver or who needs a System update. Inter• Poll's interface is fim ctional, if not elegant. The program is simple to learn and use, and it wo rks
across network bridges. You install an init, called the Responder, on each user's
Mac. When polled by Inter•Poll, the Responder sends along information
a bout the Mac's system .
.More expensive troubleshooters such as AG G roup's N etWatchMan or Caravell e's NetWorks, both $300, keep an eye on network services and let you know
when something goes down-before irritated users start calling you. Some,
such as NetWorks, can even ca ll your beeper.
Neon's LANsurveyor ($400 for five zones, $700 unlimited) compiles a map of
your net\vork and checks whether any devices suddenly go down. In add ition to
Responder data, LANsurveyor can gather SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) information from routers and from any other device supporting
SNMP, as well as Macs rwm ing the AppleTalk Connection SNMP agent.
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(SNMP, which is related to TCPIIP, has become a de facto network management standard.) It even gives you router packet counts. Farallon's NetAtlas also
maps your network, but we think LANsuD~eyor's method does a better job of
showing how your network actually functions, giving you a better organizational view.
AG Group's LocalPeek and EtherPeek ($500 and $800, respectively) and
Neon's Net:minder ($600 for Ethernet, $400 for LocalTalk) are protocol analyzers: They don't just count packets, they pry into them, often revealing very obscure network problems. You can, for example, set filters to simply capture the
traffic between two nodes a11d then analyze the packet information to see precisely what's going wrong. Netminder even applies artificial intelligence routines to sniff out potential trouble and trace the problem packets back to their
somce. Aside from fault isolation, you can do some very refined traffic analysis
with tl1ese protocol analyzers, although tl1ey're not for beginners.

Configuration
W hen it comes to configuring networks and zones on an AppleTa lk router, for
example, you'll probably use whichever utility tl1e vendor supplies. One great
thing about Shiva's line of routers and Apple Remote Access seD~ers is Shiva's
Net Manager software, which works across its entire product line.

Accounting
Part of a net manager's job is asset control: keeping stock of the software and
hardware options cmrently installed on the networkMacs. iVlacVONK's NetOctopus ($645 for a SeDler and ten users) and Technology vVorks' GraceLAN
Network Manager excel at gathering details-System, Finder, and AppleTalk
versions; printer drivers; names and versions of applications and system extensions; installed RANI, video boards, SCSI devices; and more-aboutyom Macs.
NetOctopus can also use Installer scripts to update or install applications over
the network. Other asset control programs, like the $7 50 Status*Mac from On
Technology, have simpler updaters, good for updating files, fold ers, system extensions, and control panel devices.
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Security
If you deal with government-classified information or trade secrets, or you sunply don't want your staff pirating licensed software off your network, you'll
need security software that controls access to your Macs. One of the desktop security utilities covered in Chapter 13 will let you batten down the hatches with
a combination of encryption and password protection for workstation Macs and
servers.
If the people on your network are sharing files via System 7 file sharing, you
may want them to monitor who's actually using the files. \Vhile Apple's File
Sharing Monitor control panel will show you which registered users are logged
on to your Mac, logged-in guest users are just listed as "<Guest>." The $50
Nok Nok utility from the AG Group reports the user name, machine ID, and
network zone of any Mac using System 7 file sharing to access a host Mac. Nok
Nok alerts users when someone connects, and it also keeps a log of such connections. Nok Nok A/S ($ 17 5) offers similar monitoring for AppleS hare
servers.
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When you use Farallon's Timbuktu ($150 a copy, $2,000 for a 30-pack), your screen reflects what's happening on another machine in the network. You can simply observe the
other machine or actually control it with your own mouse and keyboard, as if they were attached to the remote computer. This is invaluable w hen someone on another floor, or in the
next building, needs help. Network administrators w ith out-of-the-way file servers will also
love Timbuktu. AppleShare lets you perform administration functions only at the server, so
Randy's admin group at Boston College uses Timbuktu to add users or change privileges
from another networked Mac.
Randy has also installed Timbuktu at BC's public Mac facility so that attendants can help stud ents with software questions without having to leave their posts. Administrators were careful to remove the Timbuktu control panel after installation so that students can't change
settings and connect to administration Macs. But Timbuktu Pro ($200) is less of a kludge.
Timbuktu Pro supports TCP/IP and ARA and has enhanced password p rotection. And you
ca n even do remote control over the Internet w ith it! An optional $700 Administrator's Toolkit (free w it h a $5,500, 1 00-copy pack of Pro) sets passwords and access privileges.
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Networking Tips
Network Design
Using routers for efficiency (RC). AppleTalk is very chatty, sending a lot of
HOT TIP

traffic just to keep track of itself for you. You might want to put a router on your
LAN just to isolate some of that "chat" traffic.
For example, if you have 50 Macs on a single piece of cable, every time someone opens their Chooser, every other connected Mac must respond, answering
"I'm here, this is my address, here are my services." If you stick a two-port
router, such as a Compatible Systems Rise• Router in the middle, the router
keeps track of who and what is connected to each side. From then on when
somebody on side A opens the Chooser, only the nodes on side A, the router
port A, and router port B respond, not all the other Macs on side B.
AppleTalk routers, however, are also chatty, updating each other every 10 seconds or so. Routers that use the new AppleTalk Update Routing Protocol
(AURP) will handle this more efficiently. \Vithout AURP, a router rambles off
everything it knows during the update. With AURP, it only sends the information that's changed since the last update, which cuts down significantly on the
traffic problem. AURP first appeared on tl1e Apple Internet Router, but Shiva,
Cisco, and other vendors will support it, too.
Separate zones for remote LANs OA). In line with tl1e above tip, traffic gen-

erated by Mac Chooser requests can really bog down the relatively slow speed
of wide-area network (networks that span geographically separate sites) or ARA
links, especially if you've included geographically separate LANs under the
same zone name. Therefore, while you could theoretically name netw·orks in
San Jose and Las Vegas with the same zone name, such as "Production," it
would cause additional and unwanted WAN traffic. This is true no matter what
kind of "\IVAN link you decide to use and should be avoided.
Don't skimp on wiring (RC). Always insist on putting in more wiring than you
need up front. Installation labor costs account for over 65 percent of the total
job. Skimping on cabling now will cost you double later because you'll end up
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installing what you should have in the first place and paying labor costs twice.
Your in-house work force will also lose job time because the network will be
down while workers are climbing on desks to get into the ceiling area.

Network Management
Monitor lightly (DC). Network monitoring and profiling software like
LANsurveyor, NetWorks, and GraceLAN are great for troubleshooting and
gathering performance or inventory data about your network. But used recklessly, they can bring your network down. That's because they generate a lot
queries over the network, and that (and the responses to those queries) creates a
lot of traffic. If you instruct GraceLAN, for example, to identify the installed
applications on each Mac, especially at a peak traffic hour like right before
lunch or while everyone is logging on in the morning, you can grind your network to a halt. The same holds true with LANsurveyor: If you're checking each
network device every 30 seconds, there won't be much room for other traffic.
Moral: Set up these products to do their jobs as unobtrusively as possible.
The right tools (RC). As network administrator, insist on having the right
tools, even if they seem extravagant at first. For example, you may need network monitoring software, a cable tool kit (with cable scanner), spare parts
(network cards, cables, connectors), and even a laptop with a network adapter.
These items are invaluable to someone trained in their use, as any net:\¥ork
manager ought to be. They not only provide you with instant access to troubleshooting capabilities, but in the long run they will save the company money
when it doesn't have to contract out that work at high labor rates.
Know thy vendor (RC). Stay on good terms with a local vendor. Mail order is
nice, but nothing can replace a good relationship with a local vendor i11 times of
trouble.
Watch those wiring closets and computer rooms (RC). Keep access restricted to authorized personnel and keep tabs on the condition of the rooms.
Do not allow them to be used as storage rooms for office supplies or old boxes
or records. This presents safety hazards and extra trouble if you need to work in
those rooms, and it restricts ventilation of your expensive communications
equipment.
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Editors' Poll: Ever Used the Internet
(Other Than Through an E-mail Gateway)?
AA: Nope. I wou ld like to, though.
DB: I use the Internet just a little, but I plan on learning more. I think the "information superhighway'' is mostly hype, but there are certainly benefits from being connected to such a
large group of people.

EC: I'm searching for an independent service provider, or w hatever you call them, for
Northampton, Massachusetts. I can't believe there aren't any. For some reason Delphi and
the rest of them make me suspicious, I wish I was a student and could get a local, use-it-asmuch-as-you-want account. There's so much out there, and so many people to talk to, and
so much information. AOL's Internet services (not just a gateway) are pretty good.

DD: When I was at NeX1WORLD magazine we had a connection, and our technical editor
set us up with a bunch of newsgroup feeds. I loved being able to e-mail just anybody (I
found out during that time that my brother and sister both had Internet connections
through their work!), but I found the newsgroups a frustrating waste of time-so much
flaming! I was so busy at that job, though, that I gave it about two days and never explored
further.

CG: I've logged on to the Library of Congress and several other government information
sources, but I haven't really put in a lot of mileage on the Internet information highwayyet.

JK: Not really.
HN: Yep. I have a SLIP account at Netcom and use it to read USENET newsgroups.
BW: No. Again, it's something I intend to do when I find the time.
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Sharing Files
LET'S SAY YOU'VE BEEN WORKING

for days with iVLcrosoft Word, pulling

together an important report. It's midnight, and before you hand your work to
your boss tomorrow morning, you want your colleague in Edinburgh to read it
over. It's 9 a. m. there; she's just reported to work, and if you e-mail the file to
her office, she should be able to make her changes in the file and get it back to
you by the time you wake up in the morning.
But wait: You've got a problem. Your colleague has a Mac, all right, bu t she
doesn't use 1\1icrosoft vVord. The docum ent is full of special formatting-bold
and italic type and some complex tables. You don't want to have to get 50 pages
back by fax and manually input her changes in the morning.
This chapter covers some of the ways to work around the problems of sharing
information between different programs.
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File Formats and How They Work

(DD/]B)

Text is text, right? Why wouldn't your friend in Scotland be able to open a simple word processing document in whatever word processor she happens to use?
Well, if it we1·e just text, she could. .Most English-language programs use a standard code called ASCII (see the box by that name on this page) to spell out the
letters of the alphabet and basic punctuation. Where you've got a problem is
witl1 all the otl1er information tl1at's saved in a file: the placement of items on
the page, the typefaces they use-all the information that tells tl1e program how
to display and print the information just as you've specified.
This extra information is generally in a language lmown only to the program
that created it (another way of saying that each program has its own file fonnat),
and trying to open a file in a program other than tl1e one it was saved in can cause
trouble. In some cases, you can't open the file at all; tl1e new program simply
won't recognize it as a file. In other cases, you can open tl1e file, but it will be full
of all sorts of extra characters-symbol characters, missing-character boxes, and
rabbits (yes, we've seen rabbits).
• + A & t • A f t t t t t f t M e e + t ••ftftAtf +..4.f.t•ft•t•t••••
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ASCII (pronounced "as-key") is an acronym for the American Standard Code for Information

Interchange, which is a universal system of numbering characters. Every text character, tab
mark, paragraph mark, punctuation mark, and other common text symbol has its own ASCII
number, which all Macintosh programs understand. When you press a key, the code is
stored in your document, so any other program can match it to the corresponding symbol
in any font.
The Mac uses an extended (256-character) version of the ASCII standard. Many other platforms support only the original 1 28-character version. That's why some characters you can
create in a Mac text editor, like e, may not be displayed if you paste the text into an on-line
service.
Most applications use ASCII to code the text you type in, then add their proprietary formatting and layout codes around it. If you want to share files between programs, ASCII is always
a safe way to get the raw text (and nothing else) across.
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Opening Files You Don't Have
the Application For
Almost anyone who has worked on the
Mac for even a short time has seen the
annoying dialog box that tells you your
document could not be opened because
"the application that created it could not
be found."

The document "Gr ophlc I " could not b e
opened. becouse the oppllcotlon program
I hot creo ted it could not be round.

This dialog box warns you that opening a document
won't be as easy as you thought.

If you're using a system before 7.5, and the document is a text file or a PICT
file, the Mac will ask you whether you'd like to open the document with
TeachText, the basic text editor that Apple included with earlier system versions. (SimpleText replaces TeachText in 7.5.) Ifyou are just trying to get a look
at the contents of a file (and the Mac gives you the option), TeachText might be
worth trying. If what you want to do is get in there and use the infor mation,
you 'll want to look for a better alternative. Some of those options are outlined
in this section.

6

Could not find the oppllcotlon program " Rpplellnl<"
to ope n th e document nom ed "9/ 23 Addendum Deuelop er " .
To open the document, sel ect on olternote
progrom, with or w ithout tronslatlon:
. ~ MocWrite Pro with Word for Word Tronslatl. .. ~

5

EHcel with Word for Word Tronslotion EHlen ...

~ Teoc hTeHI with Word for Word Tronslotion E.. .

•

Word with Word for Word Translation EHlen ...

---------------------------------- .I

i&i!J
0

MocWrite Pro

-()

Show only re comm ende d choices
[ Concel

J ~~)

Easy Open adds new options to the standard "Application not
found" dialog box, listing all the programs on your system
that can open the file.

Luckily, Apple is taking steps to
make sure that scenario happens less
and less. Starting with System 7.5 ,
Apple bundles Easy Open and a set
of document translators that make
opening strange files easier.

Ifyou don't have System 7.5 and don't
plan to upgrade, don't worry: You can
still get many of the same benefits
v.rith earlier systems using third-party
programs.
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......................, ........... .,...................................................
File Types and Creators

GB/Hl\1)

When you double-click on a file icon in the Finder, how does the Mac know what program
to open?
The Finder keeps track of wh ich programs created which files through a system of fourcharacter codes ca lled Types and Creators. A four-letter Type code identifies the nature of the
file, regardless of the application that created it. All applications have the same type code,
APPL, regardless of the kinds of files they create; all ASCII text documents have the code
TEXT, and dozens of different programs can create graphics files of the Type PICT, for example. Some applications, however, use proprietary type codes for thei r f iles.
Another four-letter code, the Creator code, tells the Finder which program "owns" the document: It distinguishes a text file created w ith Microsoft Word (MSWD), for instance, from
one created with MacWrite Pro (MWPR). This determines which program's icon is attached
to the document and which is launched w hen you doub le-click the file, among other things.
When none of your programs can open a fi le, you can assign a new Creator to the file using
one of several shareware and commercial utilities designed for that purpose. This will allow
you to at least open the file, although the results may not be very satisfactory: You may still
end up with those rabbits and missing character boxes. Changing codes can be useful if you
have to get the actual ASCII text from a file and when you have no other way to open or
translate the file. [When I don't have the application that created a file but I really only need the
text or pictures from it, I use CanOpener, a $125 utility from Abbott Systems that can display
and extract text and PICT images from any file. (It can also search for a particular word or
phrase inside any file on your disk.)-HN]
If you want to try changing t he creator code, your options for doing it include the shareware

System 7 Pack and Speedyfinder 7 (also mentioned under "Easy Open" in this chapter).
Connectix's Hand-Off II ($1 00) has one of the most flexible approaches to the problem, but
several popular collections of System 7 utilities, including Now Software's Now Utilities
($130), and Management Science Associates' ALLrlght Essentials ($130) allow this kind of
application substitution, too. If you're a power user, you can also take on the task in ResEdit
(described in Chapter 13).

Easy Open

GBIHN)

Easy Open is a system extension provided with System 7.5 and with some n·anslation programs (described under "Translation Programs," below). Among
oth er things, it replaces the standard "Application not found" alert with a dialog
box that offers some options.

S YST EM
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The Claris XTND and Microsoft EC Systems
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In addition to their built-in translation capabilities, many applications let you add extra
"plug-in" translators. Many such programs use XTND, a scheme developed by Claris and
available for licensing from Apple; Microsoft products use their own translation scheme.

XTND
XTND (pronounced "extend'') is shipped with all Claris applications and a variety of programs from other developers, including Nisus, WordPerfect, In Control, and On Location.
Claris and other developers provide a number of conversion filters that work with the system, and DataViz, the leading commercial developer of translators (described under "Translation Programs," later in this chapter), has adapted its translators to work with programs
that support XTND.
When the XTND engine is installed, XTND translators appear in pop-up menus in the Open
and Save As dialog boxes of programs that support the technology, allowing you to open
and save files in any of the supported formats.

Microsoft's External Converters (ECs)
The Word and Works EC (external converter) systems were developed by Microsoft and
aren't as widespread as XTND filters. Microsoft Word ships with many translators, and you
can add converters from other vendors at your discretion. A number of EC translators also
come in DataViz's Maclink package.

vVhen Easy Open is installed, you are given a list of all the programs on your
hard drive that can open that document. You choose from the list, and the document is opened with that program. (You can also tell Easy Open to automatically use the last application you selected for a particular file format.)
Easy Open also handles translations for files that you drag and drop onto an application icon. If a translator exists that will translate the file for that application, it will be automatically executed, and the application will open the
translated file.
VVhen Easy Open is installed by itself, there is no difference between using the
dialog box or opening the document from within one of the programs on the
given list directly- you get tl1e best results the program alone can muster. But
System 7.5 also ships witl1 a set of translators from DataViz. 'When these translators are installed, Easy Open adds them to the list of options. (Keep reading
for more on translation programs from DataViz and others.)
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Easy Open adds a couple other nice features, as well. First, instead of the default Macintosh file icon for files you don't have the applications for, you get the
correct program icon. Also, Easy Open lets you create your ovm "Document
Converters," tiny 4K drag-and-drop applications that convert documents in to a
format you've specified.

If you don't have Easy Open, there are some shareware utilities that do some of
the sa me things. Adam Stein's System 7 Pack ($30) and Victor Tan's SpeedyFinder 7 ($20 Australian) both include features that let you associate new programs with fil e types and pick a new program when the original creator isn't
available-as well as a host of other handy tools.

.............. .............................. ··•······• ...............................
You Also Need the Fonts

(DD)

Even if you've got the right application to open a shared file, it may still look funny when
it opens on your screen. If you don't have those fonts installed, the text will show up in
Geneva (or whatever " default" font you've chosen in your application). Your first hint that
something is wrong (I mean, someone could have meant to format their entire newsletter in
Geneva) might be a table whose columns jump all over the place or a headline that doesn't
fit its measure.
There are a few ways to make sure this doesn't happen. One is to format any documents
you intend to share with fonts you know the other person has. Using the basic fonts that
come with the syst em (described in the box " Fonts Everyone Has" in Chapter 14) is always
a safe bet. Most people have these fonts installed in their system, and if they don't, they've
usually got them around somewhere.
Adobe sells a product called SuperATM ($1 00) that solves the problem by creating fonts
on the fly that match the metrics of the original document fonts. The product is based on
Adobe's everyday ATM (Adobe Type Manager) product, which interprets PostScript fonts for
screen display. The "super" version adds a database of Adobe PostScript font metrics and installs two Multiple Master fonts (a serif and a sans-serif). With this information, SuperATM
syn thesizes fonts that match the character w idths and essential style of the original fonts.
They don't look perfect, but at least when you open t he document, your line breaks are
right and you get a sense of what the original creator intended.
Another method is to use a document format specifica lly d esigned for the electronic distribution of files, such as those described under "Electronic Publishing Tools" later in this chapter. Most of those programs have ways of making sure that readers who don't have the right
fonts will still see something approaching your original d esign on screen.
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Instant·Translations
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Almost any software can open plain ASCII text files. Most leading software can also open a range of
other formats. Here's a guide to which programs can open which other programs' formats and interchange formats. Remember, though, that in any translation, some information that depends on advanced features (special formatting, formu las, or calculations) in the source software may be lost.
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Graphics
Formats
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• Photoshop and Painter turn EPS into bit maps as they open them .

• Files can be opened and modified.
o Files can be opened for viewing only; they cannot be modified.
• Files can be placed in a document but not opened directly.

Built-In Translation

(DD)

If you don't have Easy Open or another system extension that automatically offers alternative applications for opening files, you can try different options
yourself. Get out of the "Application not found" box and open an application
that uses the same kind of file. Then try to open the file using that application's
Open command. Many programs have built-in translators for foreign files , and
you will be able to open the file with all the inforn1ation and forn1atting intact
(see the box "Instant Translations" these two pages). Others won't do such a
clean job, but if you need to get the file open, this method is always worth a try.
Once you've got the fil e open, you can use Save As to save it in your own program's format, and the n ext time you double-click it, it will open automatically.

Translation Programs
Programs that are dedicated to transferring files from one format to another are
multiplying almost as fast as the formats they are designed to convert. And
many of the filters provided for these programs plug directly into Easy Open
and into otl1er applications.
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MacllnkPius (I.:rN). DataViz, the pioneer developer of format-translation tools
for the 1\llac, has developed filters for more than 1,000 format combinations, including graphics, database, and spreadsheet formats as well as numerous word
processing options. The DataViz translators work with Easy Open, XTND,
Microsoft's applications, and DataViz's own translation utility.

SYSTEM
7 .5

If you have System 7.5, you already have a set of D ataViz translators, but the
company also sells them in several retail packages. The basic version,
MacLin.kPlus/Easy Open ($1 10), includes the full set of filters plus Apple's
Easy Open extension. MacLin.kPlustrranslators Pro ($ 150) adds Macintosh
PC Exchange, the Apple extension for mounting DOS floppies on the Mac
desktop. T he top-of-the-line MacLin.kPlus/PC Connect ($200) combines all
that with a serial cable and software for linking a Mac and PC directly. (See the
next chapter for more on that.)
Word for Word GB). Word for Word from Mastersoft ($150) converts over

100 different formats created by Macintosh and PC word processing applications. You simply tell the application what documents you want to convert,
what format you want to convert them to, and where you want to save the new
files. T h e program scans each of the docum ents to be converted, determines
what format they were in originally, and translates tl1em into its own format and
then into the type of document you have specified. It converts as many attributes of the original application (text, formatting commands, page layout specs)
as it can to matching features in the new application; commands it can't translate are marked in the n ew document so they can be easily spotted and manually
translated.

~
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\i\Tord for Word is my favorite translation package. Although its use of its own
translation format (and not XTND) does make it less conveni ent to use th an
the DataViz translators (unlike XTND fi lters, Word for Word's aren't available
from the Open dialog boxes of most programs), I think it gives far superior results . It even translates graphics embedded in word processing files . Another
benefit is the sheer number of its translators: C hances are, if a word processing
document has been created on a .M acintosh or PC, \ Vord for Word can convert
it to something you can use. Mastersoft's manual explajns in detail all of the special features it has trouble converting, and what you can do to minimjze the
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pain and suffering of translation. And, if worse comes to worst, call them with
questions-their technical support is one of the best I have ever dealt with. The
\Nord for Word package includes Apple's Easy Open extension.
Graphics Converters (RSRIHN/Ben Long/Greg Wasson). Service-bureau operators and others who have to deal with a wide variety of graphics files often rely
on Adobe Photoshop for translation, since it can read and write so many formats. Dedicated graphics-conversion packages, including Equilibrium
Techn ologies' appropriately named DeBabelizer ($300), a streamlined sibli ng
called DeBabelizer Lite ($130), and TechPool's Transverter P ro ($400), offer a
broad range of PC and Mac graphics format translations. D eBabelizer also suppl ies tools for batch processing and editing, which you can use, for example, to
automatically open a series of scanned images, remove moire patterns, sharpen
each image, and save them all as TIFF files. The DeBabelizer products are designed mainly for bit- mapped graphics such as scanned images, whi le
Transverter P ro is oriented toward PostScript art, though it can convert fil es to
other formats.

G raphicConverter, a $35 shareware tool from Germany, is a sort of shareware
version of the commercial products described above. It also boasts some powerfu l features, including batch processing and paint tools for manipulating graphics. (It requires System 7, a color monitor, and at least 2iVIB of free RANI.)
Imagery, a free program, has fewer features, but it can also handle lots of translations.

Sharing Files With Others
\Nhil e solutions such as the XTND translators and Easy Open are making fi les
easier and easier to share, you can never count on colleagues having the applications-and especially the fonts-they need to be able to receive all your information intact. The guidelines and software described in this section will help
you make sure your message gets across.

MA C B I B L E
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Interchange Formats
Some file formats can be read by almost any application. ASCII (described in
the box by that name on page 943) is one. The native formats of the industry's
top programs-Microsoft Word and Excel, FileMaker, l\1acWrite, and
\iVordPerfect, for example-are usually supported by translators in their competitors' programs. There are also a few other formats (called intemzediate or
interchange formats) that have been agreed on as standard paths between programs. In some cases, you'll lose some formatting in the translation, but they're
your next stop when native formats don't work.
Text formats (DD/Hl\l). For text, ASCII is a sure bet. It can be read by any

text-processing program. And if all you need to get across is the text, but no formatting (not even boldface and italic), ASCII is as good as any other fonnat,
and the small file size is a bonus.
Many programs will give you a few other choices in their Save As dialog boxes
that can help you retain italic, bold, and other formatting you don't want to lose.
Microsoft Word, for example, offers two methods for turning a formatted word
processing file into ASCII text without losing its formatting forever. Text With
Layout is the more primitive of the two. If that is selected, spatial fomlattingindents, tabs, tables, and line and paragraph spacing-is re-created by inserting
spaces in the file. vVith RTF, or Rich Text Format (now also called Interchange
Fon11at), formatting instructions are preserved, along with the document's contents, as text; 1\tlicrosoft applications and a handful of others that support the
format can interpret these instructions and re-create the formatting.
Unless you know that the destination application properly supports these formats, however, you are better off saving your data for transfer as simple plain
text. Programs that don't support Text With Layout or RTF will just be confused by the e:\1:ra information.
Spreadsheet and database formats (RSR/HN/]B). ASCII is a standard for-

mat for transferring infom1ation from spreadsheets and databases as well as
word processors, but such programs need more information than just the text.
They need to be told what te:\.1: goes in each field and how to separate groups of
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fields in to records. The standard way to do this is to place either tabs or commas between the fi elds (or columns), and returns between the records (or rows),
in a format called tab-delimited text or commfl-deiimited text. Nearly all spreadsheet and database applications, including personal information managers, let
you import and export data in these formats. It doesn't matter whether you
choose tabs or commas, as long as the program into which you plan to import
the file can handle those delimiters.
There are several other standard tabular formats that hang onto more information than the ASCII forn1ats. SYLK, DIP, and DBF are among the most
frequently used. SYLK, the SYmbolic LinK fonnat, is designed to store numbers and is used primarily by spreadsheet programs; it preserves text, numbers,
formula s, and text formatting. DIF (Data Interchange Format) and DBF (the
fonnat for dBase) are used mostly for databases; they preserve the field names
but no text formatting. Most applications support one or more of these formats,
but keep in mind that they do not include the fonna tting and layout infonnation you will get by saving in an application's native format. They are used primarily to get data from one program to another and keep it in the right place.
And in every case, moving data between databases is a tricky proposition, requiring the recipient to create a layout for the data in tl1e destination program
before importing it.
Graphics formats (AA). As described in C hapter 15, graphics programs are
gen erally split into two camps. Paint programs use bit-mapped graphics, that is,
they record images as a grid of colored pixels ("bits" in computerese). Draw
programs use object-01'iented graphi cs-they store each element of an image as a
discrete object mat can be manipulated separately. Also as explained in Chapter
15, most graphics programs can save both in tl1eir own native fonnats and in a
number of otl1er formats that can be used to transfer images among programs.

The most common graphics interchange formats on the Mac are TIFF (tag
image file format), EPS (encapsulated PostScript), and PICT (not an acronym).
Each has its own uses and limitations.
• TIFF, tl1e most common interchange fonnat for bit-mapped graphics, can
contain images of any resolution and color depth. It's supported by every
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graphics program that works with bit maps, but because the format has several variations, occasionally an application may have trouble opening a TIFF
file created by another program.
• EPS is the standard format for storing high-resolution PostScript illustrations. Unlike pure PostScript files, EPS files usually have two parts: the
PostScript language description of the graphic, readable by the raster image
processor (RIP) on PostScript output devices, and a bit-mapp!=!d PICT image
used for on-screen display. A drawing saved in EPS fonnat can be imported
into other documents and sca led and cropped, but its contents are often n o
longer editable, even by the program that created it. (Illustrator and
FreeHand can open EPS files for editing; Photoshop can, too, although it
translates EPS into it's own, bit-mapped format along the way.)
• PICT files are encoded in QuickDraw, the Mac's native graphics la nguage,
and can contain both bit-mapped and object-oriented graphics. PICT is the
standard format for graphics that are cut or copied to the CJipboar9 and for
drawings that won't be output on PostScript printers.

Electronic Publishing Tools
Say instead of asking for preliminary feedback and editing from your friend in
Edinburgh, sh e was just one of the people on the distribution list for your report. She and severa l other colleagues need to read your findings before an important client meeting the next day. You've carefully formatted it, inserted lots
of graphics and tables, and used lots of different fonts. You want to be able to
send it to a lot of different readers, who use lots of different word processors,
and you want them to see it in just the fonn it's in.
~
~
svsTEM

7.5

A passel of programs aimed at answering this problem have sprung up recently,
including Adobe's Acrobat, No Hands Software's Common GroUJ1d, Farallon's
Replica, and \iVordPerfect's Envoy. And if you have QuickDraw GX, you've got
a bui lt-in solution, QuickDraw's portable digital document (PDD) format.

All of these programs let you exchange fully formatted documents between
computers without worrying whether cl1e recipient has cl1e application that created them or (in most cases) the fonts cl1ey include. And with the exception of
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QuickDraw GX, these programs can create electronic files that can be read on
both Macs and PCs running V\Tmdows. They also have uses far beyond the one
we'll talk about here: delivering documents to readers who don't have the right
apps and fonts. All these vendors have big plans for features-full-text search
and indexing capabHities, for example-that will make them suitable for building the electronic document archives that could make possible the paperless office we've been hearing about since computers were invented.
Most of these programs work in a similar way. To create a document, you
choose the program's driver in the Chooser (or just hold down a special modifier key) and "print" it to disk using the standard Print command. (All these
programs supply a quickie drag-and-drop creator application.) All of them also
supply ways to compress the files they create for faster communication across email systems. At the other end, a recipient uses a "viewer" application to read
the files. In most cases, the recipient can't edit the el~ctronic documents directly, but in most of the programs they can add annotations in the form of
posted notes.
Despite tl1ese similarities, tl1ese electronic publishing packages differ from one
another in several important ways:
• how they handle fonts
• how compact their files are
• the features they supply for navigating and annotating the electronic documents they create
All tl1e programs in this new category have hit the ground running and are in
heated competition to add new features fast, so check the latest versions when
yo u're in the market to see who's got what. The descriptions here attempt to
outline the differences in approach between tl1e different products, as well as
their features at press time.
QuickDraw GX's PODs (DD). T he biggest benefit of QuickDraw's PDD for-

mat is that you don't need any special program to create documents with it. It's
built right into System 7.5 or any system that uses Apple's QuickDraw GX extension. (The GX extension and how to get it are described in Chapter 3.)
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PDD fil es can be read by anyone who also has Q uickDraw GX installed (via the
SimpleText application that comes with every Mac that has System 7.5), but it
doesn't allow the recipient to search for text or add annotations. T he resulting
file sizes are also fairly large (see the table of file sizes on page 959).
QuickDraw GX offers three options for embedding fonts: no fonts (if you know
the people at the receiving end will have the fonts on their system), nonstandard fonts (if you can count on them having the basic system fonts installed),
and all fonts (if you want to make sure they see the file correctly no matter what
fonts they have installed).
T he greatest limitation for some users will be that the PDD format can't reach
across platforms: T he fact that it depends on GX's graphics engine limits its distribution to a fraction of M ac users and locks out Windows users and otl1er audiences. For Mac users who have GX, however, it's unbeatably convenient.
Adobe Acrobat (RSR/HN/ DD). Acrobat is the most heavily hyped, the most

expensive, the most feature-rich , and the most demanding in terms of hardware
requirements of all tl1e products described here. T he basic package, Acrobat
Exchange ($195) includes the PDF Writer (a driver for creating the portable
files, called PDF, or Portable Document Format, documents); tl1e Exchange
app serves as tl1e viewer. Another application, the Acrobat Distiller, can create
•
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Adobe Acrobat offers a complete set of annotation and navigation tools with an elegant interface. Unlike the
other electronic publishing programs, t hough, it requires that each document recipient buy his or her own copy
of the viewer.
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PDF files from PostScript files. It also adds compression features and some advantages for high-resolution graphics, but it will set you back an extra $700 for
the basic version and $2,500 for the network version (which includes batch processing). Each recipient of a PDF file must have his or her own copy of
Exchange or of the Acrobat Reader, which costs $50 when purchased separately. Although Acrobat will run on a .Mac Plus with 2MB of free RAM, performance is tmacceptably slow on older machines, and Acrobat Exchange alone
requires 7.5MB of disk space.
Acrobat has a rich set of annotation features, at press time rivaled only by
WordPerfect's Envoy. It offers not only basic text-search features but also
posted notes for annotating the document; thumbnails, which present the pages
in the document in reduced form, letting you quickly find and jump to the page
you want to see; multilevel "bookmarks," for allowing quick access to marked
locations in the document; and hype1·1;ext links, which jump you to related parts
of a document when you click on them. And the interface is the most elegant of
all the products reviewed here.
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PDF files show the fonts in the original document only if the machine at which
the document is being read has the fonts installed; otherwise, Acrobat uses
Adobe Type Manager and the company's Multiple Master technology (the same
technique used for Super ATM) to create fonts approximating the originals. If
the fi le is created with Acrobat, the graphics are stored as screen-resolution bit
maps. D istiller, however, rasterizes EPS files, retaining all their original resolution at any magnification.
Adobe has published the PDF format as a standard that other developers can
take advantage of. At press time, Adobe had announced that Illustra tor 5.5
would be able to write and edit PDF files (and now that Adobe will acquire
PageMaker in its merger with Aldus, PageMaker probably won't be far behind),
so graphic artists who use those programs might have a preference for Acrobat's
format. Acrobat's features also make it a strong candidate for document archiving and electronic publishing, but they're probably overkill for the simple exchange of electronic documents. And Acrobat's requirement that each recipient
must be equipped with an Acrobat reader makes the product most practical for
businesses that mean to adopt the product companywide.

T HI NGS TO
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Common Ground (DO). No Hands Software calls its Conunon Ground format

"DigitalPaper" (DP), a moniker borne out by its approach of creating bitmapped images of yo m documents that can be distributed almost as freely as
paper. It's an easy, one-step process, and unlike Acrobat users, creators of
Common Ground documents can embed a mini-viewer into their fil es so that
they needn't worry whether readers at the other end have their own copies of the
Common Ground Viewer. (Embedding a viewer adds about 90K to the file.)
Common Ground also uses proprietary technologies to embed font data so that
the recipient needn't have the fonts installed at his or her end. The Common
Ground package lists for $ 190. Common Ground also has lower system requirements than Acrobat has; creating and viewing documents is relatively quick
on low-end Macs, ru1d the program requires only 700K of hard disk space.
Recipients who use the embedded mini-viewer can page through the DP document and zoom in ru1d out, but not much else. Even th e full-featured reader included with the Common Ground program limits navigation options to paging
through or searching for text strings; in version 1.1 (the current version at press
time) there were no hyptertext or bookmark features. Recipients can copy text
or graphics from DP documents, but they can't annotate them. Common
Ground saves different versions of the file, at resolutions ranging from 72 to
300 dpi, so that graphics remajn sharp when viewed on screen, even at high
magnifications, though high-resolution printing will test their limits.

_,_.
=---

-=-

=-

Common Ground's thumbnail view, shown here, is one way to
view a digital paper document. You can magnify and search
through the electronic documents and cut and paste graphics
and text, but you can't add annotations.

Common Ground does have a
few of its own bells and whistles,
however, including tl1e ability to
password-protect documents or
assign a "read- only" status to
them (so they can't be printed or
copied). In its latest version, it offers ]PEG compression (tl1rough
QuickTime), greatly reducing file
sizes for fi les that include highresolution graphics (although the
raw file size was larger than any
other program except QuickDraw
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These tests were done on a 69K, four-page QuarkXPress document that included four fonts
and three TIFF files (an additional 518K).

Product

File Size
without viewer

with viewer

QuickDraw GX 1

243K

n /a

Acrobat

72K

n/a

Common Ground

173K

260K

Envoy2

20K

356K

Replica

56K1

453K 1

Notes
1 Using the "Include all fonts" option.

2 The version tested was a prerelease version; WordPerfect says file sizes for the release version should be about
the same.

GX, as noted in the table above). It also boasts support for Apple's AOCE technology (described in Chapter 23), allowing users to e-mail DP files from within
the Common Ground viewer, and includes a filter that plugs into Easy Open,
letting users open editable DP docs in text-editing apps.
Replica (RSRIHN/DD). Farallon's Replica ($190) has a lot in common with

Common Ground. It's digital documents can include a viewer so that they can
be e-mailed to anyone, regardless of whether they have Replica installed.
(Farallon takes the free-viewer approach a step further by installing the Replica
viewer on the recipient's computer permanently so that it need be sent along
only once.) It offers password protection and read-only encoding by tl1e sender,
and a limited set of navigation options, including paging and text search, but
currently no hypertext, bookmark, or annotation features.

In Replica, graphics and font depiction is based on the TrueType capabilities
common to botl1 the Mac and Wmdows. When saving a document, Replica
gives you four font-embedding options: no fonts; screen fonts only; screen and
printer fonts for all non-System fonts; and screen, printer, and TrueType fonts.
Only with the last option can you be sure that your reader will see the document as you intended it. (It also results in tl1e largest file size.) In our tests,
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Replica and E nvoy tied for the least-satisfactory treatment of grapru cs: embedded TIFFs become unreadable at higher magnifications.
Envoy (DD). WordPerfect's entry, called Envoy, hadn't been released when we

GOOD
FEATURE

wrote thjs, but advance reports and tests showed impressive capabilities that
rivaled or surpassed Acrobat's, with the low hardwa re reqillrements and freeviewer distribution of the other products. It will sell for-you guessed it-$190.

As with the other products, the recipient can use d1e vi ewer (freely embeddable
in the E nvoy document) to zoom in and do text searches on d1e fi le, and the
file's content can be cut and pasted as ASCII text or PICT graphics into other
applications. Like Acrobat, though, it goes beyond that basic set to offer
thumbnails, bookmarks, hypertext links, and annotation capabilities-plus a
highJjghter tool. And its annotation features surpass even Acrobat's: The notes
can be color-coded, identified by aud1or, given different icons, and identified by

·············· ........, ................................................................ .
MarkUp: For Detailed Collaboration

(DD)

Mainstay offers an electronic publishing solution for editors and others who want to comment on electronic documents w ith precision and old-fashioned proofreading marks instead
of posted notes. MarkUp ($195) uses the same print-to-disk method as the other electronic
publishing apps, and it lets you embed a viewer for recipients who don't own the program.
(As with the others, embedding a viewer adds significant bulk to the file.)
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MarkUp offers copyedltlng marks, a highlighter tool, and text
boxes for editing and annotating electronic documents.

Ill

What Mainstay offers that the
others don't are carets, transposition marks, and other symbols
dear to copyeditors, along with
the ability to add boxes for
lengthier comments. Each reviewer's comments are added in
a separate overlay, w hich can be
viewed all together or separately, and marks can be coded
w ith any of eight colors.
MarkUp users can also create a
change log showing the time of
each editing session.
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type. Recipients can search on any of these attributes, finding only the notes
added by their boss, for example. As with Common Ground and Replica, creators of Envoy files can add password protection or read-only status to the files.
Envoy saves a description of each font with the file. If the recipient has the right
fonts installed, no problem: The document is shown in its original state. If not,
Envoy selects the closest match possible from the fonts that are installed and
adjusts the character spacing to fit the rnetrics of the original font. Line breaks
remain intact, but this method is less apt to preserve the original look of the
document than that used by the other programs.
In my test file, Envoy's other weakness was its lack of graphics resolution: The
resolution of the bit-mapped graphics broke down quickly at higher magnifications. Envoy also had my least-favorite viewer, offering a whole band of navigation tools, with almost nothing working just as I'd like. For example, the
Find feature has no "VVhole Word" option, and bookmarks are accessed from
a pop-up menu at the bottom of the screen instead of being implemented in
the elegant table-of-contents view used in Acrobat.

BAD
FEATURE
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Editors' Poll: Con You Think of Anyone Who Should
Buy o PC Rother Than o Moe?
DB: I know of a guy who should buy a PC rather than a Mac. I hate him. I don't hate many
people, but this guy really gets my goat. He should use a PC. It would serve him right.
EC: No.

DD: Well, the many times I've been asked to recommend one or the other, it's always been
the Mac. Even in the old days, when there was a great cost differential, I just felt the ease of
working with the Mac was worth the premium. OK, I guess if you wanted a laptop, for
word processing only, you might still get a DOS-based one (they're still cheaper than
PowerBooks).

CG: Although I personally like the Mac, I see a lot of reasons that someone might want a
PC. If everyone in your office uses Windows and you want to do work at home, then it
makes sense to buy a comparable system. With all the low-cost Macs these days, though,
price is no longer a reason.

JK: Someone who has a lot of PC software (or has to work w ith PC software) and isn't ready
to spring for a Power Mac with 16 megs of RAM and SoftWindows.
HN: Sure-anyone who needs to use a DOS-only vertical application or a dBASE database or
such.

BW: This is a rather, uh, personal topic, and frankly I don't think this is the time or place
for it. OK?
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SAD TO SAY, most person al computers aren't Macs. In fact, there are somedung like ten or twelve IBM-style P Cs for every Mac in existence. So odds are
a time wi!J come, if it hasn't already, when you'll want to read some files created
on a PC, or send some data to a friend, client, or colleague who uses one.
Perhaps you'll want to put both kinds of machines on the sa me office network.
Or maybe you' ll even need a program written for DOS or Windows and want a
way to run it on your AIJ:ac.
Not long ago, most of those things were out of the questio n. While the insides
of A1acs and PCs may look similar, from a technical point of view they are very
different, and teach in g them to cooperate has been a long and painful process.
The schooling is not complete yet, but we have progressed to the point where
exchanging data between the computer families ("across platforms," as the
computer industry ca lls it) is commonplace and simple. And lv'lacs and PCs can
now share more than data fil es. Look-alike versions of most major applications
are available for both system s; you can plug them both into the same networks
and electronic-mai l systems; and they can share peripherals. If necessary, you
can even run DOS or Windows on yo ur 1\IJ:ac.
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Getting It There
Th ere are many ways to move data between a Mac and a P C-probably more
than you think. V\lhich approach you should choose depends on the distance
between th e machines, the size and nature of the files you have to transfer, how
often you expect to be doing such transfers, and, of course, your budget.

PC Floppy Disks in Mac Drives

(RSR/ H N)

Probably the most common method of transferring information between Mac
and PC is "sneakernet"-walking a floppy disk from one machine to the other.
A decade ago, when PCs used 5.25-inch floppies-the black ones that really
were floppy-this wasn't easy, since the disks didn't fit into the M ac's 3.5-inch
floppy drives, and vice versa. In the late 1980s the PC world caught on to the
advantages of the small er, sturdi er and more capacious 3.5-inch format, and
now most new PCs have at least one 3.5-inch drive. But the road was still
not clear, because the 400K or 800K floppy drives used in early Macs were
based on a proprietary design- the brain child of Apple cofound er Steve
vVozniak himself-that made them incapable of reading or writing even 3.5inch PC-format floppi es.
The SuperDrive-the 1.4MB floppy mechanism Apple introduced in 1988 and
now uses in all M ac models-took care of the mechanical incompatibili ty. For
the first time, Macs and P Cs could share the same floppy disks. But you still
couldn't just insert a disk from a P C and see its icon, folders, and fil es on the
!via e desktop, because the M ac didn't know how to read P C directories; unless
you bought special software or opened a utility called Apple File Exchange, the
M ac would tell you the P C disk was unreadable. Only recently, in certain
P erfom1as and the Power Macs, and then under System 7.5, has Apple fina lly
made software that mounts DOS disks on the standard desktop equipment.

SYSTEM

7.S

Apple File Exchange (RSRIHN). Apple's ori ginal solution to the problem of

reading DOS directories was Apple File Exchange (AFE), which comes free
with the M ac system software (look on the disk called Tidbits). OnJy after starting up AFE could you insert a D OS disk, have it recognized as such, and see or
copy what was on it. (It also works with ProDOS disks from the Apple II.)
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Apple File Exchange is not especially user friendly, and it's
now possible to do everything
it does more easily with more
modern utilities. But it can
still be useful, and you can't
beat the price.
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Apple File Exchange's main window displays two lists. The conten ts of
your hard disk are on one side (generally the left), while the contents
of the DOS floppy are on the other. Selecting files and clicking buttons
lets you copy files to or from the DOS disk. A menu command lets you
format a floppy as a DOS disk.

Just movi ng a file from PC
disk to Mac disk doesn't guarantee that Mac programs can
read th e fil e, because the in formation inside it might be
stored in a way Mac programs
can't w1 derstand. Ditto in th e

other direction, with Mac documents copied to a PC disk. That's why AFE and
similar programs were design ed n ot just to copy files, but also to translate them.
(Unfortwlately, this kind of tra nslation only works with data documents; maki11g actual progra ms written for on e machine work on the other is a bigger task,
one that a simple utility can't handle.)
Aside from a simple converter for text fi les, AFE has always shipped with one
translator, whi ch converts benveen the old MacWrite format and a PC word
processing format called D CA-RFT. But other companies developed additional o·anslators that show up as menu options in AFE. The most notable
products of this sort are Data Viz's MacLinkPlus/PC and MacLinkPlus/
Translators, which include n~ansl ators, or filters, for hm1dreds of combinations
of Mac and PC ·word processors, spreadsheets, databases, and graphics 'programs. (Note that DataViz's filters now also work with the XTND, Easy Open,
and Microsoft translation schemes described in Chapter 24.)
DOS Disk Mounters. T he easy and elegant way-the real Mac way-to deal

with DOS disks is to make it possible to insert them any time, like any other
disk, and to see their contents in standard Finder windows and Open dialogs.
Apple promised to build such capabilities into the !viae operating system back
in 1988, when it introduced the SuperDrive, and by the time you read this, the
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promise should have come true. At thjs writing, though, you can make your
Mac work tills way only if you purchase and install a special system extension.
Three such programs are widely available: Dayna's DOS Mounter Plus ($80),
Insignia Solutions' AccessPC ($130), and Apple's own Macintosh PC
Exchange ($80), which uses technology developed by Insignia. The Apple
product, which is now included with many new i\llacs and Performas and will be
distributed as an e:x.'tension with System 7.5, has the most inviting interface, but
it also consumes the most memory, and unlike the other two, it won't work with
System 6. DOS Mounter Plus and AccessPC have more features: Both let Mac
users connect to the most common kind of PC networking software (Novell
Netware), and both work with other DOS-formatted removable media such as
SyQuest, Bernoulli, and magneto-optical cartridges. AccessPC also includes
Mastersoft's vVord for \Vord translation filters for a variety of word processing
formats. (For more on Word for Word, see Chapter 24.)
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Dealing With 5.25-lnch Floppies
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(RSRIHN)

Even when Macs and PCs used completely different types of floppies, the need to exchange
files led developers to try to bridge the gap. As far back as 1985, Dayna Communications
developed an expensive contraption ca lled MacCharlie-a PC that wrapped around the Mac
and used its screen, enabling users to run DOS programs and transfer files between Mac
disks and PC floppies.
A few years later Apple brought out the Drive 5.25, an external drive for the Mac that could
read and write 5.25-inch PC floppies. But it too was expensive, and it required you to install
a special card in a Mac SE or Mac II. Then Dayna struck back with a much better solution:
the DaynaFile, an external SCSI device that could hold two standard PC floppy drives, in
either 5.25- or 3.5-inch format.
The DaynaFile is still around (now in a smaller casing called the Daynaffle II). It costs $600
for one drive, $900 for two, and it's still the best option if you frequently need to read 5.25inch PC disks from your Mac. Fortunately, that's rarely necessary nowadays, since most PCs
use 3.5-inch floppies and most Macs have SuperDrives that can read them.
If you occasionally run across some old 5.25-inch PC floppies but you don't need regular
access to them, your best bet is to take the floppies to a PC with both 5.25- and 3.5-inch
floppy drives. Copy the files from the big disk to the little one, take the latter back to your
SuperDrive-equipped M ac, and you're off. (PCs with both sizes of floppies aren't hard to
find. In a pinch, you can even add a 3.5-inch drive to most PCs, if you know what you are
doing or can find someone w ho does. It shouldn't cost more than about $50.)
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If the files you are trying to move between platforms are too big to fit on a floppy, you've got a
p roblem. One solution is to use matching highcapacity removable-media drives-SyQuests,
Bernoullis, or magneto-optica ls (all described in
Chapter 5}--on both the Mac and PC sides.
Recent versions of both Dayna's DOS Mounter
Plus and Insignia Solutions' Access PC can mount
PC-formatted removable ca rtridges on the M ac
desktop, and both now include software that lets
you format DOS cartridges from the Mac; they
even let you divide cartridges into separate Mac
and DOS partitions. The most versatile crossplatform formatter, however, is Software
Architects' FonnatterFive ($200), which can
apply PC formatting to hard drives as well as to
removable media from the M ac.

All these extensions let you read,
write, and format PC disks. Using
any of them is pretty straightforward. \iVhen they are loaded, an y
inserted PC clisks appear in the
Finder and in Open and Save As dialogs, just like Mac Aoppies. When
you double-click the disk's icon
(which may include a "D" for DOS
or "PC" to identify its origin), you
get a window showing its contents;
DOS directories and subdirectories
are shown as folders. You can copy
files and folders to and from the
disk just by dragging.
Mac Disks in PC Drives (HN)

Just as Mac developers have figured
out how to read PC disk formats on
the Mac, PC developers have come
up with utilities that let you read,
write, and format Mac floppy disks
(high-density only) on a PC. There
are several such programs. Some,
such as PLI's Mac to DOS ($100) and REEVEsoft's MacSee ($35 shareware,
$80 commercial), are separate applications-you need to launch them and use
their commands to move files. A couple of recent competitors, such as
MacDisk ($100) from Insignia Solutions and MacAccess ($70) from Hypro
Technologies, are not applications, but TSRs, or te-rminate-and-stay resident programs-the DOS equivalent, roughly speaking, of a Mac system extension.

Don't forget, though, that you won't be able to
connect Mac drives to your PC unless it's got a
SCSI adapter. That's not a standard item in your
average PC clone, but these days adapters are
not uncommon and not expensive. (See Chapter
5 for more on SCSI.)

The virtue of the TSRs is that they enable you to see and open fi les from your
Mac disk from anyplace where you see your DOS and Windows files, including DOS, the 'Windows File Manager, and the Open dialogs of vVindows
applications. (You see only truncated versions of the Mac file names in these
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places, but blame D OS, not the uti lities, for that; you can always see the full
M ac names by launching NlacDisk or a B ypro utility ca lled MacShow.)
Between the two T SRs, Insignia's MacDisk is the more powerful, at least as of
this writing. But MacAccess is included in ConversionsPlus, DataViz's $ 150
P C-Mac forma t-translation package for DOS and Windows. (It works like the
company's M acLin kPlus products, described in Chapter 24, excep t that it ru ns
on the P C side of the fence.) If you plan to do a lot of format translation and fo r
some reason prefer doing it on the P C, that's an economical bundle .
•••••••••••••• .......
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Mapping DOS Extensions

(RSRIHN)

One of the several factors that comp licate file transfers between Macs and PCs is that they
use different schemes to associate data documents with applications. DOS doesn't know
M ac file types (see " File Types and Creators" in Chapter 24) from b lood types; it just ignores
the four-letter type and creator codes on documents you transfer. For its part, the Mac, left
to its own devices, has no way of interpreting the three-character filename extensions that
identify the creating application in the PC world (.XLS for Excel worksheets, .WP for
WordPerfect documents, and so on). When you transfer a DOS or Windows file to the Mac,
the Mac ordinarily assigns it a generic Type and Creator.
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All th ree commercial DOS-disk-mounting utilitiesDayna's DOS M ounter Plus, Insignia Solutions'
AccessPC, and Apple's M acintosh PC Exchangeoffer a handy feature ca lled extension mapping.
Using the utilities' control panels, you can associate
a particular Ty pe and Creator code wi th any DOS
extension. You can, for example, assign t he
Creator "MSWD," w hich designates Microsoft
Word on the Mac, to all PC files ending in .DOC,
the extension Word uses in its PC and Windows
versions; the Ty pe can be set to " TEXT."

J

Apple's Macintosh PC Exchange, available
from Apple or included as an extension with
System 7.5, lets you map DOS extensions
to Macintosh file types. The program automatically makes the translations.

What you get in exchange for the time you spend
setting up t hese mappings is the ability to open a
PC fi le into the Mac application you want just by
double-clicking; otherwise, you' d have to open the
application some other way and get to the file you
want via the Open dialog box.

Note that Types and Creators are among the few aspects of the Mac system that are casesensitive. That means t hat a file w ith the Creator " FOOB" and one with the creator "foob"
could launch two different applications.
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Direct Serial-Cable Connections

(RSRIHN)

Sneakernet is a simple solution if you don't have too much data to share and
you have 3 .5-inch floppy drives on both platforms. But it can be a pain if you
have multiple megabytes to move, or if you're using a PowerBook 100 or a Duo
and you don't feel like schl epping an external fl oppy drive along.

The cable. One solution under those circumstances is to connect the Mac and PC
directly by cable. A common type of cable
known as a null modem cnble, witl1 a round 8pin end and a trapezoid-shaped 9-pin end ,
can connect a serial port of tl1e Mac to tl1e
serial (COMl) port of a PC.

POWERBOOK

Botl1 the modem and printer ports of a
lVIacintosh are se rial ports, but the printer
port won't work witl1 a null modem cable
(or modem) if you have AppleT:alk active. If
you are a PowerBook user wi tl1 a printer
port but no modem port, make sure to make
AppleTalk inactive by disabling it in the
Chooser.

A null modem cable, which you can use to attach a
Mac and a PC for direct data transfer, has a round
B·pin connector on one end and a 9-pin, trapezoidshaped connector on the other.

The software. Establishing a physica l link between tl1e machines is only part
of the problem; before they can start to talk, each machine must have software capable of moving text or files across tl1e serial port. Such programs are
call ed terminal emulaton because they were origina lly developed to enable
personal computers to talk to mainframes just as if they were old-fashioned
data terminals.

If the machine you need to communicate wi th is running \ .Vindows, you 're
probably in luck. M icrosoft includes a terminal emulator called- hold onto
your socks-Terminal witl1 every copy of Windows. It's simple and low powered , but the price is on target. If the machine runs on ly DOS, you'll need to
use som e other program such as ProComm or CrossTalk.
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On the Macintosh side, any standard communications program will do; if you
don't already have one, the shareware package ZTerm is a great bargain.
The connection. vVith your softwa re and ca ble in place, it's time to set up the

MAC BIBLE
DISK

connection.
1 Match the settings.
The key to making 1\!Iacs and PCs talk via cable is to make sure you are
using the same settings. By convention, that means 8 bits, 1 stop bit, and
no parity (sometimes abbreviated 8Nl). The meanings of these settings are
rooted in telecommunications trivia; the important part is that they're set
identically on both the Mac and PC.

Then set the port speed to the highest speed both programs support38,400 bps shouJd do. Once both programs are running, you should be able
to type back and forth such witticisms as "Watson, come here, I need you."

2 Initiate the transfer.
To send files from the Mac, hunt around your terminal emulator's menus
for a command called "Send File" or something simiJar. This should reveal
a dialog box similar to the standard Open dialog in other Mac programs;
just double-click the file you wis h to send.
3 Pick a protocol.
Most popular terminal emulators give a choice of file transj'e1·
pTotocols-a kind of language
both sides agree to speak when
setting up and executing the
transfer; the most common of
these are XModem, YModem,
and ZModem. Generally, sending fi les via ZMoclem is fastest
and easiest, and popuJar telecom
products on the PC support it.
If you're receiving the file via
Zmodem, you may not need to
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The most unusual of the several PC programs
that make it possible to read and w rite Mac
disks on a PC comes from ARDI, a small company in Albuquerque, New Mexico. Called
Executor/DOS, the $100 program doesn't
have all the features of competitors such as
M acDisk, and it works only under DOS, not
Windows. What makes it intriguing is that it
also enables you to run some Mac applications
in emulation on PCs with a 386 or later chip-a
capability no other developer has offered.
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The SCSI Alternative for
PowerBoolc Users
(HN)

POWERBOOK

If you have a Mac PowerBook and a PC
with a SCSI card installed, you have an option that's faster and easier (once set up)
than any serial connection: linking up the
two machines in what's known as SCSI disk
mode, a scheme that lets the notebook's
hard disk function as an external drive for
the desktop machine.
Most PowerBook models allow such connections to desktop Macs with no added
equipment except a special "SCSI disk
adapter" cable (about $40), but to make
the link to SCSI PCs you need another
product-Software Architects' Laptop
Liberator. The $195 package includes a
small hardware adapter (called the PowerBridge) that's attached to SCSI cables from
both machines, plus software that lets you
create a DOS partition on the PowerBook
hard drive.
Once you've got everything connected,
you can mou nt the Mac disk's DOS partitio n on the PC and move files back and
forth w ith standard DOS commands. Since
it's easy to connect other Macs to a PowerBook, and you can simply drag Mac files to
the DOS partition, the PowerBook becomes
an effective high-speed bridge to the PC.

Modem Connections

do anything further-the transfer begins automatically. (For more on file
transfer protocols, see C hapter 22.)
Receiving files. Receiving files from
a PC is, as you might expect, very
similar. The PC initiates the transfer.
On the Mac side, if you're not using
ZlVIodem, you may need to choose
"Receive XModem" or a similar
command depending on the protocol used. Software Ventures' MicroPhone Pro, for one, has a dandy
feature that can start receiving files
automatically regardless of the protocol used.

This whole procedure sounds more
complicated than it really is-once
you get used to it, it takes only a
minute to set up, and it works pretty
well, especially if the files you have to
transfer are simple text documents.
Remember, though, that if you find
yourself using a cable connection
often , it's time to consider getting a
permanent one- a network link, as
described on the next page.
(RSR/HN)

By sending computer data across telephone lines, modems let users share files
over long distances and across geographic boundaries. T hey can also help you
overcome the barriers that divide computer platforms, even if they're in the
same office. If you've got a modem on your Mac, for example, you can call a
modem-equipped PC clirectly and share files using communications programs
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on each end. If you both subscribe to an on-line service such as CompuServe or
America Online, or to a local BBS, you can also send fil es through the e-mail
services supplied there. (Remember that you are paying by the hour for these
services, so uploading and downloading big files can get expensive.)
Connecting a single Mac and PC via modem is similar to linking them via direct cable, with a few extra considerations. Of course, before you start communicating, one person will need to dial the other. You can set up yorn· modem to
wait for a call by typing ATSO=O once you open yom terminal emulator.
Fmthermore, instead of using the maximum speed listed in your terminal emulator, as you can with a direct cable connection, you'll be limited to the maximum speed of your modem-normally, 2,400 bps, 9,600 bps, or 14,400 bps. (If
your modem \viii do 14,400 bps but that speed isn't listed in your software,
choose the 19,200 bps setting.) The communications software on the Mac side
should have MacBinary enabled w1less you are sending just text files (for the
reasons explained in the box "Fork It Over," on page 974).

Network Connections

(RSRIHN)

If you frequently need to pass files between Macs and PCs in tl1e same office (or
even at home), and the files are large (or you're tired of sneakernet), and you
can afford to spend a few hundred dollars on the problem, tying yom Macs and
PCs together on a local m·ea netwo1'k (LAN) is worth considering. There's no
denying that networking Macs and PCs is considerably more complicated than
just connecting Macs. Some of the considerations entailed in setting up iVIaconly and multipiatform networks are covered in Chapter 23. Here we'll talk
about the special considerations brought up when PCs are added to the picture.
The hardware. There are several ways to add LocaiTalk (the networking
scheme built into every Mac) to your PCs. At least two companies-Farallon
Computing and CoOperative Printing Solutions (COPS)-market add-on
cards that give PCs a Mac-style LocalTalk connector; you can then wire them
to Macs and LaserWriters with Farallon PhoneNET connectors (or equivalents from other companies) and inexpensive twisted-pair wire. There are also a
couple of solutions that let you use the PC's parallel port for LocalTalk connections (see the box "Connections vVithout Cards" on page 976).
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(HN)

All Mac applications are divided internally into two parts known as the resource fork and the
data fork; most Mac documents have only a data fork, but some have a resource fork as
well. That's a piece of techie trivia you should never need to know if you're using just a Mac,
but it may be important if you store Mac files on a PC. Pay close attention if you ever plan
to dow nload Mac files from a BBS or on-line service to a PC and then move them to the
Mac. Too many users have wasted too many hours because they didn't understand the issues involved and how to solve them.
The problem is that PCs, as well as Unix machines, mainframes, and other kinds of computers, don't know a thing about forks (they ea t with their hands). They also don't understand
the information the Mac Finder keeps for every file, such as its full name, icon, Type and
Creator, and creation and modification dates.
If you are just trying to send a drawing, say, or a spreadsheet or word processing file from
your Mac to a PC user, then you don't have to worry about all the extra information; PC
programs just ignore it anyway. But if you're dealing with a file that's going to be used
someday on a Mac, then it's either convenient (in t he case of a data document) or absolutely critical (in the case of an application) that all elements of the file be preserved, and
in a way that allows the file to be reconstructed properly once it's back on a Mac.
The basic solution to this problem lies in a file format ca lled MacBinary, which was worked out
a decade ago by communications developers eager for a standard way to keep Mac files intact
w hen sending them through on-line services. When you send a file through a term inal emulation program with MacBinary enabled (turned on), the data and resource forks are combined,
along with t he Finder attributes, into a single w hole. If such a program receives a MacBinary
file, it recognizes the format and decodes it, returning the file to standard Mac form.
Most Mac communications programs have MacBinary on by default, and for most people
there's no reason ever to turn it off. But it's a good idea to double-check that it's on before
using a Mac terminal emulation program to send files to a PC-either over a local cable
connection or via modem. (Depending on the program you are using, there might be a
menu command, a dialog box checkbox, or a Preference setting for MacBinary.)
Mac files posted in on-line libraries, w hether or not they've been compressed, are usually
in MacBinary format. That's no problem if you download such files to a Mac (as long as you
have MacBinary enabled) because, as noted above, your communications software processes
them as they arrive. But DOS and Windows telecom programs don't know anything about
MacBinary, so after you've downloaded to a PC, it's up to you to make sure the reprocessing
gets done.
One way to do that is to transmit the file from the PC to t he Mac using a comm unications
program on the Mac side that has its MacBinary option turned on; the effect is the same as
if you'd downloaded it from the BBS to the Mac in the first place.
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Another option is REEVEsoft's MacSee, a nifty PC utility available on-line in a shareware version (there's also a commercial version). Either version lets you read and write high-density
Mac floppies and SyQuest disks (see "Mac Disks in PC Drives," earlier in this chapter). What
makes MacSee unique is that it has a MacBinary translation option built in: As you move a
file from the PC to the Mac disk, you can tell MacSee to process a MacBinary file back into
its original Mac form .
Alternatively, you can bring the file back to the Mac in MacBinary format and do the reprocessing there. Many Mac utilities will do the job, among them a classic freeware application
called Binhex, an Apple File Exchange translator called MacBinary to Mac ($5 shareware),
a System 7 drag-and-drop utility called MacBinary II+ (free), Bill Goodman's Compact
Pro s~a rewar~ compressor, and shareware and commercial versions of Aladdin Systems'
popular Stufflt compression utility. (Compression utilities are described in Chapter 13.)

Both Macs and PCs can also use Ethernet, a faster networking scheme, and that
option makes sense if you plan on transferring large files frequently, especially if
you have a new l\1ac witl1 Etl1ernet support built in. Farallon's new EtherWave
line and Tut Systems' Silver Streak Connectors make setting up and configuring Eth ernet networks almost as much a plug-and-play proposition as
LocaiTalk.
The software. Just connecting the Mac and PC, whether with Ethernet or
witl1 LocalTalk, won't do you much good unless you've also got software capable of sending and receiving useful information over the physical connection.
Again the leaders in this area are COPS and Farallon. COPSTalk for Windows
($180) lets \ Vindows users share printers, directories, and drives with Mac
users, in almost exactly the same way Mac users can with System 7 fi le sharing.
Farallon's PhoneNET PC software ($200) does most of the same things under
both DOS and Windows, although it does not enable Mac or otl1er PC users to
mount another PC user's disk on tl1eir own desktop. You can fill that void with
Miramar Systems' Personal MacLAN Connect ($200).

Or you can use PhoneNET PC in conjunction witl1 Farallon's T imbuktu for
Windows and Mac-amazing programs that let tl1e user on either machine see
tl1e screen of tl1e other in a window on the desktop. In effect, you can put a
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Connections Without Cards

(HN)

If you want to avoid the hassle of adding a LocaiTalk or Ethernet card to your PC, you now
have another option: an external AppleTalk connector that plugs into its parallel port, the
one usually used for PC printers.
The first such product, the Coactive Connector from Coactive Comp uting ($200), also requires similar connectors ($50) to be attached to the printer port of all Macs linked to the
PC and to the LocaiTalk port of any printers to be shared; the machines could then be connected with phone wire. Coactive's software lets PC users and Mac users share files on any
connected computer. It also gives PC users access to any attached AppleTalk printer.
A new challenger, PCTalk from Apexx Technology ($200), likewise plugs into the PC's parallel
port, but it creates a standard AppleTalk port instead of a special proprietary connector; you
need only attach a standard PhoneNET or compatible connector, then run telephone wire to a
regular PhoneNET box on the Mac. Apexx doesn't provide any software, but it offers more expensive bundles that combine the adapter with Farallon's ~honeNET PC and limbuktu for
Windows software.

Wmdows screen on the Mac, and vice versa. You can even control the other
machine remotely, just by using your mouse to pu U down menus and select
commands within the window that represents the other desktop.
All of this makes for a very convenient setup, but it doesn't come cheap: Farallon's Timbuktu for Wmdows PhoneNET Kit (a bundle that combines the
Loca lTalk ca rd, a PhoneNET connector, and T imbuktu for Windows and
PhoneNET PC software) lists for $380; a comparable kit with EtherWave instead of the LocalTalk card is exactly the same price. A copy ofTimbuktu Pro
for the Nlac is $200. (At least Farallon offers sharp discounts for volume
purchases.)

Server-Based Networks

(RSRIHN)

When a network is large and the traffi c heavy, it's more efficient to set up a serzm;
a machine tl1at functions as a central repository for everyone else on the network. (You can find more on the whys and wherefores of servers in Chapter 23 .)

THI N GS TO
CO ME

If the network will be majnly Mac with some PCs, Apple's own AppleS hare (see
Chapter 23) can handle the job: PhoneNET PC and COPSTalk botl1 include
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client software that lets PC users log on to an AppleShare server, and Apple has
announced plans to offer its own AppleS hare client software for \iVindows.
In predominantly PC settings, however, it's the Mac that h as to fit in with PC
standards-specifi ca lly, with Novell Net:ware, the DOSI\Vindows world's most
popular networking software. (PC people ca ll it a network ope'rating system.)
Novell offers a special add-on for Netware that teaches it how to speak AppleTalk so it can commtmicate with Macs; the product is appropriately named
Netware for Macintosh. Once it's installed on a Netware server, Mac users can
access the server tl1rough the Chooser, along witl1AppleShare servers or shared
Mac volumes, and Netware directories look just like i.Vlac folders . You can also
take advantage ofNovell print queues so that printing can be centrally managed.
While Netware for Mac gives you tl1e closest interaction witl1 a Novell server,
it is an expensive investment if you're the odd Mac in a sea of PCs (it's $500 for
5 users or $3,000 for 200 users). There are two alternatives that give you access
to Netware at a lower cost, by making your i.Vlac look to the server like a PC:
D ayna's DOS Mounter Plus and Insignia Solutions' SoftNode, SoftPC
Professional, and SoftWindows. At $100, DOS Mounter is much cheaper tl1an
the otl1ers, whi ch can cost up to $500 depending on the version, but only the
Insignia products allow you to run PC applications on your Mac.

Reading Files
So far, this chapter has covered only ways to get files from the .l\1ac to the PC
and back. But suppose that someh ow- by hook, crook, or floppy disk-you've
gotten your PC files to the l\1ac. Congratulations are in order, but tl1e battle is
not over yet: Next you have to find a way to read those files.
The techniques for solving tl1is complex set of problems are similar to those
discussed in C hapter 24 for interchanging files among Macs with different software; in fact, many of the products and interchange formats you might use to
solve file-exchange problems among Macs also help wh en you are moving files
between Macs and PCs.
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T here are four primary stra tegies:
• relying on applications that have versions on both pl atforms
• using special utilities and filters to translate between Mac and P C formats
• saving files in intermediate interchange formats understood on both sides
• gen erating platform-independent versions of your documents with on e of
the new generation of electronic publishing tools

Cross-Platform Applica tions

(RSR/HN)

Today almost every successful Macintosh applica tion is also available in a \~Tmdows version; likewise, many programs that sta rted on \iVindows have since
moved to the Mac. In most cases these programs use identical or similar fil e
formats on both platforms, and they generally offer about the same features, so
the Mac version can read files created on the P C, and vice versa.
Other things being equal, choosi ng the same application on both the Mac and
the PC makes sense if you plan to share files across platforms-it eliminates, or
at least drastica Uy reduces, the translation hassle, and it ensures that the users
on both sides will be dealing with the same tem1inology (more or less) and features when discussing changes to a file.
There are some caveats, however. First, sharing featu res and fil e formats is not
an absolute guarantee that documents will look precisely the sa me on both platforms. Differences in fonts are notorious for mucki ng up line endings and docum en t lengths in word processing and desktop publishing fil es, for example.
Other small differences show up in all too many programs. And cross-platform
sharing isn't always as easy as just opening the other file. In some cross-platform
applications, such as Q uicken, you have to use a special intermediate fi le format, which makes going back and forth from Mac to P C much less convenient.
Still another complication is that software publishers often allow long lags between M ac and \ Vinclows releases of new version s of the same product. For
many months, for exa mple, Illustrator 4 was available only for vVl ndows, and
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Major Applications Available for Both the Mac and Windows
Category

Applications

Word processing

Microsoft Word, WordPerfect

Spreadsheets

Lotus 1-2-3, Microsoft Excel

Graphics

Adobe Illustrator, Adobe Photoshop, Aldus FreeHand, Aldus lntelliDraw, AutoCAD,
Canvas, ClarisDraw, Clarislmpact, Deltagraph Pro

Databases

FileMaker Pro, Microsoft FoxPro, Omnis, Oracle

DTP

Aldus PageMaker, FrameMaker, QuarkXPress, Ventura Publisher

Presentation

Action!, Aldus Persuasion, Astound, PowerPoint

Other

ACT!, ClarisWorks, CrossTalk, Managing Your Money, Master Tracks Pro, MicroPhon e
Pro, Microsoft Project, Microsoft Works, Passport, Quicken

then Illustrator 5 was available only for the Macintosh. That can cause problems if you are exchanging files between machines. The user with the newer
version may have to save in the older format-and therefore may not be able to
take advantage of the newest features-if the document has to be portable. If
you are running a cross-platform operation, it might even be worth holding off
on upgrading one side until the other side catches up.
Finally, remember that cross-platform compatibility isn't everything, and the
whole strategy of picking such applications doesn't always make sense. If you
and the vVindows user in your life already own different programs, have each
mastered the software you've got, and can manage to share the data you need
to, then it may not be worth investing time and money in new software, even if
sharing files involves a few extra hassles and glitches. Likewise, one or both of
you may find that a different application, one that's not available on both platforms, is easier to use or offers special features that are important to you.

Translation

(RSRIID\)

In cases where a cross-platform app isn't available, or you simply decide to use a
Mac-only application for other reasons, you may need to turn to a translation
utility-a software package that reads in fil es in one format and generates an
equivalent-ideally, an exact replica-in a different format. Translators for
many common DOS and Wmdows formats come with some major i\llac applications in every category (see the box "Instant Translations" in Chapter 24). If
those translators don't meet your needs, dedicated translation utilities such as
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DataViz's MacLinkPlus packages, Masterso&'s Word for Word, Equilibrium
Technologies' DeBabeJizer and DeBabelizer Lite, and TechPool's Transverter
Pro (all described in C hapter 24) offer many additional filters.

Intermediate File Formats

(RSRIHN)

If you are dealing with a PC program for which there is no Mac equivalent or
even translator, you may not be able to use the file on the Mac in its native file
format; same with a .i\1ac file you are sending to a PC.
In those cases you'll need to save the file in an intermediate or interchange format-ASCll and RTF for textual data and word processing files; GIF, TIFF,
EPS, and others for graphics; and so on. (The major interchange formats are
described in Chapter 24.) T hese formats give you considerable flexibility in
moving a document among applications and across platforms, but they often
require sacrificing some of the original formatting and detail.
Text and word processing. Alas, even pure text files do not translate perfectly
from PC to Mac or vice versa. First, there's the difference in tl1e basic character
sets used; ilie Macs use an extended ASCll character set of 256 characters, including symbols and accents not normally available on PCs.

An even more common problem is that the Mac and the PC use different ways
to indicate ilie end of a line. Specifically, PCs use a symbol call.e d a line feed;
Macs use carriage returns, tl1e same symbol used for paragraph breaks. If a Mac
text editor such as TeachText or word processor such as Microsoft Word reads a
DOS text fi le, you'll notice little rectangular boxes at the beginning of each
line; tl1ese represent tl1e line-feed characters.

BARGA IN

Surprisingly, Word and most otl1er Mac word processors don't provide a simple
way to get rid of these line feeds, but text-processing utilities and text editors
such as Baseline Publishing's Vantage typically do. (See Chapter 8 for more
about Vantage and other text editors.) One the most elegant solutions is a $5
shareware application called DOSWasher, by N. Jonas Englund. Simply drop
the DOS text file on DOSW:1sher and it becomes a Mac text file. Drop a Mac
text file on and it becomes a DOS file.
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If you're dealing with fom1atted word processing documents, major .Mac word
processors such as Microsoft Word and WordPerfect usually do a good job of
translating files created with their PC counterparts. Since most other PC word
processors support at least some versions of the Word or WordPerfect file
formats, you can use them as a kind of bridge across platforms. The Word for
Word and MacLinkPlus programs also translate among hundreds of PC
formats; they are particularly useful if you need to convert files from older
programs.
Spreadsheet and database information. Tab-delim.ited or comma-delimited text is a standard format for transferring information from spreadsheets
and databases across platforms as weJI as from program to program on the same
platform: Nearly all such applications, including personal infonnation managers, let you import and export data in one or both of those formats. The data
is stored as ASCII text, the delim.iter character separates fields or columns, and
carriage returns normally mark the ends of records or rmvs.

T here are several other interchange formats recognized by many spreadsheets
and databases on both Mac and PC. DIF (data interchange format) preserves
values but loses formulas; .WIG, the original Lotus 1-2-3 format, preserves the
formulas, as does the SYLK (symbolic link) format. Use SYLK if you want to
preserve the text formatting in your spreadsheets.
Graphics formats. Graphic images are frequently moved across platforms, and
altl1ough tl1ere are some qu.irks in the process, several relatively painless solutions are available. A common one is to rely for translation on applications tl1at
read and write multiple formats, particularly Adobe Photoshop and Deneba
Software's Canvas. Anotl1er approach is to turn to a utility such as DeBabelizer
or Transverter Pro or their shareware competitors.

Remember that PICT, wh.ile ubiquitous in the Mac world, is not widely supported in the PC market, although a few PC programs can read it directly and
most conversion utilities can translate it into something more universal.
Tag Image File Format (TIFF), the de facto standard among graphics professionals and serious desktop publishers for scanned images and bit maps, is platform-independent, but subtle differences exist between the Mac and PC
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versions. Photoshop, MacLinkPlus, and the freeware program FlipTIFF can
help when you are translating TIFF files between Mac and PC formats.
BARGAIN

The TIFF specification provides an option for compressing image data, but not
all programs that read standard TIFFs can handle compressed files.

If your conversion utility doesn't do it for you (most do), make sure the Mac file
type is TIFF after you've converted a PC TIFF file.
The EPS format allows both i.Vlac and "'Windows users to save bit-mapped
screen representations of screen images along with PostScript. Those previews,
however, don't travel well across platforms, so don 't include them if you'll be
trading them with a "'Windows user. V\lhen bringing EPS files to the Mac, be
sure to change their Type code to EPSF.
CGM, or Computer Graphics Metafile, is a platform-independent graphics
format endorsed by the U.S. Department of Defense as part of an effort to
standardize government and defense industry documentation. It's increasingly
common on the PC, but its acceptance has been slow on the i.Vlac. Deneba
Software's Canvas, for one, can read and write CGM files.
Compression standards. As with other products, the Mac and the PC have
different standards when it comes to compression. PKZip ($4 7 from PKWare)
is the most popular PC equivalent to Aladdin Systems' Stufflt family and Bill
Goodman's shareware Compact Pro on the Mac.

If you receive a file with the suffix .zip, it has almost certainly been compressed
with PKZip (or else someone is playing a cruel hoax on you). If it's a PC application and you are using a Mac, you might as well leave it compressed, since it
won't nm on the lVlac anyway. But if it's a data file you plan to translate or open
with a compatible lVIac application, you will need to decompress it before you
can use it.
Fortunately, several lVIac programs can help with the task. Stufflt Deluxe
($120) has an Unzip command in its Translate menu; follow the dialog boxes
from there. (The program can also decompress a wide variety of other
compression formats used on Unix as well as DOS systems.) Several freeware
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•rommy Brown 's Ziplt lets you easily compress Mac files in PKZip format for Mac-to-PC telecommunications. The program also unzips
PKZip archives.

1!1

utilities also decode Zip files.
Z iplt, a $10 shareware item
that looks profess ional in
quality, is unique in enabling
you to cr eate as well as decompress Z ip archives. (Best
of all, author Tommy Brown
regularly upda tes the program to ma tch the frequent
updates to PKZip.)

Finally, PKWare, the company that creates P KZip, had a Mac version under
development at this writing. H ow these D OS veterans do developing a Mac
program should prove interesting, but their compression ratios are very impressive on the PC side.

If you don't have Z ipit and wan t to compress a file before sending it to a PC
user (to save time on long-distan ce charges, for instance), the developers of
Stufflt and Compact Pro have created decompression-only DOS utiliti es for
expanding their archives on PCs. T he programs UNSIT I.EXE (for Stuffit) and
EXTRAC.EXE can be found on on-line services. \Nh en run on a PC, they provide a means of decompressing .i\ll ac archives sent via modem, network, or disk.

Electronic Publishing Tools

(H N)

Electronic publishing products such as Adobe Acrobat, N o H ands' Common
Ground, Farallon's Replica, and WordPerfect's Envoy all have one reason for
being: to solve the problem of cross-platform document distribution. T hese
utilities offer a variety of features for searching and annotating files, but remember that once a fi le has been converted to one of these formats, it may no
longer be editable even by the program that created it. (You'll find more on
these programs in Chapter 24).
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Running PC Software on the Mac
The availability of cross-platform applications and the increasing ease of data
exchange has greatly diminished the need for Macs and PCs to run each other's
applications, but there may still be times when you'd like to run some DOS or
Wmdows software on the Mac-a company-standard database developed in
dBase or Paradox, or perhaps a specialized application that's available only on
the PC, or a even just a hot game that isn't offered on tl1e Mac. Today, three
products allow you to run such software right on your Macintosh.

SoftPC and SoftWindows

GOOD
FEAT UR E

(RSRIHN)

As its name implies, Insignia Solutions' SoftFC ($165 to $500, depending on
the version) emulates a PC in software. It runs on Macs with 68K processors
(that is, those that don't have PowerPC chips). SoftWmdows is a new version
for Power lVIacs; it's $500 if purchased separately, but Apple bundles it with
some Power Mac configurations. Both SoftPC and SoftWmdows in effect fool
DOS and DOS applications into thinking they are running on a system with
PC-standard hardware, including an Intel processor. Behind the scenes, tl1ey
translate the instructions issued by the PC software into terms understood
by the Mac. The result is that MS-DOS (which is included), most DOS
programs, and (with SoftvVindows) most vVmdmvs software can run in a window on your Macintosh. You can even cut and paste text between Mac and
DOS/\Vindows windows.
The programs use a portion of the Macintosh's hard disk and RAt\11 to serve as
tl1eir PC counterparts. The PC "hard disk"- actually a large file on the
Macintosh disk-can be mmmted on the Mac desktop with Insignia's AccessPC
program. You can also designate a folder on the hard disk to be shared between
the Mac and the PC.

BAD
FEATURE

The Insignia software maintains a surprising degree of compatibility with most
PC software. At thi.s writing, though, it sti ll emulates an Intel 286, so some recent programs that need the "enhanced mode" of the 386 or a later Intel chip
simply won't run. That includes tl1e latest versions of WordPerfect, Quattro
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Pro, FoxPro, Paradox, and Lotus lmprov, and the list is growing fast. Insignia
says it expects to deliver a 486 emulator by the end of 1994.
Because Insignia includes Microsoft's CD-ROM drivers, SoftPC and SoftV\li ndows can run most P C CD-ROMs. But the emulation doesn't yet include a
PC sound card, such as the de facto sta ndard Sound Blaster, so v\Tmdows multimedia titles run in silence.
The biggest problem witl1 SoftPC is its speed. Ordinarily, a 68030-based Mac is
roughly comparable in speed to a 386-based PC, whereas a 68040-based Mac is
comparable to a 486-based PC. With SoftPC, the rule of thmnb is that you go
back about a generation of Intel processors in speed. On an '040-based
Macintosh (a Centris or Q uadra), DOS programs under SoftPC run as they
would on a 386. On an '030 Macintosh (like a IIci or LC III or Perfom1a 600),
programs will run as they would on a 286 (roughly as fast-or, more accurately,
as slowly-as a Mac Plus). Needless to say, SoftPC on a 68000-based Mac (such
as a Mac SE) is excruciatingly slow.
SoftWindows does much better on Power Macs: Performance is in the 386 to
low-end (25-MHz) 486 range.
Generally speaking, SoftPC and SoftW!ncl ows are conveni ent solutions if you
need only occasional access to older DOS or Wmdows software and if a
leisurely pace doesn't botl1er you. If you are using PC programs regularly, if you
require the latest versions, or if you are the type that demands quick response
from your computer, they're probably not for you.

OrangePC

(RSRJHN)

If your Mac has a NuB us slot (i.e., if it's a member of the Mac IT, Cenn·is, or
Quadra famili es, except the Quadra 605, or if it's a first-generation Power Mac)
and you have some money to spare, you can get higher performance and more
compatibility by installing OrangePC, a PC on a card from Orange Micro.
Since it includes a real 486 processor, the OrangePC doesn't have a problem
rwming programs that require a 386 or 486, and it can rw1 tl1em fa st.
T he cards contain their own RA.i\1 so you don't have to sacrifice any of your
Mac's memory to run PC software. T hey even have slots for PC expansion
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boards so you can add networking cards or sound cards. Like SoftFC and
SoftWtndows, the Orange cards let you run DOS software in a window, but
you must purchase Windows yourself.
For the Macs that support it, the Orange Micro cards come close to the best of
both worlds, but n obody ever said that living in utopia was cheap: Prices currently range from around $900 to $2,750, depending on the processor you
choose and the amount of memory on the card.

Quadra 610 DOS Compatible

(I-IN)

In the spring of 1994 Apple began shipping a Mac that could also function as a
PC-the Quadra 61 0 DOS Compatible-and an expan sion card that added the
same capabilities to existing Quadra and Centris 610 machines. It was a neat
and inexpensive solution to the cross-platform compatibility problem-so neat
and inexpen sive, in fact, that the machine and the add-on card sold much faster
than Apple had expected. vVithin a couple of months both products were out of
stock, and Apple decided not to make any more of them.
At this writing Apple hasn 't said for sure whether it will eventually offer a successor to these products or concentrate on the SoftWmdows solution.

Peripherals That Go Both Ways

(RSRIHN)

In the past, peripherals that could be used with both Macs and PCs were few
and far between. Many PC peripherals attach via a parallel port that is absent
on Macs. Mac keyboards and mice, on the other hand, attach via the Apple
Desktop Bus, which is absent on PCs. But now, more and more peripherals are
learning to work on both sides of the fence. If you have both .Macs and PCs,
you may want to look for peripherals that can be used with either one.
Modems. Modems have long been one of the least choosy devices when it
comes to platform; generally, you just need to specify a Mac or PC cable.
Printers. Printers, on the otl1er hand, have been a bigger problem. Most PC
printers require a parallel port; if you found a serial PC printer, the printer drivers that come with th e Mac wouldn't work; and even if you had a network
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printer that could support both Macs and PCs, you'd often have to reconfigure
DIP switches and the like depending on the source of the job.
Now all that is changing. GDT Softworks offers a $150 package call ed
PowerPrint that provides a serial-to-parallel converter cable, print-spooling
software (allowing you to use your Mac while it's printing), and drivers for
most common PC printers. (Apple sells a version of the GDT product under
the name Apple Print Pack. It costs less-$100-but it doesn't support nearly
as many printers as the original, and it's missing the spooler and other useful
PowerPrint fean1res.) Most new office printers have multiple ports and automatic switching technologies, so you can connect th em to Macs and PCs
simultaneously and they'll sense whether to use PostScript or older PC formats
to produce the document image. (See Chapter 21 for more on so me
ambidextrous printers.)
Monitors. In the display domain, l\t'lacs no longer require special monitors.

Most of Apple's recent models can drive many standard PC monitors (VGA or
SuperVGA); all you need is a cable adapter such as J ames Engineering's $2 0
MacVGA. And most major monitor manufacturers-now including Appleoffer "multisync" monitors that can accommodate video signals from Macs as
well as many different PC video cards. High-end NEC models even allow dual
inputs so you can switch between Mac and PC video signals instantaneously.
SCSI devices. Since the Mac Plus, SCSI has been a standard way to cormect

hard disks, CD-ROM drives, and scanners to th e Mac. Although available in
the PC world, SCSI hasn't been a standard there- it's not built into most PCs,
and SCSI adapters from different third parties are often incompatible. But
SCSI is becoming steadily more common on PCs, and standardization is starting to take hold. If your PC has a SCSI card from a well-known manufactm·er
such as Adaptec, there's a good chance that it wi ll work with SCSI hard drives,
CD-ROM players, and scanners marketed for the Mac. (You will, however,
need to get PC drivers, either from the hardware manufacturer or a third
party.)

GOOD
FEATURE
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Editors' Poll: What Dream Feature Would You
Like to See Added to the Mac?
AA: Artificial intelligence, so it will w rite my stories for me. No, wait. .. voice-controlled typing, like that old Star Trek episode with the voice-activated typewriter.

DB: My favorite future vision is the meta-computer model, where you don't know what machine you're using or w here it is or anything. You just plug in, and you're part of the worldwide network, runn ing a program on a computer in Sweden and editing a file on a
computer in Tokyo. I'm not holding my breath, but the concept makes sense to me.
EC: This is just a little thing, but I wish desktop Macs could sleep like PowerBooks. I hate
restarting (and watching the init procession), and lately I've been having to leave my M ac
on all night to catch faxes sent from far-away time zones. A sleepable call-activated Mac
would solve both problems, without wasting energy and time.

DD: Well, if Apple ca n make OpenDoc work the way it should, that wou ld be great for me.
I love the idea of transparently going from task to task w ithout changing applications.
JK: The ability to cook a tasty dinner, clean my apartment, and give me back rubs. (No matter how nicely I ask for these things, it always just sits there.)
HN: I think a dictation system that really worked accurately and without imposing any limitations on vocabulary and phrasing wou ld be way cool.

BW: Macs of the future should have bio-feedback sensors to alert you to your endocrinological state, should it exceed a healthy balance.
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Editors' Poll: Have You Ever Suffered From a
Repetitive Stress Injury?
AA: N ot really.

DB: We got a ping-pong table in our office recently, and we've decided it may have been
the best ergonomic decision we ever made. Don Sellers, author of Zap!, told us that the two
best things you can do to avoid computer injuries are to reduce stress in the office and to
get up and move! Excuse me, I've got to go play a game of ping-pong now.
EC: No, I know a lot of people who say they have, but I never have.

DD: Never a full-blown case. But once when I was working on a writing project, I started
getting some pains. Right away, I bought a wristrest for my keyboard and mouse pad. It
only seems to start up when I've been writing (and not breaking it up with other stuff) for
about three weeks straight.
CG: Yes. Working on my computer eight to ten hours a day gave me massive pains in the
wrist. At the time, I don't think there was a lot of talk about carpal tunnel syndrome. I now
use one of those wristrest pads (it's blue, like my mouse pad) and I try to take breaks while
typing. I'm still in search of the perfect keyboard, and I'm optimistic that there will be ones
that are better from an ergonomic point of view in the near future. Otherwise, I imagine
that in then next ten years, we'll have a generation of teenagers with carpal tunnel.
JK: No, but I'm contin ually trying to improve the ergonomics of my work situation. First I
bought an ergonomic chair, then a desk with a keyboard shelf, then casters for the desk to
get the keyboard shelf off my thighs and up to the level of my hands, and I'm waiting for
my Apple adjustable keyboard to arrive.

HN: Yes, I've had several bouts of what was diagnosed as incipient carpal tunnel syndrome.
Definitely a drag, but wearing a brace got it under control.
BW: After years of using computers, I'm discovering that the endurance of the tendons in
my hands is dropping rapidly. I simply quit for a short w hile when I start noticing pain, basically to avoid injury. Sometimes I think that clicking and dragging with the mouse is harder
on the hands than using the keyboard.
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Staying Healthy
at the Mac
THE MAc IS AN EXCITING COMPUTER, and people tend to get so involved
with using it that they're often unaware-until it's too late-of the subtle but
sometimes serious effects that using a computer can have on the body, some of
which can cause permanent disabilities. This appendix discusses computerrelated health tl1reats and what you can do about them.
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Eye Problems and Headaches
Eyestrain, or eye fatigu e, is the most commo n computer-related health complaint. People who use computers for extended periods usually experience some
degree of eyestrain, although they may not notice it until a headache develops.

The Problems

(D S/AN)

After long work at a computer, the eye muscles get tired and refuse to focus, to
which people typically respond by trying harder to focus. That, in turn, often
leads to tension in the neck muscles, and then to headaches.
You can get eye fatigue from just looking at the screen too long; from using a
screen that's dirty, out-of-focus, or obscured by reflections; or from constantly
shifting your focus back and forth from the screen to a printed page. Many of us
can't avoid these activities in our wor~ but we crtn eliminate other cond itions
that strain our eyes and take steps to relieve the strain we can't avoid.
T he American Association of Ophthalmologists says morutors present no hazard of permanent damage to the eye, but some eye researchers say that computer wor~ like any extended close work, can lead to myopia (near-sightedness).
According to James Sheedy of the Uruversity of C alifornia at Berkeley optomeuy school, working regularly at a computer screen can also accelerate presbyopia,
the inability to focus at varying rustances that usually hits people in their forties.

What to Do About Them
Now that you know what eyestrain is, here ar e some of the ways you can reduce
the factors tl1at contribute to it.
Get a good monitor OI<IDS). Choose a moni tor that's bright, sharp, has good

contrast, and is free of flicker. D on't underestimate th e importance of brightness, especiaJly if you work in a well-lit environment. A monitor that looks
bright enough in a dim room may be completely inadequate for a brighter simation. M ost people won't notice any fli cker if the monitor has a refresh rate of
70 Hz or above, but some people are particularly sensitive to it, so make sure
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the screen image looks perfectly steady on any display you're thinking of buying. (67Hz is usually OK for 14-inch monitors, but bigger monitors need faster
refresh rates to look stable-see Chapter 6 for more info). Curved screens make
glare worse, so look for a flat screen.
Avoid reflections on the screen (DSIJK). It's much harder for your eyes to
focus on a screen that's covered with refl ections (also called glm·e). Reflections
usually come from a light source in front of your monitor: a desk lamp, an
overhead light, or a window in the wall behind you. But putting your monitor
in front of a window can cause problems too: sunlight shining on an object in
front of the monitor can create as bad a refl ection as a light bulb. [Thet·e's a ·win-

dow behind my computer, and when the sun shines th·rough it, if I'm weming a lightcolond shirt it can cause a 'reflection on the screen. So I change to a dm·k-colo1·ed shin
on b·right nftemoons.-JKJ

HOT TIP .

Try to set your monitor up to avoid these problems. You can even build a lightshade around your screen-using cardboard and tape-to help shield it from
light coming from the side or overhead (black cardboard with a matte finish
works best). Glare reduction treatments and coatings for your screen can help
too, but they can also lead to other problems, like making the image fuzzier or
making the reflective effect of dirt and finger oil much worse tl1an it would otherwise be. You can also buy filters that fit around your screen. They, too, can
make the image either better or worse, depending on the filter's type, its quality,
and your lighting and monitor conditions; so if you decide to buy one, try to get
a money-back guarantee in case it's not right for your situation.
Keep the screen clean (DS). The static electricity on computer screens attracts dust and grime, which reduces brightness and contrast, ca using a fuzzier,
dimmer image. Clean your screen regularly, using the procedure reco mmended in its manual (some screens have coatings that some cleaning products
can damage).
Work in an evenly bright environment GK). If your work environment is
much brighter than your monitor, or vice versa, your eyes will be constantly
readjusting whenever you shift your gaze. Try to balance the brightness of your
screen with that of the wall behind your monitor, the task lighting at your desk,
and the overall brightness in the room. (Because of tl1e window behind my
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monitor, I'm constantly readjusting my monitor's brightness on partly cloudy
days; on really bright days, I cover the window with a thick, dark blanket and
keep my monitor's brightness low.)
Use a readable type size (DS/]K). For the purpose of avoiding eyestrain, it's
recommended that you sit 18 to 24 inches from the monitor, but if you've got
an older monitor and want to avoid tl1e possible harm of electromagnetic radiation (see "Radiation," below), you should sit 28 to 30 inches away. Whatever
distance you work at, set the type size in the documents you work on so that
you can read the screen without undue strain at that viewing distance.
Get your eyes checked (DS). Computer work is particularly demanding on the
eyes, so it may lead you to discover eye problems that wouldn't otherwise
bother you. If you already wear glasses or contacts, consider getting your eyes
rechecked-many forms of eyesight correction can cause rather than correct
problems at the computer. You may need custom eyesight correction for the
times you're at work.
Take breaks and exercise (DS). The National Institute of Occupational Safety
and Health recommends getting away from the screen for 15 minutes every one
or two hours of intense work at the computer. If that's not realistic for you, take
breaks as often as you can. Spend the interval doing noncomputer work, or-as
one doctor recommends-put your feet up, your head back, and close your eyes
and relax (general stress increases the strain on your eyes, too). [Before you take
up this 1·egimen, maybe you should ale11: your boss that it's doctor's orders.-DD]
Exercise your eyes every ten minutes or so by focusing on as distant an object as
possible for five or ten seconds.

Neck and Back Pain
Neck and back pain are related, and they are often symptoms of posture problems that can affect the entire body. Good furniture is one way to help solve the
problem, but you don't necessarily have to spend a lot of money, if you just pay
some attention to how you work.
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The Problems

(DS!JK)

As you've probably noticed, hours of sitting in one position, with your anns extended over the keyboard and your neck craned to see the screen, gives you a
stiff, aching back and neck. You may not realize that it also compresses the
spine, as well as putting a load on your tendons, muscles, and nerves.
When nerves at the spine become pinched, irritated, or compressed, the entire
nerve pathway can be affected, which can cause a myriad of symptoms throughout the body. Pain or tingling in the foot, for example, may mean nerve damage
in the spine.
You can try to avoid these problems by paying close attention to the way you sit
at the computer.

What to Do About Them
Sitting in the right position and getting up regularly
best way to avoid neck and back pain.

to

take breaks can be the

Good sitting posture (DS/]K). What's the right posture? Slouching (leaning
forward from the waist, with no support for the lumbar vertebrae) can lead to
all sorts of problems, but "sitting up straight" isn't necessarily ideal either. It's
more important that you sit comfortably, with your chair supporting your back
and maintaining a healthy inward curve at your lower back.

Generally, the best way to get that kind of support is to lean back slightly into
the backrest of a chair that's well designed and well adjusted. Making an angle
greater than 90 degrees between your legs and your trunk also helps to avoid
lower-back problems. You also want to avoid craning your neck forward and
rounding your shoulders inward.
If you're going to be sitting throughout a workday, you'll want to be able to
shift your position periodically, so you need a chair that can accommodate a
range of postures.
Positioning your monitor OK). If you're always looking up, down, or sideways to see your monitor, your neck will start to feel stiff and sore and can develop chronic problems.
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(DSIJK)

The point of an adjustable chair isn't to let you find the one perfect position you can sit
in all day without budging: A good chair should make you comfortable in a number of different postures. Get one with a backrest that adjusts up or down and whose tilt you can
change (it should also be tall enough to support your upper back when you lean against it).
The seat should also be adjustable to tilt forward or backward. Since the positions of the
seat and backrest are related, you should be able to adjust both at once while you're sitting,
by just moving around until you find a comfortable position and then setting it with a lever.
You should also be able to adjust the seat height so that when you sit with your hands on
the keyboard, your feet are flat on either the floor or a footrest, and your elbows are level
with your wrists and hands. Armrests are often recommended, but it's unclear whether it
helps to use them while typing.
Not all chairs-even those that appear to be on the forefront of design-are based on modern ergonomic principles, and there's no perfect chair for everyone; you need to try some
out to find one that's right for you.
Kneeling chairs have forward-tilting seats and a support for the knees, which bear a lot of
body weight. These chairs have their advantages, but they put a lot of stress on the knees,
tire the back, and are difficult to get in and out of. Many experts in ergonomics feel these
flaws far outweigh the advantages of kneeling chairs.

Set up your monitor so that the top of the screen is at or slightly below eye level.
That may mean putting it next to your iVlac rather than on top of it, or putting
a stack of magazines under it. Ifyou've got a tall morutor, like a one- or two-page
display, try to keep your work near the top of the screen (I'm always moving and
scrolling windows to avoid having to look down).

WARNING

HOT TIP

If putting your monitor right in front of you on the desk doesn't allow you to sit
far enough back from it, get a slide-out shelf for your keyboard or get a bigger
desk. Putting your monitor off to the side is not a good idea if you use your
computer a lot. (I used to work with the monitor at the end of the desk-so I
had to tum sideways to see it-and ended up with a painful neck problem that
took months of physical therapy to colTect.)
If you're willing to invest some money, you can get a heavy-duty swing arm that
will hold your monitor just where you want it, and swing it out of the way when
you're not using it. Check office furruture stores or catalogs.

GOOD
FEATUA.
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Wrist and Arm Problems
Although pa in in the wrists and arms is very common, don't ignore it-it can
lead to permanent disabilities.

The Problems

0K)

The repetitive movements and unnatural positions involved in using a keyboa rd
and mouse all day can lead to a group of problems known as cumulative trauma
disorde1-s (CTDs) or Tepetitive stress injur·ies (RSis) . For computer users, these usually take the form of inflam ed tendons (tendonitis) or inflamed tendon sheaths
(tenosynovitis), or catpal tunnel syndrome (CTS), a nerve problem that's often the
result of tendon problems. (The mechanics of operating a typewriter-hitting
the carriage return, changing sheets of paper, and so on- apparently spared keyboard users from these problems in the days before personal computers. The incidence of CTDs has skyrocketed since computers replaced typewriters.)
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome GK/DS). T he median nerve, which carries feeling
from the hand and controls some of the finger muscles, passes through a narrow tunnel of bone and ligaments on its way du-ough the wrist. If the tendons
rl1at also pass through tl1is ttmnel become inflamed and swollen, tl1ey can compress tl1e median nerve and tl1e blood vessels supplying it, causing CTS.

CTS symptoms include pain, numbness or tingling in the hands, especially in
the first three fingers and tlmmb, but often in tl1e forearms as well. CTS also
causes burning pain in tl1e wrist during time away from the computer, particularly in the middle of the night. N ight burning and numbness are among the
best diagnostic indicators of CTS.
But CTS means more than just pain- advanced cases can leave permanent
nerve damage, severely li miting hand movement and coordination. Some CTS
sufferers lose their ability to use a keyboard and have to change careers.
Mouse dangers (DH). Keyboards are most often blamed for CTDs, but using
the mouse can also help bring them on. In fact, certain mouse activities can be
very stressful, since it's normally only a single finger that does all the repeated
moving, and this motion occurs while tl1e rest of the hand is partially flexed.
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What to Do About Them
A number of factors contribute to CTDs, including bent wrists, the speed and
force of hand movements, and one's overall level of stress (one study found that
reporters on deadline were more likely to get CTS than others who used the
keyboard just as much).
Keep the wrists flat and straight (JK) . This means your keyboard has to be
at the right height, so that your arms aren't reaching up or down for it but are
parallel to the floor. If your desk is too high, you may want to get a keyboard
shelf that attaches under your main desk surface and slides out like a drawer.
(The desk I used to work on placed the keyboard too high, so I bought one with
a keyboard shelf, and that was too low; finally, I raised the new desk a little by
installing casters under its legs, which put the keyboard at just the right
height-and I can now move the desk around.)

Avoid resting your wrists on the desk in front of the keyboard, since cl1at creates
an upward angle that's considered a major contributor to CTS. If this posture is
already habitual for you, you can get a wristrest to put in front of your keyboard
(computer stores and business supply stores have 'em), or consider getting a keyboard cl1at has wristrests built-in, such as the Apple Adjustable Keyboard or the
Kinesis Ergonomic Keyboard (see Chapter 6 for more on them). But be careful
·••·•·•·•••·••·M··•· .,, .. , ..._.,, .. ,., .... ······•••• ·••••••······••• ·••··••···• ••

A Really Adjustable Workstation

(AN)

A small company in Boston called Soho has come up with a computer workstation that's
more fully adjustable than any I've ever seen. Any or all of its three 16-inch by 32-inch
shelves can attach to either the front or the back of the desk (the normal configuration is
one shelf low in the front for the keyboard and two higher shelves in the back for the computer, monitor, and peripherals).
Shelves can be set at any height between 22 inches (20 inches if you remove the casters)
and 52 inches, and the keyboard shelf tilts up to 45 degrees. Adjusting the height (or angle)
of a shelf involves nothing more than turning two knobs, yet when the shelves are in place,
they can bear up to 100 pounds each, enough for even the largest monitor (the entire
workstation can handle 150 pounds total).
The shelves are made of particle board, but they are completely sealed with laminate and
banded around the edges. The Soho table lists for $450 but the average street price is
around $300. It comes with a one-year warranty.
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how you use wristrests-the wrong kind of
pressure on nerves in your arm can get you
into trouble.
A wristrest-or a rolled up towel-can help keep

It's also bad to bend your hands outward at your wrists straight as you're typing.
the wrist, which is unavoidable with an ordinary keyboard. The Apple and Kinesis keyboards address this problem, too.
Work defensively (DS/DH). Once you've set up your desk and keyboard so

that your ·wrists don't bend, here are some guidelines to work by:
HOT T I P

• Cultivate a light touch on the keyboard and mouse. Don't use too much force
when typing, clicking, or dragging.
• Keep your wrist straight when you move the mouse. If necessary, adjust the
tracking speed in your Mouse control panel to make it easier to get the
pointer where you want it.

• If your mouse feels awkward or uncomfortable, consider one of the ergonomic models on the market.
• Don't rest your wrists or forearms against hard edges, since that can compress nerves.
• Stay warm. Working at cold temperatures may increase the chance of developingCTDs.
• Vary your work to include tasks away from the computer, and spread those
duties out over the day so you get up from the desk regularly.
• Sit in a good posture, and vary your position during the day (see the box
"How to Sit at Your Mac" on the next page).
• It's worthwhile to experiment by alternating th e hand you move the mouse
with. The dexterity required is usually less than that necessary for normal
writing, so even those of us who aren't ambidextrous can manage it.
Treating CTDs (DS). Occasional or mild CTD symptoms may disappear with

rest and the help of over-the-counter anti-i nflammatory pain relievers like
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aspirin or ibuprofen. But when the symptoms get more severe, self-treatment
isn't advisable; arm or wrist splints and slings, arm rests, wristrests and other
products advertised as preventing or treating CTDs can actually worsen an
existing problem if they aren't used properly. Let a medical professionalpreferably with a background in CTDs-guide you. Treatments range from
•••t·+•t •••
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The way you set up you r Mac and how you sit while you're using it have effects on all of the health
problems discussed so far, and others as well. A picture's worth a thousand words (and is much easier
to refer to) so here's one showing the major things you should consider. [Use it as a starting point, but
don't forget to change your position around often. If you sit in the position shown for eight hours straight
under stress, you're going to get injured.-DS]

Monitor at a distance that allows you
to see the screen comfortably (18"-24").

Position the monitor to avoid ....
reflections from overhead
' ....,
lights and windows.
............

If you've got an older monitor and want to
minimize your exposure to electromagnetic
emissions, sit an arm's length away but increase
the type size so you can read it comfortably.

............

Shoulders relaxed.
If your typing surface
(or your stress level)
is too high, you may
react by holding
your shoulders in a
raised position,
building up muscular
tension that leads to
back, neck, and
shoulder pain.

Lower and upper
back supported.
Your lower back is
holding you up, so your
chair must support it.
You r upper back should
also be supported so
you can lea n back
comfortably.

Comfortable hlp angle.
To avoid lower-back problems,
the angle between your legs
and your trunk should usually
be more than 90• . Try to vary
your position during the
course of the day.

Screen at eye level.

.....................................................

18

._

24

..

......_

•
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How to Sit at Your Mac

No reflections on the screen.

~

The top of the screen should be
at or slightly below eye level.

Flat, level forearms
and wrists.

r---1---1-------

---l--1--

Your forearms should
be flat and parallel
to the ground. Wrists
should be straight.
Use a wristrest if
necessary.

Clearance between
work surface and legs. If
getting the correct body
position means there's no
room between you r thighs
and desk, raise your desk or
get a new one.

Feet flat on the floor
or on a foot rest.

1
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simple rest to anti-inflammatory medications or injections to surgery. The important thing is to do something about your pain sooner rather than later.
People who decide it will go away by itself, or that help can wait, are the ones
who end up permanently injured.

Radiation
Desktop computer monitors produce electromagnetic radiation in low-frequency ranges known as ELF (extremely low frequency) and VLF (ve'f)' low frequency). The word radiation itself sounds threatening, and because it's invisible
and the experts are tmdecided as to whetl1er or not it's harmful, tl1e possible
threat is all the more mysterious.

The Problem

1t
WARNING

(DS/JK)

ELF and VLF radiation are different from high-frequency radiation like X-rays
and gamma rays, which carry enough energy to break chemical bonds and cause
biological change. Until recently, the electromagnetic radiation emitted by
monitors was tl1ought to be benign. Over the last 15 years or so, a small number
of studies have chall enged tl1at assumption, suggesting that the chances of developing leukemia and other cancers, and tl1e odds of miscarriage, may increase
v.rith prolonged exposure to low-frequency radiation.
But a lot of research hasn't studied the effects of monitors directly; instead, it
has focused on people who live near power lines, which also produce ELF
fields. Some studies that have looked at monitor use have linked it to miscarriage (see "Other Things to Watch Out For," he low), but others have found no
evidence of any health threat. Furtl1ermore, ELF fields are produced by many
electrical devices in modern society, not just monitors and power lines.

What to Do About It

(DS!JK)

There are several tllings you can do to reduce the threat (if tl1ere is any) of radiation from your monitor.
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Get a low-emissions monitor. As mentioned in Chapter 6, Sweden has created low-ELF and -VLF standards for monitors sold in that country, and most
current monitors meet their low MPR II emissions standards.
Turn your monitor off. D on't leave your monitor on when it's not being used.
Many current monitors will power down automatically in order to comply with
th e U.S. government's Energy Star requirements; look for them if you're in the
market for a n ew monitor.
Keep your distance. Sit at a distance from your monitor, particularly if it's an
old one. Emission levels drop off rapidly as you move back from the screen. For
MPR IT-compli ant monitors, just sitting at a normal viewing distance of 18 to
24 inches should bring ELF and VLF radiation duwn to or belm.v normal backgrowld levels. With most older morutors, sit an arm's length away (about 30
inches) to bring them down that low. T he radiation coming from a mollite r's
back and sides is stronger, so you should sit at least fom feet away from monitors in your vicinity. (Be aware that wa lls and partitions don't block electromagnetic fi elds.)
Install an emissions filter. If you've got an old monitor (which is likely to
produce higher emission levels than current models) and want to reduce its
emissions, NoRad makes flexible bands you can insta ll around the outsid e of
the monitor to absorb magnetic fie lds ($65 to $13 1, depending on your monitor's size). Grounded screen filters can block th e electrical component of ELF,
but not the magnetic component, and some evidence suggests that the magnetic component is more likely to be harn1ful.

General Advice
As you may have noticed, many of the problems described above stem from
some of the same contributing factors. T hat means that a few basic precautions
can help avoid problems in several areas.

6'
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A Good Book on
All This

(JK)

The material in this appendix under
Don Sellers's name is adapted from
his book, lap! How Your Computer
Can Hurt You-And What You Can Do
About It ($13, from Peachpit Press),

which gives much more thorough
coverage of computer-related health
threats than we have space for here.
It also provides a huge list of related
resources, including other books,
periodicals, and organizations, plus
sources of ergonomic hardware, software, and furniture.

Make Sure to Take Breaks

OK)

There are programs designed to interrupt
your work periodically and guide you through
a series of exercises designed to alleviate the
problems associated with sitting at work all
day, but to me, they're self-defeating; what
you really need is to get away from the computer and move around, and no software is
going to help you do that. Instead, get a book
on stretching, join a yoga class, or begin an
exercise routine.

Lower Your Stress

(DS/]K)

With too much stress, the body stays on constant alert, resulting in tensed muscles, shallow breathing, and surging hormones. Stress overload exacerbates virtually any
health problem you can think of, including most of those discussed in this chapter. So do what's necessary to keep your stress under control, including exercising reguJarly and eating a balanced diet.

Don't Wait Until You're Suffering

(DS)

People constantly adjust to awkward or constrained positions, chairs of the
wrong height, or bosses who put them in lousy moods. The body and mind
compensate for these problems, minimizing the immediate results. But the
worse computer-related injuries get, the harder they are to fix. So listen to your
body, and when something hurts, do something about it. If you don't take the
time to be healthy now, you may have to use it to be sick later.

Make Sure Products Are Really Ergonomic

(DS11<)

Just because a product is labeled ergonomic doesn't mean that it is. T he
American Nationa l Standards Institute (Al"'JSI) and the U.S. Occupational
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) issue some recommendations, but
neither organization has a certification process to determi ne whether a product
actually conforms to those recommendations. Beware of unsupported claims.
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Even good products aren't necessarily right for every user. For example, many
people rave about SeanCe's MacTable, which Apple has sold through its catalog. But a computer author we know who's five feet, seven inches tall found to
his dismay that its keyboard shelf wouldn't go any lower than 28 inches (although the front edge could be tilted down to 26 inches). That's around the top
of the height range recommended by the American National Standards Institute and certainly too high for many Mac users.

Other Things to Watch Out For
Most of the material in this appendix applies to everyone, but here are a couple
of special-case situations to be aware of.

Using Computers During Pregnancy

(OS)

Should you stop using your Mac during pregnancy? Probably not, but here are
some reasons to limit the amount of time you spend at the computer.
Miscarriage. There's conflicting evidence about miscarriage and computer
use. A large-scale study done in 1988 found a doubled rate of miscarriage
among women who worked more than 20 hours a week at a computer. A 1992
study of women who had been exposed to high levels of ELF from computer
monitors found a miscarriage rate that was nearly three times that of women
exposed to low levels or none at all. A third study found no link between miscarriage and VLF radiation, and a fourth found no increased risk of miscarriage
from computer use at all. Whichever studies you decide to believe, you can at
least minimize your exposme to radiation by following the recommendations
listed under "Radiation," above.
CTDs. Up to 35 percent of pregnant women-whether or not they work on a

computer-experience carpal tunnel syndrome or tendon inflammation during
or immediately after pregnancy. The cause may be hormonal changes that
occur and can lead to an increase in fluid retention and swelling. Using a keyboard and mouse can contribute to these conditions too, so be on the lookout
for them and prepare to take remedial steps if they do appear.
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Other Things to Watch Out For

Sitting. Because of the fluid retention mentioned above, pregnant women who
sit at work often experience a fluid buildup in their legs and feet. You can minimize the resulting discomfort by just getting up, stretching, and moving around.
You might also consider a 20-minute rest in the afternoon, lying on your left
side, to promote circulation and reduce the buildup of fluid. Swimming, walking, or other moderate exercise will also promote good circulation.

On the positive side, sitting on the job seems to result in fewer premature births
than standing (but women who have active jobs like waitressing apparently do
the best of all).

·Epileptic Seizures in Children

lt
WARNING

(DS)

Small numbers of children have reportedly experienced epileptic seizures while
playing video games. Little scientific research has been conducted on video
games and epilepsy, and there's no evidence that video games can cause it. But it
is lmown tl1at flashing lights or flickering images can cause seizures in children
who are photosensitive. Parents of children who have epilepsy are encouraged
to check with their doctors about photosensitivity.
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-whereto
Find More
Information
WHEN YOU'RE TRYING TO FIND THE RIGHT PROGRAM

or figure out

which Mac is best for you, there are two routes you can try: magazines or other
users. Magazines tend to have more complete reviews, but users are almost always more frank, since they needn't worry about offending potential advertisers.

In this appendix we'll telJ you how to find magazines and books you'll probably
find helpful and how to find the best source of all- Mac user groups.
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Magazines and Newsletters
Devoted to the Mac
Shortly after the dawn of creation, that is, January of 1984, journalists and
publishers jumped on the trail of the Mac. Here's a rundown of what they've
come up with.
Macworld (EC). Macwodd magazine ($4 an issue, $30 a year), born the same

day as the lv1ac itself, devotes a considerable amount of space to product reviews
and lab tests (and to advertisements), but it also seems more willing to tackle
original and nonconventional stories-one landmark issue addressed the subject of computers in America's schools.
MacUser (DD). MacUser ($3 an issue,

$27 a year), a hefty magazine like Macworld, puts most of its energy (and the
considerable resources of the Ziff-Davis
labs) into tl1orough product testing and
companson.
MacWEEK (EC). Since Mac "WEEK comes

out more often-can you guess how
often?-it is the best source for the latest
news and gossip: what products are coming out and when and what's happening
to the business end of the market. Unfortunately, it's pretty hard to get your hands
on one. You can't really find it on newsstands, and subscriptions are a steep $100
a year-though you can get a free subscription if you manage or purchase (or
claim to manage or purchase) lots of
Macs or Mac products.

·••••·••••••·•·M·•tt··•••·••M•t•t••e•·e·

Lots of Advertising

(EC)

just the thought of a huge Macintosh magazine is enough to make you wonder how
you'll get around to all those other important leisure activities you have planned. But
don't despair. You can safely ignore more
than half of the pages and still not miss
a single article. It's all in the advertising.
MacUser and Macworld, the largest magazines at some 250 pages each, are also the
most heavily weighted down with adsabout 60 percent. Mac Home journal, with
only 130 pages, has just under 50 percent
of its pages covered with ads, while Wired,
with almost 150 pages total, devotes only
35 percent to advertisements. Flash is the
least encumbered by ads-under 25 percent of its 1 00 pages. [On the other hand,
a lot of people find the ads in the fat magazines almost as useful as the editorial
pages-they are a good way to find out
what products are out there.-00]
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Mac Home Journal (EC). Like cities, it seems that magazines should either be

BAD
FEATURE

huge or tiny; with few exceptions, the middle ground lacks symphonies and
specialty bookstores while not quite escaping from crime and dirt. The Mac
HomeJournal ($20 a year) seems too small to serve the home-office crowd adequa tely-there are no ".Nlac H ome Journallabs" to provide the detail ed, technical reviews like the ones that appear in Macworld or MacUser. On the other
hand, the magazine seems u mvilling to devote too much energy to home use or
game playing. Whi ch leaves the reader with a little of this and a little of that,
but nothing very focused or in depth.
Cobb Group newsletters (1\TD). T he Cobb Group publishes several excellent

montllly newsletters for M ac users. The Mac Authority ($50 a year) contains
general M ac techniques and tips. Four others foclls on popular Microsoft products: Inside Word ($50 a yea r), Excellence ($50 a yea r), Inside Microsoft Works ($40
a year), and Inside FileNiaker Pro ($60 a year). Inside HypeTCm-d ($60 a year) is
aimed at stack developers.
BMUG Newsletter (EC). T his 500-page "newsletter," published twice a year by

GOOD
FEATURE

the folks at BMUG (see the entry on BMUG under "User Groups," below), is
jam-packed with reviews, commentary, and tips written by honest-to-goodness
users. There's not a single ad, and that ......... . ........... , ................... ..
frees up Bl\1U G's staff to say exactly
what they think about the products they
review and talk about. The news letter is
included free with membership in tl1 e
user group, but I'd buy it even if it wasn't. (Nonmembers as well as members
can buy back issues of the BMUG Ne-u;sletter for $7 each, directly fTom BMUG.)
The 1993 BMUG Shareware Disk
Catalog (ND). This $23 , 700-page di-

rectory (published by Addi son-Wesley)
catalogs the 340 disks' -worth of freeware
and shareware in BMU G's libra ry. Even
if you're not planning to buy any of these

Mac History Books

(EC)

If you're interested in how two guys in a
garage started a billion-dollar company,
and how on e of them got kicked out half
way through, check out a couple of the
following:

Steve jobs: The journey Is the Reward by
jeffrey Young (pro-jobs, pro-Wozniak)
Accidental Millionaire by Lee Butcher (anti
jobs, p ro-everyone else)
West of Eden by Frank Rose (pretty even)
Odyssey by john Scu lley (pro-Sculley, doesn't talk much about anyone else)
Hackers by Steven Levy (an amazing book
that explains where Woz came from)

Appendix B: Where to Find M ore Information
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(EC)

There are probably a hundred books that offer information on how to use the Mac. Unfortunately, this book isn't the place to talk about them (it's hard to sound sincere when you're
blasting the competition ... ). just the same, my recommendation is to avoid books in a
series-they tend to put more emphasis on looking alike than on getting down to the business at hand. And although bookstores hardly ever have a decent Mac selection, that doesn't mean the book you want doesn't exist. The best way to f ind out what's out there is to
call the publisher and ask for a catalog-my favorites are Peachpit (OK, I cou ldn't help it),
Ven tana Press, and IDG Books; check Appendix D for telephone numbers. When you've
found what you wa nt, you can order the book from your local bookstore.

HOT TIP

programs from BMUG, the brief descriptions (and compatibility details) can
help you find useful software on-line or at yo ur locaJ user group.
Macintosh Product Registry (EC). If you want to know what software is available for the Mac, the Macintosh Product Regisf:ly, published by Redgate Communications (S15 for one issue, $40 for a year) is the most complete listing
around. Updated quarterly, the listing offers a paragraph or two about almost
every program written for the Mac, including major features and company contact info.

T he CD version ($40) delivers the book in a HyperCard stack, letting you
sea rch for programs by company and product name. The stack is a great idea
and includes the same informa tion as the book, but
Finan. Planning & Analysis
Click
b•low for mon
~
its bare-bones construction
Complete Bond Analyzer
CompuTrec/M
makes you think they put it
Deprec1ellon Celcul otor Templete
Dow Jones Merkel Anelyzer Pl us
together at the last minute.
Dow Jones Merkel Mencger Pl us
on • top1e

info...

Enhanced Chorli sl
F 1 n~nc l ol Aid
Fln~nclol Decisi ons 3 0
F1ncnc1ol Gemus
FVPion
How To Write A Busi ness Pion
Inves t ment IRR Anelysts (Aft er Toxes) For
Sl eeks, Bonds And Reel Eslel e
Loenleese Llbrery

fYid

M~in

Mtnu

Back

The Macintosh Product Registry lists almost every product available for
the Mac.

Nautilus (ND/EC). Nautilus
is a $135-a-year "magazine"
th at app ears monthly on
CD-ROM disk. It's a good
way to get big cl ip art and
sotmd files that would cost a
fortune to download from

~
~
CD-ROM
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an on-line serv1ce, demo
versions of software, upNavigation in
grades for popular proNautilus is very
straightforward.
grams (including system
just click on the
article you want
softwa re-one subscriber
to read to go
was delighted to receive
there.
System 7.1 even before his
FeatUte: Cars and Computers
the Nt'l'
rme Ln.rn t-V*
The info bar in the
c:empl.ltm
un n)tt
local user group did), and
tllp
lower-right corner
":v• •.rtt" ·u
tells you where a
shareware from internaclick will lead to.
tional bulletin boards.
Nautilus offers both general-Interest articles and Macintosh-related inforNautilus also includes arti- mation.
Almost everything is bolstered with a Quick Time video, sound, or
des of general interest: A a mini-program.
recent issue included info
and a QuickTime video on cougars and bobcats and an explanation of the deja
vu phenomenon (complete with a mini-program designed to provoke a deja vu
experience in the viewer). Nautilus's interface has improved-it's easy to get
around, and the programs, videoclips, and sounds you can copy from the CD
are placed at you r fingertips. Be sme and use the Installer to install the Nautilus startup files and index on your hard disk. This will make the program go a
lot faster.
[t'"'-ltl]
itt Mllt\J

tlliciPI I, nttr JnJ IUifr I ~ mV.'I'Ia&ll
RIY oJ~'YIIItC:,pll" ID

•:U,:-Uf)U.tU•III I Cll,lll.,lt\1

m)Jtls

HOT T IP

Computers in General
If your interests extend beyond the Mac and into computers in general, there
are a number of multipla tform ma gazines that may have just what you're looking for.

~

v

CD· ROM

Computer Select (EC). If you can't decide which magazine is best for you, buy

them all! Computer Select from Computer Library (a division of Ziff-Davis
Publishing), offers a year's worth of computer-related articles from 150 different sources (including MacUse1; Macwor/d, an d MacWEEK, but also the New
York Times, PC Magazine, and Aldus Magazine) on each monthly CD.
Although not all of the articles appear in full -length form (an abstract appears
in th e place of some), it's hard to exaggerate about the enormous amount of
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4. • From the bookshell.
(MacWEEK: May 3 19931
5 " MacUser th e Bth annual Editor's Choi ce awards. ! Includes rela t ed
ar ticles on the w i nners of the Distinguished ..
IMecUser March 19931

Computer Select's electronic catalog of computer-related articles is
an enormously useful resource.

information suddenly available
with Computer Select. With
some 7 5,000 articles, 13,000
company profiles (compl ete with
names, addresses, and phone
numbers), and 15,000 defini tions
of computer termin ology, you'll
be happy to hear that Ziff uses its
proprietary "Answerware" database forma t, which lets you search
any topic (with logical operators
like AND and OR) in a matter of
seconds.
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It's biggest drawback? The $ 1,000 yearly subscription rate.
Flash (EC). If you have a laser printer, you need Flash ($15 a year for six issues),

the "Premier Journal for D esktop Printing." It's chock-full of articles on laser
printer repair, using transfer toner to print on T -sh.i.rts and mugs, and writing
PostScript code, as well as desktop publishing tips, book and product reviews,
commentary, and some very funny corrilcs.
NewMedia (EC). If you want to be on top of the latest and greatest in the bur-

geoning world of multimedia, pick up a copy of NewM edia ($50 a yea r). It reviews the most important video, graphics, and sound software and hardware
and gives you an idea of where it's all headed.
Wired (EC). It's not easy to describe Wired, an attractive, compelling new mag-

azine whose mission seems to be to put teclmology in a social context.
Rejecting what publisher L ouis Rossetto ca lls the "ad sales formu la cum parts
catalog" mentality of national computer magazines, Wired goes beyond features
and upgrades, even the M ac itself, and seeks to capture the significance of the
digital revolution as it evolves and, somehow, put it down on paper. It's incredible. You can get Wind for $40 a year.

~
~
GOOD

FEATUR E
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Co-Net CD (EC). The Co-Net CD ($27 for one issue, $50 for two-issue year

subscription), available from the Trace Research and Development Center at
the University ofWisconsin-1\lladison, includes a wealth of resources for people
who have disabilities. Abledata is a HyperCard-based catalog of over 18,000 rehabilitation and assistive devices. The Cooperative Service Directories list people and agencies that provide disabi lity-related services. And the Text Document
Library includes a collection of key disability-related documents regarding law,
ADA, accessibility, and funding. The information is thoughtfully put together;
Abledata, for example, is accessible to the vision-impaired.

User Groups
User groups are clubs made up of people who are interested in computers in
general, a particular kind of computer, a particular kind of software, or even an
individual program. They're typically nonprofit and independent of any manufacturer or publisher.

GOOD
FEAT URE

User groups are an excellent source of good information-which isn't surprising, since sharing information is their main purpose. Nowhere else are
you likely to find so many dedicated people eager to help you solve your problems, none of whom would dream of charging you a nickel for it. (On the other
hand, a lot of their opinions and recommendations have to be taken with a
grain of salt.)
User group meetings are usually free and open to the public. Joining the group
normally costs somewhere between $20 and $60 a year and gives you access to
the group's library of public domain software and shareware and usually some
sort of discount on commercial software and hardware. Many user groups also
offer tech support, either by telephone or in person.
Large groups often feature guest speakers from the computer industry who describe new products at their meetings. They also have subgroups called SICs
(special interest groups) for members who have particu lar interests or needs:
begi1mers, developers, musicians, graphic artists, desktop publishers, and so on.

Appendix B: Where to Find More Information

Finding a Local User Group

(EC)

Unless you live in a very remote area, finding a local user group shouldn't be
hard-especially if there's a college or university nearby. Either check ·with an
Apple dealer (any good one will know all the local user groups) or call S00/5389696, which is Apple's user group hot line (you give them yo ur ZIP code and
they give you the names and numbers of up to three user groups in yam area).
If you can't find a group in yam community, get together with some other Mac
users and start one of ya m own.

The Biggies
There are a few user groups that are so big, or so old, that they serve as an example for all the rest. And even if you don't happen to live near them, their
enormous software libraries (which you can generally order by mail on floppies
or CD), incredible newsletters brimming with news and tips, member discounts, and fantastic free tech support make long-distance membership very
tempting. Of course, it'll be hard to get to the meetings, but that's even hard for
people who live close by.
Below we describe the largest and oldest Macintosh user groups.
Boston Computer Society (AN/EC). T here are more than 45 SIGs in the
country's largest user group, the Boston Computer Society, and each of them
publishes a newsletter (in addition to BCS's own slick magazine). W h en you
join BC S (for $40 a year), you get to choose two SIGs to belong to (more than
that costs extra). BCS's .iVIac SIG has more than 10,000 members and its
newsletter, The Active Window, is excellent. In addition, it offers great tech support, advice on buying software and hardwar e, and discounts to members for
third-party items (one month was printers, for example).
BMUG (EC). BMUG's motto is "vVe give away information ." With more than

12,000 members all over the world and offices in Berkeley and Boston, BMUG
is truly a .iVIac institution. BMUG sends out a 450-page, advertisement-free
newsletter twice a year to its members (see page 10 10) and offers tech support,
hard di sk salvaging, and a great BBS (actually nvo, one on each coast). BMUG
also publishes excellent books: The Zen of ResEdit and The Tao of AppleScript are
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just two I'd recommend. One of the members' discounts is free shipping from
MacWarehouse. Bl\IIUG also maintains an extensive public domain and shareware library and publishes, on CD-ROM, a comprehensive collection of noncommercial software.
NVMUG (EC). With almost 5,000 members and 40 different Mac-related SIGs,
NYMUG, the New York Macintosh User Group (memberships $40 a yea r) is
one of the largest Macintosh user groups. It publishes a monthly bulletin, called
Mac Street Jou·rnal, and holds meetings for SIGs as varied as "!viae Kids Club,"
"Electronic Imaging," "Medical/Dental," and "C & Pascal." (I want to know if
they call themselves NYMUGgers .. .)
APDA (NO). APDA started out as a sort of user group-the Apple Program-

mers and Developers Association. Now it's an Apple service that provides tools
for programming, including languages, utilities, books, and training. Call for
the free catalog (the contact information is in Appendix D).

1017

........
Buying Macs and
Mac Products
THERE'S NOTHING WORSE than buying computer equipment. You're never

sure who's telling the truth, or if your purchase will be worth next to nothing
the day after tomorrow when the SuperDuper models come out. There's no
getting around it: Buying computer equipment and the som;vare to run on it
can be very stressful. And to make matters worse, those things are expensive!
Make a mistake and you'll really regret it.
This chapter is designed to give you all the information you need before you
make a purchase so tha t you don't bang your head against the wall later. T here's
not much you can do about plummeting computer values, but at least you'll
know thatyou've done the best you can.
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App endix C: Buy ing M acs and M ac Products

Buying a Mac
In 1984, buying a l\1ac was easy because there was only one to choose from.
Today, Apple sells over 20 different models, and you can find another 20 or so
that have been discontinued. C heck out Chapter 2 for information on the
kinds of .Macs you'll be choosing from (at least when this was written). Then,
before you buy, do some research to see where they offer the l\1ac you want at
the best price.

Buying a New Mac

(EC)

Shopping for a new computer is a lot like shopping for any big-ticket item:
You'll find a wide variety of prices for the same item from different dealers, and
you'll be better off all around if you can find a dealer you can trust. That said,
though, there are a few special considerations to keep in mind when shopping
for a Mac. H ere's a rundown of them.
Apple's falling prices. There's one thing about buying a Mac that you've got
to have crystal clear: Ifyou wait three months, it's price will probably go down .
And if you wait three more months, it'll go down further. Macs do not make
good financial investments. On the other hand, they are a great tool, and if you
never buy one, you'll never have one.
You should probably also know that Apple tends to introduce new models (a nd
discount or discontinue older ones) every three or four months. Check on-line
services (like America Online) or MacWEEK magazine to see if there are any
hints abou t the imminent demise of a computer you're interested in. The electronic newsletter TidBIT S, published by Tonya and Adam E ngst and available
by subscription right to your e-mailbox, is also a great source of in formation
about new products and fallin g prices.
If you can bear to forgo the "very latest" in M ac technology, you can often get a
great deal by buying those discounted and discontinued models. Keep in mind,
though, that there are two common reasons Apple discontinues its models of
computers. One is that the old model is too close in features to a new model
(the Centris line, Quadra 800, and SE/3 0 are good examples), and buying one
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....... , ....., ............................... ······•·•· ......•....•.......•...........
Apple's Falling Prices: A Case In Point

(EC)

just four months after Apple announced the Mac llvx, it shaved $1,000 off the price and offered a faster Centris for even less than the original llvx. Since both MacUser and Macworld
had heavily promoted the llvx, readers were just a mite ticked off, but they shouldn't have
been so surprised. The original Mac was introduced in january of 1984 and by September,
when Apple announced the Mac 512, the original Mac (with 128K) had dropped $300 in
price. If you buy a 128K Mac today, it'll cost you less than $50.
The moral of the story: Check around before you buy. If you already have a Mac, go on-line
and ask if there are any rumors about the Mac you're interested in. And ask if there are any
upgrade paths from your Mac to another one.

of those may be a very good buy. Another, though, is that Apple knows something you may not about future technology plans, like the fact that 68030
processors are on the way out since they are not upgradable to PowerPC. In
that case, the purchase may not be such a great idea, unless you don't care much
about funrre upgradability.
Finding a good deal. "When looking for

the best price on a Mac, call several dealers,
and then do some bargaining. I asked five
different dea lers for quotes and there was
more than a $300 difference between the
highest and the lowest. (Surprisingly, all of
them were lower than the mail-order prices
quoted in MncUser that month.) And don't
forget: If you order your Mac shipped from
another state, you won't have to pay sales
tax-and you can still bring it into your
local dealer for service (see the next entry).

BARGA I N

Some vendors offer a special price if you
buy a specific configuration or a particular
model Mac together with a particular keyboard and monitor. Think of it as an Apple
Value Meal.
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(EC)

This may sound crazy, but there is rio
official price for any Apple product. If
you call Apple and ask for a one, they'll
just refer you to your local dealer. The
amounts quoted in magazines and
in Apple's ads (and in this book) are
called "ApplePrice," which is an estimate of the street price, according
to Apple.
When you're comparing prices between Apple equipment and the same
item from another manufacturer (not
on Macs, of course, but on things like
hard drives or monitors), remember
that the ApplePrice is a lot closer to
what you'll finally pay than the other
manufacturer's list price, which may
be much higher than the price you'll
actually pay at a dealer.

Appendix C: Buying Macs and Mac Products

Warranties and guarantees for new Macs. Apple offers a one-year warranty
on every hardware product it sells. T hat means that Apple or an Apple Authorized Service Provider will fix any hardwar e problem you have free of charge.
Whether they will fix it on-site or when you bring it in for service depends on
the problem you have. Sometimes Apple will even send replacement parts by
courier service-before you even send in your old one.
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Tills is an Apple guarantee, and it's va lid even if you buy your Mac from a mailorder company or even another person-as long as nobody but an Authorized
Apple Service Provider has touched your Mac's innards and you have a dated
sales receipt with your equipment's serial numbers on it.
One of the nice tillngs about the Apple guarantee is that it is good throughout
the world. So if you are in Barcelona on a business trip and yom PowerBook
dies, you'll be happy to know you can bring it to any Authorized Apple Service
Provider for service. (You may have to pay for it, but Apple will reimburse you
once you get back to the U.S.)
Service. You'd think that if you're
about to plunk down a couple of thousand dollars, the salesperson would
automatically treat you nicely, but it
just ain't true. Tills is one of those
things that I've never understood
about Apple: It's hard to find a dealer
who knows what he's talking about,
and even if you do, it's even harder to
find one who's willing to spend a few
minutes sharing that knowledge with
you. Maybe it's because Macs are so
easy to sell, who knows? At any rate,
they may be in the minority, but
know ledgeable dealers do exist: Don't
settle for less.

.•• •• .. · ·••• ·• · M·· . . . • • •
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(EC)

Apple has a free technical support line
(800/SOS-APPL) but unfortunately it is so
popular that' you sometimes have to wait
up to 45 minutes listening to minimalist
music while you're on hold. I can almost
stand waiting, but the music makes m e go
berserk. They should let you leave a message (and then get back to you later) or,
heaven forbid, hire m ore people to answer
the phones. At the very least, they should
let you shut off that music. Here's a tip
that will be worthless once published :
They say the best time to call is between
9 and 10 a.m. and 3 and 5 p.m., central
time, Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and
Thursdays.

BAD
FEATURE
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Plugs and Volts

(EC)

If you're planning to take your new purchase along with you on a trip, you should know
that those little American flat pronged plugs are not very common outside of this country.
So even though PowerBooks (and most laptops) can use the 220 volts that are common in
Europe or the 100 volts that they use in Japan, it won't do you much good unless you have
an adapter that lets you plug it in.
If you're bringing a desktop computer, a hard disk, or a printer along, be sure to check what
voltage it will accept (either by consulting the technical information booklet that comes with
it or by looking on the plug itself next to the word Input). If your hardware won't work with
the voltage at your destination, you'll have to buy a transformer.
The tough stuff comes when you try to plug your modem into the local telephone lines.
There are almost 40 kinds of telephone plugs in the world, w ith four different ones in Germany alone. And you'll need local access numbers if you want to plug into CompuServe
or other on-line services. Although some countries do use R)-11 plugs (as we do in this
country), it's a good idea to check first; then you'll know whether you need an adapter.
For adapters, transformers, and friendly advice, try Bon Voyage (800/995-9716), a travel
bookstore and travel-necessity mail-order warehouse in Fresno, California.

Buying a Used Mac

(EC)

Though hardware prices continu e to faiJ, Macs still cost more than yo-yos, and
many people wonder whether it isn't smarter to buy one used. Although there
are obvious risks associated with doing that, lvlacs are pretty reliable. Far fewer
than 1 percen t of all Macs are shipped with faulty hardware (not counting disk
drives), and most problems tw-n up within the first 90 days or so of use.
Why not? One question to ask about a used Mac is whether Apple provides an
upgrade path from it to a current model. If not, you're likely to have increasing
difficulty finding compatible hardware and software as the yea rs go by; in addition to the obvious problem of keeping up with the pack in terms of processing
speed and power.

If you are considering buying an older Mac and then adding an accelerator and
extra memory, be sure to check prices on the new Macs first. Prices have been
dropping so drastically that you might be abl e to buy a new, faster l\1ac for less
than a used, souped-up model.
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Where to look. One of the best places
to find a used Mac is throu gh the clasHow Much Is It
sified advertisements in a user group
Worth Now?
(EC)
newsletter (see Appendix B for more
Many Mac magazines, including Macworld
and MacWEEK, publish a monthly listing of
on user groups). Some dealers also
used Mac prices. Your local user group is anhave second-hand ~1acs and may offer
other good source of information for the
some limited guarantee. No matter
going rate on a used Mac.
who you buy the computer from, if it is
less than a yea r old, the original Apple
guarantee will still be valid as long as you have th e original dated invoice that
includes the computer's serial number.

You can also ca ll the American Computer Exchange, a service that connects
buyers and sellers of all kinds of computer equipment (for a commission); see
Appendix D for contact information.

Checking Out a Used Mac

(LP/DH /Al\1)

To reduce the chances of getting slimed, it's a good idea to check out a used
Mac pretty thoroughly before you buy it. The few easy checks described here
coul d save you a lot of teeth-gnashing later. (If you need help with some of th e
terms used in this section, consult C hapter 2.)
Check the memory. C hoose About T his Jv1acintosh on the • menu to make
sure you're getting all the RAM claimed. And use a utili ty like RANI Check to
verify that all the RAM is in working order.
Check the hard drive. If the system includes a h ard drive, reformat it and
then rm1 a utility like SCSI Evaluator or FVVB's Hard Disk ToolKit to check
for speed and bad sectors; if it find s bad sectors, the disk may not be reliable.
This may take some time, but it's as good a way as any to put a machine
through its paces.
Check the keyboard. Sometimes an otherwise perfect Mac will have a keyboard with one or more broken keys. Be sure to test them all. Stiff, sticky keys
aren't much better than broken ones; they'll drive you crazy, and you'll have to
fix them or get a new keyboard.

HOT TIP
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Check the mouse. The mouse can sometimes be bad too. To test it, wiggle
both ends of the ca ble as you move the pointer around the screen and click. If
the pointer does not move smoothly, there may be a problem with the connection (then again, it may just be dirty; see Chapter 6 for more information on
how to clean a mouse).
Check floppy drives. There are two parts of a floppy drive that you should
check out. If you want to make sure the Mac has a SuperDrive- the up-to-date
Macintosh floppy drive that uses high-density, 1.4MB disks-insert a high-density disk in the drive. If you get a message saying ((This disk is unreadable. Do
you want to initialize it?" it's probably not a SuperDrive. (It could also be that
the drive needs service or cleaning, as described in Chapter 5.)

If a floppy disk is hard to insert-or worse, hard to get out-and the drive
seems sticky or gununy, it may be time for a cleaning or for a new drive.
The SOOK floppy drives in Pluses, early SEs, and early Mac II's were built by
Sony, but they're not all the same. T he original ones have black labels and tend
to have problems ejecting disks. More recent drives are more reliable; they have
red labels. (You have to take the case off to see the labels.)
Check the screen. To assess wear-and-tear on a screen, turn off the power. If
you see a ghost of the menu bar on the black screen, it's near the end of its life.

If you suffer from astigmatism, then wear a white shirt or shine a flashlight at
the screen. If you can clearly see your reflection, then using that monitor day
after day may cause headaches and even backaches (because you 'll be unconsciously twisting every which way in an attempt to minimize the glare).
Check the video card. To find out which kind of video card-if any-is in a
used Mac, go to the Monitors control panel. You may only be able to select
black and white, which means it's got a 1-bit card. If you can select 16 colors (or
shades of gray), it's got a 4-bit card. If you can select 256 colors, it's got an 8-bit
card. If you can select millions of colors, it's got a 24-bit card. T he more bitsand colors-the better.

C lick the Options button. If it says 1\!Iacintosh II Video Card, the card is lowresolution. If it says Mac II High Resolution Video Card or Macintosh Display

Appendix C: Buying Macs and Mac Products
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Looking at an Older Mac
All Macs aren't alike-even Macs w ith the same model names. Some older Mac models
went through midlife revisions that had a big impact on their reliability or performance.
To make sure you're getting the best of the breed, try these tests.

Pluses
A Mac Plus may have one of three ROM versions. Versions 1 and 2 don't work very well with
SCSI drives. To tell which version a given Plus has, boot from a floppy and press the interrupt
button. (On most Macs, that's on the side, in a two-button set. The interrupt button has a
downward-pointing arrow on it.)
You'll see a >. Type DM4000000 after it and hit )Return). The ROM version will be shown in
the second and third columns of the top row. 4D1 E EEnn indicates version 1, 4D1E EAnn
indicates version 2, and 4Dl F 81 nn indicates version 3 (the one you want). To exit the debugger and return to Finder, type G and then IRetum).

SEs
Early SEs have a squirrel-cage fan that tends to be annoyingly loud and may cause video interference. Later models have a quieter, noninterfering propeller fan.
There are two versions of the SE logic board. The early model (part number 820-01 76)
doesn't work as well with expansion cards and SIMMs as the later one (part number 8200250). Unfortunately, to tell which model you've got, you have to remove the logic board
and read the label printed to the right of the 68000 chip.

Mac ll's
Lift the lid and read the part number stenciled on the left-rear corner of the logic board.
Later models (part number 820-0288) are almost 25 percent faster than earlier models (part
number 820-0163).

Mac llcx's and lid's
The ci has limited 8-bit video built into the logic board, so it may not come with a video
card. The ci's built-in video works fine with Apple monitors, but it doesn't support NTSC
and PAL video equipment.
The ci has space for a cache card, which increases the processing speed. All models sold in
1991 and later included one free.

Card (the most advanced), it's high resolution and will work better with NTSC
and PAL video equipment like camcorders, VCRs, and TVs. (Of course, it may
not be an Apple board at all, in which case you'll have to call the dealer or manufacturer to find out what that specific board can do.)
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(ANIE C)

T his book is filled with specific evaluations and comparisons of iVIac progra ms.
vVhat follows here are some general guidelines on what to keep in mind while
you're shopping and how to decide where to buy.

Before You Buy Anything
Here are some rules of thumb that apply to both hardware and softwa re.
Start with t he best. If you can figm e ou t whi ch is the best program, buy it.
D on't tell yourself "W ell, I really can't afford that," or "I can get by with less."
T his is almost always a false economy: You end up having to pay to replace the
defective product (or program), and you also lose the time you've invested
learning to use the first one.
Trust good publishers. Since movie reviewers spend most of their time telling
you th e plot (and usually can't even do that with any accm acy), one of the best
ways to decide if a movi e is worth seeing is to find out who directed it. Similarly,
one of the best ways to tell if a program is worth buying is to judge by the company that publishes it. If you like one piece of software by a publisher, chances
are you'll Jjke another.
Get the support you need. T here's a saying in real estate that the three most
important things to consider when buying property are location, location, and
location. L ikewise, the three most important thi ngs to consider when buying a
computer product are support, support, and support. (Support is the availability
of someone to answer your questions, usually on the phone, and to fix things if
they go wrong.)

Support is the reason it often makes sense to pay a little more to buy from a vendor whose staff knows sometll.ing (whetl1er it's a local store or a mail-order distributor). Don't imagine you can depend on tl1e publisher's telephone support
line. M ost of them are so understaffed tl1at you might as well just play a tape
recording of a busy signal and not tie up your phone. (Get tll.is: ~TordPerfect has
a disk jockey who gives "traffic reports" to let you know how long you'll have to
wait on hold for each deparunent. You've got to hear it to believe it.)

Appendix C: Buying Macs and Mac Products

Take reviews (including ours) with a grain of salt. One problem with reviews is that most reviewers aren't like most users. T hey tend to have much
more experience with Mac programs and to be much more interested in exploring the Mac as an activity in itself. (We call this tendency "expertosis"; it also
causes a problem with manuals.)

Another problem is that reviewers are seldom given enough time to really get
to know the ins and outs of the software they're evaluating. Lots of programs
are complicated enough that you don't really get a feeling for their strengths
and weaknesses until you've used them fairly heavily for a couple of months.
A third problem is that magazines are supported by advertising revenues, and
though we're always surprised by how tough they're willing to be in spite of
that fact, no magazine's reviews are going to be, on the average, 7 5 percent or
even 50 percent negative.
Still, reviews are a great place to learn about products. Just don't treat them as
gospel-even when they appear in the Bible. (In fact, especially when they appear in the Bible. Magazines can afford to do a much more comprehensive and
thorough job of evaluating whole classes of products. All we can do is give you
the opinions of an expert or two, or-at best-the general consensus among the
!VIae experts we know.)
Compatibility. .Make sure that the product you want to buy is compatible with
the ones you already own. Make sure you know what you have, and then explain
it to the vendor and ask if the new product wi ll be compatible.
Get a money-back guarantee. Many vendors offer a money-back guarantee
in case you're not satisfied with what you've bought. However, many don't.
Make sure, before you buy, that you'll be able to send it back if it's not what the
doctor ordered.
Don't pay retail. vVhether yo u're buying a printer or a word processor, you
would do well to check around before you buy. Prices vary from region to region, and from dea ler to dealer-sometimes a lot. Generally, the best prices for
software are found in mail-order catalogs. The best deals in hardware, on the
other hand, are often found in large cities (like New York).
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The prices quoted in this book a~e generally retail prices-we had to be consistent so that you could compare from one program to the next. Street prices are
often 30 to 50 percent less.

Before You Buy Software
Here are the Mac Bible rules of looking for software.
Ease of use-insist on it. One of the major reasons people buy the Mac is to
avoid a lot of intimidating, user-hostile gobbledygook. For software to be easy
to use, it should be hierarchically organized. Tius means that most basic operations are simple and central to how the program works and the more advanced
operations are off to the side, so you don't even know about them until you
need them.

Since all Mac programs are designed with a similar interface, a good program
should look familiar, even if you've never seen it before. That means you should
immediately be able to see how to create, open, close and save documents, copy
and paste, and qtlit.
You want a great manual you don't need, with an index. No matter how
great a program is, it doesn't do you any good unless you can figure out how to
use it. Mac software should be so clear, its menu commands so understandable,
that you only need a manual to fill you in on the details. The manual should be
illustrated, well written, and have a good index.

Even the worst manuals are a great place to look for tips, which are usually
marked with a special icon or set off in boldface or italics. Quark's manuals are a
good example: They're almost impossible to understand when you're trying to
learn the program, but if you skim them, you will glean more than a couple of
good tricks.
You won't get consistency, so settle for customizability. Although the
commands in Mac software are much more standardized between programs
than those on the PC, they're still not nearly as standardized as they should be.
One thing th.at really irks me is the lack of consistency around the commands
for boldface, italics, and plain text.

Appendix C: Buying Macs and Mac Products
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Does this lead to frustrating typing mistakes? Is the Pope Catholic? Do politicians lie?
You can use QuicKeys or Tempo to customize most programs, but some are
strucmred so you can't change all their commands. For example, in PageMaker,
you can't change the command for plain text because there's another command
with the same name (Normal) on an earlier menu.
Since there are lots of people who are now very used to lots of different commands, true Macintosh consistency is a lost cause. ~That you can get instead
(and which is almost as good) is the ability to change a program's commands to
what you want them to be.
No program is an lland, intire of it selfe. Unless you plan on buying one
sole program to satisfy all your Macintosh needs, make sure the programs you
buy let you save your documents in several formats and export and import documents to other programs.
Speed counts. As many people have learned to their sorrow, ease of use isn't
everything. How fast a program runs can be even more important. Unfortunately, that's seldom mentioned in ads or by salesclerks and it's one of the hardest
things to evaluate in an in-store tryout. But delays of even a few seconds can be
very annoying if you keep running into them. Because of that, speed is one of
the prime things to look for in a program.
Don't use a bazooka to kill a fly. If you're using PageMaker 5 to compose
your e-mail, don't be surprised if you're gray before your time. Huge programs
take up a lot of memory and disk space and do a lot of things well, once they get
around to doing them. But if you need to do something simple, a snappy little
program dedicated to the task will run circles around the big guys.
Shareware, freeware, and public domain software are worth trying.
Shareware is a concept that got started with computers and it's a great idea that
should be supported. The idea is that programmers who come up with a neat application or utility distribute it through user groups and on-line services to other
computer users. And if you like the program and use it in your work (or play),
you pay for it. This gets a lot of really useful, really inexpensive programs out
into the world, bypassing corporate expenses like advertising and distribution.

GOOD
FEATURE
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If you do end up using a shareware program, make sure you pay for it. If you
don't, you may save money in the short run, but if the people who write shareware have to find some other way to make a living, they won't be able to upgrade the program you're using or create anything new.
Lots of programs are available absolutely free, thanks to the generosity of their
authors. H·eewa're means the author stills owns the copyright (which means you
can't change the software), while public domain software is saiJ to belong to
everyone (and thus is open to a good hack).
You can get shareware, freeware, and software in the public domain (all of
which are sometimes collectively known as "publicly distributable software")
from good computer stores (if you've done business with them), user groups, or
bulletin boards (see Appendix B for more on user groups and Chapter 22 for
more on bulletin board services). You often have to put up with skimpy documentation, or none at all, and early versions of most programs have bugs. But
there's a lot of terrific stuff, some of it better than commercial programs.
Beware of vaporware. So much software has been promised that never saw
the light of day (or saw it on a day many months after it was supposed to) that
there's even a name for it-vapo'twan.

So when some salesclerk (or ad, or friend) tells you that a new product will be
along "real soon now," don't depend on it. Few computer products come out on
time, and some end up being nothing more than vaporware.
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The Moe Bible Software
MAC BIBLE

Disks

(DD)

DISK

The Mac Bible Software Disks (Peachpit
Press, $1 0) include several of the shareware and freeware programs recommended in this book. For $25 more (if
you didn't get the package deal: the
book and disk combo for $42), you can
get the Macintosh Bible CD-ROM, which
includes more software as well as lots of
program demos, clip art, and shareware
fonts.

If possible, try before you buy. Any
decent computer store will let you sit
and play with software for hours at a
time, as long as no one else wants to use
the machine (unfortunately, someone
almost always does). Trying a program
in a store will often (but not always)
give you enough of a feeUng for it to
decide if you want to buy it.

Some software manufacturers offer free
(or low-cost) demo versions so you can
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try out the program at home before deciding on your purchase. Another good

place to find demo software is on CD-ROMs (see the boxes "The Macintosh
Bible Disks" on page 1030 and "Unlocking Your Software From a CD" on page
103 2). Typically a demo version works exactly like the original but won't let you
save, print, or export.
Thou shalt not steal. Pirating software is a short-sighted solution to your

economic woes. Even if you save a couple bucks by copying your friend's program, you won't get the upgrades, tl1 e manuals, or the support that comes from
having the real McCoy. (Sorry.)
And if people can't make money developing software because everyone is stealing their software instead of buying it, soon there won't be any good programs
at all. Then what'll you do?

Before You Buy Hardware

(AN/EC)

Here are some things to remember when you' re looking for hardware of all
sorts.
Get what you need. If you want something-a big screen instead of a 14-

incher-you'll usually be happier if you figure out some way to justify having it.
I've seldom if ever heard anyone say, "I really shouldn't have bought this [expensive piece of computer equipment] . I really could have gotten by witl1 [something simpler and less expensive]." But I can't count the number of times I've
heard people who've gotten some powerful new piece of hardware say, "How
did I live witl1out this?"
You can never have too much. How do you know how much is enough?

Actually, there are some things tl1at you can never get too much of, among
which are hard disks, RA.i\1, and Ben andJeny's Heathbar Crunch ice cream. If
you're buying a hard disk, buy twice as much as you think you'll need. If you're
buying RAlvl, buy as much as you can afford. If you're buying Heathbar
C runch, fill up your freezer.
Check out the OEM. \\Then buying hardware, remember that what really

counts is often not the name on the box, it's th e OEM ("oh-ee-em," or original
equipment manufacturer). Overall quality is determined by the OEM; service
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and technical support depend on who you buy the equipment from. (The chapters covering hardware in this book point out some good names to look for.)
Get a long warranty. Look for a good l.ong warranty-at least a year. Lots of
companies offer tv,ro-year, three-year, or even five-year warranties. (Of course,
those companies may not be around in five years, or even two, and that's definitely something else to consider.)

Where to Buy

(EC)

You can buy Macs, hardware peripherals, and softv,rare in three basic places:
at an Apple Authorized Reseller, at warehouse and department stores, or by
mail order.

Apple Authorized Rese/lers
Apple dea lers (ca ll ed "resellers" hy Apple) tend to have competitive prices on
Macs and hardware, but they overprice their software. T hey generally provide
average to good service and are fairly reliable. They are not known for having
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(EC)

If mail order isn't fast enough for you, try a locked CD. A locked CD is generally filled to the
gills with software, w hich you can unlock once you've given your charge-card number to a
sales representative, by phone.
Locked CDs have several good features: the disks often include information and demo versions that give you a good idea of how the program works before you buy it, and once you
decide, you can have the program installed on your hard disk right away. Unfortunately, the
manuals, which are generally sent later (if at all), will still take a few days to get to you. And
the software used to run the CD and take you on a tour of its contents can be really slow.
Apart from specialized CDs like Adobe's Type On Call ($65), which includes Adobe's entire font collection, and Club Kldsoft ($3), which specializes in educational software and
games for kids, many mail-order companies offer CD mixes with a variety of software. Apple
distributes a CD of its own, Software Dispatch, that is free of charge.
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the most helpful or knowledgeable staff, although there are exceptions. They
can, and generally will, order you any Apple product and often can provide authorized service and repairs if anything goes wrong.
\Vhy do some resellers (generally mail-order companies) opt not to be Apple
Authorized Resellers? Apple requires it's Authorized Resellers to buy $1 million
in equipment per year (in most areas), have a certain amount of working capital
(anywhere from $150,000 to $300,000, depending on the region), invest in promotional activities (to the tune of $20,000 if the dealer is located in the Northeast, for example), and have an Apple Product Manager on staff, on site. In
add ition, Apple checks out the store's floor space, appearance, and frontage, in
an effort to protect its image.

Warehouse and Department Stores
T he Performa line is available at Sears and warehouse stores like Price Costco.
You are likely to find a good price at such stores, and get some free, bundled
sofuvare, but you probably won't get a lot of support or advice from them. You
also won't find much selection, and they're not likely to carry many peripherals
(apart from printers).

Mail Order
Buying computer equipment by mail is blindingly fast. You can order a program one day and have it the next, as long as it's in stock. In addition, mailorder companies tend to offer the lowest prices, and they don't skimp on
support or information. You sh ouJd make sure that the company you are dealing with has a good reputation and that they've been in the business for awhile.
And you should pay by credit card whenever possible; if there is any problem,
you can instruct your bank not to pay the charge. Returns and repairs vary from
vendor to vendor; ask before you buy, as some companies will bill you for a "restocking charge" on returns.
Although Apple had its own catalog for a time (it was discontinued in early
1994), its prices were not really very competitive. It's recently decided to authorize otl1er mail-order companies, like CompUSA, Elek-tek, and Cnttcbfield
Magazine as official Apple Autl1orized Resellers.

HOT TIP
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If you're looking for software, call ·+••····· · ··••·v···•···t·e••M···•••••··· e·e·
MacWarehouse, Rocky Mountain
Invisible Ads in Software
(EC)
Catalogs
Computer Outfitters, MacConnection, or The Mac Zone. All of these
If you've ever wondered why some programs
seem to get preferential treatment in a softwa re
companies will send you a free catacatalog, perhaps you won't be surprised to hear
log (which is a great way to find out
that software manufacturers have to pay to
what software is available), and the
have their products appear. A bare-bones menlatter two both offer demo-filled
tion in a national mail-order catalog starts at
around $5,000-and you wondered how they
CDs that can make the full version
could make a living selling software so cheap!
appear on your desktop when you
say the magic word (see the box
"Unlocking Your Software From a CD" on the previous page).
Although the prices at all these dealers are about the same, call around to compare, and ask if the software you're interested in is bundled with anything else.
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Contact Information
T hi s append ix provides the information you need to get hold of the software
publishers and hardware manufacturers of the products mentioned in this edition of the Mac Bible. By calling the numbers listed here, you can fin d out about
the current availability of products you're wondering about, their current list
price, and local sources. You could probably also order the product, bu t, as explained in Appendix C, that may not be a great idea, since you can usually find
the produ ct from outside sources at prices much lower than the manufacturer's
list price.
T he information was up to date at press time, but, as proven by the trouble we
had tracking down som e of these compani es, these things can change fast.
\,Ye've included e-mail addresses for com panies that advertise them as part of
their customer marketing materi als. In those cases, we've used these abbreviations: AOL

=

America O nline, AL

=

AppleLink, C IS

=

CompuServe Infor-

mation Service, and M CI = MCI M ail. W e've also included phone mun bers for
private bulletin board services (BBSs) for the companies that supply them.
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Abacus Research and
Development (ARDI)
1650 University Blvd. NE,
Suite 101,
Albuquerque, NM 87102
505/766-911 5, fax 505/247-1899

Abbate VIdeo

Adobe Systems

Aladdin Systems

1585 Charleston Rd.,
P.O. Box 7900,
Mountain View, CA 94039-7900
800/833-6687, 415/961-4400,
fax 408/562-6775,
BBS 408/562-6839
CIS: go adobe

1 65 Westridge Dr.,
Watsonville, CA 95076-4159
800/732-8881, 408/761-6200,
fax 408/761-6206

Advanced Gravis Computer
Technology
1790 Midway Ln.,

14 Ross Ave., 3rd Floor,
Millis, MA 02054-1545
800/283-5553, 508/376-3712,
fax 508/376-3714
AOL: abbate vid

Bellingham, WA 98226
604/431-5020, fax 604/431-5 155,
BBS 604/431-5927
CIS: go macdven

Abbott Systems

1835 K St. NW, Suite 745,
Washington, DC 20006
202/298-1 750, fax 202/3 31-1 115
CIS: 72510,474

Advanced Laser Graphics
62 Mountain Rd.,
Pleasantville, NY 1 05 70
800/ 552-9157, 914/747-4171,
fax 914/747-9115

Advanced Software
AbleSoft
41 02 George Washington Hwy.,
Yorktown, VA 23692
800/545-9009, 804/898-8484,
fax 804/898-8282,
BBS 804/898-8686

Abracadata
P.O. Box 2440, Eugene, OR 97402
800/451-4871' 503/342-3030,
fax 503/683-1925
CIS: 70751,620

ACIUS
20883 Stevens Creek Blvd.,
Cupertino, CA 95014
800/384-0010, 408/252-4444,
fax 408/252-4829
AL: D4444; CIS: go acius

Actlvlslon
11601 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 1 000,
Los Angeles, CA 90025
800/477-3650, 310/473-9200,
fax 310/479-4005
CIS: go gambpub

P.O. Box 65670,
West Des Moines, lA 50265
800/346-5392, 515/225-9620,
fa x 515/225-2422

AEC Software
2261 1 Markey Ct., Bldg. 113,
Sterling, VA 20166
800/346-9413, 703/450-1980,
fax 703/450-9786

Affinity Mlcrosystems
1900 Folsom St., Suite 205,
Boulder, CO 80302
800/367-6771, 303/442-4840,
fax 303/442-4999

Afrollnk Software
1815 Wellington Rd .,
Los Angeles, CA 90019
213/731-5465, fax 213/730-0653

Agfa Division of Miles
90 Industrial Way,
Wilmington, MA 01877
800/ 424-8973, 508/658-5600,
fax 508/687-5328

Addison-Wesley Publishing
One jacob Way,
Reading, MA 01867
800/447-2226,617/944-3700,
fax 617/944-9338

TheAG Group
2540 Camino Diablo, Suite 200,
Walnut Creek, CA 94596
800/466-2447, 510/937-7900,
fax 5 10/937-2479

Aldus
411 First Ave. S.,
Seattle, WA 981 04-2871
800/685-3652, 206/628-2320,
fax 206/343-3360,
BBS 206/623-6984
CIS: go aldus

Aldus Consumer Division
5120 Shoreham Pl.,
San Diego, CA 92122-5926
800/888-6293, 619/558-6000,
fax 619/558-8723

Alias Research
11 0 Richmond St. E.,
Toronto, ON, MSC 1 P1, Canada
800/447-2542, 416/362-8558,
fax 416/362-4696

Alkl Software
300 Queen Anne Ave. N.,
Suite 41 0, Seattle, WA 98109
800/669-9673, 206/286-2600,
fax 206-286-2785

Allegiant Technologies
6496 Weathers Pl., Suite 100,
San Diego, CA 92121
6 19/587-0500, fax 619/587-1314

Alphatronlx
4022 Stirrup Creek Dr.,
P.O. Box 13978,
Research Triangle Park, NC 27709
919/544-0001, fax 919/544-4079

AIsoft
P.O. Box 927,
Spring, TX 77383-0927
800/257-6381, 713/353-4090,
fax 713/353-9868

Altec Lansing Multimedia
P.O. Box 277, Milford, PA 18337
800/548-0620, 717/296-4434,
fax 71 7/296-2213

Altsys
269 W. Renner Rd.,
Richardson, TX 75080
214/680-2060, fax 214/680-0537
AL: d0590; CIS: 76004,2071;
MCI: 2 71-8914
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Apple Computer

Artbeats

1231 31st Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94122
800/825-9747, 415/566-2263,
fax 415/566-9692

1 Infinite Loop,
Cupertino, CA 95014
800/776-2333, 408/996-1010,
tech support 800/767-2775,
fax 408/974-6726,
fax on demand 800/505-01 71,
CIS: go aplsup

P.O. Box 1287,
Myrtle Creek, OR 97457
800/444-9392, 503/863-4429,
fax 503/863-4547
AL: artbeats, CIS: 74221,125

American Computer
Exchange
6065 Roswell Rd., Suite 535,
Atlanta, GA 30328
800/786-0717, 404/250-0054,
fax 404/250-1848

American Ink Jet
1 3 Alexander Rd.,
Billerica, MA 01821
800/332-6538, 508/667-0600,
fax 508/670-5637

American Power Conversion
132 Fairgrounds Rd., West
Kingston, Rl 02892
800/800-4272, 401 /789-5735,
fax 401 /789-3710

America Online
8619 Westwood Ctr. Dr.,
Vienna, VA 22182-2285
800/827-6364, 703/448-8700,
fa x 703/448-0760

Amtex Software
P.O. 572,
Belleville, ON,
K8N 5B2, Canada
613/967-7900, fa x 613/ 967-7902

Anonae Software
P.O. Box 7629, Berkeley, CA 94707
510/527-8006

APDA (Apple Programmers
and Developers Association)
P.O. Box 319,
Buffalo, NY 14207-0319
800/282-2732, 716/ 871-6555,
fax 716/871-6511
AOL and AL: apda;
CIS: 76666,2405

Apexx Technology
506 S. 11th St., Boise, ID 83702
800/767-4858, 208/336-9400,
fax 208/336-9445

Applellnk
Apple Online Services,
1 Infinite Loop, MS: 41-D,
Cupertino, CA 95014
408/974-3309

Applied Optical Media
1450 Boot Rd., Bldg. 400,
West Chester, PA 19380
800/321-7259, 215/429-3701'
fax 215/ 429-3810

Appoint
6377 Clark Ave., Suite 111,
Dublin, CA 94568
800/448-1184, 51 0/803-8850,
fax 51 0/803-1995

APS Technologies
P.O. Box 4987, 6131 Deramus,
Kansas City, MO 64120-0087
800/233-7550, 816/483-1600,
fax 816/483-3077

Ares Software
565 Pilgrim Dr., Suite A,
Foster City, CA 94404
800/ 783-2737, 415/578-9090,
fax 415/3 78-8999
AOL: aressw; AL: ares;
CIS: 70253,3164

Asante Technologies
821 Fox Ln., San jose, CA 95131
800/662-9686, 408/435-8388,
fax 408/432-11 17
Internet: sales@asante.com

ASD Software
4650 Arrow Hwy., Suite E-6,
Montclair, CA 91763
909/624-2594, fax 909/624-9574

Ashlar
1290 Oakmead Pkwy., Suite 218,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
800/877-2745, 408/746-1800,
fax 408/746-0749

Aspen Gold Software
P.O. Box 370486,
Denver, CO 80237-0486
303/745-5448
AOL and AL: aspengold;
CIS: 73543,107

AT&T Paradyne
P.O. Box 6457, Salinas, CA 93912
800/554-4996, 81 3/530-2000,
fax 813/530-2398

Atlantic Technology
343 Vanderbilt Ave.,
Norwood, MA 02062
617/762-6300, fax 617/762-6868

Arion Software

Attain

3355 Bee Cave Rd., Suite 503,
Austin, TX 78746
512/327-9573, fax 512/327-3786,
BBS 5 12/327-9814
AOL: arion2; CIS: 73740,2207

48 Grove St.,
Somerville, MA 02144-2500
800/925-5615,617/776-111 0,
fa x 6 17/776-1626

ARRO International
P.O. Box 167, Montclair, NJ 07042
800/243-1515 ext. 485 (orders
only), 201/746-9620,
fax 201/509-0728

Ars Nova
P.O. Box 637, Kirkland, WA 98083
800/445-4866, 206/889-0927,
fax 206/889-0359
AL: arsnova

Attlcus Software
456 Glenbrook Rd.,
Stamford, CT 06906
203/348-61 00, fa x 203/964-8271
AOL: atticus sc; CIS: 75300,3173
Autodesk
2320 Marinship Way,
Sausalito, CA 94965
800/964-6432, 415/332-2344,
fax 415/331-8093
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Berkeley Data Access

Blyth Software

2011 Riverside Dr.,
Columbus, OH 43221
614/ 488-9777, fax 614/ 488-0848

2560 Bancroft Way, Suite 3,
Berkeley, CA 94 704
51 0/644-2396 o r -9999,
fa x 5 10/ 649-9542

989 E. Hillsdale Blvd., Suite 400,
Foster City, CA 94404-161 3
800/346-6647, 415/ 571-0222,
fax 415/ 571-1132

Berkeley Systems

BMUG (Berkeley Macintosh
Users Group)

Automated Graphics
1911 W. Wabansia Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60622
312/384-3833, fax 312/384-4539

2095 Rose St., Berkeley, CA 94709
800/877-5535, 510/540-5535,
fax 510/540-511 5

AviComp Macintosh Solutions
Best Power Technology

1442A Walnut St., Suite 62,
Be rkeley, CA 94709-1496
800/776-2684 (sales o nly),
510/ 549-2684, fax 510/849-9026,
BBS 510/849-2684
AOL and AL: bmug;
CIS: 73237,501

229 Fort Mitchell Ave.,
Fort Mitchell, KY 41 011
606/341-0055
CIS: 721 37,2317

P.O. Box 280, Necedah, WI 54646
800/356-5794, 608/565-7200,
fax 608/ 565-2221

Avid Technology

Best!Ware

Bon Voyage

Metropolitan Technology Park,
One Park West,
Tewksbury, MA 01876
800/949-2843, 508/640-6789,
fax 508/640-1366

300 Roundhilll Dr.,
Rockaway, NJ 07866
800/322-6962, 201 /586-2200,
fax 201 /586-8885

2069 W. Bullard,
Fresno, CA 93711
800/995-9716, 209/447-8441
(also fax)
CIS: 70754,3511

Binary Software

B

2218 Wilshire Blvd., Suite 900,
Santa Monica, CA 90403
800/824-6279, 31 0/ 449-1481'
fax 310/ 449-1473

Bartley Software
72 Robertson Rd., Box 26122,
Ne pean, ON K2H 9RO, Canada
800/661 -5209' 6 13/829-6488
CIS: 721 33,3102

Bit Jugglers

Baseline Publishing

Bltstream

1760 Moriah Woods Blvd., Suite 5,
Memphis, TN 3811 7-711 8
800/ 926-9677, 901/ 682-9676,
fax 901/682-9691
AL: baseline. pub; CIS: 75300,1576

Athenaeum House, 215 First St.,
Cambridge, MA 02142-1270
800/237-3335, 617/497-6222,
fax 61 7/868-4 732

BDT Products
17152 Armstrong Ave.,
Irvine, CA 92714
800/346-3238, 714/660-1 386,
fax 714/474-0480

P.O. Box 12800,
Pittsburgh, PA 15241
800/552-6816, 412/ 746-5500,
fax 800/321-0746 or
412/ 746-0746

BeachWare

Black Diamond

941 9 Mt. Israel Rd.,
Escondido, CA 92029
619/735-8945 (also fax)
AL: beachware

1853 Del Rio Dr.,
Lafayette, CA 94549
800/431-4969, 5 10/933-9073,
fax 5 10/926-0338

785 Castro St., Suite C,
Mountain View, CA 94041
415/968-3908, fax 415/968-5358

Black Box

Bear Rock Technologies

Blackflre

6069 Enterprise Dr.,
Diamond Springs, CA 95619
800/232-7625, 916/622-4640,
fax 916/622-4775

1319 Amethyst St., Suite A,
Redondo Beach, CA 90277
800/556-7207, 310/798-0202,
fax 310/379-1182
AOL: the fenix

Books-On-Disk
311 Harvard St.,
Brookline, MA 02146
617/734-9700, fax 6 17/ 734-3974
AL: d2158; CIS: 72662,1 3

Boston Computer Society
(BCS)
1972 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 02140
61 7/864-1 700, fax 617/864-3501,
BBS 617/ 864-3375

Bravo Technologies
P.O. Box 10078,
Berkeley, CA 94709-0078
51 0/841 -8552, fax 5 10/841-8559

Brederbund Software
500 Redwood Blvd., P.O. Box 6121,
Novato, CA 94948-6121
800/521-6263, 415/ 382-4400,
fax 415/382-4419

Bungle Software Products
5455 S. Hyde Park Blvd .,
Chicago, IL 60615-5805
312/493-2849, fax 312/493-4557
AOL: bungie1; AL: bungie

Bureau of Electronic
Publishing
141 New Rd.,
Pa rsippany, NJ 0 7054
800/828-4766, 201/808-2700,
fax 201 / 808-2676
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Cabletron Systems
35 Industrial Way,
Rochester, NH 03867
60 3/332-9400, fax 603/332-7386

Caere
1 00 Cooper Ct.,
Los Gatos, CA 95030
800/ 535-7226, 408/ 395-7000,
fax 408/354-2 74 3

CaiComp Digitizer Division
14555 N. 82nd St.,
Scottsdale, AZ 85260
800/458-5888, 602/948 -6540,
fax 602/948-550 8

Cale ra Recognition Systems
475 Potrero Ave.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086
800/4 22-5372, 408/ 720-830 0,
fax 408/ 720-1330

Callisto
182 W. Central St.,
Natick, MA 01 760-9582
800/544-4511 , 5 08/655-070 7,
fax 508/ 650-4626
AOL: callisto1; AL: callisto;
CIS: 71302,3374

Carave lle Networks

Changeling Software

301 Moodie Dr., Suite 306,
Nepean, ON, K2H 9C4, Canada
800/363-5292, 613/596-2802,
fax 613/596-9659
AL: cda0362; CIS: 72410,2406

596 Elm St.,
Windsor Locks, CT 06096-1603
800/ 769-2 768, 203/292-5087,
fax 203/292-5089
AOL: changelins;
AL: changeling; CIS: go g amcpub

Carina Software
830 Williams St.,
San Leand ro, CA 94577
510/ 352-7328, fax 51 0/ 352-2343

Cartesla Software
5 S. Main St., P.O. Box 757,
Lambertville, NJ 08530-9977
800/334-4291' 609/ 397-1611 '
fax 609/ 397-5724

Casa Blanca Works
148 Bon Air Ctr.,
Greenbrae, CA 94904
415/461-2227, fa x 415/ 461-2249

Casady 6t Greene
22734 Portola Dr.,
Salinas, CA 9 3908-111 9
800/359-4920, 408/484-9228,
fax 408/484-9218
AL: d0063

Castle Systems
1 306 Lincoln Ave.,
San Rafael, CA 94901
415/459-6495 (also fax)

Camde

Cayman Systems

449 E. Saratoga St.,
Gilbert, AZ 852 34-7772
602/ 926-2632, fax 602/437-1055

400 Unicorn Park Dr.,
Wob urn, MA 01801
800/473-4 776, 617/9 32-11 00,
fax 61 7/ 932-085 3

Canon Computer Systems
2995 Redhill Ave.,
Costa Mesa, CA 92628
800/ 848-4123, 714/438-3000,
fax 714/438-3099

Canto Software
800 Duboce Ave., Suite 101,
San Francisco, CA 9411 7
800/ 332-2686,415/431-6871,
fa x 415/ 861-6827
AL: canto

C.A.R.
4661 Maryland Ave., Suite 200,
St. Louis, MO 63108
800/ 288-7585, 314/454-3535,
fax 314/454-0105

Central Po int Software
15220 NW Greenbrier Pkwy.,
Suite 150, Beaverton, OR 9 7006
800/ 964-6896, 503/690-8088,
fax 503/ 690-8083,
BBS 503/984-5366
CIS: go cen tral

Chariot Software Group
3659 India St., Suite 100,
San Diego, CA 92103
800/242-7468, 619/ 298-0202,
fax 619/491-0021

CharlsMac Engineering
66 P&:S Ln., Suite D,
Newcastle, CA 95658
800/487-4420, 916/ 885-4420,
fax 916/885-141 0

CheckMark Software
724 Whalers Way, Bldg. H,
Fort Collins, CO 80525
800/444-9922, 30 3/225-0522,
fax 30 3/225-0611

Che na Software
905 Harrison St.,
Allentown, PA 181 0 3
800/ 245-4577, 215/ 770-1210,
fax 215/ 770-1 043

The Chip Me rchant
4870 Viewridg e Ave.,
San Diego, CA 92123
800/426-6375, 619/268-4774,
fax 619/268-0874

Church of Jesus Christ of
Latter-day Saints
1999 W. 1 700 S.,
Salt Lake City, UT 84104-4233
800/537-5950, 801/240-1174

Citizen America

CE Software

2450 Broadway, Suite 600,
Santa Monica, CA 90404
800/477-4683, 310/ 453-0614,
fax 310/453-2814,
BBS 310/453-7564

P.O. Box 65580,
1801 Industrial Circle,
West Des Moines, lA 50265
800/523-7638, 515/ 221-1801,
fa x 5 15/221-1 806
AL: ce.sales; AOL: cesoftware;
CIS: 76136,2137

5201 Patrick Henry Dr.,
Santa Clara, CA 95052-8168
80 0/ 32 5-2747, 408/ 727-8227,
fax 40 8/987-3932
AOL: Claris

Clarls
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· Club KldSoft
718 University Ave., Suite 11 2,
Los Gatos, CA 95030-9958
800/354-6150, 408/354-61 00,
fax 408/354-1033

Compatible Systems
P.O. Box 17220,
Boulder, CO 80308
800/356-0283, 303/444-9532,
fax 30 3/444-9595

CoOperative Printing
Solutions (COPS)
5950 Uve Oak Pkwy., Suite 175,
Norcross, GA 30093
404/840-0810, fax 404/448-7821
AL: cops; CIS: 70 671,3371

CoActive Computing
1 301 Shoreway Rd., Suite 221,
Belmont, CA 94002
800/825-2638, 415/802-1080,
fax 415/593-9304

Component Software
Industries
P.O. Box 201, Rocky Hill, NJ 08553
800/633-4252, 609/497-4501'
fax 609/497-4008

CoSA
411 First Ave. S.,
Seattle, WA 98104-2871
206/628-4526, fax 206/ 343-4240

The Cobb Group
9420 Bunsen Pkwy., Suite 300,
Louisville, KY 40220
800/223-8720, 502/491 -1900,
fax 502/491-8050

Compton's NewMedla
2320 Camino Vida Roble,
Carlsbad, CA 92009
800/862-2206, 619/929-2500,
fax 6 19/929-2511

CoStar
100 Field Point Rd.,
Greenwich, CT 06830
800/426-7827, 203/661-9700,
fax 203/661-1 540

Cochenllle Design Studio
P.O. Box 4276, Encinitas, CA 92023
619/259-1698, fax 619/259-3746

CompUSA
15167 Business Ave., Suite 194,
Dallas, TX 75244-9659
800/266-7872, 2 14/888-5770,
fax 800/ 329-2212 or
214/888-5706

CRA Z Software
P.O. Box 6379,
Haverhill, MA 01831
508/521-5262

Coda Music Technology
6210 Bury Dr.,
Eden Prairie, MN 55346
800/843-2066, 612/937-961 1'
fax 612/937-9760
CIS: go coda
Codenoll Technology
1086 N. Broadway,
Yonke rs, NY 10701
914/965-6300, fax 914/965-9811
Codo M anufacturing
Avenue B, Leetsdale, PA 15056
800/245-1294, 412/741-2010,
fax 412/741-2785
ColorAge
900 Technology Park Dr.,
Bille rica, MA 01821
800/437-3336, 508/667-8585,
fax 508/667-8821
Common Knowledge
124 University Ave.,
Palo Alto, CA 94301-1 637
800/954-3800, 415/325-9900,
fax 415/325-9600
Communication Intelligence
275 Shoreline Dr.,
Redwood Shores, CA 94065
800/888-9242, 415/802-7888,
fax 415/802-7777
CIS: go cic

CompuServe
P.O. Box 20212,
Columbus, O H 43220
800/848-8199, 614/457-8600,
fax 6 14/457-0348
Computer Associates
International
One Computer Associates Plaza,
Islandia, NY 11 788-7000
800/225-5224, 516/342-5224,
fax 5 16/342-5734
AL: ca.cricket; CIS: go ca
Computer Library (Ziff-Davls
Publishing)
One Park Ave., 5th Floor,
New York, NY 10016
800/827-7889, 2 12/503-4400,
fax 2 12/503-4414
Connectlx
2655 Campus Dr.,
San Mateo, CA 94403-2520
800/950-5880, 415/571-51 00,
fax 415/571-5195
Contour Designs
P.O. Box 1 763, Los Altos, CA 94023
415/941-1000, fax 415/941-1474

Creative Media Services
2936 Domingo Ave., Suite 5,
Be rkeley, CA 94705
800/358-2278, 5 10/843-3408,
fax 510/ 549-2490
Creative Multimedia
51 3 NW 13th Ave., Suite 400,
Portland, OR 97209
800/262-7668, 503/241-4351'
fax 503/241-4370,
BBS 503/241-1573
Creative Software Solutions
41 Timberlake Dr.,
Fayetteville, TN 37334
6 15/438-0727
Creative Solutions
4 701 Randolph Rd., Suite 12,
Rockville, MD 20852
800/367-8465, 301/984-0262,
fax 301/770-1 675
Creative Think
P.O. Box 7354,
Menlo Park, CA 94026
415/321 -6775, fax 415/321-0609
CIS: 72234,2450
Crutchfield
1 Crutchfield Pk.,
Charlottesville, VA 22906
sales 800/388-7700, catalogs
800/955-9009, 804/973-1811'
fax 800/388-9756
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CTA
25 Science Park, Suite 31 0,
New Haven, Cf 06511
800/252-1442, 203/786-5828,
fax 203/786-5833
Curtis Manufacturing
30 Fitzgerald Dr., Jaffrey, NH 03452
800/955-5544, 603/532-4123,
fax 603/532-4116

D

DayStar Digital
5556 Atlanta Hwy.,
Flowery Branch, GA 30542
800/962-2077, 404/967-20 77,
fax 404/ 967-3018
AOL: daystar ol; AL: daystar.info;
CIS: 75300,1544
Decision Maker's Software
191 0 Joslyn Pl., Boulder, CO 80 304
fax 303/449-6207
AOL: jgcman; AL: d0391;
CIS: 70337,2143

Dantz Development
4 Orinda Way, Bldg. C,
Orinda, CA 94563-9919
510/253-3000, fax 510/253-9099

Delphi
1 030 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 02138
800/ 695-4005, 6 17/ 491-3393,
fax 617/491-6642

DataDesk International
9524 SW Tualatin-Sherwood Rd.,
Tualatin, OR 97062
800/477-3473, 503/692-9600,
fax 50 3/691-1101

De Irina
6830 Via Del Oro, Suite 240,
San Jose, CA 951 19-1353
800/268-6082, 408/363-2345,
fax 408/363-2340

DataVIz

DeltaPolnt
2 Harris Ct., Suite B-1,
Monterey, CA 93940
800/446-6955, 408/648-4000,
fax 408/648-4020
AOL and AL: deltapoint;
CIS: 76004,1522

55 Corporate Dr.,
Trumbull, Cf 06611
800/733-0030, 203/268-0030,
fax 203/268-4345
DataWatch
P.O. Box 13984,
Research Triangle Park,
NC 27709-3984
919/549-0711 , fax 919/549-0065
Davidson & Associates
19840 Pioneer Ave.,
Torrance, CA 90503
800/545-7677, 310/793-0600,
fax 31 0/793-0601
Davka
7074 N. Western Ave.,
Chicago, IL 60645
800/621-8227, 312/465-4070,
fax 312/262-9298
Dayna Communications
849 W. Levoy Dr., Salt Lake City, UT
84123-2544
800/531 -0600, 801/269-7200,
fax 801/269-7363

Delta Tao Software
760 Harvard Ave.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94087
800/ 827-9316, 408/ 730-9336,
fax 408/730-9337
AOL: deltavee
Deneba Software
7400 SW 87th Ave.,
Miami, FL 33173
305/596-5644, fax 305/273-9069
AOLand AL: deneba;
CIS: 76004, 2154

DlagSoft
5615 Scotts Valley Dr., Suite 140,
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
408/438-8247, fax 408/438-711 3
Diehl Goraphsoft
1 0270 Old Columbia Rd.,
Suite 1 00, Columbia, MD 21046
41 0/290-5114, fax 41 0/290-8050
CIS: 72662,1320
Dlgldeslgn
1360 Willow Rd.,
Menlo Park, CA 94025
800/333-2137, 415/688-0600,
fax 415/327-0777
Digital Communications
Assoc:lates (DCA)
1 000 Alderman Dr.,
Alpharetta, GA 30202
800/ 348-3221' 404/442-4000,
fax 404/ 442-4361
Digital Eclipse Software
5515 Doyle St., Suite 1,
Emeryville, CA 94608
800/289-3374, 5 10/547-6101 ,
fax 5 10/547-6104
Digital Equipment Corp.
(DEC)
146 Main St., Maynard, MA 01754
800/344-4825, 508/493-5 111 '
fax 800/234-2298 or
508/493-8780
Dlscis Knowledge Research
45 Sheppard Ave. E., Suite 410,
Toronto, ON, M2N 5W9, Canada
800/567-4321, 416/250-6537,
fax 416/250-6540
Dongleware Publishing
35 Howard St.,
Cambridge, MA 021 39-2909
800/228-6993, 617/497-11 30

Desert Sky Software
5201 N. 7th St., Suite 202,
Phoenix, AZ 85014
602/279-4600, fax 602/279-4 768

Dream Maker Software
925 W. Kenyon Ave., Suite 16,
Englewood, CO 801 10
800/876-5665, 303/762-1 001'
fax 303/762-0762

DGR Technologies
Bottom Line Distribution,
1219 W. 6th St., Suite 205,
Austin, TX 78703
800/235-9748, 512/476-9855,
fax 5 12/476-6399

DS Design
2440 SW Cary Pkwy., Suite 21 0,
Cary, NC 27513
800/ 745-4037, 919/319-1770,
fax 919/ 460-5983
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DTP-HAN

DTP Direct
5198 W. 76th St,
Edina, MN 55439
800/ 448-8231' 6 12/ 832-5406,
fax 612/832-0052

Ed mark
P.O. Box 3218,
Redmond, WA 98073-3218
800/426-0856, 206/556-8400,
lax 206/556-8998

Engineered Software
615 Guilford-jamestown Rd.,
P.O. Box 18344,
Greensboro, NC27419
91 0/299-484 3, fa x 910/852-2067

Dubi-CIIck Software
22521 Styles St., Woodland Hills,
CA91367-1730
800/ 266-9525, 818/888-2068,
fax 8 18/888-5405

Educational Resources
1550 Executive Dr., Elgin, IL 60123
800/860-9003, 708/888-8300,
fax 708/888-8689

Equilibrium Technologies
475 Gate Five Rd., Suite 225,
Sausalito, CA 94965
800/524-8651' 415/332-4 343,
fax 415/332-4433

Dynamic Engineering
4 35 Park Dr.,
Ben Lom ond, CA 95005
408/336-8891 , fax 408/336-3840
Dynamlx
1600 Millrace Dr.,
Eugene, OR 97403
800/757-7707, 503/343-0772,
fax 503/ 344-1754

E
Earthquest
125 University Ave.,
Palo Alto, CA 94301
415/321-5838, fax 415/322-3817
Eastgate Systems
P.O. Box 1307,
Cambridge, MA 02238
800/562-1638, 617/924-9044,
fax 6 17/923-4575
Eastman Kodak
343 State St., Rochester, NY 14650
800/235-6325, 716/724-4000
CIS: go kodak
Eccentric Software
P.O. Box 2777,
Seattle, WA 98111-2777
206/628-2687, fax 206/628-2681
Ecological Linguistics
P.O. Box 15156,
Washington, DC 20003
202/546-5862
Eden Interactive
1 022 Natoma St., Suite 2,
San Francisco, CA 94103
800/ 743-3360,415/241-1450,
fax 415/241-1459

Educorp
7434 Trade St.,
San Diego, CA 92121 -2410
800/843-9497, 619/536-9999,
lax 619/536-2345
Elastic Reality
925 Stewart St.,
Madison, WI 53713
608/ 273-6585, fax 608/271-1988
The Electric Typographer
2216 Cliff Dr.,
Santa Barbara, CA 93109
805/966-7563
Electronic Arts
1450 Fashion Island Blvd.,
San Mateo, CA 94404-2064
games 800/245-4525,
children's titles 800/543-9778,
415/571-7171, fax 4 15/571-7993
CIS: go gamapub
Electronics For Imaging
2855 Campus Dr.,
San Mateo, CA 94403
800/285-4565, 415/286-8600,
fax 408/848-5784
Elek-tek
7350 N. Linder Ave., Dept. Cll 33,
Skokie, IL 60077
800/395-1000, ext. 7708,
708/677-7660, fax 708/ 677-1081
Emagic
P.O. Box 771,
Nevada City, CA 95959
916/477-1 051, fax 916/477-1052
E-mu Systems
1600 Green Hills Rd.,
P.O. Box 660015,
Scotts Valley, CA 95067-0015
408/438-1921, fax 408/438-8612

EveryWare Development
6543 Mississauga Rd.,
Mississauga, ON, LSN 1A6, Canada
905/819-11 73, fax 905/819-11 72
eWorld
Apple Online Services,
1 Infinite Loop, MS: 41-D,
Cupertino, CA 95014
800/775-4556, 408/974-1236
Expert-Center for Taxonomic
Identification (ETI)
University of Amsterdam,
P.O. Box 4766, 1009 AT
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
31/20/525-7239,
fax 31/20/525-7238
Expert Software
BOO Douglas Rd ., Suite 750,
Coral Gables, FL 331 34-3160
800/759-2562, 305/567-9990,
fax 305/443-0786
AL: expert
ExperVlslon
3590 N. First St.,
San jose, CA 95134
800/732-3897, 408/428-9988,
fax 408/456-0823

F
Fairfield Language
Technologies
122 S. Main St., Suite 400,
Harrisonburg, VA 22801
800/788-0822, 703/432-6166,
fax 703/432-0953
Farallon Computing
2470 Mariner Square Loop,
Alameda, CA 94501-1 01 0
800/998-7761 , 510/ 814-5000,
fa x 5 10/814-5020
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Fargo Electronics

The FreeSoft Company

Granite Digital

7901 Flying Cloud Dr.,
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
800/258-2974, 612/941-9470,
fax 612/941-7836

105 McKinley Rd.,
Beaver Falls, PA 1501 0
412/846-2700, fax 412/847-4436

3 101 W hipple Rd.,
Unio n City, CA 94587
510/471-6442, fax 510/ 471-6267

FWB

Graphic lmaginatlons-GIP

2040 Polk St., Suite 215,
San Francisco, CA 941 09
415/474-8055, fax415/775-2125

66-01 Burns St., Suite 3C,
Rego Park, NY 11 374
718/575-8208, fax 718/544-6674
AOL: gip1

Flash
Riddle Pond Rd.,
West Topsh am, VT 05086
800/252-2599, 802/476-3309,
fax 802/439-6463
CIS: 731 30,1734

Focus Enhancements

G
GCC Technologies

800 W. Cummings Park,
Suite 4500, Woburn, MA 01801
800/538-8866, 617/938-8088,
fax 617/938-7741
AOL: focus tech; CIS: 71075,1262

209 Burlington Rd.,
Bedford, MA 01730-9143
800/422-7777, 617/275-5800,
fax 61 7/275-111 5

FontHaus

GOT Softworks

15 Perry Ave., Suite A7,
Norwalk, CT 06850
800/942-911 0, 203/846-3087,
fax 203/849-8527

4664 Lougheed Hwy., Suite 188,
Burnaby, BC, V5C 6B7, Canada
800/663-6222, 604/291-9121'
fax 604/ 291-9689
AL: gdt.mkt; CIS: 72 137,3246

Font World
2021 Scottsville Rd.,
Rochester, NY 14623-2021
716/235-6861, fax 716/235-6950

Footprints
2469 E. 7000 South, Suite 207,
Salt Lake City, UT 8412 1
801/942-1580, fax 801/942-1582
CIS: 76377, 1260

Genesis Technology Group
3860 Bay Center Pl.,
Hayward, CA 94545
800/538-8729, 510/782-4800,
fax 5 10/782-4842

Gessler Educational Software
55 W. 13th St.,
New York, NY 10011-7958
212/627-0099, fax 212/627-5948

Form and Function
1595 17t h Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 94 122
415/664-40 10, fax 415/664-4030
AL: x1968

Fractal Design
335 Spreckels Dr., Aptos, CA 95003
800/297-2665, 408/688-8800,
fax 408/688-88 36
AOL: fractal; CIS: go fractal

Global Village
Communication
685 E. Middlefield Rd., Bldg. B,
Mountain View, CA 94043
800/736-4821' 415/390-8200,
fax 415/390-8282,
BBS 415/390-8334
AOL: globalvill; AL: globalvillag;
CIS: 75300,3473

Graphic Simulations
1200 E. Collins, Suite 214,
Richardson, TX 75081
214/699-7400, fax 214/699-0972
AOL: graphic

Graphisoft
400 Oyster Point Blvd., Suite 429,
South San Francisco, CA 94080
800/344-3468, 415/ 737-8665,
fax 4 15/871-5481
AOL: graphisoft; AL: graphisoftus

Great Plains Software
1701 SW 38th St.,
Fargo, NO 58103
800/456-0025, 701 / 281-0550,
fax 701/281-3700

Great Wave Software
5353 Scotts Valley Dr.,
Scotts Valley, CA 95066
408/438-1990, fax 408/ 438-7171

Groller Electronic Publishing
Sh erman Turnpike,
Danbury, CT 06816
800/285-45 34, 203/797-3530,
fax 203/797-3835

Gryphon Software
7220 Trade St., Suite 120,
San Diego, CA 92121
800/795-0981' 619/ 536-8815,
fax 619/536-8932
AOL: gryphonsw; AL: gryphon;
CIS: 73140,3010

Gold Disk
Frame Technology
101 0 Rincon Circle,
San jose, CA 95131
800/ 843-7263, 408/433-331 1'
fax 408/433-1928

3350 Scott Blvd., Bldg. 14,
Santa Clara, CA 95054
800/982-9888, 408/982-0200,
fax 408/ 982-0298

Handcraftedfonts
Golden Triangle Computers

Freemyers Design
575 Nelson Ave.,
Oroville, CA 95965
9 16/533-9365

H

111 75 Flintkote Ave., Bldg. 2,
San Diego, CA 9212 1
800/326-1858, 619/587-0110,
fax 619/587-0303

P.O. Box 14013,
Philadelphia, PA 19122
2 15/634-0634 (also fax)
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HAY- LET

Hayes Microcomputer
Products
P.O. Box 105203,
Atlanta, GA 30348-5203
800/254-2937,404/840-9200,
fax 404/441-1238
Helzer Software
1941 Oak Park Blvd., Suite 30,
P.O. Box 232019,
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
800/888-7667,5 10/943-7667,
fax 510/943-6882
Helix Technologies
744 Pinecrest Dr.,
Prospect Heights, IL 60070
800/364-3549, 708/465-0242,
fax 708/ 465-0252
Hewlett-Packard
Direct Marketing, P.O. Box 58059,
MS: 511 L-SJ,
Santa Clara, CA 95051-8059
800/ 752-0900, 208/323-2551'
fax 800/ 333-1917 or
208/344-4809
Highlighted Data
4 350 N. Fairfax Dr., Suite 450,
Arlington, VA 22203
703/516-9211, fax 703/516-9216
High Tlde Software
21 12A McKinley Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94703
800/878-8433,510/704-9927,
fax 510/ 704-9933

Hypro Technologies
8557 Higuera St.,
Culver City, CA 90232
310/473-0328, fax 310/822-8123

I
ldeaFisher Systems
2222 Martin St., Suite 11 0,
Irvine, CA 9271 5
800/289-4332, 714/474-8111'
fax 714/757-2896
ldeaform
908 E. Briggs Ave., P.O. Box 1540,
Fairfield, lA 52556
800/779-7256, 515/472-7256
IDG Books
155 Bovet Rd., Suite 310,
San Mateo, CA 94402
800/762-2974, 415/312-0600,
fax 415/358-1260
Image Club Graphics
729 24th Ave. SE, Calgary, AB,
T2G 5K8, Canada
800/387-9193, 403/262-8008,
fax 403/261-7013
AOL: imageclub; AL: cda0573;
CIS: 72560,2323
Image Smit h
1313 Sepulveda Blvd.,
Torrance, CA 90501
800/876-6679, 310/325-1 359,
fax 310/539-9784

Hoffmann Software
P.O. Box 1375,
Lodi, CA95241 -1375
209/369-8586

lmaja
P.O. Box 6386, Albany, CA 94706
510/526-4621, fax 510/559-9571

HSC Software
1661 Uncoln Blvd., Suite 1 01,
Santa Monica, CA 90404
31 0/392-8441, fax 31 0/392-6015
AOL: cool tools

IMG Publishing
3862 Grace Lane,
Glenview, IL 60025
708/486-0636, fax 312/850-0430
AOL: imgames; CIS: 71554,2761

HyperGiot Software
P.O. Box 10746,
51 08-D Kingston Pike,
Knoxville, TN 37939-0746
800/726-5087, 615/558-8270,
fax 615/588-6569

lnfogrlp
1145 Eugenia Pl., Suite 201,
Carpinteria, CA 9301 3
800/397-0921' 805/566-1049,
fax 805/566-1 079

lnllne Software
800 W. Cummings Park,
Suite 4500, Woburn, MA 01801
800/453-7671' 61 7/935-1515,
fax 617/938-8353
AOL and AL: inline;
CIS: 75300,201 4
Innovative Data Design
1820 Arnold Industrial Way, Suite L,
Concord, CA 94520
510/680-6818, fax 510/680-1 165
Insignia Solutions
1 300 Charleston Rd.,
Mountain View, CA 94043
800/848-7677, 415/694-7600,
fax 415/694-3705
Inspiration Software
2920 SW Dolph Ct., Suite 3,
Portland, OR 97219
800/ 877-4292, 503/245-90 11'
fax 503/246-4292
lntelllmatlon
Dept. GAPI, P.O. Box 1922,
Santa Barbara, CA 93116
800/346-8355, 805/968-2291'
fax 805/968-8899
Interactive Ventures
1 380 Corporate Center Curve,
Suite 305, Eagan, MN 55121
800/ 937-6463, 61 2/686-0779,
fax 612/686-0721
lnterCon Systems
950 Herndon Pkwy., Suite 420,
Herndo n, VA 220 70
70 3/709-5500, fax 703/ 709-5555
International Typeface Corp.
(lTC)
866 Second Ave.,
New York, NY 10017
800/634-9325, 212/371-0699,
fax 212/752-4752
lnterOptlca Publishing
300 Montgomery St., Suite 201,
San Francisco, CA 94104
800/634-9325; 415/788-8788,
fax 415/788-8886
lnterpress Technologies
250 West 49th St., Suite 202,
New York, NY 1 0019
212/245-2700, fax 212/245-2784
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Intuit

2650 E. Elvira Rd., Suite 1 00,
Tucson, AZ 85706
602/295-3110, fax 800/ 756-1 040
or 602/295-3015
CIS: go intuit
Iomega

1821 W. 4000 S., Roy. UT 84067
800/456-5522, 801 /778-1 000,
fax 801 /778-3748
ISIS International

14270 Dickens St., Suite 6,
Sherman Oaks, CA 91423-41 96
818/788-4747, fax 818/501-065 3
AOL: isis inti
ISSI Data Products

22122 20th Ave. SE, Suite 152,
Bothell, WA 98021
800/962-0668, 206/343-7283,
fax 206/483-4806

J

Jabra

9191 Towne Centre Or., Suite 330,
San Diego, CA 92122
800/327-2230, 619/622-0764,
fax 619/ 622-0353
James Engineering

6329 Fairmount Ave.,
El Cerrito, CA 94530
510/525-7350, fax 51 0/525-5740

K
Kensington Microware

2855 Campus Dr.,
San Mateo, CA 94403
800/ 535-4242, 415/ 572-2700,
fax 415/572-9675
Kent-Marsh

3260 Sui Ross, Kent-Marsh Bldg.,
Housto n, TX 77098
800/325-3587, 71 3/522-5625,
fax 713/522-8965
KeyTronic

P.O. Box 14687,
Spokane, WA 99213
800/ 262-6006, 509/928-8000,
fax 509/927-5224
Killer Tracks
6534 Sunset Blvd .,
Hollywood, CA 90028
800/877-0078, 21 3/957-4455,
fax 213/957-4470
Kinesis
915 118th Ave. SE,
Bellevue, WA 98005-3855
800/454-6374, 206/455-9220,
fax 206/455-9233
Kiwi Software
6546 Pardall Rd.,
Santa Barbara, CA 9311 7-4842
800/ 321-5494, 805/685-4031'
fax 805/968-1932

JetFIII

10815 Seaboard Loop,
Houston, TX 77099
800/695-4538, 71 3/ 933-1900,
fax 713/933-1 909
3907 Santa Clara Dr.,
Greenwood, IN 46142
31 7/ 888-9989
Johnson Books

1880 S. 57th Ct.,
Boulder, CO 80301
800/258-5830, 303/443-9766,
fax 303/443-1679
Jump Development Group

1228 Malvern Ave.,
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
412/ 681-2692, fax 4 12/ 681-2163

8700 SW Creekside Pl.,
Beaverton, OR 97005
800/999-1455, 503/520-9000,
fax 503/520-91 00
Lanston Type

1 340 E. Pender St.,
Vancouver, BC, V5L 1V8, Canada
800/663-8760, 604/253-0815,
fax 604/255-2601
LaserMaster

7156 Shady Oak Rd.,
Eden Prairie, MN 55344
800/950-6868, 612/944-9330,
fax 612/944-0522
Lazy Dog Foundry

275 E. 4th St., St. Paul, MN 55101
800/876-98 07, 612/291-0 306,
fax 612/291-0481
Leader Technologies
4 590 MacArthur Blvd., Suite 550,
Newport Beach, CA 92660
800/ 922-1 787, 714/757-1787,
fax 714/757-1777
The Learning Company

6493 Kaiser Dr.,
Fremon t, CA 94555
800/852-2255, 510/ 792-2101'
fax 510/792-9628
Learning Services

P.O. Box 10636,
Eugene, OR 97440-2636
800/877-9378, 503/ 744-0883,
fax 503/484-7499

Korg

89 Frost St., Westbury, NY 11590
516/333-9100
Kurta

Joe Huber and Associates

La Cie

3007 E. Chambers St.,
Phoenix, AZ 85040
800/ 445-8782, 602/276-5533,
fax 602/ 276-900 7

L
Labtec

11010 N.E. 37th Circle, Suite 11 0,
Vancouver, WA 98682
206/ 896-2000, fax 206/896-2020

Learning Tomorrow

One E. Main St.,
Bloomsburg, PA 17815
800/ 722-1978, 717/ 387-8270,
fax 717/458-4075
Leister Productions

P.O. Box 289,
Mechanicsburg, PA 1 7055
717/ 697-1378, fax 717/697-4373
Letraset USA
40 Eisenhower Dr.,
Paramus, NJ 07653
800/34 3-8973, 201 /845-6100,
fax 201/ 845-5351
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LEX-MIC

Lexmark International
740 New Circle Rd.,
Lexington, KY 40511
800/358-5835, 606/232-2000,
fax 606/232-2380

Logical Solutions
2124 University Ave., Suite 1 02,
Saint Paul, MN 55114
612/ 659-2495, fax 612/659-2498

Liberty Systems
37 5-A Saratoga Ave.,
San jose, CA 95129-1339
408/983-1 127, fax 408/243-2885

Logltech
6505 Kaiser Dr.,
Fremont, CA 94555
800/ 231-7717, 510/ 795-8500,
fax 51 0/ 792-8901

Lifestyle Software Group
63 Orange St.,
Saint Augustine, FL 32084
800/289-11 57, 904/825-0220,
fax 904/825-0223

Lucas Management Systems
12701 Fair Lakes Circle, Suite 350,
Fairfax, VA 22033
800/477-6648, 703/222-11 11 '
fax 703/222-8203

Light Source Computer
Images
1 7 E. Sir Francis Drake Blvd.,
Suite 100, Larkspur, CA 94939
800/231-7226, 415/925-4200,
fax 415/461-8011
AL: lightsource

Lundin Laboratories
7071 Orchard Lake Rd., Suite 235,
West Bloomfield, Ml 48322
800/426-8426, 810/851-8282,
fax 810/851-8294

Lind Electronic Design
6414 Cambridge St.,
Minneapolis, MN 55426
800/659-5956, 612/927-6303,
fax 612/927-7740
Lingo Fun
P.O. Box 486,
Westerville, OH 4 3081
800/745-8258, 614/882-8258,
fax 614/ 882-2390
Linguist's Software
P.O. Box 580, Edmonds, WA 98020
206/775-1130, fax 206/ 771-591 1
Linotype-Hell
425 Oser Ave.,
Hauppauge, NY 1 1 788
800/842-9721, 516/434-2000,
fax 516/434-2706
Living Soft
711-700 Pine Acre Rd.,
janesville, CA 96114
800/626-1 262, 916/253-2700,
fax 9 16/253-2703
The LLB Company
300 120th Ave. NE, Bldg. 1,
Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98005
800/848-8967, 206/454-7258,
fax 206/454-7302

Lyrlq International
1701 Highland Ave., Suite 4,
Cheshire, CT 06410
800/433-4464, 203/ 250-2070,
fax 203/ 250-2072

M
MacConnectlon
14 Mill St., P.O. Box 1 78,
Marlow, NH 03456-9987
800/800-2222, 603/446-7711'
fax 603/ 446-7791
MacHo me Journal
544 Second St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107
editorial41 5/957-1911,
subscriptions 800/800-6542
Macintosh Accounting
Consortium
1550 Dell Ave., Suite D,
Campbell, CA 95008
408/ 366-8330, fax 408/ 364-1662
AL: macacct
MacKay Associates
6439 Boxelder Dr.,
Uncoln, NE 68506
402/486-3550

Mackie Designs
20205 144th Ave. NE,
Woodinvile, WA 98072
800/258-6883, 206/487-4333,
fax 206/487-4337,
BBS 206/488-45B6
CIS: go mackie
Mac Mall
2645 Maricopa St.,
Torrance, CA 90503-5144
800/222-2808, 310/787-4500,
fax 310/222-5800
MacPeak Research
3701 Bee Cave Rd.,
Austin, TX 78746
512/327-321 1, fax 512/327-9553
Macromedla
600 Townsend St.,
San Francisco, CA 94103
800/945-4061' 415/252-2000,
fax 415/626-0554
MacToolklt
1234 Sixth St., Suite 204,
Santa Monica, CA 90401
31 0/395-4242, fax 310/393-7747
MacUser
950 Tower Lane, 18th floor,
Foster City, CA 94404
editoria141 5/378-5600,
subscriptions 800/627-2247,
303/447-9330, fax 303/ 443-5080
CIS: go macuser or 7251 1,422;
MCI: 584-5561
MacVONK
940 Sixth Ave. SW, 11th Floor,
Calgary, AB, T2P 3Tl, Canada
403/232-6545, fax 403/232-6425
MacWarehouse
P.O. Box 3013, 1 720 Oak St.,
Lakewood, Nj 08701-3013
800/255-6227, 908/ 370-4779,
fax 908/ 905-9279,
BBS 203/855-1 1 55
CIS: gomw
MacWEEK
301 Howard Street, 15th Floor,
San Francisco, CA 941 05
editorial41 5/ 243-3500,
subscriptions 609/ 786-8230,
fax 415/243-3651
CIS: go macweek; MCI: 323-1203
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Macworld

Mark/ Space Softworks

Metro lmageBase

501 Second SL,
San Francisco, CA 94107
editorial 415/243-0505,
subscriptions 800/288-6848 or
303/ 447-9330, fax 415/ 442-0766
AOL: macworld; AL: macworld1;
CIS: 70370,702

111 W. Saint john, Suite 238,
San jose, CA 95113
800/799-4737, 408/293-7299,
fax 408/293-7298,
BBS 408/ 293-7290

18623 Ventura Blvd., Suite 210,
Tarzana, CA 91356
800/525- 1552, 818/881-1997,
fax 818/881-4557

The Mac Zone
17422 N.E. Union Hill Rd.,
Redmond, WA 98052
800/248-0800, 206/883-3088,
fax 206/881-3421

Mainstay
591-A Constitution Ave.,
Camarillo, CA 93012
805/484-9400, fax 805/484-9428
CIS: 76004,1525

Management Science
Associates
530 William Penn Pl., Suite 329,
Pittsburgh, PA 15219
800/ 366-4622, 412/ 471-7170,
fax 412/ 471 -7173

Manhattan Graphics
250 E. Hartsdale Ave.,
Hartsdale, NY 1 0530
800/ 572-6533, 914/ 725-2048,
fax 914/ 725-2450

Mannesmann Tally

MIBAC Music Software
Mastersoft
8737 E. Via de Com mercia,
Scottsdale, AZ 85258
800/624-6107, 601/948-4888,
fax 602/ 948-8261

P.O. Box 468,
Northfield, MN 55057
507/645-5851, fax507/ 645-2377
AL: mibac; CIS: 71621,2025

Micro Format
Mathemaesthetlcs
P.O. Box 298,
Boulder, CO 80306-0298
303/440-0707, fax 303/440-0504

830-3 Seto n Cl.,
Wheeling, IL 60090
800/ 333-0549, 708/ 520-4699,
fax 708/520-0197

Maxis

MlcroFrontler

2 Theatre Square,
Orinda, CA 94563-3346
800/336-2947, 510/254-9700,
fax 510/253-3736,
BBS 510/254-3869
AL: d4459; CIS: go gambpub

3401 101 st St., Suite E,
Des Moines, lA 50322
800/388-81 09, 515/270-81 09,
fax 515/278-6828
AOL and AL: mfrontier;
CIS: 72662,11 23

MBS Technologies

Mlcrolytics

401 7 Washington Rd., Suite 4000,
McMurray, PA 15317
800/ 860-8700, 412/941-9076,
fax 412/941-7076

2 Tobey Village Office Park,
Pittsford, NY 14534
800/828-6293, 716/248-9150,
fax 716/248-3868

MECA Software

MicroMachines

55 Walls Dr.,

7625 Hayvenhurst Ave., Suite 30,
Van Nuys, CA 91406
800/248-4001, 818/901-1700,
fax 818/901-1729

8301 S. 180th St., Kent, WA 98032
800/ 843-1347, 206/251-5524,
fax 206/251-5520

Fairfield, CT 06430-0912
800/ 820-7458, 203/255-1441'
fax 800/944-6300 or
203/ 255-6300

Manzanita Software Systems

MECC

21 30 Professional Dr., Suite 150,
Roseville, CA 95661-3751
800/447-5700, 916/781-3880,
fax 916/781-3814

6160 Summit Dr. N.,
Minneapolis, MN 55430
800/ 685-6322, 612/ 569-1500,
fax 612/569-1551

Marls Multimedia

Media Design Interactive

99 Mounsell St., London El SAX,
United Kingdom
44/71 / 488-1566
CIS: 100136,2705

The Old Hop Kiln, 1 Long Garden
Walk, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7HP,
United Kingdom
44/ 252/737-630,
fax 44/252/ 710-948

Mlc:roMac Technology

Mark of the Unicorn
1280 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 021 38
617/576-2760, fax 617/576-3609

Medina Software
P.O. Box 52191 7,
Longwood, FL 32752
407/ 260-1676, fax 407/260-1636

27111 Aliso Creek Rd., Suite 145,
Aliso Viejo, CA 92656-3364
714/ 362-1 000, fax 714/ 362-5428

MlcroMat Computer Systems
7075 Redwood Blvd.,
Novato, CA 94945-4136
800/829-6227, 415/ 898-6227,
fax 415/897-3901

MlcroNet Technology
8 0 Technology, Irvine, CA 92718
800/800-3475, 714/453-6000,
fax 714/453-6001

Micro Planning International
3801 E. Florida Ave., Suite 601,
Denver, CO 8021 0
303/757-2216, fax 303/ 757-2047
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MlcroProse Software
180 Lakefront Dr.,
Hunt Valley, MD21030
800/8 79-7529, 410/771-11 5 1'
fax 410/771-11 74
Microsoft
One Microsoft Way,
Redmond, WA 980S2-6399
800/426-9400, 206/ 882-8080,
fax 206/936-7329

M otion W orks
524 Second St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107
800/800-84 76, 415/541-9333,
fax 415/541-0555
AL: mw.usa
Multi-Ad Services
1 720 W. Detweiller Dr.,
Peoria, IL61615-1695
800/447-1950, 309/692-1530,
fax 309/692-5444

Mlcrospot
12380 Saratoga-Sunnyvale Rd.,
Suite 6, Saratoga, CA 95070
800/622-7568, 408/253-2000,
fax 408/253-2055

M ultlcom Publishing
11 00 Olive Way, Suite 1250,
Seattle, WA 98101
206/622-5530, fax 206/622-4380

Mlcrotech International
158 Commerce St.,
East Haven, CT 0651 2
800/626-4276, 203/468-6223,
fax 203/468-6466

M ultiEducator
244 North Ave.,
New Rochelle, NY 1 0801
800/866-6434, 914/235-4340,
fax 914/235-4367

Miramar Systems
121 Gray Ave., Suite 200B,
Santa Barbara, CA 93101
800/ 862-2526, 805/966-2432,
fax 805/965-1824

N

Mirror Technologies
5198 W. 76th St.,
Edina, MN 55439
800/654-5294, 612/832-5622,
fax 612/832-5709
Mobius Technologies
5835 Doyle St.,
Emeryville, CA 94608
800/800-4334, 510/ 654-0556,
fax 51 0/654-2834
Momentum
7 Waterfront Plaza,
500 Ala Moana Blvd., Suite 400,
Honolulu, Hl96813
808/543-6426, fax 808/522-9490
Monotype Typography
150 S. Wacker Dr., Suite 2630,
Chicago, IL 60606
800/666-6897, 312/8S5-1440,
fax 312/855-94 75
AL: monotype

Nautilus CD
7001 Discovery Blvd.,
Dublin, OH 43017
800/637-3472, 614/382-3322,
lax 614/761-411 0
NEC Technologies
1255 Michael Dr.,
Wood Dale, IL 60191
800/388-8888, 708/860-9500,
fa x 800/366-0476 or
708/860-5812
Nell Media
201 0 Stockbridge Ave.,
Redwood City, CA 94061-41 31
415/369-6345, fax 415/369-4789
AOL: neil media; AL: neil.media;
CIS: 72630,3070
Neon Software
3685 Mount Diablo Blvd.,
Suite 203,
Lafayette, CA 94549-3723
800/334-6366, 51 0/283-9771'
fax 510/283-6507
AL: neon.sw

Newer Technology
7803 E. Osie St., Suite 105,
Wichita, KS 67207
800/678-3726, 316/685-4904,
fax 316/685-9368
NewGen Systems
1 7550 Newhope St.,
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
800/ 756-0556, 714/641-8600,
fax 714/ 641-2800
NewMedla
901 Mariner's Island Blvd.,
Suite 365, San Mateo, CA 94404
editorial415/573-5170,
subscriptions 609/786-4430,
fax 415/573-5131
New World Computing
P.O. Box 4302,
Hollywood, CA 90078
800/325-8898, 8 18/889-5650,
fax 818/889-5682
New Yor k Mac User's Group
873 Broadway,
New York, NY 10003
212/473-1600, fax 212/473-1745,
BBS 212/473-1967
AOL: nymug
Night Diamonds Software
P.O. Box 1608,
Huntington Beach, CA 92647
714/842-2492, fax 714/847-1106
Nlnga Softwar e
736 Eighth Ave. SW, Suite 330,
Calgary, AB, T2P 1 H4, Canada
800/265-5555,403/265-6611,
fax 403/265-5760
Nisus Software
107 S. Cedros Ave.,
Solana Beach, CA 92075
800/ 922-2993, 619/481-1477,
fax 619/481-6154
No Hands Software
1301 Shoreway Rd., Suite 220,
Belmont, CA 94002
800/598-3821' 415/802-5800,
fax 415/ 593-6868
AOLa nd AL: nohands;
CIS: 74 740,2142
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Nolo Press
950 Parker St., Berkeley, CA 9471 0
800/992-6656, 510/549-1976,
fax 51 0/548-5902
NoRad
1160 E. Sandhill Ave,
Carson, CA 90746
800/262-3260, 310/605-0808,
fax 310/605-5051
Nova Development
23801 Calabasas Rd ., Suite 2005,
Calabasas, CA 91302-1547
800/ 395-6682, 818/ 591-9600,
fax 818/591-8885
Novell
122 E. 1 700 South,
Provo, UT 84606-6194
800/ 453-1267, 801/ 429-7000,
fax 800/733-9673 or
512/346-8380

Op<ode Syste ms
3950 Fabian Way, Suite 100,
Palo Alto, CA 94303
800/557-2633, 415/856-3333,
fa x 415/856-3332
AOL and AL: opcode;
CIS: go midiaven
Optical Access International
500 W. Cummings Park,
Suite 3250, Woburn, MA 01801
800/433-5133,617/937-3910,
fa x 617/937-3950
Optical Data
30 Tech nology Dr.,
Warren, Nl 07059
800/524-2481 , 908/668-0022,
fax 908/755-0577
Optima Technology
17526 Von Karman,
Irvine, CA 92714
714/476-0515, fax 714/476-0613

Now Software
921 S.W. Washington St.,
Suite 500,
Portland, OR 97205-2823
800/2 37-2078, 503/274-2800,
fax 503/274-0670
CIS: 71 541 ,170

Optimum Resource
5 Hiltech Lane,
Hilton Head, SC 29926
800/ 327-1473, 803/689-8000,
fax 803/689-8008

Nutrldata Software
P.O. Box 769,
Wappingers Falls, NY 12590
800/922-2988, 914/298-1308

Orange Cherry/ New Media
Schoolhouse
P.O. Box 390,
Pound Ridge, NY 10576
800/ 672-6002, 914/ 764-4104,
fax 914/ 764-0104

0
OBjectic Systems
P.O. Box 161,
Carmel, IN 46032-9998
800/859-9543, 317/898-4017
AL: d2321
Olduval
9200 S. Dadeland Blvd., Suite 725,
Miami, FL 33156
800/822-0772, 305/670-1112,
fax 305/670-1992
ON Technology
One Cambridge Center,
Cambridge, MA 02142
800/ 548-8871, 617/374-1400,
fax 617/374-1433

Orange Micro
1400 N. Lakeview Ave.,
Anaheim, CA 92807
714/779-2772, fa x 714/ 779-9332
Osborn / McGraw-Hill
2600 Tenth St.,
Berkeley, CA 94710-2586
800/227-0900, 510/549-6600,
fax 510/ 549-6603

osc
480 Potrero Ave.,
San Francisco, CA 9411 0
800/343-3325, 415/252-0460,
fax 41 5/ 252-0560

Oxford Unive rsity Press
200 Madison Ave.,
New York, NY 10016
800/ 334-4249, 212/679-7300
ext. 7127, fa x 212/ 725-2972

p
Page Studio Graphics
3175 N. Price Rd., Suite 1050,
Chandler, AZ 85224
602/839-2763 (also fa x)
Palo Alto Software
2641 Columbia St.,
Eugene, OR 97403
800/229-7526, 503/683-6162,
fax 503/683-6250
Panamax
150 Mitchell Blvd.,
San Rafael, CA 94903
800/472-5555, 415/ 499-3900,
fax 415/472-5540
Pantone
590 Commerce Blvd.,
Carlstadt, Nl 07072
800/ 222-1149, 201 / 935-5500,
fax 201/ 896-0242
PaperDirect
P.O. Box 618, 205 Chubb Ave.,
Lyndhurst, Nl 07071-0618
800/ 272-7377, 201/ 507-1996,
fax 201 / 507-0817
Paramount Interactive
700 Hansen Way,
Palo Alto, CA 94304
800/821-11 77, 415/ 812-8200,
fax 415/ 81 3-8055
Parsoft Publishing
P.O. Box 1240, Wylie, TX 75098
615/883-2444
Passport Designs
100 Stone Pine Rd.,
Half Moon Bay, CA 94019
800/443-3210, 415/726-0280,
fax 415/726-2254
AOL and AL: passport;
CIS: 71333, 1433
Peachplt Press
2414 Sixth St., Berkeley, CA 94710
800/283-9444, 510/548-4393,
fax 510/548-5991
AOL: macbible
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Peachtree Software

Pixel Resources

Prometheus Products

1505-C Pavilion Pl.,
Norcross, GA 30093
800/247-3224, 404/564-5800,
fax 404/564-5888

P.O. Box 921848,
Norcross, GA 30092-7848
800/ 851-1427, 404/449-4947,
fax 404/449-3789
AOL: pixel resources; AL: pixl

9524 S.W. Tualatin-Sherwood Rd.,
Tualatin, OR 97062
800/477-3473, 503/692-9600,
fa x 503/691 -11 0 1

Peirce Software

Prosonus
PKWare

719 Hibiscus Pl., Suite 301,
San jose, CA 95117
800/828-6554, 408/244-6554,
fax 408/244-6882

9025 N. Deerwood Dr.,
Brown Deer, WI 53223
414/354-8699, fax 414/ 354-8559

2820 Honolulu Ave.,
Verdugo, CA 91 046
800/999-619 1' 818/766-5221'
fax 818/248-941 7

Penelope Craft Programs

Peripheral Land (PLI)

ProVue Development

P.O. Box 1204,
Maywood, NJ 07607
201/368-8379

4 7421 Bayside Pkwy.,
Fremont, CA 94538
800/288-8754, 510/657-2211 '
fax 51 0/ 683-9713

1 5180 Transistor Lane,
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
800/966-7878, 714/892-8199,
fax 714/893-4899

Penton Overseas
2470 Impala Dr.,
Carlsbad, CA 92008
800/748-5804, 619/431-0060,
fax 619/431-8110

Plextor

Psygnosls

4255 Burton Dr.,
Santa Clara, CA 95054
800/886-3935, 408/980-1838,
fax 408/986-101 0

675 Massachusetts Ave.,
Cambridge, MA 02139
800/ 438-7794, 617/ 497-7794,
fax 617/497-6759

PG Music
266 Elmwood Ave., Suite 111 ,
Buffalo, NY 14222
800/268-6272, 905/528-2368,
fax 905/628-2541
CIS: go midiaven

PhotoDisc
2013 4th Ave., 4th Floor,
Seattle, WA 98121
800/528-3472, 206/441-9355,
fax 206/441-9379

Pinnacle Micro
19 Technology, Irvine, CA 92718
800/553-7070, 714/727-3300,
fax 714/727-191 3

Pioneer New Media
Technologies
DMSD Division, 2265 E. 220th St.,
Long Beach, CA 90810
800/444-6784, 310/ 952-2111 ,
fax 310/952-2100

Portfolio Software

Publish

Goodwin Baker Bldg., 1 Millet St.,
Richmond, VT 05477
800/729-3966, 802/434-4000,
fax 802/4 34-7000
tech support802/434-6300
AOL: portsales; AL: portfolio;
CIS: 75300,520

501 Second St.,
San Francisco, CA 941 07
editorial415/243-0600,
subscriptions 800/685-3435 or
615/377-3322, fax 415/495-2354
AL: publish. mag; CIS: 76127,205;
MCI: publish

Postcraft International
27811 Avenue Hopkins, Suite 6,
Valencia, CA 91 355
805/257-1797, fa x 805/257-1759

Q
QMS

PralrleSoft
P.O. Box 65820,
West Des Moines, lA 50265
515/225-3720, fax 515/225-2422

Precision Type
47 Mall Dr.,
Commack, NY 11725-5703
800/248-3668, 5 16/864-0167,
fax 516/543-5721

Plxar
Prima Publishing

1001 W. Cutting Blvd.,
Richmond, CA 94804
800/888-9856, 510/236-4000,
fax 5 10/236-0388
AOL: pixartech; AL: pixarmktg

3875 Atherton Rd.,
Rocklin, CA 95765
800/255-8989, 9 16/632-4400,
fax 916/632-4405

Pixel City

Prodigy

2995 Woodside Rd., Suite 400,
Woodside, CA 94062
415/367-0808

445 Hamilton Ave.,
White Plains, NY 1 0601
800/776-3449, 914/993-8000

One Magnum Pass,
Mobile, AL 36618
800/ 631-2692, 205/633-4300,
fax 205/633-0116
Internet: info@qms.com

Quadra Inte ractive
701 Palomar Airport Rd., 3rd Floor,
Carlsbad, CA 92009
619/931-4755, fax 6 19/931-0660,
BBS 619/431-9138

Qualcomm
6455 Lusk Blvd.,
San Diego, CA 921 21
800/238-3672, 619/587-1 12 1'
fax 619/452-9096

Qualltas Trading Co.
2029 Durant Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94704
510/ 848-8080, fax 510/848-8009
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Quanta Press

Reactor

Scholastic Software

1 313 Fifth St. SE, Suite 223A,
Minneapolis, MN 55414
612/379-3956, fax 612/623-4570

445 W. Erie, Chicago, IL 60610
312/573-0800, fax 312/ 573-0891

P.O. Box 7502,
jefferson City, MO 65102
800/541-5513, 31 4/ 636-5271'
fax 314/ 635-5881

Quark

660 Beachland Blvd.,
Vero Beach, FL 32963
800/333-8760, 401/231-6904,
fax 407/231-6847

Redgate Communicatio ns
1800 Grant St., Denver, CO 8020 3
800/788-7835, 303/894-8888,
fax 303/894-3395

Que Software (McMillan
Publishing)
201 W. 103 St.,
Indianapolis, IN 46290
800/ 992-0244, 317/581 -3500,
fax 800/448-3804

Queue
338 Commerce Dr.,
Fairfield, CT 06430
800/232-2224, 203/335-0906,
fax 203/336-2481

Scltor
393 Vintage Park Dr., Suite 140,
Foster City, CA 94404
415/570-7700, fax 415/570-7807

REEVEsoft
P.O. Box 1884, Clemson, SC 29633
803/654-7378

ResNova Software
5011 Argosy Dr., Suite 13,
Huntington Beach, CA 92649
714/ 379-9000; fax 714/379-9014

Richard Carlton Consulting
P.O. Box 73484, Davis, CA 95617
916/753-0561

Second Wave
2525 Wallingwood Dr., Bldg . 1 3,
Austin, TX 78746
5 12/329-9283, fax 5 12/ 329-9299

Selkosha America
1 0 Industrial Ave.,
Mahwah, Nj 07430
800/338-2609, 201 /327-7227,
fax 201 /818-91 35

Shakespeare on Disc

R
Radius
1 71 0 Fortune Dr.,
San jose, CA 95131
800/227-2795, 408/434-1010,
fax 408/434-0770

Rae Technology
19672 Stevens Creek Blvd.,
Suite 195, Cupertino, CA 95014
408/725-2850, fax 408/725-2855

Random House Refere nce &:
Electronic Publishing
201 E. 50th St.,
New York, NY 10022
800/ 733-3000, 410/848-2436,
fax 212/572-8700

Richard Young Products
508 S. Military Trail,
Deerfield Beach, FL 33442
800/ 828-9949, 305/426-81 00,
fax 305/ 421-4654

Rocky Mountain Computer
Outfitters
P.O. Box 7850, Kalispell, MT 59901
800/249-0009, 406/758-8000,
fax 800/881-3090
AOL: outfitters; CIS: 76635,660

Roland
7200 Dominion Circle,
Los Angeles, CA 90040
213/ 685-5141, fax 213/ 722-0911

RasterOps
2500 Walsh Ave.,
Santa Clara, CA 95051
800/ 729-2656, 408/562-4200,
fax 408/562-4065
AOL and AL: rasterhelp

s

1804 N. Shoreline Blvd.
Mountain View, CA 94043
800/ 846-011 1' 415/960-0768,
fax 415/960-1 198
AOL: rdreamtech; AL: ray.d ream

Sharp Electronics
Sharp Plaza, Box Fl,
Mahwah, Nj 074 30-21 35
800/ 526-0522, 201 / 529-9593,
fax 201/529-9637

She ppard Company
60 Th oreau St., Suite 187,
Concord, MA 01 7 42-91 16
508/287-0055

ShlrtPocket Software
P.O. Box 40666, Mesa, AZ 85274
602/ 966-7667, fax 602/ 894-91 36

RT Compute r Graphics
602 San juan De Rio,
Rio Rancho, NM 87124-1146
800/891-1600, 505/891-1600,
fax 505/ 891-1 350

Ray Dream

P.O. Box 299,
Clinton Corners, NY 12514
914/266-5705, fax 914/876-6918

ScanCo
P.O. Box 3217,
Redmond, WA 98073
800/722-6263, 206/481-5434,
fax 206/ 485-1 255

Shiva
One Cambridge Center,
Cambridge, MA 02142
800/458-3550, 6 17/252-6300,
fax 800/370-691 7 or
6 17/252-6852

Shreve Systems
1 200 Marshall St.,
Shreveport, LA 71 101
800/ 227-3971, 31 8/424-9791, fax
318/424-9771
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Sigma Designs

Sonnet Technologies

Star Mlcronlcs America

46501 Landing Pkwy.,
Fremont, CA 94538
800/845-8086, 510/770-0100,
fax 5 10/770-2640

18004 Sky Park Circle, Suite 260,
Irvine, CA 92714-6428
800/945-3668, 714/261-2800,
fax 714/261-2461

420 Lexington Ave., Suite 2702-25,
New York, NY 101 70
800/44 7-4700, 212/986-6770,
fax 2 12/661-5838

Signature Software

Sony Electronics

StarNine Technologies

489 North 8th St., Suite 201,
Hood River, OR 97031
800/925-8840, 503/ 386-3221'
fax 503/ 386-3229
Internet: sigsoft.netcom.com

Computer Peripheral Products,
3300 Zanker Rd.,
San jose, CA 95134
800/ 352-7669, 408/ 432-0190,
fax 408/955-51 71

2550 9th St., Berkeley, CA 94710
5 10/548-0391, fax 510/548-0393

SketchTech

Sound Source Unlimited

4 3 Main St. SE, Suite 410,
Minneapolis, MN 55414
800/379-3729, 612/ 379-1 435,
fax 6 12/331-4962
AOL: leeanderso; AL: d2266

2985 E. Hillcrest Dr., Suite A,
Westlake Village, CA 9 1362
800/877-4778, 805/494-9996,
fax 805/495-0016,
BBS 805/373-8589

SoftArc

Spectral Innovations

100 Allstate Pkwy.,
Markham, O N, L3R 6H3, Canada
905/415-7000,905/415-7171

1885 Lundy Ave., Suite 208,
San jose, CA 95131
408/955-0366, fax 408/955-0370
AL: macdsp

Softek Design
P.O. Box 21 00, Telluride, CO 81 435
303/ 728-5252, fax 303/728-6767

SoftKey International
201 Broadway,
Cambridge, MA 021 39
800/227-5609, 61 7/494-1200,
fax 617/494-0067

Software Architects
19102 N. Creek Pkwy., Suite 101,
Bothell, WA 9801 1-8005
206/487-0122, fax 206/487-0467

StarPiay Productions
P.O. Box 217,
Greeley, CO 80632-021 7
800/203-250 3, 303/339-7016,
fax 303/330-7553

StarPress Multimedia
303 Sacramento St., 2nd Floor,
San Francisco, CA 941 1 1
415/ 274-8383, fax 415/291-0225

Ste inberg
1 7700 Raymer St., Suite 1001,
Northridge, CA 91325
818/993-4091, fax 818/701 -7452
CIS: Go midicven

Spectra Systems
2001 Westside Pkwy., Suite 1 25,
Alphare tta, GA 30201
404/410-7B03, fax 404/410-7815

Spectrum HoloByte
2490 Mariner Square Loop,
Alameda, CA 94501
800/695-4263, 510/522-3584,
fax 510/ 522-3587,
BBS 510/522-8909
AOL: spectrum; CIS: go gambpub

Stevens Creek Software
21 346 Rumford Dr.,
Cupertino, CA 95014
800/ 823-4279, 408/ 725-0424,
fax 408/725-0424
AL: stevenscreek

STF Technologies
P.O. Box 81 , Concordia, MO 64020
800/880-1922, 81 6/463-2021,
fax 81 6/463-7958,
BBS 8 16/463-1131

Specular International
The Software Toolworks
60 Leveroni Ct., Novato, CA 94949
800/234-3088, 415/883-3000,
fax 415/883-3303
AOL: toolworks

Software Ventures
2907 Claremont Ave.,
Berkeley, CA 94705
510/644-3232, fax 510/848-0885

Soho Computer Furniture
729 Boylston St., Suite 400,
Boston, MA 021 1 6
61 7/266-4004, fax 617/266-4003

Storm Technology

479West St.,
Amherst, MA 0 1002-2904
800/433-7732, 413/253-3100,
fa x 413/253-0540
AOL and AL: specular;
CIS: go multiven

1861 Landings Dr.,
Mountain View, CA 94043
800/275-5734, 415/691 -6600,
fax 415/691 -9825
AL: stormtech; CIS: 73060,3227

Spider Island Software

Strata

4790 Irvine Blvd., Suite 105-347,
Irvine, CA 92720
714/ 669-9260, fax 714/669-1 383

2 W. Saint George Blvd., Suite
21 00, Saint George, UT 84 770
800/678-7282, 801/628-5218,
fax 801/628-9756
AOL: strata 3d; AL: strata 3d

Stac Electronics
5993 Avenida Encinas,
Carlsbad , CA 92008
800/522-7822, 619/431-7474,
fax 619/431-9616

Sumeria
329 Bryant St., Suite 3D,
San Francisco, CA 94107
800/478-6374, 415/904-0800,
fax 415/ 904-0888
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Summagraphlcs
9020 Capital ofTexas Hwy. N.,
Suite 400, Austin, TX 78759
800/337-8662, 512/835-0900,
fax 512/ 345-9509

SuperMac Technology
215 Moffett Park Dr.,
Sunnyvale, CA 94089
800/334-3005, 408/541-6100,
fax 800/ 541 -7680 or
408/541-6 150
AOL: supermac; AL: sm l.tech;
CIS: 76004,2330

Supra
7101 Supra Dr. SW,
Albany, OR 97321
800/727-8772, 503/967-2410,
fax 503/967-2401

Survivor Software
11222 La Cienega Blvd., Suite 4 50,
Ing lewood, CA 90304
800/ 369-4691,310/410-9527,
fax 310/ 338-1406

Symantec
1 75 W. Broadway,
Eugene, OR 97401
800/ 441-7234, 503/ 345-3322,
fax 503/ 334-7400
CIS: go symantec

Synergy Software
2457 Perkiomen Ave.,
Reading, PA 19606
800/876-8376, 215/ 779-0522,
fax 215/370-0548
AL:d2296

T
Tanager Software
1933 Davis St., Suite 208,
San Leandro, CA 94577
800/841-2020, 51 0/4 30-0900,
fa x 510/ 430-091 7

Terrace Software
P.O. Box 271, Medford, MA 02155
617/396-0382

1018 Delta Ave., Suite 303,
Cincinnati, OH 45208
800/305-7936, 5 13/321 -1777,
fax 5 1 3/321-2348
AL: technoggin

P.O. Box 202230,
Austin, TX 78720-2230
800/527- 3500, 512/ 794-5970,
fax 512/250-7329

Technology Concepts

Thought I Could

9524 SW Tualatin-Sherwood Rd.,
Tualatin, OR 97062
800/ 477-3473, 503/692-9600,
fa x 503/ 691-11 01

107 University Pl., Suite 4D,
New York, NY 10003
212/673-9724, fax 212/ 260-1194
CIS: 75056,1 733

Technology Works
(Tech Works)
4030 Braker lane W., Suite 350,
Austin, TX 78759
800/ 688-7466, 512/794-8533,
fax 512/ 794-8520

Texas Instrume nts

3G Graphics
11 4 Second Ave. S., Suite 104,
Edmonds, WA 98020
800/456-0234, 206/774-3518,
fax 206/771-8975

Thrust Master
TechPool Studios
1463 Warrensville Center Rd.,
Cleveland, OH 44121-2676
800/543-3278, 216/291-1922,
fa x 216/ 382-1915

101 50 SW Nimbus Ave.,
Portland, OR 9 7223-4337
503/639-3200, fax 503/620-8094
AOL: thrustmaster;
CIS: 76520, 3325

Teknosys

Thunderware

3923 Coconut Palm Dr., Suite 111,
Tam pa, FL 33619
800/873-3494, 813/620-3494,
fax 813/ 620-4039

P.O. Box 1299, Orinda, CA 94563
510/254-6581, fax 510/ 254-3047

Tektronix
P.O. Box 1000, MS 63-630,
Wilsonville, OR 97070-1000
800/ 835-6100, 503/682-7377,
fax 503/ 682-7450

Systems Control
P.O. Box 788, North U.S. 2,
Iron Mountain, Ml 49801
800/ 451-6866, 906/774-8000,
fax 906/779-4217

300 120th Ave. NE, Bldg. 1,
Suite 200, Bellevue, WA 98005
800/426-2673, 206/462-1 007,
fax 206/ 462-1057
CIS: Go midibven

Technijggln

SyQuest Technology
47071 Bayside Pkwy.,
Fremont, CA 94538
800/245-2278, 510/226-4000,
fa x 510/226-4100

Temporal Acuity Products

TeleAdapt
51 E. Campbell Ave.,
Campbell, CA 95008
408/ 370-5105, fax 408/ 370-51 10
CIS: 100111 ,2713

TeleTypesetting
311 Harvard St.,
Brookline, MA 02146
617/ 734-9700, fax 617/734-3974

tlmebox
P.O. Box 3060, Station D,
Ottawa, ON, K1 P 6H6, Canada
613/ 236-8969, fa x 6 13/ 236-9232

Time Warner Interactive
Group
221 0 W. Olive Ave.,
Burbank, CA 91506
800/593-6334, 8 18/ 955-9999,
fax 8 18/955-6499

Timeworks
625 Academy Dr.,
Northbrook, IL 60062
800/535-9497, 708/ 559-1 300,
fax 708/559-1 399
AOL: timeworks; CIS: go timeworks
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T / Maker Company

Tut Systems

Velocity Development

1390 Villa St.,
Mountain View, CA 94041
800/395-01 95, 415/962-0195,
fax 415/962-0201

2446 Estand Way,
Pleasant Hill, CA 94523
800/998-4888, 51 0/682-651 0,
fax 510/682-4125

4 Embarcadero, Suite 31 00,
San Francisco, CA 941 11
800/856-2489, 415/776-8000,
fax 41 5/776-8099
AL: velocity

Toshiba America
9740 Irvine Blvd., P.O. Box 19724,
Irvine, CA 92713
800/456-3475, 714/583-3000, fax
714/583-3140

Totem Graphics
6200-F Capitol Blvd.,
Tumwater, WA 98501
206/352-1851, fax 206/ 352-2554

u
UMAX Technologies
3353 G<~lcw<~y Blvd.,
Fremont, CA 94538
800/562-0311 ' 510/651-8883,
fax 510/651-8834

Upst lll Software
Trace Research and
Development Center
University of Wisconsin, S-15 1
Waisman Center, 1500 Highland
Ave., Madison, W I 53705-2280
608/263-5408, fax 608/262-8848

1442A Walnut St.,
Berkeley, CA 94709
800/568-3696, 510/486-0761'
fax 510/486-0762
AL: cookware; CIS: 70521,1264

U.S. Robotics
Transoft
1150 Coast Village Rd ., Suite H,
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
800/949-6463, 805/ 565-5200,
fax 805/565-5208

Treacyfaces
P.O. Box 26036,
West Haven, CT 06516
203/389-7037, fax 203/389-7039

TrlaiMaker Software
5 Keniston Rd.,
Lynnfield, MA 01940
617/334-3367

Tribe Computer Works
960 AUantic Ave., Suite 101,
Alameda, CA 94501
800/778-7423, 51 0/814-3900,
fax 5 10/ 814-3980

Trllobyte Software
6982 Devon Dr.,
Middletown, OH 45044
5 13/777-6641, fax 513/ 779-7760

Tuesday Software
215 Via Sevilla,
Santa Barbara, CA 93 109
800/945-7889, 805/962-7889,
fax 805/ 564-8955

8100 N . McCormick Blvd .,
Skokie, IL 60076
708/982-5010, fax 708/982-5235

URWAmerlca
4 Manchester St.,
Manchester, NH 03060
603/882-7445, fax 603/882-7210

Userland Software
400 Seaport Ct.,
Redwood City, CA 94063
415/ 369-6600, fax 415/ 369-6618
CIS: go userland

v

Ventana Press
P.O. Box 2468,
Chapel Hill, NC 27515
800/743-5369, 919/942-0220,
fax 9 19/942-11 40

Ventura Educational Systems
91 0 Ramona Ave., Suite E,
Grover Beach, CA 93433
800/336-1022, 805/473-7383,
fax 805/473-7382

Vlacom New Media
648 S. Wheeling Rd.,
Wheeling, IL 60090
800/877-4266, 708/520-4440,
fa x 708/459-7456

Vlacrypt
21 04 W. Corea Ave.,
Phoenix, AZ. 85029
800/536-2664, 602/944-0773,
fax 602/943-2601

VIdeoFusion
1722 Indian Wood Circle, Suite H,
Maumee, OH 43537
800/638-5253, 419/891-1090,
fax 419/891-9673
AL: videofusion

VIsual Information
Development (VIDI)
1 36 W. Olive Ave.,
Monrovia, CA 91 016
8 18/358-3936, fax 818/358-4766

The Valls Group
2270 Paradise Dr.,
Tiburon, CA 94920
800/ 825-4 704, 415/ 4 35-5404,
fax 415/ 435-9862

VIrgin Games
18061 Fitch Ave., Irvine, CA 92714
800/874-4607, 714/833-8710,
fax 714/833-8717,
BBS 714/833-3305

Varcon Systems
10509 San Diego Mission Rd.,
Suite K, San Diego, CA 921 08
619/563-6700, fax 619/563-1986
AOL and AL: varcon;
CIS: 76350,3036

VIrginia Systems
5509 W. Bay Ct.,
Midlothian, VA 23112
804/739-3200, fax 804/739-8376

Append ix D: Co ntact Informa tion

Virtus
11 7 Edinburgh S., Suite 204,
Cary, NC 27511
800/847-8871,919/467-9700,
fax 919/ 460-4530
AOL and AL: virtus;
CIS: 75300,3251
Vlsatex
1745 Dell Ave.,
Campbell, CA 95008
800/722-3729, 408/866-6562,
fax 408/866-659 8
Visionary Software
1820 S.W. Vermont, Suite A,
Portland, OR 97219-1945
800/877-1832, 503/246-6200,
fax 503/452-1 198
Vivid us
378 Cambridge Ave., Suite I,
Palo Alto, CA 94306
415/321-2221, fax 415/321-2282
AL: cornish 1
Voudette
Village Station, Box 24935,
Los Angeles, CA 90024
310/474-7142, fax 310/474-7516
The Voyager Company
578 Broadway, Suite 406,
New York, NY 1 0012
800/446-2001' 212/43 1-5199,
fax 212/431 -5799
AL: voyager
VST Power Systems
1620 Sudbury Rd., Suite 3,
Concord, MA 01 742
508/287-4600, fax 508/287-4068

w
Wacom Technology
501 S.E. Columbia Shores Blvd.,
Suite 300, Vancouver, WA 98661
800/922-6613, 206/750-8882,
fax 206/750-8924
W ayzata Technology
2515 E. Highway 2,
Grand Rapids, MN 55744
800/735-7321, 218/326-0597,
fax 218/326-0598,
BBS 218/326-2939

W elcom Softw are Technology
15995 N. Barkers Landing,
Suite 275, Houston, TX 770 79
800/274-4978, 713/558-0514,
fax 71 3/584-7828
Wintergreen Software
P.O. Box 15899,
N ew Orleans, LA 70175-5899
800/321-94 79, 504/866-8658,
fax 504/ 866-8710
. Wired
544 Second St.,
San Francisco, CA 94107-1427
subscriptions 800/ 769-4 733,
415/904-0660, fax 415/904-0669
Internet: editor@wired.com, subscriptions@wired.com
W ordPerfect
1555 N . Technology Way,
Orem, UT 84057
800/ 451-5151,801/225-5000,
fax 801/222-5077,
BBS 801/225-4414
W orking Software
P.O. Box 1844,
Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1844
800/229-9675, 408/423-5696,
fax 408/423-5699
AOL: workingsw; CIS: 76004,2072
W orking So lutionz Software
2191 Rosencrans St.,
Simi Valley, CA 93065
805/522-2170, fax 805/527-7787

X
X ante
P.O. Box 16526,
Mobile, AL 36616-0526
800/926-8839, 205/ 476-8189,
fa x 205/ 476-9421
Xaos Tools
600 Townsend St., Suite 270-E,
San Francisco, CA 94103
800/289-9267, 415/487-7000,
fax 415/558-9886
AOL: xaos tools; AL: d7093

X Change
P.O. Box 270578,
Fort Collins, CO 80527
800/788-755 7, 303/229-0656,
fax 303/229-9773
CIS: go d tpven
x height
Font Ho
Xyvlslon
101 Edgewater Dr.,
Wakefield, MA 01880-1291
617/245-4100, fax 617/246-6209

y
Yam aha
Consumer Products Division,
P.O. Box 6600,
Buena Park, CA 90622
71 4/522-9937, fax 714/228-3913
YARC Systems
97 5 Business Center Circle,
Newbury Park, CA 91320
800/275-9272, 805/ 499-9444,
fax 805/ 499-4048
AOL and AL: yare

z
Zedcor
4500 E. Speedway, Suite 22,
Tucson, AZ 85712-5 305
800/482-4567, 602/881 -8101'
fax 602/ 881 -1841
AOL and AL: zedcor
Zyxel
4920 E. La Palma Ave.,
Anaheim, CA 92807
800/255-41 01' 714/ 693-0808,
fax 714/693-0705
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Glossary
This glossary contains definitions for commonly used Macintosh terms (plus a
few extras). For explanations of terms and products related to a specific subject,
such as fonts or networking, see the relevant chapter or locate them through the
Index.
\iVhen a word that's defined below occurs in the definition of another term, we
usually put it in italics so you know you can look it up (but we don't always do
that for common terms such as file and sofrwm·e). Words are alphabetized as if
spaces and hyphens didn't exist; thus database comes before data fork, and e-mail
falls between ELF mdiation and emulation.

A
accelerator board A cm·d containing a faster processors, more memmy, or other electronic
wizardt)' that speeds up a particular aspect of the computer's operation. T he three main types
nre CPU accelerators, whjch speed up the Mac's overall operation; graphics acceler ators (or
accelerated video crn·ds), wruch provide faster screen redraws; and DSP cards, which ramp up
the processor-intensive operations common to graphics programs.
active window T he currently selected windo1v, where the next command (or anythi ng you
type) will be applied. The active window is always on top of overlapping windows, its title bar
has a visible title and stripes, and its scroll barJ are active.
adapter Electroruc circujtry that adapts a device (such as a nwnit01; printe7', or net:"tJJork cable)
so that it's compatible with the !viae. An adapter can be a cm·d (such as an Ethernet adapter) or
a cable (such as the o ne req uired ro attach a Power Book to a desktop Mac in SCSI disk mode).
ADB Apple Deskrop Bus, the standa rd bus for connecting input devices such as keyboards and
mice to all Macs from theSE onward. ADB cormections are djfferent from those on the Plus
and earlier Macs.

A IFF Audio interchange file fo rmat, the standard file fomlflt for so und files.

alert box A box that pops on screen , announced by one or more beeps, to give you information or a warning. Alert boxes don't require any in formation, but you may have to click a
button such as OK or Cancel. Also called a message box. Compare dialog box.
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alias A duplicate file icon (about 2K in size) that serves as a remote control for opening a
file,folder, or disk. You can put an alias anywhere-on the desktop, in a folder, or on the tt
menu-and it wi ll find and open the original item when you double-dick it or select it from
the • menu.
animation program Software that adds motion to images created in paint, dmw, presentation,
and 3-D graphics programs.
anti-aliasing A technique for smoothing the rough edges (the infamous jaggies) of bit-mapped
graphics, usually by blurring the edges.
Apple events A System 7 feature that allows one application to invoke the features of another
(on a single Mac or across a network) by sending it a co?m11a11d called an Apple event. It's the
technology behind AppleSe1·ipt and most bot links, and is part of Apple's overall scheme for
interappucation communication (lAC), which also includes OpenDoc.
Apple Guide An interactive help system built into System 7.5 . You tell Apple Guide what you
want to do, and it shows you how to do it by walking you through the process.

tt (Apple) menu The menu at the left end of the menu bm· in the Finder and within most
applications. In System 7 you can make any file,folder, or bard disk appear on the tt menu
by adding it (or its alias) to the Apple Menu Items folder; in System 6 the tt menu only
gives you access to desk accessoTies and cont?·ol panels.
ApplePrlce The price that Apple believes one of its products will be sold for. Unlike list
prices given by other companies, the ApplePrice is usually pretty close to the m ·eet p1·ice.
AppleScrlpt Apple's scripting language (distributed as a system exteusion) that lets you write
se1·ipts to automate common tasks. Some applications incorporate AppleScript support,
allowing you to create and run scripts within those programs.
AppleShare 1. A Cbooser exteusion that lets you access shared files on networked Macs or
AppleS hare file servers. 2. Software that turns a Mac with a hard disk into a centralized file
senm; enabling other .M acs on the netw01·k to access its files.
AppleTalk T he netw01·k protocols built into every Mac. The Mac uses AppleTalk to talk to InseT
p1·imen and other Macs connected to it via a cabling scheme such as Locn/Tnlk or Etbe1'11et.
Compare TCP!IP.
application Softwm·e that does relatively complex tasks and that lets you create an d modify
documents. Common application types include word pr'OCess01·s, spr·eadsheets, dmabase numager·s,
and graphics programs. Most p1"0grams are called applications, unless they're utilities or
system software.
application heap T he portion of a Mac's 1Jle?ll01"J used by applications. Compare system beap.
Application menu In System 7, the menu at the right end of the menu bar that lets you
switch between progmms (and lets you hide the windows of programs you're not currently
using). The menu's icon changes to match whichever program is currently active.
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ARA AppleTalk Remote Access, a p1·otocol (and product) that provides system-level support

for dia l-in (modem) connections to an AppleTnlk uetwo1·k. \.Vith ARA, you can call you r desktop
Mac fro m a PowerBook and remotely access all the avai lable services-files, p1·imers, se1-ven,
e-mail, etc.
archive A copy of a file (often created with a com pression uti li ty) that's stored on a separate
disk fo r safekeeping o r as a backup.
ASCII The American Standard Code for L1formation Interchange is a system for referring to
letters, n um bers, and common symbols by code numbers (A is 65, for example). This widely
used file format is useful fo r transferring fi les between Macs and PCs. O n the Mac, ASCII files
are often called text.files. P ronounced "as-key."

authoring program Software for creating intemctive software such as presentatio ns, training materials, and games. It typically combines features found in presentatio11 progmms wi th
a scriptiug language.
A/ UX A version of Unix desig ned by Apple fo r use on the Mac. P ro nounced as separate

letters.

B
background printing A feature provided by the system sofrtJ;m·e (accessed via the Cboom') and
by p1·iut spoolers that lets you keep using th e Mac wh ile it's sending documents to the priute1· "in
the backg round."
backing up Copying som e o r all of th e files on your Mac to diffe rent disks or tape, so you
won't lose the information if the original versio ns are damaged, lost, o r stolen. The copied
files arc called backups.
balloon help \Nhen you point to items o n the screen, this System 7 feature pops up cartoonlike message balloons to explain them . You turn it o n or o ff fro m the Help menu.
bandwidth T he amount of informati on that can trave l between two points in a given time.
T he "brot1der" the bandwid th, the ft1ster cl1e data Aows. Common ly used to describe how fast
data Ct"l n travel over a bus, o r from disk into 111e7IIOI)', o r from one modem to anocl1er.
baud rate A measure of the speed at "vhich a modn11 sends and receives bits of da ta. Technically, ba ud is not the correct term for tra nsmissio n speed (except in ancient 300-baucl
modems); you should say bps (bi ts per second) instead.
bay See stomge bfiJ'·
BBS Bull etin board servi ce, a noncom mercial dial-up service usua lly run by a user group or
software com pany. By di~ lin g up a BBS with your modem , you can exchange messages wicl1
other users (or the sysop) and dowulonrl (or upload) software. ABBS has fewer features than a
commerical 011-liue se1-vice, but it's usually free (except for the phone call).

beta version A prerelease version of a progmm, which is sti ll getting the bugs worked out.
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Bezler curve A type o f curve used in dmw p1-0f!}"fl771S that consists of mathematically defi ned
line segments connected by control points. By adj usting the poin ts, you can create complex
shapes.
bit Short for bina11' digit, this is the smallest unit of information the computer can work
with . It can represent only one of two things: yes or no, on o r off, 0 o r 1 (as it's expressed in
the binary num bers used by computers). T he computer usua ll y groups bits together into
bigger chunks such as bytes, kilobytes, and so forth.
bit depth T he number of bits of the Mac's memmy assigned to each pi.1:el on the screen o r
each sample point o n a scanner. One bit is just black and white; 8 bits gives you 256 colors o r
shades of gray; 16 bits supplies 65,536 colors; and 24 bits per pixel provides over 16.7 millio n
colors.
bit map An image made up of dots (or pixels).
bit -mapped font A fo nt in which each character is made up of a pattern (map) of dots. To
display it correctly, you must have a separate set of character maps for each size ( I 0 point, 12
poin t, and so on)-oth erwise, you'll have a bad case of the jaggies. Also called a fixed-size or
screen font. Compare outline Jom.
bit-mapped graphic An image made up of dots (bits) rath er than discrete objects. 1}pically
produced by paint, image-editiug, and 3-D grapbicr programs. Sometimes called a raster
image; compare object-m·iented f!}·apbic.
board A piece of fiberglass o r pressboard on which cbips and other electronic par ts ar e
mounted. T he connections between the chips are normally primed with metallic ink, so it's
called a printed circuit (or PC) board. The main board in a computer is called the logic board
or motbed;oard. A board th at plugs in to an e:>.pn11siou slot is called an add-in board o r card.
bomb Another word for crnsb. Bombs are usually heralded by an nle1t box with a picture of
a bomb, indicating you must restart the Mac. Compare baug.
Boolean operator Words such as and, o1·, and uot that you place between text strings to
re fine a search. For example, you could search a database for "men and cook o1· clean but not
married." Also see wildcm'd.
boot blocks Parts of a Mac's stm·tup disk that arc hold information about the System file and
the Pintle~·. vVh en you start up th e Mac, it checks this area for a pointer toward a valid Syste~n

Folder.
booting SLa rti11g- up a computt:r, which loads the system sofrwrn·e into 71le11l01). (The idea is
that the computer is "pulling itself up by its own bootstraps.") Restarting the computer
is called rebooting or a warm boot.
bps Bits per second, the cor rect way to express the data-transfer speed of a mod~'?ll. Today's
modems generally ra nge from 9,600 bps to 28,800 bps; compression can increase the effective tbr·ougbput to higher levels. Compare baud mte.
buffer An area of 111t!'lll01) set aside for the storage of transient data. O n the Mac it's called th e
disk cacbe, but other devices, such as p1·imers and mode111s, also have buffers, which allow them
to process data more quickly.
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bug A mistake, or unexpected occurrence, in a piece of software (or, less comm only, in a
piece of hardware). Bugs often cause the Mac to bang o r crnsb.
bulletin board See BBS.
bus A path over which electronic impulses (data) travel between various computer dtr"uices.
Examples include the Apple D esktop Bus (ADB), which connects keyboa rds and mice to the
Mac, and the SCSI bus, which connects han/ disks and other pe1·ipbem/s.
button An o utlined area in a dialog box that you click on to choose, confirm, or cancel a
co111111tmd. Common buttons include OK, Cancel, Open, Save, and Apply. Also see default
button, checkbox, and mdio button.
byte Eight bits. A byte typically represents one character (letter, nu mber, or other sym bol)
on the screen.

c
cache See disk cacbe.
cache card A au·d that speeds up the Mac by supplying a sma ll amount of high-speed
memmy (ca lled static RAM, o r SRANI) that the p1-ocesso1· can use to quickly store and retrieve
data while it's working.
CAD Computer-aided design, a category of hig h-end dmw programs used by engineers,
architects, and designers. Pronounced "cad."

card A kind of boani that has connectors on its edges, so you can plug it directly in to an
expansion slot on the Mac. Cards add functiona lity, such as 24-bit colo1· or an aaeleratm·. Also
called an add-in board.
carpal tunnel syndrome A nenre problem tl1at causes pain, numbness, o r tingling in the
hands (and often in the forearm s). Advanced cases can cause permanent nerve damage. It's
one type of repetitive stress injury.
cdev Control panel device, the System 6 name for a cont1·ol pa11el.
CD-ROM Compact disk, read-only memory. A type of stomge device that looks just like an
audio CD (in fact, you can play audio CDs o n a CD-ROM drive) and stores as much data as
a large bm·d disk (600MB or so), making it a popular means of distributi11gjimts, photos,
electronic encyclopedias, games, and multimedia offerings. As the name indicates, however,
you can't save or change fi les on a CD-ROM, only read tl1em. Pronounced "see-dee rom."

checkbox A butto11 that works as a toggle-that is, you turn an option on by clicking o nce in
tl1c empty checkbox (an x wi ll appear), and click again to turn it off. Unlike mdio buttons, any
or all of a group of checkboxes can be on at once.
chimes of doom A heart-stopping sequence of chords played during startup (instead of the
usual baing) when a serious problem prevents the Mac from completing the startup
procedure. You'll usually also see the Sad Mac.
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chip The most essential electronic component of a computer: a tiny piece of silicon (abou t
the size of a baby's fingernai l) with an electronic circuit embedded in it. T he Mac's p1·ocessor
. and 11le1Jl01)' (RAM and RQj\11) are chips, which are normally mounted on bom·ds or SllVIMs.
Chooser A desk flccesso1y that displays which printet"..' and, on a uetwoTk, which file serve1; an d
shared folders are available to you. You select a printer or other item by clicking on its icou.
T he Chooser is also •vhere you turn background pTinting and AppleTnlk on and off.
Chooser extension An exte11sion that displays an icon in the Cbooser dialog box. It's what
enables the Mac to communicate (through its modem and p1·inte~·po1·ts) with uetworks and with
devices such as p1·i11te1's and modetJts. Two common Chooser extensions are the LaserWriter
drivet· and AppleSban:.
CISC Complex instruction set computing; pronolll1ced "sisk." The p1'0Cessm· design used in the
68000-series chips found in all Macs except the Power Macs. Compa re RISC.
clicking Pressing and immediately releasing the mouse button. To click 011 something is to
position the pointe1· over it and then click.
clip art Precreated graphics-from sim ple line art to full-colo r photographs-that you can
use, royalty- free, in publications and presentations. Also called clip media.
Clipboard A temporary storage area in the M ac's '!JletJt01)' that holds what you last cut or
copied. Pasting inserts its contents into a document. Some programs have a menu item that lets
you see what's in the Clipboard.
clock rate A measure of t.he performance uf a computer's CPU (or processm-). The CPU's
operations are synchronized to a quartz crystal that pulses millions of times each second. The
rapidity of these pu lses-measured in megabertz-is the clock rate (or speed).
close box A small box at the left end of the title bm· in the flctivc wiud01v. Clicki ng it closes the
window. Compare size box and zoom box.
code T he actual st.1tcments or instructions (written in a programming language) that make
up a piece of sofrwm·e.
color management Any of several approaches-including Apple's ColorSync exteusionthat attempts to provide a consistent match between the image colors you sec on screen (or
that are input from a scamm·) and those that are printed on paper.
command The generic name for anyth ing you tell the Mac to do. Commands are usually
listed on menus or arc invoked using keyboflrd shm7cuts.
commercial software Programs sold for profit in stores or by mail order, wi th the purchaser
paying before taking possession. Compare sbnn;(J)nre,frertJJm·e, and public-doul({i11 sofrtJJm·e.
communications program Software thnt enables you to send and receive information
through a urode111.
compact Mac An ali- in-one Mac such as the C lassic II, SE, or Plus, which have a 9-inch
monitor built into the same box as the CPU. Compare modu/m· Mac and pm·tflble Mflc.
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compatible Said of softwm·e and/or bm·d7Vm·e that work together correctly (that is, withou t
crashes or other problems). Also refers to PCs made by other companies tl1at work just like
IBM PCs.
configuration 1. The componen ts that make up a com puter system (which model of Mac
and what peripbemls). 2. T he physical arrangement of those components (what's placed
where). 3. The software settings that enable nvo computer components to talk to each other
(as in configuring cormmmications software to work with a modem).
contact manager A database program that keeps track of the na mes, addresses, phone
numbers, and so forth of your personal and business contacts. Touch BASE is one example of
tl1is gen re, which is part of a larger software category called PIMs.
control panel In System 7, a control panel (lowercase) is a utility that lets you adjust basic
parameters such as the speaker volume, desktop pattern, date and time, and so on. Control
panels are kept in a folder called Control Panels (capitalized, plural); one way to open it is by
selecting Control Panels from the • menu. In System 6, control panels are called cdevs, and
they're accessed through the Control Panel (capitalized, singular) command on the • menu.
Control Strip A collapsible palette that comes with current PowerBooks and provides
convenient, on screen access to features such as battety charge, sleep mode, sound vol ume,
AppleTalk, file sharing, and the PowerBook co11tTol panel.
coprocessor A cbip designed specifically to handle a particular task, such as math calculations
or displaying grap hics on-screen. A coprocessor is faster at its specialized function than the
main p1·ocessm· is, and it relieves the processor of some work. A coprocessor can reside on the
motherbom·d (an FPU is one example) or be part of an e:t:pausion cm·d, as with an accelerator.
copy protectio n Any of the various annoying schemes that companies employ to preven t the
unauthorized (and illegal) copying of their softv,rare.
cps Characters per second. Used to describe the speed of iukjet and dot-matTix p1·inters.
CPU Central processing unit, the brains of tl1e computer. The CPU interprets and executes
the actual computi ng tasks; one measure of its performance is the clock mte. In the Mac, tl1e
entire CPU resides in the processm· chip, which is located on the nwtberbom·d. Sometimes
people (including us) use CPU as another word for the processor, motherboard, or the entire
com puter.

crash A problem (often caused by a bug) that causes a p1·ogmm, or tl1e entire opemting system,
to unexpectedly stop working. If a program crashes, you sometimes can recover with the force
quit command, but you often have to restart the Mac. Also see bomb and hang.
creator The four-letter code tl1at a file uses to tell the Finde1· which program "owns" it. It
distinguishes a documeut created with Microsoft \iVord (MSVVD) from one created with
MacV/rite Pro (MVVPR), for example, so that the correct file icon appears and the correct
application is launched when you double-click on the icon. Compare file type.
cross-platform Refers to software (or anything else) that will work on more than one platfonn
(type of computer).
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CRT Cathode ray tube, the display technology used in virtually all desktop com puter mo11itors
and televisio n sets. P ortable computers typically use an LCD Oiquid-crystal display).

cursor T here's really no such thing as a cursor on the Mac (it's used on more primitive
computers), but people often say CUHOr when they mean pointe,-.

D
DA The common name fo r a desk accessory; pronounced "dee-ay."
daisy chain A ban/ware configu ration in which devices are connected to each other (via
cables) in a linear series. Typically used to describe a network setup (such as the uodes on a
Loca/Tnlk network) or the arrangement of SCSI devices attached to your Mac.
DAT Digital audio t::~pe, the most common type of tape backup. See backing up.
data T he generi c name for anything you input to a computer, or anythi ng it outputs to you .
It's the plural of datum, a single piece of information.
database A fil e created by a database mauage1· that contains a collection of informatio n
organized into records, each of which contains labeled categories (called fields). It's sort of
like an electronic Rolodex, or a set of 3- by 5-inch cards.
database manager A program that lets you create a database, enter data, and then search,
sort, and output it. There are several categories of database managers, including flat- fi le,
relational, and contact managers. Also called a database engine, database manage ment system
(DBMS), or simply (and confusingly) a database.
data fork The part of a Mac file that holds user-created data, such as text and graphics.
Docume1lts always have a data fork; applications sometimes do. Compare 1·esource jo1·k.
daughterboard A board that attaches to (rides piggyback on) another board, such as the
motbed;oani or an expansion ern-d. For example, you can often add a daughtercard containing
additionalmenwty to an accelemt01· card.
DAV slot A special e.tpa11Sion slot on the AV Macs that gives direct access to their digitalprocessing har dware. DAV stands for di gital audio video.
default T he option that will be used unless you change it. It often refers to preset parameters such as the margins in a wo1·d processo1· o r the volume in the Sound control panel. Also
see default button.
default button In a dialog bo.t:, the button wi th a heavy border that's activated when you hit
[Return I o r [Enter).

demo version A sample copy of co1mm1·cinl sofrwm·e (and someti mes sbnn:wm··e) that has
limited capabilities (usually you can't save or print) but allows you to see how the program
works.

Glossary

desk accessory A mini-application (such as the Alarm C lock) that's no rmally accessed from
the .t menu. In System 6 that's the only way to get to them, but in System 7 they can be kept
anywhere. Desk accessories usually open only one doCTtment at a time and quit nutomatically
when you close their 1viudow. Commonly cnlled D As.
desktop What you see o n screen when you' re in the Finder: the menu bar, background
pattern, 71·asb, disk icons,ftles,folden, nnd so forth. It's the l\tlac's versio n of home base.
Desktop file An invisi ble fi le on every disk that stores data such as icous, the size and location
o f windows, and the inform ation available with the Get Info command. T here's one desktop
file in System 6, two in System 7. Compare direct01)'·
desktop publishing The process of desig ning printed documents (brochures, newsletters,
magazines, books, etc.)-often using a page layout progmm-on a personal computer.
device Another word fo r bnnlwm-e.
dialog box A box that appears on the screen (often after you issue a c07mJwncl) and requests
informatio n o r a decis io n. Compare ale1t box and window.
DIF Data interchange form at, a standard filefo17nat for databases (and sometimes spreadsbeets).
It preserves field names and data but not fo rmulas or text fo171wtting. Compare SYLK.

digitize To turn something from the real (analog) world into digital data on a computer. You
m ight use a scanner to digitize pictures or text, a sound digitizer to record music or a human
voice, or a video-digitizing board to input video from a VCR or camcorder. Also see sampling.
dimmed ~'hen som ething, such as a menu item, is dimmed (gray) on the Mac's screen, it
means that you can't currently access it. vVhen you eject a disk, its icon is dimmed, as are all
1vindows and icons associated with it.
direct memory access A cbip tha t hnndles data transfers between meu1o1y and various devices
(bm·d disks, floppy disk drives, and anyth ing connected to the Mac's p01ts), freein g up the main
processor for other tasks. T he AV Macs and Power Macs have a DMA chi p.
directory An invisible file o n every disk that keeps track of the name, size, and location of all
other files. If this critical file becomes damaged, you can lose access to your data. Compare

Desktop file.
disk A thin round platter on which computer data is stored in either mng;netic or optical form.
Although th e disk is circular, its case is usually rectangular. T he mai n types ar e floppy disks,
bard disks, and CD- ROMs.
disk cache An aren of RANI reserved fo r data recently read from disk, which allows tl1e
processo1' to quickJy retrieve it if it's needed again. You adjust the cache's size in the Memory
control panel (96K or 128K is usually o ptimal). In System 6 it's called the RAM cache. Also see
cacbe cm·d and RAM disk.
disk drive See drive.
display Another word fo r screen or monito1·.
display card A caTd that controls an external monit01·. Also called a video mnl.
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display port A po1·t whe re you ca n p lug in a utrmitm·. T hey we re fo rmerly call ed video pm·ts,
but so me Macs now have ports for con necting to camcorde rs, TVs, and VCRs, which arc also
called video ports.
dock I. (nou n) A piece of bm·dwnre t hat attaches to a Powe r Book Duo and gives it desktopMac features (such as a flo ppy disk drive, ports, and expansion slots). 2. (verb) 1:0 co tmect a
PowerBook to a desktop Mac in SCSI disk mode.
document The file that you create and modify with an npplimtion. Examples are a le tter, a
d rawing, and a ma iling list.
dogcow H is name is C lnrus, a nd he appears in the Page Setu p din log box (Fil e me nu). T he
dogcow de monstrates th e options (li ke Fli p Vertical) by acti ng t hem o ut when you select
them. C larus says "MooP."
DOS Pro nounced "d ahss," it refers to MS-DOS or P C-DOS, t he (disk) opemtiug systems used
on IBM personal computers a nd compatible mach ines.

dot-matrix printer An im pact printe7; such as Apple's Image Writer II, that for ms im ages
from a pattern of dots, whi ch are created by an array of p ins striki ng an inked ribbon agninst
th e pa per.
double-clicking Positioni ng the pointe-r a nd quickly clicking the mouse button twice with out
moving the mouse. You dou ble-click to open npplimtious an d dowments (when the poi11ter is a n
arrow) and to select entire words (when the pointer is an 1-bemn).
double-sided disk A dou ble-density floppy disk th at stores inform atio n on both surfaces (top
and bottom) and can ho ld 800K of data. Com pare siugle-sided disk a nd bigb-dL'1lsit)' disk.
download I . To retr ieve a fi le fi.·om :mother computer using n modem. For insta nce, you
mig ht downl oad so me sbrtrC?vare fro m an on-line m-vice. O pposite of upload. 2. lo send a font
or PostScript file fi.·om th e Mac to a prime-r. In gene ral, a ny fo nt insta lled on your Mac is a
down loadable font, and downloading can be done automatically o r manually. Compare

nsidem fom.
dpi Dots pe r inch, a measure of t he resolution of a p1·iuta, scmmcr, or monitm·. I t refers to th e
n umber o f dots in a o ne-inch line. The more dots per inch, the higher the resolution.
drag To move the poi7lfer whi le holding down th e mouse butto n. Dependi ng on the situation,
draggi ng can move an object, select an area (indicated by a selectiou1·ectnugle) , or move you
down a menu.
drag and drop 1. In System 7, a method of opening a docrmmrt fro m the Finde-r by dmgging
its icon over an npplicntiou icon (which will become bigbligbted if it can open the file) and
releasing the mouse button. 2.ln System 7.5, a system enbnnce-mcut that lets you move or copy
text and graphics between documen ts (and/or the desktop) sim ply by dragging t he selected
item to t he new locatio n, with out going through th e Clipboard. 3. T he abil ity, eit her th roug h
the Drag and D rop extension or t hrough a program's own capabili ties, to move an item in
a docum ent by dragging it to the new loca tio n.
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DRAM Dynamic random access memo ry, commonly called RAJ\1.

draw program Software that lets you create finely detailed illustrations and saves them as
object-orieuted gmpbics. Some draw programs are based o n PostScript, and there are specialized
applications for charting and CAD. Compare pai11t progrmu.
drive A motorized device that reads infom1ation from, and writes information onto, disks or
tapes. T he main types are floppy disk drives and bm·d disk drives, but there are also drives for
CD-RON!s, nmovable media, and tape.
driver A piece of soft:wm·e that tells the Mac how to operate an external device, such as a
printe1·, bttrd disk, CD-RON! dri ve, o r scanner. For instance, you ca n't print unl ess you have
a printer driver (such as the LaservVriter fi le) installed in the Extensions folder inside the
System Folder. Hard disk drivers are invisible fi les that are loaded into 11/C11I01)' when you
start the Mac, wh ile scanner drivers are usually plug-ins accessed from within a particular

application.
DSP D igital signal processor, a cop1·ocessor that specializes in heavy-duty number crunching,

making it ideal for speeding up the p1-ocessor-intensive operations associated 'vith graphics,
video, and audi o programs. T he AV Macs have a built- in DSP cbip, o r you can buy DSP Cflrdf
for things like P hotoshop acceleration and]PEG compression .
dumb quotes Straight quotation marks (a nd apostrophes) li ke those found o n a typewriter.
They look like this:"'. They're a big faux pas on a computer unless you're referring to feet,
inches, hours, or mi nutes. Compare Slllm1 quotes.
DXF Drawing interchange fonnat, a standard file fo171mt for 3-D gmpbics an d CAD programs.

dye-sublimation printer A prinw· that creates images by heating special pigments that
become gaseous (sublime) and then diffuse into the paper 's special coating. Also called dyediffusion or continuous-tone printers.

E
edutalnment A combination of the words education and ente1·tainrnent, it usually refers to
chi ldren's software that provides ed ucational value in an entertaining way- for example, by
using games, animations, and sounds.
8-bit color See bit deptb.
ELF radiation Extremely low frequency eleco·omagnetic radiation (between 60 H7. and
7 5 H z), which is generated by computer 1Jtouitors and other electrical devices (including hair
dryers). Compare VLF mdiation.
e-mail Eleco·onic mail- private messages sent between users o n different com puters, either
over a uetwork or via a modem connectio n to an 011-liue service o r BBS.
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emulation A way to allow softwnn to run on a pr-ocessor it was not designed fo r. When you run
an application written for a 68K processor (such as the Quadra) on a Power Mac (which has a
PmverPC chip), it runs in emulation mode (which is slower). E mulation mode requires an
emulator, a piece o f software that imitates the native processor. For example, the P ower Macs
have a 68LC040 emulator built into th eir ROM chips and can come with SoftWindows, an
emulator that lets you run PC programs. Compare native.
Enabler See System Enable1·.
encryption Scrambling the data in a file to prevent unautho rized access. Accessing the
info rmation requires a password.
Energy Star A government program that requires aU computer equipment the Feds buy to
drop its power consumption below 30 watts when it's not being used. Most manufacturers are
redesigning their products to meet this energy-saving standard.
EPS Encapsulated PostScri pt, a standard file fonnnt for high-resolution PostScript illustrations.
It usually has two pans: th e P ostScript code (which tells the printer how to print the graphic)
and a PICT image (for on-screen previews).
ergonomics The study of the relationship betv,reen people and their work environment.
Working ergono mically means minimizing work-related health threats and setting up a
comfortable, efficient workplace.
Ethernet A mtwork cabling schem e fo r AppleTalk networks (as well as other types of networks) that's much faster than Locn/Tnlk. E thernet support is bui lt into some M acs (otherwise
you must install an E th ernet card), and it can be used with a variety of wiring systems.
expansion card See cnrd.
expansion slot A connector iJ1Side the Mac where you can plug in a card that adds capabilities such as acceleration or 24-bit color. The number and types of slo ts vary among Macs; the
main types are Nu Btts, processor direct (PDS), DAV, and (soon) PC!.
export To snve data from one application in a file fonnat that another program can imp011 or
open. Some programs have an Export command that's separate fro m their Save command.
extension Software (including many popular commercial utilities) that extends the system's
capabilities by, say, enabling it to display Q uickTime m ovies o r use a particular type of
p1··inter. There are two main types: system extensio ns (Quick Time, AppleScript, and so on) and
Chooser extensions (such as printer tb·ivers and AppleSbm·e). Extensions in the Extensions folder
in the active System Folder are automatically londed into memory when the M ac starts up.
(Some extensions ar e also control panels.) Called an init in System 6.
extension manager A utility that lets you control which extensiotls are active (loaded) when
the Mac starts up.
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F
fat binary The name given to software that contains code for both 68K and PowerPC processors. A fat-binary application automatically uses whichever type of code is appropriate for
the Mac it's running on.
fax modem A type of modem that can send (and, in most cases, receive) faxes in addition
to transferri ng data files. Unlike regular fax machin es, fax modems can't send printed
documents-only disk fil es.
FDHD Refers to the 1.4MB SuperDn"ve that comes with current Macs. FDHD stands for

floppy disk, high density, and it's pronounced "fud-hud."
file A collection of information on a disk, usually a document or a program, that's lumped
together and called by one name. Mac files usually consist of a resoune fork and a dntn jo1·k.
file format The structure that the data fo r a particular document is stored in (e.g., ASCII,
RTF, PICT, TIFF). Most applications can save documents in one or m o re standard formats
as well as their 11ntive format. Also see file type.
file server See server.
file-transfer proto col A set of conventions for determining how files will be packaged, sent,
and verified over telepho ne lines. An ftp (such as Zmodem or Kermit) is independent of the
computer, modem, and coumnmications softzvm·e.
file type T he four-letter code that identifies the nature of a file to the Finder. All npplications
have the file type APPL; text files have the code TEXT ; and many graphics are PICT (the
same as their file formnt). Compare crentoT.
filter A piece of software that an npplimtiou uses for file-Jomlflt conversio n o r special effects.
PageMaker, for example, has a fi lter that lets it import Microsoft ' iVord files, while Photoshop has dozens of filters for effects such as image blurring. F ilters can be part of the mai n
application o r external programs called plug-ins, as with C laris's XTND system .
Finder The basic P~"OEJI'fl111 that generates the desktop and lets you access and manage files and
disks. Together wi th the System file and the ROMs, it makes up the Mac's opemting system.
There are F inder su bstitutes, such as Apple's At Ease, that perform the sam e basic tasks (and
usual ly give you other capabil ities as well).
FireWire Apple's new inte~fnce standard fo r connecting pe~·ipbemls to the Mac. I t wi ll be
phased in over the next few years, gradually replacing the current SCSI standa rd.
floating-point processor A cop1·ocesso1· (or part of the main processor-) that handles sophisticated calculations, such as those used in spTendsheets, CAD, and scientific programs. The
chip, called an FPU (Boating point unit), is built into the 68040 (but not 68LC040) and
PowerPC chips. On Macs with earlier processors, the FPU is a separate chip (that you buy
separately) called a mntb cop1wessor.
floppy disk A 3.5-inch remova ble disk that's flexible (although it's usually protected by a hard
plastic case). Also called a diskette; compare bm·d disk.
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floptical A technology for n:movnble medin that stores data magnetically but uses optical
techniques to position the n:ad/wr·ite bend. Floptical disks, which resemble floppy disks,
currently hold up to 2 1MB. Also see mngneto-optical.
folder A g rouping offiles and/or other folders that's represented by a folder-shaped icon
on the desktop . (Its equivalent on DOS machines is a subdi rectory.) Also see HFS.
font The software tl1at creates a typeface o n the Mac. In olden (precom puter) times, it
referred to a single size and style of a typeface, such as 9-point Times Italic.
font family A group of typefaces that's designed to work together. A typical family (say,
Palatino) has four members: regular, bold, italic, and bold italic.
footprint The amount of space a piece of bm·dwnn takes up on your desk (and its
dimensions).
force quit A System 7 feature that lets you return safely to the Finder (usually) when a program
bangs or crasbes. The command is ((fiijoptlon~. You lose unsaved work in the crashed application,
but you'll be able to save work in other programs before restarting the Mac.
format See file Jo171wt.
formatting 1. In a word pr-ocess01·, all the information above and beyond plain text iliat's added
to a domment. It includes character styles (bold, ita lic), spacing, indents, tabs, tables, and so
forth. 2. Another word for initializing a disk.
FPU F loating-point unit, a specialized math cop1-ocesso1·. See floating-point proces.ror.

fragmentation A condition in which parts of a file are stored in different locations on a disk.
When a file is fragmented, ilie drive's m1dlwrite bend has to jump from place to place to read
the data; if many files are fragmented, it can slow ilie drive's pe1fo171umce.
freeware Software tl1at may be free!}' copied and used, but the copyright for which is
retained by tl1e autl1or, who usually forbids you to alter or sell the program. Compare
public domain software and sbm·ewm·e.

G
GeoPort A special type of printe1· port or modem po1't iliat can senre as a built-in modem,fnx
modem, speakerphone, and answeting machine.
gigabyte A measure of computer mem01y, disk space, and the like iliat's equal to 1,024 megnbytes( l ,073 ,74!,824bytes), or about 179 mmion words. Sometimes a gigabyte is treated as an
even billion bytes (giga- means billion), but that's almost 74 million bytes short. Abbreviated
G, GB, or gig. Compare kilobyte and megabyte.
graphics tablet An input device that lets you draw with a stylus (pen) on a flat piece of plastic.
You can make more precise movements than wiili a mouse, making it a great adjunct to d1·aw
and paint programs, particularly if the stylus is pressure-sensitive. Also called a digitizing or
pressure-sensitive tablet.
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grayscale Anytning that contains shades of gray as well as black and white, such as a grayscal e monitor, which typically displays 256 grays.
GUI Graphical user interface; see user inte1jnce.

GX font An outline font, in either PostSC1-ipt o r T17uType format, that takes advantage of QuickDmw GX. GX fonts can have larger character sets and can include special programming that
lets the fon ts decide for themselves when to use alternate characters (such as ligarures) or
include o ther special fearures.

H
halftone A way of converting (msterizi11g) a gmyscale or colo r image (a photograph, say) into
a pattern of dots for output on a printe-r or imngesetter.
handshaking The process computers and mode-ms go throug h in order to establish a connection and agree on the speed and pTotocols fo r data transmission.
hang A crnsb where the Mac ignores input fro m the mouse and keyboard. You can sometimes
escape with the Jane quit command; o therwise you must restart the M ac. Also called a freeze.
C ompare bomb.
hard disk A ri gid (usually nonremovable) disk, and/or the drive that ho uses it. Acrually, hard
disks usually have several disks (o r platters), and they store much mo re data and access it
more quickly than floppy disks do. Also called a hard drive or hard disk drive.
hardware T he parts of yo ur computer system you can bump into-physical componen ts
such as bard disks, priuw-s, modems, scmmen, cm·ds, keyboards, m ice, and the Nlac itself.
Compare sofiwm·e.
header I. Identifying text (such as the date o r page number) that appears at the top of each

dow rm nt page (vs. the footer, which is at the bottom). 2. The part o f a document's code that
tells a program how to interpret its contents; the header defines the file format, for example.
He lp menu The menu near the ri ght end of the menu bnr that lets you rurn Balloon Help o n
and off and, in System 7.5, access Apple Guide. (Its title is a question mark inside a balloon.) ln
some programs, you can also use it to access on-line help.
HFS L~li era rch i ca l file system, tl1e Mac's m etllod of organjzing.fi/es o n a disk, in wruch files and

folders can be nested (contained) witl1in other folders.
hierarchical menu A m enu tllat has submwus (indicated by arro ws) attached to it.
high-density disk A floppy disk that can store 1.4MB of data when used on a Mac witl1 a
SuperDrive. Compare single-sided disk and double-sided disk.
highlight To make sometl1ing stano o ut fTo m its background in o rder to show that it's selected
or active. T he Mac usually hand les this by reversing the colors (for example, S\vitching black
and white) or, in tlle case o f text,· by placing a colored bar over tlle words.
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hot link A special "live" lin k between applications that lets yo u select an element in a document
(say, an illustrati on in PageMaker) and, using a special key combination, open it directly into
the program that created it (such as FreeHand). You can make changes to the element, then
remrn to the origi nal docum ent and instantly see those changes.
hypertext A text-linlcing strategy that lets you jump between related in fo rmati on in a

document by clicking o n a butto11 o r bigblighted word. On-line help systems often use hypertext
lin ks, as do some programs designed for tl1e eleco·on ic distri bution of documents (see,
e.g., PDD).

I
lAC Interapplicarion communication, an underlyi ng techno logy in System 7 whereby one
applimtion can send a message to another, either to exchange information or to make somet hing happen. Apple events and Open Doc are two implementations o f lAC.

CD

1-beam The shape
t he poiute1· normally takes when it's dealing witl1 text. You use the
!-beam to create an inse~·tiou point or to select a ran ge of text. Also called the text tool.
Icon The littl e picture that represents a file, folder, disk, or tool. It's a key component of the
Mac's use1· inte~face. C lick it once to select it; double-click it to open a file, folder, or disk.
Image-editing program Software that lets you alter existing images, such as photographs
capmred witl1 a scmm£'1", and saves tl1em as bit-mapped gmpbics. Com pare paiut progmm.
imagesetter A hi gh-quality (usually PostScTipt) p1·imer tl1at ca n ou tput pages (on paper or
film) at nsofutio11S of 1,200 dpi o r greater. They're usually found at service bm·eau.r.
Impact printer Sec dot-matrix pTinte~·.
Import To bri ng data into a domment from anotl1er docume nt, often generated by a different
applicatiou. For instance, you can import text and graphics into a page layout pmgmm, or
import spreadsheet data in to a word processm·. T his data sharing is made possible by the appli cations' support o f common filefo77nats. Compare open.
lnlt vVhat an extension is ca lled in System 6. It's short for initiali zation program and pronounced " in-it. "
Initializing Setting up a disk (any lcind) to receive informa tio n. \1\Then a d isk is initialized, its
ma gnetic media is di vided into t racks and sectors, and a dh·ectoty and Desktop file are created.
Also called J01711atting.
Inkjet printer A printer tl1at forms text and images out of little dots crea ted by ti ny jets
of in k.
Input device Anything you usc to d irectly input information to t he computer: a mouse, keyboard, trackball, graphics tablet, joystick-even a scmnm· or digi ta l camera. Also see pointing

device.
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Insertion point The place in a document or dialog box where the next keystroke wi ll add or
delete text. The insertion point is represented by a blinking verti cal line and is placed by
clicking with the 1-bemn pointer.
Installer A utility that copies system sofr11Jm·e or an applicntion fro m floppy disks or a CD-ROM to
your ban/ disk. An Installer m ay also decompress the new files, remove obsolete fi les, place
extensions and control pauels in their proper folders, and/or create new fo lders.
Integrated software A single applicatiou that includes several types of basic programs, such
as a 1vord p1-ocessor; spreadsbeet, database manage1; drnw, paint, and (often) cormmmicntions.
Interactive Said of software (particularly multimedia) that gives you some contTol over what's
going on. Yo u might click buttons to play a movie or jump to a different point in a prese ntation, o r type in questions o r answers that cause the program to respond in different ways.
System 7.5 's Apple Guide is an interactive help system.
Interchange format A file for1Jint that's supported by most programs of a certain type (such
as 1vord processon or paint pmgrams), allowing you to exchange fi les among them. ASCLI is
the standard interchange format for text, fo r exam ple, whi le PICT and TIFF are common
g raphi cs formats. Compa re native.
Interface See u.re1· inte1j"rtce.
Internet A wo rldwide super-network that links thousands of individual networks and on-liue
services. You can gain access to the Internet-and its millions of users and thousands of
newsgru ups (discussion forums), databases, directories, and other digital goodies-if yout·
com puter is on one of the corporate, governm ent, or university networks the Internet
connects, or if you have an accow1t with an Internet service provider. You also can send e-mail
across the Intern et from almost any on- line service.

J

jaggies The blocky, stair-stepped look commo n to bit-mapped gmpbics and bit-mappedJams.
Auti-aliasingcan minimize this effect.

JPEG A sophisticated techn ique (it's not rea ll y a file format, per se) fo r compressing full -color

bit-mapped grapbics, such as photographs. It stands for J o int Photographic Experts G ro up.

K
K An abbreviation for kilobyte, as in "an BOOK file."

keyboard shortcut A combination of keystrokes (almost always in vo lving 1~1 and often
(Shift!, (Option!, and/or (Control) as well) that executes a commaud without you havi ng to choose it

from a menu. Also called a key combin ation or keyboa rd equivalent.
kilobyte A m easure of compu ter memory, disk space, dom111e11t size, and the like that's eq ual to
I ,024 bytes, or about 170 words. Abbreviated K Compare megabyte and gigabyte.
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label O ne of seven descriptive names and colors that you can attach to files and folde-rs using
the La bel menu in the Finder. You can sor t files and folders by label to group related files and
folders together (to do so, choose By Label from the View menu). To ch ange the names and
colors of labels, use the Labels control panel.
LAN Loca l area network, a netwo1·k that's physically connected (via cables) and confined to a

relatively small area, like one office or one buildi ng. Often just called a network. Compare
WAN.
laserdisc A 12-ihch disk that's similar to an audio CD but holds vi sual images (such as highquality movies) as well as music. Some laserdisc players can be hooked up to the Mac. Also
called a videodisc.
laser printer A printe-r that creates images by drawing them on a metal dru m with a laser. An
ink powder, called toner, sticks to the imaged portion of the drum and is then tra nsferred and
fused to the paper (as wi th a photocopying machi ne). Apple established the popularity of
PostSa·ipt-based laser printers with its LaserV/riter li ne.
LaserWriter 35 The stan da rd set of 35 nsideut fonts that most PostSa·ipt lase~· primers have
built into their ROM. So named because they first appeared in Apple's LaserW ri ter Plus.
launch Open (start) an application, that is, load it into 1Jll!11lmy from

;~ disk.

Launcher A conn·ol panel that arranges the ico11s of selected applications and docmn'ents in a
special window. To open a fi le, you click once on its icon.
list box A box with SC1'0il bm·s that appears within a dialog box and lists things-files,foms, or
whatever.
list view O ne of five text-based ways-Name, Size, Kind, L abel, and D ate-that you can
view a folder's contents in the Finde~·. In System 7, these are also called outline views because
they can display a folder's conten ts in outline form, wi thout opening anotl1er 1viudo1v.
load Get someiliing ready to use. It can mean install (as in loading new fonts) or open (as in
loading extensions into 1Jli!1110ry when the Mac starts up).
LocaiTalk T his refers to the networking bm·dware built into tl1e Mac as well as to Apple's
cabling scheme for connecting Macs on a network. Compare PhoneNet and Ethernet.
lock To prevent a file or disk from being changed. You can lock (or unlock) a file or floppy disk
by clicking ilie Locked checkbox in its Get Info window. You also can lock a floppy disk by
moving the plastic tab in the upper-left corner of its back side so that you can see th rough tl1e
little square hole. L ocked disks are also called wri te-protected.
logic board See motlm·board.
log on Establish a connection to a server, BBS, or on-line ser-vice, usually by enteri ng a user
name (or identification number) and a password. Disconnecting is called logging off.

Glossary

M
MacBinary A format for transferring Mac files over a modem or to another type of computer
that ensures that all component parts (including the data fork, resom·ce fork, and icons) stay
together, so that you wind up with a usable file. Vtrtually all fi le-transfer and cormmmications
p1·ogJ·ams support MacBinary.
macro A user-defined keyboard sh01-tcut that executes a series of commands. lVIacros are easy to
create; all you need is a macr o utility to record your keystrokes and mouse clicks. If you want
to automa te complex tasks, however, you' ll probably need a sc1'ipting language.
magnet o-opt ical A technology for 1'1!11/0vable media that combines magnetic and optical
techniques. MO disks resemble floppy disks, but in tenns of capacity and speed they're more
like hm·d disks. Also called erasable-optical disks.
mall merge The mergi ng of database information (such as names and addresses) with a letter
te111plate in a word p1·ocesso1·, in order to create personalized letters.
marquee The rectangle of moving dots (called "marching ants") that surrounds a selected area
in some programs.
marching ants See nwr·quee.
mat h coprocessor Another name for floating-point p1·ocessor.
MB An abbreviation for megabyte.
media I . The physical com ponent of a .floppy disk, hard disk, cartridge, tape, or CD-ROM that
stores computer data. The main storage strategies are magnetic an d optical. 2. T he various
ways of com municati ng, including print, video, and audio. See multimedia.
megabyte A measure of com puter 1111!11101)', disk space, application size, and the like that's
equal to 1,024K (1,048,576 bytes) or about 175,000 words. Abbreviated MB or meg. Compare
kilobyte and gigabyte.
megahertz A million cycles (occurrences, alterations, pulses) per second. Used to describe
the speed at which a computer's p1·ocesso1· (or CPU) operates. A 2 5-MHz processor can handle
25 million operations per second.
me mory In general, another word for dynamic RANI, the cbips where the Mac stores system
sofrzvm·e, programs, and data yo u are currently using. Other kinds o f memory you may encounter are parameter RAM (PRAlvi) , video RAM (VRAM), and static RAM (SRANI). Most
computer memory is volatile, that is, its contents are lost when the computer shuts down.
Also see ROM.
me nu A list of commands. To select one, dmg dmvn the menu until the desired command is
bigblighted, then release the mouse button. (If a command is unavailable, it will be dimmed.)
Also see pop-up menu, pu/1-d(l"am 11l1!1111, and submenu.
menu bar T he hori zontal strip across the top of the screen that contains the menu titles.
MHz An abbreviation fo r megabe1·tz.
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microprocessor See processor.
MIDI Musical instrument digital interface, a technology that enables a computer to record
and play musical performances. T he i\IIIDI standard provides a common language and
inte'Jface so that the Mac and the eleco·onic instruments and sofuvare can reliably connect and
communicate with one another. Pronounced "middy."

modem A piece of hrwdwan that lets computers talk to each other over telephone lines (you
also need a communications p1·ogram). T he modem translates back and forth between the computer's digital data and the sounds caJTied over the phone lines. (The word is a contraction of
modulator/demodulator.) Also see fax modmz.
modem port Am·ial port on the Mac's back panel that's ordinarily used fo r attaching a
modL'1'JL. You also can use the port to attach other serial devices, such as a graphics tablet or
inkjet p1·inter. Compare p1·interp011 and GeoPo11:.
modifier key A key that modifies the effect of the character key being pressed. L1 most Mac
rtpplications, fo r example,~ saves the docwmmt you're working on. T he standard keyboard
has five modifier keys: !Shift), Ioption), @]ID, !Control!, and !Caps Lock).
modular Mac A desktop Mac whose rnonito1· isn't built into the same box as the CPU. Most
Macs sold today are modular, except for the Power Books and 500-seri es Perform as and LCs.
Compare compact Mac and portable Mac.
monitor The piece of hardwm·e that contains the screen that you look at while you work. It's
also called a display or CRT and can be monoc!J1'011le (black and white), graysmle, or color. You
connect it to the Mac's display p011 or to a video cnnl.
monochrome Anything that contains just one color (and shades thereof). A monochrome
monitor, for example, is either black and \vhite (black is the color, white is the background) or
gmyscale.
MooV The file format for QuickTirne movies. It can include video, audio, and animations.
morphing A special effect used in gra phics, video, and an imation that produces a smooth
transformation of one shape into another, such as a pop star turning into a panther.
motherboard The heart, soul , and brains of the iVIac. This plastic bom·d resem bles a
miniature city, but its buildings are actually chips for things like the processo1·, RA.JVI, and
ROM, and the tiny r oads connecting them are circuit traces. Also called the logic board.
There are no father boards or son boards, but check out dangbte1·board.
mount Make a storage device available as an icon on the desktop. The Mac can't access a disk
until it's mounted on the desk:top; to dismount a disk, you dntg its icon to the Trasb.
mouse The standard pointing device supplied with every Mac. Moving the mouse causes the
on-screen poi11te1· to move in the same direction.
MultiFinder A System 6 program that allows several applimtious, including the Fiud£'1", to be
open at the same time. (T his capabi lity is built into System 7.)

Glossary

multimedia Any presentation or program that combines several ntedia, such as graphics,
sound, video, anima tion, and/or text. JVIultimedia is everywhere these days-business
presentations, CD-ROM games, educational software, an d training systems-and it's often
intemctive.
multiscan monitor A monito1· that can operate at different 1·esolutions and scanning frequ encies, allowing you to use it with a variety of computers. An important concept on the P C side
of tl1ings, but less relevant in the Mac world . Most monitors are now multiscan units (older
Apple monitors are not). Also (incorrectly) called MultiSync monitors (a brand name used
byNEC) .
multitasking Said of a computer tllat can do more than one thing at a time, such as soning a
database and recalculating a sp1·eadsheet. The Mac isn't a true multitasking machine (yet).
multiuser Said of an operating SJl'tem (such as Unix), application, or piece of hardware that can
be used by more ilian one person at one time.

N
nanosecond A billiontl1 of a second. Used to measure the speed of rnemmy (RAM) chips,
among other tl1ings. Abbreviated ns.
native l . Said of software that's written specifically to run on a particular processor. For
example, a program optimized for a 68K processor runs in native mode on a Quadra, but it
runs in emulation mode (which is slower) on a PowerPC-based Power Mac. 2. T he filefo17nat
in which an application normally saves its documents. The native format is generally readable
only by mat application (otl1er programs can sometimes translate it usingfilters). Compare

intercbrmge fomzat.
network In general, a group of computers set up to communicate witl1 one anomer. Your
network can be a small system mat's physically connected by cables (a LAN), or you can connect separate net:\vorks together to form lar ger networks (called WANs) . The Intenzet, for
example, is made up of thousands of individual networks.
node Any device mat's directly connected to a network. This usually includes computers,
printen, and file servers.
NuBus slot A type o f expansion slot witllin me Mac where you can attach N uB us cards tl1a t add
capabilities such as accelemtion or 24-bit coloT. The number ofNuBus slots varies among Mac
models; yo u can often identify tl1em by meir slot covers on tl1e Mac's back panel.
null modem cable A se1·ial p011: cable mat lets you connect a Mac directly to anomer computer, such as a PC, for direct data o·ansfers.
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object-oriented graphic An image made up of individual, mathematically defined o bjects,
rather than a collection of bits. Typically created by dnzw pmgrams, which are based on either
PostScript or QuickDrmv. Also called a vector graphic; compare bit-mapped graphic.
OCR Optical character recognition, a technology that lets you scan a printed page (with a

smnner) and convert it into text document that you can edit in a 1vo1·d processor. Some OCR
software also works with fi les received by a fax modem.
OEM Original equipment manufacturer, a company that produces a product that isn't sold on
its own but instead is incorporated into another company's product. For example, Quantum
is an OEM that makes hard disks sold under different names by other companies. Sometimes
OEM is used as a verb: "Quantum OEMs disk drives fo r Apple."

on-line Actively connected to other computers or devices. Yo u're on-line when you've logged
on to a network, BBS, or on-line m-vice. A device such as a printer· is on-line when it's turned
on and accessible to the Nlac. (It can even refer to software: An on-line help system is o ne you
can call up in your softvva rc, as o pposed to o pening a manual.) If you're not on-line, then
you're off-line .
on-line service A commercial service that (for a price) provides goodi es such as e-mail, discussion forums, tech support, software libraries, news, weather repor ts, stock prices, plan e
reservations, even electronic shopping malls. To access one, you need a modem. Popular onli ne services include Ame ri ca Online, CompuServe, and eWorld. Compare BBS and IntenJet.
open 1. Sta rt up an application and/or make a document visible on the screen, that is, load its
contents into mem01y fro m a disk. Compare import and save. 2. Expand ajolde1· or di.rk into a
1vindow by double-clicking on its icon. Also see dmg and drop .
Open Doc A .1ystem m brmcement that lets you use several applications to work on different types
of data within a single docummt (called a compound document because of the multiple
formats it contains).
operating system T he basic software that ru ns the computer itself. O n the Mac, it consists
of th e System file, the ROMs, the Fiuder, and related system sofrtJJare. Often called the OS
("oh-ess") or just the system.
outline font A font in which each character's shape is stored as a mathematical outline. It can
be scaled to any size with no loss of quality and will print at tl1e hig hest ava ilable resolution.
PostScript, TmeType, and GX fonts are outline-font formats. Also called a scalable fo nt;
compare bit-mapped font.

Glossary

p
page layout program Softwa re designed to combine text and graphics on a virtual page,
giving you extensive control over the design and typogra phy. The cornerstone of desktop

publishing.
Paint A nearly obsolete filefimnat (file type PNTG) tha t holds low-resolu tion black-andwhite bit-mapped J!:mphics. Compare TIFF.
paint program Software that lets you create digital paintings from scratch and saves them as
bit-mapped grrrpbics. Compare imnge-editiug protf'·am and draw prognmt.
palette A floati ng wi11dmv within an application that sits above open documents so that you can
easily access its contents. It can contain tools, buttons, colors, styles, or whatever is appropriate to the program. Also called windoids.
parallel port A type of port that transmits data in parallel-several bits side by side. T he Mac
doesn't have parallel po rts, but they are common p1·inter i11te1faces on PCs.
parameter RAM See PRAM.
partition A section of a hm·d disk that's formatted so the Mac will treat it as a separ ate disk.
Partitioning can reduce wasted space and make file management easier, especially on a large
disk. Also called a volume.
paste To insert som ething into a docmm:nt fro m the Clipboard by choosing Paste from the
Edit menu (or typing ~1@]).
patch A small piece of code added to an existing program to enhance pe1j"orrnance or fix a bug.
PC Personal computer. vVhile the Mac is, of course, a PC, the term refers almost exclusively

to those other computers: IBM PCs and their compatibles.
PCI Peripheral component in terconnect, a new ki nd of e:rprmsion slot that will appear on Mac

models beginning in late 1994. The current slot types are NuBns and PDS.
PCMCIA A standard fo rmat fo r credit-card-size expa11sion canis, used to add features to
500-series PowerBoo ks, band-held computers, and (in the future) desktop computers. The
unpronounceable acronym stands for P ersonal Computer Memory Card International Association, but an easier mnemo nic is P eople Can't Memo ri ze Computer Industry Acronyms.
POD Portable digital document, a file format introduced with QuickDmw GX. A documeut

saved <lS a PDD file can be vi ewed and printed accurately o n any Mac that has QuickDraw
GX (o r System 7.5), even if that Mac doesn't have the file's original applicrtti011 or fonts.
PDS See p1we.1·so1'- direct slot.

peer-to-peer A uetwork setup that allows every Mac to both offer and access network
reso urces, such as shared files, without requiring a centra lized AppleSbm·e senm ·.
performance In computer parlance: speed. (How well your computer actually performs,
however, is based on much more than its raw speed.)
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peripheral A piece of brtrdwan that's outside (pe ripheral to) the main com puter. In practice,

it usually refers to external hardware-such as disk d1·ives, printers, and smmwTs-sold by a
tbi1·d prmy.
PhoneNet A popular implementation of Loca!Trdk cabling that uses ordina1y telephone wire

to connect devices on an AppleTalk netwoTk.
Photo CD A technology developed by Eastman Kodak for scanning and storing photographs

on CD-ROM. Many film developers will turn a roll of 35mm fi lm into high-quality digital
photos that you can access using a Photo CD-compatible CD-ROM dTive.
PICS A standard file fomwt for animation files.
PICT A standard file j(wmat for graphks files. It can contain both object-oTiented and bit-mapped
graphics and is the standard format for graphics that are cut or copied to the Clipboard.
PIM Personal information manager. Used to describe progra ms that keep track of informa-

tion you need to conduct day-to-day personal business. T hey usually offer some combination
of an address book (or contact nzanagft'r), calendar and scheduling, and to-do lists.
piracy Copying cant-menial sofrwm·e (or sbareware) without permission and without paying for

it. Also called theft.
pixel One of the little points of light that make up the picture on a computer (or TV) screen.

(The name is short for picture element) The more pixels there are in a given area-that is,
the smaller and closer together they are-the higher the resolution. Often , pixels are simply
called dots.
PlainTalk A voice-related system enbrmcement that has two parts. Text-to-speech enables
applications that support it to read text aloud. Voice recognition works in conjunction with
AppleSe1·ipt to let you control the Mac wi tl1 spoken commands.
platform Usually re fers to a particular type of compu ter running a particular operating
l)•stem. T he Mac is one platform, a PC running Windows is another, and a Unix machine is
still another. Also see cross-platform.
plug-In Asofrware module that adds capabilities to an application. Pop a plug-in file into the

appropriate folder, and the program will sprout new features.
PMMU Paged memory management un it, the cbip that makes virtualmem01y possible (provided tl1e appropriate software is installed). Its functions are built into the 68030, 68040, and

Power.PC processors.
pointer The little icon that moves on the screen when you move the mouse (or other pointing
device). Its most common shapes are the arrow(~), the ]-beam (l), and the 7vt·istwatcb (~). It
takes on other shapes and names-such as tl1e lasso (P)-in other applications.
pointing device A mouse, tmckbnll, or other input device tl1at moves the pointer on screen.
pop-up menu A menu, typically found in a dialog box or palette, that pops up (or down or to

the side) when you press the mouse button on its title (a box with a drop shadow aroun d it).
Compare pull-do7JJ11menu.

Glossary

port Computerese for a socket (or jack) where you plug in a cable to connect devices together.
Most Macs have an A DB port, a SCSI port, a display port, a p1'inter po1·t, a modem po11, and so
forth.
portable Mac A smallish, (relacively) lightweig ht Mac, such as a Power Book or the Portable,
that includes the CPU, monitor, and keyboard in a single, fold-up unjt. Compare compact iVJac
and modu/m· Mac.
PostScript A programming language developed by Adobe that's designed to describe, in
precise detail, how the text and graphics on a printed page should look. It's often referred to
as a page description lang uage and is used o n many types o f printers and irnagesetteTS. Compare QuickDm-w.
PostScript font An outline font fo rmat defi ned in PostScript. With system software versions
before 7.5, PostScript fonts (also called prinw·fonts) must be used in conjunccion with bitmapped fonts (the screen foms). Compare 7hteType fom.
PowerPC A type of processoT chip, based on powerful RISC technology and made by IDM and
Motorola. Apple introduced PowerPC chips with the Power Macs and plans to phase o ut the
68K processors used in other Macs.
PRAM Parameter RANI (pronounced "pee-ram"), a small portion of the Mac's RAM set aside
to hold basic info rm atio n such as the date and time, speaker volume, desktop pattern, and
key-board and mouse settings. PRAM is powered by a battery, so it doesn't lose the settings
when you shut down. Sometimes, ho wever, the PRA.lvl data gets corrupted, causing crashes
or o ther problems. That's where zapping tbe PRAM comes in.
preferences The user-adjustable features of a program. M any programs create separate Preferences (o r Prefs) files, which are usually stored in the System Folde1·.
presentation program Software that lets you combine text, charts, and illustratio ns-and, if
you wish, animation, video, and sound- into electroruc slide shows or multimedia presentati ons. You also can output the resu lts to 3Smm slides or videotape.
printer A device tha t takes the text and graphi cs sent from the Mac and puts them on a piece
of paper. Most arc computers in their own rig ht, with CPUs and me-m01J'· The range of
printer types includes lase1~ inkjet, dot-matl"i.r:, tbennrtl-fusiou, dye-sublimation, and iuwgesetten.
printer driver See drive~·.
printer font Another name for a PostScript font, which is an outline font designed to be used
by primers. For screen display, you use a companion screen fom.
printer port A serial pon o n the Mac's back panel that lets you connect to a priuter or LocalTalk net-work. Compare modem p011 and GeoPo11.
PrintMonitor A p1·int spoole~· that comes with the syste7JI sofiwrrre; it shows you which files are
printing as background tasks.
print spooler Software that intercepts a document o n its way to the p1·inte~·, temporari ly
storing it on disk until the printer is ready for it. It feeds the printer while you conti nue to
work, providing background p1·iming. System 7 has a built-in spooler, PriutNionitor; you can
also buy a spooler utility.
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processor The all-important chip that contains the computer's brains, or CPU. Sometimes
called a microprocessor, it's located on the motherbom·d. Also see coprocessor.
processor-direct slot A type of e.r:prmsion slot that connects to the CPU directly, ratl1er than
via a bus as 'vith NuBus slots. Abbreviated PDS.
program Another word for sofrwrZTe.
programmer's switch A small piece of plastic that comes with your Mac. It contains the reset
button (which lets you restart the Mac in virtually any situation) and the interrupt button (used
mainly by programmers). Also seej01'Ce quit.
protocol A set of standardized ru les fo r exchanging information between computers over a

net:'UJo1·k or modem connection. For example, Apple Talk is a networking protocol, and Zmodem
is a file-tmnsfe1' p1·otocol used in telecormmmicatio11s. Protocols generally speci~r the data format,
timing, sequencing, and eiTOr checking of data transmissions.
public domain software Software that has no copyright or fee, which means you can copy,
use, and-unlike freeware-even alter and sell it. Compare sbm·ewm·e and commercial sofrwt11'e.
Publish and Subscribe A data- linking strategy built into System 7 that's sometimes called
"li ve cut and paste." You can select and publisb (make available) data in one dommem, then
subscTibe (create a link) to it from one or more other documents. \ Vhenever you change the
original information, all the copies are automatically updated.
pull-down menu T he kind of menu you find on the menu ba1·. It pops down when you click
on its title; to keep it extended, you hold down me mouse button. Compare pop-up menu.

Q
QuickDraw T he Mac's uative graphics language, which tells it how to draw everytl1ing o n the
screen: text, images, dialog boxes, mentiS, icons, you name it. QuickDraw, which is built into
the Mac's ROM, is also responsible for producing PICT graphics and for outputting text and
images to non-PostScript printers. Compare PostScTipt.
QulckDraw GX A!Jystem enhancement that makes big im provement~ in the way the Mac
handles printing, graphics,fimts, and exchanges of fo rmatted files between Macs.
QuickDraw printer A non-PostSC1·ipt p1·inteT, which relies on the Mac's QuickDmw language
to tell it how to print text and images.
QulckTime Apple's technology for recording and playing back time-based data (video,
animation, and sound). Physically, QuickTime is an extension that provides a standard um·
inte7face, a special file fo77nat (lvloo V), and compression (movi es can be huge).
quitting Leaving a program and returni ng to tl1e Finder (or its equivalent).

Glossary

R
radio butto n One in a g roup of buttons of which only one can be on at a time (like the
presct:S on a car radio). When you select o ne radio button, th e o thers are automatically
dese lected . Compare checkbox.
RAM Random access memory, the cbips in a desktop Mac that contain most of its 1111?11101)'.
RAM. is the most common type of computer mem01y, and it's where th e Mac stores syste1n
softwrwe, programs, and data you are currently using. It's formally called dynamic RAM
(DRA!VI) because it's volatile, that is, the contents are lost when you turn off the Mac (or
cTrtsb). It's pronounced "ram" and measmed in megabytes. Compare PRAM, SRAM, VRAM,
and ROM.
RAM cache See disk cacbe.
RAM disk It's not a disk at all, but rather a portio n of me77I01)' set aside to act as a tempora ry
disk. T he Mac sees it as a hard disk, but because RAM is faster, tl1e files and programs stored
on it will run faster. (You get to decide how big the RA.l\1 disk is and what fi les it contai ns.) It's
especially useful in PowerBooks because tl1e Mac won't ·waste battery power spinning up the
hard disk if tl1e needed data is on tl1e RAiVI disk.
rasterizlng The process of converting the outlines of an object-oriented grnpbic or font into tl1e
bit map (a pattern of dots o r pixels) requi red for display o n a monitoT or output o n a p1·inter. I n
printers, this step is usua lly handled by a RIP.
readme fi le A disk document that accompanies software and gives you information that's
either very important or was left out of tl1e printed manual.
read-o nly Refers to something you can view and print but not write (save changes) to. Locked
fi les o r disks are read-only, as are CD-ROMs.
read/write head The part of a d1·ive mechanism that actually deposits info rmation on
(writes) and extracts information from (reads) tl1e disk.
reboot See booting.
removable media TechnicalJy, any storage media (including floppy disks) that you can insert
into and remove from the Mac or an external d1·ive. In common usage, it usually refers to
SyQuest and Bernoulli cartridges and magneto-optical and floptical disks.
rendering The process of d rawing tl1e final image in som e graphics programs (such as 3-D
graphics), which includes applying the specified colors, textures, shadows, movements, and so
forth and outputting the image at tl1e specified resolution.
resident font A font that's built into a printer 's ROM (or stored on an attached bani disk), so
it's always available for printing. Compare download.
resolutio n In genera l, this refers to how sharp and clear an image looks o n screen or on
paper, and how much detail you can see. It's usually determined by the number of dots (or
pixels) per sq uare inch- the more tl1ere are, the higher the resolution- and is used to
describe printers, moniton, and scanners.
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resource A piece of code with a specific purpose that's fo und in the System file, a suitcase file, or
an application. Examples include icons,fonts, so unds, and keyboard layouts. Resources aren't
usually separate files, bu t they can be (as with fonts and some sounds).
resource fork T he part of a Mac file that holds program-specific 1·esources such as menus,
dialog boxes, sounds, icons, and fo77natting instructio ns. Applications always have a resource fo rk.
Compar e data fm-k.
RGB monitor A generi c name for a color monitor, which uses three separate signals-red,
green, and blue-to create the screen image.
RIP Raster im age processor, a piece of hardware or softwnre that converts (rasterizes) objecto1·iented gmpbics and fonts into the bit maps r equired for output on a pn'nte1· or imagesettel·.
RISC Reduced instructio n set com puting; pronounced "risk." A type of p1wessor design that
uses a relatively small set of instructions for faste r operati on. T he Powe1.PC chip in the P ower
Macs is based on RISC techno logy. Compare CISC.

ROM Read-only memory; rh)m1es with mom. ROM is perm anent menta1)' that's programmed
o n a chip (called the RAM: chip) ;mel can't be alter ed. I t contains parts of the system softwm·e
responsible fo r very basic things, such as starting up and d rawing im ages on the screen.
Compar e RAM.
RTF Rich text form at, a filefommt for text files that includes jo1?J1atti11g instructio ns. Also
called interchange format.

run-time player A limited versio n of an application, such as a database manager or p1·esentation
pTogram, that lets you access a database o r play back a presenta tio n, but not modify it or cr eate
new ones. Yo u ofte n can freely disn·ibute the run-time player with domments, so tha t others

can use them without having to install the full progra m.

s
Sad Mac T he glum M ac face that appears on screen (accompanied by the chimes ofdoom)
when the Mac can't start up due to a serious pro blem with its brmlware or system software.
\ Vhen everyth.ing is OK, the Happy Mac appears during startup.
sampling Taking a udio snapshots (called samples) of a sound wave (such as music or a voice)
at regular in tervals and turning them into a digita l recording o n the computer. T he number
of samples taken per second is called the sampling rate. Also see digitize.
save To transfer info rmation (usually a doczmmzt) fro m 1nerno1y to a disk. Compar e opm.
scanner A device that converts im ages (such as photographs) into digital form so that they can
be stored and manipulated on computers. \i\lhen used in conjunction with OCR softv1are, a
scanner can convert a page of text into an editable dowment.
Scrapbook A desk access01y where you can permanently sto re material (text, graphics, sounds,
movies) and then easily access it from with in any program.

Glossary

screen font Another name fo r a bit-mapped fom. Screen fo nts are required for the onscreen display of PostScnpt fonts. vVith True Type fonts, they're often supplied to speed up
th e screen display oF common type sizes.
screensaver A utility that temporarily replaces the current screen image with a blank screen
or an amusing/attractive/silly movi ng image. It's designed to prevent a static image from
being permanently burned into the screen phosphor.
script A series of C071171ltmtls (saved as a fi le) that automates everyday tasks, such as file
bad..'Ups, or adds capabilities to a program or presentation. A script is, in essence, a simple
program that you wri te using a scnpting language. Also see macro.
scripting language A simple programming language, such as AppleScript or HyperCard's
HyperT.'llk, that you use to create scripts.
scroll bar The rectang ular strip tha t appears on the right and/or bottom edges of a windo'w
when there's more information than is currently displayed. You can click in its gray area and/
or use tl1e scroll arrows and scroll box (thumb) to move the window's contents.
scrolling Moving th rough the contents of a window or list box in order to see things not currently displayed. It's normally do ne with the scroll bm·.
SCSI Small com puter systems interface; pro nounced "scuzzy." T he standard interfa ce for
con-necting peripbernls to the Mac. You can attach up to seven SCSI de-uices to you r Mac in a
daisy cbaiu. SCSI ports have been built into all Macs (except dockless Duos) since 1986.
Com pare FireWi1·e.
SCSI device A peripbeml tl1at you connect to the lvlac via a SCSI po1"t. Examples include bnrd
disks, CD-ROM rh·ives, tape backup unjts, scanners, and some personal printe1-s.
SCSI disk mode A way of connecting a Power Book to a desktop Mac so ilie PowerBook
behaves as if it were an external ban/ disk, nllowing you to swap files back and fo rth. It's supported by most Power Book models, but you need a special adapter cable.
SCSIID T he number assigned to a SCSI device so th e Mac can distinguish it from oilier SCSI
devices. Each device must have a uni que number in the ra nge from 0 to 6 (most peripherals
let you change the JD with a switch or dial); the Mac itself is number 7. Also called the SCSI
ad dress.
select To choose sometlling (text, grap hic, o bject, region) that you wa nt to change. Yo u do
this by clicking o n an object or butto n, {Shittfclicking o n several objects, or dmgging across an
area. The chosen area (ilie selecti on) is either bigbligbted or surro unded by a mm·quee. Selecting by itself doesn't change anym ing, it just tells the Mac what you wa nt to be affected by the
next command or actio n. Yo u deselect something by clickjng elsewhere.
selection rectangle The dotted box that appears (i n tl1e Finder and man y applications) when
you click on an empty spot an d dmg. vVhcn you release the rnouse button, ilie box disappears
(or beco mes a marquee) and everything within it is selected.
serial port A type of port that transmi ts data serially, o ne bit afte r another. The Mac's modmt
and p1·inte1· ports arc serial ports. Compare pam/lei po11.
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server A computer that provides sh;u ed, centralized resources-such as fi les, e-,mail, databases, modems, and printers-to other computers on n netw01k Server can also refer to the software, such as AppleShare, that runs o n such a computer. Compare peer-to-peer.
service bureau A business that can o utput your dommeuts on specialized (read: expensive)
equipment such as laser and dye-sublimation jn·inten, large-fo rmat color prin ters, and imagesetten;. Niost service bureaus also let you rent tim e o n computers, send faxes, and do photocopying.
sfil T he standard file fonmtt for System 7 sound resources, which are stored in the System file
and appear in the Sound control panel. To hear one, double-click on its icon.

shareware Software that you ca n try befo re yo u buy. Like freeware and public domain sofr<.Van,
it's distributed on the honor system, usually throug h 011-li11e services, BESs, and use1· g7·oups.
You're allowed to try it out and give copies to others, but if you want to keep using
it, yo u must pay the (usually nomina l) regisu·ation fee. Compare co1mnen·ialsofru;are.
(Shm)-click To hold down the (Shift) key while clickiug the mouse button. (Shift)-clicking lets
you select multiple objects o r large amo unts of text, depending on the program.
SIMM Single in- line memory module, a small card that holds nte11J01)' chips. To add
more RAN! to your Mac, yo u buy SIMNis and plug th em into slots o n the 111othe1·board.
P ronounced "sim."

single-sided d isk An older type o f double-density floppy disk that stores just 400K of data
on one surface. Compare double-.rided disk and higb-density disk.
68K Shorthand for Jvlotorola's 68000 series of processor chips-the 68000, 68020, 68030,
68040, and 68LC040-used in every Mac model prior to 1994. (In this case, the K stands for
thozmmd, not for kilobyte.) Also called the 680x0 seri es. They're gradually being replaced by
PowerPC chips.

size box A small box found in the bottom-right corn er of most active 1vindo1vs. Clicking and
dragging it lets you change the window's size and shape. Compare close box and zoom box.
slot See exptmsion slot.
smart quotes True (curly) quotatio n marks that should be used for professional-looking text.
They look like this:"'. Most fonts have them as !Option! characters. Compare dumb quotes.
snd The resom·ce responsible for making the so unds you hear in programs and H yperCard
stacks. I n System 7, system sounds are sjil resources.
sneakernet A file-sbrning strategy thnt uses ha nd-carried disks as the exchange media.
Transfer speed depends o n the efficiency of your footwear.
software T he insu·uctions that tell a computer what to do. It takes many forms, fro m an
application o n a disk to the code in a Mac's ROM. Also called prog7mns or, r edundantly, sofrwm·e
p1·ograms. Compare banlware.
sort To order selected informatio n (in a database, say; or a won / processing document) by one or
mo re criteria, such as alphabetically.

Glossary

spreadsheet program Software that processes number-related information, allm\~ng you to
apply calculations and form ulas to data that's o rgani zed in rows and column s of cells. I ts
documents are sometimes called worksheets.
SRAM Static RAM, a speedy but expensive fo rm of 17lf!11l01')' found in cache canis. It boosts the
Mac's performance by r educing the time the processor spends waiting for data from the slower
dynamic RAM.

stack A docume11t created by HyperCard.
startup disk T he disk containing the Systmt file and Fiuder that the Mac is currently using
(which is usually the disk it started up from). If you have several disks mounted at the same
ti me, yo u can designate which will be the startup disk using th e Startup Disk control panel.
stationery A featu re o f System 7 (and some applications) that lets you create te7nplntesdocuments that, when double-clicked, open an exact duplicate of themselves, leaving tl1e o riginal
untouched. In System 7, you can turn most documents into stationery by clicking the
Statio nery Pad cbeckbox in their G et Info window.
storage Any type of media that you can store files o n, incl uding a bard disk, jloppy disk,
SyQuest cartridge, magneto-optical disk, or DAT tape.
storage bay A space inside the Mac where you can install additional disk d1·ives. There are
two sizes: 3.5-inch (the standard size for floppy disk dri ves, hard disks, and some cartridge
d rives) and 5.25-inch (CD-RQjVf drives, some hard disks, and cartridge d rives).
street price T he ave rage price tl1at a prod uct sells fo r thro ugh mail o rder o r dealers. It's
usuall y significa ntly less tl1an a company's official list price. Also see ApplePrice.
style I n a word processor, a piece o f.fomlfltting tl1at's applied to text. A character style is an
attribute-such as j'o11t and size, and whetl1er it's bold o r italic-that on ly affects ind ividual
letters. A paragraph style also includes information such as line spacing, indents, and tab
setti ngs.
style sheet A collection of character an d parag raph styles that has a nam e, allowing you to
qui ckly apply several Jonnnttiug changes at o nce.
submarining An unsettling effect sometimes foun d on passive-mnt1·i:t· P o wer Book screens: If
you move the pointe-r too fast, it disappears until yo u sto p moving it.
submenu T he secondary 7Jlf!111l that appears next to an existing menu when you choose a

cmmnn11d name that has a small, right-pointing arrow.
suitcase A file mat sto res fonts, sounds, o r desk accessories; its icon looks li ke a li ttle sujtcase. L1
System 7, suitcases operate li ke f olders: You can double-click o n tl1em to o pen a wi11dow showing
their contents, and dmg items into and o ut of tl1em. In System 6, you move items into and out
of a suitcase fi le with Font!D A M over.
SuperDrive The 1.4MB floppy disk drive tl1at comes with all current M acs. It can read and
write single-sided (400K) disks, double-sided (800K) disks, and bigb-density (1.4MB) disks. Wi th
me appro priate software, it can also read 3 .5-inch disks fro m PCs and Apple II machines. I t
used to be called the FDHD (floppy disk, high-density) d ri ve.
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support 1. H elp with hm,dwrwe or sofrt))tl1"e problems, usually in the form of advice from the
technical support staff at the company that sold you th e product. 2. To say that a piece of
hardware or software mppm1s something means that it works with it, or enables it to work.
For example, System 7 su pports TmeType fonts, while System 6 doesn't (normally).
surge protector A device that protects computer equipment from being damaged by variations in electrical current.
SYLK Symbolic link format, a standard file f0171lat for spreadsheets (and sometimes databases) . It

preserves formulas and text fomzatting as well as data. Compare DJF
sysop A person who manages a BBS or moderates a forum (discussion group) on an on-line
sen;ice. Short for system operator and pronounced "siss-op."
system 1. A computer sen1p. 2. Short fo r operating system.
System Enabler A fi le in the System Folder that makes the M ac armpatible with the current
version of the .rystem sofrzvm·e (starting with System 7. 1). D ifferent Mac models have different
Enablers.
system enhancement A program (often an extension) that extends the capabilities of the
.rystem sofrzvare, such as AppleScript, QuickDmw GX, or QuickTime. Some work in the background, adding features (such as movies) to applications, while others, such as At Ease and
PowerTalk, are stand- alone programs that you can access directly.
System file T he program tl1e Mac uses to start itself and to provide certain basic information
to all applications. Together with tl1e Finder and ROM, it makes up the Mac's operating .rysteriL.
System Folder The all-importantfo/de1· on a Mac disk that contains the System file, Finder,
and other .rystem so[t1vare. Only disks 'vith a System Folder can be star·t1~fl disks.
system heap The portion of a Mac's memory reserved for the .rystem sofrzvare. Compare

application heap.
system software A catchall term for the basic programs that make the Mac work. It creates
the desktop, provides universal crmtrnands such as Open, Save, and C ut, and includes features
such as the Clipboanl. Part of the system software is in ROM, and the rest is on disk in the
System Folde1·, including the Finder, System file, Cboom·, co11t1'ol pauels, extmsions, and fonts.

T
TCP/IP The network pt·otocols used on the Intemet and on many 1Jmltiplatf0171/. ner/))o1·ks
(especially those witl1 Unix machines). It stands for tra nsmission control protocol/internet
protocol. The Mac can speak TCP/IP using tl1e MacTCP extension. Compare AppleTalk.

tear-off Refers to a menu (or palette) that you can detach from the main menu (or main
palette) and move arow1d on the screen like a palette. A tear-off menu/palette stays fully
extended and remains in front o f open document windows.

Glossary

telecommunications T he t ransfer of information between computers over telephone lines.
Just plug in a modem, fire up some connmmications soft7vm·e, and you can make contact with the
office computer, an on-line se1-vice, a BBS, or the Intemet.
template A master doi'l/11h'1Zt that you can use repeatedly without altering the original contents. Many applications provide templates (and/or let you create them); when opened, th ey
actually create a dupli cate copy, which yo u can modify as needed and save under a different
name. System 7 has a template feature called statiorwy.
terminator A small device that eliminates echoes and other unwanted electrical signals from a
SCSI bus or mt7vork. In a SCSI chain, it usua lly plugs into the SCSI port of the last device in
the chain.
text box An area, usually in a dialog box, where you insert text. Also called a text field.
text editor A simple, no-frills wot·d processor that works with plain ASCII text.
text file An ASCII fi le-just characters, no formatting.
text tool Another name for the 1-benm pointer.
thermal-wax transfer printer A pri11ter that creates images using tiny heated elements that
push rolls of plastic film against a page, bonding a waxy ink to the paper. Also called heatfusion or thermal-fusion printers.
third party You are the first party, Apple (the maker of your computer) is the second party,
and the companies that make brmhvm·e and sofrwm·e fo r the Mac are third parties. It also refers
to companies that make add-on software for major applimtions-for example, a plug-in for
Adobe Photoshop (the second party in this case).
32-blt addressing A method of handl ing 711e?II01J in System 7 that enables most Macs to work
with as much RAM as the machine can ho ld. \ Vithout it Macs have 24-bit addressing, which
limits total RAM to 8MB.
32-blt clean A phrase used to describe sofovare (including what's in ROJvf) that's wri tten to
work correctly (that is, without crashing) with 32-bit addressing. A few older Macs, such as
the SE/30, aren't 32 -bit clean and are said to have "dirty ROMs."
32-bit color Color that uses 32-bits to store each pixel's color va lue. Like 24-bit co/m· (see bit
deptb), it offers 16.7 million colo rs; the extra 8 bits per pixel don't offer m ore colors; they're
reserved for special operations such as masking.
throughput T he rate at which data can be n·ansferred between two comp ute rs or other
devices. With modems, it refers to tl1e number of bits exchanged per second (see bps).
TIFF Tag image file form at, the standard file Jomlflt fo r high-resolution

bit-mapped graphics,

including those genera ted by most scanners.
tile I. To arrange windo1vs side by side, as if they were Aoor ri les. 2. To print an oversized
image across several pieces of paper (which can then be taped togetl1er). 3. To repeat a
pattern o r texture across an image in a graphics program.
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title bar The horizontal strip across the top of a window that contains its name. vVhen the
windo•.v is active, its tide bar has horizontal stripes, a zoom box, and a close box. To move a
window, you drag it by the tide bar.
toggle A feature that changes its status (on or off) each time you use it. For example, d1e
common type styles (bold, italic, etc.) are toggles, because the first time you choose them
d1ey turn on, and the next time d1ey turn off. Other toggles include cbeckboxes and certain
menu items (e.g., Show Ruler and Hide Ruler).
toolbox I. A special palette contain.ing buttons and tools that floats above a document for easy
a<.:<.:e::ss. Also t:a llt:J a tool palette, unless it's a toolbar (a ribbon across the top of d1e screen).
2. The Toolbox is a collection of predefined softwa re routines (code) built into the Mac's ROM
that performs basic tasks such as drawing dialog boxes and displaying menzts.
trackball A pointing device that resembl es an upside-down mouse. Instead of sliding a mouse
across the desk, you roll a ball in a stationary holder.
trackpad The touch-sensitive pointing device built into late-model P owerBooks. I nstead of
moving about the screen by rolling a trackball, you run a fingertip across the trackpad.
Trash T he icon on the desktop into which you put .files to be deleted; iliey aren't actually
deleted, however, until you choose Empty Trash from the Special menu. You can also eject a
Jlopp)' disk or dismount a bm·d disk (or AppleSbare volume) by dmgging its icon to d1e Trash .
TrueType An outline font format developed by Apple and supported by System 7. U nlike PostScript fonts, a single TrueType font file works for both the screen and any printe1·.
Tune-Ups Free utilities from Apple that fix bugs and en hance features of System 7.0 and 7.0.1.
For System 7.1 , they're called System Updates.
24-bit color See bit deptb.
Type 1 font The primary format for PostScript fonts, developed by Adobe Systems.
typeface A collection of letters, numbers, punctuation marks, and symbols wi d1 an identifiable and consistent design. A typeface, such as Helvetica or Times, can include many differe nt weights (light, sem.ibold, bold, etc.) and styles (regular, italic, etc.). Compare font.

u

Undo The Mac's most beloved command(~), it lets you, well, undo d1e last thing you
did in a program. Undo is often a toggle, so you can flip back and forth between two versions
of somed1ing·, and the cool programs have multiple und o, allowing you to go back more than
one step.
Unix This 1mtltiusn; multitasking, multiplatfonu ope1·nting systnu was developed by Bell Labs
and is pronounced "you-nix." Apple's implementation ofU n.ix is called AIUX.
upload Send a .file to another computer usi ng a modmt. Opposite of dfrumloacl.

Glossary

user group A bunch of people who get together to share help and advice about their computers and software. Mac-specific user groups are often called MUGs, the largest of which
are BMUG and the Boston Computer Society.
user interface T he way a computer (or a prog·rarn) interacts with the user. For example, the
Mac's interface uses graphical elements-icons, windows, buttons, menus, dialog boxes-which is
why it's called a graphical user interface, or GUI (pronounced "gooey").
utility A small program that enhances the system software or an application. Screensaven, spelling checkers, fi le finders, extension manageTJ, and compression programs are all utilities.

v
vaporware A product that a company keeps promising
very, very late in shipping).

to

deliver but never does (or at least is

VAR Vi1lue-added reseller, a person or company that buys hardware and software, packages it
all together, and sells it to you as a complete system . A VAR will discuss your needs, make the
buying decisions, install the system, train you, and provide support. For a price, of course.

vector graphics Another term for object-o1·iented gmpbics.
video card 1. A can! that controls an external monitor. It can include features such as 24-bit
color and/or a graphics accelerator. 2. A card that digitizes the video signal &·om a TV, VCR, or
camcorder. Also called a digitizing board or a digitizer.
video editor Software that lets you create and edit QuickTirne movies, record video and
audio (with the appropriate digitizing hardware), and output the movies in various formats.
video port 1. Aport where you can attach an externalmonitot·. Now called the display port.
2. A port where you can attach a VCR, camcorder, or TV Video-in ports let you digitize the
video signal coming from one of these devices, and video-out ports send digital data to them.
virtual memory A System 7 strategy that expands the available nm7J01J' by treating vacant
space on a bard disk as if it were RANI.
virus A program that replicates itself fro m one file or disk to another without your consent.
They are spread through floppy disks, networkJ, and on-lim sm;ices and can go undetected
(unless you have an antiviral utility) until something goes wrong. Some viruses deliberately
destroy data, and even those designed to be "benign" can cause crasbes, slowdowns, and fi le
corruption.
VLF radiation Very low frequency elecu·omagnetic radiation (between 1OKHz and 30KHz),
which is emi tted by the CRTs in moniton and televisions. Compare ELF tYJdiation.
voice recognition T he ability o f the Mac to interpret and execute spoken cormnrmds (and
even, with the right sofi:wm-e, to take dictation). PlaiuTrdk is one implementation.
VRAM Video RA-M, a type of mem01y dedicated to handling the image displayed on a monitor.

VRAM is built into many Macs, and it also comes on display cards.
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w
WAN Wtde-area network, a m twork tha t spans geograprucally separated areas, usually by

using modems and dedicated, high-speed telephone lines. Compare LAN.

wildcard A character (usually ,. or?) that can stand fo r o ne or more unlmown cha racters
during a search . Searching for some text or a file using Mac* wo uld find ;\llacintosb, lVI.acUse1·,
and macadamia.
window A rectang ular frame o n the Mac's screen that has a title bm~ and se1·ott ban. Disks and
folders open into windows, and documents appea r in windows when you're working on th em.
Compare dialog box.
Windows Microsoftsoframre that adds a Mac-li ke g raphi cal uset· intetfttce to PCs.
word processor Software that lets you enter, edit, and fomznt text. Not only that, but it
also provides goodies such as spelling checkers, outlining, tables, footnotes, and tables of
contents.
wrlstrest A little cushion that provides sup port for tl1e wrists and helps prevent repetitive
stress injury.
wristwatch T he icon the poiuter no rmally n1rns into while you wait for the Mac to do
som ething.
WYSIWYG \.Vhat you see is what yo u get- tl1a t is, the image yo u see o n screen matches

what will print on paper. P ronounced "wizzy-wig."

z
zoom box A small box at the right end of the title bar in most active ·wi?ulows. C licking it
expands m e window to display all m e contents; clicki ng again restores m e previous size
and shape. Compare dose box and size bo:..-.
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In this index, nwnbers and symbols are alphabetized as if spelled out. For example, 32-bit addressing comes after thin-wire Ethernet, and f1 menu is alphabetized
as Apple menu. Also, all terms are alphabetized as if spaces and hyphens didn't
exit, so, for exa mple, Kid D esk comes before KidPix.

A
A4 accounting package, 412
A-10 Attack!, 787
Abbate Video
Video Toolkit, 705
VTK Plug-In Pack, 704
Abbott Systems' CanOpener,
302,945
ABC News InterActive's
Understanding Ourselves, 747
AbleSoft's The Card Collector,
802
About Cows, 747
About The Finde r, 28
About This Macintosh
bullet (•) in system number,
290
illustrated, 103
memory management, 163,
177, 291
software version number, 28,
103
Abracadata
Design Your Own Home:
Architecture, 79 3
Design You r Own Home:
Interiors, 793
Design Your Own Railroad,
805-6
Sprout!, 794
acce le rated video cards, 68, 240
Power Mac compatibility, 586
accele rator cards, 90-96
accent ed characters, 54 7

accessing th e Internet, 894- 95
Access Managed Environment
(AME), 486-87
AccessPC, 967-68, 969
access restriction, 21, 27, 122-23
access time
hard disks, 156, 196-97
MO drives, 206
Accidental Millionaire, 101 0
accounting software
personal accounting, 404-5,
406-10
for smal l businesses, 405,
410-12
accounts
Internet, 894-96
network management, 936
ACIU S
4D,424,428-29
4D First, 422-23
Acrobat, 956-57, 983
ACS 100 spea ke rs, 683
Action!, 716
activating. (see starting; turning
on and off)
active fi les, re nam ing, 33
active-matrix PowerBook
screens, 79-80
active SCSI terminators, 224
active window, 9, 11- 12
Active Window, The, 1015
Activi sion
The Lost Treasures of lnfocom,
792
Shanghai II: Dragon's Eye, 789
Adams, Douglas, 748
adapters (network), 919-20

ADB (Apple Desktop Bus), 55,
279
addDepth, 623
Additions for PageMaker, 654
ADDmotio n II, 640, 723
addresses
24-bit addressing, 158, 1 77
32-bit addressing, 158-59, 1 77
address boo ks vs. contact
managers, 393
Internet, 89 3
pri nting on envelopes, 843,
845,854
AddressWriter, 854
Adjustable Keyboa rd, 253-54,
999
Ad Li b font, 565
Adobe
(also see Adobe Type Manager;
Photoshop)
Acrobat, 956-57, 983
Audition, 601, 603
Berthold Lo-Type font, 565
Cochin fo nt, 563
Dimensions, 623
Downloader, 544, 843
font library on CD, 560
Futura font, 562
Garamond font, 561
Illustrato r, 613, 620-22, 978-79
)anso n Text font, 561
Photoshop, 157, 169, 600-601,
608-12
Photoshop LE, 603
Poetica font, 564
Premiere, 70 3-4, 708-9
Stone Phonetic font, 569
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Streamline 3, 623
SuperATM, 947
TypeAiign, 570
Type Basics Pack, 543, 560
Type On Call, 1 032
Type Reunion, 553
Value Pack, 560
Willow font, 565
Wood Type Ornaments 2, 566
Zapf Dingbats font, 566
Adobe Type Manag er (ATM)
(also see PostScript)
font caching, 58 1
GX extension, 531
overview, 527-28
PostScript printing for fonts,
817
on Power Macs, 286
SuperATM, 947
with System 7.5, 528
Advanced Gravis
GamePad, 774
MouseStick II, 774
Ad vanced Software
DateView 1.0, 401-2
lnTouch, 401-2
Ad vent's 362, 658
advent ure games, 784- 85,
791-92
a dvertising
page layout program, 659-61
percentages in magazines and
newsletters, 1 009
in software catalogs, 1 034
AEC Software's FastTrack
Schedu le, 404
Aesop's Fables, 757
AFE. (see Apple File Exchange)
Affinity Mlcrosystems
TempoEZ, 498
Tempo II Plus, 498
Afro link Software's Who
WeAre, 738
After Dark, 286, 504
After Effects, 705
Agfa
Credit Cards font, 566
font library on CD, 560
AG Grou p
EtherPeek, 936
LocaiPeek, 936
NetWatchMan, 935
Nok Nok, 937
Nok Nok A/S, 937

ahlst orlc fo nts, 563
AIDS, 747
AIFF file type, 679
airport security, 193, 47B
Aladdin Syst ems
Popcorn, 686, 702
SITcomm, 877
Stufflt, 218, 975, 982
Stufflt Deluxe, 480-81, 982
Ald us
(also see PageMaker)
Aldus Home Publisher, 665-66
Aldus Magazine, 657, 667
Date Book Pro, 394-96, 403
Fetch, 602, 604, 652
FreeHand, 620-22
Gallery Effects, 594, 704
Home Publisher, 665-66
lntelliDraw 2, 617-18
Persuasion, 71 4
SuperPaint, 596, 616
TouchBase Pro, 394-96
Aldus Magazine, 657, 667
alerts, customizing, 1 46, 515
aliases
on the Apple menu, 144
to catalog backup disks, 145
for drag-and-drop file opening,
145
introduction of, 1 05
making, 143-44
to mount shared d isks, 144-45
for shared files, 927
tips, 143-45
uses, 144
in Viva Press Professio na l, 658
Alias Research's Sketch!, 637
Alkl Software's Seek 2. 1, 493
Allegiant Technologies'
SuperCard, 723-24
allocation blocks, 21 7
Allrig ht Essentials, 945
alphabets, fore ign. (see languages)
alpha channels, 593
Alphatronix's MO d rives, 206
Alsoft
DiskExpress II, 220
Master juggler, 540-41
Power Utilities, 220, 472
Altec Lansin g's ACS 100
speakers, 683

Altsys
Fontographer, 575
Metamorphosis Professional,
57~

Alysls
eDisk, 483
More Disk Space, 482
AmandaStorles, 757
Amazing Media's Oceans Below,
742
Amazon Trail, The, 767
AME (Access Managed
Environment), 486-87
American Association of
Ophthalmologists, 993
Am erican Discovery, 738
Am erican Heritage Electron ic
Dictionary, 734
Am erican In k jet's Compujet,
827
American National Standards
Instit ute (ANSI)
ergonomic recommendations,
1004
keyboard shelf height recommendation, 1 005
SCSI-2 standard, 200
Ame rican Power Conversion's
Pow erChute, 278
Americans in Space, 750
Ame rican Vista Atlas, The, 741
Ame rica Online
(also see on-line services)
ClarisWorks support, 443
game and hobby software, 803
Internet access, 897
Macintosh Bible forum, 886
Mac/PC file transfers using,
972-73
modem customer support on,
870
overview, 886
shareware utilities, 464
Amtex' Eight Ball Deluxe, 779
an imation, 638-40
(also see graphics; movies;
video)
buying tips and reviews, 640
children's programs, 762
creating with Qu ickTime,
699-700
cutting and pasting with
QuickTime, 128
desktop toys, 514

Index

digital animation, 638-39
fonts, 531
frame-based, 640
key frames, 638
morphing, 640
overview, 585, 638-39
PICS format, 589
QuickTime compressor, 698
screensavers, 504-6, 512- 14
three-dimensional, 636, 640
typog raphy, 572- 73
wa rping, 640
Animation Works, 640
Anonae Software
Hiragana/ Katakana Exercises,

740
japanese Language Instruction:
Kanji Exercises No. 1, 740
annotating
databases, 432
Excel cells, 388
FileM aker reports, 436-37
in Microsoft Word, 349
Post-It notes, 505
anony mous ftp, 894
ANSI. (see American National
Standards Institute)
answering machine, fax modem
as, 870
anti-aliasing. (see jaggies)
Anti-environmental
Organizations, iii
AntiVirus for M acintosh, 292
ant ivirus utilities, 292-93
An tonin Dvorak: Symphony No.
9 " From the New World," 744
Anubis, 214
AOCE (Apple Open
Collaboration Environmen t),

931,932
AOL. (see America Online)
APDA (Apple Programmers and
Developers Association), 1016
Apexx Technology's PCTalk, 976
Appdisk, 172
Apple
(also see specific products)
ApplePrice, xiv, 1 0 20
Authorized Apple Service
Providers, 1021
Authorized Resellers, 1032-33
CD-ROM drives, 21 0
falling prices on Macs, 1 019-20
hard disks, 194

Human Interface Guidelines,

283
pricing, xiv, 1 020
Programmers and Developers
Association (APDA), 1 016
technical support line, 1 021
wa rranties and guarantees,

1021
Apple Backup, 73
Apple Chancery font, 525
Apple Color OneScanner, 270,

272
AppleDesign Powered Speakers,

683
Apple Desktop Bus (ADB), 55,

279
Appl eDraw, 607
Apple events
Apple events-aware
applications, 121
editors' poll, 438
introduction of, 1 06-7
overview, 10 7
Apple Extended Keyboard, 252
Apple File Exchan ge, 965-66
Appl e Guide, 115
Apple II computer di sks, 965
apple key. (see ~ key commands [alphabetized as "command key"]; keyboard
commands)
App le Keyboard, 252
App lelink, 888
AppleM ail, 126, 931
.t (Apple) menu
About Th is Macintosh, 28, 163,
177
adding items, 129
aliases on, 144
Apple Menu Items folder, 1 29
desk accessories on, 1 33
hierarchical menu utilities, 117,

469
history, 16
illustrated, 11 2
scripts with System 7.5, 114
Shut Down DA, 108, 116
System 7 improvements, 105
System 7.5 improvements,

111 - 12, 11 4
Apple Menu Item s folder, 129
Apple Microph one, 678-79

Apple Open Collaboration
Environmen t (AOCE), 931 ,

932
Apple Personal Diagnostics, 305
ApplePrice, xiv, 1 020
Apple Print Pack, 987
Apple Pr og rammers and
Developers Associat ion
(APDA), 1 01 6
Apple Remote Access, 901, 918
Apple Resto re, 73
AppleScri pt
auth oring program support,

721
backups using, 231
editors' poll, 438
introduction of, 109
overview, 11 4, 120-22
requirements, 122
AppleScript Scripter's Kit, 122
AppleSearch, 894
Apple Share
file sharing, 929
PowerPC version, 74
server requirements, 924- 25
versions, 929
AppleShare Pro, 929
AppleTalk
(also see networking)
conserving PowerBook energy,

86
easier done than said, 908- 9
Ethernet with, 835
LocaiTalk vs., 91 1
network numbering, 922-23
Novell NetWare support, 977
null modem cables and, 9 70
OSI model, 910
with PCs, 976
Phase 1 vs. Phase 2, 922- 23
protocols, 911
zones, 922
Apple Wor kgr oup Servers
(AWS). (see Workgroup Servers)
application heap, 16 3
Appli cation menu, 26
blinking, 816
applications. (see individual
categories)
Applications folder, locking, 116
Appli ed Opt ical Media
The American Vista Atlas, 741
Atlas of U.S. Presidents, 739
Language Discovery, 740~1
The World Vista Atlas, 741
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Appoint
Barbie Mouse, 262
Crayon Mouse, 262
Gulliver, 258
jurassic Mouse, 262
MousePen Pro, 261-62
Thumbelina, 260- 61
Apprentice, 598
APS Technologies
DATerm, 224
hard disk cases, 199
hard disks, 214
Konexx accessories, 902
SCSI Doc, 83
SCSI Sentry, 224
ARA, 901, 918
ARA-Commander, 901
ARA Multi Port Server, 9 18
ARA Person al Server, 918
arcade action games, 775-79
ArchiCAD, 633
architecture programs for
nonprofessionals, 793
ARDI's Executor/DOS, 971
Ares Software
FontChameleon, 529, 560,
574-75
FontMonger, 574
Arion Software's MasterCook
Mac, 800-801
arithmetic operators in
QuarkXPress, 654
arm problems, 992, 998-1 002
armrests, 997, 1 001
Arrange, 396-97
ARROglyphs, 642
arrows
(also see pointers)
reversing in Microsoft Works,
457
scroll arrows, 1 3
Ars Nova
Practica Musica, 693
Songworks, 693
Artbeats
Backgrounds for Multimedia,
675
Marble & Granite, 61 1
Art Center, 761
art education on CD-ROM, 743
Artemis' Schedule Publisher,
399
Arthur's Teacher Troubles,
754-55

Articulate Systems' Voice
Navigator, 124-25
Art Institute of Chicago, The,
743
art programs. (see animation;
draw programs; paint programs; presentation software)
artWorks, 596, 616
ArtZ tablets, 263
Asante's Mini EN/ SC, 920
ASC II fi les, 943, 980, 981
text editors, 32 3-24
ASD Software
FileDuo, 231
FileGuard, 484-85
TrashGuard, 484-85
WizTools, 471, 489
Ashlar's Vellum, 633
Aslm ov, Isaac, 731
Aspen Gold's CrossPro, 790
Astound, 716
astronomy o n CD-ROM, 749-50
AT!itT's Paradyne DataPort 14.4,
871
AT command set, 863
At Ease
access restriction, 21, 27,
122-23
At Ease for Workgroups, 123
desktop, 6, 27
illustrated, 122
overview, 27, 122-23, 762
requirements, 123
security features, 122- 23
At Ease for Workgro ups, 1 23
ATF Bulmer font, 562
Athlete's Diary, The, 798
Atlantic Technology's Patte rn
100 speakers, 683
Atlas of U.S . Presidents, 739
ATM. (see Adobe Type Manager)
A-Train, 786-87
Attain's In Control, 398- 99
Atticus Software
RAMDiskSaver, 172
Super 7 Utilities, 303, 472
Audio Gallery, 689-90
Audio Help stack, 684
Audiomedia II, 681
Audiomedia LC, 681
audio mixing board, 680
Audioshop 2, 680, 685
AudloVislon 14 Display, 247, 674
Audition, 601, 603

Audubon's Mammals, 747
Aurora, 514
Austen, Jane, 731
authoring programs, 719- 26
buying tips and reviews,
722-26
cross-platform compatibility,
721
expandability, 720-21
multiplatform multimedia, 721
overview, 719
run-time players, 721
scripting, 719, 720
what to look for, 720-21
Authorware Professional, 725
auto-accompaniment software,
694
Autob iography of Malcolm X, The,

731
AutoCAD, 633
Autodesk's AutoCAD, 633
auto•des•sys' form•Z, 632, 638
Automated Graphics' MathFont
series, 568
au totracing tools, 623
A/UX, 118
AV 14 Display, 247
AV DSP Power, 48
Avery labels, 845
Avid Technology's VideoShop 2,
704
AV Macs
DMA chips, 49
graphics speed, 586
monitor, 674
multiple monitor support,
63-64
overview, 43
Power Mac models, 65-66
videoconferencing capability,
56
video ports, 54-55
video recording features,
54-56,674
voice recognition, 54
AV port, 52
AWS (Apple Workgroup Servers).
(see Workgroup Servers)
Axis the Gamecheater, 778
A-Z Forms Templates for th e
Macintosh, 377

Index

B
backbone, 91 3
Backgrounder, 815
background printing, 815-1 6
Backgrounds for Mu ltimedia,
675
backing up
automatically before shutting
down, 131
backup media, 229-30
backup software, 230-31
hard disks, 228-32
installing System 7 and, 1 38
need for, xix, 228
Performas, 73
RAM disks, 1 70
strategies, 2 32
System Folder, 284- 85
back pain, 995- 97
Backyard, The, 758
Bad Fe ature icon in margins, xvi
badge,697
balloon help, 19
Microsoft Works, 455
Balthazar, 680
Band-in-a-Box, 694
Barbie Mouse, 262
Bargain icon in margins, xvi
bartending software, 807
Bartley Software's Fittingly Sew,
804
baseball card collectors'
software, 802
Baseball's Greatest Hits, 798-99
baseline of fonts, 555
Baseline Publishing
Axis the Gamecheater, 778
Exposure Pro, 502
I Like Icon, 509-11 , 701
Spectator, 503
Thunder7, 329,334,335
Vantage, 323
Basic Color Monitor, 246
BAT Personal Keyboard, 256
batteries in PowerBooks, 83- 87
alternative sources, 86-87
case, 86
chart, 83
checking the charge, 85
conserving energy, 86
lightning-bolt charge symbol,
85

sleep mode, 85
switch ing batteries, 85- 86
types, 84- 85
baud rate. (see bps)
bays. (see slots and bays)
BBEdit, 323
BBEdit lite, 323
BBSs
defined, 884
graphical systems, 890
modem customer support on,
870
overview, 889- 90
BeachWare's A Zillion Sounds,
675
BeagleWorks, 445
beeps. (see sound)
Beethoven, Ludwig, 744, 745
Before Dark, 509
"Before You Insta ll" disk, 137
BeHierarchic, 11 7
Bell font, 562
Berkeley Data Access
active terminators, 224
SCSI cables, 222
Berkeley Systems
After Dark, 286, 504
Movies After Dark, 706
Movies 'nl Dawn, 706
Berlin Wall, 737
Berlitz Think & Talk series, 740
Berlow, David, 531
Bernhard Gothic font, 564
Bernou lli drives, 204-5
Berthold Lo-Type font, 565
Best Power Technology's surge
protectors, 278
best-selle rs on CD-ROM, 731
Best!Ware
MYOB Accounting, 408- 9
MYOB Accounting with Payroll,
409
Better Hom es and Gardens
Healthy Cooking CD
Cookbook, 799
Bezier-curve tools, 614
typographic effects, 570- 73
Bibles (Christian) on CD-ROM,
733
BigCaps, 550
Big Dummy's Guide to the
Internet, The, 891

Big Green Disc, The, 749
Big Thesaurus, 333-34
BINA file type, 679

binary method of testing extensions, 301 - 2
Binary Software's SquareOne,
473
Binhex, 975
Bird Brain, 802-3
Birds font, 567
Birds of America, 747
Birds of Europe, 748
bird watchers' software, 429,
802-3
bis, 864
bit depth
monitors, 239
OCR and, 267
PowerBook screens, 80, 81
scanners, 265-66
Bit jugg lers' UnderWare, 513-14
Bit Knitter, 805
bit-mapped fonts
buying, 532, 535
defined, 523
with PostScript GX and
TrueType fonts, 538
screen fonts, 535, 537, 538,
539
special characters in, 546
suitcase files, 534, 536
bit-mapped graphics
(olso see paint programs)
object-oriented graphics vs.,
587-88
overview, 585, 587, 953
printing images, 844-45
resizing images, 606-8
resolution, 587, 591
b its, 156, 187
bits pe r second. (see bps)
Bitstream
Ad Lib font, 565
ATF Bulmer font, 562
Charter font, 563
font CD, 560
Kis font, 561
BizBasics, 428, 429
BJ-5 portable printer, 855
BJC-600 printer, 848-49
BJC-820 printer, 848-49
black and white monitors.
(see monochrome monitors)
black and white printers
color vs., 821 - 22
paper, 850-51
types of, 818-19
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Black Diamond tone r cartridges,
841
Blackfire's MacCockta il, 807
b lack world history, 738
blank screen in System 6, 25-26
Blender DA, 607
"blessing" the System Folder,
299
blind, Microsoft Word
documentation for the, 349
blinking . (see flash ing)
Bliss Saver, 505
Blueprint, 633
Blyth's Omnis7, 425
BMUG, 1015-16
BMUG Guide to Bulletin Boards
and Beyond, The, 890
BMUG Newsletter, 1 01 0
BMUG Shareware Disk Catalog,
Th e, 1010-1 1

board g ames, electronic,
788-90
boards. (see cards)
Bodoni font, 562
bold font style, 550-52, 554
bold-italic font style, 550-52,
554
Bolo, 791
bombs. (see crashes)
Bon Voyage, 1 022
Book of Changes, 339, 340-41
books
(also see reference CO-ROM s)
desktop publishing, 667
interactive stories and
adventures, 753-59
Mac history, 1 01 0
Mac information, 1 011
page layout, 667
Books-on-Disk
The King james Bible, 733
Shakespeare's Works, 731
Boolean operat ors, 494
bootable flo ppy disks, 295-96
boot blocks, 298
boot-up process, 189
changing startup disks, 285
crashes during, 300- 302
selecting extensio ns at boot-up,
287
startup disk search order, 1 30
Boston Computer Society, 1015
boxes in Page Maker and
QuarkXPress, 650-51, 652,
655,656

b ps, 864-65, 973
setup, 879
Brahms, Joh ann, 745
brainstorming software, 336-4 1
overview, 336-37
reviews, 337-41
bridges, 920, 921
Brederbund Software
The Backyard, 758
Carmen Sandiego series,
764-65
catalog, 770
Cosmic Osmo, 784
Kid Pix, 760
Kid Pix Companion, 760-61
Living Books, 753-55
The Manhole, 784
Myst, 778, 781, 784
The Playhouse, 758
Prince of Persia, 775, 778
Prince of Persia 2: The Sh adow
and the Flame, 775
Speiunx and the Caves of
Mr. Seudo, 784
The Treehouse, 758
TypeStyler, 570-71
Brother's HJ-1 OOi portable
printe r, 855
BrushStrokes, 595-97
illustrated, 597
tool palette, 591
Bubblej e t BJlOex portable
p rinter, 855
bugs
Disk Check, 289
Tune-Ups and Updates for, 11 0,
288-90
b ulletin board services.
(see BBSs)
bullets (•)
in Microsoft Word, 355
in system number, 290
typing, 547
bump maps, 632, 634
Bungle Software's Pathways
Into Darkness, 785
Bureau of Electronic Publishing
History of the World, 738
Monarch Notes on CD-ROM,
732
The Multimedia World
Factbook, 738
Burma: the Next Killing Fields?, iii
burst transfer rates, 197

business docume nts
correspondence, 316
graphics programs, 616-18
page layout program, 660
presentation software, 71 0-19
business management software.
(see financia l management software)
bus network topology, 91 3
Butcher, Lee, 1 01 0
button b ars
Microsoft Word, 31 8-19
WordPerfect, 319
word processor feature, 314
buttons, 18, 19
bytes, 156, 187

c
C&G. (see Casady &: Greene)
cables
CDDI, 917
cordless mouse, 258
DB25-to-DB50, 222
direct serial-cable connections
w ith PCs, 970-72
Ethernet, 907, 915-17
1 0Base2, 907, 916
1 0Base5, 907, 916- 1 7
10BaseT, 910,911,916
Ethernet vs. LocaiTalk, 835
fiber-optic (FDDI), 908, 917
hardware handshaking, 880
LocaiTalk, 914-15
maximum length for networks,
915
networking, 914-1 7
networking tips, 938- 39
null modem cable, 970
port icons, 55
SCSI, 221 -23
serial-to-parallel converter, 826
for servers, 924
Token Ring, 917
transmission sp eeds, 915
unplugging, 279
caches
CD-ROM caches, 211
disk caches, 165, 168-69
fo nt caching with ATM, 581
memory, 48-49, 64, 93
other caches, 169

Index

CA-Cricket Draw Ill 2.0, 618
CA-Cricket Graph 1111 .5, 619
CA-Cricket Presents Ill, 715
caddies for CO-ROMs, 209
CAD programs, 633
Caere Software
OmniPage Direct, 342-43
OmniPage Professional, 342-43
CAL, 501
CaiComp's DrawingSiate,
263-64
Calculator Construction Set,
500- 501
calcu lator utilities, 500- 501
CalcuPad, 501
calendar programs, 393
(also see personal informatio n
managers)
buying tips and reviews,
394-404,501
Gantt chart programs vs.
schedu lers, 405
Microsoft Works tips, 460
project managers vs.
schedulers, 399
Calera Recognition Systems
WordScan, 343
WordScan Plus, 343
Callisto's Super Maze Wars, 791
call waiting and
telecommunications, 900
Camde's Nutri-Calc Plus, 801
CameraMan, 503, 703
cameras in three-dimensional
graphics, 634
canceling
(also see closing; turning on
and off; undeleting; Undo
command)
escapi ng hang-ups, 30
restoring Clipboard contents,
31
using @OCJ, 30
using @ill key, 30
Canon
Bj-5 portable printer, 855
BJC-600 printer, B48-49
BJC-820 printer, 848-49
Bubble jet BJ1 Oex portable
printer, 855
CLC copier, 821
CanOpener, 302, 945
Canto Software
Cumulus PowerLite, 604
Cumulus PowerPro, 604

Canvas,618-20,982
illustrated, 620
preferences file, 626
tips, 625-26
Capture, 502-3
capturing
screens, 501-3
sou nd from audio COs, 686
video, 701
Caravelle Networks' NetWorks
3.0.2, 931' 935, 939
Card Collector, The, 802
card games, 789
card s
accelerated video cards, 68,
240,586
accelerator cards, 90-96
cache cards, 93
Power Macs, 64
daughterboards, 48
display cards, 52, 240
accelerated video cards, 68,
240,586
checking in used Macs,
1024-25
older cards, 245
Power Mac compatibility, 68
video digitizer cards vs., 241
expansion slots, 57, 60, 97
independent CPUs, 94
motherboards, 48
Power Mac upgrades, 93
network adapters, 919- 20
PC on a card, 985-86
PDS cards, 57, 67
PowerPC upgrade cards, 91-9 3
sound cards, 681
care. (see cleaning; preventive
med icine)
caret, 547
Carina Software's Voyager II,
749
Carme n Sandiego series, 764-65
carpal tunnel syndrome (CTS),
992,998-1000
C.A.R.'s Cllpables, 642
Cartesia Software's MapArt, 644
cartridges, hard disk.
(see removable-media drives)
cartridges, Ink jet
refilling, 827-28
remanufactured, 828-29
tips, 829

cartridg es, laser
adjusting toner density, 839
component systems vs., 832
discounts, 840
disposing of, 842
duty cycle, 8 32
equivalent cartridges for
LaserWriters, 840
extending life, 840
protecting from light, 844
recycling, 841-42
super cartridges, 841
Casa Blanca Works
Drive?, 169, 199, 214
DriveCD, 21 0, 212
hard disk cases, 199
Casady & Greene
AME (Access Managed
Environment), 486- 8 7
Conflict Catcher II, 28 7, 301,
468
Crystal Crazy, 776
Glider+, 778- 79
Glider 4, 778-79
More Glider, 778-79
Snap MAIL, 932
case for PowerBook batteries,
86
Castle Systems
Goudy Stout font, 565
Xavier Black font, 565
Catastrophe font, 566
Cayman's GaterShare, 923
cc:Mail, 932
CCDs (charge-coupled devices),
265
CCITI (Consultative Committee
International Telegraph and
Telephone), 863-64
CD AIICache, 21 0, 212
CD Companion series, 744, 745
COOl (Coppe r Distributed Data
Interface), 917
cdevs. (see control panels)
CO-quality sound. (see sound)
CD-ROM d isks
(also see reference CO-ROMs;
specific titles)
audio CD players, 211
capacity, 207
capturing sound from audio
COs, 686
clip art, 641
external vs. internal, 209
fo nts, 560
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for games and hobbies, 797
icon in margins, xvi
for kid's software, 753
Mac and computer
information, 1 011 - 14
Macintosh Bible CD-ROM, 1 030
memory requirements, 797
multimedia clip libraries, 675
overview, 727
PC CDs on the Mac, 985
QuickTime, 700-701
reference CD-ROMs, 727-50
art and music, 743-45
classic references, 733-36
compend iums vs. interactive
experiences, 729
history and current events,
736--39
literature, 730-33
other lands and languages,
739-42
overview, 727, 730
science and nature, 746-50
software on locked CDs, 1 032
usefulness, 207-8
utilities, 210-12
CD-ROM drives, 207-12
(also see multimedia; SCSI
devices)
brands, 21 0, 212-15
buying tips and reviews,
209-10
caddies vs. caddyless, 209
d rivers, 21 0- 11
editors' poll, 208
multisession drives, 602
overview, 51
Photo CD compatibility, 602
price, 753
requirement for games, 773-74
speeds, 211
sto rage bays, 61
usefulness, 207-8
utilities, 210- 12
CD-ROM ToolKit, 210
CDU (Connectix Desktop
Utilities), 470- 71
EasySync, 489
secu rity features, 487
cedilla, 546-47
CellarKeeper, 807
cells in spreadsheets, 371
censorship by Pro digy, 889

Central Point Software
AntiVirus for Macintosh, 292
Disk Bug Checker, 289
MacTools, 220-21, 231,
293-94
Centris
hardware specifications, 98
memory config uration, 178
overview, 89-90
peripheral support, 59
sound capabilities, 682
upgrading
to Power Mac, 93
to PowerPC, 91- 93
Centronlx paralle l ports
automatic port switching,
835-36
serial-to-parallel converter
cable, 826
cent sign, 547
CE Software
QuicKeys, 23 1, 346,497,498
Quick Mail, 931, 932-34
QuickMaii-AOCE, 931
CGM fo rmat, 982
chairs, 996, 997
Chameleon, 507
Changeling Software's Pax
Imperia, 782
chang ing. (see replacing)
characters
(also see special characters)
ClarisWorks invisible characters,
451
m issing-character box, 549
styles, 314
in Microsoft Word, 350, 354,
358-59, 367
ch arge-coupled d evices (CCDs),
265
Chariot Software Gro up, 770
CharlsMac Engineering
Anubis, 214
CD All Cache, 210, 212
Charter font, 563
charts a nd graph s
charting programs, 619
Excel tips, 390
spreadsheets, 373-74, 390
chattin g on -line, 885
cheating at games, 778
check boxes, 1 8, 20
CheckMark Software
Multiledger, 412
Payroll, 412

check marks on menus, 1 7
checksumming, 881
Chena Software's lnfoDepot,
400-401
Chessmaster 3000, 788
Chicago font, 524
Chicago Manual of Style, The,
327, 335, 336
childre n's software. (see Kid's
stuff)
chimes of d eath, 297
Chinese and World Script, 313
Chip Merchant, The, 175
chips. (see processor chips)
ChipSoft's MaclnTax, 409-10
cho lesterol, 746
Chooser
with QuickDraw GX, 817
selecting p rinter, 814-15
Chooser devices or extensions.
(see drivers)
chord keyboard, 256
ch o rds at startup, 297
Chuck Yeager's Air Combat, 787
Church of Jesus Christ of the
Latter-day Saint s' Personal
Ancestral File, 795
CIA World Factbook, 741
Cinde rella, 757
Cine mania '94, 796
Cine mation, 640, 716--17
Cin e pak QuickTime compressor,
698
circuit boards. (see cards)
Citizen's Notebook Printer II,
855
Civilization, 787
Civil War, 737
Claire, 694
Clairvoyan ce, 421
cla ms on CD-ROM, 748
Cla ris
BrushStrokes, 595-97
ClarisDraw, 617
Clarislmpact, 618
ClarisWorks, 378, 442-44,
447-54
FileMaker Pro, 420-21, 428
MacDraw, 615
MacProject II, 399
MacWrite Pro, 325-27
Power To Go, 475, 476
Resolve, 378
Retrieveltl, 494
XTND, 946
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ClarisDraw, 61 7
Clarislmpact, 618
Claris Software Alliance, 428
ClarlsWorks
capturing communications
sessions, 4 54
character styles, 449- 50
communications tips, 454
database tips, 453-54
default fo rmats, 449
d raw tips, 451 - 52
envelope printing, 450- 51
form creation, 453
fo rm letter merging, 450
help, 448
inserting graphics, 450
invisible character toggle, 451
label setup, 453- 54
macros, 44 7-48, 454
memory requirements, 44 7
Microsoft Works vs., 442-4 3
page layout, 451-52
paint tips, 451 - 52
predefined formats, 448
presentation creation, 449, 453
review, 44 3-44
selecting images, 451
Shortcu ts palette, 443, 448
spreadsheet module, 378,
452- 53
tables, 451
tips, 447- 54
word processing tips, 449-51
wrapping text around graphics,
448
Class B certification, 201
Classics (Mac)
built-in screens, 71
Color Classics, 89
hardware specifications, 99
installing memory, 1 76
interleave ratio, 216
maximum memory allowable,
159
memory configuration, 1 78
overview, 89
Performa equivalents, 73
peripheral suppo rt, 59
sound capabilities, 682
upgrading to FPU coprocessor,
96
CLC copier, 821
cleaning
floppy drives, 193, 304
laser printers, 84 3
mice, 259

as preventive medicine, 277
screens, 994
clean slate installation of system
software, 138- 39
Clea n Up command, 32-33
ClickArt, 643
ClickChange, 512- 13
clicking, defined, 9
ClickPaste, 496
Clipa bles, 642
clip art, 641 -44
Clipboard
(also see cutting or copying
and pasting)
overview, 24-25
replacing using contents, 350
resto ring contents, 31
scrapbook utilities, 495-9 7
Clipboard fi le, 129
CllpMedia, 675
Clip Tune s, 675
Cliptures, 64 2
clock boosters, CPU, 95- 96
clock pointer, 8
clock speed, 47
clock boosters, 95- 96
PowerBooks, 83, 86
clock utilities, 499- 500, 51 4
closing
(also see turning on and off)
documents, 25- 26
serial port, 900
shutting down the Mac, 26-27,
225,288
windows, 12
windows automatically, 34
clove rleaf key. (see (Sffi) key commands [alphabetized as ucommand key"); keyboard
commands)
Club Kidsoft, 1 032
Coach Pro, 328-29
Coactive Computing's Coactive
Connector, 976
Coactive Connector, 976
Coate's Art ReviewImpressionism, 74 3
Cobb Group, 667, 101 0
Cochenille Design Studio
Bit Kni tter, 805
Stitch Editor, 805
Stitch Pa inter, 805
Stitch Painter Gold, 805
Cochin font, 563

Coda
Finale, 692- 93
Finale Allegro, 69 3
CodaMusic Technologies'
Petrucci fo nt, 568
Codo
PERMAJET Plus toner cartridges,
841
Toner Tank cartridges, 84 1
coffee-table books on CD-ROM,
743-44
Collage, 599
collectors' databases, 802-4
colon (:) and icon names, 10
color
(also see color monitors; color
printers)
bit depth and, 239
colo r separation, 593, 61 5, 653
custom highlight colo r, 146-4 7
editors' poll on necessity, 236
flatbed scanners, 269-73
graphics programs, 592
management, 592
in Microsoft Works, 456
in page layout, 649, 653
PowerBook screens, 79, 80, 81
presentations, 712, 717- 18
printing, 853
spo t vs. process, 653
System 7.5 improvements, 11 5
trapping, 653, 859
Color Classics, 89. (also see
Classics)
Color control panel, 146-4 7
Color It!, 603
Color jetprinter PS 4079, 849
ColorKnit, 805
Color MacCheese, 595
colo r monitors
(also see monitors)
16-color monitor icon trick,
511
bit depth, 239
editors' poll on necessity, 236
large (two-page), 23 7, 250
medium-size, 237, 249- 50
monochrome monitors vs.,
235- 36
overly green screen, 246
po rtrait, 237, 248
PowerBook screens, 79-80
richness of colors, 239
selecting levels of color, 240
small, 237, 245-48
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Color OneScanne r, 270, 273
Color Portrait Monitor, 248
Color Printer, 848
color printers, 847-53
(also see printers; service
bureaus)
black and white vs., 821 -22
buying tips and reviews,
847-49, 851-53
dye sublimation, 820-21,
852-53
in kjet, 847-49
paper, 850-5 1
PostScript, 849, 852
printing tips, 853
thermal wax, 849,85 1-52
types of, 819- 21
ColorScript laser 1000, 821
color separation, 653
with draw programs, 615
image-editing program
capabilities, 593
ColorS mart drivers, 848
Color StyleWriter Pro, 849
ColorSync, 11 5
ColorTone printer, 852
Color Tools, 722-23
Co lorUP, 712
ColourPaint, 607
columns
inserting in ClarisWorks,
452- 53
inserting in Excel, 382
Microsoft Word tips, 364- 65
Microsoft Works tip, 45 7
ComboWalker, 701
comic collectors' software,
803-4
@:!) key commands
(also see keyboard co mmands)
~ 817

overview, 17- 18
commandments, Mac Bible ten,
xvii-xx
commands, 1 3-21
(also see keyboard commands;
XCMDs)
dimmed on menus, 16
executing dialog box choices,
21
Hayes (AT) command set, 863
menus, 14- 1 7
"select and execute" grammar,
14
selecting from menus, 1 6-1 7
using dialog boxes, 18- 21

using keyboard commands,
17- 18
voice, 20, 124-26
commas
comma-delimited text format,
953
in Excel, 383, 385
in In ternet addresses, 893
CommCioser, 900
CommentKeeper, 303
commercial correspondence,
316
Commo n Ground, 958-59, 98 3
Common Knowledge's Arrange,
396- 97
commons, tragedy of the, xix- xx
Comm Toolbox, 875, 882
Communicate lite, 882
Communication Inte lligence,
Mac HandWriter, 262
communications software,
873- 78
(also see modems;
telecommunications)
fax software, 878
file transfer protocols, 971-72
general-purpose packages,
874,876-77
Internet applications, 896-99
Internet networking, 874, 895
Macintosh Communications
Toolbox, 875
telecomm unications tips,
899-902
terminal emulato rs, 874,
876-77, 970-71
tips
ClarisWorks, 454
Microsoft Works, 459-60
Communications Toolbox, 875,
882
compact Macs
(also see specific models)

built-in screens, 71
installing memory, 1 76
model overviews, 87- 89
Compact Pro, 21 8, 482, 975, 982
Compact Virtual, 161
comparing documents, 330
compatibility
(also see importing and
exporting data; sharing files)
buying tip, 1 027
cross-platform
authoring programs, 721

electronic publishing tools,
954-61,983
intermediate o r interchange
file formats, 980-83
page layout programs, 657,
658,662,670
peripherals, 986-87
presentatio n software,
712-13
programs for both the Mac
and Windows, 978-79
System 7.5 improvements,
113
translation utilities, 966,
979-80
dot-matrix printers, 846
emulation
run ning Mac software on
PCs, 971
running PC software on
Macs, 66-67, 977,
984-87
extension conflicts, 300- 302,
467-68
grammar checkers, 332
modems, 863, 869- 71
Power Mac incompa tibilities,
67-68
slowing down 68040 chips, 47
software-compatibility
diagnostics, 306
System 7 with o lder soft ware,
137
System 7.5 improvements, 1 1 3
utility confl icts, 465-66
WorldScript, 313
Compatibility Checke r, 1 37
Compon ent Software
Hot jots, 505
Icon Gallery, 511
compression. (see file
compression)
Compression Settings dialog
box,697
Compton's Interactive
Encyclopedia, 735, 736
CompuJet, 827
CompuNet, 915
CompUSA, 1 033
CompuServe
(also see on-line services)
B+ protocol, 874, 881
game and hobby software, 803
graphical shells, 887-88
Mac/ PC file tra nsfers using,
972-73

Index

modem customer support on,
870
overview, 886-88
CompuServe B+ protocol, 874,
881
CompuServe Information
Manage r for Macintosh, 887,
888
CompuServe Navigator, 887-88
computer-aided design (CAD)
programs, 633
Computer Associates
(A-Cricket Draw Ill 2.0, 618
CA-Cricket Graph Ill 1.5, 619
(A-Cricket Presents Ill, 715
Computer Graphics Metafile
format. (see CGM fo rmat)
Computerized Grammar series,
740
Computer Select, 1 012-1 3
compute r workstation, 999
concentrators, 914, 923-24
condensed font style, 550-52,
554
Conduct Unbecoming, 731
Co-Net CD, 101 4
confe rences on-line, 885
configuring . (see setting up)
Conflict Catcher II, 287, 301,
468
Connected Accounting, 412
Connectix Corp.
Compact Virtual, 161
Connectix Desktop Utilities
(CDU), 470- 71, 487, 489
Connectix PowerBook Uti lities
(CPU), 86, 475, 476-77,
487,489
Hand-Off II, 945
Macintosh Memory Guide,

176-77
Maxima, 172
MODE32, 158
RAM Doubler, 167, 291
Connectix Desktop Utilities
(CDU), 470-71
EasySync, 489
security features, 487
Connectix PowerBook Utilities
(CPU),86,475,476-77
EasySync, 489
security features, 487
connectors
foreign electrical outlets, 282,
1022
SCSI devices, 22 1- 22

Consultative Committee
International Telegraph and
Te le phone (CCITT), 863-64
contact managers
(also see persona l information
managers)
address books vs., 39 3
buying tips and reviews,
394-404
schedulers merged with, 393
context switchers, 835
continuous-t o ne art, scanning,
266
Conto ur Designs' Mouse
To pper, 258
(Contrail key commands. (see
keyboard commands)
controller boards for hard disks,
187
controllers, MIDI, 688
control panels
(also see utili ties; specific control
panels)

adding new, 134-35
applications vs., 466
Color, 146-47
Energy Saver, 281
General Controls, 508, 509
icons, 1 32
managing, 469
Memory, 161 , 165, 177
Memory Manager, 68
Monitors, 147-48, 238,240
opening, 1 33
overview, 133-34
PopChar, 549
Sharing Setup, 926
Sound, 146, 508,683-84
Speech Setup, 125
Users &. Groups, 926-27
Views, 148-49
WindowShade, 116
Control Panels folder, 129
Control Panel (System 6), 149
Control Strip, 11 8, 474
Control Strip Modules fold er,
130
convergence in monitors,
24 1-42
ConversionsPius, 969
converting files. (see crossplatform compatibility;
importing and exporting data;
sharing files)
cooking software, 799-801

cooling your Mac, 277
CoOperative Printing Solutions.
(see COPS)
Copper Distributed Data
Interface (CDDI), 91 7
coprocessors
accelerato rs, 95-96
DSP chips
in AV Macs, 586, 674
for graphics acceleration,
586
overview, 48
FPU coprocessors, 47-48
SoftwareFPU, 48, 62, 67, 92,
96
upgrading, 96
COPSTalk for Windows, 975,
976-77
copying
(also see cutting o r copying
and pasting)
Excel spreadsheets, 381
folde rs, 141-42
icons, 9-10
icons by dragging, 31
images in paint programs, 606
Microsoft Word character
formats, 358- 59
Microsoft Word styles between
documents, 357- 58
movies, 707
from PostScript programs, 31
QuarkXPress paragraph
formats, 668
resources with ResEd it, 516
System Folder duplicates,
284-85
copy protection for games, 774
copyright symbol, 54 7
cordless mouse, 258
Corkboard, 337
Correct Gramma r, 333
CorrectPrint 300 printer, 852
Correct Writing, 335-36
correspondence, commercial,
316
corrupted files, 302
CoSA's After Effects, 705
Cosmic Osmo, 784
CoStar
AddressWriter, 854
LabeiWriter II, 854
LabeiWriter II Plus, 854
Stingray, 259
couch potato software, 796-97
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counting
folder items, 31- 32
words, 314
Courier fon t, 524
COWS, 747
CPU chips. (see processor chips)
CPU clock boosters, 95-96
CPU (Connectix PowerBook
Utilities), 86, 475, 476-77
EasySync, 489
security fea tures, 487
Crank font, 531
crashes during bootup, 300-302
Crate hard disks, 215
Crayon Mouse, 262
CRA Z Software
Fetchlt, 495
KopyKat, 495-96
CRC, 881
Creative Media Services'
Megatoons Part II, 642
Creative Multimedia
Audubon's Mammals, 747
Birds of America, 747
The Magic Death, 785
Shakespeare on Disc, 731
Sherlock Holmes on Disc, 732
Who Killed Sam Rupert?, 785
Creative Solutions' Hurdler, 97
Creative Whack Pack, 339-40
Creative Writer, 763- 64
Creator co des for files, 945, 969
Credit Cards font, 566
Criterion Goes to the Movies,
796-97
cross-platform compatibility
(also see importing and
exporting data; sharing fi les)
autho ring programs, 721
electronic publishing tools,
954-61,983
intermediate or interchange file
formats, 980-83
page layout programs, 657,
658,662, 670
peripherals, 986-8 7
modems, 986
monitors, 238, 241 , 987
printers, 826, 986-87
SCSI devices, 987
presentation software, 712-1 3
programs for both the Mac and
Windows, 978-79
reading Mac files on PCs,
968- 69,974- 75

reading PC files on Macs,
965-68, 977-83
Syste m 7.5 improvements, 11 3
translation utilities, 966,
9 79- 80
Cross Pro, 790
CrossTalk, 877, 970
crossword puzzles, 789-90
font, 569
Crutclrfleld Magazine, 1033
Cryan, Shelley, 584, 672, 772
CryptoMatlc, 485- 86
Crystal Caliburn, 779, 781
Crystal Crazy, 776
CTA's TextPert, 343
CTB (Comm Toolbox), 875
CTDs (cumulative trauma
disorders), 99 2, 998- 1 002,
1005
CTS (carpal tunnel syndrome),
992,998-1 000
Cubase, 691
Cubase Lite, 690
cumulative trauma disorders
(CTDs), 992, 998-1 002, 1 005
Cumulus Powerlite, 604
Cumulus PowerPro, 604
Curator of Birds, 429
curly quotes, 345-46
curre nt events o n CO-ROMs,
736- 39
Curtis' mouse-cleaning kit, 259
custome r support. (see sup port
and service)
custom handwriting fonts, 569
customlzability of software,
1028- 29
customizing
alerts, 146, 515
fonts, 573-76
paring down your System
Folder, 141
resources, 515- 18
softwa re with ResEdit, 516-1 7
system software, 138- 39,
145-49
your Mac, xviii-xix
cutting o r copying and pasting
(also see Clipboard; copying;
moving; Quicklime)
deleting by cutting, 24
drag and drop feature, 25
EPS images, 623
Microsoft Word styles, 357- 58
movies, 702

overview, 24- 25
from PostScript programs, 31
scrapbook utilities, 495-97
sound,684
Cybersight Re new cartridges,
828-29
cyclical redundancy checking,
881
Cyclone, 777
Cyrillic font, 569

D
Dabbler, 598
dagger character, 547
daisy chaining SCSI devices, 189
daisy-chain network topology,
907,912-13
Dantz Development
DiskFit Direct, 231
DiskFit Pro, 231
Retrospect, 230- 31
Retrospect Remote, 230-31
Da rtmouth College, 898
DAs. (see desk accessories)
dashes vs. hyphe ns, 344-45
database applications
(also see d atabases)
annotating, 432
creating, 425- 27
data entry control, 4 31
defined, 417- 18
defining fields, 425-26, 431
do-it-yourself, custom, and
off-the-shelf, 426
duplicating files befo re
working, 432
entering information, 427, 429,
431
layout design, 426- 27, 431
FileMaker lips, 435, 436, 437
tips, 431- 32
macros, 430-31
outputting data, 430
scripts, 4 30- 31
searching, 430
FileMaker tips, 433- 34, 437
sorting, 429
templates, 428- 29
tips, 431 - 38
uses, 418- 19
using, 427- 31
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database files
(also see databases)
annotating, 432
defined, 417,418,419
duplicating before working,
432
terminology, 419
universal formats, 952-53
database managers. (see
databases)
databases, 41 5-38
(also see database applications;
hobby software)
buying tips and reviews,
420-25
cross-platform compatibility,
979, 981
database applications, 41 7- 19,
425-31
database files, 417, 418,419
database managers, 41 7, 418
design tips, 43 1-32
fields, 419
flat-file databases, 419, 420- 22
flat-file vs. relational, 419-20
interchange file form ats, 981
lookup functions, 419
overview, 417-20
programmable (high-end),
424-25
records, 419
relational databases, 419-20,
422- 24
spreadsheets vs ., 41 8
templates, 428-29
terminology, 419
tips, 431 -38
Clari sWorks, 453-54
Microsoft Works, 458- 59
uses, 418-19
using, 425-31
data bits, 880
data bus speed, 48
data compression for modem s,
866-67
DataDesk's 101E extended
keyboard, 253
data e ncryption, 484
data e ntry
Excel tips, 382-84
Microsoft Works tips, 459
data fork of fil es, 882- 83,
974- 75
Data Interchange Format (DIF),
953, 981

d a ta-recovery software, 293-94,
296
data transfer rate
hard disks, 197, 199
MO drives, 206
DataViz
ConversionsPius, 969
MaclinkPius packages, 950,
980
MaclinkPius/ PC Connect, 950,
966
MaclinkPius(franslators Pro,
950,966
translators bund led with
System 7.5, 946
DataWatch's Virex, 292
DAT drives, 229-30
DateBook Pro, 394-96, 403
DATerm, 224
DateView 1.0, 401-2
daughterboards or
daughtercards, 48
DAV (digital audio video) slot,
60
Davidson and Associates
catalog, 770
Headline Harry and the Great
Paper Race, 767
Kid Works 2, 763
New Math Blaster Plus, 770
Davidson, Robyn, 743
Da Vinci's e MAIL, 932
Davka
HyperHanukkah, 733
Judaic Classics Library, 733
Talmud Tutor, 733
d ay-minder program, 404
Dayna Communications
DaynaFile, 967
DOS Mounter Plus, 967-68,
969,977
MacCharlie, 967
SafeDeposit, 231
DaynaFII e, 967
DayStar Digital
accelerator cards, 92
PhotoMatic, 594
PowerPC upgrade cards, 42
DB-25 SCSI connectors, 221-22
DB25-to-DB50 cables, 222
DB-50 connectors, 221-22
dBase format (DBF), 953
DBF fo rmat, 953
DCA-RFT fil e form at, 966

dealers, Apple authorized,
1032-33
death, chimes of, 297
De Babelizer, 951, 980
DeBabelizer Lite, 951, 980
DEC. (see Digital Equipment
Corp.)
Decision Maker Software's
TattleTech, 166
Deck II, 685-86
DECnet protocol, 912
decorative font s, 547-48
sampler, 566-67
d ecorator utilities, 512- 14
default Microsoft Word styles,
356--57
defragmenting hard disks,
219-21,289
degree symbol, 547
De ja Vu I & II, 792
de let ing
(also see canceling)
by cutting, 24
ejecting floppy disks, 11
emptying trash permanently,
11
erasing floppy disks, 192
FileMaker duplicate records,
434
icons, 1 0- 11
in Microsoft Word, 353-54
paint program lips, 606
Photoshop magic eraser,
611 - 12
removing icons from trash, 11
returns from imported
documents, 347
software (uninstalling), 283
Delphi's Internet access, 897
Delrina's Fax Pro, 878
DeltaGraph Pro 3, 619, 714
Delta Point's DeltaGraph
Pro 3, 619
Delta Tao Software
Apprentice, 598
Eric's Ultimate Solitaire, 789
Prism, 595
Spaceward Hoi, 782
WonderPrint, 830
demo creatio n, 503
De neba Software
artWorks, 596, 616
Big Thesaurus, 333-34
Canvas, 618-20, 982
Spelling Coach Professional,
328-29, 334
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dese lecting, 15
(also see selecting)
PageMaker tip, 669-70
QuarkXPress tip, 669
DES encryption, 485
Desert Storm: The War in the
Persian Gulf, 737
Designer, 632, 636
DesignerDraw, 607
Design Fonts series, 567
designing fonts, 573-76
Design Studio. (see Ready,
Set, Go!)
Design Your Own Home:
Architecture, 793
Design Your Own Home:
Interiors, 793
Design Your Own Railroad,
805-6
desk accessories
(also see utilities)
adding new DAs, 134-35
on t he Apple menu, 16
d isappearing in MultiFinder,
150
fo r g raphics, 607
icons, 133
Sticky Memos, 11 3
in System 6, 1 33
in System 7, 105-6, 133
using Font/ DA mover, 1 35
DeskDraw, 595,6 15-16
DeskPaint, 595, 615
desks, 999, 1 005
DeskTape, 230
d esktop, 5-13
for At Ease, 6, 27
blank screen in System 6,
25- 26
clean ing up, 32-33
closing all windows, 34
decorator utilities, 51 2-1 4
described, 5
graphica l user interface, 5- 6
illustrated, 5
for kids, 762
patterns, 506-9, 512-13
positioning multiple monitors,
147-48
rebuilding, 30 3-4
switching between
applications, 26
System 7 improvements, 1 07
System 7.5 improvements, 11 6
toys, 514

utilities, 495-503
viewing folder contents, 31
working with icons, 8-11
working with windows, 11 - 1 3
Desktop DB file, 188, 304
Deskt op DF file, 188, 304
Desktop fo lde r, 31
Desktop Publisher's Survival Kit,
667
d esktop publishing
(also see page layout)
books and magazines on, 667,
1013
cross-platform compatible
programs, 979
page layout, 645-70
and page layout programs,
647-48
Desktop Publishing Secrets, xiii
Desktop Reset, 304
Desktop Textures, 509
DeskWriters, 818
(also see ink jet p rinters)
DeskWriter 31 0 (portable),
822-23,855
DeskWriter 550C, 848
DeskWriter 560C, 848
DeskWriter 1200C/PS, 849
DeskWriter C, 847
drivers, 830
for networking, 830
priming, 829
StyleWriter II vs., 826-27
DGR Technologies' Max, 97
diacritical marks, 546-47
diagnostics
(also see utilities)
checking out used Macs,
1023-25
Compatibility Checker, 137
floppy drives, 19 3
hard disk, 213, 469
hardware diagnostic tools,
305-6,469
medical CO-ROMs, 746-47
Diagsoft's Peace of Mind, 305
Dialer, 56
dialog boxes
AppleScript and, 121
custom izing, 515
defined, 18
executing choices, 21
illustrated, 1 8
Microsoft Word tabs, 317-1 8,
348
overview, 18-21

Photoshop shortcuts, 611
when formatting floppies, 191
dial-up connections
e-mail, 933
Internet, 895
networking, 918
diamond symbol, 547
dictionaries
(also see spelling checkers;
writer's tools)
on CD-ROM, 734
Microsoft Word tips, 366
reverse dictionaries, 336
Dieh l Graphsoft
Blueprint, 633
MiniCad, 633
dieresis, 54 7
Diet Balancer, The, 801
dieting and nutrition software,
801
DIF format, 953, 981
Digidesign
Audiomedia II, 681
Audiomedia LC, 681
Clip Tunes, 675
SampleCellll, 688
Sound Designer II, 681
DigiSign, 126
digital animation, 638-39
digital audio tape (OAT) drives,
229-30
digital audio video (DAV) slot,
60
Digital Communications
Associat es' CrossTalk, 877
Digital Eclipse
FPU upgrades, 96
PowerBook clock booster kit,
95
Digital Equipment Corp.
hard disks, 21 3
Pathworks for Macintosh, 912
DigltaiFIIm, 705
Dig ltaiPape r (DP) format, 958
digital signal processors. (see
DSP chips)
digital sound, 676-78. (also see
sound)
Dig itArt, 643
digitizing
sound, 676- 81
video, 701
digitizing tablet s. (see
pressure-sensitive tablets)
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dimensioning, 633
Dime nsions, 623
dimmed menu commands, 16
Ding BRATS font, 566
Dinosau rs! The Multimedia
Encyclopedia, 748
direct memory access (DMA)
chips, 49
Director, 640, 724-25
"disab led " fo ld ers, 130
Dlscls books, 757
Discis Knowledge Research
Discis books, 757
The Tell-Tale Hea rt, 732
Disc-0 -Saurus, 748
Disinfectant, 293
disk-access light conks out, 304
Disk Bug Checker, 289
disk caches
Adobe Photoshop and, 169
alternative disk caches, 1 69,
214
Memory control panel settings,
165, 168-69
other caches on Macs, 169
Disk Check bug, 289
DiskDoubler, 481-82
disk drivers. (see drivers)
disk drives. (see CD-ROM drives;
floppy d rives; h ard disks)
diskettes. (see floppy disks)
DiskExpress II, 220
Disk First Aid, 294, 305
DiskFit Direct, 231
DiskFit Pro, 231
DiskLock, 487
Disk Partition Sizer, 217
di sks. (see floppy d isks; hard d isks)
Disk Tools disk, 295
DiskTop, 231,492
display cards, 52, 240
accelerated video cards, 68,
240,586
checking in used Macs,
1024-25
o lder cards, 245
Power Mac compatibility, 68
video d igitizer cards vs., 241
disp lay fonts sampler, 564-65
displaying. (see viewing)
display inte rface boxes, 240
display port, 52
dissecting frogs, 748
diving tours on CD-ROM, 742
DMA chips, 49
DocuComp II, 330

Docum ent Converters, 947
documents
(also see file s)
closing, 25- 26
comparing, 330
drag-launch, 30
icons, 6
long documents
page layout programs for,
648, 658
PageMaker vs. QuarkXPress,
654- 55
op ening, 8-9, 22-23
orphaned, 516
saving, 23-24
selecting in Word, 353
working with, 22-27
D oc um e n~ s folder, 1 15
Donglewa re
Oxyd, 782
Oxyd Magnum, 782
DOS disk mounte rs, 966-68
DOS machines. (s ee PCs (I BM and
compatibles))
DOS Mounte r Plus, 967-68,
969,977
DOSWasher, 980
dot-matrix printers
(also see printers)
buying tips and reviews,
846-47
overview, 819
price, 811
dot p itch, 241
dots ( ... ) after menu items, 17
dots p er inch . (see resolution)
dots per square inch. (see
resolution)
double-buffering, 834
double-byte languages, 313
double-clicking, 9
paint program ti ps, 605
double-shielded cables, 222
double-sided, double-density
disks, 190. (also see floppy
disks)
Downloader, 544, 843
downloading
(also see communications
so ft wa re;
telecommunications)
communications software,
873-78
file -transfer protocols, 881- 82,
971-72
Internet ftp, 893- 94

fonts
automatically, 543-44, 834
manually (permanently),
544-45, 842-43
PostScript fonts, 542
garbage during file transfers,
899-900
Internet files, 898-99
d ownward-pointing triangles
on menus, 17
Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan, 732
DP format, 958
dpi. (see resolutio n)
DPI on the Fly software, 246
dpsi. (see resolu tion)
Dracu la on CD, 732
drag and drop feature, 25
(also see cutting or copying
and pasting)
aliases fo r opening files, 145
in Microsoft Word, 351
with System 7.5, 112-1 3
in WordPerfect, 320
dragging
(also see copying; moving)
copying icons, 31
d efined, 9
drag and d rop feature, 25, 320,
351
drag-launch, 30
files into list view wi ndows, 36
images in p aint programs, 606
PageMaker tip, 668
QuarkXPress tip, 668
DRAM. (see memory)
drawing interchange format
( DXF), 589, 632
DrawingSiate, 263-64
d raw programs, 613-30
(also see graphics; paint
programs; three-d imensional
graph ics)
auto tracing tools, 623
lor business graphics, 6 16- 18
buying tips and reviews,
615- 22
CAD programs, 633
for children, 762
drawing shapes from the
center, 622
editing EPS fi les, 624
extrude tools, 623
laster screen redraws, 622
fonts in, 582
gradients fo r text, 623-24
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object-oriented graphics, 585,
588
overview, 585
paint/draw combos, 596, 599,
616
pasting EPS images into other
programs, 623
Power Mac versions, 586
Publish and Subscribe features,
624
resolution, 588
shareware, 607
~ effects, 622
tips
Canvas, 625-26
ClarisWorks, 451-52
FreeHand and Illustrator,
626-30
general, 622- 24
Microsoft Word, 362
Microsoft Works, 456-57
tools, 613- 15
Dream Maker Software
Cliptures, 642
MacGallery, 642
Dress Shop, 804
Drive 5.25, 96 7
Drive?, 169, 199, 214
DriveCD, 210, 212
drivers
CD-ROM, 21 0-11
hard d isk, 68, 188- 89, 213,
214
driver-level compression,
482--83
upgrading from System 6,
137
printer, 814-15
ColorS mart drivers, 848
DeskWriter drivers, 830, 848
hard disk space
requirements, 140
installing in Extensions
fold er, 814
for PC printers, 826
PostScript Level 1 vs. Level 2,
824
printing PostScript files,
857- 58
with QuickDraw GX, 817
selecting for your printer,
814-15
switching with open
applications, 815

with System 6 and System 7
togeth er on network, 1 50
updating StyleWriter I driver,
829- 30
drives. (see CD-ROM drives;
flo ppy drives; hard disks;
removable-media drives; tape
drives)
Drive Tech, 193
drop caps, 656
DruScottfont,569
DS Design
Ding BRATS font, 566
KidBAG, 642
DSP chips
in AV Macs, 586, 674
AV Power Macs and, 68
for graphics acceleration, 586
overview, 48
DTP. (see desktop publishing)
DTP Direct's NU Design Color
Printe r, 852
dual-scan PowerBook screens,
80
Dubi-Ciick Software
BigCaps, 550
Calculator Construction Set,
500-501
ClickChange, 512-13
Icon Mania!, 509-11
MenuFonts, 553
World Class Fonts, 523
dumb quotes, 346
Duo Docks. (see PowerBooks)
Duos. (see PowerBooks)
dust, 277, 304
Dutch Old Style fonts, 561
Dvorak, Antonin, 744
DXF format, 589, 632
dye-sublimation printers
(also see color printers; printers)
buying tips and reviews,
852-53
overview, 820- 21
Dynamic Desktop, 51 3-14
Dynamic Effects, 704
Dynamic Engineering's FPU
upgrad es, 96
dynamic random access
memory (DRAM).
(see memory)
Dynamix' Take a Break!
Crosswords, 790
Dynodex, 397-98,854
DynoPage,854

E
EA*Kids label. (see Electronic
Arts)
Eagle Eye Mysteries, 765
EarPhone, 57, 680
Earth quest
Earthquest, 749
Earthquest Explores Ecology,
749
ease of use, 115-16, 1 028
Eastgate System's Fontina, 553
Eastman Kodak. (see Kodak)
Easy Access, 252
Easy Envelopes, 854
Easy Install, 1 38, 140
Easy Open, 944-4 7
EasyPiay, 702
EasyPrint, 11 7
Eccentric Software's A Zillion
Kajillion Rhymes, 735
ECODISC, 749
ecology o n CD-ROM, 749
ECs (External Converters), 946
Eden Interactive
The Great Golf CD, 799
Greg LeMond's Bicycle
Adventure, 799
e Disk, 483
editing
electronic publishing solution,
960
fonts, 573-76
g raphics in Microsoft Word,
361-63
icon editors, 509- 12
ico n names, 1 0
movies, 702- 6
sound, 684--86
editors' polls
about, xv
alternative pointing devices,
257
Apple events scripting, 4 38
CD-ROM drives, 208
color for the Mac, 236
dream features wished for, 990
favorite Mac aspects, 38
game favorites, 781
Internet use, 940
Microsoft Word, 318
n umeric keypad's usefulness,
251

Index

online services and forums, 810
PageMaker vs. QuarkXPress,
650
PCs vs. Macs, 962
PowerBooks, 76
primary Mac system, 182
programs used most, 308
QuicKeys shortcuts, 498
repetitive stress injuries, 99 2
screensaver favorites, 770
shareware favorites, 808
System 7.5's most appealing
feature, 100
upgrading Macs, 67, 91
upgrading to new softwa re
releases, 368
what makes a Mac a Mac, 2
Ed mark
KidDesk, 762
Millie's Math House, 770
Thinkin' Things, 770
Educatio na l Resources, 770
educatio nal software
(also see kid's stuff; reference
CO-ROMs)
as a label for kid's p rograms,
751
art programs, 760-62
educational discounts, 754
edutainment, 773
geography and history, 764- 68
interactive stories and
adventures, 753-59
making up stories, 763-64
math programs, 769-70
paint programs, 598
reading programs, 768- 69
reference CO-ROMs, 727-50
art and music, 743-45
classic references, 733- 36
compendiums vs. interactive
experiences, 729
history and current events,
736-39
literature, 730- 33
other lands and languages,
739-42
overview, 727, 730
science and nature, 746-50
resources, 770
EduCorp, 770
The Big Green Disc, 749
ECODISC, 749
Encyclo pedia of Dinosaurs, 748
The Encyclopedia of Life, 747

Game Room, 773
USA Relief Map, 741
World Relief Map, 741
edut a lnment, 773
effects. (see special effects)
Effects Specialist, 5 71
EfiColor Works, 592
Egiziano Classic Black, 564
Ehman ha rd d isks, 215
Ehrhardt font, 561
Eight Ball Deluxe, 779
e ight-bit co lo r, 239
BOOK flo p py d isks, 190. (also see
floppy disks)
800/ SOS-APPL, 1 021
Eject command, 29
Eject Disk command, 11
ejecting floppy disks, 11 , 28- 29
d isk won't eject, 29, 192- 93
Elastic Reality, 706
Electra font, 563
e lectricity
(also see shutting down)
conserving energy with
PowerBooks, 86
fo reig n outlets, 282, 1 022
g rounding yourself, 280
lightning, 279
PowerBook batteries, 83-87
static, 279, 280
surge protectors, 277-78
unplugging cables, 279
UPS (uninterruptible power
supply), 278
Electric Typographer, 548
Catastrophe font, 566
Tommy's Type font, 566
Electro nic Arts
Art Center, 761
Chuck Yeager's Air Combat,
787
Eagle Eye Mysteries, 765
Scooter's Magic Castle, 759
e lectronic board games, 788- 90
e le ctronic labels. (see labels
[electronic])
e lect ronic mail. (see e-mail)
Electronic Musician, 689
e lectronic publishing tools
buying tips and reviews,
955-61
file sizes, 959
overview, 954-55, 983
Electronics for Imaging's
EflColor Works, 592

Elek-tek, 1 03 3
ELF monitor emissions, 243,
1 002-3, 1 005
Eliza, 323
Ellington font, 563
ellipsis( ...)
after menu items, 1 7
typing, 547
ElseWare, Font Works, 529, 560
Elsner + Flake
Futura font, 562
Swift fo nt, 563
Emagic's Notator Logic, 69 1
e-mail, 929- 34
AppleMail, 126
Apple Open Collaboration
Environment (AOCE) and
PowerTalk, 931
featu res, 930
gateways, 933- 34
Internet, 892, 895
o n-line services, 883-84
overview, 905- 6, 929-30
PowerTalk, 126-27, 931
remote dial-in mail, 933
security, 127
eMAIL, 932
em dashes, 344-45
emergency tools, 294-96
Empty fold er, 37
Empty Trash command, 11
em ulation
Power Macs' 68K emulator,
62,67
running Mac software on PCs,
971
running PC software o n Macs,
66-67,977, 984-87
E-mu systems' SoundEngine
Music Module, 689- 90
Enablers
fo lder for, 132
System 7.1, 109
System 7.5, 109, 119
Encapsulated PostScript. (s ee
EPS format)
Encarta, 736
encryptin g
data encryption programs,
484-87
DES encryption, 485
hard disks automatically, 21 3
Encyclopedia of Dinosaurs, 748
Encyclopedia of Life, The, 747
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e ncyclopedias on CD-ROM,
735-36, 747
en dashes, 344-45
Energy Saver, 281
Energy Star program, 243
Engineered Software's
PowerDraw, 633
enhanced resolution, 822,
833-34, 839
enhancements to system
software, 1 20-28
(also see specific enhancements)
AppleScript, 120-22
At Ease, 122-23
hard disk space requirements,
136
overview, 120
PC Exchange, 124
PlainTalk, 124-26
PowerTalk, 126-27
QuickDraw GX, 127-28
QuickTime, 128
entering data. (see data entry)
entertainment. (see games)
envelopes, printing, 450-51,
843, 845, 854
Envo~9 60-61, 983
epileptic seizures In children,
1006
EPSF file type, 982
EPS format
(also see PostScript)
cross-platform compatibility,
982
described, 589, 954
editing EPS files, 624
fonts in EPS files, 582
pasting images from d raw
programs, 623
preparing files for imagesetters,
859-60
printing graphics, 823
Equilibrium Technologies
DeBabelizer, 951, 980
DeBabelizer Lite, 951, 980
Erase Disk command, 19 2
erasing. (see deleting)
Ergonomic Keyboard, 254- 55,
999
ergonomics, 991- 1006
(also see hea lth)
chairs, 997, 1001
editors' poll on repetitive stress
injuries, 992
eyestrain, 993-95

general advice, 1003-5
guidelines for working, 1000,
1001
keyboards, 25 1, 253-55,
999-1000
mice, 258
monitors, 994-95, 996-97,
1003
neck and back pain, 995-97
pregnancy, 1 005-6
sitting posture, 996, 997, 1001
wrist and arm problems,
998- 1002
Eric's Ultimate Solitaire, 789
error-correction standards for
modems, 865-66
error messages
(also see troubleshoo ting)
Excel, 384
"This is not a Macintosh disk,"
289, 304
errors. (see troubleshooting)
@!21 key, canceling with, 30
ESP (Emulation Sensing
Processor), 835
estate-planning software, 413
EtherLAN SC, 920
Ethernet
(also see networking)
built-in to Quadras, 69
ca bling, 907, 915-17
connecting PCs and Macs,

975-76
daisy-chain network, 907
Duo Dock II port, 78
LocaiTalk vs., 54, 835
Mac model differences, 53-54
port, 55
structured wiring, 907-8
Ethe rnet AUI Adapter, 919
Ethernet LC Card, 919
Ethernet NB Card, 919
EtherPeek, 936
EtherWave, 975
EtheiWave LC ca rd, 919
EtherWave NuB us card, 919
EtherWave Transceiver, 919
ETI. (see Expert-Center for
Taxonomic Identification [ETI])
Eudora,895,897-98
Europea n Monarchs, 738
Eva Antiqua fo nt, 563
EveryWare Development's
Connected Accounting, 41 2
eWorld, 888

Excel
Auditing toolbar, 377
AutoForm at tool, 377
AutoSum, 377, 385- 86
Consol idation command, 373
dividing spreadsheets logically,
379
error messages, 384
icons, 379-80
illustrated, 372
inserting columns and rows,
382
keyboard commands, 379-82
navigating, 381
newsletter, 101 0
opening worksheets
automatically, 379
page breaks, 390
PivotTable Wizard, 377
ranges, 387- 88
renaming sheets, 382
review, 376-77
Scenario Ma nager, 377
spelling checking, 386
templates, 377
tips, 379- 90
charts and graphs, 390
entering data, 382-84
form atting, 388-89
formulas, 384-88
general, 379-81
selecting and moving,
381-82
Tip Wizard, 380
treating numbers like words,
380
version 5 changes, 376-77,
379
Excellence, 1 010
Excel Startup Folder, 379
executing. (see commands;
o pening; starting; turning
on and off)
Executor/ DO$, 971
exercise, 995, 1004
Exotic Japan, 742
expandability differences
between Mac models, 57-61
Expanded Book series, 730-31
expansion cards. (see cards)
expansion slots, 57, 60
(also see slots and bays)
adding, 97
on Duo Docks, 78
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expense. (see price)
Expert-Center for Taxonomic
Identification (ETI)
Birds of Europe, 748
Linnaeus Protist, 748
North Eastern Atlantic &
Mediterranean Fish, 748
Pelagic Molluscs of the World,
748
Turbellaria of the World: A
Guide to Families and
Genera, 748
Expert Color Paint, 595
Expert Draw, 615
Expert Home Design, 793
expert sets, 547
Expert Software
Expert Color Paint, 595
Expert Draw, 615
Expert Home Design, 793
ExperVIsion's TypeReader, 343
exporting data. (see importing
and exporting data)
extended fo nt style, 550-52,
554
Extended Keyboard (Apple),
252
extended keyboards vs.
standard keyboards, 252-53
extension managers, 116, 287,
301,467-68
extensions
(also see utilities)
adding new extensions,
134-35, 286
applications vs., 466
Basic Color Monitor, 246
binary method of testing,
301-2
icons, 132
loading order, 287
managing, 116, 285-87, 301,
467-68
memory management, 1 66
PlainTalk, 20
Power Macs and, 68, 286
selecting at boot-up, 287
SoundManager3, 677
starting without, 468
system extensions vs. Chooser
extensions, 1 34
troubleshooting, 300-302,
467-68
Extensions folder, 1 30
installing printer drivers, 814

Extensions Manager, 116, 287,
467
freeware version, 11 7
external CD-ROM drives, internat drives vs., 209
external commands. (see
XCM Ds)
External Converters (ECs), 946
external hard disks
connecting to Macs, 189-90
internal hard disks vs., 195-96
moving, 281
external mode ms, internal vs.,
863
EXTRAC.EXE, 983
extremely low frequency (ELF)
monitor emissions, 243,
1 002-3, 1 005
extrusion In graphics, 623, 631
Eyeballs, 514
eye problems, 993-95
EZ Vision, 689, 690

F
Faces, 777
facsimiles
fax modems, 868-69, 870
machines vs. fax modems, 869
software, 878
Facts & Faces of U.S. Presidents,
741
Fairfield Language
Technologies' Rosetta Stone
Language series, 740
FalrWitn ess, 400
families of fonts
buying, 534
defined, 522
organizing the font menu, 553
fan, conks out, 304-5
fancy fonts, 563
fantasy and role-playing games,
784-85, 791-92
Farallon Computing
EtherWave, 9 75
EtherWave LC card, 919
EtherWave NuBus card, 919
EtherWave Transceiver, 919
NetAtlas, 936
PhoneNET, 915, 973
PhoneNET PC, 975-77
Replica, 959-60, 983

StarController, 920
Timbuktu, 937
Timbuktu for Windows, 975- 76
Timbuktu for Windows
PhoneNET Kit, 976
Timbuktu Pro, 937, 975-76
Fargo Electron ics' Primera Color
Printer, 852, 853
FastPath, 921
Fast Pitch Pro, 723
Fast SCSI standard, 200
FastTrack Schedule, 404
fat binary software versions, 61
fax machines vs. fax modems,
869
FaxManager Plus. (see STF
AutoPak)
fax modems, 868-69, 870
GeoPort, 53, 56-57
Power Mac features, 64
quick startup, 468
Fax Pro, 878
fax software, 878
FAXstf 3, 869, 878
FAXstf 3.0 AutoPak, 931
FCC Class B certification, 201
FDDI (Fiber Distributed Data
Interface), 908, 91 7
feathering. (see jaggies)
feature a nalysis in OCR
software, 341
Federal Communications
Commission (FCC) Class B
certification, 201
Fetch, 602, 604,652,898
Fetchlt, 495
Fiber Distributed Data Interface
(FDDI), 908, 91 7
fiber-optic cable, 908
fiction, word processing
features for, 316
fields
defined, 419
defining for database
applications, 425-26, 431
file compression
allocation blocks and, 217
cross-platform compatibility,
982-83
file-lev el vs. disk-level, 478-79,
483
]PEG compression, 479
lossless vs. lossy, 4 79
modem data compression,
866-67
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PC standards, 982-83
QuickTime, 697, 698, 707-8
self-extracting arch ives, 479,
480
utilities, 478-83
driver-level packages,
482-83
file-level packages, 479-82
video compression boards, 705
in WordPerfect, 320
FileDuo, 231
file finders, 490-92
file formats
(also see importing and
exporting data; sharing files)
ASCII, 943, 980, 981
CGM, 982
d atabase formats, 952-53
D8F, 953
DCA-RFT, 966
DIF, 953, 981
DP, 958
DXF, 589, 632
EPS
cross-platform compatibility,
982
described, 589, 954
ed iting EPS files, 624
fonts in EPS files, 582
pasting images from draw
programs, 623
preparing files for
imagesetters, 859-60
printing graphics, 823
fonts for PCs, 527
GEDCOM, 795
graph ics formats, 589, 949,
953-54
how they work, 943
Interch ange Form at, 952
intermediate or interchange
formats, 980-8 3
]PEG, 589
MacBinary, 882-83, 973,
974-75
MooV, 696
Paint, 589
PDD, 127, 954, 955-56
PDF, 956-57
PICS, 589
PICT, 5 89, 859, 953- 54, 981
RTF (Rich Text Format), 952
Script X, 721, 926
for service bureaus, 856- 60
sound file formats, 679

spreadsheet formats, 948,
952-53
Standard MIDI Files, 688, 690
Startup Screen, 51 0
SYLK, 953, 981
Text With Layout, 952
TIF F, 589, 954, 981-82
universal formats
graphics, 953-54
spreadsheets and databases,
952-53
text, 952
word processor formats, 948
FileGuard, 484-85
FileMaker Pro, 420-21
annotating reports, 436--37
automatic serial number entry,
438
checking length when entering
data, 438
choosing "none of the above,"
433
copying layouts, 437
delete alert bypass, 43 3
deleting layout parts, 436
eliminating duplicate records,
434
holding onto tools, 435
layout desig n tips, 435, 436,
437
moving layout p arts, 436
navigating, 432
newsletter, 1 01 0
overriding grids and m agnets,
436
relookup of selected records,
437
repeating fields, 437-38
searching tips, 433-34, 437
selecting tips, 433, 435
sizing restra ints, 436
sp ecial paste functions, 434
summary reports, 436
templates, 428
tips, 432- 38
file management for
presentations, 718
File menu
Eject command, 29
Get Info, 28, 31-32, 33, 164,
508
Revert to Saved command, 25
Save As command, 23-24
Save command, 23
f ile names. (see names/ naming)
File Runner, 489

files

(also see documents; file
compression; file formats;
importing and exporting
data; sharing files)
cataloging using aliases, 145
changing viewing options, 1 3
corrupted, 302
Creator codes, 945, 969
database files, 41 7, 418
data fork, 882-83, 974-75
data-recovery software,
293-94,296
defined, 11
Desktop files, 188, 303-4
dragging into list view
w indows, 36
file-synchronization utilities,
118, 488-89
finding, 490-92
graphics formats, 589
grouping in list views, 35
information abou t, 28
intermed iate or interchange file
formats, 980-83
invisible, 484
labels, 32
locking, 28, 191
MooV format, 696
opening, 22- 23
opening automatically at
startup or shutdown, 145
orphaned documents, 516
renaming active files, 33
resource fork, 882-83, 974-75
saving
dialog box shortcuts, 32
documents, 23-24
need for, xix
PageMaker lip, 669
Revert to Saved comm and,
25
self-extracting archives, 479,
480
for service bureaus, 856-60
sharing files, 941-61
sound conversion utilities, 680
sound file formats, 679
Standard MIDI Files, 688, 690
System file, 132, 1 33
System Folder contents,
129-32
system software file icons, 1 32
Type codes, 945, 969
file servers. (see servers)
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file sharing. (see sharing files)
file synchronization utilities,
488-89
file-transfer protocols, 881-82,
971-72
Internet ftp, 893-94
fill tips, 606, 61 0
film, print setup for, 860
Filofax, 404
Finale, 692-93
Finale Allegro, 693
financial management software,
39 1,405- 12
overview, 404-6
personal accounting programs,
404-5,406-10
small-business programs, 405,
410-12
Find command, 1 OS, 490
Finder
(also see At Ease)
fo lder for, 1 31
for kids, 1 22-23, 762
MultiFinder, 36-37, 104
shortcuts, 19
small, last windows, 1 48-49
System 7.5 improvements, 114
tips, 28-37
general, 28-32
managing windows, 34
System 6, 36-37
working in list views, 35-36
working with icons, 32-33
Find File DA, 11 2, 11 7
finding
Boolean operators, 494
database searching, 430
file finders, 490-92
FileMaker lips, 433- 34, 437
hidden objects with Res Edit,
518
Microsoft Word tips, 351
Nisus featu re, 322
PageMaker character styles,
669
replacing
deleting extra returns, 34 7
glossary substitutes, 346-47
Microsoft Word tips, 350-51
PageMaker character styles,
669
whole word option, 347
search order
for fonts, 545
for startup d isk, 1 30

special characters, 548- 50
text retrieval utilities, 492-95
wild cards, 494
Find Pro Ill, 1 1 7
Fine Artist, 762
Firefall Arcade, 776
FireForms, 428
FireWire bus, 189-90
First Choice paper, 850
FirstCiass, 890
FirstThingsFirst Proactive, 398
Fisher Idea Systems' Idea Fisher,
338-39
Fittingly Sew, 804
5.25-inch floppies, 967
512K and 512Ke Macs
floppy drives, 51
hardware specifications, 99
maximum memory allowable,
159
memory configuration, 1 78
overview, 87-88
peripheral support, 59
sound capabilities, 682
Flash, 1013
flashing
PrintMonitor icon, 816
qu estion mark at start-up, 289,
298-99
flatbed scanners
(also see scanners)
color scanner reviews, 269- 73
overview, 267
flat-file databases
(also see databases)
buying tips and reviews,
420-22
described, 419
lookup functions, 41 9
FlexWare, 41 2
flicker in monitors, 238, 240-41
Flight Control System, 774
FlipTIFF, 982
Flo, 706
floating-point unit ( FPU)
coprocessors, 47-48
SoftwareFPU, 48, 62, 67, 92,
96
upgrading, 96
floppy disks, 190-93
(also see storage)
1.4MB disks, 190
5.25-inch floppies, 967
400K disks, 190
BOOK disks, 190

airport X-ray machines and,
193
as backup media, 229
bootable, 295-96
cataloging using aliases, 145
directories, 1 88
disk-switching nightmares,
29-30
DOS disk mounters, 966-68
double-sided, double-density
disks, 190
drivers, 1 88-89
ejecting, 11 , 28-29, 192-9 3
jammed disks, 29, 192-93
emergency tools, 294-96
erasing, 1 92
formatting, 187, 191-92
PC (DOS) format, 966-68
ghosts, 28-29
high-density disks, 1 90
how they work, 186-87
icons, 6, 1 91
illustrated, 1 90
installation disks, 296
labels, 193
locking, 1 90, 191
naming, 191
opening, 8-9
PC drives with Mac floppies,
968-69
PC floppies in Mac drives,
965-68
reusing, 192
rotation speed, 1 86
sectors and tracks, 188
for service bureaus, 859
in startup disk search order,
130
"This is not a Macintosh disk"
message, 289, 304
unreadable disks, 192, 193
floppy drives
care and cleaning, 1 93
checking in used Macs, 1 024
cleaning, 193, 304
diagnostics, 193
Drive 5.25, 967
flo ptical drives, 207
jammed d isks, 1 92-93
Mac model differences, 51
overview, 51
PC drive.s with Mac floppies,
968-69
PC floppies in Mac drives,
965-68
port, 55, 61
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in startup disk search order,
130
storage bays, 61
5uperDrives, 965
disks readable by, 190
floptical drives, 207
flow control, 879-80
FLOWERscape, 794-95
Focus Enhance ments
EtherlAN SC, 920
LocaiTalk TurboNet
Connectors, 915
FolderBolt Pro, 485-86
FolderPICT, 514
folders
At Ease restrictions, 21, 27
copying, 141-42
counting items, 31-32
"disabled," 130
Empty folder, 37
Excel Startup Folder, 379
file-synchroniza tion utilities,
488- 89
hierarchy, 34, 219
icons, 6
labels, 32
locking, 116, 484
opening, 8-9
for printer drivers, 814
sharing, 928
System Folder contents,
129-32
Font Burea u, The, 531
FontChameleon, 529, 560,
574- 75
Font/ DA Mover, 135, 536, 537
font fami lies
buying, 534
defined, 522
organizing the font menu, 553
FontHaus
Bernhard Gothic font, 564
Birds font, 567
Egiziano Classic Black, 564
Eva Antiqua font, 563
font library o n CD, 560
Futura font, 562
Koch Antiqua font, 563
Swift fo nt, 563
x-height, 559
Font ina, 553
Fo nt menu organization, 553
font metrics, 545

FontMonger, 574
Fontographe r, 575
fonts, 519- 82
(also see GX fonts; PostScript;
TrueType fonts; typography)
adding new fon ts, 134-35
animated, 531
bit-mapped, 523, 532, 534,
535
buying tips, 532-36, 559-60
caching with ATM, 581
CD-ROMs, 560
custom handwriting fonts, 569
customizing, 573-76
d esigning, 573- 76
d ownloading
automatically, 543-44, 834
manually (permanently),
544-45,842-43
PostScript fonts, 542
in draw programs, 582
in EPS files, 582
expert sets, 547
font families, 522, 534, 553
in graphics files, 582
GX fonts, 525, 526, 530- 31
history, 519
icons, 536
ID numbers, 541,578-79
installing
screen font s, 539
System 6, 537
System 7, 538-39
jaggies on screen, 580
jaggy printing, 577-78
LaserWriter 35, 542, 543
managing, 540-41, 580-81
memory requirements, 166
menu organization, 553
missing
during printing, 545
from menu, 577
missing-character box, 549
monospaced, 524
Multiple Master fonts, 528, 575
naming conventions, 552, 578
outline fonts, 526
overview, 522
PC fo rmats, 527
PostScript fonts, 525-28
TrueType vs., 532- 34
printing, 541-45
PostScript vs. QuickDraw,
542

QuickDraw GX benefits, 127
renaming printer fonts, 580
resident fon ts, 542, 543, 8 36
sample rs, 561- 69
decorative and pictorial
fonts, 566-67
display fonts, 564-65
special-purpose fonts,
568-69
text fonts, 561 - 63
screen fonts
installing, 537
italic fonts, 539
jagg ies, 580
need for, 538, 539
with PostScript fo nts, 535,
537
printer fonts vs., 526,
528-29
with service bureaus, 582
size, 995
search order for, 545
service bureaus and, 533, 544,
582, 856-57
sets, 581
shareware, 559
sharing files and, 947
special characters, 546-50
styles, 550-52, 554
suitcase files, 534, 535, 536,
540-41, 581
synthetic fonts, 529, 560
System 7
fon ts included, 524-25
improvements, 105-6
System 7.1 improvements,
108-9
System 7.5
fonts included, 524-25
improvements, 114- 15, 526
terminology, 555
tips
fonts with graphics, 582
g eneral, 580-82
page layout guidelines, 649
for service bureaus, 582
tracking in PageMaker and
QuarkXPress, 657
troubleshooting, 577-80
TrueType fonts, 106, 360,
528-30
PostScript vs., 532-34
typefaces vs., 522
typesetting basics, 554-58

Index

typographic effects, 570-73
used in The Macintosh Bible,
561
using Font/ DA mover, 1 35
wrong version of right font,
579
WYSIWYG menu uti lities, 469
Fonts folder, 1 30
FontStudio, 576
Font Works, 529, 560
Fo nt World's Torah Sans Script
font, 568
Force Quit button, 30
foreign e lectrical outlets, 282,
1022
foreign languages.
(see languages)
forks, 974-75
Form and Function
Wrapture Reels, 675
Wraptures, 611
formats of files. (see file formats)
FormatterFive, 214, 968
FormatterS Pro, 214
FormatterOne Pro, 214
formatting data
in Excel, 388-90
in Nisus, 321-22
style sheets
Aldus Home Publisher, 666
changing local formatting
partially, 344
character styles vs.
paragraph styles, 314
defined, 314
with long d ocuments, 344
Microsoft Word, 315, 318,
354-59
PageMaker, 655
QuarkXPress, 655
Ready, Set, Go!, 663
Viva Press Professional, 658
WordPerfect, 321
word processor fea tures,
314-15
word processor features, 31 3
forma t ting disks, 187-88
emergency d isks, 296
floppy d isks, 187, 191-92
hard disks, 187-88, 196
formatting utilities, 21 3, 214
interleave ratio, 216
partitioning, 216-18
PC (DOS) format, 966-68
unreadable disks, 192

form letters, in ClarisWorks, 450
formulas, Excel tips, 384-88
form• Z, 632, 638
forum s
editors' poll, 810
Macintosh Bible, 886
newsgroups, 892
on-line, 884
4D, 424, 428-29
4D First, 422-23
Four Footed Friends, 756
400K floppy disks, 190. (also see
floppy disks)
FoxPro, 424
FPU coprocessors, 47-48
SoftwareFPU, 48, 62, 67, 92,
96
upgrading, 96
Fractal Design
Dabbler, 598
Painter 2, 597-98
PainterX2, 598-99
fracta l images, 607
fragmentation
hard disks, 219-21, 289
memory, 165
fram e-based a nimation, 640
FrameMaker, 661-62
Frame Technology's
FrameMaker, 661-62
Franken Font, 567
Frankenstein, Dracula, and Dr.
jekyll & Mr. Hyde CD, The,
732
Franklin Roosevelt: History
Maker, 739
Franz Schubert: The Trout
Quintet, 744
FreeHand
3-D shapes, 629
arrowheads into icons, 629-30
binding text to a path, 627
blends vs. gradients, 628-29
changing tools, 626
editing shapes, 627
fonts in, 582
illustrated, 621
nudge commands, 626
review, 620-22
shortcuts, 62 7
tips, 626-30
transformations, 628
transparent colors, 630

Freemyers Design's A-Z Forms
Templates fo r the Macintosh,
377
FreeSoft Co., White Knight, 875,
876
freeware and public domain
software, 1 029-30
(also see Macintosh Bible
Software Disks)
antivirus utility, 293
extension manager, 287
Extensions Manager, 117
games, 773
graphics converter, 951
g raphics programs, 607
Internet applications, 897-98
public domain software vs.,
1030
system inventory program, 288
text editors, 323
French Reading lab I, 740
French Word Torture, 740
Fresco, 61 1
FriendlyNet adapters, 919
frogs, dissecting, 748
From Alice to Ocean, 743-44
Frontie r, 2 31
FSSD fil e type, 679
ftp (file-transfer protocol),
893-94
ftp sites, 893
Fujitsu hard disks, 215
full -height hard disks, 195
Full Impact, 378
full-page monitors. (see portrait
monitors)
function keys, 252
Fundici6n Tipografica
Neufville's Futura font, 562
Fun House, 514
furniture
chairs, 996, 997
desks, 999, 1 005
Futura font, 562
FWB
CD-ROM ToolKit, 210
Hammer drives, 213
hard disks, 21 3, 215
Hard Disk ToolKit, 214
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Ga la ct ic Empire, 782
Galaxy, 690
Ga laxy Plus Ed itors, 690
Gallery Effects, 594, 704
Game Pad, 774
Game Room, 773
gam es, 771-92
(also see educational software;
hobby software; kid's stu H)
arcade action, 775-79
cheating and hints, 778
copy protection, 774
desktop toys, 51 4
editors' fa vorites, 781
"educational" label for, 751
edutainment, 773
electronic board games,
788-90
fantasy and role-playing,
784-85, 791-92
free or cheap, 773
joysticks and alternatives, 774
kid's interactive software,
753-59
magazine, 778
money spent on (1993), 790
network gaming, 790-91
old ies but good ies, 791-92
from on-line services, 803
on PowerBooks, 790
simulated reality, 785-87
space operas, 782-84
strategy games and puzzlers,
780-82
system requirements, 773-74
troubleshooting, 774
Gantt chart prog rams, 404
Garamond, Claude, 561
Garamond fo nt, 561
garbage during
telecommunications, 899-900
gard ening software, 794-95
Garner, Rochelle, 392
GaterShare, 923
gat eways
e-mail, 933-34
network hardware, 921, 923
GB. (see gigabytes)
Gbyte. (see gigabytes)
GCC
ColorTone printer, 852
hard disks, 215

GOT Softworks' PowerPrint,
826,846-47,848,987
GEDCOM format, 795
genealogy software, 795-96
Gene ral Controls co ntrol pane l,
508, 509
General MIDI, 688
generic document icons, 6, 303
Genesis Technology
let Tray 250E sheet feeder, 837
let Tray 1500 sheet feeder, 83 7
Geneva fo nt, 524
geographical CO-RO Ms, 741
GeoPort, 53, 56- 57
GeoPort Telecom Adapter,
56-57
German Passive Voice, 740
German Requiem, A, 745
German Word Torture, 740
Gessler Educational Software's
Transparent Lang uage series,
740
Get Info
changing icons, 33, 508
counting folder items, 31-32
file information, 28
memory management, 164
Get Resource Info command,
518
ghosts
floppy disks, 28-29
icons, 9
when printing, 843
g igabytes, 156, 187
gigs. (see gigabytes)
Gill, Eric, 563
Gill Sans font, 562
g la re reduction, 994
Glider+, 778-79
Glider 4, 778-79
Global Village Co mmun icatio ns
fax softwa re, 878
Konexx accessories, 902
PowerPort, 878
TelePort Gold, 872, 878
Globe, 5 14
g lossaries
Microsoft Word
AutoCorrect featu re, 316,
366-67
AutoText feature, 316, 367
utilities, 334-35
for word processors lacking the
feature, 346-4 7
Gold Disk
Animation Works, 640

Astound, 716
VideoDirector, 705
Golden Triangle's TimesTwo,
483
good-causeware, 166
Goodenough, Amanda, 757
Good Feature Icon in margins,
xvi
Goodman, Bill, 218, 482,
975,982
Gopher, 894
Gopherspace, 894
Goudy St out font, 565
g ra bber hands
PageMaker, 668
QuarkXPress, 668
GraceLAN Network Manager,
936,939
grammar checkers, 313, 331-33
(also see writer's tools)
Microsoft Word, 327
overview, 331-32
reviews, 332-33
WordPerfect, 320, 333
Gra mmatlk, 320, 333
Gra nite Digital
SCSI cables, 222
SCSIVue Active Diagnostic
Terminator, 224
Granjon, Robert, 561
g rant pro posals, word processlng fe atures for, 316
graphical user Interface, 5-6
Apple's Human Interface
Guidelines, 283
for CompuServe, 887-88
for Internet, 896-99
GraphicCo nverter, 951
graphics, 583-644
(also see animation;
draw programs; movies;
multimedia; paint programs;
presentation software; video)
bit-mapped vs. object-oriented,
587-88
business graphics programs,
616-18
in ClarisWorks, 450, 451-52
clip art, 641-44
color, 592
color management, 592
converters (translation
programs), 951
copying from programs, 516
cross-platform compatibility,
979, 981-82

Index

desktop patterns, 506-9,
512-13
draw programs, 61 3-30
lile fo rmats, 589, 948
fon ts with, 582
graphics acceleration cards,
240,586
image-editing programs, 590,
592-93, 600-604
for imagesetter output, 859- 60
interchange file fo rmats,
981-82
media-cataloging programs,
604, 607
Microsoft Word tips, 361-64
object-oriented, 588
overview, 585-89
page layout programs vs.
graphics programs, 645
paint programs, 590-612
patterns and textures, 611
PostScript, 823
printing bit maps, 844-45
QuickDraw GX benefits, 127
QuickTime compressor, 698
resolution, 587, 588
retouching scanned images,
587
screen capture utilities, 501-3
screensavers, 504-6, 512-14
sharing files, 949
smoothing utilities, 712
speed, 240, 586
standard Mac features, 673- 74
System 7.5 improvements,
114-15
three-dimensional, 630-38
universal formats, 953-54
WordPerfect features, 320-21
word processor features, 312
Graphic Simulations
F/A-18 Hornet, 787
Hellcats: Missions at Leyte Gulf,
787
Hellcats Over the Pacific,
778, 787
Graphics Smoothing option,
844
Graphisoft's ArchiCAD, 633
gra phs. (see charts and graphs)
Grass Roots Lobbying, 429
Gray Book, 667
grayscale monitors.
(see monochrome monitors)
Great Cities of the World, 742
Great Ga ntt!, 404

Great Golf CD, The, 799
Great Plains Accounting, 4 12
Great W ave Software
American Discovery, 738
KidsTime, 768
NumberMaze, 769-70
Great Wonders of the Wo rld,
742
GreatWorks, 442, 445
Greek characters, 524
Greenblatt, Rodney Alan, 759
Greg Le Mo nd's Bicycle
Adventure, 799
Gremlins, 900
Grolier Electronic Publishing's
Th e New Grolier Multimedia
Encyclopedia, 736
Gryphon Software
Dynamic Effects, 704
Morph, 706
GlV: A Geogra phic Perspective
on American History, 738
g uarantees
on Apple hardware, 1021
buying tip, 1027
GUI (graphical user interface),
5-6
Apple's Human Interface
Guidelines, 283
for CompuServe, 887-88
for Internet, 896-99
Gulf War, 737
Gulliver, 258
GX fo nts, 530-3 2
bit maps with, 538
buying, 535-36
impact of, 532
included with System 7.5, 525
overview, 530-31
screen vs. printer fonts and,
526
Type 1 Enabler, 531
GX Print dialog box, 817
GX Print One command, 817
GXWrite, 530

H
Hackers, 101 0

half- height hard disks, 195
halfto nes, 266
HAM, 472
Ha mmer d rives, 21 3

Ha mmermill Laser Plus paper,
850
Ha ndcraftedfonts' FrankenFont,
567
hand-held scanners, 267, 273.
(also see scanners)
Ha ndiWorks, 442, 446-47
Ha nd-Off II, 945
handsha king, 880
Handwriting Analyst, 806
ha ng-ups, esca ping, 30
hard disks
(also see SCSI devices; storage)
aliases to mount shared disks,
144-45
allocation blocks, 21 7
backing up, 228-32
buying tips and reviews,
194-202,212-15, 1031
checking in used Macs, 1023
con troller boards, 18 7
data-recovery software,
293-94,296
desktop Iiies, 188
diagnostics, 213, 469
directories, 188
disk-access light conks out, 304
disk-space monitor, 141
d river-level compression,
482-83
d rivers, 68, 188-89, 213, 214
driver-level compression,
482-83
upgrading from System 6,
137
encryption, 213
external, connecting to Macs,
189-90
external vs. internal, 195-96
file-sync hronization utilities,
118, 488-89
form atting, 187-88, 196,
216-18
formatting utilities, 213, 214
fragmentation, 219-21, 289
how they work, 186-87
icons, 6
interleave ratio, 216
locking, 484
Mac model differences, 51
moving, 281
noise, 199, 202
opening, 8-9
partitions, 188, 216-18
password-protection, 213, 218
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portable drives, 198-99
PowerBooks, 82-83, 86
Power Macs, 68
radio-frequ ency interference
(RFI), 201
reliability, 200-201, 204
removable-media drives, 202-7
for backups, 229
Bernoulli drives, 204-5
capacities, 205
cataloging cartridges using
aliases, 145
drive size, 195
floptical drives, 207
magneto-optical (MO)
drives, 205-6
storage bays, 61
switching disks between
Macs and PCs, 968
SyQuest drives, 202-4
rotation speed, 186
SCSI-2 standard, 200
sectors and tracks, 188
sizes
capacity, 194, 196, 205
physical, 194-95
removable media, 205
space requirements
custom system software
installation, 140
disk-space monitor, 141
Excel, 377
integ rated software, 441
printer drivers, 140
servers, 925
System 7.5, 1 36
System 7.5 enhancements,
136
video, 695, 697
virtual memory, 161
speed
seek and access time, 156,
196-97
spindle speed, 199
throughput or data transfer
rate, 197, 199
startup d isk icon, 6
startup disks, 285
in startup disk sea rch order,
130
stiction, 280
storage bays, 61
System 7 requirements, 1 36
System 7.5 improvements, 119
terminating, 224

"This is not a Macintosh disk"
message, 289
upgrading from System 6,
137-38
vendors recommended, 21 3,
215
Hard Disk ToolKit, 214
hard drives . (see hard disks)
hard spaces, 345
hardware
(also see cables; drivers;
upgrading Macs; specific
types of hardware)
accelerator cards, 92
adapters (network), 919-20
Apple warranties and
guarantees, 1 021
bridges, 920, 921
buying tips, 1026-28, 1031 -32
chairs, 997
computer workstation, 999
cross-platform compatibility,
986-87
modems, 986
monitors, 238, 241, 987
printers, 826, 986-87
SCSI devices, 987
d iag nostic tools, 305-6, 469
furniture, 996, 997, 999, 1005
gateways, 921, 923
g raphics accelerators, 240, 586
h ubs (concen trators or
multipart repeaters}, 914,
923-24
keyboards, 250-56
Macintosh computer model
specifications, 98-99
memory, 151-81
mice and other pointing devices, 25 7-64
MIDI interface, 687, 689
modems, 863-73
monitors, 235-50
multimedia, 673-76
networking, 91 7, 919-22,
923-24
OEM, 1031-32
OEMs, 1031-32
preventive medicine, 277-82
printers, 818-56
rendering accelerator, 635
repeaters, 920
routers, 920-21, 9 38
scanners, 233, 264-73

SCSI cables and connectors,
221-23
SCSI terminators, 223-25
sound,678-83
sound modules, 689-90
surge protectors, 277-78
synthesizers and samplers,
687-88
UPS (u ninterruptible power
supply), 278
video compression boards, 705
warranties, 1 032
where to buy, 1032-34
hardware handshaking, 880
Hayes
command set, 863
compatibility, 863
lnterBridge, 918, 921
Smartcom II, 876
HDI-30 connectors, 221
HD SC Setup, 187-88
headaches,993-95
Head Cleaning Diskette Kit, 193
Headline Harry and the Great
Paper Race, 767
headphone port, 55
health
(also see ergonomics)
ed itors' poll on repetitive stress
injuries, 992
epileptic seizures in children,
1006
eye problems, 993-95
general advice, 1003-5
guidelines for working, 1000,
1001
headaches, 993-95
neck and back pain, 995-97
pregnancy, 1 005-6
radiation, 243, 1002-3
reference CO-ROMs, 746-47
stress, 1 004
wrist and arm problems, 992,
998-1002
heaps, 162-63
heart health and disease, 746
Hearts, 789
heat, 277, 304-5
Heathbar Crunch ice cream,
1031
Heather Hits a Home Run, 757
heat sink, 96
Heizer Software, spreadsheet
te mplates, 377
Helix Express, 424
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Hellcats: Missions at Leyte Gulf,
787
Hellcats Ove r the Pacific, 778,
787
Hell o! Music!, 689-90
He lp!, 306
he lp
Apple Guide, 11 5
Balloon help, 19
ClarisWorks, 448
Help menu, 19, 1 07, 11 5
interactive, 19
Microsoft Word, 316
Microsoft Works, 455
overview, 1 9
He lp menu, 19, 107, 11 5
Helvet ica font, 522, 524
he rtz, refre sh rates, 238, 240-41
Hewl ett-Packard
DeskWriter, 818
DeskWriter 310 (portable),
822-2 3,855
DeskWriter SSOC, 848
DeskWriter 560C, 848
DeskWriter 1200C/ PS, 849
DeskWriter C, 847
Laserjet 4ML, 839
Laserjet 4MP, 838-39
LX jetSeries Glossy paper, 851
Paintjet XL3oo; 849
~Et (resolu tion-enhancement
techno logy), 839
Scan jet llcx, 270-71, 272-73
Unix-based systems, 118
hidde n objects, 518
hiding
(also see viewing)
background applications, 470
Balloon help, 19
Excel items, 389, 390
Photoshop palettes, 61 0
hierarchy
Apple menu utilities, 11 7, 469
of folders, 219
of pop-d own fo lders, 34
of protocols, 9 10
high-density disks, 190.
(also see floppy disks)
hi gh-~enslty port, 52
Highlighted Data's We bste r's
Ninth Colleg ia te Dictio nary,
734
highlighting. (see selecting)
Hig h Tide Software's WaterMark
Message Central, 870

hinting instructions for fonts,
527
Hiragana/ Katakana Exercises,
740
History of the World, 738
history o n CO-ROMs, 736-39
HJ-100i portable printer, 855
HobbySoft Comic Keeper, 803-4
HobbySoft Stamp Keeper, 803
ho bby software, 771, 792-807
(also see games)
collectors' databases, 802-4
cooking, 799-801
dieting and nutrition, 801
genealogy, 795- 96
home-desig n, 793-95
movie guides, 796-97
from on-line services, 803
overview, 792
sewing, 804-5
specia l interests, 805-7
sports-related, 797-99
Hoefl er, Jo nathan, 525
Hoefl er Text font, 525, 530
Holy Bible, 733
home-design software, 793-95
Hoops, 428
horror on CD-ROM, 732
host computers, 874
Hot Jots, 505
hot spots of pointers, 7-8
Hot Tip icon in margins, xvi
Howard, Stephen, 904
How to Boss Your Fonts Around,

536, 577
HP. (see Hewlett-Packard)
HSC Softwa re, Kai's Power
Tools, 594, 704
hubs, 914, 923- 24
Human Interface Guidelines,
283
Hurdler, 97
HyperCa rd, 722-23
Audio Palette, 684
HyperCard Player, 722- 23
HyperTalk, 720
menu bar access, 723
multimedia capabilities, 674
newsletter, 1 01 0
opening multiple stacks, 723
when to use it, 723
XCMDs, 720, 722-23
HyperCard st acks
AmandaStories, 757
Audio Help, 684
Disk Partition Sizer, 21 7

Macintosh Product Registry,
1011
Movies, Movies, Movies, 797
multiple open stacks, 723
Reunion 3, 795-96
SimmStack, 1 77
Which Mac Should I Buy?, 60
Hype rGiot Software's language
training CO-ROM s, 740
HyperHanukkah, 733
HyperTalk, 121, 720
hyphenation
checkers, 31 3
dashes vs. hyphens, 344-45
in Microsoft Word, 359
Hypro Technologies, MacAccess,
968-69
Hz. (see hertz)

I
1-beam pointer, 8, 1 0
IBM-compatible computers. (see
PCs [IBM and compatibles])
IBM/ Lexm ark's Co lor Jetprinter
PS 4079,849
I Ching, 339, 340-41
Icon 7, 509-11
lco nBOSS, 511
icon e ditors, 509-12
Icon Galle ry, 511
Icon Man ia!, 509-11
icons
16-color mon itor trick, 511
applicatio ns vs. extensions or
control panels, 466
arrang ing, 32-33
changing, 33, 508
changing viewing options, 1 3
collections, 511- 12
control panels, 1 32
copying, 9- 1 0
by d ragging, 31
from programs, 516
deleting, 1 0-11
desk accessories, 1 33
ed iting to look su prised, 51 1
ed itors, 509-12
in Excel, 379-80
extensions, 1 32
generic document icons, 6, 303
ghosts, 9
illustrated, 6
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margin icons in this b ook,
xiv, xvi
mouse actions, 9
movies on, 701
moving, 9
opening, 8-9
overview, 5- 6
ports (back panel), 55
printer fonts, 536
for printers, 81 7
renaming, 10, 145
selecting, 8, 15
selecting using keyboard, 30
sou nd files, 679
suitcase files, 1 32
system software files, 1 32
trash, 6, 11
working with, 8- 11 , 32-33
iContraption, 511
ldeaFish e r, 338- 39
ldeaform
Bird Brain, 802- 3
World Bird Brain, 802
ideationa l u nits, 554
ID n um bers
fonts, 541, 578-79
SCSI devices, 226
Igor St ravinksy: The Rite of
Spring, 744
lis. (see Mac lis)
lkarus-M, 576
I Li ke Ico n, 509-11, 701
Illustrator
3-0 shapes, 629
b inding text to a path, 627
blends vs. gradients, 628-29
changing tools, 626
cross-platform compatibility,
978-79
editing shapes, 627
fonts in, 582
ill ustrated, 620
nudge commands, 626
painting sh ortcuts, 628
review, 620-22
ruler tips, 629
status line, 629
tips, 626-30
tool palette, 61 3
Image-Catalog, 607
Image Club Graphics' DigitArt,
643

image-editing programs
(also see graphics; paint
programs)
buying tips and reviews,
600-604
composite images, 592
freeware, 607
overview, 590
tips
general, 604-8
Photosho p, 608- 12
tools, 592-93
Imagery, 951
images. (see graphics)
imagesetters
(also see service bureaus)
fonts for, 533
preparing files for service bureaus, 859-60
resolution, 822, 833
Image Smith's Snoopy Screen
Saver, 505
Images With Impact, 642
lmageWriters
drivers, 814
lmageWriter II, 811, 819
prices, 847
lmaginopolis, 763-64
lmaja's Bliss Saver, 505
impact printers. (see dot-matrix
printers)
Importance of Bein g Earnest,
The, 732
importing and exporting data
(also see cross-platform
compatibility; sharing file s)
from Apple II ProDOS floppies,
965
between Macs and PCs,
965- 83
deleting extra returns from
documents, 347
direct serial-cable
connections, 970-72
Mac floppi es in PC drives,
968-69
mapping DOS file
extensions, 969
modem connections,
972-73
network connections, 973,
975-77
PC Exchange en hancement,
109, 124

PC fl oppies in Mac drives,
965-68
reading Mac files on PCs,
968-69, 974-75
reading PC fil es on Macs,
965- 68, 97 7-83
translators for program fil es,
966,979-80
buying software and, 1029
deleting returns from imported
documents, 347
g raphics file format s, 1 27
pasting EPS images from d raw
programs, 623
POD (portable digital
document) format, 127,
954, 955-56
to presentation programs, ·
710-11
sharing files, 941-61
System 7.5 improvements, 113
translation utilities
between Mac formats,
949-51
built-in translation, 948-49
Easy Open, 944-47
graphics converters, 951
from PC to Mac, 966,
979- 80
interchange formats, 952- 54
WordPerfect features, 321
word processor features, 314
Impressionism, 743
In Cont rol, 398-99
indexes
computerized word lists, 330
creating with PageMaker and
QuarkXPress, 655
word processor features, 313
lnfini-0, 635, 637
lnfocom games, 792
lnfoDe pot , 400-401
lnfogrip's BAT Person al
Keyboa rd, 256
inform at ion, 1007- 1 6
(also see reference CO-ROMs)
knowing your system, 288
magazines and newsletters,
1009- 14
on-line, 884
user groups, 1 014- 16
Infor matio n Card, 931
informatio n man agers, 41 7-18
inform atio n superhig hway, 874

Index

lnformix' Wingz, 378
infrare d mouse, 258
initializing disks. (see formatting
disks)
!nitPicker, 287, 468
inits. (see extensions)
ink for refilling inkje t cartridges,
828
inkjet printers, 825-31
(also see printers; specific models
of inkjet printers)
buying tips and reviews,
825-27,847-49,855
color printers, 819-20, 847-49
DeskWriter vs. StyleWriter II,
826
illustrated, 818
overview, 81 8
paper, 850-51
portables, 822-23, 855
price, 811
refilling cartridges, 827-28
remanufactured cartridges,
828-29
resolution, 822
smea rproofing output, 826
supplies, 827-29
tips, 829-31
lnline Software
Cogito, 780
Firefall Arcade, 776
HAM, 472
Icon 7, 509-11
!nitPicker, 287, 468
lnline Sync, 489
Redux Deluxe, 231
Swamp Gas, 767-68
Three Great Plays, 780
lnline Sync, 489
Innovative Data Design's
MacDraft, 633
input devices, 233. (also see
keyboards; mouse)
insertion point as editing tool,
10
Inside FileMaker Pro, 1 01 0
Inside HyperCard, 101 0
Inside Mac Games, 778
Inside Microsoft Works, 1 01 0
Inside Word, 101 0
Insignia Solutio ns
AccessPC, 967-68, 969
MacDisk, 968-69
SoftNode, 977
SoftPC, 984-85

SoftPC Professional, 977
SoftWindows, 66-67, 977,
984-85
In spiration, 338
Installer, 283-84
for clean slate insta llation of
system software, 138-39
for custom installation of
system software, 140
for reinstalling system
software, 299
Remove button for
uninstalling, 283
installing
(also see upgrading Macs)
extensions, 286
fonts
screen fonts, 539
System 6, 537
System 7, 538-39
m emory, 175-76, 280
printer drivers, 814
software, 283-84
system software, 136-40,
284, 299
clean slate installation,
138-39
custom installation, 140
paring down your System
Folder, 141
System 7 requirements,
1 36-37
upgrading from System 6,
1 37-38
instrume nts, MIDI, 687-88
integ rated software, 439-60
buying tips and reviews,
442-47
ClarisWorks vs. Microsoft
Works, 442-43
comparison chart, 442
overview, 439, 441-43
for Power Macs, 443
tips
ClarisWorks, 447-54
Microsoft Works, 454-60
lntelli Draw 2, 617- 18
Intelligent Battery, 84
intelligent hubs, 924
lntellimation's Shakespeare's
Life and Times, 731
inte ractive adventures, 758-59
Interactive Creativity Software's
Creative Whack Pack, 339-40

interactive h elp, 19
interactive stories, 753-57
AmandaStories, 757
Discis books, 757
Living Books, 753-55
Zoom books, 756
Inte ractive Ventures
Mayo Clinic Fam ily Health Disc,
746
Mayo Cl in ic Heart Disc, 746
lnterBridge, 918, 921
intercha nge file fo rmats
databases, 952-53
graphics, 953- 54
for PCs, 980- 82
spreadsh eets, 952-53
text and word processing, 952
Inte rchange Fo rmat, 952
lntercon System
lnterPPP, 895
lnterSLIP, 895
TCP/Connect II, 898, 899
interface
Apple's Human Interface
Guidelines, 283
CompuServe, 887-88
graph ical user interface, 5-6
Internet, 896- 99
MIDI, 687, 689
inte rleave ratio of h ard d isks,
216
inte rmediate fi le formats.
(see interchange file formats)
internal vs. external h ardware
CD-ROM drives, 209
h ard disks, 195-96
modems, 863
International Phonetic Alphabet
( IPA), 569
Internatio n al
Telecommunications
Un ion-Telecommunications
Standards Sector (ITU-T or
ITU-TSS), 863-64
Internet, 890-99
access, 894-95
accounts, 894- 96
add resses, 893
applications (graphica l
interfaces), 896- 99
browsing, 894
communications software,
874, 895
editors' poll, 940
e-mail, 892, 895
overview, 890-92
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protocols, 114, 895
resources, 891
service providers, 896
telecommunications tips,
899-902
what it offers, 892-94
Internet Starter Kit for Macintosh,
The, 891
Internetwo rk Packet Exchange,
912
lnterNews, 898
lnterOptica Publishin g
7 Natual Wonders of the World,
741
Great Cities of the World, 742
Great Wonders of the World,
742
The Orient-Multimedia Guide
to the Far East. 742
Inte r• Poll, 935
lnterPPP, 895
lnterPress Technologies' Viva
Press Professional, 658
interpreter programs for
PostScript, 82 3
lnterSLIP, 895
lnTouch, 401- 2
Intuit's Quicken, 406- 7
Invisible Clock, 514
invisible files, 484
invoices, word processing
features for, 316
Iomega's Bernoulli drives, 204-5
IPA (International Phonetic
Alphabet}, 569
I Photograph to Remember, 744
IPX ( NetWare) protocol, 912
Iron Helix, 782- 83
Isles of Terra, 785
Ita lian Word Torture, 740
italic font style, 550- 52, 554
italic screen fonts, 539
lTC (international Typeface
Corp.)
The lTC Directory of New
Typefaces, 559-60
U&lc, 559
lTC Directory of New Typefaces,
The, 559-60
ITU-T o r ITU-TSS (International
Telecommunications
Union-Telecommunications
Standards Sector), 863-64

J

]abra
Dialer, 56
EarPhone, 57, 680
jaggies
anti-aliased tools, 591
defi ned, 587
rendering speed and
anti-aliasing, 635
screen fonts, 580
smoothing graphics, 591,
712,844
when printing fonts, 577-78
JAG II, 591, 635, 712
james Engineering, monitor
adapters, 238
jam med floppy disks, 29,
192-93
]anson Text font, 527, 561
]apanEase, 740
Ja panese and WorldScript, 313
japanese Language Kit, 313
Japanese Word Torture, 740
jasmine hard disks, 215
jB1 fil e type, 679
jekyll a nd Hyde on CD, 732
]etFill, 827
jet Tray 250E sheet feeder, 8 37
jet Tray 1500 sheet feeder, 837
joanna font, 563
jobs, Steve
books on, 1 01 0
MO drive expectations of, 205
vision of Macintosh, 2
jo hnson Books' The Outdoo r
Athlete, 798
jo int Photographic Experts
Group (]PEG)
compression, 479
format, 589
Journeyman Project, The,
783-84
joysticks, 774
]PEG compression, 479
]PEG form at, 589
JS-9460PS laser printer, 838
Judaic Classics Library, 733
jump Development Group,
OptiMem, 166-67, 291

jurassic Mouse, 262
jurassic Park, 635, 640, 731 ust
Gra ndma and Me, 753-54
justified text, 55 7

K
K. (see kilobytes)
Kabooml, 680, 684
Kai's Power Tools, 594, 704
KaleidaGraph 3, 619
Kaleida Labs' Script X, 721, 726
KanjiCard, 740
KB. (see kilobytes)
Kbyte. (see kilobytes)
Kensington's TurboMouse, 260
Kermit protocol, 881
kerning
basics, 558
in MacWrite Pro, 325
in PageMaker, 656
in Photoshop, 612
in QuarkXPress, 656
Keyboard, 689
Keyboard (Apple), 252
keyboard commands
(also see macros)
AppleScript for, 1 21
canceling with ~0. 30
customizing, 515
cutting or copying and pasting,
24
ejecting floppies, 29
escaping hang-ups, 30
Excel, 379- 82
FileMaker Pro, 432-34
Finder shortcuts, 19
list box navigation, 32
macro utilities, 497-98
Make Alias command, 11 0
Microsoft Word, 348, 355
modifier keys, 18
QuickTime Controller, 696
selecting icons, 30
special characters, 546-4 7
tips for macros, 499
using, 17-1 8
Keyboa rd Powe r, 477
keyboards, 250- 56
adding new layouts, 134- 35
built-in trackballs, 252, 255-56
buying tips and reviews,
252- 56

Index

checking in used Macs, 1023
chord keyboard, 256
ergonomics, 251, 253-55,
999- 1000,1005
evaluating, 250-52
function keys, 252
key arrangement, 252
key remapper, 476
modifier keys, 18
non-English, 256
numeric keypad, 251-52
PowerBooks, 82
PowerBook utilities, 475-77
remapping, 516-1 7
standard vs. extended, 252-53
unplugging, 279
Key Caps, 548-49
key frames, 638
keypad. (see numeric keypad)
KeyPian, 404
Key Tronic
extended keyboards, 253
TrakMate, 261
TrakPro, 255
KGB World Factbook, 741
KidBAG, 642
KidDesk, 762
Kid Pix, 760
Kid Pix Companion, 760- 61
kids' stuff, 751-70
art programs, 598, 760-62
CD-ROMs, 753
"educational" software label,
751
epileptic seizures in chi ldren,
1006
geography and history, 764-68
interactive adventures, 758-59
interactive stories, 753-57
making up stories, 763-64
math programs, 769- 70
medical CD-ROM, 746
read ing programs, 768- 69
resources, 770
KidsTime, 768
Kid Works 2, 763
Kille r Tracks, 675
kilo bytes, 156, 187
Kinesis' Ergonomic Keyboard,
254-55,999
King James Bible, The, 733
King's Quest, 778
Kis font, 561
Kiwi Software's Screenscapes,
507

Klondike, 781 , 789
kneeling chairs, 997
Knit One, 805
knitting software, 805
Koch Antiqua font, 563
Kodak
Photo CD, 602
Photo CD Access Plus, 602
Shoebox, 602, 604
XL7700 printer, 852
XLT77 20 printer, 852, 853
Konexx' telecommunications
accessories, 902
KopyKat, 495-96
Korea, 737
Korg's Audio Gallery, 689-90
Kurta's XGT tablet, 264

L
labels (electronic), 32
labe ls (floppy disk), 193
labels (mailing)
in ClarisWorks, 453-54
in Microsoft Works, 458
printers for, 854
printing, 845, 854
LabeiWriter II, 854
LabeiWriter II Plus, 854
La Cie
hard disks, 214
PocketDrives, 198-99
Silverlining, 214
Language Discovery, 740-41
languages
AppleScript and, 121-22
educational CD-ROMs, 740-41
fonts and special characters,
546-47, 548
no n-English keyboards, 256
PlainTalk voice recogn ition, 125
word processor fea tures, 31 3
World Script compatibility, 313
LANRove r/ E, 918
LANs (local area networks).
(see networking)
Lanston Type Co. Ltd., Vine
Leaves font, 567
LANsurveyor, 935-36, 939
Lao-Tzu, 339
Laptop Liberator, 972
laserdiscs, 730
Laser)et 4MP, 838-39

LaserMaster's Unity printers,
835,836
LaserPrinter 4 StarScrlpt,
837-38
laser printers, 8 31-45
(also see printers; service
bureaus; specific models
of laser printers)
bit map pri nting, 844-45
B-size (tabloid) paper, 831,836
buying tips and reviews,
831-39
cleaning, 843
color, 821
downloading fon ts manually,
842-43
engines, 832
envelope printing, 843, 845
ghosting, 843
hang-ups, 844
illustrated, 819
label printing, 845
memory req uirements,
834, 843
networking, 835
overview, 81 8
paper, 850
paper handling, 836, 837
PostScript clones, 8 31, 833
PostScript printer d river, 814
price, 811, 833, 836- 38
proofing o utput on a
StyleWriter, 83 1
resident fonts, 836
resolution, 81 1, 822, 833-34
speed, 834
tips, 842-45
toner cartridges, 839-42
adjusting toner density, 839
component systems vs., 832
discoun ts, 840
disposing of, 842
duty cycles, 832
extending life, 840
protecting from lig ht, 844
recycling, 841-42
LaserWriter 35 fonts, 542, 543
LaserWriter Font Utility, 544
LaserWriters, 818
d rivers, 814
feed ing sing le sheets to
LaserWriter II, 843-44
networking, 906
da isy-chain networks, 907
System 6 and System 7
together, 150
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paper-handling enh ancements,
837
PostScript and, 535-36
toner cartridge equivalents,
840
lasso tool, p aint progra m tips,
605
Last Chance to See, 748
lathing, 631
Launcher, 22, 1 16
Launcher Items folder, 131
launchers, 22, 469, 472- 73
launching. (see opening; starting)
Lawnmower Man, 637
layered imag es
in draw programs, 614-15
in paint p rograms, 599
layout. (see page layout)
Lazy Dog Foundry
custom handwriting fonts, 569
Dru Scott fon t, 569
LCs, 70-71
(also see Macintosh computers)
built-in screens, 71
hard d isk size, 195
hardware specificatio ns, 98
LC 4 75, 42
memory configuration, 1 78
overview, 44
Performa equivalents, 73
p eripheral suppo rt, 58
PowerPC chip fo r, 42
so und capabilities, 682
speaker, lig ht, or fan conks o ut,
304
stereo sound, 54
upgrad ing, FPU coprocessor,
96
lead-acid Pow erBook b atteries,
85
Le ader Te chnologies'
PowerMerge, 489
leading, 358, 555, 556-57
Le arning Company, Th e
catalog, 770
Reader Rabbit 1, 769
Super Solvers OutNumbered!,
769
Learning Services, 770
Learning Tomo rrow
Macbeth, 731-32
Romeo and juliet, 731-32
left- and right-leaning quotes,
345-46

left-lea ning arrow. (see pointers)
le ga l applications, 400, 41 3
Leiste r Pro ductions,
Re union 3, 795- 96
Lemmings, 780-81
Le So mmelier, 807
Letraset
Design Fo nts series, 567
FontStudio, 576
LetraStudio, 572
Organics fo nt, 567
LetraStudio, 572
lette rspacing, 558
Level 1 and 2 caches, 49
Levy, St even, 1 01 0
Lexm ark/IBM's Color jetprinte r
PS 4079, 849
Liberty Systems' hard disks, 1 98
libraries
on-line software, 884
PageMaker, 652
QuarkXPress, 652
LifeART, 644
Lifestyle Software Group's Take
Control of Cholesterol, 746
ligatures, 555, 657
lighting
sunlight and hardware, 277
in three-d imensional g raphics,
634
in the workplace, 993, 994-95
lightning, 279
lightning-bolt ( PowerBook
cha rge symbol), 85
Li ghtningPaint, 607
lightningScan 400, 273-74
lights, disk-access light co nks
o ut, 304
Light So urce 's Ofot o 2, 273
line art, scanning, 266
Line link 14.4, 8 70, 873
lines
aligning in word processors,
344
ending in word processors, 344
selecting in Word, 353
line sp acing. (see leading)
lines per inch. (see resolution)
Lingo Fun's Computerized
Grammar series, 740
Linguist's Software
Cyrillic font, 569
Holy Bib le, 733

linnaeus Protist, 748
linotronic imagesetters, 822
Linotype Game Pi font, 567
Linotype-Hell
Cochin font, 563
Electra font, 563
joanna fo nt, 563
Linotyp e Game Pi font, 567
Saban font, 561
Smaragd font, 564
Syntax font, 562
list boxes, 18, 20, 32
list views, 35-36
literature on CD-ROM, 730- 33
lithium battery in PowerBook
Duos, 86
little Wing's Crystal Caliburn,
779, 781
Living Books, 753-55
livingSoft's Dress Shop, 804
Living Trust, 41 3
LLB Company, The, memory,
175
loading. (see opening; starting)
local area networks (LANs).
(see networking)
LocaiPeek, 936
LocaiSwitch, 920
LocaiTalk
(also see networking)
AppleTalk vs., 911
cables, 914- 15
daisy-chain network, 907
Ethernet vs., 54, 835
Mac model d iffe rences, 53-54
o n PCs, 973, 975- 76
port, 53
locking
(also see security)
files, 28, 191
floppies, 190, 191
fo lders, 11 6, 484
ha rd d isks, 484
locked CO-ROMs, 1032
LoDOWN SCSI WORM drive,
189
Logical Solutions' Chameleon,
507
logic boards, 48
Logitech
MouseMan, 258
ScanMan 32, 273
TrackMa n, 261
LogoMotion, 637-38

Index

long documents
Microsoft Word crossreferencing, 31 7
page layout programs for,
648, 658
PageMaker vs. QuarkXPress,
654-55
Long Hard Day on the Ranch, A,
757
Looking Good in Print, 667
Lookup, 330
lookup functions, 374, 419
Lost Treasures of lnfocom, The,
792
Lotus
1-2-3, 378
cc:Mail, 932
Louvre, The, 743
low-m emory situations, 157,
163
low-profile hard disks, 195
Ipi. (see resolution)
Ludwig van Beethoven:
Symphony No. 9, 744
Lunatic Fringe, 777
Lundin Laboratories' Personal
Pediatrician, 746
Lunicus, 778
lurking, 884
LX )etSeries Glossy paper, 851
Lyriq Crosswords, 789-90

M
MAC. (see Macintosh Accounting
Consortium)
MacAccess, 968-69
Mac Authority, The, 1 010
Macbeth, 731- 32
Mac Bible Disk icon in
margins, xvi
MacBinary
for file transfers, 882--83
for Mac/ PC file transfers, 973,
974-75, 985
MacBinary II+, 975
MacBinary to Mac, 975
MacCalc, 378
McCallister, Susan, 4, 40, 102,
234,310,370,416,752
Mac Catalog, 60
Mac Centris. (see Centris)

MacCharlie, 967
MacCIM, 887, 888
Mac Classics. (see Classics [Macs])
MacCocktail, 807
MacComp PC monitor
adapters, 238
MacConnection, 1 034
MacDisk, 968-69
MacDraft, 633
MacDraw, 615
MacEKG, 305
MacGallery, 642
MacGospel, 733
MacGuard, 279
Mac HandWriter, 262
Mac History chart, 60
Moe Home journal, The, 101 0
Mac lis
buying used, 1025
floppy drives, 51
hardware specifications, 98-99
llci, buying used, 1 025
llcx, buying used, 1 025
llfx, SCSI terminators, 225
llsi, speaker, light, or fan conks
out, 304
maximum memory allowable,
159
memory caches, 49
memory configuration, 1 78
overview, 88
Performa equivalents, 73
peripheral support, 59
sound capa bilities, 682
upgrading
FPU coprocessor, 96
Power Mac logic boards, 93
MaclnTax, 409- 1 0
Maclnteriors, 794
Moe Internet Tour Guide, The, 891
Macintosh Accounting
Consortium, 407
Macintosh Application
Environment, 118
Macintosh Bible CD-ROM, 1030
Macintosh Bible Software Disks,

1030
Macintosh Bible, The

about the editors, xii-xiii
America Online fo rum, 886
fifth edition changes, iii, xi,
xiv-xv
font used in, 561
margin icons, xiv, xvi
origin of, iii, xi

products and prices in, xiv,
1020
ten commandments, xvii-xx
Macintosh Color Display,
247-48
Macintosh Communications
Toolbox, 875, 882
Macintosh computers
(also see specific models and
topics)

buying tips, 60, 1019- 25
new Macs, 1 019- 22
used Macs, 1 022-25
d ifierences between models,
45- 61
expandabi lity, 57- 61
memory and storage, 49- 52
performance, 46-49
support for peripherals,
52- 59
difierent types, 42-45
editors' polls
favorite aspect, 38
PCs vs. Macs, 962
what makes a Mac a Mac, 2
hardware specification s, 58-59,
98- 99
history, 60
magazines and newsletters,
1009-12
model names, 49
moving or shipping, 281-82
multimedia machines, 673-76
Performa equivalents, 73
price, 1 019-20, 1023
screens built-in, 71
SCSI-2 standard and, 200
sharing with kids, 762
shutting down, 26-27, 225,
288
sound capabilities, 682
starting, 225
travel abroad with, 282, 1 022
turning off vs. keeping on, 277,
280-81
Unix on, 118
used Macs, 1 022-25
user groups, 1014- 16
video support, 239-40
warranties and guarantees,
1021
Windows vs., 44
Macintosh Memory Guide,

176-77
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Macintosh PC Exchange,
967-68, 969
Macintosh Product Registry, 1 011

Macintosh TV
built-in screen, 71
hardware specificati ons, 98
overview, 70
MacKay Associates' Movies,
Movies, Movies, 797
Mackie 1202 mixer, 680
Mac LCs. (see LCs)
MaclinkPius packages, 950, 980
MaclinkPius/PC Connect,
950,966
MaclinkPius/Translators Pro,
950, 966
MacMall, 8 38
MacMoney, 407
MacParish, 429
MacPeak Resea rch
Spo t CD, 210
Spot On, 169, 214
Mac Performas. (see Performas)
Mac Plus
buying used, 1 025
hardware specifications, 99
installing memo ry, 1 76
interleave ratio, 216
maximum memory allowable,
159
memory config uration, 178
overview, 88
peripheral suppo rt, 59
SCSI terminators, 225
sound capabilities, 682
Mac Portable
airport X-ray machines and
floppy disks, 1 93
hardware specifications, 99
memory config uration, 180
overview, 89
peripheral support, 59
sound capabilities, 682
Mac PowerBooks. (see
PowerBooks)
MacPPP, 895
MacProject II, 399
Mac Quadras. (s ee Quadras)
MacRecorder, 680- 81
MacRecorder Sound System,
681
MacRenderMan, 635
Macromedia
Action!, 716
Authorware Professional, 725

ClipMed ia, 675
Director, 640, 724- 25
MacRecorder, 680- 81
MacRecorder Sound System,
681
Macromed ia Three-D, 635
royalties for distribution, 721
Sound Edit 1 6, 680, 685
Macromedia Three-D, 635
macros
(also see scripts)
AppleScript, 1 09, 11 4, 120-22,
231, 721
ClarisWorks, 44 7-48, 454
d atabase applications, 430- 31
glossary tools, 3 34- 35
spreadsheets, 373, 374
tips, 499
utilities, 497-99
word processor feature, 312
Macs. (see Macintosh co mputers)
MacSave, 485--86
MacSchedule Plus, 404
MacSee, 968, 9 75
Mac SEs. (see SEs)
Mac SE/ 30s. (see SE/ 30s)
McSink, 323
Mac Street journal, 1016
Ma cTable, 1005
MacTCP, 895
Mac to DOS, 968
MacToolklt's Corkboard, 337
MacTools, 220-21, 231 , 293- 94
AntiVirus for Macintosh, 292
Mac TV. (see Macintosh TV)
MacUser

about, 1009
Ap ple's falling prices and, 1 0 20
memory prices in, 1 75
MacVONK
HandiWorks, 442, 446-4 7
NetOcto pus, 936
RagTime, 442, 446-47, 660
MacWarehouse, 1034
Linelink, 8 70
MacWeb, 898
Mac WEEK

abou t, 1009
buying new Macs, 1019, 1020
memory prices in, 175
Mac Workgroup Servers. (see
Wo rkgroup Servers)
Macworld

about, 1009
me mory prices in, 175

MacWrite Pro, 325-26
Mac Zone, The, 1 034
Maelst rom, 776, 781
magazines and newsletters,
1009- 14
advertising percentages, 1 009
on computers in general,
101 2-14
desktop publishing, 667, 1013
on fonts and typography,
559-60
on Macs, 1 009- 12
page layout, 667
user group newsletters,
101 5-16
word processing features for,
316
Magic Death, The, 785
MagicTypist, 334- 35
Magnet, 231, 472
file finder, 491 - 92
file synchronization, 488--89
magnetic field of monitors,
1003
magnetic media, 186
magnetic tape as backup
medium, 229- 30
magneto-optica l (MO) drives,
205-6
mailing labels. (see labels
[mail ing])
Maii*Link Internet for
PowerTalk, 931
mail order, 1 033- 34
Mainstay
Capture, 502- 3
ClickPaste, 496
MacSchedule Plus, 404
MarkUp, 960
Make Alias command, 110
making aliases, 143-44
Manage ment Science
Associates' Allright Essentials,
945
Manager, 399
managing extensions, 11 6,
285- 87, 301
managing files for presentations, 718
managing fonts, 540-41,
580- 81
managing memory, 162- 67
About This Macintosh, 163
changing applications' memory
usage, 164- 65

Index

how the Mac uses RAM,
162-63
System 7 requirements, 165-66
utilities, 166- 67
managing networks. (see
network management tools)
Managing Your Money, 408
MandeiTV, 607
Mangia!, 800
Manhattan font, 523
Manhattan Graphics' Ready,
Set, Go!, 662- 64
Manhole, The, 784
Mannesmann Tally's
MobileWriterPS portable
printer, 855- 56
manually downloading fonts,
544-45,842-43
manuals, 1 028
of style, 335- 36
word processing features for,
316
Manzanita Software Systems'
FlexWare, 412
MapArt, 644
maps o n CD-ROM, 741
Marble & Granite, 611
Marciniak, Craig, 323
margin icons in this book,
xiv, xvi
Maris Multimedia's Redshift,
749-50
Mark/ Space
Communicate Lite, 882
Zmodem Tool, 882
MarkUp, 960
Marsh, Kent, 485-86
masking tools for graphics, 593
Maste rCook Mac, 800- 801
Maste rFinder, 491
Master Juggler, 540-4 1
master pages
PageMaker, 653
QuarkXPress, 653-54
MasterS oft
DocuComp II, 330
Word for Word, 950-51, 980
Maste r Tracks Pro, 691
matching colors, 592
Math Blaster, 770
math coprocessors, 47-48
Mathemaesthetics' Resource rer,
515
Math Font series, 568
math programs for kids, 769-70

Maven, 788
Max, 97
Maxcess hard disks, 215
MaxFax, 878
Maxima, 172
Maxis
A-Train, 786
Sim series, 778, 786-87
Maxoptix' Tahiti drive
mechanism, 206
Mayer, Mercer, 753-54
"May Not Work With System 7"
fold er, 1 37
Mayo Clinic Family Health Disc,
746
Mayo Clinic Heart Disc, 746
MB. (see megabytes)
MBS Technologies' File Runner,
489
Mbyte. (see megabytes)
mean time between failures
(MTBF) of hard disks,
200- 201
m easurements
memory, 156
in Microsoft Word, 360
in PageMaker, 654
in QuarkXPress, 654
storage, 187
MECA Software's Managing
Your Money, 408
MECC
My Own Stories, 763
Sto rybook Weaver, 763
Trail books, 766-67
media-cataloging programs,
604,607
Media Desig n Interactive's
Dinosaurs! Th e Multimedia
Encycloped ia, 748
Media Kit, 721, 726
Media Tool, 725- 26
Me dia Tool Programming
Enviro nme nt, 726
m edica l CO-ROMs, 746-47
Medina Software's MacGospel,
733
medium-size color monitors,
237, 249- 50
megabytes, 156, 187
megahertz, 4 7
Me gatoons Part II, 642
m egs. (see megabytes)
Me lt, 514
Me mberTracker, 428

memory, 151- 81
(a lso see SIMMs)
24-bit addressing, 158
32-bit addressing, 158- 59
32-bit clean software, 158
About This Macintosh
inform ation, 163
adding more, 81, 1 72-76, 280
application heap, 163
buying tips, 173-75, 1031
cache cards, 64, 93
caches, 48-49, 64, 93
checking in used Macs, 1023
direct memory access (DMA)
chips, 49
disk caches, 165, 168-69
DRAM, 154
fragmentation, 165
informational resources,
1 76-77
installing, 175-76
low-memory situations, 157,
163
in Mac models
configurations, 178- 81
differences between models,
49-50
naming convention, 49
managing, 162-67
maximum allowable, 159-60
measurements, 156
out-of-memory messages, 155,
165
overview, 50, 151, 153-56
performance improvements
using, 168-72
physical fo undations, 153
PowerBook maximum, 81
PRAM, 154, 303
pseudo-static RAM, 154
RAM disks, 165, 169-72
requirements
applications, 164- 65
CO-ROMs, 797
ClarisWorks, 447
Excel, 377
fon ts, 540
GX fon ts, 531
laser printers, 834, 843
Macs, 157, 159
paring down system
requirements, 165- 66
PlainTalk, 125
PostScript printers, 834
preventive medicine, 290-91
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Quicklime, 696
RAM disks, 1 70-71
servers, 924
SoftWindows, 66
System 7, 136, 157, 165-66
virtual memory, 1 61 - 62
ROMs
described, 154
Mac model differences, 50
memory limits imposed by,

158, 159
setting for applications,

164-65, 290-91
sp eed, 155-56, 173
SRAM, 154
storage vs., 153-55
System 7 improvements, 1 06
system heap, 162-63
virtual memory, 1 06, 155,

160- 62, 291
volatility, 155
VRAM, 52, 154, 240
Memory control pane l
disk cache settings, 165,

168-69
RAM d isk settings, 165, 1 71
setting for increased m emory,
177
turning on virtual m emory, 161
Memory Manager control
panel, 68
Memory Solutions Guide, 1 77
menu bar, 14
MenuChoice, 11 7
MenuFonts, 553
menus
(also see specific menus)
check marks o n, 1 7
customizing, 469, 515
dimmed command s, 16
downward-pointing triangles
on, 17
e lli pses ( .. .) afte r item s, 1 7
font sty le menus, 550, 552
po p-up menus, 18, 21
right-pointing triangles on, 17
selecting commands, 1 6-1 7
toggles, 1 7
using, 14-1 7
menu titles, 14
messages, error. (see e rror
messages)
metafiles, 589
Me taFio,' 706

Me tamorphosis Professional,

574
Meta Pro, 574
Metro, 691
Metro Food CD, 643
Met ro lmageBase
Metro Food CD, 643
Metro lmageBase o n CD, 643
Metro lmageBase on CD, 643
Meyer, Pedro, 744
MHz. (see megahertz)
MiBAC Jazz Improvisation
Software, 694
mice and other pointing
d e vices, 257- 64
(also see pointers; selecting)
checking in used Macs, 1 024
cleaning, 259
cl icking, 9
cordless mo use, 258
d o uble-clicking, 9, 605
d ragging, 9
editors' poll on a lternatives,

257
ergonomics, 258
health problems from, 998
joysticks and alternatives, 77 4
mice, 257-59
miniature m ouse, 258
mouse pads, 258
passive-matrix PowerBook
screens and, 79
pen input devices, 261 - 62
PowerBook trackballs a nd
trackpads, 82
pressure-sensitive tablets,

263-64
running out of room for
ro lling, 8
trackballs, 259- 61
built-in to keyboards, 252,

255-56
editors' poll, 25 7
overview, 259
PowerBook trackba lls and
trackpads, 82
tro ubleshooting, 259
unplugging, 279
Miche la ngelo, 743
Microcom Network Protocol
(MNP) leve ls, 866
Micro Format's Super Color
Ink jet Paper, 851

MicroFrontier
Colo r It!, 603
Pattern Workshop, 611
Microlytics
The Ele me nts of Style, 735
Random House Encyclopedia,

736
Word Finder Plus, 735
Micro Mac
accelerator cards, 92
SCSiview, 240
MicroMachines' TrackBoard,

256
Micro mat Computer Systems
DriveTech, 193
MacEKG, 305
Micro Net's hard disks, 215
Microphone (Apple), 678-79
MicroPhone Pro, 876, 899, 9 72
microphones, 678-80
PlainTalk, 126, 678-79
port, 55
PowerBooks, 83
Micro Planning International
KeyPia n, 404
Manage r, 399
X-Pert, 399
Micropolis hard disks for AV,

213
microprocessors. (see processor
chips)
MicroProse's Civilization, 787
microscopic plants and animals,

748
Microsoft
(also see Excel; Microsoft Word;
Microsoft Works; Windows,
[Microsoft])
Cineman ia '94, 796
Creative Writer, 763-64
Enca rta, 736
External Converters (ECs), 946
Fine Artist, 762
FoxPro, 424
Mail, 127, 931, 932
Microsoft Bookshelf, 735
Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE), 444
PowerPoint, 714- 15
Project, 399
terminology appropriated by,

315
Microsoft Bookshelf, 735
Microsoft Excel. (see Excel)
Microsoft Windows. (see
Windows [Microsoft])

Index

Microsoft Word
alig ning objects to grid, 363
annotations, 349
AutoCorrect feature, 316,
366-67
AutoFormat feature, 315-16,
354
AutoText feature, 316, 367
bullets, 355
callouts, 363
captions, 363, 364
column tips, 364-65
copying character forma ts,
358-59
creating new documents, 348
Cross-reference feature, 317
deleting tips, 353-54
dictionary tips, 366
documentation for the blind,
349
document size, 361
drag and drop feature, 351
editing graphics with another
program, 362
embedding TrueType fonts,
360
footnote window, 349
Format Painter feature, 358-59
frames, 364
go back feature, 352
grammar checker, 327
graphics tips, 361 - 64, 367
help system, 316
hyphens, 359
inconsistency of, 319
indenting, 360
leading, 358
multiple undo, 312
navigating, 351- 52, 354
newsletter, 1 01 0
num eric keypad use, 252
outlining feature, 312, 351,
354- 55
printing faster, 361
Repeat command, 350-51
replace feature tips, 350
resizing graphics, 361-62
review, 315-1 9
rotating text, 362- 63
ruler tips, 360
scanning long documents, 354
scrolling faster, 361
selecting tips, 351-54, 365-66
shortcut menu, 348
special characters, 550

spelling checker, 327, 781
styles, 315, 318, 354-59
applying from the keyboard,
355
character styles, 350, 354,
358- 59, 367
copying between documents, 357-58
defaults, 356-57
displaying names, 356
for frames, 364
naming, 355
Next Style override, 358
paragraph styles, 350, 354,
367
printing definitions, 355
tab dialog boxes, 31 7-18, 348
table tips, 364-66, 367
tab tips, 360, 365
templates, 31 7
thesaurus, 333
"Tip a day" fea ture, 316-17
tips, 348-67
toolbars, 318-19
universal text fo rmats, 952
watermark creation, 363
window sizing, 352
window splitting, 352
wizards, 31 6
Microsoft Works
appointment changes, 460
arrows on lines, 457
background file transfers, 460
Balloon help, 455
calendar tips, 460
cell notes, 458
chart tips, 458
ClarisWorks vs., 442-43
columns, 457
communications tips, 459-60
compared to other integrated
packages, 442
counting records, 458
database tips, 458-59
data entry, 459
drawing straight lines, 457
draw tips, 456-57
embedd ing objects, 454-55
entering search text
automatically, 455
field changes, 459
label fo rmats, 458
Master Slide feature, 456
newsletter, 101 0
opening multiple documents,
455

paint tips, 456-57
printing records, 458
printing spreadsheet areas, 457
project tracking, 460
ranges in formulas, 458
rearranging pages, 456
resizing paint frames, 456
review, 444-45
rotating text, 456
selecting tips, 456, 457
spell checking, 455
spreadsheet, 378, 457- 58
thesau rus access, 456
tips, 454-60
tracking on-line time and
costs, 460
word processing tips, 455-56
zooming, 455
Microspot's Maclnteriors, 794
Microtech International, 175
microWriter PS23, 838
Middle East Diary, 738
MIDI
defined, 688
General MIDI, 688
instruments, 687-88
interface, 687, 689
music training software,
693-94
notation software, 692-93
Quicklime support for, 128
requirements, 687
sequencers, 690-91
sharing the serial port, 687
sound modules, 689-90
MIDI Translator II, 689
Might and Magic Ill, 778, 785
military references on CD-ROM,
737
Miller, Rand and Robin
Cosmic Osmo, 784
The Manhole, 784
Myst, 778, 781, 784
Spelunx and the Caves of
Mr. Seudo, 784
Mi llie's Math House, 770
Milton on Disk, 732
Mindscape games, 792
Minesweep, 781
miniature mouse, 258
MiniCad, 63 3
MiniDocks. (see PowerBooks)
Mini EN/ SC, 920
MlniMorph, 70 3
Miracle Piano Teaching System,
694
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Miramar Syste ms' Personal
MacLAN Co nnect, 975
Mirror
Color Portra it Monitor, 248
MirrorScan 8 00 Plus, 271 -72
Monochrome Portrait Monitor,
244
two-page monochrome
display, 245
MlrrorScan BOO Plus, 271-72
miscarriage, 1005
missing-cha racter box, 549
mixing board for aud io, 680
MNP levels, 866
MobileWriterPS po rtable
printer, 855- 56
Mo bius
accelerator cards, 92
two-page monoch rome d isplay,
245
MODE3 2, 158
ModelerPro, 638
modeling in three-dim ensio nal
gra phics, 631-32
model ra ilroad software, 805- 6
modems, 863-73
(also see communications
softwa re)
acronym explained, 863
buying tips and reviews,
871-73
compatibility, 863, 869-71
data compression, 866-67
dial-up connections
e-mail, 933
Internet, 895
networking, 91 8
erro r correction, 865-66
fax machines vs . fax modems,
869
fax modems, 868-69, 870
file transfer software, 970-71
foreig n telephone plugs, 1 022
GeoPort, 53, 56-57
internal vs. external, 863
null modem cable, 970
PC connections, 972-73
PC modems with Macs, 986
port, 53, 55
Power Mac featu res, 64
reliability, 869-71
setup
bps, 879
file-transfer protocols,
881-82
flow control, 879-80

MacBinary, 882-83
other settings, 880
sharing throug h networking,
906
speed
bps, 864-65, 973
fax modems, 868
need for, 867-68
transfer rate, 865
standards, 863-67
support, 870-71
Modern fo nts, 562
MO (magneto-optical) drives,
205-6
Momentum, 514
Port juggler, 97
Monaco fo nt, 524
Monarch Notes on CD-ROM,
732
mo ney managem ent software.
(see financial management
software)
monit oring hard-disk space, 1 41
monitors, 235-50
16-color monitor icon trick,
511

AV monitor, 247, 674
bit depth, 239
built-in, 71
buying tips and reviews,
243-50
checking in used Macs, 1 024
checklist for evaluating, 242
color models, 245-50
color vs. monochrome, 235-36
convergence,241-42
display cards, 52, 240
accelerated video cards, 68,
240,586
checking in used Macs,
1024-25
older cards, 245
Power Mac compatibility, 68
video digitizer cards vs., 241
display interface boxes, 240
distortion, 242
dot pitch, 241
emissions, 243
Energy Star compliance, 243
ergonomics, 994-95, 996- 97,
1003
eye problems and, 993-95
flicker, 238, 240-41
g lare reduction, 994
graphics acceleration, 240, 586
image quality, 240-42

Mac model differences, 52- 53
magnetic field, 1 003
monochrome models, 243-45
MPR II emissions standard,
24 3, 1003
multiple monitors, 63-64,
66, 147-48
multisync or multiscan, 238
older mon itors, 245
overly green screen, 246
PC monitors with Macs, 238,
241,987
Performa Display, 72
pixels, 235, 237- 38
port, 55
portrait monitors, 237,
243-44, 248
positioning in real space,
996-97
positioning on your desktop,
147-48
PowerBook screens
chart of models, 80
conserving energy, 86
external monitor support, 81
quality, 79-80
size, 80-81
upgrading, 95
radiation, 243, 1002-3, 1005
refresh rates, 238, 240-41
resolution, 237-38
richness of colors or grays, 239
screen capture utilities, 501-3
screensavers, 504-6
sizes, 237, 238
swing arms, 997
switching resolutions, 238
tu rning off vs. leaving on,
280-81
TV monitors, 55-56
two-page displays, 237, 245,
250
video support, 239-40
Monitors cont ro l panel
positioning monitors, 14 7-48
setting levels of g ray or color,
240
setting the refresh rate, 241
switching resolutions, 2 38
monochro me monitors
(also see monitors)
color monitors vs., 235-36
grayscale vs. black-and-white,
235
portrait monitors, 243-44
PowerBook screens, 79- 80

Index

richness of grays (bit depth),
239
selecting levels of gray, 240
two-page displays, 245
Monochrome Portrait M onitor,
244
Monopoly, 788
monospaced fonts, 524
Monotype
Sell font, 562
Ehrhardt font, 561
Ellington font, 563
font library on CD, 560
Gill Sans font, 562
Sabon font, 561
MooV file form at, 696
M ore After Dark, 777
M ore Disk Space, 482
More Glider, 778-79
M ormon Church's Personal
Ancestral File, 795
M orph, 706
morphing, 640
morphing software for video,
706
M osaic, 898
motherboards, 48, 93
MotionPaint, 640, 703
Motion Works
ADDmotion II, 640, 723
CameraMan, 503, 703
MotionPaint, 640
Multimedia Utilities, 640,
684-85, 703
Motorcycle Maniacs, 429
MOTU 's Performer 4.2, 691
mounting SCSI devices, 292
mouse. (see mice and other
pointing devices)
MouseMan, 258
mopse p~d s, 258
M ouseSt1ck II, 774
M ouse Topper, 258
M ovle2Snd, 680
M ovie Converter, 700
movie guides on disk, 796-97
Movie Movie, 701
MoviePak2 Pro Suite, 705
MoviePa k Presenter, 705
MoviePiayer, 686, 700, 702
Movie Recorder, 700
movies
(also see animation;
multimedia; Qu icklime;
video)
copying, 707

editing, 702-6
full-frame, full-motion, 695
on icons, 701
making, 699-701
playback shortcuts, 696
playing backward, 707-8
screensavers, 706
special effects, 704-6
startup, 706
M ovies After Dark, 706
M ovieSelect, 796, 797
M ovieShop, 701
M ovies, Movies, Movies, 797
Movies 'Til Daw n, 706
m oving object s
(also see cutting or copying and
pasting; importing and exporting data; navigating)
aligning in ResEd it, 518
arrang ing icons, 32-33
copying instead, 31
draw program tools, 614
Excel tips, 381- 82
files into list view windows, 36
hard drives, 281
icons, 9
Macs, 281-82
M icrosoft Word grid for aligning, 363
Microsoft Works spreadsheet
cells, 457
nudging graphics, 608
from PostScript programs, 31
windows, 12
Mozart, Wolfgang Amadeus,
744
MPEG Quicklime compressor,
698
MPR II monitor emissions
sta ndard, 243, 1003
M S Mail, 127,931,932
MlBF (mean t ime between
failures) of hard disks,
200-201
mu, 547
Multi-Ad Creat or, 659-61
demo version, 661
illustrated, 659
importing graphics, 660
masking, 659-60
text handling, 660-61
M ulti-Ad Search, 604
M ulti-Ad Services
Multi-Ad Creator, 659-61
Multi-Ad Search, 604

multibin sheet f eeder s, 837
Mult iBus Manager, 214
M ultiCiip, 496
M ulticom
Americans in Space, 750
Better Homes and Gardens
Healthy Cooking CD
Cookbook, 799
Win es of the World, 807
MultiDog, 514
Multi-Educator's Franklin
Roosevelt : History M aker, 739
Multi Finder, 36-37, 104
Multi l edger, 412
multimedia, 671-726
(also see CD-ROM disks;
Quicklime; reference
CO-ROMs)
AudioVision 14 Display, 24 7
authoring programs, 719- 26
buying tips and reviews,
722-26
overview, 719
what to look for, 720-21
built-in features, 673-74
CD-ROM clip libraries, 675
children's programs, 762
graphics, built-in features,
673-74
magazine, 101 3
multiplatform, 721
music, 687-94
auto-accompaniment
software, 694
controllers, 688
M IDI, 687, 688, 689
notation programs, 692-93
prerecorded sequences, 689
sequencers, 690-91
sound modules, 689-90
synthesizers and samplers,
687-88
training software, 693-94
overview, 671
presentation software, 710-19
multimedia programs, 710,
715-17
tips, 717-19
traditiona l (slide-making)
programs, 710, 714-15
utilities, 71 3
what to look for, 710-14
QuickDraw, 674
Quicklime, 674, 696-99
requ irements, 675-76
Script X format, 721
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software, bundled with Macs,
674
sound,676-86
built-in features, 673, 682
conversion utilities, 680
digital sound, 676-78
file formals, 679
hardware, 678-83
recording and editing,
683-86
Sound Manager 3 extension,
677
video, 695-709
AV monitor, 247, 674
buill-in features, 674
defined,695
editing movies, 702-6
making movies, 699-701
overview, 695
Premiere tips, 708-9
Quicklime, 696-99, 700,
706-8
Multimedia Utilities, 684-85,
703
MotionPaint, 640
SoundMate, 684- 85
Multimedia World Factbook,
The, 738
multiplatform multimedia, 721
multiple forms, printing, 819
Multiple Master fonts, 528, 575
multiple monitors, 63-64, 66,
147-48
Multiple Scan 17 Display,
249-50
multiple undo feature, 25, 312
multipart repeaters, 914,
923-24
multiprotocol route rs, 921
Multiscan 17se, 249
multiscan monitors, 238
multisession CD-ROM drives,
602
Multi Sync 3FGe, 245-46
Multi Sync 3V, 246
MultiSync 4FGe, 246
MultiSync SFGe, 249
multi sync monitors, 238
multitimbral sound, 688
Mum's the Word Plus, 794
Murphy's Law, xx
music, 687- 94
(also see MIDI; multimedia;
sound)
auto-accompa niment software,
694

CD-ROM clip libraries, 675
controllers, 688
cutting and pasting with
Quicklime, 128
educational CO-ROMs, 744-45
MIDI, 687, 688, 689
notation programs, 692-93
prerecorded sequences, 689
sequencers, 690-91
sou nd modules, 689-90
synthesizers and samplers,
687-88
training software, 693-94
Musical Instrument Digital
Interface. (see MID I)
MusicBytes, 675
music fonts, 568
Musicshop, 690
MYM, 408
MYOB Accounting, 408-9
MYOB Accounting with Payroll,
409
myop ia, 993
My Own Stories, 763
Myst, 637, 778, 781, 784
mysteries o n CD-ROM, 732

N
Naiman, Arthur
as Macintosh Bible originato r,
iii, xi
Odonian Press, iii-iv
names/ naming
Empty fo lder, 37
floppy disks, 191
fonts, 552, 578
g roupi ng files in list views, 35
Mac model names, 49
menu commands that change
names, 17
Microsoft Word styles, 355
Power Mac model names, 65
Premiere transitions, 708
re naming
active files, 3 3
Excel sheets, 382
icons, 1 0, 145
printer fonts, 580
resources, 517,518
saving documents with new
name, 24
Windows (Microsoft) file
names, 670

NASA's Space: A Vis ual History
of Manned Spaceflight, 750
National Center for
Supercomputing
Applications, 898
National Gallery of Art, The, 743
National Institute of
Occupatio nal Safety and
Health, 995
National Security Agency (NSA),
485
native Power PC software, 61,
62-63
natural-media graphics tools,
591
nature on CD-ROM, 747- 50
Nautilus, 689,1011-12
navigat ing
Excel, 381
FileMaker Pro, 432
list boxes, 32
in Microsoft Word, 351-52,
354
in Res Edit, 51 7
scrolling windows, 12-1 3
switching between
applications, 26
Navigator, 887-88
NEC
CD-ROM d rives, 210
DPI on the Fly software, 246
MultiSync 3FGe, 245-46
MultiSync 3V, 246
MultiSync 4FGe, 246
MulliSync SFGe, 249
warranty coverage, 248
neck pain, 995-97
Neil Media's Video Graffiti,
705- 6
Neon Software
LANsurveyor, 935-36, 939
Netminder, 936
TratficWatch II, 935
NetAtlas, 936
NetBridge, 918
Netcom, 896
net heads, 897
Net Manager, 936
Netminder, 936
NetOctopus, 936
Net, the. (see Internet)
NetWa re, 912, 977
NetWare for Macintosh, 977
PowerPC version, 74
NetWatchMan, 935

Index

n etworking, 903-40
(also see AppleTalk; Ethernet;
Internet; LocaiTalk;
protocols; servers; sharing
files; Workgroup Servers)
adapters, 919- 20
b ridges, 920, 921
cables, 914-17, 938-39
context switchers, 835
DeskWriter for, 830
dial-up connections, 918
e-mail
AppleMail, 126
Internet, 892, 895
on-line services, 883-84
overview, 905-6
security, 127
Ethernet vs. LocaiTalk, 835
games on the network, 790-9 1
gateways, 921,923
hardware, 91 7, 919-22,
923-24
hubs (concentrators or
multi port repeaters), 914,
923- 24
laser printers, 835
Mac model differences, 53-54
management lips, 939
management tools, 934-37
need fo r, 905-6
non-Mac network systems, 66
OSI reference model, 91 0
overview, 903, 905- 6
PC connections, 973, 975-77
hardware, 973, 975
server-b ased networks,
976-77
software, 975-76
p eer-to-peer file sharing, 924,
926- 29
protocol layers and funct ions,
909- 11
protocols, 909-12
repeaters, 920
routers, 920- 21, 938
security, 928-29, 937
server-based networks, 976-77
sharing equipment, 906
sneakernet, 970
structured wiring plan, 907-8
System 6 and System 7
together, 1 50
System 7.5 improvements,
113- 14
tips, 938-39

top ologies, 906-8, 912- 14
zones, 911 , 938
network management tools,
934-37
accounting, 936
configuration, 936
performance, 935
security, 937
tips, 939
troub leshooting, 935-36
NetWorks 3.0.2, 931, 935, 939
Newer Technologies
accelerator cards, 9 2
Variable Speed Overdrives,
95-96
Newer Technology, memory,
175
New Fami ly Bible, 733
New Grolie r Mult imed ia
Encyclopedia, The, 736
New Kid on the Block, The, 755
New Math Blaster Plus, 770
New Media, 101 3
newsgro ups, 892
newsletters. (see magazines and
newsletters)
news on-line, 884
Newswatcher, 898
Newton MessagePad, 262
New World Computing
Isles of Terra, 785
Might and Magic Ill, 778, 785
New York font, 525
New York Macintosh User
Group, 1016
NlCa d Powe rBook batteries, 85
nickel-cadmium (NiCad)
PowerBook batteries, 85
nickel metal-hydride (N iMH)
Powe rBook batteries, 84-85
Night Diamonds Software's
Biplane, 378
Nightingale, 693
NightWatch II, 485-86
NIH Image, 607
NiMH PowerBook batteries,
84-85
Ninga Software
HobbySoft Comic Keeper,
803-4
HobbySoft Stamp Keeper, 803
Nisus
language support, 313
review, 321-22, 324
rulers, 322

selecting discontinuous text,
321-22
WorldScript support, 322
nixpub, 896
nodes
(also see networking)
limits for cable types, 915
p er cable with AppleTalk,
922-23
No Hands Software
Common Ground, 958-59,
983
Magnet, 231, 472, 488-89,
491 -92
noise
(also see sound)
chimes of death, 297
of hard disks, 199, 202
in scanner images, 265,
268-69
Nok Nok, 937
Nok Nok A/S, 937
Nolo Press
Livin g Trust, 41 3
Personal RecordKeeper, 413
WiiiMaker 5, 41 3
nonbreaking hyphens in Word,
359
nonbreaking spaces, 345
non-English keyboards, 256
NoRad, 1003
North American Indians, 738
North Eastern Atlantic &
Mediterranean Fish, 748
Norton Essentials for the
PowerBook, 86, 475, 477-78
Norton Utilities for Macintosh,
220-21,231, 293-94,
471,492
notation program s, 692-93
Notator Logic, 691
Notebook Printer II, 855
not enough memo ry message s,
155, 165
Note Pad, 11 3
notes. (see annotating)
"noun, then ver b" command
grammar, 14
Nova Development's Kaboom!,
680,684
Novalink Pro, 890
Novell
NetWare, 912, 977
NetWare for Macintosh, 74,
977
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Now Compress, 481
Now Contact, 402-3
Now Funl, 512- 1 3
Now Profiler, 288
Now Software
Now Compress, 481
Now Contact, 402-3
Now Fun!, 512-1 3
Now Profiler, 288
Now Scrapbook, 496-97
Now Up-to-Date, 402-3
Now Utilities, 285, 470, 945
Startup Manager, 285, 287,
468
Now Up-to-Date, 402-3
Now Utilities, 285, 945
launch menus, 470
Now Profiler, 288
Now Scrapbook, 496-97
review, 470
Startup Manager, 285, 287,
468
NSA (National Security Agency),
485
NTSC television broadcast
standard, 56, 695, 699, 705
NuBus slots, 57, 60
adding, 97
on Duo Docks, 78
NU Design Color Printer, 852
nudge commands
FreeHand and Illustrator, 626
paint programs, 608
null modem cable, 970
NumberMaze, 769-70
numbers
AppleTalk network numbering,
922-23
font ID numbers, 541, 578-79
SCSIID numbers, 226
sort order, 36
NuMedla, 681
numeric keypad
Easy Access and, 252
editors' poll on usefulness, 251
evaluating keyboards, 251-52
in Word, 252
Nuntlus, 898
Nutri-Calc Plus, 801
Nutridata Software's The Diet
Balancer, 801
nutrition and dieting software,
801
nVIR virus, 292
NYMUG, 1016

0
OBjectic Systems' Fast Pitch Pro,
723
Object Linking and Embedding
(OLE) in Microsoft Works,
444,455
object-oriented graphics
(also see draw programs)
bit-mapped graphics vs.,
587-88
overview, 585, 588, 953
resolution-independence, 588
Occupational Safety and Health
Administration (OSHA), 1 004
Oceans Below, 742
OCR software, 341-43
overview, 341-42
reviews, 342-43
scanners and, 264, 267
Odonian Press, iii- iv
Odyssey, 101 0
OEMs, 1031 - 32
off-site printing, 544
Of Mice and Men, 731
Ofoto 2, 273
Oh No! More Le mmings, 780-81
older Macs
(also see upgrading Macs;
specific models)
models, 87-90
System 6 advantages, 104
upgrading, 90- 97
Old Style fonts, 561
Olduvai
MagicTypist, 334-35
MasterFinder, 491
MultiCiip, 496
Read-It!, 27 4
OLE (Object Linking and
Embedding) In Microsoft
Works, 444, 455
OmniPage Direct, 342-43
OmniPage Professional, 342-43
Omnis7, 425
one-bit color, 239
101E extended keyboard, 253
1.4MB disks, 190. (also see
floppy disks)
One Twenty Eight, 611
128K Macs
floppy drives, 51
hardware specifications, 99

maximum memory allowable,
159
memory configuration, 178
multimedia capabilities, 673
overview, 87-88
periphera l support, 59
sound capabilities, 682
1-2-3 (Lotus), 378
on-line services, 883-90
BBS alternative, 889-90
editors' poll, 81 0
features, 883-85
game software, 803
hobby software, 803
Mac/ PC file transfers using,
972-73
overview, 883
price, 885
reviews, 885-89
shareware utilities, 464
telecommunications tips,
899-902
OnLocation, 493
on-screen presentations.
(see presentations)
On Technology
OnLocation, 493
Status*Mac, 936
Opcode Systems
Audioshop 2, 680, 685
Claire, 694
Edit One, 689
EZ Vision, 689, 690
Galaxy, 690
Galaxy Plus Editors, 690
MIDI Translator II, 689
Musicshop, 690
Vision 2, 691
Open Doc, 1 07, 119
opening
(also see starting; turning on
and off)
aliases for drag-and-drop file
opening, 145
control panels, 1 33
dialog box shortcuts, 32
documents, 8- 9, 22-23
drag-launch, 30
Excel worksheets automatically,
379
extension loading order, 287
files, 22-23
from applications you don't
have, 944- 51
automatically at startup or
shutdown, 145, 149-50

Index

icons, 8-9
multiple HyperCard stacks, 723
multiple Microsoft Works
documents, 455
running programs, 22-23
using Launcher, 22
Ope nPlan, 399
Ope n Systems Inte rco nnection
(OSI) reference mode l, 91 0
Operatio n: Frog, 748
Optical Access International's
Universal Access CD
Supe rCache, 21 0
o ptica l cha racter recog nition
softwa re (see OCR software)
Optical Data's GTV: A
Geogra phic Perspective on
Ame rican History, 738
Optima Technology's DeskTape,
230
OptiMem, 166- 67, 291
o ptim izing hard disks,
219- 21, 289
Optimum Resource's Stickybear
programs, 770
~key commands.
(see keyboard commands)
o ption spaces, 345
Orange Che rry/New Media
Schoolhouse's Time Travele r
CD, 738
Orange Micro's Ora nge PC,
985- 86
Orange PC,985-86
Orchestra: The Instruments
Revealed, 745
Oregon Trail, The, 766-67
Organics font, 567
Orie nt, The-Multimedia Guide
to the Fa r East, 742
orig inal equipme nt
manufacture rs (OEMs),
1031- 32
orphaned documents, 516
Ortiz-l o pez, Dennis, 564

osc
Deck II, 685-86
Metro, 691
OSHA, 1004
051 (Open Systems
Interconnection) reference
model, 910
Outdoor Athlete, The, 798
o uter space o n CD-ROM,
749-50

o utline fo nts, 526. (also see
PostScript; TrueType fonts)
outline fo nt style, 550-52, 554
o utliners
brainsto rming softwa re,
337- 38
buying tips and reviews, 398
Microsoft Word features, 312,
351, 354-55
in presentation software, 713
word processor featu res, 312
out of memory messages, 155,
165
Oxfo rd Eng lish Dictio nary,
Second Edition, 734
Oxyd, 782
Oxyd Magnu m, 782

p
page d memory-managem ent
unit (PMM U), 161
page layout,645-70
(also see desktop publishing;
specific programs)
books and magazines on, 667
for business documents, 660
in ClarisWorks, 451-52
colo r, 649, 653
design guidelines, 649
and desktop publishing,
647-48
overview, 645
tips
design guidelines, 649
PageMaker and QuarkXPress,
668-70
word processor featu res, 312
page layout programs, 648-70
(also see specific programs)
3B2, 658
Aldus Home Publisher, 665-66
books on, 667
for businesses, 660
choosing, 648, 658
cross-platform compatibility,
657,658,662, 670,979
design-based programs, 648,
649-60, 668-70
document-based programs,
648,661-62
FrameMaker, 661-62
graphics programs vs., 645
illustrated, 64 7

low-end programs, 648,
662-66
Multi-Ad Creator, 659-61
PageMaker, 649- 58
for PowerBooks, 665
Publishlt! Easy, 664-65
QuarkXPress, 649-58
RagTime, 660
Ready, Set, Go!, 662-64
for single-page designs,
659-61
types of programs, 648
Viva Press Professional, 658
word processors vs., 645
PageMa ker, 649- 58
Additions, 654
aligning items, 655
books o n, 667
boxes in, 650-51, 652, 655,
656
finding and changing
character styles, 669
fonts in EPS files, 582
g rabber hands for scrolling,
668
grouping items, 655
illustrated, 647, 651
inline graphics, 656
introduction of, 64 7
libra ries, 652
long documents in, 654-55
master pages, 653
measurements in, 654
moving objects instead of
outlines, 668
palettes, 652, 653
pasteboard, 652, 669
Pho to CD compatibility, 602
Power Mac compatibility, 68
QuarkXPress vs., 650, 650-58
rearranging page order, 653
selecting through objects, 668
shrinking files, 669
Story Editor. 656, 669
style sheets, 654- 55
support, 657
templates, 652
typographic tools, 656
vertical ruler, 654
Windows version, 657, 670
word processing features, 656
workspace, 652
wrapping text, 656
PageMaker Easy Reference Guide,

667
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Page Setup dialog box
in Nisus, 321
for PostScript output, 858
Precision Bitmap Alignment
option, 845
Paint Alchemy, 594
Painter 2, 597-98
add-on, 598-99
illustrated, 597
Photo CD compatibility, 602
PainterX2, 598- 99
Paint fo rmat, 589
Paint)et XL300, 849
paint programs, 590-612
(also see bit-mapped graphics;
draw programs; graphics;
image-editing programs)
bit-mapped images, 585, 587
buying tips and reviews,
594-600
for children, 598, 760-61
draw/ paint combos, 596,
599,616
duplicating images, 606
eraser alternatives, 605
fill tips, 606
freeware, 607
global nudge commands, 608
image-editing prog rams, 590,
592-93,600-604
lasso tips, 605
layered images, 599
overview, 585, 590
patterns and textures, 611
plug-ins, 594
Power Mac versions, 586
preselecting tools, 605
resizing images, 606-8
resolution, 587, 591
shareware, 607
@ill!) effects, 605
tips
ClarisWorks, 451-52
general, 604-8
Microsoft Works, 456-57
Photoshop, 608-12
tool palette shortcuts, 605
tools, 590-91
tutors, 598
Palatino font, 525
palettes
ClarisWorks Shortcuts, 443, 448
draw program too ls, 61 3-15
image-editing program tools,
592-93

PageMaker, 652
paint program tools, 590-91
QuarkXPress, 652
Pa lo Alto Software's Sun Clock,
499-500
PAL video fo rmat, 56
pamphlets, word processing
features for, 31 6
Panamax surge protectors, 278
Panorama, 421-22, 428
Pantone's ColorUP, 712
paper
B-size (tabloid), 831, 836
buying tips, 850
laser printer paper handling,
836,837
Paradyne DataPo rt 14.4, 871
Paragon Concepts' Nisus, 31 3,
321-22, 324
paragraphs
ending in word processors, 344
selecting in Word, 353
styles, 314
in Microsoft Word, 350,
354, 367
parameter RAM. (see PRAM)
Para mount Interactive
Luni cu~, 778
MovieSelect, 796, 797
parity, 880
Parker, Roger, 667
Parsoft Publishing's A-10
Attack!, 787
partitions of hard d isks, 188,
216-18
Party/ Event Planner, 428
passive-matrix PowerBook
screens, 79-80
Passport Designs
Master Tracks Pro, 691
Passport Producer 1.2, 681
Passport Producer Pro, 71 7
Passport Producer 1.2, 681
Passport Producer Pro, 717
passwords
cautions, 487
for hard disks, 213, 218
PowerTalk, 931
pasteboard
PageMaker, 652, 669
QuarkXPress, 651, 652, 669
Pastelt Notes, 11 7
pasting. (see cutting or copying
and pasting)

Pathways Into Darkness, 785
Pathworks for Macintosh, 912
Pattern 100 speakers, 683
patterns
desktop, 506-9, 512-13
predesigned graphics, 611
Pattern Workshop, 611
Pax Imperia, 782
paying for software, 1031
Payroll, 412
PBs. (see PowerBooks)
PBTools, 475-76
PC Exchange, 1 09, 124
PCI slots, 57
PCL, 835-36
PCMCIA
memory cards, 174
SyQuest drives, 203
P connector, 222
PCPC hard disks, 215
PCs (IBM and compatibles),
963- 87
5.25-inch floppies, 967
AppleTalk with, 976
cross-platform compatibility
authoring programs, 721
electronic publishing tools,
954-61 ,983
intermediate or interchange
file formats, 980- 83
page layout files, 657, 658,
662,670
peripherals, 986-87
presentation software,
712-13
programs for both the Mac
and Windows, 978-79
System 7.5 improvements,
11 3
translation utilities, 966,
979-80
decompressing Mac archives,
983
DOS disk mounters, 966-68
editors' poll on PCs vs. Macs,
962
emulation
running Mac software on
PCs, 971
running PC software on
Macs, 66-67, 977,
984- 87
font formats, 52 7
l ocaiTalk on, 973, 975-76

Index

Mac connections
direct serial-cable, 970-72
mapping DOS file extensions, 969
modem, 972-73
networking, 973, 975-77
PC Exchange enhancem ent,
109, 124
reading Mac files o n PCs,
968-69, 974-75
reading PC files on Macs,
965-68, 977-83
SCSI links (SCSI disk mode),
972
translators for PC program
files, 966, 979-80
Mac drives with PC floppies,
965-68
Mac floppies in PC drives,
968-69
monitors, using with Macs,
238,241
printers, adapting for the Mac,
826
PCTalk, 976
POD (portable digital
document) format, 127, 954,
955-56
PDF (Portable Document
Format), 956-57
PDIAL, 896
PDS cards, 57, 67
PDSs (processor-direct slots), 57
adding, 97
Peace of Mind, 305
Peachpit's PageMaker
Companion, 667

Peachtree Accounting 2.0, 411
peer-to-peer file sharing, 924,
926-29
Pe irce Software's Smoothie, 712
Pe lagic Molluscs of the World,
748
Pelican Brief, The, 731
Pe nelope Craft Programs' Knit
One, 805
pen input devices, 261-62. (also
see pressure-sensitive tablets)
Pento n Overseas' Picture lt!, 741
performance. (see speed)
Performas, 72- 73
(also see At Ease; Macintosh
computers)
access restriction, 21 , 2 7,
122-23

At Ease enhancement, 6, 21,
27, 122-23, 762
built-in screens, 71
bundled software, 72-73
choosing, 73
desktop, 6
hard disk size, 19 5
hardware specifications, 98
Launcher, 22
Mac equivalents, 73
memory configuration, 178
monitor, 72
overview, 44, 72
Performa 475, 42
peripheral support, 58
PowerPC chip for, 42
sound capabilities, 682
stereo sound, 54
support, 72
system software, 1 07-8
upg rading to Power Mac logic
boards, 93
where to buy, 1033
Pe rformer 4.2, 691
periods ( ...) after menu items,
17
Periphe ral Component
Interconnect (PCI) slots, 57
peripherals
(also see specific peripherals)

cross-platform compatibility,
986-87
modems, 986
monitors, 238, 241, 987
printers, 826, 986-87
SCSI devices, 987
included with Macs, 233
input devices, 233
keyboards, 250-56
Mac model diffe rences, 52- 5 7
chart, 58-59
mice and o ther pointing devices, 257-64
monitors, 235-50
overview, 233
ports, 55
printers, 818-56
scanners, 233, 264- 73
support for, 52- 59
su rge protection, 277-78
unpluggi ng, 279
PERMAJET Plus to ner cartridges,
841
permane ntly download ing
fonts, 544-45, 842-43

personal accou nt ing pro gram s
buying tips and reviews,
406- 10
overview, 404-5
Personal Ancestral File, 795
Personal Computer Memory
Card International
Association. (see PCMCIA)
Personal Diagnostics, 305
personal information managers
(PIMs), 391, 393-404
buying tips and reviews,
394-404
Gantt chart programs, 404
overview, 393
project managers vs., 399
trying before you buy, 394
Personal LaserWriter LS, 837
Personal LaserWriter NTR, 837
Personal Pediatrician, 746
Personal Press. (see Aldus Home
Publisher)
Personal Record Keeper, 41 3
Persuasion, 714
Petrucci font, 568
PG Music's Band-in-a-Box, 694
PCP (Pretty Good Privacy), 485
Phase 1 vs. Phase 2 Apple Talk
networks, 922-23
phase-change thermal-wax
printers, 820
Phaser 200e printer, 849, 85 1
Phaser IISD printer, 852
PhoneNET, 915, 973
PhoneNET PC, 975- 76
phonetic alphabet font, 569
phong shading, 634
Photo CD
CD-ROM drive compatibility,
209
QuickTime compressor, 698
review, 602
Photo CD Access Plus, 602
PhotoDisc, 643
Photo Flash, 603-4
PhotoGrade grayscale
enhance ment, 833
Photo-JPEG QuickTime
compressor, 698
PhotoMatic, 594
Photoshop
dialog box shortcuts, 611
disk cache and, 1 69
DSP chi p with, 48
fast fills, 61 0
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filter tips, 612
hiding palettes, 610
illustrated, 600, 612
kerning tips, 612
magic eraser, 611 - 12
memory requirements, 157
multiple views, 609
Photo CD compatibility, 602
plug-ins, 594
precision editing, 609
previewing tips, 609, 612
resizing images, 608
review, 600-601
selecting colors, 610
selection tools, 61 0
tips, 608-12
tool palette, 593
zooming, 608-9
Photoshop LE, 603
Photoshop Wow! Book, The, 608
piano teaching software, 694
Picard, Captain, 20
PICS format, 589
PICTformat
cross-platform compatibility,
981
described, 589, 954
imagesetters and, 859
pictorial fonts , 547-48
sampler, 566-67
Picture Compressor, 700
Picturelt!, 741
PicturePress, 594
pi fonts, 548
PI Ms. (see personal information
managers)
pinball simulations, 779
Pinnacle Micro MO drives, 206
Pivot Monitor, 244
Pixar
MacRenderMan, 635
One Twenty Eight, 611
Showplace, 635, 637
Typestry, 572- 73, 635, 636-37
Pixel City's zCalc, 501
PixeiPaint Pro 3, 599-600
PixeiPiay, 700
Pixel Resources' PixeiPaint Pro
3,599-600
pixels
bit depth and colors, 239
in bit-mapped graphics, 585
color vs. monochrome, 235
defined, 235, 585
monitor size and, 239
resolution and, 237-38

PKWare's PKZip, 982-83
PKZip, 982-83
plain font style, 550-52, 554
PlainTalk, 20
Mac model differences, 54
microphone, 126, 678-79
overview, 1 24-26
requirements, 125- 26
Speakable Items folder, 1 32
talking calculator and calendar,
501
text-to-speech, 124, 126
voice recognition, 124-26
plain text files, 943, 980, 981
text editors, 323-24
Playhouse, The, 758
Plextor's CD-ROM drives, 210
PLI
Mac to DOS, 968
QuickBooster, 223
plug-ins
PageMaker Additions, 654
Photoshop, 594
QuarkXPress XTensions, 654
Plus. (see Mac Plus)
PMMU (paged memorymanagement unit), 161
PNTG files, 589
PocketDrives, 198-99
Poet lca font, 564
Poet ry In Motion, 732
pointers
(also see mice and other
pointing devices)
defined, 7
desktop toy, 514
hot spots, 7-8
illustrated, 8
passive-matrix PowerBook
screens and, 79
shapes, 8
wristwatch, 8
pointing devices. (see mice and
other pointing devices)
Point of View: The Civil War and
Reconstruction, 737
Point-to-Point Protocol (PPP),
895,896
polls. (see editors' polls)
PopChar, 549
Popcorn, 686, 702
pop-down menus, 34
pop-up menus, 18, 21
portable digital document
(POD) format, 127, 954,
955- 56

Portable Document Format
(PDF), 956-57
portable hard disks, 198-99
portable Macs. (see Mac
Portable, PowerBooks)
portable printers, 822- 23,
855-56
Portable StyleWriter, 822-23,
855
Portfolio Software's Dynodex,
397-98, 854
Port juggler, 97
Portrait Display, 243-44
portrait monitors
color, 248
defined, 237
monochrome, 243-44
ports
adding, 97
AV (high-density), 52
back panel icons, 55
display (monitor), 52
floppy, 61
GeoPort, 53, 56-57
LocaiTalk, 53
modem, 53
printer, 53
sound, 54
video, 54-55
Postcraft International's Effects
Specialist, 571
PostScript
(also see Adobe Type Manager
[ATM]; EPS format; printers;
printing)
automatic port switching,
835-36
context switching and, 835
downloading fonts, 542,
543-45
driver for laser printers, 814
fonts, 525-28
file types, 535
GX fonts, 525, 526, 530-31,
535-36
hinting, 527
Multiple Master fonts, 528
screen fonts, 535, 537
suitcase files, 535
TrueType vs., 532- 34
Type 1, 526-28
Type 1 Enabler (for GX
fonts), 531
Type 3, 526-27
interpreter, 526
interpreter programs, 823

Index

introduction o f, 831
Level 1 vs. Level 2, 824
object-oriented graphics and,
588
pasting to non-PostScript
programs, 31
printers, 823
clones, 831,833
color printers, 849, 852
memory requiremen ts, 834
printing to PostScript files,
857-58
QuickDraw vs., 542, 816-1 7,
823
screen fonts vs. printer fonts,
526
speed of printing, 824-25, 834
posture, sitting, 996, 997, 1001
PowerBook Assistant, 474
PowerBook File Assistant, 11 8
PowerBooks, 75-87
(also see Macintosh computers)
adding memory, 1 74
airport security and, 1 93, 478
ali-in-ones vs. dockables, 77-78
alternative power pack sources,
86-87
ath letic training software, 798
batteries, 83-87
chart, 83
checking the charge, 85
switchi ng, 85-86
types, 84-85
carrying, 282
case for batteries, 86
conserving energy, 86
Control Strip, 11 8, 474
day-minder program, 404
desktop models vs., 75-76
Duo Docks, 77, 78
Duo Dock II, 78
FPU upgrade, 96
hardware specifications, 99
Duos
ali-in-ones vs., 77-78
batteries, 84, 86
hardware specifications, 99
lithium battery, 86
editors' poll, 76
file-synchronization utilities,
118, 488-89
floppy drives, 51
games, 776-79, 790, 792
hardware specifications, 99
icon in margins, xvi
icon trick, 51 1

illustrated, 77
installing memory, 1 76
integrated software, 441
interleave ratio, 21 6
lightning-bolt charge symbol,
85
linking to PCs (SCSI disk mode),
972
maximum memory allowable,
160
memory configuration, 1 80
miniature mouse, 258
MiniDocks, 77, 78
mod el comparisons
batteries, 83
clock speed, 83
expandability, 82
external monitor support, 81
keyboards and pointing
devices, 82
maximum RAM, 81
microphones, 83
screen quality, 79-80
screen size, 80-81
SCS I connections, 82-83
models, 75
music software, 693
need fo r, 76
overview, 45, 75-76
page layout program, 665
PCMCIA slots, 174
pen input d evice, 261-62
peripheral support, 59
portable hard disks from, 199
PowerPC chip for, 42
presentations, 718- 19
processor cycling, 1 1 7
pseudo-static RAM, 154
RAM disk power savings, 170
screens
chart of models, 80
conserving energy, 86
external monitor support, 81
quality, 79-80
size, 80-81
upgrading, 95
SCSI mode, 82-83
SCSI terminators, 225
sleep mode, 85
sound capabilities, 682
sp readsheet for, 378
stereo sound, 54
switching batteries, 85-86
System 7.5 features, 1 16-18,
474

telecommunications using,
901-2
upg rading, 95, 96
utilities, 86, 473-78
word processor features, 314
WriteNow PowerBook Extras,
324
PowerChute, 278
PowerDraw, 633
powered speakers, 681, 683
power failures and RAM disks,
170
Power Mac Display Adapter, 63
Power Macs, 61-68
(also see AV Macs; Macintosh
computers; Workgroup
Servers)
68K emulator, 61, 62, 67
AV port, 52
cache card slot, 64
caches, 169
data bus, 48
DMA chips, 49
extensions and, 68, 286
graph ics speed on, 586
hardware diagnostic tools
and, 306
hardware specifications, 98
incompatibilities, 67-68
integrated software for, 443
logic board upgrades, 93
memory configuration, 180
model names, 65
modem features, 64
multiple monitor support,
63-64,66
overview, 42-44, 61-63
peripheral support, 58
Quadras vs., 43
sou nd capabilities, 54, 682
sound features, 64
special features, 63-67
system software for, 1 09-1 0
upgrading to, 69, 93
Windows emulation, 977,
984-85
Workgroup Server equivalen ts,
74
PowerMerge, 489
PowerOpen, 1 1 8
PowerPC chip
editors' poll, 67
Mac lines incorpo rating, 42, 62
native software, 61
overview, 46-47
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Power Mac logic board
upgrades, 93
upgrading to, 90-93
Powe rPoint, 71 4-15
PowerPort, 878
PowerPrint, 826, 84~7,
848, 987
PowerShare Collaboration
Server, 127, 931
PowerTalk, 1 26-27, 93 1, 932
Power To Go, 475, 476
Power Utilities, 220,472
PowerView, 240
PPP protocol, 895, 896
Practica Musica, 693
PrairieSoft, DiskTop, 231, 492
PRAM, 154, 303. (also see
memory)
Precision Bitmap Alignment
optio n, 845
Precision-Color Pivot Monitor,
248
PreclslonColor Pro 24XP, 586
Precision Type's Bltstream CD,
560
Preferences folder, 1 31, 302
pregnancy, 1 005-6
Premiere
filter-size sensitivities, 708-9
freezing a frame, 709
managing transitions, 708
review, 703-4
prerecorded sequences, 689
presbyopia, 993
presentation software, 71 0-1 9
(also see multimedia)
buying tips, 710-14
cl ip media packages, 675
color concerns, 71 2, 71 7-1 8
cross-platform compatibility,
712- 13,979
file management, 718
import capabilities, 71 0-11
instant presentations, 71 8
multimedia programs, 71 0,
713-14,715- 17
PowerBook presentations,
718-19
reviews, 71 4-1 7
run-time playe rs, 71 1
templates, 711, 71 2, 71 8
tips,717-19
ClarisWorks, 449, 453
Microsoft Works, 456
tools, 713- 14

traditional (slide-making)
programs, 71 0, 713, 71 4-15
transition effects, 71 2
utilities, 713
Presenter Professional, 635,
636,638
presidents of the U.S., 739
pressure-sensitive tablets,
263-64. (also see pen input
devices)
Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), 485
preventive medicine
(also see cleaning; troubleshooting)
antivirus utilities, 292-93
clea ning your Mac, 277
data-recovery software,
293-94,296
electrical precautions, 277- 80
emergency tools, 294-96
hardwa re, 277-82
installing software, 283-84
know your system, 288
managing extensions, 285-87
memory requirements, 290-91
moving or shipping your Mac,
281-82
SCS IProbe, 292, 295
shutting down, 288
software, 283-96
System Folders, 284-85
tuning up your system, 288- 90
turning off your Mac vs. leaving
it on, 277, 280-81
previewing
in Excel, 380
in Photoshop, 609,612
price
3-D graphics programs,
636-38
an imation programs, 640
antivirus utilities, 292
ApplePrice, xiv, 1 020
authoring programs, 722-26
backup software, 230-31
buying tips, 1027-28
CAD programs, 633
CD-ROM drivers and
accelerators, 210-11
CD-ROM drives, 753
communications software,
8 76-77
database managers, 420- 22,
424-25
diagnostic tools, 305

d raw programs, 615, 617-20
educational d iscounts, 754
electronic publishing software,
956- 60
enhancements to system
software, 122, 1 23, 124,
126, 127
fax modem/answering rnachine.s, 870
font design software, 574-76
fonts, 561-69
hard disks, 1 9 5
portable, 198- 99
hard disk utilities, 214, 220
image-editing programs,
600- 603
integrated software, 441
Internet applications, 897-99
Macs, 1 019-20, 1023
media-cataloging programs,
604
memory, 81, 1 75
memory vs. storage, 161
modems, 871 - 73
music training software,
693-94
notation programs, 693
on-line services, 885
page layout programs, 648,
662-65
paint programs, 594-99
paying for softwa re, 1031
personal information managers
(P IMs), 394
PowerBook alternative power
packs, 86-87
presentation software, 714-1 7
printers, 81 1 , 823-24, 825
color, 820-21, 823
dot-matrix, 846-47
laser, 81 1, 833, 836- 38
portables, 822-23
PostScript, 823
supplies, 827- 29, 840
removable-media drives, 203,
206
scanners, 265
sequencers, 690- 91
sound editors, 684-86
sound hard ware, 678, 680-81 ,
683, 689
spreadsheets, 376, 378
tape backup drives, 230
in this book, xiv, 1 020
toner cartridges, 840

Index

typographic effects software,
570-73
uninterruptible power supply
(UPS), 278
used M acs, 1023
video software, 700-706
Price Costco, 73, 1033
Prima Publishing, game
walkthroughs, 778
Primera Color Printer, 852, 853
primitives, 631
Prince of Persia, 775, 778
Prince of Persia 2: The Shadow
and the Flame, 775
principles of the Mac, 26
Print dialog box
for film, 860
Graphics Smoothing option,
844
Manual Feed button, 84 3-44
Smoothing Bitmap option, 844
Printer Control Language.
(see PCL)
printer drivers, 814- 15
Color Smart drivers, 848
DeskWriter drivers, 830, 848
hard disk space requirements,
140
installing in Extensions folder,
814
networking with System 6 and
System 7 together, 150
for PC printers, 826
PostScript Level 1 vs. Level 2,
824
printing PostScript files, 857- 58
with QuickDraw GX, 817
selecting for your printer,
814-15
switching with open
applications, 815
updating StyleWriter I driver,
829-30
printer fonts. (see fonts)
printers, 818-56
(also see printer drivers; specific
printers and types of printers)
black and white, 818- 19
color, 819-21, 847-53
color vs. B&W, 821-22
cost, 823-24, 825
dot matrix, 819, 846-47
dye sublimation, 820-21,
852-53
icons for printer fon ts, 817

inkjet, 81 8, 819-20, 825-31,
847-49
for labels and addresses, 854
laser, 818, 819, 821, 831-45
missing fonts and, 545
for multiple forms, 819
netw orking, 906
PC printers with Macs, 826,
986-87
port, 55
portable, 822-23, 855-56
ports, 53
PostScript vs. QuickDraw,
816-17, 823
price, 811
print quality, 822
print servers, 925
resolution, 811 , 822
speed, 824-25
thermal fusion, 81 8
thermal-wax transfer, 820,
849,851-52
types of, 818-21
PrlnterShare GX, 817
printing, 54 1-45, 811 - 60
(also see fonts)
background, 815- 16
bit maps on laser printers,
844-45
ClarisWorks tips, 450-51, 452
color, 853
envelopes, 450-51, 843, 845,
854
for film, 860
font jaggies, 577-78
ghosting, 843
graphics smoothing, 844
how it works, 814-1 7
labels, 845
Microsoft Word style
definitions, 355
multiple forms, 819
network connections, 835
off-site, 544
to PostScript files, 857- 58
PostScript Level l vs. Level 2,
824
PostScript vs. QuickDraw,
816-17,823
w ith QuickDraw GX, 127-28,
81 7
System 7.5 improvements,
114- 15

tips
ClarisWorks, 450-51
color printers, 853
inkjet printers, 829- 31
laser printers, 842-45
Microsoft Works, 457, 458
using QuickDraw GX, 817
using service bureaus, 856-60
PrintMonitor, 815, 816, 817
PrintMonitor Documents
folder, 131
Pri nt Pack, 987
print spooler, 815
Prism, 595
privileges for sharing files,
928-29
problem solving .
(see troubleshooting)
process color vs. spot color, 653
processor chip s
68K chips, 46
68LC040 chip, 46
68030 chips in used Macs,
1020
accelerator coprocessors,
94- 95
clock boosters, 95-96
clock speed, 4 7
DSP chips
in AV Macs, 586, 674
AV Power Macs and, 68
for graphics acceleration,
586
overview, 48
FPU coprocessors, 4 7-48,
94-95,96
SoftwareFPU, 48, 62, 67, 92,
96
M ac model differences, 46-47
PowerPC chip
Mac lines incorporating, 42
overview, 46-47
Power Mac m odel names, 65
slowing down 68040 chips lor
compatibility, 47
upgrading, 93- 96
processor cycling, 11 7
processor-direct slots (PDSs),
57,97
ProComm, 970
Prodigy, 407, 888-89
ProDOS floppies, 965
product demos, 503
product reviews.
(see individual products)
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programmable (high-end)
databases, 424-25
programs. (see specific types)
Project, 399
project managers
(also see personal information
managers)
buying tips and reviews,
394-96,398-400,402-3
Gantt chart prog rams, 404
schedulers vs., 399
Project Scheduler, 399
Prometheus
MaxFax, 878
Ultima Home Office, 870
proofing
before using service bureaus,
858
dye sublimation printers for,
852
for laser printer using
StyleWriters, 831
monochrome proofs for color
printing, 853
Prosonus' MusicBytes, 675
Prosperous Few and the Restless
Many, The, iii

protocol ana lyzers, 936
protocols
file-transfer, 881-82, 971-72
network
access scheme, 91 0
AppleTalk, 911
cabling scheme, 910
DECnet, 912
hierarchy, 91 0
Internet, 114, 895
IPX (NetWare), 912
networking, 909-12
for network printers, 835
OSI reference model, 910
overview, 909
protocol analyzers, 936
protocol layers and
functions, 909-11
TCP/IP, 11 4, 895, 911 - 12
PreVue's Panorama, 421- 22,
428
pseudo-static RAM, 154
Psygnosis
Lemmings, 780- 81
Oh No! More Lemmings,
780-81
Public Folder, 928

publicly distributable software.
(see freeware and public
domain software; shareware)
Public Utilities, 220-21 , 293
Publish, 667
Publish and Subscribe
draw programs, 624
in GreatWorks, 445
introduction of, 1 06-7
overview, 1 06
in WordPerfect Works, 445-46
Publishlt! Easy, 664-65
Aldus Home Publisher vs., 666
illustrated, 664
interactiveness, 665
Power Books and, 665
tools, 664-65
Pulley Designer, 429
punctuation
commas
comma-delimited text
format, 953
in Excel, 383, 385
in Internet addresses, 893
ellipsis(... ), 17, 547
period (.)in Internet addresses,
893
question mark(?) blinking at
start-up, 289, 298-99
smart quotes vs. dumb quotes,
345-46
puzzles, 780-82
Pyro, 505

Q
QMS
automatic port switching, 836
ColorScript laser 1 000, 821
ESP (Emulation Sensing
Processor), 835
Quadra Interactive's The
journeyman Project, 783-84
Quadras, 69-70
(also see AV Macs; Macintosh
computers; Workgroup
Servers)
hardware specifications, 98
maximum memory allowable,
160
memory configuration, 1 78-80
models, 69-70
overview, 42-44, 69-70

peripheral support, 58
Power Macs vs., 43
Quad ra 605, 42
Quadra 610 DOS Compatible,
986
Radius Pivot with, 244
sound capabilities, 682
upgrading, 69, 91-93, 93
video capabilities, 56
Workgroup Server equivalents,
74
Qualitas Trading Co.
)apanEase, 740
KanjiCard, 740
Quanta Press
About Cows, 74 7
CIA World Factbook, 741
Coate's Art ReviewImpressionism, 743
European Monarchs, 738
KGB World Factbook, 741
Midd le East Diary, 738
North American Indians, 738
USA Wars series, 737
Quantum hard disks, 21 3, 215
QuarkXPress, 649-58
aligning items, 655
books on, 667
boxes in, 650-51, 652,
655, 656
copying pa ragraph fo rmats,
668
fonts in EPS files, 582
grabber hands for scrolling,
668
grouping items, 655
illustrated, 651, 655
inline graphics, 656
libraries, 652
long documents in, 654-55
master pages, 653- 54
measurements in, 654
memory requirements, 157
moving objects instead of
outlines, 668
PageMaker vs., 650-58, 652
palettes, 652
pasteboard, 651 , 652, 669
rearranging page order, 653
selecting through objects, 668
style sheets, 654-55
support, 657
templates, 652
typographic tools, 656-57
Windows version, 65 7, 670

Index

word processing features, 656
workspace, 652
wrapping text, 656
XTensions, 654
QuarkXPress Book, The, xiii, 667
QuarkXPress Book, Windows
Edition, The, xiii
Que Software's RlghtWriter, 332
question mark (?) blinking at
start-up, 289, 298-99
Queue's The Frankenstein,
Dracula, and Dr. jekyll &
Mr. Hyde CD, 732
QuickBooster, 223
QuickDraw
accelerators, 586
multimedia capabilities, 674
object-oriented graphics and,
588
PostScript vs., 542, 816-1 7,
823
QuickDraw GX
(also see GX fonts)
benefits, 127-28
features, 81 7
GX fonts, 525, 526, 530-32
overview, 11 4-15, 127-28
PODs, 954, 955-56
printing under, 127- 28, 817
requirements, 128
Quicken, 406- 7
QuicKeys, 231, 497
assigning smart quotes to the
keyboard, 346
editors' poll, 498
QuickFLI X, 702
Quicklock, 485-86
QuickMail, 931,932-34
QuickMaii-AOCE, 931
QuickTim e, 674, 696-99
(also see animation;
multimedia; video)
AppleScript requirements, 122
capturing sound from audio
COs, 686
CO-ROMs, 700-701
color for speed tradeoff, 707
compression, 697, 698, 707-8
copying movies, 707
creating animations, 699-700
MooV file format, 696
overview, 128
playback shortcuts, 696
playback speed, 695, 697- 99,
707

playing movies backward,
707-8
requirements, 128, 696
Standard Controller, 695,
696,697
startup and screensaver movies,
706
tips, 706-8
Quicklime 2, 700
Quicklime Developer's Kit, 701
QuickTime Starter Kit, 700
quitting. (see canceling; closi ng;
turning on and off)
quotation marks, smart vs.
dumb, 345-46

R
radial network topology,
913-14,923
radiation fro m monitors, 243,
1002-3, 1 005
radio buttons, 18, 20
radio-frequency inte rfere nce
(RFI) from hard disks, 201
Radio Shack's Tie-Clip Omni,
680
Radius
Full-Page Display GS, 244
Pivot Monitor, 244
PowerView, 240
Precision-Color Pivot Monitor,
248
PrecisionColor Pro 24XP, 586
Rocket expansion card, 94
RocketShare, 94
two-page monochrome
displays, 245
VideoVision, 701
VideoVision Studio, 705
warranty coverage, 248
Rae Assist, 404-5
ragged right, 557
RagTime, 442, 446-47, 660
RAM. (see memory)
RAM caches. (see disk caches)
RamDisk+, 171
RAM disks
advantages and disadvantages,
170-71
alternative RAM disks, 171-72
Memory control panel settings,
165, 171

RAMDiskSave r, 1 72
RAM Do ubler, 167,291
random access memory (RAM).
(see memory)
Random House Encyclopedia,
736
Random House's Unabridged
Dictionary, Second Edition,
734
Random House Webster's
Dictionary & Thesaurus,
College Edition, 734
Random House Webster's
School and Office Dictionary,
734
raster images. (see bit-mapped
graphics)
RasterOps
CorrectPrint 300 printer, 852
MoviePak2 Pro Suite, 705
MoviePak Presenter, 705
two·page monochrome
display, 245
rate. (see speed)
Ray Dream
addDepth, 623
Designer, 632, 636-37
JAG II, 591, 635, 712
ray tracing, 634
rdevs. (see drivers)
Reactor's Spaceship Warlock,
782
Reader Rabbit 1, 769
reading Mac files on PCs,
968-69,974-75
reading PC files on Macs,
965-68,977-83
(a lso see cross-platfo rm
compatibility)
with Apple File Exchange,
965-66
cross-platform applications,
978
w ith DOS disk mounters,
966-68
electronic publishing tools, 983
intermediate or interchange file
formats, 980-83
translatio n utilities, 966,
979-80
reading programs for kids,
768-69
Read-It!, 274
read-only m emory. (see ROMs)
Ready, Set, Go!, 662-64
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Real World PageMaker, 667
Real World Scanning and
Halfto nes, xiii

rebuilding the d esktop, 303-4
recharged toner cartridges, 841
recording
AV Mac featu res, 674
making movies, 699-701
MIDI sequencers, 690-9 1
prerecorded sequences, 689
sound, 683-84, 686
records, 419
recycling, 841-42, 850
Red Ryder. (see White Knight)
Redshift, 749- 50
Reduced Instruction Set
Computer chips. (see RISC
chips)
Redux Deluxe, 231
REEVEsofts, MacSee, 968, 975
reference CO-ROMs, 727-50
art and music, 743-45
art education, 743
coffee-table books, 743-44
music education, 744-45
classic references, 73 3-36
dictionaries, 734
encyclopedias, 735-36, 74 7
writers' tools, 735
compendiums vs. interactive
experiences, 729
history and current events,
736-39
military confrontations, 737
special interests, 738
U.S. history, 738-39
U.S. presidents, 739
world history, 737-38
literature, 730-33
best-sellers, 730-31
classics, 731 -32
mysteries and horror, 732
religion, 733
other lands and languages,
739-42
learning languages, 740-41
maps and more, 741
travel guides, 741-42
overview, 727, 730
science and nature, 746- 50
ecology, 749
flora and fauna, 747-48
health, 746-47
outer space, 749-50

refresh rates of monitors, 238,
240-41
registered trademark symbol,
547
relational databases
(also see databases)
buying tips and reviews,
422-24
described, 419-20
reliability
hard disks, 200-201
SyQuest drives, 204
religion, Macintosh as, 2
religion on CD-ROM, 733
remanufactured toner
cartridges, 841-42
remapping the keyboard,
516-17
remote access software, 901
remote-site printing, 544
removable-cartridge drives.
(see removable-media drives)
removable-media drives, 202-7
(also see CD-ROM drives)
for backups, 229
Bernoulli drives, 204- 5
capacities, 205
cataloging cartridges using
aliases, 145
drive size, 19 5
floptical drives, 207
magneto-optical (MO) drives,
205-6
storage bays, 61
switching disks between Macs
and PCs, 968
SyQuest drives, 202-4
Remove button in Inst aller
programs, 283
removing. (see deleting)
renaming. (see names/naming)
rendering accelerator board,
635
rendering in three-dim ensional
graphics, 634-35
RenderMan, 635
RenderMan Interface
Bytestream {RIB}, 635
repeaters, 920
repetitive stress injuries, 992,
998-1000
replacing
(also see copying)
deleting extra returns, 347
glossary substitutes, 346-47

Microsoft Word tips, 350-51
PageMaker character styles,
669
whole word option, 347
Replica, 959-60, 983
Request to Send/ Clear to Send,
880
requirements
AppleScript, 122
At Ease, 123
for games, 773- 74
hard disk space
custom system software
installation, 140
disk-space monitor, 141
Excel, 377
integrated software, 441
printer drivers, 140
servers, 9 25
System 7.5, 1 36
System 7.5 enhancements,
136
video, 695, 697
virtual memory, 161
memory
applications, 164-65
CO-ROMs, 797
ClarisWorks, 447
Excel, 377
fonts, 540
GX fonts, 53 1
laser printers, 834, 843
Macs, 157, 159
paring down system
requirements, 165-66
PlainTalk, 125
PostScript printers, 834
preventive medicine, 290-91
Quicknme, 696
RAM disks, 1 70-71
servers, 924
SoftWindows, 66
System 7, 1 36, 157, 165-66
MIDI, 687
multimedia, 675
PC Exchange, 124
PlainTalk, 125-26
QuickDraw GX, 128
Quicklime, 128, 696
servers, 924-25
System 7, 136-37
ResEdit, 515- 18, 945
aligning objects, 518
hidden objects, 518
navigating, 517

Index

resource names, 517, 518
tips,517- 18
using, 51 7
what you can do, 515-1 7
resellers, Apple authorized,
1032- 33
resident fonts, 542, 543, 836
resizing. (see size)
ResNova Software's Novalink
Pro, 890
resolution
full-frame video, 695
of graphics
bit-mapped graphics, 587,
591
object-oriented graphics,
588
for halftones, 266
imagesetters, 822, 833
for line art, 266
monitors, 237-38
for OCR software, 34 1
Power8ook screens, 80-81
printers, 811 , 822
dot-matrix, 846
enhanced,822,833- 34, 839
laser, 811 , 822, 833- 34
sampling rate, 676-78
scaling images and, 266
scanners, 265, 266-67
Resolve, 378
resource editors, 515- 18
resource fork of files, 882-83,
974-75
Resource rer, 515
resources
customizing with ResEdit,
515-18
editors, 515-18
kid's programs, 770
memory information, 176-77
names, 517,5 18
Resource Schedule r, 429
REt (resolution-enhancement
technology), 839
Retrieveltl, 494
Retrospect, 230-31
Retrospect Remote, 230- 31
Reunion 3, 795-96
reusing floppy disks, 192
reverse dictionaries, 336
Revert to Saved command, 25
reviews. (see individual products)
RFI (radio-frequency
interfere nce) from hard disks,
201

RIB (RenderMan Interface
Bytestream), 635
Richard Strauss: Three Tone
Poems, 744
Richard Young Products, 891
Rich Text Format (RTF), 952
right- and left-leaning quotes,
345-46
right-pointing triangles on
m enus, 17
RightWriter, 332
ring network topology, 91 3
RISC chips
(also see PowerPC chip)
in laser printers, 834
PowerOpen software for, 118
Risk, 788
RJ-11 plugs, 1022
Rocket expansion card, 94
RocketShare, 94
Rocky Mountain Computer
Outfitters, 1034
Rodney's Wonder Window, 759
Roget's International Thesaurus,

327, 333-34
Rola nd's SC-7 Sound Module,
689-90
role-playing games, 784-85,
791 - 92
Romeo and Juliet, 731-32
ROMs
(also see memory)
described, 154
Mac model differences, 50
memory limits imposed by,
158, 159
Rooseve lt, Franklin, 739
Rose, Frank, 1 01 0
Rosetta Stone La nguag e series,
740
Rossetto, Louis, 10 13
rotoscoping, 705-6
round ta bles, 886
routers, 920-21
AppleTalk network numbering
and,922-23
tips, 938
rows
inserting in ClarisWorks,
452- 53
inserting in Excel, 382
in Microsoft Word tables,
365-66
RSG . (see Ready, Set, Go!)
RT Computer Graphics' Santa Fe
Collections, 643

RTF (Rich Text Format), 952
RTS/ CTS,880
Rudder Control System, 774
rule rs
Illustrator tips, 629
Microsoft Word, 360
Nisus, 322
PageMaker vertical ruler, 655
SuperRu ler, 687
WordPerfect, 320
running. (see opening; starting)
run-time players
authoring programs, 721
HyperCard Player, 722-23
presentation software, 711
Russian Word Torture, 740

s
Sabon font, 561
Sad Mac icon, 297
Safe De posit, 231
SaintEdit, 323
SAM, 292
SampleCellll, 688
samplers (music and sound),
687-88
sampler of clip art, 642-44
samplers of font s, 561-69
decorative and pictorial fo nts,
566-67
display fonts, 564-65
special-purpose fo nts, 568-69
text fonts, 561-63
samples (sound), 676-78
sans serif fonts, 562
Santa Fe Collections, 643
Save As command, 23-24
dialog box shortcuts, 32
Save command, 23
saving files
automatically in Documents
folder, 115
dialog box shortcuts, 32
documents, 23-24
need for, xix
PageMaker tip, 669
Revert to Saved command, 25
SC-7 Sound Module, 689-90
ScanCo's MacTable, 1005
Scan Jet llcx, 270- 71, 272-73
ScanMan 32, 273
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scanners, 233, 264-73
bit depth, 265-66
color flatbed scanners, 269-73
evaluating, 268-69
how they work, 265-67
OCR software, 264, 267
overview, 264
resolution, 265, 266-6 7
retouching scanned images,
587
types, 267
Scary Poems for Rotte n Kids,
757
Schedule Publisher, 399
schedulers
(also see personal information
managers)
buying tips and reviews,
394-404
contact managers merged
with, 393
Gantt chart programs vs., 404
project managers vs., 399
Scholastic Software
Operation: Frog, 748
Point of View: The Civil War
and Reconstruction, 737
Schubert, Franz, 744
science on CD-ROM, 746-50
scientific calculators, 500-501
Scitex formats, 214
Seiter's Project Scheduler, 399
Scooter's Magic Castle, 759
scoring software, 692-93
Scrabble, 788
Scrapbook
alternatives, 495-97
System 7.5 improvements, 11 3
Scrapbook file, 131
screen blankers.
(see screensavers)
screen capture utilities, 501- 3
screen fonts
(also see fonts)
installing, 537, 539
italic fonts, 539
jaggies, 580
need for, 538, 539
with PostScript fonts, 535, 537
printer fonts vs., 526, 528- 29
with service bureaus, 582
size, 995
screen presentations.
(see presentations)
screens. (see monitors)

screensavers, 504-6, 512- 14
editors' poll, 770
QuickTime movies, 706
Screenscapes, 507
scripts
(also see macros)
AppleScript, 109, 114, 120-22,
231' 721
for backups, 231
communications software, 874
database applications, 430-31
editors' poll, 438
multimedia au thoring,
719, 720
running automatically at
startup or shutdown, 145
Script X format, 721
in System 7.5's Apple menu,
114
Script X, 721, 726
scroll arrows, 13
scroll bars, 12-1 3
scroll box, 1 3
scrolling
Microsoft Word, 361
windows, 12- 1 3, 36
SCSI-2 standard, 200
SCSI devices, 221-28
(also see specific devices)
cables, 221-23
connectors, 221-22
daisy chain ing, 189
external hard disks, connecting
to Macs, 189-90
FireWire bus and, 189- 90
ID numbers, 226
linking Mac and PC hard disks,
982
mounting, 292
PC devices with Macs, 987
port, 55
PowerBook connections, 82-83
PowerBook SCSI mode, 82-83
powering up, 225
preventive medicine, 292
pronouncing "SCSI," 189
SCSI-2 standard, 200
shutting down, 225
in startup d isk search order,
130
termination, 223- 25
troubleshooting SCSI chains,
226,227-28
unplugging, 279
SCSI Director Pro, 2 14
SCSI Disk Adapter, 83

SCSI disk mode, 972
SCSI Doc, 83
SCSI Manager 4.3, 227
SCSIProbe, 226, 292, 295
SCSI Sentry, 224
SCSiview, 240
SCS IVue Active Diagnostic
Te rminator, 224
Sculley, John
demo of Kid Pix, 760
Odyssey, 101 0
Seagate hard disks, 213
searching. (see finding; replacing)
search order
for fonts, 545
for startup disk, 1 30
Sears, 1033
SECAM video format, 56
secondary cache, 49
Se cond Wave's expansion slot
products, 97
Secret Codes of C. Y.P.H.E. R.:
Operation U.S. Presidents,
739
sectors on disks, 188
security
access restriction, 21, 27,
122- 23
airport security, 478
e-mail, 127
hard disks, 213, 218
levels, 483-84
network management, 937
problems with, 487
sharing files, 928- 29
System 7.5 improvements, 11 6
using At Ease, 122-23
utilities, 483- 87
Seek2.1,493
seek time of hard disks, 196-97
selecting
(also see deselecting)
ClarisWorks tip, 451
deselecting, 15
Excel tips, 381 - 82
Fi leMaker tips, 433, 435
highlight color customization,
146-47
icons, 8, 15, 30
menu commands, 1 6-1 7
Microsoft Word tips, 351-54,
365-66
Microsoft Works tips, 456, 457
overview, 14
PageMaker tips, 668-70
Photoshop tips, 610

Index

QuarkXPress tips, 668-70
rules for, 15
"select and execute" command
grammar, 14
text, 15
windows (making active), 9,
11 - 12
selection rectangle, 15
self-extracting archives, 479,
480
Sellers, Don
Zap! How Your Computer Can
Hurt You, 1 004

sequencers, 690-91
serial connections, 53
Serial Line Internet Protocol
(SLIP), 895, 896
serial port
adding ports, 97
closing, 900
direct connections with PCs,
970- 72
MIDI devices sharing, 687
serial-to-parallel converter, 826
serial-to-parallel converter
cable, 826
Server, Mac. (see Workgroup
Servers)
servers
(also see networking;
Workgroup Servers)
defined, 976
overview, 924-25
print servers, 925
QuickMail, 932- 34
requirements, 924- 25
server-based networks with
PCs, 976-77
upgrading, 925
UPS for, 278
service. (see support and service)
service bureaus, 856-60
fonts for, 533, 544, 582,
856- 57
preparing materials for, 856-57
printing to PostScript files,
857- 58
SyQuest drives and, 203
tips, 858-60
SEs
buying used, 1 025
floppy drives, 51
hardware specifications, 99
installing memory, 1 76
interleave ratio, 21 6

maximum memory allowable,
159
memory configuration, 1 78
overview, 88
peripheral support, 59
sound capabilities, 682
SE/30s
hardware specifications, 99
maximum memory allowable,
159
memory configura tion, 1 78
overview, 89
peripheral support, 59
sound capabilities, 682
Set Startup command, 37,
149- 50
setti ng up virtual memory,
161-62
Seven Days in August, 737
7 Natural Wonders of the
World, 741
sewing softwa re, 804-5
sfil fi le type, 679, 684
Shadow a nd the Flame, The,
775
shadow font style, 550-52, 554
Shadowgate, 792
Shakespeare and the Globe
Theatre, 731
Shakespeare o n Disc, 731
The Importance of Being
Earnest, 732
Milton on Disk, 732
Shakespeare and the Globe
Theatre, 731
Shakespeare's Life and Times,
731
Shakespeare's Works, 731
Shanghai, 781
Shanghai II: Dragon's Eye, 789
shareware
(also see Macintosh Bible
Soh ware Disks)

desktop patterns, 509
desktop toys, 514
editors' poll, 808
fonts, 559
games, 773
graphics converter, 951
graphics programs, 607
icon collections, 51 1
icon editors, 511
Internet applications, 897-98
paying for, 1 029-30
for System 7.5 enhancements,
117

text editors, 323
utilities, 464
sharing files, 926-29, 941-61
(also see cross-platform
compatibility; file fo rmats;
importing and exporting
data; servers)
accessing shared files, 927
aliases for shared files, 927
aliases to mount shared disks,
144-45
AppleS hare for, 929
buying software and, 1029
electronic publishing tools,
954-61,983
folders, 928
fonts, 947
graphics formats, 949
opening files from applications
you don't have, 944-51
with others, 9 51-61
overview, 905, 941
peer-to-peer, 924, 926-29
registering users, 928-29
security, 928-29
spreadsheet formats, 948
System 6 and System 7 on the
same network, 150
System 7 introduction, 1 05
System 7.5 improvements,
113-14
tips, 927-29
translation utilities
between Mac formats,
949-5 1
built-in translation, 948-49
Easy Open, 944-47
graphics converters, 951
from PC to Mac, 966,
979-80
universal formats, 952-54
word processor formats, 948
sharing printers with
QuickDraw GX, 817
Sharing Setup control panel,
926
Sharp's JS-9460PS laser printer,
838
sheep grazing a nd software, xix
sheet feeders for laser printers,
837
Sheppard Company's Maven,
788
Sherlock Holmes, Consulting
Detective, 785
Sherlock Holmes on Disc, 732
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key commands.
(see keyboard commands)
shipping your Mac, 281-82
ShirtPocket Software's
SpeedyCD, 211
Shiva
FastPath, 921
LANRover/E, 918
NetBridge, 918
Net Manager, 936
Shoebox,602,604
shopping on-lin e, 885
shortcut keys. (see keyboard
commands)
Showplace, 635, 637
Shreve Systems' FPU
upgrades, 96
Shut Down command, 26-27,
225,288
Shut Down DA, 1 08, 11 6
Shutdown Items folder, 1 31
shutting down
(also see closing; turning on
and off)
chained SCSI devices, 225
Macs, 26-27, 225, 288
PowerBook sleep mode, 85
Sh ut Down DA, 108, 116
turning off Macs vs. keeping
them running, 277, 280-81
unplugging peripherals, 279
Sigma Designs' Movie Movie,
701
Signature Software's custom
handwriting fonts, 569
signs and symbols. (see icons;
special characters)
SIGs, 886
Silicon Beach. (see Aldus)
Silly Noisy House, A, 759
Silverlining, 214
Silver Streak Connectors, 975
Sliver Streak transceivers and
adapters, 919
SimAnt, 786-87
SimCity 2000, 778, 786-87
SimCity 2000 Scenarios, 786
SimCity Classic, 778, 786-87
SimEarth, 786- 87
Simlife, 7B6-87
SIMMs
(also see memory)
buying tips, 173-75
installing, 175-76, 280
for laser printers, 834
overview, 153, 172-74

SimmStack, 1 77
Simple Player. (see MoviePiayer)
SimpleText, 109. (also see
TeachText)
simulated reality games, 785-87
single in-line memory modules.
(see SIMMs)
SITcomm, 877
sitting
chairs, 997
during pregnancy, 1006
posture, 996, 997, 1 001
16-bit color, 239
16-bit sound cards, 681
68K processors. (see processor
chips)
size box, 12
Sketch!, 637
Ske tchTech's UpFRONT, 633
Skia fo nt, 525, 530
sleep mode of PowerBooks, 85
slide-making programs.
(see presentation software)
SLIP protocol, 895, 896
slots a nd bays
adding slots, 97
DAV (digital audio video), 60
differences between Mac
models, 57-61
expansion slots, 57, 60
NuBus slots, 57, 60
on Duo Docks, 78
PDSs (processor-direct slots),
57
Power Mac cache card slot, 64
storage bays, 60
small-b usiness accounting programs
(also see financial management
software)
buying lips and reviews,
411 - 12
overview, 405, 410- 11
small caps, 532
Smaragd fo nt, 564
Smartcom II, 876
smart quotes vs. dumb quotes,
345-46
smearproofing Inkjet printer
o utput, 826
sm oking and your Mac, 277
Smolan, Rick, 744
Smoothie, 712
Smoothing Bitmap option, 844
smoothing graph ics, 712, 844
Snap MAIL, 932

snd file type, 679
sneakernet, 970
Snoopy Screen Saver, 505
Sobin, Marty, 370
SoftArc's FirstCiass, 890
Softe k Design's A4, 412
SoftKey International
American Heritage Electronic
Dictionary, 734
Correct Grammar, 333
Correct Writing, 335- 36
WriteNow, 324-25
SoftNode, 977
SoftPC, 984-85
SoftPC Professional, 977
software. (see specific
types)
Software Architects
FormatterFive, 214, 968
FormatterS Pro, 214
FormatterOne Pro, 2 14
Laptop Liberator, 972
MultiBus Manager, 214
Software Dispatch, 1032
SoftwareFPU, 48, 62, 67, 92, 96
Software Toolworks
Chessmaster 3000, 788
Miracle Piano Teaching
System, 694
Software Ventures' MicroPhone
Pro,876,899, 972
SoftWindows, 66-67, 977,
984-85
Soho's computer workstation,
999
So I've Heard series, 745
Solana's S-Server, 918
Sommelier, Le, 807
Sonar Bookends, 330
Songworks, 693
Sonnet Technologies
accelerator cards, 92
Twin Slot LC, 97
Sony
Multiscan 17se, 249
UP-D 7000 printer, 852
sorting
database applications, 429
list views, 35-36
numbers, 36
sort order of special characters,
35
sound, 676-86
(also see multimedia; music;
noise)
adding new sounds, 134-35
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capturing from audio COs, 686
CD-ROM clip libraries, 675
changing beeps, 508, 512-1 3
conversion utilities, 680
copying with ResEdit, 516
custom alerts, 146, 515
cutting and pasting with
QuickTime, 128
digital sound, 676-78
editing, 684-86
file formats, 679
file sizes, 678
hard disks fo r, 21 3
hardware, 678-83
Mac model differences, 54
multimedia features built-in,
673, 682
ports, 54, 55
Power Mac features, 64
recording, 683-84, 686
samples, 676
sampling rate (resolution),
676-78
Sound Manager 3 extension,
677,680,686
sound modules, 689-90
speaker conks ou t, 304
stereo, 54
System 7 improvements, 105-6
turning off, 146
sound ca rds, 681
Sound control pane l
changing beeps, 508
recording sound, 683-84
turning sound off, 146
SoundConve rte r Pro, 680
Sound Designe r II, 681
SoundEdit 16, 680, 685
SoundEngine Music Module,
689-90
SoundExtractor, 5 14, 680
Sound Library 2000, 675
SoundManager3,677,680,686
Soundmast er, 514
SoundMate, 684- 85, 703
sound modules, 689-90
Sound Mover, 680, 684
Sound Source Unlimited
2001: A Space Odyssey
collection, 675
Star Trek collection, 675
Star Wars collection, 675
VisuaiCiips Featuring
VideoBeep, 514
Soundtrack, 680

Space: A Visual History of
Manned Spaceflight, 750
Space Junkie, 777
space opera games, 782-84
spaces
aligning lines with, 344
option (hard or nonbreaking),
345
Spaceship Warlock, 782
Spaceward Ho!, 782
Spa nish Word Torture, 740
SPARCstatons, 118
Speakable Items folder, 132
speakers, 681, 683
special characters
expert sets, 547
fonts, 546-50
foreign language characters,
546-47,548
Greek, 524
for grouping files in list views,
35
missing-character box, 549
mnemonics, 547
pictorial and decorative fonts,
547-48, 566-67
sort order, 35
special-purpose fonts, 548,
568-69
standard special characters,
546-47
Symbol font, 524
utilities, 548-50
special effects
presentation transitions, 712
typography, 570-73
for video, 704- 6
special inte rest groups (SIGs),
886
Special me nu
Clean Up command, 32-33
Eject Disk command, 11
Empty Trash command, 11
Erase Disk command, 192
Set Startup command, 37,
149- 50
Shut Down command, 26-27,
225, 288
specia l-purpose fo nts, 548
sampler, 568- 69
Spectator, 503
Spectra l Innovations
NuMedia 2, 681
NuMedia, 681
Spectre VR, 781, 790-9 1

Spectrum HoloByte
Faces, 777
Iron Helix, 782-83
Super Tetris, 777, 781
Tetris, 777, 781
Tetris Gold, 777
Welltris, 777
Wordtris, 777
Specular International
Collage, 599
lnfini-0, 635, 637
LogoMotion, 573
TextureScape, 611
Speech Macro Editor, 125
speech recognition. (see
PlainTalk)
Speech Setup control panel, 125
speed
bps,864-65,879, 973
cabling for networks, 915
CD-ROM drives, 211
clock speed, 47
CTB and, 875
data bus, 48
disk caches and, 168-69
disk rotation, 186
draw programs, 622
fax modems, 868
Finder w indows, 148-49
graphics, 240, 586
hard disks
seek and access time, 156,
196-97
spindle speed, 199
throughput or data transfer
rate, 197, 199
Mac model differences, 46-49
Power Macs vs. Quadras, 43
memory, 155- 56, 1 73
memory caches and, 48-49, 64
modems, 864-65, 867- 68
network management tools,
935
printers, 824-25
dot-matrix, 846
laser, 834
portables, 823
PostScript interpreters and,
823
processor chips, 46-47
QuickTime playback, 697- 99
RAM disks and, 1 70
rendering, 635
software, 1 029
System 7 and Mac models, 1 37
upg rading Macs and, 90
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video, 695, 697-99, 707
virtual memory and, 161- 62
SpeedyCD, 211
SpeedyFinder 7, 145, 945, 947
spelling checkers
Microsoft Word, 327, 781
Microsoft Works, 455
overview, 327-28
reviews, 328-30
word processor features, 31 3
Spelling Coach Professio na l
spelling checker, 328-29
thesaurus, 334
Spellswell, 330
Spelunx and the Caves of
Mr. Seudo, 784
spi. (see resolutio n)
Spider Island Software's
Te le Finder, 890
Spiece Graphics
Bernhard Gothic font, 564
Eva Antiqua font, 563
spindle speed of hard disks, 199
SpinNit, 514
Spo rts Illustrated 1994
Multimedia Sports Almanac,
798
sports-related hobby software,
797- 99
Sportster 14.4/Mac & Fax,
871-72
Spot CD, 210
spot color vs. process color, 65 3
Spot On, 1 69, 214
spreadsheets, 369-90
(also see Excel)
buying tips and reviews,
376-78
cells, 371
charting, 373-74
cross-platform compatibility,
979,981
databases vs., 418
defined, 371
Excel tips, 379-90
financial fun ctions, 373
illustrated, 372
interchange file formats, 981
lookup fun ction, 374
macros, 373, 374
origin of, 369
overview, 371-72
sharing files, 948
templates, 377

tips
ClarisWorks, 452-54
Microsoft Works, 457-58
universal formats, 952-53
using, 372-76
"what-if" capability, 371-72,
375
Sprout!, 794
SquareOne, 473
square root symbol, 547
SRAM, 154. (also see memory)
S-Server, 918
Stac Electronics' Stacker, 483
Stacker, 483
stair stepping. (see jaggies)
stamp collectors' software, 803
Standard Controller.
(see QuickTime)
standard keyboard, extended
vs., 252-53
Standard MIDI Files, 688, 690
Starjet SJ-48 po rtable printer,
855
Star Mlcronics
LaserPrinter 4 StarScript,
837-38
Starjel Sj-48 portable printer,
855
star network topology, 91 3-14,
923
StarNine Techno logies'
Mail* link Internet for
PowerTa lk, 931
StarPress Multimedia's Sports
Illustrated 1994 Multimedia
Sports Almanac, 798
starting
(also see opening; startup disk;
turning o n and off)
accessing the Internet, 894-95
activating printer drivers, 815
boatable floppy disks, 295-96
boot-up process, 189
changing startup disks, 285
crashes d uring bootup,
300-302
extension loading order, 287
launch utilities, 469, 473
Macs with chained SCSI
devices, 225
MultiFinder, 36-37
quick startup, 468
replacing the "Welcome to
Macintosh" screen, 51 0
search o rder for startup disk,
130

selecting extensions at boot-up,
287
sounds
chimes of death, 297
chord, 297
StartupScreen format, 510
without extensions, 468
Starting Line, 44
Star Tre k collection, 675
startup disk
changing disks, 143, 285
defined, 6
icon, 6
search order, 1 30
switching systems, 143
Startup Items folder, 1 32
Startup Manager, 285, 287, 468
StartupScreen format, 510
Star Wars collection, 675
Star Wars visual clips, 514
static e lectricity, 279, 280
static RAM . (see SRAM)
stationery, 105, 142
Status*Mac, 936
Steinbe rg
Cubase, 691
Cubase Lite, 690
stereo sound, 54
Steve jobs: The j ourney Is the
Reward, 1010
Stevens Creek Software's The
Athlete's Diary, 798
STF AutoPak, 878
STF Technologies
FAXstf 3, 869, 878
FAXstf 3.0 AutoPak, 931
STF AuloPak, 878
Stickybear programs, 770
Sticky Memos, 113
stiction,280
Stingray, 259
Stitch Editor, 805
Stitch Painter, 805
Stitch Painter Gold, 805
St o ne Phonetic font, 569
Stone, Sumner, 563
stop bits, 880
stopping . (see canceling; closing;
turning on and off)
storage, 183-232
(also see backing up; CD-ROM
disks; floppy disks; hard
d isks; removable media;
SCSI devices)
bays, 61
Mac model differences, 49-52

Index

in Mac models, naming
conventio n, 49
memory vs., 153- 55
overview, 183
vendors, 213-25
virtual memory, 1 06, 155,
160- 62, 291
storage bays, 60
Storm Technology's
Picture Press, 594
Storybook Weave r, 763
Story Editor (Page Maker),
656, 669
St rata
StrataType, 636-37
StrataType 3d, 572
StrataVisio n 3d, 637
StudioPro, 637- 38
Strat aType, 63 7
St rat aType 3d, 572
St rat aVision 3d, 63 7
st rategy games and puzzle rs,
780- 8 2
Strauss, Richard, 744
Stravinsky, Igor, 744
St reamline 3, 623
stress, 1 004
striket hru font style, 550- 52,
554
String Quartet, The, 745
strobe in mo nitors, 238, 24 ~1
structured wiring network pla n,
907-8
StudioPro, 637- 38
Stufflt, 218, 975, 982
Stuff lt De luxe, 480-81, 982
Sturgeon's Law, xx
style sheets
Aldus Home Publisher, 666
changing local fo rmatting
partially, 344
character styles vs. paragraph
styles, 314
defined, 314
form atting long documents,
344
Microsoft Word, 315,318,
354-59, 364
PageMaker, 654- 55
QuarkXPress, 654- 55
Ready, Set, Go!, 663
Viva Press Professional, 658
WordPerfect, 321
word processor features,
314-15

styles of fonts, 550- 52, 554
applying styles, 551 -52, 554
basic styles, 551
how they work, 551
StyleWriter I+ Hack, 830
StyleWriters
(also see inkjet prin ters)
Color StyleWriter Pro, 849
DeskWriter vs., 826-2 7
d rivers, 814, 829-30
Po rtable StyleWriter, 822-23,
855
for proofing laser printer
o utput, 83 1
StyleWriter II, 818, 826- 27
subma rined pointe r, 79, 473-74
Subscribe. (see Publish and
Subscribe)
Suitcase, 5 4~ 1 , 553
suitcase files
bit-mapped fon ts, 534, 536
icon, 132
managing fonts, 54~ 1 , 581
PostScript fonts, 5 35
with System 6, 536
TrueType fonts, 535
using, 536
Summagraphics' SummaSketch
FX,264
SummaSketch FX, 264
Sun Clock, 499- 500
Sun compute rs, 1 18
sunlight, 277
Super 7 Utilities, 303, 472
SuperComments, 303
SuperATM, 9 47
SuperBoomerang, 470
SuperCard, 723-24
SuperCiock!, 1 1 7, 499
SuperComments, 303
SuperDrives, 1 90, 965
SuperMac
DigitaiFilm, 705
hard disks, 21 5
Thunder IIGX•1 360, 586
Th underStorm for Ado be
Photoshop, 586
two-page monochrome display,
245
VideoSpigot, 701
Video Spigot II Tape, 701
Super Maze Wa rs, 791
SuperMouse, 258
SuperPaint, 596, 61 6
Supe r Ruler, 60 7

Supe r Solvers OutNumbered!,
769
Supe r Tetris, 777, 781
supplies
inkjet printers, 827- 29
toner cartridges, 840
support a nd service
Apple toll-free support line,
1021
buying products, 1 026
Claris, 443
modems, 870-71
on-line, 884
PageMaker, 657
fo r Performas, 72
QuarkXPress, 657
Supra FaxModem 144LC, 8 72
Supra FAXModem V.32bis,
8 70, 872
surge protecto rs, 277-78
Survivor Software 's MacMo ney,
407
susta ine d tra nsfe r rates, 197
Sutcliffe, Judit h, 548, 566
SVGA monitors, 238, 24 1
Swa mp Gas, 76 7-68
Swedish MPR II mo nito r
e missions sta nda rd,
243, 1003
Swift fo nt, 563
swing a rms for m o nitors, 997
Switche r, 14 3
switching
between applications, 26
to MultiFinder, 37
PowerBook batteries, 85-86
startup disks, 143, 285
Swivel 30 Professio nal, 635
SY LK format, 95 3, 981
Symantec
Disk Doubler, 481 - 82
Disklock, 48 7
GreatWo rks, 44 2, 44 5
Norto n Essentials for the
PowerBook, 86, 475, 4 77-78
No rton Utilities for Macintosh,
220- 21,231 ,293-94, 471 ,
492
Public Utilities, 220- 21, 293
Pyro, 505
SAM, 292
Suitcase, 54~ 1 , 553
Symbol fo nt, 524
symbols. (see icons; special
characters)
Synchronicity, 340-41
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Synergy Softwa re
KaleidaGraph 3, 619
VersaTerm, 899
VersaTerm -Link, 899
VersaTerm-PRO, 899
VersaTilities, 899
Sy nt ax fon t, 562
syn thesizers, 687-88
synt hetic fonts, 529, 560
SyQuest Techno logy
removable-media drives, 202-4
SCSIProbe, 226, 292, 295
sysops, 884
Syst e m Enhancements
(see enhancements to
system software; specific
enhancements)
Syst em 6
(also see system software)
adding new items, 135
advantages, 1 04
b lank screen, 25-26
desk accessories with, 1 3 3
file-sha ring utility, 928
Finder tips, 36-37
Font/ DA mover, 1 35
fonts, 536, 537
installing (clean slate
installation), 1 39
keeping after installing
System 7, 285
MultiFinder, 36-37, 104
networking with System 7, 1 50
overview, 103-4
suitcase files, 536
System folder, 1 31
templates, 143
tips, 149-50
TrueType fonts w ith, 529
upgrad ing to System 7,
137-38, 143
versions, 103
System 7
(also see specific versions;
system software)
adding new items, 1 34
customizing, 1 38-39, 145-49
desk accessories with, 1 33
early versions, 1 04- 5
features introduced w ith 7.0,
105-7
fonts, 524-25, 538- 39

installing
clean slate installation,
138-39
custom installation, 1 40
requirements, 136- 37
upgrading from Syste m 6,
137-38
keeping System 6 with, 285
memory requirements, 15 7,
165-66
networking with System 6, 150
peer-to-peer fi le sharing,
926-29
Perform a versions, 1 07-8
requirements, 1 36-37
System folder, 1 31
tips, 141-49
Tune-Ups, 288-90
upgrading from System 6,
137- 38, 143
System 7 Pack, 945, 947
System 7 Pro, 109
System 7 Tune-Ups, 288- 90
System 7.0. 1's System folder,
131
System 7.1, 1 08-9
System 7.1 .1, 109
Syste m 7.1.2, 109- 10
System 7.5, 110-19
(also see System 7; system
software)
adding features to earlier
versions, 11 0, 11 7
Adobe Type Manager (ATM)
with, 528
AOCE {Apple Open
Collaboration Environment),
931
AppleScript enha ncement, 114
ColorSync, 11 5
desk accessories bundled with,
133
desktop niceties, 116
drag-and-drop feature, 25,
112- 13
ease-of-use improvements, 115
Easy Open, 944-4 7
editors' poll on most appealing
feature, 1 00
Enabler, 1 09, 11 9
enhancements, 111
file access improvements,
111 - 12
fil e-compatibility
improvem ents, 113

file-sharing improvements,
113-14
Find com mand, 490
Finder imp rovements, 11 4
fo lders unavailable, 21
fo nt improvements, 114- 15,
526
fonts included, 524- 25
hardware support
improvements, 119
icon in margins, xvi
Launcher, 22, 116
MacTCP, 912
minimizing size, 111
Note Pad, 1 1 3
Perfo rma system modifications
and, 108
PowerBook featu res, 116-18,
474
QuickDraw GX enhancement,
11 4- 15
Scrapbook, 11 3
security and troubleshooting
improvements, 1 16
Sticky Memos featu re, 1 1 3
telephone feature support,
11 8-19
upgrading to, 11 7
syste m cables, 222
Syst em Enablers, 109, 119, 1 32
syste m ext ension s.
(see extensions)
Syst em fil e, 132, 133
System Folder, 129-35
backing up, 284-85
"blessing," 299
contents, 129-3 2
dup licates, 143, 284- 85
installing printer drivers, 814
locking, 1 1 6
overview, 129
paring down, 141
reinsta lling system software,
299
versions before System 7.1 , 1 31
system h eap, ·1 62-63
System Picker, 14 3, 285
System s Control's MacGuard,
279
system software, 101 -50
(also see specific versions and
enhancements)
adding System 7.5 features to
earlier versions, 1 1 0, 1 1 7
checking version number, 28,
103

Index

control panels, 133-35
customizing, 138-39, 145-49
desk accessories, 133
enhancements, 120-28
AppleScript, 120-22
At Ease, 122- 23
hard disk space
requirements, 1 36
overview, 1 20
PC Exchange, 124
PlainTalk, 124-26
PowerTalk, 126-27
QuickDraw GX, 127-28
QuickTime, 128
file icons, 1 32
fonts included, 524-25
installing, 136-40, 284, 299
clean slate installation,
138-39
custom installation, 140
paring down your System
Folder, 141
System 7 requirements,
136-37
upgrading from System 6,
1 37-38
overview, 101
of Performas, 107-8
for Power Macs, 109-1 0
reinstalling, 299
System file, 1 32, 133
tips, 141-50
Tune-Ups and System Updates,
11 0, 1 39, 288-90
two systems, 143
upgrading, 111, 11 7, 137-38
versions, 103- 19
System Switcher, 285
System Updates, 110, 1 39,
288- 90

T
tab-delimited text fo rmat, 953
tables
in ClarisWorks, 451
in Microsoft Word, 364-66
in WordPerfect, 320
tables of contents
creating with PageMaker and
QuarkXPress, 655
word processor features, 313

tablets. (see pressure-sensitive
tablets)
Tag Image File Format. (see TIFF
format)
Ta hiti d rive mechanism, 206
TailDragger, 514
Take a Break! Crosswords, 790
Take Control of Cholest e rol, 746
Tale of Peter Rabbit, The, 757
talking calculator, 501
Talmud Tutor, 733
Tanager Software's The Secret
Codes of C.Y.P.H.E.R.:
Operatio n U.S. Preside nts,
739
Tao of AppleScript, The, 1 015
tape as backup medium, 229-30
tape drives, 61, 229-30
TattleTech, 166, 288
TCP/ Connect II, 898, 899
TCP/ IP Connection fo r
Macintosh, 912
TCP/ IP protocol
Internet, 114, 895
overview, 911-12
Unix-based systems, 114,
911-12
TeachText
(also see SimpleText)
Photo CD compatibility, 602
screen captures and, 501 -2
for viewing files, 944
technical support. (see support
and service)
Technology Concepts' Line link
14.4, 870, 873
Technology Works
GraceLAN Network Manager,
936,939
memory, 175
Memory Solutions Guide, 1 77
Tech Pool
LifeART, 644
Transverter Pro, 951 , 980
TechTool, 304
TechWare's Viva Press
Professional, 658
TechWorks. (see Technology
Works)
Teknosys' Help!, 306
Tekton + font, 525
Tektronix
Phaser 200e printer, 849, 851
Phaser IISD printer, 852
Telecom Adapter, 56-57

telecommunications, 861-902
(also see communications
software; modems;
o n-li ne services)
call waiting and, 900
closing the serial port, 900
defined, 861
efficient sessions, 901
garbage during file transfers,
899-900
on-line services, 883-90
setup
bps, 879
file-transfer protocols,
881 - 82
flow control, 879-80
MacBinary, 882-83
other settings, 880
standards, 863-67
tips, 899-902
using PowerBooks, 901-2
TeleFinder, 890
tele phone feature support in
Syst em 7.5, 118-1 9
TelePort Gold, 872, 878
TeleTypesetting's T-Script Basic,
823
television. (see video)
Teleware. (see Best!Ware)
Tell-Tale Heart, The, 732
tem plates
Aldus Home Publisher, 666
databases, 428-29
Microsoft Word, 31 7
PageMaker vs. QuarkXPress,
652
presentations, 71 1, 712, 718
spreadsheets, 377
stationery as, 142
with System 6, 14 3
Tempo EZ, 498
Tempo II Plus, 498
Te m poral Acuity's Nightingale,
693
1 0Base2 Ethernet cable, 907,
916
10Base5 Ethernet cable, 907,
916-17
10BaseT, 910,911 ,916
ten commandments, Mac Bib le,
xvii-xx
terabytes, 156
Terminal, 970
terminal e mulators, 874,
876-77, 970-71
terminal tools, 875
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terminate -and-stay-reside nt
programs (TSRs), 968-69
te rminating plugs in networks,
I
913
te rmination of SCSI devices,
223-25
Terminator 2, 635
term papers, word processing
features for, 316
Terrace Software's Mum's the
Word Plus, 794
Terrazzo, 611
Tesserae, 780
Tetris, 777, 781
Tetris Gold, 777
Tetris Max 2, 777
Texas Instruments' microWriter
PS23,838
Tex Edit, 323
Texel. (see Plextor)
text
selecting, 15
universal fo rmats, 952
text boxes
in Excel, 389-90
illustrated, 18
using, 19
text editing. (see word
processing)
text editors. (see word
processors)
text files. (see ASCI I files)
text fonts sampler, 561-63
text markers in word processed
documents, 347
text only format, 314
TextPert, 343
text retrieval utilities, 492-95
text-to-speech with PlainTalk,
124, 126
textures
predesigned, 611
in three-dimensional g raphics,
632, 634
TextureScape, 611
Text With Layout format, 952
TF Crossword font, 569
Theater Maker, 702
ThePage, 667
thermal-fusion printers
(also see printers)
buying tips and reviews,
855-56
overview, 818

thermal-wax transfer printers
(also see color printers; printers)
buying tips and reviews, 849,
851-52
overview, 820
printing glossy blacks, 853
thesauruses, 333-34
(also see writer's tools)
on CD-ROM, 734-35
ClarisWorks, 443
Microsoft Word, 333
Microsoft Works, 456
overview, 333-34
reviews, 334
Roget's International Thesaurus,

327, 333-34
WriteNow, 325
theses, word processing
features for, 316
t hick-wire Ethernet cable, 907
Things to Come icon in margins,
xvi
Thinkln' Things, 770
thin-wire Ethernet cable, 907
32-bit addressing, 158-59, 177
32-blt clean software, 158
32-bit Enabler, 158-59
32-bit QuickDraw, 674
"This file adds functionality to
your Macintosh" message,
466
"This Is not a Macintosh disk"
message, 289, 304
Thought I Could
CAL, 501
Wallpaper, 507
Wallpaper in the Dark, 505
3B2,658
three-dimensional graphics,
630-38
animation, 636, 640
buying tips and reviews,
636-38
CAD programs, 633
DXF format, 589, 632
modeling, 631-32
overview, 585, 630-31
rendering, 634-35
scene building, 634
texturing, 632, 634
type, 572-73, 637
3G Graphics' Images With
Impact, 642
Three Great Plays, 780
3 in Three, 780

3M Head Cleaning Diskette Kit,
193
throughput rate
hard disks, 197, 199
MO drives, 206
throwing out. (see deleting)
ThrustMaster
Flight Control System, 774
Rudder Control System, 774
Weapons Control System, 774
Thumbellna, 26()-{)1
Thunder?
glossary tool, 335
spelling checker, 329
thesau rus, 333, 334
Thunder IIGX•1360, 586
ThunderStorm for Adobe
Photoshop, 586
Thunderware's lightningScan
400,273
Tl. (see Texas Instruments)
TidBITS, 101 9
Tidbits disk (Apple File
Exchange},965-66
Tie-Clip Omni, 680
TIFF format
cross-platform compatibility,
981-82
described, 589, 953-34
tilde, 547
Tlmbuktu, 937
Tlmbuktu for Windows, 975-76
Timbuktu for Windows
PhoneNET Kit, 976
Tlmbuktu Pro, 937, 975-76
tlmebox inc.'s Dlsc-0-Saurus,
748
Times fo nt, 524
TimesTwo, 483
Time Trave le r CD, 738
Time Warner Interactive Group
Desert Storm: The War in the
Persian Gu lf, 737
A German Requiem, 745
New Family Bible, 733
Orchestra: The Instruments
Revealed, 745
Seven Days in August, 737
The String Quartet, 745
The View From Earth, 750
TimeWorks' Publlshlt! Easy,
664-65
T/ Maker
ClickArt, 64 3
Zoom books, 756
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to-do lists, 39 3
(also see personal information
managers)
in Microsoft Works, 460
toggles on menu s, 17
toggling. (see turning on and off)
To ken Ring, 91 3, 91 7
Tommy's Type font, 566
toner cartridges
adjusting toner density, 839
component systems vs., 832
d iscounts, 840
disposing of, 842
d uty cycle, 832
equivalent cartridges for
LaserWriters, 840
extending life, 840
protecting from light, 844
recycling, 841-42
super cartridges, 841
Toner Tank cartridges, 84 1
Toner Tuner, 839
tool palettes
draw programs, 613-15
image-editing programs,
592-93
paint programs, 590- 91
topologies of networks, 906-8,
912-14
bus, 913
daisy-chain, 907, 912-13
ring, 913
star, 91 3-14
structured wiring plans, 907--8
Torah Sans Script font, 568
Tortoise and the Hare, The, 754
Toshiba CD-ROM drives, 210
Totem Color Clip Art, 643
Totem Graphics' Totem Color
Clip Art, 643
TouchBase Pro, 394-96, 854
trackballs, 259-61
(also see mice and other pointing devices)
built-in to keyboards, 252,
255-56
editors' poll, 257
overview, 259
PowerBook trackballs and
trackpads, 82
l rackBoard, 256
tracking
basics, 555-56
in PageMaker and QuarkXPress,
656

TrackMan, 261
trackpads, 82
tracks o n disks, 188
trademark symbol, 547
TrafficWatch II, 935
training videos, 503
TrakMate, 261
TrakPro, 255
transfer ra t e
hard d isks, 197, 199
modems, 865
MO drives, 206
tra nsfer tools, 875
Transitional fonts, 562
translation, word processing
features for, 31 6
tra nslation utilities
(also see cross-platform
compatibility; importing and
exporting data; sharing files)
between Mac formats, 949-51
built-in translation, 948-49
Easy Open, 944-47
graphics converters, 9 51
from PC to Mac, 966, 979--80
Transoft, SCSI Director Pro, 214
transparency scanners, 268.
(also see scanners)
Transparent langu ag e series,
740
Transverter Pro, 951, 980
trapping, 653, 859
trash
bulging icon, 11
dragg ing icons to, 10-11
ejecting floppy d isks, 11
emptying permanently, 11
icon, 6, 11
removing icons from, 11
turning off warning, 31
viewing folder contents, 31
Trash folder, 31
TrashGuard, 484-85
trashing. (see deleting)
travel
airport X-ray machines and
floppy disks, 193
foreign electrical outlets, 282,
1022
g uides on CD-ROM, 741-42
moving your Mac, 281 -82
Treacyfaces' TF Crossword fo nt,
569
Treehouse, The, 758
TriaiMaker, 428

triangles
downward-pointing on
menus, 17
right-pointing on menus, 17
Tribe
Loca iSwitch, 920
TribeStar, 920
TrlbeStar, 920
Tril obyte Software's
ARA-Commander, 901
Trimar's Com puNet, 915
troubleshooting, 297-306
(also see cleaning; preventive
medicine)
blinking question mark at
start-up, 289, 298-99
corrupted files, 302
crashes during bootu p,
300-302
DAs disappear in Multi Finder,
150
data-recovery software,
293-94,296
desktop problems, 303-4
diagnostics
checking out used Macs,
1023-25
Compatibi lity Checker, 1 37
floppy drives, 193
hard disk, 21 3, 469
hardware tools, 305- 6, 469
disk-access light conks out, 304
disk-switching nightmares,
29-30
emergency tools, 294-96
error messages
Excel, 384
"This is not a Macintosh
d isk," 289, 304
escaping hang-ups, 30
extension p roblems, 300-302,
467- 68
fan conks out, 304-5
floppy disks
disk won't eject, 29, 192-93
unreadable disks, 192, 193
fonts, 577-80
games, 774
laser printers, 843-44
memory fragmentati on, 165
mice, 259
monitor goes blank, 246
mounting SCSI d evices, 292
network management tools,
935-36
overly green screen, 246
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Power Mac incompatibilities,
67-68
preventive medicine
hardwa re, 277-82
software, 283-96
program doesn't work, 302
reinstalling system software,
299
renaming active files, 33
Sad Mac icon, 297
SCSI chains, 226, 227-28
speaker conks out, 304
startup tones sound different,
297
System 7.5 improvements, 116
used Mac checkout, 1 023-25
utility conflicts, 465-66
zapping the PRAM, 303
TrueType fonts, 528-30
bit maps with, 538
embedding in Word
documents, 360
GX fonts, 525, 526, S30-31,
535-36
PostScript vs., 532-34
screen fonts vs. printer fonts
and,528- 29
with service bureaus, 582
suitcase files, 535
with System 6, 529
System 7 support fo r, 106
T-Script Basic, 823
TSRs, 968-69
Tuesday Software's CalcuPad,
501
Tune-Ups, 1 10, 139, 288-90
tuning up your system, 288-90
Turbellaria of the World: A
Guide to Families and
Genera, 748
TurboGopher, 898
TurboMouse, 260
turning on and off
(also see canceling; closing;
starting)
background printing, 815
Balloon help, 19
chained SCSI devices, 225
check marks on menus, 1 7
ClarisWorks invisible characters,
451
shutting down the Mac, 26-27,
225,288
sound, 146
trash warning, 31

unplugging cables, 279
virtual memory, 161
Tut Systems
Silver Streak Connectors, 975
Silver Streak transceivers and
adapters, 919
TV monitors, presentations on,
55-56
twenty-four bit addressing, 158,
177
twenty-four bit color, 239
Twins, 489
Twin Slot LC, 97
256K Cache Card, 64
two-page displays
color monitors, 250
defined, 237
monochrome monitors, 245
2001: A Space Odyssey
collection, 675
Type 1 Enabler, 531
Type 1 PostScript font s, 526-28
Type 3 PostScript fonts, 526-27
TypeAiign, 570
Type Basics Pack, 543, 560
Type codes for files, 945, 969
typefaces. (see fo nts)
Type I, II and Ill PowerBook
batteries, 84-85
Type On Call, 1 032
Type Reader, 343
Type Reunion, 553
typesetting. (see fonts;
typography)
Typestry, 572-73, 635, 637
TypeStyler, 570-71
type styles, 550-52, 554
typography
(also see fonts)
animation, 572-73
basics, 554-58
ideational units, 554
justification, 557
kerning, 325, 558, 612, 656
leading, 358, 555, 556- 57
letterspaci ng, 55 8
ligatures, 555, 657
in PageMaker, 656
in QuarkXPress, 656- 57
special effects, 570- 73
terminology, 555
three-dimensional type,
636-37
tracking, 555-56, 656

u
U&/c, 559
UC630 scanner, 272-73
UC840 scanner, 272-73
Ultima Home Office, 870
UMAX
UC630 scanner, 272-73
UC840 scanner, 272-73
Unabridged Dictionary, Second
Edition, 734
unclogging Inkjet cartridges,
829
undeleting
(also see Undo command)
removing icons from trash, 11
Revert to Saved command, 25
using Undo command, 24
underline font style, 550-52,
554
Understanding Ourselves, 747
UnderWare, 513-14
Undo command, 25
(also see canceling; undeleting)
multiple undo featu re, 25, 312
restoring Clipboard contents,
31
undeleting cut items, 24
unlnstalling software, 283
unlnterruptible power supply
(UPS), 278
Uninvited, 792
U.S. Occupational Safety and
Health Administration
(OSHA), 1004
U.S. presidents, 739
U.S. Robotics' Sportster
14.4/Mac & Fax, 871-72
Universal Access CD
SuperCache, 21 0
Universal Hint System, 778
Unix-based systems
on Macs, 11 8
Mac software on, 1 1 8
page layout program compatibility, 658, 662
TCP/IP protocol, 11 4,911 - 12
unplugging cables a nd pe ripherals, 279
unreadable floppy disks, 192,
193
UNSITI.EXE, 983
UP-D7000 printer, 852

Index

Updates, System, 11 0, 1 39,
288-90
UpFRONT, 633
upgrading Macs, 90-97
(a lso see installing)
accelerator cards, 9 2
add ing memory, 172-76, 280
PowerBooks, 81
adding slots and ports, 97
buying used Macs and, 1022
cache card s, 93
coprocessors, 94-95
CPU clock boosters, 95-96
editors' polls, 67, 91
PowerBooks, 95, 96
to PowerPC chip, 90-93
editors' poll, 67
log ic board upgrades, 93
upgrade cards, 91 -93
processor chips, 93-96
Quad ras to Power Macs, 69
servers, 9 25
speed and, 90
system software, 111 , 11 7,
137-38, 143
VRAM upg rades, 240
upgrading software (editors'
poll), 368
Upstill Software's Mangia!, 800
UPS (uninterruptible power
supply), 278
URW
font library on CD, 560
lkarus-M, 576
USA Relief Map, 741
u sed Macs
buying, 1 022-25
price, 1023
where to find, 1 024
Usenet newsgroups, 892
user groups, 1014- 16
finding a local on e, 1 015
major g roups, 1 015- 16
overview, 1 014
Userland Software, Frontier,
231
Users & Groups control panel,
926-27
utilities, 461-518
(a lso see control panels; desk
accessories; extensions; software)
antivirus utilities, 292-93
applications vs. extensio ns or
control panels, 466

brainstorming software,
336-41
calculators, 50 0- 501
CD-ROM, 21 0-12
clocks, 499-500, 514
collections, 469-78
general purpose, 469-72
minor utilities, 469
PowerBook utilities, 473-78
compression, 478-83
conflicts, 465-66
decorator utilities, 512- 14
defin ed, 461
desktop patterns, 506- 9
desktop tools, 495-503
d iagnostic tools, 305-6
document comparison
software, 330
drawing tools, 623
extension managers, 287, 301,
467-68
file find ers, 490-92
file-sharing for System 6, 928
file synchronization, 488-89
general purpose collections,
469-72
g lossary tools, 334-35
grammar checkers, 331-33
hard d isk form atters, 213, 214
hard disk optimizers, 220-2 1
icon editors, 509-12
label printing, 854
launch ers, 22, 469, 472-73
macro utilities, 497-99
media-cataloging, 604, 607
memory management, 166-67
overview, 464-66
PowerBook utilities, 86, 473-78
presentation polishers, 712
Quickl ime, 700-701
resource editors, 515-18
scrapbooks, 495-97
screen capture uti lities, 501-3
screen savers, 504-6, 51 2-14
SCSI chain managers, 226, 227
securi ty, 483-87
shareware, 464
sound conversion, 680
sound editors, 684-86
for special characters, 548-50
spelling checkers, 327-30
tape drive mounters, 230
text retrieval, 492-95
thesauruses, 333- 34

translators
between Mac formats,
949-51
built-in, 948-49
Easy Open, 944-4 7
from PC to Mac formats,
966, 979-80
troublesh ooting, 302
types, 465
what they do, 464
writing guides, 335-36

v
V.42bis data compression
standard, 866
V.42 error-correction standard,
866
Valis Group, The
Flo,' 706
MetaFio,' 706
Value Pack, 560
van Gogh, Vince nt, 743
Vantag e, 323
vaporware, 1 030
Varcon Systems' Great Gantt!,
404
Variable Speed Overdrives,
95-96
Vellum, 633
Velocity Development's Spectre
VR, 781, 790-91
Ventura Educational Systems,
770
Ve rsaTerm, 899
VersaTerm-Link, 899
Ve rsaTe rm-PRO, 899
Ve rsaTilities, 899
versions
AppleShare, 929
fo nts, 579
system softwa re, 28, 103- 19
very low frequency (VLF)
monitor e missions, 243,
1002-3, 1005
V.Fast (V.FC or V.34) modems,
864-65
VGA monitors, 238, 241
Viacom New Media
Deja Vu I & II, 792
Shadowgate, 792
Sherlock Ho lmes, Consulting
Detective, 785
Uninvited, 792
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video, 695-709
(also see animation;
multimedia; QuickTime)
ca pturing (digitizing), 701
compression boards, 705
defined,695
editing movies, 702-6
formats, 56
hard disks for, 21 3
high-end, 705
Mac mod el differences. 54-56
Mac TV, 70
making. movies, 699-701
morphing, 706
multimedia features built in,
674
NTSC televisio n broadcast
standard, 56, 695, 699, 70 5
overview, 695
PAL format, 56
ports, 54- 55
Premiere tips, 708-9
Quicknme, 696-99, 700,
706-8
Quicknme compressor, 698
SECAM format, 56
special effects, 704-6
speed,695,697- 99, 707
videoconferencing, 56
video cards. (see display cards;
video digitizer cards)
videoconferencing, 56
video digitizer cards
(also see multimedia)
video display cards vs., 241
VideoDirector, 705
VideoFusio n
QuickFUX, 702
VideoFusion, 704- 5
Video Graffiti, 705- 6
video port, 52
video RAM . (seeVRAM)
VldeoShop 2, 704
VldeoSplgot, 701
VideoSpigot II Tape, 701
video support, 239-40
Video Toolkit, 705
VldeoVIslon, 701
VldeoVIslon Studio, 705
VIOl
ModelerPro, 638
Presenter Professional, 635,
636, 638
Vietnam, 737
View From Earth, The, 750

viewing
(also see hiding)
arranging icons, 32- 33
Balloon help, 19
Desktop folder contents, 31
form ulas in Excel, 384
list view tips, 35-36
Microsoft Word style names,
356
Photoshop tips, 608- 9
p reviewing
in Excel, 380
in Photoshop, 609, 612
PrintMonitor, 816
scanning long documents in
Word, 354
splitting wi ndows in Word, 352
Trash folder contents, 31
View menu, 1 3
Views control panel, 148-49
Vincent, 20
Vincent van Gogh, 743
Vine Leaves font, 567
Virgin Games
Monopoly, 788
Risk, 788
Scrabble, 788
Virginia Systems' Sonar
Bookends, 330
virtual me mory, 155, 160- 62,
291
described , 160
introduction of, 1 06
for Mac models not su pporting,
161
pros and cons, 161
setting up, 161- 62
Virtus' WalkThrough Pro, 633
viruses, 292-93
Visatex' Facts & Faces of U.S.
Preside nts, 741
VislCalc, 369
Vision 2, 691
Visionary Softwa re
FirstThingsFirst Proactive, 398
Synchronicity, 340-41
VisuaiCiips Featuring
VldeoBeep, 514
Viva Press Professional, 658
Vividus' Cinematlon, 640,
716-17
VLF monitor emissions, 243,
1 002-3, 1005
VM. (see virtual memory)
Voice Navigator, 124- 25

voice recognition. (see PlainTalk)
VoiceWaker, 513
voltage of foreign electrical
outlets, 282, 1 022
volumes. (see partitions of hard
disks)
Voudette's FLOWERscape,
794-95
Voyager Co mpany, The
AmandaStories, 757
The Art Institute of Chicago,
743
Baseball's Greatest Hits, 798-99
CD Companion series, 744,
745
Criterion Goes to the Movies,
796-97
Exotic Japan, 742
Expanded Book series, 730-31
I Photograph to Remember,
744
Last Chance to See, 748
The Louvre, 74 3
MacBeth, 731
Michelangelo, 743
The National Gallery of Art, 743
Poetry in Motion, 732
Rodney's Wonder Window, 7S9
A Silly Noisy House, 759
So I've Heard series, 745
Vincent van Gogh, 743
Who Built America?, 739
A World Alive, 742
Voyager II, 749
VPP (Viva Press Profe ssional),
658
VRAM, 52, 154, 240. (also see
memory)
VTK Plug-In Pack, 704
V.xx standards, 864-67

w
Wacom's ArtZ tablets, 263
WAIS (Wide Area Information
Servers), 894
Walba um font, 562
Wa lkThrough Pro, 633
Wallpaper, 50 7
Wallpaper In the Dark, 505
Wai-Mart, 72, 73
Warning Icon In margins, xvi
warping, 640

Index

warping tools, 631
warranties on hardware, 1 0 21,
1032
war references on CD-ROM, 737
WaterMark Message Central,
870
Wayzata Technology's Sound
Library 2000, 675
WDEF virus, 292
Weapons Control System, 774
We bste r's Ninth Collegiate
Dictionary, 734
We lch, Andrew
Easy Envelopes, 854
Maelstrom, 776, 781
"Welcome to Macintosh"
screen, replacing, 51 0
Welcom's OpenPian, 399
Welltris, 777
West of Eden, 1 01 0
"what-if" capability of
spreadsheets, 371-72, 375
Where In the World Is Carme n
Sandiego?, 764-65
Which Mac Should I Buy?, 60
White Knight, 875, 876
white space in page layout, 649
Who Built America?, 739
Who Killed Sam Rupert?, 785
Who We Are, 738
Wide Area Information Servers
(WAIS), 894
Wide SCSI standard, 200
width. (see size)
wild ca rds, 494
Williams, Robin
How to Boss Your Fonts Around,
536,577
PageMaker Easy Reference
Guide, 667
Peachpit's PageMaker
Companion, 66 7
WiiiMaker 5, 413
Willow font, 565
windows
active, 9, 11 - 12
ch anging viewing options, 1 3
clean ing up, 32-33
closing, 12
closing automatically, 34
illustrated, 12
moving, 12
po p-down fold er hierarchy, 34
resizing, 12
scrolling, 12- 1 3, 36

small, fast Finder windows,
148-49
spinning, 514
splitting in Word, 352
switching between
applications, 26
System 7.5 improvements, 11 6
lips, 34
toggling sizes in Word, 352
working with, 11 - 1 3
zooming to fill the screen, 34
WindowShade control pane l,
11 6, 11 7
Windows, Microsoft
compatibility
authoring programs, 721
page layout files, 657, 658,
662,670
presentation software,
712-13
file names, 670
Macs vs., 44
multiple monitors and, 66
PageMaker version, 657, 670
QuarkXPress version, 657, 670
SoftWindows emulation,
66-67, 977, 984-85
Terminal, 970
Wines of the World, 807
Wingz, 378
Wintergreen Software,
Ha ndw riting Analyst, 806
Wired, 1013
wireframe models, 632
wiring. (see cables)
Wizardry, 778
wizards, Microsoft Word, 316
WizTools, 471, 489
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart:
The Dissonant Quartet, 744
WonderPrint, 830
Wood Type Ornaments 2, 566
Word Finder Plus, 735
Word for Word, 950-51, 980
Word, Microsoft. (see Microsoft
Word)
WordPe rfect 3.0
advanced technology
imp lementations, 321
button bars, 319
grammar checker, 333
graphics feat ures, 320-21
graphics module, 312
review, 319-21
rulers, 320
status bar, 320

style sheets, 321
tables, 320
WordPerfect Corp.
En vo~ 960-61, 983
Random House Webster's
Dictionary & Thesaurus,
College Edition, 734
Random Ho use Webster's
School and Office
Dictionary, 734
WordPerfect, 319-21
Works, 442, 445-46
WordPerfect Works, 442,
445-46
word processing, 309-67
changing local formatting
partially, 344
character styles vs. paragraph
styles, 314
dashes and hyphens, 344-45
ending paragraphs and lines,
344
in FrameMaker, 662
glossary substitutes, 346-47
interchange fi le form ats,
980- 81
option (hard or nonbreaking)
spaces, 345
in PageMaker, 656
in Publishl t! Easy, 664
in QuarkXPress, 656
in Ready, Set, Go!, 663
sharing files, 948
smart q uotes vs. dumb quotes,
345-46
styles, 314-1 S, 344
text markers, 34 7
tips, 344-6 7
ClarisWorks, 449-51
general, 344-47
MacWrite Pro, 325
Microsoft Word, 348-67
Microsoft Works, 455-56
word proce ssors, 311-26
(also see writer's tools)
buying tips and reviews,
311 - 26
cross-platform compatibility,
979,980-81
d efined, 309
features, 311 - 15
for kids, 763-64
page layout programs vs., 645
text edito rs, 323- 24
universal formats, 952
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words
appropriated by Microsoft, 315
counling,314
selecting, 1 5
selecting in Word, 353
WordScan, 343
WordScan Plus, 343
Wordtris, 777
Workgroup Servers, 74
(also see Macintosh computers;
servers)
DMA chips, 49
hardware specifications, 98
Mac equivalents, 74
memory caches, 49
overview, 45, 925
peripheral support, 58-59
sound capabilities, 682
Working Software
Lookup, 330
Spellswell, 330
Toner Tuner, 839
Works. (see ClarisWorks;
GreatWorks; HandiWorks;
integrated software; Microsoft
Works; WordPerfect Works)
worksheets. (see spreadsheets)
workstation, 999
World Alive, A, 742
World Bird Brain, 802
World Class Fonts, 523
world history on CD-ROM,
737-38
Worldlink's Internet access, 897
Wo rld Relief Map, 741
WorldScript
introduction of, 108
Nisus support, 322
overview, 1 08, 31 3
word processor compatibility,

313
World Vista Atlas, The, 741
World War II, 737
World-Wide Web, 894, 898
Wozniak, Steve, 965, 101 0
wrapping text in PageMaker
and QuarkXPress, 655
Wrapture Reels, 675
Wraptures, 611
Wrinkle in Time, A, 731
wrist problems, 992, 998-1 002
wrist rests, 999-1000, 1001
wristwatch pointer, 8

WriteNow, 324-25
writer's tools, 327-36
(also see dictionaries; grammar
checkers; spelling checkers;
thesauruses; word processors)
brainstorming, 336-41
on CD-ROM, 735
document comparison, 330
glossary tools, 334-35
grammar checkers, 331-33
for kids, 763-64
overview, 327
spelling checkers, 327- 30
thesauruses, 333-34
with word processors, 327
writing guides, 335- 36
writ ing guides, 335-36

X
Xaos Tools
Fresco, 611
Paint Alchemy, 594
Terrazzo, 611
Xavier Black font, 565
XChange, 654
XCMDs, 720, 722- 23
XGT tablet, 264
x-height, 559
x-helght of fonts, 555
XL7700 printer, 852
XLT7720 printer, 852, 853
Xmodem protocol, 881, 971
Xon/ Xoff,880
X-Pert, 399
XPress. (see QuarkXPress)
XPressions newsletter, 657
X-ray machines a nd floppy
disks, 193
XTe nsions for QuarkXPress, 654
XTND, 946
X Windows, 118
XyVision's 3B2, 658

y
Yamaha
Hello! Music!, 689-90
YST-M1 0 speakers, 683
YARC Systems' Zuma board, 95,
635
yen sign, 547
Ymode m-C protocol, 881
Ymodem protocol, 88 1,971
Young, Jeffrey, 1 01 0
YST-M10 speakers, 683

z
Zapf Dingbats fo nt, 566
Zapf, Hermann, 525
Zapf von Hesse, Cud run, 564
Zap! How Your Computer Can
Hurt You, 1 004
zapping the PRAM, 303
zCalc, 501
Zedcor
DeskDraw, 595, 615-16
DeskPaint, 595, 615
Zen of ResEdit, The, 1 015
ZiffNet, 60, 886-87
Zillion Kajillion Rhymes, A, 735
Zillion Sounds, A. 675
ZIP code fields, 431
Ziplt, 983
Zmode m protocol, 881-82, 971
Zmodem Tool, 882
Z-Nix' SuperMouse, 258
zones
AppleTalk, 922
networking, 911, 938
Zoom books, 756
zoom box, 12, 34
zooming
to fi ll the screen, 34
in Microsoft Works, 455
in Photoshop, 608-9
when icons open, 9
windows, 12
Zoom modems, 882
ZTerm, 874, 875, 877, 882, 971
Zuma board, 95, 635
ZyXEL fax modem/answering
machines, 870, 882

More from Peachpit Press
How To Boss Your Fonts Around
Robin William s
Ever had a power struggle with your fonts? This book
will put you in control, with answers to all your
questions about Macintosh fonts and how to use
them effectively. $12.95 152 pages
Icons for the Masses
David Lai
This entertaining and informative book shows you
how to use icons to quickly enliven and personalize
your Macintosh computer. Includes a disk of 1,000
icons and ICON Wizard, a shareware icon editor.
S17.95 154 pages (w/disk)
The Mac i s not a typewriter
Robin Williams

Covers the top twenty things you need to know to
make your documents look clean and professional,
includ ing em dashes, curly quotes, spaces, indents,
white space, and more. $9.95 72 pages
The Macintosh Bible CD-ROM
Jeremy Judson, Editor
A dazzling array of special goodies, featuring more
than 600 Mil of utilities, games, sounds, video clips,
digitized photos, clip art, fonts, and demos. Also
includes selections from Peach pit books in Acrobat
format. S25.00 CD-ROM
The Macintosh Bible Guide
to ClarisWorks 2.1
Clwrles Rubin

Master the fea tures of ClarisWorks 2.1 with shortcuts that expla in how to integrate ClarisWorks' six
modules to your best advantage. $22.00 465 pages
Th e Macintosh Bible Guide
to FileMaker Pro, 2nd Edition
Charles Rubin
This new edition of Charles Rubin's popular guide
shows how FilcMaker Pro's tools can manage your
database tasks. $22.00 438 pages

0

For a complete list of Peach pit Press
litles call 1-800-283-9444 and
request our latest catalog.

The Macintosh Bible Guide to Word 6
Maria Langer

Step-by-step recipes take you through the creation
of newsletters, invitations, display ads, and more.
Covers Word 6's new featu res including how to add
annotations, graphs, and QuickTime movies to your
documents. $22.00 450 pages
The Macintosh Bible " What Do I Do
Now?" Book, 3rd Edition
Charles Rubin

This new edition includes material on repa ir
softwa re and troubleshooting fo r all Macs. It also
covers how to solve common problems in widely
used Macintosh programs. $22.00 396 pages
The Non-Designer's Design Book
Robin Williams

This book is for anyone who needs to design,
but who has no background or formal training in
the field. Follow these basic principles and your
work will loo k more professio nal. f-ull of practical
design exercises and quizzes. $14.95 144 pages
Protect Your Macintosh
Bruce Schneier

A hands-on guid e that discusses all aspects
of Macintosh securi ty: backups, viruses, data
protection, encryption, network security, and
physical security. Includes reviews of usefu l
products that can help you avert or recover from
disaster. S23.95 350 pages
Real World Scanning and Halftones
David Blatner and Steve Rotl!
Here's a book that will saw you time ami money
as you master the digital halftone process, from
scanning images to tweaking them on you r Mac
to imagesetting them. $24.95 275 pages
Zap! How Your Computer Can Hurt You
and What You Can Do About It
Don Sellers

Learn about the variety of potential hazards of
using your computer and how to reduce your risk.
Includes chapters on backache, headache, radiation,
and much more. $12.95 150 pages

/
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(800) 283-9444 or ( 510) 548-4393 or (510) 548 -5991 (fax)
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The Macintosh Bible, Sth Edition
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What other books would you like us to publish?
Please tell us what you thought of this book:

Mac

Peachpit Press, Inc. • 2414 Sixth Street • Berkeley, CA • 94710

More Raves from Readers ...
Marvelous, Funny, Witty, Entertaining, Functional, Directional and
Extremely Informative.
Shelly Frederick, Portland OR

Killer book... l use it often, and it makes me look really smart to my
co-workers. (Wait, that didn't sound right, did it?) Thanks a million
for writing it.
j effrey Smith, Melbourne FL

Excellent! Great! Fab! Spiffy! Dandy! Just Awful Darn Good!
Ray Batts, Wyoming Ml

Now if I could only find such an intelligent, entertaining, practical,
and well-written guide to programming my VCR! Keep up the
excellent work.
A.}. Stone Ill, Centreville, VA

It's like having Technical Support at your finger tips, instead of waiting
for someone to call you back while they look up the answer.
Katrina Birling, Neenah WI

Good before, during and after a meal.
Warren Hansen, Evanston IL

This is the BEST Mac book I have ever read. It reviews nearly every
aspect of the computer, and gives very good tips and hints! Keep up
the good work.
Roberto Martinez, Hempstead NY

Should be packed in every Macintosh box!
Dave Brocklebank, B. C. Canada

Finally someone out there who really does want us to know what is
going on. Thank you.
Sarah Pennell, Sydney, Australia

What User Groups Said
About Previous Editions
Unlike most reference works, which will put you to sleep in under
three minutes, this one will keep you awake as you read over its
pages and end up taking sides in the saucy banter of its editors.
jean Mickelson, Madison Macintosh Users Group

I can honestly say that if there is only one book you can afford to buy,
then, without the slightest doubt, you must own The Macintosh Bible.
Access (Louisville Computer Society)

The authors take the time and trouble to explain things clearly,
avoiding the jargon found in many computer books.
jim Alley, Newsletter of the Savannah Macintosh Users Group

No matter who you are, you'll find a wealth of useful information that
would take an eternity to garner from other sources. A must buy.
Dave Wojtowicz, Columbia ApplePi

Probably the best investment a new Mac user can make.
Buy this book!
Mac International

Contains almost everything you've wanted to know about the Mac
but didn't know who to ask.
Apple Library Users Group Newsletter

Each page is loaded with at least one or two gems of real help. This is
one volume that no one-but no one-can take out of my home.
Max Rogel, Palm Beach MacBytes

The Macintosh Bible Doesn't End Here

THINGS TO
COME

Most computer books are out of date a few months after they're
published. But not Tbe lvfncintosb Bible. To keep the information in
it current, a free update is included in the price. T he update is 30
pages long, filled with new tips, tricks, shortcuts, and product reviews. It will be mailed to yo u at our expense in the Summer of
1995. For those registering their Mncintosb Bible after that dare,
your update will be mailed out within one month of our receiving
your registration card.

If you bought this book directly from us, you' re already registered,
and you'll get yo ur update automatica lly. If you bought the book
somewhere else, o r ordered it from us but have moved since then,
just fiJI out the card below and send it in.
To order oth er books and products, call us at 800/283-9444 or
510/548-4393, or fax us at 510/548-599 1.
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Details on the Macintosh Bible Floppy Disks

MAC B I BLE
D I SK

T hese Lh ree high-density disks contain the best shareware and freeware discussed in
Tbe i'vfncintosb Bible. The following lists the programs associated with various chapters in the book. Note: Depending on ava ilability and new version releases, some of
the items listed below may be replaced hy others.
2 - The Macintosh Family: SoftwareFPU
3 - System Software: Alias,
WindowShade, MenuChoice, Postlt
Notes, EasyPrint, SuperCiock
4 - Memory: AppDisk
7 - Problems: TattleTech, Comment
Keeper, Desktop Reset, System
Picker, System Switcher
8 - Word Processing: BBEdlt Lite, Eliza
13 - Utilities: Stufflt Lite, Before Dark,
lconBoss, iContraptions, Auroroa,
FolderPICT, Melt, Sound Extractor,
SoundMaster, Compact Pro

14 - Fonts: PopChar, The TypeBook
1 5 - Graphics: Super Ruler,
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UghtningPaint, NIH image,
DesignerDraw
Multimedia: Sound Manager
Hobbies & Games: Klondike,
Glider+
Tele~o mm u nl cation s: Zterm,
CommCioser
Sharing Information:
GraphicConverter

Ordering Information: Everything on the disks is freeware (you pay no fee) or
shareware (you try it for free and pay if you like it). To receive the disks, fi ll out
this card and send it along \\-; th $ 10 plus s~ to cover shi pping, packaging, aml
handling. Ple<1SCallow two weeks in the U.S. and four weeks overseas for de livery.
Fold here, enclose check o r credit
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What Reviewers Said
About Previous Editions
If you have a Mac-or even if you' re just thinking about getting oneThe Macintosh Bible looks like an indispensable item to me.
Calvin Demmon, The Herald

An enchanting encyclopedia. Fie rcely consumeristic, good hearted,
unabashedly helpful, lavishly illustrated.
Art Kleiner, San Francisco Bay Guardian

One fantastic book. If you buy one Mac book this year, this should be it.
Max Vizsla, The MACazine

Every Mac user should include a copy in his or her library.
Howard Blumenthal, United Feature Syndicate

Contains more tips, tricks and shortcuts than a politician runn ing for
re-election ...so personable and conversational, reading the text is like
visiting an old friend ...guaranteed not to put you to sleep after a hard
day at work.
Carol S. Holzberg, Reseller World

Still the definitive user's reference for Mac software, hardware,
and attitude.
Computer Literacy New Book Bulletin

The best of the many Macintosh books.
Ric Manning, The Courier-journal

It is a very friendly book, and you'll end up reading more than
you intended.
Delfina Daves, The Diskette Gazette

A good example of a complet e product.
Guy Kawasaki, The Macintosh Way
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What they said about previous editions:

1992

"Brilliant...the best."
- David Pogue, Macworld
"User Groups Like
You" award

"If you own a Mac, you should own this book."
- Bruce Webster, Byte
TH I a o s roN
C O MPUTE I

"Far and away the best collection of Mac tips around."
-Computer Literacy
"The single most helpful book about the Mac .... It's hard
to find a page that doesn't have a useful tip .... Like having
a Macintosh expert at your side whenever you need one."
- Peter Lewis, New York Times

s
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Boston Computer
Society
First Place
Best ComputerRelated Book

1994

Benjamin Franklin

Award
Finalist
Computer Category

1993

"If there's anything they should bundle
with each and every Mac, it's a copy of
The Macintosh Bible. It's so well written you
could easily read it from front to back
like any good book."
-Tony Rocco, Micro Times

ISBN 1 - 56609-140-3

USA$30.00
Canada $42.00
Computer Book Shelf Category:
Macintosh
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Update
HERE IS YOUR FREE UPDATE to the fifth edition of Tbe Mncintosb Bible. A

lot has changed since last September and we've described many of those
changes in th ese pages.
T he most startling news to many Macintosh users was Apple's decision to
license the Nlacintosh O perati ng System (Mac OS) to other manufacturers.
\iVe'll take a look at the first "Mac compatible" systems on tl1e market. Apple
hasn't been sitting still, of course, so we'll take a look at the new Power
Macintosh models, and explain th e new technologies tl1at are making the
improvements possible.
Several major programs have come o ut witl1 u pgrades since last fall, incl uding F reeHand, PageMaker, FrameMaker, Full\tVrite, C laris\tVorks, and Confli ct Catcher. vVe' ll ta lk about each program's new features.
Next, we wi ll explore the ever-widening possibilities of the Internet. From
\tVeb browsers to HTML editors as well as som e recommendations for hot
websites, you'll find out (some of) what's new on the

1

et.

F inally we'll show you some of tl1e best new CDs o n tl1e market, fro m re lationship builders to adventure games. Enjoy!
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Macs to the Max

3

(EC)

It has gotten to the point where I cringe when someone asks me
which .Mac to buy. vVith some 20 models currently offered by Apple,
it is getting downright hard to choose. And tl1is year, starting in
J anuary, mere were tllree more companies getting in to m e act, each
of which is developing its own line of Mac compatibles.

The Mac Compatibles
Carefully avoiding tl1e word clones, me tl1ree new manufacturers of
Mac OS Compatibles have jumped into tl1e Macintosh world, making every effort to distinguish tl1eir product from Apple's Macs.
Power Computi ng's approach is to cut costs and offer a custom.ized
solution, but on a small scale-tl1ey hope to sell o nJy 100,000 units
thei r first year. Radius and Daystar, meanwhil e, in their quest for
the fastest, baddest Mac, have left most o f us mere huma ns beh.ind.

Low cost and fully equipped. The first company to get Apple's
OK to manufacture Mac compatibles was Power Computing Corporatio n, a small startup based in Austin, Texas. Small, but not shy,
o ne quickly sees; 10 out of tl1e 50 employees are fo rmer Apple engineers and Olivetti, the Italian computer powerhouse, put up much
of tl1e seed m oney.
Power Computing sells its systems via mail ord er, offering a 30 day
money back guara ntee, to ll free, li fetime technical support, and a
bucket of bundled sofuvare, including C laris vVorks, Now Up-toDate, Now Utilities, Quicken, eWorld, America Online, F \NB Hard
Disk Toolkit, F\1\TB C D-ROM Toolkit, and 300 Bitstream fonts.
The PC Macs (mere's an oxymoron!) have a few clear advantages
over Apple Macs. Fi rst, each includes a standard Macintosh monitor plug as well as a VGA adaptor so that you can use any monitor
on the market for Mac o r PCs wimout extra hardware or cables.
Second, mey include an extended keyboard and mouse, sometl1ing
1've wanted Apple Macs to do for a long time.

VERY GOOD
FEATURE

4
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Third, you c:m o rder a custom Power Computing Mac, with the
processor, hard d isk size, RAM and other periph era ls that you need.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, Power Computing's prices
are ve•y competitive. The Power 100, wi tl1 16MB of RA.?vl and a
1GB hard d isk and quad speed CD-ROiVI goes for $3,300. App le's
Power !VIacintosh 8 L00/100, with the same amount of RAM, hard
disk, and CD-ROM sells for $4,500. And although the Apple 1\1ac
has room fo r two more drives, it has the same number of Nu bus
slots as the Power Computi11g Mac and leaves o ut the keyboa rd and
VGA adaptor altogether (not to mentio n the software).
Power Com puting offers tlrree models of Mac compatibles at present.
T hey are the Power 80, Power l 00 and Po·wer 110, where the model
number represents the processor speed in Mhz. Each of these mode ls is based on the PowerPC 601 chip and comes with System 7.5 . I,
256KLevel-2 cache, 2MBVRAM, built- in Etl1ern et, 3 N ubusslots,
extended keyboard and mouse, and bundled software. T he price
ra nges from $2,300 for a Power 80 8/730 to $9,249 for a Power 11 0
72/4GB/4xCD configuration.

THINGS
TO COME

Tn the fu ture, look for daisy-chainab le E th ernet, a com bination of
P CI and Nubus slots to facilitate tl1e transitio n fro m one system to
another, and po rtables.

Speed and expandability. Daystar Digita l has lo ng been kl1own
for th ei r upgrade systems tl1at change slower Macs into faster ones.
Now Daystar, licensed by Apple, is manufacturing super fast multiprocessor Mac compatibles.
Daystar's principle innovation is its Multiprocessing APT (applicntion programming interface) which it first developed and then sold
to Apple. This new API enables program mers ro adapt tl1 eir software to use more tl1an o ne processor at a time, while allowing o lder
software to continue worlcing CO!Tectly, although not faster.
Daystar's Genesis MP will be able to use 1, 2 or -J. PowerPC 60-J.
processors running at 132 MI-Iz ro ach ieve speeds up to 3 times that
of a Power Macintosh 8100. T he Genesis wi ll begin shipping in

The Macintosh Bible 5th Edition Update
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Macintoshes jump on the PCI bus
PCI (Peripheral Component Interconnect) is a high-performance bus architecture originally developed by Intel. In layman's terms, that means that PCI
lets you connect expansion cards like video accelerators and networking
cards to your Mac which work more quickly with your CPU than was possible w ith the NuBus architecture.
In addition, since PCI is the de facto standard among DOS machines, thanks
to Intel having opened up the PCI specification to the industry, there are
almost 500 PCI cards already on the market, developed by more than 200
vendors. The Apple Power Macintoshes and compatible Macs that have the
PCI architecture should be able to take advantage of these cards right awaytheoretically, all you need is a Macintosh driver.
PCI

NuBus

Bus Speed

33M Hz

lOMHz

Theoretical Maximum

132MB/sec

40MB/ sec

Real Throug hput

90MB/sec writes
45MB/sec reads

32 MB/ sec writes
20MB/sec reads

Some Macs and Mac compatibles will have both PCI and NuBus slots to
allow users to contin ue to use their NuBus cards in addition to PCI cards.
And there wi ll be an adaptor available that basically allows you to plug a
Nubus card into a PCI slot.

September in :'1 towe r model wi th, get this, eigbt 3.5-inch drive bays
(the internal dri ve o ccupi es one), t\vo 5.25-inch drive bays (o ne holds
a quad speed CD-RONl) and 6 PCI slots (sec sidebar above).
In additio n, the Genesis will o ffe r 12 sockets fo r mcm o •·y expansion
with the new DIM1vl chips (see sidebar on th e next page), giving
you the fl exibility to ha,·c the precise memo ry config urati on that
you need (or crave). They \\·ill come configured in pairs to take advantage of the CPU's abil ity to interleave memory, providing for a
furth er performan ce boost.

6
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DIMMs vs SIMMs
Starting with the 9500, all new PowerMacs will have OIMMS (Dual
lnline Memory Module as opposed to Single IMM). The main physical difference is that DIMMs have 128 pins (instead of 72 or 30) and
thus are quite a bit larger than SIMMs. Normally, the DIMMs can
relay 64 bits of memory to the Mac's CPU at a time (instead·qf ,32 for
SIMiv!s~which makes therri ~a~ter...,.-but if you add ·twe DIMMs of:l.
the same size, the Power Melds, starting with the 9500 as weh :as ;
Daystar's Genesis, will interleave the chips in order to fetch data 128 .
bits at,a time. Nevertheless, they may be added individually instead
of in pairs, making upgrades very flexible.
I

HOT T IP

,.

)

But what do you do if you just spent $4,800 on four 32MB SIMMs? ·
Luckily, Newer Technologies has developed U,e DIMMTree ($70 list),
a clever device that allows you to plug two SIMMs into one DIMM
socket. Because of the sheer size of the SIMMs, a filled DIMMTree
may block one or more of the sockets, but in the 9500, you can place '
a DIMMTree with 32MBSIMMs on the bottom socket without block- ·
1
ing any of the others; insertio~ on the top socket blocks only one !
other socket.
.j
Although softv;are manufacturers will have to update their programs
to take advantage of the multiprocessors available in the Daystar
machines, Daystar is already working on a Photoshop plug-in so
that users of this popular image editing program don't have to wait.
T he Genesis computers wiLl cost between $6,000 and $12,000, depending on the configuration.
Radius' turnkey Macs. "While the Macintosh is the original turnkey computer-just turn the key and it's up and mnning, Radius'
new Radius System 100 was supposed to go one step furth er, assembling the perfect hardware and software for the ultimate digital imagi ng system- ready to use, right out of the box. And though it's
true that the hardware is hefty: a PowerPC 601 at 11OiVUlZ, backed
by i2MB RAM, 2.5GB hard drive, double speed C D and f-loppy,
plus strong video support and graphics accelera tion, the software
seems a bit lacking.
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Don't get me wrong. I love Photoshop as much as the next person.
But is that really all you need for the "complete digita l imaging system"? Oh yes, also included are System 7.5 and some Radius utilities. T he price tag stands at $12,500.

Apple :S response
Although Apple licensed the Mac OS to other manufacturers, it has
no in tention of getting out of the game.
PowerMac 9500. Apple's Power Maci ntosh 9500 ser.ies is the fi rst
computer to use the PowerPC 604 chip, which rw1s at a blistering
120 to l32MHz. And although the speed of a computer depends o n
ma ny other factors besides the raw speed of the processor, li ke, for
example, the system bus, the hard drive and the video adaptor, the
9500 series has nothing to worry about. Its system bus runs at 50NIHz
(the 8 100 topped out at -1-0MI-Iz), its hard d ri ve has a FAST SCSI
connection (see page 200) and the video takes advantage of mach64
graphics acceleration.
In add ition, the 9500 series PowerMacs sport six PCI slots (see
sideba r on page 5 of this update), with a 33MHz asynchronous bus,
32 bit bus interface and 96MB/sec burst reads-aU of which help
accelerate Photoshop and other calculation intensive programs.
T he 9500 series computers are the first PowerMacs to come equipped
with the AppleCD 600i 4x (Q uad speed) CD-ROM drive, as well as
the already m entioned FAST SCSI hard disk of either I or 2GB
capacity, a floppy drive, and one additional 3.5-inch expansion bay.
T here are two ini tiaJ memory configurations ava ilable: 16 o r 32MB,
using the DI.M.M chips (sec sidebar on previous page). \tVith twelve
168-pin DI.NL\11 sockets, and the ability to add one DINLVI at a time
as you need them, th ere are almost an infinite number o f final RAM
configu rations, up tO a whopping 768MB.
T he Power Macintosh 9500/ 120 system, ava ilable with a clock speed
of 120 MI-Iz, 16MB of DRAM, a 1GB hard disk, a quad speed CDROM drive, and an AT I video card, has an Apple price of $5,000.

7
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Shhhhhhhh ...
Apple would not comment but the
grapevine is buzzing with news of the
Apple Power Macs that w ill be released at the MacWorld Expo show
in Boston at the beginning of August.
Among these, expect to f ind:

Catalyst with 601 @75MHz, 8/500
for $1 400 or @90MHz for $1 600
Alchemy with 603e @75MHz, 8/350
for $2000

TNT w ith 601 @1OOMHz, 8/ 500 for
$2,200
Nitro w ith 604 @1OOM Hz, 16/1 000
for $3,400
Each o f these new Macs will have 3
PCI slots, except Alchemy which has
o nl y 1. All th e new m odels use
DIMMs, not SIMMs.

For an add itional $800, you can get
the Power Mac 9500/ l 32 at 132 MHz
clock speed and a 2GB hard disk.

Going both ways. The Performa
640 DOS Compati ble has two computers in o ne box: a 68L C 040 running at 66/33MH z chi p with 8MB
R.Ai\1 for your i\IIacintosh programs
and a 486DX/2 runn ing at 66MH z
with 4MB for your DOS and vVindows software. It nlso includ es a
dou ble speed CD-ROM dri ve, a
500MB hard drive (which you can use
for both systems) and a l4.4 K bps
modem. You can nm softwa re (even
CDs) o n both syste ms simul taneously, and copy text and graphics
from one enviro nment to the other.
I t's the per fect solutio n if you just
can 't choose.
Answer that Performa. The

5200 and 6200 series Perform as are
fast, P owerPC-bascd machines that
Apple ho pes will be the door to the
In ternet fo r tho usands of home users. T hese two seri es come equ ipped
with an internal L4.4 kbps modem
and eWorld software through which access to the Internet is made
simple, if a bit expensive (see eWeb on page 23 of th is update). T hey
also include other telephony (which rhymes with P erSEPHone, not
with baLOKey) fearures, like a speakerpho ne that provides automatic dia ling from a bui lt in address book while allowing you to
pick up at any time to make the call mo re private.

PowerBooks with Power PC chips are
not expected until fall. There will be
upgrade cards to convert 200s and
500s into "PowerPowerBooks".

T he principal differences between the 5200 and 6200 seri es are their
sha pe and softwa re bundles. The 5200 is an ali -in-one Mac with the
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The new Performas: the a/l-in-one 5200 series on the
left and the modular 6200 series on the right.

monitor attached to the CPU box, while only some configurations
of the 62 00 come with a monitor at all. Both systems have PowerPC
603 chips runningat 75 MHz, quad speed, internal CD-ROM drives,
l GB hard drives, and l.4lv1B floppy drives. To convert either one
into a television set, you can buy an optional TV nmer card. The
5200 series will run from about £2,000-2,300 while the 6200 will
cost between $2,400 and $3,000, depending on the configuration.
Be sure and check the software list to see what you're getting.

Volunteer your computer skills
I .

,

r

· If you'd li~e to pas~ on your computer knowledge to a nonprofit organization
' that may not be able to afford its own private consultant, C<l ll one of the
members of the r echnology Resource Consortium {TRC), a group of nonprofit companies that link up computer experts with local nonprofit organizations. CompuMentor, one such organization based in San Francisco, has
worked with over 1,500 computer experts to help more than 700 non profits
including social service, legal, environmental, and community organizations.
Here are just a few of the listings (call CompuMentor to receive the full list):
CompuMentor
San Francisco, California
800/659-3579; 41 5/512-7784
compumentor@igc.apc.org
Info. Technology Resource Center
Chicago, Illinois
312/372-4872; itrc@igc.apc.org

Nonprofit Computer Connection
Boston, MA
617/728-9151; tdc@igc.apc.org
Nonprofit Computer Exchange
New York, New York
212/925-5101; fcny@igc.apc.org
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Hardware news

(EC)

Ha rdware news can be summed up in one word: econo my. In th is
section we'll tal k about new printers and cheap, removable drives.

Apple$ new printers
June 1995 saw the unveiling of several Apple printers. Colo r laser
printing is almost within reach of small businesses wh ile black and
white laser printing gets more affordable for home users.

Apple Color LaserWrlter 12/600 PS . Apple's new 600 dpi
pri nter brings color laser printing a little closer to the "rest of us."
The new Colo r LaserWriter 12/600 PS ($7 ,000) is the least expens ive PostScript color laser printer yet released. Apple has made an
effort to make the printer easy to use, with just six consumables (like
toner) to replace (com pared with up to 12 on other printers) and a
simp le sofnva re installation. It comes standard with a 250 sheet cassette and a 100 sheet multipurpose tray-which is perfect fo r envelopes. It prints black and white pages at 12 pages per minute and
color pages at 3 pages per minute from both Macintosh and Wmdows based machines. (You can rent the 12/600 at K in ko's.)
Apple LaserWrlter 4/600 PS. App le's low-end black and whi te
laser printer is worth a look. For just under $1,000 you get a PostScript
Level 2 black and white laser that prints 600 dpi qua li ty at four pages
per minute. And although it comes with only 2MB RANI, the buil tin memory booster compression technology from Adobe makes it
possible to pr int more complex pages. If tha t sti ll isn't enough, you
can install a 4MB SL\Il.i\11 upgrad e for a total of 6MB-generally
more than plenty for the home or small business user. However, if
you wa nt the mul tipurpose tray (for envelopes and double-sided priming), extra speed and connectability with both Mac and ·w i ndows,
you' ll have to go fo r the LaserWritcr Select 360, my favorite 600
dpi machine (see next entry), or to one ofHewlett Packa rd's Laserj ets.
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Apple LaserWriter Select 360. I'm not sure how we missed
talking about this great printer in the Bible. Its zips out pages at a
crisp I 0 pages per minute at either 600 or 300 dpi. And it has two
"flexibility" features that I find indispensable.
ft•tAAtttt••t•M•&ft''f''t'tf '''''••tt•t••f!ffhttttftt*••trtt'''t'tt*

The Mac/PC Connection

(KM)

'Since the 'Bible was last published some of the new tools at your disposa l for
completing the Mac/ PC connection include a wider variety of DOS compatibility cards, a (soon to be released) new version of SoftWindows, and the
possibility of a Mac that will run MS-DOS or the Mac OS w ithout an add-on
card.

Windows on a Mac. The upcoming version of Insignia's SoftWindows will
provide full 80486 emulation rather than the 80286 emulation in the current version of SoftWindows. This means that it is capable of running Windows in 386 Enhanced mode-as well as the multitude of programs that
only run in this mode. Unfortunately, it's not much faster than the older
version.

DOS on Mac cards. If you want a real PC in your Mac, the DOS on Mac
cards made by Reply will let your Mac become a DX2/66 PC just by hitting
a hot key. And if you're concerned about the compatibility of these cards
you can rest assured, they do run Windows 95. For those of you who need
network support for your PC, the DOS in Mac cards are compatible with
Novell, TCP/IP, and AppleTalk. And finally, if you're looking for Pentium power
for your Mac, Reply is going to release a DOS on Mac card with a Pentium
processor this year; their current version has a DX2/66 or DX2/50 80486
microprocessor.
Power PC 615. One of the more interesting possibilities on the horizon is
a Mac built w ith the PowerPC 615 microprocessor. The PPC 615 contains
the microprocessor code for the 80486, which means it is capable of running MS-DOS and Windows. If a Mac is built with this processor you might
have the ability to choose which operating system you'll use. With luck you'll
be able to run the two platforms simultaneously.
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First, it has a "multipurpose tray" that allows you to print envelopes
without a hassle (a seemingly simple task that has taken a long time
to solve) and without switching trays. Simpl y leave <I few envelopes
in t he mu lti purpose tray (if you use \Nord's Create E n velope feanire, center them in the tray, front facing down, to p toward th e o n
light, and select Center in the P age Sen1p dia log box) and remember to select Niul ti purpose ~lray in the Source pop-up menu in the
Print dialog box. If you don't se lect Multipurpose Tr·ay, your documents are automatically printed o n plai n paper (or whatever you
have in the cassette). You can also use th e mu ltipurpose tray for
recycling paper th at's already been printed o n one side (insert the
paper used-side-up), or for printing doub le-sided copies.
The second Aexi bility feature is that you c::~n conn ect th e Select 360
to a Mac, eith er directly o r tluough a local network, and to a Windows machine at t he same time. It's blissfully easy. The sofuvare
installation is simple and the quality is superb. T he Select 360 sells
for $1,500, includi ng th e first toner cartridge, altl10ugh Apple is offe ring a $200 rebate if you bought your printer between May 1 and
Jun e 30, 1995 .

Removable hard drives
AJways have your hard drive fu ll to t he gills? T he increasingly more
affordabl e and faster removables may he just what you need.

Iomega's Zip drive. This small, hardy removable drive is slightly
bigger than a 5x7 photo and weighs a bit mo re tha n 1 pound. It uses
removable 3.5-inch disks o f either 25 o r I OOMB. T he clincher, however, is tl1 e price. \ iVitl1 the drive itself costing only $200 and the
disks going for $ 15 and $20 respectively, it drastically lowers me cost
of hard drive space (compare a typica l 88MB Syquest disk at 5)50).

Syquest EZ135. Syquest responded to the incredible success of
Iomega's Z ip drive with the identica lly priced EZ J 35 . Based on the
same technology used in Syquest's 270Mb 3.5-inch rcmovables, m e
EZ1 35 is touted to be twice as fast as the Z ip with an average access
ti me of 13.5 ms. Makes you wonder why they wcren'tcheaper sooner.

The Macintosh Bible 5th Edition Update
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Software News
T here have been major new versions of several important programs
released since lnst summer. \i\'e'll fill you in on them in this section.
T here's also n short section of tips for System 7.5 users.

Software upgrades
FreeHand 5 (EC) . I never cease to be surprised at the number of
new features they can add to a program that alread y does just about
everything. Macromedia's version 5 of FreeHand ($600) adds extensions in the form of tools
Document Report
~
and palettes, called Xtras, a
.---- Col egol'lj . - - OpUono spell ing checker and sea rch
0 Doeumentlnro
~ Funh used
O tolorln ro
..J Cal or• used
and replace fu nctions, text
e TeHt Info
Por Tent Bon
style sheets, a co ll ection of
O Page lnro
..J Bounding bOll
0 Loyer onln
funky tools like the fisheye lens
..J Line count
0 Style Info
..J P•r•oroph eounl
<tnd 3- D Rotation, and the
_J First line
ability to read and write both
FreeHand 4 and Tll ustrator 5.5
Con,col I ( llol>ort.•. ft
fil es. T he featu re l like best is
the Report Generator (select FreeHand'snewReport command compiles
a list of your document's attributes.

Report in the File menu) that
prin ts out a list of the fonts and colors that you've used in your
document (along with seven thousand other details that seem qui te
useless to me, but that, tha nkfu lly, you can deselect).
,\llacromedia is actively promoting the development of extensions
fo r FreeH and and although few actually come with version 5, you
can take adva ntage of Illustrator's plug-ins for now. E ither put the
Tll ustrator plug-ins directly in the Xtra's folde r, or make an alias o f
Illustrator's Plug-ins fold er and place it in the Xtra 's folde r. You' ll be
able to access all the extensions from the Xtra's menu.

HOT TIP
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PageMaker 6 (EC). The new version ofPageMaker ($900, Adobe
Systems) answers many users' wishes for most desired featl.lres. Finally, you can create and use multiple master pages in a single document. T he new Arrange menu includes commands like Group and
Ungroup for joining elements and then moving them around the
page together, Lock and U nlock for protecting elements that should
not be modified o r deleted and, finall}', the much awaited Align Objects co mma nd. T he r e is also a new plug- in that converts
QuarkX:Press 3.l, 3.2 and 3.3 documents into PageMaker.
PageMaker 6 adds several high-end goodies, like automatic trapping, PhotoCD image correction and RGB to CMYK conversion
within the program itself. It also adds a few conveniences, li ke the
ability to m ark objects that should not be printed (for quick printing
of proof.<; without illustrations, for example) and the Save for Service Bureau plug-in that collects all the linked gra phics in a central
location, creates a report on the fon ts and g raphics used in the docum ent and brings problems like missing links to the user's attention.
But what's th e hot topic of the day? The \Neb, of course. And
PageMaker is wide awake, offering an HTML Author plug-in for
converting PageMaker pages into HTML format as well as an Adobe
PDF plug-in for creating Acrobat format fil es-with graphics and
fonts-that can be read across the Net.
FrameMaker S (EC). Perhaps I've gotten jaded, but it doesn't
seem to me that Release 5 ofFrameMaker ($900, Frame Technology) adds that much to an already strong program. As a long time
user of the program, perhaps what I was looking fo r was an easier
interface and simpler access to Frame's many options. £ ot this time.
Instead, there is a new mtorial, which helps me make some sense of
all the optio ns th at Frame offers. The tutorial is pretty good, and
certainly very attractive, but it has some annoying inflexibilities: when
it says click on OK, you better click on OK, no returns allowed.

Also new to Fram e 5 are "straddles" for placing text across multiple
columns, expanded import and expo rt options (w hich were desperately needed) including HT.ML and Acrobat formats, and automatic
text run aro unds.
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FuiiWrite (LB). Full Write ($300, Akimbo software) is th e word
p rocessor t hat does eve1ytbiug differently fro m Microsoft vVord . If
you t hink Word's a big pain, you' ll find FuiiWrite a small jewel. It's
fast, responsive, and downright fun to use despite some qu irks.
FuiiWrite has so me standard high-end featu res including a nicely
done (text only) g lossary, good tab les, and th e best (a nd not modal)
outliner in the business. It's excellent for academic writi ng. You ca n
have bo t h endnotes and footnotes in th e same document, generate a
bibliography, and upd ate text references as you move tl1 c referenced
matter around. It includes a good equation editor and of cou rse will
create a table of contents and index. Sidebars take a while to master,
but tl1ey're stri kingly powerful.
FumiVrite was neglected for years and that shows. There are too
many nested d ialog boxes and th e program lacks some little conveniences th at are common nowadays. T here are no macros and no
sig nificant Apple Events. But Full \iVrite won 't make you buy a new
ha rd disk to install it and edits docum ents of 50 to I 00 pages in l .5
megs of RANT. I'm g lad it's back.

ClarisWorks 4.0 (LB). Most of t he changes in 4.0 arc to t he word
p rocessing and database rnoduJes. Styles have been remarkab ly imp roved, are easil y edited, and can be selected fro m a po p-up below
t he ruler or a fl oating window. Outlini ng is ful ly integrated , and
now no mo re d ifficult than choosing an o utlini ng style fo r the paragra phs in questio n. Di fferent "sections" allow multiple formats even
on the same page, and multiple headers and foote rs. Mail Merges
ca n be p reviewed on screen.
The database has a list view, and new buttons from wh ich you can
define, save and retrieve searches and sorts. ~ew field types allow
buttons, checkboxes, an d a "smart name" field that so rts o n t he last
word, so fu ll names are properly alphabetized. T he spreadsheet sports
a " fill " fean1re to en ter a series, like days or months. The paint and
draw modules will rotate in o ne-degr ee increments.
Claris\1\fo rks -1- is slugg ish entering new text at the start of a lo ng
docu ment, and ca n't read plain-text documen ts without con verting

VERY GOOD
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them. At press time, it does nor support Quick.Draw GX and there
are no converters fo r \ Nord 6 or Excel 5.
I own Excel and almost every word processor made, but most o f the
ti me C larisWorks does what I need ensily and with srunning integration amo ng modu les. At$ L29 list, it's a singular bargain.

Conflict Catcher 3.
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Once I know what the little devils are for, I ca n disable them withou t fear and take advantage of the o nce-wasted memory. Conflict
Catcher 3 has also polished its conAi ct-catching activities, letting
me help it ifl have a suspicio n about whi ch startup fi le may be ca using the problems while automatically starting its tests with the extensions tl1at were installed most recently. Finally, the manua l is clear
and complete, explaini ng the whole problem behind starrup items
with just t he righ t amount of demil. And even Arth ur would be happy
with the index.

System 7.5 tips

SYSTEM 7.5

(EC)

System 7.5 is gren t. If you haven't updated to t his new version yet,
you should-if you have th e memory and the mo ney to spend on it.
Here are a few tips to help you out along the way.
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Clean Install. If you're just a little suspicious of new system softwa re, perform a clean install of System 7.5 so tl1at your o ld system
stays intact. In m e Insta ller main d ialog, before clicking the Install
button, hold clown Command+S hi ft+K, and in tl1e dialog box tl1at
appears, choose Install New System Folder. Click OK and then click
C lean Install in me main Installer window. Once you are sure you
wa nt to stick witil 7.5, you can get rid of your o ld system folder.

HOT TIP

Save documents where you want to. Does it make you crazy
when Quark (or some other program) insists on saving your documen ts in the main Quark fo lder? If so, open tl1e General Controls
contro l panel and click the des ired option in Documents section.
You can opt to save documents in the main program folde r, in a
general D ocuments folder (this is a good idea for beginners), or in
the folder last used by the program, which is usually tile best choice.

Change that desktop. We to ld you on page 508 that System 7.5
had funky new desktop patterns but you couldn 't create your own.
We were wrong on both accow1ts. They're not all that fun ky, and
you crm create your own. Simply create a new PICT-a photograph
or whatever-and paste it into me Desktop Patterns control panel.

Hide the Finder. If you're sick of accidentally switching to m e
finder witl1 a stray click outside your program window, you can
choose to lucie me Finder unti l you close tl1e program (or choose
Finder in me Application menu). To do so, deselect me Show D esktop when in background option in the Genera l Cono·ols conu·ol panel.

Just for PowerBooks. You can make the Control Strip longer
and sho rter by dragging on the triangular end (the pa rt towa rd m e
inside of the screen). To move me Control stri p, hold down tile
O ption key and dr ag the Cono·ol Strip to the new location. To shrink
the Control strip to its smallest size, click m e close (read: shrink)
box on the outside end of the so·ip.
To put your PowerBook to sleep, press Command+S hi ft+O (zero).
To spin clown tl1e hard disk, press Contro i+Shi ft+Command+O.

POWERBOOK
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Getting onto the Net
Despite pro tests from longtime Net su rfers who rese nt the intrusion by us " newbies," the Internet is growing in eve1y direction,
taking in millions o f new users thanks to simplified commercial access and getting easier to use, principally wi th the \iVorld Vlide \iVeb.
In this section, we' ll start you out on the Web, explain how to use
your comm ercial service to get o nline, and share a few In te rnet tips.

Stepping out on the Web

(RC)

For most of us who just wa nt to see the sights, transportation in
cyberspace seems unnecessarily snarled in a traffic jam o f services:
Bulletin Boa rds, e- mail, ftp, USEI\"ET, teln et, IRC, gopher, vVAIS,
etc. \!Vl1at the N et has needed from the start was a si mpl e metaphor
similar to the D esk:top concept Apple gave to the face of the Personal Computer. Enter the \iVeb. T han ks to CERN, the European
Particle Physics La boratory in Geneva, Switzerland, Inte rnet neophytes now only need a Viieb b rowser and an itch y clicker linger.

WWW. The d evelopment that came o ut of Switzerl and in 1991 was
a set of specificati ons to describe a new multimedia pathway on the
Internet: the \ iVorld Wide vVeb (WW\i\1). T he scientists at CERN
created th e equiv;l lent of a new road, but also a new kind of rest stop.
The new ro ad, c~tlled H TTP (hyper text transfer protocol) creates a
wide highway fo r mul timedia tTaffic. The new rest stops, web sites
(which may contain a home page as well as add itional web pages), are
wri n en in a new language called HTML (hyper text markup language), and provide a common format for d isplayi ng information.
It's easiest to thin k of a web page as a kind of document. Imagine a
scrolling page, li ke a word processing document, but instead of just
text, the document ca n also contain graphics, sound, and video. T hese
documen ts or web pages have color-coded links that play sotmds or
videos, automatically download fi les to your compu ter, or send you
Aying to any othe r web page, including web pnges at oth er web sites.
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3D Browsing. Fly in a 3D rendering of the Internet-one step
closer to the fictional Metaverse in Neil Stephenson's novel Suow
Cmsh. Silicon G raphics and Template Graphics Software have used
VRML (Virtual Reality Modeling Language) to create \iVebSpace, a
3D Browser for the Web. C heck out a cool 2D view ofWebSpace:
http:/ / www.sgi.com/ Products/WebFORC E/WebSpace/

Hot Web Sites

(RC)

Every day new sites are opened as Net surfers carve out their cyber real
estate. Often the best way to find interesting web sites is to look on a web
page for a "favorite sites" list compiled by the page's author. Here are my
current favorites: (you'll have to begin each address with "http://").
SERVICES

0RGAJo41ZAnONS

Web sites that help you flnd what you
want on the Web

Government. private, and corporate Web sites

Yahoo

www.w3.org/hypertextJWWW/TheProject

AWeb dire,ctory you can search by topic
www.yahoo.com
Web<rawler

webcrawler.cs.washlngton.edu/WebCrawler/
WebQuery.html
Best of the Web
wings.buffalo.edu/contest

CERN's Web Profect
Amerl~:an

Unhler•ltles

General info and cool student home pagesf
www.clas.ufl.edu/CtAS/
american-universities.html
The White House

www.whitehouse.gov
Moon City Directory

Glen Davis shares his travels around the Web
www.infi.netJcool.html

Euro Net Amsterdam
www.euro.net/5thworld/mooncity/moon.html
Pathflndiii'-The 11meWamer empire

Useless WWW Pages

www.pathfinder.com/pathfinder/Wel~ome.html

Cool Site of the Day

The Zen art of the ridiculous
www.primw.com/staff/paulp/useless.html

INDMDUALS

CoNTENT PltoVJDlRS

CyberHumans and Web personalities
Bill Arnett's multimedia tour of

Complle(finformatlon for a specific audience
lbe CIA World Fact Book

Wanna know what they know?
www.odci.gov/94fact/fb94toc/fu94toc.html
HotWired

The Nine Planets

seds.lpl.arizona.edu/nineplanets/nineplanets/
nlneplanets.html
Starseed Gallery

Abstract art on the Cyber<:anvas
www.well.com/user/starseed/statsgal.htm

The ultracyberhip on-line magazine
www.hotwlred.com
World Wide Web of Sports
tru-www.lcs.mit.edu/cgi-bin/sports

Breakfast Surreal
www.indirect.com/user/warren/surreal.html

The Cardiff Movie Database

Craig's World of Wonder

www.msstate.edu/Movles/
Kid's Web
A Digital library for Schoolkids
www.npac.syr.edu:BO/textbook/kldsweb

tumplke.netJmetro/ctrobins

Warren Apel's Poetry Page

Oracle

Need advice? Consult the Oracle
www.pcnetcom/users/stenor/oracle/
index.html
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HTML Editors (LB). Documents published on t he W eb have to
be in Hypertext Mn rkup Langu;Jge (HTML)-plain text files with
tags (e.g., <P> and <IP> for paragraphs) that con trol hO\v t he document is displayed as well as the clickable links (Uuifonn Resource Lomtors, o r URLs) thnt take you fro m web page to web page.
You can learn a lot of HTML and write everything yourself, o r
lea rn less and use an H TML package. There are d ozens; ne\\. ones
are added constantly. Point your browser at
http://www.uwtc. washington.ed u/Com puting/WWW/ Mac/Directory. html

for pointers to everything mentioned here and other informatio n
that wi ll get you going.
One way to start is to fi re up a text editor and start writing (it's easier
than it sounds). Lindsay Davies' freeware BBEdit l-JTML Tools, which
requires either BBE dit (commercial) or BBEdit Li te (free), is n big
help. Remarkably complete, this package is suitable fo r everyone
from nea r-novices to pros. Complicated fo rmats are done th ro ugh
dialog boxes complete with balloon help. Similar but less C<lpable
packages have been implemented as macros for N isus and \ Nord
P erfect 3.
At right, a portion
of Peachpit 's home
page, as seen from
Netscape. At far
right, the corre·
sponding HTML
code for the same
page. To get to this
page yourself, use
www.peachpit. com
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Alte rnatively, yo u c:1n usc n translator that works t hroug h your word
processo r or lnyout software. Best is th e RTF to HTML freewa re
pacbge for Microsoft \iVord (it ca n be partl y adapted fo r a ny word
processor supporting styles and RT F). It's also great for converting
existing documents. C laris \.Yo rks 4 includes a n XT ND translator
thnt will let you publish simple docume nts c;tsily; it's not good for
compl icated ones . The newest ve rsions o f\ \'o rd Pe rfect, Frame and
PageMaker all include a facility for creating 1ITML docume nts.
The fina l option is to usc an editor specifically designed to prod uce
ElTML docum ents. The ideal] JTML editor has yet to be devised.
vVebtor (free) is a start in t he rig ht directi o n, bur its present preal pha form is a bit too flak-y fo r mos r. J-JTJ\ IL Pro, a great cho ice for
beg inners, is $5 sha rewa re with three main drawba cks: it o nl y keeps
one file open at a time, it doesn 't support forms, and yo u have to
write the URLs yo urself. 117~\/L Editor (S25, sha rewa re) w<ts one of
th e first on tl1e marke t and still pretty goo d, thou gh it doesn 't suppo rt forms and hasn't bee n revised in a whil e.
And there's HoT!VletrrL Pro ($195, SoftQuad), t he Mack truck o f
fiTML editors. I t's almost impossible to produce an invalid document with this program whic h will also c heck existing docum ents
for stylistic ri gor. l t incl ud es a handy feature to chan ge local URLs
if you move your wo rk to a different server. Despite th e klunky
inter f;tce (set pre feren ces by editing a text fil e to say things li ke
"styles_pa tll=+Je nnifer:Stylcs;") with a little prac ti ce you 'll be prod ucing first rate doc ume nts quickly. The ti me savings wi ll pay for
the product for those who usc it constantly. SoftQu:1d says HotMetal
Pro 2 will be ava ila b le by th e e nd of til e sum me r.

What's new with commercial online services

(EC)

M ost popular o n line se rvices fo r 1\ lac users have begun to o ffer d irect access tO the Inte rnet. AO L's and e'vVo rld 's services <t re simple
but expensive. C ompuScrvc's is complete, but rather ha rd to se t up.
If you plan to spend more t han a fe w hours a month o n the Tnternet,
you would almost ce rta inly do be tter wit h a local Slip o r PPP pro vide r (see page 896) at arou nd $20 fo r twe nty hours a mo ntl1.
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Getting on the Web through CompuServe. CompuServe
includes three ho urs of direct access time to the Interne t with its
Basic Services membership. You can get to Usenet newsgroups, ftp
and Telnet from within the CompuServe Info rmatio n Man::~ ge r, but
C ompuServe also offers direct access via P PP to the L1ternet. To
take advantage of it, you have to have MacTCP (part of System 7.5
software) and either InterS lip or NlacPPP (Go Internet, then check
L ibrary 5 in L1ternet Resources). Configure both fil es (MacTCP
and the Con fi g PPP pa rt ofMacPPP) as shown below. P resto! You've
got a three hour per mon th d irect Internet account. For mor e time,
join the L1ternet C lub for an addi tional I S dollars and 20 hours each
month. Otherwise, pay $2.50/hour in exo·a connect time charges.
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MacTCP (left) and ConfigPPP configurations
for CompuServe. Note that you should enter
in you r own User /D and password.

AOL Web browser. T he latest versio n 2.6 o f America Online's
softwa re includes a special Web browser that opens automatically
from within America O nline, maki ng it particularly easy to use for
beginners and the otherwise In te rnet-fearful. I t incorpo rates ftp,
gopher and \Ncb access in one program, which is automaticall y
o pened by the main AOL software. I t works :Jt abo ut the same speed
as a direct Slip or P PP account, although it is limited to a 14.4 or
28.8 K.bps connection . AOL goes a long way in maki ng the Internet
accessibl e but its connect ti me charges o f $3/ho ur make it an expensive on- ramp.
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eWeb. Just as we went to press, eWorld 's Internet services made
their debut. Getting to newsgroups, ftp and mailing lists is as easy as
navigating around your Mac and a connection to the \i\To rld \!Vide
\ i\Teb should be up and running by the time you read th is. evVorld's
Intern et services are simple an d easy to use, but like Am erica O nl ine,
it is a bit expensive fo r heavy use.

cW o rld's new software does have o ne great feature: the i\ilail Assistant. It is easy to prog ram it to fi le (for example) all your ma il from
your sisters and parents in the F(/111ily folder that you have created
and to print all the messages that you receive about P ower Macs. It's
the best automatic mail filing system I've seen.
"Free" Hours. If one more online service tries to win my favor by
telling me how many " free" hours are included in my mo nthly payment, I think I will spit. T hey're not free, oth erwise, they wou ldn't
be tapping my credit c1rd each mo nth. To make matters worse, I
asked America On line if it was charging me every time I log on as it
downloads those new images for forums that I' ll probably never visit.
The answer? Yes, they do charge, but since th ey've give n me "free"
hours, they do n't feel so badly abo ut it. I'll ta ke less free ho urs and
less marketing phony balo ney, thank you.

A Few Internet (and General Online) Tips

(EC)

Using the In ternet is something like playing one of those adventure
ga mes in which you don't know qu ite what the object is un ti l you're
in the midst of it. O nce you get o n, you start getting a feel for what
it is and what you ca n use it for. Hopefully, these few tips will help
yo u o n your trave ls.
Using "helper" programs to surf the Internet. One of the
most confusing things about using the Internet with a Sli p or PPP
acco unt is that you use several programs to access the pletho ra of
information sources o ut on the Net, an d in fact, you can use more
than o ne at a time. T his is completely different than getti ng on
through America Online, or even with a terminal emula tor, like
Delphi , for example.

VERY GOOD
FEATURE

V ERY BAD
FEATURE
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Once you have a provider (see page 896), have configured lviacTCP
and either InterSlip or PPP and have made a dialed up and made a
connection, you are directly linked to tl1e millions of otl1er m achines
on tl1e Internet. But th e confusing thing is that you can be connected and still not see anything different o n your Mac. To communicate with the o ther fo lks o n tl1e Intern et, you have to open a belpe1·
progmm, li ke Mosaic or ~etscape to surf tl1e W'e b, Eudora to send
e-mail, o r Fetch to download fi les using ftp.
You can generally open as many helper programs as you wish and
you can often usc one while the o ilier is working-for example, you
can read your ncwsgroups while downloading a fi le. I n fact, there is
a new ftp program our called Snatcher from Software Ventures that
allows you to ftp from several sites at o nce.

1t
WARNING

\ ¥ hen you quit a helper prognm, m e conn ection is not broken. To
close m e connection, you have to go to ConfigPPP or Interslip Setup
and disconnect manually. Make sure you do, otl1e1w ise you'll be racking up the connect time.

Some Newswatcher tips. Newswatcher is a g reat freeware ne\\'S
browser from J ohn No rstad (of Disinfectant fame) at ?\form western
U niversity. Try o ut tl1ese ti ps:

HOTTIP

H o ld down m e Comrmmd key and click a URL to open the correspo ndin g document. Newswatcher automatically uses tl1 e appro priate helper program to open li nks to web pages, gop hers and ftps,
among otl1ers.
Normally, Newswatcher keeps track of the articles that you've read
and doesn't show them again the next time you sign on. To see o lder
articles, hold dow n the Option key as you open the group. Kee p in
mind that Newswa tcher can only show you articles tl1at are sti ll on
your local news server and m at the number o f articl es saved on a
server va r·y from site to site.
1ewswatcher au toma tically quotes an article in a reply. To quote
o nly a po rtion of the post, select th e desired text, ho ld down Shift
and m en click Reply.
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Web browsing tips. If you're using a black and white o r grayscale
mo ni tor, be sure to select the Underline Ancho rs (or similar) option
in the Preferences dialog box. This way, you'll be able to sec the
links to other URLs even if you can't see which o nes are blue and
which arc red.

HOTTIP

\tVhich brings me to my next point. Once you have visited a web site
by cl icking o n a blue hypertext link, most \tVeb browsers change the
li nk's colo r fro m blue to red. D epending o n your preferences, the
li nk wi ll change back to blue after a certain amount of time. Some
browse rs (like NCSA Mosaic) change th e color back gradua lly.

Netscape tips. Use Netscape. Its graphics management and bookmark systems make it better than TCSA Mosaic and Mac\tVeb.
In System 7.5 you can drag a URL directly onto the main window
to load a page. Hold down O ption as you click a U RL to download
the file to your hard disk instead of loading it in to the window.
Leave the Bookmarks window open (select View Bookmarks in the
Bookmarks menu and then Fewer Options) as you browse. Crea te
heade rs (usc More O ptio ns and the New H eader button) to o rgani ze you r bookmarks in groups. Expand or collapse a header by
dou bl e-clicki ng it. Jump to a page by double-clickin g· its URL.

Quit AOL/eWorld instantly. Sometimes it seems that .AOL or
eWorld (sin ce tl1 e two services use similar software) would ask you
for your mo tl1er's permissio n to leave the program. I don't know
how many times I have selected Quit and tl1en left my computer
o nly to come back fifteen minutes later to find myself still connected
(and racking up the charges) while a cute alert box waits witl1 tl1 e
fata l words "Are you sure you really, really, 1wtl6• want to leave now?"
To skip th is alert for ever more, go to Set Preferences in tl1e Members/e\IVorld menu, and then double-click Confirm Sign Off (in tl1e
System P references category, which should be selected by defau lt)
to get rid of that check mark to its left. N ow quit with impunity.

VERY GOOD
FEATURE
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HotnewCDs
~
~
CD·ROM

(EC)

It wo uld be impossible to menti on all o f the top rate CDs t hat have
come our in th e past yea r but I have to tell you that these new C D s
are getti ng better and better. Here nre a few exam ples.

Speaking different languages. Mw m·e from MnrY, Women are
from Ve-nus ($50, includes paperback editio n of book) is the C D-

VERY GOOD
FEATURE

ROM edi tion o fJohn Gray's bestselling book o f t he same name for
couples who want to im prove their communication skills. Published
by H arpers' In teractive, a small subbranch ofRupert iVlurdoch's publishing empi re, it is particularly well put together. The vid eos are
smooth and remarkably fluid and t he text and g raphics are at tractive, clear and consistent, making it easy to fi nd th e information
you' re looki ng fo r o r to browse aro und nt you r leisu re.
W hether you will be as plensed
with the con tent depend s on yo ur
self-help book tolerance level, although G ray's humor does help
to make the pill easier to swallow.
lVInrs!VeJJus' p rin cipal section, at
least on the CD , is the Personal
vVorkshop area, where you peep
on Nlichael and Mega n, the avera ge co up le, while G r ay
kibbitzes (a nd translates). Unforrunately, you ca n work through much of th e workshop in a relatively short amount o f time and the questionna ire you ar e asked to
fill out is never used or referred to again.

Brave new world, version S. PubHshi ng an atlas on CD under
tod ay's dynami c, if not downright unstable geographic and poli tica l
conditions is a huge task and Mi ndscape's new version 5 of its \IVo rld
and U .S. atlases ($60) is certainl y a va liant try. Both CD s arc chock
full o f numbers: It's easy to find o ut how many mi lking machines,
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how many divo rces, and how many radio stations th ere are from
Andorra to Zimbabwe (alth ough I foun d no correlation between
these indices.)
Unfortunately, it doesn't seem like anyone was worrying about the
details. The interface is inco nsistent and confusing-a click on the
Anthem butto n plays the anthem for the country currentl y in view, a
VERY BAD
click o n the To pographical button shows tl1 e topographica l map for FEATURE
th e entire 1·egion (Europe, fo r example), a second click brings you
back to the map of tl1e region, not to the o riginal country. And what
a shame that you can't scro ll fro m comltl)' to country as a map lover
d oes from page to pa ge in a
printed atlas. The low resolutio n ..... • " 1 • " • • .. • • • ... ~ . . . . · " " • . .
of the videos and photog raphs
MPEG Card
could have been compensated
Apple's new MPEG (Motion Picture
wi th decent narratio n, but unforExperts Group) Media System, which
nrnately, one is treated only to the
can be added to the new 5200 and
names of fo ur or five landmarks
6200 series Performas as well as the
in each city. It could be so much
630s, lets you playback full-motion,
better.

At the zoo. T he new versio n

full-screen video on your Macintosh
computer. MPEG is specially designed
for games an<:l educational CDs- llke
the Time Almanac-and can also be
used to view non-interactive CDi movies. Apple will include 6 MPEG CDROM titles with the MPEG ~tarter Kit
($300) and wi ll incorporate an MPEG
card in the Performa 6230CD.

of The Anima ls! (Mindscap e,
$60) is delightful. Your tour o f th e
San Diego Zoo begins when you
choose to view an individual anima l, complete biom es (such as
S<lVannah, jtmg le o r grassy plains)
or animal fami lies, like cats, monkeys or reptiles. Each animal is
tl1en described witl1 still picn1res,
detailed descripti ons, videos and/ or sound. AJtl10ugh th ese could
certainly be of hi gher resolution, and perhaps better integrated, tl1ey
give a wealtl1 o f interesting and informative facts about each animal.
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Roamin g aroun d the
zoo is inruiti veancl easy.
c.....
........ ..
..,..,.... ..--...,,.,,.1
.._...,. ......
.
There is a great Back..._...,,, • .:.1: ..,.,.. ...... ,
track feat11re (reminis..........
cent of the Back com..... . . ......-.... ..., .....
mand in H ype rca rd)
that lets yo u jump back
to an y point in yo ur
tour. T he "Stories" section is great fo r kids.
Each one shows a series
of slides, complete with narration and text, that tell the story of some
part of the zoo, like how they saved Gordy the Gorilla (one of very
few ever born in capti vity) and how the zoo was started. Like many
zoos, The Animals! stresses the importa nce of ecology, environmentalism and the protection of endangered species.
bo .............

NHi oo...-<olt. _ ...._

.. ,..,

. ..o<i. . . "" .. """"'.... p . . . ........
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The Journeyman Project-Part 2 . .vty fi rst impression of Buried in T ime ($65, SmlCtllary Woods), the ne'v sequel to The .Journeyman Project, was less than perrcct. Presto Studios had broken a
cardinal rule by giving me someone else's name and face (Gage
Blackwood, young, whi te, male Agem 5), the action was a little slow,
and I had a hard time figuring out where I was and where I'd been.
This shot from Buried in
Time is taken from the
foot of Richard the
Lion heart's castle, where
you go to find his sword.
Below the scene window
is your inven t ory lis!,
wh ere you keep items
that you have found.
At the bottom right are
the navigational controls. Using them is easy,
figuring out where you
are and where you 've
been takes practice.
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But that didn't last long: Buried in T im e is challeng ing ami fu n.
Gage has been framed and must go back in time in search of evidence. You trave l in five different meticulously deta iled time periods looking for clues and avoiding the loca ls, some o f whom speak
wi th amusing ~tfi dd l e E nglish accents wh ile thro wing rocks at you.
Altho ug h packed on three CDs, the disk switchin g is pretty minimal. And altho ug h it's clear that most of the graphi cs were computer genera ted, one tends to marvel at th eir bea uty and constru ction rather than sneer that they' re "not rea l. " Buri ed in T ime is a
great game- it deserves to be T he Journeyman Project's successor.
I'
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Contact Information
Only new contacts are provided here. Check pages 1035-1055 if you don't
find the vendor desired.

Akimbo Systems

Power Computing Corporation

11 Rose Street
Somerville, MA 02143
800/375-6515, 617/776-5500,
Internet: FuiiWrite@kimbo.com
AOL: FuiiWrite; CIS: 71 442,233 7

12337 Technology Boulevard
Austin, TX 78727-6104
800/406-7693, 512/258-1350
fax 512/258- 1503,
faxback: 800/ 788-3783,
email; info@power.com
Web: www.powercc.com

frame Technology Corporation
333 West San Carlos Street
San jose, CA 95110
800/843-7263, 408/975-6000,
fax 408/975-6600
Web: www.frame.com

HarperColllns Interactive
10 East 53rd Street
New York, NY 10022-5299
800/424-6234, 212/207-7000

Mlndscape
60 Leveroni Court
Novato, CA 94949
415/883-3000
fax 415{883-3303

Sanctuary Woods
1825 South Gran t Street
San Mateo, CA 94402
800/943-3664, 415/286-6000
fax 415/286-6010

SoftQuad, Inc.
56 Aberfoyle Crescent
Toronto, Ontario M8X 2W4
Canada
800/387-2777, 416/239-4801,
fax 415/239-7105
lnt€rnet: sales@sq.com
Web: www.sq.com

Special Offer
Save 25%
on selected Macintosh books
from Peachpit Press
Questions about ordering:
How Soon Will I Get My Books1
vVe ship orders via ground service unless otherwise requested. Your order will
anive within two weeks, sooner in Midwest locations. For in fo rmation on tUSh orders,
please ca ll us between 9 a.m. and 5 p. m. (Pacific Time), Monday th rough F riday .

What About Backorders?
Any book that is not available yet will be shipped separately when it is printed.
Requesting such books will not hold up your regu lar o rder.

What If I Don't Like It?
Since we're aski ng you to buy our books sight unseen, we back them with an
unconditional money-back guarantee. \iVhether you'r e a first-time or a repeat
customer, we want you to be completely satisfied in all your deal ings with
Peach pit Press. If you don't like a book for any reason, just send it back and we'll
cheerfull y refund your money. T he address for retuming shipments is: AddisonW esley Publ ishing Company, 5851 Guion Road, Indianapolis, IN 46254, ATTN:
Peachpit P ress Returns.
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Peachplt Press
24 14 Sixth Street • Berkeley, C A 94710
800/2 83-9444 • 5 10/548-4393 • FAX: 510/548-599 1
Fi nd us on the vVorld Wide \Neb at: http://www.peachpit. com

Order Form
QTY.

SPECIAL
PRICE

TITLE

CODE

LIST
PRICE

Tbe Computer Prh•rtC)'
I-/nndbook

4845+

~

$18.71

Diredor Demyst ijied

+8528

~

$29.96

Little Mnc BooJ:,
4tb Edition

48·+68

~

£ 13.46

MAC-grnpbics lnrernctiuc
IMwksbop

88365

~

$59.96

Tbe Nou-Desiguer~r
Design Book

48+33

~

S l l.2 l

Tbe Officinl Pboto CD
I-/aurlbook

+8+21

~

$29.96

Pbotosbop 3 W01v.' Book,
lV!ac l!.a ition

48479

~

$29.96

Qurl1'k Design

88365

~

$26.2 1

- 4~526

~

$ 18.71

+8532

~

£ 1+.96

ftlleb /-1end

I'Vbnt's On tbe lutemet
Smmner/Fn/1 1995

"'
TOTAL

Subtota l
Applica ble Sa les Tax•
Sh ipping
($4 I OR n IF f1RS I UOOK .-lSD $1 FOR EACII IDDITI01'AL BOOK)

TOTAL ( $US)
• \oVe arc required to pay sales tax in most stares. Please include applicable stare sales mx un less
you live in o ne of the following states: AK., DE, HI, .VIT, NH, N t\1, NV, OK, O R, SC, \VY.

Ship To:

Payment Method :

Na me: - - - - -- - - - - -

0 VISA • M C • AMEX (ClRCl.E o:--rE)

Co mpany: - - - - - - - - - Srreet: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Card# : _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

C ity: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Exp. Date: - - - -- - -- :::J C heck enclosed

Stntc: - - - - - - - - - - - -

Phone (DAVTl.\1£): ( _

Z ip: - - - - - - - - - - -

Sign:t ru rc: - - - - -- - -- -

Peachplt Press •

P llOKE:

) _ _ _ __

800/283-9444 OR 5 10/548-4393 • FAX : 510/548-599 1
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